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PREPACE BY THE TRANSLATOR.

It will be natural to ask, why this book is offered to the public

The translator knows not how to introduce, the reasons, in a better

way, than by first allowing the author himself to explain the design

and character of the original work. For this purpose, the reader

is requested to peruse the following extracts from the Prefaces of

ESCHENBURG.

From the Preface to the Ffth Edition.—Twenty-seven years ago, I was induced

to commence a revision and enlargement of that portion of Hederick's Introduction

to the Historical Sciences which treats of Classical Literature, Mythology, and Ro-

man Antiquities. In doing this I expected to aid an esteemed friend, who had been

requested by the booksellers to prepare an improved edition of the whole work. But

what determined me to the attempt, was a conviction that it was undertaking a work

of very useful tendency, and a hope that by it a want, long felt in elementary instruc-

tion, might be supplied. Other duties hindered the sea^jonable accomplishment of

this purpose, and I was led to enlarge the original plan, so as to include the Grecian

Antiquities, and what is embraced under the head of Archaeology of Literature and

Art. Thus it formed a complete Manual, furnishing the most essential aids in read-

ing the classical authors, and with sufficient fullness for all elementary purposes

My work so designed has, therefore, now scarcely a trace in it of the treatise of

Hederick.

My aim, in this work, was to furnish both Learners and Teachers with a book

which might at the same time serve as a general introduction to the reading of classi-

cal authors, and likewise aflibrd further and constant help in understanding and ex-

plaining them. It surely is unnecessary to prove that a knowledge of Greek and

Roman Mythology and Antiquities, and some acquaintance with the Archaeology

of Literature and Art, and also with the general History and Criticism of the An
cient Authors, are not only useful, but absolutely indispensable, in the pursuit of

classical study. And it appears to me, that it must greatly facilitate the acquisition

of this knowledge to have the whole range of it brought into one collected system,

as it is in this work, and all digested with one common end in view, and reduced as

far as possible to one uniform method, with a careful selection of what is most essen-

tial, and omission of what is comparatively unimportant, and a constant reference

to its appropriate use. The Teacher will find presented to him throughout the work
occasions and hints for further illustrations and additions ; while the Learner has in

the book itself what is of indispensable importance, and in such a form that he may
easily re-peruse and review it.

The Archaeology of Literature and Art had never, previously to the attempt in

this work, been exhibited in a form adapted for general instruction. Yet some such

acquaintance with the subject as this work may furnish is of the highest importance

to the scholar. It may be expected that the glance which he will here obtain of the

rich monuments of antiquity, will lead him to seek the pleasure of a more complete

and full knowledge, especially of Grecian art. And certainly the classical teacher

needs to be in some degree familiar with the objects presented in this field of study,

in order to do justice to his pupils.—The View of the Classical Authors was neces-

sarily confined within brief limits. I preferred to arrange them in Departments, in-

stead of following purely chronological order, because I could therebv more conve-

(1*)



VI PREFACE.

niently introduce the brief remarks I wished to offer respecting the form which each
department of writing assumed among the Greeks and Romans. In giving the edi-

tions of the classics, and the works helping to illustrate them, I confined myself
chiefly to such as are most suitable for scholars, and best calculated in my view for

their advancement. In describing the authors, only a short and condensed summary
could be given, not including a complete enumeration of their works, but merely
naming the most important.—The sketch of Greek and Roman Mythology is that

which I first drew up for use in my own lectures, and which has been separately

printed. Here I have endeavored to separate the circumstances most important
for the scholar's notice from those of minor consequence ; introducing the historical

or traditional part of the fables, without saying much of the theories and speculations

employed in solving them
;
yet presenting hints at explanations worthy of the scho-

lar's notice. The references to the Metamorphoses of Ovid are added, because '.

deem it highly useful to connect a reading of these with the study of Mythology.

—

A new system of GieeJi and Roman Antiquities might seem, at first view, less

needed than the other parts of this work, since there are other systems and compends
easily accessible, especially of Roman Antiquities. But it was necessary to the com-
pleteness of the Manual to include these branches. Nor was this all. I hoped
here, as in the rest of my work, to furnish something especially valuable on account
of its embracing all that is most essential to the subject, with the exclusion of ex-
traneous and unimportant matter.

Since the last edition of this Manual, there have appeared some performances of a

similar kind, in which I thankfully find evidence of the utiUty of my own work, and
am ready to acknowledge their excellence in some particulars. These works might
render a new impression of mine superfluous ; but the very frequent call for the

Manual, the urgent request of the booksellers, and the apprehension of a second
counterfeit emission of the vpork, have persuaded me to prepare this fifth edition. In
the emendations and improvements, I have been guided by the same considerations

which controlled me in the preceding editions. In the additions in the part treating

of the classic authors, I have received very friendly assistance from Professor Schef-
FLKR, of this place.

From the Preface to the Sixth Edition.—In a former preface, the occasion, de-

sign, and plan of this Manual have been stated. In each successive edition I have
endeavored to make useful improvements ; but have throughout adhered to the

original design, and confined myself, of course, to substantially the same limits. Al-
though much progress has been made in classical studies in Germany during the last

thirty years, and there are now several books of great merit which may serve as

guides and introductions to such studies, yet the demand for another impression of

this Manual has compelled me again to take it in hand, and to perform the renewed
labor of revision. In this labor I must agam gratefully mention the assistance kindly

rendered me by Professor Scheffler.

The sixth edition was the last published during the life of the author. But the

work has been printed once or twice since his death. The following is taken from

the Remarks prefixed to the seventh edition (Berlin, Nov. 1, 1824).—The con-

tinued acknowledgment of the great excellence of this Manual of Classical Litera-

ture, which is proved by the constant demand for the book, renders it unnecessary to

say much by way of preface to a new edition. After the death v^f Eschenburg, the

society of booksellers employed a well qualified editor, who has revised the work, and
superintended it with great care and fidelity. An examination will show that, in

doing this, advantage has been taken of the important results of modern classical

researches. It is, therefore, confidently believed that this work will still be found one

of the most useful of the kind
;
perhaps the very best manual, both for the Gymnasia

and other Seminaries, and also for private use.

In view of this account of the character, design, and reputation of

the original work, it is easy to see the reasons why it should be pre-

.vented to the scholars of our country. Many instructors have felt

ihe want of a Comprehensive Text-hook in the department of Clas-

ncal Literature and Antiquities. After much inquir}^ the trans-
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lato'r has been able to find no work, which, on the whole, seemed so

well adapted for the object as Eschenburg^s Manual.

It will be seen, by a mere glance, that the general design and

plan of the work, in its present form, is to exhibit in a condensed

but comprehensive summary, what is most essential on all promi-

nent topics belonging to the department of Classical Literature and

Antiquities, and at the same time give references to various sources

of information, to which the scholar may go when he wishes to pur-

sue any of the subjects by further investigations. I cannot doubt

that a Manual on this plan, thoroughly executed, would prove one

of the greatest aids to the classical student which it is possible to put

into his hands ; and I cherish the hope that, in the entire want of a

book of this sort, not only in our country, but also in the English

language hitherto, the present attempt to introduce one from abroad

will meet with a candid reception ; especially as it is one whose

value has been so fully attested in the land most of all celebrated

for classical attainments.

Here it may be proper to mention, that some years since this work was translated

into the French. The translator, after some preliminary remarks, says, "from such

considerations, I supposed I should render the public a service, by making known in

France a series of elementary works universally esteemed and circulated in Ger-

many. I begin with the Manual of Classical Literature, hy Eschexbt:rg. This
author is Councillor in the Court of the Duke of Brunswick, and Professor in the

public seminary called the Carolinum. As estimable for his moral character as for

the variety of his attainments, known as editor of the posthumous writings of Les-

sing, and dear to all the celebrated men of the country ; living also in the vicinity

of one of the richest libraries ; he united, along with these advantages, all the Ught

and experience derived from a long series of years devoted to instruction, and that

good judgment, admirable but rare, which knows how to avoid the superfluous with-

out omitting the necessary and the useful. I shall not attempt an encomium on the

book, of which I here offer a translation ; it is sufficient to refer to the public suffrage

and decision, by which this Manual has been adopted as the basis of public and pri-

vate instruction in a major part of the universities and colleges in Germany."—Sub-
sequently to the time of this translation, in a report made to the French Institute

respecting the literary labors of the Germans, by Charles Villers, the distinguished

author of the Essay on the Reformation of Luther, the Manual of Escheaburg was
noticed as a valuable gift to the world.

I feel at liberty also to state, as evincing the value of this work in the estimation

of competent judges, that the present translation was commenced with the warm ap
probation and encouragement of Prof. Stuart, of Andover, and Pnf. RoBiJJsojr,

now of Boston. In fact, under the advice of these eminent scholars, Mr. Isaac Stu
art, Professor of Languages in the University of S. Carolina, had made prepara-

tions for translating the same work, and wholly without my knowledge, but had been
compelled to renounce the design just before I consulted their views of the utiUty and
expediency of my attempt. It is likewise worthy of notice here, that, from a con-
viction 6f the great value of the Manual, and of its fitness to be useful in our country,

it had actually been translated, before I entered upon the work, by Mr. Cruse, whose
translation of the part pertaining to Roman Authors is introduced into the present

publication.*

No more needs to be said respecting the design and merits of the

original work, and its claims to be introduced to the knowledge of

* In the first edition; see the note on page ix.

(1**)



VIll PREFACE.

American scholars. But something more may be desired respecting

the author himself. This desire I am able to gratify, through the

friendship oiProf. Robinson, whose repeated advice and assistance

in the present work I here gratefully acknowledge, and who has fur-

nished the following brief notice of Eschenburg.

" The name of Eschenburg stands high in Germany, as one of their best writers

on taste and the theory of the fine arts, including fine writing. The article [below]

is condensed in the Encyclopaedia Americana ; but I have preferred to translate the

original [from the Conversations-Lexicon] as being more full.

^^Jolin Joachim Eschenburg, Professor in the Carolinu7n at Brunswick, was born

1743 at Hamburg, and died at Brunswick, 1820. This distinguished scholeur and
writer received his earliest education in the Johanneum at Hamburg ; afterwards in

Leipzig, where Ernesti, Gellert, Morus, and Clodius were his instructors; then under
Heyne and Michiilis in Gottingen. He then came, through the agency of Jerusalem,

as a private tutor, to Brunswick ; where he afterwards received the Professorship in

the Carolinum, vacated by the death of the poet Zachariii. This post he held during

his life. To him Germany is indebted for a nearer acquaintance with many good
English writers in the department of Esthetics ; e. g. Brown, Webb, Burney, and
Hurd, whom he translated and in part accompanied with notes and additions. He
published, moreover, at diiferent times, in journals and magazines, accounts of the

most remarkable appearances in English Literature, by means of which a love and
taste for the literary treasures of that island and people were greatly promoted among
the Germans. His greatest desert, however, lies in his translation of Shakspeare.

(Zurich, 1775-87, 14 vols.; 1798-1806, 12 vols.) Although not the first in this

great undertaking, since Wieland had already begun a similar, yet he has long had
the merit of being the most complete ; even though so many excellent translations

of the great tragic writer have been since begun. Indeed his version of the collected

works of this poet is to this moment sought after, although not possessing the charm
of meter nor the literal fidelity which others exhibit. In making his translation,

moreover, by means of his literary and social connections, he enjoyed many advan-

tages which another would with difficulty possess in an equal degree ; and his own
private library contained, so long ago as 1807, more than 400 volumes in reference

to Shakspeare, exclusive of engravings, &c. Another great benefit confen-ed on the

public by Eschenburg, was the publication of his Lectures in the Carolinum, his

Theorie und Literaiur der schonen Wissenschaften, his Lehrhuch der Wissenschafts-

hunde, and his Hundhuch der Classischen Literatur ,• of the last work a seventh

edition was published in 1825. In social intercourse, Eschenburg was exceedingly

amiable, and, notwithstanding his occasional satirical remarks, generally beloved.

Three years before his death he celebrated his official jubilee, or 50th anniversary.

He was also Senior of the Cyriacus-foundation, and a knight of the Guelphic order.

—In the sixth Supplementary Volume of Jorhen's Lexicon deutscher Dichter und
Prosaisten, there is a minute catalogue of his works, both original and translated,

and also of his editions of other authors of former or recent times."

It remains for the translator to speak briefly of the principles and

method by which he has attempted to execute his task, in preparing

the work in its present form ; and the following remarks contain all

that it seems important for him to say on this point. For the rest,

those who use the book must judge.

As to the translation itself, my aim has been throughout to express the author's

meaning with strict fidelity ; but in doing this I have endeavored to avoid the long

periods and involved arrangement of words and clauses, for which the German lan-

guage is of known celebrity ; I have almost uniformly employed shorter sentences,

and have sometimes departed very much from the phraseology of the original. The
alterations are not many ; in some instances I have omitted a clause or sentence,

and in a few a whole section or paragraph, without any notice to the reader ; in a
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few rases, also, I have altered the arrangement of the sections. Otherwise, wherever

I have not presented the author entire and unaltered, a distinct intimation of some
change by the translator is given to the reader, by one of the marks which will be

explained below.—The additions are very considerable ; and, whatever may be their

pertinency or their value, they certainly have cost some labor. In making them, I

have endeavored to keep constantly in mind the grand design of the work, and to

render it more complete in the respects which, as has been before remarked, consti-

tute its peculiarity, distinguishing it from every other work on these subjects in our

language. The additions may generally be distinguished from the original, either

by the size of the type or by particular marks, as will be described under the Expla-

nations on page x. It will be seen that large additions have been made in the portion

relating to the Greek Literature and Authors ; it was my intention to make similar

additions to the View of the Roman Authors, but the design was renounced for the

reasons stated in the Advertisement on page 290.* I regretted, on receiving Mr.

Cruses Translation, to find that it did not include the notices of editions and illus-

trative works mentioned by Eschenburg ; and should the present effort meet with

approbation, it is my purpose to prepare for separate publication something more

complete on the Roman Literature. I flatter myself that the condensed view of the

sacred writings and the writings of the early Christians, as found in the Greek lan-

guage, will be considered a useful addition.—The whole of the part treating of Clas

sical Geography and Chronology is also added by the translator, as explained on
page 572 \\ only it ought to be further remarked, that a few paragraphs pertaining

to the remains of Athens and Rome, placed under Antiquities by Eschenburg, and

omitted in the translation, are introduced, with alterations, in this part under the

Topography of those cities.

The work is now offered as an humble contribution to the service

of the public, and commended to the candid examination of the

scholar ; in the hope that, under the blessing of Him in whom is the

fountain of all wisdom and knowledge, it may prove an aaxiliary

of some value in the cause of liberal and good education.

Amherst College, April 12, 1836.

• This refers to page 290 of the first edition. The advertisement there given was, in snbstance, that the present ti »ii .jtor, when

his work was far advanced in the printing, entered into an arranarement with Rev. C. F. Cnai, in consequence of a notice then

received from the latter, that he had already translated the whole of Eschenburg, with the previously announced design of publish-

ing it. By this arrangement it was engaged that Mr. Cruse's translation should be used in the part of the work which treats of th«

Roman Authors ; with the understanding that, if a new edition should be demanded, the present translator might omit or retain it,

according to his own choice. Mr. C.'s translation is now entirely dropped ; see the Preface to the Third Edition, on page xi.

t The explanation (here referred to as on page 572 of the first edition) was simply an acknowledgment that the Ej)it<me -f

Classical Geography, contained in Part First of this Manual, is chiefly drawn from an English treatise, bearing the same title, o»

W. C. Taylor; with a considerable change in the divisions and arrangement, and with more full descriptions of ancient RomSj

Athens, and Sparta, collected from other sources.



EXPLANATIONS.

The following statement will enable the reader to know in general what is from

the author and what from the translator. A star annexed to the number of a section

always indicates that the section is added by the translator. The Italic letter / always

denotes that the section or paragraph to whose number it may be annexed is altered

so as to differ more or less from the original. All the matter in the largest of the

four sizes of type is translated directly from Eschenburg, excepting such sections as

may have one or the other of those marks. All the matter in the smaller type is added

by the translator, with the following exceptions: (1) sections or paragraphs having

the Italic letter u annexed to their number, which ai'e all translated from Eschen-

burg; (2) the first paragraphs of the several sections on the individual Roman
authors, which are also translated from Eschenburg, unless their number is accom-

panied by a star or the letter t, as above described ; and (3) part of the mere re-

ferences to books and authors, a majority perhaps of which are taken from him. As
to these references, it did not seem of much consequence to discriminate carefully

between those given by the author and those introduced by the translator; if any one

should find some of them irrelevant or unimportant, he may safely charge such upon
the translator rather than Eschenburg ; if any inquire why the numerous references

to German works are retained, a sufficient reason is furnished by the fact, that it is

becoming more and more common to import such works into this country, and more
and more important for our scholars to be acquainted with the German language

;

and if any deem it superfluous to have given so many references, let such consider,

that the same books are not accessible to all students, and an increased number of re-

ferences must increase the probability of presenting some to books within the reach

of every reader; and it should be borne in mind, also, that some references are given

chiefly as bibliographical statistics, which is the case especially with respect to some
of the editions of Greek and Roman classics : moreover, some of the references, it was
supposed, might be of special service in studies pursued after the completion of the

academic and collegiate course ; since the work is designed to be useful to the student

not only during that course, but also in his subsequent life.*

In using this book, the student will find that he is frequently referred from one
place to another ; and the division into Parts, sections, and sub-sections, all sepa-

rately numbered, makes the reference very easy; thus, e. g. the abbreviations cf. P. 111.

§ 182. 4. direct the reader to the paragraph numbered 4, under section 182, in Part
III. Instead of the word see, or the abbreviation v. (for the Latin vide), the abbre-

viation cf. (for the Latin confer) is commonly used. In order to facilitate the turn-

ing to any passage, the number of the Part is continued as a sort of running title

on the top of the even or right-hand page ; in following the reference above given,

e. g. the reader will first turn to Part III., denoted by P. III. seen at the top of the

right-hand page; then, under that Part, will look for § 182; then, under that sec-

tion, look for the paragraph numbered 4. Whenever the section to which a reference

is made belongs to the same Part with the section in which the reference is made,
the abbreviation for the Part is omitted ; thus, e. g, the abbreviation cf. § 3, occurs

on p. 40 in § 136 of Part I., and it directs the student to § 3 of the same Part I. In

Bome instances, a subsection is itself divided ; thus, cf. P. V. § 297. 4. (f), directs to

the paragraph marked (c), under the subsection 4. in § 297, of P. V. The references

made to the Plates need no explanation, except the remark that the abbreviation Sup,
always indicates one of the Supplemental Plates, contained in a separate volume,
which the purchaser of the Manual may obtain if he chooses.

A copious Index was essential to accompUsh the design of this book ; and in order

to secure greater copiousness, and at the same time give the student the advantage
of a very obvious and useful classification, four distinct Indexes are furnished at the

close of the work: an Index of Greek Words; an Index of Latin Words ,- a Geo-
graphical Index; and a General Index ; besides which the Contents (in a systema-
tic view prefixed to the body of the work) are exhibited so fully, that the inquirer

may easily ascertain in what section any topic is noticed. When one seeks informa-

tion on a particular point from this volume, he is requested not to conclude that it

contains nothing on the subject, until he has carefully examined the Indexes, the

Statement of Contents, and the Description of Plates.

* " Whentfver if is purchased by a student, he shnuld retain it as one of the hooks ofMs permanent library. Through life he may
ike it a most useful companion of his literary toils and recreations." (From a notice of the work in the North Amer. Review.)

X



PREFACE

TO THE THIRD EDITION.

When the second edition of this Manual was issued, .it was ex-

pected that a more full view of Roman Literature than the work

then contained would be prepared for separate publication by the

author. Circumstances, which it is unnecessary here to specify,

delayed the execution of the plan until the last summer, when the

publisher of the Manual requested an immediate preparation of a

third edition. The design of a separate publication was then re-

nounced, from a conviction that the convenience and advantage of

the student would be better served by incorporating the whole into

one work. The present edition, accordingly, contains a new trans-

lation of that part of Eschenburg Avhich relates to the Roman Au-

thors, with large additions.

Besides this essential improvement, a considerable quantity of new
matter is also introduced in other portions. The value of the work
is, moreover, augmented by the insertion of numerous illustrations.

These are carefully combined in Plates to avoid the loss of room
occasioned by scattering single cuts separately over the pages ; and

the whole printing is executed in a very compact style ; so that,

notwithstanding all the additions and the accession of several hun-

dred cuts, the sensible bulk of the volume is scarcely increased.

The author would here make a general acknowledgment to those

friends who have favored him with remarks and notes. With spe-

cial gratitude he mentions the very valuable assistance received

from Prof. Sears, of the Newton Theological Seminary, who freely

furnished critical remarks, corrections, and additions, for the whole

of the part on the Archxology of Literature and Art, and also the

History of Greek Literature; to his generous attentions much of the

improvement in these portions of the work is entirely due.

The work of Eschenburg still enjoys high estimation in Germany,
as is evinced by the fact that a new edition has very recently been
published at Berlin. It is believed that the American Translation

is not rendered less truly valuable by the large amount of various

matter which it now contains in addition to the original.

Amherst College, September, 1839.



PREFACE

TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

Since the publication of the third edition, the American Translation

of Eschenburg's Manual of Classical Literature has been introduced

mto some of our most distinguished colleges and literary institutions;

this circumstance, while it has afforded encouragement under the

toil of revising the sheets for a new edition, has added much to the

author's regret that paramount engagements and duties would not

allow him to accomplish more towards perfecting the work. Some

important improvements, however, have been made ; respecting

which it is unnecessary here to speak. Among the valuable recent

publications, from which help has been derived, the Dictionary of

Antiquities, by W. Smith, ought to be specified. In the order of

the Five Parts, of which the Manual consists, there is a considerable

change ; for this a sufficient reason will be seen at once in the obvious

propriety of the present arrangement.

The additional illustrations by cuts, and especially by the engrav-

ings on copper, and the several tabular constructions, now first

inserted, will be found to enhance greatly the value of the work.

References are given also to engravings contained in a volume of

Supplemental Plates, which, it is believed, the purchaser will never

regret having taken with the Manual.

The author must not omit to acknowledge his increased obligations

to friends Avho have kindly furnished corrections and hints respecting

improvements ; especially to Prof. B. Sears and Prof. B. B. Ed-

wards : from whose eminent scholarship and earnest labors in

classical and sacred literature, the public, already enjoying much,

may expect to realize still more and richer fruit. Perhaps the author

will be pardoned for taking this occasion also to make a respectful

request for suggestions from any who may think the book worthy

of their least contribution to its utility.

The work is now again offered for the service of scholars, and

committed to the blessing of Him to whom belong the treasures of

science and the fullness of the earth ; may it hold some humble

place among the means of advancing classical learning, and of pro

moting thereby the knowledge of God and of Jesus Christ, " whom
to know is eternal /i/e."

Amherst College, July, 1843.
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cf Athens. § 104, 105 Its situation. § 106

The Acropolis. § 107 Parthenon and
other buildings of the citadel. § 108-110

The lower city and its temples. § 111

Porches. Odea. Ceramicus. § 112, 113

Forums. Aqueducts. Stadium. § 114

AreopagMS. Pnyx. § 115 Theatres. Cho-
ragic monuments. § 116 Harbors. Re-
ferences to writers on the topography of
Athens. § 117-125 Peloponnesus. §126-
129 Topography of Sparta. § 126 Form
and situation. § 127 Forum. § 128 Co-
l.inins and statues. § 129 Hippodrome.
Harbor. References to writers. §130-148
European Islaiids. § 130-136 Britannia

and adjoining islands. § 137 Baleari<'je.

Corsica and Sardinia. § 138-140 Sicilia.

§ 141, 142 Ionian islands. § 143-148
iEgean islands.

II. Of Asia, p. 43-53.

n 149-172.= § 149, 1.50 E.xtent and
general division of Asia. § 151-155 Coun-
tries of the Eastern divisio7i. Scythia,

Sinae, India, Persia. Media, Parthia.

§ 156-171 Countries of the Wcster7i divi-

sion. § 156 Sarmatia, Colchis, Albania,

Iberia. § 157 Armenia. § 158-165 Asia
Minor. § 166 Syria. Phcenicia. §167-169
Palffisiina. § 168 b. Topography of Jeru-
salem. § 170 Mesopotamia, Babylonia
and Assyria. § 171 Arabia. § 172 Asia-
tic islands.

III. Of Africa, p. 53-57.

§§ 173-183. == § 173 Extent and divisions
of Africa. § 174-176 Egypt. § 177 An-
cient ruins and remains of Egypt. Works
on the subject. § 178 ^Ethiopia. § 179
Libya. § 180 Africa Propria. § 181 Nu-
midia. § 182 Mauritania. § 183 Africa
Interior. Atlantis.

introduction to classical chrono-
logy.

Preliminary Remarks, p. 59.

§ 184. Importance of the subject. De-
sign of present sketch. I'wo parts.

I. Of measuri?tg time and adjusting Us
divisions, p. 59-6.3.

§§ 185-196. = § 185 The three natural
divisions of time ; day, month, and year.
§ 186, 187 Ancient customs as to be-
ginning and dividing the day. § 188 De-
vices for marking and making known the
parts of the day. Dial, Clepsydra. §189,
190 Ihe month. The Grecian system.
§ 191 a, 191 b. Roman method of reckoning
the months, and the days of the month.
The week. Names of the days. § 192
The year. The Grecian ; Roman ; Ju-
lian. The Gregorian Calendar. Old and
new style. §"193 Cycles. § 194 The
lunar cycle. _ § 195 The solar. § 196 The
cycle of indiction. Julian Period.

II. Of fixing the dates of historical

events and arranging them in order,

p. 63-79.

§§ 197-215.= § 197 Topics noticed in
this part. § 198-201 Methods of ascertain-
ing dates. 1. Successive generations; and
successive reigns of kings. 2. Celestial
appearances. 3. Coins, inscriptions, &c.
4. Historical testimony. § 202, 203 Epochs
and eras. Era of Olympiads ; of Rome

;

the Christian ; the Mahometan ; of the
French Republic. § 204-207 Systems and
tables. § 204 Claims of the Esyptians and
Babylonians. § 205 The Hebrew and
the Septuagint chronology. Newton's.
Usher's. § 206, 207 Various plans for
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charts. The best. "^ 208-215 Actual dates

of most prominent events. § 208 Common
complaint of students. Remedy. § 209

Brief outline of General Chronology. % 210

Systems of artificial memory. § 211 Chro-

nology of ancient states; eight principal

states of Asia ; references to works on tlieii

history ; Assyrian ; Jewish ; Trojan ; Ly
dian ; Persian ; Syrian ; Parthian. § 212
Oi the two principal in Africa ; Egyptian

;

Carthaginian. § 213 Of Greece. ^ 214
215 Of Rome.

PART II.

MYTHOLOGY OF THE GKEEKS AND ROMANS.

Introduction, p. 83-90,

^% 1-12. = § 1 Circumstances calculated

to give a fabulous character to early tradi-

tions. § 2 Mythology in the Greek, and
in the modern sense of the term. § 3 Dif-

ferent points of view in contemplating my-
thological fables. % 4 Changes and addi-

tions in mythological stories. § 5 Different

sources of mythological fabrications. § 6

Advantages of an acquaintance with my-
thology. § 7 Eastern origin of the Gre-
cian deities. § 8 I'he Roman gods bor-

rowed from the Greeks. § 9 The Greek
and Roman system ofclassifying their gods.

^ 10 The four classes under which they

are arranged in this work. § 11 The no-

lions of deity entertained by the Greeks
and Romans. Abode of the gods. § 12

References to works treating on the subject.

I. Mythological History of the Superior

gods, p. 91-113.

§§ 13-67.= § 13 Gods included in this

class. ^ 14-17 Saturn. § 18 Janus.
<> 19-21 Cybele or Rhea. § 22-25 Jupiter.

§ 26-28 Juno. § 29-31 Neptune. <^ 32-34
Pluto. § 35-37 Apollo.' § 38-40 Diana,
"^i 41-43 Minerva. <5> 44-46 Mars. § 47-50
Venus. Cupid. <^ 51-54 Vulcan. ^55-56
Mercury. ^ 57-60 Bacchus. Silenus.

§ 61-64 Ceres. § 65-67 Vesta.

II. 31ytholosical History of the Inferior
gods, p. 113-124.

§§ 68-96.= § 68 Gods included in this

class. <^ 69, 70 Coelus. §71, 72 Sol or He-
hus. § 73 Luna. § 74, 75 Aurora. § 76 Nox.
§ 77 Iris. § 78 ^olus. § 79, 80 Pan.
§ 81, 82 Latona. § 83 Themis. Astrsa.
Nemesis. § 84 ^sculapius. § 85 Plutus.

§ 86 Fortune. § 87 Fame. § 88 Deities

peculiar to the Greeks. § 89-95 Deities

peculiar to the Romans. § 90 Tiber.
Roma. § 91. Terminus. Priapus. Ver-
tumnus. Flora. Feronia. Pales. § 92
Gods presiding over various conditions or

pursuits of men. Bellona, Juturna, &c.
§ 93 Victoria. § 94 Deified Roman em-
perors. § 95 Virtues and Vices. § 96
Egyptian deities worshiped among the

Romans.

III. Mythical beings, whose history is

intimately connected with that of the gods,

p. 124-132.

§§ 97-117.= § 97 Thans. § 98 Giants.

Pvgmies. § 99 Tritons. § 100 Sirens.

§ 101 Nymphs. § 102, 103 Muses. § 104
Graces. § 105 Hours. § 106 Fates. § 107
Furies. § 103 a. Harpies. §]08b. Venti
or Winds. § 109 Daemons. HlO Manes.
§111 Lares. § 112 Penates. § 113 Sleep,

Dreams, and Death. § 114 Satyrs and
Fauns. §115Gorgons. § 116 Amazons.
§ 117 Minotaur, Chimasra, and various

other monsters.

IV. Mythical History of Heroes, p.

132-137.

§§ 118-133.= § 118 Three periods of

Grecian story. § 119 General cause of the

deification of heroes. § 120 Two classes

of venerated heroes. § 121 Inachus, Ox-
gyges, Cecrops, and several others, ho-

nored specially among their own people.
<^ 122 Perseus. Atlas. § 123, 124 Her-
cules. § 125, 126 Theseus. § 127, 128
Jason and the Argonauts. § 129 Castor

and Pollux. § 130 Heroes of the Theban
war. § 131 Pelops and his descendants.

§ 132 Heroes of the Trojan war. § 133

Deified Roman emperors.

PART III.

GREEK AND ROMAN ANTIQUITIES.

GRECIAN ANTIQUITIES.

hitroduction, p. 140-145.

§§ 1-14. :=§ 1 Origin of the name
Grascia. § 2 Countries included under it.

§ 3 Most important Grecian cities. § 4 Po
litical changes. § 5 Fitst hihabitants. § b

Their early intercourse. § 7 Early forms

of government. § 8 The Spartan system.

§ 9 Athens. § 10 Causes of Grecian im-
provement. § 11 Utility of study of An-
tiquities, and of Grecian in particular. § 12

Original sources of knowledge on the sub-

ject. § 13 References to authors. § 14

Defects in the common treatises on Greek
antiquhies. Early and later ages distinct.
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I. Of the Earlier and less cultivated

Ages, p. 145-160.

^ 15 The period included. Subject di-

vided into four brandies.

I. Religioits Affaiks.

% 16-32.= § 16 First traces of the reh-

gion of the Greeks. § 17 Form and mode
of rehgious instruction. § 18 Influence of
the poets. § 19 Number and character of
the gods. ^ 20 Temples and sacred places.

§ 21 Images and statues. § 22 Priests

and Priestesses. 'S 23 Rites; ablutions.

§, 24 Prayers. § 25 Sacrifices ; the ma-
terials ; the origin. § 26 Altars. § 27
Sacrifices ; the ceremonies. § 28 Gifts and
offerings. "?» 29 Worship rendered to he-

roes. § 30 Funeral solemnities. § 31

Burning of corpse ; mormments. § 32
Oracles and divination.

II. Civil Affairs.

§ 33-41 . = § 33 Early rudeness. "^ 34
Power of the kings. § 35 Their retinue

and councillors. '^ 36 Courts of justice.

^ 37 Laws and punishment. 'J 38 The
Cretan laws. '5> 39 Successive forms of
government at Athens. § 40 At Sparta,

f 41 Commerce and Navigation.

III. Military Affairs.

«§ 42-51. =§ 42 Early Greeks warhke.
§ 43 Their armies, how composed. <5> 44
Weapons; Defensive. § 45 Offensive.

§ 46 The materials of which made. § 47
War-gnlleys. § 48 Camps. § 49 Order
of Battle. § 50 Division of Spoils. Bar-
barous stripping of the slain. Combat of

chiefs. § 51 Treaties.

IV. Domestic Affairs.

^^ 52-63 =^ § 52 Common food. Daily
meals. '5> 53 Social repasts. § 54 Dress.
^ 55 Practice of bathing. Cultivation of
the Hair. § 56 Houses. § 57 Hospitality.

§ 58 Employments ; agriculture; hunting,

i 59 Employments ofwomen. ^ 60 Amuse-
ments. § 61 Marriage. ^ 62 Education
of children. § 63 Slaves.

II. Of the Later and more flourishing
Ages, p. 160-223.

I. Religious Affairs.

"5§ 64-90.= "5 64 Number of gods in-

creased. '5i 65 a. Temples more splendid.
"^ 65 b. Altars. § 66 Sacred groves. Asyla.
'J' 67 Classes of priests. Purification. §68
Sacrifices and attendant ceremonies. '5' 69
Oaths. Leagues. § 70 Oracles. Im-
posture at Argos. § 71 Oracles of Jupi-
ter; atDodona; in Crete; African desert.

^72. 73 Of Apollo at Delphi. § 74 Of
Trophonius ; of .<E?culapius, and others.

^ 75 Arts and methods of divination. § 76,
77 Festivals ; notice of the principal ; of
Adonis, of Bacchus, of Ceres, of Minerva.
§ 78 Games. § 79 The race. <5> 80 Leap-
ing. § 81 Wrestling. § 82 The discus.

5 83 Boxing. § 84 Four sacred games.

Olympic. § 85 Pythian. § 86 Nemean.
S> 87 Isthmian. § 88 System of athletics.

§ 89 Theatres, and dramatic representa-

tions. Masks. Chorus. § 90 Theoric

money at Athens.

II. Civil Affairs.

^ 91-134.= §91 Athens and Sparta

distinguished by pecuharities. § 92 Draco
and Solon at Athens. § 93 The tribes and
classes at Athens. § 94 Pisistratus, and
his sons. § 95 I'he thirty tyrants. Form
of government after them until death of

Alexander. § 96 Buildings of Athens.

§ 97 The free citizens of Athens. § 98
The foreign residents. § 99 The slaves.

§ 100 Magistrates. § 101 The Archons.
§ 102 The Eleven ; Orators; Ambassa-
dors; Notaries, &c. § 103 Athenian re-

venues. § 104 Officers of the revenue and
treasury. Expenditures. § 105 Amphic-
tyonic council. § 106 Assemblies of the

people. § 107 Athenian senate. §108 Areo-
pagus. § 109 Athenian courts of justice.

The EphetcB. § 110 The Helia?a. §111
The Forty. The Diaetetae. § 112 Dif-

ferent kinds of actions. § 113 Punishments.
§114 The Ostracism. § 115 Modes of in-

flicting death. § 116 Public rewards and
honors. § 117 Attic laws. § 118 Natural
situation of Sparta. § 119 Spartan tribes.

§ 120^ Treatment of children at Sparta.

§ 121 Spartan slaves. § 122 The kings of

Sparta. § 123 The Senate. Ephori. § 124
Nomophulakes and other magistrates.

§ 125 Assemblies of the people. § 126 Pub-
lic repasts. § 127 Judicial affairs. § 128
Punishments. § 129 Laws of Sparta.

§ 130 Cretan constitution. § 131 Cretan
laws; public meals; slaves. § 132 Con-
stitution of Thebes. § 133 Constitutions

of Corinth and Syracuse. § 134 Of Argos,
of ^tolia, and Achaia.

III. Military Affairs.

§ 135-160.= § 135 The warlike character
retained ; especially by the Spartans, § 136
Persons liable to military duty. Their
support. § 137 Classes of troops. The
infantry. §138 Cavalry. Use of Elephants.

§ 139 Armor. § 140 Various officers.

§ 141 The divisions of the army. § 142
Forms of Battle-array. Manoeuvres. §143
Declaration of war. Treaties. § 144

Camps. § 145 Standards and ensigns

Signals for battle. § 146 Art of besieging

§ 147 Military engines. § 148 Defence of

cities. § 149 Treatment of captured places.

§ 150 Division of spoils. § 151 Mihtary
rewards and punishments. § 152 Means
of conveying intelligence. § 153 Crossing
of rivers. § 154, 155 Ships; Names of

their principal parts ; Vessels ofwar. §156
Rowers, sailors and marines ; Manner of

placing the seats of rowers. § 157 Instru-

ments employed in naval battle. § 158

Naval officer's. § 159 Manner of naval

battle. § 160 Naval victories and monu-
ments. Naval punishments.
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IV. Affairs of Private Life.

^H61-187.= '^ 161 Food. Use of wines.

§ 162 The different meals. Manner of

spending the day at Athens. ^ 163 Enter-

tainments or feasts. § 164 Customs at

table. ^ 165 Substances eaten at the prin-

cipal meal. § 166 Officers and attendants

at an entertainment. "Ji 167 Drinking ves-

sels. Customs in drinking. Amusements
accompanying a feast. ^ 168 Customs of

hospitality. Officers called Proxeni. Inns.

^ 169 Dress, for the body, head, and feet.

Useofsilk. Adorning of the person. '5i 170
Bathing and anointing. ^ 171 Houses.
"^ 172 Commerce and Agriculture. ^ 173,

174 Grecian money and coins. Ratio of
Gold and silver. ^ 175 Greek system of

notation. § 176 Grecian weights. § 177
Measures. § 178 Social amusements.
^ 179, ISO Music and musical instruments.

§ 181 Condition of females. <5> 182 Laws
and customs respecting marriage. ^^ 183
-186 Funeral rites. Anniversaries held in

honor of the dead, with orations and games.
^ 187 Sepulchral monuments.

ROMAN ANTIQUITIES.

Introduction, p. 225-229.

^^ 188-198.= 'S 188 Origin of Rome.
^ 189 Principal events which affected the

appearance of the city. Comparative
splendor of ancient and modern Rome.
^ 190 Population of Rome. ^ 191 Extent
of the Roman empire. § 192 Proportion

of soldiers and other citizens. § 193 The
time of the regal government. § 194 Most
brilliant era of Roman history. ^ 195 Con-
dition under the emperors. ^ 196 Utility

of studying Roman antiquities. Original

sources of information on the subject. § 197
References to modern works and authors.

§ 198 Division of the subject.

L Religious Affairs, p. 229-248.

<?^§ 199-239. = '5> 199 Use of the term re-

ligio. § 200 Origin of the religion of the

Romans. '^ 201 Its connection with poli-

tics. § 202 Design of Romulus and Numa.
God?; of the Romans. § 203 Temples.
^ 204 Statues and offerings. Groves. § 205
Altars. § 206 Vessels employed in sacri-

fices. § 207 Several orders of priests. "$> 208
Pontifires. § 209 Augurs. Various me-
thods of augury. ^ 210 Haruspices. §211
Epulones. <^ 212 Feciales. "^ 213 Rex
sacrorum. § 214 Flamines. § 215 Salii.

§ 216 Luperci. '5> 217 Galli and others.
•J 213 Vestal virgins. § 219 Fratres Arva-
ks, Curiones, and others. § 220 Customs
in offering prayers. <S 221 Sacrifices and
attendant rites. § 222 Vows. <5i 223 De-
dication of sacred buildings. § 224 Expia-
tions. The lustrum. § 225 Oaths. §226
Oracles. <) 227 Lots. § 228 Divisions of
time. § 229, 230 Festivals. § 231 Public
games. § 232, 233 Ludi Circenses. Nau-
machia. § 234 Ludi Seculares. <!> 235
Ludi Gladiatorii. § 236 Ludi Florales.

^ 237 Ludi Megalenses, Cereafes, and

others. § 238 Theatres, Masks, &c
§ 239 Amphitheatres.

IL Civil Affairs, p. 248-270.

H 240-274.= § 240 Regal government.
§241 Consuls. §242 Imperial government.
§ 243 Praetors. § 244 jEdiles. § 245 Tri-
bunes. § 246 Quaestors. § 247 Censors.
§ 248, 249 Extraordinary magistrates;
Dictator; Decemviri; Military Tribunes

;

Praefects. Interrex, &c. § 250 Procon-
suls, and other provincial magistrates. § 251
Tribes. § 252 Six classes of citizens. Cen-
turies. § 253 Patricians and plebeians.

§ 254 The populace. Patrons and cHents.

§ 255 Roman nobility. Right of images.
Curule office. § 256 The Equites (^r

Knights. § 257 The Senate. § 258, 259
The Coraitia. § 260 Right of citizenship.

Government of conquered cities and na-
tions. § 261 Judicial proceedings. Public
actions and trials. § 262 Private actions.

§ 263 Penal offences. § 264 Punishments.
§ 265 System of laws. Body of Roman
civil lavv. § 266 Regulations respecting
grain. § 267 Revenue. Saltworks. Mines.
§ 268 Various Pursuits. Commerce. Me-
chanic arts. § 269 Agriculture. Carriages.

§ 270 Money. Coins. § 271 System of
reckoning and notation. § 272 Modes of

acquiring property. § 273 Auctions. Con-
fiscations. § 274 Measures of extent, &c.
Modes of determining the Roman foot.

III. Affairs of War, p. 270-285.

§§ 275-309.= § 275 Authorities on the
subject. § 276 Military estabhshment of
the kings. § 277 Persons liable to duty.

Time of service. § 278 Consular army.
Exempts. § 279 System of levy. § 280
Classes of troops. § 281 Subdivision into

maniples, &-c. § 282 Standards. Music.
§ 283 Weapons. § 284 Wages. Rewards.
§ 285 Punishments. § 286 Order of battle.

§ 287 Modes of attach. § 288 Light troops.

§ 289, 290 Cavalry. § 291 Cohorts. § 292
Auxiliaries. § 293 Attendants upon the

army. §294 Order of march. §295 Forms
of array. § 296, 297 The Camp. § 298
Watches. Exercises of soldiers. § 299
Sieges. Engines. Mounds and towers.

Battering ram and other engines. § 300
Modes of defence in a siege. § 301 The
fleets. § 302 Method ofnaval battle. § 303

Construction and parts of Roman ships.

§ 304 Different kinds of vessels. § 305

Rewards of generals. § 306 Laws on the

subject. § 307 The triumph. § 308 The
ovation. § 309 Military system under the

emperors.

IV. Affairs of Private Life, p. 285-304.

§§ 310-343.= § 310 The free-born and
the free-made discriminated. §311 System
of applying proper names. § 312 Regula-
tions respecting marriage. § 313, 314
Marriage contracts. § 315 Nuptial cere-

monies. § 316 Divorces. §317 The right

and power of the father over his children.

§ 318 Emancipation of sons. § 319 Adop-

/
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tion. $'320 Legititnation. § 321 Educa-
tion of youth. ^ 322 Slaves. ^ 323 Slave

trade. '$> 324 Emancipation of slaves.

i 325 Dwellings. Parts and ornaments of

a Roman house. § 326 Country seats or

villas. § 327 Manner of life. Morals.

§ 328 Daily routine of employment. Bath-
ing. § 329 Food and meals. Furniture

for eating. '5> 330 Different courses at

supper. Roman hospitality. § 331 a.

Drinking and games at banquets. Dice.

^ 3316. Wines. § 332 Dress. The toga.

^ 333 The tunic. Badges. § 334 The
stola and other garments of women.
§ 335 Various outer garments. Use of silk.

§ 336 Coverings for the head and feet.

§ 337, 338 Dress of the hair. Personal
ornaments. § 339 Funeral customs. Ex-
posure of the corpse. <> 340 Funeral pro-

cessions. Eulogy. ^ 341 Burning. Place
of burial. Tombs. Phials of tears. § 342
Mourning for the deceased. Games and
sacrifices. *^ 343 Consecration, or deifica-

tion of deceased emperors.

PART IV.

ARCHAEOLOGY OF LITERATURE AND ART.

Introduction, p. 307-321.

§§ 1-32. = § 1 The original capacity
and knowledge of men. § 2 Develope-
ment of the same. ^ 3 Aided by language.

§ 4 Origin of arts and sciences. § 5 First

character of the same. ^ 6 Attainments
made before the Deluge. § 7 Effects of
the dispersion of the human family, by the

confusion of tongues at Babel. '§ 8 Earliest

employments; food. §9 Effect of climate
and other causes ; influence of agriculture

on arts. § 10 Rise of architecture and
use of metals. Tools of stone. "^ 11 Imi-
tative arts. § 12 Origin of Language.
§ 13 Origin of Writing. § 14 Previous
methods of communicating thought. § 15

Picture-writing; by Mexicans; N. Am.
Indians. '& 16 Hieroglyphics. *$> 17 Ab-
breviated pictures. § 18 Syllable-writing.

Chinese; Cherokee; Persian, &c. '5> 19

Alphabetic writing. § 20 Materials and
implements. "S" 21 Contents of earliest

writings ; writings of Moses and Job the

most ancient; claims of the oriental re-

cords. ^ 22 The earliest sciences. § 23
Origin of Medicine. '$> 24 Of Arithmetic.

^ 25 Of Astronomy. $26 Of Geometry.
$ 27 Of Geography. $ 28 Egypt and Asia
the cradle of the sciences. $ 29 High cul-

ture of the Greeks and Romans. Import-
ance of classical studies. $ 30 Object of
the present treatise. $ 31 Utility of the
same. $ 32 References to works illustrat-

ing the subjects included.

ARCHEOLOGY OF GREEK LITERATURE.

I. Of the origin and first steps of Gre-
cian culture, p.~323-328.

U 33-44.=$ 33 First population of
Greece. The Pelasgi. $ 34 Early state

of society. Colonies from the east. $35
Origin of Greek language. Various theo-
ries on the subject. $ 36 Language of
Noah ; nature of the Confusion of tongues.
Languages of western Asia. Semitic and
Sanscrit families. $ 37 Japheth and de-
scendants. $ 38 The probable foundation
of the Greek. $ 39 Causes of the great
perfection of the Greek. $ 40 First im-
pulse to Grecian civilization. $ 41 In-

(2)

fluence of eastern nations on the religion

of the early Greeks. $ 42 On their arts.

$ 43 Influence of the Greek bards. $ 44
Of the Greek games.

II. Of the Alphabet, Method of Writing,
a7id Books, p. 328-334.

$$ 45-60. = $ 45 Letters introduced by
Cadmus. Resemblance of Grecian and
Phoenician alphabets. $ 46 Number of
letters in the alphabet of Cadmus. $ 47
Changes in form of Greek letters. $ 48
Direction of letters and lines in writing.

$ 49 Uncial and Cursive characters. Ab-
breviations. $ 50 Breathings. $ 51 Ac-
cents. $ 52 Punctuation. $ 53 Materials

used in Greece for writing. $ 54 Inssru-

ments. $ 55 Material used for ink. $ 56,

57 Form of books. $ 58 Copyists. $ 59
Infrequent use of writing in early times.

Whether Homer commiued his poems to

writing. $ 60 Instruction given orally.

III. Of the most flourishing period of
Greek Literature, p. 334-340.

$$61-77. = $61 Circumstances favor-

able to progress in letters. Diflerent cha-
racters of different Hellenic tribes. Actual
studies and attainments. $ 62 Design of
the author under the present head of the

subject. $ 63, 64 The Grecian system of

education ; Gymnasia ; Music. $ 65, &&
The Musical and Dramatical contests.

$ 67 Rehearsals public and private. $ 68
Professed Readers. $ 69 I'he Symposia
or literary feasts. $ 70 No learned pro-

fessions among the Greeks. $ 71 Gram-
mar as a part of education. $ 72 Philo-

sophy ; Esoteric and Exoteric. $ 73 Me-
thods of teaching; Socratic. $ 74 The
sreat public schools; Academy, Lyceum,
Porch, Cynosarges, Garden. $ 75 Regu-
lations and discipline of the Gymnasia and
schools. $ 76 Greek hbraries. $ 77 Tra-
vels of learned men.

IV. Of the decline of Greek Literature,

p., 340-343.

$$ 78-85.=$ 78 Causes of its decline.

$ 79 Greek language still extensively used.

$ 80 Greek letters cultivated at some
places ; Rhodes, Pergamus, Alexan
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dria, &c. § 81 Greek letters patronized

by some of the Emperors. ^ 82 Schools

of Athens suppressed. ^ 83 Opposition

between Chrisiianity and pagan literature;

influence of Christianity. S» 84 Loss of

Classical manuscripts, in various ways.

^ 85 Political condition of the Greeks after

the Christian era.

V. Of the Remains and Monuments of
Grecian Literature, p. 339-357.

^•S 86-108. =^ 86 Division of these into

three classes.— I. Inscriptions. ^87
References to works on Greek inscriptions.

§ 88 General design and character of in-

scriptions. § 89 Qualiticaiions requisite

for interpreting inscriptions. "5' 90 Notice

of some of the most important inscriptions

of a date prior to Alexander. ^ 91 Of those

of a date between Alexander and the

Christian Era. § 92 Of a period subse-

quent to the Christian Era.—II. Coins.
<! 93 Utility of an acquaintance with coins.

^ 94 Uncoined metal first used. § 95 Ear-

liest Greek coins. Chronological classifi-

cation of Greek coins. § 96 The coins in

most common use among the Greeks.

Number of ancient coins preserved. % 97,

98 Forms of letters on Greek coins. § 99

References to works on Numismatics.

—

III. Manuscripts. §.100 Utihty of

them, noi Their antiquity. How made
and preserved. Pahmpsesti. "^i 102, 103,

104 Marks by which the age of a MS. is

kno%vn ; or criteria of Paleography. "^ 105,

106 Importance and advantages of collating

manuscripts. § 107 Notice of some of the

oldest and most curious manuscripts ex-

tant ; Greek Scriptures ; Herculanean
Rolls; Egyptian Papyri ; Hebrew Penta-
teuch. § 108 Libraries containing Greek
manuscripts.

ARCn/EOLOGY OF ROMAN LITERATURE.

T. Of ilte sources of Roman culture.

p. 359-362.

<»§ 109-114.= § 109 Origin of the Ro-
mans. Two different theories respecting

the inhabitants of Italy. Early tribes.

Uncertainty of the early history of Rome.
^110 Origin of Latin written characters.

^^ 111 Intercourse of the Romans with the

Greeks. ^ 112, 113 State of culture be-

fore the Punic wars. § 114 Origin and
progress of the Latin Language. Monu-
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y 362-365.

^^ 115-118.= "S 115 Number of original
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of books. Materials and instruments for
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tion, &c. § 126 Libraries at Rome. § 127
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p. 368-370.
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%^ 129-143.= '^ 129, 130 Roman In-
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p. 517-523.
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cords. Dispute respecting the authenti-

city of the common history of Roine.

§ 511-513 The Annalists. '^ 514, 515 Prin-

cipal writers in the third period of Roman
Literature. ^516 Official documents in

this period, i 517-522 Historical writers

after the time of Augustus. § 523-526

Roman biography. Several classes of bio-

graphical works. "5) 527 General references.

^ 528 Julius CEesar. ^ 529 Sallust. ^ 530

Cornelius Nepos. § 531 Titus Livius.

^ 532 Velleius Paterculus. 'i 533 Vale-

rius Maximus. ^ 534 Tacitus. ^ 535

Quintus Curtius. ^ 536 Florus. "ji 537

Suetonius. § 538 Justin. § 539 Sextus

Aurelius Victor. § 540 Eutropius. § 541

Amnnanus Marcel linus. '$> 542 Authors
of the Augustan History.

X. Writers on Medicine and Natural
Science, p. 638-642.

^§ 543-557= '5' 543 Science of Medicine
in low estimation at Rome. *^ 544 Early

notions respecting the nature of diseases.

§ 545 Greek slaves the first physicians.

<>546 Pv.egard paid to the Greek physicians,

i 547 a. Cato's book of medicine. § 547 b.

Roman medical authors, from the time of

Augustus to that of the Antonines. § 548
IMedical writers in later times. ^ 549
Rank of physicians under the emperors.
^ 550 Opportunities for advancing natural

science enjoyed by the Romans. § 551
Principal authors in physics. § 552 Ge-
neral references. § 553 Aulus Cornehus
Celsus. § 554 Scribonius Largus. § 555

Serenus Sammonicus. ^ 550 Theodorus

Pnscianus. ^ 557 Marcellus Empiricus.

XI. Writers on Law and Jurisprudence,

p. 643-647.

•^§558-771.= '^ 558 Number of works

in this department lost. Reason tor it.

^ 559 Various classes of works. % 560

Design of the notice heie to be taken.

V 561 Earliest collections. I'he Jus Pa-

pirianum ; Twelve Tables ; Jus Fiavia-

n ,m ; Jus /Elianum. S^ 562 Writers in

the second period of Roman literature;

Manilius, Mucins Scsvola. S^ 563 Emi-
nent writers of the next period ; Sulpicius

Rufus; Cicero; Alfenus Varus ; Cascel-

lius; iElias Tubero, &c. S> .564. 565

Chief civilians and authors in the period

between Augustus and the Antonines;

. Masurius Sabinus. and Sempronius Pro-

culus ; Cocceius Nerva, Juventius Celsus;

Neratius Priscus ; Salvius Juhanus

,

Gains, &c. § 566 Rank of the legal pro-

fession in the time between the Antonines

and Constantine. Encouragement under

the system of Constantine. Law- School

of Berytus. § 567 Papinian ; Ulpian ;

Julius Paulus. "^ 568 Codex Hermogenia-

nus. Codex Theodosianus. Code of

Theodoric. Breviary of Alaric. 'i' 569

Arrangements of Theodosius for reducing

to order the Roman law. Labors of Tri-

bonian. Constituent parts of the Body of

Roman Law. § 570 Influence of the

system of Justinian. Revival and sway
of Roman Jurisprudence. % 571 General

references.

Christian Writings in the Latin Lan-

guage, p. 647.

§ 572 Names of some of the autho.^s.

References on the subject.

Appendix to the History of Greek and
Roman Literature, p. 649-652.

§*i 573-575.= •§ 573 Editions of the

Classics in regular sets. <j> 574 Collections

of Translations. § 575 History of classi-

cal studies. ^ 576, 577 Biography of the

most eminent classical scholars. ^ 5/8

Progress of classical learning in the United

States.





DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.

1. Frontispiece. View of Delphi and the
[

Heiahls of Parnassus, as given by Socage in

Bartheleiiiy's Aiiacharsis. See the volume of
Plates, p. 71, as cited P. V. $ 153. 3.—cf. P. I.

$97.
2. Reverse of Title. (Facing Page v.)

Representation of the Oracle of Apollo. Cf. P.
III. H 72, 73.

3. Map of Ancient World. (Page 2.) TTie

World according- to Ptolemy, as given in Mur-
ray's Encyclopteilia of Geography. Cf P. I. $ 3.

4. Plate I. (Page 14.) Plans of Athens and
Rome. See P. I. jj 51-71, 104-116.

5. Plate II. (Page 16.) The Tiber, and the
City of Rome, symbolized. Cf. P. II. $ 90; P. IV.

$ 226. 1.

6. Plate III. (Page 18.) The Pantheon. Cf.

P. I. $ 59.

7. Plate IV. (Page 23.) Plain and Acropo-
lis of Philippi. CfP. I. $bO.

6. Plate IV «. (Page 30 ) Ruins at Athens
of the Temple of Neptune and that of Minerva
Pandrosos. Cf P. 1. $ 107 ; P. III. $ 96.

9. Plate IV ft. (Page 35.) Ruins at Corinth.
Cf. P. I $ 120.

10. Plate IV c. (Page 37.) Village of Mis-
tra; near the ancient Sparta. Cf. P. I. $ 126-

129.

11. Plate V. (Page 39.) Cabirian Temple
at Thessalonica. Cf P. I. $ 80; P. II. $ 129. 2.

12. Plate VI. (Page 42.) Colossal Statue

of the Sun. Cf. P. 1. $ 147 ; P. II. $ 72; P. IV.

$ ISO. 1.

13. Plate Via. (Pace 45.) Valley of the

ancient Thebarma. Ct'. P. I. $ 154 6.

14. Plate VI &. (Page 49.) View of Broosa,
the ancient Brusa. Cf. P. I. J 160.

15. Plate Vll. (Page 50.) Temple of Jantis

at Rome, and that of the Sun at Heliopolis. Cf.

P. I. J 166, }60; P. IV. <J234. 3.

1(5. Plate VIII. (Page 55.) The Ecryptian

Sphinx, &c. Cf P. I. $ 177 ; P. II. J 117, $ 96.

17. Plate Villa. (Page 58.) A Portion of the

Peutingerian Table. Cf. P. V. $ 4^7. It is pre-

sented here as given in H. Murray's Encvclo-
paRdia of Geography (Phil. 1838, 3 vols. 4), from
which is taken the following explanation of the
figures and letters on the Plate; with no change
isiept that of adding in parentheses the com-
mon Latin form of some of the names.

North Part.
Citia.

Siscia.

Sardona,

Aquinco (Aquincum).
Briiautio (Bre^elio).
Jadera.

Rajadone (Ragondo).
Sabarie.

( arnunto (CamuDtum),
Celeja.

ViodnlKina.

Tarsatica.

^luona.
Pala.

Silvo (Silvium).
Pareiitio (P.renlium).
Fnnte-Tuaiaia.
Aquileia.

Ovilia.

Al!no(AItinum).
Rezino (Regina).
Tiiden'e (Tridcnium).
P.acemia.
Aquse Populoniae.

Fiorentia Tuscorum.
.Sena Julia.

Manlua.
Niutina.

Cnsa
Aiirelio (Arretium),

Cities.

32. Bononia.
33. Clusio (Clusiuni).

34. Volsini (Vulsinii).

35. Aquas-Passaris.

36. Ravenna.
37. Ariminum.
3><. Granisca.

39. Cenlum Cellae.

40. Aquas-Tuari.
41. Ancone (Ancona).

42. Castro-Novo(CaslrumNo-

43. Aquas-Apollinaris.
44. Snleto.

45. Pollentia.

46. Reate.

47. Castello Firmani (Castrum
Firnianiim).

48. Ad Seui. Petriim.

49. Roma.
60. H.)5tis (OstiaV
51. Chartaii.ie (Carthago).
52. Utica Coloiiii.

53. Aquis.
54. Ippniite Diarito.

55. Capsa Colonia.
66 Ad Medera.
57. Thele.ite Col.
5*. Thenes'e.

60. Ad Aquas Caesirii

Rivers.

a. Danubius.
b. Unuum.
c. Sav uui.

d. Arsia.

e. Frigido.

f. Liceiina.

g. Afesia.

h. Cleusia.

i. Uii.atia.

j. Fad us.

k. Paala.

I. Auinio.
m. Isex.

South
Cities.

1. Ad Pretoruni (Prjetorium
in Pinnonia).

2. Servi'ium.

3. Ad Preiorum (Pratorium
in Da inalia).

4. Mursa Major.
5. liidenea.

6. Tiitoburgo.

7. Rasurio.
8. Siclis.

9. Salona.

to. Epetio (Epetium).
tl. Marona.
12. Sirniium.
13. Narona.
14. Tauruno (Tanrunum).
15. Ad Ma'.ricem.
16. Singiduna (Sinjidunum).
17. Epitauro (Epidaurus).
IS. Stanedi.

19. Lis>us.

20. Viniinatio.

21. Dvrraiio (Dvrrachium).
22. Aulnnia (ApoUonia).
23. Osa Col.

24. Sabrala.

25. Rejio(RhegiumorRegium).
26. Caulon.
27. Lacenium.
28. Castra Minervae.

29. Vibona Valentia.

30 Tenisa (Tempsa).
31. Tarento iTarentum).

32. Brindisi (Brundusium).
33. Grade.
34. Nerulos (Nerulum).
33. Salerno (Salernum).

37. Oiilontis.

38. Benevento (Beneventum).
39. Veriusia.

40. Neapnii (Neapolis).

41. Capua.
42. Cumas (Cum^).
43. Sylla.

44. A eras.

45. Prelonium Laucrianum.
46. Sipon'o (Sipontum).

47. Esernie.

48. Teano Scedicino(Teanum
Sidicinuni).

49. Sinuessa.

50. Mimurnis (Mintarnae).

51. Fundis (Fundi).

52. Terracina.

Rivers.

n. Unibro.

o. Pallia.

p. A.-menila.

q. Marta.
r. Tiberis.

B. Rubicon.
t. Nelurum*
u. Malana,
V. Misc.
w. Flosis.

X. Tuma.
y. Neruinum.
z. Anio.

Part.
Cities.

54. Febraterie.

55. Istonum.
56. Corfinio (Corfinium)
57. Marrubio (Marrubiuiq .

58. Tres Tabernae.
59. Carsulis (Carseoli?).

60. Oslia .£terni.
61. Pinna.
62 Castro-NoTO (Castram N>

vum.on the Hadriatic).

63. Praenesle.

64. Roma.
65. Hostis ((Jstia).

66. Chartaeine (Carthago).
67. MaiulT.
68. Ad Aquas.
6y. Misua Clipeis.

70. Gurra.
71. Ad Horrea.
72. Lepteminus(LeplisMinor)
73. Thiforo Col.
74. Ad Aquas.
75. Taparura (Taphrura).
76. T.icape.

77. Drepanis (Drepanum).
78. Lilybeo(Lil>boEum).
79. Agrigento (Agrisentua

(Syr
8' a;tna Mons.
82. Messana.

Rivers.

i. Danubius.
b. Urinum.
c. Savuni.

d. .Margum.
e. Genesis (Genusus).
f. Hapsum (Apsus).

g. Taono.
h. Crater.

i. Silarum.

j. Color.

k. Aveldium.
1. Aufidenus.

m. Larinum.
n. Clocoris.

o. Sannum.
p. Cremera,
q. Nernum.
r. Arno.
s. Tiberis.

t. Safo.

u. Vulturnus.
V. Hiraera.
w. Niranus.
X. Ausere.

53. Ferentinum. y. Geiin.

18. Plate IX. (Page 62.) Symbolic Repre-
sentations of the Seasons. Cf. P. I. $ 191 a ; P
IV. $ 188.2; P. II. $ 105.

19. Plate IX a. (Page 80.) View of Athens,
from the foot of Mt. Anchesmus ; reduced from
Hobhonses Albania. Cf. P. I. $ 105.

20. Plate X. (Page 82.) Mythological lllus

trations.—FiS. 1- r'aturn; cf P. II. $ 14-17.—

Fig.2. Cybele; cf P. II. $ 19-21.— Fis. 3. Pluto;

cf P. II. $ 32-34.—Fig. 4. Vulcan ; cf P II.

? 51-.14.—Fig. 5. Neptune : cf. P. 11. i 29-31.—

Fig. 6. Venus, with attendants ; cf P. II. $ 47-

49.—Fig. 7. Diana ; cf P. II. $ 38-40.—Fig. 8.

Bacchus; cf. P. II. $ 57-60.

21. Plate XI. (Page 92.) Mythological 11-

histratiovs.—F\g. 1. Juno; cf P. II. ? "26-28.—

Fis. 2. Mercury; cf. P. II ? 55. 56.—Fig. 3 Ju-

piter; cf P II. $22-25.—Fig. 4. Apollo; cf. P
XXV
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IT. $ 35-37.—Fi?. 5. Ceres ; cf. P. II. ? 61-64 —
fig 6 Minerva; cf. P. II.Hl-43.— Fig. 7. Mai-s;

cf P. II. J 44-46 —Fig. 8. Jamis ; cf. P. II. $ 18.

-Fig. 9. Cupid ; cf. P. II } 50.—Fig. 19. Vesta;

cf. P. II. i 65-67.

22. Platk XII. (Page 97.) The Hindoo

Triad. Cf. P. II. $ 25. 4.

2:!. Plate Xlll. (Page 103.) The Avatars

of Vishnu. Cf. P. II. J 25. 4 ; $ 37. 2.

24. Plate Xlll a. (Page ill.) Festival of

Juggernaut. Cf. P. II. $ 59. 4.

25. Plate XIV. (Page 121.) Mythological

Illutstratinns.- F\s. 1. Sol, as represented on a

coinofliieRliodians; cf. P. 11. $ 71-72.— Fig. 2.

Ni).\, as rnpresenled on a gem; cf. P. II. J 76.

-Fig. 3. Luna; cf. P. II. $ 73.—Fig. 4. Hebe;
P. IL $ 27.—Fig. 5. Flora ; cf P. II. $ 90. 4m.—
Fig. 6. .^r;cula[)ius; cf. P. II. i 84.—Fig. 7.

Pan; cf. P. 11. $ 79.—Fig. 8. Spes, or Hope;
cf. P. II. $ 95.-Fig. 9. Forluna; cf. P. II.

$ 86.—Fig. 10. Victoria ; cf. P. 11. $ 93 —Fig. 11.

Concordia; cf. P. II. $ 95.—Fig. 12. Pa.\, or

Peace; cf. P. II. $ 95.

26. Plate XV. (Page 124.) Representations

from the hicic Table. Cf. P. II. $ 96.

27. Plate XV a. (Page 13b.) Table ofGreek
and Roman Deities dassifitd Cf. P. II. $ 9, 10.

28. Plate XVI. (Page 140 ) Crowns, Gar-
lands, J^-c—Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Roman crowns or

wreatlis, bestowed as military rewards. Fig.

6. Imperial crown. Cf. P. 111. $ 264. 1.—Figs.

7, 8, 9, 10. Crowns or garlands received by vic-

tors in the games; ct. P. 111. $ b4-87, $ 2.33.—

Fig. A. Plan of a Gymnasium or Palaestra after

Viiruvius, as given in Barthelemifs Anachar-
.'is : cf. P. IV. $ 236.—Fig. B. Victorious cha-

rioteer; cf. P. 111. $ 233.- Fig C. A golden

crown found in Ireland ; cf. P. 111. ? 34.

29. Plate XVII. (Page 155.) jViWary Wea-
pons, &,-c. For particulars, see P. III. $$ 45, 137,

2&3.

30. Plate XVIII. (Page 161.) Tombs and
Sepulchral Rtmoins.—Tig^. 1,2, 3. Tomb of Cy-
rus, Absalom's pillar, and Pyramid of Cestius ;

cf. P. III. $ 187. 5.—Fig. 4. Gates of a tomb; cf.

P. 111. $ 187. 5.—Figs, a and dd. Lachrymatory
and nngneniary va.ves; cf. P. III. $ 341. 7.—
Fig. B. Egv!>tian Psychosiasy, or weighing of

the soul; cf. P. II. $ 34b. 4.—Fig. e. Funeral
couch ; cf. P. 111. $ 340. 1.-Fig. hh. Cotfin and
urns, &c.; cf P. 111. J 3^1- 6.

31. Plate XIX. (Page 165.) Oracle of Tro-
phonius. Cf. P. 111. $ 74.

32. Plate XX. (Page 168.) Representa-

tions of Priests and Priestesses presenting Liba-

tions and Sacnfces. Cf. P. 111. $ 24, $ 221.

33. Platb: XXI. (Page 179.) Tempies.—
Fig. 1. Parthenon; cf. P. 111. $ 96, P. IV.

J 234. 3, P. 1. $ 107.~Fig. 2. Temple of the

Winds; cf. P. 111. $ 96. P. I. } 110.—Fig. 3.

Tem[)le of Theseus; cf P. III. $ 96, P. I. § 109.

—Figs, a, b, c, d, e.f,g, h. Ground-plans of the

different kinds of temples; cf. P. IV. $ 234. 2.

34. Plate XXII. (Page 195.) Various A rti-

tlef of Armor.^Figs. a, b, c, &c. Helmets; cf.

P. 111. i 45.— Figs, r, s. Mail and breastplate;

cf P. 111. $ 45, I39.-Fig. M. Greaves; ff. P.

HI. $ 44, 45.—Figs. 1, 2, 7. Grecian warriors;

cf P. 111. i 45.—Fig. 3. Persian warrior; cf

P. 111. i 45.—Fig. 4. Trophy; cf. P. 111. $ 150.—

Fig. 5. Warrior in mail, with an armor-bearer;
cf. P. 111. $ 283.—Fig. 6. Egyptian archer; cf.

P. III. { 45, $ 288. 1.—Fig. 8. Soldier in com-
plete mail; cf. P. 111. $283.

35. Plate XXlll. (Page 201.) J^aval Illus-

trations.—Fin. 1. Pinnace or light boat for rapid

moving; cf. P. 111. $301.— Fig. 2. Vessel from a

painting at Pompeii; cf. P. HI. $ 304.—Fig. 3.

Liburnian galley; cf. P. HI. $ 304.—Fig. 4.

Merchant vessel; cf. P. HI. $ 155 —Fig. 5.

\Var-galley; cf. P. HI. $ 155.—Fig. A. He\i-

tv.me as explained by Holwell ; cf. P. 111. $ 155,

i;,0.—Fig. B. Views of the relative position of

the rowers, according to the explanations of

some; cf. P. HI. $ 156.—Fig', a, b, c. Different
forms of prows : cf. P. HI $ 155 3, 4.

36. Plate XXIV. (Page 205.) Pertaining
to Household Jiffuirs.—Fig. 1. Plan of a Grecian
house; cf. P. III. $171. 1.— Fig. 2. A Grecian
key; cf. P. III. $ 171. 2.—Fig. 3. Young man
wearing the petasus ; cf. P. 111. 169. 3.^Fig. 4.

A bride sitting with a n-irror held before lier;

cf. P. 111. $ 169. 6. $ 171. 2.-Figs. 5 and 10.

Grecian sofas; cf. P. 111. $ 171. 2.—Fig. 6. Pe-
culiar head-ornament, worn in oriental coun-
tries; cf. P. HI. $ 34.— Fig. 7. Grecian ladv,
from Boyd's Potter; cf. P. III. $ 169. 5 ; $ 171. 2.

-Figs. 8, 9. Chairs; cf. P. 111. $ 171. 2. $ 52.—
Figs, a, 6, c, &c. Various forms of coverings for

the feet; cf. P. HI. $ 169. 2; $ 336.

37. Plate XXV. (Page 211.) Costume.—
Figs, a, b, c, d, Modern Egyptian and oriental
dresses; e, /, Greek Bacchantes, ^, an Egyp-
tian spinner; A, i, Grecian female fluters; k,

Grecian lady in the more ancient costume; m,
peculiar head-dress; v, o, Egyptian princess
and priestess in transparent garments ; y, w,
veils and head-dresses. 8ee P. HI. $ 169. 5.

—

Fig. 1. A box w-orn on the neck ; cf. P. HI.
$ 337.— Fig. 2. A lady's purse, from Egyptian
monuments ; figs. 3, 4, toilet-table and mirror;
cf. P. III. $ 338.

38. Plate XXV a. (Page 215.) Tables of
Grecian Moneys, &c. Cf. P. HI. $$ 173-177.

39. Plate XXVI. (Page 219.) Musical In-
struments. For particulars see P. 111. $ 180.

40. Plate XXVI d. (Page 224.) Tabular
view of Ciinl Institutions of Athens. Cf. P. HI.
$$97-116.

41. Plate XXVII. (Page 231.) Altars and
Sacrificial Apparatus.—Figs, a, b. c, &c. Various
articles as given in Montfancon; fig. A. including
1, 2, &c., articles drawn from sculfiture at Pom-
peii ; fig. B, representation of a sacrifice, from
the same source ; cf. P. HI. $ 206.—Fig. C. Sa-
crifice to Bacchus ; cf. P. HI. $ 205. 1 ; $ 67.—
Fig. D. Sacred utensils from Egyptian re-

mains ; cf. P. III. $ 206. 2.—Figs. E, tl, Altars

;

cf. P. HI. $205. 1.

42. Plate XXVHI. (Page 236.) Priests and
Priestes.^es. Cf. P. HI. $ 219; P. II. $ 67 m;
P. V. $ 16

43. Plate XXIX. (Page 240.) The Suore-
taurilia, from an ancient bas-relief. Cf. P. HI.
$ 224. 2.

44. Plate XXX. (Page 245.) Gladiatorial
Contests.—Fig. 1, two nndabalcE or horsemen ;

fig 2, a horseman and footman (cf. P. HI.
$ 283); figs. 3, 4, two gladiators (m foot ; fig. 5,

wounded bull; fig. 6, two secutores and two
reliarii: see P. III. $ 235. 2, 3.—Fig. 7. Plan of an
amphitheatre at Pompeii; cf. P. HI. $ 239.—
Fig. n. A Dacian horseman in scale-armor; cf.

P. III. $283.
45. Plate XXXI. (Page 255.) Pertaining

to topics noticed under the head of Roman Civil

Affairs.—Figs. 1 and 3. Roman fasces, and
Egyptian scepters; cf. P. 111. $240 1.—Figs. 2

and 9. Roman official chairs ; cf. P. HI. $ 255.

2.—Figs. 4, 5, 6. Chariots ; cf. P. III. $ 269. 3.—
Figs. 7 and 8. Steelyard and weight ; cf. P. HI.
$ 270. 1.—Fig. 10. Sedan; cf. P. HI. $ 255. 2.—
Fig. A, a kind of stocks; fig. B, the Mamerline
prison at Rome ; cf. P. HI. $ 264. 1.

46. Plate XXXH. (Page 265.) Pertaining
to Household and Agrictiltiiral Affairs.—Fig. 1,

plan of a Roman house ; figs, a and 6, a key
and bolt from Pompeii ; cf P. HI. $ 325. 6.-^

Fig. c, Egyptian door; cf P. IV. $231. 1.— Fig.
d, Couch ; fig. E (including 1, 2, 3, &c.). Lamps ;

cf P. III. $ 325. 7.—Fig fi. Roman plow; fig.

iii. Syrian plows; figs. iv. 6, 7, instruments
for threshing ; figs. 5, 8, sickle, pruning-knife,
&c. See P. HI, $ 269. 2.

47. Plate XXXlIa. (Page 269.) Tables of
Rowan Monevs, ^-c. Cf P. Ill $ 271, $ 274.

48. Plate "XXXin. (Page 273.) Armor, Mi-
litary Standards, (!j-c. -Figs. 1 and 2. Legionary
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Boldiers with shield and sword, baggage, &;c.

cf. P. III. $ 233.— Fig. a. A .Merto-Persian, from
sculptures at Persepoli.*; bearing a sort of ham-
mer, or baitle-ax, probably a token of some
military rank, perhaps however of some civil

office ; the two hands of amilber are seen bear-
ing the same token ; fig. 4, another from the
sculptures at Persepolis, with a sword and
other accoutern.ents. Cf. P. IV. $ 171. -Figs. A,
B. C, dec A viriniy of stand irds and flags;
cf. P. IH. i •2>2. 1 — Fig. E. Part of the tri-

uiiiphHlprncti-r-iiin represented on the Arch of
Titns; cf. P. IV. $ 188.2.

49. Plate XXXIV. (Page 279.) TFar-en-
giues, Roman Camp, (^c—Fig. 1, tesliido; fig. 2,

vinem; 3, movable tower; 4, 5, 10, battering-
ram; 6, Scorpio; 7, bali.-<ta; 8, pluteus; 9. falx
muralis ; see P. III. $ 299.—Figs. a. b. Archer
and slinger; cf. P. HI. $ 288. 1.—Fig. P, plan
of a consular camp; R, sectional view of the
agger and/oSAQ ; see P. III. $ 297 t.

50. Plate XXXV. (P.ige 301.) Pertaining
to Feasts and the use of H'ine.—Fig. 1. Plan and
view of a triclinium found at Pompeii; cf
P. III. $ 329. 2.-Fig. 2, carriage and vessel for

transporting wine ; fig. 3, a patera, used in

libations; cf. P. III. $ 331 b.—Fig. 4. Two per-
sons int(!rchangiiig the pledge of hospitality ;

cf. P. 111. $ 330. 3.—Fig. 5, a Bacchanal revel-
ing alone, taken from remains at Pompeii ; fig.

6, a wine press, from Egyptian monuments;
fig. 7, two glass cups elegantly cut or cast; fi^s.

a, b, c, d, e, f, &c., various cups and vessels;
cf. P. III. $ 331b.

51. Plate XXXVI. (Page 302.) Monumen-
tal Structure, dedicated to die Dii Manes; Re-
presentations of Jjeatli, i^-c. Cf. P. U. $$ 76, 83,

110, 113.

52. Plate XXXVII. (Page 306.) Ancient
Books, and Implenients used in Writing and in

the Arts.—Fig. 1. A painting on the wall of a
chamber, found at Herculaneum ; it shows a

bag of money, tied, lying on a table between
two heaps of coins, with an inkstand and reed,

a parchment or papyrus manuscript wiih its

title ap|)ended, a style, and tablets.—Fig. 2.

Tablets connected bv a ring, pugillares ; cf
P. IV. $57.2; § lis. 3.—Figs. 3 and 4. Styles;
cf. P. IV. $ 54.—Fig. 9. A reed.—Fig. 5. A roll

showing the manner of writing.— Fig. 6. Two
tablets, and the capaa, or bookcase; c:'. P. IV.

$ 118. 3.—Figs. 7 and 8. Tools employed in ar-

chitecture, &c. ; cf P. IV. $ 229. 2.

53. Plate XXXVIII. (Page 322.) Ancient
Writing, Manuscripts, and Inscriptions.—Fig. «.

Fine specimen of the ancient MS. roll; cf.

P. IV. $ 118. 2. Figs. d. e,f, are from remains
found at Pompeii: cf. P. IV. $ US. 2. Figs.

i. ii. iii. S()eciniens of writing in Greek MSS.

;

rf. P. IV. j 104 2 Fig. D. Inscription copied
from a Biibyloiiia.-\ oritk lately deposited in the
Boston Atkeneum ; the brick is about 11 inches
square and 3 inches thick; it is here (merely
for ibe sake of convenience in forming the
Plaie) e.vhihited so that the lines are perpen-
dicular, but their actual direction is horizon-
tal; they are lo be read from left to right, the
bottom of the figure being the left, and the top
the right. Cf. P. IV. $ 18. 4.—Fig. Q. Several
spfciinens of writing in the arrom-titad charac-
ter: iSo. 1, part of an inscription found on a
pillar near Murghab or Mourgaub, su(iposed
by Morier lo be the site of the ancient Pasar-
pada ; it is the name of Cyrus, Kusruesh, in

ilenrew Koresh, in Greek Kuron : No. 2, part
of an inscription on a monument at Persepolis

;

the name of Darius, Darheuscii, in Hebrew
Dariarisk, in Greek Dareios: No. 3, part of an-
other inscription, containing a title often as-
sumed by Persian nionarchs, Khschehioh
Khschehi iHTCH, i.e. King of Kings (tf. Ezra,
vii. 12); No. 4. the name of Xer.xes, in the al-
phabet of the Zend language, Khschhersche:
Ko 7, the sa.ue name in the alphabet consi-

dered that of the Pehlvi language; No. 8, the
same, in a character supposed to be more mo-
dern : No. 5, Hieroglyphic inscription noticed
by Champollion, on an Egyptian alabaster
vase, as being the name of Xerxes, and read
by him Khschearscha; No. 6, the same name
in the Persep litan character, as found on that
vase. See P. IV. $ 1.?. 4. Fig. H. Specimen
of phonetic hieroglyphical writing; two car-
touches of hieroglyphics, from one of tlie co-
lonnades adorning the first court of the palace
of Karnac, a part of Egyptian Thebes; the
name of an Egyptian king, supposed to be the
one called in tlie Bible Shishuk (1 Kings,
xiv. 5); the left carlouch expresses, it is sup-
posed, the surname, interpreted as signifying
''approved of the sun;" the other on the right

(in which the corresponding Roman letters

are, in the cm, attaclied to the hieroglyphics by
way of explanation, is read Am.n.mai ShsHiMv,
and interpreted "Dear to Amnion, Shesltonk";
this name is thought by some to be the same as
the Sesiinchis i'ZfiaoyxiO of Manetho. Cf. P. IV.

$ 16. 1; Q 91. 7, 8. Fig. B. Ancient British
writing on movable sticks; cf. P. IV. J 53.

Fig. C. The papvrus, growing on the banks of
the Nile; cf. P.'lV. $ 118. 1. Fig. E. Com-
parative view of several corres|)onding letters

in eight ditFerent alphabets (cf. P. IV. $ 45. 2);
forming as nearly as the alphabets will allow,
the words of the Htbreuj inscription, H'Li.ness
TO the Lord, which was engraved on the
golden plate attaciied to the miter of Aaron
(Exod. xxviii. 36. 37);

—

the line a is in Hebr'VV
old coin letters; b, in the Hebrew coiiiinon let-

ters, as in the modern printed Hebrew Bible;
c, in the Egyptian hieratic or priest's letters;
d, in the Samaritan ; e, in the Egyptian phone-
tic hieroglyphics; /, in the Co(itic; the vext
line gives the corresponding Roman letters, ;is

formed in modern printing, being the same as
ours; g, the common Greek, as nearly as the
alphabet seems to allow; the last line, h, is the
Septu (gint version of the inscription. Tliis cut
may serve also to illustrate the ancient custom
of engraving an inscription in different lan-
guages on the same monument; as, e. g. the
Rosetta stone (cf P. IV. $ 91. 7); the Egypto-
Persian Vase noticed above in explaining fig.

G; and the memorable threefold inscription
placed by Pilate over the head of the Saviour
on the cross {Luk'', xxiii. 38; John, xix. 19).

54. Plate XXXIX. (Page 335.) Muses as
represented in the statues cf Christina. Cf.
P. II. $ 103.

55. Plate XL. (Page 350.) Grecian Coins —
For particulars, see P. IV. $ 93. 2; $ 95. I

;

P. III. $ 173. 3.

56. Plate XLI. (Page 354.) Specimen of
Ornnments in ancient MSS. ; a painting of the

Goddess of Mght. Cf. P. IV. $ 104. 3; P. II.

$76.
57. Plate XLII. (Page 358.) Roman Coins.

—For the details, see P. IV. $ 134. 1; $ 139. 2.

P. HI. $ 270.

58. Plate XLIII. (Page 375.) Representa-
tions of Meptune, S^c, on Coins. Cf. P. IV.
$ 139. 2.

59. Plate XLIV. (Page 37S.) Specimens of
Ancient Sculpture.—Fig. 1. Dving Gladiator";
cf. P. IV. $ 1S6. 9.—Fig. 2. Head of Antinous;
cf P. IV. $ 186. 10.—Fig. 3. Apollo Belvidcre

;

cf. P. IV. $ 186. 4.—Fig. 4. Gladiator BorL-liese ;

cf. P. IV. H 186. 8.—Fig. 5. Laocoon ; cf P. IV.

$ 186. 1.—Fig. 6. Hercules Farnese; cf. P. IV.
$ 186. 6.

6{). Pl.aTe XLV. (Page 384.) Specimen of
Sculpture in Bas-rdief. Cf P. II. $ 91. 2.

61. Plate XLVI. (Page 395.) The Tri-
umphal Sacrifice of Aiirelius ; a marble ana-
glyph. Cf. P. IV. $ 188. 3.

62. Plate XLVH. (Page 399.) Jeicels and
Sculptured Gems. Figs. 1 and 2. Specimens of
the Abraxas; cf. P. IV. { 200. 2j } 19S; P. U.
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J 96, 6.—Fig. 3. A Roman seal; cf. P. IV.

I 206.—Fig. 4, and figs, g, k, i, o, and r. Jewels

for the ear and breast; cf. P. III. $ 338. 2.—

Fig. 5. Cupid, as on an ancient gem ; cf. P. IV.

J fsS.—Fi?. 6. Dffidalus, as on an ancient gem ;

cf P. IV. > 198.—Figs. 7 and 8. Gems bearing a

Hermes and Hermeracles ; cf. P. IV. $ 164. 2.—

Fi2s. a, b. c, d, e, f. Finger-rings, with gems in-

serted ; cf. P. IV. $ 206.

63. Plate XLVIII. (Page 408.) Specimen of

Frxrravinir on Gems; Bacchus, Satyrs, &c. See

P. IV. $211-5; P. 11- 5 60.

64. Plate XLIX. (Page 411.) Jllustrafions

verlainiiiff to the Theatre—F\g. 1. Plan of the

Greek theatre; cf. P. IV. § 2.S5.—Fiff. 2. Plan

of the Roman theatre; cf. P. III. $ 238.—Fig. A.

Edifice r-illed Choragic Monument of Thrasyl-

lus: cf P. IV. $ 66. 3; P. I. $ 115.—Fig. C.

Choragic Monument of Lysicrates, called also

Lantern of Demosthenes.—F\g. B B. A repre-

sentation in Mosaic, found at Pompeii; cf.

P IV. $ 189. 1.

65. Plate L. (Page 417.) Architectural Illus-

trations.—F\ss. a, b. c, d, e. Columns, Egyptian,
&:c. ; cf. P. IV. $ 238. 3.—Figs. /, fr, h, i, j, k, I.

Grecian and Roman columns, exhibiting the
different orders, &c. ; cf. P. IV. J 238. 1 —Fiss. wi

and n. Arches upon pillars ; cf. P. IV. J 244.

—

Fiss. p, q, s, u. Grecian capitals; cf. P. IV.
$ 238. I.—Figs, o, r, t, v. Pillars; r and v.

Gothic; o, Saracenic; t, Chinese; cf. P. IV.
$245.

66. Plate LI. (Page 422.) The Temple of
Dinna at Ephesvs. Cf. P. IV. $ 234. 3.

67. Plate Lll. (Page 425.) Comparative
View of celebrated Edifices and other Strnctiires.

See bottom of the Plate. Cf. P. IV. $ 234. 3.

68. Plate Llla. (Page 432.) The Ruins of
the Parthenon; from Hobhouse. Cf. P. I. $ 107;
P. III. $ 96.

69. Plate LIII. (Page 434.) Grecian Busts,
with names annexed ; taken from the Historic

Gallery, cited P. IV. $ 187.

70. Plate LIV. (Page 548.) Roman Busts,

with names annexed ; taken from the Historic

Gallery and Landon, as cited P. IV. $ 187.
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EPITOME OF CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

INTRODUCTION.

^ 1. The earlier Greeks must have been very ignorant of the neighboring coun-
tries, for the scenes of some of the wildest fictions of the Odyssey were within a few
hours sail of Greece. The account of the Argonautic expedition furnishes a still

stronger proof of this, for these adventurers are described as having departed by the

Hellespont and Euxine sea, and as having returned through the straits of Hercules

;

whence it manifestly appears, that at that time the Greeks believed that there was a

connection between the Palus Maeotis (sea of Azof) and the Ocean. In those early

ages the earth was supposed to be a great plain, and the ocean an immense stream
which flowed around it and thus returned back mto itself (^dxpoppooi).

In later times, however, the commercial entprprise of the Athenians corrected these errors.

Their ships sailed through the seas to the east of Europe and brought home such accurate infor-

mation, tiiat we tind the description of these seas and the neighboring coasts nearly as perfect in

ancient as in modern writers.—The expedition of Clearchus into Asia, related in the ^^nahasis

of Xenophon (cf. P.V. $243), and still more that of Alexander, gave the Oreeks opportunities of
becoming acquainted with the distant regions of the east.—The west of Europe was visited and
described by the Phoenicians, who had penetrated even to the British Islands.

§ 2. All the astronomical and geographical knowledge of the ancients was embodied,
in the second century after Christ, in two principal works by Claudius Ptolemy ; one
styled M£yaAi7 'Evvra^n, and the other VE(jiyoa(t>iKr] 'Y(pfiyT](ng. From the latter we de^

rive our chief information respecting the limits of the ancient world, and the attain-

ments of the Greeks and Romans in geography. (Cf. P. V. ^^ 206, 207, 216, 218,

480—483.)
§ 3. The northern parts of Europe and Asia were known by name ; an imperfect

sketch of India hmits their eastward progress ; the dry and parched deserts of Africa

prevented their advance to the south ; and the Atlantic ocean limited the known
world on the west. It must not be supposed that all the countries within these lim.its

were perfectly known ; we find, that even within these narrow boundaries, there

were several nations, of whom the ancient geographers knew nothing but the name.

Let us attempt to trace a line, which would form a boundary including the whole of the earth

that was known in the time of Ptolemy. We will begin at Ferro, one of the Insulm FortunatcB

(Canary Islands), which, because it was the most westerly land known, was taken by Ptolemy
for his fixed meridian. Our line extending hence northerly would include the British Isles and
the Shetland Isles; the latter are probably designated by the Thule of the ancients, according
to d'Anville, although some have supposed it was applied to Iceland. From the Shetland Isleg

Ihe line would pass through Sweden and Norway probably; perhaps around the North Cape, a3

it has been thought that this must be the Riibeas Proniontorium of Ptolemy. The line would, in

either case, be continued to the White Sea at the mouth of the river Dwina, which seems to be
described by Ptolemy under the name Carambucis. Thence it would extend to the Ural Moun-
tains, which were partially known by the name of Hyperborei ; near which the poets located a
people of the same name {Vir^. Georg. i. 240), said to live in all possible felicity. From these
mountains the line would pass along through Scythia to the northern part of the Belur Tag
mountains, the ancient Imaus. Crossing these, it enters the region of Kashjrar (in Chinese Tar-
tary), called by Ptolemy Casio Reirio ; a region of which, however, he evidently knew little.

Our line would be continued thence to the place called by the ancients Sera; which is most pro-
bably the modern Kan or Kan-tcheou, near the north-west corner of China and the termination
of the immense wall separating China and Tartary. From Sera or Kan, it must be carried over
a region, probably wholly unknown to the ancients, to a place called Thyvm in the country of
the Sinrp; this place was on the Cotiaris, a river uniting with the Senus, which is supposed It.

be the modern Gamboge. On the coast, which we now approach with our line, the most easterly

point (that is particularlv mentioned) is thousht to be Point Condor, the southern extremitj
of Cambodia; this was called the Proniontorium Satyrorum. and some small isles adjacent /n-

sulm Satyrorum, because monkeys were found here, whose appearance resembled the fabled

Satyrs. The general ignorance respfcting this region is obvious from the fact, that it was ima-
gined, that beyond the. Promontory of Satyrs the coast turned first to the south, and then com-
pletely to the west, and thus proceeded until it joined Africa. From the point or cape just

named, the boundary we are tracing would run around the Aurea Chersonesus, or peninsula of

Malaya or Malacca, take in the coast of Sumatra, anciently called Jabadii Insula, and pass tc

Taprobana or Salice, the modern Ceylon. Theoce sweeping around the Maldives, called 'jy Pto
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lemy rnstiles ante Taprohanam, and crossing the equator, it would strike Africa at Cape Delgrado,

supposed to correspond to the Prasum Promontorium, being about 10 degrees S. latitude. 1 he

boundary would exclude Madagascar, as the ancient Menuthias designates, not Madagascar as

has been conjectured, but most probably the modern Zanzibar. It may be impossible to trace

the line across Africa; of the interior of which the ancients Itnew more than one would suppose,

judging from the ignorance of the moderns on the subject. The line would pass south of the

Mountains of the Moon, LuncB Montes, which are mentioned by Ptolemy ; and also, in part, of

the river Niger, which, as d\^nvUle remarks, was known even in the time of Herodotus. On
the Atlantic coast the line would come out a little south of Sierra Leone at Cape St. Ann's, about

10 decrees N. latitude: this point answering to the ancient JVy?i Comu, Southern Horn, otf

against which lay the islands called Insula Hesperidum. From this cape our line passes up the

shore of the Atlantic to the Insulce Fortunatm.

From this it is obvious, that the portion of the earth known to the ancients was small in pro-

portion to the whole. It has been said, with probable accuracy, that it was scarcely one-third

of the lavd, now known, which has been estimated as 42 or 44 millions of square miles : and of

the 155 millions of square miles of icaier, covering the rest of the globe, they knew almost no-

thing.

On the knowledge of the ancients respecting the earth, Class. Jowm. v. 103. ix. 133. For the principal helps in studying Clas-

sical Geography, consult the references given in P. V. § 7. 7 (i) ; see also P. V. §§ 206-208, 371 ss.—On the history of Geography,

cf. P. IV. § 27.

% 4. The division of the earth into the large portions, Europe, Asia, and Africa, is

of very ancient date ; but ahhough the names have been preserved, the boundaries

in several particulars differed. Egypt was formerly reckoned among the Asiatic

kingdoms : at present it is esteemed part of Africa : Sarmatia was esteemed part of

Europe : a great part of it now forms one of the divisions of Asia.

% 5. The division of the earth into zones has remained unaltered ; but the ancients

beheved that the Temperate alone were habitable, supposing that the extreme heat

of the Torrid and the extreme cold of the Frigid zones were destructive of animal hfe.

Another division, introduced by Hipparchus, was that of climates. A climate is a space in-

cluded between two parallels of latitude, so that the longest days of the inhabitants at one

extremity exceeds that of the inhabitants of the other by half an hour. Of these, eight were

known. The parallels pass successively through Meroe on the Nile, Sienne, Alexandria in

Esypt, Carthage, Alexandria in the Troas, the middle of the Euxine Sea, Mount Caucasus, and

the British Islands.

NOTE.—In studying this Epitome, it is indispensable to success that some Atlas should be used. That of Butler is very suitable

for the purpose. The editor of this Manual has it in contemplation to prepare an Atlas adapted to the Epitome of Geography here

rresented.—The student need not commit to memory in the usual way. Let him first learn the general divisions and names of the

countries or provinces included in the lesson, and next carefully read over the whole lesson, tracing every thing, as far as possible,

071 hit maps. For recitation, let the Teacher question him on the maps of the Atlas, or ou large maps in mere outline, prepared fol

the purpose, which will be far better.

I. OF EUROPE.

^ 6. EuPvOPE, though the smallest, is, and has been for many ages, the most import-

ant division of the earth. It has attained this rank from the superiority in arts and

sciences, as well as in government and religion, that its inhabitants have long possessed

over degraded Asia and barbarous Africa.—It derives its name from Europa, the

daughter of Agenor. a Phcsnician king, who being carried away, according to the

mythological tales (P. II. ^ 23), by Jupiter under the disguise of a bull, gave her

name to this quarter of the globe.

§ 7. The boundaries of ancient Europe were nearly the same as those of modern
Europe ; but we learn from Sallust that some geographers reckoned Africa a part of

Europe. The northern ocean, called by the ancients the Icy or Saturnian, bounds it

on the north ; the north-eastern part of Europe joins Asia, but no boundary hne is

traced by ancient writers ; the remainder of its eastern boundaries are the Palus

Mceotis, Cimmerian Bosphorus, Euxine sea, Thracian Bosphorus, Propontis, Helles-

pont, and ^gean sea ; the Mediterranean sea is the southern and the Atlantic ocean

the western boundary.

§ 8. The countries of the mainland of Europe may be arranged, for convenience,

in the present geographical sketch, in threti divisions ; the northern, middle, and

'southern. The islands may be considered m a separate division. The north of

Europe can scarcely be said to have been known to the ancients until the unwearied

ambition of the Romans stimulated them to seek for new conquests in lands previously

unnoticed. From these countries, in after times, came the barbarian hordes who
overran Europe, and punished severely the excessps of Roman ambition.— The
southern division contains the countries, which, in ancient times, were the most dis-

tinguished in Europe for their civilization and refinement.

The Northern countries, with their ancient and modern names, were the follow-

ing ^nivniNAViA, Norway and Sweden; Chersonesus Cimbrica, Jutland, or Z>e»-
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mark; Sakmatia, Eussia ; Gekmania, Germany.—The Middle countries were
the foUow'ing: Gallia, France and Switzerland; Vindelicia, Suabia ; Rh^tia,
country of the Grisons ; NoRicrM, Austria ; Pannonia, Hungary ; iLLYRicmi,
Croatia and Dalmatia ; MiESiA, Bosnia, Servia, and Bulsaria ; Dacia, Transylvania
and Walachia.— In the Southern division we include IHispania, Spain and Portu-
gal ; Italia, Italy ; Thkacia, Macedonia, and Gr^cia, all lately comprehended
under the Turkish Empire.

I. THE NORTHERN COUNTRIES OF EUROPE.

^ 9. Scandinavia, or Scandia, by the Celts called Lochlin, was falsely supposed
to be a large island. The inhabitants were remarkable for their number and ferocity

;

they subsisted chiefly by piracy and plunder. From this country came the Goths,
the Heruli, the Vandals, and at a later period, the Normans, who subjugated the
south of Europe.

^ 10. The Chersonesus Cimbrica, a large peninsula at the entrance of the Baltic,

was the native country of the Cimbri and the Teutones, who after devastating Gaul
invaded the northern part of Italy, and made the Romans tremble for the safety of
their capital. They defeated the consuls Manlius and Servilius with dreadful slaugh-
ter, but were eventually destroyed by Marias.
^11. Sarmatia included the greater part of Russia and Poland, and is frequently

confounded with Scythia. This immense territory was possessed by several inde-
pendent tribes, who led a wandering life like the savages of North America. The
names of the principal tribes were the Sauromatas, near the mouth of the Tanais,
and the Geloni and Agathyrsi, between the Tanais and the Borysthenes. The latter

were called Hamaxobii from their living in wagons. Virgil gives them the epithet

picti, because they, like the savages of America, painted tlieir bodies to give them-
selves a formidable appearance.—From these districts came the Huns, the Alans and
Roxolanians, who aided the barbarians formerly mentioned {^ 8) in overthrowing the
Roman empire.
The peninsula, now known by the name of the Crimea, or Crim Tartary, was

anciently called the Chersonesus Taurica. Its inhabitants, called Tauri, were
remarkable for their cruelty to strangers, whom they sacriticed on the altar of Diana.
From their cruelty the Euxine sea received its name ; it was called Euxine {favorable
to strangers) by antiphrasis, or euphemism.— The principal towns of the Tauric
Chersonese were Panticapceum (Kerche), where Mithridates the Great died ; Saphrce
(Procop), and Theodosia (Kaffa). — At the south of this peninsula, was a large pro-
montory, called from its shape Criu-Metopon, or the Ram's Forehead.

^ 12. Ancient Germany, Germania, is, in many respects, the most singular and
interesting of the northern nations. In the remains of its early language, and the
accounts of its civil government, that have been handed down to us, the origin of the
English language and constitution may be distinctly traced. The inhabitants called

themselves FFer-men, which in their language signifies TFar-men, and from this

boasting designation the Romans named them, with a slight change, Ger-vaen.
The boundaries of ancient Germany were not accurately ascertained, but the name is

generally applied to the territories lying between the Rhine and the Vistula, the
Baltic Sea and the Danube.

% 13. These countries were, like Sarmatia, possessed by several tribes, of whom
the principal were the Hermiones and Suevi, who possessed the middle of Germany.—— The tribes on the banks of the Rhine were most known to the Romans. The
chief of these were the Frisii, through whose country a canal was cut by Drusus,
which being increased in the course of time formed the present Zuyder Zee ; the
Cherusci, who under the command of Arminius destroyed the legions of QuintiUus
Varus; the Sicambri, who were driven across the Rhine by the Catti, in the time of
Augustus ; the Catti, the most warhke of the German nations, and most irreconcila-
ble to Rome ; the Marcomanni, who were driven afterwards into Bohemia by the
Allemanni, from which latter people Germany is, by the French, called AUemagne,

Near the Elbe were the Angli and Saxones, progenitors of the English, and the
Longobardi, who founded the kingdom of Lombardy, in the north of Italy. The
nations on the Danube were the Hermundurii, steadfast allies of the Romans ; the Mar
comanni, who retured hither after their expulsion from the Rhine ; the Narisci
and Quadi, who waged a dreadful war with the Romans during the reign of Marcus
Aurelius.

% 14. The Germans had no regular towns, and indeed a continuity of houses was
forbidden by their laws. The only places of note were, consequently, forts built by
the Romans, to repress the incursions of the natives. A great part of Germany
was occupied by the Hercynian forest, which extended, as was said, nine days' jour-
ney from south to north, and more than sixty from west to east. A portion of the
Sylva Hercynia is now called the Black Forest, which still has its fabled terrors.

§ 15. The largest river in the northern division of Europe was the Pha, now Wolg-o.
It was called Atel or Etel by the Byzantine writers (P. V, '^ 23'la) and others in the

a2
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middle ages. It had 70 mouths discharging, and ^\'ith more water formerly than now
mto the Mare Caspium. It was in part the eastern boundary of Europe, separating

Sarmatia from Scythia.—The river next in size was the Borysthenes, called in the

middle ages Danapris, whence its modern name Dnieper. Just at its entrance into

i[\ePonlus Euxinus,\i was joined by the iJ?/;)G7a's, called in the middle ages Bogus, and
now the Bog. The long narrow beach at the mouth of the Borysthenes was called

Dromxis Achillei.—Between the Borysthenes and the Rha was the Tanais, the

present Don, which separated Sarmatia Europea from Sarmatia Asiatica, and flowed

mto the Paliis Mceotis or modern sea of Azof ; near its mouth was a city of extensive

commerce, called Ta?mis Emporium. The strait connecting the Palus Maeotis with
the Euxine was called Bosphorus Cimmerius.—Another river discharging into the

Pontus Euxinus, was the Tyras, the modern Dniester : it flowed between Sarmatia
and Dacia, and formed in part the southern boundary of what is included in our
northern division of Europe.—Two rivers, from sources near those of the Tyras,
flowed in a northerly course to the Baltic, the ancient Smus Codanus ; they were the

Vistula, still so called, and the Viader or Oder. The principal streams discharging

into the Oceanus Germanims were the Alhis, Elbe, and the Ekenus, Rhine, which
formed the western boundary of the division of Eurooe now under notice, dividing

Germania and Galha.

II. THE COUNTRIES OF THE MIDDLE OF EUROPE.

^ 16. We will begin v^dth Gallia, which is at the western extremity of the divisioa

The Romans called this extensive country Gallia Transalpitia, to distinguish it from

the province of Gallia Cisalpina in the north of Italy. The Greeks gave h the name
of Galatia, and subsequently western Galatia, to distinguish it from Galatia m Asia

Minor, where the Gauls had planted a colony.

Ancient Gaul comprehended, in addition to France, the terrhories of Flanders, Hol-

land, Switzerland, and part of the south-west of Germany. Its boundaries were the

Atlantic ocean, the British sea, the Rhine, the Alps, the Medherranean, and the

Pyrenees.—The country, in the time of Julius Caesar, was possessed by three great

nations, divided into a number of subordinate tribes. Of these the CelicB were the

most numerous and powerful ; their territory reached from the Sequana, Seine, to the

Garum7ia, Garonne ; the Beiges lay between the Sequana and lower Rhine, where
they united with the Germain tribes ; the Aquita7ii possessed the country between

the Garumna and the Pyrenees.

§ 17. Augustus Caesar divided Gaul into four provinces ; Galha Narhonensis, Aqut
tania, Gallia Celtica, and Belgica.

Gallia Narhonensis, called also the Roman province, extended along the sea

coast from the Pyrenees to the Alps ; including the territory of the modern provinces,

Languedoc, Provence, Dauphine, and Savoy. It contained several nations, the pnn-
cipal of which were the Allobroges, Salyes, and Volcae. The principal cities M^ere

Narbo Martins, the caphal, (Narbonne) ; MassilifB (Marseilles), founded by an Ionian

colony, from Phocaea, in Asia Minor ; Forum Julii (Frejus) ; Aquae Sexfice (ALx) ; and

Nemausus (Nismes), whose importance is manifest in the grand 37ir of its still existmg

remains.

Among the interesting monuments at Nismes are, tlie Square House, and the Jlrena; the latter being an amphitheatre, or circus,

of the Doric order, with walls composed of enormous masses of stone united with wonderful skill, 1200 feet in circumference, capable

of holding, it is said, 16,000 or 17,000 persons ; the former, a temple, 76 feet Ion?, 3S broad, and 42 high ; adorned with 30 beautiful

Corinthian columns. (Cf. Seynes and Menard, cited P. IV. § 243. 3.—Miih?i, Voyage dans les Departements du Midi.)

Aquitania extended from the Pyrenees to the Ligcr (Loire). The principal

nations were the TarbelU, south of the Garumna, and the Santones, Pictones, Eind

Lemovices, north of that river. The chief towns were Mediolanum (Saintes)

;

Partus Santonum (Rochelle) ; and Uxellodunum.
Gallia Celtica, or Lugdunensis, lay between the Liger and Sequana.—The

country along the coast was called Armorica, the inhabitants of which were very fierce

and warlike.—The principal nations were the Segusiani, ^dui, Mandubii, Parish, and

Rhedones. The principal cities were Lusduimm (Lyons), founded by Munatius

r Iancus after the death of Julius Caesar; J3?ir«cfe, called dSierwaxAs Augustodunurn

(Autun); Alesia (Alise), the last city of Gaul that resisted the arms of Caesar; and

Partus Brivates (Brest), near the Promontorium GohcBum (Cape St. Malo).

Liitetia F a r i s i o r u m (Paris) was built by the Parisii, on a swampy island, before the time of Christ, but was of no importance

anf.i A. U. 360, when the Emperor Julian went into winter quarters there, and erected a palace for himself.

The remainder of Gaul was included in the province Belgica. This contained

a great number of powerful states ; the Helvetii occupying that part of modern Swit-

•?erland included between Lacus Lemanus (the lake of Geneva) and Lacus Briganfi-

nus (the lake of Constance) ; the Sequaiu, possessing the present province of Franche

Comte ; and the Batavi, who inhabited Holland.—That part ot Belgic Gaul adjoming

the Rhine bel •'W Helvetia was called Germania, from the number of German tribe*
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who haJ settled there, and was divided into Superior or Upper, the part nearer the

sources of the Rhine, z.nA Inferior or Lower, the part nearer its mouth. The pnncipal

of these tribes were the Treveri, Ubii, Menapii, and Nerv-ii. In the country of the

Treveri was the extensive forest Arduenna (Ardennes), traces of which still remain.

§ 18. The principal mountains of Gaul were Cebenna (the Cevennes), in Langue-

doc; Vogesus (the Vauge), in Lorraine; and Alpes (the Alps).—1 he Alps were

subdivide'd into Alpes MarilinuB, joining the Etruscan sea ; Cotlice, over which Han-

nibal is supposed to have passed ; GrceccB, so called from the passage oi Hercules

;

FennincB, so called from the appearance of their tops (from petina, awing) ;
EhcBtica,

joining Rhagtia ; Noriccs, bordering Noricum ; FannoniccB ; and JuUcb, the eastern

extrernity, terminating in the Sinus Flanaticus (Bay of Carnero), in Liburnia.

The chief rivers of Gaul were Ehenus (the Rhine); this river, near its mouth, at

present divides itself into three streams, the Waal, the Leek, and the Newlssel; the

last was formed by a great ditch cut by the army of Drusus ; the ancient mouth ot

the Rhine, which passed by Leyden, has been choked up by some concussion of

nature not mentioned in history ; jRhodanus (the Rhone), joined by the Arar (Saone)

;

Garumna (Garonne), which united with the Duranius (Dordogne) ; Liger (the Loire),

joined by the Elaver (AUier) ; and Seqiiana (the Seine).

The principal islands on the coast of Gaul were Uxantos (Ushant) ; Uliarus (Oleron)

;

Ccesarea (Jersey) ; Sarnia (Guernsey) ; and Riduna (Alderney) ; on the south coast

were the Sloechades or Ligustides insula (isles of Hieras).

$ 19. The government of ancient Gaul, previous to the Roman invasion, was aristocratical,

and so great was their hatred of royalty, that those who were even suspected of aiming at sove-

reign power, were instantly put to death. The priests and nobles, whom they called Druids

and knights, possessed the whole authority of the state ; the peasantry were esteemed as slaves ;

'n most of the states an annual masistrate was elected with powers similar to those of the Ro-
aan consul, but it was ordained that^bmh the magistrate and the electors should be of noble birth.—

n person, the Gauls are said to have been generally fair-complexioned, with long and ruddy
.-.air, whence their country is sometimes called Gallia Comata, or Hairy Gaul. In disposition

.hey are described as irascible, and of ungovernable fury when provoked ; their first onset was
very impetuous, but if vigorously resisted they did not sustain the fight with equal steadiness.

$ 20. The history of Gallia before the invasion of the Romans is involved in obscurity; we
only know that it must have been very populous from the numerous hordes who at different times

emigrated from Gaul in search of new settlements. They seized on the north of Italy, which
was from them called Cisalpine Gaul ; they colonized part of Germany; they invaded Greece;
and one tribe penetrated even to Asia, where, mingling with the Greeks, they seiziid on a pro-

vince, from thence called Galatia or Gallo-Grsecia.—Another body of Gauls, under the command
of Brennus, seized and burned Rome itself; and though they were subsequently routed by Camil-

lus. the Romans ever looked on the Gauls as their most formidable opponents, and designated a

Gallic war by the word Tumullus, implying that it was as dangerous as a civil war.

$ 21. The alliance between the people of Massilis (Marstilles) and the Romans furnished the

latter people with a pretext for intermeddling in the affairs of Gaul, which they eagerly embraced.

The first nation whom they attacked was the Salyes, who had refused them a passage into S[»ain;

the Salves were subdued by Caius Se.xtius, who planted a colony called afler his name, Aquje

Sextiffi; about four years after, the greater part of Gallia Narbonensis was subdued by Quinius

Martius Rex, who founded the colony Narbo Martins, and made it the capital of the Roman
province.—After the subjugation of Gallia Narbonensis, the Gauls remained unmolested until

the time of Cajsar, who after innumerable difficulties conquered the entire country, and annexed
it to the Roman dominions.

Though grievously oppressed by the Roman governors, the Gauls under the emperors made rapid advances in civilization ; they

are particularly noticed for their success in eloquence and law. A curious circumstance of the mode in which these studies were

pursued is recorded by many historians ; an annual contest in eloquence took place at Lugdunum, and the vanquished were com-

pelled to blot out their own compositions, and write new orations in praise of the victors, or else be whipped and plunged into the

Arar.—See Thierry, Histoire des Gaulois. Par. 1828. 3 vols. 8.

"2> 22. The country called V i n d e 1 i c i a was situated between the sources of the

Bhenus (Rhine), and the Danubius or Ister (Danube). Its chief town was Augusta
Vindelicorum (Augsburg, celebrated for the confession of the protestant faith, pre-

sented by Melancthon to the Diet assembled there at the commencement of the

Reformation).—Between Vindehcia and the Alps was Rh.etia, containing rather

more than the present territory of the Grisons. Its chief towns were Curia {Cone),

and Tridentum (Trent), where the last general council was assembled.;—Vindelicia

and Rhsetia were originally colonized by the Tuscans, and for a long time bravely

maintained their independence. They were eventually subdued during the reign of

Augustus Caesar, by Drusus the brother of Tiberius.

§ 23. NoRicxjM lay to the east of Vindelicia, from which it is separated by the rive

Mnus (Inn). Its savage inhabitants made frequent incursions upon the Roman terri

tories, and were, after a severe struggle, reduced by Tiberius Caesar. The iron of

Noricum was very celebrated, and swords made in that country were highly vahicd.

—East of Noricum was Paxnoxia, also subdued by Tiberius. It was divided into

Superior, the chief town of which was Vindohona (Vienna); and Inferior, whose
capital was Sirmium, a town of great importance in the later ages of the empire.

Noricum is now called Austria, and Pannonia. Hungary.
$ 24. The boimdaries of Illyricum have not been precisely ascertained : !t occu
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pied the north-eastern shores of the Adriatic, and was subdivided into the three
provinces of Japydia, Lihurnia, and Dalmatia. It included the modern provinces,
Croatia, Bosnia, and Sclavonia.—The chief towns were Salona, near Spalatro, where
the emperor Dioclesian retired after his resignation of the imperial power ; Epidaurus
or Dioclea (Ragusi Vecchio), and Ragusa.

The Illyrians were infamous for their piracy and the cruelty with which they treated their
captives ; they possessed great skill in ship-building, and the light galleys of the Liburnians con-
tributed not a little to Augustus's victory at Actium.—The Romans declared war against the
Illyrians, in consequence of the murder of their ambassadors, who had been basely massacred by
Teuta, queen of that country. The Illyrians were obliged to beg a peace on the most humiliating
conditions, but having again attempted to recover their former power, they were finally subdued
by the praetor Anicius, who slew their king Gentius, and made the country a Roman province.

§ 25. McEsiA lay between Mount Hcemus (the Balkan) and the Danube, which after its

junction with the Savus was usually called Ister. It was divided into Superior, the
present province of Servia, and hiferior, now called Bulgaria. Part of Moesia Supe-
rior was possessed by the Scordisci, a Thracian tribe ; next to which was a district

called Dardania; that part of Moesia Inferior near the mouth of the Danube was
called Pontiis, which is frequently confounded with Pontus, a division of Asia Minor.—The principal cities in Mtesia Superior were Sinsidunum (Belgrade), at the conflu-
ence of the Save and Danube ; Nicopolis, built by Trajan to commemorate his victory
over the Dacians ; and Naissus (Nissa), the birthplace of Constantine the Great.

—

In Mccsia Inferior were 3Iarcianopolis, the capital ; Tomi, the place of Ovid's banish-
ment ; Odessus, south of Tomi, and JEgissus, near which was the bridge built by
Darius in his expedition against the Scythians.

§ 26. Dacia lay between the Danube and the Carpates, or AJpes BastarniccB {Carpa-
thian or Krapack mountains) ; including the territory of the modern provinces, Tran-
sylvania, Moldavia, and Wallachia. The celebrated Hercynian Forest, Sylva Hercynia
(cf. $ 14) , stretched over the north and west part of it. Dacia was inhabited by two
Scythian tribes, the Daci and GetoB, who for a long time resisted every effort to deprive
them of their freedom ; they were at length subdued by Trajan.

After having conquered the country, Trajan joined it to Mcesia by a magnificent bridge over the Danube, traces of which still

exist. His successor, Adrian, influenced either by jealousy of his predecessor's glory, or believing it njore expedient to contract than

to extend the bounds of the empire, broke down the bridge, and left Dacia to its fate.—This country was of considerable importance

to the Romans on account of its gold and silver mines. In IS07, an interesting monument of Roman writing was found in one of
these mines. (Cf. P. IV. § 118. 3.)

A people has been found among the Wallachiana, that now speak a language very similar to the Latin, and are therefore supposed

to be descended from the Roman colonists.—Mr. Brewer says he found so many words common to the Latin and the Wallacbian,

that by means of the Latin he could converse on common subjects with a Wallacbian merchant at Constantinople.—/. Brewer, Resi-

dence at Constantinople in 1827, &c New Haven, 1830. 12.—Cf. WalsKs Journey from Constantinople.

III. THE COUIfTRIES INCLUDED IN THE SOUTHERN DIVISION OF EUROPE.

§ 27. In treating of this division we will also commence with the most western
country, which was Hispania. This name included the modern kingdoms of Spain
and Portugal. The country was also called Iberia, Hesperia, and (to distinguish it

from Italy, sometimes termed Hesperia, from its western situation,) Hesperia Ultima.
The Romans at first divided it into Hispa7iia Citerior, or Spain at the eastern side of
the Iberus, and Hispania Ulterior, at the western side ; but by Augustus Caesar, the
country was divided into three provinces; Tarraconesis, Bcetica, and Lusiiania. Like
the provinces of Gaul, these were inhabited by several distinct tribes.

§28. Tarraconensis exceeded the other two provinces together, both in size and
importance. It extended from the Pyrenees to the mouth of the Durius, on the Atlantic,
and to the Orospeda Mons separating it from Beetica, on the Mediterranean ; and re-

ceived hs name from its capital, Tarraco (Tarragona), in the district of the Cosetani.
The other principal towns were Saguntum, on the Mediterranean, whose siege by

Hannibal caused the second Punic war; some remains of this city still exist, and are
called Murviedro, a corruption of Muri veteres (old walls) ; Carthago Nova (Carthagena),
built by Asdrubal, the brother of Hannibal, also on the Mediterranean : in the interior,

north-east of the capital, Ilerda (Lerida) , the capital of the Ilergetes, where Caesar
defeated Pompey's lieutenants, Afranius and Petreius ; Numantia, near the sources of
the Durius, whose inhabitants made a desperate resistance to the Roman invaders, and,
when unable to hold out longer, burned themselves and the city sooner than yield to

the conquerors; Bilbilis, the birthplace of Martial, among the Celtiberi; Ccesarea
Augusta (Saragossa), capital of the Edetani ; Toletum (Toledo); Complutum (Alcala),
and Kibora (Talavera) , in the same district ; Calagurris, in the territory of the Vascones,
whose inhabitants suffered dreadfully from famine in the Sertorian war, being reduced
to such straits, that the inhabitants (as Juvenal says) actually devoured each other.

Near the modern town of Segovia, retaining the name and site of Segovia among the
ArevacI, are the remains of a splendid aqueduct, built by Trajan. Calle (Oporto) , at

the mouth of the Durius, was also called Portus Gallorum, from some Gauls who
settled thfxo, and hence the name of the present kingdom of Portugal. The north
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of Tarraconensis was possessed by the Cantahri, a fierce tribe, who for a long time
resisted the utmost efforts of the Romans ; their territory is the modern province of
Biscay.

$ 29. The southern part of Spain, between the Anas and Mediterranean, was called

Bob tic a, from the river Bagtis. Its chief towns were Corduha (Cordova), at first

called Colonia Patricia, the birthplace of the two Senecas, and the poet Lucan ; in

this town are the remains of a splendid mosque, built by the Moorish king, Almanzor

;

it is more than 500 feet long, and 400 wide ; the roof is richly ornamented, and supported
by 800 columns of alabaster, jasper, and black marble ; Hif^palis (Seville) ; Italica, the
native city of Trajan, Adrian, and the poet Silius Itahcus ; Custulo, called also Parnassia,
because it was founded by a Phocian colony; all on the Baetis.—The south-western
extremity of Baetica was possessed by a Phoenician colony, called the Bastuh Poeni, to

distinguish them from the Libyan Poeni, or Carthaginians; their capital was Gades
(Cadiz) , on an island at the mouth of the Boetis; near it were the little island Tartes-
sus, now part of the continent, and Ju?ionis Promontorium (Cape Trafalgar) .—At
the entrance of the straits of Hercules or Gades, stood Carteia, on mount Calpe, which
is now called Gibraltar, a corruption of Gebel Tarik, i. e. the mountain of Tarik, the
first Moorish invader of Spain. Mount Calpe and mount Abyla (on the opposite coast
of Africa) were named the pillars of Hercules, and supposed to have been the bounda-
ries of that hero's western conquests. North of this was Munda, where Ccesar fought
his last battle with Labienus, and the sons of Pompey.
Lusitania, which occupied the greatest part of the present kingdom of Portugal,

contained but few places of note ; the most remarkable were Augusta Emerita (Merida)
and Olisippo (Lisbon), said to have been founded by Ulysses.

§ 30. '^I'he principal Spanish rivers were, Iberus (Ebro) ; Tagus (Tajo) ; Durius
(Douro) ; Bails (Guadalquiver) ; Anas (Guadiana).—The promontory at the north-
western extremity of the peninsula was named Artabrum or Celticum (Finisterre); that

at the south-western, Sacrum, because the chariot of the sun was supposed to rest there

;

it is now called Cape St. Vincent.

$ 31. Spain was first made known to the ancients by the conquests of Hercules. In later times
the Carthaginians became masters of the greater part of the country ; they were in their turn
expelled by the Romans, who kept possession of the peninsula for several centuries.—Dur-
ing the civil wars of Rome, Spain was frequently devastated by the contending parties. Here
Sertorius, after the deatli of Marius, assembled the fugitives of the popular party, and for a long
time resisted the arms of Sylla : here, Afranius and Petreius, the lieutenants of Pompey, made
a gallant stand against Julius Ceesar ; and here, after the death of Pompey, his sons made a
fruitless effort to vindicate their own rights, and avenge their father's misfortunes.—Upon the
overthrow of the Roman empire, Spain was conquered by the Vandals, who gave to one of the
provinces the name Vandaiusia, now corrupted into Andalusia.

§ 32. Italy, Italia, has justly been denominated the garden of Europe both by
ancient and modern writers, from the beauty of its climate and the fertihty of its soil.

The Italian boundaries, like those of Spain, have remained unaltered; on the north are
the Alps, on the east the Adriatic, or upper sea, on the South the Sicilian strait, and
on the west the Tuscan, or lower sea. By the poets the country was called Saturnia,

Ausonia, and CEnotria ; by the Greeks it was named Hesperia, because it lay to the
west of their country.

Italy has always been subdivided into a number of petty states, more or less independent of
each other. We shall treat it as comprehended in two parts, denominated the northern and
southern ; and as the chief city and capital of the country is of such celebrity, shall enter into a
more particular description of Rome; adopting the following arrangement; 1. The Geography
of the northern portion of Italy ; 2. The Geography of the southern portion; 3. The Topography
of the city of Rome.

§ 33. (1) Geography of the Northern portion of Italia. The principal ancient divi

sions of this part, were Gallia Cisalpina, Etruria, Umbria, Picenum, and Latium.
Gallia Cisalpina, called also Togata, from the inhabitants adopting, after the

Social war, the toga, or distinctive dress of the Romans, lay between the Alps and the

river Rubicon. It was divided by the river Eridanus, or Padus, into Transpadana, at

the north side of the river, and Cispadana at the south ; these were subdivided into

several smaller districts.

North of the Padus, or Po, was the territory of the Taurini, whose chief town,
Augusta Taurinorum, is now called Turin ; next to these were the Insubres, whose
principal towns were Mediolanum (Milan) ; and Ticinum (Pavia), on the river Ticinus,

where Hannibal first defeated the Romans, after his passage over the Alps ; the Ceno-
manni, possessing the towns of Brixia (Brescia); Cremona; and Mantua, the birth

place of Virgil ; and the Euganei, whose chief towns were Tridentum (Trent) ; ana
Verona, the birthplace of Catullus.—Next to these were the Veneti and Carni; their

chief towns were Patavimn (Padua) , the birthplace of Livy, built by the Trojan Ante-
nor, after the destruction of Troy ; and Aquihia, retaining its former 'xime but not

2
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former consequence ; it is celebrated for its desperate resistance to Attila king of tho
Huns. Next to these was tlie province Histria, or Istria; chief town, Tergeste
(Trieste).

South of the Po where the territories of the Ligures ; chief towns, Genua (Genoa)

,

on the Sinus Ligusticus (Gulf of Genoa) ; Portus Herculis Monceci (Monaco), and
Nicaa (Nice); the territory of the Boii, containing Bononia (Bologna); Mutina
(Modena), where Brutus was besieged by Antony ; Parma, and Flacentia; and the
country ofthe Lingones, whose chief town was Ravenna, where the emperors of the west
held their court, when Rome was possessed by the barbarians.

^ 34. Cisalpine Gaul contained the beautiful lakes Verhanus (Maggiore) ; Benacus
(Di Gardi), and Larius, the celebrated lake of Como, deriving its modern name from
the village Comum, near Pliny's villa.

The rivers of this province were the Eridanus or Padtis (Po), called by Virgil the
king of rivers, which rises in the Cottian Alps, and receiving several tributary streams,
especially the Ticinus (Tesino) and Mincius (Mincio), falls into the Adriatic; the
Athesis (Adige), rising in the Rhaetian Alps; and the Eubico?i (Rugone), deriving its

source from the Apennines, and falling into the Adriatic.

$ 35. The inhabitants of Cisalpine Gaul were, of all the Italian states, the most hostile to the
power of Rome; they joined Hannibal with alacrity when be invaded Italy, and in the Social
war they were the most inveterate of the allied states in their hostility.—When the empire of
the west fell before the northern tribes, this province was seized by the Longnbardi, from whom
the greater part of it is now called Lombardy. In the middle ages it was divided into a number
of independent republics, which preserved some sparks of liberty, when freedom was banished
from the rest of Europe.

§ 36. Etruria extended along the coast of the lowej or Tuscan sea, from the small
river Macra, to the mouth of the Tiber.
The most remarkable towns and places in Etruria were : the town and port of Luna,

at the mouth of the river Macra; PiscB (Pisa); PZore^i^/a (Florence); Fonus Herculis
Lehurni (Leghorn); Pistoria, near which Catiline was defeated ; Perusia, near the
lake Thrasymene, where Hannibal obtained his third victory over the Romans; Clusium,
the chy of Porsenna; Vohinii (Bolsena), where Sejanus, the infamous minister of
Tiberius, was born; Falerii (Palari), near mount Soracte, the capital of the Falisci,
memorable for the generous conduct of Camillus while besieging it; Ve.ii, the ancient
rival of Rome, captured by Camillus after a siege of ten years ; Cczre, or Agylla (Cer
Veteri), whose inhabitants hospitably received the Vestal virgins, when they tied from
the Gauls, in reward for which they were made Roman citizens, but not allowed the
privilege of voting, whence, any Roman citizen who lost the privilege of voting was
said to be enrolled among the Cceriles; Centum CellcB (Civita Vecchia), at the mouth of
the Tiber, the port of modern Rome.

^ 37- The principal rivers of Etruria were the Armis (Arno) , rising in the Apennines
and falling into the sea near Pisa ; and the Tiber, which issuing from the Umbrian
Apennines, and joined by the Nar (Nera) and Anio (Teverone) , running in a south-
westerly direction, falls into the sea below Rome.
The Etrurians were called by the Greeks, Tyrrheni; they are said to have come originally

from Lydia in Asia Minor, and to have preserved traces of their eastern origin, to a very late
period. From them the Romans borrowed their ensigns of regal dignity, and many of theii
superstitious observances, for this people were remarkably addicted to auguries and soothsaying.
They attained distinguished excellence in art (of. P. IV. $ 109, 110;; interesting monuments of
which still exist (cf. P. IV. $ 173).

'§ 38. Umbria was situated east of Etruria, and south of Cisalpine Gaul, from which
it was separated by the Rubicon. The principal river of Umbria was the Metaurus
(Metro) , where Asdrubal was cut off by the consuls Livius and Nero while advancing
to the support of his brother Hannibal. Its chief towns ; Ariminum {Rimini) , the first

town taken by Caesar, at the commencement of the civil war; Pesaurum (Pesaro)-
Senna Gallica (Senigagha), built by the GalU Senones ; Camerinum; Spoletium (Spo
letto), where Hannibal was repulsed after his victory at Thrasymene.
The memory of this repulse is still preserved in an inscription over one of the gates, thence called Porta di Fuga. " Here also is

a beautiful aqueduct carried across a valley, three hundred feet high." fV. Fiske^ p. 343, as cited P. IV. § 186. 6.

§ 39. P i c e n um lay to the east of Umbria, on the coast of the Adriatic. Its principal
towns were, Asculum ^Ascoli), the capital of the province, which must not be confound-
ed with Asculum in Apulia, near which Pyrrhus was defeated ; Corfinium (San Ferino),
the chief town of the Peligni ; Suh?io, the birthplace of Ovid; and A/icona, retaining its

ancient name, founded by a Grecian colony.
Close to the harbor of Ancona is a beautiful triumphal arch erected in honor of Trajan ; the pillars are of Parian marble, and still

retain their pure whiteness and exquisite polish, as if fresh from the workmen's hands. The celebrated chapel of Loretto is near
&ncona.

South of Picenum and Umbria, were the territories of the Marsi and Sabini. The for
mer were a rude and warhke people ; their capital was Marruhium, on the Lacus Fucinus.
This lake Julius Caesar vainly attempted to drain. It was afterwards partially effected
by Claadius Caesar, who employed thirty thousand men for eleven years, in cutting a

ssaoc foi the waters through the mountain^ from tJie lake to the river Liris ; when
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every thing was prepared for letting off the waters, he exhibited several splendid nava.

games, shows, &c.; but the work did not answer his expectations, and the canal, being

neglected, was soon choked up, and the lake recovered its ancient dimensions.—The
Sabine towns were Cures, whence the name Quirites is by some derived (cf. § 53);

Reate, near which Vespasian was born; Amiternum, the birthplace of Sallust ; Crus-

tumeriian, and FidencB. Mons Sacer, whither the plebeians of Rome retired in their

contest with the patricians, was in the territory of the Sabines. In these countries were

the first enemies of the Romans, but about the time of Camillus the several small states

in this part of Italy were subjugated.

§ 40. Latium, the most important division of Italy, lay on the coast of the Tuscan
sea, between the river Tiber and Liris ; it was called Latium, from lateo, to lie hid,

because Saturn is said to have concealed himself there, when dethroned by Jupiter.

The chief town was Rome (see S> 51 ss). Above Rome on the Tiber, stood Tibur

(Tivoli), built by an Argive colony, a favorhe summer residence of the Roman
nobility, near which was Horace's favorite country seat (P. III. § 3-26) ; south of Rome,
Tusculum (Frescati), remarkable both in ancient and modern times, for the salubrity

of the air and beauty of the surrounding scenery ; it is said to have been built by Tele-

gonus, the son of Ulysses; near it was Cicero's celebrated Tusculan villa: east of

Tusculum, Prcsneste (Palestrina), a place of great strength both by nature and art,

where the younger Marius perished in a subterranean passage, while attempting to

escape, when the town was besieged by Sylla : south of Tusculum. Lo?iga Alba, the

parent of Rome, and near it the small towns Algidum, Poedum, and Gabii, betrayed to

the Romans by the well-known artifice of the younger Tarquin.—On the coast, at the

mouth of the Tiber, stood Ostia, the port of ancient Rome, built by Ancus Martins;

south of this were Laurentum, Laviuium (built by ^Eneas and called after his wife La-
vinia), and Ardea, the capital of the Rutuh, where Camillus resided during his exile.

South of these were the territories of the Volsci, early opponents of the Romans ; their

chief cities were Ajitium, where there was a celebrated temple of Fortune; Sucssa
Pomelia, the caphal of the Volsci, totally destroyed by the Romans; and Corioli, from
the capture of which Caius Marcius was named Coriolanus.

South of the Volsci, were the town and promontory of Circeii, the fabled residence

of Circe ; A?ixur (Terracina), on the Appian Way ; the town and promontory Caieta,

deriving its name from the nurse of jEneas, who was there interred; FormicB, near

which Cicero was assassinated by command of Antony; and, at the mouth of the

Liris, Minturnce, near which are the Pontine or Pomptine Marshes, in which the elder

Marius endeavored to conceal himself when pursued by his enemies. The Pontine

Marshes extended through a great part of Latium, and several ineffectual efforts have

been made to drain them. The exhalations from the stagnant water have always made
the surrounding country very unhealthy.—On the confines of Campania were Arpimcm,
the birthplace of Marius and Cicero, the rude soldier and the pohshed statesman

Aquinum, the birthplace of Juvenal ; and Sinuessa, celebrated for its mineral waters,

originally called Sinope.
"5> 41. The principal rivers of Latium were the Anio (Teverone) ; the Allia, on the

banks of which the Gauls defeated the Romans with dreadful slaughter ; and the

Cremera, where the family of the Fabii, to the number of three hundred, were de-

stroyed by an ambuscade, while carrying on war at their own expense against the

Veientes ; these three rivers fall into the Tiber ; the Liris (Garigliano), which divided

Latium from Campania, falls into the Tuscan sea.—I'he principal lakes were named
Lacus Albulns (Solfatara). remarkable for its sulphurous exhalations, and the adjoin-

ing grove and oracle of Faunus ; Lacus Regillus, near which Posthumius defeated

the Latins, by the assistance of Castor and Pollux as the Romans believed ; and La-

cus Albanus. near which was Mount Albanus where the solemn sacrifices called

Feriae Latinee were celebrated.

The capital of Latium, in the reign of King Latinus, was Laurentum ; in the reign of iEneas,
Lavinium; in the reiirn of Ascanius, Longa Alba; but all these were eclipsed by the superior

grandeur of Rome. The several independent states were subdued by the Romans in the earlier

ages of the republic.

<5i 42. (2) Geography of the Southern portion of Italia. The southern part of Italy

was named Magna Grcecia. from the number of Greek colonies that at different periods

settled there. It was divided into Campania, Samnium, ApuUa, Calabria, Lucania,

and Bruttium.
C a m p a n i a, the richest and most fertile of the divisions of Italy, extended alon^

the shores of the Tuscan sea, from the river Liris to the river Silarus, which divided

it from Lucania.
The chief city was Capua, so named from its founder Capys, celebrated for its nches

and luxury, by which the veteran soldiers of Hannibal were enervated and corrupted.

North of it were Teanum, celebrated for the mineral waters in its vicinity, and Vena-

fritm, famous for oUves.—South of Capua was CasUinuin, where a garrison of Pre-

nestines. after having made a most gallant resistance, and protracted the siege till

they had endured the utmost extremity of famine, were at last compelled to surrender
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uext to this was Liternum, at the mouth of the httle river Clanius, where Scipio Afri-
canus for a long time lived in voluntary exile.—Farther south was Cumce, founded by
a colony from Chalcis in Eubcea, the residence of the celebrated Cumean Sibyl, and
near it the town and promontory Misenum, so named from Misenus, the trumpeter of
^neas, who was buried there.—Below the cape were BaicB, famous for its mineral
waters ; Futeoli (Puzzoh) , near which were the Phlegrsei-campi, where Jupiter is said
to have vanquished the giants ; Cimmerium, whose early inhabitants are said, by Ho-
mer, to have lived in caves. After these we come to Parthenope or Neapolis (Naples).
This beautiful city was founded by a colony from Cumae, and for a long time retained
the traces of a Grecian original ; it was called Parthenope from one of the Sirens said
to have been buried there. Close to the town is the mountain Fausilypus (Pausilippo),
through which a subterranean passage has been cut, half a mile in length and twenty-
two feet wide ; neither the time of making nor the maker is known ; a tomb, said to
he that of Virgil, is shown on the hill Pausilippo ; here also are ruins called the villa

"f Lucvllus.—At the southern extremity of the Si?ius Puteolanus (bay of Naples),
were Siabice, remarkable for its mineral waters, and Surrentum, celebrated for its

wines ; near the latter was the Promontorium Surrentinum or Athenceum (Capo della
Minerva) ; east of Naples was Nola, where Hannibal was first defeated, and where
Augustus died. In the south of Campania was Sahrnum (Sale'-no), the capital of the
Picentini.—Between Naples and Mount Vesuvius wero HercwZayieMJW ^Yi6. Pompeii,
destroyed by a tremendous eruption of that volcano, A. D. 79.
The remains of these towns were accidentally discovered in the beginning of the last century, and the numerous and valuable

remains of antiquity give us a greater sight into the domestic habits of the Romans Ihan could previously be obtained. "Above thirty

streets of Pomjieii are now (1840) restored to light. The walls which formed its ancient enclosures have been recognized ; a mag-
nificent amphitheatre, atheatre, a forum, the temple of Isis, that of Veuus, and a number of other buildings, have been cleared."

Houses, shops, cellars, with all their various furniture, are found just as they were when buried under the volcanic mass.—See the

works on Herculaneum and Pompeii cited P. IV. § 243. 2.—Cf. P. III. § 329.

^ 43. The principal Campanian rivers were the Vultvrnvs (Vulturno) ; Stlethus
(Sebeto), now an inconsiderable stream, its springs being dried up by the eruptions of
Mount Vesuvius ; and the Sarmts (Sarno).—The principal lakes were the Lucrinns,
which by a violent earthquake, A. D. 1538, was changed into a muddy marsh, with
a volcanic mountain, Monte Nuovo de Cinere, in the centre ; and the Averjius, near
which is a cave represented by Virgil as the entrance of the infernal regions. It was
said that no birds could pass over this lake on account of the poisonous exhalations

;

whence its name, from a (not) and dpv'ii; (a bird).

Upon the invasion of the northern nations, Campania became the alternate prey of different
barbarous tribes ; at length it was seized bj' the Saracens in the tenth century. These were ex-
pelled by the Normans, under Tancred, who founded the kingdom of the Two Sicilies.

^ 44. East of Latium and Campania was S a m n i u m, including the country of the
Hirpini.—The chief towns were Samnis, the capital ; Beneventum (Benevento), at

first called Maleventum, from the severity of the winds, but when the Romans sent
a colony here they changed the name, from motives of superstition ; near this town
Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, who had come to the assistance of the Samnites, was totally

defeated by the Roman army, commanded by Curius Dentatus ; Caudiiim, near which
are the CnudincB Furculce (Forchia d' Arpaia). a narrow and dangerous defile, in which
the Roman army, being blocked up by the Samnite general, Pontius, were obliged to
surrender on disgraceful conditions

;_
dJ\^ AlfenicE, remarkable for its manufactory

of earthenware.—Among the Hirpini, were Equotuticum, whose unpoeiical name is

celebrated by Horace ; Trixicum and Herdonia (Ordonia), on the borders of Apulia.

—

Near Herdonia was the celebrated valley of Ajnaanctus, surrounded by hills, and re-
markable for its sulphurous exhalations and mineral springs ; on a neighboring hill

stood the temple of Mephitis, the goddess who presided over noxious vapors, whence
the valley is now called Moffeta.

§ 45. The principal rivers of Samnium were the Sahatus (Sabato), and Color (Ga-
lore), both tributary to the VuUumus.
The Samnites were descended from the same parent slock as the Sabines, and for many years

contended with the Romans for the empire of Italy ; at length, after a war of more than seventy
years, durinsr which the Romans were frequently reduced to great extremities, the fortune of
Rome prevailed, and the Samnites were almost totally extirpated, B. C. 272.

§ 46. Apulia, called also Daunia and Japvgia, but now La Puslia, occupied the
greater part of the east of Italy, extending from the river Frento to the Bay of Ta-
rentum.

Its chief towns : Teanitm, named Apulum to distinguish it from a town of the same
name in Campania; Arpi said to have been built by Diomede, after his return from
the Trojan war ; north of Arpi is Mount Gargamts (Saint Angelo) , in the spur of the
boot to which Italy is commonly compared ; "east of Arpi were Uria, which gave the
ancient name to the Simis Urii/g, and Sipontum (Manfredonia, which gave to the Sinus
Tlriv.s its modern name, Gulf of Manfredonia) ; on the borders of Samnium stood
Lncerii, celebrated for its wool; Salapla (Salpc) : and Asculum, called Apulum. to

di'stuip-ui.sh it from a town of the same name in Picenum.—Near the river Aufidus
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Stood the village of Cannes, where Hannibal almost annihilated the power of Rome

;

through the fields of Cannas runs the small stream Vergellus, which is said to have
been so choked with the carcasses of the Romans, that the dead bodies served as a
bridge to Hannibal and his soldiers; Canusium, a Greek colony, where the remains of
the Roman army were received after their defeat.— Venusia (Venosa), near Mount
Vuhur, the birthplace of Horace ; Barium (Bari), where excellent fish were caught in

great abundance ; and Egnatia, on the Matinian shore, famous for bad water and good
honey.
The principal Apulian rivers were Cerhalus (Cerbaro), and Aufidus (Ofanto), remark-

able for the rapidity of its waters ; both falling into the Adriatic.

§ 47. Calabria, called also Messapia, lay to the south of Apulia, forming what is

called the heel of the boot. Its chief towns on the eastern or Adriatic side, were
Brundusium (Brindisi), once remarkable for its excellent harbor, which was destroyed
m the fifteenth century; from this the Italians who wished to pass into Greece gene-
rally sailed ; Hydntntum (Otranto), where Italy makes the nearest approach to Greece

;

Castrum Minervoe (Castro), near which is the celebrated Japygian cape, now called

Capo Santa Maria de Luca. On the west side of Calabria were Tarentum (Tarento),

built by the Spartan Phalanlhus, which gives name to the Tarentine bay ; B.udicB, the

birthplace of the poet Ennius ; and Callipolis (Callipoli), built on an island and joined

to the continent by a splendid causeway.
The principal river of Calabria was the Galesus (Galeso), which falls into the bay of

Tarentum.
§ 48. Lucania lay south of Campania, extending from the Tuscan sea to the bay of

Tarentum ; in the middle ages the northern part was named Basilicata, from the empe-
ror Basil; and the southern part was called Calabria-citra by the Greek emperors, to

perpetuate the memory of ancient Calabria, which they had lost.

The principal towns on the Mare Tyrrhenum (Tuscan sea), were, Laus, on the

river of the same name flowing into the Sinus Laus (Gulf of Pohcastro) ; Buxentum,
called by the Greeks Pyxus, on the Lausine bay ; Velia or Elea, the birthplace of Zeno,
the inventor of logic, founded by a division of the Asiatic colony, that built Marseilles

(cf. § 17) : in the vicinity of Elea, near Mount Alburnus (Postiglione, or Alburno),
jPcsslum, called by the Greeks Posidonia, celebrated in ancient time for its roses, in

modern far its beautiful ruins.

On the m'ms o( Pxsturrt, cf. Eustace, as cited P. IV. § 190. l.—TVincMmann, Histoire, &c., vol. iii. as cited P. 17. § 32. 4.— De-

lagardette, Les Ruines de Psstum, cited P. IV. § 243. 1,

In the interior of Lucania, were Atinum, on the Tenagrus ; Aternum, on the Silarus
;

Grumentum, on the Aciris ; and Lagaria, said to have been founded by Epeus, the

framer of the Trojan horse.—On the shore of the Sinus Tarentinus (Tarentine bay),

were Metapontum, the residence of Pythagoras during the latter part of his life, and
the head-quarters of Hannibal for several winters ; Heraclea, where the congress of
the Italo- Grecian states used to assemble ; Sybaris, on a small peninsula, infamous for

its luxury ; and TAwrHiOT, at a little distance, whither the Sybarites retired when their own
city was destroyed by the people of Crotona. The plains where these once flourishing

cities stood are now desolate ; the rivers constantly overflow their banks, and leave
behind them muddy pools and unwholesome swamps, while the few architectural re-

mains contribute to the melancholy of the scene, by recalhng to memory the days of
former greatness.

The principal rivers of Lucania were the Tanagrus (Negri), which, after sinking
in the earth, breaks forth near the beautiful valley of Alburnus, and uniting with
the Silarus falls into the Sinus Pcestanus (Gulf of Salerno) ; Melpus (Melfa), which
empties itself into the Latis Sinus (Gulf of Policastro, so called from the number of
ruins on hs shores) ; ihe Bradanus, dividing Lucania from Calabria, and falhng into

the Tarentine bay ; the Aciris (Agri), and the Sybaris (Coscile), small streams on the
Tarentine coast.

'^ 49. The south-west of Italy, below the Sybaris, was named Bruttia-tellus or
B r ut I i u m, but is now called Calabria-ultra.—The principal cities of the Bruttii, on
the Tuscan sea, were Pandosia, where Alexander, king of Epirus, who waged war in

Italy while his relative and namesake was subduing Asia, died ; Consentia (Cosenza),
the capital of the Bruttii ; Terina, on the Sinus Terino'us (Gulf of St. Euphemia)

;

and Vibo, or Hippo, called by the Romans Valentia (Monte Leone).—On the Sicilian

btrait, were the town and promontory ScyU(Bum (Scylla), whose dangerous rocks gave
rise to the fable of the sea-monster Scylla (cf P. II. <5> 117) ; opposite to the celebrated
whirlpool Charybdis on the coast of Sicily : Rhegium (Reggio), so named by the Greeks,
because they believed that, at some very remote period, Sicily was joined to Italy, ana
broken off here by some violent natural concussion ; it was founded by a colony from
Chalcis, in the island of Eubcea, and the surrounding country was celebrated for its

fertihty ; not far from Rhegium were the village and cape Leucopetra, so named from
the whiteness of its rocks, now Capo dell' Arnai.
On the Tarentine bay were Petilia, the city of Philoctetes ' Crotona, founded by

some Achceans on their return from the Trojan war, where Pythagoras established h
B
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celebrated school of philosophy ; the people were so famous for their skill in athletu

exercises.', that it was comnionly said "the last of the Crotoniates is the first of the

Greeks"; south of this was the Promonlorium Lacinium, where a very celebrated

temple of Juno stood, whence she is frequently called the Lacinian goddess ; from the

remains of this temple, the promontory is now called Capo della Calonne ; ScylaccBum

(Squillace), founded by an Athenian colony on a bay to which it gives name ; Caulon

(Costel Vetere), an Achaean colony, almost destroyed in the wars wuh Pyrrhus ; south

of it, Neryx (Gerace), near the Promoutorium Zephyrium (Burzano), the capital ot the

Locrians, who at a very early period settled in this part of Italy.—The cape at the

southern extremity of Italy was named Promo7itorium Herculis, now Spartivento.

The principal rivers of the Bruttii were the Cratkes (Crati), and Necethes il>ien), vyhich

received its name from the Achaean women having burned their husbands' ships tg

prevent their proceeding further in search of a settlement.

$ 50. A great proportion of the Greeks who colonized the south of Italy, were generals, whb
on their return from the Trojan wars, found that they had been forgotten by their subject?

and that their thrones were occupied by others. The intestine wars tliat almost continually

devastated Greece, increased the number of exiles, who at ditfer^nt times, and under various

leaders, sought to obtain, in a foreien country, that tranquillity and liberty that had been denied

them at home.—These different states were internally regulated by their own laws ; but an
annual congress similar to the Aniphictyonic council of Greece, assembled at Heraclea, and
united the several communities in one great confederacy.

Sybaris seems to have been, at first, the leading state, but after a bloody war, it was destroyed

by the jealousv of the people of Crotona ; the Sybarites did not yield to despair ; five times they

rebuilt their city, but at length it was leveled to the ground, and its wretched inhabitants, forced

to relinquish their native place, built a new town at Thurium.—The Crotoniates did not long

preserve their supremacy, for the vices of the Sybarites were introduced into their city, and

they consequently fell an easy prey to the Locrians.—To secure their superiority, the Locrians

entered into an alliance with the kings of Syracuse, who by this means obtained considerable

influence in the south of Italy, until the attempt of the elder Dionysius to secure to himself a pari

of the country by building a wall from the Terinsan sulf to the Ionian sea, and still more the in-

gratitude of the younger Dionysius, save them a distaste for the connection.—After breaking

ofT their alliance with the Sicilians, the Locrians united themselves to the Romans ; during the

war with Pyrrhus, they adhered to the fortunes of Rome with the most unshaken fidelity ;

but afterwards becoming j ustly alarmed at the restless ambition of their allies, they readily joined

Hannibal.—It is remarkable, that in all the other Italo-Grecian states the people embraced the

Carthaginian side, while the nobles sided with the Romans, but among the Locrians the division

of parties was directly the contrary.

The Tarentines ruled the shores of the Tarentine bay, but being enervated by riches and

luxury, they were obliged to put themselves under the protection of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, to

secure their city from the Romans. After the disgraceful termination of Pyrrhus's Italian

campaign, that monarch returned home, leaving a garrison in Tarentum, under the command
of Milo'; who'betrayed the city to the Romans.

After the termination of the second Punic war, these states, though acknowledging the su-

periority of Rome, retained their own laws and private jurisdiction, even to the latest periods

of the Roman empire.

§ 51. (3) The Topography of Rome. This city was originally, it is stated, nearly in

the form of a square, and Us whole perimeter was scarcely one mile. In the time of

Pliny the walls were said to have been nearly 20 miles in chcuit. The wall built by

Belisarius to resist the Goths, still remaining, is about 14 miles in circumference.—The
Gales {PortcB) of Rome were originally four; in the time of the elder Pliny, there were

thirty-seven ; in the reign of Justinian only fourteen. The following were the most

noted; Porta Carmentalis, Collina, Tihurtina, Ccelimontana, Latina, Capena, Fla-

minia, Ostietisis.

For a plan of ancient Rome, see our Plate I., from which the reader may learn the position of many c, the important objects

about to be noticed.

<5< 52. Thirty-one great Poads centered ui Rome. Some of the principal were Via

Sacra, Appia, Emilia, Valeria, Flaminia. These public roads "issuing from the

Forum traversed Italy, pervaded the provinces, and were terminated only by the Iron-

tiers of the empire." Augustus erected a gilt pillar in the middle of the forum, called

Milliarium aureum{Tac. Hist. i. 27), from which distances on the various roads were

reckoned. " This curious monument was discovered in 1823." Butler's Geogr. Class,

p. 39.)

"They usually were raised some height above the ground which they traversed, and proceeaea

in as straight a line as possible, running over hill and valley with a sovereign contempt for all

the principles of engineering. Thev consisted of three distinct layers of materials ; the lowest,

stones, mixed with cement, statnvie'n ; the middle, gravel or small stones, rudera, to prepare a

level and unvielding surface to receive the upper and most important structure, which consisted

of large masses accurately fitted together. These roads, especially in the neighborhood o.

cities, had, on both sides, raised foot-ways, margines, protected by curb-stones, which defined

the extent of the central part, airger, for carriages. The latter was barrelled, that no water

might lie upon it."—"The public roads were accurately divided by mile-stones. They umted

the subjects of the most distant provinces bv an easy intercourse; but their primary object baa

been to facilitate the march of the legions. The advantage of receiving the earliest intelligence,

and of conveying their orders with celerity, induced the emperors to establish, throughout Ibeir

extensive dominions, the regular institution of posts. Houses were every where erected only

at the distance of five or six miles; each of them was constantly provided with torty norses,

and by the help of these relavs, it was easy to travel a hundred miles in a day along the Roman
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roads. The use of the posts was allowed to those who claimed it by an imperial mandate ; but
though originally intended for the public service, it was sometimes indulged to the business oi

conveniency of private citizens."^Dr. Robinson noticed three Roman mile-stones on his route

(in 1838) from Tyre to Beirut in Syria; one of them, "a large column with a Latin inscription

containing the names of Septimius Severus and Pertinax." Traces still exist of a Roman
road leading from Damascus to Petra, and thence even to Ailah. The most ancient and cele-

brated of all the Roman Vice was the Appian way, called Regina Vmrum, the Queen of Roads.

It was constructed by the censor, Appius Claudius, in the year of the city 441, and extended
from Rome to Capua. Afterwards it was continued to Brundusium, 360 miles. At Sinnessa it

threw off a branch called the Domitian way, which ran along the coast to Baiae, Neapolis, Her-
culaneum, and Pompeii.

N. Eergier, Hist, dfs grands chemins des Remains. Par. 1792. 2 vols. 4.—D'Anville, on the extent of ancient Rome and the grand

roads leading from it, in the Mem. .Scad. Imcr. vol. xxx. p. 198.—£. Robinson, Bibl. Res. vol. iii. p. 415, 432 ; vol. ii. p. 562, as

cited §117.

^ 53. There were eight principal b'ridges over the Tiber, which flowed through the

city from the north ; Pons 3Iilvius ; Mlius, still standing ; Fuhricius ; Cestius ; Fa-
latinus or Se?iatorius, some arches of it still remaining ; Sublicius or .SLmilius ; Jani-

cularis, still existing ; Triuinphalis or Vaticanus.

Rome was called Septicollis, from having been built on seven mountains or hills.

These were Mons Palatinus, Capilolinus, Esquilinus, Ccelius, Aventlnus, Quirinalis,

Viminalis.

The foundation or commencement of the city was made, according to the common accounts,

on the J\Ions Palatinus or Palatium. Here Romulus had his residence. Here the emperors
usually abode, and hence the term Palatium, palace, applied to designate a royal or princely

dwelling. The hill first added was probably the Quirinalis, on which it has been supposed was
a Sabine settlement called Quirium ; this addition being made when the union was formed be-

tween the Romans and Sabines, before the death of Romulus, and the Romans took the name
of Qtiiriles. The double Janus on the earliest coins is by some supposed to refer to this union.

Next was added the hill Ccelius, on which a Tuscan settlement is supposed to have been planted.

The other four hills were successively added, at least before the close of the reign of Servius
Tullius, sixth king of Rome. Two hills on the north of the Tiber were also connected with the

city. The Janicalum was fortified by Ancus Martius, fourth king of Rome, as a sort of out-post,
and joined to the city by a bridge. The other, the Vaticanus, so called perhaps from the predic-

tions uttered there by soothsayers, vates, was added at a later period; it was rather disliked by
the ancients, but is now the principal place in Rome, being the seat of the Pope's palace, St.

Peter's church, and the celebrated Vatican library. A tenth, hill, Collis hortulorum, called also

Pincius, was taken into the city by Aurelian.

On the side of the CapUoUne hill towards the Tiber was the Tarpeian Rock. Johnson says, (in his Philos. of Travel, cited P. IV

§ 190), " of all that tremendous precipice, painted in such terrific colors by Seneca, immeuss altitudinis aspectns, only thirty fe&

of its summit now overlook the consolidated dust of ancient temples and the accumulated filth of modern hovels.''—The spot wi
visited in 1829 by two American gentlemen, eminent scholars, one of whom writes, " after very cautious estimates we both judgeJ

the original height to have been about 80 feet, of which about twenty may be filled up, leaving about 60 for its present altitude."

^ 54. Rome was originally divided into four districts. From the time of Augustus
there were fourteen. The last division is followed by most topographers, and affords

the most convenient order for mentioning the objects worthy of notice in the city. The
names of the districts were as follows; 1. Porta Capena ; 2. Ccelimoutium ; 3. Isis and
Serapis or Moneta ; 4. Templum Pacts or Via Sacra ; 5. Esquilina cum ttirri et colle

Viminali ; 6. Alta Semita ; 7. Via Lata; 8. Forum Bomaimm ; 9. Circus Flaminius ;

\0. Palatium; 11. Circus Maximus ; 12. Piscina Puhlica ; 13. Aventi7ius ; 14. Trans
Tiberim. To describe only the most remarkableobjectsin each region or district would
trespass on our designed limits, and we must be content with merely naming some of
them.
A tabular statement of the objects included in the fourteen regions is given in KennetPi Antiquities, ch. ii. as cited P. III. § 197. 2.

See G. C. .idler's ausfarliche Beschreibung der Stadt Rom. Altona, 1781. 4. with engravings. The basis, mainly, is the

arrangement of Sextus Rufus and Publius Victor with the addi«ons of Nardini and others. fCf. Graruii Thesaurus, vols. 3 and 4.',

Nardini's Italian original was published anew hy A. Nibby, Rome, 1S20, 4 vols. 8. with plates.-Descrizione di Roma Antica forma

novamenle con le Autorita di Bart. Marliani, Onof. Panvinio, &c. with plates. Rom. 1697. 2 vols. 4.—C. Fea, Nuova descrizione

i\ Roma antica e modema. Roiji. 1820. 3 vols 8. with plates.—C. ,Biir(on, Monuments and Curiosities of Rome. Oxf. 1821. Transl

into German by Sichler, Weim. 1823. 8.—Venuti, Descrizione topografia delle antichita di Roma. ed. by Viscoiiti, 1803, v.\{h Pialx'i

Note^. Rom. 1S24. 2 vols. 4.—burgers. Topography and Antiquities of Rome. Lond. 1831. 2 vols. 8.—Ficoront, Vestigia di Roma
—Plainer, Bunsm, Gerhard, and R'slell, Beschreibung der Stadt Rom. TQbing. and Stuttg. 1829-37. 3 vols, with a BUderheft (or

Number of plates).—?'. Blume, Iter Italicum. Halle, 1836. 4 vols. 8. On the remaining monuments of ancient Rome, cf. P. IV.

§§ 186, 188, 191, 226, 243. Raim in the Nineteemh Century. N. Yk. 1827. 2 vols. 12.

^ 55. There were large open places in the citv. designed for assemblies of the peo-
ple, and for martial exercises, and also for games, termed Campi. Of the nineteen
which are mentioned, the Campus Martius was the largest and most famous. It was
near the Tiber; thence called sometimes Tiberinus, but usually Martius, as conse-
crated to Mars. It was originally the property of Tarquin the Proud, and confiscated

after his expulsion. In the later ages it was surrounded by several magnificent struc-

'•:res; and porticos were erected, under which the citizens could exercise in rainy

weather. It was also adorned with statues and arches. Comitia were held here

;

and there were Septa or OviUa (P. III. § 259), constructed for the purpose.
^ 56. The main streets of the city were termed via. On each side were connected

olocks -"^ houses and buildings ; these being separated by intervening streets and by
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lanes or alleys, would form separate divisions, or a sort of squares ; the portions occu
pied by buildings and thus separated were called Vici; of these there were, it is said,

424. They had particular names; e. g. Vicus albus,jugarius, lanarms, Tiberiinus,
Junouis, 3IinervcB, &c.

§ 57. The name of Fora was given to places -where the people assembled for the
transaction of business. Although at first business of every sort was probably trans-

acted in the same place, yet with the increase of wealth, it became convenient to

make a separation ; and the Fora ^/ere divided into two sorts, Civilia and Vejialia.

The Roman Fora were not hko the Ayopai of the Greeks, nearly square, but oblong
;

the breadth not more than two-thirds of the length ; the diflerence between the length
and breadth of the chief Forum discoveied at Pompeii is greater.

Until the time of JuUus Caesar there was but one Forum of the first mentioned
class ; that generally called Fonim Romaniim, or Forum simply, by way of eminence.
This gave name to the 8th region (<i 51), and was between the Capitoline and Palatine
hills ; it was 800 feet wide, built by Romulus, and adorned on all sides, by Tarquinius
Priscus, with porticos, shops, and other buildings. On the public buildings around
the Forum great sums were expended in the architecture and ornaments, so that it

presented a very splendid and imposing spectacle : here were the BasiliccB, CuricB,

and Tabularia ; temples, prisons, and public granaries : here too were placed nume-
rous statues (cf. P. IV. § 182. 2), with other monuments. In the centre of the Forum
was the place called the Curlian LaT<e, where Curtius is said to have plunged into a
mysterious gulph or chasm, and to have thus caused it to be closed up. On one side

were the elevated seats (or suggestus, a sort of pulpits), from which magistrates and
orators addressed the people ; usually called the Eostra, because adorned with the
beaks of ships, taken in a sea-fight from the inhabitants of Antium. Near by was the

Eart of the Forum called the Comitium, where some of the legislative assemblies were
eld, particularly the Comitia Curiata. In or near the Comitium was the Futeal

Attn ; a puteal was a httle space surrounded by a wall in the form of a square, and
roofed over : such a structure was usually erected on a spot which had been struck
with hghining. Not far from the Puteal Attii was the Praetor's Trihunnl, for hold-
ing courts. There was in the Forum, near the Fabian arch, another structure

marking a place struck with lightning, the Puteal Libonis, near which usurers and
bankers were accustomed to meet {Hor. Sat. ii. vi. 35). The milliarium\al]ie Forum
has already been mentioned (*5> 52).

Besides this ancient Fnruni, there were four others bnilt by different emperors, and designed
for civil purposes ; the FurumJulium, biiill by Julius Cssar, with spoils taken in the Gallic war;
the Forum ^v^usti, by Augustus, adorned with the statues of the kings of Laiium on o!ie side and
the kings of Rome on the other; the Forum JVerv(£, begun by Dnmitian and finished by \erva,
having statues of all the emperors; and the Forum Trajani, by Trajan, the most splendid of all.

The Fora Ve?iaUa were fourteen in number; among them the Forum Boarium, ox
and cow market, adorned with a brazen bull; Piscarium, fish market; Olitorium,
vegetable market ; Si/arium, swine market, &c.

§ 58. In speaking of the temples of Rome, the first place belongs to the CapitoUum.
The Capitol was one of the oldest, largest, and most grand edifices in the city. It

was first founded by Tarquinius Priscus, and afterwards from time to tim.e enlarged
and embeUished. Its gates were brass, and it was adorned with costly gilding

;

hence the epithets aurea and fulgens, applied to it. It was on the Capitoline hill, in

the highest part of the city, and was sometimes called arx. The ascent from the

forum to it was by 100 steps. It was in the form of a square, extending about 200
feet on each side. Its front was decorated with three rows of pillars, the other sides

with two.—Three temples were included in this structure ; that of Jupiter Capitohnus
in the centre, one sacred to IMinerva on the right, and one to Juno on the left. The
Caphol also comprehended some minor temples or chapels, and the Casa Bomitii, or

cottage of Romulus, covered with straw. Near the ascent to the Capitol was also

the asylum, or place of refuge.

This celebrated structure was destroyed, or nearly so, by fire, three times; first, in the Marian
war, B. C. 83. but rebuilt by Sylla : secondly, in the Vitellian war, A. D. 70, and rebuilt by Ves-
pasian ; thirdly, about the time of Vespasian's death, after which it was rebuilt by Domiiian
with greater niasnificence than ever. A few vestiges only now remain ; respecting which there
has been much discussion.

See Smilh't Diet, of Antiquities, art. CapitoUum, and works there cited.

'^ 59. The temple next in rank was the Pantheon, built by Marcu.s Agrippa, son-in-

law of Augustus, and consecrated to Jupiter Ultor, or, as its name imports, to all the

gods (TaiTwi/ eswi/). It is circular in form, and said to be 150 feet high, and of about

the same breadth within the walls, which are 18 feet thick. The walls on the inside

are either sohd marble or incrusted. The front on the outside was covered with

brazen plates gilt, and the top with silver plates ; but now it is covered with lead.

The gate was of brass, of extraordinary size and work. It has no windows, hut only

an opening in the top, of about 25 feet in diameter, to admit the light. The roof is

curiously vaulted, void soaces being left here »nd r-Jiore •^or the greater suengxh

3 ^2
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" The vestibule is supported by sixteen Corinthian columns, fourteen feet in circuni-

ference, and thirty-nine feet in height, each shaft being an entire block of red oriental

granite,' having bases and capitals of white marble." The Pantheon is one of the

most perfect of the ancient edifices remaining at Rome. It is now called the Rotunda,

having been consecrated by Pope Boniface 4th, A, D. 607, to the Virgin Mary and

all the Saints.

Dr. Mam, in his account of the Pantheon, says, "they used to ascend to it by 12 steps, but

now they go down as many." On this point the gentleman mentioned in $ 53, writes, "the
statement that it was originally entered by seven steps is doubtless correct. At present one
ascends two steps to enter it. The statement of Ucelve steps of descent can only have been true

f )iir centuries ago, before the place anterior to the Pantheon was cleansed. This took place

under Pope Eugene IV., who was elected in 1431."—For a view of the Pantheon, see Plate IIL

§ 60. There were many other temples in ancient Rome (cf. P. III. § 203), which
cannot here be described. The temple of Saturn was famous particularly as serving

for the pubhc treasury; perhaps thus used because one of the strongest places in the

city ; ahhough some ascribed it to the tradition, that in the golden age, under Saturn,

fraud was unknown. In this temple were also kept the pubhc registers and records,

among them the Libri Elephantini, or ivory tablets containing lists of the tribes.

The temple of Janus was built, or finished at least, by Numa; a square edifice,

with two gates of brass, one on each side ; which were to be kept open in time of

war, and shut in time of peace.

Bo continually was the city engaged in wars, that the gates of Janns were seldom shut ; first,

in the reign of Numa ; secondly, at the close of the first Punic war, B. C. 241 ; three times in the
reign of Augustus ; the last time near the epoch of Christ's birth ; and three times afterwards,
once under Nero, once under Vespasian, and lastly, under Constantius, about A. D. 3.'0. The
pates were opened with formal ceremony {Virg. Mu. vii. 707).—For a view of the temple of Ja-
nus, see Plate VH.

Saintt Croix, Sur la cloture du temple de Janus, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xlix. p. 3S5.

The temple of Apollo on the Palatine hill was celebrated on account of its library,

(P. IV. § 126).—The temple of Vesta yet exists in a small circular church, on the side

of the Palatine hill towards the Tiber.—Besides these, we may name the temple of
Concord ; of the goddess of Pea£e {Pad ceternce) ; of Castor and Pollux; of Valor,

built by Marcellus.

The Romans were accustomed, like other ancient nations, to consecrate groves
and woods to the gods. As many as 230 sacred groves {luci) are enumerated, chiefly

within the city of Rome.
§61. The CuricR were public edifices, or parts of pubhc edifices, and appropriated,

eoine of them for assemblies of the senate and civil councils, others for meetings of

the priests and reUgious orders for the regulation of religious rites. To the former
class the Senacula seem to have belonged. The following were among the Curise

;

viz. Curia Eomana, Vetus, Hostilia, Vallensis, Pampeii, &.c.

The term Curia, as designating an edifice or apartment, seems to have been originally applied to the halls or places where the

citizens of the respective Curix (cf. P. III. § 219 o. § 251) assembled for religious and other purposes; each of the thirty had its com-

mon hall or place of meeting.

The Basilica were buildings of great splendor, devoted to meetings of the senate,

and to judicial purposes. Here counsellors received their clients, and here bankers
also had rooms for transacting their business. There were fourteen (according to

some, twenty or twenty-one) of these buildings ; among them. Basilica vetus. Con'
sfantiniana, Siciniana, Julia, &c.—Both the Basilicae and the Curiae were chiefly

around the Forum.
It should De remarked that the term Basilica wu applied to many of the ancient Christian churches, because they so much

resembled the Basilics just described. The earliest churches bearing this name were erected under Constanline. He gave his own
palace on the Ccelian hill to construct on its site a church, which is recognized as the most ancient Christian Basilica. Next was

that of St. Peter on the Vatican hill, erected A. D. 324, on the site and with the ruins of the temples of Apollo anci Mars ; it stood

about twelve centuries, and was then pulled down by Pope Julius 2d, and on its site has arisen the modem church of the same name.

—On the structure of the early Christian churches, see L. Coleman, Antiquities of the Christian Church. And. 1841. 8. chap. ix.

§ 62. The Circi were structures appropriated to public spectacles, to races, and to

fighting with wild beasts. They were generally oblong, having one end at right

angles with the sides, and the other curved, and so forming nearly the shape of an
ox-bow. A wall extended quite round, whh ranges of seats for the spectators. There
were eight of these buildings, besides the Circus Maximus, described in another place,

situated in the vicinity of the Forum. For an account of these, see P. III. § 232.

The Stadia were structures of a similar form, designed for contests in racing, but
less in size and cost (cf. P. IV. § 236.)

—

Hippodromi were of the same character, and
seem to have been sometimes built for private use.

'^ 63. Ancient Rome had also a number of large edifices constructed for the purpose
of dramatic exhibitions, and for gladiatorial shows. Those for the former Use were
termed theatra (cf P. III. § 238). The first, permanent, was that erected by Pom-
pey, of hewn stone, capable of accomodating 40,000 persons ; near this, in the vici-

aity of the river, were two others, that of Marcellus and that of Balbus
,
bpnce .ne
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phrase applied to them, trla theatra.—The structures designed for the gladiatorial shows
were termed Ampkithealra (P. III. ^ 239), of which the most remarkable was the
Coliseum, still remaining, a most stupendous ruin.—The Odea were buildings circular

in form, and ornamented with numerous seats, pillars, and statues, where trials of
musical skill were held, and poetical and other literary compositions were exhibited,

after the manner of the Greeks (P. IV. ^ 65). Those established by Domitian and
Trajan were the most celebrated.

^ 64. The buildings constructed for the purpose of bathing (balnea) were very
numerous ; such as were of a more pubhc character were called Ihervice. In the time
of the republic, the baths were usually cold. Maecenas is said to have been the first

to erect warm and hot ones for public use. I'hey were then called ihennce, and
placed under the direction of the cpxliles. Agrippa, while he was sedile, increased the
number of thermoB to 170, and in the course of two centuries there were no less than
800 in imperial Rome. The IhermcB Diodedaiiiwere especially distinguished for their

extent and magnificence (cf P. IV. § 241. b). Those of Nero, Titus, Domitian, and
especially Caracalla, were also of celebrated splendor.

§ 65. The name of Ludi or schools was given to those structures in which the
various athletic exercises were taught and practiced ; those most frequently mentioned
are the Ludu^ Magnus, Satutinus, Dacicus, and ^milius. There were also several

structures for exhibiting naval engagements, cdMcA NauinacldcB ; as Naumachia Au-
gusli, Domiliani. (Cf. P. III. ^^233.)

Finally, there were large edifices sacred to the nymphs, and called Nymjphcea; one
particularly noted, which contained artificial fountains and water-falls, and was adorned
with numerous statues of these imaginary beings. Cf P. II. § 101.

§ 6C->. The Porticos or Piazzas (porlicus) were very numerous. These were covered
rolonnades, adorned with statues, and designed as places for meeting and walking for

pleasure. They were sometimes separate structures ; sometimes connected with other
large buildings, such as basilicae, theatres, and the like. The most splendid was that

of Apollo's temple, on Mount Palatine ; and the largest, the one called Milliaria or

Milliarensis (i.e. of the 1000 columns). Courts were sometimes held in porticos;

and goods also of some kinds were exposed for sale in them. Cf. P. IV. ^ 237.

The city was adorned with Triumphal arches {arcus triumphales), to the number of

36, having statues and various ornaments in bas-relief (P. IV. § 188). Some of them
were very magnificent ; as e. g. those of Nero, Titus, Trajan, Septimius Severus,
and Constantino. These were of the finest marble, and of a square figure, with a
large arched gate in the middle, and a small one at the sides.

^ 67. There were single pillars or columns, column<B, also erected to commemorate
particular victories, e. g. those of Duillius, Trajan, and Antoninus. Ruins of the

first, as has been supposed, were discovered in 1560 (cf P. IV. % 133. 1). The last

two are still standing, and are reckoned among the most precious remains of anti

quity (cf P. IV. ^ 188. 2).—With great labor, obeHsks were removed from Egypt,
of which those still existing, having been conveyed there by Augustus, Cahgula, and
Constant ius the second, are the most remarkable.
Innumerable also were the statues, which were found not only in the temples, but

also in many public places, in and upon large edifices. More than eighty of a colossal

size are mentioned.
There were likewise erected at Rome a few trophies, tropcBa. These were trunks

of marlile, sometimes of wood, on which weie hung the spoils taken from the enemy,
especially the weapons of war. There are two trunks of marble decorated like tro-

phies still remaining at Rome, and supposed to have been erected by Marius for his

victories over Jugurtha, and over the Cimbri.

§ 68. Among the memorable things of Rome, the Aqueducts, aqucp.ductus, should
be mentioned. Their design was to furnish the city with a constant supply of water,
and great expense was laid out in constructing and adorning them. There were 14 of
the larger sort, besides others of less importance ; the Aqua Appia, Marcia, Virgo,
Claudia, Sepfimia, and Alsielina, are the most known. The smaller reservoirs Qacus)
were commonly ornamented with statues and carver's work.

Snnte of the aqueducts broujiht water more than 60 miles, through rocks arid mountains,
and over valleys, supported on arches, sometimes above 100 feet high. The care of these origi-
nally belonced to the tediles ; under the emperors, particular officers were appointed for it, called
curatnres aquarum.

R. Falirelli.lle Aquaeductibus veteris Roirae. Rom. 16S0. 4.—/. Randeht, Frencli Translation of Frontinus on the jlqueducts of

Rome. Cf. P. V. § 491

—

F. B. Tower, The Croton Aqueduct ; with an Account of similar Works Ancient and Modem. N. Y. 1S43.

The Cloacae were also works of great cost and of very durable structure. They were a sort of
sewers or drains, some of them very large, passing under the whole city, and discharging its

various impurities into the Tiber. Many private houses stood directly upon the cloacae. These
were under the charge of officers styled curatores cloacarum. The principal was the Cloaca
Maxima, built by Tarquinius Priscus, cleansed and repaired by M. Agrippa; it was 16 feet broad
and 30 feet high, formed of blocks of hewn stone. The Pantheon ($ 59) was over it.

See Sluart's Did. of Architecture, cited P. IV. ^ S38. 3 NiebuhrU Hist, of Rome, F.Dg. Transl. Phil. 1835. vol. i. p. 299.

% 69. Splendid tombs and monuments to the dead were sometimes erected (cf. P. III.
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§ 341). We may name here particularly the Mausoleum of Augustus, of a pyramiclical

form, 385 feet high, with two obelisks standing near it; the Moles Hadriani ; and the
Tomb or Pyramid of Cestius (cf P. IV. § 226, P. III. § 187. 4).

^ 70. The number of private buildings amounted, in the reign of Theodosius, to

48,382, including the domus and the insulcB ; the former of which classes comprised,
according to Gibbon, the " great houses," and the latter the "plebeian habitations" (cf.

P. III. §325). Among these buildings were some of great splendor, partly of marble,
and adorned with statues and colonnades.

1. The more celebrated were the palaces of Julius C^sar, Mamurra, Junius Verus, Cicero, and Augustus, the golden house of Nero,

the palace of Licinius Crassus, Aquilius, Catulus, ^niilius Scaurus, Trajan, Hadrian, &c.—" The Imperial palace (Palatiiim) was

the most distinguished. It was built by Augustus upon the Palatine hill, and gave name to the tenth region of the city. The front

was on the Via Sacra, and before it were planted oaks. Within the palace lay the temple of Vesta, and also that of Apollo, which

Augustus endeavored to make the chief temple in Rome. The succeeding emperors extended and beautified this palace. Nero "jurnt

it, but rebuilt it of such extent that it not only embraced all the Palatine hill, but also the plain between that and the Coeiian and

Esquiline, and even a part of these hills, in its limits. He ornamented it so richly with precious stones, gold, silver, statues, paint-

ings, and treasures of every description, that it received the tame of domus aurea. The following emperors stripped it of its orna-

menlB ; Vespasian and Titus caused some parts of it to be pulled down. Domitian afterwards destroyed the main building. In the

reign of Commodus, a great part of it was burnt ; but it was restored by him and his successors. In the time of Theodoric it needed

still further repairs ; but this huge edifice subsequently became a ruin, and on its site now stand the Farnese palace and gardens, and

the Villa Spada."

2. Before the conflagration of the city under Nero, the streets were narrow and irregular, and the private houses were incom-

modious, and some even dangerous from their imperfect architecture and the height of three lofty stories. In the time of Nero,

more than two-thirds of the city was burnt Of the fourteen districts, only four remained entire. The city was rebuilt with more

regularity, with streets broader and less crooked (cf. Tac Ann. xv. 43) ; the areas for houses were measured out, and the height

restricted to seventy feet.

$ 71. The suburbs of ancient Rome were so extensive that its neighborhood was almost one
immense village ; but at present, the vicinity of Rome called Cnwpa^va di Roma, is a complete

desert. Modern Rome is built chiefly on the ancient Campus Martius. The accumulation of ruing

has raised very sensibly the soil of the city, as is evident from what has been said respecting the

entrance of the Pantheon ($59), and the height of the Tarpeian rock ($53).

For notices of Modem Rome, see Piranesi, Vedute di Roma, 2 vols. fol. (Cf. P. IV. 5 243. 2 )—Rome in the Nineteenth Century.

— TV. Fish, as cited P. IV. § IS6. G.—EncyUop. Americana, under Mod. Rome, and under Travels in Italy • and the worhs there

cited

§ 72. We proceed now to what remains to be described in the south of Europe (cf.

^27) ; and we might include the whole under the term GrcBcia, taken in a very com-
prehensive sense, in which it has sometimes been used. For it has been made to cover

not only the Peloponnesus and Greece Proper, but also Epirus, Thessalia, Macedonia,

and even Thracia. The victories of Philip having procured him a vote in the Amphic-
tyonic council, his Thessalian and Macedonian dominions were consequently ranked
among the Grecian states. The valor and policy of the Epirote kings procured the

same honor for Epirus not long after; and finally, Thrace was raised to the same dig-

nity, when it became the habitation of the Roiuan emperors. But Grsecia is rarely

used in so large a sense : and we shall first consider ancient Thrace separately, and
include the other countries under Grcecia.

Thracia was bounded on the north by the chain of mount HEemus, which separated

it from Moesia; on the east by the Euxine sea, Thracian Bosphorus, and Hellespont,

which divicled it from Asia ; on the south by the ^Egean sea ; and on the west by the

river Strymon, dividing it from Macedon. In consequence of the conquests of Philip,

the river Nessus became the mutual boundary of Thrace and Macedon, the interme-

diate district being annexed to the latter country.—The peninsula contained between
the Bay of Melas and the Hellespont was called Thracics Chersonesus ; celebrated in

the wars between Philip and the Athenians.
?i 73. The capital of Thrace, and at one time of the civilized world, was Byzantium,

or Constantinopolis, built on the north-eastern extremity of the Chersonese, called from
its beauty Chrysoceras, or the golden horn. By whom this city was founded is a mat-

ter of dispute ; but it was greatly enlarged and beautified by Constantine the Great,

who, in the fourth century of the Christian era, transferred the seat of government
hhher from Rome. On the division of the Roman empire, this city became the capital

of the Greek or eastern part ; it retained this distinction for many years, until from
the vices of the inhabitants, and the imbecility of their rulers, it was captured by the

Turks on the 29th of May, A. D. 1453.

On the topography of Byzantium and the changes made by Constantine, see DxLcant;e., Histor. Byzantina. Par. 16R0. fol —G. Co-

rfi'nuj, De Antiquitatibus Cons'antinop. Par. 1655.—.3;ij. iJniirfuri, Imper. Orient. seuAntiquita'esConstanlinopolilanae. Par. 1711.

2 vols. fol.-These works are included in the Orrfus of Byzantine History, noticed P V. § 239 a —Cf. Gibbon, ch. xvii.-yameJ

Dallaway, Constantinople, ancient and modern.—Lond. 1797. 4. Nyrtfi Amer. Rev. 16th vol. or 7th of New Series, p. 43S.

The Other principal towns were, Salmydessus (Midi.jeh), celebrated for shipwrecjks
;

Thmiia, a town and promontory, whence came the Thyni. who colonized Bithynia in

Asia Minor ; Apollonia, called afterwards Sizopolis (Sizeboli), and Mesemhria, built I y
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a colony of Megarensians ; all on the Euxine sea.

—

Selymhria (Selibria), and Pennthtis,

or Heraclea (Erekli), on the Propontis.— Callipolis (Gallipoli), at llie junction of the

Propontis and Hellespont; the small towns Madytos and Cissa, near where the little

river ^g-os Potamos joins the Hellespont, the scene of the battle in which Lysander de-

stroyedlhe naval power of the Athenians; and Seslos (Zenunie), where Xerxes built

his bridge of boats across the Hellespont.—Sestos and Abydos on the Asiatic side are

also celebrated for the loves of Hero and Leander.
The possibility of swimming across Ihe Hellespont was for a long time doubted, but it was performed by the late Lord Byron.—

On the doubts here alluded to, see De la Aauze, and Mahudel, as cited P. V. § 49. 4.

On the bay of Melas, so named from the river Melas, that empties itself into it, were
Cardia, destroyed by Lysirnachus, to procure inhabitants for a new town; Lyaimachla,

that he had built a Uttle farther south; and Eioii,, which was burned by its governor,

Boges.—In the interior were Trajanopolis, buih by Trajan; and Adrianopolis, its suc-

cessful rival, built by Adrian, and now the second city of the Turkish empire.—At the

east mouth of the Hebrus, stood M,nos, said to have been founded by jEneas, near the

territory of the Cicones; on the west side, Doriscus, where Xerxes reviewed his im-
mense armament after passing the Hellespont, and it is said that his army were so nu-

erous as completely to drain the neighboring river Lessus. At the mouth of the Nes-
sus was Abdera, the birthplace of the philosopher Democrhus, near which were the

stables of Diomede, who is said to have fed his horses on human flesh.

§ 74. The principal rivers of Thrace were the Hebrus (Marhza), celebrated for the

clearness and rapidity of its waters ; Nessus (Nissar), and Strymo?t (Jamboh.)—The
principal mountains were Mount Hcpmus, extending from the Euxine sea in a western
direction between Moesia and Thrace ; Ehodope, extending from the Euxine sea to the

sources of the Nessus ; and PangcBus, extending thence to the north of Macedon. It

was on the PangcBus that the wonders ascribed to the lyre of Orpheus were said to have

been performed (P. V. $ 48). Two precipices of this mountain, now called Castagnas,

approach to the sea nearly opposite to the island Thasus, and form very narrow passages,

which were defended by walls.—The principal seas and bays adjoining this extensive

maritime country were, Pontus Euximis, Bosphorus Thracius, Propontis, Hellespontus,

Melcmis Sinus (Gulf of Saros), and Strymonicus Sinus (Gulf of Contessa).

J 75. Thrace was anciently possessed by several independent tribes ; one of these, the Dolonei,

being hard pressed by the Msynthi, their neighbors, sent to Delphi- to consult the oracle about
the event of the war. The ambassadors were directed to choose as leader the person who should
first invite them to his house. Wliile passing through Athens they were hospitably entertained
by Miltiades, the son of Cypseliis; they immediately requested liiin to accompany them to the

Chersonesus, and Miltiades, having consulted the oracle at Delphi, accepted the invitation.—On
his arrival he was immediately created king, and the Absynthians were soon after defeated. He
fortified the Chersonesus by building the long walls across the Isthmus, and after a prosperous
reign bequeathed the crown to his nephew Stesagoras.—Stesagoras dying after a short reign,

his brother Miltiades was sent from Athens by the Pisistratidae as his successor. He had not
reigned long, when Darius, king of Persia, sent a fleet of Phoenicians against the Chersonese,
«nd Miltiades, unable to make any effective resistance, retired to Athens.—The Chersonese, after

the defeat of the Persians, was principally possessed by the Athenians, who colonized all the
coast. The interior of Thrace remained subject to the native princes, until the whole country
was united to Macedon by Philip and Alexander.

76. What remains to be described in Europe we shall include, as already remarked
($ 72), under G R^ CIA , using this name in what is commonly considered its most
comprehensive sense (cf P. III. $ 2). The extensive region thus included in Graecia

presents four general divisions, which are obviously suggested by the natural face of

the country. The 1st is that part which lies north of the chain of mountains called

Camhunii, which are connected by the Stymphaei Monies with the Aero Ceraunii. the

2d is the part between the Cambunii on the north, and another hne of highlands and
mountains on the south, which may be traced from the Sinus Maliacus on the east, to

the Sinus Ambracius on the west ; in hs eastern extremity it forms the pass of Ther-
mopylae, and the chain is in this portion of it called CEta ; as it stretches back in a
northerly and then westerly direction, it is called Pindus; this sends dow^n a spur from
the sources of the river Achelous to the Sinus Ambracius, where it forms another pass
corresponding to that of Thermopylae on the east : the 3d is the part between the
mountains just traced and the gulfs on each side of the isthmus of Corinth, Sinus Co-
rintkiachs and Si7ms Saronicns : and the 4th is the peninsula connected to the main
by that isthmus. The first is Macedonia; the second, Epirus and Thessalia; the

third, Hellas ; the fourth, Peloponnesus.
"§ 77. (1) Macedonia, considered as including the first of the natural divisions above

described, was bounded W. .by -the Mare Hadriaticum; N. by lUyricum and 3)ce

sia; E. by Thracia, from which it was separated by Mt. Rhodope and the river Nes
tus flowing from Rhodope ; S. by the ^.gaeum Mare, the Cambunii Montes and the

other mountains forming the chain already mentir^.ed, which terminates in the Aero
Ceraunii on the western extremity.
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In noticing the physical features of Macedonia, it will be observed that Mt. IIcBmus
and Mt. Ehodope, meeting on its N. E. corner, stretch along on hs north in a single
chain; this was called Orhelus Mons ; a spur from Orbelus will be noticed running
down south through Macedonia, and forming a connection with the Stymphm, or Mons
Stympha, already named, between the Cambiinii and Aero Cerataiii. The waters east
of this spur flow to the ^gean ; those west of it, to the Hadriatic.

^ 78. The principal river of the west was the Drilo (Drino), which runs through
Lake Lychnidus, and empties into a bay of the Hadriatic, north of the point called
Nymphaum Promontorium.—One of the most important places in this western por-
tion was Apollonia, on the Hadriatic coast, celebrated in the Roman age of Greek
hterature (P. V. § 9) for its cuhivation, and said to be the place where Augustus ac-
quired his knowledge of Greek, and finished his education. Another place is worthy
of notice, Epidamnus, farther north, called Dyrracldum by the Romans, the place
where travelers from Italy to Greece generally landed. This portion, west of the
spur, was taken from Illyricum by Philip i^RoUin, B. 14. ^ 1).

^ 79. The country east of the spur is principally champaign. We notice three most
considerable rivers; the Haliacmon (Platemone), in the southern part, flowing east to
the Sinus Thermaicus (Gulf of Thessalonica, or Salonichi) ; the Axius (Vardari), rising
in the heights between Macedonia and Moesia, and running S. to the head of the same
gulf, receiving on its way many tributaries, and uniting with the Eri^on on the west
before its discharge ; the Strymon, rising in Mt. Rhodope, and flowing to the Sinus
Strymonicus (Gulf of Contessa).—Between the two gulfs or bays just named, was the
peninsula sometimes called Chalcidice, and presenting pecuhar features, having a
cluster of mountains on its neck, and being spht into three smaller peninsulas by two
bays, the Toronaicus (G. of Cassandra), and the Siugetiais (G. of Monte Sancto). The
western of these smaller peninsulas was Pallene or Phlegra, the fabled scene of the
battle between Jupiter and the Giants {Ov. x. 151); the eastern was marked by 3It.
Athos, extending several leagues upon and projecting into the sea, and was celebrated
for a canal said to be cut across its neck by Xerxes to avoid the passage around Mt.
Athos, that passage having proved so fatal to the fleet of Darius.

§ 80. This portion of Macedonia had numerous subdivisions, many of which are
not important, even if they could be accurately traced. Pceoiiia was in the northern
part. The part between the Strymon and Nestus was called Edonis. The southern
part on the Avest of the Sinus Thermaicus was Pieria. Emathia was north of Pieria,
and of the same gulf.

Emathia was the most important province. In this w^as situated Edessa, the ori-

gmal capital of the country, on the Erigon; also Pella, on the Lydias, subsequently
made the capital by Amyntas, the father of Philip. Further east, on the Sinus Ther
maicus, was Thermce, afterwards called Thessalonica, the place of Cicero's banishment
and the caphal of the country as a Roman province.
Al Thessalonica there still remaiDS an ancient structure which is supposed by some to have been a Cabirian temple (ct P. II.

§ 129. 2) ; a view of it is given in our Plate V.

On the peninsula which has been described CS 79) were Potidwa, or Cassandria, on the
neck of Pallene, celebrated forits splendor under king Cassander; Olynthus , memorable
for its siege by Philip, who after much labor captured it by treachery; Chalcis, which
gave name to the region; Slagira (Stagros), on the eastern coast, the birthplace of Aris-
totle.—In Pieria, one of the most memorable places was Pydna (Kitra), where Olym-
pias was murdered by Cassander, and where the Roman g-eneral Paulus iEmilius made
a prisoner of Perseus the last king of Macedonia, B. C. 168. North of this, on the
coast, was Methone, at the seige of which Philip lost his right eye.—In Edonis were
two important towns ; Amphipolis, originally on an island in the river Strymon, an
Athenian colony; Philippi, further east, near Mons Pangaeus, a branch from Rho-
dope.

The latter was built by Philip, for the same purpose for which the Athenians built Amphipolis

;

to secure the valuable gold and silver mines found in this region. It is celebrated for the battle
ifi which Brutus and Cassius were defeated by Augustus and Antony, B. C. 42; and nieinorable
as the place where Paul and Silas, having been "thrust into the inner prison, with their feet
fast in the stocks, {Acts xvi. 25) at midnight sang praises unto God."
The site of Philippi is still marked by ruins {Miss. Herald, Sept. 1836, p. 334).—Like most of the Grecian cities, it was at the foo.

of a hill or mount on which was its Acropolis. A view of the Acropolis and of the plain below is given in our Plate IV. A traveler

on horseback is advancing on the road from Neapolis to Philippi ; he is just passing a moilem Turkish burying-ground on his right

hand under a near hill ; the Acropolis, with its ruins, appears on the eminence beyond at the right; at the base of this eminence, was
the lower city, on the south and south-west ; farther to the south is an open plain ; the mountain on the left is the southern extremity

u{ Paniaaxs.

J 81. Tlie kingdom of Macedonia was said to be founded by Caranus, a descendant of Her-
cules, B. C. 614 ; but it did not acquire consequence until the reign of Philip, who ascended the
throne B. C. 360. It has been stated, that 150 different nations or tribes were finally included
'Viihin its limits.

§ 82 (2) Epirus and Thessalia, embraced in the second natural division pointed
u u (§ 7b), are next to be noticed.

Thessalia is described by Herodotus as a very extensive plain, embosomed m
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mountains. The Camhunh and Olympus were on the north ; Pelion a:^d Ossa on the
east ; Pindus on the west ; and (Eta on the south : so that only the small portion oi'

coast between the Sinus Felasgicus and the Sinus Maliacus is without the guard of
mountains ; and even this has a guard a httle in the ulterior, by Ml. Olhrys, which
strikes across from Pindus to Pelion.

The extensive plains of Thessaly were peculiarly favorable to the breeding of horses ; and the
Thessalians were the first who introduced the use of cavalry, horses having been, at first, only
used for draught. Hence, perhaps, arose the fable of the Centaurs, a people of Thessaly, who
were supposed to have been half man and half horse. The Thessalian cavalry maintained
their superiority to a very late period, and to them Philip was indebted for many of his victories.

$83. The northern part of Thessaly was called Pelasgiotis, from the Pelasgi, an
Asiaiic wandering tribe, who are supposed to have been the first inhabitants of Greece
(P. IV. § 33). The principal chies in Pelasgiotis were Larissa, the capital of the
province ; Gomplii, destroyed by Caesar ; Goniius and Gyrtona, near the entrance of
the vale of Tempe, so celebrated for its natural beauties; Scotussa, near which are

some hills, called, from their shape, Cynos Cephale, where Phihp was defeated by
Quintus Flaminius ; and Pharsalus, neg-r which, in a plain called Fharsalia, Pompey
was overthrown by Caesar. 1 he eastern part of Thessaly was named Magnesia;
the most remarkable places were Sepias, a small village on a promontory of the same
name, where the fleet of Xerxes received an omen of their final overthrow, being
shattered in a storm; Demelrias (Vloo), built by Demetrius Poliorcetes, and which,
from the commercial advantages of its situation, almost depopulated the neighboring
towns; 3Ielib(Ba, the city of Philoctetes ; lolcos, the residence of Jason and Medea;
Pagasm, where the ship Argo was built, from which the Sinus Pdasgicus is some-
times called Pfirro^cEMs: Aplieta (Fetio), whence the Argonautic expedition sailed;

Pherae, the residence of the tyrant Alexander; and ThtbcB, near the river Amphrysus,
where Apollo fed the herds of king Admetus. -In the southern parts of '1 hessaly
were Alalia, which gives name to the Maliac bay; Larissa, called Cremusfe from its

sloping situation, the capital of the kingdom of Achilles; Alas, at the foot of mount
Othrys, near which the combat between the Centaurs and Lapithce took place ; Phy-
lace on the sea coast, the residence of Protesilaus ; Dorian, where the musical con-
test between Thamyris and the Muses took place ; Hypata, famous for the magical
arts of its women {Hor. Ep. 5); Lamia, where Antipater was frmtlessly besieged by
the Athenians ; and Trachis (Zeiton), celebrated for its desperate resistance when be-
seiged by the Romans.

$84. The mountains have been mentioned above ($ 82). The most remarkable
river was the Peneus , which flows through the vale of Tempe into the ^gean sea. I'his

river is said to have overflowed Thessaly, until Hercules opened a passage for the waters
between mounts Olympus and Ossa. The principal inlets of the ^gean sea, on the
Thessalian coast, were Sinus Pelasgicus or Pagasaus (Gulf of Volo), and Sinus Ma-
liacus (Gulf of Zehon).

$ S5. The inundation of Thessaly, during the reign of Deucalion, is one of the first events
recorded in profane history; all the inhabitants, except Deucalion, and his wife Pu-rha,are said
to have been destroyed. Perplexed to discover by what means the human race might here-
stored they consulted the oracle of Themis, and were ordered to throw stones behind them ;

those thrown by Deucalion became men and those by Pyrrka women. In this fable the history
of some partial inundation seems to be confounded with the tradition of the universal deluge.
The next remarkable occurrence was the Argonautic expedition under Jasoii, aided by the

bravest heroes of Greece, in the ship Argo (P. H. $ 127).—Achilles was the most remarkable
Thessalian prince after Jason ; he was the son of Peleiis and the sea-nymph Thetis ; an oracle
had foretold that he would perish if he accompanied the Greeks to Troy; to prevent '.his, his
mother concealed him at the court of Lycomedes, king of Scyros, by one of whose daughters he
begat Pyrrhus, or Neoptolemus, afterwards king of Epirus. Achilles was at last discovered by
Ulysses and brousht to Troy, where he was slain by Paris, one of the sons of Priam.
During the supremacy of Athens and Sparta, Thessaly seems to have been of little importance.

The greater part of it was annexed to Macedon by Philip and his successors. It was cruelly
devastated in tlie wars between the Romans and the Macedonian and Syrian kings; it also suf-
fered very severely in the civil wars between Cssar and Pompey.

$ 86. Under Epirus a greater extent than we have assigned to it is often included.
We have suggested as its natural boundaries on the north the mountains Cambunii and
Aero Ceraunii, and on the south, the Sinus Ambracius ; but the region called Qrestis
between the Aero Ceraunii and the river Aous is commonly termed a province of Epi-
rus ; and Acarnania, within the proper limits of Heilas, is also often considered as
•noiher province. In all descriptions, it is separated from Thessaly by Mt. Pindus;
while the Mare Ionium bounds it on the west. Within the compass here given, it included
the provinces Chaonia, 1 hesprotia, and Molossis.

$ 87. Chaonia was the portion under the Aero Ceraunii on the south, said to be
named from Chaon, the brother of Helenus son of Priam. 1 hese mountains were so
called fi-om their summits {<iKpa) being often .struck with hghtning {Kzpawoi) \ xhey were
remarkable for attracting storms, and were dreaded by mariners; the rocks at the west-
ern extremity of their southern branch, Acro-Ceraunia, were called infamous {iiifames).

-The orincipal /gwns were Oricum in the extreme north, on the coast between the
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branches of the Jiiountains just mentioned ; and Anchesmus also on the coast and in the

extreme south of the province.

Thesprotia extended on the coast from Chaonia to the Si?ius Ambracius (Gulf

of Arta). Its principal places were, Biitlirotum on the river Xanthus, near which jEneas

is said to have landed on his flight from Troy to Italy ; and Ephgra^, on the river Acne-

ron, flowing to the harbor called Glyctis Limen {yXvKvg Xinfiv). The river Acheron is

joined at its mouth by the Cocytus.— fhese two streams were ranked in the ancient

mythology among the Jlumina inferorum, or infernal rivers; three others had the same
rank; the Styx, in Arcadia; the Lethe, in Boeotia probably; and the Phhgethon, the

location of which, as an actual river, is unknown, although it is represented sometimes

as uniting with the Acheron.
I Ephyra was subsequently called Cichyrus ; the ruins of its walls are said to be still \\sib\e.—Hughes, Travels in Greece and

Albania. Lond. 1S20. 2 vols. 4.

M o 1 o s s i s was east of Thesprotia, and north of the Sinus Ambracius. The Mo-
lossian dogs were highly esteemed by the ancients. Among the principal towns were
Ambracia, the residence of the Epirote kings, on the river Aracthus or Arethon ; and
Passaro, where the kings of Epirus took the coronation oath.

Dodona, famous for its oracle and temple of Jupiter (cf. P. III. % 71), at the foot of

Mount Tomarus, is placed by some in Molossis ; by others in Thesprotia ; it was in the

Hellopia, not far from the river Thyamis, which rises inMt, <S7i//npAe and flows through

Thesprotia to the Mare Ionium.

The French traveler Pouqueville found in Hellopia, in the modern district of Jinina, near the village Gardiki, westerly from

the lake of Janina, some ruins of Cyclopean character, which he judged to be the ruins of Dodona ; including remains of the temple

of the Dodonean Jupiter and the sacred enclosure of the Selli.—Cf. Pouqueville, Voyage de la Grece. Par. 1826. 6 vols. 8. vol. i.

p. 123-197.—ffug-to, above cited, vol. i. p. 511.

$ 88. We meet but casual mention of the Epirotes in history until the Macedonian Empire
was divided after Alexander's death. It was then that this people, who had hitherto been
looked on as birbarians, and held in subjection by the Macedonians, began to lake a lead in the

affairs of Greece.—The folly of Pyrrhus, who hoped by his victories in the west, to rival the

conquests of Alexander in the east, weakened their forces and diminished tlieir authority.

On the invasion of the Romans, the Epirotes adhered to the cause of Grecian liberty with a
desperate fidelity, worthy of better success. When the conquest of their country had been
achieved hv Paulus iEmiiius, enraged at their resistance, he ordered seveiUy of their cities to

be destroyed, and 150,000 of the inhabitants to be sold as slaves; an instance of atrocious rer

venge scarcely to be parallelled in history.

When the empire of Cnnstantinople fell before the victorious arms of the Mahometans, the remnants of the Christian forces

retreated to the fastnesses of tlie mountains of Suli and the town of Parga in this territory.—The Suliotes, after performing feats of

valor only to be parallelled in the brighter days of Grecian freedom, were duped by Ali Pacha and treacherously massacred ; and

Parga, after niany vicissitudes, fell under the power of Turkey.—For an account of Parga, cf. Lond. QujxtL Rev. xxiii. p. 111.

§ 89. (3) Our third division of Greece includes the portion between Mt. GEta and
the large gulfs. Sinus Corinthiacus and Sinus Saronicus. It is what is properly termed
Hellas, and is also called Gr.t:cia Propria.

This division is washed on every side but the north by the sea. On the east are first

the waters of the Sinus Maliacus, then of the Simis Opuntius and those between the

mainland and Eubcea, which are called in the narrowest place Euripns. Leaving these

and drawing near the southern point of the country, you enter the Myrtoum Mare, and
having passed that point, Sunium Promontorium, with the splendid temple of Minerva
in sight, you proceed up the Sinus Saronicus (Gulf of Egina) ; at the end of which you
must take a land carriage, but of 5 miles only, over the isthmus of Corinth (Hexa-Mili),

when you reach the Simts Corinthiacus (Gulf of Lepanto).—This opens into Hellas

several bays, one at its eastern extremity called Halcyonium Mare, and another central

and opening to the north called Sinus Crissmis (Bay of Salona).—Continuing the sur-

vey of the coast of Hellas, you pass out of the Sinus Corinthiacus through the strait

called Dardanelles of Lepanto between Rhiiim on the Peloponnesus, where is the tomb
of Hesiod, and Antirrhium on the opposite side. Issuing from this strait you enter and
continue in the Mare Ionium, till having gone through the artificial channel separating

Leucas from the mainland, you turn round the Promontorium Actium and enter the

Sinus Ambracius, which ends the tour, and the eastern extremity of which is not more
than 70 miles distant, across the mountains, from the Sinus Maliacus, where the ima-
ginary tour began.

^ 90. If an observer could take an elevated station in the air, and thence look down
apon Hellas, his eye would rest upon an almost countless number of hills and moun-
tains, with rich vales, and small pure streams. At first its summits might seem to rise

up over the country in disorder and confusion, but soon he would trace some obvious

lines of connection. He would perceive one fine of summits stretching from Mt. CEla

at Thermapylis down parallel to the eastern coast and to the island Eubcea as far as

to the strait Euripus.—He would observe another of more lofty and attractive summits
proceeding from Pindus (in about the centre between the Sinus Maliacus and Sinius

Ambracius) running quite southerly a short distance, and then sending off on its right a

line of minor summits down to the western extremity of the Sinus Corinthiacus, but

itself bending to the south-east, and at length verging along the shore of that gulf to

4 C
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Its eastern extremity, and there connecting with the Geranii Monies and Mons Oncius
on the isthmus, and with 3Ious CilhcBron, which proceeds directly east to the sea south
of the straits of Euripus.—The part of this hne joining Pindus includes probably the
mountains in which the ancient Dryopes dwelt. The first part of the branch which
it sends off to the west, is the Coras chain, and the termination of this branch at the
gulf is in the summits called Taphiassus and Chalcis.—In the main hne bending to the
south-east occur first Par?tassus, which although of barren soil was celebrated for its

green valleys and shady groves suited for meditation; then Helicon, wiih its lountain
Hippocrene, which started into existence (according to fable) from the stamping of Pe-
gasus (cf P. II. § 117./).—After this, as you turn eastward, appears Cilhawn, which
has a summit in the eastern part, called Pames.—ln the territory south of these, were
several summits, particularly Pentelicus, famous for its marble, north-east from Athens

;

Hyynettus, celebrated for its honey, east and south-east of Athens ; Laurius, containing
the silver mines, in the southern extreme of Attica.

—

Aracynlhus was a chain ia
iEtolia.

§ 91. Hei.las contained eight small, but independent provinces or districts. These
were, beginning on the west, Acarnania, Mtolla, Doris, Locris, Phocis, Bceotia, Ale-
garis, Attica.

The two western districts Acarnania and MtoUa were very inferior to the rest in
fame, although nature presented herself in a grander and sublimer aspect than in some
other districts.

§92. Acarnania was marked for its woods and forests, and its inhabitants were
noted for their attachment to sensual pleasures. We have alluded (§ 76) to the natural
boundaries between this district and Epirus, viz., the Sinus Amhracius and the spur of
mountains running from Pindus down to that bay. This line of highlands is now
called Makrinoros, which name is also given to the narrow pass under their abrupt and
steep termination near the bay, a pass similar to that of Thermopylae. The boundary
between Acarnania and the next district of Hellas, ^tolia, is the river Achelous, rising
among the valleys of Mt. Pindus and flowing to the Mare Ionium.
Of the places in Acarnania, w^e mention Argos Amphilochius, on the river Inachus

emptying at the eastern extremity of the Sinus Ambracius; Anactorium, on a peninsula
forming the north-western corner of the district ; Actiutn, a little further to the east, on
the Promontory of the same name. At this place Augustus gained his great naval
victory over Antony and Cleopatra, and to commemorate it, built a town called Nico-
polis, and insthuted games celebrated every third year, called Actio.—Lencas was on
the northern point of the island Leucadia, which was a peninsula before the Pelopon-
nesian war, but after that separated by an artificial channel. On the south part was a
temple of Apollo on the Promontory Leucate, from which the despairing Sappho is said
to have thrown herself (cf P. V. \ 54:).—Stratus, once its metropolis, was on the
Achelous which is now called A^spro-potamo.

§ 93. jEtolia was east of Acarnania, separated by the river Achelous ; it is now
called Vlakia, from a tribe of barbarians to whom the Greek emperors gave this pro-
vince. Its other chief river was the Eveiius (Fideri), falling into the Corinthian bay

,

this and the Achelous are the largest rivers of Hellas.
The following are the chief places ; Calydon on the Evenus, under Mt. Chalcis ,

associated with the story of the Caledonian hoar (destroyed by the son of the king of
^toha), whose tusks were said to have been preserved in Greece until Augustus carried
them to Rome as curiosities ; Thermus, the ancient capital, in the interior, or between
the Eveiius and Lake Trichonis.—Nanpactns, on the Sinus Corinthiacns, under Mt.
Taphiassus, was not included in the proper hmits of ^tolia, but was given to this pro-
vince by Phihp of Macedon ; it was said to have its name from vavg and irrjyvviii, be-
cause the Herachdas built here their first ship to invade Peloponnesus.

§ 94. D oris, a very small district, lay under Mt. Pindus, between ffita on the east
and the mountains of the Dryopes on the west, having Parnassus on the south-west and
being separated from Phocis by elevated hills on the south-east ; thus wholly sur-
rounded by mountains. It was called Doris from Dorus, son of Deucahon, ancient
monarch of Thessaly. It was a rocky, mountainous region. Its towns were situated
on the river Pindus, a branch of the Cephissus, which also rises in the hills of Doris.
From its four towns P?7i^i/s, Eriiieum, Boium, and CvfrnZ/rm, it was called Tetrapolis ;
and sometimes HerapoUs. the two places Lilcsum and Carphia being added.

§ 95. Locris consisted of two parts separated from each other.—'The larger part
was on the Sinns Corinthiacus, having yEtoha on the west, and Phocis on the east
(partly separated from it by the Sinus Crissceus). The inhabitants of this part w-ere
called Western Locri, or Locri Hesperii and Locri OzoIcp. Of the origin of the latter

name, different accounts are given ; the people are said to have disfiked the name
exceedingly. One of their principal places was Amphissa, in the interior, where
was a temple to Minerva.

—

Naupactns (§ 93) originally belonged to them.
§ 96. The other and smaller part of Locris was on the opposite coast of Hellas, on

the waters separating it from Euboea. It was north-east of Phocis and Bceotia, divided
'rem them by a chain of mountains, and extending from Mount CEta on the north tc
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the Plat'anius, a small river flowing to the channel of Euboea, and separating Locrig

from BoBOtia, on the soulh. This part was inhabued by two tribes.—The Opuntii
were in the southern region, so called from their principal city Opus, which gave
name also to the bay adjacent, Sinus Opuntius, containing a small island, Atahaila.
The port of Opus, called Cijnos, was north of it, on the bay.—The other tribe or

people were the Epicnemidii, so named from Mount Cnemis. On this there was a
small town of the same name : other places of note were Naryx, the city of Ajax,
son of Oileus ; Thronium ; and Anthela, where the Amphictyonic council assembled
annually in a temple of Ceres or I'hesmophora (Ihe lawgiver) as she was here called,

in allusion to the council.

Close to Anthela were the ever-memorable straits of Thermopylce, deriving their

name from some hot springs and fortified gates that were there. This celebrated
pass, usually reckoned the key of Greece, is about sixty paces wide, and is situated

between the ridge of Mount (Eta and the Malian gulf, at the junction of the three

countries, Locris, Phocis, and Thessaly. Here Leonidas, with a handful of men,
bravely resisted the countless myriads of Persia, and died rather than violate the

Spartan law, which forbade flight to the citizens. In the same place Antiochus, king
of Syria, was defeated by the consul Acilius.

During the struggles cf the modern Greek revolution (cf. P. IV. § 85. 2), two signal triumphs were obtained by the Greeks over

their Turki>h oppressors on the same inspiring spot.—A plan of the pass, illustrating the contest between Leonidas and the Persians,

is given in Barlhdemy's Anacharsis, cited P. V. § 153. 2.

^97. Phocis extended between the two parts of Locris, from the Corintliian

gulf to the borders of Thessaly.
The capital was Elatea, on the river Cephissus, the capture of which by Philip first

awakened the attention of the Greeks to the dangerous ambition of the I\Iacedonian

monarch. West of Elatea was Delphi, on mount Parnassus, celebrated for the oracle

of Apollo (P. III. § 72), and for the annual meetings of the Amphictyonic council

(P. III. § 105) held in the temple. It is now a mean village called Casfri. Par?ias-

sus (Haliocoro) had two summits, one sacred to Apollo, and one to Bacchus ; the

town stood at the foot of the mountain, and the temple was built on a neighboring

eminencea, close to the fountain Castalia. Near the town, the Pythian games were
celebrated, in memory of Apollo's victory over the serpent Python.

—

Cirrha, on the

small river Plisfus, falling into the Corinthian gulf, was esteemed the port of Delphi

;

near this was Crissa, from which an inlet of the Corinthian gulf, and sometimes the

whole gulf, was called Crissaeus ; and Anticyra, celebrated for the production of hel-

lebore.—The principal river of Phocis was the Cephissus, which is sometimes con-

founded with a river of the same name in Attica.

« A view of Delphi and the heii?hts of Parnassus is presented in the Frontispiece of this Manual, as given by Socage, in Barthe-

leniy's Anacharsis.—A plan of Delphi, with explanations, is found in Dissen'i Pindar, vol. ii. p. 628, as cited P. V. § 60. 4.

$ 98. At ttie time of the Persian invasion, the Phocians strenuously exerted themselves for the

cominon liberties of Greece; in revense, Xerxes despatched a large army to lay waste the

country and plunder the temple of Delphi. The greater part of the men were destroyed by
earthqiiakes and lightning; the inhabitants, encouraged by these appearances of a divine assist-

ance, rose en masse, and completely destroyed the remainder. About 2S0 B. C, a large body
of Gauls, under the command of Brennus,' invaded their country, and were defeated under cir-

cumstances similar to the defeat of Xerxes.

"5> 99. Boeotia occupied the north-east of Graecia Propria, on the shores of the

Euripus, a narrow strait between the island of Eubcea and the continent.

The capital was Thebes, built by Cadmus, the Phcenician, who first introduced let-

ters into Greece (cf. P. IV. § 45). The city stood on the river Ismenus, and was
ornamented with seven gates, whence it is called Hepfapylos. It was the birthplace

of the demi-gods Hercules and Bacchus, of the poet Pindar, and of those illustrious

warriors and statesmen, Pelopidas and Epaminondas. The citadel was, from its founder,

called Cadmea.—South of this was Platcsa, where the Persian army were totally

destroyed by the united valor of the Athenians, Spartans, and Plateans: it was after-

wards destroyed by the Spartans in the Peloponnesian war. We mention also Leuc-
tra, near lake Copais, where the Spartans were defeated by Epaminondas ; Coronea,

near mount Helicon ; Chceronea, where Philip, having defeated the Athenians a'ld

Thebans, became absolute master of Greece ; Lehadea, remarkable for the temple
of Trophonius ; and Orchomenus, near which was the Acidalian fountain, sacred lo

Venus.—Near the Corinthian gulf was Thespice, sacred to the Muses, having a por*

named Creusa; and Ascra, the birthplace of the poet Hesiod.—On the Euripus wert:

Aulls, the rendezvous of the Grecian fleet in the Trojan expedition, and the scene of

Iphigenia's sacrifice ; Tanasm, where the celebrated poetess Corinna was born ; and
Delium, a village which derived its name from the temple of Apollo, built in imitation

of that at Delos, and was the place where Socrates, in the Peloponnesian war, saved

the hfe of his pupil Alcibiades.

^ 100. The chief mountains of Boeotia were Helicon, with the fountains Aganippe
and Hippocrone, sacred to the Muses ; Pimpla, on the borders of Phocis, dedicated
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10 the same divinities ; Dirce, near Thebes ; and CithcBron, on the borders of jMega-

ris, sacred to Bacchus.

The people of BcEolia were usually described as naturally stupid, but with apparently little

justice; for it gave birth to many men of superior talents, and the barbarous custom of ex-
posing children, common in the rest of Greece, was here totally prohibited. Tiiey have been
accused of nourishing a deadly hatred for trilling causes. In the heroic ages, Thebes seems to

have been one of the most powerful of the Grecian slates, but its history is so involved, that the

discovery of the truth is very difficult. It certainly declined in after times ; probably the misfor-

tunes and civil discords of the posterity of Cadmus had weakened the power and destroyed the
spirit of the people.

§ 101. Megaris was a small territory, said not to be more than eight miles square,

south of mount Cithseron, near the isthmus of Corinth. Its chief city was Megara,
situated midway between Corinth and Athens, built on two cliffs not far from the

Sinus Suronicus; its port was Niscea, taken and destroyed by Pericles. The only
other place of note was Crommyon, near the Scironian rocks : these were said to be
very dangerous, and to have derived their name from Sciron, a notorious pirate and
robber.

•S 102. The remaining province of Hellas was Attica, east of Megaris, and south
of Cithaeron. The district so named was of a triangular shape, not 30 miles wide at

its base on the north, and tapering until it terminates in the point called Su?iiiim, pro-

jecting into the Myrtoiim Marc, east of the Sinus Saronicus (gulf of Engia). It was
also called Acte (.ixrh) from its maritime situation. The capital was Athens, a more
lull description of which we shall give below.

§ 103. About ten miles north of Athens is 3Iarathon, M^here the first Persian in-

vaders, under the command of Datis and Artaphernes, were completely routed by
the Athenians, commanded by Miltiades. North of this was the village Khamnus,
where a statue, formed of the marble that the Persians had brought to raise a trophy
of their anticipated victory, was erected to the goddess Nemesis : a little to the east

was Phyle, a strong fort, which was occupied by Thrasybulus, in his expedition

against the thirty tyrants. On the Euripus was Delphijiuin, and Oropiis, where there

was a celebrated teinple of Amphiaraus. Nearer to Athens, on the north side, was
Acharncp,, where the Lacedemonians encamped when they invaded Attica ; and Be-
celia, which they fortified by the advice of Alcibiades.—East of Athens was Brouron,
where the statue of Diana, brought from Taurus by Orestes, was preserved until

taken away by Xerxes ; and Sunium, a town and promontory at the south-eastern
extremity of Attica, celebrated for a splendid temple of Minerva (from the ruins of
which it is now called Cape Colonna), and is in modern times remarkable as the scene
of the shipwreck beautifully described by Falconer.—West of Athens was Eleusis,
where the Eleusinian mysteries in honor of Ceres were celebrated. There are two
remarkable temples at Eleusis ; that of Ceres and that of Triptolemus.
§104. Topography of ATREys. The city of Athens was founded by Cecrops, an

Egyptian, who led thither a colony from the banks of the Nile. At first it was called

Cecropia, from the name of its founder ; and afterwards 'A^rjvai, Athens, in honor
of the goddess Minerva (whom the Greeks called 'ASrfivri), because she was the pro-

tectress of the city. In its most flourishing state, it was one of the largest and most
beautiful cities of Greece, and is said by Aristides to have been a day's journey in

going around it ; according to other and more exact computations, it was about one
hundred and seventy-eight stadia, or rather more than twenty-two Roman miles ; and
Dion Chrysostom reckons it to have been two hundred stadia, about twenty-five Ro-
man miles in circumference.—Col. Leake considers the ancient city to have been much
larger than the modern, and estimates the circumference as not less than 19 miles at

least, reckonmg the sinuosities of the coasts and walls.—The number of gates is not
known ; thirteen are named by Robinson ; the largest was called AittwAoj', and was near
the Ceramicus ; the 'l£p« was that leading to Eleusis.

For a plan of Athens, see our Plate I., by which the reader may learn the situation of the principal parts and buildings.—The

description here given, is drawn chiefly from Rohinson't Arcbaeologia Graeca.

§ 105. Athens hes in a valley, extending from motmt Penfelicus on the east to the

Sinus Saronicus on the west, between mount Fames on the north, and Hymcttus on
the south. In the plain of this beautiful valley thus surrounded by natural ram.parts, we
behold the very singular geological feature of six insular mountain rocks standing in regu-

lar succession, and gradually diminishing as you descend froin Pentelicus westward to

the sea. The one nearest the sea is called the hill of I\Iusn>Ais. On the next is the Acro-

polis of Athens. The one next to this on the east is 3//. Anrhesmus, on the summit
of which was a temple and statue in honor of Jupiter; from this eminence an observer

could survey the whole of Athens and its environs.—Two streams furnished their

waters to the city. One was the Ilissus, which flowed to the east and south of the

chy, and which is supposed, from the appearance of its channel and from the allusions

of the poets, to have been anciently much larger than it has been seen in modern
times. The other, Cephissus, was still smaller and ran on the other side.—v-Athens
mav be described in two parts ; the Cecropia, built by Cecrops on the summit of the
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hill termed Acropolis {dKpSmXig), and called the upper city, fi ava tt6\i;
; and the part

built afterward, rj kolto) tt6\i;, or the lower city.

The hill or Acropolis, as distinguished from the lower part, is distinctly seen in the View of Athens given in our Plate IX a, on

page SO ; which is taken from /. C. Hobhmise't Journey through Albania and other provinces of Turkey, &c. Lend. 1S13.

2 vols. 4.—The Grecian method of thus connecting an Acropolis with their towns, is also illustrated by our Plate IV. cf. § 80.

'^ 106. The citadel, or upper city, was sLxty stadia in circumference, and was fenced
with wooden pales, or, as some say, was surrounded with olive-trees. It was fortitied

on the south side by a strong wall, which was built by Cimon, the son of Miltiades,

from the spoils taken in the Persian war, and which was called Kinuviov teTx^s- The
north wall was built many ages before by Agrolas, or according to some, by Euryalus
and Hyperbius, two brothers, who first taught the Athenians the art of building houses.
This wall was denominated neXacyiKov or UeXanyiKov, from the Pelasgi, the name of
its founders. This wall was beautified with nine gates, from which it is sometimes
called 'Evi/eaiivMv

; but though there were several lesser gates, there was one grand en-
trance into the citadel, the Tlpo-rrvXaia, to which the Athenians ascended by steps covered
with white marble, and which was built by Pericles at great expense. Over this en-
trance is one of those enormous slabs of marble called "marble beams" by Wheeler,
and to which Pausanias particularly alluded when, in describing the Propylaea, he
says that, even in his time, nothing surpassing the ioeauty of the workmanship or the
magnitude of the stones used in the building had ever been seen.

I'he inside of the citadel was ornamented with innumerable edifices, statues, and
monuments, on which the ancient stories were fully described. The noble statues of
Pericles, Phormio, Iphicrates, Timotheus, and other Athenian generals, were here
intermingled with those of the gods.
Here was the temple of Minerva, called NtV>7 or Victory, constructed of white mar-

ble, and placed on the right of the entrance into the citadel.

^ 107. About the middle of the chadel was the stat-ely temple of Minerv^a, called

Parthenon, because that goddess preserved her virginhy inviolate, or because it was
dedicated by the daughters of Erechtheus, who were particularly called Trap^evoi, vir-

gins. It was also denominated 'E/card/^TrcJoi/, because it was one hundred feet square.

It was burnt by the Persians, but restored by Pericles, who enlarged it fifty feet on
each side. It was of the Doric order, and built of that beautiful white marble found
in the quarries of Pentehcus, a mountain of Attica. Within this temple was the statue

of Pvlinerva, so celebrated for its size, the richness of its materials, and the exquisite

beauty of the workmanship. The figure, the work of Phidias, was twenty-sLx cubits

high. This temple still remains a noble monument of antiquity, being 229 feet in

length, 101 in breadth, and 69 in height.

A view of the Parthenon is given in our Plate XXI. fig. 1. cf. P. III. § 96. On the bas-relief taken from it by Lord Elgin, cf. P. IV

5 190. On the works of Phidias, cf. P. IV. § 179.

Here also was the temple of Neptune, surnamed Erechtheus. This was a double
building, and, besides other curiosities, contained the salt spring called 'Epax^et^, which
was feigned to have sprung out of the earth from a stroke of Neptune's trident, when
he contended with Minerva for the possession of the country. This part of the temple
was consecrated to Neptune. The other part belonged to Minerva, surnamed IToAiaj,

the protectress of the city, and IldvSpoaos, from one of the daughters of Cecrops of that

name. Here, so late as the second century of the Christian a^ra, was the sacred olive-

tree, which was said to have been produced by Minerva, and to have been as old as

the foundation of the citadel. Here also was the image of the goddess, which was said

to have fallen from heaven in the reign of Erichthonius, and which was guarded by
dragons, called otKovpol o(p£ii, and had a lamp always burning with oil, and an owl be-
fore it. The whole structure was called 'Epex^eiov. Both these buildings still remain.
The smaller edifice, which is an entrance to the other, is 29 feet in length, and 21 feet

3 inches in breadth. The larger is 63^ feet in length, and 36 feet in breadth. The roof
is supported by channeled Ionic pillars. See Plate IV a.

Behind the temple of Minerva stood the public treasiiry, which from its situation was
called 'OTTtcr^dJo/iOf, and in which, besides other public money, a thousand talents were
deposited for any very great exigency of the state.

In the citadel were also several other edifices, as the chapel of Jupiter '^oiTr,p^ and oi

Minerva Swretpa; the temple of Agraulos, the daughter of Cecrops, or rather of Mi
nerva, who was worshiped under that name, in the front and steep side of the rock;
and the temple of Venus, 'lifrroXvreia, consecrated by Pheedra, when in love with Hyp-
polytus.

^ 108. The lower city, which contained all the buildings that surrounded the citadel,

with ?;Iunychia, Phalerum, and Piraeus, was encompassed with walls of unequal
strength, built at different times and by different persons. The principal parts of the
walls were the "SlaKpa TeXxn, which joined the harbor of Piraeus to the city, and which
being about five miles in length, were sometimes called Ma^-oa aKiXn, long legs, anc^

Irachia loniza. long arms. They consisted of two sides. The wall on the north side

was built by Pericles at great expense, and continued forty stadia. That on the south

c 2
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side was called Nortov TeTxoi, or ^rapa fiicrov TtixT], to distinguish it from the eouth wall
of the citadel, and sometimes reixos (paXripiKov, because it included the port of Phalerum.
It was built by Themistocles, of huge square stones, not cemented together with mor-
tar, but fastened on the outside by iron and leaden cramps. The height of it was forty
cubits, but Themistocles wished to raise it to eighty cubits. Its length was thirty-five

stadia. Upon both of the walls was erected a great number of turrets, which, after

the Athenians became so numerous that the city could not contain them, were con-
verted into dweUing-houses. The ^lowvxiov, or wall that encompassed the Munychia,
and joined it to the Piraeus, contained sixty stadia; and the exterior wall on the other
side was forty-three stadia in length; and hence it appears, as has been before ob-
served, that the whole circumference of Athens was 178 stadia, or rather more than 22
Roman miles.

§ 109. Oi the buildings of the lower city, the principal and most remarkable were
the following.

—

UoukcTov was a stately edifice, in which were kept the sacred utensils
used at festivals, and in which were prepared all things necessary for solemn proces-
sions.—The temple of Vulcan, or of Vulcan and Miuerva, situaied not far from the
Ceramicus within the city, was a public prison.—Near to this building was the temple
of the Heavenly Venus ; for the Athenians had two deities of the name of Venus, of
which one was designated Oipan'a) and the other ndj'Jr///oj: the former presided over
chaste and pure love ; the latter was the patroness of lust and debauchery.

—

'AvaKciov

was a temple of Castor and Pollux, who were called avaKcs. In this place slaves were
exposed to sale.

The temple of Theseus was erected by Cimon in the middle of the chy, near the
place where the youths employed themselves in wrestling and other bodily exercises.
This temple was a sanctuary for slaves, and for all persons of low conduion that fled
from the persecution of men in power, in commemoration of Theseus, who, when.
aUve, was the guardian and protector of the distressed.

Speaking of the temple of Theseus, Dr. Clarke observes, that this beautiful Doric temple more
resemblin?, in the style of its architeclure, the temples of PcEstum than of Minerva in the Acro-
polis, and the most entire of any of the remaining structures of ancient Greece, were it rot for
the damage which the sculptures have sustained, may be considered as still perfect. Tlie entire
edifice is of Pentelican marble ; it stands east and west, the principal front facing the east ; and
it has a portico of six columns in each front, and on each side a range of eleven columns, ex-
clusive of the columns on the angles.

A view of this temple is given in Plate XXI. fig. 3.

§ 110. 'OXvfiniov, or '0\v^tTT€iov, was a temp]e of Ionic architecture, erected in honor of
Jupiter the Olympian, and was the most magnificent structure in Athens. The area, or
peribolus, within which it stood, was four stadia in circumference. It was con-
structed with double rows of columns, 10 feet in front, and 21 in flank, amounting in
all to 124; the extent of the front being 171 feet, and the leng'h of the l^ank more
than 400. These pillars are the majestic ruin of this sumptuous and stately temple.
The foundation of this edifice was laid by Pisistratus, whose sons continued the work

;

but it was not completely finished till the time of Adrian, 700 years after the structure
had been commenced.
The temple oi Apollo and Pan stood on the north side at the bottom of the citadel,

in a cave or grotto, which was called Ma^pai niTpai, or KcKponiai nirpai.—The temple
o{ Diana, surnamed A.vaiZ,uivos, because in it women, after the birth of their first child,
dedicated their girdles to that goddess.

Uav^Eov was a temple consecrated to all the gods, who, as they were unhed in one
edifice, were honored with one common festival, which was callei Qeo^ivia. This was
also a very magnificent structure, and was supported by 120 pillars of marble. On
the outside were curiously engraved the deeds and story of all the gods ; and on one
great gate two horses were carved by Praxiteles.
The temple of the Eight Winds was a tower of eight squares, of marble, on every

side of which was carved the figure of a wind, according to the quarter whence it

blew.
The model of this building was furnished b/ Andronicus Cyrrhastcs, who placed upon the top of the tower a small pyramid of

marble, upon the summit of which he erected a brazen trjton, holding in his right hand a switch or wand. The triton was so placed

that he turned round with the wind, and pointed with the wand to the wind which blew. A view of this structure is given in our

Plate XXI. fig. 2.

^111. Sroal, porticos, were very numerous at Athens; but the most remarkable
was that called TIcioiavaKTios, and afterwards UuiKiXn, from its containing a variety
of curious pictures, drawn by those great masters, Polygnotus, Mycon. and Panaenus,
the brother of Phidias. At the'gate of the UoikiXt] was the statue of Solon.—To the
north of the Acropolis, not far from the temple of Theseus, are the ruins of a struc-
ture once evidently very splendid, supposed by Stuart to be the ruins of this celebrated
Stoa or Porch. Some travelers have mistaken them for the remains of the temple of
Jupiter Olympitrs already described, which was in the southern part of the chy, near
the fountain Calirrhoe.

HovacTov was a fort near the citadel, which received its name from the poet Musaeua
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the scholar of Orpheus, who used to repeat his verses in this place, where he was also

buried.

—

'SlSetov was a music theatre, built by Peri .-.es. The inside of this building

was filled with seats and ranges of pillars ; and the outside roof or covering was gra-

dually bent downwards. The roof, which was constructed of the masts and yards of
the vessels taken from the Persians, and in its form resembled the tent of Xerxes,
was supported by columns of stone or marble. It was burnt by Sylla at the siege of
Athens, but afterwards rebuilt. This Odeum was situated on the south-east angle
of the citadel. 'I'he Odeum of Herodes Atticus has soiuetimes been confounded with
that of Pericles, but the Odeum of Herodes was situated at the south-west angle of
the citadel. This last was built by Herodes in memory of his wife, and was con-
sidered as far surpassing, in magnitude and in the costliness of its materials, every
other edifice of the kind in all Greece. The roof of this building was of cedar.
The Ceramicus iKepaiisiKos) received its denomination from Ceramus, the son of

Bacchus and Ariadne; or more properly dwo rfjs KefiapieXKris Tix^ris, from the potter's

art, which was invented here by Corsebus. This extensive space was divided into

two parts, one of which was situated within the city, and contained a great number
of temples, theatres, porticos, &c. ; the other was in the suburbs, was a public bury-
ing place, and contained the Academy, and several other buildings.—The Lyceum
and the Cynosarges were also in the suisurbs on the north-east.

Respecting the Academy and other Gymnasia at Athens, see P. IV. §§ 64, 74.

"^ 112. 'Ayo/iai, forums, were very numerous; but the most remarkable were the
old and the new forum. The new forum was in a place called 'Eperpia, which it is

probable was near to the portico of Zeno. The old forum was situated in the Cera-
micus within the city, and was called 'Apx«'« dyopa. It was extremely spacious, and
was decorated with buildings dedicated to the worship of the gods, or to the service

of the state ; with others which sometimes afforded an asylum to the wretched, but
which were often a sheUer for the wicked ; and wkh statues decreed to kings and in-

dividuals, who had merited well of the republic. In it were held the public assem-
bhes of the people ; but every trade had a different place assigned as a market, and
the forum was divided into different parts, according to the wares exposed for sale.

Thus KvKXng denotes the place where slaves were sold; 'AX^trdn-wXif dyopa, the bakers'
market; Ix^t^oTrwXty dyopa, the fish-monger's market; TwaiKcia dj-opa, the market for wo-
men's apparel. The time when goods were exposed to sale was called irM^ovaa dyopa, full

market, from the great number of persons assembled ; and different hours of the day
seem to have been appointed for the sale of different commodities. To this place the
inhabitants resorted every day. The Scythians, kept in pay by the republic to main-
tain order, were encamped in the middle of the forum. Collectors also attended to

receive the duties imposed on every thing that was sold, and magistrates to superin-
tend what passed.

BovXev-rfipia were public halls, in which each company of tradesmen met, and deli-

berated on matters relating to their trades. At Athens trade was very much encou-
raged ; and if any one reproached another, even the lowest citizen, with living by the
profit of his traffic, he was liable to an action of slander.

§ 113. Aqueducts were not common at Athens before the time of the Romans ; al-

though one is said to have been built by Pisistratus. The want of them was supphed
by wells ((ppeara), some of which were dug by private persons, and others at the pub-
lic expense ; but as good water at Athens was extremely scarce, frequent quarrels
arose among the chizens. Adrian laid the foundation of a stately aqueduct, which
was finished by his successor Antoninus, and which was supported by Ionic pillars.

The stadium was an oblong area, semicircular at one end, designed originally for

the foot-race, but used for other games and exercises ; and for the accommodation ot

spectators, v/ho resorted thither in great numbers, it was built with steps above each
other, in order that the higher ranks might look over the heads of those placed below
them. The most remarkable at Athens, and indeed in all Greece, was the stadium
("EraSiov Uavadnva'tKov), erected near the river Ilissus by Lycurgus, and afterwards en-
larged by Herodes Atticus, one of the richest of the Athenians. It was built of Pen
tehc marble, with such magnificence that Pausanias did not expect to be credited,

even in his brief description of this work, and says that it was a wonder to be taken
for a mountain of white marble upon the banks of the Ihssus. It was about 125 geo-
metrical paces in length, and 26 or 27 in breadth, and was therefore called a stadium,
a measure in ordinary use among the Greeks, being the eighth part of a Roman mile.

§ 114. The Areopagus was a small eminence a little to the north-west of the Acro-
pohs. On this, the court or senate of the Areopagus usually held its meetings. (Cf.

P. III. § lOS). A space was leveled for the purpose on the summit of the rock ; and
the steps which conducted to it, were cut out of the natural solid stone. There was
originally neither enclosure nor roof; but merely an altar to Minerva, and two stone
seats for the accuser and defendant. The court was occasionally protected by
temporary erection.—The P?iyx, Uvv^, was another eminence, opposite the Areo-
pagus, not far from the citadel, celebrated as the place where the Athenians
ae.d their assembhes. Almost the whole of the structure, as appears from a
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recent removal of the earth in this place, was an excavation of the rock. The PniJia,

on which the orators stood to address the people, was carved from the stone, and yet
remains. Before this was a semicircular area, of which the part most distant from
the orator's stone consists of masonry. In the perpendicular surface of the rock,
facing this area, are niches for votive tablets. North-east from the Acropohs, on the
street of the tripods (cf. § 115), was the Upvravelov, where was a public hall, and where
the laws of Solon were deposited. Near it was the BovXeTov or senate-house.

'S 115. Athens had theatres besides those termed Odea. One of the most celebrated
was the theatre of Bacchus, capable of accommodating 30,000 spectators. (Cf. P. IV.
^ 235.) This contained statues of many of the tragic and comic writers, and was the
place where the dramatic contests were decided : it was near the Acropohs, at its

south-east angle. Nothing of it is now seen except the circular sweep scooped in
the rock for the seats. Above it, in the rock of the Acropolis, still appears a cavern
or grotto, formerly termed the Cave of Bacchus, but now converted into a sort of
chapel.—Close by this cavern stands a building, called the Choragic monument of
Thrasyllus ; having on its front three inscriptions recording dramatic victories obtained
in the theatre.. Over this building, and higher up the rock, are the two Columns of
the tripods, or Choragic pillars. There were several other edifices in Athens, erected
for the same purpose; one, exquisitely wrought, is near the eastern end of the Acro-
polis, commonly called the Lantern of Demosthenes, but proved by its inscription to
be a choragic monument erected by Lysicrates. This edifice stood" in the street of the
tripods, so called from the circumstance that in it were erected (on choragic monu-
ments or pillars, or otherwise located) numerous tripods, which had been oTjtained as
prizes in the musical or theatrical contests.

Respecting the dramatic and musical contests above alluJed to, see P. IV. § 66.—A view cf the Monument of Thrasvllus is given

in Plate XLIX. fig. C ; and of that of Lysicrates, in the same Plate, fig. A ; the designation Lantern of DemosIhenea is said to have
been applied by the modern Greeks, under the groundless supposition that it was the study of that illustrious orator.

^ 116. Athens had three harbors for ships:—1. Uetpaieiig, Pirceus, which belonged
to the tribe of Hippothoontis, and was about 35 or 40 stadia distant from the city,
before the building of the iiaKph. Tcixi or long walls. After that time, the Athenians,
by the direction of Themistocles, rendered this their principal harbor. It contained
three opi^oi or docks. In this harbor were five porticoes, which being joined together
formed a very large one, called on that account Max-pa aToa. The Piraeus also con-
tained two forums. Here the productions of all countries were accumulated ; and
this was the market not of Athens only, but of all Greece. In this harbor three hun-
dred galhes have sometimes been collected at once ; and it was sufficientlv capacious
to contain four hundred. The advantages of this place were first observe'd by The-
rnistocles when he devised the plan of giving a navy to Athens. Markets and maga-
zines were presently erected, and an arsenal capable of furnishing every thing neces-
sary for the equipment of a great number of vessels.—2. ^lovwxin, Mi'niychia, which
was a promontory not far distant from Piraeus, and extended not unhke'a peninsula,
and was well fortified both by nature and art. It received its name from a person
called Munychus, who dedicated in this place a temple to Diana, surnamed ^lovvvxi».—3. ^aKrip6v, Phaleruvi, which belonged to the tribe Antiochis, and was distant from
the chy 35 stadia, or as some say, only 20 stadia. This was the most ancient of the
three harbors ; and from it Theseus is said to have sailed for Crete, and Mnestheus
for Troy.
For further details respecting the interesting objects in this renowned city, we refer to the works cited P. W. § 243. 1. ; P. V

§ 7 (b).—We may add fVaddington's Visit to Greece.—Hughes, Travels in Greece, &c. Lond. 1S20. 2 vols. i.—Kruse^ Hellas, ode'
Darstellung des alten Griechenlandes, &c. Leipz. 1825. 3 vols. 8. In this work may be found an account of Lord Elgin's pro
ceedings (cf. P. IV. § 190. 4) ; also of the various modern works illustrating the remains of Grecian art in general.—Cf. Stuart't

Diet, of Architect, under Athenian Architecture; cf. also Chateaubriand's Travels, in Introduction.—E. D. Clarke, Travels in

various countries, &c. Part II. sect. 2.—Barthelemy's Anacharsis, ch. xii., a beautiful description.— fF. M. Leake, Topography ol

Athens. Lond. 1821. with an Atl. fol. Cf. Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature of the United Kingdom, vol. iii. p. 183.

—Wcrrdsworth, Athens and Attica.—Biejiacto", Topographie von Athen (a German translation of Leake). Halle, 1S29; vrith

notes of MQller and Meier.-C. 0. MUller, De Munimentis Athenarum, &c. Gott. 1837. 4. with plates.—i. Bergmann, Die
AlterhUmer von Athen, nach Stuart und Revett, &c. Weimar, 1838. 80 plates.—.ffirfj Plan des Athen.—Ensch 4- Gruber, Ency-
clopadie, under Attika (written by J/liHer).-There is a glance at some of the most interesting objects, in W. Colton, Visit to Con-
Btantinople and Athens. N. York, 1836. 12. ch. 18, 19.

§ 117. (4.) The Peloponnesus, the fourth division of Grsecia (§ 76), remains to be
noticed. In looking at the physical features of this peninsula, we perceive in the
interior a circular chain of mountahis, almost surrounding an included tract of country
which was called Arcadia. From this circle of elevated summits, various branches
are sent off towards the sea; and we find a Ime running out to each of the principal
promontories ; to Rhium Prom, at the entrance of the Sinus Corinthiacus ; to Cheloni-
tes Prom, on the western side of the peninsula ; to Acriias Prom, west of the Sinus
Messeniacus ; to Tcenarum, to JMalea, and to Scyllcetim, the other points, v. hich occur
in passing round the peninsula to the east.—Between these several mountains were
fruitful valleys, watered by numerous streams descending from the mountains in
every direction.

5
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§ 118. This country was originally called Argia and Pelasgia, but after the t.on-

quests of Pelops was called the island of Pelops, lUXoiroi vncrng
; it was also called

Apia. Its present name, Morea, is said to be drawn from its resemblance to a mul-

berry-leaf in shape, or from the number of mulberry trees that it produces.—It may
be considered in six divisions : Achaia, Argolis, Ehs, Arcadia, Messenia, and Lacu-

nia. Sicyonia and Corinthia are sometimes added to these ; but they may be included

under Achaia.

§ 119. Achaia, in the extent we have just given to it, includes the whole north

coast of Peloponnesus, and the isthmus of Corinth, by which it is joined to Hellas.

Exclusive of Sicyonia and Corinthia, it comprised twelve towns, each independent,

and possessed of its own little territory, which were from a very early time united

in a sort of confederacy called the Achaean league ; they were Dyme, Olenus, PharoB,

Tritaea, PatrcB (now Palras), Rhype, JEghnn the place where the deputies of the

league met, Helice, Bura, ^ge, Mgina, and Pellene. In the resistance to the Ro-
mans made by the Achaean league in the later ages, the cities of Sicyon and especially

Corinth took part.

It was from the opposition made in Achaia, that the Romans, when Mummiu9*reduced Greece
to a subject province by the capture of Corinth, B. C. 146, applied the name Achaia to the whole
country. Cf $ 213. I. 6.

^ 120. Sicyon was the most ancient city of Greece, said to have been founded

B. C. 20S9.—But Corinth has obtained greater notoriety: it was on the isthmus, at

nearly an equal distance from the Saronic and Corinthian gulfs. It was once called

Ephyra. Its citadel was on a hill called Acro-Corinthus. It had two ports ; Lecnm-
tim, on the Si7ii(s Corinthiacus, and CenchrecB, on the Sinus Saro7iicus. Although
destroyed by Mummius, it afterwards recovered its splendor, being rebuilt by Julius

Caesar, and became more famous than before for its luxury and hcentiousness.

The isthmus of Corinth was an important pass. Several attempts have been made, at differ-

ent periods, to join these two seas by a canal, and from the failure of them all, "to cut through
the Corinthian isthmus" has become a proverbial expression for aiming at impossibilities. Here
the Isthmian ^ames, in honor of Neptune, were triennially celebrated : and here a stand has
frequently been made against foreign invaders, the narrowness of the isthmus easily admitting
of regular fortification.

^121. Argolis occupied the north-eastern extremity of the Peloponnesus. Its

chief town was Argos, on the river Inachns, more celebrated in the heroic than the

historic ages of Greece. When Perseus had accidentally slain his grandfather Acri-

sius, he transferred the seat of government to 3Ii/ce?ifB ; this latter city retained its

power to the end of the Trojan war ; but after the death of Agamemnon, the Argives,

through motives of jealousy, besieged, captured, and leveled it with the ground.—
North of Argos was Nemea, where Hercules slew the Nemean hon, and instituted the

Nemean games in memory of his victory ; and Tirynthus, a favorite residence of

Hercules, whence he is frequently called the Tirynthian hero.—On the Sinus Argo-
liens (Gulf di Napoli) were, Natiplia (Napoh di Romania), in ancient and modern
times the principal port in these countries ; Epidaunts, remarkable for a celebrated

temple of yEsculapius (P. II. § 84) ; and Trcezene, whither the aged inhabitants of

Athens retired when their city was burned by Xerxes.

^ 122. El is was a small province south of Achaia, on the coast of the Ionian sea.

Its chief tovv'n was Elis, the residence of king Salmoneus, who is said to have pro-

voked the indignation of Jupiter, by his attempts to imitate thunder and lightning ; it

was on the Peneus (Belvidere or Igliaco), a principal river of the province. Pisa, de-

stroyed at a very remote period, was on the Alpheus (Rouphia or Rufeas), a larger rivei

flowing fi-om Arcadia. Not far from Pisa was Olympia, the place near which the Olym-
pic games were celebrated.

Oh/mpia was the name not of a city, but of the sacred site near which the games were per-
formed. Here was the grove ^Itis, with splendid monuments scattered in it ; the temple of
Olympian Jupiter, with its celebrated statue (cf. P. II. $ 24); the Cronium or Hill of Saturn ;

also a famous hippodrome and stadium.
Barthelemy, ch. xxxviii. as cited P. V. § 153. 2.—Choiseul-Gouffier, Sur I'Hippodrome d'OIympia, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol.

xlix. p. 122.—//wscn's Pindar, vol. ii. p. 630, where is a plan with explanations.—PougueciUc, Voyage de la Grece, vol. v. p. 401.

—J. S. Stanhope, Olympia, &c as cited P. IV. § 243. 1.

'?> 123. Arcadia occupied the centre of the Peloponnesus; and being entirely de-

voted to aariculture was said to be sacred to Pan.—Its principal towns were Tegcea, the

capital ; Orchomenus, near the lake Stymphahts, where Hercules destroyed the Harpies,

on the river Ladon, which flows through Arcadia and joins the Alpheus in the eastern

part of the province; Mantinea, where Epaminondas fell, near the ruins of which is

Tripolitza, the metropolis of the Morea; Megalopolis, near the Helissns, a tr'ihuxary to

the Alpheus, built by Epaminondas to repress the incursions of the Lacedaemonians.

—

From the ruins ofPhisalia (Paulitza), in the territory of the Parrhasii, were taken the

bas-reliefs called the Phigalian Marbles (cf. P. IV. § 179, § 183. 4).

The mountains of Arcadia were greatly celebrated by the poets; the principal were
^vllene, the birthplace of Mercury ; Erymanthus, where Hercules slew an enormous
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boar; Mcsnalus, sacred to the Muses; Parthenius, where Atalanta resided; Parrhs-

sius and Lycceus, sacred to Jupiter and Pan. From the hill Nonacris flowed the cel»-

brated river Styx ; its waters were said to be poisonous.

i 124. I'he s'outh-western division of the Peloponnesus was Messenia, of which
Messene, a strongly fortified town, was the capital; the citadel was called llhome, and

was supposed to be impregnable ; these were in the interior, west from the Pamisus,
which is the principal river of the province, and flows from the mountains between
Messenia and Arcadia into the Sinus Messeniacus.—The other principal towns were
Pylos, the city of Nestor, now called Navariti ; Methane, where Philip defeated the

Athenians; and CEchalia or Erytopolis, conquered by Hercules.

The Messenians, after a desperate resistance, were subdued by the Lacedaemonians, and the

greater part compelled to leave the country. Subsequently their city lay long in ruins: but

when Epaminondas had destroyed the supremacy of Sparta, he recalled the descendants of the

exiles and rebuilt Messene. After his death, the Spartans again became masters of the country,
but did not expel the Messenians from their restored possessions.

?> 125. The south-eastern and most important division of the Peloponnesus was
Laconia. Its caphal was Sparta, -which, we shall describe in the following sections.

The other towns of note were, Amyclce, on the Eurotas, the residence of Leda;
Therapne, on the same river, the birthplace of Castor and Pollux ; Gytheitm, the prin-

cipal port of Laconia; Helos, whose inhabitants were enslaved by the Spartans ; and
Sellasia, where the Achaeans, by the defeat of Cleomenes, liberated the Peloponne-
sus from the power of Lacedaemon.
The Sinus Laconicus (Gulf of Colochina) was bounded by the capes Malea (St.

Angelo) and TcBnarum (Matapan). Near Taenarum was a cave represented by the

poets as the entrance into the infernal regions ; through this Hercules is said to have
dragged up Cerberus.

The Peloponnesian states were first subjected by Pelops ; but about eighty years after the
Trojan war, the HeraclidcE, or descendants of Hercules, returned to the Peloponnesus, and
became masters of the different kingdoms. This event, which forms a remarkable epoch in
Grecian history, took place 1104 B. C.

% 126. Topography of Sparta. The city of Lacedaemon, which was anciently called

Sparta, is said to have been built by king Lacedaemon, who gave it the latter denomi-
nation from his wife Sparta, though he designated the country and tne inhabitants

from his own name ; but some think that this city received the appellation of Sparta
from the Sparti, who came with Cadmus into Laconia. It was situated at the foot

of mount Taygetus, on the west side of the river Eurotas, which runs into the Laconic
gulf. It was of a circular form, and forty-eight stadia or six miles in circumference,
and was surrounded to a great extent with vineyards, olive or plane trees, gardens,
and summer-houses.

Anciently the city was not surrounded with walls ; and its only defence was the
valor of its inhabitants. Even in the reign of Agesilaus, and for the space of eight

hundred years, this chy was without any fortifications ; but after it fell into the hands
of tyrants, it was surrounded with walls, which were rendered very strong. It had,
however, some eminences upon which soldiers might be posted in case of an attack.

The highest of these eminences served as a citadel ; its summit was a spacious plain,

on which were erected several sacred edifices. Around this hill were ranged five

towns, which were separated from each other by intervals of different extent, and
each of which was occupied by one of the tribes ofSparta.

^ 127. The great square or forum, 'Ayopa, in which several streets terminated, was
embellished with temples and statues. It also contained the edifices in which the
senate, the ephori, and other bodies of magistrates assembled. Of these pubhc edi-

fices the most remarkable was the Portico of the Persians, which the Lacedagmonians
erected after the battle of Plata3a, at the "expense of the vanquished, whose spoils

they shared. The roof of this building was supported by colossal statues of the prin-

cipal officers in the army of Xerxes, who had been taken or killed in that battle, and
who were habited in flowing robes.—The Scias was a building not far from the forum,
in which assemblies of the people were commonly held. The Chorus was a part of

the forum, where dances were performed in honor of Apollo in the Gymnopaedian
<5ames.

Upon the highest of the eminences stood a temple o{ Minerva, which had the privi-

lege of asylum, as had also the grove that surrounded it, and a small house apper-

taining to it, in which king Pausanias was left to expire whh hunger. The temple
was built with brass (XoA/ctoi/foj). Within the building were engraven, in bas-rehef,

the labors of Hercules, and various groups of figures. To the right of this edifice was
a statue oi Jupiter, supposed to be the most ancient statue of brass in existence; of

the same date whh the re-establishment of the Olympic games.
The most ornamented place in Sparta, however, was the Poecile, which, instead of

being confined to a single gallery like that at Athens, occupied a very considerable

extent. The Romans afterwards took away the superb paintings in fresco which had
«een employed to decorate the walk.—Feirther advanced in the city appeared difTer-
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ent ranges of Porticos, intended only for the display of different kinds of merchan-
dize.

^ 128. Columns and statues were erected for Spartans who had been crowned at

the Olympic games ; but never for the conquerors of the enemies of their country.
Statues might be decreed to wrestlers ; but the esteem of the people was the only
reward of the soldiers. It was not till forty years after the battle of Thermopylce, that

the bones of Leonidas were conveyed to Sparta and deposited in a tomb near the
theatre ; and at the same time also the names of the three hundred Spartans who had
fallen with him were first inscribed on a column.—The theatre v/as in the vicinity of
the forum, and was constructed of beautiful white marble. Not far from the tomb
of Leonidas were those of Brasidas and Pausanias. Funeral orations and games were
annually given near these monuments.
Of the edifices and monuments of Sparta it may be remarked in general, that they were not

distinguished for architectural beauty; and the city had nothing imposing or splendid in its ap..

pearance.

§ 129. On the south side of the city was the 'iTriruSpoiios, or course for foot and horse
races, some vestiges of which are still visible ; and a httle distance from it was the
Platanhtas, or place of exercise for youth, shaded by beautiful plane-trees, and en-
closed by the Eurotas on one side, by a small river which fell into it on the other, and
by a canal which opened a communication with both on the third. The Plaianistas
was entered by two bridges, on one of which was the statue of Hercules, or all-sub-
duing force, and on the other that of Lycurgus, or all-regulating law.
The place which served Sparta for a port or harbor, was Gytheium, TvQziov, situated

west from the mouth of the Eurotas, and distant from Sparta 240 stadia, according to
Strabo, and 30 [300 ?] according to Polybius. It was early surrounded by strong
wails, and had an excellent harbor, in which the fleets of Sparta rode in security, and
where they found every requisite for their maintenance and security.

The ruins of Sparta are found, under the name Palmochori or old town, about two miles distant
from the modern town Jilisitra, near a spot called Magoula. "The whole site," says Chateau-
briand, ''is uncultivated ; when I beheld this desert, not a plant adorned the ruins, not a bird,
not an insect, not a creature enlivened them, save millions of lizards, which crawled without
noise up and down the sides of the scorching walls. A dozen half-wild horses were feeding
here and there upon the withered grass; a shepherd was cultivating a few water-melons in a
corner of the theatre ; and at Magoula, which gives its dismal name to Lacedcemon, I observed
a small grove of cypresses."

On the topo^raptiy and ruins of Sparta, see Chateaubriand'si Travels (p. 94, ed. N. Y. 1814).

—

Le Rot, Monumens de la Grece.—

Sir W. Gdl, Itinerary of the Morea.—icaAe's Travels in the Morea. Load. 1830. 3 vols. 8.—Cramer, Dodwdl, &c' as cited P. V.

^ 7. (b).

IV. ISLANDS BELONGING TO EUROPE.

<5i 130. It was mentioned (§ 8), that having considered the maijtland of Europe under
three divisions, northern, middle, and southern, we might notice the islands together
under a fourth. The European islands known to the ancients were in the Atlantic or
Medherranean ; of those in the Bahic they knew but httle. We will speak first of
those in the Atlantic.

§ 131. Of these, Britannia was the most important. It was scarcely known to
exist before the days of Julius Caesar. Being peopled by successive migrations from
Gaul, the Britons naturally aided the mother country when invaded, and thus pro-
voked the vengeance of Rome. The south-western shores are said to have been
visited by the Phcenicians at a much earlier period ; and that enterprising people have
l)een described as carrying on an extensive trade for tin with Cornwall and the Scilly

isles, which, from their abounding in that metal, were called the Cassiterides InsulcB

(»r Tin islands.

$ 13'.J. The enumeration of the several tribes and villages being a matter rather of curiosity
than utility, we shall only notice a few of the more remarkable.—The Cantii occupied the south
of the island; in their territory were RatupieB (Richborough), celebrated for its oysters by Juve-
nal ; and Partus Lenranis (Lymne), where Cfesar landed, B' C. 55.—The Trinobantes possessed the
country north of the Cantii ; their chief town was Londhtum (London), the most flourishing Ro-
man colony in Britain.—The Silures possessed South Wales, and appear to have been a very
fiourishiTig and warlike tribe. Caractacus, one of their kings, is celebrated for having bravely
defended the liberties of his country; and for a long time baffled the utmost efforts of the Ro-
mans: he was at length subdued by Ostorius Scapula, A. D. 51, and sent in chains to Rome —
^n the eastern coast were the Iceni, whose queen Boadicea, having been cruelly abused by the
ftoman deputies, took up arms to avenge her own and her country's wrongs; at first she ob-
tained several victories over her oppressors, but was finally defeated by Suetonius Paulinus,
A. D 61.—The north of Ensland was possessed by the Briirantes, the most powerful and ancient
of the British nations; their principal towns were Eboracum (York), and hurium (supposed to

k>e Aldborough), the capital of their tribe.

1> 133. Scotland was still less known than England; five nations on the borders,
known by the general name of Meatcp., were subdued by Agricola, and became nomi-
nally subject to the doininion of Rome.
When Britain became a Roman province, it was divided into the five follo\\dng



• J^^ Rotunda of Salonica, the ancient Thessalonica. It is supposed to
have been a Cabirian Temple. By the Christians it was converted into a
church of Paul and Peter. The Turks have turned it into a mosque ; and
erected the minaret, which appear-s attached to it, and in the sallery of
which IS seea a Muezzin, whose office is to announce from the gallery the
nour of prayer.

2. A fountain for the Mussulman ablution before prayers.
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provinces; Britannia prima, comprising the eastern and southern division of the
country ; Flavia Ccesariensis, containing the western tribes ; Britannia aecunda,
which included all Wales ; Maxima CcBsariensis, which contained the country
betv>'een the former divisions and the river Tweed; and Valentin, occupied by the
Meata2.

$ 134. To repel the incursions of the Picts and Scots, who frequently laid waste the Roman
settlements, several walls were built across the island. The first was erected by the celebrated
Asricoia, who completed the conquest of Britain. But this bein^ found insufficient to restrain
the incursions of the barbarians, the emperor Adrian erected a rampart of great strength and
dimensions.—The wall of .\drian extended from ^stuariiim Jtiivce (Solway Friih), on the western
roast, to Siiirediiviim (Cousin's House), a village north of Pnns ^Ulii (Newcastle-upon-Tyne), on
the eastern coast, a distance of about 70 miles. It consisted of a double rampart and ditch, and was
strenL'ihened by forts erected at short intervals.—Twenty years after this, the emperor Antoni-
nus rebuilt the wall of Agricola, which was nearly parallel to that of Adrian, and had been neg-
lected after that was built, whence this is usually called the rampart of Antoninus.

$ 13.5. But tile last and sreatest of these structures was the wall erected by the emperor Seve-
rus, A. D. 200.—It was situated a few yards north of the wall of Adrian, and was one of the
strongest fortifications of antiquity. Tlie wall was twelve feet wide and eight feet high, built
of stone and cement ; it was strengthened by eighteen stations or garrisons, thirty-o;i'=' castles,
and three hundred and twenty-four towers : the whole body of forces employed to garrison this
immense range of fortification were ten thousand men, besides six hundred mariners, appointed
to guard the points wliere the ramparts communicated with the shore.

% 136. The islands adjoining Britain were the Orcades (Orkneys), Hebrides (Western
Isles), 3Iunn Taciti (Anglesea) , 3[o7ia Ccesaris (Man), Vcclia (Isle of Wight), and Cas-
siterides (Scilly Isles).—Ireland was known to the ancients only by name, and was
called lerne Juverna, or Hibernia.
The Irish say that they are descended from a Scythian nation, and that at an eaity period, part of the country was colonized by the

Phoenicians; in proof of the latter, it has been urjed that the specimens of the Punic langurtge preserved by Flautus, are almost pure

Irish; and that antique swords, found in the bogs of Ireland, have on analysis been proved to consist of materials precisely similar

to those of the Punic swords dug up by Sir W. Hamilton in the field of Cannse.—Cf. P. V. § 332. 2.

An island called Thule is frequently mentioned in the classical authors as the most
distant known, but its situation has not been described, and therefore we cannot be
certain what particular island was meant. Iceland, some of the Shetland isles, and
Greenland, have been named by different modern w'riters (cf. % 3).

<$> 137. In speaking of the islands in the Mediterranean, we begin in the western part.

The BnleariccB, deriving their name from the skill of the inhabitants in shnging and
archery, were on the coast of Spain. Their names were Balearis major (Majorca)

;

Balearis minor (Minorca), and Ebusus (Ivica).

Between Spain and Italy are Corsica and Sardinia, separated by the Frefum Fosses

(Strait of Bonefacio). Corsica, called by the Greeks Cyrnos, was of little note in

ancient times, but is celebrated for having given birth to Napoleon Bonaparte. It con-

tained two Roinan colonies, Mariana planted by Marius, and Aleria by Sylla. North
of Mariana was JSIatinorum Oppidum (Bastia), the present capital of the island.—
Sardinia derived its name from Sardus, an African prince, said to be a son of Her-
cules, who at a very early period led a colony hither; it was called by the Greeks
Ichnusa, from its resemblance to the human foot. Nehher serpents nor wolves were
found in this island, and (as we are told) only one poisonous herb, which caused those
who eat of it to expire in a fit of laughter, and hence the expression, a Sardonic grin.

The chief town was Calaris (now Cagliari). Both islands were long tributary to the

Carthaginians, who were expelled by the Romans in the first Punic war.

There were several small islands of no great importance on the coast of Italy ; the

chief were Ilua (Elba), which is of some interest, as the spot of Napoleon's temporary
banishment ; Prochyta ; and CaprecB (Capri), infamous as the scene of the unnatural

debaucheries of Tiberius.

^ 138. Sicilia, the largest and most fertile of the Mediterranean islands, hes to the

south of Italy, from which it is separated by the Fretinn Slculum (Strait of Messina).

—

It was called Triquetra, or Trinacria, from its triangular shape, terminating in three

promontories ; Pelorus (Faro), on the north ; Pachynus (Passaro), on the south ; and
Lil-yhaiim (Boco), on the west.

SyracuscB (Siracusa) w^as the ancient capital of Sicily, and one of the most remarka-
ble cities of antiquity. It was founded by a Corinthian colony led by Archias, and
arrived at such a pitch of greatness that the circuit of its walls exceeded twenty miles.—
It was divided into five parts, which were so large as to be esteemed separate towns

;

viz. Ortygia, a small island, on which the Greeks originally settled ; Acradina facing

the sea; Tycha, between that and the following division; Neapolis, which stood on
the great port ; and Epipolas.—Syracuse had two ports, the lesser formed by the island

Orlycria, and the greater at the mouth of the river Anapns. which here flows into a
large bay, having the island at its northern, and the fort oi Plemmyrium at its southern

extremity. The celebrated prison called LalomicE was cut out of the rock by the tyrant

Dionysius ; in this was a cavern shaped like the human ear, so contrived as to transmit

all feounds from below to a small apartment where the tyrant used to conceal hunself
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in order to overhear the conversation of his victims ; it is now a very handsome sub-
terraneous garden.

This city is reinarkable for the defeat of the Athenians, in their fatal Sicilian expedition, and
the formidable resistance made by the inhabitants when the town was besiesed by Marcellus.
This siege was protracted principally by the mechanical contrivances of Archimedes.

§ 139. Some of the other considerable towns in SiciHa were Mcssana ; Leontima;
Agrigenfum, where the tyrant Phalaris resided ; Lilybceum, Drepanum, Panormos. (Pa-
lermo), Hiinera ; Nuulockus, where the oxen of the sun were supposed to be Ivept;

Tricola, vvliere Trypho and Athenis eslaldished the head quarters of a repubhij of
slaves, and held out against the Roman power for several years ; ^eli?ius, known for

its vigorous but unavailing resistance to the Carthaginians.

InlerestiDS Greek ruins have been found at Seiinus, Ajrigentum, &c.—Ou thete ruins, see R. Hoare, Classical Tour, rol. ii. p. 78 ss,

—Cf. P. IV. \ ITS. 3.—f. Gartner, Arcbiiect. Monum. of Sicily, as cited P. IV. 5 243. 1.—See also the citations, P. IV. § 234. 3.

The principal Sicilian rivers are the SimcpAlms (Giaretta), celebrated for the produc-
tion of amber ; Ashmrius, where the Athenian generals Nicias and Demosthenes were
taken prisoners by the Syracusans, and Helorus on the eastern coast ; on the south
side were Camicus and Crimisus, with some smaller streams; and on the north, the

river Hiinera.—Mount JEtna, so celebrated for its volcano, occupies a great part of

Sicily ; the poets feigned that the giants, when defeated by Jupiter, were buried under
this heap, and that the eruptions were caused by their etibrts to relieve themselves.

The first inhabitants of Sicily were the Cyclopes and LfEstrigons, a barbarous race of people,
almost extirpated by the ditTerent Greek colonies, whom the commercial advantages of Sicily's
situation induced to settle in this island.

% 140. Near the western angle or corner of Sicily are three small islands called

Agates, opposite one of which, ^l£gusa, Lutatius Catulus defeated the Carthaginians
in a great naval engagement, and thus put an end to the first Punic war.—North of
Sicily were the Insulcs JEoVkb (Lipari islands), sacred to Vulcan ; the largest is Lipara,
which was once a place of great consequence ; the next in size is Strongyle (Stromboli),

where ^Eolus is said to have imprisoned the winds, and where there is a celebrated
volcano.—South-east of Sicily is Melile (Malta), remarkable in ancient times for its

cotton manufactories. Here St. Paul was shipwrecked in his voyage from Jerusalem
to Rome. It was first peopled by the Phoenicians, who found this island a convenient
station for commerce on account of its excellent harbor.—Near Malta is the small island

of Gaulos (Gozo).

§ 141. We notice next the Ionian Islands, on the western coast of Greece. Corctra
(Corfu) stood opposite that division of Epirus called Thesprotia, from which it was
separated by a narrow strait, named Corcyrean.—It is called by Homer Scheria, or

PhcBacia, and he describes (in the Odyssey) the inhabitants as luxurious and indolent.—

•

The principal town was Corcyra, near which were the celebrated gardens of Alcinous
and Cassiope. Near the promontory of Phalacrum was a remarkable rock, said to

have been the ship which Ulysses received from Alcinous, to convey him to his native

country, and which Neptune changed into a rock, as a punishment to the Phteacians
for aiding Ulysses.

Leucadia (Santa Maura) was originally a peninsula, and the isthmus was cut through
by the Carthaginians to facihtate navigation. The chief town was Lcticas, in earlier

ages called Nericum, and the neighboring country Neritis ; it was founded by a Co-
rinthian colony, and was joined to the continent by a bridge, as the strait was here very
narrow.—At the south-western extremity of Leucadia was a high mountain, named
Leucate, and a remarkable rock, called from its color Leucopelra, from which unfortu-

nate lovers precipitated themselves into the sea. On the top of this rock was a temple
of Apollo, where the victims offered sacrifices previously to taking the fatal leap.

The Eclmiadex (Curzolari) were a small cluster of islands at the mouth of the river

Achelous, of which the most celebrated was Dulichium, part of the empire of Ulysses.
—Near Dulichium was Ilhaca (Thaki), the birthplace of Ulysses; the capital was also

called Ithaca, and stood at the foot of Mount Neritiis.

$ 142. Cephalenia (Cephalonia) is the largest of the Ionian islands.—Its chief
town was Same, from whence the island was frequently called by that name ; there
were three othiT towns of little consequence in the island ; fi-om which circumstance
it is called l^trapolis. In this island are some ruins of Cyclopean structure.

South of this was Zncynthus (Zante), with a capital of the same name, celebrated for

its fertility and beautifulgroves. Herodotus declares that there was sucli an abundance
of bitumen found here, that even the neighboring sea assumed prismatic hues from the
oily matter that floated on its surface.

West of the Peloponnesus were the Sf.rophades (Strivoli), at first calle I Plotce, the

residence of the Harpies; and south of them, the island of Sphncteria (Spiiagise), taker?

by Cleon the Athenian, in the first Peloponnesian war.—South of the Peloponnesus
was Cyfhera, or PorphyrcB (Cerigo), sacred to Venus. It contained two excellent towns
and harbors, Cythera and Scanda, which the Lacedaemonians fortified whh great care,

but the Athenians destroyed both in the first Peloponnesian war.

d2
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•i 143. W3 may include among the ^gean Islands all that remain to te noticed.
The Thracian islands occupy the northern part of the JEgean, and were named

Thasus, Samothrace, and Imbrus.

—

Thasus (Tasse), opposite the mouth of the Nessus,
was in the earlier ages of Grecian history named JEthria. It produced wine and mar-
ble, and the inhabitants were at one time so powerful as to dispute the mastery of the
sea whh the Athenians, but after a severe contest of two years they were compelled
to siirrender at discretion.

—

Samothrace (Samandrachi) derived its name from Sarnos,
by a colony from which it was first peopled. From this place Dardanus brought the
worship of Cybele to Troy.

—

Imbrus (Embro) lies to the south of Samothrace.
^ 144. Tenedos stands at the entrance of the Hellespont, opposite the Troad. It

contained but one city, and a celebrated temple of Apollo, here called Smintheus, be-
cause he delivered the inhabitants from a plague of mice, called Sminthae in the Phry-
gian language.

South-west of this was Lemnos (Stalimene), dedicated to Vulcan, who, when thrown
out of heaven by Jupiter, is said to have fallen on this island. It contained two cities,

Heph.-estia or Vulcatia, and Murina.—Farther west, on the Thessalian coast, was
Halonnesus (Droma), which is said to have been at one time defended by the valor of
the women alone, when all the males were slain. South of these were Sciathiis (Sci-
atia) ; Scopelos (Scopela) ; and Scyros (Skiro), where Acliilles was concealed by his
mother Thetis, to prevent his going to the Trojan war.

South of Tenedos, and opposite Ephesus, was Lesbos (Metelin), the birthplace of
the philosopher Pittacus, the poets Arion and Alcajus, and the poetess Sappho ; its

chief towns were Methymna, celebrated for wine, and Milylene, from whence the island
has derived its modern name.—South of this was Chios (Scio), celebrated for its wine.
The slaughter of the inhabitants of this island by the Turks, in 1S22, escited great
public sympathy,

% 145. The largest island of the jEgean was Eubcea (Negropont), opposite the coast
of Bceotia, from which it was separated by a narrow strait called the Euripus. Into
this strait Aristotle (P. V. § 115), according to the accounts of some, threw himself, in
a fit of frenzy, because he was unable to explain the cause of its ebbing and flowing.
The chief towns were Chalcis, joined to Aulis in Boeotia, by a bridge across the Eun-
pus ; Erelria, an Athenian colony, founded before the Trojan war ; Oreus, on the
Euripus ; the town and promontory of Artemisium, in the northern part of the island,
where the Greeks gained their first naval victory over the Persians ; and Carystus, in
the south, between the promontories Gerajstus and Caphareus, remarkable for the
quarries of marble in the neighboring mountain Ocha. The history of Eubcea is not
very important, as the greater part was subjected to other Greek states.

In the Saronic gulf were ^gina (Engia), anciently jEnone, strongly fortified by
nature, and at one period the rival of Athens at sea; here were discovered the monu-
ments called the jEginetan sculptures or marbles (cf. P. IV. § 190. 3). The jEgine-
tans were the most distinguished of the Grecian aUies at the battle of Salamis, and
obtained the prize of valor.—Next to this is Salamis (Elimi), the island of Telemon,
father of Ajax and Teucer. Near Salamis the Greek fleet, commanded by Euribia-
des the Spartan, and Themistocles the Athenian, totally defeated the immense navy
of Persia.—On the coast of the Peloponnesus was Calauria (Foro), where Demos-
thenes poisoned himself that he might not fall into the hands of Antipater, the suc-
cessor of Alexander the Great.

^ 146. South-east of Eubcea was the large cluster of islands called the C yclades,
from their nearly forming a circle roitnd the island of Ddos. This island, also called
Ortygia, is celebrated by the poets as the birthplace of Apollo and Diana; on which,
near Mount Cynthus, stood the celebrated temple of the Delian god, to which pil-

grimages were made from all parts of Greece. A sacred galley, called Paralus
_(J7 TrapaXoi), was annually sent from Athens to Delos with a solemn sacrifice, and dur-
ing its absence it was unlawful to punish any criminal in Athens capitally. The other
remarkable islands in this group were Myconus, Gyarus, and Seriphus, small islands
whither the Roman emperors used to banish criminals; Andros and Tenos, south-east
of Eubcea; Ceos (Zea), and Helena, on the coast of Attica; Cythus, Siph7uis, and
Melos (Milo), south of Ceos ; Paros, celebrated for its white marble, the birthplace of
the statuaries Phidias and Praxiteles; Kaxos, sacred to Bacchus, where Ariadne was
ungratefully deserted by Theseus; las, where Homer was said to have been buried;
Thera, and Anophe.

§ 147. The islands in the eastern part of the jEgean were called the Sporades, and
more properly belonged to Asia, but they are enumerated here as they were possessed
by the Greeks. The chief of these were'Samos, sacred to Juno, the birthplace of Py-

'

thagoras ; Icaria, which gave name to the Icarian sea ; Patmos (Palmossa), where the
Apostle John wrote the Revelations ; Cos, the native country of Harpocrates ; Car-
pafhi/s (Scarpanto), which gave name to the Carpathian sea ; and Bhodus (Rhodes).

—

j'his latter island contained three cities, Lindus, Camyrus, and Rhodus.

At the harbor of Rhodiis stood the Colossus, an enormous statue, dedicated to the sun (P. 11
? 72!. It held in one hand a lighthouse. This splendid statue (cf.P.IV.$ 180. 1) was thrown
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down by an earthquake about B. C. 225, and having long lain prostrate was broken up by the
Saracens when they became masters of the island, in the seventh century.

§ 148. Greta {Crete or Candia), at the entrance of the jEgean, was the most cele-

brated island ot" ancient times : it is said to have contained a liundred cities, the princi-

pal of which were G7iossus, near Mount Ida, on the north side ot the island ; Gorlijnia,

on the opposite side, where stood the celebrated Labyrinth, built by Daedalus ; and
Cydonia, by some esteemed the capital.

The first inhabitants of Crete were the Id.TJ Dactyli, who lived near Mount Ida, and exercised
mechanical arts ; nearly contemporary with these were the Ciiretes, who directed their attention

to agriculture.— Minos, a descendant of Jupiter, was the legislator (jf Crete, and from his laws
the institutions of Lycurgus are said to have been principrilly bi>rrnwed. The fabulous legends
respecting this monarch, his wife Pasiphae.and his daughter Ariadne, are mentioned in another
place (cf. P. II. $ 117. (a), and $ 125).

The Cretan Latyrimh is generally represented to liave been near Gnossas ; but some suppose it to have been found in the remark-

able eicavalions or caverns near Gortynia, consisting of several chambers and galleries. It is not improbable that some such cavera

near Gnossus gave rise to the stor)' of an artificial labyrinth.—See HCckKs Greta.

—

Cocko-dl, on the Creun Labyrinth, in IValpol^i

Memoirs.—SmiJA, Diet of Antiquit. art. Labynnthus.

II. OF ASIA.

§ 149. Asia, the la.gest and most populous of the divisions of the globe, is cele-

brated as the birthplace ff the human race ; the quarter where the true God was wor-
shiped wiien the rest of the world was sunk in superstitious barbarism ; the scene of
our Savior's life and suffering"; and for the great monarchies, the Assyrian, Baby-
lonian, and Persian, w'hich possessed extensive sway (cf. § 211) before the commence-
ment of authentic European history.—From Asia the first principles of the arts and
sciences were imported into Europe, and there civilisation had attained a high degree
of perfection, before the western countries had emerged from barbarism.

^ 150. The countries of Asia m.ay naturally be considered in two divisions, the
Eastern, and Western ; the boundary between them being the river Rha or Wolga,
the Mare Caspium, and the mountains extending thence towards the Sinus Persicus.
The Eastern division includes Scythia, SiXARrii Regio, Ixdia, Persia, Media.

and Parthia, with the countries north of the mountains called Paropamisus.—The
Western includes Sarmatia, with the countries between the Mare Caspium and Pon-
tus Euxinus, Armexia, Asia Minor, Syria, Arabia, and MESOPOTAiiiA, with the
countries in the valley of the Tigris.

I. THE COUNTRIES OF THE EASTERN DIVISION OF ASIA.

§ 151. Scythia was the name appHed to all the northern and north-eastern part of
Asia. Very httle was known respecting it. It was divided into Scythia intra Imaum,
and Scythia extra Imaum, separated by the mountains called Imaus, now Belur Tag,
v/hich unite with the modern Altai on the north, and Himmaleh on the south.—'Scy-

thia extra Imaum included the Regio Casia (Kashgar in Tartary), and the Eegio Se-
rica (the north-\vest part of China) ; in the latter was the city Sera, the thoroughfare
of ancient commerce between eastern and western Asia.

There ha.s been much discussion respecting the real situation of the ancient Serica.—Ct. ZfAnville, and Goasdin, sur la Serique

des Anciens, in the Mem. Acad. Imcr. vol. £xxli. p. 573, and xlix. p. 113.— Class. Journal, vol. vi. p. 204. vii. S2.—^inthcm?i

liempriere, article Seres.

The SiN.E occupied the most eastern portion of Asia known to the ancients; sup-
posed to be the country now named Cochin China. Their capital Was Thynce, on the
Cotiaris, a branch of the Semis.

§ 152. India included the territory extending from the mountains called in therr

northern part Parueti, on the west of the river Indus, to the river Serus or Menan,
which empties into Magnus Sinus (Gulf of Siam). It w^as divided by the ancients

into India intra Gangem, and India extra Gangem : the boundary between them be-
ing the Ganges, which discharged into the Sitius Gangeticus (Bay of Bengal). This
country was but httle known before the expedition of Alexander. The southern part

of India intra Gangem, or Hindostan, was called Promontorium Comaria (cape Como-
rin). Several places on the coast were known. North of the riv^r Chaberis (Cavery),

was the Regio Arcati, the modern Arcot.—In India extra Gangem was the Aurea
Chersonesus (the peninsula of Malaya), its southern point being called Magnum Pro-
montorium (now cape Romania).

"§> 153. Persia, in its more limited meaning, was the country lying east of the river

Tigris, between Media on the north and the Persian gulf on the south. But the name
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IS sometimes, and is here, employed to comprehend the whole territory south of the

Faropamisus chain of mountains, from the Zagrcs chain and the river Tigris on the

west, to the Parueti and Arbiti Monies separating it from India on the east. Thus it

includes several provinces.

Su si an a was the most western on the Tigris, containing the cxixes Elymais and

Siisa; the latter, called in the Bible SMishan, was the winter residence of the Per-

sian kings ; it was situated upon the river Choaspes, which flowed from the Orontes

mountains into the Tigris.

—

Persis was directly east of Susiana, bordering upon the

Sinus Persicus, and corresponding to Persia in its limited and proper sense. Its capi-

tal was Persepolis, represented as a city of great splendor ; the royal palace was set

on fire by the order of Alexander, when inflamed with wine and instigated by his

mistress Thais.

The ruins of Persepolis still excite admiration. It was situated on a beautiful plain six miles

wide and 100 long from N. W. to S. E. which is now crowded with numerous villages.—Through
this flowed the Praxes, now Bendemir or Bend Emir discharging into Lake Baktegian. The
principal ruin is the palace called by the natives Chckul-Minar, Cliil-Jyiinar, or Shehel-Minar, or

palace of furty columns.

See a description, with plates, in Rob. Ker Porter'i Travels.—G. Kejypel, Journey from India to England, by Persia, &c. in 1824.

U>ni. IS<27. 4.—/. E. AUxander, Travels from India to England, through Persia, Asia Minor, &c. in 1826. Lond. 1827. 4.—Ct

fftrctr. The Univ. History, &c. ci!ed \ 211. VI.

Previously to the founding of Persepolis, the royal residence was at Pasargada, which was in

Coele-Persis, on the river Cyrus, flowing southerly into a small lake; here king Cyrus is said to

have erected a tomb for himself, in a high narrow tower.

A monuraeut still exists, which has been supposed to be the tomb of Cyrus : it is represented in our Plate XVIII. fig. 1.—Cf.

P. III. § IS7. 4.

The Other provinces were C a r m a n i a (Kerman), south-east of Persis, also border-

ing on the Sinus Persicus ; G e d r o s i a (now Mekran), lying on the ErythroBum Mare
and extending from Carmania to India ; Arachosia and Drangiana, which in-

clude the whole remaining territory on the north and east between Gedrosia on the

south and the Paropamisus on the north.—This latter terrhory was watered by the

Elymander, which, with tributaries from the mountains on the north, east, and south,

flowed into the Aria Palus, a lake or sea on its western hmits ; the whole territory was
often included under Aria, which properly belongs to the contiguous country north of

the Paropamisus.
§ 154 a. Media was situated south of the Mare Caspium; its northern limit was the rivei

Araxes flowing to that sea from Armenia ; on the south were Susiana and Persis. Its

principal river was the Mardus or Amardus, rising in the south-western part, where the

Orontes chain of mountains is connected with the Zagros chain, and flowing by a cir-

cuitous course into the Caspium Mare in the country of the Mardii. Media was sepa-

rated from Armenia on the west by Mons Imharus, a chain extending from Mt. Ararat

on the north to the Zagros on the south. The capital was Echalana (now Hamadan),
in the region south of the mountains termed Orontes.

Ecbatana was made the summer residence of the Persian monarchs, and afterwards of the

Parthian Two tombs, with inscriptions in the Hebrew character, are still shown lo travelers

as being those of Mordecai and Esther.—/2oo-(B, or Rages, mentioned in the apocryphal book
of Tobit, was a place of some importance, north-east from Ecbatana.

See Renndl, Geog. of Herod, sect. v. 11, as cited P. V. § 241. 5.~mck, Vet. Med. et Pers. Monumenta, cited P. IV. § 171.—JlfoJ

colm, as cited § 211. VI.

§ 154 h. The northern portion of Media, lying on the river Araxes, was formed, after

the death of Alexander, into an independent kingdom, by the satrap Atropates, and
thence called Atropatene; having as its capital Gaza (now Tebriz or Tabreez),
and next perhaps in importance Atropatene or Atropaiia on a stream flowing into the

Mardus. In the western part of this province was the Lacus Spauta or Marciaims
(lake of Oroomiah), near which on its western side was Theharma (Oroomiah), said

to be the native place of Zoroaster or Zerdusht.

This region, now a part of Aderbijan, and belonging to Persia, has become intensely interesting, on account of the American mis

sion established among the Nestorian Christians, who reside in the plains of Oroomiah and in the mountains on the west, and whose

existence was first maJe known to the western world about the year 1826.—See Smith and Dwight, Researches, &c. as cited P. IV.

§ 36. ].—Miss. H^ald, vol. xxi. p. 11. xxxiv. p. 2S9.—.4. Grant, The Nestorians, or the Lost Tribes. N. York, 1841. 12.—/. Pef
kills. Account of a Residence in Persia, &c. Bost. 1843. 8. with colored plates. (See Plate VI a.)

§ 155. Under Paethia we include the region lying at the south-eastern corner of the

Caspian sea ; between Media on the south and the river Oxus (Gihon), which flows to

the north into the sea of Aral, although it was once supposed to flow into the Caspian,
and is so delineated on some maps. It was originally but a part of Hyrcania, a pro-

vince belonging to the Persian empire. By Arsaces, after the time of Alexander, it was
made the seat of a new state, which under his successors, called Arsacidm, grew into

!>. considerable empire, and opposed effectual resistance to the Romans (V211. a'iii./.

Ore of its principal places was Niscsa (Nesa), on a northern branch of the nver Ochu!>

(Margab), which empties into the Caspian. Hyrcania (Corcan) was a considerable place,

on the small river Socanda.—But the royal residence of the Arsacidad was Hecatompylos,
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in the south-western part; although the later Parthian monarchs sometimes resided at

Ctesipho7i on the Tigris.
_ _ • t> • j

The remaining countries, between Parthia and Scythia, were Aria, Bactnana, and

Sogdiana.—Ari'a was east of Parthia and Media, and north of the Paropamisus, al-

though the name was often extended, so as to include (§ 153) a large region south of

that chain of mountains. The principal place was Artacoana (now Herat).—B a ctri-

a n a was east of Ana and south of the river Oxus ; its capitai'was Zariaspa or Bactra

(Balk), on a tributary of the Oxus.—S o g d i a n a includes the territory between the

Ozus and the Jaxartes or Sir; corresponding nearly to the modern country Al-Sogd.

Its chief place was il/aracajiiia (Samarcand), on the Polytimetus, a branch of the Oxus.

Cyropolis was a place founded by Cyrus on the Jaxartes. Various tribes occupied this

region; in the north-eastern part were the Sac(B.

II. THE COUNTRIES OF THE WESTERN DIVISION OF ASIA.

"^ 156. Beginning on the northern limits we notice first S a r m at i a, called Asiatica,

to distinguish it from the country of the same name in Europe, from which it was sepa-

rated bv°the river Tanais. Its boundary on the south was the Caucasus. It was inhabhed

by roving and uncivilized tribes; particularly the Alani, and the Cimmerii: from the

latter, the strait connecting the Palus Mceotis with the Euxine received its name of

Boxphorus Cimmericus.—South of Sarmatia, and between the Pontus Euxinus on the

west, and the Mare Caspium or Hyrcanium on the east, were the three countries, Col-

chis, Iberia, and Albania. Colchis was on the Euxine ; one of its chief places was

./Sa, on the river P«as/s (Faz-Reone).—x\ 1 b a n i a was on the Caspian, extending south

as far as the river Cyrus (or Kur). An important place was one of the two celebrated

passes of the Caucasus, called PylcB AlbanicB or CaucasicB, between a northern spur of

the Caucasus and the Caspian, as is generally supposed ; afterwards the strong city

of Derbend.—I b e r i a was between Colchis and Albania, a high valley, watered by

the Cyrus and its numerous tributaries. The other celebrated pass of the Caucasus

led from this valley over into the declivity of the Euxine ; it was the defile through

which the rixer A ragus (Arakui) flows into the Cyrus; it is now called X>ar?eZ.

—

These passes, and others in the vicinity of the Caspian Sea, are sometimes termed

FylcB CaspicE ; but the pass properly so termed, is supposed to be the modern pass

of Gurdock, about 90 miles from Teheran.

On these passes, cf. TValckm'dr, de Fortes Caspiennes, Caucasiennes, et Albaniennes, &c. in the Mem. de I'butiXut, Classe d'Hist.

a Lit Anc. vol. vii. p. 210, with a map.—.BtU. Repository, No. xxii. p. 370.

^ 157. AkmejVIA was immediately south of Colchis and Iberia, extending to mount
BFasius and the Carduchi Monies on the south, and from Media on the east to the

northern branch of the Euphrates, which separated it from Asia Minor. It presents

three great valleys, extending nearly east and west; first, that on the north-east,

watered by the Araxes^ also called Phasis (now Aras), flowing to the Caspian ; second,

the central, separated from the first by the chain of mountains in which is the summ.it

called Ararat, and watered by the southern branch of the Euphrates, which rises in

its eastern part and flows westerly, containing also the lake called Arsissa Palus ;

third, the south-western, smaller, separated from the central by the Niphates Mantes,

and watered by the Tigris, which rises in its western part and flows through it in an

easterly course.—Some of the principal places were Artaxafa, on the Araxes, the an-

cient capital : Arza (Erze Roum), near the sources of the northern branch of the Eu-
phrates ; Amida, on the Tigris near its source ; and Tigranocerta, taken by Lucullus

in the Mithridatic war, and plundered of vast riches.

The summit called Ararat is commonly supposed to be that on which Noah's ark rested ; this is said to have been ascended, for the

first time, by Prof. Parrol, in 1829. See Bill. Repos. No. xxii. p. 390.

"S 158. Asia Mixok is a term not used by classical authors, but invented in the

middle ages. In general, the Roman writers confined the term Asia to the countries

bordering on the Propontis and ^Egean, and divided it into Asia intra Taurum and

Asia extra Taurum. The large peninsula which is known by the name of Asia Mi-

nor, included a great number of petty states, whose boundaries varied at different

periods.—The northern provinces of Asia Minor, beginning at the .-Egean sea, were
Phrygia Minor, Mysia, Bithynia, Paphlagonia, and Pontus.—The middle provinces

were Lydia, Pnrygia Major. Galatia, Lycaonia and Isauria, Cappadocia, and Armenia
Minor.—The southern provinces were Caria, Lycia, Pisidia, and Pamphyha.
See Rer.tntll, Geography of Western Asia. Lend. 1831. 2 vols. 8.

^ 159. Phrygia Minor, or Troas, is celebrated for the Trojan plains at the en-

trance of the Hellespont. The lapse of ages has produced such changes, that modern
travelers are not agreed about the situation of the city of Troy, called also Ilium.

fiium was built at some distance from the sea, above the junction of the Scarnavder, or Xan-
thus, and Simnis, two small streams, rising from mount Ida. and falling into the Hellespont; the

citade! was cal'*.d Pergamus, and was erected on a little hill included within the walls. Tb(^
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plain between the city and the sea was intersected by the rivers Scamander and Simois, and
there the battles mentioned in the Iliad were fought. At the eastern extremity of the plain was
the mount Ida, the summit of which was called Gargarus; the west was bounded by the Helles-
pont, which here forms an extensive bay, between the promontory of Rhmteum on the north, and
Sigeum on the south. Here lay the Grecian fleet, and at a little distance on the shore was the
camp. Ajax was buried on the Rhaetean and Achilles on the Sigean promontory.

See P. II. § 132, and P. V. § 50.—iZenncZi, and others, on the Topography of Troy, as cited P. V. § 50. 7.

Mysia, divided into Minor and Major, extended from the Hellespont to Bilhynia.
The principal towns of the former were, Abydos (§ 73) ; and Lampsacus, dedicated to
Priapus, celebrated for its wealth and luxury.—The principal chy in Mysia Major
was Cyzicus, situated on an island of the same name in the Fropo7itis, and joined by
two bridges to the continent ; celebrated for the gallant resistance it made when be-
sieged by Mithridates ; near this is the river Granicus, where Alexander defeated
the army of Darius, and where Lucullus obtained an equally important victory over
Mithridates.

§ 160. Bithynia, at first called Bebrycia, lay between the Thracian Bosphorus
and the river Parthenias. Its chief towns were, Apamea, at the mouth of the river
Mhyndacus; Nicomedia, on a gulf of the same name ; Clialcedon (Kadi Keui, or Cadi's
village), called the City of the Blind, because its founders neglected the more eligible
site Byzantium, at the opposite side of the Bosphorus; Chrysopolis (Scutari, directly
opposite to Constantinople), where the Athenians stationed a fleet imposing tribute on
all vessels from the Euxine ; Lihyssa, where Hannibal was buried ; Calpas and Hera-
clea, on the Euxine ; Kiccsa (Nice), where the first- general council was assembled

;

and Prtisa, at the foot of Mount Olympus, where Hannibal for a short time found
refuge with king Prusias.

Prusa attained great impprlauce under the name of Bursa, when Othman, founder of the Ottoman empire, made it his capital. It

continued to tie tlic chief residence of the Sultans until the capture of Constantinople in 1453. It still retains, in the modern Broosa,

an important rank among the cities of Asiatic Turkey. (See Plate, VI b.)

Paphlagonia, lay between the rivers Parthenias and Halys. The chief towns
were Sinope (Sinube), the birthplace of Diogenes, and capital of the kingdom o/
Mithridates ; and Carambis (Karempi), near a promontory of the same name,°oppositb
the Criu-Metopon, a cape in the Tauric Chersonese.
P on tus, the kingdom of the celebrated Mithridates, extended from the river Halyg

to Colchis. The principal towns were Amisus, near the Halys ; Eupatoria, on the
confluence of the Iris and Lycus, named by Pompey Megalopolis ; Amasia, the birth-
place of the geographer Strabo ; Themiscyra, on the 1-iver Thermodon, where the
Amazons are supposed to have resided ; Cerasus, whence Lucullus brought the first

cherry-trees that were seen in Europe ; and Trapezus (Trebisond), on the borders of
Colchis, greatly celebrated by the romance-writers of the middle ages. Near the river
Halys the Leleges and Chalybes, famous for their skill in iron-wol-ks, resided.

The Christian scholar will feel a peculiar interest respecting Pontus and Bithynia, from the circumstance that here occurred those

bitter persecutions of the early converts to Christianity which are noticed in the letters of Pliny the younger, governor of these pio-

vinces under the Emperor Trajan. See P. V. § 441. 1.

% 161. L y d i a, called also JMseonia, lay to the south of Phrygia Minor and Mysia, and
to the east of the ^Egean sea. The northern part of the coast was called ^olia, and the
southern Ionia, from the number of Greek colonies which settled there.

—

^Eolia was
colonized by the Cohans, soon after the termination of the Trojan war ; its chief
towns were Adramyttium, founded by an Athenian colony; Pergavius (Bergamo), the
capital of a small territory, greatly enlarged by the Romans after the defeat'^of IMithri
dates, and bequeathed to them by Attalus its last king; its port was called Elea ; be-
tween Elea and Adramyttium was Lyrnessus ; south-west from Pergamus, Thya-
lira : and Cana, a town buih on a promontory of the same name, near which are the
jEginusan islands, where Conon, the Athenian admiral, completely defeated the
Spartans.

—

'Ioxia contained several remarkable cities, of which the principal were
Smyrna, on the river Meles, near which Homer is said to have been born ; a cave
here used to be shown to travelers as his birthplace, and another as the spot where
he wrote his poems (cf P. V. '5» 50) ; north and east of Smyrna was Mt. Sipyhis, the
residence of Niobe (cf. P. II. ^ 131); ClazomencB, on a peninsula of the same name,
celebrated for hs wealth; ErythrcB, near mount Mimas, the residence of one of the
Sybils ; Corycus, near which "the fleet of Antiochus was defeated by the Romans

;

Teos, the birthplace of Anacreon.—South of the peninsula of ClazomeuEe, were Colo
phon. on the n\er Halesus, celebrated for the grove of Claros, sacred to Apollo,
Ephesus, on the river Cayster, the most splendid of the Asiatic cities, now degene-
rated into a pahry village, remarkable for the splendid temple of Diana; M~yrale,
opposite Samos, where the Persian fleet was totally destroyed by the Greeks; Priene,
on the Mcpander, a river noted for its winding course ; and Miletus, the birthplace o^
Thales.—In the interior of Lydia was Sardis, the capital, sitixate at the foot of mount
Tmolus, on the river Pactolus. a branch cf the H'ermus. Not far east from Sardis
was Thymbra, celebrated for the victory there gained by Cyrus over Crossus. Oa
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the Herraus was Magnesia, where Antiochus, king of Syria, was overthrown by the

Romans.
Within the limits which we have above given to Lydii, were six of the seven churches addressed in the Apuadypse ; viz. in the

order in which the apostle John introduces them—Epbesus, Smyrna, Pergamus, Tbyatira, Sardis, and Philadelphia ; the other, Lao-

dicea, was in Phrygia Major.—See Milner, History of the Seven Churches. Lond. 1S32. i.—Arundell, Visit to the Seven Churches

of Asia. Loud. 1S2S. 8.—On the ruins of Sardis, of. Miss. Herald, for 1839, p. 208.

^ 162. East of Lydia was Phrygia Major, extending from the river Lycas on the

south to the Sangarius on the north. Its chief towns were Pessi7ius, near the foot

oi jaoMii D'mdymus, sacred to Cybele, the mother of the gods, whose image wab
conveyed thence to Rome at the end of the second Punic war (P. II. 'S 21) ; Gordium,

celebrated for the Gordian knot cut through by Alexander; Apamea, on the river

Marsyas, where Apollo flayed alive his musical competitor Marsyas ; Laodicea, cele-

brated in sacred history, on the river Lycus ; and CoIosscb. Galatia, or Gallo-

Grsecia, lay north of Phrygia, of which it originally formed a part.
_
The chief towns

were Ancyra (Angoura), where Bajazet was defeated and made prisoner by Tamer-
lane ; Gaiigra, the residence of king Deiotarus, a great friend of Cicero ; and Tavium,
the capitafof the Trocmi. South-east of Phrygia were Isauria and Lycaonia.
The principal towns of the former were IsaurcB, the capital ; Lystra and Derbe, men-
tioned in the Acts of the Apostles (xiv. 6). The principal town of the latter was
Iconiiim. Both of these provinces were intersected by the chain of Mount Taurus.

% 163. Cappadocialay between the Halys and the Euphrates. Its most remark-
able towns were Comana, celebrated for a temple of Bellona, plundered by Antony;
Tycma, the birthplace of the impostor Apollonius (cf. P. V. § 255 b) ; and Mazaca,
named by Tiberius, Ccesarea ad Argmim, to denote its situation at the foot of JSIounl

ArgcBus, from whose summit, as ancient wrhers assert, the Euxine and the Mediter-

ranean might both be seen.—The north-eastern part of Cappadocia was known by the

name of Lesser Armenia, and contained Cabira or Sebaste, a well fortified city captured

by Pompey ; the strong fortress Novas, where Mithridates kept his treasure ; and Ni-
cojwlis, built by Pompey, to commemorate his victory over Mithridates.

The Greeks described the Cappadocians as the worst of the three bad Kappas, or nations whose
names began with that letter; the other two were the Cretans and Cilicians.

§ 164. The south-western province of Asia Minor was C aria. Its chief towns were
Halicarnassus, the capital, celebrated for having given birth to the historians Dionysius
and Herodotus, and for the Mausoleum, a splendid monument, one of the seven won-
ders of the world, erected by Artemisia, queen of Caria, to the memory of her hus-

band Mausolus ; Cnidus, in the peninsula of Doris, sacred to Venus; Alabanda, on
the Maeander; and Stratonicea, on the southern coast.

L y c i a lay to the east of Caria. Its chief towns were Telmessus, on a gulf of the

same name, called also Sinus Glaucus, from the river Glaucus flowing into it ; Xanthus,
celebrated for its obstinate resistance to Brutus, the inhabitants having destroyed them-
selves by fire to avoid surrendering ; and Patara, sacred to Apollo.—Near the gulf of
Telmessus ran the chain of Mounl Cragus, sacred to Diana ; in this chain was the
volcano ChimcBra, fabled by the poets to have been a monster subdued by Bellerophon
(cf P. II. § 117). Some hills at the Fromontorium Sacrum were usually esteemed the

commencement of Mount Taurus, and a little beyond it is a part of the same ridge

adjoining the sea, round which Alexander's army were compelled to march up to their

middle in water.

See Fellowes, Account of Discoveries in Lycia.—Cf. Jlmer. Bclectic, Jan. 1841.

^ 165. Next to Lycia were P i s i d i a and P a m p h y 1 i a, two mountainous districts,

whoso boundaries are indeterminate. The chief towns of Pisidia were Ajitinchia;

Termessus, the capital of the Solymi, a people mentioned by Homer ; and Cremna, a
Roman colony. The principal towns in Paraphylia were Perg^a, the capital ; Aspendus
on the river Eurymedon, near which Cimon defeated the Persian fleet ; and Coracesium,
where Pompey destroyed the nest of pirates who had so long infested these seas.

C i 1 i ci a lay to the east of Pamphylia, and south of Isauria, and was divided into

two portions, the western called Tracheotis or rough, and the other Campestris or
level.—The chief towns of Tracheotis were Selinus, where the emperor Trajan died;
Anamurium, opposite Cyprus ; and Seleucia (Seletkeh), on the river Calycadnus.—In
Cilicia Campestris were Soli, a colony of the Athenians ; Tarsus, said to have received
its name from one of the wings of the horse Pegasus being dropped there ; the birth-

place of the Apostle Paul ; Tssus, where Alexander obtained his second triumph over
the Persians : and Alexandria (Scanderoon), erected by the conqueror to perpetuate

the memory of his victory.—On the confines of Syria was the mountain Amnnus, be-
tween which and the sea were Pylce Syrice, a celebrated pass.—The river CydTius is

-em.arkable for the coldness of its waters, by which Alexander was almost killed, and
lor the splendid festivities celebrated on its banks when Antony visited Cleopatra.

'S 166. Syria was bounded on the north by Mount Amanus ; on the east by the

!')uohrates ; on the south by Arabia ; and on the west by the Medherranean. It was
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divided into five provinces, Comagene, Seleucis, Coslo-Syria, Phcenicia, and Judea,

or Palestine.

The principal city of Comagene was Samosafa, on the Euphrates, the birthplace

of Lucian.—In Seleucis, or Syria Propria, were Ilierapolis, the city of the Syrian

goddess Astarte (cf. P. II. ^ 48), on the Euphrates ; Bercea, previously Chalybon (now
Aleppo), on the Chalcis, flowing into a small lake ; Anliocliia, where Christians first

received their name, on the river Orontes ; near it Daphne, with hs delightful grove
sacred to Apollo ; Apamea (Famieh), higher up the Orontes, which rising in the ele-

vated regions on the eastern side of Libanus, flows by a north-west course to the

Mediterranean ; still further up, Emesa, the city of Hehogabalus, the worst of the

Roman emperors ; and "on the opposite side of the Orontes," near the hmits of this

province, Hcliopolis (Balbec), sacred to the Sun, whose magnificent ruins still attract

admiration.

From the map of Syria accompanjrin? Robinson^s Researches, Balbec appears fo be on the Leontes,—" Among: the cities which

are enumerated by Greek and oriental names in the geography of Syria, we may distinguish Emesa or Hems, and Heliopolis or Bal-

bec. Under the last of the Csesars, they were strong and populous; the turrets glittered from afar; an ample space was covered

with public and private buildings ; and the citizens were illustrious by their spirit, or at least by their pride ; by their riches, or at

least by their luxury. In the days of paganism, both Emesa and Heliopolis were addicted to the worship of Baal, or the sun ; but

the decline of Iheir superstition and splendor has been marked by a singular variety of fortune. Not a vestige remains of the temple

of Emesa, which was equalled in poetic style to the summits of mount Libanus; while the ruins of Balbec, invisible to the writers

of antiquity, excite the curiosity and wonder of the European traveler. The measure of the temple is two hundred feet in length,

and one hundred in breadth : the front is adorned with a double porlico of eight columns; fourteen may be counted on either side;

and each column, forty-five feet in height, is composed of three massy blocks of marble. The proportions and ornaments of the

Corinthian order express the architecture of the Greeks."—See the view given in Plate VII.— iJ. IVood, Ruins of Balbec. Lond.

1757. fol.-C. B. Elliott, Travels in Austria, Russia, and Turkey. Lond. 1838. 2 vols. 8.

Coelo-Syria was so named because it lay between the two parallel chains of
mountains, Libanus and Anti-Lihanus ; and the name is sometimes applied so as to

include the valley of the Orontes, and also the whole valley of the Leontes, which
rises near the western sources of the Orontes, and flows by a south-western course
to the Mediterranean. But it is limited, in our division, to the upper part of the latter

valley, north of mount HerOT07i, the principal peak oiAnti-TJhanus; including also

another valley on the east (now called Gouteh Demesk, or Orchard of Damascus),
watered by the rivers Chrysorrhoas (Pharphar) and Abana, flowing into a large lake
below Damascus, which was the chief town of the province.—The territory east and
north-east of these valleys as far as the Euphrates, is mentioned in connection both
with Seleucis and with Coelo-Syria; but more commonly under the general name of
Syria; some places in it, on the Euphrates, should be mentioned; as Thapsacus
(El-Der), the celebrated ford, passed by Cyrus in his e.xpedition against Artaxerxes,
by Darius after his defeat by Alexander at Issus, and by Alexander in pursuit of Da-
rius ; and Orouros (Gorur), fixed by Pompey as the boundary of the Roman empire
when he reduced Syria to a province ; but the chief place in this extensive region waa
Palmyra, or " Tadmor in the desert," said to have been built by Solomon, the resi-

dence of Longinus (cf. P. V. ^ 124), and of Zenobia, who so bravely defied the em-
peror Aurehan ; it is yet marked by celebrated architectural ruins.

On the ruins of Palmyra, see R. Wood, as cited P. IV. § 243. 3.—The Modmi Traveller.—Irby and Mangles, Travels in Egypt,

Syria. &c Lond. 1S22. 8,

P hoenicia contained the chies of Tynis (Tyre) and Sidon, famous for their exten-
sive commerce. The siege of Tyre by Alexander is celebrated for the obstinate
defence made by the besieged, and the unconquerable perseverance of the besiegers.
Berytus (Beirut), north of Sidon, was the seat of a distinguished school for the study
of law in the age of Justinian.

Beirut has been for several years a very interesting missionary station. In its vicinity, on mount Lebanon, dwell the Maronite.

and the Druzes.—See JcrwetVs Researches.—Miss iO)iari/ Herald, from the year 1S23, passim.—.Bojid'i Memoir of Pliny Fisk.

^ 1(57. J u d ce a, or P a 1 ae s t i n a, is called in Scripture the land of Canaan, of Israel,

and of Judah. It was at first divided among the twelve tribes ; it was afterwards
separated into the kingdoms of Israel and Judah ; and finally the Romans divided it

into four regions, Galilaea, Samaria, Judeea Propria, and Peraea or Transfluviana, the
country beyond Jordan.
Galilaea was again subdivided into Inferior, chiefly inhabhed by Jews; and Su-

perior, which, from its proximity to Coelo-Syria, was called Galilee of the Gentiles.

—

The chief towns of Upper Galilee were CcEsarea Philippi, so called to distinguish it

from another town of the same name in this province ; its original name was Laish,
afterwards changed to Paneas, and finally called Caesarea Philippi, by Herod's son
Philip ; Gahara and Jofopnta, bravely defended by the historian Josephus, when be-
sieged by Vespasian. The principal cities in Lower Gahlee were Ace, or Ptolemaic
(Acre), memorable for its siege by Richard Coeur de Lion in the time of the Crusades;
CancB ; Sepphoris, afterwards called Dio Ca^sarea; Nazareth and Jezreel.—A large
lake in Gahlee was called the Sea of Tiberias or Gennesareth ; at its northern ex-
tremity was Chorazin; at the western side were Capernaum, Tiberias, and Bethsaida;
on the opposite side was Gadara.—The chief mountains of Galilee were Carmcl and
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Itabynns or Tahor, the scene of our Lord's transfiguralion.—Between Galilee and
Samaria stood Bethsan, the chief of the ten confederate chies called Decapolis, which,
dreading the power of the Jiws, entered into a confederacy against the Asmonean
princes, who then governed J udea.

§ 168 a. Samaria lay south of GaUlee. Its chief towns were Samaria, the capital,

destroyed by the Asmonean princes, but rebuilt by Herod, who called it Sebaste, in

honor of Augustus; Ccesarea, first called Turris Stratonices, a celebrated seaport, the
residence ot the Roman governors ; Joppa, a seaport south of Coesarea, where An-
dromeda was delivered from a sea-monster by Perseus (P. II. ^ 122) ; Sichem, in the
interior, the ancient capital, between the mountains Ebal and Gerizim; it was in later

times called NeapoUs ; Lydda, called by the Greeks Diospolis; and Arimathea.
Judaea was situated south of Samaria, between the Lake Asphaltites, or Dead

Sea, and the Mediterranean.—The caphal was Hierosolyma (Jerusalem), which we
ehall notice particularly in the next section. North-west from Jerusalem was Em-
maus or Nkopolis, where the Jews were defeated by Vespasian ; directly north was
Bethel; north-east was Jericho; south from Jerusalem was Bethlehem, the birthplace
of Christ ; further south, Hebron, where Abraham was buried ; still further, some-
what to the west, Beersheba, often mentioned as the southern hmit of the country of
Israel ; south-west, Eleutheropolis , a very flourishing chy in the time of Eusebius.

$ 16S b. Hierosolyma, or Jerusalem, originally belonsred to the Jehiisites, from whom it wag
taken by David, who made it his residence. The Arabians now call it El-Kuds, the Holy.—It is

situated on a broad elevation, having higher hills all around it ; the jMuunt of Olives on the east

;

on the north a ridge extending from the Ml. of Olives and bending around to the west, at the
distance of more than a mile : on the west, hills at a greater distance sloping gently, bevond a
ain ; on the south, the Hill of Evil Counsel rising directly on the further side of the Valley of

;linnom.
It is surrounded by walls presenting a stately appearance, of hewn stone, with towers and

battlements, of a height varying according to the inequalities in the ground, from twenty to fifty

feet; in circumference about two and a half geogra(>hical miles. The ancient walls formed a
iargt^r circuit of about three and a half geographical miles accordingto Josephus ; and Jerusalem
is said to have been anciently fortified by three walls ; but this statement must not be understood to
mean that there were three walls around the whole city, one within another ; since the two
inner walls were merely walls intersecting the city and jo"iniiig the outer wall; the hill of Zion
was first of all enclosed within a wall : then Moriah, with Ophel, was added, and afterwards
Akra, and a second wall was extended from the old one so as to include these ; subsequently
Bezetha was annexed, and to protect this a third wall was constructed joining the others.
Of the eight former gates, only the four larser are now open : the Gate of the nilar, or Da-

mascus Gate, on tire north ; tlie Gale nf the Pilgrims, or Bethlehem G ite, on the west ; the Gate
»/ David, or Zion Gate, on the south; and IheGate of the Tribes, or St. Stephen's Gate, on the
5ast. The principal streets now run nearly at right angles to each other.
The surface of the ground is diversified by five hills : the largest is Zion, in the southern part,

rising abruptly from the Valley of Hinnom ; north of this and in the western part of the city is

^kra, separated from Zion by the valley of the Tympajon ; north-east from J^kra and east of"the
Damascus Gate is Bezetha, in the north-western part of the city ; south-east from this and in the
eastern part of the city is jVori.iA, which, with Bezetha, rises from the Valley of Jehoshaphat

;

south of Moriah, and a't the south-eastern corner of ihe city, is Ophel: Bezetha, Moriah, and
Ophel may he considered as pans of one ridge which extends to the south beyond the walls.
These hills are closely encompassed on three sides by narrow valleys ; on the east the Galley of

Jehoshaphat ; on the west, the Valley of Gihon, which is continued into the Valley of Hinnom on
the south : at some distance from the soiuh-eastern corner of the city, the Valley of Jehoshaphat
and that of Hinnom are connected. The Brook Kidron is but the bed of a torrent which during
the rains of winter flows through the Valley of Jehoshaphat to the south. The valley in which
was the bed of the ancient Tyropmon commences in the depression between Zion and Akra (near
the western or Hebron or Bethlehem gate), and descending easterly bends to the south between
Zion and Ophel, and meets with the other two valleys at their common point of junction.
The hill Ziim was the part first occupied by David, and hence called " the city of David."

Only the northern part of it is now within the "walls ; much of the rest is literally "a ploughed
field ;" on the north-western part is the present citadel, the lower portions of the walls of whicii
are probably the remains of the ancient Tower of Hippicas.—On the summit of Akra is the churcH
of the Holy Sepulchre, on the spot designated by dnubtfnl tradition as being the Golgotha and
the Calvary of the Scriptures.—Bezetha is mostly covered with low buildings or hovels, with no
obVious traces of ancient ruins.—On Moriah, which at the first was apparently a mound nf solid
rock, the Temple of Solomon was built ; the surface of the rock being leveled" for the purpose ;

and then immense walls were erected from the base of the rock on the four sides, and the
interval between filled in with earth or built up with vaults so as to make on the top a large
area, which tormed the Court of the Temple. To this the present area of the grand Mosque of
Omar, or enclosure called " EI-Haram-esh-Sherif," nearly if not wholly corresponds; being a
plateau or terrace nearly in the form of a parallelo?ram, supported by and wiihin massive walls
built up from the lower ground on all sides; the lower portions of the walls are probably the
very walls on which the ancient Temple rested ; as seems to be shown by some remains of an
iuimense arch which supported the Brido-e that formerly extended from the Temple across the
TyroptEon to a celebrated Xystus or portico on Mount Zi"on.—In the northern part of the present
area of the Mosque of Omar was the fortress called the Toicer of Antonia, rendered memorable
in the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, who captured the city, A. I). 70; at which time the Temple
was utterly destroyed by fire. The Mosque now on its site was built by Omar in the seven?-!
century.
The ancient inhabitants depended for water, as do the modern, chieflv on cisterns ; almost

every house having now one or more excavated in the limestone rock on which the city stands.
Immense cisterns also still exist within the space under tl.e area of the Temple. Large oper
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reservoirs or tanks, or pools, were likewise constructed in and around the city. The Upper Poo,

and the Lower Pool still exist ; the former west of the city, in the Valley of Gihoii ; tlie latter,

on the south-west, in the Valley of Hinnom. The Pool of Bathsluba, the Pool of Hezekiah, and
the Pool of Beihesda, are names given to three reservoirs within the present walls : the latter is

at the north-east corner of the Ilaram-esh-Sherif ; but there is no evidence that it is the pool

mentioned in the New Testan)ent by the same name {\ir]lJio£u), having five porches.—The only
Fountains of living water now accessible are three; that now called the Well of J\''eliemiah, pro-

bably the En-Rofid of the Old Testament (Josh. xv. 7, S; xviii. 16), a deep well just below the
junction of the Valley of Hinnom with that of Jehoshaphat; the Fountain and Pool of Siloam,

which is in the valley of the Tyropceon, just above its junction with the Valleys of Hinnom and
Jehoshaphat; and the Fountain of the Virgin, which is some distance from that point of junc-
tion, up the Valley of Jehoshaphat: the water of the latter is accessible only by descending
sixteen steps down an excavation in the solid rock; and an artificial subterranean passage
extends from it through Mount Ophel to the Fountain of Siloam, winding so as to make the
distance 1750 feet, by which the waters of Siloam proceed from the Fountain of Mary the Vir-

gin.—A fountain is said to exist at the depth of seventy or eighty feet below the area of the
grand mosque, flowing by some artificial passage.
An jlqueduct, supposed to be ancient, carries water across the Valley of Hinnom, around the

sides of Mount Zion, and conveys it, as is supposed, to the Haram-esh-Sherif, or area of the
mosque.

East of Moriah, on the rocky elevation just beyond the Brook Kidron, are the sepulchral
monuments called the Tomb of Absalom or Absalom's Pillar (cf. P. HI. $ 187. 5), and Tomb of
Zacharias.—South-east of these, on the south-western declivity of the Mount of Olives, are the
excavated sepulchres called the Tombs of the Prupliets.—Those called the Tombs of the Jud/res,

are further up the Valley of Jehoshaphat, rather west of north from the city.—The remarkable
excavations commonly called the Tombs of the Kings, are about north from the city, on the nearer
side of the valley : they are probably the celebrated sepulcher of the mother of Constantine, the
Empress Helena, who, having embraced Christianity, spent the latter part of her life at Jeru-
salem, and died there at the age of eighty, about A. D. 325.

The above outlines of the Topography of Jerusalem will be of service to the student in reading the Scriptures, and the intensely

interesting story of the siege and destruction of the city by the Romans.—See Jnsephus (cf. P. V. § 24S).

—

Milman. as cited § 211. ii

For fuller details as to the Topography, see F. G. Crome, Jerusalem, in Ersch und Gruber's Encyclop'ddie.—E. Robinson,

Biblical Researches, as cited § 171. In vol. iii. is a full list of works on Palestine. For details respecting the Temple, with Plans,

&c , see H. Prideaux, Connexions, &c. N. York, 1S40. 2 vols. 8. with engravings —Calmet, Diet, of the Bible, Fragments 242—

249. vol. iii. p. 346. Chariest. 1813. 4 vols. 4.—For Plan of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, &c., see also Calmet, vol. iii. p. 164.

§ 169 a. The southern district of Judaea was called Idumea, or the land of Edom
;

the chief towns were Gera, Zoar, and Bozra at the foot of IMount Seir. But this dis-

trict, or the principal part of it, is included, perhaps more properly, under Arabia Pe-
Ircea (§ 171).—The sea-coast was called Philistaa, or the land of the Philistines, from
whom the whole country is now called Palestine ; its chief towns were Gath, Ekron,
Azotus or Ashdod, Ascalon, and Gaza.

"^ 169 b. Pera;a is separated from the other provinces by the river Jordan. The
chief towns were Ramoth-Gilead, in the land of the Gileadites ; Gadara, on the tor-

rent Hieromas, wdiere the Christians were severely defeated by the Saracens; Gaulon,
a fortress of remarkable strength ; Garnala, near the Sea of Tiberias ; and Rabboth-
Ammon, in the district Ammonhis, afterwards called Philadelphia.—The Jordan
rises in Mount Hermon, and passing through the Sea of Tiberias, tails into the lake

Asphaltites, whence there is no exit for its waters.

This lake is supposed to occupy the situation of the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah. It has
been said that, from its extreme saltness or other properties, it is destructive of animal and
vegetable life, and that neither fish nor weeds are found in its waters. Dr. K. Robinson, who
visited the region in 1838, states that the water is intensely salt and bitter : but that trees and
bushes grow by it ; no pestiferous vapor was perceived, and many birds were singing among
the trees, and some flying over the waters. Bibl. Rcpos. Apr. 1839, p. 419.

^ 170. Mesopotamia was south of Armenia, between the rivers Tigris and Eu-
phrates, whence it derives its name. Its chief towns were Nisibis, on a branch of the

Tigris, the great bulwark of the Romans against the Parthiaus; Edessa, near Syria;

Seleucia, now Bagdad, on the confluence of the Tigris with a branch of the Euphra-
tes ; and Carrhce, called in Scripture Charran, for a time the residence of Abraham,
and the scene of the miserable overthrow of Crassus. On the borders of Chaldaea

were the plains of Cunaxa, where Cyrus was slain by his brother Aria.xerxes, and
where the ten thousand Greeks commenced that retreat so memorable in history.

Babylonia and Chaldaea were districts separate from jMesopotamia, lying below it

to the south-east. Their chief town was Babylon, the most ancient and remarkable
city of antiquity.

Belus, its founder, commenced his building near the tower of Babel, which by profane writers
is called after his name ; but to Semiramis, the widow of his descendant Ninus, the grandeur
of Babylon is attributable. She enclosed the city with a wall of brick cemented by bitumen, of
almost incredible dimensions, and ornamented it with one hundred brazen gates. The circuit

of the city was said to have been more than sixty miles ; and so great was its length, that when
Cyrus had captured one extremity of the city, the inhabitants of the other were ignorant of the

event until the following morning.—The river Euphrates flowed through the city, and Cyru?
having diverted the river into another channel, led his troops through the vacant bed, and sur-

prised the Babylonians, who, with their monarch Belshazzar, were at that ntoment celebrating

ft fepst in honor of their gods, and consequently made but a feeble resistance.—The Chaldaeans
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were celebrated astronomers, but they debased the science by the admixture of judicial astro-
logy, for which perversion of inielleci they were greatly celebrated.

On the topoCTaphy and ruins of Babylon and Nineveh, see /. M. Kinneir, Geo^phical Memoir on Per?ia.—fienne/i, Remarks

on the Topography of Babylon. Load. 1816.—RicA, Memoir on Babylon, &c Lond. 1818.—£iiJ. Repoi. No. xxii. 365 ; No. ixiii.

15.«, 246; No. xxv. 139.

East of the Tigris lay Assyria, now called Kurdistan from the Carduchi, a tribe

that inhabited the northern part of the country; they are mentioned by Xenophon as
having opposed the retreat of the ten thousand ; they are supposed still to exist in the
modern Koords, varjous tribes of whom occupy the mountains of this country, and
who are generally of a savage character.—Its chief towns, Ni7ius or Nineveh, fre-

quently mentioned in Scripture ; the ruins of this celebrated city he opposhe the mo-
dern il/os«Z; and Arhela, near which is the village Gaugamela, where Alexander
overturned the Persian empire, by the defeat of Darius.

§ 171. The only country of Asia remaining to be noticed is Arabia, which was the
large peninsula between the Sinus Persicus (Persian Gulf), and the Sinus Ambicus
(Red Sea). It was divided into three parts ; Deserta (desert), Petraa (stony), and
Felix (happy).

Arabia Deserta lay between Syria and Chaldaea, and extended along the Sinus
Persicus.—Arabia Felix, celebrated for its fertility, was in the southern part border-
ing on the Sinus Arahicus and the ocean. The most remarkable among its inhabitants
were the Sabcei, who cultivated frankincense. Macoraha was the name by which the
Greeks knew Mecca, which is illustrious in the Mohammedan history; here is the
famous building called Kaha or Kaaba, with the fabulous black stone of Gabriel.

—

Arabia Petraea was a smaller portion lying south of Judea and at the head of the
Sinus Arabicus or Red Sea, which is here divided into two bays, the eastern called

Rhinites Sinus, and the western Heroopolites Si?ius. Between these bays or arms
were the mountains Horeb and Sinai. On the eastern was the seaport Berenice or
Asiongaber, the Ezion-Geber of Scripture. The most remarkable place was Petra
(called Sela by the Hebrews), embosomed in rocky mountains just south of Judea, in

the district called Idumea.

The ruins of Petra have been discovered recently, and have excited great interest from their
striking peculiarities (lieing entirely excavations from the solid rock), and from the evidence
Ihey furnish of the fulfilment of prophecy.

See Labnrit) Jouruey to Arabia Petraea, Lond. IS36. 2 vols 8. with 65 plates—Cf. Land. Quart. Rev. No. cxviL—JVortA Jmer.

Rev. for Jan. 1837.—£iW. Repii^lory, vol. ix. p. iSt.—Stephens, Incidents of Travels, &c.—£. Robinson, Biblical Researches in

Palestine, Mt. Sinai, and Arabia Petraea, Eost. 1S41. 3 vols. 8.

The observations ana inquiries of Robinson s^em to have settled the question as to the mountain on which the Ten Command-

ments were jiven by God to .Moses ; showing satisfactorily that it was not the summit pointed out by tradition under the name of

Sinai or Jebel-Miisa, but another summit a little north-west from it, belonging to what is called Horeb.—See the very interesting

account, vol. i. p. 87-212.

The celebrated Sinaitic Inscriptions, which have attracted the attention of travelers, in an unknown and peculiar alphabet, have

lately been deciphered by Sur, of Leipzic—See Robinson, vol. i. p. ISS, 552.—Grey, in the Transact, of the Royal Soc. of LUera-

tttre, vol. iii. Lond. 1S32.

§ 172. The Asiatic Islands were not very important, except those in the IVIare

^gaeum already named (§ 147). The principal other in the Medherranean was C y-
prus, sacred to Venus; the chief towns of which were Paphos, where stood the
celebrated temple of Venus, infamous for the debauchery and prostitution it sanc-
tioned ; Citium, the birthplace of Zeno. the Stoic, on the west coast ; Salainis (Fama-
gusta), built by Teucer, on the east ; Lapethus, Arsinoe, and Soli, in the north ; and
Tamassus, celebrated for its copper-mines, in the interior.—The other islands were
Proconnesiis (Marmora), in the Propontis; Taprobane (Ceylon), and Jabadi (Sumatra),
in the Indian ocean.

III. OF AFRICA.

§ 173. The name Africa was applied strictly and properly by ancient geographers,

at least until the time of Ptolemy, to a small part of that vast peninsula ot the eastern

continent which it now designates ; and by them Egvpt was reckoned among the

Asiatic kingdoms. But we here use the term as including all that was known to the

ancients of that whole country. We shall consider it under the following divisions

;

-SIIgyptus, or Egypt, ^Ethiopia, Libya, Africa Propria, Ncmidia, Mauritania,
and Africa Interior.

^ 174. I'he general boundaries of .iEeYPTUS were the Mediterranean on the north,

Syria and the Sinus Arabicus on the east, Ethiopia on the south, and Lybia on the

west. The limit between it and Syria was the Torrens JEaypti. or river of Egypt as

called in the Bible, which flowed into the arm of the sea called Pains Sirbonis. The
E 2
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limit between Egypt and Lybia on the west was the great declivity and narrow pass

termed Catabathmos (KOTaffadixos). Its southern limit was the smaller cataract of the

Nile.

One of the most striking features of Egypt was its river, Nilus. This has two prin-

cipal sources ; the eastern rising in the mountains of the country now called Abys-
sinia, and the western in the LunrB Monies, or 3lonnfains of the Moon. Having passed

through the ancient Ethiopia, it flows through the whole length of Egypt to the jMedi-

terranean ; not receiving a single tributary for the last 1000 miles of its course, and at

last dividing into two great arms and forming the triangular island called Delia from
US shape. It had seven mouths ; the most western was the Ostium Canopicum ; the

others in their order proceeding towards the east, were the Balbytinum, Sebenniti-

cum, Phatnicum, Mendesium, Taniticum, and Pelusiacum.—Its annual inundations

were the great cause of fertiUty, and reservoirs and canals were formed in great num-
bers to convey the water over the whole country ; where the land was too high to

allow canals to convey it, pumps were used for raising the water ; almost every vil-

lage, It is said, had its canal, although there were in the narrow valley of Egypt many
thousand cities and villages.

§ 175. There were three principal divisions of Egypt ; the northern part on the Me-
diterranean was called ^gyptvs hiferior; the southern part on thp confines of Ethio-

pia was .Slgyptus Superior or Thebais; and the portion between these, He-ptanomis.—
The capital of Lower Egypt was Alexandria, the great mart of Indian merchandize ;

during the middle ages, caravans continually passed from thence to Arsiiio'e (Suez),

on the Red Sea, whence goods were conveyed by sea to India. In front of the har-

bor was an island named Pharos, on which a celebrated hghthouse was built ; south

of the city was the lake Mareotis, in the vicinity of which the best Egyptian wine was
made. In Ale.xandria was the celebrated library, said to have been buined by the

Saracens. (Cf. P. IV, § 76).—In the interior of the Delta was Sais, the ancient capi-

tal, remarkable for its numerous temples. Between the Delta and Sinus Arabicus
were IleroopoUs, the city of the shepherd kings; and Onion, founded by a colony of

Jews, who fled hither under their high-priest Onias, from the cruelties of Antiochus,

and, by the permission of Ptolemy, built a city and temple.

In Lower Ejjpt, east of the Delta, was the land of Goshen, accordinj to tlie views of the best modern authors.—Cf. E. P'i'iinson,

on the Exodus of the Israelites, &c. £ibl. Repot, vol. ii. 74-L Also, Researches, vol. i.

<S 176. In the middle portion or Heptanomis, one of the chief places was Memphis,
near the spot where Grand Cairo now stands; it was the ancient metropolis of all

Egypt ; in its vicinity are the stupendous pyramids. Arsinoe south-west of Memphis
was an important place ; near this was the famous lake Moeris, said to have been exca-,

vated by order of an Egyptian king as a reservoir to contain the waters of the Nile

conveyed into it by a great canal, now the lake Birhet-el-Kurun, and believed to havs

been wholly or chiefly the work of nature ; at the southern end of this lake was the

still more celebrated Labyrinth.— Oxyryrichus was a considerable place, said to have
derived its name from a sharp-nosed "fish.(o^yf ^>vyxoi) worshiped by the inhabitants.—

Ir. Upper Egypt, the most important place was Thebes, which gave the name oi Thebais to

this division ; called also by the Greeks Diospolis, and Hecatompylos ; although de-

stroyed by Cambyses 500 years before Christ, its ruins still e.xche admiration, occupying

a space of 27 miles in circumference, including the modern Karnak, Luxor, and other

villages; near it was the famous statue of Memnon.— Tentyra (Denderah), was nortk

of Thebes, and also presents interesting ruins ; especially the large temple of Isis,

from the ceiling of which was taken the famous Zodiac transported to France and
made the subject of much speculation (cf. Amer. Quart. Rev. vol. iv).—Between
Thebes and Tentyra, nearer the former and on the eastern side of the Nile, was Cop-

tos; from this place a road was constructed by Ptolemy Philadelphus across the desert

to Berenice on the Sinus Arabicus. Considerably to the south of Thebes was 0;nbi

made notorious by Juvenal (Sat. xv.) for its quarrels with Tentyra respecting the wor
ship of the crocodile. Syene was the extreme town on the borders of Ethiopia ; the

place of Juv nal's exile ; where also was the well sunk to mark the summer solstice, its

bottom beirdr then illumined by the vertical rays of the sun directly perpendicular over

it. Not far from Syene was the island on which Elephantine stood, of which interest-

ing ruins still remain. Near Syene was also the Mons Basanites, mountains of touch-

stone, from which the Egvptians used to make ornamental vases.—South of Syene
were the Cataracts of the Nile ; mighty terraces of red granite {Syenite) cross the bed
of the river, and throw its waters into an impetuous and foaming torrent. In this region

were the quarries whence the vast obehsks and colossal statues and blocks of the Egyp-
tian temples were taken. There were three places on the Sinus Arabicus, which

should be mentioned ; Berenice, in the southern extremity of Egypt ; Arsinoe (now

Suez), at the head of the Sinus Heroopolites, the western arm of the Red Sea; and
Mvoshormus, called also Portus Veneris, midway between them ; they were commercial

places, goods being transported from them to the Nile. A canal, called Fossa Trajani,

»:onnected Arsinoe with that river.
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In the vast deserts on the western or Lybian side of Egypt were the cultivated and
inhabited spots called Oasis Magna, and Oasis Parva, the Great and the Little Oasis.

The latter was in the division termed Heptanomis, south of lake Mceris. The Great
Oasis is in the part that was called Thebais. It was a place of banishment in the time

of the later Roman empire
; yet said to have been a delightful residence, and some-

times called by the Greeks, the isle of Ihe blessed.

^ 177. The ruins and antiquities of Egypt have ever awakened the deepest interest

in the traveler and the scholar. Besides the various temples and other edifices, of which
splendid remains are found in various places, the following rank high among the objects

of curiosity. 1. Obelisks and Pillars ; several of these were removed to Rome; of
the remaining, the most noted are the Pillar of On at Heliopolis, the two obehsks
called Cleopatra'' s Needles at Alexandria, and Pompey's Pillar, also at Alexandria. An
obelisk, nearly 70 feet in length, was brought to Paris in the year 1836, to be erected

in that city, by Louis Philippe.—2. The Pyramids, ranked by the Greeks among the

seven wonders. They are numerous at Djiza, or Gize, near Cairo and the ancient

Memphis, and at Sacchara, 18 miles south of Gize. Those at Gize are the most cele-

brated. One of them has been open from the earliest times of which we have account.

Several others have been opened in recent times. They all contain chambers evidently

used for sepulchral purposes. (Cf. P. IV. ^ 231. P. II. § 96. 3.)—3. Catacombs. These
are subterranean burying places. They are found in several places ; but the most re-

markable are near Thebes, at a place now called Gournou, a tract of rocks at the foot

of the mountains west of the Nile. The tombs are excavated in the rocks, and extend,

it is said, over the space of two miles. From these, many mummies have been taken.

—

The labyrinth, which Herodotus considered more wonderful than the pyramids, included

nuiTierous subterranean chambers designed as repositories for the dead ; over these was
an immense pile of splendid buildings. Some ruins of this structure near lake Mceris

($ 176) have been discovered.—4. Colossal images and statues. One of the most re-

markable of the colossal images of the sphinx (cf P. II. *$> 117) is near the great pyra-

mids. A very celebrated colossus is that commonly called the statue of Memnon (cf.

P. II. § 74. P. IV^. <5i 169. 2. ^231. 1).—The Egyptian monuments are covered with
inscriptions in Hieroglyphics (cf. P. IV". § 16).

Much research has been emplnyei in modem times upon Egyptian Antiquities and Remains. A new decree of interest wa»

awakened in the whole subject by the celebrated expedition of Bonaparte in 1798. In this invasion of Egypt, he took wilh him a

de'achment of no less than one hundred men who had cultivated the arts and sciences (safari*) selected for Ihe purpose. "Tbij

body, Ihe first of the kind which ever accompanied an invadin? army, was liberally supplied with books, philosophical instruments,

and all the means of prosecuting; the several departments of knowledge."—The splendid work, published under the emperor"*

patronage, and style 1 Desariptxnn de VEgypte, was the result of their labors (cf. P. IV. § 169).

Many other valuihle works illustralin? the history and monuments of Esrypt have been published during the present century,

some from members of the company of snvans above named. That of Deiion holds a high rank ; entitled Travels i/j Upper a»id

Lmoer Esypt during the Campaipis of Bonaparte ; wilh folio plates.—The following works relate to this subject. Leigh's Travels

in Egypt.—ieizoJii'i Travels.—Jpmard'* Description de I'Egypte.—flamiHoji'* S,zypUa.C3..—Letron7ie, Recherches sur I'Egypte.

—RusselVs View of Ancient and Modern Egypt, in Hai-per's Earn. Library, No. xxiiii.—/. Miot, Memoires de I'Expedition en

Ezypte, kc. Per. 1?I4.—7. G. Wdhinson, Topography of Thebes, and general View of Egj-pt. Lond. 1S35. 9.—J. G. IVilkinson,

Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians. Lond. 1S37. 3 vols. 8.—We may add, the Travels of Clarke, Korden, Shaw,

Pococke. Cf. Supplement to Encydop. Britann. article Egypt.—Lond. Quart. Rev. vol. liii. 1. xvi. 1. xvii. 181. six. ITS. xxiv.

p. 139.—.JniCT-. Quart. Rev. No. vii.

—

For. Quart. Rev. Nos. xxxii. and xxiiii.

—

Am. Bill. Repos. No. xxiii.—See also referencea

given P. IV. 5 216. I. § 230. 1. § 239. 3. § 243. 3.—A history of Pompey't Pillar is given in /. IVMt^s Egyptiaca, Part I. Oxf. 1821.

§ 178. jEthiopta was the name given by the ancients very indefinitely to the coun-
try lying south of Egypt ; the modern countries of Nubia and Abyssinia particularly

were included.—Various uncivilized tribes are represented as dwelling here in ancient

times ; on the coast were the Troglodyfce, said to inhabit caves of the earth. It seems
also To have contained inhabitants equally advanced in refinement with the Egyptians.
The most important places were Napata, Meroe, Auxume, and Adulis.

—

Auxume
(Axum) was on one of the sources of the Astaboras (Tacazze), the eastern branch of
the Nile. Its ruins still exist. " In one square, Bruce found 40 obelisks, each formed
of a single piece of granite, with sculptures and inscriptions, but no hieroglyphics. One
of the obelisks was 60 feet hish."—Here was found the monument usually called the

Inscription of Axum (cf. P. IV. ^ 92. 5.).

—

Adulis (Arkiko) was on a bay of the Sinus
Arabicus; having some celebrity from two inscriptions there found (cf. P. IV. § 92.

.5).

—

Meroe was on or near the Nile south of its junction with the Astaboras ; near the
modern Shendy, as is supposed. It was the caphal of a large tract between these
rivers called by the same name, and was celebrated in ancient times, being the grand
emporium of the caravan trade between Ethiopia and Esypt and the north of Africa.

The remains of temples and other edifices of sandstone still mark its she.

—

Napeda waa
farther north or lower down on the Nile, and was next in rank to Meroe.
These regions have also been explored in modem times, and splendid rains have been found scattered along the valley or \tx Nile

The following are some of the sources of iuformaiion on the subject. Bruce's Travels in Abyssinia, cited P. IV. § IIS. I.—Travel*

of SaU and I/)rd Valentia ; of Burckhardt ; Franc Gau (P. IV. § 243. 3), and especially of CaiUiaud.—Ct. Lond. Quart. Rev,

vol. xvi. 13. lis. 174 —Hoshins' Travels in Ethiopia, Lond. 1S35, 8.

§ 179. Under Libya we include the whole extent from ^gyptus on the east to the

Hyrtis Minor (Gulf of Cabes), together with an indefinite portion on the south. Tba
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term was used by the ancient poets to signify Africa in general. In its strict and most
limited sense, it included only the region between Egypt and the Syrtis Major (Gulf
of Sidra).—In the latter sense, it comprised on the coast only the two districts Mar-
marica and Cyrtnaica. We include under Libya also the portion farther west called

Regie Syrtica, from the two Syrtes on the coast already named.
Marmarica was on the east nearest to Egypt. The inhabitants were said to

possess some secret charm against the poison of serpents; some of them, named
Psylli, made it their profession to heal such as had been bitten, by sucking the venom
out" of the wound. In an Oasis, now El Wah, south of Marmarica, stood the cele-

brated temple of Jupher Ammon (P. III. "5> 71), and near it the fountain of the &un,

whose waters were said to be warm in the morning, cool at noon, hot in the evening,

and scalding at midnight. Alexander, after havhig encountered great difficulties, suc-

ceeded in visiting this oracle, and was hailed by the priest as son of Jupiter.

"Belzoni, previously to his leaving Egypt, made a tour to El Wah (the bushes), the northern
Oasis. He found, as llornemann had, the tops of the hills of the desert encrusted with salt, and
wells of sweet water rising out of a surface overspread with masses of salt, as Herodotus related
two-and -twenty centuries ago. He found also the remains of what has heen considered as the
temple of Jupiter Ammon ; but the natives were as jealous and as unwilling to let him see this

'work of the infidels,' as Hornemann had found them to be. The tine rivulet of sweet water,
whose source this traveler describes as being in a grove of date trees, and which Brown was told

by the people, was sometimes cold and sometimes warm, was also visited by Belzoni; who sayg
he proved the truth of what is stated by Herodotus, that this spring is warm in the mornings and
evenings, much more so at midnight, and cold in the middle of the day. Had Mr. Belzoni pos-
sessed a thermometer, he would have found that it was the temperature of the air which had
changed, while that of the fountain of the sun remained the same."

—

Land. Quart. Rev. xxiii. 95.

Cyrenaica, or Pentapolis (Barca), lay between Marmarica and the Syrtis Major,

or altars of the Philaeni. It contained five cities; Cyrene, founded by a Greek colony,

the birthplace of the philosopher Carneades ; ApoUo7iia, a celebrated seaport ; Fide-
mais, at first called Barce ; Arsinoe, and Berenice or Hesperis, near which were the

gardens of the Hegperides, famous for their golden apples, and the residence of the

Gorgons, so celebrated in fable. (Cf. P. II. § 115. Ed. Rev. No. 95, p. 228).—West
of this was Regio Syrtica, also called, from its three cities, Tripolitana (Tripoli)

;

its cities were Leptis, called major, to distinguish it from a town of the same name
near Carthage ; CEa, the present city of Tripoh ; and Sabrata, a Roman colony; and
Tysdrus, now Elgem. A people called by Homer the Lotophagi dwelt on this coast

;

he says that they fed on the lotos, a fruit so deHcious, that whoever tasted it imme-
diately forgot his native country. On the coast were the Syrtes. two dangerous quick-

sands, which frequently proved fatal to hapless mariners; here, also, was the lake

Tritonis, sacred to Minerva.
^ There are interesting ancient remains in these regions, particularly at Leptis and Cyrene.—The
situation of Cyrene is described as e.xceedingly beautiful.—"It is built on the edge of a range
of hills, rising about 800 feet above a fine sweep of high table land, forming the summit of a
lower chain, to which it descends by a series of terraces. The elevation of the lower chain may
be estimated at 1000 feet; so that Cyrene stands about 1800 feet above the level of the sea, of
W'hich it commands an extensive view over the table land, which, extending east and west as

far as the eye can reach, stretches about five miles to the northward, and then descends abruptly

to the coast. Advantage has been taken of the natural terraces, to shape the ledges into roads

leading alons the face of the mountain, and communicating in some instances by narrow flights

of steps cut in the rock. These roads, which may be supposed to have been the favorite drives

of the citizens of Cyrene, are very plainly indented with the marks of chariot wheels, deep fur-

rowing the smooth, stony surface. The rock, in most instances rising perpendicularly from these

galleries, has been excavated into innumerable tombs, generally adorned with architectural

facades. The outer sides of the roads, where they descended from one range to another, were
ornamented with sarcophagi and monumental tombs ; and the whole sloping space between the

galleries was filled up with similar structures. These, as well as the excavated tombs, exhibit

very superior taste and execution. In two instances, a simple sarcophagus of white marble,

ornamented with flowers and figures in relief of exquisite workmanship, was found in a large

excavation. In several of the excavated tombs were discovered remains of paintings, repre-

senting historical, allegorical, and pastoral subjects, executed in the manner of those of Hercu-
laneum and Pompeii. (Cf. P. IV. } 226).—In the region of Cyrenaica are several caverns con-
taining stalactites, presenting of course various fantastic shapes. It has been supposed that

this fact, together with the existence of the ruins and excavations in the vicinity of Cyrene, may
have given ri?e to the story of the petrified city, of which, under the name of RasSem, marvelous
accounts have been related to travelers in Africa."

See Modem Traveler.—F. (V. S,- H. Eeechy, Expedition to Northern Coast of Africa. Lond. 1828. 4.

At Tysdrus are still found ruins of Roman structures ; particularly of a spacious amphitheatre,
" consisting formerly of four rows ofcolumns in tiers one above another, and sixty-four arcades."

The inner area is said to be 300 feet in length and 200 in breadth; and the whole circumference
1.570 feet ; the height is estimated to have been at least 105 feet. The upper tier of columns is

nearly fallen ; the three lower are preserved."

See Bev. C. F. Ewald'i Diary. A drawing is given in The Penny Magazine, Jan. 13, 1838.

^ 180. Next to TripoUtana was the province of Africa Propria, of which the capi-

ta! was Carthago. This city was founded by a Tyrian colony, led by queen Dido, and

by US extensive commerce became one of the most opulent cities of antiquity. Its

ritadel was called Byrsa, because it was said that Dido, on coming here, purchased
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as much ground as she could encompass with a Pvprra, or hide, and then, having cut
the hide into strips, took in the space originally covered by the chy.

Carthage is immnrtalized by pnets and historians on account of the three wars which it sus-
tained against the Romans. Tiie hist of these wars resulted in the total destruction of the city
by Scipio Africanus the younger, B. C. 146. The city is said to have been above twenty miles
in circumference ; it being set on tire by the Romans, the contlagration lasted seventeen days.
A new city was built by the emperor Augustus at a small distance from tlie site of the ancient.
The new Carthage was taken from the Romans by Genseric, A. D. 439, and for more than a cen-
tury afterwards was the capital of the Vandal empire in Africa. It was tinally destroyed by the
Saracens towards the end of the seventh century. A single aqueduct is said to be the chief trace
of it found in modern times.

The other remarkable towns in this district were Tunes or Tuneta. (Tunis), where
Regulus was defeated and taken prisoner; Clupea, near the Promontoriiun Mercurii
(Cape Bona); Adrumetum; Thapsus, where Caesar defeated Scipio and Juba; and
Ulica, where Cato the younger slew himself; near Utica was the river Ba^radas,
where Regulus slew an enormous serpent, that had destroyed many of his soldiers.

§ 181. NuMiDiA was ai one time divided into the kingdom of the Massyh, ruled by
Massinissa, and that of the Masssesyh, under the government of Syphax ; but after
the third Punic war, they were united into one kingdom under Massinissa. The capi-
tal was Certa. The principal towns on the sea-coast were Tahraca, remarkable for
its groves ; Hippo Begins, near the small river Eubricafus, the episcopal seat of Saint
Augustine ; and Rusicade. In the interior were Vaga; Sicca; and Zama, where Han-
nibal was defeated by Scipio. On the confines of the desert were Thala and Capsa.

^ 182. Mauritania was separated from Numidia by the river Ampsagas.—It3

chief towns were Ctssarea, whence the eastern part was called C Eesariensis ; and
Tingis (Tangiers), from which the western received the name Tingitana. This
country extended from the river Ampsagas, separating it from Numidia, to some dis-

tance on the Atlantic coast. The Romans, after their conquest over these regions,
planted in them numerous colonies, and constructed fortresses and roads, of which
some traces yet remain. The most southern R,oman settlement was that called Ex-
ploratio ad JSlercurium, on the coast of the Atlantic. The waters west of this terri-

tory were named Oceanus Allanticus, from the chain of mountains called Atlas,
which bounded Mauritania on the south, and terminated at two difierent points on
the coast, the northern ridge being termed Atlas Minor, and the southern Atlas
Major.—Mons Ahyla was the elevated summit near the strait connecting the Medi-
terranean and the Atlantic. This and Calpe on the European side formed the fabled
pillars of Hercules {Herculis Columnae).

^ 183. All the remaining countries of the land may be included under Africa In-
ferior, to which it is impossible to assign any definite boundaries.—The Gaetuli, and
Garamantes, and other tribes, are represented as dweUing within it. The Nigritce
were placed about the river Niger. I'he Great Desert was called Deserta Libi/cB In-
terioris. On the coast west of this were the Insulce Fortunata; called also Cana-
ria, from the number of large dogs, as some suppose, found upon them, and thence
their modern name Canaries.—South of these were the hisulcB Hesperidum, the mo-
dern Ciipe Verd islands, on which some have placed the gardens of the Hesperideg
(cf. '5i 179).—West of this coast the ancients also placed the island Atlantis, said to

have existed once, and to have been afterwards submerged in the ocean. It was re-

preserfted as larger than Asia and Africa, and as very fertile and powerful.

Some have considered the whole account of Atlantis as a mere fable ; others have conjectured
that the Canaries, Madeira Isles, and Azores, once formed parts of a vast island thus described;
and others have maintained that the land referred to must have been the continent of America.
The laiter opinion is maintaineJ in an Essay entitled as follows : An Attempt to show that America must he known to the

Ancients, yc. by an American Englishman, Pastor of a Church in Bcston. Boston, New England, MDCCLXXIII.—Some have

imagined that this island was situated in the Northern regions; Bailly, Lettres sur I'Atlantide de Platon, &c. Paris, 1779. 8.

See Malte-Brun's Geography.—5ory de St. Vincent, E«ai sur Tantique Atlantide. Par. 1804. 4.—The ancieLt story is g'veo in

be Criiiou or Atlanticus of Plato.
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INTRODUCTION TO CLASSICAL CHRONOLOGY.

Preliminary Remarhs.

% 184. Chkoxologt treats of the computation of time and of the dates of events. It

is comparatively a modern science. Among the ancients there was scarcely any sys-
tematic attention to the subject. Yet it is a highly important science. Accurate chro-
nology is essential to all reasoning from historical facts; the mutual dependence and
relations of events cannot be traced without it ; with the greatest propriety it has been
called one of the eyes of history, while geography with equal propriety has been said
to be the other. Chronology is also an important aid to the memory, if properly con-
sidered, in studying history and biography.

In treating this subject, although our design requires a special reference to Classical Chronology,
yet from the nature of the subject we must introduce some things which belong rather to the
science in general. We shall explain the Greek and Roman divisions of time and modes of com-
puting it ; and endeavor to present all that the student will need as preparatory to a full study
of the classical historians and of ancient history.

Chronology may be considered as consisting of two parts; the frst, measuring
time and adjusting its various divisions; the second fixing the dates of historical events
and arranging them in order.

I.

—

Of vieasuring Time and adjusting its divisions.

§ 185. The most obvious measures and divisions of time are those suggested to all

men by the revolutions of the heavenly bodies. These are three ; days, months, and
years ; the day from the revolution of the earth on her axis, or the apparent revolution

of the sun around her ; the month from the periodical changes in the moon ; the year

from the annual motion of the earth in her orbit round the sun.—These three divisions

are not commensurate, and this has caused the chief embarrassment in the science of

Chronology ; it has, in point of fact, been difficuU so to adjust them with each other in

a system of measuring time as to have the computed time and the actual time perfectly

in agreement or coincidence.

% 186. The day. This was undoubtedly the earliest division, and originally was dis-

tinguished, it is hkely, from the night ; extending from sunrise to sunset only. It was
afterwards considered as including also the night, or time between sunset and sunrise.

But the beginning of the day has been reckoned differently by different nations, for

civil purposes ; at sunrise, by the Babylonians, Persians, Syrians and inhabitants of

India; at sunset, by the Jews, Athenians, ancient Gauls, and Chinese; at midnight,

by the Egyptians, Romans, and moderns generally.—Astronomers in their calculations

consider the day as beginning at noon, after the manner of the Arabians according to

Priestley. There have also been various modes of subdividing the day.—"The di-

vision of time into hours is very ancient : as is shown by Kircher (QEdip. JEgypt. t. ii.

part 2). The most ancient hour is that of the twelfth part of a day. Herodotus ob-
serves that the Greeks learnt from the Egyptians [Babylonians, 1. ii. c. 1091 , among
other things, the method of dividing the day into twelve parts ; and the astronomers
of Cathaya still retain this method. The division of the day into twenty-four hours
was not known to the Romans before the Punic war." {Tegg.)

% 187. The Greehs, in the time of Homer, seem not to have used the division into

hours; his poems present us with the more obvious parts of the day, morning (')wf),

110071 {n^<yov riixap), and evening ((JaAi). But before the time of Herodotus, they were
accustomed to the division of the day, and of the night also probably, into 12 parts.

They were acquainted also with the division of the day and night into four parts each,

according to the Jewish and Roman custom.
The ilomnns subdivided the day and night each into four parts, which were callci!

vigils {vigiJice) or watches. They also considered the day and the night as each di-

vided into 12 hours; three hours of course were included in a vigil.—The day vigils
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were designated simply by the numerals prima, secunda, terlia, qiiarta; but as the

second vigii commenced with the tiiird hour, the third vigil with the sixth hour, and the

founh widi the ninth hour, the terms prima, terlia, sexta, and 7ioJia, are also used to

signify the four vigils of the day. The night vigils were designated by the names ves-

pfu, media nox, gallicinium, conticinium.

It is sometimes stated, that the first vigil and first hour of the day commenced at what we call

6 o'clock A. M. ; the third vigil {vigilia tenia), and sixth hour {kora sexta), at 12 o'clock, noon;

the corresponding vigils and hours of night, at what we call 6 o'clock P. M., and 12 o'clock, niid-

nisht. This statement may be sufficiently accurate in general ; but it must be remeniber<»d, that

the Roman hours and watches were of unequal length ; the first hour of the day began with sun-

rise, and the twelfth ended at sunset; and the first hour of the night began at sunset, and the

twelfth ended at sunrise. Of course, the hours of ihe day in summer were longer than those of

the night, and in the winter they were shorter. Cf. P. III. $ 228.

§ 188. Different devices have been employed for marking and making known
these parts of the day. The sun-dial was used by the Babylonians and Jews; and by
the latter, watchmen were maintained to announce the time. The Greeks borrowed

the sun-dial from the Babylonians, and called it the Heliotrope {h>^ioTp6-!Ticv), or Gno-
mon (yvwixujv)

; but the latter term properly designates the needle or index which cast

the shadow on the dial.—The Romans, besides the dial {horolo^ium, solarium), em-
ployed also the Clepsydra, for some account of which see P. III. ^ ^-iS.

Several specimens of the ancient sun-dial are still preserved; one is said to be still remaining
nearly in its original situation, on the rock of the Acropolis at Athens. "Upon each side of the

octagonal building commonly called the tower of the icinds, was also placed a vertical sun-dial

;

t'le gnomon or index projected from the side, while the lines indicating the hour were cut upon
the wall. The lines of the dial upon the wall are distinctly extant at the present day: and
although the gnomons have disappeared, the places where they were inserted are still visible."

Besides stationary dials, the ancients had portable ones of metal, which were termed Phorema-
tica. (Cf. Stuart's Diet, of Architect, vol. ii.)—An instrument called a jcater-clock was in consi-

derable use in some parts of Europe a few cenlurias ago. Striking clocks are said to have been
invented by the Arabians about A. D. 800.—Watches were first made in Germany, A. D. 1477.

See BiTtkoud, HUtoire de la Mesure du Temps par les Horologes. Par. 1802. 2 vols. i.—Brnesti, de Solariis, in his Opuscida —
G. H. Marlini. Abhandlung von den Sonnenuhren der Alten. Leipz. 1777.—SaiZicr and Falconet, Sur les horo!o?es des Anciens, in

the Mem. de I'jicad. des Inscr. vol. iv. p. US; and vol. xx. p. 440. Cf. vol. iii. p. 174, on the Gnomon.—SmiVi, Diet, of Anti-

quities, art. Hcrrulogium.—Gough, on a Roman Horologium found in Italy, Archseologia (as cited P. IV. § 243. 3), vol. X. p. 172,

with a plate.—For delineations of several ancient sun-dials, see Calmet, as cited § 168 b. vol. iii. p. 363.

^ 189. The month. This division, without much doubt, had its origin in the various

phases or changes in the moon. It included the time of the moon's revolution round
the earth, or between two new moons, or two successive conjunctions of the sun and
moon. The mean period is 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes; it was considered to be

29i days ; and the ancients commonly reckoned the month as consisting alternately

of 29 and 30 days.

The Greeks thus reckoned their months, and termed those which had 30 days,
TrMpets (full), and ScKajiOivol {ejiding on the lOth day) ; those of 29 days they termed
koZ'Xqi (hollow or deficient), and iwoLipdivol {ending on the 9th day). Twelve lunations
thus computed formed the year ; but it fell short of the true solar year by about 11 days
and a quarter, making in four years about 45 days. To reconcile this and bring the

computation by months and years to coincide more exactly, another month was inter-

calated every two years ; and in the first two years a month of 22 days ; and in the
next two, a month of 23 days ; thus after a period of four years the lunar and solar

years would begin together; this was called the Teroaerripls. But the effect of this

system was to change the place of the months relatively to the seasons; and another
system was adopted. This was based on the supposition that the solar year was 365
days and a quarter, while the lunar was 354 ; which would in a period of 8 years give
a difference of 90 days; the adjustment was made by intercalating, in the course of the
period, three months of 30 days each; the period was called 'OKToeTrifiU. Its invention
was attributed to Cleostratus of Tenedos ; it was universally adopted, and was followed
in civil matters, even after the more perfect cycle of Meton was known ; one reason
may have been the reciprocal adaptation between the Octaetens and the Olympiad, the
former including exactly two of the latter.

^ 190. " The foUovidng are the names of the Grecian months, together with those
of the corresponding Julian months, as near as they can be given. In this list Scali-

ger's account has been followed, which, upon the whole, we believe the most cor-

rect. As the first month of the Athenian year comprised but a few days of the latter

pari of our June, and the greater part of July, the latter month will be given as the
corresponding one.—1. 'EKarniipaicbv, July; so called from the great number of Heca-
tombs which were usually sacrificed in this month.—2. Mcrayetrvidjv, August; so called

from the sacrifices which were then offered to Apollo Meraycirvtos, because on this

month the inhabitants of Melite left their island and removed to Attica.—3. Bor,Jpo/ijwj',

September; which was so called from the festival termed Bor)^p6ma.—4. IIvaveiLiuv,

October; so called because in this month, after the fruits of the year were gathered,
feasts were served up, the chief of which con.°:sted in boiled pulse [eaten in memory
•»f the food of Theseus on the last day of his voyage from Crete].—5. MaiiiaKTripiu'
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Novemher; so called from Jupiter MaifiaKTrig, the boisterous, because in this month the
weather was very tempestuous.—6. Uoaeiccdjv, December; in which month sacrifices

were offered to IloaeiSui; Neptune; as if it were called Neptu?ie's month.—7. TaixriXniv,

Ja?iuary; which was sacred to Juno Fajj-fiXiog, the goddess of marriage.—8. 'AvdecTri-

pi<ov, February; which took its name from the festival of the same name.—9. 'EXa-
(prj/SoXtuv, March; so called from the festival 'E\a(pri/S6\ta, which was sacred to Diana
'EXaivPoXos, the Jni7itress, because this was the month for hunting stags.—10. Mowv-
X£W)', April; in which sacrifices were offered to Diana Mowvxia, from the harbor of
this name, in which she had a temple.—11. QapyriXiwv, May; in which month sacri-

fices were offered for the ripening of the earth's fruits.— 12. I-Kifj^ocbofjiorv, Ju7ie; so
called from a festival of the same name celebrated in this month in honor of i\ii-

nerva. Every month was divided into rpta dexntizpa, three decades of days. The
first of which was called /";«'0J dpxoiiivov or loTaiiivov, the decade of the beginning ; the
second, unvdi necovi/roi, the decade of the middle; and the third, m'?«'<'s (pOivopro^, or
navuiiivov, the decade of the end. The first day of the first decade was called vBoixrjvia,

because it happened on the new moon ; the second, SsvTipa laraixsvov, and so on to
SeKdTT] Icraixevov, the tenth day of the ino?iih. The first day of the second decade, or the
eleventh day, was called tpojttj hcgovvtos, the first of the middle, or npurr] i-\ ilKa, the

first after ten; the second, Sevrepa ixccovvr^i, and so on to the twentieth day idKas), or

the last day of the second decade. The first day of the third decade was called Trpurt]

iz' eiKtiSi, or n-pwr/j (pShovTog, and so on. The last day of the month was denominated
by Solon Ut) Koi via, the old and new, as one part of the day belonged to the old, and
the other to the new moon. But after the time of Demetrius Poliorcetes, the last day
of the month received from him the name of A'7A<'/"P'<if-" {Cleaveland.)

On the Attic months, cf. Classical Journal, ix 324, 559.—i. Ideler, cited P. V. § 7. 7. (c).

"J 191a. The Bomans are said to have had under Romulus only 10 months; but
Numa introduced the division into 12, according to that of the Greeks.—But as this

formed only a lunar year, a little more than 11 days short of the solar year, an extra-

ordinary month {mejisis intercalaris, called also Macedoiiius) was to be inserted every

other year. The intercalating of this and the whole care of dividing the year was en-

trusted to the Pontifices (P. III. "$* 228), and they managed, by inserting more or

fewer days, to make the current year longer or shorter as they for any reason might
choose ; and this finally caused the months to be transposed from their stated seasons,

so that the winter months were carried back into autumn, and the autumnal into sum
mer {Cic. Leg. ii. 12). Julius Caesar put an end to this disorder, by abohshing the in-

tercalation of months, and adopting a system which will be explained in speaking of

the year {% 192).—The names of the Roman months were the following ; Martins,
March, from Mars, the supposed father of Romulus, in whose arrangement of the

year this month was the first; Aprilis. derived by some from the verb aperio, the

month in which trees and flowers ope?i their buds ; Plains, May, from Maia, mother
of Mercury; Junius, June, from Juno; Quintilis, the fifth month, afterwards named
Julius, July, from Julius Caesar; Sextilis, sixth, afterwards Augustus, August, from
Augustus Caesar ; September, seventh month ; October, eighth ; November, ninth ; De-
cember, tenth ; Januarius, January, from Janus; Februarius, February, so called from
the purifications Ftbrua performed m this month (P. III. § 230), being the last of the

year.

The ancient Greeks and Romans personified the Months and the Seasons as well as the Hours
,

a further account of these personifications is given in P. 11. $ 105.

In Plate IX. are representations of the Four Seasons, as sculptured on the Arch of Severus (cf. P. IV. § 188. 2).

% 191 b. The Romans divided the month into three parts by the points termed Ka-
lendcB or Calend<B, Nonce, and Idus. The Calends were always the 1st of the month;
the Nones were the 5th, and the Ides the 13th of each month, excepting March, May,
July, and October ; in which four months the Nones fell on the 7th, and the Ides on
the 15th day. In marking the days of the month, the Romans counted backwarus
from these three fixed points, including always the day from which the reckoning began

;

e. g. the last or thirty-first day of December was called the second from the Calends
of January, pridie [ante] ICalen-das Januarii; the last day but one or 30th of Decem-
ber, was called the third from or before the Calends of January, tertio [die ante] BmL
Jan.; and so on back to the 13th day, which was called Id^is; the 12th was pridie

Idus, and so on back to the 5th, which was the Nonce ; the 4th, by this plan of

reckoning, would be of course Pridie Nonas.

cf. La Kauze, Calendrier Romain, in the Mem. Acad- Inscr. vol. xxvi. p. 219.

A Roman Calendar, compiled from Ovid, Columella, and Pliny, which notes the rising and setting of the stars, the Roman ifen-

\als, &c, is given in Paidy's Encydopadie (cited P. III. § 13. 5) ; it may be seen in Smith's Diet, of Actiq. art. Calendar.See also

Foggini, as cited P. IV. 5 133. 6.

The ancient Greeks and Romans had no division properly answering to our weeks ; although

the former had their decade of days ($ 190); and the latter their vnndivts, or market days occur

ring every ninth day (P. III. J 229). But the Egyptians ai.d oriental nations had a week of sever

days. This division (Jtebdomades) was introduced among the Romans, it ia said, not far from 'hn
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beginning of the third century after Christ. The days were named after the planets or pagan
gods: Dies Solis, Sunday; Luva, Monday; Martis, Tuesday; Mercurii, Wednesday; Jovis,

Thursday ; Veneris, Friday ; Sattirni, Saturday. It is worthy of notice tliat our names for the

days had a similar origin, as is seen by observing their Saxon derivation ; Sunnadag, Sun's day ;

MonandcBg, Moon's day ; Tiiesdcng, day of Tuisco (i. e. Mars) ; IVodensdag, day of Wodin or

Odin, a northern deity ; Thorsdag, day of Thor, a deity answering to Jupiier ; FrigdcEg, day of

Frigga, the Venus of tlie north ; Smterdceg, day of Saster or Sealer (i. e. Saturn, cf. P. II. $ 16. 2.)

§ 192. The year. This division was probably not formed until some considerable

advances had been made in astronomical science ; and it was long after its first adop-

tion before it attained to any thing like an accurate form.—The most ancient year of

which we know, was that consisting of 12 months supposed to contain 30 days each,

thus amounting to 360 days. It has been conjectured that this gave rise to the divi-

sion of the echptic into 3bO equal parts or degrees, which is still preserved. But it

was soon found that this fell short of the actual year, or the time of a revolution of the

earth ; and an addhion of 5 days was made, so that the year consisted of 365 days

;

this is ascribed to the Thebans. The Grecian year, however, as established by So-
lon and continued to the time of Meton and even after, consisted of 365 days and a
quarter.

The mai/ner in which the Greeks made their compulation by the lunar months to agree with the solar year, has already been

eipla.ned (§ 1S9). Cf. Gibert, L'annee Grecque, in the Mmi. Acad. Inacr. vol. xxxv. p. 133.

The Jxoman year seems to have consisted of 365 days until the time of Jitlius

CiEsar. The method employed by the Romans of previous ages to adjust their com-
putation by lunar months to the solar year has also been mentioned (§ 191), and hke-

wise the confusion which resulted from it. This Caesar attempted to remedy (cf P.

V. § 528. 4). He instituted a year of 365 days 6 hours. To remove the error of 80

days, which computed time had gained of actual time, he ordered one year of 445

days (365 plus 80), which was called the Year of confusion. And to secure a proper

allowance for the 6 hours which had been disregarded, but which would amount in 4

years to a day, he directed that one additional day should be intercalated in the reckon-

ing of every 4th year; thus each 4th year would have 366 days, the others 365.—This
is called the Julian year. In the Roman calendar the intercalated day was placed after

the 6th isextus) of the Calends of March, and therefore called bissextus ; hence the

phrase bissextile year ^till in use.

But in this plan there was still an error. The day was intercalated too soon ; i. e. before a whole day had been gained ; because

compuleJ time, instead of gaining 6 hours a year, gained only 5 hours 4S m. 57 sec., and in four years would gain only 23 ft. 15 m.

4Ssec. ; so the intercalated day was inserted too soon by 4i minutes zni \2 secotids ; of course, computed time, by this p!an, lost

44 m. 12 sec. every four years, or 1 1 m. 3 sec. every year. In 131 years this makes a loss of computed time, of one day ; i. e. com-

puted time would be one day behind actual time. In A. D. 1582 this loss had amounted to ten days, and Pope Gregory 13th

attempted to remedy the evil by a new expedient. This was, to drop the intercalary day or the bisserlile, every lOOth year except-

'ii\Z each 400th year. By the Julian year, computed lime loses 11m. 3 jec. a year, which makes about 19 hours in 100 years; drop-

ping the intercalary day on the lOOth year makes up this loss of 19 hours, and gives also a gain of about 5 hours ; dropping it on the

nexl lOOth year gives another gain of 5 hours to computed lime ; so of the third lOOth year ; and in Ibis way compuled time gains

of actual time, in 300 years, 15 hours ; if on the next lOOlh year, i. e. the fourth, the intercalary day be inserted, computed time

loses for that century 19 hours; but to meet this loss, it had in the three preceding centuries gained 5 hours in each, and in all 15

hours, so that the loss is only (19—15) 4 hours at the end of 400 years. By this melhod the difference between computed and actual

lime cannot amount to a day in 2500 years. In this system, called the Gregorian Calendar, the years 1600, 2000, 2400 are inter-

calary; and the years 1700, ISOO, 1900, 2100, 2200, 2300, &c., not.—The Gregorian year was immediately adopted in Sjiain, Portu-

gal, and Italy ; and during the same year in France ; in Catholic Germany, in 1583 ; in Protestant Germany and Denmark, in 1700;

in Sweden, 1753. In England it was adopted in 1752, by act of Parliament directing the 3d of September to be styled the I4th, as

computed lime had lost 1 1 days. This was called the change from Old to New Style.—Id 1832, Russia was said to be the only countrj

where the Julian year or the Old Style was used. It is, however, retained in the Greek and Armenian churches. (Miss. Herald, foi

Dec. 1S35, p. 454.)—On the Gregorian Calendar, see Ch. Clavius, Romani Calendarii a Gregorio XIII. P. M. restituti Explicalio.

Different nations have beeun the year at different seasons or months. The Romans at one time

considered it as beginning in Marcli, but afterwards in January. The Greeks placed its com-
mencement in Hecatombffion, at the summer solstice. The Christian clergy tised to begin it at

the 25th of March. The same was practiced in England and the American colonies until A. D. 1752,

on the change from Old to New Style, when the first of January was adopted.

"0 193. Cycles. In adjusting the different methods of corriputing time, or the division

of time into days, months, and years, great advantage is derived from the inven-

tion of Cycles. These are periods of time so denominated from the Greek kvk'aos, s

circle, because in their compass a certain revolution is completed. Under the term

cycle we may properly include the Grecian Olympiad, a period of 4 years ; the Octae-

teris, or period of 8 years; and the Roman Lustrum, a period of 5 years; and also thb

Julian year, or period of 4 years as just described. The period of 400 years, compre-

hended in the system of Gregory already explained, may justly be termed the cycle of

Lrregory.—Besides these, it seems important to mention the Lunar Cycle, the Solar

Cycle, the Cycle of Indiction, and the Julian Period.

See F. Nolan, as cited § 201.—B. Dodwell, de veteribus Gra;corum Romanorumque Cyclis, &c. Dissert, decern. Load. 1701. 4.

—

Nichuhr, on the Secular Cycle, in his Hist, of Rome, vol. i. p. 209. ed. Phil. 1835.

"5> 194. The Lunar Cycle is a period of 19 years. Its object is to accommodate the

computation of time by the moon to the computation by the sun or adjust the solar

and lunar years. The nearest division of the year by months is into twelve; but twelve
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lunations (which make the lunar j'ear) fall short of the solar year by about 11 days.
Of course, every change in the moon in any year will occur eleven days earlier than it

did on the preceding year; e. g. if in September of the present year full moon occurs
on the I6th, the corresponding full moon of the next year will occur on the 5th of Sep-
tember.—Hence every year the various changes in the moon fall back as calculated by
the days of the year. At the expiration of 19 years they occur again nearly at the
same time.

This Cycle was invented by Melon, an Athenian astronomer, who flourished about B. C. 430.
Mnny attempts had before been made to adjust the solar and lunar years (} 189), and this im-
provement was at the lime received with universal approbation ; but not being perfectly accu-
rate, it was afterwards corrected by Eudoxus, and subsequently by Calippus. The Cycle of
Meton was employed by the Greeks to settle the time of their festivals ; and the use of it was
discontinued when these festivals ceased to be celebrated. "The Council of Nice, however,
wishing to establish some method for adjusting the new and full moons to the course of the sun,
with a view of determining the time of Easier, adopted it as the best adapted for the purpose;
and from its great utility they caused the numbers of it to be written on the calendar in golden
letters, which has obtained for it the name of the Golden Number." The name of Oolden J^it?n-
ber is still applied lo the current year of the Lunar Cycle, and is always given in the Almanac.

§ 195. The Solar Cycle is a period of 28 years. Its use is to adjust the days of the
w^eek to the days of the month and the year. As the year consists of 52 weeks and
one day, h is plain that it must begin and end on the same day. Let the seven letters

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, represent the seven days of the week, A being always applied
to the first day of the year. Let January begin with Monday. Of course A will stand
for Monday, and Sunday coming on the 7th day will be represented by G, the 7th let-

ter. The year will end with Monday, as it began with it; and A, the next year, will

stand for Tuesday, and Sunday will be on the 6th day of the year, and be represented
by F. Thus the year will com.mence one day later every common year, and Sunday
will be represented successively by the letters taken in their retrograde order, G, F, E,
&c., and if 52 weeks and one day were the exact year, or there were no leap year, the
year would, after seven years, again begin on Monday, the same day wuh the first

year supposed. But the leap year, consisting of 52 weeks and two days, interrupts the
regular succession every fourth year, and the return to the same day of the week is

not effected until 4 times seven, i. e. 28 years.

This Cycle is employed particularly to furnish a rule for finding Sunday, or to ascertain the
Dominical Letter. Chronologers employ the first seven letters of the alphabet lo designate the
seven days of the week; and the Dominical Letter for any year is the letter which represeius
Sunday for that year. Tables are given for the purpose of finding it in chronological and astro-
nomical books.

§ 196. The Cycle of Indiction is a period of 15 years. The origin and primary use
of this has been the subject of various conjectures and discussions. It seems to have
been established by Constantine the Great, in the fourth century, as a period at the end
of which a certain tribute should be paid by the different provinces of the empire. Pub-
lic acts of the emperors were afterwards dated by the years of this cycle.

The cycle, which has been perhaps most celebrated, is that which is termed the
Julian Period, and was invented by Joseph Scaliger. Its object was to furnish a com-
mon language for chronologers, by terming a series of years, some term of which
should be fixed, and to which the various modes of reckoning years might be easily

applied. To accomplish this, he combined the three cycles of the moon, sun, and in-

diction, multiplying 19, 28 and 15 into one another, which produces 7980, after which
all the three cycles will return in the same order, every year taking again the same
number of each cycle as before. Taking the several cycles as settled in the Latin
church, and tracing them back, he found that the year when they would begin together
was the year 710 before the creation as now dated, and that the first year ol the Chris-
tian Era as now computed was 4714 of the Julian Period.

This invention would be of great importance if we had no acknowledged epoch, or fixed
year, from which to compute; but since we have such an epoch, it seems to be unnecessary,
its use is almost entirely superseded by the general adoption of the Christian era as a fi.\ed

standard.

II.

—

Of fixing the Dates of historical events and arranging them in order.

^ 197. To arrange events methodically in the order of their occurrence, and assign

the proper dates, is the second part of Chronology. In the consideration of this part

we shall notice the following topics
; (J) The methods employed to ascertain the dates

of events, or the time when they occurred
; (B) The epochs and eras which have been

employed or are still in use ; (C) The systems of arrangement, and chronological tables

and charts ; (V) The actual dates of the most prominent events in classical Chronology.
^ 198. {A) Methods employed to ascertain the dates of events,—Here we observe.
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that the principal helps or sources are four. First, ^^e will notice that furnished by
observations on generalio7is of men or successio7is of Rings.—It has been supposed

that the average length of a king's reign, or of a generation of men, may be estimated

by comparing a sufficient number of facts.—When this average is taken, and we are

told by a writer how many generations hved, or how many kings reigned, between two

events, we can at once find the time between them ; and if the date of either event is

known, the date of the other will follow. This is the only Chronology of the earliest

writers, and is used in the Bible. The Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans used it. Gene-
rally they reckoned a generation and a reign as of the same length ; three of them
equal to 100 years. Sir Isaac Newton employed this means of ascertaining dates, and
maintained that the average for reigns of kings is only 20 years ; and for generations,

29 or 30 years, if reckoned by eldest sons, and 33, if reckoned by others. On these

prmciples he attempted to rectify ancient chronology, giving to many events a date

more recent than other authors.

It may be desirable to give a further explanation of this method by two illnslratiovs. (a) The
date of the return of the HeraclidsE to Peloponnesus is disputed ; but the date of the Battle of

Tiiermopylce is settled, B. C. 480. Now between these two events there reigned at Sparta a suc-

cession of 17 kings; 17 multiplied by 20 gives 340 years between the events, making the return
of the Ileraclidae B. C. (480 plus 340) 820; a date 280 years later than as given by other chrono-
logers.—(6) The date of the Argonautic Expedition is disputed ; but the beginning of the Pelo-

pnnnesian War settled, B. C. 431. Now it is found, that Hippocrates, living at the beginning of
the Peloponnesian War, was descended the 18th from jEsculapius by father's side, and 19th from
Hercules by mother's side, and that .aSsculapius and Hercules were both Argonauts ; that is,

there were 17 generations in one line and 18 in another, between the two events. Taking the

medium IH and multiplying by 29 gives 567; making the date of the Argonautic Expedition,

B. C. (431 plus 567) 998 ; 326 later than by other chronologers.

But there are two grand objections to this method of ascertaining dates. First, the inaccuracy
and uncertainty of the average ; it cannot be very satisfactorily or exactly determined. Secondly,

the fact that ancient writers, in naming a succession of kings or giving a genealogy, often omit
several of the series. This is done in Matthew, ch. i., for the sake of reducing the number of
generations between the great epochs mentioned in the 17th verse, to exactly fourteen.

% 199. A seco?id help is found in celestial appearances and cha?tges. This method is

in general more safe and certain, as it depends on strict astronomical principles perfectly

settled. The appearances employed are eclipses and the precession of the equinoxes.

(a) Eclipses. The ancients were very superstitious as to eclipses. Many are re-

corded, and mentioned as happening at the same time with important events in history,

and described so that they may be recognized by the astronomer, who can calculate

with perfect accuracy the time of every eclipse that has happened.

We will give illustrations. Thucydides. in relating the attempt of the Athenians on the Syra-
cusans, says that Nicias, finding the Syracusans reinforced and himself in danger, determined
to sail out of the harbor of Syracuse; but when everything was ready for sailing, the moon was
eclipsed, for it was then full moon ; by this appearance the Athenian soldiers were filled with
alarm, and besought Nicias not to proceed ; and in consequence they almost to a man perished.
This event is generally supposed to have been about B. 0. 413.—Now it is found by calculation,

that the moon was full' at Syracuse the 27th day of August, B. C. 413, and that there must have
been a total eclipse there, visible from beginning to end, and likely to produce on the soldiers

the eifect which Thucydides mentions. The date of the era of Nabonassar, B. C. 747, is also
determined by a record of an eclipse of the moon in Ptolemy's Almagest (cf. P. V. $218).

In a similar way, Ferguson, in his Astronomy, proposes to fix the time of the birth of Christ. It is evident from Matthew il. 13-

15, 20, 21, that Christ was bom only some months before the death of Herod ; and from Josephus (B. xvii. ch. 8) we learn that there

was an eclipse of the moon at the time of Herod's last sickness ; astronomical calculation shows that the eclipse occurred March 13,

in the year 4710 of the Julian Period ; hence the birth of Christ could not have been later than about the close of the 4709tb of the

Julian Period.—The same author refers to the mention msde by Phlegon (cf. P. V. § 238) of a most extraordinary eclipse of the sun

as occurring in the 4th year of the 202d Olympiad, and would employ it as a help in determining the date of Christ's death ; since no

natural eclipse could occur the year specified, which corresponds, according to Ferguson, to the 4746th of the Julian Period, he thinks

the event mentioned by Phlegon v^'as the supernatural darkness that marked the Savior's crucifixion. In Playfair^s System ot

Chronology, cited P. V. § 7. 7. (c), is a list of eclipses that were observed before the Christian era, also, in Ferguson's Astronomy.

Mere Lunar appearances may be employed in the same way. By comparing Mark xv. 42. Luke xxiii. 54. and John iviii. 28,

ft would seem evident that the crucifixion was on Friday, and at the time of the Passover ; it is known from other sources (cf. Joit-

•phut, Ant. B. iii. ch. 10) that the Passover was kept on the day of the first full moon after the vernal equinox. Ferguson says he

found by calculation that " the only Passover full moon that fell on Friday, for several years before or after the disputed year of the

crucifixion, was on April 3d, in the 4746th year of the Julian Period."—Cf. Ferguson, as cited § 203.

(b) Precession of the Equijioxes. The equinoxes, being the points where the equator
crosses the ecliptic, are not precisely the same from year to year ; but they move back-
ward (i. e. to the west) 50 seconds every year, or 1 degree in 72 years. If, then, the

place of the equinox in the ecliptic at the time of any event is stated, we may determine
the date of the event, by noticing how far the equinox has now receded from the place

it then held, and allowing 72 years for a degree. The only objection to this method is

the difficulty, perhaps impossibility of deciding what point the equinoxes actually did

occupy at the time of particular events in ancient history.

Sir 1. Newton applied this principle also to settle the time of the Argonautic Expedition.—

A

sphere, representing the heavens with the constellations, is said by ancient writers to have been
fornied for the Argonauts, by Chiron ; on this sphere, it is also said, the equinox was placed in

hp middle point in the sign Aries. In the year 1689, the equinox had gone back from that point
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36 decrees 44 minutes : this, allowing 72 years for a degree, gives a period of 2645 years between
the year 1689 ami the Expedition ; making it B. C. 955; nearly the same as by the calculation

from generations by the same author. If it be stated how a star rises or sets in relation ui the

sun, the place of the equinox may be found, and dates ascertained, in the way just mentioned.

—

Sir Isaac Newton and others have employed this to ascertain the time when Hesiod lived. In

a passage in the li'urks and Days [vs. 564], Hesiod says, that ^returns rose at sunset, 60 days
after the sun entered the winter solstice, a point 90 degrees distant from the equinox.—lint tlie

place of the equinox cannot be settled with certainty in this way; because it cannot be cer-

tainly known whether tht^ ancient writer means his own time and residence or not, whether he
means true or apparent rising, or even what constellation or star he means exactly. Cf. Costard,

in the Philusuphical Transactiuns, vol. xlviii. p. 2.

§ 200. A tfiird help in the fixing of dates is found in the coins, medals, monuments, and
i?iscriptiofzs, which are preserved for the benefit of succeeding ages. These often throw
great light upon historical events, and aflTord important aid in ascertaining the time of

iheir occurrence. Interesting facts are sometimes first made known, and the period

when they took place is often indicated, by the face of a medal, or the representations

on a public monument.—Inscriptions are of still greater service. x4s one of the most
valuable of these we must mention the chronicle of Faros, which fixes the date ot the

chief events in Grecian history from Cecrops down to the time of Alexander. (See

P. IV. §91.4.)
§ 201. The fourth source is furnished by the testimony of historians, who state the

distance between events, or between events and an epoch. The early historians paid

very little attention to the subject of chronology; it was not until a comparatively late

period, that they began to think of dates and distances of time. The principal frag-

ments of the earlier writers, Eratosthenes, ApoUodorus, and 'I'hrasyllus, are still to be
found in the Clironkon of Eyseliiis, and the Silromala of Clemciis AUxandrinus. The
writings of the Byzaiitine Chroniclers are also ot service; particularly the chronologi-

cal work (EKXayfi Xfiovoypa'piai) ol Syncellus. It is chiefly from this and the above-

mentioned work of Eusebius, that the details of the commonly received Chronology have
been gathered. (Cf § 205; and P. V. % 236, 239, 288.)

§ 202. (B) Epochs and Eras employed in Chronology.—It is essential to correct and
exact chronology that there should be some fixed epoch, to which all events may be

referred and be measured by their distance from it. But it is of comparatively little

consequence what the epoch is, provided it is fixed and acknowledged, as it is periectly

easy to compute in a retrograde manner the time before it, as well as in a direct man-
ner the time after it. An epoch is distinguished from an era. Epoch is the point of

time which is taken as a starting-place from which to reckon, and taken usually be-

cause signalized by some important event. Era is the space of time, that follows the

epoch ; the series of years computed from it.—The two terms may be interchanged as

nearly synonymous, because every era has its epoch and every epoch its era.

^ 203. The following are the most important eras, which are noticed in Chronology.
— (a) Era of Olympiads. The Greeks for a long time had no fixed epoch ; but after-

wards reckoned by Olympiads, periods of 4 years. They began 776 B. C. A new
Olympiad era, however, came into use under the Roman emperors, beginning A. D.
131.

—

{b) Era of Rome. The Romans often reckoned by lustrums, often by the year
of the consul or the emperor. The building of the city was their grand epoch. This
was 752 B. C. (It is placed by some 753 or 754.)—(c) Era of Nabonassar (or Belesis).

Used by some historians; the commencement of Nabonassar's reign at Babylon, 747
B. C.—((i) Era of the SeleucidcB. From the reign of Seleucus and his descendants in

Syria. The Jews chiefly tised this. The Nestorians still compute from it. (Researches
of Smith and D wight, vol. ii. p. 257.) It is usually dated 312 B. C. when Seleucus
recovered Babylon, 10 years before the real commencement of the kingdom of Syria.

—(e) Era of Diocletian. This was founded on the persecution of Christians in the

reign of Diocletian. It was used by Christians until the Christian era was adopted.
It began 2S4 A. D.—(/) The Mahoinetan Era or Hegira ; foutided on the flight of
Mahomet from Mecca to Medina, A. D. 622.

—

{g) The Persian Era, or Era of Yezde-
jerd; founded on the reign of a Persian king, named Yezdejerd, A, D. 632.

—

(ti) The
Christian Era ; Annus Domini; the year of our Lord. This era is founded on
the birth of Christ, but chronologers are not agreed as to the year of his birth ; some
placing it s^ven years before the received epoch, others four years. This, however, is

of no consequence as respects the utility of the era in chronology, because all, who
adopt the Christian era, agree to call the same year by the same numerical date ; aK
meaning (e. g.) identically the same year by A. D. 1&36. The era began to be used
about A. D. 360, according to some writers; but others state that it was invented by
Dionysius, a monk, A. D. 527.

On the Ctirlstian Era, see J. Piiestley, Lectures on History, L. xiv.—/. Guil. Jani, Histnria Mrx DionysianaB—G. Hamberget, l)e

EpocliK Cliristian.^ ortu et auctore.— Afan?ie. Dissertation on the Birth of Christ.—Cf. Lardner, Credibility of the Gospel, &c. Part L

vol. ii p. 796.—FiT^tSOTi's Astronomy, by D. Brewster, Phil. 1617 2 vols. 8. i. 460-65.

Perhaps we should mention here the Era of the Frtnch Republic, which the revolutionists attempted to establish. This was intro-

duced in 1793, with a formal rejection of the Sabbath and of the hebdominal week, and a novel arranReraent and pedantic nomen-

clature o( the months. The twenty-second of September was fixed as the beginning of the year. The year consisted of twelve

Diontbs ol 'Oirty days each ; which were divided, not by weeks, but into threfi decades, or periods of ten days. As this would com

9 f2
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pnse but 360 days,yn)e were added at the close of the last month of the year, called complementary days ; and at the close of every

fourlh or bissextile year, a sixth, called the day of the Republic. The cycle of the fnur years was termed the Franciade. The

three months of A u t u m n were named Vindemiaire, Brumane, Frimaire ; those of Winter, Nivose, Pluviose, f^entose : those

of Spring, Germinal, Florial, Prairial ; those of Summer, Messidor, Thermidor, Fructidor. This infidel calendar was used

about twehv years. The Gregorian was restored January I, 1S06.

§ 204. (C) Systems of Arrangement and Chronological Tables.—There is a great

discrepancy between the various systems of chronology which have been advocated in

different nations and at different times. Among the oriental nations there was a strong

desire for the honor of the earhest antiquity, and hence each carried back its chronolo-

gical dates into the regions of mere fable or absolute falsehood, and the Egyptians,

Babylonians, Hindoos, and Chinese, present a list of events happening hundreds or

thousands of years before the creation. Such systems need not be particularly noticed

here. (Cf. P. IV. § 21.)

^ 205. There are two systems, one derived from the Hebrew Scriptures and the

other from the Septuagint Version, which are highly deserving of the student's atten-

tion. They differ from each other considerably; that drawn from the Septuagint

assigns to many events a date much more ancient than that which follows the Hebrew
;

6. g. the former places the flood some hundred years further from the Christian era,

and the Creation at least 600 years further from the Flood, than the latter. There has

been much discussion among the learned, concerning the respective claims of these two
systems. We only remark here, that the Hebrew chronology is generally adopted.

The system of Archbishop Usher is the basis of the principal systems for chronolo-

gical tables and charts which are commonly used. The system of Usher is in general

accordance with the evidence drawn from the Hebrew Bible, the Arundelian Marbles,

and the Chronicon of Eusebius.

The system of Sir Isaac ^Tewlon has already been mentioned, and some of the methods em-
ployed by him for fixing dates. TJiis system assigns many important events, particularly of

Grecian history, to periods considerably'later than other systems. His chronology was at first

received with some favor, but is not usually regarded, although Mitford adopts it.

On this, see Mitford's Hist. Greece, ch. iii. Append.—Cf. Sh.uckford's Prof, and Sac. Hist. Conn. bk. vi. Pref.—For the titles of

some of the most important helps on the sutiject of Chrouolo^, see P. V. § 7. 7 (c)
; § 299. 6.— For others, we refer to Homers

Intro, to Grit. Study of Holy Script, vol. ii. p. 730.—A labored defence of the Septuagint Chronology is made by Rev. /. /. Jackson,

iu his Chronological .Antiquities,—See also Fred. Nolan, on the antiquity and connection of the early cycles, and their utility in

settling the differences of chronologists, in Trails, of Royal Soc. of Literature, vol. iii. Lond 1837.—iojirf. Quart. Rev. vol. v. p. 4.

—A. B. Chapm, Agreement of the true Biblical, Egyptian, and Chaldean Chronologies. New Haven, 1839. pp. 16.—Cf. Christ.

Spect. June, 1837, and Dec. 1838.—AforiAam, as cited P. V. § 236.

§ 206. Tables and charts are among the greatest facilities in the study of history and
chronology. They bring before the eye, at a glance, what can be presented but gra-

dually and slowly by description ; the locality of events and dates on the paper also

helps to fix them more firmly in the memory. Every student ought to avail himsell

nf the aid of a historical and chronological chart, ehher by purchase or (which is bet

ter) by actually forming one himself

$ 207. A great variety of plans for charts have been adopted, possessing greater or less degrees
of utility.— (d) One of the most simple and obvious plans is to form two perpendicular columns;
one for events of every kind ranired promiscuously in order of occurrence ; the other for their cor-

responding dates. Sometimes a third column is added to this plan, for Biography.—(6) Another
plan of similar nature, but improved, is to form several perpendicular columns ; one for dates,

and each of the others for a class of events: e. g. sovereigns in one, remarkable events in an-
other, battles in another, &c. Such is the plan of fVorcester's Charts. Both the plans men-
tioned may be marked for centuries by horizontal lines.— (c) A third plan is the contrivance of a
sort of tree, whose brandies represent nations; and events are ranged in them according to

their dates, the earliest at the bottom. Such is the plan of Eddy's Chronology delineated. Con-
quests by a nation may, in devices of this kind, be exhibited byone branch receivitig others into

itself, atid the origin of new states by branches shooting out from others.

—

(.d) A fourth plan is

marked by the peculiarity of being divided into periods, limited on each side by prominent events.

Such is Goodrich's Chart.— (e) \ Jiffh plan, worthy of notice, is that devised by Emma IVillard,

called "Perspective sketch of the course of Empire." It is essentially the Chronohisical Tree
inverted ; the earliest events being placed at the topof the chart, and diverging lines being sub-
stituted instead of the trunk and branches. Light and shade are etnployed to indicate the com-
parative rank and culture of diff.^rent nations. (IVillard's Atlas. Hartford, 1836.)

But it is worthy of remark, that in all these plans there are two grand faults ; 1. equal length

of time is not represented by equal spaces on the chart; 2. duration is represented by perpendi-

cular lines, while the horizontal line is altogether the most natural and most satisfactory repre-

sentation.—(/) A stx/A plan adopts these two important improvements, with the division into

periods, and the several columns for different classes of events, allowing, where the scale is

laree enough, each event to be located in its exact place in the line of time. The chief objection

to this method is the difticulty of using a scale sufficiently large to iticlude all the important
i.'vents of some periods without increasing too much the size of the chart, and rendering it in-

convenient for portable use.— (ir) A seventh plan unites geography with the history and chrono-
logy. This method is exhibited in Priestley's "Specimen of a New Chart of History," given in

his Lectures on Hi.story.— (A) The device of a combination of streams or rivers is employed in a
recent chart by /. /. Hitchcock, called History made visible, Phil. 1839, 54 inches by 27.

^ 208. (D) Actual Dates of the most prominent events. Nothing occasions more per

plexity and discouragement to the student in classical history, than the difficulty of re-

membering actual dates. Many have found this so great as to give over in despair.
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But, as has been repeatedly remarked, accurate chronology is essential to the utility,

and it is no less so to the pleasure, of reading history. And the difficulty complained
of is by no means insuperable.

Various expedients to aid the memory have been invented ($ 210) ; but on the whole,
the writer knows of none better than to take a glance over the whole field of past time,
select a few grand events which stand out as landmarks, associate these events with
their dates, and commit them to memory with perfect exactness, making them as
familiar as the letters of the alphabet. Any person of common capacity can do this ;

and the student who wishes to lay any foundation at all for historical knowledge must
do at least as much as this. This being done, he will find it comparatively easy to

locate the various events, which he may read about or learn from time to time, in their

proper place between these grand events whose dates are thus fixed in the memory.
^ 209. With these views the following outhne, in which it seemed desirable to include

modern chronology, is offered to the student, to be perfectly committed to memory.

The learner is advised to draw it off on a roll of paper prepared for the purpose; using aliori-
Zcntal line to represent the flowing or progress of time. Let this line be divided into equal spaces,
each representing an equal length of time; let the dates of the events he distinctly written
exactly at tke points in the Vwe where they belong according to this equal division; and let the
events also be written directly above or under the dates.

Brief Outline. Chronology is Ancient or Modern. Ancient includes the whole time before

Christ, comprehending 4004 years. Modern includes the whole time since Christ.

I. Ancient Chronology is divided into two portions by the Flood; Antediluvian ages, the

portion before the flood, and Postdiluvian ages, the portion after the flood.—The Antediluvian

ages may be considered as containing only one period; the Postdiluvian ages as containing ci^At

periods. The grand events and periods are the following.

Of the Antediluvian ages.

The one period is from Creation B. C. 4004,

to Deluge B. C. 2318.

Of the Postdiluvian ages, the

1st periorf, is from Deluge .... to Calling of Abraham
2rf period, from Calling of Abraham . . to Escape of Israelites .

3d period, from Escape of Israelites . . to Building of Temple .

4t/i period, from Building of Temple . . to Founding of Rome
5th period, from Founding of Rome . . to Battle of Marathon
6tA ;>eriorf, from Battle of Marathon . . to Reign of Alexander .

7tA;)eru<d, from Reign of Alexander . . to Capture of Carthage
8tA period, from Capture of Carthage . . to Coming of Christ.

II. Modern Chronology is divided into three distinct portions by the Fall of Rome and the

Fall of Constantinople: Early Jiges, the portion before the Fall of Rome ; Middle JSges, the por-

tion between the Fall of Rome and the Fall of Constantinople ; Recent Ages, the portion since

the Fall of Constantinople.—The early ages may be considered as containing fico periods; the

middle ages, /ye periods; and the recent ages /oe periods. The grand events and periods are

the following.

Of the Early ages, the

1st period, is from Christ ... to the Reign of Constantine .

2d period, from Reign of Constantino . to Fall of Rome ....
Of the Middle ages, the

1st period, is from Fall of Rome . . . to Flight of Mahomet .

2d period, from Flight of Mahomet . . to Crowning of Charlemagne
3d period, from Crowning of Charlamigne . to Landing of William
4tA period, from Landing of William . . to Overthrow of Saracens .

bth period, from Overthrow of Saracens . to Fall of Constantinople

Of the Recent ages, the

1st period is from Fall of Constantinople . to Abdication of Charles Fifth .

2d period, from Abdication of Charles 5th . to Restoration of Charles Second
3d period, from Restoration of Charles 2d . to Independence of United States
5tA period, from Independence of United States to Downfall of Bonaparte
5(A period, from Downfall of Bonaparte . to the Present Time.

? 210. But it is perhaps due to the scholar to mention here some of the expedients, above
alluded to (J 208), which have been devised to assist in the recollection of dates. We wiH
briefly notice three difterert systems of artificial memory.

I. The first is that of Dr. Grey, whose Memoria Technica has generally met with the most
favorable reception. "As this method," says Priestley, "is so easily learned and mav be of
Buch use in recollecting dates, I think all persons of a liberal education inexcusable, who will

B.C.
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not take the small decree of pains that is necessary to make themselves master of it." The ex-

pedient is to substitute letters for figures, and form of these letters a syllable or word, and asso-

ciate it with the name of the persons, the date of whose birth, reign, death, or the like, you
wish to remember, or with a prominent term or word connected with an event to be remem-
bered. The following is Dr. Grey's substitution alphabet, in which each of the ten numerical

chsiracteTshas Its consonant and hs vowel or diphthong; I, a b; 2, e rf; 3,ti;4,fo; 5, I u; Q,sau;

7, p oi; 8, k ei; 9, n ou; 0, z y. To remember the dale of the founding of Rome by this system,

substitute for 752 such letters as will, according to the above alphabet, represent 752; e. g. pud,
and join the syllable thus formed to the word Rome, or a part of the word, thus Rom-pud. The
very oddness and uncouthness of this combination will sometimes impress it on the n)emory. To
remember the date of the Deluge, 2348, we may form the word De\-etok; of the battle of Mara-
thon, 490, Marath-ony, or Mara-/owz. Where a series of dates of successive events are to be

fixed in memory, this system recommends the uniting of the barbarous words thus formed in

Hexameter verses ; which, however, the student must understand, are to be committed to me-
mory ; these are called memorial lines.

See R. Grey's Memoria Technica, or Method of artifiml Memory. (With Lowe's Mnemonics.) Load. 1S12. 8. Cf. Lond.

quart. Rev. ix. 125.

2. The second method is a system of topical memory, including also the substitution of letters

for figures. The principle of the topical method is to conceive a certain number of places in a
room, or in some limited space marked by sensible objects; and conceive these plaos as ar-

ranged in a certain fixed order; and then whatever successive events or objects one wishes to

remember, throw, in imagination, some pictures of or concerning- them, in their proper order, into

these conceived places. Such is the principle of Fe inaigle's ^irt of Memory. By this a four-

sided room is divided into fifty ideal squares ; these who wish a more capacious memory may
take also a second story having 50 squares more, numbered up to a hundred ; and one may g&
on so ascending through as many stories as he chooses. J^lne squares are to be placed on the

floor of the room, and nine on each of the four walls, thus making forty-five; the other fine on
the ceiling above : the squares on the floor number from 1 to 9 ; the square numbered 10 is put

on the ceiling over the wall supposed to be on your left hand, and the next nine squares from 11

to 19 are on the left hand wall under it; the square 20 is on the ceiling over the wall opposite in

front of you, and the next nine from 21 to 29 on that wall under it ; the square 30, and the next

nine from 31 to 39 are put in like manner on the right hand; and the square 40, and the next

nine from 41 to 49 behind you ; the remaining square 50 is placed in the centre of the ceiling. In

each of these squares a picture of some visible object is located; e. g. in 1, a pump; in 2, a swan;
in 3, a man using- a spade. This scheme of squares, numbers, and pictures is first to be committed

to memory. Then if one would remember by aid of the system the date e. g. of the kings of Eng-
land, he would create in his mind a picture in connection with each one of them, throw these

pictures in imagination into the squares in the exact order of the regal succession, and associate

the picture pertaining to the king with the picture fixed in the square to which he falls ; in form-

ing the new picture two things are important ; it should be so conceived as to have some casual

or slight association suggesting the name of the king, and suggesting at the same time a word or

phrase; which is devised by the person along with the ideal picture, and which expresses the

date according to an alphabet of letters substituted for figures. E. g. to remember the dale of

Henry 7th, it is said the ideal picture of 7 hens is a good one for the purpose ; the square to

which he is assigned is 29; the picture fixed in this square (in the engraved illustration of the

system) is a woman spinning on a small wheel; these two pictures then are to be somehow bound
together, and it may be thus, the woman spinning s e e s 7 hens ; the next thing is to form a word
or phrase indicative of the date; and by the alphabet adopted in this system, " The oakrail"
is such a phrase; the remaining step in this process of storage in the memory, is to bind the

phrase to the pictures, which may be done by imagining that the xcoman spinning sees 7 hens

on TAe oaA: roiZ.—The following is the substitution alphabet; 1,6 c; 2, d/; 3,o-h; 4,jkz; 5,1;
6,mn; 7,yqi 8, r s; 9,tv; 0, wx; and 100, St; 1,000, Th; 100,000, Y.

See The New Art of Memory, founded on the principles of F e i n a i g 1 e, illustrated by engravings. Lond. 1813. 8. 2d ed. Cf.

Lund. Quart. Rev. as above cited.

It is worthy of remark here, that the ancients, particularly the Roman orators, made use of a
system of topical memory. Quintilian gives an account of a system, in which the various parts

of a spacious mansion are employed somewhat as the several squares in the method of Feinaigle.

The things to be remembered were connected by association with certain types, and these being
arransed in order were assigned to the different parts of the house; "they assign," says he,
" the first idea they wish to remember to the portico, the second to the hall ; then they go round
the inner courts; nor do they only commit these associations to the bedrooms and anterooms,
but even to the furniture. When they wish to recollect these associations, they recur mentally
to those places in order from the beginning, and regain every sensible type, which they had en-
trusted to each particular spot, and this type at once suggests the idea connected with it."

3. The third system is the Efficacious Method of Mr. Hallworth. In this plan a substitution of
letters for figures is employed. Its peculiarity consists in this, that instead of forming mere bar-
barous and unmeaning words, like that of Grey, or words artificially associated with some image
or picture, like that of Feinaigle, a sisnificant sentence is formed, which states the event to be
remembered, and concludes with a word or phrase that expresses something characteristic of
the event, and at the same time, when interpreted according to the substitution alphabet, denotes
the date. The alphabet of Hailworth is the following; 1,6 c; 2, d/; 3,g,h,gh; 4,kl; 5,mn;
G, p, r; 7, s sh ; 8, t. ch ; 9, v w j, used as consonants ; 0, th ph wh, and also q x y z. In forming
words the vowels are used just as may be convenient, without having any significancy : the con-
sonants alone being considered in expressing a date ; thus ch u rch [ch r c/;] signifies S6S ; troop

ft r p], 866. To recollect by this method the date e. g. of the Flood, the following sentence is

brmed ; The deluge comes and men die guilty: the phrase die guilty expresses the date, as the
consonants d g 1 1 represent 2348.—For greater convenience and scope in forming the character-

istic phrases, the plan admits articles, prepositions, and conjunctions to be used, like the vowels,
without significancy ; e g. Mel fell a sacrifice to Cain's h at e and sin: h t s n, 3875.— JNIr. Hall-

worth has taught tils system by lectures in different parts of the country, and has published
several little books in which its principles are explained and applied.

See T. HallwartKs Efficacious Method of acquiring, retaining, and communicating Historical and Chronological Knowledge,
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N. York, 1824.—fldatoorWj method applied to General Ancient History.—Also to Sacrtd History, tc—History of the Unxttd

Stales

§ 211. We shall complete our design, in reference to the actual dates of events in

ancient and classical history, by a rapid glance at the Chronology of the principal states

of ancient times.—We will mention first those whose capitals were in Asia. '1 he prin-

cipal Asiatic states or kingdoms were e/g-A^ ; the Assyria7i; ihe Jewish ; \he Trojan ;

the Lydian; the Phce?iician; the Persian ; the Syrian; and the Parthian.

I. The Assyrian. This is considered as having commenced with the building
of Babylon by Nimrod, B. C. 2217, The 1st period of its iiistory may be that from
Nimrod to Ninias, B. C. 1945.

In this period reigrned the celebrated queen Semiramis, mother of Ninias, Under her the em-
pire gained its greatest extent ; reaching on the east to the sources of the Oxus and the Indus,
including Persia, Media, and Bactriana : comprising on the west Elliiopia, Egypt, Syria, and
Asia Minor to the Mediterranean ; and limited on the north only by Mount Caucasus, and on the
south by the deserts of Arabia. Generally, however, the Assyrian empire included only the
three countries in the valley of the Euphraies-and Tigris, viz. Mesopotamia, Assyria, and Baby-
ionia.

The 2d period may be that from Ninias to Sardaxapalus, who died B.C. 747.

This long period, of about 1200 years, is involved in great obscurity. During it 33 kings are
said to have reigned.—On the death o{ Hardanapalus three kingdoms were formed out of the em-
pire ; the Assyrian, with Jv'ineveh as its capital ; the Babylonian, with Babylon for its capital

;

and the Median, with Ecbatana for its capital. It may be proper, however, to consider the
Assyrian monarchy as still continuing; and

The 3d period may be that from Sardanapalus to Esarhaddon, B. C. 681.

During this period of 66 years, 4 kings reigned in Nineveh, of whom Esarhaddon was the last;

and 10 kings reigned at Babylon. During this time the Assyrian history was intimately con-
nected with that of the Israelites. In the year B. C. 681, Esarhaddon united together two of the
three kingdoms, viz. the Assyrian and Babylonian.

The 4th and last period extends from Esarhaddon to Ctrtis the Great, B. C. 536.

At this time the united kingdom was subjected to Persia.—At the same time, also, Cyrus
united to Persia the kingdom of Media, which had continued its separate existence from the
death of Sardanapalus.

For a general view of the Assyrian history; RoHM' Ancient History, bk. iii.

—

MiUot's Elements of History, vol. i. p. 62. (Ed.

Edinb. 1823. 5 vols. 8.)—The Englith Universal History. Lond. 1779-83. 50 vols. 8. (IS vols. Ancient.) vol. ill—Prideaux,

Concection of the 0. aud N. Teslamei.t. (for the time from Sardanapalus to Cyrus.)—Berosus, &c. in Cory, cited P. V. § 236.

—

rieeren, Historical Researches into the Politics and Commerce of the Carthaginians, Ethiopians, Egj-ptians, &c. Oxf. 1830. 2 vols. 8.

I'ransl. from his Ideen, cited P. IV. § ni.—Sainte Croix, La ruine de Babylon, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xlviii. p. I. For

Assvria, and likewise for She several slates and empires to be mentioned, we also refer to Heeren's States of Antiquity, cited § 215. 6.

—Cf. also Meusel, cited P. V. § 2-10.

II. The Jewish. The history of this nation begins with Abraham, B. C. 1921.

It may be divided into eight periods. The 1st period extends from Abraham to the

entrance into Canaan under Joshua, B. C. 1451.

During this period they remained a nomadic nation.

The 2d period includes the time from Joshua to the death of Samuel, B.C. 1060.

During this period the nation was under the government of the judges and priests. Samuel
was the last of the judges. Saul, the first king, was anointed as such some time before Samuel's
death.

The 3d period is from Samuel to the separation of the nation into the two kingdoms
of Judah and Israel by the Revolt under Jeroboam, B. C. 975.

This was the most flourishing period of the Jewish monarchy, marked by the reigns of David
and Solomon, and by the building of the Temple at Jerusalem, the capital.—Respecting these

r<jigns, see Christ. Spectator, iv. 131 ; v. 528.

The 4th period may include the history from the Revolt until the Restoration from
the Babylonian Captivity, B. C. 536.

The two kingdoms continued separate until their destruction by the Babylonians. The ten

tribes of /sraeZ, whose capital was Samaria, were carried into captivity by Shalmanazar, B. C. T21;

the two tribes nf Judah, by Nebuchadnezzar, B. C. 606. During this time nineteen kings reigned

over Judah at Jerusalem. The seventy years of the captivity are dated from the conquest of

Judah by Nebuchadnezzar.

The 5th period reaches from the Restoration by Cyrus, to the Submission of the

Jews to Alexander, B. C. 332,

During this period the Jews had continued in a state of at least partial dependence on the

throne of Persia.

The 6th period is from Alexander to the Re-establishment of an independent

monarchy under the Maccabees, B. C. 168.

After the death of Alexander and the division of his empire, made B. C. 301, the Jews were
claimed by Syria and by E.'ypt, and exposed to the invasion or oppression of both.—The perse-
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cution of Antiochus Epiphaneg provoked the general revolt which led to the re-establishment of
independence.

The 7th period is from the Maccabees until the time of the Roman interference under
POMPEY, B. C. 63.

During this period the monarchy was maintained, but with many unhappy dissensions.

The 8th and last period is from the first conquests oi Pompey to the final Destruc-
TiOi\ o{ Jerusalem by 1'iTUS, A. D. 70.

For the Jewish history ; The historical books of the O. Testament.—/osep/iiu (cf. P. V. § 2i.'i.).—Berruytr, Histoire du people da

Dieu, &,c. Par. 1742. 10 vols. i.—Basnast, Histoire des Juifs, &c Haye, 1716. 15 vols. \2.—Pndeaux, Connect, of Ihe 0. and

N. Testament. The French translation, said to be better than the English original, is entitled Histoire des Juifs et des peuples

voisius depuis la decadence des Royaumes d'Israel et dc Juda, &c. Amst. 1725. 5 vols. 8.—/. L. Bauer, Handbuch der Geschichte

der Hebr. Nation, &c. Nttmb. 1800. 2 vols. 8. valuable.—tf. H. Milman, History of the Jews, (Am. ed.) N. Y. 1830. 3 vols. 18.

Cf. North Jlmer. Reo. vol. xxiii. p. 234.—John, Hebrew Commonwealth. Transl. from German, by C. E. StouK, And. 1828. 8.

III. The Trojan. Its origin is involved in darkness and fables, but is placed as
early at least as B. C. 1400. Of its chronology we can only say that the state was
destroyed by the Greeks in the reig7i of Priam, about B. C. 1184.

The history of Troy consists of traditions preserved by the poets. Cf. P. IL $ 132.

—

Mitford's
Greece, ch. i.

IV. TheLydian. This commenced about B. C. 1400. Three dynasties nf kings
are said to have reigned, yet httle is known of the history until the reig?i of Ckcesus

;

and under him the kingdom was destroyed by Cyrus, B. C. 536.

The capital was Sardis. The kingdom was in the time of Croesus very rich and powerful; its

fate was decided by the battle of Thymbra.

For the Lydian history ; The English Universal History, vol. iv. as above c\tei.—Freret, on the battle of Tbymbra, with a plate,

In the Mem. de VJlcad. des Inter, vol. vi. p. 532.

V. The Phoenician. This was in existence in the time of David, under a king
named Abikal, B. C. 1050. The state continued until the Capture of Tyre by Alex-
ander, B. C. 332.

Phoenicia seems not to have formed properly one state, but to have contained several cities

with petty kings or princes, of which Tyre stood at the head.

On the Phoenician history ; Sanconiathon, &c. cf. P. V. § 238.

—

Rces, Cyclopaedia, under Phcenice.—Mignot, Sur les Pheniciens

(several dissertations), in the Mem, Acad. Inscr, vols, xxiiv-xlii.—The English Univ. Hist.—Also, 11th vol. of Heeren's Works.

Gott 1824.

VI The Persian. Its history is obscure and its power insignificant until the time

of Cyrus the elder, B. C. 536. We may include the whole history after this date in

two periods.

The 1st period extends from Cyrus to Xerxes, who invaded Greece, and was de-

feated in the famous Battle of Salamis, B. C. 480.

In this period, under Darius Hystaspes, the father of Xerxes, the Persian empire attained its

greatest extent; reaching to thelndus on the east, to the Jaxarles and Mount Caucasus on the
north, and including Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt, and Libya. The capitals were Babylon, Siisa,

Ecbatana, and Persepolis (cf. $$ 153, 154, 170), the royal court being held sometimes in one and
sometimes another of these places.

The 2d period extends from Xerxes to the overthrow of the Persian empire by Alex-
ander, in the reign of Darius Codomannus, B. C. 331.

About the middle of this period occurred the expedition of the younger Cyrus, described in the
Jlnabasis of Xenophon ; Cyrus fell in the battle of Ciinaxa, B. C. 401.—Alexander completed the
subjugation of Persia by the victory at Arbela, B. C. 331.

For the Persian history ; Rolliri's Anc. Hist. bk. iv. and following—.WZZo/'s Elements, vol. i. p. 8S, ed. before cited.—The Uni-

versal History, before cited, vol. iv. and \x.—Briss(mius, de regno Persarum. 1591. S.—Hyde, Rhode, ^-c. cited P. V. § 183. 3.—

Herder's Persepolis, in his Works.—Hea-en, as above cWei.—Grotefend, &c. cited P. IV. § 18. i.—J. B. Frazer, Hist, of Persia, ia

Harper's Fam. Library, No. Ixx.—Sir /. Malcolm, Hist, of Persia from the earliest period. &c. Lond. 1829. 2 vols. 8. 2J ed.

VII. The Syrian; or the Kingdom of the SeleucidcB. This was one of the four

monarchies formed out of the empire of Alexander. It was commenced after the

battle of Ipsus, by Seleucus Nicator, B. C. 301. We may include its history in two
periods.

The 1st period is from Seleucus Nicator to the time of the collision with the Romans
in the reign of Antiochus the Great, B. C. 190.

The capital of this kingdom was Antioch. The territory under its sway included the northern
part of Syria ; all Asia Minor, except Bithynia ; Armenia, Media, Parthia, Bactriana, India, Per-
sia, and the valley of the Euphrates.— Antiochus was brought into a war with the Romans espe-
ciallv by protecting Hannibal. His defeat, in the battle uf Magnesia, B.C. 190, deprived him of
pan of "his territories and greatly weakened the kingdom.
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The 2(1 period extends from Antiochus the Great to the complete conquest of Syria

by the Romans under Pompey, in the reign of Antiochus Asiaticus, B. C. 69.

In the first part of this period occurred the revolt of the Jews under the Maccabees, B. C. 168,

in consequence of the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes.—The throne of this kingdom, on its

overthrow by the Romans, had been held by twenty-three successive kings, most of them lawful
heirs of the house of the Seleucidse.

For the Syrian history; Vaillant, Imperiuru Seleucidanun, cited P. IV. § 93. l.—FrSlicK, Annales rerum Syriae. Vieon. 1754.

—

The Univerial Hitt, above cited, vol. 8th of the Ancient.

VIII. The Parthian; or Kingdom of the ArsacidcB. The Parthians occupying
the country on the south-east corner of the Caspian, were subject to Persia when con-
quered by Alexander. On the division of his empire, they fell to the share of Seleucus
Kicator. But under the third king of Syria they revolted and established an independ-
ent kingdom under Arsaces, B. C. 256.

The Parthians were constantly at war with the Syrians, and afterwards with the Romans

;

but could not be conquered. They obtained dominion from Armenia to the Indian Ocean, and
from Syria to the river Indus; including Bactriana, Persia, the countries in the valley of the
Euphrates, and Armenia. Their capital was Hecatompylos.

The Parthian kingdom continued until the revolt of the Persians, who dethroned the

Arsacidae, and established the kingdom q/" Modern Persia, A. D. 223.

For the Parthian history ; yaiUant, as cited P. IV. § 93.—C. F. Richter, Historisch-kritischer Versuch Qber die Arsaciden-und-

Sassaniden-Dynastie, &c. Lpz. 1804.

^ 212. We will notice next the states, whose capitals were in Africa. Of these we
have but two of importance ; the EgyptiaJi and the Carthaginian.

I. The Egyptian. The first king named in the Egyptian dynasty is Menes,
generally supposed to be the same as Mizraim, son of Ham and grandson of Noah

;

he settled in Egypt about B. C. 2200. With this date the real chronology of Egypt
commences.

A high antiquity, in part surely fabulous, was assigned to this kingdom by two Egyptian
works now lost; one was the Old Chronicle, cited by Syncellus (cf. $ 201); the other, the work
ofManetho, cited by Eusebius (cf. P. V. $ 236).

The 1st period in the Egyptian history may be that extending from Menes to the

Escape of the Israelites, B. C. 1492.

Of this period profane history gives us no connected or satisfactory account. Most that can
be relied on is to be drawn from the incidental notices found in the Bible. Some chronologers
place the celebrated Sesostris at the close of this period ; some consider him to be the Pharaoh
that was drowned in the Red Sea.

The 2d period includes the time from the Exodus to the reign of Psammeticus, B. C.
670, when the history begins to be authentic.

No connected history has been preserved of this period, and we are here also much indebted
for what we know, to the accounts in the Scriptures.—Twelve different governments under
twelve different chiefs, are said to have been united under Psammeticus.

The 3d period extends from the time of Psammeticus to the conquest of Egypt by
the Persian king Ca:\ibyses, son and successor of Cyrus, B. C. 525.

The Egyptian history now becomes more luminous. Herodotus is the principal authority.
The art of writing and the use of the papyrus as a material were now common.

The 4th period includes the portion of time from Cambyses to the conquest of Egypt
by Alexander, B. C. 332.

After the time of Cambyses, Egypt had been made a Persian satrapy, and, with the exception
of a few instances of revolt, in one of which the throne was partially re-established, had con-
tinued subject to Persia until it now changed masters.

The 5th period is from Alexander to the subjection of the country to the Romans,
resulting from the victory of Augustus in the battle of Actium, B. C. 31.

Alexander appointed Ptolemy, one of his generals, governor of Egypt ; and Ptolemy, after the
death of Alexander, became king of the country, B. C 323, and commenced the dynasty of the
Ptolemies, who retained the throne until Cleopatra, associating her fortunes with Antony, lost
it by the success of her lover's rival.—Thebes and Memphis had'been the capitals in the previous
periods. In this, Alexandria, founded by Alexander, was made the seat of the new court.

—

Egypt remained a part of the Roman empire until it was wrested away by the Saracens,
A. "D. 640.

For the Egyptian history ; RbllMi Anc Hist. bk. i.

—

Marsham, as cited P. V. § 236.—Champdlion U jeune, L'Egypfe soui

les Pharaons, &c. Par. 1814. 2 vols. 8. (for period l)efore Cambyses.)—For the period after Alexander, yailiant, Historia Plole

maeorum, cited P. IV. ^ 93. \.—ChampoUion Figeac, Annales des lagides, &c. Par. 1819 2 vols. 8. Cf. MavorU Universal

History, vol. i. (ed. N. Y. 1S04. 25 vols 12.)—Also, the UniKTsal History before cited, vol. i. and viii.—Af. Ruud, View of Egypt.

—Cf. § 177, also P. IV. 5 16 ; § 91. 8 ; § 231.

II. The Carthaginian. The chronology of Carthage may be naturally divided
into th^ee periods.
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The 1st period is from its Foundndon by Dido, B. C. 880. to the beginning of the
v>ars of Syracuse in the time of the Syracusaii king Gelon, B. C. 480.

In this period the following points nre worttiy of notice : (a) the oriain of the citij Carthage, by
aTyrian colony under Uido, in whose story much fable is mingled : (bl the pursuits of the people;
cominercifil, like those of the Phoenicians ; they had intercourse by sea with liritain and Guinea,
by caravans with the interior of Africa, and through Egypt with the eastern world ; (c) their
conquests; their commercial pursuits led them to seek possession of the islands and coasts of the
Mediterranean, and they gained Sardinia, Corsica, the Ualeares, also the Canary Isles and
Madeira in the Atlantic, and many places in Spain, and tiie northern coast of Africa ; the chief
conquests were effected by jVago, and his sons and grandsons; (d) the form of poverument; it

was a republic, but of a strongly aristocratic character ; the executive consisting of two chief
magistrates called Siiffetes, and the legislative consisting of a Senate of select grandees, and an
Assembly of the people ; as at Rome, there was a continual strife between a popular and an
aristocratic party; (e) the revenue; its sources were, 1. tributes from the subject cities and
states or tribes ; 2. customs paid on goods at Carthage and all the ports ; 3. proceeds of the mines
in Spain.

The 2d period extends from the beginning of the wars with Gelon of Syracuse to the
beginning of the contests with Rome in the First Punic War, B. C^ 264.

The principal thing which marks the history of this period, is the long continued struggle to
obtain complete possession of Sicily. The Carthaginians and Syracusans were involved in
almost constant wars.

The 3d period is from the first war with the Romans to the final Destruction of
Carthage, B. C. 146.

The contests between Rome and Carthage grew out of mutual ambition. Sicily, which both
desired to own, furnished the occasion.—There were three wars called Punic ; each disastrous
to Carthage. The lirst lasted 23 years. The second was marked by the bold invasion and
splendid victories of Hannibal; ended by the battle of Zama, B. C. 232. The third lasted only
about three years, and terminated in the entire destruction of the state and city. Carthage had
existed about 700 years.

For the Carlliaginian history ; Rollings Anc. Hist. bk. n.—Rendrich, Be Republica Carlhaginiensium. 1664.—i7eerc?i, as cited

above —The Uinuersal History, vol. xv. of the Ancient.—^o^iger's Hist, of Cartilage. Loud. 1S37. with a map.

^ 213. The ancient states which were seated in Europe remain to be mentioned.
Without naming singly the various minor states, our object in this sketch will oe ac-
complished by a glance at the Chronology of Greece and Rome.

I. Of Greece. The whole extent of time to be considered is 15 or 1600 years,
from the permanent settlements in Greece to her final reduction to a Roman province.
This whole space may be very conveniently and happily presented by a division into
six successive periods, each limited by distinguished events, and characterized by pro-
minent circumstances.

1. The 1st period comprehends the whole history from the Dawn of civilization to

the Trojan War, 1184 B. C, and from its peculiar characteristic may be denomi-

nated fabulous.

Much which is related in the accounts of this period must be rejected as idle fiction
;

yet a few important events may be selected and authenticated.—Civilization had its

first impulse in the arrival of colonists from Egypt and Phoenicia, who laid the founda-
tions of some of the principal cities, as Argos and Sicyon about 1800 years B. C. Lit-

tle advancement was made, however, until, after the lapse of more than two centuries,
other colonies were planted, at Athens by Cecrops and at Thebes by Cadmus, about
the time of Moses (P. IV. ^ 34). Between this time and the Trojan war considerable
progress must have been made in cultivation.

We find some of the peculiar institutions of the Greeks originating in this period

;

particularly the oracles at Delphi and Dodona, the mysteries at Eleusis, and the four
sacred games, the court of Areopagus at Athens, and the celebrated Amphictyonic
Council.—The arts and sciences likewise received considerable attention. Letters had
been introduced by Cadmus. Astronomy was sufficiently studied to enable Chiron to
furnish the Argonauts with an artificial sphere exhibiting the constellations. The ac-
counts of the siege of Thebes and that of Troy show that progress had been made in
the various arts pertaining to war.—But the whole history of the period exhibits that
singular mi.xture of barbarism with cultivation, of savage customs with chivalrous
adventures, which marks what is called an heroic age.

2. The 2d period includes a much shorter space of time, extending from the Trojan

tear to the time when the regal form of government was abolished, about 1050

B. C. From the most important and characteristic circumstances it may be called the

period of colonization.

The first governments of Greece were small monarchies, and they continued such
without encountering peculiar difficulties until after the Trojan war. Soon afier this

we find the country involved in fatal civil wars, in which the people, under a number
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of petty chieffains hostile to each other, snfll'red extremely from calamity and oppres-

sion. These evils seem to have led to the change in the torni of Government, and the

Bubstituiion of the -popular instead of the rtgul system. The same evils also probably
contributed to the spirit of emigration, which so strikingly marks the period. The
emigrants who sought foreign settlements are distinguished as o\ three separate classes.

The earliest were the ^'Eolians, who removed from the Peloponnesus to the north-

western shores of Asia Minor and founded several cities, of which Smyrna was the

principal. The second were the lonians, who went from Attica (originally called

Ionia), and planted themselves in Asia Minor, south of the -Si^olians, where Ephesua
was one of their chief cities. The third were the Doriajis, who migrated to Iialy and
Sicily, and founded numerous flourishing settlements. Syracuse in Sicily became the

most important.—In the period of colonization we notice the origin of the four princi-

pal dialects in the Greek language. (Cf. P. V. ^ 4.)

3. The 3d period comprehends the space (of five hundred and fifty years) from the

abolition of moiinrchxj to the Beginning of the Persian War, about 500 B. C.

In this period two of the Grecian states are chiefly conspicuous, Athens and Sparta;

and from the special attention of these states to provide themselves with a suitable

pohtical constitution and civil code, this portion of the history may be designated as

the period of laws.

Sparta found in Lycurgus her lawgiver. His institutions gave a permanent cast to

her character, and were not abolished until the last ages of Greece.—Many years
later, Athens received her constitution from the hands of Solon, who executed the

task unsuccessfully attempted by Draco. (Cf P. V. § 167; P. III. *^^3 8, 9.)—The
other principal incidents in the history of this period are the repeated wars of Sparta
with her neighbors the i\Iessenians, and the usurpation of Pisistratus and the fate of
his sons at Athens.—In the war Sparta at last was completely triumphant, but suf-

fered much from the devoted skill and patriotism of Aristomenes, the Messenian
general. It was in this struggle that the Spartans were so much indebted to the lame
poet of Athens, Tyrtaeus. (Cf P. V. 'J* 53.)

In the very time of Solon, Pisistratus contrived to obtain at Athens a sort of regal

authority, which he transmitted to his two sons. The father used his power to pro-

mote the glory and welfare of the state. Of the sons one was assassinated at a public

festival, and the other, being subsequently expelled, fled to Asia, and sought revenge
by instigating the Persians to invade his native country.

4. The 4ih period extends from the beginning to the Close of the Persian War,
460 B. C, a space of almost 50 years. To this age the Greeks ever after looked

back whh pride, and from its history orators of every nation have drawn their favorite

examples of valor and patriotism. The Persian invasion called forth the highest

energies of the people, and gave an astonishing impulse to Grecian mind. It may
properly be called the period of military glory.

The design of subjugating Greece originated in the ambition of Darius the Persian
king, the second in succession from Cyrus the Great. He found a pretext and occa-

sion for the attempt in a revolt of his (Sreek subjects in Asia Minor, in which Sardis,

the capital of Lydia, was pillaged and burnt. The war was carried on by three suc-

cessive kings, Darius, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes, but on neither of them did it confer

any glory; while the battles of Marathon, Thermopylae, Salamis, Mycale, and Platsa,

secured immortal honor to the Greeks.—A succession of splendid names adorns the

history of Athens during this period. Miltiades, Themistocles, Aristides, Cimon, and
Pericles, acted distinguished parts in the briUiant scene. Sparta also justly gloried

in the self-sacrifice of Leonidas and his three hundred brave companions.—The period
of the Persian war was the age of the highest elevation of the national character of the
Greeks. Before it, thei^ existed httle union comparatively between the diflTerent

states, and it was not till Athens had alone and successfully resisted the strength of
Persia at the battle of Marathon, that other states were aroused to effort against the

common enemy. In the confederation which followed, Sparta was the nominal head,
but the talents, which acuially controlled the pubhc affairs, were found in the states-

men of Athens. To Athens, therefore, the supremacy was necessarily transferred,

and before the close of the war she stood, as it were, the mistress of Greece.

5. The 5th period includes the portion from the close of the Persian war to the

Supremacy of Philip, B. C. 337. At the beginning of this period the general afiairs

of Greece were in a highly prosperous condition, and Athens was unrivaled in w^ealth

and magnificence under the influence of Pericles.—But a spirit of luxurious refine-

ment soon took the place of the disinterested patriotism of the preceding age, and the
10 a
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manners of all classes became signally marked by corruption and licentiousness. This

may be designated as the period of luxury.

The history of the period presents several subjects of prominent interest.— One of

these is the protracted war between Athens and Sparta, termed the Peloponnesian.

Pericles was still in power when it commenced, but he soon fell a victim to the terrible

plague which desolated Athens. The unprincipled Cleon and the rash Alcibiades suc-

cessively gained the predominant influence. The war was continued with shght in-

termissions and various successes for nearly thirty years, and was ended by the battle

of .Egos Potamos, B. C. 405, in which Lysander, the Spartan king and general, gained

a hnal victory over the Athenians. By this event Athens lost her supremacy in

Greece, and was deprived even of her own hberties. Her walls were thrown down,
and a government of thirty tyrants imposed upon her citizens. To this, however, the

Athenians submitted but a few years. In 401 B.C. the Thirty were expelled.

The same year was remarkable for two other events. The first was the accusation

of Socrates, one of the greatest and the best men of which paganism can boast. The trial

for some reason was delayed several years, but the result was utterly disgraceful to

the city and to all concerned (cf. P. V. § 171). The other memorable event was the

expedition of Curus the younger, the satrap of Lydia, against his brother, the king of

Persia. Ten thousand Greelis accompanied him in this enterprise. The march Irom
Sardis to the Euphrates, the fatal battle of Cunaxa, and the labors and dangers of the

10,000 in returning to their homes, are recorded by Xenophon with beautiful sinipli-

chy.—The assistance which the Greeks gave in this revolt of Cyrus, involved them
in another war with Persia. Sparta had, by the result of the Peloponnesian war,

gained the supremacy in Greece, and the other states, especially Athens, Thebes,
Argos, and Corinth, refused to aid her in the struggle which followed. They even
united in a league against her, and Athens furnished the commander to whom the

Persians were indebted for the almost entire destruction of the Spartan fleet. This
war was terminated by a treaty, B. C. 387, which weakened and humbled Sparta,

and was alike dishonorable to all the Greeks.
The two states which had for ages been pre-eminent in Greece, Athens and Sparta,

were now both depressed, and opportunity was afforded for a third to seek the as-

cendancy. This for a short time was secured to Thebes, chiefly by the talents of two
distinguished citizens, Pelopidas and Epaminondas.—But a war with Sparta shortly

consummated her glory and exhausted her strength ; she gained a brilhant victory in

the final battle of Mantinea, 363 B. C, but was in the same instant ruined by the

death of her general Epaminondas.—The successive downfall of three principal states,

Athens, Sparta, and Thebes, and the jealousies and dissensions connected therewith,

reduced Greece to a miserable condition. The general corruption and licentiousness,

already mentioned, increased the degradation. In a few years we find the Grecian

states embroiled in the Phocian or Sacred war, B. C. 357. (Cf. P. III. % 72.) This

commenced in the jealousies between the Thebans and the Phocians. The Spartans

and the Athenians, and ere long the Macedonians, became involved in it. Shortly

after this contest was terminated, a new Sacred war arose, called the Amphissian ; in

which the council of Amphictyons appointed Philip, king of Macedon, as general and
leader of their confederacy. Amid such dissensions, the ambitious Philip eagerly seized

a favorable moment for entering the Grecian territories. At Athens the single voice of

Demosthenes was lifted to warn the Greeks of his ultimate intentions, and to rouse

them to united resistance. A feeble alliance with Thebes was effected, but in vain.

The battle of Chaeronea, B. C. 337, made Philip the master of Greece.

6. The 6th period extends from the supremacy of Philip, gained by the battle of

Chaeronea, to the Capture of Corinth, 146 B. C. By the disastrous defeat at Chae-

ronea the genuine fire of the Grecian spirit was extinguished, and the subsequent his-

tory exhibits Uttle else than the steps by which the country was reduced to a dependent

irovince. We may therefore denominate this the period of decline and fall.

Alexander, who succeeded his father Philip as king of Macedon, and autocrat of

Greece, cast a sort of glory on the first years of this period by his extensive conquests.

Those, who love to trace the course of conquerors, will follow with interest his march
ffom the Hellespont to the Granicus, to Issus, to Tyre, to the Nile, to the desert of

Libj^a, to the Euphrates, and the Indus; but every reader will regret his follies at Per-

sepoHs and be disgusted by his beastly life and death at Babylon.—For twenty years

after Alexander's death the vast empire he had formed %vas asitated by the quarrels

among his generals. By the battle of Ipsus in Phrygia, B.C. 301, these contests were
terminated, and the empire was then divided into four kingdoms, one comprising Ma-
cedonia and Greece ; a second Thrace and Bithynia ; a third Egypt, Libya, Arabia,

Palestine, and Ccelosyria ; and a fourth called the kingdom of Syria, including all the

rest of Asia, even to the Indus.

To the first of these the Grecian states belonged. Patriotic individuals sought to
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arouse their countrymen to cast off the Macedonian yoke ; but jealousy between the
states and the universal corruption of morals rendered their exertions fruitless. All
that is really honorable and memorable in the proper affairs of the Greeks at this

period, is found in the history of the Achaean 'league.—The Achaean league was origi-

nally a confederacy between twelve small cities of Achaia, established very earfy,
when the Grecian states first assumed the popular instead of the regal form. It took
scarcely any part in the perpetual conflicts between the other republics, and was neutral
even in the Peloponnesian war.
The Macedonian kings had dissolved it, but it was revived about 280 B. C. Subse-

quently h was enlarged, and Corinth became the head and capital. Under the presi-
dency of Philopoemen, B. C. 200 to ISO, it rose so high in power and reputation, that
its alliance was sought by some of the governments of Asia. Had the other states at
this time risen above the foul and mean spirit of envy, the independence of Greece
might probably have been restored. But unhappily the Romans were requested by
one of the states to aid them against the Macedonians. The Romans gladly embraced
the opportunity, and shortly alter this a Roman general led as a captive to grace his
triumph the last king of Macedon, 167 B. 0.
Nothing but the Achaean league now presei-ved southern Greece from falling an in-

stant prey to Roman ambhion. The remaining vigor of the confederacy averted this

destiny for twenty years; then it came, under the pretext of just punishment for insult
upon Roman ambassadors. The legions of Rome poured upon Achaia, Corinth was
taken, and with all its wealth and splendor committed to the flames and consumed to
ashes. This completed the subjugation of the country, which became of course a
province of Rome.
The principal helps in the study of the Grecian history are mentioned, P. V. § 7. 7. (d).—A good elementary work is Pinnoch't

improved edition of G ol Jsm ilh's Hisfory o/ Greece. &c. Philad. 1S36. 12.—A valuable text-book and guide to deepei research;

.i. H. L. Heeren, Slates of Antiquity, translated from German by G. Bancroft, Northampt. 1 828. 8.—For the later periods of Gre-

cian history ; /. Gast, Hist, of Greece from accession of Alexander till the final subjection to the Romans. Loud. 1782. 4,—.BreiJer-
lauch, Geschichte der Ach.Ler ond ibres Bundes. Lpz. 17S2,

§ 214. II. Rome, The history of Rome extends through a space of more than 1200

years; which may be divided, hke the Grecian history, into six periods.

1. The 1st period includes the time from the Building of the City, B. C. 752, to

the Expulsion of Tarquin, B. C. 509. It may be called the Period of the Kings, or

of Eegal Power.

The Roman historians have left a particular account of this period, beginning with
the very founders of the city, Romulus and Remus, whose descent is tracetf from
jEneas the hero of Virgil. But many have doubted whether this portion of the Roman
history is entitled to much credit, and some have even contended that it is altogether
fabulous. (P. V. ^ 510.)

—

Seven kings are said to have reigned (P. III. §§ 193^240).
One of the most important events of this period, was a change in the constitution
effected by the sixth king, Servius Tulhus, introducing the Comitia Centuriata. He
divided the citizens into classes, and subdivided the classes into centuries, making a
much larger number of centuries in the richer classes than in the poorer. (P. III. § 252.)—The reign of the second king, Numa, is remembered, on account of his influence on
the affairs of religion ; as he instituted many of the religious ceremonies and several
classes of priests.—During the period of the kings, 244 years, the Roman territory was
of very hmited extent, and the people were often involved in war with the several
states in their immediate vicinity. Tarquin the Proud, the last king, was engaged m
the siege of an enemy's city only sixteen miles from Rome, when his son committed
the outrage upon the person of Lucretia, which led to the banishment of the family and
the overthrow of the regal government.

2. The 2d period extends from the expulsion of the Kings to the time when the Ple-
beians were admitted to the Offices of state, about 300 B.C. At the beginning of

this period the government was a thorough aristocracy, but at the close of it had be-

come a full democracy. It included over 200 years, and may be designated as the

period of the Plebeian and Patrician contests, or oi Party strife.

Two consuls, chosen annually, first took the place of the king, and exercised almost
precisely the same power. All offices of state were forbidden to the Plebeians or com-
mon people, and filled exclusively by Patricians or descendants from, the Senators or
Patres.—The first step in the undermining of the aristocracy was the Valerian Lav/,
which allowed a citizen condemned to a disgraceful punishment to appeal from thn
magistrate to the people. Under the protection of this law. the people, discontented
with their poverty and hardships, ere long refused to enrol their names in the levies,
which the wars with the neighb-oring states demanded. This diflnculty led the Patri-
cians to invent a new ofl[ice ; that of Dictator (P. III. § 248). But the dissatisfaction
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of the Plebeians was not to be thus removed. They united with the army and with-
drew to Mt. Sacer, B. C. 493. Reconcihation was effected by creating the office of
Tribunes, who were to be chosen annually from the Plebeians, and to possess the power
of a negative upon the decrees of the Consuls and even tlie Senate. (P. III. % 245.)—
This arrangement only led to new dissensions, the Tribunes generally making it their

object to oppose the Consuls and the Senate, and the Plebeian interest gradually en-
croaching upon the Patrician.—In a few years another fundamental change was efl^ected.

I'he important business of state htid, from the time of king Servius TuUius, been
transacted at the Comitia Centuriata, or assemblies voting by centuries. It was now,
B. C. 471, decided that such business might be transacted in the Comitia Tributa, or
assemblies voting by Tribes, in which the Plebeians held the control.

The next office created at Rome seems to have originated in the jealousy between
the two parties, the Patricians opposing, and the Plebeians favoring it. This was the
Decemvirate, B. C. 451, which superseded both consuls and tribunes, but continued
only three years, and then the two other offices were restored.—In a few years the
people made another advance, the Senate conceding, that six military tribunes, three
Patrician and three Plebeian, might be substituted instead of the two consuls.—Another
office was created during this period, the censorship ; two Censors being appointed to
take the census of the people every five years, and to watch over the pubhc morals.

—

But this office does not appear to have originated in party animosity ; nor had it

any influence in heahng the dissensions between the higher and lower orders (of.

P. III. § 247)

.

One grand object with the Plebeians yet remained unaccomplished. They were
not eligible to the more important offices of the state, and to remove this disability

they now bent all their energies. The struggle continued for many years, and occa-
sioned much unhappy disturbance, but terminated in their complete success; as they
gained admission to the consulship, the censorship, and finally to the priesthood, and
thus obtained a virtual equahty with the Patricians about B. C. 300.
During this period, so harassed by internal contests, Rome was engaged in fre-

quent wars. Three of them are most noticeable. The first was with thelEtrurians,
under king Porsenna, shortly after the expulsion of Tarquin, " a war fertile in exploits
of romantic heroism."—The second was with the city Veil, a proud rival of Rome. It

M^as at last taken by Camillus, B.C. 390, after a siege of ten years.—'The last was
whh the Gauls, who invaded Italy under Brennus, and are sold to have taken Rome
and burned it to the ground, B. C. 385. Camillus, who had been forced by the cla-

mors of the populace to go into retirement, unexpectedly returned, and put to speedy
flight the barbarian conquerors.

3. The 3d period in the Roman history extends fi-om the final triumph of the Ple-

beians to the Capture of Carthage, B. C. 146.

Rome had hitherto been distracted wdth intestine feuds and dissensions, and hs.d

extended her dominion over but a small extent of territory. The admission of Ple-

beians to all tlie high offices of trust and distinction promoted the consohdation and

strength of the republic, and the career of conquest was soon commenced. This may
be reinembered as the period of the Punic Wars, or oi Foreign Conquests.

The first important conquest was that of the southern part of Italy, which resulted
from the war with the Samnites. Southern Italy was settled by Grecian colonies

{% 50), and contained at this time several cities, flourishing, wealthy, and refined by
letters and the arts. On their invitation Pyrrhus, the king of Epirus, passed over
from Greece with a large army and a train of elephants to aid them against the Ro-
mans, and was for a time successful, but finally, being totally; defeated at the battle

of Beneventum, B. C. 274, fled precipitately to his own dominions. The aUied states

and cities immediately submitted to Rome, who thus became mistress of Italy.

She now began to look abroad for acquisitions, and the island Sicily became an
object of desire. The pursuit of this object brought Rome into contact with Carthage,
which was now flourishing and powerful. The Carthaginians had settlements in

Sicily, and desired as well as the Romans the dominion of the whole island. Hence
sprang the first of the three Punic Wars. Sicily was chiefly settled by Greek colo-

nies. These colonies preferred independence, but, situated between Rome on one
side and Carthage on the other, w^ere in no condhion to resist both, and had only the
alternative of joining one against the other. They chose the side of the Romans in

the first Punic war, w^hich began B. C. 264, and was ended B. C. 241, by a treaty

exceedingly humiliating to Carthage. Sicily was made a Roman province, yet Syra-
cuse, the principal city, was allowed to retain an independent government.—The
tragic story of Regulus belongs to the first Punic war.

After a peace of twenty-three years, the second Punic war began in the .siege of
Saguntum in Spain, by Hannibal, B. C. 218. Having taken this city, Hannibal
crossed the Pyrenees and the Alps, and marched down upon Italy with a victorious
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army. The Romans were defeated in three engagements before the memorable
battle of Cannae, in which they were completely conquered, and 40,000 of their troops
left dead on the field. But alter the battle of Cannaj the Carthaginians gained no ad
vantages. A king of Macedon came to their aid in vain.—Scipio, a Roman general,
having conquered Spain, passed over to Africa and carried the war to the very walls
of Carthage. Hannibal was recalled from Italy to defend the city, but was utterly
defeated by Scipio in the battle of Zama, B. C. 202, by which the second Punic war
ended even more disastrously than the llrst. In this war Syracuse in Sicily took part
with the Carthaginians, and was on that account besieged by the Romans. It was
ably defended by the scientific genius of Archimedes, but at length taken by Marcel-
lus, and made a part of the province of Sicily, B. C. 212.
The result of the second Funic war may be considered as the occasion which car-

ried the Roman arms into Asia. Hannibal, after the battle of Zama, fled to the pro-
tection of Antiochus, king of Syria. This led to a war which compelled the king to
cede to the Romans nearly the whole of Asia Minor, B. C. 190.—The interference
of the king of Macedon in the second Punic war also furnished the ground for a war
with him. which was the first step towards the conquest of Greece. A lew years
after,the Romans-, on the pretence of aiding the iEtolians, subjected Macedonia, B. C.
167. The Achaean league preserved the southern portions of the country a httle
longer ; but in twenty years these hkewise fell under the dominion of Rome by the
capture of Corinth, B. C. 146.

Carthage fell the same year with Corinth. The Romans had waged a third Punic
war, when the Carthaginians were greatly weakened by an unfortunate struggle with
the Numidians. The third Punic war continued but about three years, and termi-
nated in the entire destruction of Carthage, under circumstances of aggravated cruelty
and faithlessness on the part of the Romans.

4. The fourth period extends from the Capture of Carthage and Corinth to the

establishment of the Imperial Government by the battle of Actium, B. C. 31.

During this whole time the Roman history is a continued tale of domestic disturb-

ances. This may justly, therefore, be termed the period of the Civil Wars.

The very commencement of the period is marked by the disturbances which grew
out of the attempts of the two Gracchi. They successively endeavored to check the
growing corruption of the Senate, and to relieve the circumstances of the people ; but
both fell victims to their own zeal and the hatred of their enemies, Tiberius 133, and
Caius 121 B. C. Some have ascribed their efforts to ardent patriotism; others to

mere ambition. (Cf. Niebiihr's Rome, cited P. V. § 299. 7.) Not long aiier the fall of
Gracchus arose the Social war, by which the states of Italy demanded and obtained
of Rome the rights of citizenship, B. C. 90.—Scarcely was this ended, when the Ro-
mans began again to imbrue their hands in each other's blood in the fierce war of
Sylla and Marius, rival leaders in the republic. Two horrible massacres signalized
this contention. Sylla finally triumphed, and was made perpetual dictator, yet re-

signed his power at the end of four years, B. C. 78. The death of Sylla is so in fol-

lowed bv the famous conspiracy of Cataline, detected and subdued by the vigilance of
Cicero, B. C. 62.

_
Still Rome was distracted by parties, headed by ambitious men.—The first trium-

virate, a temporary coahtion between Pompey, Crassus, and Caesar, repressed the
flames of discord for a few years. Pompey had already added Syria to the Roman
possessions: CoBsar soon added Gaul. Crassus lost his life in an attempt to conquer
Parthia, B. C. 53. The death of Crassus broke the bond which held Caesar and
Pompey together, and they hastened to determine in the field of battle who should be
master of Rome. The contest was decided in the plains of Pharsalus in Thessaly,
by the entire defeat of Pompey, B. C. 48. Pompey fled to Egypt, but was beheaded
the instant he landed on the shore. For five years Caesar held the supreme power at

Rome, but was assassinated in the senate, by a company of conspirators headed by
Brutus and Cassius, B. C. 43.

A second triumvirate was now formed, on the pretext of avenging this murder, be-
tweenAntony, Lepidus, and Octavius. each aspiring to the power of Csesar. A horrid
proscription sealed in blood this compact. A war with the party of the conspirators
necessarily followed, and the battle of Phihppi, B.C. 42, put an end to the hopes of
Brutus and Cassius, at the head of this party. Octavius. who was the nephew of
Caesar, easily effected the removal of one member of the triumvirate, Lepidus, a man of
feeble talents and insignificant character. His other colleague, Antony, infatuated by
love for Cleopatra, queen of Egypt, soon furnished a pretext for open hostility, and the
fate of battle again decided who should be the master of Rome. The armament of
Antony and Cleopatra was wholly defeated by Octavius at Actium, B.^C. 31. This
battle subjected Egypt to Rome, and Rome, with all her possessions,* to the powei
of Octavius, by whom the imperial government was finally established.

G'2
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The Roman history, from the fall of Carthage to the battle of Actium, presents but
a melancholy picture, a blood-stained record of sedition, conspiracy, and civil war.

5. We may include in a 5th period the time from the establishment of the Imperial

Gcvernmeiit to the reign of Constantine, A. D. 30fi. As Christianity was introduced

into the world in this period, and was opposed until the end of it by the Roman govern-

ment, we may designate it as the period of the Pagan Emperors.

The reign of Augustus, the name taken by the first Emperor Octavius, has become
proverbial for an age flourishing in peace, hterature, and the arts. It is distinguished,

also, for the birth of our Savior; as the next reign, that of Tiberius, is, for his cruci-

fixion and death.—The four reigns succeeding, viz. those of Tiberius, Caligula, Clau-
dius, and Nero, are chiefly memorable for the tyranny of the emperors, and the profli-

gacy of their families and favoriies.

On the death of Nero, A. D. 69, follows a year of dissension and bloodshed, in which
Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, successively gained the empire and lost their hves.—The
Flavian family, Vespasian and his two sons, Titus and Domitian, next in order receive

the supreme power. Titus is celebrated as the final conqueror of the Jews, whose
obstinacy provoked him to rase their city to the ground, an event exactly fulfilling the

predictions of Christ. His reign is memorable for the eruption of Vesuvius, which
buried the cities Herculaneum and Pompeii in ruins. Domitian, the last emperor of the

family, provokes his own assassination, A. D. 96.

Passing the reigns of the feeble Nerva, the martial Trajan, and the peaceful Adrian,
we arrive at a brilliant age in the imperial history, the age of the Antonines, extending
from A. D. 138 to 180, a space of about forty years. Their reigns appear in the midst
of the general sterility and desolation of the imperial history like the verdant oasis in

the desert. Literature and the arts of peace revived under their benign influence.

After the death of Marcus, A. D. 180, there follows a whole century of disorder,

profligacy, conspiracy and assassination. The army assumes the absolute disposal of

the imperial crown, which is even sold at public auction to the highest bidder. Within
the last fifty years of the time, nearly fifty emperors are successively proclaimed, and
deposed or murdered.—In the year 284, Diocletian commenced his reign, and attempted
a new system of administration. The empire was divided into four departments or

provinces, and three princes were associated whh him, in the government. This sys-

tem only laid the foundation for rivalship and contention in a new form, and in a few
years Maxentius and Constantine, sons of two of the princes associated with Diocletian,

appealed to the sword to decide upon their respective claims to the imperial purple.

The former fell in the battle, and Constantine secured the throne.

This period is memorable in the history of Christianity. Under the Pagan Emperors,
those who embraced the gospel were constantly exposed to persecution and suffering.

Te7i special persecutions are recorded and described, the first under Nero, A. D. 6i,

and the last under Diocletian, commencing A. D. 303, and continuing ten years, untn
A. D. 313. But, notwithstanding these repeated eflTorts to hinder the progress of the

gospel, it was spread during this period throughout the whole Roman Empire.

6. The 6th period includes the remainder of the Roman history, extending from the

reign of Constantiiie to the Fall of Rome, when captured by the Heruh, A. D. 476.

The reign of Constantine the Great imparts splendor to the commencement of this

period. He embraced the Christian fahh himself, and patronized it in the empire, as

did also most of his successors ; on which account this may be called the period of the

Christian Emperors.

One of the most important events of his reign, and one which had a great influence
on the subsequent afl'airs of Rome, was the removal of the Government to a new seat.

He selected Byzantium for his capital, and thither removed with his court, giving it the
name of Constantinople, which it still bears. He left his empire to five princes, three
sons and two nephews; the youngest son, Constantius, soon grasps the whole, A. D.
360. By the death of Constantius, his cousin Julian received the purple, which he
was already on his march from Gaul to seize by force. The reign of Julian, styled the
Apostate, is memorable for his artful and persevering attempts to destroy the Christian
religion, and his unsuccessful efforts to rebuild the Temple of Jerusalem, with the ex-
press purpose of casting discredit on the predictions of the Bible.

From the death of Julian, A. D. 363, to the reign of Theodosius the Great, A. D.
379, the history presents little that is important to be noticed, except the jealousies

between the eastern and western portions of the Empire, which grew out of the re-

moval of the court to Constantinople. Theodosius was the last emperor who ruled
over both. Jn 395 he died, leaving to his sons Arcadius and Honorius separately the

east and the west.—From this time the Eastern portion remained distinct, and its his-

tory no longe*- belongs to that of Rome.
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The Western portion languishes under ten successive emperors, who are scarcely

able to defend themselves against the repeated attacks of barbarian invaders. At length,

under Augustulus, the 11th from Theodosius, Rome is taken by Odoacer, leader of

the HeruU, and the history of ancient Rome is terminated, A. D. 476.

The vi^hole of the period from Constantine to Augustulus is marked by the continued

inroads of barbarous hordes from the north and the east. But the greatest annoyance
was suffered in the latter part of the time, from three tribes, under three celebrated

leaders; the Goths, under Alaric ; the Vandals, under Genseric; and the Huns,
under Attila ; the two former of which actually carried their victorious arms to Rome
itself (A. D. 410 and 455), and laid prostrate at their feet the haughty mistress of the

world ; and the latter was persuaded to turn back his forces (A. D. 453) only by igno-

ble concessions and immense gifts.

^ 215. It may be proper to add here, that the Eastern Empire, called also the Greek
Empire, was sustained under various fortunes, for a period of almost 1000 years after the

overthrow of the Western. After the fall of Rome nearly sixty different emperors had
occupied the throne at Constantinople, when, A. D. 1202, that city was taken by the

crusaders from France and Venice, By this event the Greek emperors were forced to

estabUsh their court at Nicaea in Asia Minor. After the lapse of sixty years, their

former capital was recovered : and, subsequently to this, eight different emperors held

the sceptre there ; although the empire was gradually reduced in strength and extent,

until it consisted of but a little corner of Europe. Its existence was prolonged to A. D.
1453, when Constantinople fell into the hands of the Turks, who have retained it to

the present day.

For the principal works on the Roman history, see P. V. § 299. 7.—We meDtion here as Taluable, Mex. Fraser Tyller's Universal

History. Bost. 1835. 2 vols. 8.—The student in ancient history will derive advantage also from B i g 1 a n d's Letters on tfte Study

andUie ofHatory, and Priattey't Lecttara on History; also, RUh's FropAdeutik des historiscben Studiums. Berl. ISII. 8.
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GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHOLOGY.

Introduction.

§ 1. Among the early nations of antiquity, before the art of writing had come
into general use, tradition was the only mode of preserving and spreading the

knowledge of remarkable events. Many circumstances contributed to give to

early traditions a fabulous character. The love of the marvellous, a natural

tendency of the mind to employ symbolical and allegorical images to express

ideas for which no definite words have been appropriated, and a disposition to

eulogize and exaggerate the exploits of ancestors, all conspired to load history

and fact with a mass of fiction, so that it became impossible for later inquirers

to distinguish accurately between the true and false.

§ 2. Traditions of this sort the Greeks distinguished from authentic history

by the name o^ mythi (^v^ot), and they termed their contents or the matter of

them, as well as the knowledge or study of them, mythology (ixv^ov.oyia).

Mythology, however, was not with them, as in modern times, a distinct branch

of study. The term is now used appropriately for that branch of knowledge
which considers the notions and stories, particularly among the Greeks and
Romans, respecting gods and demigods, their pretended origin, their actions,

names, attributes, worship, images, and symbolical representations. It is often

employed also in a wider sense, including the religious fables of all ages and
nations, and thus is made synonymous with the history offable.

§ 3. It is important to distinguish the point of view in which these mytholo-

logical narratives were contemplated by the ancients, from that in which we are

to regard them. To the former they were closely connected with their national

history and their religious faith, were indeed parts of them ; to us they are only

monuments and evidences of the state of culture of the human mind, if we view
them philosophically. They exhibit the reflections, upon nature and deity, of

men guided by sense and imagination, affected much by external appearances,

and mistaking physical effects for independent or voluntary powers. But they

afford much valuable and even necessary aid in understanding the Greek and
Roman authors, especially the poets, and in judging of ancient opinions, usages,

and art.

§ 4. The traditions of mythology, in passing down through many centuries,

were multiplied and augmented, and experienced various changes in respect to

their general dress, aim, and application. Originally they consisted in part of

actual occurrences, in part of arbitrary fiction, springing from fear, reverence,

gratitude, patriotism, credulity and love of the marvelous, or duplicity, cun-

ning, and ambition. They were, it is probable, sometimes of native origin, but

more frequently were introduced from foreign sources, by settlers and other-

wise. By the poets they were woven into epic song ; by early philosophers

they were clothed in mystery and allegory ; and by the later interpreted in

divers conflicting ways ; while artists found in them an ample range of subjects

for the chisel and the pencil.

§ 5. Some of the modern writers on Greek and Roman mythology have
merely stated the fables as reported among the ancients. Others have, in addi-

tion, sought to trace them to their origin, either by making conjectures of alle-

gorical, historical, and physical meanings in the stories, or deducing them from

the events of early ages recorded in the Bible. But as these traditions arose

in various ways, and often accidentally, there will of course be error in every

system which attempts to refer them all to one common source and purpose.

83
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^ 5 u. The foundation of very many of the fictions of mythology is laid in the idea,

which arose from the simplicity and inexperience of the hrsl ages, conversant only
v/ith objects of sense ; viz. that every thing in nature was endued with an appropriate
activity and spontaneity hke that in man. In consequence of this idea, wherever an
unusual appearance or agency was observed, it was ascribed to a distinct being or
existence operating directly or immediately. This creation of personal existences out
of natural phenomena, this personification of physical objects and events was, in all

probabiHty, one of the most prolific sources of fable and of idolatry; for vvhich the stara

and the elements seem to have furnished the first and the most common occasion.

Many of the pagan stories are ingeninusly solved by referring their origiu to symbolical or allegorical descriptions of physical prin-

ciples and changes. Cf. P. IV. § 41.—On the rise of idolatry, we refer to faier. Origin of Pagan Idolatry. I^ond. Ifcl6. 3 vols. 4.

Cf. also ShuAford, Sac. and Prof. Hist. bk. v.-£anier, cited § 12. 2. (a).—See references, P. V. § 364, 3.

The following remarks, on the sources o{ fable, are from the Traif.e des Etudes of RoUin. They
were translated by Mr. Wellington H. Tyler, who has consented to their insertion here.

1. ''One source of Fable is the perversion or alteration of facts in Sacred History;
and, indeed, this is its earUest and principal source. The family of Noah, perfectly

instructed by him in rehgious matters, preserved for considerable time the worship of
the true God in all its purity. But when, after the fruitless attempt to build the tower
of Babel, the members of this family were separated and scattered over different

countries, diversity of language and abode was soon followed by a change of worship.
Truth, which had been hitherto intrusted to the single channel of oral communication,
subject to a thousand variations, and which had not yet become fLxed Dy the use of
writing, that sure guardian of facts, became obscured by an infinite number of fables,

the latter of which greatly increased the darkness in which the more ancient had en-
veloped it.—The tradition of great principles and great events has been preserved
among all nations; not, indeed, without some mixture of fiction, but yet with traces

of truth, marked and easy to be recognized ; a certain proof that these nations had a
common origin. Hence the notion, diffused among all people, of a sovereign God, all-

powerful, the Ruler and Creator of the universe : and consequently the necessity of
external worship by means of ceremonies and sacrifices. Hence the uniform and
general assent to certain great facts ; the creation of man by an immediate exertion of
Divine power ; his state of felicity and innocence, distinguished as the golden age, in

which the earth, without being moistened by the sweat of his brow or cultivated by
painful labor, yielded him all her fruit in rich abundance ; the fall of the same man,
the source of all his woe, followed by a deluge of crime, which brought on one of
water; the human race saved by an ark, which rested upon a mountain; and after-

wards the propagation of the human race from one man and his three sons.—But the
detail of particular actions, being less important, and for that reason less known, was
soon altered by the introduction of fables and fictions, as may be clearly seen in the
family of Noah itself. The historical fact that he was the father of three sons, and
that their descendants after the flood were dispersed into three different parts of the
earth, has given rise to the fable of Saturn, whose three sons, if we may believe the
poets, shared between them the empire of the world."
On several of the points above suggested by RoUin, the pagan mythology exhibits striking coinr'.dedCKi with facts in sacred history

These are pointed out by several writers; we mention particularly Crotius, De veritate Rel. Chr'.st (L i. c. 17.)—De Lavaur, His

toire de la Fable conferee avec I'Hisloire Sainte. Amst. 1731.—/aier, Horje Mosaicje.—CoiZj/CT', /^ctures on Scripture Facts. 2d ed

Lend. lim.—SiaiinsficU't Origines Sacrae.—Cf. Mattriu, History of Hindostan. Lend. 1820. 2 vols. 4. (bk. i.)

2. "A second source of Fable was furnished by the ministry of angels in human
affairs. God had associated the angels with his spiritual nature, nis intelligence and his

immortahty ; and he was farther desirous of associating them with his providence in

the government of the world, as well in the departments of nature and the elements,
as in reference to the conduct of men. The Scriptures speak of angels, who, armed
with their gUttering swords, ravage all Egypt, destroy by pestilence in Jerusalem an
innurnerable multitude of people, and entirely extirpate the army of an impious prince.
Mention is made of an angel, the prince and protector of the Persian empire ; of
another, prince of the Grecian empire ; and of the Archangel Michael, prince of the
people of God {Ba7i. x. 20, 21). The visible ministration of angels is as ancient as the
world, as we learn from the Cherubim stationed at the gate of the terrestrial paradise
to guard its entrance.—Noah and the other patriarchs were perfectly instructed in this

truth, which to them had an intense interest : and they took pains, no doubt, to instruct
their famihes on a subject of such importance; but these by degrees losing the more
pure and spiritual notions of a divinity concealed and invisible, attended only to the
agents through whom they received their blessings and punishments. Hence it is

that men formed the idea of gods, some of whom preside over the fruits of the earth,
others over rivers, some over war and others over peace, and so of all the rest ; of
gods whose power and agency were confined to certain countries and nations, and who
were themselves under the dominion of the supreme God.
_3. "A third source of Fable may be in a native principle deeply fixed in the minds

of all people j this is the persuasion which has always prevailed, tha.', Proiidtnce pre
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sides over all human events great and small, and that each, without exception, expe-

riences his attention and care. But men, frightened by the immense detail to which the

Divine Being must condescend, have i'ek bound to relieve him, by giving to each of a

number of deities some particular, appropriate, personal duty ; Singulis rebus propria

dispertientes officia numinum. The oversight of the whole field would devolve too

many concerns upon a single deity; the soil was intrusted to one, the mountains to

another, the hills to a third, and the valleys to another still. St. Augustin {de Civitate

Dei, iv. 8) recounts a dozen different deities, all occupied upon a stalk of grain, of which
each, according to his office, takes a special care at different times, from the first mo-
ment that the seed is cast into the ground, until the grain is perfectly ripened.—Besides

the crowd of deities destined to perform the inconsiderable duties of such affairs, there

were others which were regarded as of a higher grade, because supposed to take a
more noble part in the government of the world."

The number of gods admitted in the Greek mythology was immense, if we may take Hesiod's
testimony for authority. He says there are 30,000 gods on eartfi, guardians of men.
Warburton (in the work cited'P. IV. § 12. 3) contends that the fables respecting metamorphoses,

which are recorded by ancient authors, had their origin in the common belief oi' the doctrine of
metempsychosis; and the latter he affirms to have been a " method of e.xplaining the ways of
Providence, which, as they were seen to be unequal liere, were supposed to be rectitied here-
after;" lUus, he sa.ys, metempsychosis naturally suggested metamorphosis; "as the way of pu-
nishing in another state was by a transmigration of the soul; so in this, it was by a transforma-
tion of the body."

4. ^' A fourth source of Fable was the corruption of the human heart, which ever

strives to authorize its crimes and passions. The more important and renowned of

these gods are the very ones whom Fable has most disparaged and defamed by attri-

buting to them crimes the most shameful and debauchery the inost detestable, murders,
aduheries, incests. And thus it is that the huinan heart has been ready to multiply,

distort, and pervert the fictions of mythology, for the purpose of palliating and excusing

practices the most vicious and frightful by the example of the gods themselves. There
is no conduct so disgraceful, that it has not been authorized and even consecrated by
the worship which was rendered to certain deities. In the solemnities of the mother

of the sods, for instance, songs were sung at which the mother of a comedian would
have blushed ; and Scipio Nasica, who was chosen by the senate as the most virtuous

man in the republic, to go and receive her statue, would have been much grieved that

his own mother should have been made a goddess to take the place and honors of

Cybele."
5. " I do not propose to introduce here all the sources from which Fable takes its

rise, but merely to point out some of those best understood. And as a fffh source,

we may refer to a natural sentiment of admiration or gratitude, which leads men to

associate the idea of something hke divinity with all that which particularly attracts

their attention, that which is nearly related to them, or which seems to procure for them
some advantage. Such are the sun, the moon, and the stars; such are parents in view
of their children, and children in that of their parents

;
persons who have either in-

vented or improved arts useful to the human family ; heroes who have distinguished

themselves in war by an exhibition of extraordinary courage, or have cleared the land

of robbers, enemies to public repose ; in short such are all who, by some virtue or

by some illustrious action, rise conspicuous above the common level of mankind. It

will be readily perceived without further notice that history, profane as well as sacred,

has given rise to all those demigods and heroes whom Fable has located in the heavens,
by associating, with the person and under the name of a single individual, actions

widely separated in respect to time, place, and person."—Cf. P. V. '5> 222. 4.

§ 6. The advantages of an acquaintance with mytholoofy are many. One of

the most important, aside from its aid in reference to ancient philosophy, re-

ligion, and history, is the better understanding it enables one to obtain of the

Greek and Roman writers and of the works of their artists. It is obviously ne-

cessary to the cultivation of classical learning, which is of such acknowledged
importance in modern education.—Cf. P. IV. § 29.

_
On the benefits of studying the ancient mythology we add an extract from Eollin, as

cited under the last section.

1. "It apprizes us how much we are indebted to Jesus Christ the Savior, who has
rescued us from the power of darkness and introduced us into the wonderful light of
the Gospel. Before his time, what was the real character of men ? Even the wisest
and most upright men, those celebrated philosophers, those great politicians, those
renowned legislators of Greece, those grave senators of Rome? In a word, what
were all the nations of the world, the most polished and the most enlightened ? Fable
informs us. They were the bhnd worshipers of some demon, and bowed tne knee
before gods of gold, silver, and marble. They offered incense and prayers to statues.

deaf and mute. They recognized, as gods, animals, reptiles, and even plants. Thev
did not blush to adore an adulterous Mars, a prostituted Venus, an incestuous Juno, a

H
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Jupiter blackened by every kind of crime, and worthy for that reason to hold the first

rank among the gods.—See what our fathers were, and what we ourselves should
have been, had not the light of the Gospel dissipated our darkness. Each story in
Fable, every circumstance in the life of the gods, ought at once to fill us with confusion,
admiration, and gratitude.

2. " Another advantage from the study of Fable is that, by discovering to us the
absurd ceremonies and impious maxims of Paganism, it may inspire us whh new
respect for the majesty of the Christian religion, and for the sanctity of its morals.
Ecclesiastical history informs us, that a Christian bishop <», in order to render idolatry
odious in the minds of the faithful, brought forth to the light and exposed before the
eyes of the pubhc, all which was found in the interior of a temple that had been
demolished ; bones of men, limbs of infants immolated to demons, and many other ves-
tiges of the sacrilegious worship, which pagans render to their denies. ^I'his is nearly the
eifect which the study of Fable must produce on the mind of every sensible person ; and
this is the use to which it has been put by the holy Fathers and all the defenders of
the Christian religion. 1'he great work of St. Augustin, entitled * The City of God,
which has conferred such honor upon the Church, is at the same time a proof of what
I now advance, and a perfect model of the manner in which profane studies ought to
be sanctified."

" This bishop «-as Theophilus of Alexandria ; respecting whom, see Murdoch's Translation of Mosheim, i. 392.

We would here refer to a very able and interesting treatise by Tholuck, on The nature and moral
influence of Heathenism among the Greeks and Romans.—"Whosoever," says Tholuck, "stands on
a lofty mountain should look not merely at the gold which the morning sun pours on the grass
and flowers at his feet, but he should sometimes also look behind him into the deep valley where
the shadows still rest, that he may the more sensibly fefl that that sun is indeed a sun. Thus it

is also salutary for the disciples of Christ, at times, from the kingdom of light to cast forth a
glance over the dark stage, where men play their part in lonely gloom, without a Savior, with-
out a God :"

See a translation of Tholuck's Treatise by Prof. Emerron, in Bill. Repository, vol. ii,

3. " Still another benefit of very great importance may be realized in the under-
standing of authors, either in Greek, Latin, or even French, in reading which a per-

son is often stopped short if ignorant of mythology. I speak not of poets merely,
whose natural language is Fable ; it is often employed also by orators, and it fur-

nishes them frequently with the happiest illustrations, and with strains the most
sprightly and eloquent. Such, for example, among many others, is that drawn from
the story oi' Medea, in the speech of Cicero {Pro Leg. Manil. sect. 9), upon the sub»
ject of iVIithridates, king of Pontus.

4. " There is another class of works, whose meaning and beauty are illustrated by
a knowledge of Fable ; viz. paintings, coins, statues, and the like. These are so

many enigmas to persons ignorant of mythology, which is often the only key to their

interpretation." It should be added, that mythology, at the same time, itself re-

ceives new light froin the study of such remains or imitations of ancient art, so that

these two branches of classical pursuits reciprocally aid each other.

§ 7. Greece having been settled by colonies from several eastern countries,

and havinor derived her relio-ious notions particularly from Eo-yptians and Phce-

nicians, the origin of most of the Greek deities is to be sought in the religious

history of those countries and nations. But many changes took place, and
this original derivation was greatly obscured through the vanity of the Greeks,

who wished to claitn for themselves and ancestors the merit of their whole re-

ligious system. This motive led them to confound the history and alter the

names of the primitive gods.

Some traditions may have come from India. There are certainly many points of
resemblance between the mythology of Greece and that of India.

See Karl Ritter, Die Vorhalle Europiischer Volkergeschichten vor Herodotus um den Kaukasus und an den Gesiaden des Pontus.

Berlin, 1830. 8. Cf. Kennedy, as cited § 12. 2. (f). Also Moore and Maurice, as there cited. Also the Works of Sir Wm. Jones,

cited 5 fo. 4. On the iDfluence of the Phosnicians, &c. on the early culture of the Greeks, cf. P. IV. § 40-42 ; P. V. § 12. On

the changes successively wrought in the mythology ot the Greeks, Mayo, vol. iii. p. 1-3, as cited § 12. 2. (a),

§ 8. The reliorious system of the Romans gives clearer evidence of its Gre-

cian descent, being in scarcely any part of it a native growth, but borrowed
chiefly from the Greek colonies in Italy. Yet the Romans likewise changed,

not only in many cases the names of the gods, but also the fictions of their

story, and the rites of their worship. They also derived some notions and

usages from the Etrurians. (Cf. P. IV. § 109.) All the religious conceptions

<ind institutions of the Romans were closely interwoven with their civil policy,

and on this account exhibited some peculiarities, particularly in their system

of auspices, auguries, and various omens. We find therefore in Roman mytho-
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logy much which the Greek had not, and much which was borrowed from it,

but altered and as it were molded anew.
§ 9. Thus the general division or classification of the gods was not the same

with both nations. The Greeks made a three-fold division into Superior gods.

Inferior gods, and Demigods or heroes; the Romans a two-fold, into gods ISupe-

rior and Inferior {Dii majorum et minortnn gentium). Their first class the

Romans distinguished as Consenies and Selecti ; their second class, which in-

cluded demigods or heroes, they also distinguished as Indigetes and Semones.

1. In the Roman classification the Coiisentes, so called because they were supposed
to form the great council {consentientes) of heaven, consisted of twelve, 6 males and 6
females; Jupiter, Neptune, Apollo, Mars, Mercury, Vulcan; Juno, Minerva, Ceres,
Diana, Venus, Vesta. These were the great celestial gods.—The Selecti were nearly
equal to them in rank, and consisted of eight, Saturn, Pluto or Orcus, Bacchus, Ja-
nus, Sol, Geniud, Rhea, and Luna. These (the Coiisentes and the Selecti) were called

Dii majorum gentium, and all the rest Dii minorum gentiuin, in allusion to the division

of the senators (patres).

2. The Indigetes, called also Adscriptitii, were heroes ranked among the gods on
account of their merits, and included particularly Hercules, Castor or Pollux, and
Quirinus or Romulus.—The Semones included those deities that presided over parti-

cular objects ; as Pan, god of shepherds. Flora, goddess of flowers, &c.—Besides
these there were among the Dii minorum gentium a numerous class of miscellanei,

including the virtues and vices, and other'objects, personified; and also a number
called dii peregrini, foreign gods introduced at Rome from abroad, or at least tole-

rated, although perhaps worsbiped chiefly by loreigners residing in the city.

3 t. The gods were hkewise classed according to their supposed residence. When
thus classed, four divisions were made of them; the celestial gods (cf § 11); the ter-

restrial; the marine ; ihe infernal.

The Coiisentes in the Roman division corresponded to the class which the Greeks,
when denominating the gods by their residence, termed the Celestial and Olympian,
Inovpdvioi, oXviiirioi; which were also called bi licyaXoi dedi, and hi SwStKa ^eoi. The
Athenians had an altar consecrated to these collectively, /?wju(5s rcoi/ SiLScku.

4 t. The gods are sometimes arranged according to their descent in the fabulous

genealogies. But the genealogy of several of the gods is given variously by different

poets and fabulists.

The earliest Greek theogony was that of Orpheus (cf. P. V. $ 48). In Homer (cf. P. V. $ 50)

are traces of a second theogony, which has been ascrilied to Pronapides, said to have been the
preceptor of Homer. Next is the regular scheme of Hesiod (cf. P. V. $ 51) in his poem entitled

Theogovy. Parts of a fourth system are wroiisht by Aristophanes (cf. P.V. $65) into his comedy
of the Clouds. A partial theogony is minsled by Ovid (P. V. $364) with his Cosmogony. Cicero
(cf. P. V. § 468) in his treatise on the nature of the gods gives the genealogy of some.—See $ 12. 1.

A genealogical table, according to Hesioffs Theogoriy, is appended to Cooke's Hesiod (cf, P. V. § 51. 4).—A genealogical Chart oj

Mythology is given in our Plate, page £0.

§ 10. But the differences in the systems of the two nations need not essen-

tially affect a scientific treatment of the subject of their mythology. For the

principal deities of each were common to both, and it will contribute to brevity

and comprehensiveness to include them all in one system of classification,

pointing out what may be peculiar in each case as it occurs. It is therefore

proposed to consider the gods of the Greek and Roman mythology in four
classes; viz. (1) Superior Gods, (2) Inferior Gods, (3) Mythical Beings, whose
history is intimately connected with that of the gods, and (4) Heroes.

In the first class will be noticed the twelve Consentes, or great celestial gods, and
also, Janus, Saturn, Rhea, Phuo, and Bacchus.—In the second will be rnentioned
Uranus or Ccelus, Sol, Luna, Aurora, Nox, Iris, ^ISolus, Pan, Latona, Themis. JEs-
culapius, Plutus, and Fama. Here belong also numerous deities of the Romans
which were not common to them and the Greeks.—The third class comprehends the
Titans and Giants, Tritons, Sirens, Nymphs, Muses, Graces, Fates, ruries, Genii,

Lares, Satyrs, and the like.

—

Under the fjurth and last fall the names of Perseus,
Hercules, Theseus, and various others, whose achievements led to their deification.

§ 11. It maybe proper to remark here, that the ideas entertained by the

Greeks and Romans respecting the nature of Divinity, were exceedingly im-
perfect. A being possessing powers of body and mind superior to those of

man, especially superior might, mainly answered to their notions of a god.

The superiority which they ascribed to their deities consisted chiefly in freedom

from bodily decay, a sort of immortal youth, ability to move with wonderful

celerity, to appear and disappear at pleasure with a noble and beautiful form.
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and to exert an immediate influence upon the condition of mortals. In thesa

respects, however, their power was limited, according to the general opinion,

being controlled by an eternal and immutable relation of things, termed fate or

destiny.

"The ancient Greeks believed their gods to be of the same shape and form as themselves, but
of far greater beauty, strength, and dignity. They also regarded them as being of much larger
size than men ; for in those times great size was esteemed a perfection both In man and woman,
and consequently was supposed to be an attribute of their divinities, to whom they ascribed all

perfections. A fluid named Ichor supplied the place of blood in the veins of the gods They were
not capable of death, but they might be wounded or otherwise injured. They could make them-
selves visible or invisible to men as they pleased, and assume the forms of men or of animals as
it suited their fancy. Like men, they stood in daily need of food and sleep. The meat of the
gods was called Ambrosia (dii/jporria), their drink Nectar (vE/crap), The gods, when they came
among men, often partook of their food and hospitality.

"Like mankind, the gods were divided into two sexes; namely, gods and goddesses. They
married and had children, just like mortals. Often a god became enamored of a mortal woman,
or a goddess was smitten with the charms of a handsome youth j and these love-tales form a
large portion of Grecian mythology.
" To make the resemblance between gods and men more complete, the Greeks ascribed to their

deities all human passions, both good and evil. They were capable of love, friendship, grati-
tude, and all the benevolent affections ; on the other hand, they were frequently envious, jealous,
and revengeful. They were particularly careful to exact all due respect and attention from man-
kind, whom they required to honor them with temples, prayers, costly sacrifices, splendid pro-
cessions, and rich gifts ; and they severely punished insult or neglect.

" The abode of the gods, as described by the more ancient Grecian poets, such as Homer and
Hesiod, was on the summit of the snow-clad mountains of Olympus in Thessaly. A gate of
clouds, kept by the goddesses named the Seasons, unfnided its valves to permit the passage of
the Celestials to earth, or to receive them on their return. The city of the gods, as we may term
it, was regulated on the same principles as a Grecian city of the heroic ages. The inhabitants,
who were all the kindred or the wives and children of the king of the gods, had their separate
dwellings; but all, when summoned, repaired to the palace of Jupiter, whither also came, when
called, those deities whose usual abode was the earth, the waters, or the under world. It was
also in the great hall of the palace of the Olympian king that the gods feasted each day on am-
brosia and nectar; which last precious beverage was handed round by the lovely goddess Hebe
(Youth),—maid-servants being the usual attendants at meals in the houses of the Grecian princes
in early times. Here they conversed of the affairs of heaven and earth ; and as they quaffed
their nectar, Apollo, the god of music, delighted them with the tones of his lyre, to which the
Muses sang in responsive strains. When the sun was set, the gods retired to sleep in tlieir

respective dwellings.
" The Dawn, the Sun, and the Moon, who drove each day in their chariots drawn by celestial

steeds through the air, gave light to the gods as well as men." {Keigluleij, p. 14-17.)

% 12 t. Before proceeding to notice more particularly the classes specified, we will,

in accordance with our general plan in other parts of this work, present some references
to the sources of information on the subject ; alluding first to ancient authorhies, and
then giving the titles to more modern works.

1 11. Almost all the Greek and Roman poets make use of, or at least touch upon, mythological
subjects ; although these are not by any means treated in the same manner in the different kinds
of poetry, epic, lyric, dramatic, and didactic. We have properly mythic poetry in the Theogony
of Hesiod and the Cassandra of Lycophron (P. V. $ 67), the Metamorphoses of Ovid, and in two
poems of Claudian, the GIgantomachy, and the Rape of Proserpine (P. V. J 386).—Many histo-
rians have introduced into their narratives mythological traditions, without presenting them,
however, as fully entitled to credence, while they have also recorded much that appertained to
the worship of the gods and to works of art connected with mythology. Herodotus, Diodorus,
Strabo, Pausanias, and the elder Pliny, may be mentioned particularly.—There were also ancient
writers who made mythology their tlieme, or treated the subject more at length ; as, among the
Greeks, ^pollodorus, Conon, Hephcpstion, Parthenius, Jintovinus, Liberalis, Palwphatiis, Heracli-
des, Phurnutus (P. V. $ 221 ss) ; among the Romans, Hyginus and Fulgentius (P. V. $ 502 ss).
Notices ofl this subject are found also in the works of some of the early writers of the church,
and also in the notes of most of the Greek scholiasts.

2 m. Of the numerous modern works on Mythology, some treat the subject more at large, others
more compendiously ; some present the subject in an alphabetical order; there are also works
accompanied with plates and drawings for illustration.

(a) The following are some of the works which go into more

full details on the whole subject, or on particular parts.

Lit. Greg. Gyraldi, Historiae Deor. Gentil Syntagmata xvii.

Bas. 1548. fol. Also iu his 0pp. Omn. (ed. J. Jensius), Lugd.

Bat. 1606. fol.

Vine. Cartari, le imagini degli dei degli antichi. Lion. I5SI. 4.

Aloo in Latin, Lugd. 1581. 4. oft. repr.

Natalia Comitit Mythologiae s. Explicationis Fabulanim libri

X. Gen. 1651. 8.

Gtrh. I. Vvisius, De theologia Gentili et physiologia Christiana,

II. de origine et progressu idolatria libri IX. Amst. 1668. fol.

Ant. Banier, La mythologie et les fables expliquees par I'his-

•oire. Par. 1738-10. 8 vols. 12. In German, with additions by

J. A. Scfdegd and /. M Schrdckh. Lpz. 1755-65. 5 vols. 8. In

English, £37Vcr,Mvthology of the Ancients Lond. 1739. 4voIs. 8.

R. Mayo, System of Mythology. Fhilad. 1815. 4 vols. 8.

F. Crcuzer's Symbolik und Mythologie der Alten VOlker, beson-

der? der Griechen. Lpz. 1819-21. 4 Bde. 8. 3d improved ed.

commenced 1836.—Same (abridged) by G.H.Moser. Lpz. 1822. 8.

Ch. A. Lobech, Aglaophamus, sive de Theologiae mystics (Jrae-

corum causis. Reglmontii (Konirgsbergi, 1S29. 2 vols 8. op-

posing some of the views of Creuzer: it has been highly con*

mended.

J. H. Voss, Antisymbolik. Stuttg. 1824. 8.

O- Hermann, De Mythologia Graecorum antiquissima. 1817.

G. Hermann and F. Creuzer, Briefe Qber Homer und Hesiodos.

Heidelb. 1818. 8.

G. Hermann, Briefe Qber das Wesen und die Behandlung der

Mythologie. Lpz. 1819. 8.

J. A. KanneU Mythologie der Griechen. Lpz. If05. 8—By
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am;, ersle Urkunden der Geschichte, oder allgemeine Mytholo-

pe. Baireuth, 1808. 2 Bde. 8.—By same, Paotbeou derUtesten

*faturphil05opl.ie aller Volker. Tub. 1811. 8.

/. jC. Hits, UntersuchuDjen ttber d. Mythos d. berQhmtern

Volker d. alt. Welt, vorzlglich d. Griech. Freyb. 1812. 4.

K. 0. Milller, Prolegomena zu einer wissenschaftlichen My-

thologie. Gollingen, 1S25. 8.

Buttmann, Mytholojus. Berl. IS28. 2 vols. 8.

S. A. L. RichUr, Phantasien des Alterthums, oder Samml.

myth. Sagen der Hellenen, Romer, &c Lpz. 1708-20. 5 Bde. 8.

We may add /. Sryant'i New System of Mythology. Lond.

If07. 6 vols. S.

Dupuis, Origine de tous les Cultes. Par. 1822. 7 vols. 8.

R. P. Knight, Inquiry into the symbolical Language of Ancient

Art and Mythology, in different Nos. of the Classical Journal.

Count deGebdin, Le Monde Primitif. Par. 1774-87. 9 vols. 4.

ejEplaining fables, traditions, symbols, and language.

Guigniaut, Religions de I'Antiquite. Far. 1825-30. 4 vols. 8

Co/istant, De la Religion. Par. 1826-31. 5 vols. 8.

(fc) More compendious treatises, or manuals.

C. T. Damm, Mythologie der Griechen und ROmer (ed. Zeoe-

tow). Berl. 1*20. 8. with plates.

M. G. Hirmann, Handbuch der Mythologie aus Homer und

Hesiod. Berl. 1787-95. 3 vols. 8.—By same, Mythologie der

Griechen, fUrdieobern Klassen, &c. Berl. 1801. 2 vols. 8.

K.Ph Maritz, Gotterlehere, oder mythol. Dichtungen der Alten.

Berl. 1819. 8. with plates. Also transl. by C. F. Jdeer, N. York,

IS30. 12. with plates. .Same work in English, Mythological

Fictions of Greeks and Romans. 12mo.

Fr. Ramhach, Abriss einer Mythologie fttr KUnstler. Berl.

1796. 2 vols. 8.

C. A. Bottiger's Grundrisse zu Vorlesungen Qber die Mytholo-

gie. Dresd. ISOS. 8.—By same, Amaltbea oder Museum d.

Kunstmythologie und bildl. Alterthumskunde. Leipz. 1821,

F. Fiedler, Mythologie der Griechen und Italischen Vdlker.

Hal. 1823.

Andrew Tooke, The Pantheon ; containing the Mythological

systems of the Greeks and Romans. 36th ed. Lond. 1831. 8. with

plates.

TaZpyj Elements of Mythology. Lond. 1832. 18. very brief.

C. K. Dillaway, Roman Antiquities and Ancient Mythologj'.

Bost. 1812. 12.

T. Kcigktley, Myth, of Greece & Italy. 2d, ed. Lend, 1838. 8.

(c) Dictionaries of Mythology.

B. Hedei-ich, Mythologisches Lexicon (ed. /. /. Schwabe). Lpz.

1770. 8.

P. F.A. Nitsc}i,-Seaes mythol. WOrterbuch (ed. F. G. Klcpfer).

Lpz. IS21, 2 vols. 8.

K. Ph. Moritz, Mythol. WOrterbuch far SchOler. Berl. 1817. 8.

/. G. Gncber, Worterbuch der allklassischen Mythologie und

Religion. Weim. ISIO. 3 vols. 8.

P. C. Chompre, Dictionnaire abrege de la fable. Par. 1818. 12.

Fr, Nnel, Dictionnaire de la fable, ou Mythologie Grecque,

Latine, Egyptienne, Celtique, Persanne, Indienne, Chinoise, &c.

Par. 1823. 2 vols. .

IVrtu Holwell, A Mythological Dictionary, &c (Extracted

from /. Bryant's New System or Analysis of Ancient Mytholo-

gy.) Lond. 1793. 8.

Bell, New Pantheon. Lond. 1790. 2 vols. 4.

Sncydopidit Methodique, the part entitled Antiquites, Mytho-

ogie, Chronologie, &c., which part consists of 5 vols. 4. Par.

1786, ss.

Biographic Universdle, partie Mytholosique. Par. 1832,

vols. g.

(d) The following works contain plates illustrating the sub-

jects of mythology, accompanied with explanations.

Bernard de Moulfaucon, L'Antiquite expliquee et representee

en figures. Par. 1719. 10 vols, in 5, fol. Supplem. Par. 1724.

5 vols. fol. Translated into English by David Humphreys.

Lond. 1721. 5 vols. fol. with Supplement, 2 vols. fol.

Joach. von Sandrart, Iconologia deorum. NUrnb. 16S0. fol.

Spence's Polymetis, or an inquiry concerning the agreement

between the works of the Roman poets and the remains of the

ancient artists. Lond. 1747. fol. 1755. fol.

Le Temple des Muses, a superb folio.

D. Bardon, The Usages, religious, civil, fee, of the Ancients.

Lond. 4 vols. 8.

A. Hirt, Bilderbuch fQr Mythologie, Archaolcgie und Kunst,

Berl. 1805-16. 2 vols. 4.

A. L. MUlin, Galerie my'hologique, ou Recueil des monu<

mens pour servir a I'etude de la mythologie, de I'histoire de

I'art, &c. Par. 1811. 2 vols. 8. containing correct pictures o(

about 800 ancient monuments —Trans. Germ, by Tblken.

A. H. Petiscus, Der Olymp, oder Mythologie der .igyjrter,

Griechen und ROmer. Berl. 1837. 8. 6th ed.

(e) The impressions on ancient gems are of much service ia

illustrating mythology, to which part of the subject belong the

following works

:

A. C. Klau.nng, Versuch einer mythologischen Baktyliothek

far Schiiler. Lpz. 1781. 8. (with 120 neat impressions of en

graved gems.)

T. F. RolhU mythologische Daktyliothek. Namb. 1805 (witb

90 impressed models of engraved stones).

Also Lippett's Daktyliothek (P. IV. § 210). One thousand of

his impressions belong to mythology.

The gems of which IVedgewood andBentley have given imita-

tions, pertain, many of them, to mythology ; as also those ol

Tassie (P. IV. § 210).

(/) Here we may name likewise some works on the Mythe

logy of other nations besides the Greeks and Romans.

Moore's Hindoo Pantheon.

Rhode, Ueber die religiose Bildung der h.ndus. Lpz. 1827.

2 vols. 8.

Kennedy, Researches into the Nature and Affinity of Ancient

and Hindoo Mythology. Cf. Asiatic Researches.

Maurice, Indian Antiquities. Lond. 1S06. 7 vois. 8.

Ward's View of the History, Literature, and Religion of the

Hindoos.

Monfg. Martii\, Hist, and Antiquities of Eastern India. Lond.

1838. 3 vols. 8. with some good plates illustrating Hindoo my-

thology.

C. Coleman, Mythology of the Hindus. Lond. 1S32. 4.

with plates.

Hager, Pantheon Chinois (or Parallel between the relig ras

worship of the Greeks and the Chinese). Par. 1810. 4. C£ Class

Joum. i. 178.

/. C. Prichard, Analysis of Egyptian Mythology ; in which

the superstitions of the ancie..* Egyptians are compared with

thoseof the Indians and other nations ot antiquity. Lond. 1819. 8.

also 1839, with preliminary essay by Vorx Schlegel ; and plates.

Kyerup, WOrterbuch der Scandinavian Mythologie. Copenh.

1816. 12.

E. Davits, Mythology and Rites of the British Druids. Lond.

1809. 8.

/. M. Kemble, Saxon Mythology. Cf. Bill Repos. xi. 247.

For some remarks on the resemblance of the mythology of the

Middle Ages to the Classical, cf. Editor's Preface to fFarton't

I Hist. Eng. Poetry, vol. i. p. 25 «s. ed. Lond. 1824.

12 h2
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I.

—

Mythological History of the Superior Gods.

§ 13.* The Divinities which we include in the class denominated Superior

Go(/s, are the following- : Saturn, Kporoj, Xpdi'oj, Saturtins ; Janus; Rhea or

Cybele, 'Psa, 'Pfi'a, Kvtjs%7j; Jupiter, Zjrj; Juno, "Hpa; Neptune, nocjftSwv

Neplunus ; Pluto, llxovrwi' ; Apollo, 'Arto?t7.«r ; Diana, "AprfjUts; Minerva,
Ila7JMi ; Mars, 'Ap-z^j ; Venus, 'A^poSirrj ; Vulcan, "H^atoroj, Vulcanus ,•

Mercury, 'Ep^^j, Mercurius ; Bacchus, Aiorvooj; Ceres, A>y/i^r>2p ; Vesta,
'Etjr'ta.

§ 14. (I) Saturn. This was one of the most ancient of the gods, called

Chronos by the Greeks and Saiurnus by the Romans. He was said to be the

son of Uranos and Titsea, i. e. the heavens and the earth, and to have possessed
the first government of the universe. His wife was Rhea, who was his sister.

Saturn and his five brethren were called Titans, probably from their mother;
Rhea and her five sisters likewise Titanides. Saturn seized upon the govern-

ment of the universe by his superiority over his father and brothers; yet

pledged himself to rear no male children ; accordingly he is represented as de-

vouring his sons as soon as born.

§ 15. But this fate, three of them, Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto, escaped,

through the artifice of Rhea their mother, who gave him stones to devour in-

stead of the children at their birth. Jupiter aided Saturn in recovering his

throne, after he had been driven from it by his brothers the Titans and bound in

Tartarus. But soon he made war himself upon Saturn, and seized the govern-
ment. According to Roman fiction, Saturn now fled to Italy (thence called

Salurm'a), and acquired great honor by teaching arts and morals to the people.

Under him was the so-called golden age, which the Greek poets assigned to

the reign of Saturn and described as singularly happy. Probably an idea of
the perfection and fecundity of nature, when just newly created, is the basis

of this story.

Hts. Op. el Di. vs. 199 — Firg-. Mn. viii. 319.—Ou. Metam. i. 89-112.

§ 16. From the Greek name of this god, which is the word signifying time

(xpovo^), he has been considered as designed to personify time, and the first

cause of the visible world. His Latin name also, as well as the story of his

devouring his children, seems to have some reference to the idea of time, as

satiated only by the destruction of what it has produced.

1 u. This name, however, may have been given from the idea of fertility or produc-
tiveness, as he is said to have taught agriculture and the use of seeds. The word Sa-
turnus is derived from Satur, signifying /;</Z, satiated, and txho fertile. Saturn is

termed Sator, Vitisalor, Falcifer (bearing a sickle or scythe), Sterculinus or Stercutius
(having taught the fertilizing uses of manure), Canus and Leucanthes {AevKavdfii).

2. Some have traced the fables respecting Saturn to the history of Noah. See
TooJie's Pantheon, Pt. ii. ch. i. ^ 5.—" Saturn was not unknown to the ancient Ger-
mans, among whom he was worshiped by the name of Seutur ; who is described as
standing on a fish with a wheel in one hand, and in the other a vessel of water filled

with fruits and flowers." HolwelVs Diet, cited % 12. 2 (c).

§ 17. It was once customary to offer to Saturn human sacrifices, particularly

among the Carthaginians, the Gauls, and the Pelasgic inhabitants of Italy.—
His principal temples among the Greek were at Olympia, and at Drepanum in

Sicily. The temple of Saturn in Rome served also the purpose of a treasury,

in memorial, perhaps, of the general security and the community of goods in
the Saturnian or golden age. The chief festival of this deity was the Satur-
nalia of the Romans, which was, like the Peloria (llfXtjpta) of the Thessalians,
devoted to freedom, mirth, and indiscriminate hospitality.

1. The custom of sacrificing children to Saturn seems to identify him with Moloch, the Phoeni-
cian idol, to wliom the apostate Israelites sacrificed their offspring.

Se.eJalm, Bibl. Arch. § 211.— Dzorf. Sic. xx. M.—Morin, and Freret, Des victimes humaines, Mem, Acad. Inscr. vols. i. and

xviii.—Urijin of human sacrifices. Oojs. Joxirn. xiv. 3.=2. xvii. 104.

2 u. Saturn was represented by the figure of an old man having a scythe or sickle
m one hand, and often in the other a serpent with its tail in its mouth in the form of a
circle, both emblems of time. There are, however, but few ancient monuments o^
this deity.
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3. In our Plate X. fig. 1, he appears in a sitting posture, with a sort of sickle in one
hand. In the Sup. Plate 3, he appears with the scythe, a long beard, and wings.

—

He is also thus described : "a decrepit old man, with a long beard and hoary head

;

his shoulders are bowed hke an arch, his jaws hollow and thin, his cheeks sunk ; his

nose is flat, his forehead full of furrows, and his chin turned up ; his right hand holds
a rusty scythe, and his left a child, which he is about to devour."

§ 18. (2) Janus. He was one of the Superior Gods of the Romans. They
represent him as of Thessalian origin, and as reigning- over the earliest and so-

called aboriginal inhabitants of Italy, in the time of Saturn. It was to Janus
that Saturn fled, and imder them was the golden age, a period of uninterrupted

peace. To Janus, therefore, Romulus dedicated that celebrated temple, which
was always open in time of war, and was closed with much solemnity, when-
ever there was general peace in the Roman empire ; a thing which happened
but three times during 724 years from the building of the city (cf. P. I. § 60).

From this deity the month of January was named, and the first day of the

month vi'as sacred to him.

1. He was considered as the inventor of locks, doors, and gates, which are thence
called janiicB. His name was applied to structures which were sometimes erected on
the Roman roads where four roads divided ; a sort of gateway with an arch opening
in each of the directions, and called a Janus. He was termed Father, and sometimes
God of gods. In sacrifices, prayers were first offered to Janus, and oblations were
made to liim, as being the door of access to the gods.—His original name was Djanus
or Dianus, which some have derived from dies, day. He is called the Sun, and was
the Sun-god or God of (he Year, of the original inhabhants of Italy. The story of his

friendly reception of Saturn is by some explained as referring to the agreement be-
tween the old inhabitants of Latium and the immigrating Pelasgi to worship the two
gods in common.—Janus was not received among the gods of the Greeks.

2 m. He is represented with a double, and sometimes with a quadruple face ; hence
the epithets Birep:^, Bifrons, Quadrifrons. He is also called Patulcius, Clusius, Con-
sivius, Custos, and Claviger.

3. The representation whh two faces in Plate XI. fig. 8, and in Sup. Plate 3, gives
fiis appearance on a number of consular coins. In Plate VII., on his temple, he ap-
pears with four faces. It is worthy of notice that the Brahma of the Hindoos is repre-
-lented with four heads. See Plate XII. Janus is also represented with a key in

one hand and a rod in the other, whh 12 altars beneath his feet, supposed by some to

refer to the 12 months of the year. His statue erected by Numa is said to have had
its fingers so composed as to signify 365, the number of days in a year.

§ 19. (3) Rhea or Cybele. The common name of the wife and sister of
Saturn, was Rhea or Ops. Yet the history and worship of Cyhele were after-

wards so entirely interwoven with those of Rhea, that both were considered the

same person, and although Rhea was said to be the daughter of Earth, were
each taken for Gaia or Tellus, and often called Vesta, and the great mother of
gods. The origin of Rhea belongs to the earliest periods of mythical story,

and hence the confusion in the accounts which are given of her.

Cybele, properly speaking, lived later; and was, according to tradition, a
daughter of Maeon a king of Phrygia and Lydia ; or according to others, in an
allegorical sense, the daughter of Protogonus. Her invention of various musical
instruments, and her love for Mys, a Phrygian youth, whose death rendered
her frantic, are the most prominent circumstances of her history.

Ovid, Fast. 4. 223.—CaZuiZiu, de At. et Ber.

Besides the names above mentioned, she was called 3Iater Dyndymena, Bere-
cynthia, and Idaea, Pessinuntia, and Bona Dea.

§ 20. That this goddess was a personification of the earth as inhabited and
fruitful, is supposed from the manner in which she was represented.

1 u. Her image was generally a robust woman, far advanced in pregnancy, with a
turreted mural crown on her head. Often she was borne in a chariot drawn by Uons

;

sometimes she rested upon a lion.

2. On gems, she is seen in a car drawn by Hons, holding in her hand a tambourine.
Such is her appearance, Plate X. fig. 2, taken from Montfaucon. In the Sup. Plate
3, she sits in a chair, with keys in her right hand, attended by hons.—She was also

formed whh many breasts, with a key or keys in her hand, sometimes a sceptre, and
frequently whh two lions under her arms. In Sup. Plate 5. is a remarkable repre.

sentation, given by Montfaucon (Ant. Ex. 1. p. 18). Cf. P. IV. § 156. 2.
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A figure in silver with some parts plated with gold, and the whole elegantly fini*}hed, repre-

senting Cijbile, was found at Macon (ancient Matiscu) on the Saone, in 17(34.

This was published by Count Caylus, vol. vii. pi. 71.

—

AiUnon's Lcuipriere.

—

Saiiier, sur l&s statues de Cybele, in the .Wem.

Jlcad. Inscr. vol. v. p. 241.

§ 21. Her worship was especially cultivated in Phrygia, but spread thence

through Asia. The celebration of her festivals was exceedingly tumultuous,

as her priests (called Corybanies or GalH, and the chief one Archigallus) went

about with clamorous music and singing, acting like madmen and filling the

air with the mingled noise of shrieks, bowlings, drums, tabrets, bucklers and

spears.

1 u. The removal of her image from Pessinus to Rome, and the establishment of

her worship in the latter city, was a remarkable event. The festival called Megalesia
(from ncydXri, the great mother) was maintained in her honor.

ito. Hist. 29. 10, II, 14.— KaJ. Max. 8. 15.

2. The place called Fessinus was said to have derived its name from UeaeTv, to fall,

because it was the spot upon which the iinage of this goddess fell, being hke the fabled

Ancile and Palladium sent down from Jupiter.

At her festival, the Megalesia, Roman matrons danced before her altar ; the ma-
gistrates assisted in robes of purple ; a great concourse of people and strangers usually

assembled, and Phrygian priests bore the image of the goddess through the streets of

the city. The festival called Hilaria was celebrated in a similar manner, and attended

with many indecencies.

3. There appears to be a strong resemblance between Cybele and Pracriti, the goddess of

pature among the Hindoos. The latter is represented as drawn by lions, and her festival is

attended with the beating of drums.

See Muores Hindoo Pactheon.—Cy/er7ian'» Mytholofty of the Hindoos.

§ 22. (4) Jupiter. The highest and most powerful among the gods was
called by the Greeks Zivc,^ by the Romans Jupiter. It would seem, that by

this god was originally represented nature in general ; afterwards, the superior

atmosphere i and finally the supreme existence. Many tales of the early history

of Crete were incorporated among the traditions respecting him. He was a son

of Saturn and Rhea, educated in Crete. He robbed his father of his kingdom,

and shared it with his two brethren, so that Neptune received the sea, Pluto

the infernal world, and himself the earth and heavens. The giants, sons of

the earth, disputed the possession of his kingdom with him, and attempted to

scale Olympus, but he defeated them with thunderbolts forged by the Cyclops.

Enraged by the corruption and wickedness of men, he destroyed the whole

-ace by a vast deluge, from which Deucalion and Pyrrha alone escaped. The
supposed date of this flood is not far from 1500 years B. C.

Olid, Melam. i. 151, 2m.—ClaudtanU Gijantomachia. Cf. P. V. § 3S6.

§ 23. The ordinary residence of Jupiter was upon Olympus, a mountain of

Thessaly, which the poets, on account of the constant serenity of its summit,

represented as a suitable place for the abode of the gods. (Cf. § 11.)—His

first wife was Metis, whom he destroyed, because it was foretold him, that she

would bear a child that would deprive him of the kingdom. Afterwards the

goddess Minerva was produced from his head. By his second wife, Themis,

He begat the Horse and the Parcse.—The third and most celebrated was Juno,

by whom he had his sons Mars and Vulcan.—Tradition, particularly the tales

respecting metamorphoses, relate numerous amors of Jupiter; e. g. with Eu-

ropa'-, Danae, Leda, Latona, Maia, Alcmena, Semele^, and lo^ Apollo, Mer-

cury, Hercules, Perseus, Diana, Proserpina, and many other gods and demigods

were called the children of Jupiter. The name of son or daughter of Jupiter,

however, was often employed merely to designate superior dignity and rank,

and not intended to imply literal relationship.
1 Ovid, Metam. ii. W6 2 n, \\\, 2r,5. 3 lb. \. 588.

§ 24. The worship of Jupiter was universally spread, and numerous temples

were erected to his honor. The largest and the most celebrated in Greece was
that in Olympic in Elis, remarkable for its own magnificence, and for its coloesal

Btatue of Jupiter wrought by Phidias, and for the Olympic games held in its

vicinity every fifth year. His oracle in the grove of oaks at Dodona was
renowned (cf. P. HI. § 71), and considered the most ancient in Greece.—In

Rome the Capitol was specially dedicated to him, and he had in that city many
temples.
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1 «. Jupiter is generally represented as sitting upon a throne, with a thunderbolt in

his right hand, and in his left a long scepter resembling a spear ; and the eagle, sacred

to him, standing near, or, as in some monuments, resting at his feet with extended
wings.

2. The' representation in the Sup. Plate 2 corresponds to the above description.—The
eagle sometimes is perched upon his scepter. Jupiter is plso spoken of as wearing
"golden shoes and an embroidered cloak adorned with various flowers and figures of

animals."—In the Sup. Plate 1 we have his appearance in a noble statue,from Spence's

Polyme tis.--In thestatue at Elis (see PI. XI. fig. 3) he is presented as " sitting upon
his throne, his left hand holding a scepter, his right extending victory to the Olympian
conquerors, his head crowned with olive, and his pallium decorated with birds, beasts,

and flowers. The four corners of the throne were dancing victories, each supported by
a sphinx tearing in pieces a Theban youth."
On the Olympian statue, see Flaxman^t Lect. p. 87, as cited P. IV. § 191.—Quafr. de Quincy, cited P. IV. § 160.

3. As Jupiter Ammon, he was represented as having the horns of a ram. Such
was the statue at his temple in Libya (cf. P. III. "5> 71). Thus he appears in the Sup.
Plate 29. On ceremonial occasions, and when the oracle was consulted, this statue,

sparkling with precious stones, was iDorne in a gilded barge on the shoulders of twenty-

four priests moving (it was pretended) just where the god impelled them, followed by a
troop of women singing hymns.
But the most singular representation is that given in the Sup. Plate 10, exhibiting

Jupiter Pluvialis, as found in a bas-relief at Rome, designed to commemorate his in-

terposition in sending rain on a certain occasion.

§ 25. This god received a multitude of names and titles derived from circum-

stances of his history, or the places of his worship.

1 u. The Greeks termed him Zevi, and applied to him various epithets, as the Idcean
(b 'iSaTos), Olympic {'OXvixniKos), Dodoncean (AwJwi/aroy), thimderer (Kcpavvios), deliverer

(£/\£t;9£ptoj), hospitable (^£"'0?), punisher of the perjured (ookios), &c. The Romans
styled him Optimus Maximmt, Capitolinus, Stator, Diespiter, Feretrius, &c. As the

avenger of crime, he was called also Vtjovis or Vedius ; yet some consider these as

names of another distinct divinity ; and others take them for names of Pluto.

2. Among the epithets applied by the Greeks were also the following ; from his

sending rain, SixSpio?, vetios, vecpeXvyeperris, dp(Tiv£<pr]g; from his darting thunder, dors-

porrjrrji, jSpovraio;, repTTiKEpavi/oi ; from his protection of suppliants, Ikectios, iKerfaios. The
Romans also called him sometimes Inventor, Elicius, Latiulis, Sponsor, Victor, Plu-
vialis.—His Latin name Jupiter is from ZsC Ilarep, Z being changed into J. From Zevj

(in Doric 'S6£vs and ^olic ^£vs) came also probably the Latin 3eus. The word is by
some supposed to be of eastern origin ; others say it is applied to this deity as the source

of life from ^aw.

3. Very discordant opinions have been maintained respecting the meaning of the

various fables about Jupiter. It is evident, that attributes drawn from many different

personages and probably eastern deities were associated with his name, in the descent

of mythological traditions from one generation to another. When the different tales

are united, they form a very incongruous mixture, combining historic narrative, poetic

ornament, and philosophical allegory,

4. Sir William Jones, with much ingenuity and learning, has attempted to show that the Greeks
and Romans embodied in their Jupiter the special attributes which the Hindoos ascribe distinc-

tively to the three divinities of their famous triad, named Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. In essen-
tial attributes, Brahma is said to be the creator, Vishnu the preserver, and Siva the destroyer
and re-producer. Each of these offices is ascribed to Jupiter in the classical fables, according to

Sir William.—The Hindoo deities are given in our Plate XH. as usually seen in Bengal : Brahma
with four faces and four hands, holding a spoon, a rosary, a portion of a Veda or Hindoo sacred
book, and a vessel of the water of ablution ; Vishnu with four hands, in one of which is a sort

of ring or discus, which is said to send out flames of fire when twirled on his finger, and in the
others a shell used for a trumpet, a sort of club, and a lotus ; Siva, having a trident in one hand
and a rope in another for binding offenders, with serpents for his ear-rings, and a string of humaa
heads for his necklace. He has a third eye in his forehead.

It is worthy of notice, that the Hindoo fables represent Vishnu as assuming difTerent forms oy
successive incarnations, in the exercise of his attributes as preserver. Ten incarnations, or
Avatars, are specially designated. These are represented by the ten engravings in our Plate
XIII. "All the Avatars are painted with gemmed Ethiopian, or Parthian, coronets; with rays
encircling their heads; jewels in their ears; two necklaces, one straight and one pendant on
their bosoms with dropping gems

;
garlands of many-colored flowers, or collars of pearls, hang-

ing down below their waists ; loose mantles of golden tissue or dyed silk, embroidered on their

hems with flowers, elegantly thrown over one shoulder ; with bracelets on one arm and on each
wrist ; they are naked to the waists, and uniformly with dark azure flesh ; but their skirts are
bright yellow, the color of the curious pericarpium in the centre of the water-lily ; they are
sometimes drawn with that flower in one hand; a radiated elliptical ring, used as a missile
weapon, in a second ; the sacred shell, or left-handed buccinuin, in a third ; and a mace or bat-

tle-axe, in a fourth." Nine of these incarnations the Hindoo tales describe as having alreadv
occurred. The tenth is to take place at some future period, when Vishnu will descpnd from
heaven on a white winged horse, and will introduce on earth a eolden ase of virtue and poace.—
It should be remarked in this connection, that Crishna is celebrated in Hindoo mythology as aA
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incarnate deity. According to Sir VVm. Jones, he is considered distinct from all the Avatars
these had only a portion of the divinity; "while Criihna was the person of Vishnu himself in
human form " In the Hindoo pictures, Crishiia sometimes appears among the Avatars; he is

*'more splendidly decorated than any of them, and wears a rich garland of sylvan flowers as low
as his ankles, which are adorned with strings of pearls."

See Sir Wm. Jones, on the gods of Greece, Ilaly, and India, in his IPbrhs and Life by Lord Teignmouth, Lond IS07. 18 vols. 8.

(Toi. iii. p. 318.)—Cf. Monthly Papers of the A. B. Comm. for For. Miss., Nos. ii. and vii. May and Oct. 1832.— f^ard, as cited § 12.

§ 26. (5) Juno. The wife and sister of Jupiter, daughter of Saturn and
Rhea, and as wife of Jupiter mistress of gods and men, was called by the

Greeks "Hpa, and by the Romans Juno. Her birthplace was assigned by the

Greeks to Argos, or the island Samos, and to other spots in Greece, although

her story and her worship were rather of Phoenician origin. The chief pecu-

liarities of her character were love of power, and jealousy ; the latter passion

was constantly inflamed and fed by Jupiter's infidelity.—In consequence of this

jealousy she wrought several metamorphoses, as in the case of Calisto* and
Galanthis^. Hence also her wrath against lo'' and SemeleS and her ill-will

towards the Trojans because Paris denied her the prize of beauty in the contest

with Pallas and Venus. By her jealousy she often aroused the anger of Ju-

piter, who once, according to Homer's representation^, suspended her in the air

by a golden chain. Ixion's love for her was punished by Jupiter with ever-

lasting torture, he being bound to a wheel constantly revolving.
1 Ooid, Metam. ii. 474. 2 /i. jx. 306. 3 jb. \. 568. 4 [b. iii. 156. 5 Uiad, xv. 15, 18.

. § 27. The worship of Juno was far spread, and the number of her templeg

and festivals was very great. Her worship was especially cultivated in Argos,

Samos, Sparta, Mycenae, and Carthage, cities which committed themselves

particularly to her protection. In Elis were games, every fifth year, sacred tc

her, called 'HpoTa. This was the name also of her great festival celebrated at

Argos and other places, which was likewise called kxatoji^oia, because it was
customary on the occasion to sacrifice a hecatomb of oxen at the temple of the

goddess. There was a similar festival at Rome, called Jiinonia and Junona-
Ha. From her, tutelary angels or guardians of females were called among
the Romans Junones. The Roman women took their oaths in her name, as

the men did in the name of Jupiter. Both Greeks and Romans honored her as

the protectress of marriage.—The Romans dedicated to her the month of June,

named^ after her.—She is often described by the poets as the Queen of gods
and men,

» Ovid, Fast vi. 26.

1. Juno had a great variety of names ; as Argiva, Cingula, Egeria, Juga (Zvyia)^

Lucinia or Lucina, Moneta, Nuplialis {TaM^^<*), Opigena, Populonia, SospUa, Unxia,
&,c.

2 u. Her daughters were Hebe, goddess of youth ; and Ilithyia, who presided over
births. Her messenger and servant was Iris, the goddess of tlie rainbow.

3. Hebe was employed to hand round the nectar at the feasts of the gods. Her office of cup-
dearer afterwards fell to Ganymedes. When Hercules was admitted to Olympus, Hebe became
his spouse.—In fig. 4, PI. XIV. she is represented as pouring out the nectar, with tlie bird of Jove
by her side.—In the beautiful design presented in the Sup. Plate 7, she is also seen pouring out
the drink of the gods.

§ 28. The ancient artists endeavored to exhibit the haughtiness and jealousy

of Juno in their representations of her. Among the symbols of her attributes,

the most remarkable was the peacock, held as sacred to her; and found by her
side in many figures. Sometimes her chariot is drawn by two peacocks. She
was frequently represented by Roman artists upon their coins, which, however,
often contain the Empresses exhibited as Junes.

1. She is usually represented as a grave, majestic matron; usually with a sceptre in

her hand, and a veil on her head and a crown decked with flowers ; sometimes she
has a spear in her hand, or a patera, or vessel for sacrifices. The peacock is some-
times at her feet. Thus she appears in our Plate XI. fig. 1. In the Sup. Plate 2, are

seen two peacocks and the chariot, with Iris flying above.—Homer exhibits her in a

chariot adorned with gems, having wheels with brazen spokes and naves of silver, and
horses with reins of gold. But generally she is represented as drawn by peacocAs in

a golden cnariot.

2. The fables respecting Juno are interpreted differently according to the meaning
attached to those respecting Jupiter. When Jupiter is considered as typifying, or
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aJegorically representing, the active productive power iu nature, Juno is the passive.

Their quarrels are then explained as physical alie„^uries.

§ 29. (6) Neptuxe. The government of the waters of the earth was, in the

division of authority already mentioned (§ 22), assigned to the brother of Ju-

piter, called liontibCjv, or Neptune, The idea of a god ruling the waters arose

from the surprise of the first observers of the power of that element ; even be-

fore Neptune, Oceantis, son of the heavens and the earth, and husband of Thetis,

was honored as god of the sea. Oceanus was, according to Hesiod, orie of tbe

Titans, and was considered as ruler of the exterior waters encompassing the

earth, while the interior seas and rivers were assigned to Neptune.

1. A statue dug up at Rome about the sixteenth century, represents Oceanus as an old man
Bitting on the waves of the sea, with a sceptre in his hand, and a sea-monster by him. On an
ancient gem he is represented in a similar manner. In our Plate XLIII. he appears in a recum-
bent posture.

2 u. The wife of Neptune was Amphitrite, a daughter of Nereus or Oceanus and
Doris. He obtained Amphitrite by the aid of a dolphin, and in return honored the fish

with a place among the constellations. The principal sons of Neptune were Triton,

Phorcus, Proteus, and Glaucus. The chief characteristics of these minor deities ot

the sea were the power of divination and ability to change their forms at pleasure. The
daughters of Nereus and Doris were the so-called Nereides, or sea-nymphs, fifty in

number. They belonged to the train of Neptune and were subservient to his will.

§ 30. The principal exploits and merits ascribed to Neptune are, the assist-

ance rendered to his brother Jupiter against the Titans ; the building of the

walls and ramparts of Troy ; the creation and taming of the horse ; the rais-

ing of the island Delos out of the sea ; and the destruction of Hippolytus by
a monster from the deep. He was feared also as the author of earthquakes and
deluges, which he caused or checked at pleasure by his trident. The fol-

lowing are some of his many names and epithets ; 'Ac^uXlo^, upholding the

earth; 2 EKJi,';t^wr, earth-shaker ; "iTtri^io^, Petraeus, Co7isus.

1. Various etymologies have been given of the name noo-Ei^wj/ and Neptune. The
latter is by some derived from Niiho, because the water covers or conceals the earth;
the former from '^ovs and (Jscj, as Neptune binds the feet, that is, man cannot walk on
the water. But such speculations cannot be relied on. The government and pro-
tection of ships was committed to him. He also presided over the horse, which was
sacred to him, and over horse-races; at the festival of the Consualia all horses were
allowed to rest from labor.

2 u. The Greeks seemed to have derived the worship of this god not from Egypt,
but Libya. He was honored particularly in cities situated near the coasts, as presiding

over their navigation. Thus at Nisyrus, on the isthmus of Corinth, he had a cele-

brated temple, and also on the promontory of Taenarus. Of his temples at Rome, the
most noted was that in the ninth district (cf P. I. § 54). containing a suite of pictures

representing the Argonautic voyage. The victims usually sacrificed to Neptune were
horses and bulls. In honor of him the Greeks maintained the Isthmian Games, and the
Romans the Neptunalia and the Consualia, which were afterwards, from the place of
celebration, called Ludi Circenses.

§ 31. His figure upon remaining monuments is in accordance with the dignity

ascribed to him, commanding and majestic, with a front calm and serene even
in anger. In his hand he commonly holds the trident, or a long antique sceptre,

with three tines, with which he makes the earth tremble and throws the waters

into commotion. He is often described as moving upon the waters, drawn in

a chariot by dolphins or war-horses, and surrounded by a retinue of attendants.

The representations of Neptune are various. Sometimes he stands upright in a

large sea-shell, holding his trident, and arrayed in a mantle of blue or sea-green ; as in

our Plate X. fig. 5. Sometimes he appears treading on the beak of a ship. Often he

is sitting in a chariot, or a shell with wheels, drawn by sea-horses ; sometimes accom-
panied by his wife Amphitrite as in Plate XLHI. His image is very frequent on coins

and medals. He is described as having black hair and blue eyes.

Cf. Viri. S-rt. i. 124. Horn. 11. xiii. 20. Virg. S.n. i. 155. Stat. Achil. i. 60.—See Fonttnu, Le Culte des divinltei des eaux,

in the Mem. Acnd. Imar. xii. p. 27.

§ 32 a. (7) Pluto. He was a second brother of Jupiter, and received, as

his portion in the division of empire, the infernal regions, or the world of shades.

Under this idea the ancients imagined the existence of regions situated down
"^•iir below the earth, and they represented certain distant and desert lands as
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serving for a path and entrance to the under world. Hence the fictions respect-
ing Acheron, Styx, Cocytus, and Phlegethon, as being rivers of Hell. These
regions below the earth were considered as the residence of departed souls,

where after death they received rewards or punishments according to their con-
duct upon earth. The place of reward was called Elysium; that of punish-
ment, Tartarus.

1. The residence of departed souls was termed by the Greeks aSr^, Hades. It is im-
portant to bear in mind this fact in reading the passages of the New Testament, where
this word occurs. The term, although sometimes rendered grave, and sometimes hell,

properly signifies the world of departed spirits, and includes both the place of happiness
and the place of misery. C"f Luke xvi. 23.

It was a part of the office of Mercury to conduct the shades of the dead in the region called
Hades. Hence he is sometimes represented as in the act of opening or slmtting the doors or
gates of a tomb; as on the monument given in Plate XVIII. fig. 4. and in the Sup. Plate 14.
This figure is given in Taylor's Calniet to illustrate the expression ''Gates of Hades," in Matt.
xvi. 18.

On the Dieanin; of the term Bodes, see M. Stuart, Exegetical Essays, &c. Ando. 1S30. \2.—Spirit of t?ie Pilgrims, vol. iv

p. 539 ss.—CampbeU, Diss, in his Transl of the Gospels.

2. Departed mortals were adjudged to F.bjsium or to Tartarus by the sentence of Minos and
his fellow judges (cf. $ 34), in the Field uf Truth.—Elysium is described as adorned with beauti-
ful gardens, smiling meadows, and eiichaniing groves; where birds ever warble ; where the
river Eridanus winds between banks (ringed with laurel, and "divine Lethe" glides in a quiet
valley; where the air is always pure, and the day serene ; where the blessed have their de-
lightful abode.

—

Tartarus is represented as a "hideous prison of immense depth, surrounded by
the miry bogs of Cocytus, and the river Phlegethon which rolls with torrents of Ilames," and
guarded by "three rows of walls with brazen gates;" here the Furies torment their wretched
victims, and all the wicked sutler according to their crimes.— Viriril speaks of seven portions in
the regions of the departed ; Tartarus and Elysium being the sixth and seventh. Although
Elysium was considered by all as the residence of the blessed, its situation is variously stated;
some placed it in the center of the earth, adjoining Tartarus ; others placed it in the middle re-
gions of the air ; others, in the moon ; others, in the sun ; more commonly, however, the man-
sions of the blessed were said to be in the Fortunate Islands, Insula Fnrta'vatcB (cf P. I. $ 183).—

•

Tartarus is also variously located; Homer places it in the country of the Cimmerians, supposed
by some to have been around Tarlessus in Spain, and by others to have been near Baia; in Italy;
Virgil places the entrance to it, or rather the entrance to Hades, in a cave near lake Avernus in
Italy; others place the entrance at the promontory of Ta^narus ; others, in Thesprotia.—In the
Sup. Plate 13, is a composition designed to represent the Tartarus of ancient mythology. Charon
in his boat, Pluto with his sceptre, and the three .ludgns appear in the fore-ground, with several
mortals awaiting their sentence. The Furies are lashing two criminals just given over to their
power; and various offenders are suffering their peculiar punishments as narrated by the poets;
for which see the history of Prometheus and others, especially Ixion and the other offenders
mentioned under $ 34 b.

On the views of the ancients respecting the state of the soul after death, cf. Homer, Od. ^\.—jBSsckylxts, in bis Prometheus and

Peirae.

—

Plato, in his PhaeJo.

—

Cieero. De conlemnenda morte, and Somnium Scipionis.

—

VirgiL, Ma. vi. cf. Tibvll. El. i. 3 vs. 57 ss.

^Gibbon, on Virgil's Sn. vi., in hisiWusce'Zajieot/s li'orks.—Beyne, Excursuses in his editions of Virgil and Homer (cf. P. V. § 50. 5.

§ 362. 4).—C. F. Kdgelsbach, Die Homerische Theologie iu ibrem Zusammenhange. Narnb. 1840. S.—De Fuumiont, L'E«fer

Poetique, iu the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. iii. b.—Class. Joum. iii. 276. xi. 3IS.

% 32 u. The chief incident in the history of Pluto is his seizure and abduction of
UepaEipovrf, or Proserpine, who thereby became his wife, and the queen of the lower
world. She was a daughter of Jupiter and Ceres. The circumstances of this event
are related fully and poetically by Claudian^ and Ovid^, and furnished the ancient artists

with frequent subjects for their skill in device and representation^.

1 De raptu Proserpins, L. iii.— ^ Metam. v. 341. 3 See Montfaueon, Ant. Expl. T. I. pi. 37-41.—See also our Plate X. X
and the Sup. Plate 14 ; in both which the seizure and abduction are represented.

The name of Proserpine was sometimes applied to Diana, when considered as a goddess of the
lower world. Cf $ 39.

§ 33 u. Pluto is represented both by poets and artists with an air menacing, terrible,

and inexorable. The latter usually exhibit him upon a throne, with a bifurcated scej-

tre, or a key, in his hand. A rod is sometimes put into his hand instead of his sceptre
The device which places upon his head a sort of bushel or measuring-vessel, instead
of a crown, is of Egyptian origin, borrowed from the images of Serapis.

1. He appears crowned with ebony; sometimes with cypress leaves; sometimes
with flowers of narcissus. He is also someiimes represented in the act of bearing oft*

Proserpine in a chariot dra%vn by winged dragons ; such is the appearance in our Plate
X. fig. 3.—In the Sup. Plate 11 he appears with a long beard, in a sitting posture, rest-

ing his head on one hand, holding in the other a long sceptre, with Cerberus at his feet.

2. He is said to have possessed a helmet which rendered its wearer invisible; like the magic
ring of the Lydian Gyges (cf. Cic. de Off. iii. 9. Herod, i. 8).

§ 34 a. His worship was universal; but it was attended with special soleiu

nities in Bceotia, particularly at Coronea. His temple at Pylos in Messenia
was also celebrated. The Roman gladiators consecrated themselves to Pluto..
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The victims offered to him were usually of a black color. Some of his prin-

cipal names were Zavj orvytoj, Suranus, Summanus, Febnius.

The Greeks named him IlXovruv as some suppose from »Xo{iroj, wealth, which comes
from the bowels of the earth. The Romans gave iiim the name Vis, having the same
sense. He is also called "KSn':, Orcus, Jupiier inftnius, &lc.—His chief festival was
in February, when the Romans offered to him the sacrifices called Ftbrua, whence the

name of the month. His rites were performed by niglu or in the darlt. The cypress
was sacred to him, branches of which were carried at funerals.

§ 34 b. Under the control of Pluto were the three judges of the lower
world, Minos, Rhadamanihus, and ^^acus. These decided the condition

of all the spirits brought into Pluto's realms by Charun. Minos held th

first rank. They were sons of Jupiter. They appear in Grecian history as rea

persons.

1 u. At the entrance to the world of shades, in Pluto's vestibule, lav the dog Cerle
rus, a three-headed monster, that hindered the spirits from returning to the upper
world. The most memorable of those represented as punished in Tartarus were Ixion,

Sisyphus, Tityus, Phlegyas, Tantalus, the Danaides, and the Aloides.

2. Charon is said to have been the son of Erebus and Nox. His office was to con-

duct the souls of the dead in a boat over the rivers Styx and Acheron to the realms of

Pluto. As all were obhged to pay to him an obolus, a small piece of money, it was
customary to place a coin for that purpose under the tongue of the deceased before the

funeral rites. Such as had not been honored with a funeral were compelled to wander
on the shore a hundred years before they could be transported.

In the Sup. Plate 14, Charon is seen sitting in his boat, in the act of receiving the obolus from
a mortal introduced by Mercury.

3. The fable respecting Charon is borrowed from the Egyptians, who had the custom of a trial

and sentence upon their deceased, before allowing them the honors of burial. For this trial afl

were carried across a lake in a boat, whose helmsman was called Charon.

Rollin, Anc. Hist. bk. i. cti. 2. sect. 2—Of Class. Joum. vol. xxiii. p. T.—Bulletin dts Sciences Historiques, vol. iv. p. 352.

4. There are numerous representations on the monuments of Egyptian art which seem to refer
to this trial or judgment of the soul. It appears to be often symbolized by the figure of a pair of
scales or balances, as if it were a loeio-hinsr "f the snul (iLivx''<^Ta(Ti(i); to which there may be an
allusion in the prophet's interpretation of the mysterious writing on the wall of Belshazzar's
dining-room {Dan. v. 27). In fig. B. of our Plate XVIII. is a representation of this kind; in

which we see the Egyptian balances, and a number of priests and allegorical or mythical per-
sonages.

This drawing is reduced from one given in the great French work styled Description ds VEgypte, &c. cf. F. IV. § 231.

—

SeeMem
de VJnstitut, Classe d^Histoire et Lit. Anc. vol. v. p. S4. sur la Psychoslasie, ou pesse des ames, with piate.

§ 35. (8) Afolt.o. The earliest and most natural form of idolatry was the wor-
ship of the stars, and especially of the sun, whose splendor, light, heat, and salutary

influence upon all nature, were taken as the supernatural and independent powers
of a deity. Hence the ancient fiction ascribing personality to this luminary,
which was worshiped by the Egyptians under the name of Ilorus, by the Per-
sians under that of Mithras, by the later Greeks and Romans under that of
Phoebus (^ot,i3o$) and Apollo. The two latter people, however, considered their

"H^ioj and Sul as a separate divinity, and attached tQ the history of Apollo
many circumstances not connected with his original character as the god of
light.

The worship of the Persian Mithras {''Mithras Persidkus"), is said to have been introduced at
Rome in the time of Pompey ; altars being erected with the inscription, Deo Soli invicto Mifhrm —
Some of the antique representations of this god are very remarkable. On the engraved stones
called Abrazas (cf P. IV. $ 200), he often appears under the figure of a lion, or of a man with a
lion's head. In the Sup. Plate 9, are two representations. The first is from a bas-relief found
at Rome, about IfifiQ; the image is a man draped below the loins, bavins two wings on each
shoulder, with a head partly that of a lion, and a lighted flambeau in each hand; a serpent
twines around his shoulders and wings, and from his mouth issues a sort of fillet or ribin,
which in the original monument floats over a blazing altar.—The other is from a marble bas-
relief, found at Rome in a house near the theatre of Pompey ; in this Mithras appears a vigorous
young man, with a turban on his head, his knee resting on a prostrate bull ; with one hand he
holds the nostrils, and with the other plunges a dagger (uciiiaces) into the neck of the animal ; a
dog leaps up to catch the falling blood, while another lies near by, apparently barkins: ; a scor-
pion adheres to the lower side of the bull, and a slain or sleeping serpent is stretched at his feet.

The monument has several accompanying images, some of which are given in the engraving,
although not in their original place ; two youths appear with flambeaux, that of one being in-
verted ; a man with a radiated head occupies a chariot with four horses leaping in apparent
fnght; in another chariot is a woman with horns or crescents attached to her head, almost
thrown out by the stumbling of her horses ; denoting doubtless the sun and moon.

See Monffaucon, Antiq. Expl. vol. i. p. 367-384.—Creuzer, Symtiolik und Mythologie, &c. vol. i. p. 345 ss.—Cf. Sm\th, Did

»f Aatu). o. &
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§ 36. According to both Greeks and Romans, Apollo was the son of Jupiter

and Latona, born on the island Deles. He was regarded as the god of the

sciences and the arts, especially poetry, music, and medicine. They ascribed

to him the greatest skill in the use of the bow and arrow, which he proved in

killing the serpent Pytho, the sons of Niobe, and the Cyclops. The last

achievement incensed Jupiter, and he was banished from Olympus. During

his exile Apollo abode as a shepherd* with Admetus king of Thessaly. He
also assisted Neptune in raising the walls of Troy, beguiling the toil of the

laborers with his lyre and songs. His musical contest^ with Pan and Marsyas
is referred to the same period of his history.—Other menporable circumstances

in his history me his love for Daphne and her transformation^ into a laurel-tree;

that of Clytie for him and her metamorphosis'* into a sun-flower; his friendship

for Hyacinthus^ who was killed by Apollo's inattention, but changed into the

flower of that name ; and for Cyparissus, also accidentally slain and changed

intoatree^; the indiscreet request of his son Phaeton', to guide his father's

chariot for one day, and the fatal consequences of the attempt.

1 Ov. Met. ii. 6S0. ^ vi. 3S2. xi. 146 3 Met. i. 452. * iv. 206, 256. s x. 162. 6 x. 106. >
i. 750.

§ 37 a. The worship of Apollo was much celebrated among both Greeks and
Romans. As the god of inspiration and prophecy, he gave oracles at Didyma,
Patara, Claros, and other places. His temple at Delphi, and the oracle con-

nected with it, was the most celebrated ; next in fame was that in Argos, and
the one at Rome on the Palatine hill, built by Augustus and adorned with a

famous library. The Greeks celebrated in honor of Apollo the Pythian games,

and the Romans those called ludi JipoUinares and the ludi seculares. The
laurel and olive, the wolf and hawk, the swan and grasshopper, the raven,

crow, and cock, were sacred to Apollo.

1 u. The following names were applied to Apollo: C%nildus, Delius, Nomrus, Pu'
tareus, Pythius {llvdios), Smintheus, Thymhraus.

2. He had also the following names: Aofias, riatdj', 'E«r)/?dXoj, Tojo^dpos, AA£fr«o«oj;

Vvltiirius, Epiddius, Lycius, Delphinlus, Dtlphicus, Actius.

§ 37b. The image of this god, as expressed by poets and artists, was the

highest ideal of human beauty, a tall and majestic body, and an immortal
youth and vigor. Accordingly he appears on extant monuments with long
tiair, crowned with laurel, having in his hand a bow and lyre, and a quiver on
his shoulder, naked, or but lightly clad. The most celebrated monument is the

marble statue, called the Apollo Belvidere.

A view of this monument is given in our Plate XLIV. fig. 3, drawn from Winckelmann. See
P. IV. $ 186. 4. Cf. Tibull. L. iii. Ele. 4. v. 27.

1. " Sometimes he is painted with a crow and a hawk flying over him, a wolf and a
laurel-tree on one side and a swan and a cock on the other, and under his feet grass-
hoppers creeping." Sometimes he is exhibited in the midst of the Muses: cf ^ 103.
He also appears, with a radiant head, in a chariot drawn by four horses ; thus he is

seen in our Plate XI. 4. In the Sup. Plate 2 his figure is given as represented on many
monuments; here is seen also an altar with a lyre sculptured on it.—A statue of Apollo
stood upon the promontory of Actium, as a mark to mariners, and was seen at v great
distance at sea.

2. The stories respecting Apollo resemble those in the Hindoo mythology respecting Crtthna,
who is sometimes painted in company with nine damsels, who are whimsically grouped into the
form of an elephant, on which he sits and plays upon his flute. Crishna is also frequently repre-
sented as the destroyer of the great serpent ; in some views he is held in the folds of the serpent,
which is biting his foot; in others, he holds the serpent triumphantly in the grasp of his hands,
and crushes its head beneath his foot.

Cf. Sir IVm. Janes, as cited § 25. i.—Asiatic Researches, vol. vu'i.—CalmeVs Diet. &c. vol. iii. p. 529 of ed. Charlestown, 1813.

§ 38. (9) Diana. She was a daughter of Jupiter, and was born of Latona
on the island Delos, at the same time with Apollo. As in Apollo the sun was
deified and adored ; so was the moon {luna, Gi%r^vr^ in Diana, who was called
by the Greeks "Aprs^ittj. She was also recognised as the goddess oi hunting
or the chase, of which she was passionately fond in her youth. She was like-

wise viewed sometimes as a goddess of the infernal regions, under the name of
Hecate. As presiding over the chase, she received from Jupiter a bow with
arrows, and a train of sixty nymphs.—She also obtained from him the grant of
her petition to live a virgin, and was therefore the goddess of chastity. Hence

i2
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her displeasure at the transgression of one of her nymphs, Calisto', and her

transformation of Actseon^ into a stag. The only one, towards whom she was
not indifferent, was the shepherd or hunter, Endymion. She slew the nymph
Chione^ from jealousy of her beauty, and the daughters of Niobe"* because

Latona was slighted l/y their mother.

1 Ov. Met. ii. 464. ^ jji. 194. 3 \x. 321. * vi. 148-312.—Cf. Horn. II. xxiv.—ffyf. fab. 9.

The Story of Niobe and her children (cf. § 81, $ 131), afforded to poets and artists a rich subject

for the embellishments of fancy. The number of the children is variously siaied ; Homer gives

her six sons and as many daughters; while others say sevei), and some even teji. In the splen-

did group of statuary cafled J^Tiube and her Children (cf P. IV. $ lb6. -2), seven s(ms and seven
daughters are represented. Montfaucon gives an engraving from a most beautiful antique,

found at Rome, iti which Apollo and Diana appear in the air discharging their arrows upon the

unhappy family; the youngest daughter clings to her mother; a horse is leaping in fury upon
another daughter ; one son lies dead on the plain ; the other children are in attitudes of distress.

In our Sup. Plate 17, this subject is represented in a composition, in which Amphion is intro-

duced, and a concourse of the citizens of Thehes.—A person dying by plague or pestilence waa
said to be slain, if a male, by the arrows of Apollo; if a female, by the arrows of Diana.

See Mantf. Ant. Exp. vol. i. p. Wl.—Mayo, Mylhology, vol. iii. p. 109 ss.

§ 39. Nowhere was the worship of Diana so much regarded, nowhere had
she a temple so splendid, as at Ephesus. (Cf. P. IV". § 234. 3.) With this

exception, that in Chersonesus Taurica was the most celebrated, especially

through the story of Orestes and Iphigenia. Her principal temple at Rome
v/as that erected by Servius Tullius on Mount Aventinus. In Rome the iesti-

val of the hidi seculares were sacred to her in conjunction with Apollo, and she

was particularly honored under the name of Lucina, as presiding over births.

In this view she was also called by the Greeks and Romans Ilithyia (liXft'^uta),

although this was the name (cf. § 27) of a distinct divinity.

1. The poppy was sacred to Diana. The Athenians sacrificed to her goats, or a
white kid, sometimes a pig or ox. The inhabitants of Taurica offered on her altar

strangers that were shipwrecked on their coast.

2 u. Among her names were Phcebe, Cynthia, Delia, Hecate, Dictynna, Agrotera
{dypoT£pa)i Trivia (rptoJtris), from her statues being placed in crossways as she pre-

sided over streets ; Chito?ie (x^ruvr]) ; and Triforinis {TpiiJiop4ios), from her threefold

character as goddess of the moon or month, the chase, and the lower world.

"Diana is called Trifarmis and Terffemina: first, because though she is but one goddess, yet
she has three different names as well as three different offices : in the heavens she is called
Luna; on the earth she is named Diana; and in hell she is styled Hecate or Proserpina : iti the
heavens she enlightens everything by her rays ; on the earth she keeps under all wild beasts by

her bow and her dart ; and in hell she keeps all the ghosts and spirits in subjection to her by he
power and authority : secondly, because she has, as the pnets say, three heads ; the head of a
horse on the right side, of a dog on the left, and a human head in the midst ; whence some call

her three-headed or three-faced : thirdly, according to some, because the moon has three |)hases

or shapes ; the new moon appears arched with a semi-circle of light; the half-moon fills a semi-
circle with light; and the full moon fills a whole circle or orb with splendor."

3. Other names or epithets were applied to her : ^oxeta, Kwriyos, 6pe(jiKoiTo<;, hx^'^iP'^

and roloipopos.

§ 40. As goddess of the chase, she is represented in monuments of art, tall

and nimble, with a light, short, and often flowing costume, her legs bare, her

feet covered with buskins, with bow and arrows, either alone, or accompanied

by he nymphs; often with a hound near her: often riding in a chariot drawn
by two white stags.

In our Plate X. fig. 7, she is seen in her chariot drawn by stags.—In the Sup. Plate 15, she is

given as represented in a beautiful statue, supposed to have come from the same hands as the
,

Apollo Belvidere.

1. " Sometimes she appears whh wings, holding a lion in one hand, and a panther in

the other, wiih a chariot drawn by two heifers, or two horses of different colors."

2 u. As the goddess of night, or the moon, she is represented in long robes, with a

large starred veil, having a torch in her hand and a crescent on her head.

See Plate XLI.—Cf. Plate XIV. fig. 2.—See i 76.

3 u. We have figures of the Ephesian Diana, in the Egyptian styje^nd in Greek
imrtation of it, in which she is exhibited with numerous breasts, and very similar to

Isis, whereby the I'ruitfuiness of nature seems to have been represented.

Montfaucon gives several of these figures. One of the most remarkable is presented in our

bup. Plate 16 ; on the head of the statue is a double mural crown ; a larire festoon is suspended

from the neck, and within it are two images of Victory ; on each arm are two lions; the body

tapers to the feet like a Hermes, but is divided into four portions, the first of which is occupied

V'V numerous breasts, the second by heads of stags, and the third and fourth by heads of oxen.
'4 In the Sup. Plate 12, are three views of a statue of Diana Triformis, from Montfaucon*
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presenting tlie three faces successively; the first ftice on the right with a torch in each hand;
the next face, with a knife {cidtrum) in the right hand, and a whip (Jlagellum) in the left; the
third, with a key in the right hand and a serpent in the left.

§ 41 a. (10) Minerva. Under the name of Minerva amonor the Romans and

of na?.?.a^ and 'A^-/]v~a among the Greeks, ancient fiction personified and deified

the idea of high intelligence and wisdom. She was a daughter of Jupiter,

sprung from his head. She is said first to have revealed herself near the lake

Tritonis in Libya, from which circumstance she was called Triionia.

1. Some derive this epithet, and the Greek Tpi-oytveia, from the word rptrw signi-

fying head.

2. Minerva is by some supposed to have been originally the Egyptian deity worshiped particu-

larly ai Sais \uider the name of Neith or Netha. Various etynKjIogies of the Greek name '\i}r]vd

have been given ; among them is the conjecture which derives it ifroin the name of the Egyptian
deity, by inverting the order of the letters; Netha {vrida), being thus changed, would form aOriv.

§ 41 b. The Greeks ascribed to this goddess the invention of many arts and

sciences^ which had a great influence on their civilization. She was regarded

as inventress of the flute, of embroidery and spinning, the use of the olive, and

various instruments of war; in short, of most works indicating superior intelli-

gence or skill. Arachne's contest with her in working with the needle, and

consequent despair and transformation are beautifully described by Ovid.^

1 Ov. Faster, iii. 815. 2 Ou. Metam. vi. 5.

§ 42. The city of Athens was consecrated to Minerva, and boasted of receiv-

ing its name from her. The splendid temple at that place dedicated to her was
called Parihenon^^ in reference to her virgin purity (rtap^Eroj). She had other

temples, at Erythr^, Tegea, and Sunium,^ and several at Rome. Her principal

festivals among the Greeks were the Panatheiixa, the greater and the less, and

among the Romans, Qutnquatria, on each of which, games and contests were

held. The owl was sacred to Minerva, and is often found on her images and

on the Athenian coins.^

1 Respecting the Parthenon, see P. I. § 107. Of. P. IV. § 234. 3. § 242. § 243. 1 2 On the remains of the temple of Sunium,

cf. Am. Quart. Rev. vol. vi. p. 234. 3 See the Attic coin given in Plate XL. fig. 5.

The following is the story respecting the name of the city of Athens :—When Cecrops built

a new city. Neptune and Minerva contended about its name ; and it was resolved in the assem-
bly of the'gods, that whichsoever of the two deities found out the most useful creature to man,
should give the name to the city. Neptune struck the ground with his trident, and a horse

issued from the earth. Minerva caused an oZife to spring up. The latter was pronounced the

more useful thing, and Minerva therefore gave the city her own name, 'AdrjvS. Dr. Clarke

imagines that this story had its origin from the fact, that the plains of Greece were once covered
or nearly so with water, which was afterwards removed by evaporation and other causes, and
thus a cultivable soil was presented to the inhabitants.

Clarke's Travels in various countries, &c. Fart II. sect. ii. ch. 12.

§ 43. Minerva is usually represented in military armor, with a helmet, and

the JEgis, or her peculiar cuirass bearing on it Medusa's head, and with a spear

and often a shield or buckler in her hand. Her helmet is generally ornamented

with the figure of the owl, but presents various forms.

1. In our Plate XL fig. 6, she appears holding in her left hand an image of Victory,

with her right resting on a round shield bearing on it a Medusa; her .spear leans on her

right shoulder ; the ^Egis is seen on her breast. In the Sup. Plate 6, she is in a sitting

posture, with her spear and buckler; the owl appearing at her feet. In the Sup. Plate

20, the owl appears on one side and a cock on the other ; the .^gis on her breast is

here very distinct.

The term mg-is (diyis) signifies literally a goat-skin. Hoiner represents the tpo-is as a part of
the armor of Jupiter, whom he distinguishes by the epithet diyioxoi; yet he speaks of Minerva
as using it (cf. /Z. ii. 447-449. xviii. 204. xxi. 400).

2 11. The colossal statue of Minerva, wrought by Phidias, and the Palladium were
much celebrated; the former on account of the perfection of its workmanship (cf P. I.

^ 107. P. IV. §§ 160, 161, 179); the latter on account of the superstitious confidence

piaffed in it by the Trojans, Greeks, and Romans.
The Palladium was a statue of Pallas, with a spear in one hand and a distaff in the other,

about three cubits high. It was said to have fallen from heaven into the citadel of Troy or

Ilium before it was completely built, and that the oracle of Apollo being consulted upon this oc-

ciirrence, answered, that "the city should be safe so long hs thatimage remained within it."

When the Greeks besieged Troy, it was therefore thought of the first consequence to obtain this

image. Ulysses and Diomedes succeeded in getting it by stealth (Vir.JEn. ii. 162). It was said

to have bt-en aftprwards recovered from Diomedes by iEneas, carried to Italy, and finally lodgeo

in tlie leniijle of Vesta.
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3 u. Besides the names Minerva, Pallas, and Athena, this goddess was often called

nap^sj/oj, 'Epj-aT-is, and "Epyai"?, IloAtaj; she is also lermad 31usica, Fylolis, and very

often rXauKtoTTtj or Cassia.

§44. (11) Mars. The god of war and battles was a son of Jupiter and
Juno, and educated in Thrace. He was viewed as presiding over rude and
fierce war, the origin of which was ascribed to him, while Minerva had the

credit of inventing tactics and the proper military art. Notwithstanding the

high idea which Homer gives of the strength and heroism of Mars, he repre-

sents him as taken prisoner by Otus and Ephialtes, and wounded by Diome-
des; it was, however, by the help of Minerva^ Besides these occurrences, his

amors with Venus and his dispute with Neptune^ respecting the son of the

latter, Hallirrhotius, who was put to death by Mars, constitute all that is re-

markable in his history.

» Horn. II. V 383, 855. 3 Apollod. iii. U.—Pausan. i. 21.

§ 45 a. He was most worshiped in Thrace, where probably the whole con-

ception of such a god originated. He had however temples and priests in most
of the Grecian cities.

" Mars was never a favorite deity with the Hellenic tribes of Greece, and his worship
was comparatively neglected It is not easy to discover the origin of this deity

;

he seems to have been derived from the Pelasgi, or some other warlike and barbarous
tribe, rather than Egypt. He bears a striking resemblance to the northern Odin, and
probably was the same deity under another name." Tookes Pantheon, Lond. ed. 1831.

§ 45 b. The Romans regarded hjm as the father of Romulus, and the founder

and protector of their nation. They erected to him many temples, consecrated
to him a large public place, the Campus Martins, and a peculiar order of priests,

the Sa/ii, who celebrated his festival with music and dancing in solemn pro-

cessions.

1. It was a special business of these priests to guard the ancilia, or sacred shields
,

respecting which see P. III. ^ 215.'—A very ancient hymn sung in honor of Mars by
the Romans is still preserved; see P. IV. § 114. 4.—To Mars was offered the sacrifice

cai'ed Suovetaurilia ; a representation of which, as found in an ancient bas-relief, is

give./ in our Plate XXIX.
2. Several animals were consecrated to Mars ; the horse, for his vigor; the wolf, for

his .'rerceness : the dog, for his vigilance. Magpies and vuUures were also offered to

hitn on account of their greediness.

§ 4G. The ancient artists have represented Mars in full manly vigor, with a

strong but agile body, and an air calm and collected, rather than vehement or

passionate. He commonly appears equipped in armor; sometimes naked;
sometimes in the attitude of marching, as Mars Gradivus.

1. He is also represented as riding in a chariot drawn by furious horses, covered with
armor and brandishing a spear in his right hand ; thus he is seen in our Plate XI. fig. 7.

Sometimes Bellona, the goddess of war, bearing in her hand a flaming torch, drives the
chariot over prostrate warriors ; such is the representation given in the Sup. Plate 10.

Sometimes he is represented as attended with a horrid retinue ; Clamor, Anger, Dis-
cord. Fear, Terror, and Fame. In the Sup. Plate 6, he appears as ready for marching

;

with his plumed helmet, coat of mail, spear, and shield.

2. Bellona, called by the Greeks 'Evvii, is sometimes said to be the wife, sometimes the sister,

and sometimes the daughter of Mars. Slie had a temple at Rome, and before it was a pillar

called Bellica, over which the herald threw a spear when war was proclaimed.

3 u. Mars was called "Apr]; by the Greeks ; other names given to him are Odrysius,
Strymonius, Enyalius, Thurius, Quirinus, TJltor,

§ 47. (12) Venus. The ideal of the most perfect female beauty, and the

love awakened by it, was in eastern fiction expressed and personified in an
imaginary goddess ; she was called by the Romans Venus, and by the Greeks
'AijjpoStVj/. According to the common story, she was born from the foam (a^poO
of the sea; in Homer she is presented as a daughter of Jupiter and Dione.
After her birth she came first to Cytherea, and thence to Cyprus.—Many of the
gods sought her; but Vulcan obtained her as his spouse.

1 u. She, however, loved Mars, Mercury, and Adonis especially, although with un-
requited passion ; the early death of the latter she bitterly lamented.

CKid. Melam. x. 500, 717 ss.—£io»i, Idyl on the death of Adonis.—See also Theocritus, Idyl xv. which is a beautiful little comedy

Keotfoizing the story of Adonis ; the sceue is laid in Alexandria, at the time of a festival in his honor.

14
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The story respecting Adonis, the young favorite of Venus, is. that beinsr engaged in hunting,
of which he was excessively fond, he received a mortal wound from a wild boar. At this Venus
was immodprately grieved, and Proserpina restored him lo life on condition of his spending si.x

months with Venus and six with herself II has been explained thus : Adonis, or Mdunai,whs
an oriental title of the sun, signifying Lord; the boar, supposed to have killed him, was the em-
blem of winter, during which the productive powers of nature being suspended, Venus was said
to lament the loss of Adonis until he was restored asain to life ; whence both the Syrian and
Argive women annually mourned his death, and celebrated his renovation."—Adonis is supposed
lo be the same deity with the Syrian Tammuz (cf Ezekiel viii. 14).—Lucian (De Syria Dea) gives
an account of the festival Adonia, held in honor of hiin at Byblus. Cf. P. IIL $ 77. 2.

2 u. In her contest with Juno and Minerva, Paris awarded to Venus the prize of
beauty. Hence her memorable zeal for the interests of the Trojans.

§ 48. The most celebrated places of her worship were Golgi, Paphos, and

Amathus, upon the island of Cyprus, which was wholly consecrated to her;

Cythera, Cnidos, and Eryx in Sicily; all situated near the sea, and in delight-

ful regions. In Rome she was honored as the pretended mother of ^Eneas, the

ancestor of the nation, although her worship was first formally introduced from

Sicily, in the sixth century after the building of the city.

L At Ilierapolis, in Syria, was a splendid temple in honor of Venus, under the name of .5s-

tarte or Atergaiis, the As'htaroth of the Holy Scriptures.

See Lxician, De Syria Dea.—Cf. Mayo, Mythology, vol. W.—Calimt, vol. iii. p. 372. ed. Chariest. 1SI3.— C/<lsj. Journal, No. liii.

2 u. The pigeon or dove, the myrtle, and the rose, were especially sacred to the

goddess of love.

3. The swan and the sparrow were also sacred to Venus. Her sacrifices were goats
and swdne, with hbations of wine, milk, and honey.

Some have considered the worship of Venus as derived from corruptions of the traditions re-
specting the universal deluge ; her rising from the sea being a type of the world emerging from
the waves of the flood.

—

Bryant's Mythology.

—

HulwelVs Myth. Diet.

§ 49. The poets and artists of antiquity endeavored in the description and
representation of Venus to embody the fullest and purest idea of female beauty.

The n.jst distinguished antique statue of her is the famous Medicean Venus at

Floreni'.e.

Respecting Uiis statue, see P. W. § l?6. 5.

1. She is represented on coins and gems, and in the descriptions of the poets, in

various ways ; sometimes she is clothed with a purple mantle glittering with diamonds,
her head crowned with myrtle and roses, riding in a chariot made of ivory, finely

carved, painted and gilded, and drawn by swans, doves, or sparrows. Sometimes she
is attended with the Graces and several Cupids. At one time she appears like a young
virgin, rising from the sea and riding in a shell ; at another, she holds the shell in her
hand. In our Plate X. fig. 6, she stands on a wave of the sea, supponed by two Tri-

tons, with two attendant Cupids. In the Sup. Plate 6, she stands in a shell, with long
tresses, drawing a mantle around her. In the celebrated picture by Apeiles (cf. P. IV.
^ 222), she appears rising from the bosom of the waves and wringing her tresses on her
shoulders. In some monuments she holds one hand before her bosom and with the

other presses her mantle close about her limbs ; Montfaucon gives a figure very similar

to this, from a statue formerly in the gallery of Versailles. In the Sup. Plate 7. she is

seen in a reclining posture, with Cupid resting his elbow on her lap, while the Graces
are adorning her person, and two doves conduct her car on a cloud. In an ancient paint-

ing, given in the Sup. Plate 8, she supports in her arms the dying Adonis. In some
representations she has golden sandals on her feet, and holds before her a brilliant

mirror. The Sicyonians exhibited her whh a poppy in one hand and an apple in the

other. In Elis she was painted as sitting on a goat and treading on a tortoise.—She
usually had a belt or girdle called Ceslus, m which all kinds of pleasures are said to

be folded.

Heyne, Qber die Vorstellungsarten der Venus, in his .intiquar. AufsUtze.—Manso, Abhandl. Qber die Venus, in his Varsuche. ilber

mythologische Gegenstiiyide.

2 u. Various attributes were given to her, under the different characters of Venus
Urania, Marina, Victrix, &c. She was hkewise known under the names Eryciiia,

Anadyomene (dvacvonhri), Paphin, Idalia.

3. Her names and epithets were exceedingly numerous ; as, Cypria, Uav^vito;, Cythe-

Tea, ^ikojiubm, TiXecrciyaiioi, Verticordia, 'Eraipa, Acidalia, Lihertina, Saligenita,

Kia\aaaia, &LC.

§ 50. The son of this goddess, ^'Epu?, Jrnur, or Cupid, was her common
companion, and the god of love, which he was supposed to influence by his

arrows. He is represented with a bow and arrows", often with a burning torch

in his hand. He was very frequently exhibited on ancient works of art, and

ID agreat variety of fo^ms^ Often several Cupids appear in company.
—

'Avrfpwj,
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.inferos, who is usually considered the god of mutual love, was originally t) o

god that avenges despised love. He is sometimes represented as wresthnif
with Cupid.
a See our Plate XI. fig. 9. 1> Cf. Manso, as cited § 49. 1.—See Plate X. fig. 6, and Sup. Plates 7 and 9.

1 u. The attachment of Cupid to Psyche is the chief incident in his history and forms
one of the most beautiful allegories of antiquity.

The allegory is found in Jipulnvs (cf. P. V. $ 471. 2). For expositions, cf. Keightley, p. 148, as
cited $ 12.2. (ft).—Psvche is usually represented with the winsrs of a butterfly; as in the statue
(Psyche in terror of Venus) given in our Sup. Plate 8.—See also Plate XLVII. fig. 5; cf. P. IV. $ 198.

2. Hymenaeus was also one of the imaginary companions of Venus. He presided

over marriage. He was represented as of fair complexion, crowned with the amaracus
or sweet marjoram, carrying in one hand a torch and in the other a veil of flame color,

indicating the blushes of a virgin.

In the Sup. Plate 9, Hymenaeus is seen leading by a chain Cupid and Psyche ; from an antique
sculpture representing their nuptials.

§ 51. (13) Vulcan. In unenlightened periods, the violent agencies of the

elements, as well as the appearances of the heavenly luminaries, excited as-

tonishment and were deified. Traces of the worship of fire are found in the

earliest times. The Egyptians had their god of fire, from whom the Greeks
derived the worship of "H^at'jroj, called by the Romans Vulcanus or Vulcan.

Fable styles him the son of Jupiter and Juno. On account of his deformity

his mother thrust him^ from Olympus; or, according to another story, Jupiter

hurled him out, because he attempted to help Juno when fastened by the golden

chain. He fell upon the island Lemnos, afterwards his chief residence, and

was, according to the later fictions^ lamed by his fall.

» Ham. U. xviii. 395. i. 590. a Vad. Flac. Argon, ii. 87.

§ 52. To Vulcan was ascribed the invention of all those arts that are con-

nected with the smelting and working of metals by means of fire, which ele-

ment was considered as subject to him. His helpers and servants in such
works were the Cyclops, sons of Uranus and Gaia, whose residence also was
in Lemnos, and of whom there are commonly mentioned three, Brontes, Sle-

ropes, and Pyrakmon. These are to be distinguished from the Sicilian Cyclops
of a later period.

1. The epithet Cyclopean is applied to certain structures of stone, chiefly walls, in

which large masses of rough stone are nicely adjusted and fitted together.

Cf. p. rv. § 231. 3. Freret, L'Histoire des Cyclops, Mem. Acad. Inscr. xxiii. 27.

2ii. Mount .(Etna was represented as the workshop of Vulcan ; so also Lipara, one
of the ^Eohan isles, called hkewise-Vulcanian.—Works requiring peculiar art and
extraordinary strength, especially v,'hen metals were employed as materials, were
called by the poets Vulcan's masterpieces. Among these were the palaces of Phoebus',
of Mars2, and Venus^; the golden chain of Juno'*, the thunderbolts of Jupiter^, the
crown of Ariadne^, the arms of Achilles'', and of ^neas"^, &c.

1 Ou. Metam. ii. 1. a Stat. Theb. vii. 38. 3 Claud. Epithal. Honor, et Mar. v. 5S. * Pausan. Alt. c. 20. Lacon. c 17.

5 Ou. Metam. i. 258. 6 Oo. Fast. iii. 513. ^ Horn. II. xviii. 46S. s yirg. Ma. viii. 407.

3. Vulcan is said to have formed, by request of Jupiter, the first woman; she was called Pan-
dora, because each of the gods gave her some present or accomplishment.

In the Sup. Plate 4, is a composition designed to exhibit the gods assembled to bestow their gifts on the woman.—See Hesiod,

Works and Days, vs. 94.

§ 53. According to the earlier fictions, Vulcan had for his wife Charis, oi

Aglaia; and according to the later, Venus, after Minerva had rejected him.

Harmonia was his daughter, or the daughter of INIars and Venus. The Giants
Cacus and Caeculus were called his sons.—He was worshiped particularly in

Lemnos, and the Vulcanian isles. A temple was dedicated to him upon ^tna.
At Rome the Vulcanalia were celebrated in honor of him, and at Athens the

1. A calf and a male pig were the principal victims offered in sacrifice to him.—Those
who followed arts and employments requiring the use of fire, especially rendered honor
and worship to Vulcan. " The hon, who in his roaring seems to dart fire from his

mouth, was consecrated to Vulcan ; and dogs were set apart to keep his temple."
2m. Some of his names are the following: Lemnius, Midciher, Cyllopcdes {kvWo-

vootii), Amphigyeis {dii<pLyvriei<;).

3 Some writers derive the name and story of Vulcan from Tubal-Cain, mentioned by Mose?
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(Gen. iv. 22). Cf. Holwell, Myth. Diet. The ancients gave various etymologies of the name,
Servius says it was derived from volitans, because the sparks of fire fly in the air; the account

given bj Varro is similar (see $ 54. 2).

§ 54. Vulcan was usually represented as enoraged in his work, with hammer
and pincers in his hands ; sitting more frequently than standing. His lameness

is not indicated in any existing monuments, although it was in some ancient

statues.

1. Cicero, speaking of one of these statues, says (De Nat. Deor. i. 30), "We ad-

mire that Vulcan of Athens, made by Alcamenes; he is standing, clothed, and appears

lame without any deformity."—Some of the common representations of this god are

seen in our Plate X. fig. 4, and Sup. Plate 6.

2. "That by Vulcan is understood fire, the name itself discovers, if we believe Varro, who says

that the word Vulcanus is derived from the force and violence of fire (Vulcanius, quasi Folica-

nns, quod itrnis per aereni viilitat, vel a vi ac violentia iirnis'); and tiierefore he is painted with a

blue hat, a'symbol of the celestial or elementary fire." (Tooke.) " Vulcan was represented

covered with sweat, blowing with his nervous arms the fires of his forges. His breast was
hairy, and his forehead blackened with smoke. Some represented him lame and deformed,

holding a hammer in the air ready to strike ; while with the other hand he turns with pincers a

thiindnrholt on his anvil (aKixiov). He appears on some monuments with a long beard, disheveled

hair, half naked, and a small round cap on his head, with hammer and pincers in his hand."

(Lemp.)—The medals of Lemnos usually bear a representation of Vulcan, with the legend Deo
Vulcano.

3. The representations of Vulcan show that the anvil of ancient times was formed like the modem. It was placed on a large block

of wood (a.Kji69tTov) ; cf. Horn. Oi. viii. 274. Virg. J¥,\\. vii. 629.—In early times, it was made of bronze, as were also tba

LammeranJ pincers ; cf. Uom. Od. iii. 433.—SmtlA'j Diet. Ant. p. 512.

§ 55. (14) Mercury. The Greeks borrowed the worship of this god from the

Egyptians, whose Hermes Trismegistus is so celebrated in their early history.

According to the Greek and Roman fables, 'Ep^^5, Mercurius or Mercury, was
the son of Jupiter and Maia. Maia was a daughter of Atlas, found by Jupiter

in the cave Cyllene in Arcadia, and afterwards with her six sisters placed by

him among the stars, thus forming the constellation named Pleiades from their

mother Pleione.

The principal characteristics of ]\Iercnry were cunning and dexterity, which
he exhibited even in his childhood, and not always in the most praiseworthy

manner. This appears from the tricks related of him, and from the circum-

stance, that he was considered as the god not only of mercature, but also of

theft ; although the latter, in early times was not viewed so much as a crime,

as an evidence of power and adroitness. Mercury stole the cattle of Admetus
guarded by Apollo, Apollo's arrows, the girdle of Venus, the pincers of Vul-

can, &c.

1 u. By his flute the guardian of lo, even the hundred-eyed Argus, was lulled to

sleep. {Ov. Metam. i. 668.)—The principal means of his success in his feats was his

eloquence ; this art was ascribed to him in a high degree. He invented also the lyre,

attaching strings to the shell of the tortoise, and presented it to Apollo. In return

Apollo gave him the celebrated wand {caduceus), the origin of which is variously stated;

its efficacy was potent in calming the passions and stilluig contention. Mercury carried

this rod as the messenger of the gods, and employed it to awaken dreams, and to con-

duct the shades of the dead to the lower world ; tor he was called to offices and labors

in that world, as well as on earth and in Olympus.

2 The caduceus was a rod with wings at one end, and entwined by two serpents in the form
of equal semicircles. Originally it was nothing more than a rod adorned with green leaves, and
witha skillfully tied knot as the symbol of traffic. In a later age these decorations were changed
by the poets into serpents and wings. Various interpretations of the meaning of it have been
given. Prudence is generally supposed to be represented by the two serpents, and the wings are
the symbol of diligence: both necessary in the pursuit of business and commerce, which Mer-
cury patronized."

On the mythological character of Mercury, Class. Journal, xvi. 22i.—£'6ttiger''s Amalthea, i. W4.—Bottiger's Vasengem, ii. 97.

§ 56 a. Mercury is usually represented as a slender youth, holding his wand,
almost always in motion, either flying or rapidly marching, wearing a winged
hat (peiasiis), and winged sandals {talaria). Sometimes he holds a purse in

his hand, as the god of commerce ; sometimes a tortoise appears by him in

reference to his invention of the lyre. The cock was sacred to him, and appears

sometimes as an attribute in the images of Mercury.

1. In our Plate XI. fig. 2, we have a common representation of Mercury flying ; and
another similar, in the Sup. Plate 2.—In the Sup. Plate 7, he is seen attending on
liipiter and Juno.—In our Plate XVIII. fig. 4, and in the Sup. Plate 14 (illustrations
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named Door of Hell and Charon), he appears in his office of conductor of the shades
of the dead. Cf. ^32a. 1.

2 m. The monuments called iJerm<B (see P. IV. "J 164) were originally statues of

Mercury. They had their origin when art was in a very imperfect slate, but were
afterwards retained, and were used to represent other gods and memorable men.

§ 56 b. The worship of Mercury was very common among Egyptians, Greeks,
and Romans, and many temples were consecrated to him. At Rome there was
a particular festival {festum Mercatorum) held for the expiation of merchants,

in honor of IMercury.

1. At this festival, held in the middle of the day, the votaries sacrificed to him a sow
or a calf, and offered especially the tongues of animals, and sprinkling themselves with
water, prayed to him to forgive all their artful measures or falsehoods in pursuit of gain.

2 u. The more common epithets applied to Mercury are Cyllenius, Atlantiades , Ales,
AsorcBUs {dyupaXoi), Caducifer.

3. Other common epithets are 'Apyct.(p6vn]; , SiaKrcop, and oSriydf, he is also termed
JdXtoj, crafty; Kspcoiog, as presiding over wealth; TpiK£(pa\os, because his statues were placed
where three ways met.

§ 57. (15) Bacchus. The Greeks and the Romans worshiped the inventor

and god of wine, under the name o( Bacchus, Bax;^oj; the former also called

him AtovDcfoj. In the fictions of both, he was the son of .Tupiter and Seme le,

a daughter of Cadmus. In answer to her request, Jupiter appeared to her in

his full majesty and divinity, the fiery splendor of which caused her death.^

Jupiter saved alive the infant Bacchus not yet born, and carried him in his own
thigh until the proper time of his birth. Hence, according to some etymolo-
gists, the poets called him 6t^vpa^t/3oj, as having been twice born ; a name
which was afterwards given to the irregular hyrnns^ sung at his festivals.

1 Ou. Met. iii 260. 2 Cf. F. V. § 22. P. iii. § 77. 3.

§ 58. The ancients ascribed to Bacchus manifold offices, and related a multi-

tude of achievements as performed by him. Especially was he celebrated for

his advancement of morals, legislation, and commerce; for the culture of the

vine and the rearing of bees ; and for his military expeditions and succesS;

particularly in India. He was universally worshiped as a god, and a miracle-

worker, except in Scythia.

1 u. The power ascribed to him is illustrated in the story respecting Midas, king of
Phrygia, who restored to Bacchtis his nurse and preceptor Silenus, and received as a
compensation the fatal attribute of turning into gold ' every thing he touched.—Some
of the remarkable incidents of his story are, changing the Tyrrhenian sailors into dol-

phins^ ; his residence upon the island Naxos, where he found Ariadne, forsaken by
Theseus, and espoused her, but hkewise forsook her, and after her death placed her
crown among the stars''; his descent to Hades in order to convey his mother Semele
back to Olympus, where she was deified under the name of Thyone.

» Ooid, Metam. xi. 85. J Met. iii. 630. 3 Fast. iii. 459.

2. Bacchus is also said to have traveled into India with an army composed of men and women.
The achievements of dilFerent personages are doubtless ascribed to him. Diodorus Siculus saya
that there were three who bore this name. Cicero says there were five.

3 u. He is called by various names ; LytEus, Thyoneus, Evan, Nyctehus, Bassareus,
Thriambus, Thyrsiger (cf Ov. Met. iv. 11), Liber, Bimater, &c.

§ 59. The worship of Bacchus, originating very early in tne East, probably
in India, was among the earliest and most general practiced in the Grecian or

Roman territories. Pentheus and Lycurgus, who refused to participate in it,

were punished with death ; and the daughters of Minyas and Orchomenos, for

the same reason, were changed into bats. Thebes, Nysa, Mount Cithaeron,

Naxos, and Alea in Arcadia, were renowned for their festivals in honor of

Bacchus.—The vine and ivy and the panther were especially sacred to him.
Goats were usually offered in sacrifice to him, because they are particularly

injurious to the vine.

1. The Oscophoria, Epilaenia, Apaturia, Ambrosia, and Ascolia, are named as
festivals of this god.

2 u. The most eminent of his festivals were the Trieterica and the Dionysia (see P.
ni. § 77. 3), in which his military enterprises were commemorated. These celebra-

tions at length became wild and hcentious orgies, and were finally on that account
abolished (cf. Liv. xxxix. 8, ss.) in Rome by the senate, in the year of the city 568.

Oq the worship of Bacchus, see Frertt, lis Culte de Bacchus, Mem. Acad. Irucr. vol. XJtiii. p. iM2.—G. P. Creuzer. Dionvsos. t

K
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comment. Acad, de Rerum Bacchic, originibus et causis, Heidelb. 1809. 4.—Rollt, Recherches sur le Culte de Bacchus. Paris,

3 vols. 8.

3. In several points the story and worship of Bacchus resemble those of the Egyptian Osiris.
There is also thought to be a striking resemblance between Bacchus and the Schii'a of India (cf
Rhode, as cited $ 13). Sir JVm. Jones (as cited $ 25. 4), considers Bacchus and the Hindoo Rama
to be the same. "The first poet of the Hindoos," says he, "was the great Vaimic, and his Ra-
mayan is an epic poem on the same subject, which in unity of action, magnificence of imagery,
and elegance of style, far surpasses the learned and elaborate work of Nonnus entitled Diony-
siaca (cf P. V. $ 76), half of which, or twenty-four books, I perused with great eagerness when
I was very young, and should have traveled to the conclusion of it, if other pursuits had not
engaged me. I shall never have leisure to compare the Dionysiucks with the Rawayan, but am
confident that an accurate comparison of the two poems would prove Dionysos and Rama to have
been the same person."

Cf. Constant, De la Religion, vol. ii.

—

Voss, AnthymboYik.—Asiatic Researches, vol. viii.

4. It is worthy of remark, that the abominations of the Dionysiac festivals are to this day practiced at the temple of Juggernaut in

Hindostan. This god has two annual festivals. At the one called Ihe car-festival, his ini.ige, " a block of wood, having a frightful

visage painted black, with a distended mouth of a bloody color," is brought out of Ihe temple in gorgeous array and placed on a stu-

pendous car rising high like a tower, which rests on low wheels and is drawn by the crowd of votaries, attended with flags and

banners, amid the sound of musical instruments and the shouts of an immense multitude of pilgrims assembled from various and

distant regions. In our Plate XIII a. is a representation of this ceremony ; the horses, which appear attached to the car, are wooden.

The car is covered with indecent figures painted all over it. At intervals the car is slopped, and the priests and boys connected with

the temple render worship by obscene songs and lascivious actions to please the god, as they say, and cause him to move.—See Ward,

View cf the Religion, &c. of the Hindoos.

§ 60. The ancient representations of Bacchus are much more dignified than

those with which the later artists were accustomed to degrade him. By the

poets and artists of antiquity he was exhibited as a handsome agreeable boy,

just on the border of youth, with a form more resembling a female, than that

of Mercury or Apollo, and with ajoyful look. Of no other god have we a greater

number or variety of representations, in statues, bas-reliefs, and gems, than of

Bacchus with his train, Silenus, the Fauns and Satyrs, and Bacchanals.

1. Among the various representations of this god, we sometimes find him with
swollen cheeks, and a bloated body. He is crowned with ivy and vine leaves, having

in his hand a thyrsus, an iron-headed javelin, encircled with ivy or vine leaves ; as in

our Plate X. fi7. 8, where he appears also as a handsome youth, holding a wine-cup in

cne hand, and a'.teaded by a panther. In the Sup. Plate 15, he is a youth holding the

thyrsuri and leaning upon a column, with a tiger at his feet. Sometimes he appears an
infant, holding a thyrsus and cluster of grapes with a horn. Sometimes he is on the

shoulders of Pan, or in the arms of Silenus. On the celebrated gem (cf. P. IV. § 211)

which is given in our Plate XL VIII., he appears a bloated young man, borne by Satyrs

and also attended by Cupids and Bacchanals. Sometimes he is in a chariot, drawn
by tigers, leopards, or panthers, surrounded by his retinue of Satyrs and Bacchae, and
followed by old Silenus on an ass.

For various other representations, see Montfaxu.cn, Antiq. Expl. vol. i. Plates 142-167.

2. In our Plate XLVIII. we have also a representation of Silevns, as given from an antique by
Montfaucon ; recumbent on the hide of a panther, with one hand resting on a skin full of wine,
and the other on an inverted goblet.—An image of Silenus is mentioned by Pliny (Hht. J^at.

xxxvi. 5), as existing in the marble quarry of Paros, said to be the work of nature. There is

now in the same quarry a curious bas-relief, of which the image of Silenus forms a part. Dr.
Clarke supposes this image to have been a lusus naturae, and the other pieces now in the bas-
relief to have been added to it by sculpture. "It represents a festival of Silenus. The demigod
IS figured in the upper part of it as a corpulent drunkard, with ass's ears, accompanied by laugh-
ing satyrs and dancing girls. A female figure is represented sitting with a fox sleeping in her
lap. A warrior is also introduced, wearing a Phrygian bonnet [see Plate XXII. fig. ?» and o].

There are twenty-nine figures ; and below is this inscription : AAAMA2 0APYSI12 JsYMifAIS."

§ 61. ^^16) Ceres. However useful the planting 'f the vine might be, agri-

culture in general was much more so, and formed one of the earliest and most

common pursuits of men. The observation of its importance and of the pro-

ductiveness of nature occasioned the conception of a particular divinity, to

whom its discovery and improvement were ascribed. The usual name for this

divinity was Arjfxritrjp among the Greeks, and Ceres with the Romans. She
was considered as one of the most ancient of the goddesses, and was called a

daughter of Saturn and sister of Jupiter. Her native place was Enna, situated

in a fertile region of Sicily.

In this country she is said to have first taught men to cultivate grain, and to

instruct them in all the labors pertaining to it. To her is ascribed also the

establishing of laws, and the regulation of civil society. Afterwards she im-

])arted her favors to other lands, and the peojile of Attica particularly boasted

of her protection, and her instruction in agriculture and the use of the plough.

She associated Triutolemus with her as a companion in her travels, and sent
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him over the earth, to teach husbandr}', and thereby raised him to the rank of
a god.

See Homer, Hymn to Ceres.— Orid, Fast. iv. 507-562. Metam. t. 642-661.

§ 62. The seizure and abduction of her daughter Proserpine by Pluto has
been already mentioned (§ 3'2u). Ceres sought for her with a burning torch

everywhere, and thus diffused universally a knowledge of agriculture and good
morals. She at length discovered that Pluto had borne her to his realms, sup-
plicated Jupiter for her deliverance, and received a favorable answer, on con-
dition that Proserpine had tasted of no fruit of the infernal world. But she
had just tasted of the pomegranate, and therefore received her freedom and
liberty to return to this world only for half the year.

Ovid, Metam. iv. 552.—Claudian, De Raptu Proserpinse. Of. P. V. § 386.

1 u. To the history of Ceres belong also the following mythical circumstances; her
changing herself into a horse and into one of the Furies, to escape the pursuit of Nep-
tune ; her transformation of Lyncus into a lynx on account of his perfidy' ; and her
punishment of Erysichthon, who had violated a grove sacred to her, by atflicting him
with insatiable hunger^, so that he devoured at last his own hmbs.

t Ov. Met. V. 649. a 7J. viii. ISi.—Callim. Hymn, in Cer. v. 29.—See Emati's Excursus, iu his ed. of Callimachus (cited

P. V. § 70. 2). vol. i. p. 262.

2 u. Ceres bore several names and epithets, as Atjw, QtuytoipSpos, i.itu} ; and Eleusinia,
Erinnys, &c.

3. Uhe name Ariiifj-rrip is by some derived from Srj for yn and firirrip, signifying mother'
earth.

See KnighPs Enquiry into the symbol. Lang. &c. Class. Joum

§ 63. One of the most celebrated festivals of this goddess was the 0f(?^o(|)opca,

which was maintained in many Grecian cities, especially in Athens, in honor

of her as having taught the use of laws. Still more celebrated, however, were
the Eleusinian Mysteries^ which were likewise sacred to Ceres, and which were
of two sorts, the greater and the less, the latter held annually, the former only

every fifth year. Besides these, the Greeks and Romans honored her with

several festivals before and after harvests, e. g. the npoj;p6cta, and the 'AXwa,

the Cerealia and the Amharvalia.
On the Eleusinian Mysteries, see P. HI. § 77. 4. P. rV. § 4\,—Warburton. in his Divine Legation of Mo^es.—J. Meuraii, Elen-

sinia. Lugd. Bat. 1619. 4.—Sainte Croix, Recherches histor. et crit. sur les Mysteres (St7u. de Sacy ed.) Par. 1817. 2 vols. 8.—

Ouwaroff, Essai sur les mysteres d'Eleusis. St. Fetersb. 1815. S.—Sougainville, in the Mem. .Scad, laser, ixi. S3.—Claw. Journ,

xiii. 399. xiv. 165. xv. 117.

On the Thesmophoria, see Dutheil, as cited P. V. \ 65. 3. On the Ambarvalia, cf. P. IU. § 219.

1. Among the ceremonies in her worship were the sacrificing of a pregnant sow, and
the burning of a fox {vulpium combustio). " A fox was burnt to death at her sacred

rites, with torches tied round it ; because a fox wrapt round with stubble and hay set on
fire, being let go by a boy, once burnt the growing corn of the people of Carseoli, a

town of the ^qui, as the foxes of Samson did the standing corn of the Philistines."

Cf Ovid, Fast. iv. 6Sl.—Judges xv. i.—Classical Journal, vi. 325.

2. The ruins of the famous temple of Ceres at Eleusis, where the Mysteries were celebrated,

were conspicuous when Dr. Clarke visited the spot. He found also a fragment of a colossal

statue of the goddess among the nuddering vestiges of her once splendid sanctuary. With
great exertion that traveler procured the removal of the statue, in order to its being transported
to England.

See Clarke's Travels, Part ii. sect. 2. ch. 18.—Land. Quart. Rev. xvii. 202.

§ 64. The symbolical accompaniments to the image of Ceres are ears of

corn, and the poppy, her usual ornament. She is often exhibited with a torch

in her hand, to signify her search after Proserpine.

In some representations she appears a tall and majestic lady with a garland on her
head composed of ears of corn, a lighted torch in one hand, and a cluster of poppies and
ears of corn in the other. Thus she appears in our Plate XI. fig. 5, and in the Sup.
Plate 15. She also appears as a country woman mounted upon the back of an ox,

carrying a basket and a hoe. Sometimes she was represented as in a chariot drawn
by winged dragons. Her associate Triptolemus also appears occupying h^r chariot

(Ot. Met. V. 646).

§ 65. (17) Vesta. The ideas conceived in the Greek and Roman fables respect-

ing the earth as a person and goddess were exceedingly numerous and various.

Besides Gaia, Titeea or Tellus, who represented the earth taken in a general

cense they in'agined Cybele to denote the earth as inhabited and cultivated

:
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Ceres more particularly si^ified the fertility of the soil ; and the name of

Vesia or 'E-jna was employed to represent the earth as warmed by internal

heat. The latter goddess also represented civil union and domestic happiness,

being supposed to preside over the household hearth. She was called the

daughter of Saturn and Rhea, and said to have first taught men the use of fire.

1m. Jupiter guarantied her vow of perpetual celibacy (Ov. Fast. iv. 249), and
granted to her the first oblations in all sacrifices.

2. She is sometimes termed Vesta the younger, to distinguish her from Cybele (^19),

who is also called Vesta the elder. Vesta the younger is the same with Ig?iis or fire.

§ G6. The establishment of family habitations was ascribed to Vesta, and for

this, altars were usually erected to her in the interior or front of all houses.
The same was done in the buildings termed UpvtavHa, which were usually

found in the Greek cities near their center; that at Athens (P. I. § 115) was
the most famous. More rarely were temples raised for her. In her temple at

Rome the celebrated Palladium was supposed to be kept.

The temple of Vesta erected by Numa at Rome was round, and without any image
of the goddess. It still exists. Cf. P. I. § 60.

§ 67 a. She was represented in a long robe, wearing a veil, bearing in her
hand a lamp, or sacrifical vase. It is, however, more frequently a priestess of
Vesta that is thus represented.

In Plate XI. fig. 10, from a medal given by Montfancon, we have such a representation. In
the Sup. Plate 3. Vesta is seen as re^resentfid in a beautiful statue mentioned by Moutfaucon
(Vol. i. p. 64).—Vesta is sometimes exhibited holding in one hand a javelin or a Palladium;
sometimes also with a drum in one hand and an image of Victory in the other.

$ 67 u. Her priestesses among the Greeks were widows. But those among the Ro-
mans under the name of Vestales, the vestal virgins, were much more celebrated ; the
mother of Romulus having belonged to the order, although their first regular institution

is ascribed to Numa. (Cf. P. III. § 218.) Their principal duty was to watch and keep
alive the sacred fire of Vesta, and guard the Palladium (cf. § 43). Their rigid seclusion was
rewarded by various privileges, and a peculiar sacredness was attached to their persons.

1. The extinction of the fire of Vesta was supposed to forbode sudden and terrible disasters,
and if it ever happened, all business was at once interrupted until expiation had been made willi

great ceremony. Negligence on the part of the virgins was severely punished. The fire waa
every year renewed or replaced, on the Calends of March, by fire produced from the rays of the
gun.

2. In our Plate XXVIII. is a representation of a priestess of Vesta, holding a pan of fire. In
the same Plate is seen a Vestal holding the cribritm or sieve ; from a statue in honor of the Ves-
tal Tuccia, who is said to have vindicated her innocence by bringing water in a sieve from the
Tiber. Cf. Val. Max. viii. 2.

On Vesta and the Vestals ; Livy, i. 20.—Plutarch^ Life of ^oma.— Class. Joum. xv. 123, 257. xvi. 32.—AWaZ, Histoire dei

Vestales, in the Mem. de V.icad. da Insar. vol. iv. p. 161, 227.—Lipjit«, de Vesta, in bis Works.—Du^y, La maniere dont lea

anciens rallumoient le/eu sacre, &c in the Mem. Acad. Insar. xxxv. p. 393.

II.

—

Mythological History of the Inferior Gods.

% 68. The divinities included in the class, which are here d.ex\omm^.XeA Inferior gods,
are Coelus or 'O^pavos; Sol or TIXws ; Luna or SfX?)^?? ; Aurora or 'Hd)j ; No.x or A""v^;

Iris, Ipi?; iEolus or A^oXof ; Pan, nav, Latona or K^to; Themis or e/j/ii? ; ^scula-
pius or 'AwXrjridj ; Plutus or nXotlroj ; Fortuna or Tux?; ; and Fama or $1^/^?; ; which
were all common to the Greeks and Romans. But to this class are also to be referred
several divinities, which were peculiar to the Greeks as distinguished from the Romans;
and also several, which were peculiar to the Romans as distinguished from the Greeks

§ 69. (I) Ccslus. Although this god was considered as one of the most
ancient and the father of Saturn, yet not much importance was attached to his

worship either among the Greeks or Romans. His wife was the goddess of the

earth, Tita?a or Gaia ; their offspring were the Titans, the Cyclops, and the Cer^

timani. Through fear that these sons would deprive him of his kingdom, he
precipitated them all to Tartarus, whence they were liberated, however, by the

aid of Saturn, who himself usurped his father's throne. Venus and the Furies
were called daughters of Uranus, or Ccslus.

^10 n. The fictions respecting this god perhaps had some foundation in the histor*

15 k2
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of early nations. According to the account of Diodorus', Uranus would seem to navft

been a king of the Atlantides^, the founder of their civilization, and the author of many
useful inventions. Among other things he was a diligent observer of the heavenly

bodies, and became able to announce beforehand many of their changes. Admiration

of such knowledge might lead to his deification. Perhaps it might occasion the use of his

name (0''pavdi) to signify the heavens. The idea, however, of a deity thus called, ap-

pears to have been very ancient.

1 See Diod. Sic. iii. 56. v. 44. * The Atlantides were a people of Africa, living near Mt. Atlas.

§ 71. (2) Sol. Although the Greeks and Romans worshiped Apollo as the

god and dispenser of light, and in view of this attribute named him Phoebus,

yet they conceived another distinct divinity, distinguished from Apollo espe-

cially in the earlierfables, under the literal name applied to designate the sun,

viz. Sol or "Hxtoj. These words, therefore, were employed to express not only

the actual body in the heavens, but also a supposed being having a separate

and personal existence. In the Homeric Hymn addressed to Helius, he is

called the son of Hyperion and Euryphaessa. Eos and Selene are called his

sisters. Many circumstances, which are mentioned as pertaining to him, are

also related of Phcebus or Apollo, when considered as the god of the sun.

See Ovid, Metamorph. ii.

§ 72 a. The early prevalence of Sun-worship, which was one of the first and

most natural forms of idolatry, renders it probable, that the worship of this god

was early introduced into Greece. Many temples were consecrated to Helius.

The island Rhodes in particular was sacred to him, where was erected his

celebrated colossal statue. Among the Romans his worship was organized

with special solemnities by Heliogabalus, who had been a priest of the same
god in Syria, and afterwards erected a temple to his honor at Rome.

Of his splendid temple at Helinpolis or Bialbec in Syria, said to have been erected by Antoni-
nus Pius, interesting remains still exist. Cf. P. I. $ 166.

§ 72 h. Sol or Helius is represented usually in a juvenile form, entirely

clothed, and having his head surrounded with rays, and attended by the Horai,

and the Seasons. He is sometimes riding in a chariot drawn by four horses,

which bear distinct names.

1. Helius is represented on coins of the Rhodians by the head of a young man
crowned with rays ; a specimen is seen in our Plate XIV. fig. 1.—A view of the colossal

statue of ffelius erected at Rhodes is given in Plate VI. This was reckoned among
the seven wonders.

2 The seven wonders of the world were, 1. The statue of the Sun at Rhodes, 70 cubits high, placed
across the harbor so that a large vessel could sail between its legs; 2. The Mausoleum, or sepulchre
of >Iau50lus,kingof Caria, built of marble, above 400 feet in compass, surrounded with 36 beautiful

columns(P.III.H8T.);3. The statue of Jupiter in Olynipia by Phidias (cf P. IV. $ 170); 4. The tem-
ple of Diana at Ephesus, with 127 pillars, 60 feet in height, with a splendid image of the goddess;
5. The walls of Babylon built by Semiramis, 50 or 80 feet wide, and 60 miles in circuit (RoUin's
Anc. Hist. bk. iii. ch. 1); 6. The pyramids of Egypt; 7. The palace of Cyrus.

§ 73. (3) Luna. She was the daughter of Hyperion and Theia, and was
called Xs'Krivrj by the Greeks, being distinct in name, descent, and story from
Diana or "Ap-ffjUtj, who was, however, taken as goddess of the moon. To
Luna was ascribed great influence in relation to the birth of men. Pandia was
said to be a daughter of Luna and Jupiter or Saturn". In common with her

brother Helius, Luna seems to have been especially worshiped by the Atlan-

tides.

o Cf. Ho-ner, Hymn to Luna,

1 a • Both the Greeks and Romans consecrated appropriate temples to her, although
the worship of Diana as the goddess of the moon was much more prevalent among
ihem. She was represented like Diana in this character, as a goddess riding in a chariot
through the skies, with the stars as her attendants.

2. 8he is represented on coins by the bust of a fair young woman with a crescent on
Iter head; as seen in Plate XIV. fig. 3.

§ 74. (4) Aurora. A sister of Luna, of the same parents, was the goddess
of the morning or day-dawn; styled by the Greeks 'Ewj or 'H^uapa; by the

Romans Aurora. By others she is said to have been the daughter of the giant

Pallas, and therefore called Pallantias. Orion and Tithonus were her prin-

cipal lovers, and Lucifer and Memnon her most distinguished sons. The latter
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is memorable for the honors paid to him in Egypt, and for his famous vocal

statue at Thebes.

1. The statue of Memnon is supposed to be one of those existing at the present day among the

ruins of ancient Thebes, near the place now called Medinet Abou. A part of the body of it is said

to be now in the British Museum. It is called by the Arabians Salamat, the statue which bids

good morning, a name evidently originating in a belief of the ancient and common tradition ;

which was, that this statue uttered sounds at the rising of the sun, when it shone upon it. The
statue is covered with inscriptions by persons declaring that they had heard its voice at the
rising of the sun.—Mr. fVil/civson states, from experiment actually made by himself, that if a per-

son in the lap of this colossus, which is in a sitting posture, give it a blow with a hammer, it will

cause a sound to a person standing at its foot as if from an instrument of brass.

See /. G. fVilkinson, on the contrivance by which the statue of Memnon was made vocal ; in the Transactions of the Royal

Society of Literature, vol. ii. Lond. 1S34.—M. Letronne, Inscriptions Grecques et Latines du Colossus de Memnon, &c., in samt

Transactions, vol. iii. Lond. ISST.-'Amer. Quart. Review, No. ix.

2 u. Cephalus was insensible to the love of Aurora towards him, although she seized

and bore him away from his beloved Procris, whom, after his return to her, he had the

misfortune to kill through an accident occasioned by her jealousy.—The early death

of a youth was frequently called in poetic language, a seizure or theft by Aurora
(Il[iepag opTrayh).

On the story of Cephalus, see Otiid, Metam. vii. 661, 703.

§ 75. This goddess was considered as the harbinger of the sun and of the

day, and was sometimes called by the literal name of the latter among the

Greeks, 'H^tf'pa. By the poets she is represented as a beautiflil young woman,
whose chariot was drawn by white or light red horses, and who opened the

portals of the Sun with rosy fingers. Homer designates her by the epithet

'PoSoScixri^Xos.

She is described as rising from the ocean in a saffron robe {KpoKOTrar\og), in a rose-

colored chariot, and scattering the dew upon the flowers. She was called the mother
of the stars and of the winds.

In the Sup. Plate 10, she is beautifully represented as driving in her chariot, accom-
panied by the Hours, and a flying Cupid with a torch in his hand.

§ 76. (5) Nox. The night was personified in ancient fable and placed among
the divinities as a daughter of Chaos. On account of this early origin she is

called, in the Orphic Hymns, the mother of gods and men. Generally, how-
ever, she is an allegorical rather than a mythological personage; and in such a

sense, sleep, death, dreams, thefuries, &c. are called her children.

\t. A black cock was the oflTering commonly presented to her. A black sheep was
also offered to her as mother of the Furies.

2 u. According to the descriptions of poets, and in some representations by art, she
is exhibited as enveloped in a long dark robe, with her head covered whh a veil spangled
whh stars. Sometimes she has black wings, or is drawn in a chariot by two horses with
a retinue of stars.

3. Pausanias describes a statue of Nox, holding in her right hand a whhe child, and
a black child in her left, representing sleep and death ; thus she appears in our Plate
XXXVI. She has also been described as a woman wiih her face veiled in black,
crowned with poppies, and in a chariot drawn by owls and bats. In fig. 2 of Plate
XIV., drawn from an ancient engraved gem, she holds a veil over her head, and three
stars appear above it. In plate XLI. she makes a more splendid appearance with a
large spangled veil, and a torch inverted ; thus she is painted in an ancient illuminated
manuscript.

§ 77. (6) Iris. By the name of '^Iptj was designated among the Greeks the

rainbow, as personified and imagined a goddess. Her father was said to be
Thaumas, and her mother Electra, one of the daughters of Oceanus. Her
residence was near the throne of Juno, whose commands she bore as messengei
to the rest of the gods and to mortals. Sometimes, but rarely, she was Jupiter'!<

messenger, and was employed even by other deities.

1. Being the messenger of Juno, she was not unfrequently sent on errands of strilo

and discord ; \yhence some have thought her name derived from f'ptf, strife. Others
derive it from upoi, to sjpeak or declare.

2 u. She had also sometimes in reference to dying females an oflSce, which was
usually assigned to Proserpine, to cut off their hair,"and thereby effect their dissolution.

Virg. lEn. iv. 693, 704. The rainbow was the path by which she descended from
Olympus and returned thitlier.

3. She is represented with wings having the various colors of the rainbow, and often

appears sitting behind Juno as waiting to execute her commands. In the Sup. Plate
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20, she appears descending on a cloud. In the Sup. Plate 7, she is seen with Mercury
and Hebe, attending on Jupiter and Juno.

§ 78. (7) ^^olus. Under the name of ^olus both Greeks and Romans
worshiped a god and ruler of winds and storms. He was called the son of

Jupiter, sometimes of Neptune, and by others, of Hippotes, an ancient lord of

the Lipari Isles. From Jupiter he received his authority over the winds, which
had previously been formed into mythical persons, and were known by the

names Zephyrus, Boreas, Notus, and Eurus, and were afterwards considered

the servants of iEolus.

1 u. He held them imprisoned in a cave of an island in the Blediterranean sea, and
let them loose only to further his own designs or those of others, in awakening storms,

hurricanes and floods. (Cf. Horn. Odyss. x. 1.

—

-Virg. JEn. i. 52.J He is usually de-

scribed by the poets as virtuous, upright, and friendly to strangers.

2. The name JEolus is thought to have come from acoXoj, changeahle.—The island

where iEolus is said to have reigned was Strongyle (SrpoyyiSATj), so called on account of

its round figure, the modern Stromholi.

See Hsyne, Excurs. ad Xn. i. 51.—Cf. Pliny, N. H. iii. 8.

3. In the Sup. Plate 19, are two engravings marked as representations of JEolns. In one, a
vigorous man supporting himself in the air by wings is blowing into a shell trumpet like a Triton,

while his short mantle is waving in the wind ; this is from a bas-relief on an altar, fjund near
Nettnno in Italv, with the inscription ^ra Ventoram ; and it probably is n)erely the representa-
tion of one of the winds, perhaps Eurus ; cf. $ lOSb.—In the other, we have a fragment of a
square stone, which originally contained in bas-relief a representation of the circle of the Zodiac
with its twelve signs, which were sculptured within the circle; on the outer edge of the circle

appear the busts of Jupiter, Diana, Mercury, and Venus ; in the corner is the bust of a man with
wings on the forehead, blowing with inflated cheeks, which probably represents one of the four

principal winds, the other corners of the piece having had each a wind represented in it.

See Montfaucon, Aniiq. Expl. vol. i. plate ccxxiv.

-- § 79. (8) Pan. One of the most singular of the inferior gods, was Pan,
whose worship was universally regarded. He was the god of shepherds and.

herdsmen, of groves and fields, and whatever pertained to rural affairs. His
worship was probably derived from the Egyptians. He was said to be the son

of Mercury and Dryope; but his genealogy was variously stated. His favorite

residence was in the woods and mountains of Arcadia. From his love to

Syrinx, who was changed into a reed', he formed his shepherd-pipe out of seven

reeds, and called it by her name. His pride in this invention led him into his

unlucky contest with Apollo^. He also invented a war-trumpet, whose sound
was terrific to the foe ; a circumstance^ which gave rise to the phrase, panic

fear or terror {yiavixov Ssifia).

1 Oo. Metam. i. 682. a lb. x. 146. 3 Pausan. Phoc. c. 23.

§ 80. Pan was originally, among the Egyptians, worshiped in the form of a

goat, and under the name of Mendes^ In Greece, Arcadia was especially

sacred to him, and here he is said to have given oracles on Mount Lycaeus.

His festivals, called Auxata by the Greeks, were introduced by Evander among
the Romans, and by them called Lupercalia^. Goats, honey, and milk were
the usual oflferings to Pan.

1 Hirod. ii. 46. a Ov. Fast. ii. 31, 267.

1 ji. His Greek name IIoj', signifying the whole or all, had reference to the circum-
stance thai he was considered the god of all the natural world ; or, according to others,

it was derived from tocj {to feed), and referred to his patronage of shepherds and their

flocks. The Romans called him hkewise Inuus, Lupercus, Moenalius, and Lycseus.

2. "The figure of Pan (cf Sil. Ital. xiii. 326) is a rude symbol of the universe, and he appears
to have been originally a personification of the ^nima JMundi, or terrestrial soul, by which some
ancient nations believed that the entire universe was directed."—This god does not appear in

the poems of Homer or Hesiod.

3 ?<. His image was generally human only in part, having commonly the form of a
satyr, with ears sharp-pointed and standing erect, with short horns, a flat nose, a body
covered with hair or spotted, and the feet and legs of a goat.

4. Such is his image in Plate XIV. fig. 4, and in Sup. Plate 15 ; in both of which he has
in one hand a crooked stafl^and in the other a pipe of reeds, and an amphora lies beside

him. Ip some representations, his head was crowned with pine, which was sacred

to him.

§ 8 . (9) Latona. She was called Arrw by the Greeks, and held a distin-

g-uished place as mother of Apollo and Diana, and on this account was often

ranked among the superior deities. She was daughter of Cceus or Polus and
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Phoebe, and one of the objects of Jupiter's love. The jealousy and anger of
Juno was excited against her, and she adjured the goddess of earth to allow
Latona no place to bring forth her offspring. Neptune, however, granted the
island Delos for the purpose. But here she found no sure asylum, and fled to

Lycia, where* she was hindered from quenching her thirst at a lake by some
peasants. These offenders were in return changed into frogs.— Still more
severe was her vengeance in the case of Niobe^, a daughter of Tantalus and
wife of Amphion king of Thebes. Niobe slighted the divinity of Latona, and
the latter engaged both her children, Apollo and Diana, to avenge her ; they, by
their arrows, slew the seven sons and seven daughters of Niobe, who by grief
was changed into stone.

1 Ov. Metam. vi. 335. 2 Qv. Metam. xi. 321. See also § 38.

§ 82. This goddess was honored particularly in Lycia, on the island Delos,
at Athens, and in many of the Grecian cities. In Crete a festival was sacred
to her, called 'Ex8vata.

1 u. Latona is sometimes spoken of as the goddess of night ; and it is possible that
her name originated in this idea, derived from XfjBcj, to be concealed, as narure was
buried in profound darkness before the birth of the Sun and Moon or Apollo and Diana.

2. She is usually represented as a large and comely woman with a black veil, so
painted, or in engraved gems expressed by a dark-colored vein in the stone.

§83. (10) Themis. The goddess of justice (0£|U's) was one of the most
celebrated of the Titanides, or daughters of Uranus and Titsea. To her is

ascribed the first uttering of oracles, and also the first introduction of sacrifices

into Greece. She had by Jupiter three daughters, AtV/^, 'En'o^uta, and 'Etpj^vj;,

which were commonly called the Horse ("Opat), who are represented by the
poets in various lights, but particularly as goddesses presiding over the division

and distribution of time (§ 105). Astraea also was by some called a daughter
of Themis.

1 u. Astrasa M'as likewise a goddess of justice, or rather of property; and, according
to Ovid's account (Ivlet. i. 149), was the last of the divinhies to quit, the earth. She
was placed among the constellations of the Zodiac under the name of Virgo, anciently
called Erigone.

2. Astraea, who according to some was the daughter of Titan and Aurora, was represented
(cf. Aul. Gell. Noct. Att. xiv. 4) as a virgin with a stern countenance, holding in one hand a pair
of balances, and in the other a sword or scepter or a long rod or spear; thus she appears in the
Sup. Plate 18, drawn from an engraved gem.

3 u. There was still another goddess, Nemesis, 'Sejjiang, who was supposed to judge
respecting moral actions, and to exercise vengeance towards unrighteousness. She was
called Adrastia sometimes, from the circumstance that Adrastus first erected a temple
to her, and also Rhamnusia from having a temple at Rhamnusin the territory of Attica.

4. At her temple in Rhamnus was a large and beautiful statue, ranked among the best works
of Phidias.—In Plate XXXVI. are two representations of Nemesis, from ancient gems ; in each
the wheel appears at her feet ; in one she has wings, and holds in one hand a branch with a
ribin attached; in the other representation she holds a rod or scepter.

See Herder's Zerstreuten Blitlern, Samml. 2. p. 213.

§ 84. (11) JEsculapius. In proportion as men in the early ages were igno-
rant of the efficacy and use of remedies for disease, there was the greater ad-
miration of those who were distinguished in the art of healing, and the greater

readiness to deify them. Hence the deification of ^Esculapius, who was
viewed as the god of Medicine, and said to be the son of Apollo and the nymph
Coronis^ Hygeia, the goddess of health, was called his daughter, and two
celebrated physicians belonging to the age of the Trojan w^ar, Machaon and
Podalirius, were called his sons, and honored like him after their death, ^s-
culapius was killed with a thunderbolt by Jupiter, at the request of Pluto. His
most celebrated grove and temple was at Epidaurus*, where he was worshiped
under the form of a serpent.

» Ou. Metam. ii. 591. 2 Qo. Met. xt. 622.

1. The ruins of the temple at Epidaurus are still visible at the place now called Jero, pro-
nounced Yero, a corruption perhaps of '\Epdv (sacra eedes). There were at this ancient seat of
ttie god of health medical springs and wells, which may yet be traced.

Ciarne't Travels, part ii. sect. 2. ch. xv.—Fteret, Culte rendu a ^Isculapius, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. xxi. 28.

2 u. The serpent was usually attached as a symbol to the image of this god, eithe

free or wound about a staff, expressing the idea of health, or prudence and foresight.
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3. In Plate XIV. fig. 6, ^sculapius holds in one hand a round vase or patera, from which a
eerpent is eating. In the Sup. Plate 21, he is seen as presented in an ancient statue delineated

in Montfaucon ; on his left is the trunk of a tree, around which the serpent winds ; on his right

stands Telesphorus, who was said to be a son of ^sculapius, and was considered as the god of

convalescents; Telesphorus appears here, as in all representations of him, in a robe covering

his arms and whole body, with a hood upon his head, .^sculapius and Telesphorus appear to-

gether thus on a coin of Caracalla.

4. Hygeia may be considered as the same with the Roman goddess of health, Salus.

The Roinans honored Salus with a temple and festivals. One of the city-gates, being

near her temple, was called Porta Salutaris. She was represented with a bowl in

her right hand and a serpent in her left. Her altar had a serpent twining round it and
lifting his head upon it.

In Sup. Plate 21, we have a representation of Hygeia from a beautiful statue ; she sits on a
rock, with one hand raised and holding a scepter, and the other holding a bowl, towards which
a large serpent is advancing his head over her lap.

§ 85. (12) Plutus. The god of riches, Uvmvto?, was probably of allegorical

rather than mythical origin, since his name in Greek is but the common term

for wealth. His father, according to the fable, was Jasion, a son of Jupiter by
Electra, and his mother was Ceres, who gave him birth in a beautiful region in

Crete. Jupiter, as it was allegorically represented, deprived him of sight, and

his usual residence was low beneath the earth.— By some Plutus is considered

as the same personage as Pluto, ruler of the world of spirits, and this may
have been the case.

1 ?<. Tt is not known by what figure he was visibly represented. Pausanias barely

remarks, that in the temple of Fortune at Thebes, he appeared in the form of an infant

in the arms of that goddess, and at Athens the goddess of Peace held him as an infant

in her arms.
2. " Plutus was blind and lame, injudicious, and mighty timorous. He is lame, be-

cause large estates come slowly. He is fearful and timorous, because rich men watch
their treasures with a great deal of \ear and care."

§ 86. (13) Fortune. Of a like allegorical character was the goddess o^ For-

tune. Tv%y;, Fortuna, to whom was ascribed the distribution and the superin-

tendence of prosperity and adversity in general. Among the Greeks she had
temples at Elis, Corinth, and Smyrna; and in Italy, before the building of

Rome, she was honored at Antium, and especially at Praeneste. The Romans
made her worship in general very splendid, and gave her various epithets ori-

ginating from different occasions; as Fortuna Publica, Equestris, Bona, Blanda,

Virgo, Virilis, Muliebris, &c.

1 n. In the temple at Aniium were two statues of Fortune, which were consulted as
oracles, and gave answer by winks and nods of the head, or by means of the lot.

Siiralar divinations were practiced also at Praeneste, where her temple was one of the
richest and most celebrated.

See Horace, Odes, 1. i. od. 35. (Ad Fortunam)—Of. P. III. § 222.

2. " The goddess of Fortune is represented on ancient monuments whh a horn of
plenty and sometimes two in her hands. She is blindfolded, and generally holds a
wheel in her hand as an emblem of her inconstancy. Sometimes she appears with
wings, and treads upon the prow of a ship, and holds a rudder in her hands."

Her image in Plate XIV. fig. 9, is taken from an Imperial coin ; in her left hand is a horn of
plenty ; her right rests upon a rudder ; a wheel is behind her. In the Sup. Plate 18, she appears
without the wheel, with the images of the sun and moon on her head.

§ 87. (14) Fame. The goddess styled ^r;urj, or Fama, was also of allego-

rical origin. Virgil calls her the youngest daughter of Earth, who gave birth

to this child, in revenge for the overthrow of her sons, the Giants ; in order

that she might divulge universally the scandalous conduct of Jupiter and the

other gods. She had a place in the Greek Theogony, and was honored with a
temple at Athens. She was viewed as the author and spreader of reports both

good and bad.

1 a. The poets represented her as having wings, always awake, always flying about,
accompanied by vain fear, groundless joy, falsehood and creduUty.

Cf. Virg ^u. if. 173.—Ou. Met. xii. 39.-S/<H. Theb. iii. 426.

2. In the Sup. Plate 18, is a representation of Fame with her wings extended as just ready to

flv, with her finger pointing upwards.

^ 88. (15) Deities peculiar to the Greehs. Athough generally the same deities were
common to the Greeks and Romans, each nation had some peculiar to itself. These
nnist be included in the class of Inferior Gods. Those pecuUar to the Greeks were
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less numerous and important than those pecuhar to the Romans ; and nearly all of them
may be reduced under one or other of the four following divisions.

1. Places, rivers, mountains, &lc., personified. Almost every important city was
converted into a goddess, whose image was placed on its coins. Almost every river and
stream also was made into a god, of whom some fabulous tale was related; thus Al-
pheus is said to have pursued the nymph Arethusa from Greece to Sicily.

2. Eminent personages deified. The most important of the deities belonging to this

division would come under the class denominated Heroes ; although many of them are
seldom if ever thus classed, as Orpheus, Homer, Trophonius, &-c. ; besides many of
later times,

3. Virtues and vices personified. The Greeks did not carry such personifications so
far as the Romans

;
yet imaginary deities were thus formed, and altars were erected to

them in Athens and other chies. Some deified among the Greeks are not distinctly
named among the Romans ; e. g. Chance, 'Avroixaria

; Voracity, 'A66r]ipayia
; Lust,

under the name of KoTv-rru), Cotyito, a notorious prostitute.

4. Particular pursuits and conditions of life ascribed to some guardian spirit. Thus,
'Epydi'r] designated a goddess of weaving, distinct from Minerva, to whom this term is

applied. 'Emo, the goddess of tear, nearly corresponded to the Roman Bellona ; and
Kw/iOf, the god C){ feasting, and Mw/ioj, the god oi jesting, are recognized in the Latin
Comus and Momus.

% &9. (16) Deities peculiar to the Romans, These may be arranged under the fol-

lowing divisions

:

1. Places, rivers, &c., personified.—2. Pursuits and conditions of life ascribed to
guardian spirits.—3. Eminent persons, especially emperors, deified.—4. Virtues and
vices personified.—5. Foreign deities introduced.

§ 90. Of the first division, Pl o m a and T i b e r are the principal. Roma was honored
by the Romans with temples, sacrifices, and annual festivals, and is one of the most
common figures on their medals.

In Plate TI. is a splendid representation of the goddess Roma, from a painting formerly belong-
in? to the Barberini family.—In the same Plate is given also a representation of the Tiber as a
god.—For simDar representations of Italy, Judea, the Danube, &c., see PI. XLII.; cf. P. IV. $ 139 2.

% SI. In the second, various rural deities are particularly to be noticed.

\ u. Terminus. In order to express and render still more sacred the rights of
property and the obligations of fixed boundaries in landed possessions, the Romans in-

vented a god, who had it for his peculiar province to guard and protect them, called Ter-
mi7uus. His statue, in the form of those called HermcB^ was employed usually to mark
the limits of fields. Numa first introduced this usage, and ordained a particular festi-

val, the Terminalia, which was celebrated in the month of February by the occupants
and proprietors of contiguous lands^. Upon these occasions offerings were presented to

the god on the boundaries or separating lines. He had a temple on the Tarpeian rock.
—Oftentimes the statues of other gods, particularly the rural, were placed in the form
of Hermae, to mark the limits of landed property, and Jupiter himself was sometimes
represented under the name of Terminus, or received the ephhet Terminalis,

1 See § 56. P. tV. § 164. 2. 3 Cf. Ovid, Fast. ii. 639.

2 M. Priapus. The Romans ranked PWapjis among the deities whose province
was the protection of fields and cultivated grounds. His image was usually placed in

gardens {Hor. 1. i. sat. 8), which were considered as more particularly his care.

Images of Priapus were sometimes worn as a sort of amulet (fascinum) to guard against evil
charms, and hung upon the doors of houses and gardens. The god whose special province It

was to protect from the charm of the evil eye was named Fascinus.—Plin. Hist. Nat. xix. 4.

xxiv. 4.-See P. III. $ 227. 3.

Priapus is usually represented with a human face and the ears of a goat; he has a sickle or
scythe to prune the trees and cut down the corn, and a club to keep off thieves ; his body termi-
nates in a shapeless trunk.—An ass was generally sacrificed to him.
Representations of Priapus are given in Plate XLV. and in the Sup. Plate 23. In the latter,

with an extended arm he holds a bell in his hand. In the former, which is from a large anaglyph
or bas-relief given by Montfaucon after Boissard, we may observe the rites practiced at the fes-
tival of this god. It is celebrated by women ; two priestesses are close by the statue, one of
whom is pouring water or some other liquid upon the image from a bottle; four others are
engaged in sacrificing an ass ; behind the animal stand two others in peculiar costume, one
holding apparently a sistrnrn, the other a bowl or round vase ; on the left of the statue are tw(»
women playing on the double tibia, and others bearing baskets of fruit and flowers and vessels
of wine ; on the right are two playing on the tympanum, one dressed like a bacchanal with a
child on her neck, and others with their offerings of fruit, flowers, and wine.

3 m. Vertumnus. Under this name an old Italian prince, who probably intro-

duced the art of gardening, was honored after death as a god. The Romans considered
him as specially presiding over the fruit of trees. His wife was Pomona, one of the
Hamadryads (cf. ^ 101), a goddess of gardens and fruits, whose love he gained at last

after changing hirnself into many forms, from which circumstance his name (Of. Met.
xiv. 623) was derived. This goddess is represented on some monuments of ancien^
art, and is designated by a basket of fruit placed near or borne by her.

" Vertumnus is generally represented as a young man, crowned with flowers, covered up lo
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the waist, and holding in his right hand fruit, and a crown of plenty in the left."—In the Sup.
Plate 23, the horn is in his left hand, and the fruit in his right; he is fully draped, with the head
and leg of a swine hanging from his shoulder. This may be supposed to correspond to his statue

mentioned by Cicero {Verr. i.) and by Horace (Epis. 20) as standing in a street of Rome.
In the same Plate is a representation of Pomima, from an ancient monument; she is without

drapery, holding a flower in one hand and a melon in the other, resting against the trunk of a
tree, from which a basket of fruit is suspended.

4 7i. Flora. The Romans had also a particular goddess of blossoms and flowers,

whom they worshiped under the name of Flora. She is said to have been the same as

the Grecian nymph Chloris; although others maintain, that she was originally but a
Roman courtezan. But this goddess seems not to have been wholly unknown to the

Greeks, since Phny (N. H. xxxvi. 5) speaks of a statue of her made by Praxiteles.

She was represented as very youthful, and richly adorned with flowers. She had a
festival and games at Rome, celebrated (Ou. Fast. v. 283) in the month of April, called

Floralia; they presented scenes of unbounded licentiousness.

The indecency of this festival was checked on one occasion by the presence of Cato, who chose
however to retire rather than witness it {Valer. Max. ii. 10). By some the festival is said to

have been instituted in honor of an infamous woman by the name of Flora.

In our Plate XIV. fig. 5, Flora is represented with a garland of flowers on her head, and a
horn of plenty on her left arm ; as she appears in several antiques. In Sup. Plate 23, she is

given from a beautiful statue, once at Rome, and copied by Le Brunj not however ideutieal

with the celebrated Flora Farnese (cf P. IV. § 186. 11).

5u. F e r o n i a. Another goddess of fruits, nurseries, and groves, among the Ro-
mans, was Feronia. She had a very rich temple on Mount Soracte, where also was a

grove specially sacred to her. She was honored as the patroness of enfranchised slaves

(P. III. § 324), who ordinarily received their hberty in her temple. It was pretended
that the real votaries of this goddess could walk unhurt on burning coals. Her name
was derived according to some from a town, called Feronia, near Mt. Soracte: accord-

ing to others, from the idea of her hrhiging relief (fero) to the slave ; or from that of

her producing trees, or causing them to bear fruit.

6u. Pales. Another goddess of the same class, was Pales (from pabulum), to

whom was assigned the care of pasturage and the feeding of flocks. In her honor a
rural festival {Ov. Fast. iv. 721) was held in the month of April, called PaZt'Zia or

Farilia.

On the festival of Pales the shepherds placed little heaps of straw in a particular order and at

a certain distance; then they danced and leaped over them; then they purified the sheep and
the rest of the cattle with the fume of rosemary, laurel, sulphur, and the like. The design was
to appease the goddess, that she might drive away the wolves, and to prevent the diseases inci-

dent to cattle. Milk, and wafers made of millet, were offered to her, that she inight render the

pastures fruitful. Pales is represented as an old lady, surrounded by shepherds.

7. Numerous other rural gods and goddesses of inferior character were recognized

by the Romans. Among the minor rural goddesses, we find Buhona, having the care

of oxen; Seia or Segeiia, having the care of seed planted in the earth ; Hippona, pre-

siding over horses; Collina, goddess of hills; Vallonia, empress of the valleys; Run-
cina, the goddess of weeding; Volusia, with several other goddesses, who watch over

the corn in its successive steps to maturity (cf. <i 5. 3) ; Mellona, the goddess who in-

vented the art of making honey. Among the male deities of the same class, we find

Occator, the god of harrowing ; Stercutius, the inventor of manuring ; and Pilumnus,
the inventor of the art of kneading and baking bread.

^ 92 u. In the latter period of the Republic and during the first ages of the Empire,
the Roman system of divinities was greatly augmented. Almost every professio7i and
employment and condition in hfe had its tutelar god or gods, whose names thus became
iniiumerable, but who never obtained a universal worship. For a knowledge of these,

we are mainly indebted to the writings of the Christian Fathers, especially Augustinus

ide Civitate Dei, 1. iv.), against polytheism. To this class belong, for example, Bellona,

the goddess of war, corresponding in some degree to 'Ei/uw among the Greeks (§ 46)

;

Juturna, the goddess of succor ; Anculi and Anculcs, deities presiding over servants ;

Vacuna, goddess of leisure ; Strenua, goddess of diligence ; Laverna, goddess of

theft; Cunina, goddess of cradles, &c.
Diseases were e.Kalted into deities. Fehris (fever), e. g. had her altars and temple, and was

worshiped that she might not hurt; and so of others of this species.—.Mep/ufis was goddess of
noxious exhalations. Tac. Hist. iii. 33.

^ 93. Here we should mention Victoria, a deity of much consideration at Rome.
The hall of the senate was adorned by her altar, and a statue in which she appears ps
" a majestic female, standing on a globe, with flowing garments, expanded wings, and
a crown of laurel in her out-stretched hand." The senators were sworn on the ahar

of this goddess to observe the laws of the empire. A contest arose between the pagans
and the Christians on this subject,, the latter finally effecting the removal of this altar

of Victory.
See PTude.ntiui, Advers. Symmaclium, cf. P. V. § 387.

In our Plate XIV. fig. 10, and in the Sup. Plate 18, Victory is seen as represented in the statue

mentioned above.
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9iti. D eified Emperors. To the gods already mentioned, we may add those

which were constituted by the apotheosis of the emperors and their favorites. I'hiis

a Caesar, an Augustus, a Claudius, an Antinous, and others, were elevated to the

rank of gods. Sometimes this was done in their liietime by the vilest adulation, but

more frequently after death, in order to flatter their descendants.

It would probably be as proper to rank the deified emperors (cf. $ 133) in the fourth class of

our division. They should be mentioned in this place, however, as belonging strictly to the

number of the Roman divinities, in distinction from Greek.

§95m. Virtues and Vices. The poets were accustomed to give a pei;sonal re-

presentation to abstract ideas, especially to moral quahties, to virtues and vices ; and

in this way originated a multitude of divinities purely allegorical, which were, how-
ever, sometimes mingled with the mythological, and were honored whh temples,

rites, and significant images and symbols. Such were Virtus, Honor, Pietas, In-

vidia, Fraus, and the like.

Virtus was worshiped in the habit of an elderly woman sitting on a square stone.—The tem-
ple of: Honor stood close by that of Virtus, and was approached by it. The priests sacrificed to

Honor with bare heads.
The temple of Fides (good faith) stood near the Capitol. The priests in sacrificing to her

eovered th^r hands and heads with a white cloth. Her symbol was a white dog, or two hands
joined, and sometimes two virgins shaking hands.
The temple of Spes (hope) was in the herb-market. Her image is on some of the coins. She

is in the form of a woman standing, with her left hand holding lightly the skirts of her garments,

and in her right a plate, with a sort of cup on it fashioned to the likeness of a flower ; with thi8

inscription, Spes P. R. Similar to this is her appearance in Plate XIV. fig. 8, drawn from a
medal of Titus.

A temple to Pietas was dedicated in the place where that woman lived who fed with the milk

of her own breasts her mother in prison. Cf. Plin. N. H. vii. c. 36.

Concordia had many altars. Her image held a bowl in the right hand, and a horn of plenty in

the left. Such is her appearance, silting on a chair of state, in Plate XIV. fig. 11, taken from a
consular coin. Her symbol was two hands joined together and a pomegranate.

In the later periods of Rome, Paz had a very magnificent temple in the Forum, finished by
Vespasian. The goddess of peace or security is often represented on Imperial coins. In Plate

XIV. fig. 12, from a coin of Tiius, she appears as a woman resting on a column, with a spike of

wheat in the left hand, and a scepter like the wand of Mercury in the right, lield over a tripod.

Fraus was represented with a human face and a serpent's body j in the end of her tail was a
scorpion's sting.

Invidia is described as a meager skeleton, dwelling in a dark and gloomy cave, and feeding on
snakes. Ov. Metam. ii. 761.

§ 96. Foreign Gods. It is proper to notice here some Egyptian deities, whose
worship was partially introduced at Rome.

1. Osiris. He is said to have been the son of Jupiter by Niobe, and to have ruled

first over the Argives, and afterwards, leaving them, to have become an illustrious

king of the Egyptians. His wife was Isis, who is by many said to be the same with

the lo, daughter of Inachus, who was according to the fables changed by Jupiter into

a cow\ Osiris was at length slain by Typhon, and his corpse concealed in a chest and

thrown into the Nile. Isis, after much search, by the aid of keen-scented dogs found

the body, and placed it in a monument on an island near Memphis. The Egyptians

paid divine honor to his memory, and chose the ox to represent him, because as some
say a large ox appeared to them after the body of Osiris was interred, or accordmg to

others, because Osiris had instructed them in agriculture.

Osiris was cenerally represented with a cap on his head like a mitre, with two horns ; he held

a stick in his left hand, and in his right a whip with three thongs. Sometimes he appears with
the head of a hawk.

In the Sup. Plate 26, are two engravings marked as representations of Osiris. The first is ac-

cording to a colossal statue, dug up at Rome, and taken by some for an Isis. The second is from
another sculpture, and shows the hawk's head. In Plate XV. he is seen in a sitting posture.—

Cf jyiontfaucnn. Ant. Exp. vol. 2. p. 278, 290.—The image of a hawk wilh a vessel on its head, and
that of the ibis with a serpent in its bill, have been taken by some as emblems of Osiris; see

Plate Vlll.

2. Isis. She was the wife of Osiris. lo after her metamorphosis is said, after

wandering over the earth, to have come to the banks of the Nile, and there she was
restored to the form of a woman. She reigned after her husband's murder, and was
deified by the Egyptians. The cow was employed as her symbol, but more commonly
the sislrum.

Isis is often represented as holding a globe in her hand, wilh a vessel full of ears of corn. Her
body sometimes appears enveloped in a sort of net. On some monuments she holds in her lap a
child, her son Horns, who is also ranked among the deities of Egypt.

In the Sup. Plate 26, she is seen holding her son, on whose head is a cap surmounted by a
giobe ; her own head is formed into that of a cow, with a hawk on the forehead, surmounted by
a singular cap. In Plate XV. she is seen as represented on the Isiac Table. In the same Plate

Ilorus is given as found on that Table.

Some have considered Osiris and Isis as representing the sun and the moon. Their story is by others viewed as corre-iponding

to that of Venus and Adonis. (Of Knight's Enquiry, &c.)—Some resemblances have been pointed out between Isis and Isa. a deity

of 'be Hindoos, and Disa, a goddess worshiped among the northern tribes of Europe (cf. Tac Germ. 9).—See Creuzer's Symbolik.

The Egyotians had numerous festivals which were connected with the fables re
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specting Isis and Osiris. The chief festival adopted by the Romans was termed the

Isia ; which lasted niiie days, and was attended with such Ucentiousness as to be at

length prohibited by the senate.

The Isiac Table is a curious monument, which receives its name from its being supposed to

represent the mysteries of Isis. The original was obtained at Rome, A. D. 1525, and came after

some time into the cabinet of the duke of iMantna, where it remained until the pillage of that

city, A. D. 1630; it is said to be now (18:^9) in the royal gallery at Turin. It is described as a
tablet of copper or bronze, "altnost four feet long, and of pretty near the same breadth ;" and
"covered with silver mosaic, skilfully inlaid ;" "the ground-work being a black enamel." It

is divided into three equal compartments by two horizontal lines of hieroglyphics ; the middle
compartment being subdivided by two perpendicular lines of hieroglyphics into three compart-
ments, a larger one in the center, and a smaller one at each side of it. The five compartments
thus formed are crowded with figures, with hieroglyphics interspersed. The whole is surrounded
by a border, also crowded with tignres and hieroglyphics. The engravings in our Plate XV. are
ail drawn from this Table. In that Plate Isis is given as seen in the center of the Table, sitting

in a splendid gate-way.
A fine engraving of the whole Table with some explanation, is given by Montfaucon, Ant. Expl. vol. ii. p. 340, as cited § 12. 2 (d).

—II is given also in Cayltis, Recueil des Antiquites, vol. vii. p. 34, cited P. III. § 13. 2.—Cf. Shuci-ford, Sacr. and Prof. Hist. Con

bk. viii.—£nn/d. Ameri. vol. vii. 83.—A/aj/o, Mythology, vol. ii. S2,

Among the most remarkable ruins discovered at Pompeii, is a Temple of Isis. The columns
which surrounded it are almost entirely preserved. The temple itself was entirely built of brick,

and on the outside covered with a very solid stucco. It had the form of a square, and was not
covered, but was surrounded by a covered gallery, which was supported by colunms, and served
for a shelter in bad weather. " In this temple have been found all the instruments which apper-
tain to the religious ceremonies, and even the skeletons of the priests, who had been surprised
and buried by the shower of cinders in the middle of the occupations of their ministry. Their
vestments, the cinders and coals on the altars, the candelabra, lamps, sistrums, the vases which
contained the lustral water, pateree employed in the libations, a kind of kettle to preserve the
intestines of the victims, cushions on which they placed the statue of the goddess Isis when they
offered sacrifices to her, the attributes of the divinity with which the temple was adorned, &;c.,

are still shown. Many of these vases have the figure of an ibis, of a hippopotamus, of a lotus
;

and what renders them still more important, they were found exactly in the situation in which
they were used, so that there can now be no doubt as to their reality and their use. The walls
of the temple were adorned with paintings, relating to the worship of the goddess; there were
figures of priests in the costume of their order : their vestments were of white linen, the heads
of the officiating priests were shaved, their feet covered with a fine thin lace, through which tlie

muscles might be distinguished." Stuart, Diet, of Architecture, article Pompeii.

3. Apis. This is the name of the ox in which Osiris was supposed to reside, rather

than a distinct deity. The ox thus honored was known by certain marks ; his body
was all black, excepting a square spot of white on his forehead, and a white crescent

or sort of half-moon on his right side ; on his back was the figure of an eagle ; under
his tongue a sort of knot resembling a beetle {canthanis) ; and two sorts of hair upon
his tail. This ox was permitted to live twenty-five years. His body was then em-
balmed, placed in a chest, or Y.opoq, and buried with many solemnities. A season of
mourning then followed, until a new Apis, or ox properly marked, was brought to

sight.—It is a curious fact that Belzoni, who succeeded in finding an entrance into the

second of the great pyramids of Egypt, found in the corner of a large and high cham-
ber in the interior of the pyramid a llopds, which, on being carefully opened, presented
the bones of an ox.

MxEvis is the name of the sacred ox consecrated to the Sun, and worshiped espe-

cially at Heliopolis. He is described as being white.

In Plate XV. are two representations, from the Isiac Table, supposed to be Apis and Mvevis;
each is attended by two priests ; under the head of each is a standard supporting something,
perhaps the eating-trough of the sacred animal.

Cf. Land. Quart. Rev. xix. 201.—Banier, L'Orig. du culte que les Egyptiens rendoient aux animanx, in the Mem. .Acad. Inter

iii. 84.—Also Blanchard, Des animaux respectes en Egypte, in the Mem. fyc. is. 20.—Prichard, as cited § 12. 2 ( f ).

4. Serapis. This was one of the Egyptian denies, considered by some to be the

same with Osiris. Magnificent temples, generally called Serapea, were erected to him
at Memphis, Canopus, and Alexandria. I'acitus relates a marvelous tale of the re-

moval of an effigy of this god from Sinope, on the southern shore of the Pontus Euxi-
nus, to Alexandria. The worship of the god existed, however, in Egypt at a much
earher period. The mysteries of Serapis were introduced at Rome under the em-
perors, but soon abolished on account of their licentiousness.—Some derive the name
from 'Elood; and "Amj, as having signified at first merely the chest or box in which the
body of Apis was deposited.

In the Slip. Plate 24, we have a very remarkable statue of Serapis; resemblins as to the form
of the body that of Cybele in Sup. Plate 5, and that of Diana Ephesia in Sup. Plate 10; around
the body twines a huge serpent, whose tail is grasped in the hand of Serapis, while the head
appears at his feet; on the portions between the folds of the serpent are various figures of per-

sons and animals.—In the Sup. Plate 25, we have another, more in the Roman style; Serapis
sits, in full drapery, with sandals on his feet ; one arm raised in earnest action ;

given by Mont-
faucon as beloncins to the cabinet of Fauvel. In the same Plate is another representation from
an Abraxas (cf. P IV. J 200. 2); he holds a spear in his right hand, and points upward with the

other; a Cerberus stands at his side. In all these images we notice the face and beard of a
Jupiter, and also the calathus or basket on the head which is the mark of Serapis.
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It has been supposed by some, and the notion is adopted by Dr. E. D. Clarke, that the Egyptian ^pis was a symbol of Joseph ; and

that the various legends connected with the worship of this god grew out of the history of that patriarch.—Cf. FoisiiLs, de Theologis

Gentili. Amst. 1642.—CiarAc, Travels, P. ii. sect. 2. ch. 5.

5. Anubis. This was another deity connected in fable with Osiris. He was said

to be the son of Osiris, and to have accompanied Isis in her search after her husband.
He is represented as having the head of a dog. He is also called Herma7nihis ; or, a&

others say, the latter is the name of another deity of a similar character.

He appears to be represented in the monument exhibited in our Plate XVITI. fi^. B. Cf
$ 34. 2.—In the Sup. Plate 67, we have images of Anubis. The first is from a piece of marbU
sculpture given by Montfaucon from Boissard ; he stands with one foot on a crocodile, holding
in his left hand a cadnceus, and in the right a short rod attached to a globe : by his head on ont
side is a palm leaf, on the other a laurel-branch; on his right is seen also the head of Serapis,

and on his left that of Apis, from which circumstance the inscription on the original monument,
6EOI AAEA'l'OI, is supposed to designate Serapis, Apis, and Anubis. The other image in this

Plate is drawn from an engraved gem; presenting Anubis with the Roman coat of mail and a
bow and arrow.
CvNocEPiiALUs is by some considered to be the same as Anubis; but this name in Egyptian

mythology merely designates the dog as converted into a divinity. The term CynocepJiali is ap-^

plied by Greek writers to a race of beings said to exist in Asia (Diod. Sic. iii. 34). The image in

Sup. Plate 27, is given by Montfaucon, under the name of Cercopithecus, as being the monliey-
god of Egypt.
-^LURUs designates the cat, as deified by the Egyptians, and especially honored at Bubastis;

whence the name Diana Bubastis, applied to the same animal. Their images are given in

Sup. Plate 27.

6. Hakpockates. He is supposed to be the same as Horus, son of Isis, and was
worshiped as the god o^ Silence. He was much honored among the Romans, who
placed his statues at the entrance of their temples. He was usually represented in

the figure of a boy, crowned with an Egyptian mitre, which ended at the points as it

were in two buds ; in his left hand he held a horn of plenty, while a finger of his right

hand was fixed upon his lips to com.mand silence and secrecy.

Cf. Porphyry, Cave of Nymphs (cf. P. V. § 199. 2).— Class. Journ. iii. 142.—Mtmgez, Recueil des Antiqui'^s. Par. 1S04. 4.

Tn Plate XLVII. fig. 1, from an Mraras, we have Harpocrates sitting on the lotus flower; cf. P.
IV. $ 198. In the Sup. Plate 25, the first image of Harpocrates presents him with a singular

head-covering, from which a large horn descends below the shoulder. The secotul is remark-
able, because he has the wing of Mercury, the panther-skin of Bacchus, the owl of Minerva, the

hound of Diana, the serpent of .35sculapius, together with the horn of plenty.

7. Canopus. He is said to have been the pilot or admiral of the fleet of Osiris in

his expedition to India. In the Egyptian mythology he seems to be the god of the

waters of the Nile.

Nearly all the representations of him are formed by the head of a person or animal appearing
at the top of one of those vases in which the Egyptians kept the waters of that river ; the body
of the vase is frequently covered with hieroglyphics. Two such representations are given in

our Plate VHI.

III.

—

Mythical Beings, whose history is intimately connected with that of the

gods.

§ 97. (1) Titans and Giants. The enterprises of the Titans are celebrated in

the ancient fables of the Greeks. They have already been mentioned in the

account of Saturn (§ 14), to whom they were brothers, being generally con-

sidered as sons of Uranus or Ccelus and Titaea. The oldest was called Titan,

and from him, or their mother, they derived their common name. The preva-

lent tradition assigned to Uranus five sons besides Saturn, viz. Hyperion, Casus,

Japetus, C'm<s, and Oceanus ,- and likewise five daughters besides Rhea, wife

of Saturn, viz. Themis, Mnemosyne, Thya, Phoebe, and Tt/Aj/s, called Titanides.

On account of their rebellion against Uranus, in which however Saturn and

Oceanus took no part, the Titans were hurled by their father down to Tartarus,

whence they were set free by the aid of Saturn. With Saturn also they after-

wards contested the throne, but unsuccessfully. The Cyclops, mentioned in

speaking of Vulcan (§ 52), may be considered as belonging to the Titans.

The number of the Titans is given variously ; ApoUodorus mentions 13, Hyginus 6.

The number of 45 is stated by some. The name of one of them, Japetus, is strik-

ingly similar to Japhct, mentioned in the Bible, whose descendants peopled Europe?

and it is remarkable that in the Greek traditions Japetus is called the faihcr of man
hud Some have considered the Titans as the descendants of Gomer, the son ci

.
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Japliet'.—They have also been supposed to be the Cushites, or descendants of Cush^,
and the builders of the tower of Babel.—Others think them merely personifications

of the elements^
;_
and suppose their fabled war with their father CcbIus, or against

Saturn, an allegorical representation of a war of the elements.
Hesiod's Battle of the Titans is often named as a remarkable specimen of subhmity.

It will be interesting, to compare^ it with Homer's Battle of the Gods, and Milton's
Battle of the Angels.

1 Cf. Pezron, Aniiquit. des Celtes. 3 Bryant, Analys. of Ancient Mythology. 3 cf. Hermann, Briefe Qber ds Wesen der

Mythologie. » Compare Horn. II. xx. 54 ss. Hes, Theog. 674 ss. Milt. Farad. Lost, vi.

§ 98. The Giants were a distinct class, althouo-h their name (yt'yaj, from yyj
and yj'rco) designates them as sons of Earth, or Gaia, who gave them birth, after

the defeat of the Titans by Jupiter, and out of vengeance against him. The
most famous of them were Ence/adus, Hakyoneus, Typhon., JEgeon, Ephialtes^
and Otus. According to the common description, they had bodies of extra-
ordinary size and strength, some of them with a hundred hands, and with
dragon's feet, or serpents instead of legs. Their most celebrated undertakino-
was the storming of Olympus', the residence of Jupiter and the other gods'
In order to scale this summit, they heaped mountain upon mountain, as Qilta

Pelion, Ossa, and others. But Jupiter smote them with his thunderbolts,
precipitated some of them to Tartarus, and buried others beneath the moun-
tains. Typhon or Typhosus, for instance, he pressed down with the weight of
iEtna^, under which, according to the fable, the giant constantly strives'^to lift

himself up, and pours from his mouth torrents of flame.
1 Cv. Melam. i. 151. ^ Chi, Met. v. Zi&.—Claud Gigantomach.—Piwd. Pylh. i. 31.—A/cm, de Vlastiiut, Classe d'Hist. et Lit,

.Bnc vol. vii. 98. sur la nature allegorique des centi manes, kc.—Eanier, sur Typhon, in the Mtm; Acad. Inscr. vol. iii. p. 116.

1. JEgeon or Briareus was another giant, eminent in the contest, with fifty heads
and a hundred hands. He hurled against Jupiter a hundred huge rocks at a single
throw; but Jupiter bound him also under -lEtna, with a hundred chains.—This story
of the war between the Giants and Jupiter is also explained by some as an allegori-
cal representation of some great struggle in nature which took place in early times.
This contest is to be distinguished from that of the Titans, who, although often con-
founded with the Giants, were a distinct class.

2. Orioji is by some also placed among the giants as a son of Gaia or Terra
;
yet

the more common fable ascribes his origin to the joint agency of Jupiter, Mercury,
and Neptune ; according to which some derive his name from the Greek word dvpov

(urina). He was ranked among the attendants of Diana, and after liis death his name
was given to a constellation.

See Francoeur, as cited § 1 17 ( ().—De Fourmont, Le fab. d'Orion, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. xiv. 16. atleinpting to shew a con-

nection of the fable with the story of Isaac the son of Abraham.

3. The Pysmies of the ancients were fabulous beings, of very diminutive size, supposed by
some to dwell in Egypt and Ethiopia ; by others, in Thrace and Scythia ; and by others, in India.

Cf. Ov. Met. vi. 90.—pan. Hist. Nat. vii. 2.—Heyne, on Horn. II. iii. 6.—Heeren, Ideen, vsl. i. as cited P. IV. § 111—Malta-
Brun, in the Annalts des Voyages, vol. i. p. 355.—.Bonier, Les Pygmees, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. v. p. 101.— CaZmef, as cited

P. I. 5 168 b. vol. iii. p. 113.—.5. W. Zwergius, De Pygmseis .Btdopis. Kil. 1724. 4.

§ 99. Tritons and Sirens. Triton has already been mentioned (§ 29) as a
son of Neptune and Amphitrite. From him, as most famous, the other various
deities of the sea derived the name of Tritons. They were represented, like
him, as half man and half fish, with the whole body covered with scales.
They usually formed the retinue of Neptune, whose approach Triton himself
announced by blowing his horn, which was a large conch or sea shell.

A Triton is usually represented with the form of a man in the upper part, and the form of a
fish in the lower. Sometimes the head of the fish is also retained; as in the Sup. Plate 19, from
a sculpture given by Montfaucon ; where Triton is seen bearins perhaps a Nereid, or more pro-
bably J^enus Marina, since the figure at the right appears to be a Cupid. In Plate XLIII. Triton
is announcing with his horn the approach of Neptune.—Cf. Ov. Met. i. 333.— Tir^. .£n. x. 209.

There were other minor divinities of the sea under Neptune ; but Triton seems to
have had the pre-eminence, and under Neptune a sort of control among them. Phor-
cus, Proteus, and Glaucus have been already mentioned (<S 29). Nereus was ranked
among them as a son of Oceanus, and the father of the Nereides. Ino and her son
Palaenion or Mehcertes. are also said to have been admitted by Neptune as gods of
his retinue. Palasmon is thought to be the same with Portumnus, whom the Romans
worshiped as the guardian of harbors.

§ 100. The Sirens were a sort of sea-goddesses, said by some to be two ift

cumber, by others, threg, and even four. Homer mentions but two', and de-
scribes them as virgins, dwelling upon an island, and detaining with them every

1.2
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voyager, who was allured thither by their captivating music. They would
have decoyed even Ulysses, on his return to lihaca, but were not permitted.

—

By others they were described as daughters of the river-god Achelous, and
companions of Proserpine, after whose seizure they were changed into birds^

that they might fly in search of her. In an unhappy contest with the Muses
in singing, they lost their wings as a punishment of their emulation. Others

make them sea-nymphs, with a form similar to that of the Tritons, with the

faces of women and the bodies of flying fish. The artists generally represent

them as virgins, either not at all disfigured, or appearing partly as birds.

1 Horn. Od. xii. 30. 166. 2 (h. Met v. 552.

Their fabled residence was placed by some on an island near cape Pelorus in Sicily;

by others, on the islands or rocks called Sirennusfe, not far from the promontory of

Surrentum on the coast of Italy.—Various explanations of the fable of the Sirens have
been given. It is commonly considered as signifying the dangers of indulgence in

pleasure.

§ 101. (3) Nymphs. The Nymphs of ancient fiction were viewed as holding

a sort of intermediate place between men and gods, as to the duration of life;

not being absolutely immortal, yet living a vast length of time. Oceanus was
considered as their common father, although the descent of different nymphs is

given differently. Their usual residence was in grottoes or water-caves, from

which circumstance they received their name, '^vix^at. Their particular offices

were different, and they were distinguished by various names according to the

several objects of their patronage, or the regions in which they chiefly resided.

1 u. Thus there were the Oreades, or nymphs of the mountains ; Naiades, Nereides

(cf. § 29), and Potamides, nymphs of the fountains, seas, and rivers ; Dryades and
Hamadryades, nymphs of the woods ; Napa-ce., nymphs of the vales, &.c. The Dryads
were distinguished from the Hamadryads {ayta Spvs) in this, that the latter were sup-

posed to be attached to some particular tree, along with which they came into being,

lived and died ; while the former had the care of the woods and trees in general.

2. Places consecrated to these imaginary beings were called 'NvjjKpaTa. Such was
the celebrated spot in the vicinity of ApoUonia, famous for its oracle and the fire which
was seen to issue constantly from the ground (PII21. Nat. Hist. xxiv. 7). Such was
the place and building at R.ome which was called NymphcBum, adorned with statues

of the nymphs, and abounding, it is said, with fountains and waterfalls. Festivals

were held in honor of the nymphs, whose number has been stated as above 3000.

See Fmtenu, Le Culte des divinites des eaux, in Mtm. Acad. Inscr. xii. 27.—Cf. Land. Quart. Rev. xvii. 192.

They were grenerally represented as young and beautiful virgins, partially covered with a veil

or thin cloth, bearing in ttieir hands vases of water, or shells, leaves, or grass, or having some-
thin£ as a symbol of their appropriate offices. The several gods are represented, more or less

frequently, as attended by nymphs of some class or other ; especially Neptune, Diana, and Bac-
chus. Uiider the term of nymphs, were someiimes included the imaginary spirits that guided
the heavenly spheres and constellations, and dispensed the influences of the stars ; the nymphs
being distributed by some mythologists into three classes, those of the sky, the land, and the sea.

In Plate XLIII. Nymphs are seen accompanying Neptune and Aniphitrite.—In the Sup. Plate

19, we have a Nereid upon a sea-monster whicii seems to consist of the lower part of a fish united
with the heads of two horses, which she guides by reins ; one horse has two fins or wings instead
of the two fore feet; from a gem of Maffei. In some representations, the Nereid appears a woman
with the lower part of the body in the form of a fish, thus exhibiting the mermaid.

§ 102. (4) Muses. The ancients were not content with having in their fic-

dons a god of science and a goddess of wisdom in general ; but assigned to

particular branches of knowledge and art their appropriate tutelary spirits or

guardian divinities, whom they called Muses, Moroat, and considered as the

daughters of Jupiter and Mnemosyne. They were nine in number, according

to the common account, with Greek names, as follows : KT^ftw {Illustrious),

Ka7.7.L67f /] (Fair-voice), MiXrioixsvT] {Siriging), ©a?.fta (Tro^), 'Eparw {Loving),

'Ev-TipTir; {Well-pleasing), Tfp4'i;top»? {Dance-loving), Ilo-Kv/xvi.a {Songful), oxid.

'Orpavia {Celestial).

The Romans termed them Camccnm. They were frequently called by common names, derived
from places sacred to them, or from other circumstances, as Fierides, from Pieria, Aunides, Hdi-
coniades, Parnassides, Hippocrenides, Castalidea, &c.

^ 103 u. In order to represent the IMuses as excelling in their several arts, espp-

tially in music and song, the poets imagined various contests held by them ; as, for

example, whh the Sirens, and the daughters of Pierus', in which the Muses always
gainec" 'he prize. They were described as remaining virgins, and as being under the

instruction and protection of Apollo. Their usual residence was Mt. Helicon, where
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was the fountain Hippocrene, and Mt. Parnassus, where was the fountain Castalia

;

the former in Boeotia; the latter near Delphi^ in Phocis. Mt. Pindus and Mt. Pierus

in Tiiessaly were also sacred to the Muses. Particular temples were also consecratDd

to them among the Greeks and the Romans. Festivals in their honor were instituted

in several parts of Greece^, especially among the Thespians. The Macedonians
observed a festival for Jupiter and the Muses, which was continued nine days.

I On. Met. V. 300. 2 See View of Delptii and Parnassus formiDg the Frontispiece to this Manual. ' See Hcyne, de Musar.

religione, ejusq. orig. et causis In Comment. Soc. res;. Gotting. vol. viii.

The Muses are usually represented as virgins with ornamented dresses, and crowned with
palms or laurels. " Accordin? to the best authorities, Clio, History, holds in her hand a half-

opened scroll ; Melpomene, Tragedy, is veiled, and leans upon a pillar, holding in her left hand
a tragic mask ; Thalia, Comedy, holds in one hand a comic mask, in the other a statf resembling
a lituus or augur's wand ; Euterpe, Music, holds two flutes or pipes ; Terpsichore, the Dance,
is represented in a dancing attitude, and plays upon a seven-stringed lyre ; Erato, .Amatory
Poetry, holds a nine-stringed instrument; Calliope, Epic Poetry, has a roll of parchment in her
.hand, and sometimes a straisht trumpet or tuba; Urania, Astronoviy, holds in her left hand a
globe; in her right a rod, with which she appears to point out some object to the beholder:
Polyhymnia, Eloquence and Imitation, places the fore-finser of the right hand upon her mouth,
or else bears a scroll in her hand." (jSnfAo/t's Zernp.)—Generally accordant with this descrip-

tion, yet in some respects different, are the figures in our Plate XXXIX. ; where the Muses are
represented as seen in the statues belonging to the collection of Christina queen of Sweden, and
described by Maffei.—A valuable monument, to guide the critic and artist in distinguishing the
Muses, is a bas-relief on a sarcophagus in the Capitoline gallery at Rome, in which the nine are
represented.
"The Muses are often painted with their hands joined dancing in a ring; in the middle of

them sits Apollo, their commander and prince. The pencil of nature described them in that

manner upon the agate which Pyrrhus, who made war upon the Romans, wore in a ring; for in

it was a representation of the nine muses, and Apollo holding a harp ; and these figures were
not delineated by art (Pirn. L. xxxvii. c. 1), but by the spontaneous handy-work of nature."
(Tooke's Panth.)

For various representations of the Muses, see Montfaucon, Ant. Exp. vol. i. plates 56-62.—Afuseum Pio-Clementinum, vol. i.

plates 17-28. vol. iv. plates 14, 15.

§ 104. (5) The Graces and the Hours. To the retinue of Venus belonged

the Graces, Xaptrf?, Grafiae, servants and companions of the g-oddess, ditfusinor

charms and gladness. They were said to be daughters of Jupiter and Eury-

nome, or according to others of Bacchus and Venus herself, and were three in

number, 'AyWa {Spiendor), ©a'Xfta (Pleasure), and 'Ev^po6vvr] {Juy). They
were honored especially in Greece, and had temples in the principal cities.

Altars were often erected to them in the temples of other gods, especially Mer-
cury, Venus, and the Muses.

1 u. They are frequently represented on ancient monuments as beautiful young virgins, com-
monly in agroup, holding each other by the hand, and without drapery

i. Thus they appear in the Sup. Plate 8, a representation wl>ich very nearly resembles what
is seen on two beautiful antique engraved gems, given by Ogle, Ant. Exp. Plates 47, 48. In the
Sup. Plate 7, the Graces are employed in adorning Venus. An antique painting fiuind, with
other pieces, at Rome, in a vault near the Colissum, in 1668, exhibits them dancing, with slight

drapery.

Of. Piiid. Olymp. xiv

—

Manso, Abh. Qber die Horen und Grazien, in his Mythoh Fersuchen.—Massieu, sur les Graces, in tha

Mem. de V.lcad. des hiscr. iii. 8.

§ 105. The Horse, 'Opat, were the goddesses of Time, presiding especially

over the seasons and the hours of the day, and were considered as the daughters

and servants of Jupiter. They came at length to be viewed as tutelary patrons

of beauty, order, and regularity, in reference to which Themis was said to be

their mother. They were named Evro^aia, Aixrj, ELprivr;.

The Graces, Hours, and Muses, are all supposed by some writers to have had
originally a reference to the stars and seasons, and to have afterwards lost their astro-

nomical attributes, when moral ideas and quahties became more prominent in the
Greek system of fictions.

The Hours are usually represented as dancing, with short vestments, and garlands of palm-
leaf, and rII of the same age. In some monuments of later periods, /owr Hours appear, corre-
sponding to the four seasons.—In the Sup. Plate 10, the Hours are represented by four virgins
attending Aurora.

In renresenting the seasons, the Romans used the masculine gender; thus in our Plate IX.
which exhibits them as sculptured on the Arch of Severus, we see four lads or young men, each
with witiss, and appropriate symbols of Sf)ri(ig, Summer, Autumn, and Winter. The Romans
also personified the Months, usually representing them by male figures.

Cf. Winchclmami, Hist, de I'Art, 1. iv. ch 2. § »3 -Montfaucon, Ant Exp. Suppl. vol. i. p. 22 .ss. Here he gives also, Pla-ea

5-16, from Lambecius, engravings of the tepresentaions of the months as beautifully depicted in a manuscript belonging to the Impe-

rial Library at Vienna ; February alone is represented by a female.

§ 106. (fi) The Fates. The very common poetic representation of human
life under the figurative idea of spinning a thread, gave rise to the notion of tb
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Fates, called Motpat by the Greeks ; by the Romans, Parcse. They were three

sisters, daughters of Night, whom Jupiter permitted to decide the fortune and
especially the duration of mortal life. One of them Clotho {YJkd^CS), attached

the 'thread; the second, Lachesis (Aa;(^fffij), spun it; and the third, Jitropos

("Arportoj), cut it off, when the end of life arrived. They were viewed as in-

exorable, and ranked among the inferior divinities of the lower world. Their

worship was not very general.

The Parcae were generally represented as three old women, with chaplets made of wool and
interwoven with the flowers of the Narcissus, wearing long robes, and employed in their works :

Clotho with a distafi"; Lachesis having near her sometimes several spindles : and Atropos hold-
ing a pair of scissors. Such is their appearance in the Sup. Plate 14, which is not copied from
any ancient monument, but designed after the description of the poets.

See Calull. EpithaJ. Pel. et Thet. v. 305.—Manso's Abliandl. v. Parzen. in his Mylhol. Versuchen.—Banier, Sur les Parques, in

the M^m. Acad. Inter, vol. iv. 648.

-.§ 107. (7) The Furies and Harpies. Among the divinities of the lower

world were three daughters of Acheron and Night, or of Pluto and Proserpine,

whose office it was to torment the guilty in Tartarus, and often to inflict ven-

geance upon the living. The Greeks called them 'EptV^rf 5, iur/es,- and also

by a sort of euphemism, or from design to propitiate them, Ev^jn'St?, signify-

ing kindly disponed; the Romans styled them Furise. Their names were

Thiphone (from ticn; and f^6vo{), whose particular work was to originate fatal

epidemics and contagion; J/ecto, (from a%r^xtoi), to whom was ascribed the

devastations and cruelties of war; and Megsera (from fisydipu), the author of

insanity and murders. Temples were consecrated to them among both the

Greeks and the Romans, and among the latter a festival also, if we may con-

sider the FurinaUa as appropriated to them and not to a separate goddess Fa-

rina, as some suppose.

1 u. They were represented with vipers twining among their hair, usually with frightful coun-
tenances, in dark and bloody robes, and holding the torch of discord or vengeance.

2. See the Sup. Plate 14, where they are seen in drapery, with the serpent hjcks and scorpion

whips with which the artists represented them. On two vases in the Haniillon collection they

have serpents in their hair. In the Sup. Plate 13, they are introduced as lashing a criminal with
their whips.

Of. yirg Georg. iii. 551. Mti. vii. 341, 415. xii. 846.—Oo. Met. iv. 474.—Of. C. A. BSttiger, Furienmasken im Trauerspiel und

auf d. Bildwerken d. alt Griechen; eine archaeol. Unlersuchung. Weim. 1801. S.—£a7iier, sur les Furies, in the Mem. Acad, liuar

rol. V. p. 34.

§ 108 a. The fable of the Harpies, "Aprtvtat, seems to have had reference

originally to the rapidity and violence of the whirlwind, which suddenly seizes

and bears off whatever it strikes. Their names were Jello (from daw.a, storm),

Celaeiio (from xB'Ka.Lvoi;, dark), and Ocypeta (from iLxvTiinr^i, fying rapidly), all

indicative of the source of the fiction.

They appear to have been considered, sometimes, at least, as the goddesses of storms, and so

were called QvcWai {Horn. Od. xx. 66). They were said to be daughters of Neptune and Terra,

and to dwell in islands of the sea, on the hnrderp of the lower world, and in the vicinity of the

Furies, to whom they sometimes bore otf the victims they seized.

They are represented as having the faces of virgins, and the bodies of vultures, with feet and
hands armed with claws, and sometimes as with the tails of serpents. See the Sup. Plate 14.

Kirj.iEii. iii. 210.—See FosJ, Mytholog. Briefe. Stultg. 1S27. 3 vols. 12.—Lc Clerc (in the Biblictheque Universelk, vol. i. p. 148)

supposes the Harpies to be merely locusts ; a conjecture which Gibbon seems to approve (Rom. Emp. vol. ii. p. 71. ed. N. Y. 1822).

^ 108 b. (8) The Venti or Winds. It has been already remarked (§ 78) that the

four principal wdnds were at an early period converted into mythical personages.

Among both Greeks and Romans they gained the rank of deities. The Venti, 'Ape

fioi, were eight ; Evpog, Eurus, South-east ; 'Anrihurrig, Subsolanus, East ; KaiKiag, CcEcias,

Aquilo, North-east ; Bopmg, Boreas, North ; 'ZKipov, Corns, North-west ; Zt^vpog, Zephy-
rus, Occidens, West; Noroj, Notus, Auster, South; Ar^, Libs, Africus, South-west.

Little is handed down to us respecting the worship paid to the winds. An altar dedicated to

them was found near Nettuno (cf. $ 78. 3). Pausanias speaks of one erected at the foot of a
nioumain near Asopus, where annual sacrifices were offered to them at night. The most re-

markable monument pertaining to these gods is the Temple or Tower of the eight Winds at

Athens, still existing; said to have been erected about B. C. 150; a view of it is given in Plate

XXI fig. 2; see also P. I. $ 110.

On each of the eight sides of this tower is represented one of the winds; Eurvs, as a young man
flying freely and vigorousiy ; Subsolanus, a young man holding fruit in the fold of his mantle;
Aqhilo, a venerable mar. with a heard, holding a dish of olives ; Boreas, with boots on his legs,

muffling his face in a cloak, and flying eagerly; Corns, also with boots and cloak, and holding in

his hands an inverted vase of water; Zeplnjrns, a youth with naked breast, and carrying flowers;

l^utua, an old man with gloomy face; .Africus, also with melancholy looks and heavy wings
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In our Sup. Plate 20, Zephyrtis is seen supported in the air, in company with Flora or Chloris,

to whom he is said to iiave been married.

See Forcdlini Lex. Tot. Lat. as edited by BaiUy, vol. ii. p. 1 155.—£eaie'.» Topography of Mheas.—Mantjaucon, Ant. Fip.

vol. i. p. 413.

§ 109. (9) The Dxmons or Genii, and Manes. In the earliest mythologies

we find traces of a sort of protecting deities, or spiritual guardians of men,

called ^diixovii, or Genii. They were supposed to be always present with the

persons under their care, and to direct their conduct, and control in great mea-

sure their destiny, having received this power as a gift from Jupiter. Bad dae-

mons, however, as well as good, were imagined to exist, and some maintained,

that every person had one of each class attendant upon him.

From the notion of an attending genius arose the proverbial expressions indulgere
genio and defraudare genio, signifying simply to gratify or de?ii/ one's self.

The dcemons of classical mythology must not be confounded with the fallen spirits

revealed in the Holy Scriptures, and represented as possessing men in the time of
Christ.

See Farmer, Essay on Demoniacs.—Letters to Channin; on Fallen Spirits, by Canonicus. Boston, 182S.—Cf. Brcwnlce, Lights

and Shadows of Christian Life, p. 379. N. York, 1S37. 12.

§ 110. The Manes were a similar class of beings. Although often spoken
of as the spirits or souls of the departed, they seem more commonly to have
been considered as guardians of the deceased, whose office was to watch over

their graves, and hinder any disturbance of their tranquillity. They were sub-

ordinate to the authority of Pluto, on which account he is styled Sunimanus.
Some describe a goddess, named Mania, as their mother.

1 M. The Romans designated by the name oi Lemures, or LarvcB, such spirits of the
dead as wandered about in restlessness, disturbing the peace of men, issuing from the
graves as apparitions to terrify the beholders.

2. In Plate XXXVI. we have one face of a square sepulchral monument found at Brixia, on
which two Manes are represented, each with wings and an inverted torch; a representation not
uncommon on such structures.

See Manso^s Abb. Uber d. Genius der Alten. in his Myth. Veri.—Simun, Diss, sur les Lemures, Mem. Acad. Insar. vol. i.

—

Ov.

Fast. V. 421.—£iu!7i, Einleilung in Rom's alte Geschichte. Berl. 1828. 12.

§111. (10) The Lares and Penates. The system of tutelary spirits was
carried further by the Romans than by the Greeks. The former assigned to

each dwelling and family its guardian deities, which were called Lares and
Penates. The Lares were said to be sons of Mercury and Lara, or Larunda,
daughter of Almon. They received a variety of epithets or by-names, accord-

ing to the particular object, over which they were in different cases supposed to

preside, ^sfamiliares, compitales, viales, patellarii, publici, privati.

1 u. They were especially considered, however, as presiding over houses, and had
in every house their proper sanctuary (Lararium) and altar. I'hey seem to have been
viewed as the spirits of the departed ancestors, the fathers and forefathers of the

family, who sought the welfare of their descendants.

2. Public festivals were held in their honor, called Compitalia, which, were made very joyful
occasions; the slaves of the family shared liberty and equality with their masters, as on the
Saturnalia.
The dog was sacred to the Lares, and an image of this animal was placed by their statues.

These statues were sometimes clothed in the skins, and even formed in the shape, of dogs.

T. Hem-pel, Diss, de Laribus. 2d ed. Zwiccav. ISIS. 9.—MUller, as cited § 112.

§ 112. The Penates were also domestic or household gods, but they were not

properly speaking a distinct class by themselves, because the master of the

dwelling was allowed to select any deity according to his pleasure, to watch
over his family affairs, or preside over particular parts of them. Accordingly
Jupiter and others of the superior gods were not unfrequently invoked in this

capacity. The gods who presided over particular families, were sometimes
styled parvi Penates. While those that presided over cities or provinces were
sty\ed patrii or publici PendiXes. Adulation sometimes elevated to the rank of

Penates even living persons ; especially emperors.

The Lares and the Penates are often confounded, but were not the same. "The Penates
were originally gods, the powers of nature personified; the mysterious action of which pro •

duces and upholds whatever is necessary to life, to the common good, to the prosperity of fa mi
lies; whatever, in fine, the human species cannot bestow on itself. The Lares were originally

themselves human beincrs, who, becoming pure spirits after death, loved still to hover round the

dwelling they opce inhabited; lo watch over its safety, and to guard it as the faithful dog does

17
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the possessions of his master. They keep off danger from without, while the Penates, residing

in the interior of the dwelling, pour blessings upon its inn)aies." (^^nih. Lemp.)
A number of small bronze statues, representing Roman Penates, were found the last century

at Exeter, in England.

Cf. F<rg. JEn. ii. 717. iii. 148.—fleyne, Excurs. ix. ad V\rg. JEn. ii.—r. Hempd, Diss, de diis Laribus, as cited § 111—AfiUfer,

de diis Rom. Laribus et Penatibus. Hafniae, 181 1. 8.— For a notice, with plates, of the statues found at Exeter, see the Archxo-

logia, (cited P. IV. § 32. 5), vol. vi. published 1786.

§ 113. (11) Sleep, Dreams, zxid Death. Among the imaginary beings sup-

posed to exert an influence over the condition of mortals, 'TTtroj, "Oi'f ipoj, and

Qavatoi, gained a personification, being called brothers, sons of Nox or night,

and ranked among the deities of the lower world.

1 u. The residence of Sleep, "Yctoj, Somnus, v/as said to be in Cimmeria, on account

of the perpetual darkness which tradition ascribed to that region ; and the poppy, on
account of its soporific quaUties, was his common symbol. He is represented as hold-

ing in his hand a fight inverted and about to be extinguished.

The last symbol was also employed in representing Gavaro^, or Death, who wa8
often placed beside his brother Sleep on sepulchral monuments, and appeared in a

similar bodily form, and not a mere naked skeleton, as in modern art. When death

was the result of violence, or circumstances of a disgusting character, the Greeks ex-

pressed it by the word Ki]p, and they fancied a sort of beings called Kvipti, who caused
death and sucked the blood. The Romans made a similar distinction between mor$
and letlium.

2. In the representation of Somnus, given in our Plate XXXVI., he is a young man lying on the
ground asleep, with one arm on the neck of a lion, and holding the capsule of a poppy. Thana-
tos, or Death, stands by hini with a scythe and wings, in a robe bespangled with stars, as he is

seen in some paintings.

The Romans imagined death as a goddess, Mors. The poets described her as roving about
with open mouth, furious and ravenous, with black robes and dark wings. She is not often
found represented on existing monuments of art; in one supposed to represent her, a small
figure in brass, she appears as a skeleton, sitting on the ground with one hand on an urn.

Cf. Oo Mel. xi. 592, 634, 6i0.— Lessing's Untersuchung, wie die Alten d. Tod gebildet. Berl, 1769. A.—Herder's Abh. in his

Zerstreuten Blattern. Th. 2. 213.—Spmce, Polymetis, cited P. IV. § 151.

3. The god o( dreams was "Ovetpo; {Horn. II. ii. 56), more commonly called 'Mop(pcvg,

from the various images or forms (/wp^']) presented in dreaming. Morplieus is some-
times considered as the god of sleep, but was more properly his minister; Phoheior
[(poiji'iTMp), sometimes considered as the god of dreams, was another minister of Som-
nus, and Phantasus {(pavTa^u) another.

Cf. Theory of Dreams, &c., illustrated by the most remarkable dreams recorded in Histoij. Lend. 1808. 12.

§ 114. (12) The Satyrs and Fauns. The idea of gods of the forests and

woods, with a form partly of men and partly of beasts, took its rise in the ear-

liest ages either from the custom of wearing skins of animals for clothing, o?

in a design to represent symbolically the condition of man in the semi-barbaron?

or half-savage state. The Satyrs of the Greeks and the Fauns of the Romans,'

in their representation, differed from the ordinary human form only in having a

buck's tail, with erect pointed ears. There were others called Fanes, which
had also the goat's feet, and more of the general appearance of the brute.

1 u. The Fauns w^ere represented as older than the Satyrs, who, when they became
old, were called Sileni. Yet the Romans represented the Satyrs more fike beasts,

and as having the goat's feet. The Satyrs, Fauns, Fanes, and Sileni, all belonged to

the retinue of Bacchus (§ 60).

2 u. The name of Fauni was of Itafian origin, derived from a national god Faunus,
who was son of Picus (king of the Latins) and the nymph Canens {Ov. Met. xiv.

.320, 336), and whose wife J'auna was also honored as a goddess.

See Hcyne's Abh. von Unterschied. zwischen Faun. Sat. Silen. und Panen, in his Samml, Ant. Axifs'dtze. Found also in Winch-

elniann, Histoire de I'Art (cited P. IV. § 32) vol. i. p. 680. Ueber faun. Sat. Pan. und Silenen. Berl. 1790-91. S.—Voss, Myth.

Briefe.

§ 115. (13) The Gorgons. Three imaginary sisters, daughters of Fhorcys and

Cete. were termed ropyoveg, from their frightful aspect. Their heads were said to be

covered with vipers instead of hair, with teeth as long as the tusks of a boar, and so

terrific a look as to turn every beholder into stone, 'i hey are described as having the

head, neck, and breasts of women, while the rest of the body was in the lorm of a

serpent. According to some they had but one eye and one tooth, common to them

all, which they were obliged to use in turn. Their names were Stheno, Euryale, and

Medusa. Medusa is said to have been slain by Perseus, who cut off her head, while

they were in the act of exchanging the eye.

They are sometimes ranked, with the Furies, among the infernal deities. But theu*

resicience is variously assigned ; some placing them in a distant part of the western
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ocean, others in Lybia (cf. P. I. § 179), and others in Scythia. Some have ex-
plained the fable as referring to a warlike race of women, like the Amazons. Others
suppose it to have had some reference to the moon as a dark body, which is said also

to have been called ropyofLov, from the face beUeved to be seen in it.

Massieu, sur les Hesperides, aud sur les Gorgones, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. iii. p. 28, 51.

^ 116. (14) The Amazons. The Amazons were no doubt mythical beings, al-

though said to be a race of warUke women, who lived near the river Thermodon in

Cappadocia. A nation of them was also located in Africa. They are said ^o have
burnt off their right breast, that they might use the bow and javelin with more skill

and force ; and hence their name, 'Aualove;, from a and i^a^dg. They are mentioned in

the Iliad (iii. 189. vi. 186) and called avnaveipai.

Various explanations of the fable are given. Some consider it as having a connec-
tion originally with the worship of the moon. Several statues of Amazons were
placed in the temple of Diana at Ephesus {PUn. N. Hist, xxxiv. 8) , and may have
represented some of her imaginary attendants, or some of her own attributes.

A figure resemblinj an Amazon, but hiving four arms, is seen in the caverns of Elephanta.—In our Sup. Plate 22, an Amazon is

represented with her bow and quiver of arrows. Traditions respecting a race of Amazons are said to be still current in the

region of Caucasus. Cf. Edinb. Rev. No. Ivi. p. 324. On the Amazons, see Creu2ci's Symbolit.

^ 117. This seems to be the place for noticing more particularly several Monsters,
which are exhibited in the tales of ancient mythology.

(a) The Minotaur was said to be half man and half bull. The story is, that Minos,
king of Crete, refused to sacrifice to Neptune a beautiful white bull, which was de-
manded by the god. The angry god showed his displeasure by causing Fasiphae, the
wife of Minos, to defile herself with this bull, through the aid of Daedalus, and give
birth to the monster. Minos confined the Minotaur m the famous labyrinth. Here
the monster devoured the seven young men and the seven maidens annually required
from the Athenians by Minos.

Theseus, hv the aid of the king's daughter, Ariadne, slew the Minotaur and escaped the laby-
rinth (cf. it 125).

{h) The Chimcera was said to be composed of a dragon, goat, and lion united : the
middle of the body was that of a goat, the hinder parts those of a dragon, the fore

parts those of a lion ; and it had the heads of all three, and was continually vomiting
forth flames. This monster lived in Lycia, in the reign of Jobates, king of that
country. This king, wishing to punish Belleropbon in order to gratify his son-in-law
Prsetus, sends him against the Chimasra; but Bellerophon, by the aid of ]Miiierva,

and the winged horse Pegasus, instead of perishing himself, destroyed the monster.

This fable is by some supposed to refer to a volcanic mountain on the Lycian coast.—See Clarke's Travels, pt. ii. sect. ii. ch. 8.

(vol. iii. p. 211. ed. N.York, iSl5).—Plin. N. Hist. v. 2T.—£anier, and Freret, on Beilerophon, in the Mtm. Acad. Liscr. vii,

37, 69.

{c) The Cenfauri were said to be half men and half horses. Some make them the

offspring of Ixion and the cloud ; others refer their origin to the bestiaUty of Centau-
rus, the son of Apollo. They were said to dwell in Thessaly. The principal inci-

dents related of them are their rude attempts upon the women at the marriage of
Pirithous and Hippodamia, and the consequent battle with the Lapithae, who drove
them into Arcadia. Here they were afterwards chiefly destroyed by Hercules. {Ov.
Met. xii. 530.)—Some have imagined this fable to allude to the draining of the low
parts of Thessaly, as the horse is in general symbolical of water.

Knight's Inquiry, &c. in the Class. Joxtmal.—Cf. Mitford, ch. 1. sect. S.—£anier, La Fable des Cent, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr,

iii. 18.

(d) Geri/on was a monster said to be the offspring of Chrysaor and Callirhoe, and
to have three bodies and three heads. His residence was in the island of Gades,
where his numerous flocks v/ere kept by the herdsman Eurythion, and guarded by
a two-headed dog called Orthos.

The destruction of this monster foj-med one of the twelve labors of Hercules ($ 123).

_
(e) The TTi/dra was a monstrous serpent in the lake Lerna, with numerous heads,

nine according to the common account. When one of these heads was cut off, an-
other or two others immediately grew in its place, unless the blood of the wound was
stopped by fire.

The destruction of the Hydra was another labor assigned to Hercules, which he accomplishea
by the aid of lolaiis, who applied lighted brands or a heated iron as each head was removed.
The arrows of Hercules, being dipped in the Hjdra's blood, caused incurable wounds.

(/) Pe<:^asus was not so much a monster as a prodigy, being a winged horse said to

have sprung iVom the i^Iood, which fell on the ground when Perseus cut off the head
of Medusa. He fixed his residence on mount Helicon, where he opened the fountain

called Hipj)ocrene flWof and ^-p^Jw/). He was a favorite of the muses, and is called " the

muses' horse." The horse, having come into the possession of Bellerophon, enabled
him to overcome the Chimaera. Afterwards Pegasus, under an impulse from JupUer,
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%hrew off Bellerophon to wander on the earth, and himself ascended to a place among
the stars.

An engraving is given by Winckelmann of a beautiful bas-relief in white marble, representing Bellerophon and Pegasus; the

original, preserved in the palace of Spada at Rome, is of the natural size.—See Wincltelmann, Hist, de I'Art, vol. ii. p. 652. iii. 2S1.

—Cf. Francaw, Uranographie ou Traite Elementaire d'Astronomie. Far. 1S18. 8. containing '.he ancient Fables respecting the

Constellations.

(o-) Cerberus was the fabled dog of Pluto (§ 34), stationed as centinel at the entrance

of Hades. He is generally described as having three heads, sometimes as having fifty.

Snakes covered his body instead of hair. None from the world of the living could pass

him but by appeasing him with a certain cake, composed of medicated and soporific

ingredients. (Virg. JEn. vi. 420.)

To seize and bring up this monster was assigned to Hercules as one of his labors.

(h) Scylla and Charybdis are the names, the former of a rock on the Italian shore, in

the strait between Sicily and the main land, and the latter of a whirlpool or strong eddy
over against it on the Sicilian side. The ancients connected a fabulous story with each

name. —Scylla was originally a beautiful woman, but was changed by Circe into a
monster, the parts below her waist becoming a number of dogs incessantly barking,

while she had twelve feet and hands, and six heads with three rows of teeth. Terrified

at this metamorphosis, she threw herself into the sea, and was changed into the rocks

which bear her name.—Charybdis was a greedy woman, who stole the oxen of Her-
cules, and for that offence was turned into the gulf or whirlpool above mentioned.

Cf. Firgil, Mn. iii. 420 ss.—Ovid, Metam. xiv. 66.—Propert. iii. II.—Hyginus, fab. 199.

(0 The Sphinx was the offspring of Orthos and Chimsera, or of Typhon and Echidna ;'

a monster having the head and breasts of a woman, the body of a dog, the tail of a
serpent, the wings of a bird, the paws of a lion, whh a human voice. This monster
infested the neighborhood of Thebes, proposing enigmas and devouring the inhabhants
who could not explain them. At length one of the enigmas, in which she demanded
what animal it was which walked on four legs in the morning, two at noon, and three

at night, was solved by CEdipus : he said that the animal was man, who in the morning
of life creeps upon his hands and feet, in middle age walks erect, and in the evening

of his days uses a staff". On hearing this solution, the Sphinx instantly destroyed

herself.

In Plate VIII. are given two images of the Sphinx. One is without wings ; having a peculiar
Egyptian head-dress; from a sculptured monument given by Boissard. The other is from an
engraved gem, given by MafTei; having the calathus on her head, and the sistrum in her paw.

Representations of the Sphinx are very commo)i anioni: Eg}'pfian monuments. A very celebrated colossal statue of a Sphinx yet

remans near the pyramids. It is cut in the solid lock, and is 125 feet in length.— CtarAe's Travels, pt. li. sect. 2. ch. 4.—Denon'i

Travels (vol. i. p. 55. Lond. 1S04).—£ond. Quart. Rev. xix. 193, 403 ss.

(k) The Griffon (Tpvip) was an imaginary animal, said to be produced from a lion and an
eagle, and supposed to watch over mines of gold and whatever was hidden. Its image is some-
times found on ancient medals ; the upper part resembling an eagle, the lower part a lion.

Cf. Virgil,Ec\.\Vn. 21.—Herodotus, iii. l\6.—Pliny, Hist. Nat. x. 49.—.5. F. Grafen vo7i Fdtheim, Von den Greifen der Alten.

Helmst. 1799. 8.

(Z) In the Greek mythology Typhon is ranked among the Giants ; by some considered to be the-

same as Tijphmns (cf. J 98); by others distinguished from him; said to have been produced from
the earth by Juno's striking it; described as having a hundred heads like those of a dragon.

—

In Egyptian mythology the monster called Typhon holds an important place, being considered as
the cause of all evil, "the Egyptian devil." (^Fosbroke.) He is described and represented in va-
rious ways; sometimes as with a hundred dragon heads; sometimes as a wolf; sometimes as a
crocodile, and as uniting the tail of a crocodile with the head and fore-legs of the hippopotamus,
as seen in our Plate VIII.

IV.

—

Mythical History of the Heroes.

§ 118. In Grecian story three periods are distinguished even by the ancients :

the unknown, o.^rfKov, of which no historical monuments remained to make known
the state of society ; thefabulous, [xv^ixov, of which the accounts left are mingled

with manifold fictions; and the historical, latoptxbv, of which a genuine and

trustworthy history is recorded. The first extends to the deluge of Deucalion,

the second to the introduction of the Olympiad into chronology, and the third

mrough the subsequent times. To the second of these periods belonged the

Heroes, as they are called, and it is on that account often styled the heroic age.

These personages are supposed to have possessed extraordinary powers of body

and mind, and distinguished merit is ascribed to them as having founded cities
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or countries, improved their manners and morals, or otherwise exalted or de-

fended them.

§ 119. Grateful sensibility to the merits of ancestors and progenitors was a

most common cause of the sort of deification with which these heroes were
publicly honored after death ; and the disposition towards this grateful remem-
brance was quickened and sustained by oral traditions respecting their deeds,

which were much adorned and exaggerated by the poets. Hence it came, that

most of the heroes were at last viewed as sons of gods, and often of Jupiter

himself. The veneration for the heroes was however less sacred and less uni-

versal than the worship of the gods. To the latter, important festivals were
established, regular priests ordained, appropriate temples erec*^ed, and public

solemn sacrifices offered. The heroes, on the other hand, received only an
annual commemoration at their tombs, or in the vicinity, when offerings and
libations were presented to them. Sometimes, ho'vever, the respect paid them
exceeded these limits, and they were exalted to the rank and honors of the

gods. The introduction of solemnities in memory of heroes is ascribed to

Cadmus.
Cf. Firg. JEa. iii. SOl.—Sallier, in the Hist, de VAcad. da Iivcr. vol. iv. p. 299.

§ 120. The heroes of the Greeks were of different ranks. Some were viewed
as a sort of household deities, such as after their mortal existence watched over

their families and friends and were honored and worshiped only by them.

Others, whose services while they lived were of a more extended character,

were worshiped by w^hole states and tribes, as demi-gods, and sometimes had
their appropriate festivals and mysteries, and even temples and priests. To
such was ascribed a more general superintendence of human affairs. It is the

latter class that we are here to notice particularly, as they were the most illus-

trious, and their worship was not limited to the Greeks, but was adopted also

among the Romans. Of these only the principal can be mentioned, in doing

which the order of time will be followed.

§ 121. The Giants and Titans (§ 97) might correctly be ranked among the

Heroes, and regarded as the most ancient. To the same class, too, belong

Inachus, founder of the kingdom of Argos ; his son Phorotieus, to whom various

merits were ascribed ; and Ogyges, a king of Bceotia, memorable from the flood

which occurred in his reign. This rank also was enjoyed, especially among
their respective people and tribes, by Cecrops, founder of the Attic state; Deu-
calion, a Thessalian prince, who with his wife Pyrrha escaped the general flood

that happened in his times ; Amphidyon, author of the celebrated council or

confederation of the early Grecian states; Cadmus, who came from Phoenicia

to Greece, and contributed so much to enlighten and improve the people (cf. P.

IV. §34; Z)a«aus, to whom the kingdom of Argos was indebted for its advance-

ment; Bellerophon, who was said to have destroyed the monster Chimaera, and
to have performed other exploits; Pe/o/?s, king in Elis, from whom Pelopon-

nesus took its name, as his descendants occupied that peninsula ; and the two
princes of Crete by the name of Minos, one celebrated as a lawgiver, the other

as a warrior.

Some writers argue ag-iinst the existence of two individuals by the name of Minos.—See HoclCs Kreta. Gotting. IS23. 3 vols. 8.

§ 122. Perseus was one of the most distinguished of the early heroes. He
was the son of Jupiter and Danae, educated by Polydectus on the island Se-

riphus. His chief exploit was the destruction of the gorgon Medusa, whose
head he struck off with a sword given to him by Vulcan. From the blood
that fell, sprang the winged horse Pegasus, on which Perseus afterwards passed
over many lands.

1 u. 0{ his subsequent achievements, the most remarkable were his changing king
Atlas into a high rock or mountain, by means of Medusa's head, and his deliverance
of Andromeda, when bound and exposed to be devoured by the sea-monster. In con-
nection with the latter adventure he also changed into stone Phineus, who contended
with him for the possession of Andromeda. He inflicted the same afterwards upon
Polydectes tor ill treatment towards Danae. To Perseus is ascribed the invention of
the discus or quoit, whh which he inadvertently occasioned the death of his grandfather
AcrLsijs. Finally he founded the kingdom of Mycenas. After his assassination by

M
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Megapenthes, ne was placed among tne constellations, and several temples were
erected to him. besides a monument between Argos and Mycenae. (Cf. Ov. Met. iv.

603. V. 1-350.)'

2. The fables respecting Perseus are by some considered as a modification of the story of the

Persian Mithras (cf $ 35), and a piece of ancient sculpture on one of the gates of the citadel

of Mycena3 has been thought to confirm the analogy.— Creuzer, Syuibolik.

—

Oell, Itinerary of

Greece.

3. Atlas, whom on account of his refusing hospitality to Perseus, the latter is said

to have changed into a mountain, is described as the son of Japetus and the king of

Mauretania. He owned numerous flocks of sheep and beautiful gardens abounding
with citrons and oranges. His seven daughters, renowned for beauty and wisdom,
were called Atlantides from their father, and Hesperides from their mother Hesperis.

The gardens called the gardens of the Hesperides were said to be guarded by a dread-

ful dragon that never slept. The name of Atlas was given to the chain of mountains
in that part of Africa, and to the ocean on the west. Whether from reference to the

height of those mountains or to the astronomical researches of the king, Atlas is said

to have supported the heavens ; and accordingly artists have represented him as bear-

ing an immense sphere on his shoulders.

Thus he is seen in the Sup. Plate 22. On some monuments, Hercules is represented in a similar way ; because, as is said, he eased

Atlas of his burden—Cf. Ogle, Ant. Expl. plate 35.

§ 123. Of all the Grecian heroes, no one obtained such celebrity as Her-
cules, son of Jupiter and Alcmena. Wonderful strength was ascribed to him
even in his infantile years. Eurystheus king of Mycense imposed upon him
many difficult enterprises, which he carried through with success ;

particularly

those, which are called the twelve labors of Hercules. These were : to kill the

Nemaean lion ; to destroy the Lern^an hydra ; to catch alive the Stag with

golden horns; to catch the Erymanthean boar; to cleanse the stables of Au-
gias ; to exterminate the birds of lake Stymphalis ; to bring alive the wild bull

of Crete; to seize the horses of Diomedes ; to obtain the girdle of Hippolyta,

queen of the Amazons ; to destroy the monster Geryon ; to plunder the garden

of Hesperides, guarded by a sleepless dragon; and to bring from the infernal

world the three-headed dog Cerberus.

These various exploits v/ere often made the theme of description and allusion in the poets.

The first is detailed in the 25th Idvl of Theocritus. The twelve labors are described in 12 verses
in the 2d Chiliad of Tietzes (cf. P."V. $ 81).—The story of Hercules strangling the serpents while
an infant is given in the 24th Idyl of Theocritus.

§ 124 u. Many other exploits were ascribed to him, by which he gave proof of his ex-

traordinary strength, and exhibited himself as an avenger and deliverer of the oppressed.

Such were, his slaying the robber Cacus, so much dreaded in Italy ; the deliverance of

Prometheus, bound to a rock ; the killing of Busiris and Antaeus ; the contest with

Achelous ; and the rescue of Alceste from the infernal world. Less honorable was his

love of Omphale queen of Lydia, by which he sank into the most unworthy effemi-
.

nacy. His last achievement was the destruction of the centaur Nessus. Nessus dying

gave his poisoned tunic toDejanira; Hercules afterwards receiving it from her, and
putting it on, became so diseased that he cast himself in despau- upon a funeral pile on
mount CEta.

The worship of Hercules soon became universal, and temples were erected to his

honor, numerous and magnificent. He received a great many surnames and epithets

from his exploits and from the places of his worship. Hercules and his labors afforded

the artists of ancient times abundant materials to exercise their ingenuity in devices, and
they very often employed them.
Tno of the most celebrated antique statues represent Hercules ; the Torso, or Herculese Belvidere, and the Herculet Farnese : cf.

E IV. § 1S6. 6, 7. The latter represents him leaning upon his club, as it were after his labors. A view of it is given in Plate XLIV.

65. 6, copied from Winckelmann. An enjrwing of the same is given in the Sup. Plate 22. The other representation in this Plate

shows the infant Hercules strangling the serpent ; from an antique sculpture.

For other principal representations of Hercules, see Montfaucon, Ant. Expl. T. i. pi. 123. 141, and Ogle's Ant. Expl. No. 31-10.—

See also Laur. Be^eri, Hercules Ethnicorum, ex. var antiq. reliquiis delineatus. Col. March. 1705. M.—Heynii Not. ad Apollodor.

p. 325 — /. GurlitVs Fragment, d. archsol. Abhandl. Ub. Hercules. Magd. ISOO. i.—Ph. BuHmanv, Ober d. Mythos des Herakles.

Berl. ISIO. S.—Dupuis, Orig. de tous les cult. vol. ii.—Respecting the ancient writers on the Mythol. of Hercules, see MUUer''s Hist,

and Antiq. of Dor. Race. Oxf. 1S30. vol. i. p. 523.

Among the various solutions of the story of Hercules, there is one which very ingeniously applies the account of his twelve labors

tc the passage of the sun through the twelve signs of the Zodiac. A view of this is given in Anthaii's Lempriere.

§ 125. Theseus, a son of ^geus and ^thra, or according to others a son of

Neptune, was excited by the renown of Hercules, to engage in enterprises the

most hazardous, and he successfully accomplished them. Among these was
the extermination of a multitude of robbers and assassins that infested Greece,

and especially the destruction of the Minotaur a terrible monster of Crete, tc
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which the Athenians had previously been compelled to send seven male youth
and as many young virgins annually, to be devoured by him. By the help of
Ariadne, a daughter of JNIinos, Theseus was enabled to trace the winding of the
labyrinth, in which the monster had his abode, and put him to death. Ariadne
accompanied him on his return to Athens, but he ungratefully deserted her on
the island of Naxos.

^ 126 u. The other principal exploits of Theseus were his descent to the lower world
with his friend Pirithous, his victory over the Amazons {§ 116), whose queen Hippolyta
became his wife, and the assistance he gave Adrastus, king of Argos, against the The-
ban prince Creon. Great praise was awarded to him for improving the legislation and
the whole morals of Athens and Attica ; and yet he was for some time an exile. The
manner of his death is variously related, but it seems by all accounts to have been
caused by violence.

The honor paid to him was accompanied with unusual solemnities ; a superb temple
was consecrated to him at Athens, and a festival was estabhshed called 6fiacia, held on
the eighth day of every month, whh games, and a regular sacrifice termed OyroStov.

Provision was made at the public expense to enable the poor to share in the festivities

of this occasion.

Cf. Plut. in Ki«. Thes.—Diod. Sic L. iv. c 61.—Ou. Metam. vii. 404 ; viii. 152; xii. 210.—Milford's Greece, ch. i. sect. 3.—Foi
a view of the temple of Theseus, see Plate XXL fig. 3.

§ 127. Jason and the Argonauts. One of the most celebrated enterprises of
the heroic ages, one which forms a memorable epoch in the Grecian history, a
sort of separation-point between the fabulous and the authentic, was the Arcro-

nautic expedition. This was a voyage from Greece to Colchis in order to obtain
the golden fleece, conducted by Jason, the son of .^Eson, king of Thessaly.
The undertaking was imposed upon him by his uncle Pelias. He invited the
most illustrious heroes of Greece to unite in the expedition, and among those
who joined him were Hercules, Castor and Pollux, Peleus, Pirithous, and The-
seus. The vessel built for the purpose was named Arrro, which after various
adverse events arrived at ^a, the capital of Colchis. .'Eetes was then king of
Colchis, and promised to Jason the golden fleece only on certain most difficult

conditions.

§ 128. Although Jason fulfilled these conditions, yet ^Eetes was unwilling
to permit him to take the desired booty, and sought to slay Jason and his com-
panions. This purpose was betrayed by Medea, the king's daughter, by whose
assistance and magical art Jason slew the dragon that guarded the fleece, and
seized the treasure. He immediately fled, accompanied by Medea, but was pur-

sued by her father. Medea put to death her brother Absyrtus, cut his corpse
into pieces and strewed them in the way, in order to stop her father's pursuit.

Jason was afterwards faithless to her, and married Creusa, or, as others name
her, Glauce, a daughter of Creon, king of Corinth. Medea took vengeance by
causing the death of Creusa and also of the children she had herself born to

Jason. After death Jason received the worship bestowed on heroes, and had a
temple at Abdera.
See the poems on the Areon. Eiped. by OrpJieus, ApoUomiui Rkodius, and Valerius Flaccits. (Cf. P. V. §§ 48, 73, 376.)—5anter,

on the Argon. Exped. in Mem. de VJicad. des Insar. vol. iv. p. 54 ; xii. !23; liv. 41.—ffcynii Not. ad ApoUodor. p. 177.—C. P.

Levesque, sur le Retour des Argonauts, in the Mcni. de Vlnslitut, C 1 a s s e d. Sciences Mor. et Pol. vol. iv.

Various explanations have been put upon the story of the Argonauts. One writer thinks the
golden fleece was the raw silk of the East. Hag-er, Pantheon Chinois.—Another thinks the phrase
arose from the habit of collecting gold, washed down from the mountains, by putting sheepskins
in the channel of the streams. Jhtfurd, ch. i. sect. 3.

—

Bryant (Anal. Anc. Myth.) considers the
whole story as a tradition of the flood.

§ 129. Castor and Pollux, who were among the Argonauts, were twin sons
of Jupiter and Leda, and brothers to Helena. On account of their descent,

they were called Dioscuri (Atoijxot'poc), although, according to some. Castor
was the son of Tyndarus, the husband of Leda. Castor distinguished himself
in the management of horses, and Pollux in boxing and wrestling. The last

exploit of the Dioscuri was their contest with Lynceus and his brother Idas.

Castor was slain by Lynceus, and Lynceus by Pollux: and as Idas was about

to avenge the death of his brother, Jupiter srnote him with lightning.—Pollux
obtained from Jupiter the honors of deification and immortality in conjunction

with his brother Castor. Both were placed among the constellations and re-

presented by the Gemini or twins in the zodiac. Both the Greeks and the
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Romans consecrated temples to thera, and they were especially invoked and
worshiped by mariners.

1. They were said to be placed among the marine gods, from having cleared the
Hellespont and the neighboring seas irom pirates. They were invoked as 'A-Trorponoi,

averlers of evil : and wliite lambs were sacrihced to them.—The Romans honored them
especially for services supposed to be received from them in pressing dangers; as in the

battle with the Latins near lake Regillus. They constantly swore by their names ; the

oath used by the women was JEcastor, or by the temple of Castor ; that of the men
was JEdcpol, or by the temple of Pollux.

Representaiions of Castor and Pollux are found particularly on Roman monuments. A fine representation, drawn from a large

gem given by Maffei, is seen in our Sup. Plate 21.

2. The festival called Dioscuria {6ioaKovpia) was in honor of these brothers, celebrated
especially by the Spartans. On this occasion the gifts of Bacchus were very freely

shared. It was amidst the drinking at the feast in honor of Castor and Pollux, which
Alexander held in Bactra, that he madly slew his devoted friend Chtus.'

—
'I'his festival

is supposed by some to have had the same origin as the famous mysteries of the Cahiri,

which were celebrated particularly at Samothrace, and were thought to have great effi-

cacy in protecting from shipwreck and storms.
An ancient structure now exists at Salonica, which is supposed to have been a Cabirian Temple : see Plate V.—Of. G. S. Faier,

Mysteries of the Cabiri. Oxf. 1803. 2 vols. S.—Freret, Les Cabires, in the Mem. Acad. Imcr. vol. xxvii. p. 9

$ 130 M. Heroes of the Theban War. In the early history of Greece, the war of
Thebes, which is dated upwards of 1200 years betore Christ, is much celebrated.
Without relating its incidents we shall here only name some of the principal heroes of
the time. Among these were Etiocles and Polynices, the two sons of CEdipus, king
of Thebes, whose own private story was so tragical. The war arose Irom the dissen-

sion of these brothers, who slew each other in a single combat, and were afterwards
honored as demigods. Several famous chiefs, as Capaneus, Tydeus, Hippomedon,
Parthenoj)(Eus, united with Adrastus, king of Argos and father-in-law of Polynices, to

take part in the war. The events connected with it furnished the poets with matter
for numerous tragedies.—The second enterprise against Thebes, ten years later, was
more fortunate in its issue, but less celebrated. It was undertaken by the sons and
descendants of those slain in the first war, and was therefore termed the war of the
'ETiyoioi. The most illustrious of these were Alcmaeon, Thersander, Polydorus, and
Thesimenes.

The Theban war was one of the favarite themes of ancient pnets. Jlntimachvs of Colophon,
a Greek poet, and contemporary with Clioerikis, wrote a poem in iwenty-foiir books on tlie sub-
ject; the fragments have been collected. Cf. P. V. § 19.—Tiie poem of the Latin poet Statius is

still extant. Cf P. V. $ 378.

Cf. Pans. ix. iS.—Apollod. i. i.—Diod. \v.— Gillies, Hist. Greece, ch. u—KcisMlq/'s Mythology.

5 131. Whilst the Thebans and the Argives were involved in contention and calamity, Tanta-
lus, and his descendants the Tantalides,were equally afflicted by various misfortunes, occasioned
by the impiety of this prince, who was said to be a son of .lupiter, and reigned in Lydia. Being
of immortal descent, he was honored with a visit from the gods during an excursion they made
upon earth. In order to prove the divinity and power of his guests, he served u|) among other
meats the limbs of his son Pklops, whom he had cruelly murdered. The gods perceived his
pertidious barbarity, and refused to touch the dish; but Ceres, whom the recent loss of her
daughter had rendered inattentive and melancholy, ate one of the shoulders. In compassion to
the fate of the young prince, Jupiter restored him to life; and instead of the shoulder which
Ceres had devoured, substituted one of ivory, which possessed the property of healing by its
touch all kinds of diseases.
As a punishment for his cruelty, Tantalus was condemned in hell Q 34) with an insatiable

hunger and thirst in the midst of abundance.—He had a daughter Niobe, who fell a sacrifice to
her intolerable vanity. She was married to Amphion, a prince of Thebes in Boeotia ; and having
a great number of children, she had the temerity to treat Latona, who had only two, with over-
bearing arrogance. Provoked at this insolence, Latona applied to Apollo and Diana, who ($ 38)
destroyed all her boasted offspring except Chloris (cf. $ 3S). Niobe, after the death of her
children, returned to Lydia, and ended her days near Mt. Sipylus ; according to the fables, she
was so shocked at her misfortune, that she was changed into a rock. " On Mt. Sipylus, accord-
ing to Paiisanias, was to be seen a rock which from a distance resembled a woman in deep me-
lancholy, though near at hand it had not the most remote resemblance to one."
Pelops quitted Phrygia and repaired to Elis, where he became enamored of Hippodamia, the

daughter of king CEnomaus; but this monarch, having been informed that he should perish by the
hand of his son-in-law, determined to marry his daughter to him only who could outrun him in
the chariot-race; and those who entered the list were to firfeit their lives if conquered. Un-
daunted at this condition, Pelops boldly undertook the combat, and to secure his success, he
previously bribed Myrliles, the charioteer of CEnomaus, who disposed the axle-tree of the cha-
riot in such a manner as to break it on the course ; and the unfortunate kine, being thrown to
the ground, killed himself G-noma\is thus left his kingdom and his daughter to Pelops, who
acquired great celebrity, and gave his name to the peninsula in the southern part of Greece.
Pelops, after death, received divine honors. He had an altar in the grove Altis at Olympia, and
was much revered, even above other heroes (Find. Oiymp. i. 146. Puusan. v. 13). His descend-
ants were called Pelopidte. His two sons, Atreus and thyestes, were celebrated for their mutual
h:itred and crimes. But his two grandsons, Agamemnon and Menelaus, the Atridce, acquired a
more honorable renown.
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^ ]32u. Heroes of the Trojan War. Of all the wars of Grecian story, none is

more famous than that of Troy, which was the first mihtary campaign of the Greeks
out of the hmits of their own country. The immediate occasion of it was the seizure

of Helen, wife of Menelaus, king of Lacedasmon, by Paris, son of Priam, king of

Troy. The siege continued, according to the common account, including the prepara-

tion and marches, ten years, with various successes and disasters, until at last the Greeks
became masters of the city by stratagem. The chiefs who were engaged in this enter-

prize acquired the highest renown in Greece, and the poetry of Homer has secured
their everlasting remembrance. The chief commander was Agamenmon, and the more
illustrious of the heroes with him were Achilles, Ulysses, Diomedcs, ]\It?iilaus, Ajux
son of Telamon, and Ajax son of Oileus, Idomeneris, and Neslor. On the side of the

Trojans, Hector, JEneas, and Antenor were among the most celebrated.

The war of Troy was not more memorable in itself than for its consequences. It

gave a new spring to Grecian culture (cf P. IV. § 40). The arts of war were greatly

improved. Numerous and important civil revolutions took place in most of the states.

But all this pertains to authentic history rather than to mythic tales.

SeeMitford, ch. i. sect, i.— Gillies, ch. i. m.—Class. Jmm. v. 14, 18. vi. 25. ix. 605, 626. xviii. \A\.—Chandler, History of

Troy. See references given in P. V. § 50. T.—Bryant (in a Dissertation on the war of Troy, Lend. 1799. 4) has maintained that

he whole tale is a mere fable, and that there never was any such war.

^ 133. Although the personages specially called Heroes in Grecian story belonged to

the period termed the heroic age (cf •§ IIS)
; yet under our fourth division of the subject

iif Mythology (cf. ^ 10) will properly fall the names of a multitude of personages of
later periods, including Romans as well as Greeks, who after their death were deified

In the country where they hved, or had become renowned (cf. ^ 88. 2, and 89. 3) for

memorable attainments or achievements. Merely to have been a king or ruler was
sufficient to secure deification among a people fond of the pageantry of superstition.

I'his servile and impious adulation was particularly practiced .by the Asiatic Greeks
towards the successors of Ale.xander. Mere governors of provinces were sometimes thus
honored. After the Roman imperial power was established, it became a regular cus-
:om (cf. *i 94) to deify the emperors.

The Roman senate made it their business by solemn decree to place every deceased en.peror
in the number of the gods, and the ceremonies of his Apotheosis were united with those of his

funeral. But as the actions of each one were now faithfully recorded by history, it was impos-
sible to connect with the deified name such fabulous and mysterious tales as to give the divini-
ties, thus established by law, much hold upon the popular feelings. The list of imperial demi-
gods, therefore, is of comparatively little importance in a view of the ancient mythology.

This deification of ihe emperors, it is very likely, gave rise to the beatification of saints, practiced by the Roman Catholics.

See Middkton's Letter from Rome, showing the conformity between Popery and Paganism, Lond. 1729. 4. 6lh ed. 1S25. S,

Also in his Miscellaneous Works. Lond. 1735. 5 vols. S.— Cf. Gibbon, Decl. and Fall, &e. ch. iii.

Respecting the ceremonies attending the Apotheosis, or Consecratio, see F, III, § 343.

18 u3



PLATE XVa.

Gods of the Greeks and Bomans, as classed in the preceding Sketch.

1. Superior Gods.

Jupiter Juno
Neptune Minerva
Apollo Diana
Mars Venus
Mercury Vesta
Vulcan Ceres
Janus Rhea
Saturn
Pluto
Bacchus

2. Inferior Gods.

Coelus Several Gods
c^i peculiar to

^' the Greeks^0lU3 (cf. §88);
Pluius Enyo
^sculapius Er^ane
Pan Cotytto,&c.
Luna _ , ^ _,

A-.-n-o Several GodsAurora
Nox
Iris

Latona
Themis
Nemesis
Fortuna
Fama

pecuJ

the

(cf. § S9)

;

Priapus
Terminus
Vertumnus
Pomona
Flora
Feronia
Pales, &;c.

3. Mythical Beings.



PART III.

GREEK AND ROMAN ANTIUUITIES.



PLATE XVI.



GRECIAN AKTiaUITIES.

Introduction.

§ 1. Gr.ecia is by some supposed to have derived its name from Graicus, a
son of Thessalus, his descendants being called Graici, Tpaixoi. The Graici,

however, were only a single tribe of the inhabitants, some of whom planted

themselves in Italy. The country originally seems to have had no common
name, comprehending properly all its tribes. Gragcia was a name used by the

Romans, not by the inhabitants themselves. It was called by them Hellas,

from Hellen, a son of Deucalion, and also Achaia, Pelasgia, Ionia ; and the

people were called by the ancient writers Achaeans, Argivi, Danai, Hellenes,

Pelasgians, and lonians. These names of the country and the occupants,

however, were not employed always in a uniform sense, but seem to have re-

ferred in their general application chiefly to the more important colonies or com-
munities, which originally occupied and peopled the land.

§ 2^. Greece, in the most comprehensive sense of the term, was bounded on
three sides by the Mediterranean sea, parts of which were distinguished by the

names of ^Egean, Cretan, Ionian, and Adriatic; and on the north extended to

the chain of mountains called Orbelus (cf. P. I. § 77) separating it from Maesia.

Taken in this extent, it is naturally divided into four parts ; Macedonia; Thes-
salia and Epirus; Hellas; and Peloponnesus (cf. P. I. § 76). Taken in a more
limited sense, excluding Macedonia, it was sometimes divided into two parts

;

Graecia Propria (including Thessalia and Epirus, and Hellas) ; and the Pelo-

ponnesus. In the most limited sense, however, it included merely Hellas,

which is perhaps usually meant by the restrictive phrase Grajcia Propria. The
name of Greeks was also applied to the inhabitants of Grecian colonies in

Asia, in Italy, and in Africa.

§ 3. It may be well to mention the principal cities which were distinguished

for their power and cultivation. These were Athens, in Attica ; Sparta or La-
cedaemon, in Laconia ; Argos, Mycenae, and Corinth, in the territory of Argolis;

Thebes, in Boeotia ; Megalopolis, in Arcadia. The more eminent foreign or

colonial cities of the Greeks were the following; Miletus and Ephesus in

Ionia; Mitylene, Chios, Samos, and Rhodus, in the islands near Asia Minor;
Byzantium on the Thracian coast; Corcyra on the island of that name; Ta-
rentum, Sybaris, and Locri in Southern Italy; Syracuse, Agrigentum, Gela,
and Leontium in Sicily ; Syrene in Africa. In later times Alexandria in Egypt,
Antioch in Syria, and Seleucis in Chaldea on the Tigris, were considered as

Grecian cities.

§ 4. The form of government in Greece underwent, in the course of its his-

tory, three remarkable changes. In the earliest heroic ages, the several tribes

or communities obeyed petty princes or chiefs of their own choice. Subse-
quently monarchies properly so called were established in Sicyon, Argos, Attica,

Thebes, Arcadia, Thessaly, Corinth, Lacedaemon, Elis, iEtolia, ^Egialea, or

Achaia. But the Greeks were in the most flourishing condition during the

time of the two republics of Athens and Sparta.—The Achaean and Etoliari

league, the kingdom of Epirus, and the political constitution of the Greeks in

Asia Minor, are also very valuable portions of the Grecian history.

§ 5. The first inhabitants of Greece, who probably came from Thrace and
who were followed next by the Pelasgi (cf. P. IV. § 33, 34) and the Hellenes,
lived in a very rude state, without any commercial relations or even common
laws. They practiced upon each other constant robbery and violence, and

141
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were exposed to frequent attacks from the occopants of the neighboring islands.

Colonies from Egypt, Phoenicia, and Asia Minor, gave the first impulse to their

culture, which was aided by the commencement of the navigation. The famous

Argonautic expedition was one of the most memorable exploits in the naviga-

tion of this early period, occurring about eighty years before the Trojan war.

About fifty years before the same, the first formal state constitution was adopted,

in Crete, under the direction of Minos ; not with the perfection, however,

which was secured at Athens, through the influence of Cecrops, and after him
Theseus, The people of Attica were the first to adopt a more peaceful, quiet,

and frugal mode of life ; and this example influenced the inhabitants of other

regions to renounce their irregular habits and predatory excursions.

§ 6. Hereby was occasioned a more free intercourse between the different

people of Greece, and a greater union in regard to objects of common interest,

particularly in reference to murders and depredations. A proof of this was
given by the fact of so many states joining to avenge the injuries of Menelaus
(committed against him by Paris in the seduction of Helen) and carrying on

together the war against Troy. This war became a means of the further

advancement of Grecian culture (cf. P. IV. § 40), although it was also the

occasion of many troubles and revolutions among the states at home, and thus

led to the migration of many Greeks to neighboring islands and to Asia. Fi-

nally they became weary of wars and tumult, began to love peace, law, and

social ease, and united in adopting public solemnities and religious rites, and

maintaining social and civil order.

§ 7. Hitherto the form of government had been chiefly of a military charac-

ter ; the chieftain who commanded in war was the civil head of his people; but

now a more monarchical form was assumed. Soon however the kings abused

their power, and by their tyranny forced their subjects to throw off" the yoke.

Love of liberty then became the ruling passion of the Greeks, and the very

name of king was odious. It was this spirit which gave rise to a state of

things in which the Greeks sustained an eminence surpassing all other nations.

Throuo-h the mutual assistance rendered each other in acquiring independence,

the jealousies and discords which had previously reigned were in great measure

allayed. Amphictyon, third king of Athens, had united several of the states in

a sort of confederacy (cf. § 105), and this compact afterwards became much
more close and strong. An excess of population in this period of tranquillity

and prosperity was prevented by sending out various colonies to Italy, Asia,

and Africa.

§ 8. Among the free states, Sparta or Lacedasmon enjoyed first the advantages

of a rigid and at the same time salutary system of laws, which however in

some particulars evinced the imperfect culture of the age. Lycurgus, B. C.

about 820, the author of this code, had previously made himself acquainted with

the manners and institutions of the Cretans and Egyptians. Without intro-

ducing any violent changes, or even abolishing in form the existing twofold

regal office, he placed the relations of rulers, magistrates, and people, in a new
and improved attitude. His morals and precepts, which were in part very

severe, tended, as did his whole political system, to form a brave, constant, and

warlike people, and thus cause them to be feared and respected. His design

was accomplished, and Sparta acquired in these respects a high pre-eminence

over the other states.

See /. K. F. Manso, Sparta, ein Versuch zur Erklaning d. Geschichte und Verfassung dieses Staats. Leipz. 1800-1805. 3 Tb. 8.

—Cf. references given P. V. § 7. 7(d).

§ 9. Next to Sparta, Athens became distinguished. Being advanced in

culture by the legislation of Solon, B. C. about 594, and subsequently acquir-

ing glory and power from the defeat of the Persians at Marathon, she became

more and more jealous of the superiority of Sparta. This jealousy led to mu-

tual animosities and finally to the well known Peloponnesian war, which was

carried on for eight-and-twenty years (from 431 to 404 B. C.) between Athens

and Sparta, and in which almost all the other states of Greece took part on one

side or the other. Sparta finally was triumphant, but her glory did not endure

lonor after this. Athens rose far higher in political and literary character, and
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became the residence of refined manners, useful knowledge, and cultivated taste

in the arts.

Ifm. Yoimg's Political History of Athens.—Trans, into German. Leips. 1777. S.—jlthenian Letters, or the epistolary corres-

pondence of an agent of tlie king of Persia, residing at Athens during the Peloponnesian war. Lend. 1799. 2 vols. 8 —Trans into

Germ, by F. Jacobs, Leipz. ISOO.—Bultoer, Rise and Fall of Athens.—Cf. P. V. § 7. 7 (d).

§ 10. The progress and decline of culture in Greece we are to notice more
particularly in the Archeeology of Literature (P. IV. § 33ss. 61 ss,), and here

it is only necessary to allude to the causes, which conspired to render Greece
so eminent in this respect. Some of the causes were, besides the highly pro-

pitious climate of the land, its numerous population, whose very necessities as

well as mutual emulation excited and fostered a spirit of activity and invention;

its enjoyment of an encouraging and ennobling liberty ; its commercial inter-

course, and the general prosperity which resulted. These, with other favorable

circumstances, raised the Greeks to a nation which is even to the present day
one of the most remarkable in history, and whose works in literature and art

are still valued as our best models.

§ 11. Hence our diligent attention is properly bestowed on the antiquities of

the Greeks, by which we become acquainted with their religious, civil, military,

and domestic institutions and customs. The general utility of such knowledge,
especially as an aid in the investigation of history, language, criticism, mytho-
logy, and art, commends the study of antiquities to every one, who engages at

all in classical pursuits. It adds to the interest and value of Greek antiquities,

that, among all the various objects of knowledge, the language, literature, re-

ligion, history, and whole genius of the Greeks, hold so high a place in point

of relative importance. Some acquaintance with what is denominated their

Aiiliquities is essential to enable us to enter much into these subjects, to com-
prehend well their spirit and character, or to contemplate the various monu-
ments of their literature and art in a definite and correct view.

On the utility of the study of classical antiquities, we introduce the following re-

marks, abridged, from Rollin (as cited P. II. § 5w.)—"To a certain extent, this study
is indispensable for all who make pretensions to education. Whhout it, there are
a multitude of expressions, allusions, and comparisons which they cannot understand;
v/ithout it, it is scarcely possible to advance a step even in reading history, without
being arrested by difficulties which a tolerable knowledge of antiquity would readily
solve. Like all other studies, when carried too far, it threatens with its dangers.
There is sometimes connected with it, a sort of learning, abstruse and badly con-
ducted, which is occupied only on questions equally vain and perplexing, which on
every subject searches for that which is least known and most difficult to be compre-
hended. Seneca (de Brev. Vit. c. 14) more than once complains that tliis vitiated

taste, which originated with the Greeks, had passed over to the Romans. Juvenal
also (L. iii. Sat. 7) ridicules the corrupt taste of his contemporaries, who required that
a preceptor should be able to reply without preparation to a thousand absurd and ridi-

culous questions. It is to know very fittle of the worth of time, and grossly to mis-
apply one's talents and exertions, to occupy them in the study of things obscure and
difficult and at the same time, as Cicero says (Off. L. i. n. 19)," unnecessary and some-
times even vain and frivolous. Good sense will lead the student carefully to shun this

danger. He will remember the sentiment of Quintifian (L. i. c. 8), that it is a foolish
and pitiable vanity, which prides itself in knowing upon every subject all that inferior
writers have said ; that such an occupation consumes unprofitably the time and strength
which ought to be reserved for better things ; and that of all the eminent qualifications
of a good teacher, that of knowing how to be ignorant of certain things is by no means
the least.

After these precautions, we cannot too highly recommend the study of antiquities
either to students or teachers. High attainments in this very comprehensive branch
of learning ought to be the aim of every youth, who proposes to pursue important
studies himself, or to direct those of others. The extent or difficulty of the work
should dishearten no one. By devoting every day a fixed portion of time to the read-
ing of ancient authors, intellectual riches will be amassed, little by fittle, which will
afterwards be a source of astonishment even to the possessors themselves. It is only
necessary to make the commencement, to employ time profitably, and to note down
observations in order and with accuracy.
Most of the topics connected with antiquities might be embraced under seven or eight

heads: religion; political government ; war; navigation; monuments and public edi-
fices

;
games, combats, shows ; arts and sciences ; the customs of common life, such

as pertain to repasts, dress, &-c. Under each of these divisions are included many
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subdivisions. For example, under the head of religion are comprised the gods, priests,

temples, vases, furniture, instruments employed in different rehgious ceremonies, sacri-

fices, feasts, vows and oblations, oracles and omens; and so of the other heads." ,

See K. H. Milhauser, Ueber Philologie, Allerthumswissenschaft, und Alterthumsstudium. Far Studirende. I.ps. 1837. 8. pp. 88.

—Bwrsiii, Essay on the Study of Antiquities, Oif. 17S2. %.—PlcUlner, as cited § 196. 3u.—See also P. IV. § 29 ; and works there

§ 12. The sources of Greek antiquities are in part the classical writers, and
especially the historians, more particularly such of them as give details of the

whole constitution of Grecian societ}^ the manners, customs, and modes of

thinking and feeling. Among the classical writers, the poets also must be
considered as sources of information on this subject, especially the epic poets,

whose narrations, notwithstanding their fictitious ornaments, have some truth

for a basis, and whose representations give much insight into the character and
views of the people of the times. But another important source is found in

the remaining monuments of art; inscriptions, coins, statues, bas-reliefs, gems,
and vessels of various kinds. These, being sensible objects, give us a more
distinct and complete conception of many points than could possibly be gained
from mere verbal descriptions, and are, moreover, of great value as illustrations

of beauty and taste.

§ 13 u. Various modern writers have collected from these sources scattered items of
intbrmation, and arranged them methodically for the benefit of those who wish to gain

a knowledge of antiquities, and apply it to the study of Greek literature. Other writers

have investigated particular topics in a more full and extended manner.

1. For an account of works of both kinds, see

J. Ji. Fal/ricii Bibliographia antiquarii. (Stud, et op. P. Sdiaffs-

haiaen.) Hamb. 1760. 4. cap. ii.

NitichU Beschreibung des, &c which is cited below (Th. i.

p. 35.)

Kreba, Handbuch der philolol. Bacherkunde (Bd. ii. p. 211).

Cf. Sulzer's All?. Theorie, Men.

Meuzd's Bibliotheca Historica, vol. 3d, as cited P. V. § 240-

enumerates the writers on Antiquities.

2. The most important collection of particular treatises on

Greek Antiquities is Jac Groncwii Thesaurus Antiquitatum

Grsecifum. Lug. Pat. 1697-1702. 13 vols. fol. Ven. 1732. An

account of the contents is given in the work of Fabricius, just

cited.—A mass of valuable matter relating to various branches of

Greek Antiquities, with illustrations taken from ancient monu-

ments, is found in Montfaucon't Antiq. Expliq. cited P. II.

§ 12. 2 (d). An abridgment of this in German, by /. F. Roth,

was published Niirnb. 1807. fol. with 130 plates.—We may men-

lion here also Caylus, Recueil des Antiquites. Par 1767. 7 vols. 4.

contaiain; Egvptian and other antiquities, with engravings.—

Also, F. S. Cavid, Antiquites Etrusques, Grecques, et Romains.

Par. 1787. 5 vols. 4.

3. Among the best Manuals and Compends on the subject

are the following

:

Everh. Feithii Antiquitatum Homericarum Libri iv. (ed. El.

StSber) Argent. 1743. 8.

Fr. Rous, Attick Antiquities. 9th ed. Lond. 1685. 4.

Jo. PhiL Pfieffer, Libri iv. Antiq. Grsecarum. Lpz. 1708. 4.

Lamb. Bos, Antiq. Graecarum, prsecipue Alticarum, Descrip'

lio brevis (with obs. of Leisner and Zeunius). Lpz. 1787. 8.

(Eng. trans, by Stockdale) Lond. 1772 8.

Sis. Haxxrcamp, Antiq. Graecarum, prscipue Atticaram, De-

scriptio brevis. Lug. Bat. 1740. 8.

P. F. .i. A't'rjcA, B' schreibung des hiuslichen, gottesdienstlichen,

sittlichen, politischen, kriegerischen und wissenscliaftlichen Zu-

Btandesd.Griechen,&c (fortgesetzt von Hoffner) Erf. 1791-lSOO.

3 vols. 8. with a 4th vol. by Kiipke, Erf. 1806. Cf. Class.

Journ. V. 10.

P. F. A. Sitsch (same), Entwurf der Griech. AlterthOmer.

Altenb. 1791. 8.

i. Sc/uiaff, Anfiquitaten und Archiologie der Griechen und

tlOoM-r. (also in his Encycl. der Class. Alterthumsk). Magdeb.

1<20. 8.

/. Robinson, Archaeologia Grseca, »r the Antiquities of

Ureece, &c Lond. 1S27. &

/. Potter, Archaeologia Grseca, or the Antiquities of Greece

Oxf. 1699. 2 vols. 8 —Same work, ed. G. Dunbar. Edinb. IS20.

-with additions and corrections by Anthon. N. York, 1825. 8.

—with no'es, maps, &c. by J. Buyd. Glasg IS37. 12. valuable.-

Sanie work in German, with additions by /. /. Rambach. Halle.

I777-7S. 3 vols. 8.

A compendium of Grecian Antiquities by C. D. Clevdana.

Bost. IS31. 12.

Abriss der Griech. und Rcirn. Alterthimer, von Chr. Fried.

Haacke. Stendal, 1S2I. 12. (very brief).

4. The following are not designed for manuals, but contain

highly interesting pictures of Grecian antiquity.

J. Jac Bartheiemy, Voysge de jeune Anacharsis en Grece. ed

Stereot. Par. 1^20. 7 vols. 12 —Engl transl. by JV. Beaumont

Lond. 1806. Cf. P. V. § I53.-Id Germ, with notes by /. B.

Bitster. Berl. 1792. 7 vols, 8.

/. D. Hartmann's Versuch einer Kulturgeschichte der

vornehmsten Volkerschaften Griechenlands. Lemgo, 1796 and

1800. 2 BJe. 8,

/. D. Lochhart, Inquiry into the Civil, Moral, and Religioui

Institutions of Athens, &c. with the Tjpography, and Chorogra

phy of Attica and Athens. Translated from the German of K. 0.

ilUUer. Lond. 1S42. 8.

The Athenian Letters, cited § 9.

5. The following works also may be consulted with advan-

tage on different points

:

IJ'achsmuth, Hellenische Allerthumskunde. Halle, 1826.

Trans, into Engl. (Historical Antiquities of Greece) Oif. 1837.

4 vols. 8.

HilTs Essays on the Institutions of the Greeks.

Gillies' Discourse on the Manners of the Greeks.

IV. Becker, Charicles : Bilder altgriechischer Silten. Lpz. 1840,

2 vols. 8. with plates. A work illustrating the private life of the

ancient Greeks.

C. Hermann, Antiquitatum Laconicarum libelli iv, Marb.

1841. 4.

/. MalUot, Recherches snr les Mcbut«, les Usages, religieaz,

civile, et militaires, des Anciens Peuples. Par. 1809. 3 vols. 4,

H. Bast, The Public and Private Life of the ancient Greekt.

Transl. from German. Lond. 1836. 8.

Heeren's Politics of Anc. Greece. Transl. by G. Bancroft

Bost. 1S24.

C. 0. miner's History and Antiquities of the Doric Race T>.

by H. Tufnel and G. C. Lewis. Oxf. 1830. 2 vols. 8.

Wm. Bruce, State of Society 'o the age of Corner,
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.t. BSchh, StaatshaushaltuDg der AtheDer. (Translated into

English) Public Economy of Athens. Lond. 1828. 2 vols. 8.

LardjierU Cabinet Encyclop. No. ilrii. and Ixi. (On Arts,

Manufactures, kc. of Greeks and Romans.)

Sougier, L'Apiculture Ancience des Grecs. Par. 1830. 8.

D. G. IVait, Jewish, Oriental, and Classical Antiquities ; con-

taining illustrations of the Scriptures and Classical Records, from

Oriental sources. Cannb. 1823. 8. (cf. Home, Int. to Stud. S.

Script, ii. p. 727).

RoUirvs Anc. Hist. tk. i. Best edition, New York, 1835.

2 vols, large 8.

C. F. IVther, Repertorium der classischen Alterthtunswissen-

schaft. Lpz. 1832. 8.

Encyclopedie Melhodiquc, as cited P. IL ^ 12. 2 (c).

P. Danety Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities. Lond.

1700. 4.

.{. PauJy, Real-Eoeyclopidie der classischen Alterthumswis-

senschaften. Stuttg. 1S3S. commenced.

FosLroke, Encyclopasdia of Antiquities, Classical and iledije-

val. Lond. 1838. 3 vols. 4. with plates.—Also Loud. 1640.

1 vol. lai^e 8.

TV. Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Romas Antiquities. Lond.

1842. large 8. very valuable.

6. Additional references on particular topics will be given,

as the topics occur in the following sections.

§ 14. The subject of antiquities cannot be treated in so strict accordance with
chronological order as the events of history, because the sources of information

are not sufficiently minute. But still in describing the antiquities of a people,

one should not lose sight of the influence which political revolutions, the pro-

gress and decline of refinement, and other circumstances, have exerted at suc-

cessive limes upon the constitution, manners, and whole national character and
social state. ]\Iost writers have not been sufficiently mindful of this, and have
also confined themselves chiefly to the most flourishing of the Grecian states,

viz. Athens, and so have described Jitic, rather than Grecian antiquities. In
order to avoid this double fault in the present sketch, the antiquities of the ear-

lier and less cultivated times will be distinguished from those of a later and
more enlightened period ; and in speaking of the latter, although Athens was
then the most important and most eminent, we shall also notice the constitution

Pad peculiarities of the other principal states.

I.

—

Of the earlier and less cultivated Ages.

§ 15. It has been already suggested (§ 5, §10), that Greece advanced with
very rapid step from a state of extreme rudeness in manners and morals to the

highest degree of refinement. The history of this progress may.be divided

into three distinct periods. The first extends from the original state of barba-

rism to the time of the Trojan war; this was the period of the peopling of

Greece : the second extends from the capture of Troy to the time of Solon, the

period of the rise and formation of the Grecian constitutions and customs : the

third extends from the age of Solon, to the time when the Greeks lost their

liberty by subjection to the Macedonians (cf. P. V. § 9), the period of their

greatest perfection and glory.

Under the present head it is proposed to notice what pertains more particu-

larly to the first and second of the above-mentioned periods ; and the subject

will be considered in four general branches, viz. religious, civil, military, and
domestic affairs.

I. RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS.

§ 16. During the rude and unsettled state of society among the Greeks, their

religion had no fixed or steady form : yet a great part of the popular belief

originated in these times, which on this account have been called the mythical
ages or fabulous period. The formation of this early popular faith was aided
by the general ignorance, the predominance of sensual ideas, and the natural

tendencies of the mind in an uncultivated state of society (P. II. § 5u). With
the progress of social and moral culture, the traditions and fables grew into a

sort of system, which was retained as a religion of the people, and augmented
and modified by additions from Egyptian and Phcenician mythology.

According to common accounts, Greece received new and better religious

notions from Thrace, by Orpheus, B. C. about 1250 (cf. P. V. § 12, § 48^

19 N
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They were, however, chiefly of Egyptian origin. The worship of animals the

Greeks never adopted ; but they embraced in common with most of the ancient

nations, the worship of the stars, that early form of idolatry. They also prac-

ticed the custom of deifying and worshiping men (P. II. § 118), who were
styled heroes, having distinguished themselves by making new discoveries,

establishing useful laws, or performing renowned exploits.

On the religious affairs of Greece, we may refer to /. G. Lakemacher, Antiquitates Grsecorum sacrx. Helmst. 1744. 8.

—

Chr.

irliningii, Compendium Aniiq. Graec. e prcfanis sacrarum. Francof. 1758. S.—MUford, Hist. Grasc. ch. ii. sect. I.

—

Ftmcher, sur

n religion des Grecs, in ttie Mem. Jicnd. Iiucr. vols, xxxiv. xxxv. xxxvi. xxxviii. and s.7ix\x.—Ant. Van Dale, Diss, de Origine

ac Frogressu Idolatriae et Superslitionum. Amst. 1696. 4.

% 17 u. Religious study and instruction among the early Greeks was the business of
their wise men, lawgivers, and poets, who were mostly at the same time priests. The
matter of these was confined chiefly to the dogmas and narratives of Theogony and
Cosmogony, which were of a mixed character, fabulous and allegorical, but based upon
some real appearances in nature and man. The various operations of the powers of
nature and the movements of human passions, were the principal foundation of the

tales and doctrines of the mythology. The origin of things, their vicissitudes and trans

formations, their nature, tendency and efiects, were the subjects; and these were, by
a hvely fancy, changed into supposed or imaginary persons, to whom words, actions,

and appropriate attributes were ascribed. The regular combination or assemblage of
these in order was called the Theogony, or account of the origin and descent of the

gods. This constituted the whole theory of religion, which one of the most ancient of
the Greek poets, Hesiod, reduced to a sort of regular form in his poem styled the The-
ogonv, and all the principal elements of which Homer interwove in his two epic poems,
the Illiad and Odyssey. (Cf P. V. ^ 50, <& 51.)

§ 18 u. In the first ages the wise men, and especially the poets, made great exertions

to imbue the minds of the people with reverence for the gods and respect for their wor-
ship. On public solemnities, and in great assemblies of the people, they were ac-

customed to adapt their songs to this object. Even when the subject of these songs
was not the history of the gods, nor any point of direct religious instruction, they were
opened by a prayer to Jupiter, Apollo, or some inspiring deity. In this way they fixed

and strengthened a prevailing faith in the power and providence of the gods, and
formed the first ideas of right, virtue, and morality, and of future rewards and punish-

ments. The songs of these poets constituted at first the chief means and subject of
the instruction of the young. Hence arose on the one hand the great influence of their

poetry on the moral culture of the Greeks, and on the other hand the great admiration
in which the early poets were generally held.

§ 19 u. For an account of the principal Grecian deities, their names, rank, history,

attributes, and mode of worship, we refer to the portion of this work which treats of

Mythology (P. II). Here we only remark, that the number of the Grecian gods con-

stantly increased with the progress of time, yet the highest and most distinguished of
them were introduced and honored in the early ages, and it was chiefly in the class of

heroes or demigods that this augmentation took place, after the lapse of the heroic

ages, and by means of oral traditions. The more extensive the services of these heroes
were while living, the more general was the reverence for them after death, while
those, whose beneficial influence hnd been confined chiefly to a particular city or tribe,

were deified chiefly by the same, and received a less general homage and worship.

§ 20. The sacred places, which were specially dedicated to the gods in these

early ages, were in part, fields and grounds, whose produce was devoted to

uses connected with religious worship ; partly groves and particular trees, the

former being commonly planted in a circular form; and partly, at length, tem-

ples, which were viewed as the seats and habitations of their respective gods.

The temples were usually in the cities near the market or place of public busi-

ness, although they were sometimes erected in the country, and in the conse-

crated groves. The ground, on which they stood, was usually elevated either

by nature or art, and their entrance or front was commonly towards the east.

Some of them were dedicated to a single deity, others to several. It w^as not

uncommon to place the name of the god, to whom the temple was sacred, in a

brief inscription over the entrance.

§21. Originally the interior of the temple was entirely vacant, after the

Egyptian manner, even without the image or statue of its god. And in the

earliest times the image of a god (cf. P. IV. § 156. 2) was nothing but a mere
stone, which served to represent the deity, and to which offerings were brought. •

This was the primary origin of altars. By degrees, these stones came to be

formed into a human shape, after which it was more common to place statues
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(ttyGX^afa) of 'the aods in their temples. The posture was sometimes stand-

ing, sometimes sitting. The material, at first employed, was of no great value,

being stone, wood, or clay. There were, however, in the heroic ages, images
of the gods of a more costly substance, such as ivory, brass, silver or gold,

although Homer never exactly describes the material.

§ 22. The care of th.e temples and holy things was intrusted to the priests

and priealeases. The number of these varied in different cases, and depended
generally upon the rank of the deity, on whose temple and worship they

attended. The marriage state was not forbidden them, although it became
afterwards customary to take priestesses mostly from persons unmarried, who
either were obliged to perpetual celibacy, or remained priestesses only until

marriage. In some instances the priesthood was hereditary ; but in others it

was adopted in free choice, or by lot. The residence of the priests was usu-

ally near the temple, or the consecrated grove, often within the limits of the

latter. They derived their subsistence from what was offered to the gods, and
were often in easy circumstances. Generally the office was highly honored in

the early ages of Greece, and was held, in part at least, by the noblest and
most distinguished personages, sometimes even by kings.

§ 23. Some of the principal rites and solemnities pertaining to the religious

worship must here be mentioned. Among these were lustrations (xahap/xoU

dyi'tcT,uo(,), which consisted in the ablution of the body, and a certain purification

of the clothes, and of sacred utensils. For this purpose salt water was used,

which was taken from the sea, or prepared by a solution of salt in common
water. Sulphur and fire were also used on these occasions. These purifica-

tions were considered as especially necessary for those who were defiled by
murder and blood, and even for the places where such crimes had happened.

They were often ordered for the propitiation of offended deities.

§ 24. But prayers and sacrifices were the most essential parts of Grecian
worship. The former were put up, especially, when some important enterprise

or undertaking was commenced ; the object of the prayer being to secure a
happy issue, in case of which very rich gifts were promised to the gods by the

supplicant. Both prayers and vows were termed ivx(^t,. In making them, the

eyes and hands were raised towards the heavens, or in the temples directed

towards the images. The posture was sometimes standing, sometimes kneel-

ing {yovvu^io^aL, yovvTistiiv) ; the latter was used especially in case of earnest

desire or peculiar distress, and often by the whole assembly in common.

1. Supplicants usually had garlands on their heads and necks, and green boughs of

olive or laurel [i^aWol or x-.Woi iK-fiptoi) in then- hands. In the boughs wool was placed

without tying, and they were hence called sometimes orf^uia-a. With these boughs the

supplicants touched the knees, sometimes the cheek, of the statue of the god addressed
in their prayers.

2 u. With the prayers were usually joined the libations, or drink offerings, c-rrov6ai,

called also Ao.^ai, xo.'u. These consisted generally of wine, part of which was poured
out in honor of the gods, and part of it drunk by the worshiper. The wine must be
pure {iiKparoi'), and offered in a i\dl cup. Sometimes there were Ubations of water
{v6p6aTTO./i':a), of honey (y-irXt'orroj/Ja), of milk (yaXa/crooTroj/t'a), and of oil {iXaida-AOi/ca).

In Plate XX. we have the representation of a priestess in the act of pouring out the libation ;

in this instance the liquid is poured upon the flame kindled on the altar; also in Plate XXVIl.
fig. C. which is taken from jMoses, Antique Vases.

§ 25. The sacrifices, ^rcrt'at, originally consisted merely of incense, ^vo?, or

some sort of fragrant fumigation, by cedar, citron wood, or the like. In very
early times, the fruits of the earth, in a crude, unprepared state, were offered;

and subsequently, cakes, oi^ai, baked of coarse barley, or meal mixed with
salt. It was not until a somewhat later period, that the slaughter of living

victims was introduced. These victims were selected with great care. At
first, bullocks, sheep, goats, and swine, were chiefly taken for the purpose.
Aftervi-ards certain animals became specially sacred as victims appropriate to

particular gods. Sometimes a single victitn was sacrificed, sometimes several

at once, which were often of the same kind of animal, and often also of differ-

ent kinds. The hecatomb (£zard,u,6;y) properly consisted of a hundred bullocks
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or oxen ; yet neither the number nor kind of animals was very \ recisely re-

garded.

The origin of sacrifices is an interesting and important theme. Some flippant and superficial

writers ascribe them wholly to mere superstition and priestcraft. Oiliers attempt in a more
serious manner to explain their existence by human origin. Several theories have been pro-

posed ; one is, that they were at first gifts, a natural expedient for procuring the favor of the

gods; another, that they wete federal riles, drawn from men's eating and drinking together in

token of friendship, andhence the sacrificial banquet (cf. $ 27) ; a third, advanced by Warburton
(in his Divine Legation of Moses), is that they were symbolical actions, expressive of gratitude

in some offerings, and in others, of the acknowledgment of sin and contrition through the death

of an animal representing the death deserved by the worshiper. But a fourth account, which
refers them to a diviyie institution, is more satisfactory. The Bible represents the Hebrew sacri-

fices as typical of the death of Christ as the great atoning sacrifice for sinners. (Cf Ep. to Heb.

ix. and x.) On supposition that God, when he promised a Redeemer to Adam, instituted some
viemorial and type, in an animal sacrifice, it is easy to see how by tradition the practice of offering

sacrifices should be universal.—The subject is well discussed by IV. Magee, Dissertations on the

Scriptural Doctrine of Atonement and Sacrifice. N. York, 1813. 8.—Cf. A. A. Sykes, Essay on the

Sacrifices. Lond. 1748. 8.

§ 26. The altars (/3toao/), on which the sacrifices were presented, were erected

not only in the temples, but often in open places, as on the banks of rivers,

on mountains, in groves, and the like.

The altar seems to have preceded the temple ; and, in the opinion of some, gave rise

to the temple, as suggested in the following passage.

"Throughout the whole of the Iliad no mention occurs of a temple in Greece, except in the

second book, evidently incidental, and the interpolation of some vainly patriotic Athenian rhap-

eodist. The passage indeed might be condemned on the grounds of philolosical discussion, but

it contradicts both the history of art and of religion in that country. In Troy, the temple of

Minerva appears to have been a mere shrine, in which a statue was inclosed, and probably, in

Tenedos, a temple of Apollo is merely alluded to. During the age of Homer, then, the primeval
altar, common to both Europe and Asia, was the only sacred edifice known. Tliis diflfered little

from a common hearth ; the sacrifice being in fact a social rite, the victim, at once an offering to

heaven, and the food of man, was prepared by roasting; the first improvement on their simple

construction appears to have been the addition of a pavement, an obvious means of cleanliness

and comfort. Yet even this appears to have constituted a distinction not common, since, in par-

ticular instances, the pavement is mentioned as a peculiar ornament. Subsequently, in order

.o mark in a more conspicuous manner, and with more dignity, the sacred spot, while the rites

should be equally exposed to the spectators, an open colonnade was added, inclosing the altar

and pavement. Thus the roofless temple might be said to be finished ; but whether this prime-

val structure existed in his native country during the age of Homer does not appear. We
remark here a very striking resemblance between the ancient places of devotion in Greece and
the Druidical temple of the more northern regions. In fact, the astonishing remains at Stone-

hence present the best known, and perhaps one of the most stupendous examples ever erected

of the open temple. This species of religious erection appears to have been co-extensive with
the spread of the human race, and not, as generally supposed, limited to the northern portion

of the globe."—Jl/eme.v, Hist, of Sculpture, &c. p. 225, as cited P. IV. $ 169.

§ 27. Among the ceremonies connected with offering a sacrifice, was the pre-

vious washing of the hands (§ 67. 2) and the sprinkling, by the priests, of those

who were present, with sacred water {xh^'-'^)' Then was placed upon the

back and head of the victim, in early times, unground barley, in later times, a

number of small cakes {Ttoriava, ov-koyvta), often meal mixed with honey, wine,

or oil ; a little hair torn from the forehead of the victim was then thrown upon

the fire ; next followed the prayer and libation (§ 24. 2) ; then the priest, or the

xr.\)v^^ smote the animal on the head with an ax or club, and cut its throat with

a sacrificial knife (ry^aytj). The blood was received in an appropriate vessel

{n^(xyfiov). The victim was then flayed and cut in pieces. The next thing

was to cover the haunches or thighs (^^pot) with caul or fat {xviG6-q), and to

take small pieces from other parts of the animal and place upon them {Cj^o^i-ttlv).

Upon the portions thus prepared, wine was commonly poured, and they were

then placed on the altar and burned. The rest of the victim was usually

roasted on spits, and eaten at the sacrificial banquet. Banquets of this kind

were made especially on the sacred festivals.

§ 28. Besides the sacrifices properly so called, it was common to bring to

the gods other gifts and offerings (SJipa, dva^raana). Among these, were

crowns or garlands {Qtifpavo^, ati^o^), with which the temples, altars, and sta-

tues were often adorned, and which were formed of the leaf sacred to the par-

ticular god to whom they were offered : e. g. oiivy, for Bacchus ; of oak, for

.Tupiter. Curtains and vestments (rtfptTtfrcc'^^ata, Tt^povraara) wrought with

rich embroidery were brought and placed upon the statues or hung in the tem
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pies. Vessels'of gold, silver, and brass were also offered, and tripods (rptTtoS? j)
especially to Apollo. The spoils of war were often thus consecrated, dxpo^tvLa,

with shields and arms. Frequently the articles dedicated to the gods were
marked by inscriptions stating the occasion and circumstances of their dedica-

tion. From the custom here described, arose the great riches of some of the

Grecian temples.

The temple of Apollo at Delphi, particularly, became in the course of years pos-

sessed of immense wealth.

See yiitjcrd's Hist. Greece, ch. xxxvii. sect. 1 ; ch. xxxviii. sect. 1 ; ch. xxxix. sect. 5.—Bancroft's Heeren, p. 201, as cited P. V.

§ 7. S.—De Valois, Les richesses du teoiple de Delphes, \u the Mem. Acad, hiscr. iii. 78.

§ 29. In addition to the worship rendered the gods, there was a worship of

the heroes as demigods (§ 16), which however was neither so general nor

attended with so much ceremony. These had no festivals, properly speaking,

but an annual funeral solemnity (i ra'ycrr^ua), and were viewed as tutelary guar-

dians of fheir country, tribe, or family. On these solemnities, the drink offer-

ings (;to«'') were in common practice; not only wine was used for the purpose,

but often milk, and even blood. Sometimes victims w^ere slain, and various

offerings presented, and from these a trophy (tpoTtatov) or. a funeral pile, was
constructed. In some cases, the first fruits of the season were offered. The
usual place of such solemnities was the tomb of the hero, in whose memory
they were held, near which it was customary to erect an altar; often also to

make a pit or hole (3o^poj, "kdxxoi), which had reference to their dwelling in

the under world. (Cf. P. II. § 32.)

§ 30. Funeral solemnities were generally a part of the religious usages of the

more ancient Greeks. These commenced immediately on the death of an indi-

vidual, in the formal closing of his eyes {nvyx^.iUiv •tov^ 6^'^a%[xov<;), a ceremony
usually performed by the nearest kinsman. The corpse was then washed and
anointed, clothed in a white linen pall and placed on a sort of bier (?.£xrpoj/,

fjEpf-rpoi'). Around this the kindred and friends of the deceased raised the

funeral lament, which was often expressed in song by persons employed for

the occasion, and accompaniea by mournful notes of the flute. The mourners
also testified their sorrow by plucking off their hair, and casting it upon the

corpse. These ceremonies were continued, not always the same length of

time, sometimes three, sometimes seven days, and often a greater number.

§ 31. The burning of the corpse was a custom peculiar to the Greeks, as

the Eo-yptians and the Persians used to inter their dead. In the earliest times
interring was practiced by the Greeks, although Homer speaks only of

burning.

1 u. After the completion of the bewailings just described, the corpse was borne on
a bed or bier to the appointed place, where a funeral pile (jrvpa) was erected. Near
this, funeral sacrifices were slain. Upon the pile were placed various objects, which
had been particularly valued by the deceased, even animals, and sometimes human
beings previously put to death. During the burning, the attendants uttered their wait-
ings and funeral chants. The flame was finally extinguished by pouring on some
liquid, and the ashes or remaining bones were collected by the nearest relative, and
deposited in an urn, which was buried in the earth. The place of interment was
marked by stones and a mound (\w^a), on which was commonly raised a pillar (oriiA?/),

or other monument, with an inscription. The ceremonies were ended with a funeral
repast {veKpokiTvov , Tcspikmvoi^). Sometimes games were celebrated in honor of the
deceased.

2. It is stated, that among the Thracians wives were burned on the funeral piles of
their husbands ; a custom which is still prevalent in India, although the influence of
Christianity is breaking it up in the portions of the country subject to England.

§ 32. In speaking of the religious customs of the Greeks, we should notice

their regard to oracles and to divinations. The most ancient of the oracles was
that of Dodona ; that of Delphi was still more celebrated, and also of early

origin. The practice of divination and the interpreting of signs was a business

of the priests in particular. It was done partly by observing accidental

occurrences, as the flight of birds, or the breaking of thunder, in both of which
the right side indicated good fortune, the observer having his face directed to the

north ; and partly by consulting the entrails of victims. Sneezing was re-

n2
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garded as a favorable prognostic. We may mention also the prophetic inter-

pretation of dreams, and the belief of the multitude in magic, and in bodily
metamorphoses, which they supposed to afford various means of aid and pro-

tection.

The religious festivals were numerous and attended with various ceremonies.—But on each of the topics mentioned in this section, we shall speak more
particularly again. (Cf. §§ 70-77.)

II. CIVIL AFFAIRS.

§ 33. It has been already remarked (§ 5), that the first inhabitants of Greece
lived in a dispersed state, without civil culture or any social compact. The
family relations, the authority of the parent over the child, of the husband over
the wife, exhibited the only traces of government. Phoroneus, a son of Inachus,
is mentioned as the first author of association for civil purposes. Gradually
the Greek tribes began to select leaders, who v.^ere called kings (aacrans),
however limited might be the extent of their dominion or authority. The choice
most generally fell upon such as had rendered to their tribe or country some
distinguished and meritorious service; and then the dignity became hereditary,
a thing rather rare, however, in the earlier ages. Sometimes the choice was
determined by consulting an oracle, and in such case the authority was viewed
as the more rightful, and as sanctioned by the gods.
On the subject of the civil affairs of the early Greeks, we may refer to F. IV. Tittmann's Darstellung der griechisch. Staatsverfas-

sungen. Leipz. 1822. S.—Mitford, ch. ii. sect. 2 ; ch. iv. sect. 4.—See § 92.

§ 34. The kingly power, in the first ages, was far from being despotic, or
unlimited ; the leaders and princes being bound by certain laws and usages.
The principal duties of these chiefs were to command in war, to settle disputes
between the people, and to take care of the worship of the gods. Valor, love
of justice, and zeal for religion, were therefore reckoned among their most im-
portant excellences. For their honor and support, a portion of the lands was
assigned, the cultivation of which they superintended themselves. Certain
taxes or imposts were also paid to them, which were increased in time of war.
The signs of their oflice were the scepter and diadem. The former {oxr^nrpov)
was usually of wood, and in length not unlike the lance; the latter {bcaSr^ixa)
was a sort of bandeau or head-band, rather than a proper crown. The general
costume of these kings was distinguished by its richness, and was commonly of
a purple color.

In ancient times, one of the tokens of office and rank always was something attached
to the head ; a wreath, cap, crown, or the like. A metallic crown was common.
David is said to have had a crown of gold with precious stones, of the weight (meaning
probably of the value) of a talent (1 Sam. xii. 30). Athenasus mentions a crown, made
of 10,000 pieces of gold, placed on the throne of king Ptolemy.

In our Plate XVI. fig. C, we have a curious golden crown, which is said to have been found
111 some part of Ireland, in 1692, about ten feet under ground. Near it in tlie Plate, fig. a, is an an-
cient Abyssinian crown ; on the other side, fig. b, is the covering seen on tlie head ofa conquered
prince or general upon Egyptian monuments.—In Plate XXIV. fig. 6, we have the fillet and Iiom
worn by governors of provinces in Abyssinia. " A large broad fillet," savs Bruce, " was bound
upon their forehead and tied behind their head. In the middle of this was a conical piece of silver
about four inches long. It is called Air?? or horn, and is worn especially in parades after victo-
ries."—£r«ce. Travels, &c. as cited P. IV. § 118. 1.

§ 35. The court and retinue of the first kings was very simple and unimpos-
ing. In war, they usually had by their side a friend, who served as a kind of
armor-bearer. Both in war and peace, they employed heralds (xrpvx^i) in the
publication and execution of their orders. The heralds also imposed silence,
when the chiefs wished to come forward and speak in an assembly. The same
officers assisted in religious ceremonies, and were present in the forming of
treaties.—The kings also selected councillors, of the most distinguished, ex-
perienced, and brave of the people; and in cases of doubt or difficulty, held
with them consultations and formal assemblies, in which the speaker was
accustomed to stand and the rest to sit. Both public and private affairs were
discussed in these assemblies.

§ 36. The courts of justice were in public places; and the whole assembly
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usually presented the form of a circle. The judg^es sat upon seats or benches

of stone ; the men selected for the office were such as were much respected on
account of age and experience. They bore in their hand a scepter or staff.

The cause was stated orally by the contending parties themselves, and by them
the witnesses were brought forward. The kings or chiefs presided in these

judicial assemblies, sitting on an elevated seat or throne. For a period, equity

and precedent or usage formed the basis of all decisions ; but afterwards, the

courts had for their guide particular laws and statutes, which were first intro-

duced by Phoroneus, and more extensively by Cecrops.

§ 37. As the laws in the more ancient times were few and simple, so were
the punishments. But few crimes were made capital. Murder was commonly
punished by banishment, either voluntarily sought by the murderer, or expressly
decreed by public sentence; its duration, however, was but a year, and even
this could sometimes be commuted for a fine. The privileges of asylum be-

longed only to the author of accidental, unintentional homicide. Adultery was
punished severely, commonly with death. Robbery and theft were very fre-

quent in the early times of Greece, and originally were not considered as cri-

minal, while the right of the stronger was admitted, especially if shrewdness
and cunning w^ere united with the theft. Nothing therefore was aimed at but
to recover what had been taken, or to inflict vengeance by a corresponding in-

jury. Afterwards, however, particular punishments were imposed for these

offences.

§ 38. In as much as the inhabitants of Crete were connected with the Greeks
by their having a common language, it is important to mention the Cretan laws,
which were introduced by Minos. They are said to have been the most ancient

written code, and were afterwards taken by Lycurgus as models, JNIilitary

valor and union among the people seems to have been their great aim ; every
ordinance of Minos was directed to promote strength of body, and to cultivate

social attachment between the members of the state. In order to impart greater

dignity and authority to his laws, he brought them forward as having been re-

vealed to him by Jupiter. But the moral culture was not greatly advanced by
institutions having their primary and chief reference to a state of war.

§ 39. In the progress of time, the form of government among the Greeks
underwent many changes, and at length became wholly democratic. The most
celebrated of the states were Athens and Sparta. Of these in particular a few
important circumstances respecting their government in the more early ages are

here to be mentioned.

Athens was originally governed by kings. The power of these kings was
more unrestrained in war than in peace. Af"ter the death of Codrus (1068 B.C.),
it became a free state. The chief authoiity was given to officers styled

Jirchons, who ruled for life. Thirteen archons of this description succeeded
each other, all descended from the family of Codrus. After the time of these

(752 B. C), the office of Archon ceased to be for life, and was limited to ten

years, and was held by a single person at a time. After a succession of seven
Archons of this kind, the office was made annual (684 B. C), and nine Archons
were appointed to rule jointly, not all, however, of the same rank.—The civil

government experienced changes under Draco, and others still greater under
the distinguished legislator Solon, and in after times.

§ 40. Sparta was also originally governed by kings. Euristhenes and Pro-
cles, the two sons of Aristodemus (one of the Heraclida? that invaded Pelo-
ponnesus), reigned jointly, but not harmoniously. Under their descendants the

kingly office lost much of its authority. Lycurgus, the famous Spartan law-
giver, changed greatly the form of government; it did not become democratical,

neither was it, properly speaking, aristocratical. Two kings remained at the

head, and a senate was established consisting of twenty-eight men, who were
above sixty years of age. There was also the body of five Ephori, appointed
annually. The people themselves likewise had some share in the administra-

tion of the state. Notwithstanding many internal divisions and disturbances,

this 3tate enjoyed a long period of comparative rest and liberty. This it owf d
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very much to the wise regulations of Lycurgus, the salutary influence of which
was aided by the limited territory and moderate population of Lacedaemon.

§ 41. One of the most effectual means of advancinnr the Greeks was their

commerce and the navigation connected with it. In the earliest times, com-
merce consisted chiefly in barter and reciprocal exchanges of native products,

the use of gold not being introduced. Afterwards pieces of metal of different

values were employed. (Cf. P. IV. § 94.) Navigation became more common
after the Trojan war, and jEgina first turned it to the advantage of commerce.
Corinth and Rhodes became most distinguished in this respect. The commerce
of Atliens finally became something considerable; that of Lacedaemon on the

other hand always remained comparatively unimportant.—On the whole, it is

worthy of remark, that the extension of commerce and maritime intercourse

had an important influence upon the civil and moral culture of the Grecian
states. (Cf. P. IV. § 40.)

,^. Anderson, Historical and Chronological Deduction of the Origin of Commerce, from the earliest accounts ; with Appendix by

Cooiiibt. Dubl. 1790. 6 vols. 8.

" Commerce, in the Homeric age, appears to have been principally in the hands of
the Phenicians. The carrying-trade of the Mediterranean was early theirs, and Sidon
was the great seat of manufacture. The Greeks were not without traffic carried on
by sea among themselves ; but the profession of merchant had evidently not in Homer's
time that honorable estimation which yet, according to Plutarch, it acquired at an early
period in Greece. While it was thought not unbecoming a prince to be a carpenter to

supply his own wants or luxuries, to be a merchant for gain was held but as a mean
employment ; a pirate was a more respected character.

Navigation had been much practiced, long before Homer, in small open vessels?,

nearly such as are still common in the Mediterranean ; and the poet gives no hint of
any late advancement of the art. The seas, indeed, which nearly surrounded Greece,
are singularly adverse to improvements upon that vast scale which oceans require, and
which modern times have produced. Broken by innumerable headlands and islands,

with coasts mostly mountainous, and in some parts of extraordinary height, the Gre-
cian seas are beyond others subject to sudden and violent storms. These united cir-

cumstances, which have made the Greeks of all ages excellent boatmen, have contri-

buted much to prevent them from becoming seamen. The skill and experience of the
pilot, in the modern sense of the term, are constantly wanted ; the science of the
navigator is of little avail ; even the compass is comparatively useless in the jEgean.
The Mediterranean vessels now, not excepting the French, which are mostly navigated
by Mediterranean sailors, never keep the sea there but with a fair wind. The English
alone, accustomed in all their surrounding waters to a bolder navigation, commonly
venture in the Archipelago to work to windward. Sails were used in fair winds in

Homer's time ; but the art of sailing was extremely imperfect. The mariner's de-
pendence was his oars, which no vessel was without. For in seas so land-locked, yet
so tempestuous, the greatest danger was to the stoutest ship. Light vessels, which
with their oars could creep along the coast, watch the weather, make way in calms,
and, on any threatening appearance, find shelter in shoal water or upon an open beach,
were what Grecian navigation peculiarly required. The Phenicians, for their com-
merce, used deeper ships, accommodated to their more open seas and longer voyages."
Mitford.

III. MILITARY AFFAIRS.

§ 42. Military prowess was esteemed by the early Greeks as of the greatest

merit, and was therefore an object of universal ambition. The first inhabitants
were distinguished for their warlike inclinations and habits of life, although
their wars were conducted wnthout much method or discipline. They were
constantly in arms, not only to defend themselves and their property, but to

attack and plunder others. Thus they perpetrated violence, murder, and de-
vastation in the extreme. It needed but a trifling occasion to excite a general,
long, and bloody w^ar; the siege of Troy furnishes a striking example. In
such cases, several chiefs and people, sometimes of very distant provinces,
anited as in a common cause.

On Grecian military affair?, see I T. H Kast, Einleitung in die griechischen KriegsalterthQmer. Stuttg. 17?0. 8. a valuabU

Bork on the general subject.—Also, G. G S. Kdphe, Qber das Kriegsweisen der Griechen im heroischen Zeitalter, &c. Berl. 1807. 8.

cf. Cla^s. Jonm. ix. II.—C. Guiscard, Memoires militaires sur les Grecs et sur les Remains. La Haye, 1758. 4. It contains a

translation of Onosa->ider (cf. P. V. § 221), and plans of some ancient battles, &c Cf. § 215.—Gamier, as cited § 136.—Mitfard'*
<}ist. ch. ii. sect. 3, 4.
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§ 43. The Grecian armies consisted partly of foot-soldiers and in later times
of horsemen, partly of such as were borne in chariots. The foot-soldiers were
distinguished as light armed {^Oml) and heavy armed {uTtntac). The Thessa-
lians were early and especially celebrated for their cavalry (irtTisii). Still more
ancient was the use of war-chariots, which were employed by the heroes of
Homer. Two horses, sometimes three, were attached to these chariots ; each
contained two warriors, one of whom g^uided the horses {rjvLoxoi), while the
other pointed out the direction (7tapat;i3a?>;j), discharged arrows, hurled missiles
from a sling, or fought with short arms, and when the action was close spranor

from the chariot (Strppos). Notwithstanding the inconvenience of these vehicles
in battle, they were in use for a long time, before cavalry came to be generally
substituted in their place.

In the Sup. Plate 10 is seen a war chariot with three horses and two persons; Bellona acting
as charioteer, while Mars is hurling the javelin.

§ 44. The weapons of the Greek warriors were of two kinds, defensive and
offensive. Among the former (aXfliyrj^pta, 7tpo,3x?;,aara) was the helntet {xvvir^^

xpavof, Ttfpixfpa^-ai'a, xopvj) made of hide or leather and adorned with a crest

of hair or tufts of feathers {^u^oq, -ko^oO, and attached to the neck by a strap

{.oxfvi) ; the hreasiplate (S>u<pa|), commonly made of brass, sometimes of
leather or linen; the girdle (Cwi't^), mostly of brass and encircling the lower
part of the body ; the greaves {xvrijxlbiq), of brass or some more precious metal

;

and the skie/d (d(T7tJj), usually round, made of bullock's hide, and used for the
protection of the whole body (cf. § 139).

1 u. The shield was often adorned with figures, but not as much so as Hesiod repre-
sents the shield of Hercules to have been, and Hoiner that of Achilles.

2. Homer's description of the shield of Achilles (II. xviii.478) is considered as one of the finest
passages in the Iliad. A delineation and niodel of the shield was formed by the celebrated artist
Flaxman, and several casts were made in silver gilt, bronze, and plaster. lie bronglu the whole
work within a circle of three feet in diameter. It contains upwards of a hundred human figures
e.vhibited in relief.

Cf. Fell07i's Iliad, Notes.—See Quatr. de Qimicy, Sur la description du bouclier d'Achille, &c. in Ihe Mem. I'Inst. di France.

01 asse d'Hist. tt Lit. Anc. vol. iv. p. 102, with a colored plate.—£ld Caylus, Boucliers d'Achille, d'Hercule, et d'Euee, &c. in

the Mem. Acad, [riser, xxvii. 21.

—

Class. Juuiii. vi. 6; viii. 409.

§ 45. The offensive weapons were, the spear (Sdpu), commonly made of the

ash-tree (^tj^.Jjy), and of different lengths and forra<5 according as it was designed

for combat more or less close; the sword (|t<j)05), the belt of which hung from
the shoulders; the bow (roloj^), usually of wood, with a string Cv^vpov) of

twisted horse-hair or of hide; the arrows {^aXrj, 6t.ata), of light-wood, pointed

with iron, and winged (rtrfpostj 16^) with feathers ; the Javelin (axov, dxoj^rto^),

of various lengths and forms; and the sli7ig (cepfi-Sorj^), of an oval shape, with
two leathern strings attached to its ends, by means of which arrows, stones,

and leaden balls (y-oXv^Bwai,) were hurled against the foe.

The spear used for close combat was called 66pv dpeicrdv; that for a distance, ira\Tdi>;

.he point, termed dixpiri and dKcoKri, was always of metal. AovpoSoKri was the name given to

the box or case, in which the spears were deposited when not in use.—The term l*Vjalso
designates the spear; the epithet brazen (xaXKcov) is usually applied to it. Cf. Horn. II.

iii. 3S0. The arrows were kept in a quiver {(haperpa), which, with the bow, was usually
carried on the back of the shoulders (ot ujxoicnu). The quiver had a lid or cover (tc?mo).

Cf. Ho7n. II. iv. 116-120.

Various articles of ancient armor are seen in our Plates XVII. and XXII. The bow and quiver
are given in fig. T, and L, of Plate XVII. In this Plate also, fig. Y, Y, we have forms of the
Grecmn javelin ; in O, O, spear-heads ; in the figs, a, a, the long spear; in H, a form of the cluba
(cf. $ 139) which in various forms were used in early periods; in fig. A, A, are given forms of
the dub or battle-mallet used by the Egyptians, which sometimes had leaden heads with handles
four or five feet long; in fig. I, I, we have tlie Grecian buttle ax ; in fig. S, and in the several
fiss. marked C, and those marked D, are forms of the Grecian and Ronian sword ; in E, a Dacian
word ; in those marked B, Persian swords.—In Plate XXH fig. a, b, c, d, and e, are varieties
jf helmets found in Egyptian remains: /, g-, h, and i, are Persian and Syrian helmets; the
kings are sometimes represented with crowns of a sirtiilar appearance: v, and o, are given as
Phrygian : I, w, are Grecian, and may represent also the Roman : p, and q, are Uacian : k. is a
form quite similar to the latter, said to be used also by the Syrians. In fig. r, and on the Gre-
cian warriors, fig. 1, and fig. 7, the thorax is seen, and the girdle: s, represents a figure found
(cf. C^tone's Life of Brant, vol. ii. p. 55, Appendi.x) buried in a sitting posture, near the celebrated
Dighton Rock, in Massachusetts, with a concave breastplate thirteen inches Ions, supposed to
be of cast brass, and a belt of the same material four and a half inches wide, having a reed-like
appearance ; a brazen arrow-head, t, was found with it. In fig. u, and on the ivarrior, fig. 7, we

20
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see i\\e greaves ; the shield, in fig. 1, 3, 7; the spear in the hands of the Grecian warriors, in fig.

1, 2; and of the Persian, fig. 3 : the bow, &c. in fig. 6, which represents an Egyptian archer.

§ 46. Most of the weapons of the ancient Greeks were made of brass or

copper, which seems to have been used earlier than iron (cf. P. IV. § 10), and

was often used after the introduction of iron. For defensive armor, iron was
afterwards generally preferred. For the cuirass or breastplate, the greaves and

the shield, tin or lead was sometimes used. To adorn the weapons with gold

was considered as too extravagant and ostentatious. Yet they endeavored to

give their armor the highest degree of brightness, not only for the sake of

beauty, but to inspire fear in the enemy. On the shield they had a sort of

field-badge, or military emblem, usually in bas-relief, the image of some god,

or animal, especially the lion. The horses also were ornamented with much
care.

Respecting the military apparel little is ascertained. Lycurgus directed the Lacedag-

nionians to clothe their soldiers in scarlet.—The Greek soldiers usually carried their

own provisions, consisting chiefly of salt meat, cheese, olives, onions, &c. For this

purpose each one had a vessel made of wicker with a long neck, called yvXwv. Eobi7i-

son, p. 349.

§ 47. In connection with the affairs of war, it is proper to notice the use of

ships or vessels, which the Greeks in early times employed partly in piracy,

partly in transporting armies, and partly in actual combat. In later times the

naval battles of the Greeks were frequent and celebrated. Their first ships

were long (uaxpdt), and moved by oars. The number of rowers was various,

often very considerable. Originally there was but a single rank on each side ;

afterwards, as the ship was built higher, another rank of rowers was added;

vessels of the latter kind were called ^ixpota, those of the former ^ovoxpora,

also/toi-^pH?, xk'kr.tsi;. Ata later period they were builtwith three tiers or ranks,

T'ptTjpEtc, which continued to be the most common form, although there were

vessels with four, five, and six tiers, and sornetimes even more.

It was early customary to place upon ships certain images and signs, from

which they were named. The ship commonly bore the image or statue of some

god, to Vv'hose protection it was especially intrusted. In the capture of a vessel,

the first object of a victor was to plunder this image, and place it as a trophy

in his own ship.

§ 48. The Greeks early practiced in war the forming of regular camps.

Their compass and extent were such as not only to include the whole army,

but also the ships, which after the landing of the troops were drawn upon the

dry land. It was customary to surround the camp with a wall or ramparts with

towers and breast-works. Before the wall was a fosse or ditch, guarded with

pointed stakes. For the principal otficers separate tents were erected, of-

wooden frames, covered w'ith skins. During the night, sentinels were stationed

on guard, and beacon-fires were kindled. Spies and scouts were sent out from

Doth parlies, when hostile camps were placed against each other.

" Tents like those now in use seem to have been a late invention. The ancients, on

desultory expeditions, and in marching through a country, slept with no shelter but

'

their cloaks, as our hght troops ofren carry none but a blanket; when they remained

long on a spot they hutted. Achilles' tent or hut was built of fir, and thatched with

reeds; and it seems to have had several apartments, {ll. xxiv. 488. ix. 659)."

Mltford.

§ 49. The order of battle was either to place the war-chariots in front, and

the infantry in the rear, or to give the latter the front, and support them by the

chariots from behind. The whole arnay was drawn into close array, although

arranged in distinct divisions. On the commencement of battle they innplored

the aid of the gods, and made vows of grateful returns. Then the generals

exhorted the soldiers to valor, and proceeded to set an example. The onset

was usually accompanied with loud shouting and clamor to inspirit each other

and intimidate the foe. The wounded were healed with care, having nursing

and medicine ; but the slain of the enemy were left unburied, or their corpses

even exposed to insult, unless their burial was agreed upon in some express

stipulation.

§ 50. The spoils taken in battle consisted partly of arms, which the captoi
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either appropriated lo his own use, or dedicated to the gods, and partly in other
utensils and precious articles, which, together with their owners, became the
property of the victor. By means of a ransom, however, the spoils, as well as
the prisoners, could be redeemed. After battle, the remaining booty w^as often

divided among the soldiers by lot; the general, however, always received his

portion first and without lot. Those who had distinguished themselves by valor,

also received prizes and rewards, by the promises of which the generals often

stimulated their troops before the action.

" We find that, so early as Homer's time, the Greeks had improved considerably
upon that tumultuary warfare alone known to many barbarous nations, who yet have
prided themselves in the practice of war for successive centuries. Several terms used
by the poet, together with his description of marches, indicate that orders of battle
were in his time regularly formed in ranks and files. Steadiness in the soldier, that
foundation of all tliose powers which distinguish an army from a mob, and which to

this day forms the highest praise of the best troops, we find in great perfection in the
Iliad. ' The Grecian phalanges,' says the poet (iv. 427), ' marched in close order, the
leaders directing each his own band. The rest were mute : insomuch that you would say,
in so great a multitude there was no voice. Such was the silence with which they
respectively watched for the word of command from their officers.'

Considering the deficiency of iron, the Grecian troops appear to have been very well
armed, both Jbr oftence and defence. Their defensive armor consisted of a helmet, a
breastplate, and greaves, all of brass ; and a shield, commonly of bull's hide, but often
strengthened with brass. The breastplate appears to have met the belt, which was a
considerable defence to the belly and groin ; and with an appendant skirt guarded also
the thighs. All together covered the forepart of the soldier from the throat to the ancle

;

and the shield was a superadded protection for every part. The bulk of the Grecian
troops were infantry, thus heavily armed, and formed in close order, many ranks deep.
Any body, formed in ranks and files, close and deep, without regard to a specific num-
ber of either ranks or files, were generally termed a phalanx (II. iv. 332. vi. 83). But
the Locrians, under Oilean Ajax, were all fight-armed ; bows were their principal
weapons, and they never engaged in close fight (dyxsnaxoi).

Riding on horseback was yet little practiced, though it appears to have been not un-
known (II. xiii. 722). Some centuries, however, passed before it was generally applied
in Greece to military purposes ; the mountainous ruggedness of the country prevented
any extensive use of cavalry, except among the Thessalians, whose territory was a
large plain. [Cf Sallier, cited § 138.] But in the Homeric armies no chief was with-
out his chariot, drawn generally by two, sometimes by three horses; and these chariots
of war make a principal figure in Homer's battles. Nestor, forrning the army for action,

composes the first line of chariots only. In the second he places that part of the in-

fantry in which he has least confidence ; and then forms a third line, or reserve, of the
most approved troops.

The combat of the chiefs, so repeatedly described by Homer, advancing to engage
singly in front of their line of battle, is apt to strike a modern reader with an appear'-^

ance of absurdity perhaps much beyond the reality. Before the use of fire-arms that'

practice was not uncommon, when the art of war was at the greatest perfection. Caesar
himself gives (De Bell. Gall. v. 43), with evident satisfaction, a very particular account
of a remarkable advanced combat, in which, not generals indeed, but two centurions
of his army engaged. The Grecian chiefs of the heroic age, hke the knights of the times
of chivalry, had armor probably superior to that of the common soldiers ; and this,

with the additional advantage of superior skill, acquired by assiduous practice amid
unbounded leisure, would make this skirniishing much less dangerous than on first

consideration it may appear."

—

Milford, ch. ii. sect. 3.

" Another practice common in Homer's time is by no means equally defensible, but
on the contrary marks great barbarism ; that of stopping in the heat of action to strip

the slain. Often this paltry passion for possessing the spoil of the enemy superseded,
all other, even the most important and most deeply interesting objects of battle. The
poet himself (II. v. 48, vi. 67) was not unaware of the danger and inconvenience of the
practice, and seems even to have aimed at a reformation of it. We find, indeed, in

Homer's warfare, a remarkable mixture of barbarism with regularity. Though the
art of forming an army in phalanx was known and commonly practiced, yet the busi-
ness of a general, in directing its operations, was lost in the passion, or we may call if.

fashion, of the great men to signalize themselves by acts of personal courage and skill

in arms. Achilles and Hector, the first heroes of the Iliad (xviii. 106. 252), excel only
in the character of fighting soldiers : as generals and directors of the war they are

inferior to many. Indeed, while the fate of the battles depended so much on the skir-

mishing of the chiefs, we cannot wonder that the prejudice should obtain which set the

able arm, in vulgar estimation, above the able head. But the poet obviously means to

cvpose the absurdity and mischievous consequences of that prejudice, where he makes
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Hector (II. xxii. 99), in a late repentance, acknowledge the superior abilities of Polyda-

mas. Yet Homer's own idea of the duties of an officer, though he possessed very

extensive and very accurate knowledge both of the theory and practice of war of his

own age, was still very imperfect."

—

lb.

§ 51. At the end of war the conquered party either submitted -wholly to the

dominion and laws of the conqueror, or a peace was made upon certain con-

ditions. This was effected through legates, fully commissioned for the purpose.

In forming a treaty of peace, various ceremonies were observed, partly of a

religious character. A victim was slain, of which however no meal was made,
but its flesh was cast aside; libations were poured out; the parties joined

hands in pledge of good faith, and called upon the gods as witnesses of their

covenant, and as avengers of its violation, especially upon Jupiter, whose
thunderbolts were an object of terror to the perjured. The restoration of plun-

der was generally a preliminary requisition ; and the conquered party was often

compelled to pay a sum of money as a fine or indemnification.—Sometimes the

whole war was terminated by a single combat, the parties agreeing to abide by
its issue.

IV. DOMESTIC AFFAIRS.

§ 52. Since social life was but gradually introduced in Greece, it is not to be
expected, that the earliest ages should exhibit much refinement in what pertains

to domestic affairs. During the heroic ages their mode of living was nearly as

rude as their morals. Their principal meat was the flesh of cattle, sheep, swine,

goats, and deer, which they were accustomed to roast. The flesh of birds and
fish was more seldom used. The most common food was milk, fruit, and vege-

tables. The first and most common drink was water; wine, however, was in

frequent use ; but, generally, mingled with water. Large drinking-vessel.s

were employed at their repasts. Ordinarily they had two meals a day, at mid-
day and evening, and in the earlier times it was the Greek custom to sit at

table, not to recline. The number of persons at one table was seldom greater

than ten.

It was a proverb, ascribed to Theognis (cf P. V. § 31), that the persons at a social

repast should not be less in number than the Graces, nor more than the Muses.—The
Roman Varro is said to have enjoined this rule, respecting the proper number at a
repast {Gell. xiii. 11). Adam.
"Homer mentions three different sorts of seats: (1) ^((ppo;, which contained two

persons, commonly placed for those of mean rank ; (2) Opd.'o^, on which they sat up-
right, having under their feet a footstool termed Opnwg; (3) K-X(o-/iaj, on which they sat

leaning a little backwards." Robinson.—Cf. Horn. Odys. i. 130, 131.

§ 53. Social repasts or banquets were often held, being occasioned by public

solemnities, festivals, religious celebrations, marriages, and the like. Some-
times they were made at the common expense of the guests (cpavoc, cf. Oclyss.

i. 226) ; such entertainments, however, were viewed as of inferior rank. The
feasts upon victims offered in sacrifice have been mentioned (§ 27).

At table the guests sat according to a definite order. The beginning was
made by washing the hands. In early times a separate board was placed for

each guest, and his portion of food thus divided to him. Wine was brought
by youthful attendants, and the guests often drank to each other, and recipro-

cally exchanged cups. They endeavored to heighten the joys of the banquet
by conversation and wit, and also by songs and instrumental music. Cf. P.
IV. § 68.

§ 54. The dress of the early Greeks was longer, and more ample, and more
completely covered the body, than that of later times. Next to the body they
wore a long robe or frock [^^ctuiv), which was kept in place by a girdle, and
over this a cloak (^x'^aiva) of thicker materials, to protect against the cold.

Instead of the latter they sometimes had a mantle (fa^o^). The women wore
also long cloaks or over-garments, called Ttirt^oc, often richly embroidered and
ornamented. They likewise covered their heads, while the men seem not to

have done it in the earlier ages, except that they wore helmets in war Shoes
or socks were not used constantly, but only in going out. In war the meu
wore a sort of boot or greaves (§ 44).

O
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§ 55. For the sal<e of cleanliness and of bodily strength, the early Greeks

practiced frequent bathing, and with it united the custom of anointing. In

bathing they made much use of the sea-water, on account of its purifying and

strengthening properties. They also had warm baths in their houses. After

taking the bath they anointed the body with oil; costly ointments, expressly

prepared for the purpose, were of later invention. They cultivated in every

way the growth of the hair, long hair being considered as essential to personal

beauty and dignity. The color most esteemed was yellowish or light brown.

They were also pleased with frizzled or curled locks, and employed artificial

means to secure such forms to their hair.

§ 56. Of the real architecture and arrangement of Greek houses in the earlier

periods, we do not get an accurate view from the descriptions of Homer, which,

aside from their poetical character, relate only to the palaces or dwellings of

distinguished personages. (Cf. P. IV. § 232.) Respecting these we may
remark, that they were ordinarily surrounded by some kind of a wall, not very

high; between the wall and the house itself was the fore-court, in which an

altar usually stood. Then followed a colonnade, a vestibule, and the main
building or house, often highly ornamented without and within ; although the

art of building at this time had not reached by far the perfection which Greek
architecture afterwards attained. In the upper part of the house was the dining-

hall, the sleeping-room, and the women's apartment. The roofs were flat, as

in oriental countries, and often served as places of resort both by day and by

night.

§ 57. The Greeks cheerfully received to their houses the stranger, and the

needy; and the rites of hospitality were held sacred among them. .Jupiter

himself was considered as the god and rewarder of hospitality, and the avenger

of all violations of its laws, and on that account was styled 'SivLo^ (P. II. § 25).

They had no public inns (cf. § 168), but travelers found reception with those

who stood related to them by ties of hospitality. This relation existed not

only between particular persons, but also between whole cities and communi-
ties. Kings and distinguished persons exercised hospitality towards each

other by a sort of common understanding. The external tokens of a welcome
reception of guests were joining hands and embracing with a kiss. Sometimes
this was accompanied with offering the bath and unction. On separating, it

w^as common to unite in a friendly repast, and renew their pledge of mutual

friendship over the wine. Valued gifts were sometimes bestow^ed on the de-

parting guest.

§ 58. In speaking of the occupations of the Greeks, agriculture may be first

mentioned. This was their most common pursuit and means of living. The'

boundaries of the fields w^ere marked by stones, which served to guard the

cultivators against mutual encroachments. The culture of the vine and of

trees was also an object of attention. The raising of cattle was a common
employment, and a principal source of wealth. These employments were not

considered in any way degrading or ignoble, but were exercised by persons of

eminence and even by princes. The hunting of wild beasts should also be

mentioned here, as practiced in order to secure the flocks and the fields from

depredation. In the chase they made use of various weapons, as the bow and

arrow% and the spear, with the help of the dog. Fowling and fishing were

likewise a frequent employment.
The nets [rlKTva) employed in fowling, hunting, and fishing were made of flax (Au'a);

the meshes (i^poxot) being of various sizes according to the use intended. In hunting, the

nets were supported by stakes (ordXt/cfs) and extended in a curve so as partly to surround
a space into which the animals were driven. Several kinds of fishing nets are men-
tioned, of which the most common were the dnipiiSXriarpov {retiaculum) or casting-net,

and the <jayr\i'r) {tragum) seine or sean.

See Opvian's Fnems on Fi^hiDg atd Hunting, cf. P. V. § 75.

—

Ameilhon, sur la peche des Anciens, in the Mem. de VInstiiut,

«, 1 ass e de Lit. el Beaux Arts, vol. v. p. 350.

§ 59. The employments of women consisted partly in the care of the house-

hold, partly in spinning, weaving, and needle-work, not only for their own
clothing, but for that of the men also. Grinding, baking, cooking and wash-

mg, were performed by the women. In general, the female sex among the
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Greeks was in a state of great, although not slavish subjection to the male.
There was comparatively little intercourse between the sexes. The women
lived chiefly by themselves in the apartment assigned to them, the rumtxwv or

FviuxsLov, which was in the interior or upper part of the house (§ 56). Seldom
were they allowed to go abroad. In later times this close discipline and con-
finement remained in force, and women shared even less than previously in the
business and pleasures of men.

On the ancient method of grinding, cf. Mongez, Sur les meules de moulin employees par les Ancieus, in the Mem. de VInstitut,

Classe d'Hist. el Lit. Anc. vol. iii. p. 441.

On the state of females, R G. Lenz, Geschichte der Weiber im heroischen Zeilalter. Hanov. 179a 8.—Rochefort, Les mceuK dea

liecles heroiques, Man. .lead. Insar. vol. xxxvi. p. 396—Cf. 5 181.

§ 60. Among the most common amusements of the Greeks were music and
dancing. The former consisted of vocal and instrumental, which were always
united; and it was designed for instruction as well as gratification. Hence
music, although in a m.ore extended sense of the term, was an essential object
in education. (Cf. § 179, and P. IV. § 63.) The lyre was the stringed in-

strument the most in use, and of wind instruments the flute was the most
common. The former enjoyed the preference, because it was more easily ac-
commodated to song, and also left the performer at liberty to use his voice.

^

The subjects of song were chiefly mythical or historical. Music was most
generally used at banquets and religious festivals, which were also the most
common occasions of dancing. With dancing it was customary to join various
sports and exercises of the body, as leaping, running, riding, wrestling, and
the like.

§ 61. Marriage and nuptial ceremonies are to be noticed in connection with
the domestic affairs of the Greeks. The dowry of the daughter was usually
given by the father. It consisted of female ornaments, a portion of the flocks

and herds, and the like. There were no degrees of consanguinity forbidden
in marriage, except that between parents and children; yet it was considered
as highly censurable for brother and sister to unite. Previously to marriage
the consent of the parents was to be asked. At the nuptials or wedding, the
bride was with pomp conducted home by the bridegroom, who had previously,

according to the common practice, built and made ready a new house. In this

procession to the house, nuptial torches were borne before the newly married,
and bridal hymns were sung by a retinue of youths and virgins. Dancing
usually accompanied the music ; and the whole was followed by a nuptial
feast. A widow seldom contracted a second marriage, although it was not ex-
pressly forbidden. At least, it did not take place until five years or more after

her widowhood.

§ 62. Parents of the better class took special care of the education of thei:

children, both physical and moral. The mother was accustomed to nurse her
own children, and consid»?red herself freed from this duty by no rank or con
dition. The aid of others in this respect was sought only in cases of absolute
necessity. In subsequent years the children had particular teachers and over-

seers, who instructed them in bodily exercises, in useful sciences, and in the

art of war. Cf. P. IV. § 64, § 71.

On the other hand, also, children considered it a duty to love, reverence, and
obey their parents. They rejoiced in a father's benediction, and considered his

curse as the greatest of evils. They endeavored to repay to parents in old

age the care experienced by themselves in childhood, a thing, indeed, expressly
required by law. They looked upon it as their highest honor, to inflict ven-
geance on such as had injured their fathers.

On respect paid to old age amon? the ancients, cf Class. Joum. iii. 142, 320; iv. 319. On the manners and morals ot rnt

earlier ages. cf. Rcchefort, as cited § 59.—C. P. Levesque, Sur les Mceurs des Grecs du temps d'Homere, in the J/em. de I'lnstitiU

Classe des Sciences Mor. et Pol. vol. ii.

§ 63. The slaves (5oL7».ot,) of the Greeks, male and female, were persons that

had been laken prisoners in war {aixudxcotoi, avSQUTioBov), or were purchased
of others. Slaves of the latter class were not common in early times. The in

troduction of commerce or trade in slaves is ascribed to the inhabitants of the

island of Chios, at a later period. The master had an almost unlimited power
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over his slave, extending even to the right of life and death. Sometimes the

gift of liberty was bestowed.

Besides the actual slaves there was a class of day laborers, who were accus-

tomed to let their services for hire (^rtsi, Tt^T.d'tai), especially in the agricul-

tural and pastoral employments, which were originally so common in Greece.

A retinue of servants for mere display or luxury was not indulged in during

the period of which we have thus far been speaking. Cf. § 99.

11.

—

Of the later and morejiourishing ^ges,

I. RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS.

§ 64. The number of the Grecian divinities increased with the advancement

of civilization; although the mythology of the Greeks, in its elements, was
chiefly of early origin, engendered and fostered by the ignorance, superstition,

and sensuality of the first ages. The mythical fictions were enlarged, the

modes of representing the gods were varied, the temples, festivals, and sacri-

fices, and all the solemnities and rites of worship were greatly multiplied.

The pomp and splendor of their religion became very imposing, especially at

the period distinguished for the flourishing state of all their affairs. At that

time the plastic arts were in a great measure devoted to the representation and

illustration of religious story, and the ornamenting of religious edifices. (Cf,

P. IV. § 178, 197, 198,234.) This circumstance gives additional interest and

importance to the study of this branch of antiquities.

§ 65 a. The temples {vaoi, Upd) were still built in a simple taste, yet in greater

number and splendor. The interior had commonly two parts, of which the

innermost was the sanctuary (dBv-rov), into which the priest only entered. The
place where stood the statue or image of the god to whom the temple belonged

was in the middle of the temple, commonly surrounded by a guard of lattice

work or the like, and therefore termed ar^xbi-

Originally the Greeks, like the oriental nations, worshiped on the top of mountains

or hills, where they afterwards first erected their temples. When in the common creed

the gods were multiplied and assigned to valleys, rivers, &c., as their appropriate pro-

vinces, temples were built in such spots as were supposed agreeable to the several gods.

More than one deity, however, were sometimes worshiped in the same temple ; they

were then called cvwaoi or cwoLKcrai ; and when they had a common altar, cC/j/Joj/ioi.

Different styles of architecture were used for different deities; Doric pillars, e. g. tor

Jupiter or Alars ; Ionic, for Bacchus, Apollo, Diana ; Corinthian, for Vesta the virgin.

The temple usually stood in a space inclosed by a fence or wall (e'pk-oj, rrcpiSoXoi), which
contained, besides the temple, often other sacred buildings and a grove ; the whole space

was called rtfizvog, a term sometimes restricted to the space set apart in the temple for

the image of the god.

In the temple, some say at the door, others near the o^vtov, was placed a vessel of

stone or brass {rtepijpavrnpiov) filled with holy water for the purpose of sprinkling those

admitted to the sacrifices. The part of the temple before the o-^wj was called irpolofic^
;

that behind it d-maQoiojio;. The outer porch was termed -Kpo-nvXa or TrpoTrvXata.—There
also belonged to the temple a treasury {apxstov) for preserving its own property, or that

of others intrusted to it.—The statues and offerings to the gods found in the temples

have been spoken of (§ 21, 28). Statues called AtoTTETrj
, falle7i from Jupiter, were kept

in the most sacred part of the temple, and concealed from the sight of all but the

priests.

Per other particulars respecting the structure of the temples, see P. IV. § 234.

§ 65 b. The altars (/Sw^oc) were placed towards the east, and had various

forms, round, square, or oblong. They were ornamented with horns, partly

that the sacrificial victims might be bound to them, and partly that supplicants

might lay hold of them, when they fled to the altars for refuge. Perhaps also

ihey were considered as a symbol of dignity and power. The names of the

deities, to whom the altars were sacred, were usually inscribed upon them,

Altars, as well as temples, were consecrated to their proper use with solemn

reremonies, particularly by anointing.
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Different gods had altars also of different dimensions ; the altar of Jupiter Olympins
is said to have been twenty-two feet high. The ahars of the terrestrial gods were
lower than those of the celestial. To the infernal, sacrifices were made in pits or

trenches (^ 29) used instead of altars. The nymphs were worshiped in caves (avrpa).

Ahars were formed of various materials; often of earth, or of ashes, as that at Thebes
to Apollo 2::oAof ; sometimes of horn, as that at Delos; sometimes of brick; often of

stone ; some were overlaid with gold (cf $ 26). They were ehher square or round
;

and were often highly ornamented by sculpture.

Different forms of altars are given in the Sup. Plate 30, where are seen an altar of Jupiter,
one of Neptune, and one of Bacchus. Cf $ 205.

§ 66. The practice of appropriating sacred groves for the honor and service

of the gods was also retained in later times. Their agreeable shade, as well

as the stillness reigning in them, was favorable to pious meditation. Although
the use of groves was diminished by the multiplication of cities and villages,

yet a grove once dedicated to the gods remained forever sacred and inviolable.

As well as temples and altars, they were safe asylums for offenders, although

this privilege was conferred upon them only by a special consecration for the

purpose, and did not belong to all the places of religious worship as a matter

of course. The privilege of being such asylums or places of refuge was some-

times awarded to the statues and tombs of heroes.—Certain portions of land

and cultivated ground were also assigned to the gods, which were likewise

called tf[X£V7j, the fruit of which was employed in offerings, or fell to the share

of the priests.

A particular tract of land, situated between Athens and Megara, w^as consecrated
to Ceres and Proserpine, and called 'Opyuj.—Trees were also set apart and with cere-

mony consecrated to some god {Theoc. Id. xviii. 43).

The privileges of the sacred temples, as asyla, continued until the ^eign of Tibe-
rius Caesar, by whom they were chiefly abolished, or greatly abridged {Tac. Ann. iii.

60-63), on account of the abuse of them by worthless villains.

Simon, Les asyles, Mem. Acad. Inscr. iii. 35.

—

R. Mayo, Mythology, vol. i. p. 156.—S. Pegse, History of the ^iylum, &c in the

Archsologia (as cited P. IV. § 243. 3), vol. viii. p. 1.

§ 67. The three principal duties of the priesis (Upsl^, called also lepovpyoi,,

^fovpyot, ^rrat) were sacrifice, prayer, and instruction. With these were united

sometimes the declaration and interpretation of oracles. The requisite qualifi-

cations for the priesthood were a body free from all defects and blemishes

(oXoxV/^poj xai aq>f%Y-i), lawful birth (yvy-moi), and an irreproachable course of

life. Upon the rank of the god depended the number of the priests, who were
employed to attend upon him, and who shared each his part of the various

functions of the service. In every place there was one superior priest, if not

more {ap%ispni, tfpo8t5ai?xaXot, ii;po^dvtat), charged with the oversight of the

religious worship in general (dpx^s9^(!vv^)-—The office of the parasites (rtapa-

ffffot) was to collect the grain and fruits designed for sacrifices (rtpoioSto

IxsyaXa) into the storehouse appropriated therefor (TtapafftVtoi').—The heralds

(xrjpt'zf?) were ranked among the sacred orders, and also the superintendents

lyfuixopoi) whose business was to cleanse and adorn the temples.

The clothing of the priests was usually a long white or purple robe, and their

head was ornamented, especially at sacrifices, with a fillet and a crown of the

leaf sacred to their particular god.

In our Plate XXVII. fig. C, is a view of a Grecian priest and priestess, in their robes ; each hag
a thyrsus in one hand, indicating that they are servants of Bacchus, and a vessel in the other.

The priestess is pouring a liquid upon the iflame of an altar. It is a monument given in Moses,
Antique Vases, Altars, &c.

1. Priests holding their office by inheritance ('^22) were called oi tKytvovg; those

who received it by lot, kXtiputoI ; those by election, nipsTol or tpirpKruEi/ot. Some of the

Athenian families, in which the priesthood descended by inheritance were the E'l^oX-

TTiSai, intrusted with the oversight of the Elusinian mysteries ; KiipvKc;, descendants
of Ceryx ; the ea'Aw^iVat, descendants of Thaulon. There was a sacred family at

Argos also, called ' AKecrroptiai. Priestesses (uptiai, dpfncipai, dpxif:pciai, kpoipavrih;) were
taken from noble families. Those of Ceres were termed M.i\icraai ; those of Bacchus,
Ba/fxai, Qva.6eg, 'Maivdkq.—Sometimes services connected with the worship of the gods
were performed by persons not properly belonging to the priesthood (/cf\a)p«7/.t»0£ rhi

ii:pa}(Tvi'rig) ; as e. g. sacrificers {Isp-oiol), of whom ten are said to have been appointed

annually at Athens, and who conducted all the usual sacrifices ; keepers of the tem-

ole and utensils {vaofvXaKc;) ; stewards or treasurers {rafdai nov kpuv xpw^'^^''')-—Priests
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who were constantly in attendance on the gods to offer the prayers of the people at

sacrifices, were called ripfcoXot Srcojv.—All who served the gods were maintained out

of the sacrifices and offerings.—At Athens, those intrusted with the care of rehgion
were required to render an account of their doings to certain civil officers appointed

for the purpose. The 'lepofivfifioiv seems to have been charged with keeping the sacred
records. '1 he priests had attendants called itpocovXoi.

On the priesthood of the Greeks, see J.Kreuser, Der Hellenen Priesterstaat mil vorzQglich Racksicht auf die Hierodulen. Mainz.

—Class. Joum. xxxix. 350.

—

Bougainville, Des ministres des Dieux a Athenes, in the Man. Acad. hucr. xviii. 60; iLxiii. 51.

—

Lttronne, Sur les foiictions des Hieromnemons, &c. in the Mem. de Vlnstitut, C 1 a s s e i'Hist. et Lit. Anc. vol. vi. 221.

2. Purification has already been mentioned (§ 23) as a rite of great importance
among the Greeks. At some of their solemnities, the priests and priestesses were
obliged to take an oath, that they were duly purified. Every person attending the

solemn sacrifices was purified usually by being washed or sprinkled with the water in

the TrepififjauTfiptov (cf. § 65 a). This water was consecrated by putting into it a burning
torch from the altar, or a branch of laurel {6d(l>uri) or olive. Purification was also some-
times made by drawing round the person a sea-onion or squill (wtXXa), or a young
dog (CTCT.Xaf) ; sometimes eggs were used for the purpose ; sometimes the blood of a
pig. Some of the terms employed to designate purifying are Trcpippaiveiv, TTcpindrrtaSai^

Kc^aipsiv. ayvi^ew, IXcurfidg, ayviafidg, nXcrri, &c.—Sometimes in purifi.cations not only the

hands, but the leet and other parts of the body were washed.

§ 68. The sacrifices had different names according to the occasions of them.

The thank-nffering (;^apcc(r^p^a) was in recognition of some favor received,

often in fulfilment of some vow made; the sin-offering (J,7.a6tt.xd) was in order

to propitiate an offended deity ; the invocation-offering {a.itrj'tLxd) was presented

in case of seeking some particular favor. There were other particular sacri-

fices, which were offered in consequence of the specific command of some god.

The beginning of the sacrifice in later times was made by the libation

(a7fov8r^, § 24. 2) ; then followed the incense, the burning of something fragrant

{^vfiLaua) ; and at length the sacrifice itself, properly speaking, or the slaying

of the victim {Is^flov). The principal ceremonies have already been mentioned

(§ 27).—Persons who had the right of being present at a sacrifice were termed

dj3i,3r?.ot, and those who had not, ^t^r^•Kol. The latter were called upon by the

heralds to retire before the ceremonies commenced.

Different animals were offered in sacrifice to different gods, as has been mentioned
in treating of the ancient mythology. One of the principal victims, however, was the

ox ifiovq) ; hence the term jSovdnrsTi', to sacrifice oxen : those assistants who slew the

victims were called (3ov6vrai. Bulls {ravpoi), sheep (oiei), and goats (.diyeg) were often

offered. The bringing of the victims to the altar was expressed by such phrases as

vpocdytiv Tco /?w;(a), or TTapaaTiiaai ^vmav roig /?wuori ; they were often brought adorned with
garlands {aTi^na-a), and were always required to be free from blemishes (rfXcioi). After

the victim was slain and cut in pieces, an inspection of the entrails {onXayxvocKOTiia.)

was made by the soothsayer ((nrXayYi'dwoTroj), to ascertain the presages of the future.

Animals were not demanded as sacrifices from the poor, who were allowed to offer

cakes of coarse flour {-6::ava, ireXavoi, TriiipLara) ; these were sometimes made in the shape
of animals.

It does not appear to have been ever an approved custom among the Greeks to offer human
sacrifices, althoufrh it was repeatedly done; cf. P. II. $ 17. Themistncles is said to have sacri-

ficed to the gods several Persian captives. (Plutarch, Them.) Human victims were sacrificed

particularly lo the manes and infernal gods.—Cf. Lactantius, De Falsa Religione, c. 21.

—

Eusebius,

Prjep. Evang. iv. 16.

§ 69. It is pertinent to notice here the solemn oaths of the Greeks, in which
they called upon the gods to witness the truth or avenge falsehood or injury.

They distinguished between the solemn or great oath (w ^iyaj opxoj) and affir-

mations in ordinary cases. Jupiter was considered as especially the god and

guardian of oaths, and avenger of perjury, although oaths were taken in the

name of other gods also. It was common, e. g., to swear by the twelve great

superior gods {fia SwSjxa ^fovj). Sometimes they swore by the gods, indefi-

nitely and generally ; and sometimes by inanimate objects, vases, weapons, or

any article of which they made use. Not unfrequently the oath was in the

name of living or deceased men, such especially as had been highly esteemed

and loved. The oath was usually joined with a distinct imprecation of ven-

geance on the swearer himself in case of falsehood ; and was sometimes con-

firmed by a sacrifice, the flesh of which, however, could not be eaten. Severe

punishments were decreed against perjury (iTttopzta). Yet the Greeks, espe-
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cially the Thessalians, were reproached for this crime by the ancients. At
least mutual distrust was characteristic of the corrupt Greeks of later times,

and among the Romans the phrase Graecafides was synonymous with perfidy.

Leagues and covenants were confirmed by making oaths and slaying sacrifices

;

hence opKia rifivziv signifies to enter into covenant. Notwithstanding the great perfi-

diousness of the Greeks, they considered one who kept his oath {evopKog) as of course

a pious person {eme/Srn). 'ArnKfi ntang signifies ho7iest faith.

Massieu, Sur les Serments des Anciens, \n the Hist, de V.icad. des Imcr. vol. i. p. 191 ; vol. iv. p. 1.

—

Smith, Diet, of Antiq,

p. 649.

§ 70. The opinion was very early entertained, that the gods honored certain

men, especially the priests, with a particular intimacy. There were supposed

to be two modes of revelation; one immediate, by direct inspiration; and the

other mediate or artificial, which was considered as the fruit of great knowledge,

experience, and observation. Oracles (;^p>7(5T')jpia, ixavtaa) were of the first

kind ; and the second kind was divination (navtiXTj).—From oracles, the Greeks

were accustomed to seek, in important circumstances and undertakings, predic-

tions of the result (;^p>;cy^ot, Xoyta, ixavtEv/xafa). It is obvious that they could

be turned greatly to the advantage of the priests, to whose artifice their exist-

ence and support are in great measure to be ascribed. The oracular answers

were not given in any one uniform manner, hut sometimes immediately, as was
pretended, from the gods {xprja/xol avto^utvov), sometimes through an interpreter,

(%r]Sixoi vTio^yjtLxoi,), or by a pretended dream, or by lot.

Persons who consuUed the oracles were termed Srso-rrpoiroi, ^ewpol, xpwfiocpdpot ; the in-

terpreters, xprfapioXoyoi. Presents and sacrifices were always requisite before consulting

an oracle, w^hich could be done only on appointed days.

The question has been agitated, whether the responses uttered from the ancient oracles were
the mere imposture of priests, or proceeded from the agency of Satan making use of their delu-

sions. Van Dale in a learned treatise urged the former view. Funtenelle advocated the same
side. Baltiis with much learning maintained the latter view, in agreement with some of the

Christian Fathers.
Dr. Chirke (Travels, P. ii. sect. 2. ch. xvi.) describes a contrivance, which he supposes was

designed by the artifice of the priests to sustain the system of oracles. " We found at the foot

of the hill of the Acropolis, one of the most curious telltale remains yet discovered an'ong the

vestiges of pagan priestcraft; it was nothing less than one of the oracular shrines of .Argos,

alluded to by Pausanias, laid open to inspection, like the toy a child has broken in order that he
may see Ihe contrivance whereby it was made to speak. A more interesting sight for n)odern
curiosity can hardly be conceived to exist ainong the ruins of any Grecian city. In its original

state, ithad been a temple; the farther part from the entrance, where the altar was, being an
excavation of the rock, and the front and roof constructed with baked tiles. The altar yet remains,
and part of the fictile superstructure ; but the most remarkable part of the whole is a secret sub-

terraneous passage, terminating behind the altar ; its entrance being at a considerable distance

toward the right of a person facing the altar; and so cunningly contrived as to have a small

aperture, easily concealed and level with the surface of the rock. This was barely large enough
to admit the entrance of a single person ; who, having descended into the narrow passage, might
creep along until he arrived immediately behind the center of the altar; where, being hid by
some colossal statue or other screen, the sound of his voice would produce a most imposing

effect among the humble votaries, prostrate beneath, who were listening in silence upon the

floor of the sanctuary. We amused ourselves for a few minutes by endeavoring to mimic the

solemn farce acted upon these occasions ; and as we delivered a mock oracle, ore rotuvdo, from

the cavernous throne of the altar, a reverberation, caused by the sides of the rock, afforded a

tolerable specimen of the 'will of the gods,' as it was formerly made known to the credulous

votaries of this now forgotten shrine. There were not fewer than twenty-five of these juggling

places in Peloponnesus, and as many in the single province of Bmotia ' and surely it will never

again become a question among learned men, whether the answers in them were given by the

inspiration of evil spirits, or whether they proceeded from the imposture of priests ; neither can

it be urged that they ceased at the death of Christ: because Pansanias (CorintL c. 24, p. 165, ed

Kuhnii) bears testimony to their existence at .^rgos in the second century."

See Van Dale, De Oraculis veterum Elhnicoium. Amst. 1700. 4.—B. Fontmdle, Histoire des Oracles. La Haye, 1728. 12.-

/ F. BalliLs, Answer to Fontenelle's History of Oracles ; transl. from the French. Lond. 1710. 2 vols. 8.— Cf. Rollin, bk. X. ch.

(p. 391. vol. I ed. ciled § 13) Blackwood's Ma;az. vol. xiv. p. 277.

§ 71. It may be proper to mention some of the most distinguished of the

ancient oracles. The most ancient was that of Jupiter at Dodona, a city of the

Molossi, said to have been built by Deucalion. Before this time, however, this

oracle, of Pelasgic origin (cf. P. IV. § 41), seems to have existed in that place.

There was a grove of oaks, sacred to Jupiter, and superstition ascribed the

fictual exercise of the gift of speech and prophecy to the trees themselves,

which were thence called /xav-tLxal Spu??. The priests, called aTto^rjtav and

S^xxot, concealed themselves upon and in the trees, when they announced the

pretended declaration of the gods. The sound of a brazen vase, placed near

tlie temple, was also imagined to be supernatural. A fountain in the place was
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likewise celebrated as possessing the wonderful power, not only of extinguish-
ing a torch, but of kindling it again.

1. The oracles in the grove of Dodona were also said to be deUvered by doves,
which arose from the circumstance that the priestesses, who sometimes announced
them, were called in the Thessalian language m-Xeiat, and TrtXsidctj. 1 here were also
priests called TOjxo'poi, whose business was to interpret the sounds of the vessel on cer-
tain occasions. Two columns stood by the temple ; to one of which the vessel was
attached ; on the other was a boy with a scourge in his hand ; the ends of the scourge
consisted of little bones, which being moved by the wind knocked against the metaUic

• vessel attached to the other column.—From the use of the brazen vessel arose the phrase
Aco:o)vaioi> xaX/caoi/, applied to talkative persons.—The temple is said to have stood upon
an eminence near a fountain.—In the Sup. plate 28 is a view of Dodona, in which
many of the allusions to the oracle are represented.

Saltier, and De Srosses, L'OracIe de Dodona, in the Mem. Jicad. Inscr. vol. v. p. 35. xxxv. p. 89.—Corda, De oraculo Dodonaeo.

Grdnitig. 1826. 8 —J. jinieth, Ueber das Tauben-orakel von Dodona. Wien, 1840. 8.—La3saulx, Das Felasgische Orakel des Zeus
2U Dodona. Warlzb 1S40. 8.

On the site of ibe temple, cf. Pouquemlle, as cited P. I. § 87.

2 u. Less celebrated was the oracle of Jupiter Ammon, in a desert and almost inac-
cessible region of Africa, chiefly known by the visit to h made by Alexander the
Great.

3. The site of the temple and oracle of Jupiter Ammon was discovered by the English traveler
Browne in 1792, in the Oasis of 8ivva. (Cf. RennelVs Geog. Syst. of Ilerod. sect. 21.) Near it

was the famous fmintain of the sun. The spot was visited by Belzoni in 1816. (Cf P. I. $ 179.)
The ruins of the temple indicate an Egyptian origin.—When this oracle was consulted, a splen-
did statue of the god whs carried in procession by numerous priests (cf. P. II. $ 24). A view of
it is given in the Sup. Plate 29.

4. Several other oracles of .lupiter are mentioned. Herodotus speaks of four : at Egyptian
Thebes ; at Libyan Amnion ; at Dodona ; and at Meroe in Ethiopia ; andsays the one at Thebes
was the original. Besides these, there was an oracle of Jupiter in Boeotia; also in Elis at Olym-
pian and one in Crete, in a cave of Mount Ida.

§ 73. Apollo, the god to whom inspiration and prophecy were considered to

belong properly, had numerous oracles. The most renowned was that at

Delphi, a city of Phocis, where he had also a temple illustrious beyond all

others on account of its treasures, the abundance and costliness of the gifts

bestowed there. The spot where the answer was given, was called Pythium
(nr^toj^), and the priestess, who uttered it, Pythia (Ilr^ta), from the surname
which Apollo received in consequence of killing the serpent Python (riv^cov).

This spot, or the site of Delphi, was regarded as the centre of the inhabited
earth (oit^axo^ y?;?). According to common tradition this oracle was first dis-

closed by a flock of goats, w^hich, on approaching an orifice on Mt. Parnassus,
were seized with singular paroxysms of shivering and jumping. The same
happened to men, who approached this opening. This oracle was very ancient,

being celebrated more than a hundred years before the Trojan war.

1. Some derive the names applied to this oracle and the priestess from the word
TTvBicrdat, to inquire, or learn; but IXtj^oj appears to have been originally the name of the
city of Delphi.—The temple was adorned with statues and other splendid works of
art. Its walls were inscribed with salutary moral precepts ; among them the cele-
brated one TvioQL csavTov. (P. V. § 169.) Costly tripods were among the gifts conse-
crated to Apollo here. One of the most famous was the golden one presented by the
Greeks after the defeat of Xerxes. This was removed by Constantine and placed in
the Hippodrome of Constantinople, upon the " triple heads" of the three brazen ser-
pents twisted into one pillar.

The pillar still remains {Gibbon, ch. 17. p 80. vol. ii. N. York, 1822).—The three heads are said to have been in good preserva-

tion when Constantinople was taken by the Turks ; Mahomet II. then rode into the Hippodrome and shattered one of them with his

battle ax
;
two were remaining in 1700 ; but they were stolen about that time by some unknown depredator. (Cf. Lotid. Quart.

Eev. \x. 169.) On the origin of the Delphic oracle, cf. MitforcVs Greece, ch. 3. sect. 2.

2. The great wealth accumulated at Delphi (cf ^ 28), and the celebrity of the ora-
cle, and consequent influence possessed by the state which had the chief authority
over it, occasioned much jealousy among the Grecian states ; in two instances par-
ticulariy they were involved thereby in actual hostihties, in the wars commonly called
Sacred.

Mufa-d's Hist, of Greece, ch. xiivii-xlii.—Zte Valois, Guerres Sacrees, in the Mem. Scad. Inter, vii. 201. ix. 97. xii. 177.

§ 73. The tripod (r'ptTtoi'f ;i^p>;(7rrp(,05), upon which the priestess sat in utter-
ing the answers, must be mentioned among the remarkable things pertaining to
the oracle.

_
It was dedicated to Apollo by the seven wise men of Greece, and

has been viewed as having a threefold reference, to the past, the present, and
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the future. The ITv^ta herself was esteemed as a priestess of peculiar dignity

and was obliged to prepare for the functions of her office by many ceremonies.

In delivering the oracles, she appeared to be in the most violent ecstasy and

convulsion. In early times, the oracular response was commonly clothed in

the form of hexameter verse ; often by a poet employed for the purpose. Ori-

ginally the oracle was consulted but on a single day in the year, in a month of

the spring, called Bvaio^ or Jlvaio^; afterwards inquiry could be made on a

certain day of every month. Whoever wished to consult the oracle was re-

quired to make large presents and offerings, to put on a wreath or crown, and

to propose his questions mostly in writing, and allow himself to be qualified

for receiving the answer by many mystic rites. The answer was commonly
so enigmatical and ambiguous (}.o^6i, hence Ao|t'aj), that it would apply to any

result that might happen; and whenever it was clear and definite, the priests

had informed themselves of all the preliminary circumstances and the proba-

bilities respecting the issue.—The Delphic oracle was suspended at various

times, and became finally silent soon after the death of the emperor Julian.

Originally, there was one Pylhia {or -pofnns) only at Delphi; but after the oracle

became more frequented, the number was increased to three, chosen from among the

uneducated inhabitants of Delphi, and bound to the strictest temperance and chastity.

They ofHciated by turns, and sometimes lost their lives in the paroxysms of the in-

spiration. Those, who pretended to form into sentences their incoherent exclamations,

three in number, were called Trpocprirai ; who always took care to ascertain previously

much about the history and characters of those consulting the oracle. The prophets

were aided in the sacriices and ceremonies, which preceded the placing of the Pythia

on the tripod, by five priests called omoi, wno were under a chief called oo-iwnjp.—The
irepiriynTcu. were guides to those who visited the temple, employed particularly in point-

ing out to themits curiosities. A great number of persons were required for the va-

rious services of the temple and oracle.—See the Plate facing page v.)

On this oracle of Apollo, see Bardicm, Oracle de Delphes, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. iii. p. 137.—C. F. Wditer, De Religione

et Oraculo Apollinis Delphici. Hafn. Mil —K. D. HiUlmanru, WUrdisung des Delphischen Orakels. Bonn, IS37.— fF. Go'Jc,

Das Delpbische Orakel, in seinem politischen, religiosen, und sittlicheu Einfluss. Leipz. 1839.—/J. H. Klausen, in Ersch iind

Gruler, Encyclopadie, under Orahel.

§ 74. There were in Greece various other oracles less celebrated. The more
important of them were the following: the oracle of Apollo at Didyma, which

was called also the oracle of the Branchidee ; those of Delos, Abae, Claros,

Larissa, Tegyrae and other minor cities ; where answers were also given from

Apollo ; the oracle of Trophonius at Lebadea in Boeotia, in a subterranean

cave, said to have been the residence of Trophonius, into which inquirers des-

cended, after performing solemn ceremonies, in order to receive a revelation of

the future by dreams or oracles ; and the oracle of Amphiaraus in the vicinity

of Oropus in Attica, where the answers were imparted to the initiated by
dreams.—The number of the ancient oracles amounted to two hundred and

sixty.

1. The oracle of rropAonius is described chiefly by Pausanias (ix. 37% who says he entered

the cave. The oracle was upon a mountain, where was a grove, temple, and statue of Tropho-
nius. Within an inclosure made of white stones, upon which were erected obelisks of brass,

was an artificial opening like an oven; here by a ladder the person consulting the oracle

descended, carrying in his hands a certain composition of honey. On returning, the person was
required to write down what had been seen or heard.—In Plate XIX. is a representation of this

oracle —As there was a story that a visitor to the cave never smiled after his return, it became
common to describe a gloomy person by saying he hftd been to the cave of Trophonius ; see an
amusing application of this, in Jiddison's Spectator, No. 559.

The cave is still pointed out to travelers ; also the two fountains Mittmotyne and Lethe.—Set Clarke, Travels, kc.—PouquemVe,

Voyage, &c. vol. iv. p. 171.

2. There were numerous oracles of Asclepius or .Esculapius ; of which the most celebrated

was at Epidaurus. Here the sick sought responses and the recovery of their health by sleeping

(ivcubatio) in the temple. It was imagined by F. A. Wolf, that what is now called animal mair-

fietism or Mesmerism was known to the priests uf those temples where the sick spent one or more
nights for the purpose of recovering their health.

Cf. F. A. Wulf, Beytrag zur Gesch. des Somnambulismus aus dem Allerthum ; in his Vermischtt Schrifien.

§ 75. The pretended revelation of the future mediately (cf. § 70), or by means

of some system or art of divination {fiavtixri), was effected in various ways.

The most important was by theomancy (^jo^iavr'jta), an art possessed by a

class of persons who were called ^ao^av-ffts, and claimed to be under divine

inspiration. This class comprised three varieties; some were considered as
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interpreters of the demons by whom they were possessed, and called 6al^lovo'

Kr;Hrot, or Ttv'^u/vii; Others were called tv'^wjiantaC or tv'^faonxoC, aud enjoyed

only the intimations of some particular divinity ; and others still were termed
fxcjrarcxot, and boasted of high discoveries obtained durinj/ a wholly superna-

tural state of rnind, which they sought to render credible by the pretext of a

long trance, insensibility, or sleep.

Besides what was termed in general fhcrnnnnry, there were several methods of
divination, of which the following were the principal.— 1. By dream k, 6i/ufm:oXia. 'J he
(JreekH ascribed very much to dreams as supernatural, and viewed them either a^
revelations and warnings from the gods or from demons, or as pictures and images of
future events. 'J'he expounders oi dreams were called 6vtif/jK(iiT<n, wupuaKOTtot, or ivn'

(mroXoi. Three varieties of the dream are named ; xc^jiaTiaitd^, when a god or spirit

converned with one in his sleep; ofxnia, when one saw a vinion of future occurrences;
dvcij/Ji, in which the future was set forth by types and figures ('iXXnyopiKfTti). 'i"wo other
varieties are also mentioned, iinmviov and <j)avTaa)ta, but are not considered as affording

much help in divination ; itpiaXTrn, iitcuhvK, night-mare, was supposed sometimes to

indicate the future. Dreams were supposed to be sent from the god of sleep (F. II.

^ 113); and from Jufiiter {Jlom. U. i. 63). A goddess called Brizo {fiplsuv, to ghcp)
was thought to preBide over the interpretation of dreams, and was worshiped particu-

larly in Delos. Dreams which occurred in the morning were most regarded in

divination.

See Artnnidonu, »% cite^ P. V, § 2fiT.—Jlurigny, Soogez, fcc. in Ibe Mem. dt I'Acad. <k* Inter, vol. zzxviii. p. H.—Theory nf

Dreamt, ciXtAV. U.S 113.

2. By Kdcriftceit. This was called JJiernmnnr.^ {'ttpofiauTua) or JTieroxropy ('(rpovKovia).

It comprehended the observations of many particulars connected with the offering of
a victim, as portending good or ill. One of the principal things was the inspection of
the entrails, especially the liver (hraTorjK'mia), ami the heart. The fire of sacrifice was
also noticed (Trpo^af/Tti'a) ; likewise the smoke (KixTTfoyia»Tdti), the wine (dii/onai/Ttia), and
the water {v'^^Miiavrda, TrriyopavTrAa). 'i'here were, in short, various kinds or forms of this

divination according to the different victims or materials of the sacrifices and the dif

ferent rites ; e. g. there was uKfixiiAaunia, by the flower or rneal used ; ixB-Mnavrcia, by
the entrails of fishes ; omxo^ia, by eggs.

3. By hirdn, diwviiTiKh. Thofe, who observed and interpreted omens by birds, were
called 6pvto<jK6moi, dpviOoftdvrcif. Some birds were observed with respect to their /j>//«

(TafimTcpoyei) ; Others in respect to their ginsinp (oyjiKut). Unlucky birds, or those of ill

omen, were called i^''>Xaifioi, pernijcinus, ana KoyhmKol, hindering from designed under-

takings, and by similar epithets; among this class were the hawk, the buzzard, and,

except at Athens, the owl ; the dove and swan, on the other hand, were considered

as lucky birds; and the crowing of the cock was auspicious. When the observer of

the flignt of birds was watching for omens he looked towards the north, and appear-

ances in the east, which was on his right, were considered as favorable ; hence the

use of k'^t'ii, right, to signify fortunate.—Omens were also drawn from insects and
reptiles, and various animals. Toads, serpents, and boars were of ill omen. Bees
and ants were often thought to foretoken good.

4. By signs in the heavens (-Jio-rr/^ita) and other phyxical vhenomena. Comets,
eclipses, and earthquakes were all unluckv signs. Thunder ancl lightning were lucky
if observed on the right hand ; but unlucKy if on the left. To be struck with thun-

der (fipovTTiTOi) was unlucky ; in places thus struck, altars were erected and oblations

made to appease the gods, after which none dared to approach fhern.

.*>. By lots. I'he two principal modes were those termed cTixofiavTrJa and xXriponavreia
;

in the former little pieces of paper, having fatidical lines (tHjcoj) written upon them,
were drawn from an urn, and were supposed to indicate the prospects of the person
by or for whom they were drawn out ; in the other, various small articles, as beans
black and white, pebbles, dice, and the like, which were all called xXripoi, and were
considered as being of different significancy, were drawn from an urn or other vessel.

-Other modes were (i'x(i?!fjnat>rtia, by rods, and PtXoi/avrtia, by arrows, in which the

lot was decided by the manner in which they fell from an erect posture or from the

quiver. Another was by the use of the ttiVa^ dY^'pTiK6{, on which certain prophetic

verses were inscribed, and the fate was indicated by the verse on which the dice fell.

6. By magical arttt. These were said to have originated in Persia among the Mag:,
H(iyoi. The degree of attention given among the Greeks to these arts (ncpuf/ya) la

evinced by a striking fact recorded in the Bible (Acta, xix. 19), which seems to imply
that a great number of books were composed on the subject. A few only of the

various modes need be named ; vtKpOfAavrda, axtopaurcia, and Ti/vxonatnda, in which the

dead were supposed to appear or speak ;
yanTpofjavrda, in which demons were ima-

gined to speak from the bellies of men, or omens were drawn from the appearancei?

of water in the middle part (yurrpn) of certain glass vessels surrounded with lighted

torches : Knuouavrda, in which the performers observed the forms assumed by drop*
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of melted wax ; there were numerous other modes.—The aXsKTpvoptavTcia was a sort of
divination by lot, yet classed among the magical arts; the letters of the alphabet were
written in a circle ; a grain of wheat or barley was laid upon each letter ; a cock was
placed in the center ; and the desired information was obtained by putting together
the letters from which the cock picked the grains.—It is proper to mention here some
of the magical arts, by which mysterious eflects were supposed to be wrought ; as,

6. g., 'liapnaKcia, in which medicated herbs, minerals, and the hke {ipapjxaKa) were used

;

and PaaKavia, which was a sort of fascination or malign influence wliich certciin per-

sons were supposed to exert.

See Bonamy and Lt Blmtd, &c. as cited § 227.—On diTination by the aip, cf. Class. Jaum. x. 232.

7. Finally, divination was also made from various things included under the general
name of omens {(rvnlioXa). One class of these consisted of such as were drawn from
the person himself, as ttoXhoI, palpitations of some part of the system ; jioiilio^, a ringing
of the ears ; Trrapjxol, sneezings, &c. Another class consisted of those drawn from
objects external to the person; as the meeting of certain objects or animals on the
road {cvd^ia (rii/j|t?oXa), or certain occurrences at home (rd diKoaKOTTiKdv). Certain words
were also ominous; such were called orrai, KXri^oveg, (p^iiai. The Greeks, especially the
Athenians, sought to avoid words of ill omen, carefully substituting others, as, e. g.
'E"/i£i'Wff instead of 'Epivi^vcg, and (pi'Xarhi instead of kXsktt];.

On the ancient art of divination, see Cicero, De Divinatione.—Cf. IVachsmuth, Historical Antiquities, as cited § 13.

—

Potter,

Archsol. Grac. bk. ii. ch. 12-18.

§ 76. The festivals formed an important part of the religious worship of the

Greeks. Their establishment and support was partly for the sake of honoring
and supplicating the gods, and commemorating persons of merit, and partly

for the sake of rest, recreation, union, and harmony of social feeling. Their
number greatly increased with the multiplication of the gods and the progress

of luxury and wealth; the variety and splendor of the accompanying ceremo-
nies increased in the same proportion. Especially was this the case at Athens.

They were mostly held at the public expense, the means being drawn from
various sources.

See M. G. Hermarm, Die Feste von Hellas historisch-philosophisch bearbeitet und zum erstenma! nach ihrem Sinn und Zweck

erlautert. Berlin, 1^03. 2 Th. 8.

§ 11 1. Some of the most important festivals have been mentioned (P. TI.)

in the history of particular gods, under the head of Mythology. A slight

notice of them here must suffice. The principal out of an almost countless

multitude, will be named in alphabetical order, and then some particulars added
respecting a few of these.

\ u. 'A ypto'j 1^1 a, a nocturnal festival instituted in honor of Bacchus. 'A.6u,via,

dedicated to Venus and the memory of Adonis. 'AX w a, to Bacchus and Ceres.
'AvBeariipia, observed at Athens three days, also in honor of Bacchus. 'ATi-a-

Tovpia, at Athens, in commemoration of a victory obtained by Melanthus, through
stratagem, over the Boeotian king Xanthus, likewise in honor of Bacchus, and other

gods. 'A4>poSicria, a festival of Aphrodite or Venus, particularly on the island of

Cyprus. -Bpavpuv la, sacred to Diana, in Attica, celebrated every fifth year.

—

Aaipvrt(p6pia, to Apollo in Bceotia, only every ninth year. A>7X la, also to Apollo,
on the island of Delos, every fifth year. A r] ixfirpia, sacred to Demeter or Ceres.
A ( i'TTo Xft a, an Athenian festival, instituted in honor of Jupiter, as tutelary god of the
city {Uo\i£Vi). -A 10 vvo- 1 a, to Dionysus or Bacchus ; a greater and more solemn festi-

val in the chies ; and a lesser one in the country ; the same that was called by the Ro-
mans Bacchanalia. There were innumerable forms of this festival. 'E kuto pi/3 aia,

dedicated by the Argives to Juno, to whom they sacrificed a hecatomb on the first day
of this festival. 'EXevaivi a, the most celebrated festival of Ceres, a greater and
smaller, connected with the well known mysteries. ^"E pp.aia,vi festival of Mercury,
in Elis, Arcadia, and Crete. 'E^eo-ta, a festival of Diana atEphesus. "Hpai'a, a
festival of Juno at Argos. 'Yl<pa iareia, sacred to Vulcan at Athens, accompanied
by races with torches. Qea iio(p6pia, the festival of legislation in honor of Ceres, at

Athens and other Greek cities. KapvEia, sacred to Jupiter and Apollo, almost
throughout all Greece, for nine days. KvKaia, an Arcadian festival in honor of
Jupiter, instituted by Lycaon. [But this term usually designates a festival of Pan
corresponding to the Roman Lupercal. Cf. P. II. % 80.] '0<TKO(p6p la, a festival

of the Athenians instituted by Theseus, and so called from the custom of carrying

branches about on the occasion. Uavadrjvaia, one of the most solemn festivals

at Athens, dedicated to Minerva. The lesser was celebrated annually ; the greater

every fifth year. Both were connected with various contests and games. IlsXw-
pia, a. Thessalian festival dedicated to Jupiter, having some resemblance to the Sa-
turnalia of the Romans. 'D^paTa^a general name applied to solemn sacrifices.
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which were brought to the gods in the different seasons, with a view to secure good
weather.

For a more complete enunneration and description, cf. Potter, Archseol. Graeca, bk. ii. ch. 20.—Cf. Larcher, on certain Greek

festivals, in tie Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xlv. p. 412; and xlviii. p. 252.

2. "The festival called 'A (5 wi'i a was celebrated in most of the cities of Greece.
The solemnity continued two days. On the first, certain images or pictures of Adonis
and Venus were brought forth with all the pomp and ceremonies used at funerals; the
women tore their hair, beat their breasts, and counterfeited other actions usual in

lamenting the dead. This lamentation was called dcwviaafidi or dcuvta, and hence acojiiav

ayeiv signifies the same as "AcW(v xXaiEiv, to weep for Adonis; and the songs on this

occasion were denominated uAjfiVia. With the images were also carried shells filled

with earth, in which grew several sorts of herbs, particularly lettuces; in memory
that Adonis was laid out on a bed of lettuces. These were called Kr,Troi, gardens ; and
hence 'Aowviro; kv-oi were proverbially applied to things unfruitful and fading, because
those herbs were sown only so long before the festival as to be green at that" time, and
were presently cast out into the water. The flutes used on this day were called
yiyyptai from yiyypns, the Phoenician name of Adonis; the music, ytyyfao-^id; ; and the
songs were called yiyypavrd. The sacrifice was denominated Ka9icpa, because the days
of mourning were called by that name. The second day was spent in all possible
demonstrations of joy and merriment ; in memory, that by the favor of Proserpine,
Venus obtained that Adonis should return to life, and dwell with her one-half of every
year. This fable is applied to the sun which produced the vicissitudes of summer and
winter."

Cf. p. n. § 47.—Bonier, Cnlte d'Adonis, in the Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. vel. iii. p. 98.

3. " The Aiovvcria were sometimes called by the general name of "Opyia, which,
though sometimes applied to the mysteries of other gods, more particularly belonged
to those of Bacchus. They were also sometimes denominated Baioc^.Ta. They were
observed at Athens with greater splendor, and with more ceremonious superstition,

than in any other part of Greece ; the years were numbered by them ; the chief
archon had a share in their management ; and the priests who officiated were honored
with the first seats at public shows. At first, however, they were celebrated whhout
splendor, being days set apart for public mirth, and observed only with the following
ceremonies :—a vessel of wine adorned with a vine branch, was brought forth ; next
followed a goat ; then was carried a basket of figs ; and after all, the phaUi.—At some
of them, the worshipers in their garments and actions imitated the poetical fictions

concerning Bacchus ; they put on fawns' skins, fine linen, and miters ; carried thyrsi,

drums, pipes, flutes, and rattles; crowned themselves with garlands of ivy, vine, fir,

and other trees sacred to Bacchus. Some imitated Silenus, Pan, and the Satyrs, and
exhibited themselves in comic dresses and antic motions ; some rode upon asses ; and
others drove goats to the slaughter. In this manner persons of both sexes ran about
the hills and deserts, dancing ridiculously, personating men deranged in their intel-

lects, and crying aloud, Eioi Y.apot, JLioi Ba/c,\f, oj ''laxxc, 'l6/3aKxe, or 'loj Bukxc
The great festival, Atovvcta nzyaKa, was sometimes called cio-rooa, or ra kut' Iuttv, be-

cause celebrated within the city of Athens, in the beginning of spring, in the month
'EXa'liripo\i6v. It was sometimes by way of eminence called Aioimia, because it was
the most celebrated of all festivals of Bacchus at Athens, and was probably the same
as Aiovvaia dp\a<.6repa.

The less, Aiovvcia puKpa, was sometimes called ra kut dypovj , because it was observed
in the country. It was a sort of preparation to the former and greater festival, and
was celebrated in autumn, in the month Uoaeikiiv or Ya^nKiow. Some are of opinion,
that it was the same as Awivaia \r]vaia., which received its name from Xj/vo? , a wine-
press."

There appear to have been four Attic festivals in honor of Bacchus ; the Aiovvaia

KOT dypov;, the Afivaia, the 'Afdearvpia, and the Aioyv<7ia kut aarv. Other festivals in his

honor are also named.

In our Plate XXV. fig. e, we have a Bacchante trancing with a thyrsus in one hand and a wine
cup in the other ; in fig. /, another Bacchante with some musical instrument in each hand, per-

, haps the crotula. A male reveler is seen on the altar of Bacchus, given in the Sup. Plate 30.

Cf. Scmn, Hist. Litt. Grecque, vol. ii. p. 5, as cited P. V. § 7. 9.—Ou festivals of Bacchus, see also P. II. § 59 : P. IV. § 66. 2 —See
Spalding, in the AbhandL der Berl. Acad. 1811 ; and A. Bockh, Vom Uuterschiede der Attiscben Lenaen, Anthesterieu, &c. in the

Abhandl. der Berl. Ac. 1819.

4. " The 'EXevo-r i/( a was a solemnity observed by the Celeans and Phhasians
every fourth year; by the PheneataB, the Lacedasmonians. Parrhasians, and Cretans,
but more especially by the Athenians, every fifth year, at Eltusis, a borough town of
Attica. It was the most celebrated solemnity in Greece, and was, therefore, by way of
eminence, called Ta fi^arfipia, the mysteries, and teXetj?. It is said by some to have been
insthuted by Ceres herself, when she had supplied the Athenians with corn in a time
of famine. Some say that it was instituted by king Erectheus ; and others, bv
Eumolpus.

22 P
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It was divided into the fiiKph and ns:Ya'>^<^ nmTfipia, lesser and greater mysteries ; and
then the latter were in honor of Ceres, the former in that of her daughter Proserpine.
Mix-pa nvarfipia, the lesser mysteries, were observed in the month ' AvOearripi'jiv at Agrae,
a place near the river Ihssus ; and the pLsydXa fnarnpia, greater mysteries, were cele-

brated in the month Boricponwiv, at Eleusis, a borough-town of Attica, from which Ceres
was called Eleusinia. In later ages the lesser festival was used as a preparation to

the greater, in which they could not be initiated till they had been purified at the
former.
About a year after purification at the lesser, they sacrificed a sow to Ceres, and

were admitted to the greater mysteries, the secret rites of which (with the exception
of a few known only to the priests) were op'enly revealed to them, and hence they
were called ^opoi and bTonrai, inspectors. Persons of both sexes and of all ages were
initiated at this solemnity. To neglect the initiation into these mysteries was consi-

dered a crime of a very heinous nature, and formed a part of the accusation for which
Socrates was condemned to death.—All the Greeks might claim initiation into the

mysteries ; but the people of every other nation were excluded by an ancient law

;

and persons convicted of sorcery or of any atrocious crime, and especially if they
had committed homicide, even though involuntarily, were debarred from these
mysteries.

The manner of initiation was as follows. The candidates, being crowned with
myrtle, were admitted by night into a place called n^crrtKo; crjKdg, the mystical temple,
or nv(7To56icog 6ondg, which was an edifice very capacious (P. II. § 63). At their entrance
they washed their hands in holy water, and at the same time were admonished to

present themselves with minds pure and undefiled, without which the external clean-

ness of the body would not be accepted. After this, the holy mysteries were read to

them out of a book called ^irpw^ua, from Trerpa, a stone, because the book was only two
stones cemented together. Then the priest who initiated them, and who was called

hpo^afTri;, proposed to them certain questions, to which they returned answers. Soon
after, they beheld strange and frightful objects: sometimes the place, in which they
were, appeared bright and resplendent with light and radiant fire, and instantly was
covered whh pitchy darkness ; sometimes a hollow sound was heard, and the earth

seemed to groan beneath their feet. The being present at these sights was called
avro-lia, intuition. I'hey were then dismissed in these words, K6)'J, ''Opnra^. The gar-

ments in which they were initiated were deemed sacred, and efficacious in averting

evils and incantations.

The hierophantes had three assistants : the first was called i^a^ovxos, torch-bearer, to

whom it was permitted to marry ; the second, xiipvl, the crier ; and the third, 6 l-rrl

Poifio), from his ministering at the ahar. 'hpofavTns is said to have been a type of the

Great Creator of all things; 6a6ovxos, of the sun; Knpv^, of Mercury; and 6 im jSmjio},

of the moon.
There were also certain public officers whose business consisted in seeing that all

things were performed according to custom. Of these was PaaiXcvg, the king, who
was one of the archons, and who was obhged to offer prayers and sacrifices at this

solemnity, and to observe that no indecency or irregularity was committed during the

festival ; four r7ri/x<:X ?)rai, curators, who were elected by the people, and ten persons who
assisted at this and some other solemnities, and who were called leponoiol, from their

offering sacrifices.

This festival continued nine days, and from the fifteenth to the twenty-third day of

the month Borjt^po^tcji/. During this time it was unlawful to arrest any man, or to pre-

sent any petition ; and they who were found guilty of such practices were fined one
thousand drachms, or, as others say, put to death.

On the fourth day of the festival, they made a solemn procession, in which the
Ka\af)iop, holy basket of Ceres, was carried in a consecrated cart, crowds of persons

shouting as they went, XaTps, AriiJL^rep {Hail, Ceres). After these, followed certain

women called Kicrotpopoi, who carried baskets in which were contained carded wool,

grains of salt, a serpent, pomegranates, reeds, ivy boughs, a sort of cakes called

(pSoTs, poppies, &c.—The fifth was called 'H rwv XanwdSuiv iiiJiepa, the torch-day; because,

the night following, the men and women ran about with torches in their hands. It

was also customary to dedicate torches to Ceres, and to contend who could present

the largest ; and this was done in memory of the journey of Ceres, wdio sought Pro-

serpine with a torch lighted at the flames of ^Etna.—The sixth day w^as called "Ia>cxo;,

from lacchus, the son of Jupiter and Ceres, %vho with a torch in his hand accompa-
nied the goddess in her search after Proserpine. His statue, crowned with myrtle,

and bearing a torch, was carried from the Ceramicus to Eleusis, in a solemn proces-

sion called 'lavxof.—On the seventh day were sports, in which the victors were re

warded with a measure of barley, which was the first grain sown in Eleusis."

Robinson, Archasol. Graca.—On the Eleusinian Mysteries, see tlie references given P. H. § 63.—A full account of the Greek mys-

teries is given in LimburgSrouwer, Histoire de la Civilisation, Mor. et Relig. des Grecs.

5. The eearixofjiopia was a festival in honor of Ceres, surnamed SrecTfiofopo; (legifcra

or lawgiver), because she was said to have first taught mankind the use of laws. It
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was celebrated in many Grecian cities; by the Spartans, the Thebana m Boeotia, the
Syracusans in Sicily, and others.—" But the Athenians observed this festival with tho
greatest show of devotion ; the worshipers were freeborn women (it being unlawful
for any of servile condition to be present), whose husbands were wont to defray the
charges ; and were obliged to do so, if their wives' portion amounted to three talents.

These women were assisted by a priest called T.Teipairnpufos , because his head was
adorned with a crown ; and by certain virgins, who were kept under severe discipline,

being maintained at the public charge in a place called Qta^oipopziov. The women were
clad in white apparel.—Three days at least were spent in making preparations. Upon
the eleventh of Pyanepsion, the women, carrying books upon their heads, wherein
the laws were contained, went to Eleusis, where the solemnity was kept ; whence
this day was called "Ayoh^, the ascent. Upon the fourteenth the festival began, and
lasted until the seventeenth. Upon the sixteenth they kept a fast, sitting upon the
ground in token of humiliation ; whence the day was called 'Nmrda, a. fast.'^

Cf. Potter, Boyd's ed. p. S'a.— lVdlauer, De Thesmophoriis. Wratisl. IS20. 8. On the Fasts of the ancients, see Morin, L'Csage

du Jtune, chez les AncieDs, &c. in the Mem. de I'Acad. des Inscr. vol. iv. p. 29.

6. " The Uavadiivaia was an Athenian festival in honor of Minerva, the protec-
tress of Athens. It was first instituted by Erichthonius, who called it 'Adrjvaia

; and it

was afterwards revived by Theseus, when he had united into one city all the Athe-
nian people, and by him was denominated navadiii>aia. Some are of opinion that it

was the same as the Roman Quinquatria. At first it continued only one day ; but il

was afterwards prolonged several days, and celebrated with great magnificence.
There were two solemnities of this name, one of which was called MtydAa llavaBnvata,

the Great Panathenaea, and was celebrated once in five years, beginning on the twenty-
second of Hecatombseon ; the other was denominated ]\IiK-pd IlavaOfjvaia, the Less Pana-
thenaea, and was observed every third year, or, as some think, every year, beginning
on the twentieth or twenty-first of Thargelion. In the latter were three games, ma-
naged by ten presidents who were elected from the ten tribes of Athens, and who con-
tinued in ofhce four years. On the first day was a race with torches, in which first

footmen and afterwards horsemen contended, and which was also observed in the
greater festival. The second contention was evavlpiai dy^v, a gymnastic exercise in

which the combatants gave proof of their strength or manhood. The place of these
games was near the river, and was called from the festival liai'aB-nvdiKov. The third

was a musical contention instituted by Pericles ; the suljject proposed was the eulogium
of Harmodius and Aristogiton, and also jof Thrasybulus, who had rescued the repub-
lic from the yoke of the tyrants by which it was oppressed. The poets also contended
in four plays, which from their number were called rerpaXoyia. Besides these there was
a contention at Sunium, in imitation of a sea-fight. (Cf. Herod, viii. 55.

—

Pausan. i. 27.

% 2.) The victor in either of these games was rewarded with a vessel of oil and whh
a crown of the olives which grew in the Academy, and which were called (xopiai from
^l6pos, death, or from jj-^pog, a part. There was likewise a dance called Pyrrhichia, per-
formed by boys in armor, who represented to the sound of the flute the battle of Mi-
nerva with the Titans. No man was permitted to be present at these games in

dyed garments, under a penalty to he imposed by the dywi'oflsr???, president of the games.
Lastly a sumptuous sacrifice was offered, to which every Athenian borough contributed
an ox; of the flesh that remained, a pubUc entertainment was made for the whole
assembly ; and at this entertainment cups of an unusual size were employed.

In the greater festival most of the same rites and ceremonies were observed, but
with greater splendor and magnificence, and the addition of some other matters. In
particular, at this solemnity was a procession, in which was carried the sacred -rrhrXos,

garment of Minerva. This TrtTrXo? was woven by a select number of virgins, who were
called ipyaariKal, from epyov, a work, and who were superintended by two of the
dppr](i)6poi, and commenced their employment at the festival XaAx-cra, which was on the
thirtieth of Pyanepsion. The garment was white, without sleeves, and embroidered
whh gold: upon it were described the achievements of Minerva against the giants, of
Jupiter, of the heroes, and of men renowned for valor and great exploits; and hence
men of courage and bravery were said to be Sjiot -ahrXov, worthy of being portrayed on
the garment of Minerva. The ceremonies attending the procession with the TrrrrXos

were as follows. In the Ceramicus whhout the chy, was an engine built for the pur-
pose in the form of a ship, upon which the TrsTrXo? was hung in the manner of a sail,

which was put in motion by concealed machinery. The ttct-Xo? was thus conveyed to
the temple of Ceres Eleusinia, and thence to the citadel, where it was placed upon
Minerva's statue, which was laid on a bed strewed with flowers, and called rXa/ftf.

This procession was composed of a great number of persons of both sexes, and of all

ages and conditions. It was led up by old men, and, as some say, by old women, car-
rying ohve branches in their hands ; and hence they were called ^a\Xo(p6fjot, bearers of
green boughs. After these came middle-aged men, who, armed with lances and
bucklers, seemed only to respire war, and who were accompanied by the ^hoiKoi, so-
journers, carrying little boats as emblems of their being foreigners, and therefore
called aKa<pri<p6poi, boat-bearers. Then followed the women, attended by the sojourners'
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wives, who were called vlpiappoi, from carrying water-pots in token of servitude. These
'vere followed by young men, who sang hymns in honor of the goddess, and who were
crowned with millet. Next proceeded select virgins of high rank, whose features,

shape, and deportment, attracted every eye, and who were called Kavrj'pojjoi, from theu:

carrying baskets, which contained sacred utensils, cakes, and all things necessary for the

sacrifices. These utensils were in the custody of one who, because he was chief ma-
nager of the pubhc processions, was called dpxMcjpog. The virgins were attended by
the sojourners' daughters, who carried umbrellas and folding-chairs, and who were
thence denominated GKia&r](p6pui, umbrella-carriers, and cKppo(p6poi, seat-carriers. It is

probable that the rear was brought up by boys, who walked in coats used at proces-

sions, and were called -avmiiiKol. The necessaries for this and other processions were
prepared in a pubhc hall erected for that purpose between the Piraean gate and the

temple of Ceres ; and the management of the whole business belonged to the vo^xo^i;-

Xaw,-, who were appointed to see that the ancient customs were observed.

The Panathcnaic procession is represented on the frieze of the Parthenon.—See Stuart, Aniiq. of Athens, cited P. IV. § 243. 1.—

Visconli, Sculpture du Parthenon, cited P. IV. § 190. 4.—A small but hmdsome view of the Acropolis and the Fanathenaic proces-

sion is given in Boyd's Potter.

On the ftsiival, cf. Robmson, Arch. Grxc—Potter.—Land. Quart. Rev. xiv. 511.—H. A. MUUer, Panathenaica.

Among (he monuments nf ancient art still in preservation are certain vases called Panathevaic

Vases, as they are supposed from inscriptions on ihem to have b^en actually employed to contain

the sacred oil bestowed upon victors in these games as a part of their prize.

See P. 0. Sronsted, on the Panalhenaic Vases; in the Transact, of the Roy. Soc. of Literature, vol. ii. p. 102. Lend. 1S34.—

^

Caylus, Vasts dont les anciens faisoient usage dans les festives, in the Mem. Acad. Lucr. xxiii. 342.

§ 78. The great public games of the Greeks were also a part of their relior-ious

customs. They w^ere looked upon as sacred, and were originally established

in honor of the gods. They were always begun and ended with sacrifices. It

also entered into their design, and was their efTect, to render religion more

attractive by association with sensible objects, to bring into nearer contact the

several portions of Greece, and to stimulate and publicly reward superior

talents.—The exercises of these games were of five sorts, and had therefore

the common name Hivta^'kov. They were rimning, leaping, wrestling, throW'

ing the discus, and hurling the javelin, or boxing, which some put in the place

of the contest with the javelin.

See Burette, on these exercises, (la Lutte des anciens—Fugilat, Course, Disque, &c.) in the Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. vol. iii.

p. 222 ss— G. F. PhiUpp, De Pentathio sive Quinquertio. Berl. 1S2". 8.

§ 79. The race (§pd,aoj) was between fixed boundaries, the starting-place

{a^ioii, j3a?L,3t?)» 3"^ the goal or end (crxoTto?, rap^a), on a piece of ground

measured off for the purpose (duXo?, 6Tfd8(,ov), 125 paces in extent. The racers

were sometimes clad in full armor (oTturoSpd^ot).—There were also chariot-

races and horse-races.

Those who only ran once over the stadium were called ora^ioi^pdpt ; those who ran

over the space doubled (c7auXos), that is, both to the goal and back, were called SiavXo-

^pofioi ; those who ran over the space twelve tiines in going and returning, i. e. twenty-

four stadia, or according to others only seven stadia (^oXixoj), were termed 6o\ixoSp6noi.

The goal was sometimes called Kap-rnp ; because, in the StavXog and the ddXixog, the

racers turned round it.—The prize {a9\ov, /SpapsTov) was commonly merely a crown of

olive, pine, or parsley. The term KeXrireg was applied to horses which performed in

the horse-race single. Two horses were also used, upon one of which the per-

former {dvaiSarrig) rode to the goal, and then leaped upon the other. In the chariot-

race, two, three, four, or more horses were employed to draw the chariot (apjxa)
; hence

the terms Svcopoi, Tzdpimroi, nrpMopoi, &c. The chariots were sometimes driven over the

course twelve times {(^vwieKaipopLoi). It was an object of emulation among the wealthy
to send chariots tor the race to the public games of Greece.

Gedoyn, Les Courses de Chevaux et de Chars dans les jeux Olympiques, in the Mem. Acad.- Inscr. viii. 314, 330; ix. 360.—

Quatrim, de Quincy, Sur la Course armee et les oplitodromes, in the Mem. de VInstitut, 01 a s s e d'Hitt. et Lit. Anc vol. iv.

p. 163. with figures. On the Olympic Stadium, cf. Land. Quart. Rev. vol. v. p. 277.

§ 80. For the leap {iaixa) also boundaries were marked, the place from which

(/Sa-f^p), and the place to which (gxdnfia) it was made. This exercise was
performed sometimes with the hands empty, but oftener with metallic weights

in them, usually of an oval shape (axrtjpsi), sometimes with weights attached

to the head or the shoulders.

The distance leaped over was called xavdiv. The point to which the performers were

to leap was marked by digging the earth ; hence its name from aKcnrru. The phrase

TrjccSv iirlp ra brKajxiizva, applied to signify excess or extravagance, was taken from this

exercise.
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§ 81. Wrestling (rtd^r,, xaTfaf5%r^'tixri) was commonly performed in a covered
portico (iDcrrof), the combatants being naked, and making the most violent
exertions to throw each other to the ground. When one had done this with his
adversary three times (o fptalaj), he received the prize. There were two modes
of this exercise, one in the erect posture (6p§f07taV/;), the other in the lying pos-
ture in which the parties contended rolling on the ground {avaxXivoTtdy.r^ and
axivBr^aig or xvU'jL^).—When wrestling was united with boxing, it was called
TlayxpatLov or Tlan/xaxi-ov.

After the names of the candidates had been announced by a herald, they were
matched by lot. For this purpose a silver urn was used containing as many balls as
there were candidates. The same letter was inscribed on two bails, and those who
drew the same letter were antagonists in the contest. In case of an odd number, he
who drew the odd lot was called e'Ps^pog, and required to contend with those who con-
quered. A coinpetitor confessed his defeat by his voice, or by holding up his finger;
hence dips ^aKrvXov became proverbial to signify confess that you are conquered.

In the strict wrestHng, blows were not allowed, nor in boxing was it proper for the
competitor to throw his antagonist ; but in the Pancratium, both modes were prac-
ticed by the combatants {zayKpaTiatjTai or iran^axoi).

§ 82. The quoit or discus (SJffxoj, gq-kos) was made of stone, brass, or iron,

of a circular form, and was thrown by means of a thong (pca?.to6to!') passino-

through a hole in the centre. He who threw the farthest took the prize.

1. The discus was about three inches thick and ten or twelve in diameter. Some
state that the ^.'wof was of stone, and the a6\o; of iron ; others that the former was
carefully made and polished, the latter a rough mass of iron ; the difference may have
been wholly in their form or shape.—The exercise is said to have originated with the
Lacedcemonians.

2 u. The hurling the javelin (piUif, dKovTimq) was practiced either with the hand
alone, or by means of a thong attached to the shaft.

In Plate XVII. fig. Y, is seen a javelin with the thong {amentum) attached to it.

§ 83. Boxing (rtvyixr;) was performed with clenched fists, around which they
sometimes bound the cestus {ijudi), i. e. a thong or piece of hide loaded with
iron or lead. The chief art in this game was to parry the blows of the antago-
nist, which were usually aimed at the face.

The combatant was called UvK-rrn, from :ruf, a fist. The cestus, originally reaching
no higher than the wrist, was afterwards extended to the elbow and sometimes to the
shoulder, and at last came to be used both for defence and attack. Ihe Ifidv-es

were of several kinds ; those termed //EiXt'xa' gave the softest blows ; and the nvpiiixts

gave the most severe. The exercise was violent and dangerous. The combatants often
lost their hves, and victory was always dear bought. Bruises on the face by blows
were called wr.in-ia.

Besides these exercises of bodily strength and agility, there were at the public games of the
Greeks contests in music, poetry, and rhetoric, of which mention is made in the Archceoloey of
Literature (cf. P. IV. $ 65, $ 66).

§ 84. The four most grand and solemn games of the Greeks were the Olympic,
Pythian, Isthmian, and Nemean, which were called by way of eminence Sacred
games (dyti^ivf j tipol).

The first and most distinguished were the Olympic, named from the place
Olympia in Elis, and dedicated to the Olympian Jupiter. By some, Jupiter
was considered as their founder; by others, an earlier Hercules belonging to
the Idaean Dactyli; by others, Pelops; by most, Hercules the hero, who was
the first victor in all the exercises, except in wrestling. They were renewed
by Iphitus, a contemporary of Lycurgus, about B. C. 888, and afterwards by
Chorcebus, B. C. 776. Afterwards they were an object of special care to the
people of Elis. Several inspectors (d?.rrai, /ja36ov;i;ot) had charge of the ex-
ternal arrangements, under the direction of a chief inspector {d7.vtdpxri).

1 M. Those who wished to appear as combatants were obliged to spend ten months
at the Gymnasium in Elis, practicing the games and various preparatory exercises undc*
the instruction of the judges, who were in the Olympic games especially termed
'EXXai'0(?iVa(. The order in which they successively engaged in the contests was decided
by lot. The i)rize was a crown or wreath of oUve (Kdrwoi).—Among the Olympic
victors, Alcibiades was one of the most celebrated; the names of thirteen others Pin
dar has preserved to posterity by his Olympic odes. Statues were often erected to the
conquerors in the grove of Jupiter. Their fame was spread the more widely ca ac-

p2
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count of the vast multitudes of spectators, that fiocked to the games from every part

of Greece, and from Asia, Africa, and Sicily. Uiitrii.uily females were not allowed to

attend. The games were repeated every lifih yeur, in the month ''EKarofifiaiiiv, an-

swering partly to July, and continued five days, 'i hey gave rise to the custom of

reckoning time and dating events by Olympiads. Each Olympiad consisted of four

years. The first Olympiad is generally considered in chronology as corresponding

with the year 776 B.C.
2. One judge at first presided over the games; afterwards two; subsequently there

were twelve ; then eight, one frora each tribe of the Eleans. The place, where these

assembled and superintended the preparatory exercises {TrpoyvjivacrnaTa) of the combatants,

was called 'EWn^oStKaiov. They took the most solemn oaths to adjudge the prizes im-

partially. Although women were strictly excluded from witnessing these games at

first, they were afterwards allowed not only to be present, but even to contend in them.

Originally the contests all took place in one day ; but at length several days were de-

voted to them, and sometimes a day to processions and sacrifices and to the banquets

given to the victors. The Olympic games were celebrated under the Roman empe-
rors ; but were abolished A. D. 394, in the reign of Theodosius.

3. Much has been said respecting the various favorable influences which these games
exerted in Greece. They are said to have promoted peace and harmony between the

different sections and states, as they drew together spectators from every quarter, who
thus constituted the great assembly {Ylavfiyvpii) of Greece. Olympia was in fact called

TrdyKoivo; :<wpa, the common country of aU. Hardihood and valor among the soldiery

are also mentioned as natural effects of the various athletic exercises performed at them.

They could not fail to stimulate to hterary exertion, as they furnished poets, historians,

and orators, with the best opportunities to rehearse their productions.

Baticroft's Heeren, p. 129.—G JVesCs Diss, on the Olympic games, in his 1 ransl. of Pindar, cited P. V. § 60. 5.—Cf. Sulzer''s Allg.

Theorie, close of article Pindar.—ThirlwalVs Hist, of Greece. For more particular accounts of the games, Dissen, Ueber die

Anordnung der Olympischea Spiele ; in his Kleine Schriften.—KTause, Olympia oder Darstellung der grossen Olympischen Spiele.

Wiem. 1838. 8.

§ 85. The Pythian games (iTv^ta) were celebrated upon the Crissaean plains,

in the vicinity of Delphi, which was once called Pytho from the surname of

Apollo. The games were sacred to this god, and were a commemoration of

his victory over the Pythian serpent. They were instituted either by himself,

or by Amphictyon or Diomedes. Originally they were held at the beginning

of every ninth year (ii^msr^ypts), afterwards, like the Olympic, at the beginning

of every fifth year {Ttivta^trjfiii). The Pythiad was sometimes used as an era

in chronology, but not commonly ; it appears to have been reckoned from the

3d year of the 49th Olympiad, B. C. 582. As a reward or prize the victors

received certain apples sacred to Apollo, often also a crown of laurel.

1 u. The contests appear to have been at first only in music, and to have been re-

warded with silver, gold, or something of value. The song called UvOiko; vonog, which
was performed in these contests, celebrated the victory of Apollo over the serpent ; it'

consisted of five or six distinct portions, which represented so many separate parts and
steps in the undertaking and achievement. Of the same import was the customary
solemn dance, composed of five parts.

2 71. All the exercises in use at the Olympic games were gradually introduced into

the Pythian. The Amphtctyons had the oversight of them ; to these the candidates

were required to present themselves. Nine conquerors are especially celebrated in the

Pythian odes of Pindar. The spot where these games were held was a plain between
Delphi and Cirrha, sacred to Apollo,

3. The Pythian games were sometimes called \fx(piKTVoviKa aOXa, because they were under
the care of the Amphictyons. The particular persons appointed to lake the oversight of the

games were called 'E-ri'iie'krirai ; who also acted as judges. They were assisted, in keeping
order, by the ixaaTtyo(p6poi. The Greek states sent, to attend these games, persons termed
Qewooi and YlvdaioTdi.

§ 86. The Nemean games (NfjWfra or Nfjuata) derived their name from Ne-
mea, a city in Argolis between Cleonae and Phlius, in the vicinity of which
they were celebrated. They were held every third year {t^i^trif^ixol) so as to

fall on every second and fourth Olympic year. It was never common to com-

pute time by Nemeads. The superintendents and judges were selected from

the neighboring cities, Argos, Corinth, and Cleonae, and were persons distin-

guished particularly for their love of justice. Their dress was black, because

the orames were first instituted as a funeral solemnity (aywv iriitdf^ioi) in honor

of Opheltes,or Anchemorus; although others state, that they were instituted and

dedi<'ated to Jupiter by Hercules, after slaying the Nemean lion. The prize of
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the victor was a crown of parsley {oiuvov). Ten conquerors in the Nemean
games are celebrated by Pindar.

See Villoison, Les jeux Nemeans, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. ixxviii. p. 29.

§ 87. The Isthmian games ("la^fna) were so called from the place of their

celebration, the Corinthian isthmus, or the neck of land joining Peloponnesus

with the continent. They were instituted in honor of Melicertes, a son of Ino

and Athamas, who under the name of Palaemon was received by Neptune into

the number of sea gods. Others represent Theseus as the founder of the

games, and Neptune as the god to whom they were consecrated. With the

Corinthians, all the other states of Greece (except the Eleans, who were ex-

cluded by some dreadful execration,) united in celebrating these games. They
were held at the beginning of every third year (rpiE-r'jjptxot), and were attended

with the musical contests as well as those m all the athletic exercises. The
prize was originally, and also in later times again, a crown of pine ; for a
period between, it was a crown of dry parsley. The judges were at first

selected from the Corinthians, afterwards from the Sicyonians. Pindar, in his

Isthmian odes yet extant, has sung the praise of eight victors, mostly Pancra-

tiasts, who gained the prize in wrestling and boxing at the same time.

In our Plate XVI. are seen various forms of ancient crowns and garlands. Fig. 8 represents
the Isthmian crown ; fig. 9, the crown of myrtle ; fig. 10, the laurel.

Solon established by a law that every Athenian, who pained a victory at the Isthmian games,
should also receive from the public treasury {Plut. Sol. 23) a reward of one hundred drachmae.

—

The triumphal odes, in which the praises of the victors were celebrated, were termed Epinihia.

See Massieu, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. v. p. 95, 2\i.—Dissen, in his edition of Pindar; cf. P. V. § 60.—Krause, Die Fythien,

Nemeen, und Islhniien. Cf. § 88. 2.

§ 88. On account of the great estimation in which Athletics were held among
the Greeks, and their intimate connection with religion and the interests of the

state, the subject deserves a few additional remarks.

1 u. In the most general sense, .the term included intellectual as v^'ell as bodily ex-

ercises, pursued with earnestness and zeal ; but it was commonly used to signify those
more frequent and violent bodily exercises, which were so much practiced in Greece,
especially at the games already described, and which were viewed as an essential part

of education, and constituted a great object of the Gymnastic system. Many of those
who had enjoyed full instruction therein, made these exercises the main business of
their life. Such were called ddXrjrdi and dyMi'tardt. The teacher of the system or art

was called yvuvaarf}? and fwrdpxj??, superintendent of a |i'o-rdf, which was a covered gal-

lery where the exercises were performed in winter, and was so called from the floor

being made smooth and level. Although the Athletae were not strictly in the service

of the state, yet they received great honor. Their whole mode of life was conducted
whh reference to augmenting their bodily strength, and they submitted to many rigid

precepts. In most of the exercises they were naked ; in casting the quoit and the jave-
lin they wore a light covering. By frequent anointing, rubbing, and bathing, they ren-
dered their bodies more strong and supple. In preparation for a com.bat, they covered
themselves with dust or sand, in order that they might take better hold of each other,

and avoid too great perspiration and exhaustion. Generally the ground, or surface of
the area, on which they exercised, was wet and slippery.

2 K. Before being permitted to enter this area, they were subjected to an examination
and a rigid preparation. For this purpose judges {dOXoOcrai, dyoivoOcTai, 'EWamSiKai)
were appointed, whose number was not always the same, who decided concerning the
prize, and excited the combatants by animated exhortations. The rewards of the con-
querors were the applause and admiration of the people, the public proclamation of
their names, the laudatory song of the poet, the crown of victory, statues, solemn pro-
cessions, banquets, and other privileges and advantages.
For additional remarks on this subject, see P. IV. § 63, § 64.-C. F. A. Hockheimer, Versuch eines Systems der Erziehun? der

Griechen, Dess. 1785. 2 vols. 8. a work very instructive ou this topic and on Grecian education generally—Cf. Jahn's Treatise on
Gymnastics. Northampt. 1828. 8.—Amer. Quart. Rev. vol. iii. p. \25.-Burette, Histoire des Athletes, in the Hist, de PAcad des

Inscr. vol. i. p. 211.—P. Faber, De Re Athletica, &c. Lugd. 1595. 4. ; also in Grmovius, vol. viii.—.ff. Mercurialis, De Arte Gym-
Baslica. Amst. 1672. 4.—P.M. Paciaudius, De Athletarum /cr/340-Tjjo-£t In Palaestra Grscorum. Rom. 1756. 4.—/. H. Krause,

Theagenes ; oder wissensch. Darstellung der Gymnastik, Agonistik, und Feslspiele der Hellenen. Halle, 1835. 8. with plates.

% 89. Dramatic representations or theatrical performances, among the Greeks, be-
longed appropriately to religious festivals; and had their origin, in fact, in religious cere-
monies, particularly in the rites connected with the worship of Bacchus at Athens ; this

circumstance is more fully noticed in the Archaeology and the History of Greek htera-
ture : see P. IV. ^ (,6. P. V. % 36, ^ 37, and 47. Some account of the structure of the
Greek theatres is given under the head of Architecture ; see P. IV. § 235. Besides
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what is said in the sections referred to, a few remarlis may be added properly in this

place, respecting the machinery and the performers.

1. In their theatrical exhibhions the Greeks employed various mechanical contrivances.

Among these were the following : the Qco\oyzXov, a platform concealed by clouds and

supporting the gods in conversation ; the Mr)xavfi and the Tipavoc, instruments employed

to bring a god or other personage suddenly upon the stage, or withdraw him or lift him

into the skies ; the Aiupai, ropes to enable him to walk apparently in the air ; BpoirEioj/

and the 'K.spammKomXov , contrivances for imitating thunder and Hghtning.

2. The number of actors [moKpiral) in the whole of a play was of course various ; but

no more than three at once appeared on the stage {aKqvrf) in the part appropriated to

speakers (XoyzZov). Although the author of the piece represented was sometimes obliged

to be one of the actors, yet those who were actors by profession were, as a class, of low

character and loose morals.—In order that the voices of the speakers might be aided and

the sound spread over the whole of the theatre, artificial helps were employed ; among
these were the brazen vessels ifm'^a) resembling bells, which were placed in different

parts of the structure.—In the rude state of the art the features of the actor were con-

cealed or altered by smearing the face with wine-lees, or by some rude disguise,

^schylus (cf. P. V. "^ 39, 61) introduced the regular mask (jrpoacjnnXov
,
persona) ; which,

ultimately, was formed of brass or some sonorous metal, or at least had a mouth so

prepared as to increase the sound of the voice. There was a vast variety in the form,

color, and appendages of the masks, so as to represent every age, sex, character, and
condition ; no less than twenty-five classes of tragic masks are enumerated by Julius

Pollux ; six for old men ; seven for young men ; three for male slaves ; five for ft male

slaves; and four {or free women. The tragic mask often had a great elevation of the head

and hair (called oyKo^) to heighten the stature of the actor ; and for the same purpose, the

tragic actor wore a very thick-soled boot (;c69opvoj, ffi/?as). Of comic masks forty-three

varieties are specified ; nine for old men; ten for young men; seven for male slaves; three

for old womeii ; fourteen for young women. The comic mask for the oldest man was
called TraTrrf/j Trp'Zrog. Besides all these there were masks appropriate to the satyric drama.

Representations of several ancient masks maybe seen in our Plate XLIX. cf. P. IV. § 189. I. See ScMegel, on the Drama, Lect.

iii.

—

Mongez, sur ies masques des Anciens, in Ihe Mem. dt VInstituI, CI a s s e cPHist. tt Lit. jliic. vol. i. 256. vii. 85.

—

Mongez,

(on use of masks for increasing the power of the voice), in the Mem. de VInst., C I a s s e ie Lit. tt Btaux Arts, vol. v. p. 89.—See

also § 23S. 3.

3. The Choir (xopd;) was composed of performers wholly distinct from the actors

;

yet, by its leader, it often took part in the dialogue. The Chorus was maintained at

vast expense ; one source of which was in the dresses and decorations, which were of

the most splendid kind. See P. V. § 37, and the references there given.

§ 90. As the theatre was opened at sunrise, or even as soon as day-break, the spec-

tators assembled very early in order to secure good seats, which, as the edifices were
built at the public expense, were at first free for every person. In consequence of the

contest for places, which this occasioned, a law was passed at Athens, under which a

fee for admission was demanded. This was fixed, for a time at least, at two oholi. But
under the influence of Pericles, another law was also enacted requiring the proper ma-
gistrate to furnish from the pubHc treasury the amount of this fee to every one who
applied for it that he might attend a dramatic performance. The money thus used was
termed OewpiKo. xp%aro, and the magistrate, Ta^'ag Tcof Qzu^piKMv. The number of specta-

tors was often very great (cf P. IV. § 235). Barthelemy has given a vivid description

of their crowding to the theatre.

Travels of Anacharsis (as cited P. V. § 153. 2), ch. xi. Cf. also rh. \-kx.—Barthelemy, Nombre des pieces qu'on representoient en

nn jour a Athenes, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. xxxix. 172.—On Greek. theatrical Derformances, cf. V. V. §s 36-47.—Land. Quart

Rev. xii. 119.-/. Proudfit, in the Bibl. Repository, vol. i. of 2d Series, p. 4i9.—Bottiger, as cited V. V. § 88.

II. CIVIL AFFAIRS.

§ 91. After what has been already said (§§ 33, ss.) of the original circum-

stances and constitution of the Greek states, we may confine ourselves now to

their characteristics and peculiarities in later times. The account of the various

changes of their constitution and the consequences thereof belongs to history

rather than antiquities. The latter, properly considered, will treat chiefly of the

civil regulations of the most flourishing republic, Athens, without overlooking

those of the other considerable states, especially the Spartans, who were dis-

tinguished by many peculiarities from the Athenians, although they had also

many points of resemblance.

§ 92. The early political changes at Athens have been mentioned (§ 39).

After the kings, whose power was greatly circumscribed by the chiefs of noble

families, and of whom Codrus was the seventeenth and last (1068 B. C), the

chief magistrates were the Archons. "When these became despotic, Draco
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(624 B. C.) introduced a code of laws, which soon occasioned new troubles by
their severity. Recourse was then had to Solon (594 B. C), who abolished
all the laws of Draco, except the one respecting murder. Solon chano-ed the
form of government in many points, diminished very much the authority and
power of the Archons, gave the people a share and voice in judicial inquiries,
and thus transformed the aristocracy previously existing into a mixed and mo-
derate democracy.

On ll,e Civil Affairs of the Athenians, cf. G. Postdlu,, De Republica Atheniensium. Lagd. Bat. 1635. A.-C. P. Levaqtu sur la
CoDs!,.ut,oD d'Alhenes, in Mem de VInHitut, C 1 asse des Science, Mor. et Pol vol. Iv.-AT. F. Hermann, Lehrbnch der Griech-
»chen StsatsalterthUmer. In English transl. entitled, Polilical Antiquities of Greece. Oxf. 1S36. 8. An improved edition of the
orig.ual publ. in \S3S.-irac/iSmuth, as cited § 13.-^. D. HUllmann, Staatsrecht d. Alterthums. Coin. IS20 8.

§ 93. Originally the people had been divided into four tribes {^v-kaC), and
also divided, according to their places of residence, into a number of boroughs
or wards (Sr^oO- Each tribe likewise was subdivided into three curix (^par-
pottt, I'^viq) according to their consanguinity, and each of the curiae into families
{ytvT, t^taxdhii). But Solon divided the citizens according to their wealth
into four classes; 1. TlivtaxoGco^ibi ixvoi, X\iose w\\o gathered from their fields
in moist and dry crops, at least 500 ^libv^vov ; 2. 'iTtnn^, those whose grounds
yielded 300 ^ih^voi, and who were able to maintain a war-horse (trtrto? 7to?ij-
/iicfrj^ptof); 3. Zivyitao, those whose lands produced 200 (or 150) ^ibti.ivoi,,
and who owned the space of one acre or ^f^yoj ; 4. 0^rf 5, those who had any
less income. All the citizens were admitted to the assembly of the people
(§ 106), but only the first three of the above classes shared in the burdens and
expenses of the state, and therefore they alone could receive oflices, and from
them alone the senate (^orXiJ, § 107) was chosen, which at that time consisted
of 400. Solon also advanced the authority of the Areopagus (§ 108), as he
gave It jurisdiction of the most important criminal cases.

§ 94. Athens remained under these regulations only about thirty-four years.
Then, even before the death of Solon, Pisistratus became sole master of the
state, and notwithstanding all opposition, continued such until his death, 528
B. L. His two sons, Hippias and Hipparchus, succeeded him. These were
soon stripped of their power; Hipparchus being slain by Harmodius, who was
offended on account of his sister {Thuc. vi. 544) and was aided by his friend
Aristogiton; and Hippias being driven into banishment by the people. After
this, the constitution received a new form under the influence of Clisthenes.
The number of the tribes {^v7.ai) was now increased to ten. From each of

these, fifty senators {^ov-Kivtai) were yearly elected, so that the Senate consisted
of 500. After this the power of the people was still more increased. Aristides
effected the abolition of the law of Solon, which excluded from oflices the low-
est of the four classes of citizens. Pericles, with the assistance of Ephialtes,
deprived the Areopagus of a great portion of its power; he also occasioned many
important changes in the constitution, which were gratifyino- to the lower
classes, and by which the democracy became less guarded and'restrained, and
the way was opened for the ochlocracy that soon followed.

§ 95. After various changes in the government, Athens was taken by Ly-
sander, B. C. 404. The supreme power was then ves'.ed in the thirty tyrants,
who were, however, deprived of their authority after three years, by Thrasy-
bulus, and banished. In their stead, decemviri {h^xaboixo^) were instituted,
who likewise abused their power, and were exiled, after the former democracy
was restored. This form was retained until the death of Alexander the Great,
when It was overturned by Antipater, and the government vested in a certain
number of nobles or chiefs. After the death of Antipater, Cassander committed
the republic to a lieutenant; and under Demetrius Poliorcetes, it enjoyed aaain
freedom and popular power. With some changes, this state of thino-s con-
tinued until the time of Sylla, who in the Mithridatic war conquered Athens
and subjected her to the Romans. The final destruction of the city happened
towards the end of the fourth century by the hands of Alaric, kin^ of the
VVestgoths. ' °

% 96 t. Athens was the most beautiful and splendid citv in Greece. Its circuit was
about on^^hundred and seventy-eight stadia. Its topography is given more particularlv
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in the Epitome of Classical Geography (cf. P. I. ^§ 104-116) ; here we shall only name
some of the principal buildings and works. One part of it was the citadel, which lay

upon a steep rock ; this at first constituted the whole city under the name of Cecropia,

and was afterwards termed Acropolis. The most remarkable buildings on the Acropo-

lis were the IlpoTriiXaia, Fropylcea, the napdsv.ov, or temple of Minerva with the famous
statue of this goddess by Phidias, and the joint temple of Neptune Erectheus and Mi-
nerva Pohas. In the other portion (which was called the lower city), the temples of

Vulcan, Venus Urania, Theseus, Jupiter Olympius, and the Pantheon sacred to all the

gods, were among the most remarkable. Of the numerous covered porticos, the Pee-

die (cf P. IV. § 74) was the most renowned, and adorned with the most magnificent

paintings and ornaments. The Odeum, built by Pericles, was devoted to musical and
literary exercises (cf. P. IV. § 235. 3). The name of Ceramicus was given to two
extensive spaces, one within and the other without the city, the former enriched with

beautiful edifices, the latter used as a burial ground. I'here were several market
places (dyopai), with different names according to their specific uses. The Gymnasia
also, and the Baths, the Stadium ascribed to Herodes Atiicus, the Academy, the Cyno-
sarges, the Hippodrome, and the Theatres, belong to the remarkable and interesting

works which adorned the city of Athens. The three harbors, Piraeus, Munychia,
and Phalerum, should hkewise be mentioned.

For a view of the Parthenon, see Plate XXI. fig. 1 ; in the same Plate, fig. 2, is the temple of
the Winds ; fig. 3, the temple of Theseus.—A view of tiie Parthenon in its ruins as given by Hob-
ho!ise, is seen in the Plate on page 432.—For ruins of the temple of Minerva connected with that

of Neptune Erectheus, see the Plate on page 30.—For a plan of Athens, see Plate I.

§ 97. The inhabitants of Athens and of the whole of Attica were either

7to}<2tai, free citizens ; /xstoixoi,, free commoners, resident aliens or sojourners ;

or 8ov%oi, slaves. The first class was the most respectable; the last, the most
numerous. The number of resident foreigners, however, was not insignificant.

The right of citizenship was, in the flourishing times of the republic, a high

privilege, which was conferred only upon men of honorable descent and dis-

tinguished merit, and upon such not without difficulty, since the agreement of

six thousand citizens was first requisite. Free born Athenians were those whose
parents were born at Athens, or at least one of whose parents was born there;

and those of the latter class held a lower rank, and privileges in some respects

less than the former.

1 u. By Cecrops the Athenians were divided into four tribes (cf § 93) as follows;

1. Kexpoirlg, from his own name ; 2.
'

AvtoxOwv ; 3. 'Axrraia ; 4. llapaXia. To each of these

tribes belonged several districts, boroughs, or wards {cfjpot), of which there were at

length 174 in Attica, and which differed from each other in various points of manners
and customs. The names of the tribes were afterwards changed, and the number in

creased to ten (cf § 94), finally to twelve.

On the A^/toi of Attica, see IV. M. Leake, io the Transacliotis of the Rnyal Society of Literature; a full account, with a good

map.—A complete list of them is given in Pf'achsniulh'x Historical Antiquities.

2 ti. The number of citizens, TroXirai, in the time of Pericles amounted to 14,040

;

and in the time of Demetrius Phalereus, according to a census taken by his direction,

B. C. 309, the number was 21,000.

3. From the census of Demetrius, the whole population of Attica, including aliens

(cf. *$> 99), women, children, and slaves (cf *§> 99), has been estimated at 500,000.

On the population of Attica, see BockVs Public Economy of Athens.—CZinfon'j Fasti, Appendix.—.imcr. Quart. Register, op

Populousne'S of Ancient Nations, vol. ix, p. 143.

—

Sainte Cro'X, Sur la population de I'Attique, in the Mem. Jlcad. Inscr. vol. xlviii.

p 147.—And Letronne, in the Mem. de Vlnetitut, C 1 a s s e d'Hist. et Lit. Jlnc. vol. vi. 165.

§ 98. The ixifoixoi were those foreigners, or persons not natives of Attica,

who became residents in the city or territory. I'hey took no part in the govern-
ment, being admitted neither to the assemblies of the people nor to public
offices, but were subject to all the laws and usages of the land. They were
obliged to select from the free citizens a patron or guardian (Ttpoatdtrji), in

whose name they could manage business and maintain actions in the civil

courts, and to whom they must tender certain services. Certain services to the

state were also required of them, besides which an annual tribute {^istouxtov)

was exacted ; ten or twelve drachms for each man ; and six for each vt-oman

without sons; mothers with sons that paid being free from the tax. Some-
times exemption from taxation (drtXfta) was conferred upon individuals as a
leward for meritorious services. Demetrius found, by his census, 10,000 of the

class of foreign residents-

The term Iti'oi wap applied to foreigners remaining in the city or country for a short

tiine only, as distinguished from the loreign residents, although it was sometimes applied
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to the latter ; it was also applied reciprocally to persons who were mutually pledged,
by former acquaintance, or in any other way, to treat each other with hospitality.

If a metic neglected to pay the imposed tax, he was hable to be sold for a slave.

Diogenes Laertius was actually sold, because he had not the means of paying it; but
was redeemed by Demetrius.
Among the services required of the residents was the carrying of a vessel with water,

v5pia<popia, which the married alien women were obliged to perform to the married
females of Athens in the grand Panathenaic procession ; the daughters of aliens were
obliged on the same occasion to render to the Athenian maidens the service of carryincr

parasols {crKiacri-popta). See '^ 77. 6.

Cf. Sainte Croix, Sur les Metoeques, &c. in the Mem. de VJlcad. des Inter, vol. xlviii. p. 176.

§ 99. The slaves (gorXot) were of different sorts, those belonging to the pub-

lic (SotXot 5j7;u6(jtot), and those belonging to private citizens {dixitcu). The
latter were completely in the power of the master, and were often treated with
great severity. Yet they sometimes purchased freedom by their own earnings,

or received it by gift as a reward for merit. Public slaves also were often set at

liberty, when they had rendered the state some valuable service. Freedmen
very seldom, if ever, obtained the rights of citizens, and were still termed

SorXot. In general, the condition of the slaves in Attica, abject and miserable

as it was, appears to have been in some respects less so, than in other states

of Greece, especially in Laced aemon. The slaves of Attica amounted to

400,000 in the time of Demetrius.

The term diKern; signifies one living in the same house with any one ; 6ikov6jio;, signi-

fies one who oversees one's affairs, and is sometimes applied to designate a particular

slave, since slaves were sometimes intrusted with the office of steward ; mrripErri;, signi-

fying primarily a rov-er, and secondarily an attendant, is also sometimes applied to

slaves. Xen. Mem. ii. 10.

At Athens slaves were not allowed to imitate freemen in the fashion of their dress

or the cut of their hair ; their coats must be with one sleeve only {iTepo^iacxaXoi) and the

hair cut in the servile form (-p'f dv^pa-rrooui^rig). They could not properly bear the names
of Athenian citizens, but must be called by some foreign or low name. They were
allowed to bear arms only in extreme cases. The punishments inflicted were severe

;

for common offences they were whipped (/^oo-Tiyiaw) ; for theft or running away they

were bound to a wheel and beaten {i-rri rpoxov) ; for some crimes they were sentenced to

grind in the mills (jivXcives) ; sometimes they received, upon their forehead or some
other part, the brand with hot iron {ariyfia). In giving testimony in court they were
also subject to torture {[iaoavo;).—Yet at Athens the slaves could bring civil actions

against their masters and others for violation of chastity and for unlawful severity

Ivppsw; ciKTi and liiKiai dlKrj). When greatly oppressed, they could also flee to the temple

of Theseus, from which it was held as sacrilege to force them. Slaves carried on
the whole business of the Athenians ; even the poorer citizens depended on them.

There was a sale of slaves on the first day of every month by merchants {dvfpanoc^Ka-

nri\oi) ; usually announced by a crier standing on what was called the vender's stone

{irparripyiOos). The price varied according to their abihties. Many were skillful in the

elegant arts, and versed in letters ; while others were only qualified to toil in the mines.

See Reilemeier, Geschichte und Zustand der Sclaverey, &c. (History of Slavery and Villana^e in Greece.) Berl. 1789.—Cf

Atlitnzus, vi. (cf. P. V. § \2'i).—Benihardy, Grundriss der Griech. Lit. p. 36.

—

Bibl. Kepos. and Quart. Observer, No. xvii. p. 138.

§ 100. The magistrates at Athens were divided, in reference to the mode of

their appointment to office, into three classes, the ;^aipoT'oi')^rot', the x'kr^pu>toi',

and the aipstoi. The first named were chosen by the whole people raising the

hand ; the second were appointed by lot by the Thesmothetae in the temple of

Theseus ; and the last were chosen by particular portions of the people, by the

tribes an(l the districts, from among their own number.—The magistrates were
required, on the expiration of their offices, to render an account of their admi-

nistration to a tribunal, which was constituted by ten accountants (xoytarai) and

ten directors or judges (iu^wot, called also i^staatai).

In choosing the Archons and other magistrates by lot, the ordinary method was to

put the names of the candidates, inscribed on brazen tablets (nivaKia), into an urn with

black and white beans {Kvajxoi) ; and those whose tablets were drawn out whh white

beans were elected.

On the Athenian magistrates, cf. Blcnchard, in the Mem. de VAcad. det Inter, vii. 51.—Cf. JtUiiu PoTlui, Onomasticon,

§ 101. The most important magistrates were the Jrchons {apxovtsi). There

were usually nine Archons, chosen by lot (x^j^pcorot), but subjected to an exa-
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minadon as to their qualifications, before they were admitted to take the oath

and enter their office.

1. The examinations of the Archons was two fold ; one in the senate called Wva-
xpuTis, the other in the forum, called AoKinatria, before the Heliastce {iiXicuT-ai § 110).

Among the points of examination were the following: whether their ancestors for three

generations had been Athenian citizens; whether they had a competent estate; and
whether they were free from bodily defects id<pe\sii).

2 u. The first of the nine in rank was styled Archon by way of eminence, h "kpxwv
;

sometimes "Apx^v inojuvfiog, because the year was named from him. He attended to the

domestic affairs of citizens, decided differences which arose between relatives, had the

care of widows, appointed guardians, and took the oversight of certain festivals and
solemnities, and also of theatres.—The second was called King, or archon king,

apxijv PaatXev;. To him were assigned certain duties pertaining i6 religious worship,
which were originally performed by kings exclusively ; he was, in general, overseer of
religious affltirs.—The third, named Polemarch, voXefxapxos, attended to the domestic af-

fairs of strangers and sojourners, performing the same duties in reference to them,
which the first archon did for the citizens. In the time of the Persian war, he had an
important share in managing military affairs.—The six remaining archons were called

ThesmofhetcB {^caiioOhai), and were chiefly occupied with legislative affairs ; they also

took cognizance of such judicial matters as did not fall under other jurisdiction.

3. The three principal archons usually selected each two assistants, called TrapsSpoi,

assessors, who sat on the bench whh the Archons, having been subjected to the same
examinations with other magistrates, and being required to render in the same way an
account l^iMvr]) of their office.

§ 102. Another magistracy at Athens was that of the Eleven, 6c "EvSfxa, ten

of whom were taken one from each of the ten tribes, and the other M'as their

secretary (ypauuarfvf). They were properly overseers of the prisons, and di-

rected in the execution of capital punishments. In later times they were also

called voiioipv7.axf^.—These were different from the Phylarchi (^rXap;^ot), who
were originally the inspectors of the ten tribes, and afterwards command-
ers in war. The Demarchi (hr^p.af>xoi) performed similar duties in relation to

the districts (J,r^iJ.ot).—The Arj^iapzo'' had the care of the public register (%sv'

xuua), and made scrutiny in the assemblies, and collected fines of those not

present. They were six in number ; but were aided by the Tolorac, who were
a sort of bailiffs or deputy sheriffs, to the amount of 1000.—The No/xo^arao

were also 1000 in number, and were charged with the examination of past

laws to see if any were injurious or useless, and with some minor matters of

police.

Besides the magistrates above named, there were many others connected with the

treasury, the senate and assembly of the people, and the courts of justice ; the most
important of them will be noticed in connection with those topics. There were also

various other public functionaries, who were not, strictly speaking, magistrates, but

ought perhaps some of them to be named here.—The 'P-'/roprf, orators, were ten in

number, appointed by lot to plead public causes in the senate and assembly ; they were
sometimes called cruvfiyopoi, and were a different body from the o-vvSikoi, who were ap-

pointed by the people.—The UpsaPcTs, ambassadors, were chosen usually by the peo-

ple, sometimes by the senate, to treat with foreign states. When sent with full power,
they were called npecrPsTg avroKparoptg

;
generally their power was limited (cf ^ 143).

They were usually attended by heralds {KopvKEi) ; this name however was sometimes
given to the persons sent on an embassy.—We may also mention the notaries, ypamxa-

Tiii ; besides the great number employed by the various magistrates, there were three pub-
licly chosen ; one by the assembly of the people, to recite before them ; and two by
the senate, one to keep the laws, and the other the records in general. The office was
not at Athens very honorable, and was sometimes held by well educated slaves, called

C^rmocm (cf "§ 99).

§ 103. The ordinary revenues were of four sorts : 1. TIxj/, renfs from public

domains and other public property, and duties paid on articles of commerce and

on certain pursuits and persons; 2. <^dpot, tributes, or annual payments exacted

from allied or subjected cities and states; 3. Tc^tj^^ar'a, fines, which all went to

the public treasury, except the tenth part devoted to the service of Minerva, and

one fifteenth >ippropriated for the other gods and the heroes, that were patrons

of the city ; 4. A? trorpyi-'ac iyx-oxXioi, periodical liturgies, or services, m which in-

dividuals were required, for a time, to perform certain duties or maintain certain

public establishments at their own expense.—Besides the ordinary, the neces*
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sides of the state sometimes required an extraordinary revenue; and then
\

special taxes (ftcr^opai,) laid upon citizens and residents formed an important
,

resource.
!

Under the reXr), or rents, we may include the income from the mines ; the most im- !

portant of which were the silver mines of Laurion ; the ore from these was termed
ipyvplTig ; they were regarded as a grand source of wealth to Athens. i

See Bockh, on the Mines of Laurion, in his Public Economy.

Under the ^6poi or tributes, we may include the duty of ten per centum (isKarri, isKa.
\

Tzvrqpiov) imposed on vessels passing from or into the Euxine ; which was exacted at i

Chrysopolis (cf P. I. § 160), which the Athenians fortified for the purpose.
\

Under Tififijjiara or fines, must be included the fees or deposits {TTpwancXa), which were
i

demanded of both parties before beginning a suit in court ; these deposits were large
;

in proportion to the sum brought into question by the trial. To the same head must be i

referred also the proceeds of confiscated property (cruitOTrpaTo.).
j

Under the Liturgies (XetTovpyiat) were included chiefly three, xopny'^a, yvp.vmiapxi.a, and
,

iariacL?. Those, who rendered the first named service, {xopriyoi,) were required to pay i

the expenses of the whole chorus employed at the public festivals and theatrical exhi-

bitions (cf '^ 89. 3). Those to whom the second was assigned were obliged to furnish

the oil and the various necessaries for the wrestlers and other combatants in the public
i

games. In the third service mentioned, certain persons {ecnarops? rwj/ (piAow) provided i

entertainment or banquets, on the public festivals, for a whole tribe.—These services
j

were always assigned to the most wealthy citizens. In the time of Demosthenes there
(

was the following system : each of the ten tribes pointed out 120 of the wealthiest citi- i

zens belonging to it ; the 1200 thus selected were divided into two portions according '

to their wealth, the rraw i:\omioi and the nrrov tAovgioi ; these two parts were each formed I

into ten classes or companies, called cvnjxopijn ; from the ten cvpuopiai of the more '

wealthy, 300 of the wealthiest men were selected, who were required to furnish the

repubhc with the necessary supplies of money and with the rest of the 1200 to perform all I

extraordinary duties in rotation. If any one of the 300 could name a person more wealthy ,

than himself, he M'as excused. The residents (pihoiKOi) sometimes performed these

services.—Besides the ordinary 'Xsirovpyiai above mentioned, there were some extraordi-
\

nary ; particularly two in a time of war, rpirjpapx'a and £i(T<popd. The rpmpapxoi were
'

obliged to provide necessaries for the fleet and building of ships. The ei(y(ptpovTZi were
;

required to contribute money according to their abiUty for different purposes. The
]

manner in which they performed such of these services as were assigned to them, and

the degree of expense and splendor to which they went, became sometimes a subject

of emulation among the rich and ambitious Athenians.

On the whole subject of the Athenian revenues and expenditures, see Aug. BockKs Staatshaushaltun? der Athener. Mit 21 Id

tchriften. lierl. 1817. 2 vols. 8. En?. Transl. Public Economy of Athens. Lond. 1828.—Cf. Bancrofts Heeren, ch. \\\\.—Mii

"bril, ch xxi. sect. 1.—Xc7!op/!o»i, On the Revenues of Attica (cf. P. V. § 186. 2).

On the Trierarchy, B'dcWs Urkunden Uber das Seewesen des Attischen Staates. Berl. 1840.

§ 104. The lei^islative control of the financial concerns belong-ed to the peo-

ple, and their administration and management to the senate. But a particular

officer was at the head of the treasury, called taniaq tr.'; xoivrq rtpocohov, be-

cause he had charoce of the public revenue, and also -fa^i'aj tr^i Stotx^afwj, as

having charge likewise of the public expenditures. He was chosen by the

people (;i;stpoT'orta) for four years.

1 71. There were many subordinate officers in the department of finance. One class

consisted of such as attended to the collecting of the revenue, and to the previous ar-

rangements. I'o this class belonged the TruiXrjTat, ten in number, one from each tribe,

having the care of whatever the state sold or leased ; the TrpaKropeg, who received all

fines imposed ; the bnypafpEH^, who assessed the imposts and tributes ; the Siaypa'petg,

who enrolled the names of families and individuals, and assessed to them their part in

raising an extraordinary revenue ; the tKXoycXg, who collected the taxes, duties, rents,

&c. TeKbivai were, properly, not officers, but such persons as took leases of public

lands or other public property, and paid the rent to the officers.—A second class con-
sisted of such officers as kept the moneys collected, and distributed them for

pubhc uses. Of this class were the dnoSeKrat, ten in number, chosen by lot ; and the

rap'ai nov hp'^v xpiuarcov, vi'ho had the care of the treasures in the temples {§ 28).—Such
officers as were employed in keeping or examining the multifarious accounts of the de-

partment may be considered as a third class, including the ypappareTg, clerks, and inm-

ypanixaTETs, under-clerks, and the avriypa'pzXi , checking-clerks or auditors. Among the latter

may be named particularly the dvnypaipcv; rfjg dioiK^asw;. controller of the expenditure.
2. Some of the causes of expenditure from the public treasury should be noted here.

The piihhc edifices and other works were built only at a very great expense, and could be
preserved in order only at a great annual cost. Pericles expended many thousands of

talents upon works of architecture in Athens. The festivals were another source
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of expense ; when we consider their number, and think of the cost of the sacrificial

victims and offerings, the banquets, the processions (7ro//-ui), the theatrical, musical, and

gymnastic entertainments, and the rich prizes sometimes bestowed, it is obvious that

immense sums must have been expended in maintaining them.—Much was expended

also in distributions or donations to the populace {ciaiofxal, ciaSousig) ; the most important

expenditure in this way was by the SicoiSoXia, or distribution of the oboh to each poor

citizen as theoric money {izupiKa, of % 90).—Means of support for poor and disabled

citizens (nrvraroi), and also for children whose fathers had fallen in battle, were likewise

furnished from the public treasury, and formed another item of expense.—In addition

to these, we must mention the expejises of the government, including the salaries ot all

the various magistrates and officers of different grades, and the wages of the senators

(jiicBoi iSovXevTiKo^), and of those who attended the assembly (juaOdi tK-zcXr/o-iaoriwi).—The
support of the army and navy required also large sums of money even in time of peace.

In time of war, the expenses, not only of this class, but of many others also, must
have been greatly increased. It may be impossible to form any satisfactory estimate

of the amount of these various expenditures. The comparative value of the precious

metals in ancient and modern times must not be overlooked here, as they were, at least,

three times as valuable then as now.

§ 105. Anaonar the public assemblies of the Greeks, which took into consi-

deration the affairs of the whole state, the council of the Amphictyons {avvoho^

Aix^ixfvoi'cov, Afirpixtvovta) is especially worthy of notice. According to com-

mon opinion, it was first instituted by Amphictyon, son of Deucalion ; accord-

incr to some, by Acrisius, king of Argos. The twelve people or states united in

this council (to twv ''E7.%rvuv awsSpiov) used to meet by their delegates, two
from each city ordinarily, at Thermopylae; from this circumstance the dele-

gates were called XlvXayopai, and the council itself TlvXaia,. Sometimes they

met at Delphi. They assembled only twice a year, in spring and autumn,

unless on some extraordinary occasion. The design of the council was to

adjust and settle public national disputes or difficulties, and the delegates had

full power to make salutary changes and regulations. Some very important

disputes, as e. g. between the Plataeans and Lacedaemonians, and between the

Thebans and Thessalians, were terminated by this diet, which was continued

to some time in the first century after Christ.

Some writers have taken a different view of the origin and design of this council.

They assert that the Amphictyons were only an association of persons residing about

or near Delphi, or some other place ; djKptKTvoi'es being nearly equivalent to djXipiKrioi'eg
;

and that the assembly was originally held simply for the purpose of mutual gratifica-

tion and religious festivhy, having no precisely definite common object, and being dif-

ferent from a confederation for mutual defence, or a congress for mutual deliberations.

This is the view o( Hermann, in his I>hrbach, cited 5 92.—Similar is that of Sainte Croix, Des Anciens Gouvememens Feder*

tifs. Par. 1799.—The political character and design of the council is maintained by F W. Tittmann, Ueber den Buud der Amphic-

tvonen. Berl 1SI2. 8—Cf. also Mitford, Hist, of Greece, ch. iii. sect. 3.—ThirlwaU, Hist, of Greece, c. x. xliii.—Z/e Galois, Sui

les Amphictyons, in the Mem. de VAcad. des Imcr. &c vol. iii p. 191 • and v. p. 405.—T. Leland, Discourse pref. to his Life of

Philip of yiacedon.

§ 106. Assemblies of the people {sxx^vjrsiac) were very frequent at Athens, and

had an important influence. In these the acts of the senate were canvassed,

laws were proposed and approved or rejected, magistrates appointed, war de-

clared, and the like. The place where they met was either the market-place

(dyopa), or a broad space near the mountain called the Pnyx (llvv^), or the

theatre of Bacchus. The ordinary assemblies {ixxXr^aiai, xvptat) were held

monthly on established days ; the extraordinary {kxx^Kr^aia.l Gvyx'Kr^^;oC) were
called on pressing and important emergencies.

1 n. These meetings were managed and conducted by the Ylfivrdvciq, the TipoeSpoi, and
the 'Errto-Tii-rTjj. Before entering upon business, a sacrifice, usually of a young pig, was
offered. Then the herald ordered silence, offered a prayer to the gods, and stated, on
the direction of the Ylpodpoi, the subject to be discussed by the assembly, and those

above fifty years of age were first invited to speak ; after which any one above thirty,

of fair character had the liberty. Whatever came before the assembly had already been
discussed in the senate, whose decision upon it {-poPovXcvfia, il^riipiana rij; /JouXfJj) received

its full legality only by the vote of the assembly, and was then called emphatically a

decree, ipfiipKTiia. Often, however, a decision of the senate without the confirmation of

the assembly was in force for a year ; at least it was so in those cases in which, in

order to avoid too frequent meetings, the people had granted an independent validity.

2. The people voted by stretching forth their hands i\etporoi.'ta), and sometimes by a

mode of balloting in which beans {Kvafioi) and stones (jyvpi) were cast into vessels pre
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pared for the purpose (<caJoi).—When the business was completed, the Upwavcis dismissed
I he assembly.
See G. F. Schomann, De Comitiis Athenienaium, lib. iii. Gryphisw. 1819. S.—R. Whistmi, Oq the Athenian Assemblies, in

SmilVs Did. of Antiq. p. 361,

—

Aristophanes, D his EKKXritna^ovaai,

§ 107. The senate or higher council {rj afco jSov^rj) consisted, according to the

arrangements of Clisthenes, of 500; and was therefore styled the senate or

council of the 500 (3^ i5ov7.ri tiZv Tisvtaxoaiuv). In earlier times it consisted of

400, and in later of 600 members.

1 u. The 500 were chosen annually by lot, 50 from a tribe, which furnished a ready
division of the senate into ten equal parts. Each of these divisions, containing 50
members, took charge of the public business for 35 or 36 days, in an order of rotation

decided by lot : and the members of the division having this charge at any one period
was called ripurui-Eij for the time, and the period itself was called ^pDra^£ta. The 50
TlpvTavEig were subdivided into 5 portions of 10 members. These portions attended to

their business in rotation, each for a period of 7 days, and the members were called

Upotcpoi for that time, the name being taken from their sitting in the senate as presiding

officers. From the ll.p6z6poi was elected the 'E7ncrrdr?/f , who was at their head, and of
course at the head of the senate, but held the place only for a single day.—It was the

business of the llpvTavei? to asseinble the senate, and propose the subjects of delibera-

tion. They also conducted the meetings of the people, in which however they only
presided in connection with nine Ylpon^poi, who were chosen out of the other divisions

of the senate and had an 'ETrtorur/?? at their head. The Ylpmavei^ had a common hall,

where they passed most of their time daily, called the Frytaneum (Jlpvraveiov), near the

senate-house (BovXcTov, and BovXsvTfipiof).

2u. The members of the senate expressed their opinions standing, after which the

votes were taken. They received a drachma i6paxii>i) per day for every day's attend-

ance. The power of the senate was very great.

3. The senate commonly assembled every day, excepting festivals and days consi-

dered as unlucky. The senators were all required to take what was called the sena-
torial oath (tov PovKevTiKov bpKov) to do nothing contrary to the laws. In voting, they
cast each a black or white bean into the box or urn ((cdc'of, kuHckos) prepared for the

purpose ; if the number of white exceeded that of the black, the decree or resolution

was affirmed ; otherwise rejected.

§ 108. No court of justice in Greece was more celebrated than the Areopa-

gus at Athens. Its name, 'Apjt.o7tayo?, signifies Hill nf Mars, and was derived

from the circumstance, tliat the court was held on a hill so called, near the cita-

del. Others derive the name from the tradition, that the god IMars was the first

criminal tried before this tribunal. The time of its establishment is uncertain,

but was very early, before the age of Solon, who did not institute it, but en-

larged its jurisdiction and power. The members of this body {'ApscoTtayitai.)

were originally the most upright and judicious citizens of every condition, but
after the modifications made by Solon, only such as had been elected Archons.
Their office was held for life. All high criines, as theft, robbery, assassination,

poisoning, arson, and offences against religion, came before this court, which
inflicted in such cases death or fines. At first its sittings were only on the last

three days of each month : but afterwards they were more frequent, and at last

daily ; they were always in the open air, and at night.

1 71. The sitting was opened with a sacrifice, upon which both the accuser and the
accused took an oath with direful imprecations. Then, either personally or by attor-

neys, they urged their cause ; but no ornaments of rhetoric, no attempts to move the
passions, were ever allowed. After this the judges gave their decision by means of
white or black stones. As the court always sat in the dark, the white pebbles were
distinguished by holes bored in them. Two urns were used, one of wood to receive
the white stones, which were votes to acquit the defendant, and one of brass to re-
ceive the black, which on the other hand were votes for his condemnation. The sen-
tence was immediately put in execution. In early times the dignity and purity of this
tribunal stood very high ; but afterwards its character fell in the general corruption
of morals.

2. In their oath {Siwpofria) the plaintiff and defendant swore by the Furies {(rsixval Stai).

In tne trial they were placed upon what were called the silver stones (dpyvpovi), the
plantifF on that of Injury iv0pi;), and the defendant on that of Impude^ice (dvaikia), or
of Innocence {dvairia).—The brazen urn stood in front of the other, and was called 6

itnrooGdEv
; also h Kvpioq. bccause votes cast into it declared the accusation valid ; and

h ^nvdrov, as it decreed death. The wooden was termed h hniaoi, h wvpo;, or iXiov.

Respecting the pebbles used in decisions, cf. Anlhon'a Note to Potter, p. 71. On the Areopagus and the other courts of 4then^
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see A. TV. Heffter, Die Athenaische Gerichtsverfassung. Coin, 1822. 8.—Af. H. E. M^ir, Der Atlische Process. Vier BUcher.

Halle, IS24. i.—.ibli Canaye, L'Areopagus, in the Mem. Acad. Iiucr, vii. 174.

§ 109. The 'E<|)IT'at were also persons of distinguished merit, who constituted

the court called 'Eytt Yla^xa^ia from the statue of Minerva (said by some to

have been brought from Troy) in the temple, where it was held. Its origin is

ascribed to Demophoon, a son of Theseus, and by others to Draco, who, if he
did not first institute it, certainly modified it anew. The judges were Jifly-one,

selected from noble families, five from each tribe, and one appointed by lot, all

over fifty years of age. Solon confirmed the powers of this court; but referred

to the Areopagus all the more important questions, leaving to the 'E^itat juris-

Jiction only over homicide, injuries followed by death, and the like.

There were three other less important courts belonging to the class which had
cognizance of actions concerning blood (irti Tfujv ^ovixmv).—The court 'Ertt

A^>^.^l-^'^.'9 was held in the temple of Apollo Delphinius, and took cognizance of

cases where the defendants confessed the fact but pleaded some justification.

—

The court 'Ei/ Upv-taveuc) was held at the Prytaneum (cf. § 107) and investi-

gated cases of deaths by accidents, unknown agents, or persons that had
escaped.—The court 'Ev ^pfatrot was held upon the sea-shore in the Piraeus,

and heard the causes of such criminals as had fled out of their own country.

—

In all these courts the 'E<pEtat, presided and pronounced the sentence.

The magistrates called (pvXoSaai'XETs are said to have had some duty iti the court ev IIpVTavsuo ;

especially in the cases termed at riov dxpvxo^v diKai, in which the instruments of homicide were
sulijectfd to trial. In the earliest times there were four of these magistrates; one perliaps from
each of the four tribes.

§ 110. Besides the courts already described, there was another class having
jurisdiction only in civil cases (Jril -ruiv 6*^,uoT'txwv), of which there were six.

The most important was the 'H'ktaia. Its name was either from aXt'a, multi-

tude, on account of the throng attending it, or from Y;%ioi, sun, on account of its

being held in the open air. The number of its judges {rjXtaa'tat Btxaitai) was
ot always the same ; the whole number amounted to 6000, who were chosen for

ine year by lot; out of these were taken the number requisite in each particular

ffial or action. The least number that sat was 50 ; sometimes the whole 6000

-ere assembled ; the more usual number was 200 or 500. It was the province

of the ^s^fio^i-tav (§ 101) to introduce the action into court {hady^iv bi-xr^v itj

to hxastrfiiov), and full power was given by them to the judges to investigate

and decide the case.

1 u. When the accused did not deny the jurisdiction {irapaypa<p!)) or request a delay

{iTTonojia), both he and the accuser were put under oath. Then the parties deposited

a sum of money as securhy (Trpvrai'eTa), and proceeded to bring forward the cause. In
doing this they were limited to a definite time, measured by a water-clock {K\e-djvSpa),

The decision was given in the same way as in the Areopagus {'i> 108) ; and the de-

fendant, in case of a sentence of death, was given over to the "EvSsKa {§ 102), and in

case of fine, to the UpiiKropsg or 'E/cXoytif (§ 104). If he could not pay the fine, he was
cast into prison ; and if he died in confinement, not only the disgrace, but the punish-

ment also, fell upon his son.

2. The bailiff' or deputy employed to summon {rrpocTKaXETadai) the defendant before the

Thesmotheiae, or witnesses before the court, was termed /cX/jrcop
; sometimes one or

two of the witnesses whose names were indorsed upon the declaration (Xijfif, syKXripia),

together with the plaintiflf, were the summoners [KMrnpss). The oath of the plaintiff

before the opening of the trial was called Trpowpo-ia ; that of the defendant, di/rto/xoo-ti.

;

a name for both was Stcjuoa-ia. Door-keepers {KiyK\tkg) were appointed by a magistrate
to guard the court from a crowd. The amount of the security money was, as has been
hinted (§ 103), in proportion to the amount at stake in the action. In trivial cases it

was a drachm, and called vapacrraais ; the deposit made by one who sued for goods
confiscated by the state, or for inheritances of a certain kind, was termed napaKara.So^.

If the plaintiff {_6lo}kcov) failed of proving the indictment {dtria) against the defendant
{(psvyujv), he paid a fine called etto/J^Xui. While the action 03rwfij) was proceeding or-'^as

in suspense, a notice of it, inscribed on a brazen tablet, was hung up {eKKcTaOai) in onfi

of the most public places of the city. The witness-^s (ixaprvpsi) were all put under a

solemn oath, which they took together at the ahar erected in the court-room. Their
testimony was called for by the advocates {awiiyopoi) as they wanted it in proceeding
whh their pleas.

'

The office of the judges, SLKan-rai, resembled that of our jurymen -^ they were
usually paid three oboli a day. They sat upon wooden benches, which were covered

24 »j2
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w-ith rugs {ipiadia). In addressing them the advocates stood upon elevations called

Bnnara. The number of prosecutions and trials was very great. There were many
in Athens who seem to have made it their business to discover grounds of accusation

against the wealthy. These men gained the name of o-uw^airai, a term which was
first apphed to such as prosecuted persons that exported figs (a^d -ou ama (paivuv), a law
prohibiting such exportation having been enacted at a time when there was a great

scarcity of that fruit.''

1 See Sir fV. Jones's Preface to Isseus (cf. P. V. § 101. 3). 2 See /. Ptttingal, EnquiryiDto the Practice and Use of Juries among

the Greeks and Romans. Lend. 1769. 4. 3 Cf. Mitjord, Hist, of Greece, ch. xxxi. sect. 1.

3. The judicial process was substantially the same in the various courts.—The
five other civil courts besides the Heliaa were those called Uapaiivarov , 'Ypiyuyvov, To
KaiJ'di', To azi Avkov, and To jMiyrt'xou.

Respecting these courts, see Meier, as cited § 108. 2.—Schdmann, Ant Jur. Publ. Gnec.—Plainer, Process und Klajen.

§ 111. In addition to the ten public courts, there was also a judicial body,

called U tsarsapaxovta, consisting of forty persons chosen by lot, who held their

courts successively in the several districts of Attica having cognizance of cases

where the sum or value at stake did not exceed ten drachmas.
There was likewise a body of Arbitrators, Aiaitr^j'ai, consisting of 440 aged

men, furiy-fmir from each tribe, holding office for a year, and authorized to

settle minor controversies within their respective tribes, but subject to appeal.

These were called x7.r.piotol, being chosen by lot.—Disputing parties were
allowed to choose arbitrators for themselves ; these were caWed BLaTJkaxtr^pi-ot,

or xar' sTiiT'poTtrjv Acacc/jtal. Minor causes could not be entered in the superior

courts, until they had been heard before some court of arbitrators.

The number of public arbitrators or SiairriTai K\r]OMToi stated above is drawn from a passage
in Ulpiaii upon Demosthenes ; some writers have proposed a different readui? of the passage so
as to make the whole number but {orly, four from each tribe.—The private arbitrators were
sometimes termed Siarrirai aipe-roi.

Cast. Jouni. sxx'ix. 350.—M. B. Hixdwalcker, Ueber den Schiedsrichter Diateten in Athen, uud den Process vor demselben.

Jena, 1812.

§ 112. Actions or suits were divided into two classes; public {hixa.t 5j;aocnou,

xatJiyopJat), such as concerned the whole slate; and private (6i,xat tStat, and
hixa.i<, simply), which concerned only individuals. Of the former class were the

following : Tpa^i)^, an action for the highest crimes, ase. g. murder ^^(fQVQ<i), poison

(fapuaxoi'), arson (Ttrpxata), sacrilege (ispon7.ia), and many others esteemed
less heinous; «J>a^tj, an action for the crime of embezzling ot in some way
squandering public property ; "EfSft.|t?, an action against persons usurping
prerogatives not belonging to them, or refusing trial although confessino- guilt;

ATtaywyji, an action against a criminal taken in the act; E(j));y>;'jts, against a

criminal found in concealment and there visited by a magistrate; 'Ai'6f>o?.);'4ta,

against such as concealed a murderer, which allowed the relatives of the mur-
dered person to seize three persons connected with the concealing party and
retain them until further satisfaction ; 'Etcrayyf Xt'a, an action for a public

offence against the state, or for a breach of trust, or against the Acairr^tai when
one was dissatisfied with their decisions.—Actions belonging to the class called

private were far more numerous, and were named according to their various

occasions.

Some of the public actions included under the general denomination of ypacpfi, and
not named above, were the following : rpavfia iKTrpovoiag, a wound given by design ; lioi-

Xewrts, conspiracy; aiiiSua, impiety; irpoloaia, treachery; desertion, whether from the

army, Xet-oaTpanov, or the fleet, XsnrovavTioi', or from a particular station, \u-oTaliof; fri-

volous prosecution, crvKo<pavrLa ; bribery both against the giver, kKoapiOi, and against the

receiver, c'opo^oKia.

Some of the -private actions or suits were the following : KaKir/optag Sikij, an action of
slander ; Xfl'""; ^'^kti, an action for usury ; diKia; clkti, an action of battery ; /?Au/?^j, of

trespass ; k'Xoz'is, of theft ; ipevcoixapTvpiov, for perjury.

§ 113. The kinds of punishment were various, according to the nature and
degree of the offence for which they were inflicted. Of those not capital, the

following were the principal : (1) Tifir^fiata, pecuniary ^ne, called also Zr;Lua;

this was sometimes aggravated by corporeal punishment : (2) 'Anuia, disgrace,

which was of three kinds ; first, the loss of some privilege but not of posses-

sions; second, the loss of the rights of a citizen with confiscation of property;
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third, the loss of all privileges civil and sacred, both by the criminal himself
and his whole posterity for ever: (3) Aoiafia, slavery; this, however, by So-
lon's laws, could be inflicted only on freedmen, sojourners, and such as had
been disgraced {ati^ioi): (4) SrJyuara, brand-marks, by a hot iron on the
forehead or hands, inflicted chiefly on runaway slaves or freedmen: (5) SrrXr,
in which the name of the offender and his crime were inscribed on a pillar,

exposed to public view : (6) Afo^toj, bonds.- of which there were several kinds;
as the xv^uv (also xXoibi), a wooden collar, which bent down the head and
neck; the xoivl^, a kind of stocks, in which the feet or legs were made fast;
the oavii, a piece of wood to which the ofi'ender was bound as to a pillory ; and
the tpoxoi, a sort of wheel, applied to slaves who were bound to it and tortured :

(7) ^vyr;, asL^vyia, banishment, with confiscation of goods.

Banishment is said to have been preferred by the Greek courts to imprisonment on account
of the expense occasioned by the latter. The prison at Athens was termed 6e(riJAxiTf]'piov, and by
euphemism, 6iKr\fia. Prisons in diflferent regions were called by different names : in Bceotia,
there was the ' KvayKaXov ; at Sparta, the Kfujaj ; at Cyprus, the kfpa/ioj ; at Corinth, the KcDs

;

at Samos, the Topyvpa.

§ 114. The Ostracism, o^rpaxtcf^iioj, M'as not, properly speaking, a judicial
punishment. It was a banishment for ten years, of such persons as were thouo-ht

to be dangerous to the state. The votes were given by shells, ocrrpaxa; each
man marked upon his oarpaxor the name of the person he would banish ; if

the same name was upon the majority of 6000 shells, the person was sentenced
to banishment. The most upright and most distinguished citizens fell under
this sentence ; and the Athenians finally abolished it, as the Syracusans did a
similar custom among them. The Syracusan punishment was called HitaXia-
fib^, because the name was written on leaves, TtttaXa.

The ostracism is said by some to have been instituted by Hippias, son of Hipparchus ; other?
say by Clisthenes, B. C. about 510, who was first banished by it. It continued about one hun-
dred years; it was abolished B.C. about 412, and because it was then degraded by being em-
ployed on a very contemptible person by the name of Hyperbolas. Among the illustrious Athe-
nians who were driven from the city by this pernicious custom, were Theniistocles, Thucydides,
Cimon, and Aristides.

Geinoz, L'Ostracism, in the Mem. de VAcad. da Inscr. vol. xii. p. 145.

§ 115. The punishment of death, Qavato^, was inflicted in several modes; as
by the sword, Hi-'toj, beheading; by the rope, Bpoxo^, strangling or hanging; by
poison, ^dpixaxov, drinking hemlock (xwve tov) usually ; by the precipice,

Kpj/^i/oj, casting from a rock or height ; by the KataTiovrtafibi, drowning.

Other modes of inflicting death were, by the Sraupdj, crucifying, a mode used by
the Greeks less frequemly than by the Romans ; by the cudgels, TvnTram, or beating,
in which the malefactor was hung on a pole ; by throwing into a pit, Bdf:aOf)ov, which
was a noisome hole with sharp spikes at the top and bottom (called also "Opvyi^a) ; by
stoning, Ai6o,3o\ia; and hj hurning, Wvp. The punishment of death could not be
lawfully inflicted upon any citizen of Athens during the absence of the sacred galley
{r\ irdpaXo; rpifipris) which was annually sent to the island Delos with a solemn sacrifice.

§ 116. Public rewards and honors were awarded to meritorious persons.
Among these, were the following; (I) IlpofSpta, the front or /rs/ sea/, in the
theatres, at the festivals and on all public occasions

; (2) 'Etzwv, a statue,

erected in a public place; (3) 'Etifavoi,, crowns, conferred by the senate, or the
people, or by particular tribes and boroughs upon their own members; these
were most frequently a reward for valor and military skill

; (4) 'AriXfia, ex-
emptionfrom taxes, which was of various degrees, but seldom extended to the
contributions required for war and for the navy; (5) StVrjtftj iv Jlpvtavitu),

entertainment in the common hall, called Prytaneum ; originally limited to a
single day; but afterwards daily and permanent in the case of some (dstatfot) ;

it was an honor bestowed on the most worthy men, sometimes upon whole
families, and was viewed as a high distinction. After the death of such as

had received special honors, their children and descendants enjoyed in some
measure the benefit of the same. These honors were obtained with difficulty

in the better times of the republic, but became quite common afterwards, and
lost their salutary influence in a state of corrupted manners.

§ 117. No people of antiquity was so much celebrated for the wisdom of their

laws as the Greeks. The first legislation in Greece is ascribed to Ceres and
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Triptolemus (P. 11. § 61). Afterwards, Theseus, Draco, Solon, Clisthenes, and

Demetrius Phalereus, were the most distinguished authors of the laws adopted

by the Athenians. The number of the Attic laws was constantly increased with

the changing circumstances of the state. It was commonly the province of the

UpvTfdvsii to propose laws. A proposal adopted in the assembly was called

either a decree, 4^(|>to,ita, when it had only some specific application, or law,

pofioi, when its obligation was universal and unchanging. An ordinance of

Solon required an annual revision of the laws, to ascertain what alterations or

additions mio-ht be necessary. His own laws were inscribed on tables of wood
(of. P. IV. fsS).

1. The term vofios designates what may be called a constitutional law, or established

Drinciple, as distinguished from a particular enactment ; thus it would be applied e. g.

to the laws of Draco and Solon, although those of Draco were commonly called

9£(T/iO(, in distinction from those of Solon called ^ofot. The term i'o//of is also sometimes

used in the sense of Si/zij, a natural right or social usage or fixed custom.

2. If one wished to introduce a law, he named it to the np<Tav£ig, who brought it

before the senate (,{?oiiX;?) ; if the senate approved, it was called a n/w/JovAjn/^a ; it was
written by the nporumf upon a tablet, which was fixed up publicly at the statues of the

'Emovvjxoi, some days before the meeting of the assembly (£>c/cA)7o-ia) ; from this circum-

stance, it was also called 7rpdypa,uf/a.

It will not comport with the limits of this sketch to detail particular Athenian laws.—These may be found in Sam. Petit, Leges

Atticse (cf. P. V. § 55. 3), and in the work entitled JurisprudeiUia Romana el Mtica, T. iii.—Comp. Ju. Meursii Themis Attica-

t,. B. 1624. 4.— See also Pof/erV Archseologia Graeca, bk. i. ch. xxvi. The most remarkable laws of the Greeks generally are

exhibited by Kdphe iu NitsMs Beschreibung, &c. cited § 13.

§ 118. Next to Athens, Laceda?mon was the most flourishing of the Grecian

states, and its most remarkable antiquities should be briefly noticed (cf. § 40).

The province in which this city lay bore the same name, but was called also

Lelegia, CEbalia, Laconia or Laconica, and was the largest part of the Pelo-

ponnesus. The city of Laced^mon or Sparta was situated in an unbroken

plain, on the river Eurotas, and was in early times, according to the direction

of Lycurgus, without walls. Its soil was fertile, and its internal plan and its

edifices such as to be respectable, although they did not give a just idea of the

power and resources of the state.

On the civil constitution of this state, we may refer to /. K. F. Manso, Sparta, ein Versuch zur Aufklarung der Geschichte und

Verfassung dieses Staats. Leipz. 1800-5. 3 vols. 8.—Nitsch, Beschreibung, &c. as cited § IS.—MWler, History and Antiquities of

the Doric Race. Tnnsl. by Tufnell and Lewis. Oxf. 1830. 2 vols. S.— IV. Drummund, Review of the Governments of Sparta

and Athens.— C. P. Levesque, Sur la Constitution de Sparta, in \he Mem. de VhulUut, Classe des Sciences Mor. et Pol. vol. iii.

On the topography and ruins of Sparta, see P. I. §§ 126-129.—A view of the modern village Mulra, near its site, is given in the

Plate on pa^e 37.

§ 119. In Lacedasmon the citizens were of two kinds, such as had received

the rights of citizenship by inheritance from their parents, and such as had

acquired them personally. They were together divided into six tribes, of which

that of the Heraclidae was the first. Each of these was again subdivided into

five classes, called ci.ia!,', making thirty in all. The presidents or leaders of

these were called rfpoaxtat.

1. The first class of citizens, being of free-born parents, and having complied with

all the Spartan discipline, were called the b^owi, or equals; while the other class were

termed iroiisioi^-e;, inferiors, including freedmen and sons of freedmen, and all such

as had not fully conformed to the Spartan discipline.

C. F. Hermann, De conditione atque origine eorum qui Homcei ap. Laced, appellati sunt. Marb. 1&'}2. i.—Same author, De

eausis turbat^e apud Lacedasmonios agrorum aequalitatis. Marb. 1834.

2. The division into six tribes, above referred to, was made by Lycurgus. Some
state five as the number, not considering the HeraclidcB as a separate tribe. The
others were the Aiiivarai, so called from their residing near the marsh or morass (Xi'^i-r;)

on the north side of the city; the YLwoaovpEig, so called from their vicinity to a branch

of mount Taygetus termed Km'oaovpa {dog's tail) on account of hs figure ; the Uiravi-

rai; the MeGaoarai; and the AlyeTca-, who received this name because they re.sided near

the tomb of ^geus, Aiyrfj. Muller asserts', that in every Doric state there were

thref tribes, 'YXXsXg, nap(pv\oi, and Av/xai/drat or Av^ave; ; or the Hyllean, Di/?}ia7iafa7i,

and Pamphylian ; and says, we cannot suppose the existence in Sparta of any other

ihan these genuine Doric tribes. He represents each of these as divided into ten (hPai,

and adds, that two and probably more, yet not all, of the dipat of the Hyllean tribe

must have been HeraclidcB. Each of the oj^ai is said to have contained ten rpiuKacsi,

w^dch were communities comprising thirty families.—There was another division of

the Spartans, into six nooai consisting only of such^ as were of a proper age for mill*
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tary service. -A subdivision of tribes into (pparpiai, or yevri, or rptrrves, is also mentioned
as having prevailed^ in various places.

J See muter, Hist, and Antiq. as cited § IIS. vol. ii. p. 76-80. 9 Cf. Robinson, Archaeol. Grasc 3 Wachsmutk, Histor.

Ant. of Greece.

§ 120. It is known that the Spartans were obliged, on the birth of their

children, to subject them to a close scrutiny as to their vigor and soundness of

constitution, and to submit it to the decision of the presidents of the w|3cu, or

clans, whether they were suitable to be preserved and raised ; a regulation

designed to prevent a population of weak and sickly citizens. The education

of the children was treated with the greatest care. All the citizens not only

had equal rights, but also a community of goods and privileges. The lands

were, by the laws of Lycurgus, equally apportioned among them.

As soon as a child was born, it was carried to a place called Lesche (Asaxi) to be
examined by the elders of the family or clan. If disapproved as having an imperfect
frame or weak constitution, it was cast into a gulf, called, 'A-rroSt-ai, near mount Tay-
getus. If approved, a share of the public lands was assigned to it, and it was taken
back to the father's house and laid on a shield with a spear placed near it. The
whole education was intrusted to the parent until the child reached the age of seven ;

then the regular pubhc education {dywyh) commenced. The boys at this age were in-

rolled in the classes termed Agelce (dye'XaL or /?o?ot, herds) ; such as refused this lost

the rights of citizenship ; none but the immediate heir to the throne was excepted
;

the other sons of the kings were obliged to submit to the correction of the master
{UaiSovopios). The discipline was more strict after the age oi twelve. At about sixteen
they were called cri^emai. At eighteen they entered the classes termed t^iriPoi. and
about two years after received the appellation of upem or 'ipsveg, and were admitted to

the public banquets. At thirty they were ranked as men, e^rit^oi, and were allowed to

undertake public offices.

Cf. Milller, as above cited, vol. ii. p. 313.

§ 121. The slaves among the Lacedaemonians were treated with great cruelty

(cf. § 99). There appears to have been but one class, viz. the He/ois ("EawT'fj),

who according to the common account were derived from the maritime town
Helos C'Exo?) captured by the Spartans. Others consider the name as derived

from the verb fXw, and signifying prisoners. The unhappy Messenians taken
in the second Messenian war were incorporated among the Helots.

1 u. The Helots were required to cultivate the land, and perform the most laborious
and dangerous services in war. They were exposed to every sort of abuse, and even
to the murderous attack of the young Spartans, especially in the custom termed
KprmTEia, which was an annual legalized hunt against these degraded subjects. Yet
some among them, as a reward of distinguished merit, obtained liberty and citizen-

ship, on occasion of receiving which they were crowned with garlands and led about
the temples. They then were called eirivvaKToi, or Apcrat, or veoSaix'ikig . 1 he last epi-

thet seems to have designated such as enjoyed more of civil rights than the common
freedmen, whose rank was far below that of the free-born. Tlie number of slaves in

this state was very large.

2. The d'pcrai were a class released probably from all service ; the cpvKrfjpeg were
slaves employed only in war ; the hcnromovavrai served on board the fleet ; the poOoives,

were domestic slaves brought up with the young Spartans and then emancipated.
3. There was another class of inhabitants in the province of Lacediemon, who al-

though not slaves were yet held in a state of subjection by the Spartans. They were
the natives of towns reduced by the latter to a tributary and dependent state ; they
were called Periceci {lltpioiKOi). They were engaged in the navy and in the army
along with Spartan citizens, and sometimes were intrusted with offices : at the battle

of Platsea there were 10,000 men of this class.

Respecting the Periteci and the Helots, see MUller, vol. ii. p. 17, 30.—CapperonUn, Sur I'esclavage des Hiloles, in the Mem. Acad.

/iMcr. ixiii. 271.

§ 122. At the head of government were two kings or leaders (a.p;>;ay8-r'at),

who must be certainly descended from the Heraclidse. and must possess an
unexceptionable exterior. They did not possess the full regal authority (rtau-

(BacftXft'a), but a power limited by the laws, to which they were accustomed
every month to swear obedience. In war their power was greatest. They had
also the oversight of the worship of the gods, and sometimes performed the

office of priests.

In peace their chief civil prerogative was to preside in the senate ana propose ttiu

subjects for deliberation ; and each could give his vote on any question. In war the
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Spartan kings had unlimited command {orpaTriyd; ivroKpamp), and could even put to

death without trial {iv xeipdi vojio)). They are said also to have had in time of v^^ar espe-
cially a body-guard of three hundred of the noblest of the Spartan youths {l7n:eXs,)%

from this number five were annually selected and employed for one year, under the

name of dya9oEpyoi, in missions to other states. Many dissensions grew out of the

doable monarchy {oiapxh). The royal revenue was very great. Cf. 3Iuller, vol. ii.

p. 106.

§ 123. Lycurgus established a senate of 28 men, of blameless character, and

upwards of 60 years old, which was called yipovata, or y^pwi^ta. The members
had an equal right of voting- with the two kings, and rendered no account of the

manner of discharging their office.—There were also five Ephori (t^opot), who had
an oversight of the whole state, and whose duty required them to assert the

rights of the people against the kings. They were chosen from among the

people, without reference to condition.—The BftStatot were a class of offi-

cers, who were placed over the t^TjjBot,, between the ages of 18 and 20.

The Ephori enjoyed a power which was called laoTvpawog, and were not required to

give any account of their discharge of it; but they were appointed only for one year.

Their tribunal {l(popdov) was in the forum.—The 'ReiciaXoi were five in number, with a
sixth as their nphjivg. They had the inspection of the gymnastic exercises, called

rrXaravKTra, because performed in a spot surrounded with plane trees ; it was their pro-

vince to decide disputes arising at the gymnasia. They had their tribunal or place of

council also in the forum. The common name for the council-halls of these and other
magistrates was apxtia.

§ 124. The Spartans had other magistrates; as the No^o^v7.axaj, who saw-

that the laws were maintained and executed ; the Ap;UO(5t;i'ot, to whom was en-

trusted the oversight of the women, to observe their lives and manners and direct

their exercises; the 'E,u7t£?.copot., who preserved order and decorum in assemblies

of the people, and attended in general to the police of the forum or market; the

Ilv^toc, four in number, appointed by the kings, and employed to consult oracles

;

the Ilpolfroi., who were also appointed by the kings, and had charge of the re-

ception of strangers ; the IlpoStxot,, who had the care of the young kings as

tutors; the IlatSovoaot, whose office was to oversee and manage the boys put

under their care at the age of 7 ; the 'Ap^to^rat, who were a sort of sheriffs in

the city and province; the noxifiap;i:ot, who under the kings superintended the

affairs of war, and also attended to some matters of police in the city ; the

'iTtTtayplrat, three officers, who commanded each a chosen band of 100 horsemen.

§ 125. The assemblies {ixxTi^niai) of the people were similar to those at

Athens. In some of them only native citizens of Sparta met; in others there

were also delegates from the towns and cities belonging to the province Laconia;

in assemblies of the latter class were discussed all affairs of common interest

and importance to the whole state. Originally the kings and senate had the

power of convening the assemblies ; it was afterwards vested in the Ephori,

who also presided in them. The votes were given by utterance of voice {j5oyj

xai ov 4'-^t9)' 2ind the majority decided by the loudest acclamation, or by a

subsequent division and counting of the two parties.

The assembly composed only of the citizens of Sparta was called puKpa tKKknaia, and
usually met once every month. Every citizen capable of bearing arms might attend,

and, if above the age of thirty, might speak. The meetings were originally in the

open air, but at a later period were held in an edifice, called cKiaq, erected for the pur-
pose.—The other assembly was called simply, or by way of eminence, cKKXriaia. It

consisted of the kings, the senators, the magistrates, and the deputies of Laconia.

§ 126. The assembly also, which was collected at the public and common
meals and termed cyu^atna, ^sLBina, and ^vu-t^a, was designed for the purpose

of speaking upon matters of public importance.

In this assembly, kings, magistrates, and certain citizens, met together in certain

halls, where a number of tables were set, for fifteen persons each. No new member
could be admitted to any table but by the unanimous consent of all belonging to the

same. Every member contributed to the provisions from his own stores ; a specified

quantity of barley meal or cakes (jua^ai), wine, cheese, and figs, and a small sum of
money for meat, was expected from each. A close union was formed between those

of the same table. The regular meal was termed oIkaov
; after this was a dessert called

hraiKMi The men only were admitted ; small children were allowed to sit on stools

near their fathers and receive a half-share without vegetables (d/?a///?(k£wra) ; the youth
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and boys ate in other companies. At table they sat or redined on couches of hard
oak. The chief dish was the black broth {y.eXaq sw^ioV).' The Spartans had also another
kind of solemn feast, called Komg, to which foreigners and boys were admitted along
with the citizens.2

t The reader may be amused by the following passage from Sir Henry Blount, who traveled in Turkey, in 1634. " The Turks

have a drink called cauphe, made of a berry as big as a small bean, dried in a furnace and beat to powder, of a sooty color, in

taste a little bitterish, that they sethe and drink, hot as may be endured ; it is good at all hours of the day, but especially morning and

evening, when to that purpose they entertain themselves two or three hours in cauphe-houses, which in Turkey abound more than

inns and ale houses with us. It is thought to be the old black broth used so much by the Lactdsemonians. It drieth ill humours in

the stomach, comfcrteth the brain, never causeth drunkenness, nor any other surfeits, and is a harmless entertainment of good fellow-

ship." 2 RobinsanU Archasol. Graec. p. 139.—Ct MUUcr, ii. 289.

§ 127. Judicial actions were very summary among the Spartans. Eloquence
found no place in them; no advocates were employed; every one was obliged
to plead his own cause. There were three distinct jurisdictions, that of the
kings, the senate, and the Ephori, each of which formed a tribunal for the deci-

sion of a certain class of questions. The most important questions, and particu-

larly all of a capital nature, belonged to the senate. In minor disputes, the par-

ties were allowed to choose arbitrators for themselves.

Cf. Robiiison, bk. ii. ch. xxii.—On the authority of the Ephori, MUller, bk. iii. ch. vii. ; and bk. iii. ch. ii. § 2, on the Spartan

Courts.

§ 128. The punishments were various and in part similar to those at Athens.
The most common mode of inflicting death was by strangling or suffocation.

—

Stealing was punished not so much for the theft committed, as for the want of
shrewdness and dexterity betrayed by the offender in allowing himself to be
detected.

1. Stranghng was effected by means of a rope {Ppoxo;, Ppoyxo?); it was always done
in the night and in a room' in the public prison called Acku^. Death was also inflicted

by casting the malefactor into the pit^ called KanVag; this was always done likewise
by night. Aristomenes the Messenian was cast into this, but survived the fall and
effected an escape, which was considered as very wonderful. Besides the punish-
ments ZriiJ.ia, 'Arifiia, and Kvipcov or KXoidf, mentioned among Athenian penalties (cf.

•?> 113), the Spartans^ had Maoriywo-f?, whipping, which the offender received as he was
driven through the city, and KhTrjais, goading, which was a similar punishment. Ba-
nishment, ^vyn, seems not to have been a regular punishment inflicted by sentence;
but was voluntary, and chosen in order to escape death or infamy (an^i'a).

» Robinson, Arch. Grs.-. bk. ii. ch. 24. 2 Cf. Thuc. i. 134.—Paui. iv. IS. § i.—Slrab. \ni.—Mitford, Hist, of Greece, ch. ir.

sect. 4. 3 Cf. MUller, Hist, and Ant. Dor. vol. ii. p. 235.

2 u. Among the Spartans also various rewards and distinctions were bestowed on
persons of merit, both while living and after death.

3. Among the distinctions conferred on the meritorious, the Ilpofjpa, _yirs« seaf in a
public assembly, was highly honorable. Much value was attached to the olive-crown,
'EXa'iri; ars^pai'og, as a reward for bravery, and to the thongs, BettXoTrci , with which victors
in the contests were bound. But it was one of the highest honors of the city to be
elected into the number of the three hundred constituting the three chosen bands of
horsemen (§ 124), termed Aoyd'e;. To commemorate the dead, statues, cenotaphs
{KevoTaihia) , and other monuments were erected.

§ 129. The legislation of Sparta had Lycurgus chiefly for its author, and was
marked by some strong peculiarities. The form of government was distin-

guished from that of all the other states by its union of monarchical with aristo-

cratical and democratical traits. There were in Sparta no written laws; they
were transmitted orally from one generation to another; on this account Lycur-
gus styled them Ij-tj-tpai.. They were not numerous, and were chiefly designed
to promote bravery and hardihood, and hinder all luxury and voluptuousness.
Although they untierwent many alterations in minor points, they retained their

authority through a period of above 800 years.

Of. Mtaier, as before cited, vol. ii. p. 97, 2S5.—Xenophon, on the Polity of the Lacedaemonians (cf. P. V. § 186).-The works cited

§11S.

§ 130. Next to the states of Athens and Sparta, the island of Crete presents a
constitution the most remarkable. It is here, as has been stated (§ 38), that

we find the origin of the institutions of Lycurgus. During the republican go-

vernment which succeeded the monarchical, it was customary to elect ten offi-

cers annually as chief m^agistrates. These were called Cosmi,x6aixo(., and were
taken only from particular families. Under them was a Senate, which was con-

sulted only on important questions; it consisted of 28 members, who for the
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most part had previously held the office of Cosmi. There was also an order of

knights, who were required to keep horses at their own expense for the public

use, and to serve in lime of war. The power of popular assemblies was not

great ; ihey usually did nothing but confirm the decrees of the higher authorities.

Of. MUller, vol. ii. p. 99, \3i.—H6ck, Kreta. Getting. IS29. 3 vols. 8.

§ 131. The Cretan laws were in general wise, as appears from some traces

of them found in different writers.—Like the Spartans, the citizens of Crete had
public meals, which they called di/Spjra.—Slaves were treated with comparative

mildness.
1. " Curiosity is excited," observes Mitford, "by that system of laws which, in an

age of savage ignorance, violence, and uncertainty among surrounding nations, in-

forced civil order, and secured civil freedom to the Cretan people ; wliich was not

only the particular model of the wonderful polity, so well known to us through the

fame of Lacedasmon, but appears to have been the general fountain of Grecian legis-

lation and jurisprudence ; and which continued to deserve the eulogies of the greatest

sages and politicians, in the brightest periods of literature and philosophy."

See Sainte Croix, Des Anciens gouvernements federatifs, et legislation de Crete. Par. 1776.

2. Three different classes of dependents existed in the island ; the pubHc bondmen
called by the Cretans [ivoia; the slaves of individual citizens, w^afiSiTai ; and the tribu-

taries, inrmooi. Perhaps there was no Grecian state in which the dependent classes

were so hltle oppressed as in Crete. In general, every employment and profession,

with the exception of the gymnasia and the mihtary service, were permitted to thera.—Miiller, as cited % 118, vol. ii. 5.

3. The name av6ptZa is supposed to have been given to the public meals, because, as

at Sparta, men alone were admitted to the tables. A woman, however, had the care

of the pubhc tables at Crete. The Cretans were distinguished by their great hospi-

taUty ; whh every two tables for citizens there was one for foreigners.

—

Muller,

ii. 225.

The term dY^Xri was used to designate an assembly of young men, who lived toge-

ther from their eighteenth year till the time of their marriage. These young men,
called dyeXacrroi, were under the care of a person termed dysXdrr};, who superintended

their military and gymnastic exercises.

—

Smith, Diet, of Antiq.

§ 132. In Thebes, the principal city of Bceoita, a monarchical government
existed until the death of Xanthus, and afterwards a republican. Yet this state

did not rise to any great celebrity, at least for a long lime; the cause was per-

haps the whole national character of the Thebans. Besides a proper senate,

there were in Thebes Boeotarchs, Botorap;^at,, and Polemarchs Ilo%£i.iapxo(^', the

former had the care of the civil affairs, and the latter of the military.—Bcsotia

was divided into four grand councils, or senates, whose decrees guided all the

other magistrates. Merchants and mechanics w-ere adopted as citizens, but

never raised to any magistracy. The exposure of infants was not permitted,

but if their parents were unable to maintain them, it was done by the slate.

Pausanias has recorded in his description of Boeotia many remarkable features

of the later condition of the Theban state.

The BcEotians had a great national festival, Uaix/3oioJTia, in honor of Athena Itonia, who had
a temple near Coronea, near which the festival was held.

Cf. Mitford, ch. v. sect. l.—Rnoul-Rochttte, AdDiinistration de I'Etat Federatif des BoeotieDs, In the Mem. de rinstitui, Clisse
d'HijJ. el Lit. Anc. vol. viii. p. 214.

§ 133. Of the internal constitution of Corinth but little is known. It was
at first governed by kings, of whom the Sisyphidae and Bacchiadae were the

most distinguished. Afterwards, when an aristocratical form was introduced,

one chief magistrate uas chosen yearly called Upytavl^. He was supported by
a senate, rfpovtrta. The assembly of the people never had equal authority;

their power was often very small. The city was once called Ephyra, and en-

joyed a favorable situation upon the isthmus, which rendered it and its two
harbours so famous on account of their navigation and commerce. It was de-

stroyed by the Romans, B. C. 146, but was afterwards rebuilt by Caesar, and

became again very flourishing.—Syracuse and Corcyra were colonies of Corinth.

The last city is specially remarkable, from the fact, that a dispute between itself

and Corinth was the occasion of the Peloponnesian war. Syracuse was for a

long time governed by 600 of the oldest men, called yjco^opoi ; but afterwards

became entirely democratical until it was subjected to the Romans.
r{ Afi/Utr, a» before cited, vo'. ii. p, 156.
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§ 134 Jrgos^ like the other Grecian states, had in early times its kings.

In later times it was governed by the people divided into four tribes. It h'ad

its senate, and another body of magistrates consisting of eighty members, and
a class of public officers called aptwoi,.

Cf. MUUer, vol. ii. p. 144, 147.

In the history of »^/o//a, we may mention as chiefly remarkable the league or

confederacy between the cities of that district. This confederacy was called

the Pan^tulium. It had at Thermus an annual assembly or meeting, in which
the magistrates were elected, and also a president of the confederacy, who was
called arpatrjyo^, and was at the same time chief military commander. This
officer was subject to the assembly. The council of the Apocleti (artoz7.:>;rot)

was a different body, who decided questions that arose in pressing emer-
gencies.

See F. JV. Tittmann, Darslellung der Griech. Staatsverfassungen. I^ipz. 1822. 8.

The cities of Achaia also united themselves in a league, and held their com-
mon assemblies twice a year at iEgium. In these originally presided one
Tpa/i^ua-rfi)?, with two Sfpariyyot- ; and at a later period, one Srparjjyoj, besides

whom there were ten ATjutoupyot to attend to the public affairs of the con-
federacy.

Cf. Breiierbauch, Geschichte der Achier und ihres Bundes. Leipz. 1782.

III. MILITARY AFFAIRS.

§ 135. That warlike spirit which, as has been observed (§ 42), was a main
trait in the national character of the early Greeks, was also conspicuous in

their descendants of a later period. This is true of the Athenians, and more
emphatically so of the Spartans, who were inured to hardship by their educa-
tion, bound by their laws and their honor to conquer or die, and inspired by
their whole national system with a love of war. These republics were ac-

cordingly the refuge and protection of the smaller states in their difficulties.

The Thebans, likewise, for a certain period, maintained the reputation of dis-

tinguished valor. Athens and Sparta, however, were always the rivals in this

respect; and although in the war with Xerxes they agreed that Athens should
command the Grecian fleet, and Sparta the land forces, yet they soon again fell

into dissension, and the Spartans stripped the Athenians, for a time, of that

naval superiority, for which the situation of Athens afforded the greatest

advantages.
On Grecian military affiiirs, see Nait, KSpke, kc cited § 42.

§ 136. The armies of the Greeks consisted chiefly of free citizens, w^ho were
early trained to arms, and, after reaching a certain age, at Athens the twentieth

year, were subject to actual service in war. From this duty, they were released

only by the approaching weakness of age. At Athens the citizens were ex-

empted from military service at the age of forty, except in cases of extreme
danger. Some were also wholly exempted on account of their office or employ-
ment. Of those who were taken into service, a written list or roll was made
out, from which circumstance the levying was termed xaraA/paprj, or xatuxoyoi.
The warriors maintained themselves, and every free citizen considered it a
disgrace to serve for pay ; for which the spoils of victory were, in some degree,

a substitute. Pericles, however, introduced the payment of a stipend, which
was raised, when necessary, by means of a tax on the commonwealth.

At first foot-soldiers received two oboli a day ; afterwards four ; whence Ttrpw/JoXou

0'oi signified a soldier's life, and TZTpoifioXi^ew , to serve in war. The pay of a soldier m
the cavalry, termed KaTaaraxns, was a drachm a day ; a seaman received the same, with
an allowance for a servant.

On the melhods of raising money at Athens for extraordinary expenses, see ^§ 103, 104. On the military regulations, ct Gar-

nier, Sur les loix mililaires des Grecs, in the Mem. Acad. Inaar. vol. xlv. p. 239.— Cf. § 42.

§ 137. It has already been remarked (§ 43), that the Grecian soldiers were
of three classes ; footsoldiers or infantry, ro rti^ixov ; the cavalry, to i^' iTtrtwi-;

and such as were borne in chariots, to i^' oxrudrccv. The infantry comprised
three kinds ; the unutai, heavy armed, who carried a complete and full armor,

25 R
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and were distinguished particularly by a large shield (oVtToor) ; the TiiT.'taG'tai,

targeteers, who bore light arms, particularly a small shield {rti'kTiri) ; and the

•i^iTMi, light armed, who had no shield and used only missile weapons.—The

war chariots were not much used after the introduction of cavalry.

The chariots, termed Sp€Travr](p6pot, were sometimes terriiily destructive, being armed with

sythes, with which whole ranks of soldiers were sometimes cut down.—In Plate XVII. fig. K,

oine of these chariots is presented, drawn by two horses which are protected by a covering of

mail. It may be worthy of remark here, that such chariots were used by the ancient Britons

and Belgians, and are designated in the Roman writers by the terms covini and essedm. (Lucan,

Phars. i. 426.— rac. Agric. xxxvi.— Cffs. Bell. Gall. iv. 22.—Mela, iii. 6.) "The covinus was a

terrible instrument of destruction, being armed with sharp sythes and hooks for cutting and
tearing all who were so unhappy as to come within its reach." R. Henry, History of Great

Britain, (first ed.) Lond. 1771-93. 6 vuls. 4.

§ 138. The cavalry of the Greeks was not numerous, and consisted only of

citizens of the more respectable class, and such as were able (of. § 93) to maintain

their horses. The iTtrtft^, therefore, at Athens as well as Sparta, held a high

rank. Those who wished to attain this rank were first examined in respect

to their bodily strength and other qualifications, by the senate and a Hipparch

or Phularch {iT(7tdpxrj?i ^Vkdpxr,i) appointed for the purpose. They were called

by various names according to the weapons of armor they used; as, e. g.,

axpo^oUaYat,, who threw missiles; 8opato^6poL,who carried spears or lances;

vTiTiofo^otaL, ^vato^opoi, xovto'popoL, ^vpiofopov, etc. The following articles

constituted their principal armor : a helmet, broad plated girdle, breastplate, a

large shield, cuishes, a javelin and sword.

The horsemen, as well as the infantry, were distinguished into the heavy-armed, Ka.

Ta(bpa<Toi, and lighl-armed, nn KaraippaicTot. The former not only were defended by armor
themselves, but also had their horses protected by plates of brass or other metal, which
were named, from the parts of the horse covered by them, npoiie-oiTTiiia, trfjoa-repviha, vapa-

^irjp'u^ia, TiupairievpiSia, -apaKvr]p.i6ia, etc. The trappings of the horses were termed (pd\apa
;

various and costly ornaments, including collars, bells, and embroidered cloths were
often used.—The Aip'ixai were a sort of dragoon, instituted by Alexander, designed to

serve either on horseback or on foot.—The "A/.i(/)i:nrot were such as had two horses;

called also (Tnraywyoi, because they led one of their horses.—After the time of Alexan-

der, elephants were introduced from the east ; but they were after a short period laid

aside, as they were found too unmanageable to be relied upon with much confidence.

When used, they carried into battle large towers, containing from ten to thirty sol-

diers, who could greatly annoy the enemy with missiles, while they were themselves

in comparative safety.

SalUer and Freret, Orig. de I'equitatinn dans la Grece, in the Mem. J}cad. Insci: vii. 33, 2S6.—Ce Maizeroy, La Cavalerie Grecque,

in the same Mem. &c. xli. 242.—Larcher, L'ordre equestre chez les Grecs. in the same Menu &c. xlviii. 83.

§ 139. The chief articles of armor used by the Greeks have been already

described (§ 44, 45), and it is only necessary to remark here, that in later times

there were many changes, as to the forms of the articles, and the manner of

using them.

1. The breastplate {^''pa^ consisted of two parts, one for a defence for the back,
the other for the breast, united at the sides by a sort of buttons. When made of two
continued pieces of metal, and on that account inflexible, it was called ^''<pa^ anihog.;

when made of hide and guarded with hooks or rings, connected as in a chain, it was
called ^wpal dXwi^ojroj ; it' guarded with plates like the scales of a fish, it was called

icjpal \£TTi6u)Tdg. The rjpiOupavio'' protected only the front part of the body ; Alexander
allowed only this to his soldiers-—Within the Sojpaf, and next to the skin the Greeks
also wore often a defensive armor of brass lined with wool, which was termed iiirfrj.

Cf Horn. II. iv. 137, 187.

The thorax is seen in fig. r, of Plate XXII. ; also on the warrior, fig. 7. In fig. 5, the thorax seems to be guarded with plates lika

the scales of a fish ; also in Plate XXXIV. fij. b.

2. The shield (dcnris) when of wood was made of the lightest kind, as willow, beach,

poplar, &c. When made of hide (donUes fi'mai), there were usually several thicknesses

covered with a plate or plates of metal. Its chief parts were the outer edge or cir-

cumference, ai'T"l, irMf, kvkXo;, rrepupepsia ; the boss or prominent part in the middle,

d/i<^a\dj, fizirojx'pdXiov ; the thong of leather by which it was attached to the shoulders,

Tcia^ojv ; the rings by which it was held in the hands, TropnaKsg, for which the handle,

oxavov, consisting of tw^o small bars placed crosswise, was afterwards substituted. Lit-

tle bells were sometimes hung upon the shields to increase the terror occasioned by
shaking them. YdYiJta was the name of a covering, designed to protect the shield from

injury when not in actual use , the word also designates a packsaddle. Various epi-

thets are applied to shields ; dy^^i/ipdros, dt/iponfiKT^;, m&invr\Khi, indicative of size ; IvkvkXoi,
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iravrore 'cat, of shape. The Ti^pov was in the shape of a rhombus, and first used by
the Persians ; the Ot'pjof was oblong and bent inward ; the Aaafiiov was composed of
hides with the hair on, and was very light ; the ZIeXd? was small and hght, and, ac-

cording to some, shaped hke a half-moon.
In Plale XXII. are several forms of shields ; see fig. 3, fig. 4, fig. 7. See also Plate XXX. fig. 1, fig. 4 ; and Plate XXXIIL fig. 1,

fig. 2.

3. Besides the offensive weapons which have already been named (see $45, and Plate XVII.),
we may mention the poniard, caWed frapa^tcpijioi', lj-x£ipi<5«oi', and ijdxaifia; it answered the
purpose of a knife. In later ages, the dKii/dKTji was borrowed from the Persians. This has gene-
rally been considered as curved, and has usually been translated cimiter ; in Sinitli's Dictionary
it is contended, that it was straight like the dacger; the writer quotes Josephus (jSnt. Jud. xx.
7-10) as saying of the assassins who infested Judea before the destruction of Jerusalem, that
"they used daggers in size resembling the Persian acinaces, but curved, and like those
which the Romans called sicce, and from which robbers and murderers are called sicarii ;'' the
acinaces seems to have been worn on the right side. The kowIs or falchion {ensis falcalvs) was
also used in battle; as was likewise the battle-ax, al'ivr}, awA the TreXeKvs. The Mitcedonians
had a peculiar kind of long spear, called adpicraa. The club of wood or iron, khovvti, was a wea-
pon of early times.—We may mention among the offensive weapons the rrvpof^oXui Xidoi, fire-

balls ; one kind {(jKvrdXia) were made of wood and armed with spikes of iron, under which were
fixed hemp, pilch, and other combustibles; these, being set on fire, were hurled into the ranks
of the enemy.

In Plate XVII. fig. C, is the ;i<i>fatpa ; in Plate XXXIII. fig. 4, we see hanging at the right thigh the weapon which the writer

mentioned above considers as the UKivaKT]; ; the same is seen in the hand of Mitbraj, in the Sup. Plate 9 ; cf. also fig. B, in Plate

XVII.

On the various articles of armor, see Foshroke'i Encyclopaedia.—S. Jt. Meyrick, Critical Inquir>' into Ancient Armor, &c. with a

Glossary of Names of the Arms of the Middle Ages. Lond. 1824. 3 vols. 4 ; a work which may be recommended to the student

desirous of full information on this subject.

§ 140. The commanders of the armies were in early times the kings them-

selves, although at the same time certain men, eminently brave, were appointed

to be polemarchs or generals. Subsequently each tribe chose its own com-
mander, who was called o-fparj^yoj. At Athens it became customary to appoint

ten, who had equal power, and who held the chief command one day each in

regular rotation, when they took the field together. Over these was a pole-

march, whose opinion was decisive in the war-council, when th-ere was an

equal division amonar them ; at a later period, however, this officer {rio7.tfxap%oi)

had no share in military affairs (§ 101).—There were also ten taxiarchs,

Ta^iapxoi", subordinate to the atpa-tTjyoi ; their duty was to put the army in array

for battle, mark out the camp, regulate the order of march, and in general

attend to the preservation of discipline. Subordinate also to the S/rategi were

the two generals of the horse, tn:rtap;^ot, who had under them ten ^v%apxoii one

nominated by each tribe. There were also inferior officers, as ^.o^ayot, %l7^ap-

xoi, £a:aroi^rap;xo£., 6£xa6ap;^ot, rdixTtuSapxoh t'he names being derived from the

number of men commanded by them.

§ 141. The whole army was called otpantx; the front, |U£ru7tor or Ttpwroj-

^vybi ; the wings, xapara; the rear, oipa or £(j;taT'05 ^vyd^. The smallest divi-

sion, consisting of five men, was called a Tti^rtd^ ; a "Koxo^ contained from ten

to a hundred men, according to different circumstances ; and a rd^t j, a hundred,

or a hundred and twenty-eight.

The ra^(f was also called tKaTovraoxia. Each division of this sort had five attendants,

who (iKTaKTOi) did not serve in the ranks ; viz. the aTparoxfipv^, who reported the officer's

commands to the soldiers ; the anpao(j)dpos, who conveyed the ensigns, signals, or

watchwords ; the aaXmyKTrig, a trumpeter ; the inrnptrrig, who supplied the members of

the division with necessaries ; and the ovpayds, whose business was to see that none
of the number were left behind.

Some of the larger divisions ; cvvrayfta, consisting of two rdltii, or 256 men ; rnvra'

Koaiapxia, two ovvraypara, or 512 men ; X'^'«PX'a, two of the last, or 1024 men ; ^lepapxia,

or TiXoj, twice the preceding, or 2048 men; <^a\ayya(>xia, or Irpar-nyta sometimes,
twice the TfXof , or 4096 men ; the commander of the latter was called crparriydi;.

The term <Pd'Xay^ signifies sometimes a body of twenty-eight soldiers ; some-
times a body of 4000, as just mentioned ; and sometimes any number of troops in

general. Yet it is said, that a full or complete Phalanx contained foicr times the num-
ber included in the (paXayyapx^a, above named, i. e. 16,384 men.

§ 142. While the term ^a'y^yl is often used in a general sense for any num-
ber of soldiers, it is employed also to signify a peculiar order of arrangement

in a rectangular form, which gave the body strength to resist a great shock;

the Macedonians were especially celebrated for using it to advantage.—The
iM/5oXov v.as the same with the Roman cuneus, an arrangement in the form of a
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wedge, in order to force a way more easily and further into the midst ol -dii

enemy.—Wheeling, turning, or facing, was called xTa'cc^; to the right, iTti 6opu,

the spear being in the right hand; to the left, J7t' acTttSa, the shield being
held in the left. Turning completely about was termed ix£ta3o%rj.—The Greeks
possessed great skill and readiness in manreuvres, and had teachers of the art,

faxtLxbi^ who instructed the youth in the practice.

1. Various forms were given to the 9iaAay.J, some of which were not rectangular ; as
the iniKaiJL-h; (/>.'Aayr, which presented the form of a half-moon, and was also called
KvpTri and foiX/j

;
poixiJoucrig (pdXay^, which was in the figure of a diamond. In the pha-

lanx, ^"yoi signified the ranks, taken according to its length, ixrjKOi ; drixoi (also \6xoi)

the files taken according to its depth, PaOo;.—Another order of array for battle was the
rtXivQiov, brick, a rectangular presenting its length to the enemy.—The -rrvpyog, tower,
was the same form, with its width or the end of the rectangle towards the enemy.

—

The -Xaiaioi' seems to have been an exact square or nearly so.—The Koi\tp.iio\ov was a
figure like the letter V, with the open part toward the enemy.—The i'Xi? was in the
form of an egg, according to which the Thessalians usually arranged their cavalrv.—

•

Of the various terms applied to manoeuvring or evolutions we add only the followi'no^

;

£feX(y//oj, a countermarch, by which every soldier, one marching after another, changed
the front for the rear, or one flank for another; 6nT\aaiaa}ioi, an enlarging of the body,
ehher by adding men or by extending the same number over a great space.

2. The term (A?;, sometimes applied as above mentioned, to designate a certain order of array,
was generally used to signify a body of cavalry; a troop sometimes consisting of 64 horsemen.
Two such troops constituted the tT:i\a()xiii, containing 128 men ; eight of them formed the
'nrnapxia, containing 512 men ; four of the last named formed the TIAoj of the cavalry, including
2048 men ; and two tIXt] marie the 'ETriTrty/ia, comprising 4096 men.

3. It may be remarked that among the Lacedaemonians, the whole army was divided into iiopai
which contained originally only 400 men each, but afterwards a larger number, and variable.
Each popa consisted of four \6xoi-. The izevrriKoaTvi was one-half of the Ad^oj ; and one-half
of the nevTTiKocTvi was termed EvwuoTia, including 25 men; the latter body is said by some to
have contained thirty-two or thirty-six men.
The earliest ancient works which treat expressly of Grecian tactics are those of Arrian and Lilian ; of. P. V. § 250, § 233.

§ 143. The declaration of war usually began with a demand made by the
injured or offended party through deputies for reparation or satisfaction. Un-
expected hostile invasion was viewed as unrighteous warfare; it was justified

only by great and wanton injuries. The most respectable men were selected

for the ambassadors and heralds, and their persons were regarded as sacred
and inviolable.

1 u. The heralds {KfipvKeg) carried a staff wound with two serpents (KrjpvKsiov) , and
were usually charged only \\'ith messages of peace, while the ambassadors or deputies
(apzrj^tii) were accustomed also to threaten and to announce war. The power of ambas-
sadors was limited in different degrees at different times (cf § 102). The leagues or
agreem.ents entered into were either (1) (TKovifi, a treaty of peace or mutual cessation
from injuries, called also trwOfiKn, dpnvr]; (2) ETrifiaxia, a treaty of mutual defence ; or
(3) (Trn;mx,ia, an alliance both defensive and offensive, in which the parties engaged to
aid each other, not only when attacked, but also when they themselves cominenced
the war. Such treaties were confirmed by the most solemn oaths, written upon
tablets and placed in public view. Sometimes the parties exchanged certain tokens
or evidences (oTJ/z/JoXa) of the compact.

2 u. Before actually declaring war, it was customary to consult an oracle. The war
was commenced with sacrifices and vows. Scrupulous attention was also paid by the
Greeks to omens and seasons.

3. An eclipse of the moon was a fatal sign ; the Athenians would not march before
the seventh day, ivrdg epioiiris, nor the Lacedaemonians until full moon.

X. § 144. In addition to what has already been said (§ 48) on the construction
of camps, it may be here remarked, that the form of them was often changed
according to circumstances. The Lacedaemonians, however, always adhered
to the circular form in their camps, as well as their cities. The bravest troops
were usually placed on the extremities or wings, and the weakest in the centre
or interior. A particular part of th§ camp was appropriated for the worship
of the gods, and for holding councils of war and military courts. The guards
were divided into the day-watches, <|)t'?iaxat r;ixsf}ivac, and the night-watches,
^DT-axat vvxtspivac. The advanced posts, or outer guards, were called

rtpofvXaxai. The nightly round of visiting the watch was called ifo8sia, and
those who performed it, ;tfp(,'rto7iot, and the guard-house, rtf^ptTtoXfiov.

§ 145. Before a battle the soldiers were usually refreshed by eating ana
drinking, immediately after which the commanders ordered them to action.-

r2
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When very near the point of engaging, the generals addressed the army in

animating speeches, which often produced great effects. Then followed the

sacrifice, the vow, and the war-song {Ttacav ifi^atr^pcoi), a hymn to Mars

—

The signs used in the field were either OTjixsla, regular ensigns and standards,

or Gv/xjio-Ka, particular signals, commonly understood or specially agreed upon
for the occasion.

1 u. The special signals, avu^oKa, were either audible {(puviKo.), such as watchwords
(arwOyiixa-a) ; or visible {op'^To), such as nodding the head, waving the hand, shaking the

armor, and the like {KapaawOiiixaTa). The a^neXa or standards were of various kinds

;

some being merely a red or purple coat upon the top of a spear ; others having an
image of a bird, animal, or other object. The raising of the standard was a signal to

commence battle, and the lowering of it to desist. Anciently the signal for battls

was given by Hghted torches being hurled by the persons appointed {n:vp(p6pot). Af-
terwards it was done by blasts of sound, for which shells (koxXoi) were first used, and
then brazen trumpets (aaXmyyes) of several different kinds.

2 u. The LacedoBmonians usually advanced to action by the sound of the flute
; yet

we must not imagine, that the marching of the Greeks was as regular and as conform-
able to music, as the modern. Most of them were rather in the habit of rushing to

battle with impetuosity and clamor {d\a\ayiidg , dwh).

§ 146. The art of besieging arose first in the later times of Greece, because
the cities were not previously fortified with walls. Nor were the later Greeks,

especially the Lacedaemonians, very much in the habit of laying regular

sieges. The two principal points of proceeding in the siege of a city, were
the construction of the entrenchment around it, and the gathering and use of

military engines about it. Connected with these were efforts to scale the walls

of the city by ladders {iraj^depai, xxij-iaxs^) and to undermine their founda-

tions.—An entrenchment around the city was called Ttsf)i,ttL%ta^bi, or ajto-tBi-

X'''JfJ-o^, and consisted usually of a double wall of stone or turf. In the space

between the walls were shelters for the garrison and the sentinels. Above the

walls were turrets or pinnacles (sriaX^els), and after every tenth pinnacle a

large tower was constructed, extending across from one wall to the other. The
parapet of the wall was termed ^copa| or ^copdxiov.

§ 147. Most of the military engines of the Greeks (fxuyava, iJ-rjxavaL) were
of a comparatively late invention, and seem to have been introduced first about

the time of the Peloponnesian war. One of the principal was the x^^u>v'^, the

testudo or tortoise; so called because the soldiers were covered by it as a tor-

toise by its shell.

1 u. The testudo was of several kinds. The xeXoi/j? cnpaTioirCiv was formed by the

soldiers, pressed close together and holding their shields over their heads in such a
manner as to form a compact covering. It was also formed of boards, united and
covered with metals ; this was either of a square form, as the xs'^'^'^''n Xwot/ji?, which
served to protect the soldiers, while they were preparing the ground in order to bring
up their military engines, or of a triangular form, as the :\;£Xwi'>7 opv^, for the protection

of such as were undermining the walls.—Another instrument for similar purposes was
called the yeppov, made of twigs of willow hke the Roman vinecB, and held by the sol-

diers over the head.
2 u. The x^Aia was a mound composed of various materials and raised very high,

often above the besieged walls.—There were also moveable towers (Tn'pyoi), made of
wood and usually placed upon the x^'f^'^ > they were rolled on wheels and had often

several stories, containing soldiers and engines.—The battering-ram (xpidi) was a strong

beam with an iron head (f///?oA/;) in front resembling that of a ram, which the soldiers

thrust against the enemy's walls; it was often hung by ropes to another beam, so that

it could be thrust with greater force, and sometimes was placed on wheels and covered
with a :\;£Awv//. The KaTaTveXrai were engines for hurling missiles, stones, and the like

upon the enemy ; those which discharged arrows, being termed dlvPeXsTs, and those
which cast stones, Xt6ol36\oi or ireTpoPokoi.

Dionysius Sicuhis (xx. 48, 86) speaks of the latter engines as sometimes capable of throwing
Etones of one hundred weiglit (Xt6o/?oXoj raXai/rtaioj), and even of three hundred weight {irerpa-

3. The 'EXsnoXig was a machine, not unlike the battering-ram, but of greater size

and force, driven with ropes and wheels. This name (IXfn-oXif, city-taJ.-er) was first ap-

plied by Demetrius Poliorcetes to a machine invented by him, in the form of a square

tower ; each side being ninety cubits high and forty-five wide ; resting on four wheels ;

divided into nine stories, which each contained engines for throwing spears, stones,

and various missiles ; maimed by 200 soldiers. Cf Diod. Sic. xx. 48.—The Tpvnafa
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were long irons' with sharp ends, and M'ere the instruments chiefly used in earlier
periods for demolishing the walls of a city.

§ 148. In the defence of a besieged city the following are the things most
worthy of remark. Soldiers, armed with various means of defending them-
selves and annoying the enemy, were stationed on the walls of the city. The
greater military engines were planted within the walls, and hurled arrows,

stones, and pieces of timber upon the besiegers. The mines of the besiegers

were opposed by counter-mines, and their entrenchments and mounds were
undermined. Their various engines were broken, set on fire, or embarrassed
in operation by different contrivances on the part of the besieged.

§ 149. On the taking of a city, the captors did not always treat the citizens

and the property in the same way. Sometimes the buildings were demolished,
and all the inhabitants put to death, or at least those in arms, while the rest

{aixud^utoi, 8opva.7MroL) were reduced to slavery. But sometimes favor was
shown, and nothing but the payment of a tribute exacted. Sometimes new
settlers were planted in the conquered city. Whenever the city was demo-
lished, it was customary to curse the spot on which it stood, and not even
cultivate the soil.

§ 150. The booty or spoils on such a capture, or after a battle, consisted

partly in the military stores, and partly in other things, which were the pro-

perty of the conquered party. These, when taken from the slain, were termed
cxv7xt,; if from the living, xdfvpa. The whole (tiapa) was brought to the

commander-in-chief, who first took a large portion for himself, then assigned

rewards to such as had distinguished themselves in the action, and afterwards

distributed the remainder equally among the soldiers. First of all, however,
a portion was set apart for the service of the gods, which was called axpoOcvia.

The armor of the conquered was also often dedicated to the gods, and hung up
in their temples; this was the case sometimes even with the weapons of the

victors, when they designed to terminate their military career. Thank-offer-

ings were also presented, and trophies (rpo^tata) erected, which were likewise

dedicated to the gods; statues also and other monuments were raised to com-
memorate victories.

An inscription (i-rriypantin) was often attached to the trophy, or offering presented to the god,
or other monument, containing the names of the conquerors and the conquered, an account of
the spoils, and sometimes of the occurrences of the war. The trunk of a tree, especially an
olive, was often used for the purpose of a trophy, the emblems of victory being hung upon it.

—

Alexander the Great, abiding by a law of the Macedonians, never raised a trophy ; yet he erected
other monuments of his successes ; among them were altars to the gods, very broad and lofty

A representation of the tropcBuni is given in Plate XXII. tig. 4.

§ 151. There was a careful regard to order and discipline in the Greek
armies, and various rewards and punishments were established. Among the

jewards were promotion to higher rank, conferring of garlands or other distinc-

tions, and also the funeral honors and the encomiums, which were bestowed
on the brave warrior. At Athens public provision was made for the widows
and children of those slain in battle, and also for those who were injured by
wounds {abvvatoi). The children of such as valiantly died were also honored

sometimes with the first seats (TtpofSpt'oa) at the theatres.—The severest of the

punishments, death, w^as always inflicted on deserters, dvT'o,uoXot. Such as

refused to serve, a^t^dtivtoi, such as quitted their ranks, "ksiTiotdx-tai,^ and such
as threw away their shields, Iji^^aoTtih^i, w^ere subject to civil degradation. At
Athens they were not permitted to enter the temples or public assemblies, and

were also fined in the court Heliaea. In Sparta they were exposed to still

deeper disgrace, which extended even to their whole family; it was so great

that their mothers often stabbed them at their first meeting afterwards.

^ 153. The Greeks employed various means for conveying inteUigence. They
had a class of messengers or runners, called iiiiEpocpojxoi, who carried news and official

commands; they went hghtly armed.—A contrivance much celebrated was the La-
cedaemoniati aKVTdXij. This was a roll of white parchment or leather (iq-fia, Ifidi), wrap-
ped round a black stick, about four cubits in length. The general always received a

stick of this sort, of the same size with another kept by the magistrates or govern
ment. When any command or intelligence was to be conveyed, a strip of parchment
was rolled on the staff, and on this was written what the person wished to communi
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cate ; the strip was then sent to the general, who applied it to his own stick, and thus
could read what, otherwise, would be wholly unintelligible.

§ 153. Before proceeding now to notice the naval affairs of the Greeks, we
may allude to their method of passing rivers with their armies. It was usually
by means of boats (ax^^iat) or small vessels joined together so as to form a sort

of bridge ('yi(|)^'pa), like that which the Persians under the command of Xerxes
threw over the Hellespont. In order to hold these vessels fast, large baskets
or boxes, filled with stone, were sunk in the stream, which thus answered the
purpose of anchors. Anchors were also sometimes used. It was only in the
greatest emergencies that they carried forward with them these boats, having
taken them in pieces. Sometimes such bridges were made by means of large
casks and leathern bottles.

Darius is said to have thrown a bridg^e across the Thracian Bosphorus (Herod, iv. 83, 85). That
of Xerxes over the Hellespont was built between Abydos on the one side and Sestos on the
other (.Herod, vii. 36).

§ 154. The use of ships in the wars of the Greeks has been already mention-
ed (§ 47). Vessels of war (sTtiXiortoi, xuiTivj^r^ differed in their structure from
the other kinds, especially from ships of burden (oXxaSf j, (poij>'triyoi) which were
of an oval form, with broader bottonns. They were usually such as had three

benches of rowers, called T-pr/ipjij {triremes, cf. § 304), and hence this term is

often used to signify merely vessels of war. Before the vessel was launched,
it was purified and consecrated by the priests. Commonly, each vessel singly,

son:ietimes a whole fleet, was committed to the protection of a particular god.
The ensign or standard (rtapacrjy^oj/), by which one ship *as distinguished from
another, was placed in the forepart. Each vessel had its own name, which
was usually taken from its ensign or flag, and was also inscribed on the prow,

^ 155. We will introduce here some of the names apphed by the Greeks to the dif-

ferent parts of a ship and the tackhng. The Arabic numerals attached to some of the
terms in the following description are intended to correspond to those in fig. A, of our
Plate XXIIL, indicating the place of the parts named, according to HolwelVs plan of
a hexireme.

1. The principal parts of a ship were three, the proiv or front, Trpcopa, iitrunrov; the
middle, or body, neaoKoiXog, yaarpa

; and the stern, Trpvjxvd', 6 'pa.—The PROW was more
or less adorned, not only by the figures and images placed on it, but by the colors
painted on it, from which were derived such epithets as niXroTrap-qoi, Kvav€p.(io\oi, &c. The
sides of it were termed Trrspa and TrapziaX. The ordXoj was a long plank at the head of
the prow, at the extremity of which some of the principal ornaments, dKpovia, dKpocrrd.

\ia^, were fixed. The nrvxts^o j^r^^ ^ round piece of wood also attached to the prow,
on which the name of the ship was inscribed ; it was sometimes called 6(p9aXndg, The
XmcTKog was the figure of a goose upon the prow ; near the water, according to the
opinion of some, but by others assigned to a higher part. I'he EptPoXov^^ was the lower
porfion of the prow, which projected forward, and in war gallies was fitted to strike
into the ships of the enemy. Behind this, and just below the aroXog, was the -napaar]-

fiov or ensign, some image carved or painted. To the middle belonged the follow-
ing parts; the Tp6-:rig^ or aretprj, keel at the bottom of the ship, narrow and sharp, to cut
the waves, with the x^X^a/i/aTtt, wedges or bilgeways, attached to it, for guarding the
.ship's bottom: (paXKig, limber, containing the bilgewater, conveyed out by the pump,
nvr\La; the Koi\rt, hold (called also Kvrog, and yaarpa), surrounded by ribs or planks
rising from the keel, vopLzXg or eyKoiXta; the ^warrjpeg, or ino^^unara, rafters, or ropes, on
the sides (TrXEnpaiS) of the ship from prow to stern ; the toTxoi and £(5ajA(a< seats for the
rowers situated on the sides one above another ; the rprmara or d<pQa\p.0L^ openings
through which the oars were put out ; the mKWfia, a skin or the hke, which lined the
openings ; sometimes there was one continued opening for the oars, called Tpd(pri^, a
term applied also to the bulwark or upper part of it. The stern had ornamental
images, called dKpovia, in common with those on the prow, but termed distinctively,
u0Aa(7ru9. To the stern was also attached the imrpoTxh'^^ , the tiitela or safeguard of the
ship. Its bow was termed e-niaeioyv, and the planks composing it, mpnuveia. The mid-
dle of the stern was named, dcrdvStov. The decks, 'iKpta, were covered parts at the
prow and stern ; the ?>iya were the rowers' seats in the middle and open parts.

2. Some of the principal instruments (aKsvri) in navigating vessels may be mentioned
here; they are included under two divisions, the wooden {aKtvr) ^vXiva) and the hmigin^
{(TKEvr] Kpcixacrrd). The TzridiXiov^^, rudder, fixed not directly in the stern, but on the side of
the ship, and near the stern. In the later periods, two rudders were used, one being
placed, it is supposed, near the prow (hence viieg dpL(piTxp"nvoi) ; sometimes there were
i'oux, one on each side of prow and stern. The parts of the rudder were oiaf, ipBclp,

ii-Kp''riov, dhxfiv, mna^.—The ewri, dyK^fa, anchor; first a stone bored in tbe middle, or
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a basket filled with stones ; afterwards made of iron with teeth, dSovre;, fastening it to

the earth; the largest of a ship's anchors was called upa, and hence (iaWeiv ayKopav

apav obtained its proverbial sense, to resort to the last refuge. The cables attached to

the anchors, were irdafiaTa, or miirfKoi; ropes for towing were termed pviiara, oXkol;

those for binding a vessel to the shore, TrpTfxi/iiaia.—The KiMrai and tperiioi, oars, having a

broad part covered with metal (TXan;), and hung upon pieces of wood called cKaXjjioi, by-

leathern thongs, rporoi.—The lards^^, mast, fixed in a hole (fiecroSiJiri) , in the middle of the

ship ; capable of being taken down and put in a case (I'trro^o^r?) ; having several parts,

as nrcpi'a, TpaXri^o;, KapX^'l'^">''j ^(Jpt^KiOf, iKpiov, ))\aKaTTi. The Ktpaiai, or KEpara^^, were the

crosspieces or yards, fixed to the mast ; the dKpoK^paia were the extremities of the yards.

The io-ri'a'?, sails (called also ddovai, apjizva), including particular ones distinctively named,
as CT-iVpo/juj, mizen-sail ; dKarLov, main-sail {iKdrtov also signifies a small vessel, hke a pi-

rate's) ; riprf/xoi/, top-sail ; JoXwi/, sprit-sail.—The 'epiia, S-£^rA(oj, ballast.—The /JoXi'j, the lead

for sounding.—I'he kovtoI, poles for pushing the vessels from rocks.—The dirofiddpa,,

bridges, or stairs, to pass from ship to shore, or from vessel to vessel (called also

e-i0'idpai and dva(3d0paC).—The term oVrXa was appHed to the rigging generally.—The
terms a:\oivia, KaXoi, and roTTzXa are commonly considered as synonymous, and as signi-

fvino- the cordage ; including i-airovoi, ttoJ^jI*)^ rponok^, n^aovpiat, -n-pororoi^o, made at first

of leathern thongs, afterwards of flax, hemp, and the like. But Bockh considers the

axoivia as designating the stronger and heavier ropes, to which the anchor was attached

and by which the ship was fastened to the land ; and the TomXa as designating the

lighter ropes, including KaXdiia or xaXot, luavres, Kspovxot, vncpai, the rope called liyKoiva,

the xaXti'Of . CTt'roi'oi, &c. The term i-o^ojixara has generally been interpreted as signi-

fying hoards or planks covering the outside of a ship ; but it is shown by the inscrip-

tions found in the Piraeus and published by Bockh, that the vm^i'tnara were ropes which
ran in a horizontal direction around the vessel from the stern to the prow, and were
intended to keep the fabric together ; and it would seem that such ropes were taken on

board when a vessel sailed, to be used if necessary ; the expression in Acts xxvii. 17,

vKoloivvvvTEi TO JtXoZov
,
probably refers to the act of putting these ropes about the vessel.

See T. D. Woolssy, on Acts xxvii. 17, in the Bibl. Kepos. Sec. Series, vol. viii. p. 405.

3 ?<. In vessels of war the front point, and sometimes the whole of the front part,

was covered with iron. In early times these points or beaks, I'/^/JoXa'^, were long and

high ; afterwards they were made short and low, in order to pierce the vessels of the

enemy below the water. From each side of the front were planks or pieces of wood,
tmoriks, jutting out, to protect the ship from the beaks of the enemy. The war-ves-

sels usually had wooden decks or coverings {Kara'ppiiyjiara^'^) on which the soldiers

stood, and also coverings or guards of hides or the like, which were extended on both

sides {tEpi<ppiynara, napappviiara), to protect them from the waves and from the enemy's
missiles. I'he usual sign of a war-vessel was a helmet, sculptured at the top of the

mast.

4. The beaks are seen in Plate XXIII. fig. A, 13 ; and also in fig. b, which is a prow taken from
a bas-relief at Rome, and which shows the ensign behind them, and the acrostulia above it. In

fig. a, from an ancient coin, we have another prow, which lias a trophy erected upon it. In fig. c,

which is from the sculptures on the column of Antonine (cf. P. IV. $ 186. 2), is a prow of another
form. In fig. 4, we see a THerc/zani-vessel, managed by oars or sails ; in fig. 5, a war-vessel with
oars alone, and in the early form of one bank only.

The names of ihe various pans of a ship may be found, wiih ex[jlanations of every thing relating to this subject, in /. Scheffcr,

Diss de Varietite naviuin, Upsal. 1654 ; contained also in T. Gronirvii Thesaurus, &c. vol. xi. as cited § 13.—See also, Ly the same,

Comment, de militia navali velerum. Ups. 1634. 4.

—

Lenoy, La njarine des anciens Grecs, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xxxviii.

j). oil.—Poller'! Arch. Graec. bk. ii. ch. 14.—Robitismi's bk. iv. ch. 14.—.^. Jal, Archeologie Navale. Par. 1840 —Also Huliudl,

»nd Le Roy, as cited § 156. On the Attic navy especially, jl. Bockh, Urkunden Uber das Seeuesen des Attischen Slaates. Berl.

1840.

§ 156. Originally the employments of the rowers and the combatants were
not distinct, but the same persons performed the functions of both. In later

times there was a division into three classes ; (1) the rowers or oarsmen, tptrac,

xa7tr;7Mtai,, who were also distinguished by specific names, according to the

rank of their bench, and their work and pay ; (2) the sailors, i-aiirat,, who attend-

ed to all the other proper duties of the ship ; (3) the marines, ijiijdd-tai, who
were armed like infantry, only their armor was more heavy and durable.

tiowers in the upper tier of benches, or the portion of benches highest above the

water {Opdvog) were called ^paiurai; those in the middle, Cuyi-ai (from si'y'O; those in

the lower tier or portion, SaXajuirai. The rowers were also distinguished, as those

near the prow, -poKcoTToi
; and those near the stern, iniKM-rot. Of the sailors, some

{dpixsvi(T-ai) had the care of the sails ; others {cxoiyajS'tra') went aloft on the ropes to look

out ; others {psaofavrai) were to supply the seamen with whatever was needed.

There have been various thpories to explain the manner in which the banks of rowers in the

ancient galleys were arranged, in the different classes of ships termed rpifipeis, TeTpripc.ii,TrevTi]-

psiS, &.C. trireme, qnadrirewe, quinquireme, <^c.—The most common idea formerly was. that the

benches were placed one above another. But there were galleys of seven, twelve, fifteen, and
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sixteen banks of oars; Ptolemy Philopater built one of forty banks. If the benches were placed

directly above each other, the oars in the upper benches must have been so long as to be wholly

useless.—Another solution is, that the banks were ranged in one continuous line along the side

of the galley ; in a trireme, the first bank being in her bows, the second in her middle or waist,

the third in her stern. But such an arranL'ement would require a huge length in the vessel of

fortv hanks, or even twelve ; besides which, it is stated that the oars of a galley were not all of

the "same length.—It has been proposed to solve the difficulty by the suggestion that the galley

received its denomination from the number of men pulling at the same oar : the trireme wouid
have three at one oar; the quinquireme, five, &c.—Another suggestion is, that the banks rose

one over another to the number of five or seven, the rowers in the higher banks beins checkered
in quincunx with those in the lower; and that if a galley was saidto be ufany greater number,
the rating was only by the nun)ber of men employed at an oar; e. g. in the galley of forty banks
there would be Jive tiers with twelve men at each oar of the highest bank, ten at the ne.xt, and
so on until the lowest, which would have four men, to make forty in all. The engravings of

fig. B, in our Plate XXllI. are two views, exhibiting such an arrangement ; the up[)er one is a
front view, and the lower a sectional view.—Other schemes have been proposed which need not

be mentioned. The latest is that of Mr. Hulwell, of Edinburgh, which is thought by many to have
set the matter at rest. He supposes a vessel in the original form having one bank of ten oars

arranged horizontally; let these be divided into two banks of five oars each, and ranged ob-
liquely, and they will require but about half as much length; this construction, according to

his conjecture, is the bireme ; a trireme would have three of these oblique ascents or banks, each
bank having five oars; and thus a vessel might be built with any number of banks by only
increasing its length, while no oar would be raised higher above the water, necessarily, than in

a bireme. In Plate XXIII. fig. A, we have a view of a hexireme, or galley of six banks of oars,

on his scheme; the Arabic numbers, 21, 22, 23, designate the portion of the banks occupied
respectively by the three classes of rowers above mentioned.

See /. Holwell, Essay on the War Galleys of the Ancients. Lend. 1826. i.—De Le Roy, sur las navires employes par les anciens,

&C. in the Mem. de Vltistitut, C 1 as s e de Lit. el Btaux Arts, vol. i. 479 ; ii. 141, 153—Ot Boyd's ed. of Potltr, p. 526, as cited § 13,

§ 157. Among the principal instruments employed for naval battle were the

following; Sopara vavjxaxa.., very long spears ; Spsmai^oj/, a piece of iron formed

like a sickle and fixed to the top of a long pole in order to cut the sail-ropes of

the hostile ship
; x^^9 otS-/;pa the grappling iron ; aprtayfj, large iron hooks at-

tached to the mast of a vessel in such a manner that being thrown into the ene-

my's ships they seized and raised them up into the air. An instrument, called

from its form the dolphin {^^-kipiv), was often used ; it was made of iron or lead,

and hung to the mast or sail-yards, and was thrown with great violence into an
adverse ship, in order to pierce and sink it.—The means of defence against these

instruments was to guard the ship by a strong covering of hides.

§ 158. Each fleet had officers of two sorts, such as had care of w^hat pertained

to the ships alone, and such as had care of the marines and all that pertained

to warlike action. (1) The chief officer, or admiral, was called luvapxoii

sometimes at67Mp%oi, or arpatr^yb^; often there were several in equal com-
mand, often there was but a single one. The duration of his authority

was decided by the people, who abridged it or prolonged it at pleasure.

Next to him were the commanders of individual ships, tptYipapzoi- 5 the Lace-

demonians, however, had a sort of vice-admiral in their officer called tTtt,-

ST'o^vEvj. (2) Of those, whose authority was confined to the care of the

ships and the duties of the rowers or sailors, the principal were the follow-

ing; the apxt-xv^spvY-tr^i, who had the care of the whole fleet; the a;v,3fpv-^r?;j,

who had the care of a single ship, and who himself kept the helm; and the

Ttpwpfvf, or Tipupdf/ji, the next in command, having the care of every thing be-

longing to the forepart of the ship.

There were also, in the second class, the following : rptTipa-CXrig , the musician, whose
notes cheered the rowers and regulated the strokes of their oars ; K-eXevcmrs, who gave
the word of command to them ; Totxaffxog, who governed the rowers on one side ; vav-

^vXaKsg, employed in guarding the ship from rocks and other dangers ;
rajiia;, who

superintended the food; io^aprfj, who attended to the fires; Xoyjori';?, who kept the

ship's accounts.

§ 159. In the beginning of a sea-fight they sought first to lighten the ship of

all superfluous and unnecessary burdens; and to render sails, mast, and every
thing which was exposed to the violence of wind, as fast and safe as possible.

Then the most favorable position and order of battle was selected, according
to time, place, and circumstances. Sacrifices were next offi?red to the gods, and

the commanders passed round in light boats from ship to ship, to animate their

men. The signal for the onset was now given ; usually done by hanging a

shield, or flag, from the mast of the vessel bearing the vuxapxoi', while this sig-

nal was hanging, the battle went on. The mode of attack was similar to that
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of a siege; the ships being drawn up in the form of a circie or semicircle 'r

letter V.

§ IGO. After a victory, they returned with the booty and captured vessels.

All the cities which were in alliance with the victorious party, honored the suc-

cessful general with crowns and garlands. With these it was also customary

to adorn his vessel. Sometimes the wrecks of the enemy's ships were used for

that purpose. These, as well as the better part of the spoils, were afterwards

consecrated to the gods; the rest being divided among the men engaged in the

battle. A monument was usually raised to the victors, and was sometimes
adorned with the wrecks, especially the ornamental parts (axpovta, axpcotyjpta),

of the captured ships.—The most common punishments in the naval service

were whipping with cords, and submersion, the offender being dragged in the

water by a rope even till drowned. Such as refused to serve at sea, avav^dxoL,

were, at Athens, punished with disgrace (drtp'a) together with their posterity.

Deserters, KBLTtovavtav, were scourged, or had their hands cut off.

'"
IV. AFFAIRS OF PRIVATE LIFE.

§ 161. In glancing at the private life of the Greeks, we shall follow the same
order as in speaking of the earlier period (§ 51—60), and begin with the subject

oi food. In later times, when riches more abounded, the food was less simple

than before; the Lacedaemonians maintained longest their strictness and fru-

gality, no professed cook being suffered among them. Among the other nations,

and especially the inhabitants of Sicily, the art of cooking was much more culti-

vated and practiced. The Athenians, however, lived to a great extent moderate-

ly, owing, perhaps, to the comparative unfruitfulness of the Atlic territory. Wa-
ter was the common drink, with which they were accustomed to mingle wine.

The wine sometimes received an addition of myrrh {olvo<; ^v^jpivitrii,) or of barley

meal (6^1^05 a.ri-ri'K^mioiJi.ivoi).

The term employed to designate a drinking cupo^pa-np, is commonly derived from
Kepaadadai, to mingle, indicating the prevalent custom of mixing water with wine. PoU
ter states, that no certain proportion was observed in forming this mixture. A very

common division of wines was into the no\v(p6poi or strong wines, bearing a large addi-

tion of water, and dXiyo,/jdpo(, weak wines. To drink unmixed wine, dKpaTozTisZv, was
described as synonymous with 'ZvdtiTriT:uTv,to drink like a Scythian.—A common Ho-
meric epithet for wine, is !ii9o-^ ; sometimes yspomio;. (Cf Horn. II. i. 462, iv. 259.)—'

The sweft, unfermented juice of the grape (,mustu7n) was termed y'KsvKog. 'i'hat

which flowed from the clusters by merely their own pressure was called irpoxriia. Un-
fermented wine, inspissated by boiling, bore the name of 'eipnpa.-—There were various

sorts of wine, made from other substances besides the grape. Among the Greek
wines from the grape, the earbest of which we have any distinct account, is the 3Ia-

ronean, probably produced on the coast of Thrace, a black sweet wine {Horn. Od. ix.

249). The Framnian was another of early celebrity, supposed by some to have its

name from a hill in the island of Icaria, where it was produced. In later times, the

Lesbian, Chian, and Thasian wines were considered to possess uncommon excellence.

The wines of Rhodes and Crete, Cnidus and Cyprus, were also much esteemed. The
Mendean wine, from Mende. is commended for a peculiar softness. The Greeks also

used wines imported from different places in Asia and Egypt ; an excellent kind was
brought from Byblos in Phoenicia ; the Alexandrian, from the vicinity of Alexandria

in Egypt, was highly valued.

Compare \ 331 b.—See Hendersons History of Ancient and Modern Wines, Lond. 1S24. 4.—This work is adorned with several

beautiful illustrations taken from antiques, and relating to the use of wine.

§ 163. The Greeks had usually two meals a day, viz. : a breakfast, axpatiijiM,

apia-tov, the time of which was not fixed, and a main meal, Snrtvov, which was
regularly towards evening. But they also partook of an evening meal, ^siXtvov

or f(57t£pKJ;ua, and an after-dish or supper, Soprtog.

Fohinson remarks that most authors speak of but three meals a day, and do not

consider the 6n\iv6v as a separate meal from the S'lpm; ; while others think that the

Greeks had but two meals a day, the api(rrov and Soprrog. It seems certain, that apiinvu

was finally used to denote the dinner (that is, the meal taken not far from the middle

of the day), and idnvoy the supper, the latter being the principal meal.
" There was little variety in the private hfe of the Athenians. All of them rose at

daybreak, and spent a short time in the exercise of devotion. Soon after six in the
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morning, the judges (dicasts) took their seats on the tribunaL and those employed in
agricuhure, manulactures, or commerce, engaged in their different occupations. At
mid-day, the more weahhy citizens, who by that time had commonly finished their
serious business, refreshed themselves with a short sleep, and afterwards spent a few
hours in hunting, or in the exercise of the palaestra, or in walking through the delight-
ful groves on the banks of the Ilyssus fmd Cephisus: or more frequently in discussing
whh each other in the forum (agora) the interests of the state, the conduct of the
magistrates, and the news of the day. It was also during the afternoon, that the
Athenians sometimes played K^'psia and TTETreta; two games, the first of which resem-
bled hazard, and the other either backgammon or chess."—"During the day, the
Athenians either took no food or only a shght repast in private. At sun-set they sat
down to supper, and considering the business of the day as over, devoted the evening
to society and amusement, and often continued to a late hour in the night."

§ 163. In early times, entertainments were given only in honor of the gods on
festival days ; afterwards they became very common. They were of two sorts :

the kTMTiU'yi, given by a single person, and the tpai'of, provided at the expense
of the party present. Entertainments of the latter kind were generally the most
frugal, orderly, and conducive to friendly feeling; such as were invited free of
expense, as poets, singers, &ic., were called aaviJLj5o7Mt; the contribution of each
other guest was termed Gv^i5o%r;, xara^oXjj.—The marriage feast, ya^oj, is some-
tinaes considered as a third sort.—There were also public entertainments for a
whole city, tribe, or fraternity, called avnaifia, jiavSaLaiai, Biirtva ^rj/xoma^ ^pa-

rpcxa, &c. furnished by contribution, by the liberality of rich persons, or by the
state.

§ 164. Before partaking of an entertainment, the Greeks always washed and
anointed. The hands were also again washed (vi'^aaOai) between the successive
courses, and at the close of the feast {artovi'^aeai). In the early times the

guests sat at table (cf. § 52); in later limes they reclined, but not always. The
couches, prepared for the purpose, were more or less splendid, according to each
one's taste and condition in life. Five usually, sometimes more, occupied a
single couch. The guests took their places according to their proper rank,

although often no exact order was observed. The Greeks attached a certain

idea of sanctity to the table and the rites of the table.

Three couches, K\ii^ai, M^ere usually placed round the table, rpdm^a, one on each
side, leaving the fourth side open to the servants; hence originated the word rpiKXi-

viov, triclinium ; they were covered with tapestry, orpwpara, and had pillows, Trf)0(TK£<pa.

Xaia, for the guests; they were often very costly, being highly ornamented with ivory
and precious metals. Several persons usually reclining on the same couch, the first

lay on the uppermost part, with his legs extended behind the back of the second,
whose head was near the bosom of the first. See § 329. 2.—The tables were made
of wood, highly polished (^to-ri), ev^oo;)

; in the l^ter periods, exceedingly costly,

adorned with plates of silver and gold, and curiously carved images.

§ 165. At a regular and principal meal (as the BEtrtvov), the first course, rtpo-

Tto/m, SftTtroD TtpooLfiiov, consisted generally of pungent herbs with olives, eggs,
oysters, a mixture of honey and wine {oivo/xsu), and the like. Then came
the chief dish, more substantial and costly, xiq>a%rj Ss^nvov. Afterwards the

desert, Sfv-ripa rpaTtf^a, consisting of various sweetmeats, furnished with great

splendor in times of luxury, and called £7(t8£i,7iva,iJL£fa86priLa, &c.

1. The most common food among the Greeks is said to have been the na^a, a kind
of soft cake prepared in various ways, of the flour of barley or wheat. Among the
vegetables that were eaten, were mallows (ixaMxri), lettuce {^p(6a^), cabbages (pafavoi),

beans (wajuoi), and lentils {(paKaT). The sausage {(pvaKn) was a favorite article. Fish
(d-^/op) also became a favorite dish.

2 u. In all entertainments it was customary first to offer some of the provisions to
'.he gods, especially to make an oblation from the liquor.—On cheerful occasions, the
guests were clothed in white, and crowned with garlands.

3. At entertainments connected with the festivals of the gods, the garlands worn
were formed of the leaf or flower sacred to the particular god honored on the occa-
sion. At other entertainments they were composed of various sorts, according to the
season of the year, and the taste and circumstances of the parties. The rose, being
an emblem of silence, was often placed above the table, to signify that what was
there said or done should be kept private ; hence the phrase vtto p66oy, sub rosa.

§ 166. The officers and attendants at an entertainment were as follows: the

2i'fi7to(j(-'ap;toj, chief manager, who was either the maker of the feast (o tOT'taVwpli
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or one appointed 'to that place, called also I'paTtf^ortotoj, apxt-ifpixUvoi; the Ba^ji-

%fvi, whose business was to see that the laws and rules of such entertainments

were preserved, and who was sometimes the same as the first mentioned; the

Aowtpoj, who divided and distributed the food, of which the best and largest

portions were given to the most honored guest; and the 'Oti'o;toot, who dis-

tributed the drink, and were heralds {x^pvxii), youths (xotpot) often of noble
birth, or servants {SovTioi).

In the later ages, it became an object of luxury to have young and beautiful slaves,

to perform the last mentioned office ; for such ones extravagant prices were paid ; and
a distinction was made between the v^po(p6pot, who served the water, and the oivoxooi,

who poured the wine, and were younger. When waiting at table, they were richly

adorned in person and dress.

§ 167. The drinking vessels were generally large, often very rich and costly;

they were frequently crowned with garlands.

1. The Kparfip was the vessel in which the wine was mixed with the water and from
which the cups were filled. Among the various cups used were the kvXiI or /cuXio-kt?,

the (jiidXri, the pvrov, ihe Kupxmiov, the KavBapo<;, the foa;, &c. The icvaQoi are described
as a sort of ladles used for conveying the wine from the crater to the cup.

2. It was customary for the master of the feast to drink to his guests, in the order
of their rank, drinking himself a part of the cup and sending the remainder to the person
named, which was termed nporivsiv

; while the act of the person, who received the cup
and drank the rest of its contents, was termed dvTi-porrii'eiw. It was also customary to

drink to the honor of the gods, and to the memory of absent friends, calling them by
name. Three craters were usually drank to the gods, ea^^^h one to a particular god

;

as KpaTfip'Epiiov; Kparfjp Aidf Sojrrjpof.—Sometimes the guests comended who should
drink the most ; and prizes were awarded to the conquerors. Some melancholy ex-

cesses are recorded; as, for instance, the case of Alexander, who in this way lost his

life. Singing (//oXtd)), instrumental music, and dancing (OpxriaTv;), were accompani
ments of almost every feast. The songs were in early times chiefly hymns to gods or

heroes ; subsequently songs and dances of a wanton character were introduced. The
most remarkable of the various songs used were those termed cr/coAia.

Athaistus, L. X c. 9, 10. Cf. ^lian, Var. Hist. L. ii. c 41.—Respecting the o-KoXto, see P. V. § 27.

3. After the music and dancing, the guests often were invited to participate in various
sports. In earlier times, the athletic games were practiced ; but in the later ages, less

violent exercises were more frequently chosen, among which playing at the x-drra/Jo;

seems to have been a favorite amusement. There were various forms of this game, in

all of which the chief object was to throw wine from a goblet into another vessel in the
most skillful manner. '

See Gedoyn, Plaisirs da la. table chez les Grecs ; in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. i. p. 54.—Cf. Land. Quart. Rev. vol. xsiv. p. 421.

—For details respectin; the cottabus in particular, Robinson, Arch. Graec. bk. v. ch. 21. p. 52i.—GrndtleLk, Qber den kottaboa

der Griechen, in his Jntiquarische l-'ernuhe, Lpz. 1800.—/'. Jacobs, Uber den kotlabos, in IVidand's Altisches Museum.
On the whole subject of Grecian meals and entertainments, see Robinson, Arch. Grjec. bk. v. cb. 17-21.

—

J. Comarius, De Co»«

Yiviis Graecorum, in Gronoviits, vol. ix.—Athemms, Deipnosophists (cf. P. V. § 123).

On the affairs of private life generally, W. Becker, Charicles ; cf. § 13.

4. Frequently there were entertainments called o-i'/^rdo-ta (drinking-parties), at which
conversation and discourses were expected to form the principal amusement ; although
the various games common at other entertainments were not excluded. The propound-
ing of riddles {aiviyfia-a or yp'i<poi) was much practiced.

See p. IV. § 6i.—Eschenbach, as there cWe^.—Becker''t Charicles.

§ 168. The hospitality practiced by the early Greeks (cf. § 57) remained
customary also in later times. The Cretans especially had the reputation of
being hospitable; the Athenians were termed tftXolfvot; but the Spartans were
less courteous to strangers. Hospitality was viewed as a religious duty, and
several gods were supposed to take strangers under special protection, and to

avenge all injuries done to them.

1 u. It was customary, at the hospitable meal, first to present salt (^sr^ jXj) before
the stranger, as a token perhaps of permanent friendship. The alliance contracted by
mutual hospitality {rrpolsvia, to op.orpaTTs^o;) was as sacred as that of consanguinity. The
parties often exchanged tokens of it {<jvn0o\a) in friendly gifis Hhia, ioipa, f£."(/fu), which
were carefully preserved and handed down to posterity. Officers were publicly ap-
pointed, called -pnlspoi, whose duty it was to receive all foreigners, coming on any public
errand, to provide entertainment and lodging for them, and conduct them to the public
spectacles and festivals.
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2. Inns, however, appear to have existed in Greece in the later ages. Cf. Cic. De
Divin. ii. 68.—The term Travdoxelov {caupona) designated an inn.

Simon, on the hospitality of the ancients, in the Mem. de VAcad. dea Inscr. vol. iii. p. 41.

—

F. W. UUrich, De Proxenia. Berl.

1822.

—

Zeil, Die Wirthshauser d. Alten.

—

Stockmann, De Popinis.

§ 169. The dress of the Greeks did not underoro any very important changes

;

at least the names used in the first period were still applied to the principal gar-

ments in later times. Their clothing vi^as more commonly made of uncolored

white wool, sometimes of linen and cotton. Of the colors, which were given to

dress, purple was the most esteemed.

1 u. Coverings for the feet {vTroofinara, ztSi'Xa) were used very early, but not universally:

they were of various forms. Hats (nlXoi, -ntXia, niXicia) were first introduced at a later

period, designed chiefly as a protection against the weather.

2. The shoes were tied under the soles of the feet by thongs, [//airfj ; hence the terms
ImoSeTv and vnoXve'ii', for putting on and taking ofi' the shoes. The following were some
of the varieties; dp/^vXai, large and easy shoes, which came up to the ankle; (the term

dpf3v\ri is also apphed to an appendage of the Greek chariot, a sort of shoe into which
the driver thrust his foot to assist him in driving) ;

0\avTai, shoes worn chiefly in the

house ; oidi3adpa, shoes common to men and women ; i^Purai, shoes used by comedians;
Kodopvot, shoes used by tragedians, buskins; Kapparivai, coarse shoes worn by peasants;

KprrKiisg, a kind of slipper ; supposed by some to be used by soldiers pariicularly ; Xavw-

viKoi, djjLVKXaiies, Spartan shoes of a red color; mpaiKal, shoes of a white color, generally

worn by courtezans ; TrepiPapiSei, shoes worn by women of rank ; cdt^caXa, shoes anciently

peculiar to heroines, consisting originally of a piece of wood bound to the sole of the foot.

In our Plate XXIV. are illustrations of various forms of ancient coverings for tlie feet and

legs. Several, marked by tiie letter a, are from Mexican monuments ; those marked 6 and c, are

said to be Phrygian ; d, s, and t, are from Egyptian remains ; e, g, i, k, I, m, p, and q, are Greek

and Roman samlals ; k and i having very rich ornaments for the instep attached to them ; q having

sharp iron nails underneath (used by warriors, it is supposed, so that an army marching with

them must make a confused noise; cf. Rosenviilller, Scliol. in Vet. Test. Isai. ix. 5); /, n, o, are

Dacian; h,j, v, are Persian; r is the Turkish slipper made of morocco.

3. The military covering for the head was the helmet (cf "S> 44). The nXXog seems to

have been a sort of skull-cap of felt, being of a conical form ; varying, however, in

elevation ; but always without a brim. A broad-brimmed hat, termed Tceraco^, was
used by young men : it is seen in Plate XXIV. fig. 3. " Travellers among the Greeks

v.'ore the chlamys, sword, and petasus or flat hat; this hat is sometimes thrown back

on the shoulders and retained by thongs fastened under the chin ; travellers carried their

money in their girdles." I'he Kavaia was similar to the nsTacoq, with a brim turned

upwards. Women always wore upon their heads coverings or ornaments ; some of

them were the followmg; ainrvl, a fillet, with which the hair was tied, forming on the

forehead a froiital, which was ofien made of gold, and ornamented sometimes with

precious stones ; KaXvurpa, a veil; Kpnltjivov, a covering which came down from the head

to the shoulders ;
KCKp^aXog , a net inclosing the hair

;
litrpa, a sort of cap or turban. The

term /^iVpo is also applied to a kind of girdle worn by military men under the iojpal. A
form of the fillet used by women given to luxury was termed crapavr] v-^riXh. The o/)//6f

was a sort of necklace, an ornament much worn, and often very cosily (cf % 338). The
women frequently had also ear-rings, epnara, eXiKs;, ivLna, eXX60ia.—'Among the Athe-

nians, some of the men wore in their hair golden ornaments called rtrrr/fj.

The term Koprj designated the hair of the head generally ; the word -Spif, the general term for

hair, is used in the same sense ; but there were distinctive terms riesianaiing peculiar properties

of the hair, or peculiar modes of arranging it : as iOtipa, a head of hair caretully dressed
; x<"'"''»

long flowine hair, like the mane of a horse ; Troicas, the hair when combed ?.!id dressed
;

0d/?»?,

the hair in disorder, as when a person is in fear; Kdpari, the hair on the top of the head ; Kopvn

/ffoj, the hair of won)en when drawn up all round the head and fastened in a bow on the top;

KpdJ0vXog, the hair of men in the same fjshion ; the Athenians u.sed the Teml in fastening the

bow
;
piuXXos, curly hair like wool ; KEpag, hair combed up from the temples so as to appear like

horns ; kikiwos, hair in ringlets, called also nXoKapius.

4 u. Next to the body, both men and women wore a tunic, an unJer-garment of wool,

5C«rwi/, which extended to the knee, and when worn alone, was trussed up by a rich

girdle (vovn) ; in some cases it was fastened from the shoulders by costly buckles or

clasps (ncpoi/ai, TTopTrai). Over this garment the men wore a mantle or robe, which was
long i'l^apog, lixaTiop) as worn by the more respectable ; while the lower classes used a

shorter kind {xXaTm). There was also another sort of short mantle, x^apii;, worn chiefly

by soldiers. The women generally wore over the tunic a robe (i/zdno^), rather short,

and over this a broad veil or outer robe, ttct-Xo?, with which they could cover also the head.

5. The xtrojv is represented as being of two kinds, the Doric and the Ionic. The Doric cor-

responded to the description above given, being of woolen stuff, short, and without sleeves. The
Ionic is described as long, sometimes reaching the feet (woJnpnj), made of linen, with wide
sleeves (xopai).—The ipaTiov or (papog was always a rectangular piece of cloth, exactly or nearly

square ; made of wool most commonly, but also of cotton, and of flax ; usually all of one solor

(16i6xpciv), sometimes var'egated inoiKiXov) and embroidered; sometimes ornamented with a
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fringe. It was often used to spread over beds and couches ; to cover the body In sleep ; to form
a sort of carpet ; to serve for an awning or curtnin.

Of coverings for the body, called in general ecrOiii, £(T9rjpLa, and eiixa, there were many varieties

and forms, besides those named above; as, Pairij, 6t<pdipa, a sliepherd's garment, of skins;
eyKOfi^ofia, a cloak used by shepherds and servants ; £7rw/<tf, a short garmenf for females, which
was thrown over the shoulders ; e^o^ii;, a slave's garment, having only one sleeve (cf. $ 99);
£0£(rrptf, a kind of great coat, made of skins of goats ; ^cjorpoi/, a girdle appropriate for women ;

bcpiaTpiov, a thin garment for summer ; KaroivaKr}. a slave's robe, bordered at the bottom with
sheepskin ; Aj?Jof, a garment common to both sexes, suitable for warm weather ; oruArj, a long
rnbe reaching to the heels

; crpoipiov, a kind of kerchief worn by women over the bosom (crrjOo-

Sio^oj); rpi/Swv, rptjidjviov, a cloak of coarse stuff, worn by philosophers and poor persons;
raiviuL. a sort of band used by females and passing over the breast ; used also to signify an orna-
ment for the head ; (paivoXri;, a cloak without sleeves for cold or rainy weather; xXai'i?, a fine

thin robe. The i/ztAXioi' was an ornament worn, by women chiefly, upon the arms and bands;
a bracelet, or armlet (xXiJoji', dpKptSea). The Tr£pi(yKe>^is was probably an avklet, an ornamental
ring worn to decorate the leg ; frequently represented in the paintings of Greek figures found at
Pompeii

; yet the word is sometimes translated drawers, feminalia. The dva^vpiies were a sort
of pantaloons (bracca) worn by the Gauls, Sarmatians, and others, both in Europe and in Asia,
but not by the Greeks. Robinson's Arch. Gr. p. 541-546.

Our Plate XXV. contains several engravings illustrating ancient and Oriental female costume.
In fig. a, which is Egyptian, we see a form of the vail; similar to it is the vail in fig. ff, which is

taken from the French work L'Eg-ypte, <Scc., and represents an Egy|)tian spinning; another form
appears in fig. d, an Arabian hood ; in y, which is Syrian, is another kind, a sort of muffit^r ; in
w, which is Egyptian, is one which floats in the wind like a modern vail, but was attached to a
ribin or chain passing round the forehead and joined by a clasp above the eyes. In fig. 77i, is a
Grecian lady with a peculiar head-dress, somewhat rese:nbling the spiral curl of the murex shell

from which the Tyrian purple was said to be obtained. Oth*r head-ornanif^nts appear in fig. h, a
Grecian female, with the double flute, dressed for a festal occasion, and in fig. i, another Grecian
in a funeral dress. The net above mentioned is seen in fig. 4, of Plate XXIV; in fig. 7, of the
same Plate is a form of the turban, like the crescent-shaped tiara or diadem sometimes seen on
representations of Juno. In these figures we also s-ee the tunic fastened to the shoulders by
clasps

, in fig. 4, it is without sleeves, as in fig. h, Plate XXV. This figure, h, shows also the robe
called peplos, which is seen also in fig. k, said to represent a Grecian lady in full costume of the
olden style; an outer garment like the peplos of the Greeks is seen lik'ewise in fig. b, which
represents a Cairo dancer, and in fig. c, which shows an oriental silk robe thrown over the head
and arms. In fig. e and/, we have two female Bacchantes; their costume, like that of the musi-
cian, fis. h, appears to be highly ornamented ; one holds the thijrsus and a wine cup, probably
the culix (cf J 167. 1); the other appears to be playing with a sort of castanets. In fig. n, is a
representation of an Egyptian princess from the palace at Karnac; it exhibits a slight under dress
and a close robe in slanting folds open in front, the whole scarcely concealing the form; it may
illustrate the Coan vestments, or rcoven vrind, of the ancients. A nearly transparent robe is also
seen in fig. a, which is an Egyptian priestess holding in her right hand a sistruni, and in her left

some mythological image probably pertaining to the worship of Isis.

The following is an incidental remark o( Chateaulmand respecting the mattriaU of ancient clothing. " My host laughed at the

faces thai I made at the wine and honey of Attica ; but, as some compensation for the disappointment, he desired me to take notice

of the dress of the female who waited on us. It was the very drapery of the ancient Greeks, especially in the horizintai and unda-

lating folds that were formed below the bosom, and joined the perpendicular folds which marked the skirt of rhe tunic. Tlie coarse

stuff of which this woman's dress was composed, heightened the resemblance ; for, to judge from sculpture, the stuffs of the ancients

were much thicker than ours. It would be impossible to form the large sweeps observable in antique draperies with the muslins

and silks of modern female attire ; the gauze of Cos, and the other stuffs which the satirists denominated woven wind, were never

imitated by the chisel." Travels in Greece, &c. p. 137, (N. T. ed. 1814).

Respecting the material of the vestments of Cos, see § 335. On the question concerning the use of silk among the Greekg, ct

Anthori'a Lempriere, under the word Seres. On the use of cotton, E. Baines, History of Cotton Manufacture. Lond. 1S36. 8.

(chap, ii.)

Respecting the costume generally, see a brief account in North Amer. Rev. for July, 183S. p. Xi^.—Mongez, Sur habillemens des

anciens, (Gr. and Rom.) in the Mem. de VInstitut, C 1 a s s e d^Hist. et Lit. Anc. vol. ir. p. 222.—Fosbroke's Encyclop. p. 610, 919,

giving some illustrations drawn from the Hamilton vases.

—

A. Rubeneus, t)e Re Vestiaria Veterum. Ant. 1665. 4 ; also in Grssvius,

vol. vi.

—

G. FciTario, Del Costume Antico e Moderno di tutti i Popoli. Milan, 1829. 18 vols. fol. exhibiting in vols. v. and vi. the

costume of the Greeks

—

Bardon, Hope, &c. cited § 197. 3.

6. The Athenian women seem to have paid much attention to the adorning of their

persons. " They painted their eye-brows black, and apphed To their faces a layer of
ceruse or white lead, with deep tints of rouge. They sprinkled over their hair, which
was crowned with flowers, a yellow-colored powder." At the toilet they used mirrors
(KaroTTTpa), commonly made of polished metals; sometimes of the length of a person's
body.

The Bride, in Plate XXIV. fig. 4, holds a mirror in her right hand.—See Menard, Sur les miroirs des anciens, in the Merti. it

VAcad. des Inscr. xxiii. 140.—Cf. Class. Joum. xvi. lo2.—Caylw, Recueil d'Anliquitfe, vol. iii. p. 331; vol. v. p. 113.—SSttiger,

i^isengemllden, iii. 46.

§ 170. The custom of frequent bathing and anointingr continued to the lates*t

period, and both were practiced for pleasure as well as for cleanliness and vigor

of body. Public baths became at length very common, even in the cities

which had not previously admitted them. They were furnished with several

distinct rooms for undressing, for bathing, for anointing, &c., which were
named from their appropriate uses.

1. The public baths were furnished with various accomodations for convenience and

pleasure. Among the separate rooms were the following : the dTtohrnpiov , in which

27 s2
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those who bathed put off their clothes ; the wzoKavaTov, the " sweating room," or room
for taking vapor baths; the PaTTricTyipiov, {or the hot bath; the Xourpdj/, for the cold bath;
the aXemrnpiov, the anointing room.

This account of the rooms is according to Roiinson, Arch. GrsEC. p. 506.—For a more full

account of ancient baths, see P. IV. $241 b.

2 m. The various ointments used had different names according to the modes and
materials of their preparation. To such an extent did extravagance go in this respect,

that it was sometimes necessary to check it by laws. At Sparta the seUing of perfumed
ointments was wholly prohibited, and in Athens men were not allowed to engage in it.

3. "Every part of the body had its appropriate unguent. To the feet and legs the Greeks
applied Egyptian ointment; the oil extracted from the palm was thought best adapted to the
cheeiis and breasts ; the arms were refreshed with balsam-mint ; sweet marjoram had the honor
of supplying an oil for the eyebrows and hair, as wild thyme had for the knee and neck.—A nice
distinction divided perfumes into two kinds : the first were a thicker sort, and applied more as
salves or wax (xpiVara); the others were liquid, and poured over the limbs (dA£i>;!/ara). To
indulge in the liquid ointment was thought to evince a feminine and voluptuous disposition ; but
the sober and virtuous, it was allowed, might use the thicker sort without any impeachment of
their good qualities." Lond. Quart. Rev. xxiii. 263.—Persons called aXdirrai were employed to
anoint the body after the washing and the rubbing or scraping with the instrument termed
arXEyyii or Ivarpa.

4 u. Some of the services connected with washing and anointing were performed by women

;

in particular they washed and anointed the feet. It was the custom to kiss the feet of such as
were highly esteemed.

In illustr.ition of this custom of kissing the feet, cf. Ariitophanes, ll(j)yKts, (p. 460. ed. Lug. Bat. 1624), and in New Test. Lulie

vii. 38 ; John i\. 2.

§ 171. The general construction of Greek houses has already been stated

(§ 5G). Perfect as was the art of architecture, particularly at Athens, it was
applied to public buildings rather than private dwellings, which were mostly

of an ordinary character. This was true also at Thebes, otherwise greatly

celebrated for her superb architecture. Much more care was bestowed in orna-

menting the interior apartments, especially the hall for eating, with rich furni-

ture and utensils, and with elegant works of art (cf. P. IV. § 178). Besides,

the custom of encompassing and bordering most of the public places or openings

with colonnades, hindered a free view of the private houses, and rendered their

beauty or splendor superfluous. The artists also found it to their honor and
profit to construct the public edifices in a style of superior magnificence.

]. The common term for the whole house was oIko;
; the eating hall was called

TpiKyiviov and tariaroptov; the sleeping room, Komov.—Po^^er gives the following account
of Grecian houses. "The men and women had distinct apartments. The part in

which the men lodged was towards the gate, and called dvi^pCuv or d^Vwi'trif ; that assigned
to the women, was termed ywaiKdJv, yvraiKMving, and was the most remote part of the

house, and behind the avXri, before which were other apartments denominated Tp6loj.ioi

and irpoavhov. The women's chamibers were called Teyeot S-dXn/zoi, as being placed at the

top of the house (cf. § 56), for the lodgings of the women were usually in the highest

rooms {ona, virepua). Penelope lodged in such a place, to which she ascended by a
K'\ipa^(Odyss. i. 330)."—The terms dvaPaOpdc, dva(iaQnU, dva(iadpa, and dvd0a6pov, are all

used to designate a staircase, a flight of steps, or stairs.—Portions of the upper story

sometimes projected beyond the walls of the lower part, forming balconies or verandahs
{npoffoXaX, ytunnoiianaTo.). The roofs were usually flat ; sometimes pointed, with a ridge

and gable. The windows or openings for hght and air (bvpiki) were commonly in the

roofs of the peristyles. The chimney (faTri/of^ox-;?) is supposed to have been merely an
opening in the roof. Although in general the private dwelHngs were of an ordinary
character, yet in the time of Demosthenes there were some, which were very costly

and splendid. The houses of Sparta are said to have been more lofty and built with
greater solidity than those at Athens.

In our Plate XXIV. fig. 1, is a plan of a Grecian house as given by Siwart (Dictionary of Archi-

tecture). His account is as follows: "The Greek house had no atrinm. but instead of it the

peristyle was approached by a passage called thyroreum. On the side of the peristyle opposite

the entrance was a kind of vestibule called pastas ; the apartments on the right and left of which
were termed severally thalamos and amphi-tlialamos, and beyond them were the ceci or halls. In

the first peristyle were the triclinia in daily use, and the apartments of the domestics; this divi-

sion of the house was caded gyncscortitis. In the south portico of the greater peristyle, which was
styled andronitis, were the pinacolheca and Cyiicene (ecus ; in the eastern, the bibliotheca ; in the

western, the exedra ; and in the northern, the great mcus, or banqueting-room. The fiospitalia

consisted of triclinia and sleeping-rooms fur strangers, and were on the right and left of the great

tECUs. There were courts or passages to these apartments called mesaulce. In the plan [given in

Plate XXIV.] a is the thyroreum ; b, peristyle of the gynoeconitis ; c, the pastas ; d, the great mens

,

e, stables; /, /, courts; g, g, g, porter's cellm ; h, h, common triclinia; i, the thalavios ; j, the

aniphi-t/iilamos ; k, k, ceci or halls ; /, I, the mesaulce ; m, m, the hospitalia ; n, the vestibule ;
o,

^he great peristyle ; p, the bibliotheca ; q, q, the pinacothecm ; r, the Cyiicene a:cus ; s, the exedra.''

2 A door i^pa, iniXr]) was fastened by means of lock and key {kXsD ; the key de-
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scribed by Komer seems to have been merely a bolt v/hich was moved by a thong
((//a?) attached to it (Od. i. 442). In later tmies keys similar to the modern were in use.

—Various articles of furniture are named. Although the house usually had a fixed fire-

place {hria), portable stoves {eoxapai) or chafing-dishes {dudpaKiu.) were frequently used.

In the sleeping room was the bed, Koirri or Af\:o? ; this was often in the form of the sofa,

about six feet long and three broad ; called also K\mi. The chair (-poi/of), ewer (npoxoos)

and basin for washing (Xovrfipiov) , mirror {KaTonrpov) and hs case or stand (Xo^^roj'), clothes-

chest {KicTr}), &c. are mentioned.

In Plate XXXII. fig. 6, is a son of keij formed by a bolt and string; it was found at Pompeii;
in Plate XXIV. fig. 2, we have a Grecian metallic key, selected from a number given in Mont-
faucon.—Fig. 5, of this Plate, shows a Grecian sofd-bed, with a man in one corner and his wife
reclining behind him. Fig. 10, of the same Plate, is another form of the Greek sofa; it is covered
with a cushion, from which an ornamental appendage hangs over one end of the frame. Fig. d,

of Plate XXXII. is a curious form, taken from an Egyptian monument.— Chairs (Egyptian) are
seen in fig. 8, and fig. 9, of Plate XXIV. ; others (Grecian) in fig. 7, and fig. 4.—The latter, fig. 4,

shows also a mirror, held by the female before her face.

Respecting the Greek house, &c. see Becker^s Charicles.—ffirJ's Geschichte der Baukunst, cited P. IV. § 243. 4.

§ 172. The arts of industry, especially navigation and commerce, were
highly prosperous in the flourishing period of Grecian history.

1 u. The business of navigation was originally in the hands of the Phoenicians

solely ; but afterwards was shared by the occupants of Asia Minor and several of the

Greek islands. The lucrative commerce of Egypt was then chiefly monopolized by
the Greeks. Athens was forced to engage in this pursuit by the unproductiveness of

her soil ; and although Lycurgus prohibhed commerce at Sparta, yet afterwards even
there it gradually and constantly increased. By the union wuh Egypt at a later pe-

riod, Grecian commerce rose to still higher success. Besides the states just named,
Corinth and the islands iEgina and Rhodes were the principal places of commerce

;

and their industry and enterprise contributed very much to the wealth and power of

the Grecian states.

2. Attica was favorably situated for commerce, being washed on three sides by the

sea. Her merchants are said, besides receiving the corn, wines, and metals, which
came from various places in the Mediterranean, to have imported also timber, salted

fish, and slaves from Thrace and Macedonia; woolen and other stuffs from Asia Mi-

nor and Syria ; and honey, wax, tar, and hides from the cities on the Black sea.

They likewise exported, not only different commodities brought from foreign coun-

tries for the purpose, but the products of Attica, which were chiefly olives and oil,

and various articles of manufacture, particularly arms and domestic utensils.

ISarthehmy's Anacharsis, ch. Ivi.

—

D. H. HcgewiscVs eeograph. und histor. Nachrichten die Colonien der Griecheo betreffend.

Altona, IS08. S,—RollMs History of the Arts and Sciences of the Ancients.—JBe?iedic(, Geschichte der SchifiTahrt und des Handels

der Alten. For an account of the routes by which the productions of the east were conveyed through Babylon to the countries of

the Mediterranean, see Heeren on the Commerce of Ancient Babylon, as translated by F. M. Hubbard, in the Bibl. Repo3. vol. vii.

D. 364 ss.

3. It is evident from the poems of Hesiod (cf. P. V. § 51), that agriculture was at

an early period a subject of practical interest among the Greeks. Yet the art does
not appear to have been carried to very great perfection in any of the states. (Cf. ^ 58".;

The plow (apoTfiov) of the Greeks is said to have been of two kinds {ivo eiSrj)
; the

one kind, composite (n-r/xroj/) ; the other, simple (dDTdyvov). (Cf. Hes. Works and
Days, V. 432, 436.) The principal parts of the composhe were the following; the
i(jTo3oTug or pi'/wj, heatn; the former term is also put for the yoke, or the string or thong
connecting the yoke with the beam ; the vvpi^ or vvvn, plowshare, whose extreme
point was called vvji^n ; it was attached to a piece of wood called I'Au/xa, and connected
with a piece terined yi'r;s ; the ix^rXri, handle.

A specimen of the simple may be seen in our Plate XXXII. fig. 6, which represents a Syrian
plow, with a small metallic blade or share, furnishing an illustration of the metaphor of the pro-

phet (Micali iv. 3) : other forms are seen in fig. iii. ; one of the engravings shows a single bullock
drawing the plow, which is held in one hand of the laborer, while with the other he guides the
animal by a rein.

See Mongez, Sur les instrumens d'agricullure des anciens, in the A/cm. de VInstitut, CI a s s e d'Hist. et Lit. Arte. vol. ii. p. 616 ;

vol. iii. (published ISIS), p. 1. with engravings.—Cf. Rougier, as cited § 13. 5.

4. The soil of Attica was more favorable to the production of the grape (PoTpvg), olive (tXaioj),

and fig (cvkov), than of grain (CTTro?); and it was necessary to import the latter; it has been
estimated that one-third of the quantity annually consumed was imported. The exportation of

corn was prohibited. The sale of it was under the supervision of oflicers called oiTu^ivXaxei.

If corndealers ((riroiroiXai) combined to raise the price, they were liable to capital punishment.
In order to avoid a scarcity of corn ((TiToScia), public granaries (airoSoKai) were kept, under the

direction of purveyors ((rtrui/at) and receivers (.d-rroScKTai)

.

On this subject cec BScWs Public Economy of Athens—Bcrg^crte, Hist, de I'Agrlc. des Grecs. Par. 1830. 2 vols. 8.

§ 173. Here it may be proper to give a brief account of the moneys, weights,

and measures of the Greelis. In early times, traffic was effected only by ex-

change of goods, or barter, the inconvenience of which must soon be felt. Rude
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metals were next employed, in order to render an equivalent for what was pur-
chased, and were weighed for the purpose. Afterwards their weight and value
were indicated by signs, marked or impressed upon them. At length, regular
coins were stamped, but the exact time of their first appe&france cannot be decided
(cf. P. IV. § 94, 95). It is known, however, that in the time of Solon, B. C.
about 600, they were in common use in Greece. The metals used in making
money-coins were gold, silver, brass, copper, and iron. Tlie oldest coins were
impressed only on one side. The impressions were various, both as to the
objects represented and as to the art and skill therein exhibited. The Attic
coins were stamped with an image of Minerva, and of the owl, her sacred bird.

1 u. The general terms used to designate metals as a circulating medium were
these: vi-^iofia, any legitimate coin ; xp'V. money in the loose sense ; and Ktpua, small
coin or change. Besides these there were numberless specific names, derived Irom
the weight ot' the coins, the place where they were struck, or the image upon their
face. There were also terms, which expressed large sums or amounts, but were not
names of actual coins; as e. g. the nid or niia, and the raXavTov. The former {fivd) de-
signated at Athens the sum of 100 drachms; at vEgina, the sum of 160; the term
was however also used to signify merely the golden ara-fip. The latter {TuXavrov) was
usually the sum of 6000 drachms, but had difierent values in difi'erent places; a talent
of gold in Attica was equivalent to ten talents of silver.

2 m. Of the actual and circulating coins the Xcttoi/ was the smallest. Seven of this

name were equal to the xa^Kovg, and eight of the latter to the dfJoXog. This last varied,
however, in value, according to the place where it v/as coined. Six 6j3o\di were equi-
valent to the (paxfi)'], which had its name from the weight, but was of difierent values
in different places. The names of the coins r,inu(i6\wv, citiPohov or 6i6poXov, rpioiSoKov,

&c., and lipLi^paxiiov , Sicpaxfjioy, &c., are easily understood. Four 6paxftai were equal to
the (rrari'ip in silver, a coin, which was also called TCTpa^paxjxov, and seems to have been
the one most generally in use among the Greeks. The arartjp in gold was equal in
value to 20 cpa\pai, in weight to 2, and was sometimes called iicpaxnog, but was most
generally termed xp^^ovq. It received likewise other names from the places where,
or the kings under whom, it was struck; as e. g. Stater Daricus, Stater Crcesi, &c.

3. Anionu the coins, named from the image upon them, were the 0ovi, bearing the figure of an
ox; the Kopri, h;iving a representation cf Pallas, the maid; yXav^, with an owl for its device,
another name fur the tetradrachma.

In Plate XL. are several specimens of Greek coins, taken from Montfaucon's Antiquity E.x-
plained, and from Ca/?He«'s Dictionary. Fig. 1 is a coin of Thebes ; fig. 2, of Argos ; 3, of.aSgina;
4, a!id also a, d. and e, are Macedonian coins ; 5, and also q,c,f, and v, are Athenian ; 6 is a coin
of Thespiffi ; 7 is an jEtnlian. Fig. 5 is an Attic tetradrachm, with Minerva's head on the obverse,
and on the reverse an owl standing on a prostrate vase, the dpfpopevs (amphora') or dicjrr/ {diota),
with the inscription AGE , the whole encompassed with an olive crown. Fig. v is the reverse
of a didracliiii, showing an augur's wand and a sacrificial vase. Fig. / is the drachm, bearing a
sort of tri[i<)d ; fig. c is another, which has the head of a Vulcan, and on the reverse are two
lighted torciies ; on 6, Apollo appears in company with the owl.— Cf. P. IV. $ 93.—For a tabular
view of the chief coins and their relative value, see our Plate XXV a.

'^ 174 u. Various changes successively took place in the denomination of Greek
coins. There were changes also in the worth of these coins, both as to their actual
contents and their relative value. Sometimes it was necessary to coin tin and iron for
money. The Spartans were required by the laws of Lycurgus to use tin and iron,
and did not depart from the custom until a late period. The common ratio between
gold and silver was as one to ten, but it was sometimes above ; as one to twelve and a
half. There are many difficulties in the way of comparing Grecian money with mo-
dern, and thus obtaining a settled idea of the value of the former. The Spaxiifj equal-
icd about 9d sterling.

1. The mint at Athens, or place where money was coined, was called upyvpoKorreTov ; here
were kept the standard weights for the various coins.—Many specimens of the silver ararfjp or
r^rpjjpax^iti'are still preserved in collections. Z.e/ronne,havingaccuratelyexamined five hundred
)f them, and arranged them according lo the centuries in which they were struck, deduced the
tiean weight of the old Attic Spnxi^fl, coined B. C. two centuries and more ; and the value, as
jhus derived, is slated at 17 cents 5.93 mills of our currency. The later Soaxufi is stated at 16 cents
t.'Si mills.

2. See Conner's Essay on the Measures, Weiglits, and Moneys of tlie Greeks and Romans, in Anthem's ed. of Lempriere.—G. Grosse,

Metrol. Tafeln Uber die alt. Masse, &c. Roms und Griechenlands. (by jj. G. Kiutner.) Brauns. 1792. S.—F. Ch. Matlhid, Ueber-

sicht des rom. und griecli. Mass- Gewiclits- and Manz-VVesens. Frankf. 1809. i.—J. F. IVwrm. De ponderum, etc. rationibus spud

Ronianos et Grajcos. Lips. 1821. %.—Hussey, Ancient Money, Weights, &c. cited § 274. 2.—Mckh, Ueber Manzen, Masse, una

Gewichte des Alterthums. Lpz. 1838. 6.—Eckel, as cited P. IV. § 99. 1. On the whole subject of Greek Coins and Medals, sea

P. IV. 55 93-99.

*?> 175. In connection with the account of Grecian money, it is proper to speak of
their systems of notation, or of denoting numbers. The more ancient method was
quite simple. Six letters were used for the purpose, viz. for one, I, perhaps from la
fo"- Mia ; for Jive, II, from Uevtc ; for ten. A, from Awa ; for a hundred, H trom H«a-
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Tdv {iKarov) ; for a thousand, X, from XiXia ; and for ten thousand, M, from Wvpta. All
numbers were expressed by combinations of these letters ; each combination signify,

iug the sum of the numbers designated by the letters separately; e. g. Ill 1 1 repre-

sented eight ; AELI, sixteen ; A A, twenty, &c. Sometimes they were combined so as

to express the product, instead of the sum, of the separate letters ; in such case, one
of the letters was made large, and the other was written within it of a smaller size;

for example, H (representing a n with a A in its bosom) signified 10X5, i. e. 50: so a
n with an H placed within it signified 100 X 5, or 500 ; and a A having M within it,

signified 10,000X10, or 100,000: this form of combination was chiefly confined to

numbers involving 5 as a factor ; such numbers were expressed by using a large n and
writing the letter for the other factor in its bosom. This was the old Attic system,
and is found on inscriptions ; it is seen in the Chronicon Parium (cf P. IV. § 91. 4).

But this method was superseded by another; in which all the letters of the alpha-

bet were employed, and also three signs in addition, viz. BaiJ, Komra, and HanTrT, men-
tioned in P. IV. § 46. 2. By this system, the first eight letters, from Alpha to Theta,

expressed the units respectively from 1 to 9, BaiJ being inserted after Epsilon, to sig-

nify 6 ; the second eight, from Iota to Fi, expressing the tens ; the last (11) signifying

80, and KoTnra being used for 90; the next eight, from Eho to Omega, expressed the

hundreds ; il standing for 800, and Sa/jTrt being used for 900. The letters, when thus

used to designate numbers, were usually marked with a stroke above ; thus, i, 10;
K, 20: k/S" 22. In order to express thousands, the eight first letters with BaiJ were
again used, but with a stroke beneath ; thus, &, 4,000 ; r, 6,000 ;

kuXS', 20,432.

Cf. Robinson's Buttman, § 2.—B(miUtt, Diet. Class. (Jabltaux, &c. N. 34.)

§ 176. The use of weights was of early origin among the Greeks, as else-

where. Grecian weights had the same names with their coins of money, a

circumstance which seems clearly to point back to the custom of weighing
uncoined gold and silver for purposes of exchange. The proportions of the

weights were different in different applications of them ; as, e. g. those of com-
mon merchandise did not in all respects correspond with those of the apothecary.

The 6,3o?tdj is said to have been the smallest weight used, except by apothecaries

or physicians, who used a weight, termed xfpattoi', about one-fourth of the

o^otJ)!;, and another, GitdpLov, only one-fourth of that.

Cf. L. Psetus, De Mensuris et Ponderibus Rom. et Graecis. Venat. 1573. (ol.—IViirm, Hussey, &c as c'lted § 174. 2.—See the

tabular view given in Plate XXV a.

§ 177. In speaking of the Greek measures, we may notice them as divided

into measures of length, of surface, and of capacity.

1 u. The names of the measures of length were taken, as was the case in most of

the ancient nations, from members of the human body; e. g. caKTvXo;, a finger's

breadth ; (rmQafif], a span, hand's width, the distance from the extremity of the thumb
to that of the Httle finger; tto??, a foot. The Herculean or Olympic foot was longer.

The mlY"?, a cubit, was the distance from the elbow to the extremity of the middle

finger. 'Opyvih, a fathom, was the distance across the breast, between the extremities

of the hands, the arms being extended (opeyu) in a horizontal fine.

2. Of measures including length and breadth, or measures of surface, the principal

were the novg, the apovpa, and the trXtdpov. The mvg was a square with each side one

foot ; the cipovpa, a square with each side 50 noSsg ; and the liKkOpov, a.square with a side

of 108 TTo^Ei ; so that 2,500 -Tokg made an apovpa and 4 apovpai a nXiOpov.—The term (nraprior

seems to have been used to designate a measuring fine.

3u. Measures of capacity had mostly the same names, whether applied to hquids or

to things dry. The largest Hquid measure was ptrprirhs, equal to about 8 gallons, and
called also sometimes Kaio;, Kipapiov, and dptpopvig. The smallest measure was the KoxKiapiov,

containing less than a hundredth part of a pint, and so called from koxKo; or koxXiou, a

snail-shell. The fwr/js contained about a pint, and was equal to twice the measure
termed KorvXr]. Between the Ko-ruXri (half pint) and the KoxXinptov, six intervening measures
are named. The measure next larger than the fiorr/j (pint) was the xo^s, containing

upwards of two quarts.

4. Th.0 KOTvXrj is said to have been applied by ancient physicians to the same use as modern
graduated glasses of apothecaries, being made of horn, and divided on the outside by lines, so

that certain parts of the measure corresponded to certain denominations of weight. The largest

measure applied to things dry was the jxt&ipvog, which contained somewhat more than a bushel

and a fourth, and received different names in different regions. The xorvjf was a little less than

a quart; forty-eight of which were contained in the piSifivog. The a^Jif, equivalent to the

ipiiexTov contained four x<"'»'"f£J- Most of the other measures were of tlie same names as

the liquid measures.

See G Hwper, Inquiry into the state of Ancient Measures, Attic, Roman, and Jewish. Ixjnd. 1721. S.—SSckJi, IVurm, &c cited

I 174. 2.—Cf. the tabular view, given in Plate XXV a.

§ 178. The social pleasures and amusements of the Greeks were very nu-



PLATE XXVa.

GRECIAN
MONEYS, BIEASURES, AND WEIGHTS.

The estimated value in our denominations
is given according to the Tables of A. B.
Conger, which are based on the Treatise of
IVurm, & the Tables of Bouillet.

Mone5s.

1. Below the Drachm.
Dolls, as. m.

Acndv CO 0.5

71 XnXKOvs • • 3.6

14
I

2
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28
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336 i
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I
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I
3 1 1.5
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2

I
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4
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2
I
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I
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I
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I
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. 17 59 3.2
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10

| "^o/^i"" | '0555 93 2.6

Measures of Capacity.

1. For Liquids.

Kox>^idpiov . . •

2
I
'XiJiJ.ri....

2.5 1 1.25
I
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5
I
2.5

I
2 I

Koy/CTj •

i
4

I
2
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10
I

I
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I
6

I
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I
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I

12
I
6 I 3

I
2
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I
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I
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I
12

I
6

I 4
I
2

I
KotOAj; . , .

120
I
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I
4'

I
24 I 12 1 8

I
4

I
2

I
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|
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4320l2l60|l728|864i432l2ss|H4|72|36| 6 IAwti? 4 I

The AitoTT) doubled formed the next and largest
measure, MtrpTjrjyj 8 2

pti.

0.007

0.013

0.019

0.039

0.079
I

0.118

0.237

0.473

2. For Things Dry

Kox^idgiov

10
I

KiaBo^

15
I
1.5

I

'0^/?ai^ov

60 I 6
I
4

I
KotvXjj
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I

12
I
8

I
2

I
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I
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I
16

I
4 I

2
I
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I
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I
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I
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!
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i
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I
2

I
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Measures of lieugth.

1. Small Measures,

Ft. In.
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2
I
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4
I

2
I
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8
I
4 ' 2
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1
I

5
I
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i
1.25
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I
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I
2.75 1
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I

6
I

3
I
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I
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I

8
I

4
I

2
I
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I
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I
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|
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I

9
I
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I
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I
5 I
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I
2

I
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I
U

I
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I
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I
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6
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I
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I
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I
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I
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I
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1
16.6

I
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I
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I
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I
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I
6

I
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I

4^0 1
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I
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I
2
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24001 <
1 1 400 240

I
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I
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I
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I
2

i
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Measures of Surface.
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I
E|a rr(}^»)5 .
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I
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I
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Poles, sq.ft.

0OI.(S

• 102.30

. 3 35.79

6 71.58
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I
69 4

I
25 | 3 ll.sl 'Apovpa • 9 107.37

S33.3 l23.Us| 8.3 |
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16666
1
463 |
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I
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I
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I
6

I
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Weights.

1. Below the Drachm.
(Troy Weight.)

Dwls. grs.

AcKTOV ...... 00.20

7
I
XaX<oe; • 1.40

28
I 4

I
'niuo^dXwv ..... 6.61

56
I
8 I 2

I
'0^0X6; ... , 11.22

112 I 16
I
4

I
2

I
Aio^dXov .... 22.44

336| 48
I
12

I
6

I
3

I Agaxi^^ • 2 19.33

2. Above the Drachm.

(Troy Weight.)

Lbs. oz. duits. ^s.

_Apo>r/M) • • . . 00 00 2 19.33

2
I
i>.t!gaxi>-ov 5 14.66

ion
I
50

I
Mi/g ... 120 13.48

5C00 |3000| 60
I
TdXai/Tov .70 1 13 17.29

lOCCO 5000[l00[.|i^^f^iEgina
116 10 16 4.82

.
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merous, and in the better portion of their history, various, refined, and tasteful.

Music and dancing were among- the most prominent, and were almost a neces-
sary accompaniment of public and private festivals, entertainments, and social

meetings. In this custom there was a regard not merely to immediate gratifi-

cation, but also to the promotion of the general culture. Song and musical
accompaniment were almost inseparable; at least instrumental music was
scarcely ever practiced without vocal. There were several kinds of exercise,

•which it was common to connect with the entertainments of the banquet, and
various social games or plays (cf. § 167).

There was an amusement in which dancing and playing with a ball {a<pa'ipa) were
connected together'. The game at ball was a favorite amusement, and was ranked
among the gymnastic exercises ; five different modes are named : ovpavta, brtaKvpos,

(paiv'ivca, afmaardi', d-nrofpa^t;. There was a Sort of dancing in which the dancers or tumblers^
(KvPtarnrripe;) flung themselves on their heads and alighted again on their fieet, and made
somersets over knives and swords.—A favorue dance is still preserved^ in Greece, called
Somaica.

» Burette, Spheristique des Anciens, in the Hut. de VAcad. des Inscr. vol. i. p. 153. 2 See Paciaudius, as cited § 88. 2.—
Becker, Charicles, &c. a Land. Qttart. Rev. xxiii.350.

See Burette, De la danse des Anciens, in the Hist, de VAcad. des Imar. i. 93.—/. Meursivs, De Saltationibus Veterum, contained

in vol. viii. of Granovius, as cited § 13.—/ui. Caes. Eulcngeri de ludis privatis ac domestiris veterum liber unicus. Ludg. 1627. 8,

This is given also in the CUus. Joum. vol. v.—On various Doric dances, cf. MUller, Hist, and Aniiq. of Doric Race, bk. i. ch. vi,

§ 179. Under the Archaeology of Greek literature notice is taken (cf P. IV. '^ 63, § 65;

of the great importance and comprehensive meaning of music (//ow(K)»in the system of
education among ihe Greeks. Here we introduce some remarks on musical sounds and
instrume?its. To denote what is now called the Science of Music the Greeks used the

term 'ApuoviKf]. The subject was divided into several parts ; stated by some as follows :

1. ot souiuls (TrepX (pOoYyo)!') ; 2. oi intervals Ij^ipl iiaaTr)p.aT(jiv) ; 3. of systems {irspl avcrrjpaTwv)
;

4. of genera {rrspl yti'Wi'); 5. of modes (wpt rovui' or vopui/); 6. of transition or mutation
{TTcpl iisra0o\ris) ; 7. o{ composition impi peXovouag).—" The notes or sounds of the voice were
seven, each of which was attributed to some particular planet : 1. wrarr], to the Moon

;

2 iraprmaTTi, to Jupiter ; 3. yixavos, to Mercury ; 4. phrrj, to the Sun ; 5. napapicar], to Mars

;

6. Tp'irri, to Venus ; and 7. vriTrj, to Saturn. Some, however, take them in a contrary
order, and ascribe v-d~ri to Saturn, and vfim to the Moon.'—The tone or mode, which
the musicians used in raising or depressing the sound was called I'Ofjos; and they were
called vupoi, as being laws or models by which they sang or played. There were four

principal vSpoi or modes ; the Phrygian, the Lydian, the Doric, and the Ionic. To these
some add a fifth, which they call the iEolic, but which is not mentioned by ancient
authors. The Phrygian mode was rehgious ; the Lydian, plaintive ; the Doric, martial;

the Ionic, gay and cheerful ; and the ^olic, simple. The mode used in exciting soldiers

to battle was called "OpOio;. Afterwards, the term vojioi began to be applied to the
hymns which were sung in those modes."
Robinson, Arch. Grsec. bk. v. ch. xxiii.—For a fuller account of the science, see Smith, Diet, of Ant. p. Sii.—Drieberg, Musi

kalischeWissenschaften derGriechen.—AJso,£iirel(e, Chabanon, &c. as cited P. IV. § 63.—MeiiomiuJ, Collection of ancient writer*

on Music, cited P. V. § 208. 1.

§ ISO. " The music of the Greeks was either vocal or instrumental. The music of
those who only played on instruments was called po^aiKh s/^tXij; that of those who also

sang to the instrument, povuiKh psra pc^o^Stas. The musical instruments were divided into

cp-Kvewra, wind instruments, and evrara or vzvpokra, stringed instruments. The lyre, the

flute, and the pipe, were the three principal instruments ; but there were several others.

—Of the instruments to which chords or strings were applied, the most famous was
the lyre, which was called in Greek KiBapa and <p6ppiy^, though some affect a distinction

between the harp and the lyre. At first, the strings were made of linen thread, and
afterwards of the intestines of sheep. Anciently, the chords or strings were three in

number, whence such lyre was called rpixopSo;; and the lyre with three strings is said

by some to have been invented in Asia, a chy of Lydia, whence it was sometimes de-

nominated da'tag. Afterwards, it was rendered more perfect by having seven strings,

and hence was called cTrrdxophs, i-Ta>pQoyyoi , and £7rrdyXcoajoc. They struck the strings

sometimes with a bow, and sometimes only with the fingers ; and to play on this instru-

ment was called in Greek KiOapi^eiv, Kpovcw TrXrucrpco, or Siukeiv, 6aKTv\ioi; Kpoveiv, and ipaWstv.

To learn to play well on the lyre, an apprenticeship of three years was necessary. This
instrument was invented in Arcadia, which abounded with tortoises, of the shell of

which the lyre was made.—The flute, avXdg, was a celebrated instrument. It was used

in the sacrifices of the gods, at festivals, games, entertainments, and funerals. Minerva
is said to have invented the straight, and Pan the obhque flute (^XaytaiiXof). Flutes were
made of the bones of stags or fawns, and hence called vcppewi av\oi, and the inven-

tion of making them of these materials is ascribed to the Thebans. They were also

made of the bones of asses, and of elephants; and likewise of reed, box, and lotus.

The Boeotians excelled all the other Greeks in playing on this instrument.—The pipe
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was called cvpty^, and differed in sound from the flute. The tone of the pipe was sharp
and shrill, and hence its sounds were called XenraXiai. On the contrary, the sound of
the flute was grave, full, and mellow ; and hence the flute was denominated /iapii/V/iCj."

Besides the instruments already named, we may mention the following, arranged under the
heads of stringed instruments, wind instruments, and instruments of percussion.

1. Stringed instruments: ni/JAa, a sort of lute or lyre, said to have twelve strings
(SdJicKa (pO'jyyovs)

-,
TrrjKTis, another variety of the lyre, used by the Lydians; iiayaSis, a lute

with twenty strings ; dcKapov, said to be of a square form and similar to the \pi6vpa;

tcnvpa, an Asiatic lute often said to be of a melancholy tone, but perhaps without foun-
dation ; it has been supposed that the strings were drawn over a sounding board, and
in playing were struck with a plectrum (7rA^»c-/)0i'), like a modern violin ; aandvKri, samhuca
(cf. Persius, Sat. v. 25), sackhut (cf Ban. iii. 5), a harp of a triangular form, with four
strings of acute sound, used in chanting iambics ; Tplycovov, a triangle with several strings
of unequal length ; ipa\Triptov, said to be hke the naya(^t;, and also used for any variety
of the lyre ; ipiOvpa, a Libyan instrument of a square form.

In Plate XXVI. are given various forms of stringed instruments. Fig. 1. is a triansnilar form
of the harp or lyre, by some considered as the .sambuca, by others as ihe tiigonon. Fig. C pre-
sents a similar form ; this is taken from a representation of a religious festival found at Hercu-
laneum (cf. Lond. Quart. Rev. xviii. 87); it shows a Cupid dancing and playin?. Fig. 10 is by
some called the sambtica; having four strings apparently over a sounding board. Fig. w is an
old form of the lyre with three strings. Fig. 11 is another, given in Caimet as " Tinmiheus's
harp with nine strings." Fig. 4 is the ascaron as given by Montfaucon. Fig. 2 is a form of the
lyre found on Egyptian monuments ; fig. e shows the mode of playing upon it. (For the Thes-
pian lyre, see Plate XL. fig. 6.)—In fig. 6, we have the kinura or violin, from Montfaucon. In fig. 7
is a similar instrument from J^iebuhr, in a side view ; a front view of it is given in fis. 8, having
five strings of metal wire. Fig. 3 and fig. 5, also from JViebuhr, are given in Caimet, as other
forms of the kinura or kinnor, which have been noticed by travelers in the east. A harp con-
sisting of seventy-two strings or wires is said to be used in Kurdistan (cf A. Grant, p. 57, as
cited P. I. $ 154 b). Fig. 9 is taken from a sculpture at Thebes in Egypt, and seems to be the
same instrument with three strings; it has been supposed to represent the Hebrew shalidhim
played on by females in David's time (1 Sam. xviii. 6). In fig. / is seen a Persian violin and
fiddler.

2. Wmd instruments:£'X"^o?, a kind of flute of Phrygian invention, usually made of
bo.xwood

;
yiyypci or yiyypia, a Phoenician pipe (cf § 77. 2), short, of a plaintive note

;

HovanXo;, a flute used especially at nuptial festivals ; mxavXag, a sort of bagpipe. It may
be remarked, that there was a great variety of these instruments belonging to the class
of pipes or flutes. The ovpiy^, which is called also the pipe of Pan, is of great antiquity •

some suppose it to be the instrument mentioned by 3Ioses (Gen. iv. 21, cf Compre-
hensive Commentary) by the name oi vgabh. It is still found in the east, in Turkey and
Syria ; with the number of its reeds'varying, it is said, from Jive to twenty-five. A
double flute is often memioned, called also the right and left (cf ^ 238) ; the right one, or
that held in the right hand, is represented as shorter and having a higher tone than the
left ; and both as blown by the performer at the same time. The male flute-player
was termed av\rir!)i', the female, avXrjrpta, or avXriTplg.—There were several varieties

Hkewise of the o-aXrrtyf, or trumpet ; as, Kipag, a Phrygian trumpet, or flute crooked like

a horn; Kspanvri, a trumpet of shnilar form, probably less crooked.—There seems also

to have been, in the later times at lea.st, a variety of musical instruments of the kind
termed vSpavhg, or water-organ ; the shape of an ancient organ is exhibited partly at

least in a poem, by Optatianus (cf P. V. § 341), describing the instrument in verses so
constructed as to resemble its form.

In Plate XXVI. we have also represented a number of wind instruments. Fig. s is the pipe
with seven reeds. Fig. y is the single flute as given by Pfeiffer, from JSTiebuhr. In fig. a we see
a musician blowing the double flute ; It is taken from a representation found at Pompeii (cf Pom-
peii, p. 260, as cited P. IV. $ 226. 1). Fig. ii. presents also, as has been supposed, the double
flute; it is from a representation found at Herculaneum; the two parts seem to be of equal
length. (The same appears to be the case in tlie views given Plate XXV. fig. h and i.)—Fig. n is

the keras or horn, a form of the trumpet. Fig. t is another form, straight; by some supposed to
represent the silver trumpets used for assembling the Israelites in the wilderness (cf J^Tum. x. 2).

Fig. B shows a form of the Roman cornu. Fjg. i represents a performer upon a sort of flute ; it

is from an Egyptian monument. Fig. A is taken from an ancient altar on which is sculptured
the funeral pomp of Hector; the figure here given leads the procession ; it is a woman blowing
a long flute with its extreme end fashioned like that of the trumpet; a funeral pipe, used as an
accompaniment to the threne or funeral song (cf Jilatt. xi. 17). See Oaland, as cited ^ 2S2. 2.—
A description of the liydraulis is given in a treatise of the mathematician Heron (cf Thevenat, Vet-
Math Op., cited P. V. $ "208 «. 1); a drawing, designed after this description, is found in Forkel'j
Geschichte (cited P. IV. { 63). Cf. JVou. Comm. Soc. Reg. Oditing. vol. ii. '

3. Instruments oi percussion: some instruments of this class were also used ; Tvpazavov.

a sort of kettle-drum, flat on one side and convex on the other, formed of wood with
leather drawn over it ; sometimes flat on both sides, consisting of a short hollow cylinder

with leather or skin drawn over both ends ; beaten with the hand, or with a stick , much
used at the festivals of Cybele and of Bacchus; id>ii/3a\a, cymbals which were of metal
iXa^Ka) ; in the shape of two half globes ; usually large and broad ; sometimes smaller,

60 that two (perhaps those termed- x-povjuara) were held in each hand of the player, and
such as arc used by oriental dancing-women. The kco6(x)v was merely a httie bell ; the

28 T
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forms and uses of bells were various. The KporaXov is described by some as a sort of
bell made of brass ; by others, as "made of a reed split in two and so fitted as to emit
a sound from the touch." The auGrpov, sistrum, was properly an Egyptian instrument,
used in the worship of Isis; it consisted of an oval frame, with several bars of metal,
which passed through it transversely, and being loose gave sounds when the instrument
was shaken in the hand. A pecuhar instrument was lormed by placing metallic rings

so as to move freely upon a metalhc rod, which was sometimes in the lorm of a circle,

sometimes of a triangle.

Several instruments of percus.sion are exhibited in Plate XXVI. Fig. iii. is the tywpavum or
drum ; in fig. h are the large cymbals, and in fig. i, tlie smaller, called castanets. Fig. o, ditferent
forms of the simple bell. Fig. iv. shows the triangle, tiith rings ; by it is a stick with a knob at
the end, \ised perhaps in striking the rings. Fig. d presents the Persian drum, with the handg
of the drummer. Fig. c is a Turkish female playing on a. dulcimer (cf. Dan. iii. 10;.— In Plate XLV.
representing a sacrifice to Priapus, we see two women playing on the tympanum. In Plate XXV.
fig./, the Bacchante is playing with either the crotala or the small cymbals. The sistrum is seen
in fig. 0, of the same plate; also in the paw of the Sphinx, Plate VIII.

On the musical instruments of the ancients, cf. Monlfauccm, as cited P. II. § li 2. (d), vol. iii. p. .^42, and Supplem. vol. iii. p. 185.

—Calmet, Dictionary, &c. vol. iii. p. 337. ed. Chariest. 1818.—/"osAroie's Encyclop. cited § 13. p. 704—f. .4. Lampe, De C)'niball8

Veterum. Traj. ad Rheu. 1703. 12,; also in Ugolinus, oiled § 197. \.—PJeiffer, on the Music of the Hebrews, translated by 0. A
Taylor, in the BM. Reposit. and Quart. Obsirv. vol. vi. p. 357. (with a plale )—SviLzer, AUg. Theorie, Article InslrumentaU

Musik.—/. Hawkiiis, History of Music, lond. 1776. 5 vols. 4.

§ 181. The restraint imposed upon the female sex among the Greeks has
already been mentioned (cf. § 59). This state of subjection and degradation

continued even in the most flourishing times. Unmarried females were very
narrowly watched. Their apartment in the house (rtap^fvuji/) was commonly
kept closed and fastened. The married women were at liberty only to go as

far as the door of the court or yard. Mothers were allowed a little more freedom.

In general, women were allowed to appear in public but seldom, and then not

without wearing a veil {xdj.vTtrpov).

1 71. In Sparta, however, only married women were required to wear veils ; the un
married might appear without them. The sex enjoyed generally far more Uberty at

Sparta than at Athens. Lycurgus hoped by removing restraints to promote an innocent
familiarity of intercourse. But this freedom, however virtuous it might be at first, at

length degenerated into licentiousness.

On the slate of female society in Greece, see Land. Quart. Rev. vol. xxii. \6S.—Bibl. Repos. vol. ii. p. 478.

—

Social Condititm cf

the ancient Greeks. Oxf. IS32.—jj. Walker, Woman physiologically considered as to Mind, Morals, &c. Lond. 1839. S.— IV.Mex

ander. History of Women. Lond. 1782. 2 vols. i.—Lenz, as cited § 59.—G. Bernhardy, Grundriss der Griech. Lit. p. 36.

2. The employments of the women continued generally the same as in the earlier

ages (cf. § 59). They practiced weaving, with the loom (laroi) and shuttle {KepKig)
; the

loom was upright ; two perpendicular beams (ttrroTroMf or /cfXswKi) supporting a cross-

beam, from which the threads constituting the warp {arfiiiov) were hung; the vjoof was
termed KpoKi); also €<P"iljfi and poSavrj. They also employed the needle (d^orpa, pa'pt;) in

making garments, and various furniture for household use. Embroidery {epyov ^pvyiav

or ^pryioio)!', opus Phnjgiiim) was an art much cultivated, being perhaps the most im-

portant part of the general art of variegating in colors {TroiKi\ia), which was effected also

by painting and dyeing, and by weaving. Curtains {-Epovi'^para, a term applied to a gar-

ment or any article of cloth fastened by a -Kcpovrj or brooch), and other articles, richly

embroidered {ttoKvkixjto.), were wrought for private dwellings and for the temples (cf. *i 28).

A splendid work on Ancient Tapeitry was commenced at Paris in 1837, to be completed in 4 vols. fol. wi;h cuts and engravin?s

—

See CouJiless o} Wilton, The Art of Needle-work from the earliest Ages ; with Notices of the Ancient Historical Tapestries. 3d ed.

Jjond. 1841. ]2.—C[.Mts Lamherl, Hand-book of Needle-work; with illustrations. N. York, 1842.

§ 182. The marriage state was much respected among the Greeks, and was
promoted and guarded by the laws. In Sparta particularly, certain penalties

were inflicted upon such as remained unmarried after a certain age. At Athens
also, all who wished to be commanders or orators, or to hold any public office,

were required to have a family and own a real estate. Polygamy on the other

hand was not permitted, although exceptions were made in some special cases.

The age at which marriage (yafioj) should be allowed was also prescribed, a

younger age being granted to females than to males; the latter, at Athens, were

forbidden to marry until they were thirty-five. At Sparta the usual age for

men to marry was thirty, and for women twenty. Marriage between parties

of near consanguinity was not allowed, or at least was generally viewed as im-

proper and scandalous. The Athenians, however, were allowed to marry sisters

by the same father (o/xo7tarptouj), although not those by the same mother (ouo-

firjtplovi). In most of the states, a citizen could marry only the daughter of a

citizen
;
yet there was sometimes an exception.
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1. Adul'ery v/as punished, and in some cases with severity. Although polygamy
was not generally allowed, concubinage was permitted without restraint. Concubines
rraWaKiSes) were usually captives or purchased slaves. Prostitution was exceedingly
common, and favored even by the whole system of religious worship. In Athens the
most distinguished statesmen and philosophers openly associated with females of dissolute

morals {eraLpai). The city of Corinth was still more famous for licentiousness. One
of the most odious forms of licentiousness among the Greeks was the Trot&paana ; how-
ever free from impurity might have been originally the relation and the habits of inter-

course in Sparta and in Crete between the boys loved (vAam or airat) and their lovers
((piXrjTope;) , and whatever excellent qualities might have belonged to the Theban sacred
ha7id(upa '/)aXay|) said to have been a body of 300 composed of lovers and their beloved,

it is nevertheless true that the hateful debauchery commonly designated by this term
was extensively practiced.

Respecting the prevalence of sensuality among the Greeks, of. Bill. Repos. vol. ii. p. 441.—On paederasty, cf. Berhardy, GrunJriss

der Griech. Lit. p. iS.—MUlkr, Hist, and Ant. of Dorians, bk. iv. ch. 6.—Boyd's Potter, p. 600.

2t. Wljen a virgin was sought in marriage, it was necessary first to consult the
parents, and if they were not living, the brother or guardian {inirpottos). The betrothing
was usually made in a formal manner by the father. The parties pledged to each other
mutual fidelity, by kissing or by joining right hands. The bridegroom also bestowed
on the bride a present as a pledge of his honor, called appa, dppaii^v, pLvmrpov. The giving
of a dowry iTrpolt, (pepi'ri) w'nh the bride was a custoin in Greece generally. At Athens
it was a legal and indispensable requisite, although the dowry was but small. In Sparta,
however, Lycurgus nearly abolished the custom. In the settlement of the dowry, and
the stipulations connected with it, witnesses were called in, and the husband delivered
an acknowledgment or receipt (Tpawwa), when he took the stipulated gifts. At Athens
it was customary before the actual marriage, to present the bride before Diana with
offerings and prayers ; this ceremony was called dpKTEia, and was designed to appease
the goddess, who was supposed to be averse to marriage. There were other divinities,

male and female, who were imagined to preside over marriage, and were therefore
called yapLfiXioi S)eol, to whom it was necessary to offer sacrifices on entering into the
marriage contract.

3 u. At the nuptials the betrothed pair, as well as the place of the festivity, were
adorned with garlands and nowers. Towards the evening the bride was conducted to

the house of the bridegroom {oIkov ayzaOat) either on foot or in a carriage (''PA"*)- The
bridesman, who attended her on this occasion, was called ndfyoxo; or TTapdvrp'.po;. A pro-
cession went before her, bearing lighted torches, and accompanied with music and
dancing. When the newly married couple entered the house, it was customary to place
or pour upon their heads figs and other varieties of fruit. The parties then sat down to

a banquet, which was, as well as the nuptial ceremonies together, termed y^fo?, and
was attended with music and dancing. The songs were called vjibmoi, or vpitvzg. Alter
the dancing, the pair were conducted with torches to the bridal chamber {caXdfio;), which,
as well as the nuptial bed (X?\of, XUrpoi'), was usually highly decorated (rraordf) for the
occasion. The young men and maids remained without, dancing and singing the
iviQaXapiov Koijir\TiKdv, while a friend of the bridegroom stood by as keeper of the door
(&i'pwpoj). This company returned to the door in the morning, and sung what wag
called the tmBaXdfiiov eyepriKov. The nuptial solemnities occupied several days ; one of
the days was called cTrdvXia ; another dnavXia.

See a lively description of an Athenian marriage in Bartheletny's Anacliarsis, ch. Ixxvii. On the marriage customs of Sparta

cf. MUller, bk. iv. ch. iv.

4. Children were discriminated as yvflmoi, lawfully begotten ; v69oi, bom of harlots or
concubines; i^rol, adopted. The paternal authorhy over the son ceased, at Athens,
when the son had completed his nineteenth year. It was an ancient custom for legi-

timate sons to divide their father's estate by lot, all having equal share, without respect
to priority of birth ; allowing a small pittance to such as were unlawfully begotten. The
father could dissolve the legal connection between himself and his son, and thus dis-

inherit him by a form of proceeding termed droKfipv^ts. If there were no legitimate sons,
the estate of the father fell to the daughters, who in such a case were termed trlKXinpoi

;

but their nearest relatives might claim them in marriage. When there were no lineal

descendants (eKyovoC) to inherit the property, it fell by law to the collateral relations
(iruyyEwrj) ; first to descendants of the same father with the deceased, to brothers and
the children of brothers ; next to descendants of the same grandfather with the deceased,
to cousins and children of cousins, the issue of males in every case taking precedence
of the issue of fe.uales ; a first cousin was termed dvapwg ; a first cousin's son, dwdjia^oHg.

The heir {kXiipoi/^ fio;) was said to receive his inheritance (vXrfpos) either by right of descent
(dyxtareia) or by righ' of consanguinity {avyyhcia). A male heir by right of descent might
take possession immediately ; or, if any one hindered him, might bring against that one
an action of ejectment (fpfiarcta). Persons who had no lawful issue were allowed to

adopt whom they pleased ; but at Athens foreigners although adopted by citizens could
not take an inheritance, unless they had received the freedom of the city.—Free citizens
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were permitted to dispose of their property by will (SiadfiKTi), after the time of Solon

;

but there were certain conditions to be regarded. Wills were signed and sealed beforo
witnesses, and put into the hands of trustees (f7r(/ijXi7rai) who were to execute them.

Potter, Arch. Grsec bk. iv. ch. xv.—Blanchard, On Laws respecting Adoption, &c in the Mem. Acad. Irucr. x'n. 68. On ths

subject of inheritances, see Sir W. Jcmes, in fais Transl. of Isseus (of. P. V. § 104. 3.)—£mum, De Jure bered. Athen.—ScAoman,

Ant Jur. Fubl. Gra»c-

§ 183. Somethinor should be said of the Greek customs in later times in

reference to funerals and burials. Funeral obsequies were considered as a

sacred duty to the departed, and were therefore termed Stzata, vo^lixo., onia.

They were denied only to notorious criminals, traitors, and suicides, especially

such as destroyed themselves to escape punishment, spendthrifts, and the like,

whose remains, if they happened to obtain burial, were even disinterred.

% 184/. Some of the customs connected with the burial of the dead have already

^ 30, 31) been mentioned. In later times it was common to wrap the corpse in a costly

robe, the color of which was generally white ; and deck it with green boughs and gar-

lands of flowers. The body was then laid out to view (TrpoTiOsadat) in the entrance of
the house, on the ground, or on a bed {kXivt}) or a h\er{(p!:p£Tpov), where it remained at

least one day, with the feet towards the gate. It was while here constantly watched.
A vase of lustral water (dpiavtov) stood by, to purify such as touched the corpse. Shortly
before it was removed for burial, a piece of money, usually an d/JoAdf, was placed in the

mouth, as the fare {SavdKrj, iropByiiovi due to Charon for ferrying the departed over the
Styx. A cake made of flour and honey {jisWittovto.) was also put in the mouth, to ap-

pease the dog Cerberus, supposed to guard the entrance into Hades ("A(5??j).

On the meaning of the term Hades, and the opinions of the ancients respecting the state of the soul after death, see P. U. § 32.

As a burial soon after death was supposed to be pleasing to the deceased (cf. Horn. II, xxiii. 71)

the Greeks usually kept the corpse only until the third day. It does not appear that they ever
adopted the Egyptian custom of embalming the dead.

Respecting the custom of embalming, see De Caylus, in the Mem. Acad. Irucr. rxiii. 119.—7. C. Warren, Description of an Egyp-

tian Mummy, Best. 1S24. 8.

—

Granville, On Egyptian Mummies ; in the Philos. Traniactiona of the Royal See. for Die year 1825.

p. 269.-7'. J. Pettigreni, History of Egyptian Mummies. Loud. 1834. 4.

"?> 185 t. The funeral itself was termed kKKonilr,, or €K(popa, the carrying forth of the
corpse, which at Athens was performed before sunrise, but elsewhere in the day time.

In Greece, generally, young persons were buried at break of day or early morning
twilight. The corpse v;as placed on a bier, or if the deceased had been a warrior, on
a large shield, and the bearers (j^^pofti-rai) carried it on their shoulders (aprriv (pspeiv), fol-

lowed by the friends and relatives of both sexes. The procession was commonly on
horseback, or in carriages; it was a token of higher respect when all went on foot.—

•

Sorrow for the deceased was manifested by solitary retirement, fasting, and silence, by
wearing black and sordid garments, by covering the head with ashes, and plucking off

the hair, by cries of lamentation, and by funeral dirges. The latter were performed by
musicians employed for the purpose (ipfii/uv c^apxot) ; one dirge (v/ 7>0i) was sung as the
corpse was borne forward ; another, at the funeral pile ; and a third, at the grave ; they
were called 6\o(pvpiioi ; also ia\e[iui, raXf/iOi.

Funeral chants are still commoD in Greece, termed myriologues.—See Mrs. Hemans, Greek Funeral Chant, in her Poems. Bost.

1827. vol. ii. p. 160.

§ 186. The custom of burning the corpse became universal amoncr the later

Greeks ; the ceremonies attending it have been chiefly mentioned before (§31).

1 1. The ashes and bones were gathered (dcrroXoytov) in an urn, and buried commonly
without the city, amid many blessings and prayers for their repose. The urns used for

this purpose {Kd\nai, XapvuKcg, 6cTToQr\Kai, d(TTo6oxtZa, aopoi, &c.)were made of different ma-
terials, wood, stone, or precious metal, according to the rank and circumstances of the
deceased. These urns were sometimes inclosed in a sort of chest, which was formed
of stone or other materials ; and to this chest, as well as to the urn, the term aapKo^dyvs

seems to have been applied.

The body of Alexander was conveyed from Babylon to Alexandria in a splendid carriage, and
his funeral there conducted with great pomp by Ptolemy. The Sarcophairus in which the golden
colfin or nrn containing his remains was inclosed, is said to be now in the British Museum,
having been discovered at Alexandria by the French in the expedition of Bonaparte, and by
them surrendered to the English.

E. D. Ctarle, The Tomb of Alexander. Camb. 1805. 8. Cf. also Clarke's Travels, vol. iii. p. 164. ed. N. York, 1815.—Vua'r.

de Quincy, Sur le char funeraire qui transporte de Babylone en Egypte le corps d'Alexandre, in the Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr

C I a ss e d'ffijf. et Lit. Anc. vol. iv. p. 315, with a plate. Cf. C. de Caylus. in the Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. xixi. 86.

On an alabaster Sarcophagus discovered at Thebes, in the tombs of the kings, Land. Quart. Rev. xviii. 369 ; xix. 192, 401.

Along with the corpse when buried, and with the urns containing the ashes when the corpse

was burned, it was customary to deposit cups, phials (rpiaXii^ei), vases (\fiKvdoi), of diffHrent

kinds, and other articles ; many of which have been found in modern times by searching ancient
sepulchers. These vessels are sometimes of terra cotta, sometimes of alabaster, not unfrequently
of glass. Some made of the latter material have been gathered from the catacombs in the island

T 2
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Milo, the ancient Melos, one of the Cyclades (cf. P. V. $ 146). " Among the decayed bones are
'

found coins, ornaments of gold and precious stones for the ears, lamps, lachrymatory vases (cf.
j

$341. 7), with large quantities of glass, earthen, and copper vessels, probably for oils and per-
fumes. . . . Many earthen cups are of the form we call Etruscan; the larger are painted '

with a light pencil ; often only the outlines are given, but generally with much spirit. The ques- I

tion whether the ancients knew the use of glass, was settled by the discoveries in Pompeii; this I

is the first I have heard of auiong the Greeks. The vessels are generally flat at the bottom, and I

four inches over; tliey rise one inch, of this diameter, and then suddenly narrowing to the dia-
meter of an inch and a half, pass thus to the height of seven or eight inches ; their shape is much

j

like that of a candlestick : but I have several other forms, running through a considerable I

variety."

TTie above quotation is from Jbnas'j Sketch of Naval Life. N. Haven, 1829. 2 vols. 12.—Cf. Silliman'i Journal, vol. svi. p. 333, j

for engravings of some of these vases.—Specimens of the vases found at Milo are in the cabinet of Amherst College.—For further
j

notices of the urns and vases found in sepulchers, see § 341, and P. IV. § 173.
'

2 t. The solemnities of the funeral were concluded with an oration or eulogy, with
games, repasts, and sacrifices and libations ; which, in many cases, were repeated on

]

successive anniversaries ; the sacrifices and offerings in honor of the dead were various

;

j

Tplra, those offered on the second day after the funeral ; ewara, on the ninth ; rpiaKaiei, I

on the thirtieth, when the time of mourning expired, which at Sparta, however, was '

limited it is said to eleven days : xoai and cvayta-fiaTa, libations and offerings of flowers
i

and fruits at various times
;

yevtaia, offerings on the birth-day of the deceased ; vsKvcna,
\

offerings on the anniversary of the death.—In the case of such as had died in war, the
oration at their funerals and at subsequent anniversaries of their decease, was viewed as
so important that the speaker for the occasion was appointed by the public magistrates.

|

Thus Pericles was appointed, when the Athenians solemnized a public funeral for those
|

first killed in the Peloponnesian war (Thucyd. ii. 34) ; and Demosthenes, when the same
|

honor was rendered to those who fell in the fatal battle of Chaeronea (cf. Mitford's i

Greece, ch. xlvii. sect. 6). i

For a very interesting view of the games and exercises performed in honor of the dead, the 1

student is referred to the twenty-third book of the Iliad, where Homer gives an account of the
{

funeral of Patroclus. Solemn earnes with rich prizes were instituted by Alexander in honor
|

of his friend HephiEstion at Ecbatana; the whole ceremonies of the funeral were conducted
'

with great magnificence, according to ^rriaji (lib. vii). Diodorus Siculus speaks also particu-
larly of Hephffistion's funeral pile.

Cf. Comle de Caylus, Le bucher d'Hephsestio!;, in the Mem, Acad. Insa; zzzi. 76.

—

Quatr. de Quincy, on the same, in the Mem.
de VInsiilul, 01 a s s e i'Htst. et Lit. Anc. iv. p. 395, with a plate.

The custom of honoring by festivals the anniversary of the death of friends and eminent per-
sons was followed by some Christians of the early ages, in the celebrations termed ptaprvpuv

|

yevidXia. "These festivals were preceded by vigils, and celebrated around the graves of the
martyrs, where their lives were read, and eulogies pronounced, the sacrament administered,
and public entertainments given gratuitously by the rich."

See L. CoUman, Antiq. of Christian Church, p. 441.—/. P. Schwabe, De Veneratione erga Martyres in prim. Ecclesia. Lips.

1748. 4.

§ 187. The sepulchral monuments of distinguished men were built often

with prreat expense and splendor. Monuments were also frequently erected to

them in other spots, where their ashes were not deposited.

1. In early times, the Greeks were accustomed to place their dead in repositories,

rnade for the purpose, in their own houses. Temples also were sometimes made repo-
sitories for the dead ; especially for such as had rendered eminent public services. But
in later ages it became the general custom to bury the dead without the cities and
chiefly by the highways. At Athens the most common place of burial was near the
road leading to the Peiragus, outside of the Itonian gate, which on that account was
styled the burial gate {i)p(ai inXai)

; those who had fallen in battle, however, were buried
in the outer Cerameicus, at the public expense. Graves at first were mere openings
dug in the earth, vnoyaia. Soon there was a custom of paving and arching them with
stone. The place of interment was originally marked simply by a barrow or mound
of earth (xw^a) ; which sometimes had a circular basis of masonry {Kprjms). On this a
rude stone (o-ij/^a) was placed afterwards ; then, a stone more carefully prepared, a cippus
or truncated column ; at length, larger and more imposing monuments were built.

2. The terms fiviina and fivrjfiuov were applied to designate the whole structure, includ-
ing the receptacle for the remains and the monumental erections. Two parts are dis-

criminated
; (1) the grave strictly, called imr), cnfiXaiov, rvupog, Ta(pog, ripiov, which last means

specially the portion under ground ; (2) the space around it, usually fenced with poles or
a sort of balustrade, called Spiywj, cKcrrr], mpioiKoSop.}], epKog, or^Kog ; within this space the
monurriental pillars ((jrr/XaO and ornaments were erected.—The various monuments have
been discriminated under four heads ; 1. arifKai, designating upright tablets terminating
in an oval heading called t-rrWrjixa, but applied to any form of sepulchral pillars ; 2. Kioveg,

columns ; 3. rpdm^ai, flat horizontal tablets ; 4. iipcoa or vafSta, small buildings in the
form of temples.—On the pillars, or other structures forming the tomb, were placed
inscriptions (mypa^aO ; and often images of the deceased {dyaXixara), and also other orna
meuta with devices denoting their character and pursuits or particular achieve-
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merits. Thus on the monument of Diogenes was inscribed the figure of a dog ; on that

of Isocrates, a syren reclining upon a ram ; on that of Archimedes, a sphere and cylin-

der. Tombs adorned with sculptured bas-reliefs have been discovered at Athens and
other places. Some of the most remarkable Greek tombs were recently discovered

m Lycia.

See De Boze, Descript. d'un Tombean, &c. in the Mem. de VAcad. da Inscr. iv. 648.—Ardixolosia, (as cited P. XV. § 243. 3),

vol. liii. p. 2S0, on a Greek sepulchral Monument ; with a plate.—Also, specially, Seeker's Charicles ; and Stackelbere. Die Griber

der Hellenen. Berl. 1837. On the tombs of Lycia, C. Fellows, Account of Discoveries in Lycia, a Journal kept during a second

Excursion in Asia Minor. Lond. I84I. 8. with thirty-eight plates, Cf. C. Fellows, Journal during an Excursion in Asia Miner

Lend. 1839. 8. with twenty-two plates.

3. Cenotaphs (Kevora(pta, Kevfjpia) were monuments erected for the dead, which were not the
repositories for their remains. They were raised both for persons who iiad never obtained a
proper funeral, and also for such as had received funeral honors in another place. It was a
notion of the ancients, that the ghosts of unburieri persons could not be admitted into the regions
of the blessed without first wandering a hundred years in misery ; and if one perished at sea or
where his body could not be found, the only way to procure repose for him' was to build an
empty tomb, and by certain rites and invocations call his spirit to the habitation prepared for it.

4. A common place of sepulture for many individuals was called TroXvai/Sptov.—The terra
Koinr}Tnpiov, cemetery, appears to have been introduced by Christians, in accordance with their
faith, that the grave is but a temporary sleepivg-place. The early Christians protested against
the prRctice of burning the bodies of the dead, and followed the Jewish custom of burying them.
In the fourth century, an open space near the church was appropriated for the burial of princes
and the clergy, which was afterwards made common to all the members of the church. la
earlier periods, the Christians buried their dead chiefly in subterranean excavations, which were
often of vast extent, and which in those days of persecution served al once as the home of the
living and the repository of the dead. See $ 341. 8.

5. The custom of raising splendid monuments in honor of the dead at length led to

such extravagance, that it became necessary to impose penal restraints. The splendor
of the monument erected to Mausolus (cf. P. II. § 72) occasioned the word Mausoleum
to be applied as a common name to such structures. It is said to have been more than
400 feet in compass, surrounded by 36 beautiful columns.
See De Caylus, Tombeau de Mausole, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. xivi. 321.—Saint* Croix, Tomb, de Maus. in the Mem. de Vln-

ttitut, 01 a s s e d'Hist. &c. ii. 506.

In our Plate XVIII. are some specimens of monumental structures. Fig. 1 represents a tomb
of white marble at Mourghab in Persia, corresponding to the ancient Pasargada ; it has com-
monly been supposed to be the Tomb of Cyrus, which was erected by himself, and visited by
Ale.xander (cf. Arrian, vi. 29) ; some, however, declare it to be a more modern structure. Cf.

Morier, cited P. IV. § 243. 3. Fig. 2 represents a structure called Absalom's Pillar, which
stands near Jerusalem (cf P. I. $ 16'8 b). In the time of Josephus there was a marble structure
by this name, said to have been reared by Absalom (cf. 2 Sam. xviii. 18). The one here given is,

however, no doubt, comparatively recent. "The lower portion is quadrangular, standing
detached from the living rock, from which it was hewn. Upon the four facades are cut Ionic
pillars, above which is aTrieze with Doric metopes and triglyphs. Over this basis rises a square
piece of masonry, smaller ; and the whole is crowned by a tall conical tower ;" and the " dome
or cupola runs up into a low spire, which spreads a little at the top like an opening flower." Cf
Robinson, as cited P. I. $ 171. vol. ii. p. 519. Fig. 3 gives a view of the Tomb of Cestius af
Rome ; cf P. IV. $ 226. 1 : it is taken from Pronti, cited P. IV. $ 243. 2. Fig. 4 presents the
^ates of a tomb ; over them is a Greek inscription, Ghjcun and Hemera to the infernal gods ; Mev-
cury, with his wand, is represented as in the act of closing or opening them, it being a part of his
office to introduce departed spirits into Hades. See P. II. J 32. 1. $56. Cf. Calmet, Dictionarv,
&c. vol. iii. p. 279. Chariest. 1813.
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ATTIC CIVIL INSTITUTIONS.

Classes of the Population.

These were— Citizens, XloXirai ; Residmts, MiTomoi,
;

Slaves, AovXoi ; and Strangers, S^voi.

HoXlTCu, divided by Cecrnps into 4 Tribes, $liXai

;

Each ivXii into 3 Races, $paTpiat, "Edi'tj ;

Each fparpia into 30 Kindreds, Tivi], TgiaKiSt% ;

His Tiibes, KcKpoTrij, AiirdxQ'av, 'AKraCa, llagaXla.

Tribes, by Clisthenea, ten ; afterwards, twelve,

Solon's 4 Classes, n£VTaKo<rio/ti<Ji/4vot, 'Innels,

ZtvyXrai., Q^rts ! according to weallh.

A division also into 174 A^fioi, or Wards.

Various Public Officers.

1. For the Executive.

The Eleven, 'Oi 'EvStKa ; a sort

of Sherifls the So lioijivXaKes

perhaps the same.

The Lexiarchi, ArjllagX"^ ! six

chief; 30 subordinate.

The Toxotx, To|oTat ; 1000.

I

2. For the Legislature.

I

The President 'EnitrTdTri;

of Senate, ttjS BovXrjs.

The President 'Enta-Tarrjs

of Assembly, ri); 'E/c)cA7)(rioy.

The Proedri, TlgdtSgoi.

The Prytanes, Ugvravtts.

The Nomothetx, l^So/ioSirai.

The Syndics, ZvvSlkoi.

The Orators, 'PiJTogts, same as

£,vvijyogoi.

The Ephydor, 'E<pvSuig, having care

of the Clepsydra.

The Syngraphs, T,vvyga<j>iCs ; 30,

who collected the votes.

The Ckry, TganiiaTtXs.

Heralds, K^pviCfj.

Ambassadors, Xlgea-ptXs.

The Pylagori, TlvXaydgoi, delegates

to the ' AfKpiiCTVovla.

3, Connected with the

Courts.

The Areopagitz, 'AguorrayZrau

The Heliastx, 'UXiaa-Tal.

The Ephetsi, 'E4>iTai.

The Tribe-kings, ivXoPamXtX^.

The Paredri, TldgtSgoi, who sat in

Courts held by Archons.

Dicasti, AiKavral.

Accountants, AoyKTral.

Directors, 'EvSvvol,

Summoners, KA^ropij.

Ushers, KiyxXCScs.

4. For Public Works and
Lands.

Superintendents 'EnKTrdTai

of Buildings, ruiv 'Epyojv.

Superintendents 'ETriordTai

of Waters, rmv iilaruiv.

Guard of Founts, Kgr]Vo(j)vXal,

Surveyors C Ways, 'OSonoiot,

of \ Walls, Ttixonoiol.

Astynomi, 'Aorvvd/iot, having care

of streets, &c.
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Cltrouchi, KXrigovxoh to divide

lauds in colonies; applied also to

the settlers.

5. For the Treasury.

Chief Tamias, Tajiias ^Vi ^lot-

K1JITEUS ; for 4 years, or 5.

Sub-Treasurers, Tainovxoi
;

Tafilas rCsv CTgaTLtuTLKiuv,

Tajilai Tmv S-eiugiKCov, &c.

Collectors of Fives, UgdXToges-

Tax-gatherers, 'E/cXoytij.

HelUnotamise, 'EXXTjVoraiiCai, for

the Tribute from Greek allies.

Poletx, HixiX^rai, ten overseers of

sales.

Theori, BttogoX, deputies with pre-

sents for festivals, &c.

.SssMiorj of taxes, 'Effiypa^tZy.

Registers of accounts, Aiaypa^tlJ.

Auditors, 'AvT!.ypa(peXs-

Receivers, 'Ano(£<Tai.

Colacretse, KiuXaKgcral, for money

due to the temples.

Searchers, on Debts, ZrjrrjTol,

on Confiscations, Mdo-TTjpty.

6. Connected with Trade.

The Sitophylaces, ZiTO(f>vXa<es-

The Sitons, Ziravai.

The Sitometrm, ZiTo/ieTpai.

Overseers of Port, 'Ent.p.cXrjTal

'E/inogiov, or twv vtuigluiv,

, -^ Markets, 'Ayopavo/ioi,

LFish, 'OipovofLOt.

Pilots, 'Kav(*>iXaKts.

7. For Manners and
Morals.

CEnopis, 'Oivdnrai, to notice wine-

mixing at banquets.

Gynscocosmi, rvvaxoKda-fioi, to

watch the dress of women.

Gynseconomi, rvvaiKovdiioi, to

guard the conduct of wpmen.

Phratores, ^pdrogts, to see to the

register of births.

Sophronists, I.ui(pgovia-Tai, over

youth in Gymnasia.

Orphanistse, 'OgipavKTral, to take

care of orphans.

Episcopi, 'EniaKdiTot, overseers o^

allied cities and colonies; occasional

oflBce.

The Legislature.
Assembly, 'E<KXr]a-la, of all the UoXXrat.

Senate, RovX}], of 400 at first; then SCO;

finally 6i0 ; 50 from each tribe; by lot.

The Executive.
Archons, 'Ot "AgxovTts ', Nine, by lot; the

'Endwiios, the Baa-cXziis, the UoXc/iag-

XoSi and the six QtcrnoBirai. \ forming the

Slate Council.

Actions

of

in Civil

Actions

The Judiciary.
Areopagus, 'Aptioffayos; at first, Supreme.

Epidelphiiiium, ' Enl AcX(pivlu>, "i in

Epipalladium, 'EnX UaXXaii(ti,

Epiprytaneum, ^EKlTlgVTavtCcp,

Eiiphrealtium, 'Ev igearToX,

HdiBM, -HAtafa, the Highest
j

Five others; liagdjivrrTov

,

Tglyoivov, Kai.vbv, TdM
AvKov, and To MrfrCxov,

The Dixtetie, Atatrijral ; two kinds
;
public,

KXrjgoToC
;
private, iigcrol ; Arbitrators or

Referees.

The Forty, Tta-c-agdKovra, a Circuit Court

for the A^jioi.

The Nautodiae, NaVTodCKai, in naval affairs

;

at riraeus.

The Exetasfs, 'Eltraa-Tal, of 10 Aoyio-ral

and 10 'EvBvvol ; on accounts of oflScers.

The Thesmothetx, Qi(rp.o8iTai, on subjects

not falling to other Courts.

Actions iu I.aw.
Public, AiKai fij/toVtat ; which included

rgafpr/, ^dcri;, "Ei/fit^i;, 'ATrayiuyr^,

'E(p^yr]cn;, ' AvtgoXrjxpla, ' Ei<;ayyiXla;

under the Tga<pij came the highest crimes;

murder, &c.

Private, ACicai ISCai ; including actions for

trespass, DXajSijj ; theft, kc.

Punishments.
Fine, 2r)iiCa; Disgrace, 'Arifjila; Slavery,

AovXtla ; Branding, JLr^y/ia ; Poning,

ZTiijXri ; Bonds, Atcr/iol ; Banishment,

$tjyi) ; Death, QdvaTog ; '0cngaKi.<7y.i$

was Banishment for 10 years.

Civic Honors.
first Seat, XlgotCgla ; Statues, 'EiiaSves ;

Crowns, LTi<pavoi; Exemption, 'AtAho;

Pension, by 2i'T9;(n; Iv XlgvTaviiip.

Revenues.
Fines, Tiii'^/iara ; Tributes, <idgoi ; Rents,

TlXri ; Contributions, 'Eis(j>ogal ; Services,

J^eiTovgyiai ; the latter including Xopij-

yCa, Tvfivainagxla, 'Ea-Tlams, and

Tgtrjgagxia.

Expenditures.
Public Works, "Epya (Jri/irfcrta

;

Festal Shows, Uofnral, K. t. X.

Donatives, Aiavo/ial

;

Theatric Fee, AiwPoXCa ;

Pay of Senate, Mio-flos BovXevriKds ',

Pay of Assembly, MiaSbs EiCKATjo-iatrriKos
;

Pay of Army, Mio-fld; LrpaTwuTiKdj
;

Pay of Navy, Wio-fldj NavTiKOS i
&c.



EOMAN ANTiaUITIES.

Introduction.

§ 188. It belongs to the topics of history and geography rather than antiqui-

ties to describe the origin and progress of the Romans, and the extent of

their empire. Yet a glance at these subjects, and a few remarks upon them,

will aid in getting a better view of the Roman antiquities, and enable one to

understand and appreciate more correctly the people and their more important

peculiarities. Some notices of Rome and its empire will be given first, and
then something respecting the Romans themselves.

§ 189. According to the common accounts of history, the city of Rome was
founded 752 B. C. by Romulus and Remus, grand-children of tha Alban king

Numitor. It was situated not far from the mouth of the Tiber, in Latium, a

province in middle Italy. In the beginning it was of small extent, confined to

Mount Palatine, on which it was built. The number of inhabitants did not

amount to 4,000. This more ancient part of the city was afterwards called op-

pidum, while the better part, later built, was called urbs, which became at

length a general name for Rome. It was first peopled by some families from

Jlba Lnns;a, and afterwards by various accessions (cf. P. IV, § 109, 110);

partly of the vagabond and worthless from the neighboring people of Italy.

1 u. The Capitoline Hill was occupied next after the Palatine, and at last five other

mountains or hills were included in the chy, and thence was derived the epithet septi-

collis. The first walls around the city were low and weak ; Tarquinius Priscus and
Servius TuUius improved them.
2u. Among the principal events which greatly changed the appearance of the city

were the capture and burning of it by the Gauls, 385 B. C, and the erection of nu-

merous buildings in the reign of Augustus, and after the conflagration under Nero.
In t'*e two last-mentioned periods, Rome was very rapidly enlarged and adorned, and
continued to be further improved under succeeding emperors down to the time of Ho-
norius. In his reign occurred the capture and sack of Rome by the Goths under
Alaric, A. D. 410. The chy was in a great measure rebuilt by Theodoric. But by
that disaster, and the still greater devastations of the Gothic king Totila, A. D. 547,

it lost much of its ancient splendor. It continued to wane during the ages following.

3 u. After all the exertions of the later popes to restore its former beauty, there is

avast difference between modern and ancient Rome. Of the latter we find only

certain traces and monuments, and these are in part mere ruins and fragments.

p. Macquier, Romische JahrbUcher, oder chronoU Abriss der Gesch. Roms ; aus dem Franz, mit Anmerk. von C. D, Beck

Leipi. 1783. 8.

A more particular notice of the topography of Rome is given in P. I. §5 51-71.

§ 190. In the most flourishing period of Rome, at the close of the republic

and beginning of the imperial monarchy, the population was very great. The
number of citizens may be estimated at three hundred thousand, and the whole
number of residents at two millions and upwards.
" Concerning the number of inhabitants in ancient Rome, we can only form conjec-

tures. Lipsius computes them, in its most flourishing state, at four millions." (Adam.)
Tacitus (Annals, L. xi. c. 25) states, that by a census in the reign of Claudius the

number of Roman citizens amounted to nearly seven millions ; it is supposed that

this number must have included the citizens in other places besides the city of Rome
hself—Gibbon has the following remarks on the population of the Roman empire

:

"The number of subjects who acknowledged the laws of Rome, of citizens, of pro-

vincials, and of slaves, cannot now be fixed vdth such a degree of accuracy as the

importance of the object would deserve. We are informed that when the emperor
Claudius exercised the office of Censor, he took an account of six millions nine hun-
dred and forty-five thousand Roman citizens, who with the proportion of women and
children must have amounted to about twenty millions of souls. The multitude of

subjects, of an inferior rank, was uncertain and fluctuating. But after weighing with

29 225
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attention every circumstance which could influence the balance, it seems probable

that there existed, in the time of Claudius, about t\\4ce as many provincials as there

were citizens, of ehher sex and of every age ; and that the slaves were at least equal

in number to the free inhabitants of the Roman world. The total amount of this im-

perfect calculation would rise to about one hundred and twenty millions of persons ; a

degree of population which possibly exceeds that of modern Europe, and forms the

most numerous society that has ever been united under the same system of govern-

ment."
De la MaUe. Sur la population litre, &c. de la Republ. Rom. in the Mem. dt Vbutitut, C 1 as s e de Hist, d Lit. .Snc vol. i. 461.

—R. Wallace, Dissertation on the Numbers of Mankind in Ancient and Modem Times. Edinb. 1753. 8.—Hume, Essay on the

PopuIous::ess of Ancient Nations.—jjmer. Quart. Regisltr, vol. ix. 140.

§ 191. Originally the authority of Romulus extended scarcely six thousand

paces beyond the city. But he and the succeeding kings considerably enlarged

the dominion of Rome. During the time of the republic her empire was rapidly

and widely spread, and at length, by numerous and important conquests, a

great part of the known world was subjected to her sway.

1 u. In the reign of Augustus the limits of the Roman empire were the Euphrates
on the east, the cataracts of the Nile, the African deserts, and Mt. Atlas on the south,

the ocean on the west, and the Danube and the Rhine on the north. Under some
of the succeeding emperors, even these hmits were transcended.

The following countries were subject to Rome: in Asia ; Colchis, Iberia, Alba
nia, Pontus, Armenia, Syria, Arabia, Palaestina, the Bosphorus, Cappadocia, Galatia,

Bithynia, Cilicia, Pamphylia, Lydia, in short the whole of Asia Minor : in Africa ;

Egypt, Cyrenaica, Marmarica, Gastuha, Africa Propria, Numidia, and Mauretania:
and in Europe ; Italia, Hispania, Gallia, the Alps, Rhoetia, Noricum, Illyricum, Ma-
cedonia, Epirus, Grajcia, Thracia, Moesia, Dacia, and Pannonia. In addition to

these were a namber of islands, from the Pillars of Hercules to the Black sea, to

which Britain may be added.
2 m. Augustus made a division of the whole empire into twelve parts.—The empe-

ror Hadrian afterwards gave a new form to this division, and separated Italy, Spain,

Gaul, Aquitania and Britannia, Illyricum, Thracia and Africa into provinces.—One
of the last changes of this kind was made by Constantine the Great, who divided the

empire into four Praefecturates, containing various dioceses and distinct provinces, for

the government of which he appointed a number of new magistrates (cf. § 309. 3).

The most complete description of the Roman Empire, and of its various changes, is found in Onuphrii Pa7Winii Romanum Im-

pedum, in the Thesaurus Antiq. Rom. of Grseviiis, vol. i.—Cf. (Jihbon, Bed. and Fall, &c. ch. I.

§ 19-2. In a few centuries the Romans acquired a greatness and power, which
is altogether singular and the most remarkable in all history.

1 u. What in the highest degree contributed to this was their warhke character, for

which they were from their first origin distinguished. Bodily strength and superior

prowess constituted the grand object of their wishes and efforts, and war and agricul-

ture were their only pursuits. A great part of the people were directly occupied in

their constant wars ; the proportion of soldiers compared with the rest of the citizens

is estimated to have been as one to eight. All the early Romans felt an equal interest

in defending their country, because the conquered territory was divided equally among
them. In addition to all this, much must be ascribed to their pohcy in the manner of

maintaining their conquests, in the treatment of allies, and in arranging the govern-
ment of the provinces, and to the respect towards them awakened in other nations.

2 m. To treat of these topics belong:s to history ; yet a brief view of the principal revoliUions

in Roman atfairs seems to be necessary for our object.

^ 193 u. Romulus, the founder and builder of Rome, was the first king. Accord-
ing to the common accounts (not altogether certain, however,) six other kings suc-

ceeded him; Numa Pompihus, Tullus Hostilius, Ancus Martins, Tarquinins Pris-

ons, Servius Tullius, and Tarquinius Superbus ; men of active enterprise, who con-

tributed to the growth and stabihty of the nation. The most remarkable circum-
stances or events, during the regal form of government, were the division of the peo-

ple into Tribes, Curiae, Classes, and Centuries ; the separation of Patricians and Ple-

beians; the establishment of the senate, and of the religious worship ; the settlement
of the mode of computing time, of the military disciphne, of the valuation and taxa-

tion ; and the introduction of coined money. In general it may be remarked, that

the principles of the government under this first form were not strictly monarchical,

but rather of a mixed character, and really laid the foundation of the subsequent ad-

vantageous system of the republic. During this whole period, the Romans were in-

volved in wars ; but this uninterrupted continuity of war contributed to their success,

for they never would make peace until they had conquered. The regal governm.ent
continued 244 years, and was abolished B. C. 509, because the last king, Tarquinius
Superbus, had provoked the nobilhy by arrogant haughtiness ; and the people by
lieavv impositions.
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The immediate occasion of Tarquin's expulsion and the abolition of the monarchy, is said to

have been the vile abuse committed upon Lucretia, wife of Coliatinus, by Sextus Tarquinius,
the liing's son.—Cf Goldsmith's Rome, by Pinnock; p. 85. ed. Phila. 1835.

§ 194 71. Rome was now a free state, at first aristocratical, and then for a period

governed more by the Plebeians, whose importance and power, sustained by their

tribunes, constantly increased. During this time the dominion of the Romans, as

well as the vigor of their constitution was augmented ; their legislation was judicious
;

and their morals comparatively rigid. For a considerable period they maintained an
elevated national character, in which simplicity and propriety of manners, a high spirit

of enterprise, a strong sense of justice, daring boldness and self-denial and the warmest
patriotism, were prominent trahs.—'The most brilliant era in the Roman republic was
the first half of the sixth century from the building of the city, and especially during

the sixteen years of the second Punic war, at the close of which Rome was in posses-

sion of her greatest strength. But immediately after this, corruption of morals ad-

tranced with rapid steps. Among the various causes of this, we may mention the

victories in Greece and Asia, the long residence of the legions and officers amidst the

luxuries of the east, and at last the overthrow of Corinth and Carthage ; each of these

things contributed to the unhappy result. Through debauchery, luxury, and effemi-

nacy, the Romans now suffered a universal degeneracy of manners and morals,

ahhough they gained from their intercourse with the Greeks and the eastern nations

an increase of knowledge and much poUsh and refinement in matters of taste.

A valuable work on this subject is the following : Chr. Meiners, Geschichte des Verfalls der Sitten und der Slaatsverfassung der

Romer. Leipz. 17«2. 8 —Also, by smne, Geschichte des Verfalls der Sitten, Wissenschaflen und Sprache der Romer in den ersten

Jahrhunderten uach Ch. Geburt. Wien und Leipzig, 1791. 8.—More minute, but especially instructive, is Ad. Ferguson's Rise and

Prog, of Rom. Republic, cited P. V. § 299. 7. On the state of morals in ancient Greece and Rome, Spirit of the Pilgrims, vol. iv.

p. 579.

§ 195 u. Selfishness, avarice, and lust of power were immediate consequences of
this degeneracy ; and became in turn causes of the most melancholy disorders in the
state, and of those civil wars, the leaders in which contended for the supreme authority.

Octavius at last gained the point, and under the name of Augustus was the first pos-
sessor of the now established Imperial throne. His reign throughout was a flourish-

ing period of Roman history. Some of his successors were worthy rulers. But
much more effectual and more fatal was the influence of those emperors, who dis-

graced the throne by the lowest voluptuousness and vilest despotism ; under these,

the already prevailing corruption was fully completed. Now arose in rapid succession
the most violent and fatal internal commotions; the right of the strongest triumphed
over every thing, and although particular emperors endeavored to prop up the sink-

ing dominion, it constantly drew nearer and nearer to final ruin.

GcldsmiW! Rome, and Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. Cf. P. V. 5 299. 1.—Bridge's Roman Empire under

Constantine the Great.

§ 196. It may be seen from this brief delineation of the Romans, that their

history must be crowded with interesting and instructive incidents : and that a
familiar acquaintance with their constitution and customs must be highly useful.

The utility of studying the Roman antiquities needs, therefore, no further re-

commendation.

1 u. But besides the indispensable importance of a knowledge of the antiquities in

order to understand properly the history of the Romans, there are other advantages,
which render it worthy the attention of every lover of hterature, and of every one, in
fact, who is not wholly indifferent to intellectual refinement and taste. It is "essential

as a help in reading the distinguished Roman authors, whose writings are preserved,
and in obtaining a correct idea of the various works of Roman art.

2 u. The best sources, whence a knowledge of Roman antiquities may be drawn,
are doubtless the Roman writers themselves, particularly the historians. There are
also several Greek writers valuable in this respect, as they lived among the Romans,
and being strangers, many things must strike them as more important and remarkable
than they might seem to the native citizens. Among the latter class of writers are
Polybius, Dionysius, Strabo, Plutarch, Appian and Dion Cassius, and even some
later writers, as Procopius, Zonaras, Lydus, &c. fiome aid may be derived also from
the writings of the Christian Fathers.

3 u. In modern times Roman antiquities have been formed into a sort of science.
The materials drawn from the sources just named, and various others, have been di-

gested into regular systems on the one hand, while, on the other, particular branches
of the subject have been examined in more full detail. Yet this has perhaps never
been done wiih sufficient knowledge of fact, or adequate or critical skill and discrimi-

nation ; the essential has not been sufficiently distinguished from the less important,
nor the general and universal from the particular and local ; nor has there been suita-

ble care to note the periods in which the customs and principles were introduced,
made prevalent, or changed. These are defects, which we must notice rather tha»
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avoid in tlie brief treatise, upon which we now enter, and which cannot be fully re-
moved without more labor than has hitherto been devoted to the subject.
E. PUUtner, Ueber Wissenschafiliche Begrilndung und Behandltng der Antiquiiaten, inbesondera der Rom. Marb. 1812. 8.—

F. A. Wolf, VorlesuDgen aber Allerthums wissenschaft, &c. as cited P. V. § 7. 9.

^ 197. We mention here some of the principal writers on Roman antiquities.

cited P. V. § 7. 9, treaU1. The largest CoUectiant of separate treatices are the two

followiDg

;

Jo. Gearg. Grsmui, Thesaurus Antiquitatum Romanarum

;

c. fig. Traj. ad Rhen. 1694-99. 12 vols. fol. (For an account

of the contents of this, see Appendix to KenneM, cited below.)

/. M. Polenw, Supplement to Graevius and Gronovius. Ven.

1737. 5 vols. fol.

Mb. Henr. de Sallengre, Novus Thesaurus antiq. Rom. Hag.

Com. 1716-19. 3 vols. fol.

Very useful on account of its copiousness and its good refer-

ences, is Sam. Fitisci Lexicon Antiq. Roman. Hag. Com. 1737.

3 vols. fol.

As a system (brmally arranged, may be mentioned, Jo. Rosini

Antiq. Roman. Corpus absolutissimum, c. n. Tho. Dcmpsteri.

Traj. ad Rhen. 1710. 4. (Ed. /. F. Reitzius.) Amst. 1743. 4.

Some pertinent treatises are contained in B. Ugolinus, Thesau-

rus Antiquitatum Sacrarum, complectens selec'issima clarissimo-

rum virorum Opuscula ; in quibus Vet. Hebraeorum Mores, Rilus

Sacri, &c illustrantur: Opus ad Philologiam Sacram et Frofanam

utilissimum. Venef. 1744-69. 34 vols. fol.

Meusd, as cited § 240, vol. 3d exhibits the writers on Roman

Antiquities, &c.

2. UnJer the class of ManuaU are the following :

That. Godwyn, Roman Antiquities, 15th ed. Lond. 1689. 4.

B. G. Struvius, Antiquitatum Romanarum Suntagma. Jen.

1701. 4.

IV. Baxter, Glossarium Antiq. Romanarum. Lond. 1726. 8.

Bas. Kennett, Romx Antiqua; Notitia, or the Antiquities of

Rome, in two Parts. Lond. 1731. 8. There have been many

later editions; first American, Phil. 1822. 8.

G. H. Nieuvart, Rituum, qui olim apud Romanos obtinuerunt,

Buccincta explicatio. 14th ed. Berl. 1784. 8.

C. G. Swartz, Observationes ad Nieuportii Compendium an-

tiquitatum Romanarum (ed. .4. M. Nagel). Altd. 1757. 8.

C. /. H Haymanu, Anmerkungen Uber NieuporVi Handbuch

der romischen Alterthamer. Dresd. 1786. 8.

Christ. CellariM, Compendium Antiq. Rom. cum adnot. /.

E. Inu Malchii. 2d ed. Hal. 1774. 8.

G. C. Maternus von Cilano, Ausfahrliche Abhandlung der

lOmischen AlterthQmer, herausgegeben von G. C. Mler. Altona,

1775-76. 4 vols. 4.

C. G. Heynii Antiquitas romana, inprimis juris romani.

Gott. 1779. 8.

P. F. Jl. Nitsh, Besrhreibung des hstuslicben, wisseaschaftli-

Chen, sittlichen, gottesdieustlichen, politischen nnd kriegerlschen

Zustandes der Rdmer, nach den verschiedenen Zeitaltern der Na-

tion, by /. H. M. Emesti. Erfurt, 1812. 2 vols. 8.—Sauie work

abridged (by Emesti). Erf. 1812. 8.

K. Ph. Moritz, ANGOTS A, oder Rom's AlterthQmer. 1st part

(of the sacred riles of the Romans). Berl. 1791-97. 8. 2d part

(of the civil and private aflkirs), ed. by F. Rambach. Berl. 1796.

Alexander Adam, Roman Antiquities, &c. Edinb. 1791. 8.

Often reprinted. An improved ed. by /ame»5oyd. Edinb. 1834.

12mo. Another ed. by /. B. Major. Oxf. 1837. 8.—Transl. into

German, with improvements, by /. L. Meyer (3d ed.) Eriang.

1818. 2 vols. 8.

/. K. Unger, Sitten nnd Gebrauche der Rdmer. Wien. 1805-6.

2 vols. 8. with plates.

G. G. Kop'ne, Antiqnitates Romanse, in xii. tab. descr. Berl.

1803.

L. Schaaff, Anti(iJitaten und Archlologie der Griechen und

Rbmer. (In his Encyclop. d. dost. Alterthumskunde). Magdeb.

1820. 8.

F.Creutztr, Abriss der rOniischen Antiquitaien zum Gebrauche

Dei Vorlesungen. Leipz. IS24. 8.

/. P. Fuss, Roman Antiquities. Translated from the German.

'nrf. 1840. 8.

The 5ih vol. of W^ol/'j Vorlesunge

of Roman Antiquities.

Less extensive, but useful and instructive, is the following.

/. B. L. Meierotto. Ueber Sitten und Lebensart der Romer, in

verschiedenen Zeilen der Republik. Berlin, 1814. 8. (Ed. Ph.

Buttmann).

Worthy of mention also is, WilcocVt Roman Conversations, or

Descriptions of the Antiquities of Rome. Lond. 1797. 2 vols. 8.

The following are abridgments

:

Abriss der griech. und romisch, Alterthamer, von Chr. Fried.

Baache. Stendal, 1821.

Roman Antiquities, and Ancient Mythology, for Classical

Schools; by Clis. K. Dillaway. Boston, 1831; 2d ed. 1835.

TAo*. S. Carr, Manual of Rom. Antiquities. Lond. 1836. 12.

3. We may also refer here to Muntfancon's Antiquite Ex-

pliquee, as illustrating by its plates and descriptions i2077ian an

well as Greek Antiquities (cf. § 13).

The following work contains many excellent delineations

!

Raccolta Tavole rappresent. i costumi religiosi, civili e militart

degli antichi Egiziani, Etruschi, Grecie Romani, tratti dagli anti-

chi monumenti,—disegrate, ed incise in rame, da Lorenzo Ro*-

cheggiani. 2 vols. 4. containing one hundred plates each.

As pertaining especially to the subject of costume, we add,

Bardon, Costume des Anciens Peuples. Par. 1786. 2 vols. 4.

A. Lens, Le Costume, ou Essai sur les habillements et let

usages de plus, peupl. de I'Antiquite, prouve par les monument*.

Liege, 1776. 4.

Thos. Hope, The Costume of the Ancients. Lond. 1812. 2 vola

8. with numerous engravings in outline. New ed. Lond. 1841

2 vols. 8.

Particularly, Maillot and Martin, Recherches sur les cos

tumes, les mcEurs, &c. des anciens peuples, &c.—orne de 296

planches, au trait. Par. 1804-6. 3 vols. 4. " The first volum*

contains, in great detail, the costume, manners, &c. of the Ro-

mans, from Romulus to the last emperors of Constantinople.

The engravings are taken from medals and monuments of each

epoch."

4. It is proper also to refer here to works illustrating th»

remains of Roman Antiquity.

See P. IV. §§ 130, 138, 187, 188, 191, ffiS, 243.

F. A. David, Antiquites d'Herculanum. Par. 1780-1 SOX

12 vols. 4.

W. Stukdey, Itinerarium Curiosum, &c. Lond. 1760. 2 vols,

in one, fol. with two hundred copperplates ; containing notices

of Roman monuments in England.

The Publications of the Instituto di Correspondenza Archeo-

logica, a society for archa?x)logical correspondence, founded in

Rome by several distinguished scholars and antiquaries. The

Bulletino ddV Instituto, commenced 1829, contains brief notices

of new discoveries and new works, with other articles of special

interest. By the title of Monurrunti Inediti, the annual volume

of plates is designated. The Annali delV Instituto, the chief

publication, gives essays, reviews, and extended descriptions.

Gerhard, Kestner, Raoul-Rochetle, BOek, Panofka, Hirt, MuUer,

Millingen, &c. have been contributors.

5. On various points it will be qseful so consult Lardrur,

Pauly, Weber, Fosbrote, tc as cited § 13. 5.

Also, F. Sabbathier, Institutions, Manners, and (^istoms of the

Ancient Nations. Translated from the French by P. Stochdale.

W. Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities.

6 Other references to authors on particular topics ire givef

under the sections treating of those topics.

LockharVs Valerius, Bidwer's Pompeii, and War^t Letters

from Palmyra, are fictions professing to exhibit the state of man-

ners in the first centuries after Christ.
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§ 198. We shall treat the Roman Antiquities, as we did the Greek, under

four distinct branches; thus exhibiting separately the affairs of religion^ civil

governmeiit, war, and private life.

I. RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS.

§ 199. As the word religion is of Roman origin, it may be well to notice the

ideas attached to this term in the Latin language. Originally, religio seems to

have signified every sort of serious and earnest exertion, to which one was im-

pelled by external or internal motives. Afterwards, it was used chiefly to ex-

press the included idea of duty towards the Deity and towards fellow-creatures;

and the theory of this, as well as the practice, then took the name of religion.

In the plural number, the word usually designates the regulations and practices

pertaining to the worship and propitiation of the Deity. And, in as much as

the knowledge and practice of duty towards men and the Divine Being will

lead to a certain permanent moral sensibility and conscientiousness of deport-

ment, the word religio was also naturally employed as comprehending in its

meaning this correctness of morals.

§ 200. In inquiring into the origin of the religion of the Romans, we must

revert to the origin of the nation, already noticed (§ 189). There doubtless

existed in Latium, long before the founding of Rome various religious customs

and the worship of various divinities; and it is not easy to trace out their

gradual rise and establishment. By the subsequent colonies from Greece, Elis,

and Arcadia, this native religion received many additions and modifications;

hence the great similarity between the Greek and Roman systems of mythology

and worship (cf. P. II. § 8). In some particulars the Roman traditions differ

from those of the Greeks, where the divinities and their chief attributes are the

same. The Romans also adopted several religious usages not practiced by the

Greeks, as e. g. in relation to auguries and auspices, which were borrowed from

the Etrurians. To the latter source we may chiefly ascribe the great prevalence

of superstition in the earliest part of the Roman history.

§ 201. The religion of the Romans was, like that of the Greeks, intimately

connected with their politics. It was often employed as a means of promoting

secret designs of state, v/hich the projectors knew how to render agreeable and

desirable, by the help of superstition. Thus the inclinations of the mass of the

people were determined by pretended oracles and signs. Many military enter-

prises derived their most effective stimulus from this source; and not seldom

it furnished the strongest motives to patriotic exertion, since love of country

was held to be a religious duty. The pomp of the religious solemnities and

festivals served to foster and to deepen sentiments of awe and fear towards the

gods, and thus contributed to the same end. The purpose and influence of the

gods were considered as effecting much in all events and transactions, and this

belief was greatly confirmed by the artifice of the poets, who sought to impart

dignity to the incidents of their stories, by describing the intervention and agency

of the gods therein.

§ 202. On the first establishment of the city, Romulus made it a prominent

object to render the national religion a means of union between the various and

discordant materials of which the first inhabitants were composed. Still more

carefully was this object pursued by his successor Numa, who is viewed as the

chief author of many of the religious usages of the Romans, which were in part,

as has been suggested, borrowed from the Greeks and Etrurians. His pretend-

ed interviev/s with a supernatural being, the nymph Egeria, secured greater

respect and success in his efforts. The fundamental principles of Numa's
system, being retained, were afterwards carried out more fully and variously.-

As knowledge and sound philosophy advanced among the Romans, the religious

notions of the more intelligent portion were gradually rectified and elevated;

but this was confined to a few, while the great mass adhered to the common
faith, even in the period when the system became inconsistent and cumbrous by

the deification of the emperors.

On Nunia, cf. P. V. § 44".—lor a particular account of the gods worshiped by the Romans, we refer to the part (H.) of this work

which treats of tte sutgect of Mjihology. The Bomiu division or classification of their gods is notii dd in (P. U.) 5 9.
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§ 203. The great number of the Roman deities occasioned a large number of

temples, of which, as some assert, there were in Rome above four hundred [four

hundred and twenty]. The name of temples, templa, however, properly belong-

ed only to such religious buildings as were solemnly consecrated by the atigurs;

by this circumstance, and also by a less simple style of architecture, they were

distinguished from the acdes sacrse, although the names are often used inter-

changeably. Their form was almost entirely in Grecian taste, oblong rectangu-

lar oftener than round. It was customary to dedicate them with various cere-

monies, on laying the foundation and on the completion of the building, and

also after a remodeling or repairing of it.—The principal parts of a temple were

commonly the sanctuary {cella sanctior, adytum), the interior, appropriated for

the ceremonies of sacrifice, and the exterior or court, serving for various pur-

poses. The temples, however, were often used, not only for religious solemni-

ties, but also for meetings of the senate, select councils, and the like. They
usually stood in an open place, and were surrounded with pillars, or at least

ornamented with them on the front.

On the structure of ancient temples, cf. P. IV. 5 234, and references there given. On the temples at Rome, cf. P. I. §§ 58-60.—

See Simon, Temples de rancienne Rome, in the Mem. Acad. Insar. i. 199.

§ 204. The Romans adorned the interior of their temples, as did the Greeks,

with statues of the gods, with other works of sculpture and painting, and with

consecrated oflferings of various kinds, called danaria. Every thing connected

Avith a temple was held as sacred to the god or gods to whom it was devoted.^

A general name for such places as were sacred to the gods, even if no buildings

were there erected, was fanurn. The word dthibrum, on the other hand, had a

more limited meaning, signifying properly only that portion of the temple where

stood the images of the gods, one or more; but it is often used in a more gene-

ral sense. Small temples, or chapels, also places for worship without roofs and

only guarded by a wall, were termed sacella. Among the groves (Juci) conse-

crated to the gods, of which there were thirty-two in the city, those of Vesta,

Egeria, Furina, and Juno Liicina were the most noted.

"§ 205. Altars were sometimes erected apart from any temple, and were then

inscribed merely with the name of the god to whom they were dedicated; usu-

ally, however, they were placed in temples. A distinction was made between

aitaria and arae ; the former were raised higher (cf//a era), and were used for

offering the sacrificial victim; the latter were lower, and were used in offering

the prayer and libation. The former were more usually consecrated to the

celestial gods; the latter, to the infernal. They stood one behind the other, and

w^ere so placed that the images of the gods appeared behind them.

1 u. There was also a third kind of altar, anclabris or enclabris, a sort of table, on

which the sacrificial utensils were placed and the entrails of viciirns were laid by the

Haruspices. The mensa sacra was something still difierent, a table on which incense

was sometimes presented, and offerings not designed to be burned, as various arti-

cles of fruit and food.—Altars were sometimes made of metals, even of gold or some
metal gilded, but more frequently of marble and other stones, commonly of a white

color. Sometimes they were hastily formed of ashes, earth or turf, or the horns of

victims. The form of altars was various, quadrangular oftener than round, Not un-

frequently they were adorned with sculpture and image-work.

Different forms of altars are seen in our Plate XXVII. fig. B, C, m. Fig. t is the evdabris.

Fis. H is a representation of Solomon's altar of burnt offering- (cf. 2Chron. iv. 1); given by Pri-

Jeauj. as drawn according to accounts of the Rabbins; copied and described in Ca/;;i€<, Did.

&c. vol. iii. p. 144, 357, ed. Chariest. 1813.—Fig. E. is an altar erected as a sepulchral monument,
in honor of a Roman emperor; it is highly ornamented wiih sculptures, and bears an inscrip-

tion ; the letters D M stand for Diis .Vanibus. The elevations at the corners in this and in fig.

H, show what is desisnated bv the phrase ''horns of the altar."—In Plate XX. are other forms

of the altnr. In the Sup. Plate 30, are four oth-rs ; on the altar of Jupiter is seen the bust of

the god, and below it an eagle holding a thunderbolt in his claws ; beneath this, in the original

monument, is the inscription, I. O. M. IVSSA OCTAVIA SVCCESSA P.; i. e. Jovi Optimo

Jilaximo, jussa Octaria Successa posuit. On the altar of Bacchus, a Bacchanal is dancing over a

prostrate wine-cup, holding another cup in one hand and the thyrsus in the other. Tne ali-jr

of Xeptune is one of the four discovered at Antium (Nettuno); on it is sculptured Neptune with

the trident in his left hand and a dolphin in his right; above this is inscribed, in the original,

ARA NEPTVNI. The trip.d was often used as the form of an altar to Apollo; the very re-

markable one given in this Plate corresponds to a representation on a silver coin of Consul M.

yEni. Lepidus.—See Mi^n'fahcon (as cited P. II. $ V2\ ii. 242. I.'i2. Sup. ii. 5C.—For various altars

as sepulchral erections, see Montfaucon, vol. v. and Suppl. vol. v.—Roman altars have repeat-

edly been found in England. Archceologia, as cited P. IV. $ 32. 5. vol. iii. p 119, 324
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2. It was common also to adorn altars with filleis or ribins, and garlands of herbs and
flowers. Altars and temples atibrded a place of refuge among the Romans as well as

Greeks (cf. 'S 66), chiefly for slaves from the cruelty of masters, for insolvent debtors

and criminals, wliere it was impious to touch them, although contrivances might be
employed (as e. g. kindhng a fire around them) to force them away, or they might be
confined there until they perished.

§ 206. A great variety of instruments and vessels, vasa sacra, were employed
in the sacrifices offered to the gods.

1 w. The most important were the following : the ax (bipennis, securis, d, d), or

club [malleus, c), with which the victim was first struck; knives for stabbing (cultri,

e, e), and others, long, two-edged, for dividing the flesh and entrails isecespitcs) ; the

censer {thurihulum, 1), and the box containing the substance burnt for incense {acerra

or arcula thuraria, 5) ; a vessel used in dropping the wine upon the sacrifices (guttus)
;

a flat vessel in which the priests and others offering sacrifices tasted the wine {simpti-

lum, b) ; broad dishes or bowls {patercs, i, 2), for wine and the blood of the victims
;

an oblong vase with one or two handles {capedo, capeduncula, capis, o, o) ; vessels to

hold the entrails (oUcb extares) ; plates on which the entrails and flesh were brought to

the altar {lances, dixci, n) ; baskets, particularly to contain the fruit offered {canistra)
;

small tables with three legs (Iripodes) ; an instrument, having a tuft of hair, or the

hke, for sprinkhng the sacred water {aspergillum, f ) ;
pans for the sacrificial fire {prcB-

fericula) ; metallic candlesticks {candelabra, h) to which the lamps were attached.

2. The numerals and letters included in the parentheses with the Latin terms in the above
specification, refer to the fijures thus marlted in our Plate XXVII. The figures marked by the

letters are drawn from Jilnntfaiicon, vol. ii. p. 150. Those marked by the numerals are from
Pompeii, p. 130, as cited P. IV. J 2-26. The Plate exhibits other articles of sacrificial apparatus ;

fig. g shows the sacred fillet (_vitta), which was sometimes hung from the neck ; fig. 4 is a ladle

{lio-ula); fig. 3, a pitcher (wrceit.?, cmZw/?ms) used for the libations; these figures are taken from
sculptured representations on an altar standing in the court of a temple found at Pompeii ; fig.

B e.Tliibits a scene from the same aliar ; a magistrate in his robe is offering sacrifice; he holds

in his hand a patera; the victim is led forward by the popa or ci</fraru/s, who is naked to his

waist with a wreath on his head ; beliind the magistrate is a boy holding a vase or pitcher, and
an older servant bearing a platter {discus)', by his side is a musician blowing the flute, followed

by lictors with their fasces; in the back ground appear the pillars of the temple decorated with
garlands.—Fi?. m also re[)resents a sacrifice ; given by Montfaucon from an ancient coin ; the

augur's wand (?j£mj/,s) is seen in the hand of the principal person. The group of articles in-

cluded in fig. D is drawn from Egyptian monuments, and may serve to illustrate also Hebrew
and likewise Greek and Roman sacred utensils. The observer will notice among them the sho-
vel, the fork of several tines, knives, a vessel like the modern teapot, a fire-pan, jars, bowls,

dishes, &c. cf. Exod. xxv. 29.—Fig. a, is the sacred trumpet (tuba) sounded at hecatombs and
other sacrifices. The straight trumpet was also used at sacrifices, as is seen in Plate XXIX, and
likewise the flute or clarionet, as is seen in Plate XXIX, and Plate XLV.—In Plate XLV. is seen,

hanging from the girdle of a priest (the one that holds the head of the victim) the case (vagina)

for the knives ; the same article is given in the Sup. Plate 31. fig. 18. In this Plate also are

various instruments of sacrifice ; 1, 2, the acerra and thurarium ; 3, enclabris ; 4, thiiribulum, as

given by Montfaucon, differing from the form given in Plate XXVII., fig. 1 ; 5, capis ; 6, 7, 10,

forms of the simpulum ; 8. patera or patella ; 9, the vessel given by Montfaucon as the prsferi-

culnm, which he describes not as a pan for holding the fire, but as a vessel for holding the wine
of the libation ; W , \1 , cnltri ; \%tuba; 13, malleus ; \i, Dolabra; 15, securis ; 16, neva, or seces-

pifa ; 19, discus, a broad shallow platter ; 20, oZZa; 21, lituus ; '22, candelabra ; 23, aspergillumj

aspersorium, or lustrica.

§ 207. The priests were very numerous, and vi'ere formed into certain com-

mon orders, or colleges. These were mostly established by the first kings;

Romulus established the Luperci, Curiones, Haruspices ; Numa, the jP/cmznes,

Veslales, Salii, Jugures, and Feciales. During the republic the Rex sacrorum

and the Epulones were introduced ; and under the emperors some others.—The
Roman priests may be ranged in two general classes ,• those common to all the

gods {omnium deorum sace.rdotes) ; and those appropriated to a particular deity

{uni numini addicti). Of theformer were the Pontifices, Augures, Quindecem-
viri sacris faciundis, Haruspices, Fratres Arvales, Curiones, Epulones, Feciales,

Sodales Titienses, and Rex Sacrorum. Of the latter class were the Flamines,

Salii, Luperci, Potitii, Pinarii, Galli, and Vestales.

§ 208. The first rank was held by the Pontifices, instituted by Numa, origi-

nally only one, subsequently four, then eight, and finally more even to fifteen.

The chief of these was styled Pontifex Maximus, who held the highest priestly

office, dignity, and power. He was appointed at first by the kings, subse-

quently by the college {Collegium) or whole body of Pontifices, but after 104

B. C. by the people. Sylla restored the right to the college, but it was again

taken from them. All the other priests and the vestals were subject to the

Pontifex Maximus.

1 u. He had the oversight of all religious affairs, the regulation of the festivals and
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the solemnities connected therewith, and the keeping of the records of public transac-

tions (aniiales). He was also judge in many questions of right.—His dress was a

toga prcBtexta, and his head-ornament a sort of cap made of the skin of a victim and
called galerus. Augustus assumed this office himself as emperor, which was done
likewise by his successors down to Gratian, who abohshed it.

2. Thoi-e who held the olfice of Fontifex Maximus, are said to have resided in 3
pubhc house called Regia (cf. § 213).—The hierarchy of the church of Rome is thought
to have been established on the model of the Pontifex Maximus and the college of
Pomifices.

L. Bimard, Le Fontificat des Empr. Remains, in the Mem. Acad. huar. xii. 355; xv. 38. Cf. ii. 115. Ou the Roman pon-

tiffs, &c cf. Moyh'i Works, vol. i.—Seaufort, Republique Romaine.

§ 209. The Augurs, in ancient times called auspices, derived their name from
consulting the flight of birds, augurtum, avigerium. They were introduced
from Etruria by Romulus, and established as a regular order by Numa. Their
number was originally three, then four, afterwards nine, and finally increased
by Sylla to fifteen. At first they were taken only from the Patricians, but after

E. C. 300, in part from the Plebeians. Their chief was called Magisttr Culkgii,

and Augur Maximus. Their badges of office were a robe striped with purple
(trabea), a crooked staff (lifuus), and a conical cap (sometimes called apex).
Their principal business was to observe the flight and cry of birds (auspicium),
from which they predicted future events. They also explained other omens and
signs, derived from the weather, the lightning, and the observation of certain

animals, particularly of young fowls and the like.

1 u. In the camp auspices were taken ex acuminibvs, i. e. prognostics were drawn
from the ghttering of the points of the spears by night, or from the adhesion of the
lower points of the standard poles in the ground, where they were planted. The
places where auspices were to be taken or holy edifices were to be erected, were con-
secrated by the Augurs. The order of Augurs continued until the time of '^I heodo-
sius the Great. The public Augurs of the Roman people should be distinguished
from the private Augurs of the emperors.

2. The omens, signa, porteiita, prodigia, from which the Augurs conjectured or
pretended to foretell the future, have been classed in five divisions. (1) From
birds; chiefly the flight of some (alifes), such as eagles, vultures, and buzzards; but
also the chattering and singing of others (oscines), such as the owl (bubo), crow (corvus,
comix,) or cock (gall us). (2) From appearances in the heavens; as thunder, light-

ning, meteors, and the hke.—For taking omens of either of these two kinds the augur
stood on some elevated point {arx, templum), which was frequently called auguralorium,
with his head covered with the loEna, a gown peculiar to the office; alter sacrificing
and offering prayer, he turned his face to the east, and divided the heavens in four
quarters (called templa) with his lituns, and waited for the omen. A single omen was
not considered significant ; it must be confirmed by another of the same sort. In
whatever position the augur stood, omens on the left were by the Romans reckoned
lucky, contrary to the notions of the Greeks (cf % 75); the explanation given of this
disagreement is, that both Greeks and Romans considered omens in the east as lucky

;

but The Greek augur faced tl>e north, and the lucky omens would be on his right,
while the Roman augtir usually faced the south, and therefore had the lucky oniens
on his left. It is certain, however, that omens on the left were sometimes called un-
lucky among the Romans, and the term sinister cs.me to signify unpropit ions, and
dexter to mean propitious. (3) From chickens (pulli) kept in a coop for the purpose,
by the puUarius. The omen was taken early in the morning from their actions when
the augur threw crumbs of corn before them ; if they turned away from it, or ate re-
luctantly, it was an unlucky omen ; if they devoured greedily, very lucky. Taking
this augury was caUed Tripudium, perhaps from the bounding of the corn when
thrown tu the fowls. (4) From quadrupeds, chiefly by observing whether they appear
ed in a strange place, or how they crossed the way, whether to the right or the left

and the like. (5) From various circumstances and events, which may be included
under the term accidents ; among these were sneezing, falling, hearing sounds, see
ing images, spilling salt upon the table, or wine upon one's clothes, and the like.
Omens of this class were usually unlucky, and were called DiroB.
KcnnM, as cited § 197. 2, ch. iv.—Cf. Morin, Leg Augurs; and Simon, Les Presages, in the Mem. de l\icad. del Ittscr. i. 54 ana

129.—Jfaj/o, Mythology, i. 253.

§ 210. The Haruspices wer€ the priests who inspected the entrails of animals
offered in sacrifices, in order to ascertain future occurrences; they were called
extispices. They appeared under Romulus and were established by him; it is

doubtful of what number their college consisted. For some time Etrurians only,
and not Romans, discharged the duties of the office. It was borrowed from the

30 u2
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Etrurians directly, but seems to have been primarily of Asiatic origin; the dis-

covery of the art (Haruspicina) was ascribed by fable to Tages, a son of Jupi-

ter. The number of the Haruspices gradually was increased up even to sixty.

Their overseer was styled Magister Fublicus or Su/nmus Haruspex. From the

different modes and objects of their divination, they were divided into three

classes, exfispices, fulguratores, and prudigiatores. For, besides observing the

entrails of victims and the various circumstances of the sacrifice, as the flame,

smoke, &c., they also were consulted in relation to lightning and places or

buildings stricken by it, and they likewise explained prodigies and dreams.

1 u. In examining the entrails, they observed chiefly their color, their motion, and
the condition of the lieart, and when thev could determine nothing from the appear-

ances, they called them exta muta. On the otiier hand, the term L'dare was used to

signify an auspicious sacrifice.

2. The college of Haruspices had their particular registers and records, as also the other reli-

gious orders had; these seem to have been accounts of their observations, memorials of thun-
der and lightning, and ominous occurrences. Their art was at one time considered so impor-
tant that the senate decreed that a number of youth should be regularly instructed in it ; at a later

period it fell into disrepute ; the emperor Claudius attempted to revive it. Cf. Cicero, De Div.
i. 41, 43. ii. 24, 29, 35. Tacitus, Ann. xi. 15.—Most of the ominous circumstances connected with
sacrifices are alluded to by Firgil (Georg. iii. 486).

§211. The Epu!ones were priests, who attended on the feasts (epulac) of

the gods. There were three first appointed, B. C. 197; by Sylla the number
was increased to seven, called Septemviri Epuhmes, and by Csesar at last to ten.

They had the care of what were called the Lectistemia, when couches were
spread for the gods as if about to feast, and their images were taken down, and
placed on the couches around the altars or tables loaded with dishes; the most
important of these was the annual feast in honor of Jupiter in the Capitol. They
w^ere required to be present also at the sacred games to preserve good order.

Very young persons, even those under sixteen, were often taken for this office;

yet it was so respectable, that even Lentulus, Caesar, and Tiberius performed
its duties. Like the Pontifices, they wore a ioga prseiexta. The viri epulares

must not be confounded with the epulones; the former were not the priests, but
the guests at the repasts spoken of.

§ 212. The Feciaks were a class of priests or officers existing long before the

building of Rome, among the Rutulians and other Italian states. The order

was introduced at Rome by Numa. It continued to the beginning of the impe-
rial authority, and consisted of twenty, sometimes of fewer, members. They
may be considered as a body of priests, whose business chiefly related to treaties

and agreements pertaining to peace and war. The highest in rank was called

Faier patraiiis. It devolved upon him, or the Feciales under him, to give the

enemy the warning, which preceded a declaration of war, and to make the

declaration by uttering a solemn form {darigatio^, and hurling a spear (Jiasta

sariguinea), into the enemy's limits. These priests were also the customary
agents in effecting an armistice or cessation of hostilities. Their presence and
aid was still more indispensable in forniing treaties and at the sacrifices there-

with connected. They were charged also with the enforcing of treaties, and
the demanding of amends for their violation, and also with guarding the security

of foreign ambassadors at Rome.
§ 213. The Rex sacrorum, or Bex sacrificulus, held an office, which was insti-

tuted first after the expulsion of the kings, and probably derived its name from
the circumstance, that originally the public sacrifices were offered by the kings
t,hemselves or under their immediate oversight. Perhaps, as Livy suggests,

the office and name both arose from a desire that the royal dignity might not

be wholly forgotten. This priest had a high rank, and at sacrificial feasts oc-

cupied the first place, although the duties were not numerous, and consisted

chiefly in superintending the public and more important sacrifices. He was
also required at the beginning of every month to offer sacrifice jointly with the

Pontifex Maximus, to convoke the people (^populum calare), and make known
the distance of the Nones from the Calends of the month then commencing.
At the Cftmiiia he offered the great public sacrifice, after which, however, he

ruusi withdraw from the forum, and conceal himself. His wife was called Ec-
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gina sacrorum ; she was also a priestess, and offered sacrifices to Juno. His
residence, freely granted to him, was also often termed JRegia. The office con-

tinued until the time of Theodosius the Great.

See Aml/rosch, Studien und Andeutungen, p. 41.— Cf. L. Schmitz, in Smith's Diet, of Antiq. p. 823,

§ 214. The name of Flamines was given in general to all such priests as

were devoted to the service of a particular deity. The most eminent of them
was the Flamen Dialis, or chief priest of Jupiter. At the first institution of the

order, there were but two besides this, viz.: the Flamen Martialis and the Fin-

men Quirinalis. Afterwards the number rose to fifteen and still higher. They
were divided into majores, who must be Patricians, and minores, who were
taken also from the Plebeians. Their dress was a long white robe with a purple
border (laena), and a cap of conical form {apex) adorned with a twig of olive.

The Flamen Dialis had a lictor, and also a sella curulis and the toga prastexia ,-

his wife was called Flaminica, and aided him in some parts of the worship on
the festivals of Jupiter. This priest likewise held a seat in the senate, and en-

joyed several other privileges, which were peculiar to the Flamines. Many
duties and services were required of the Flamines, especially of the Flamen
Dialis. They were distinguished by names derived from the god to whose ser-

vice they were devoted, as Flamen Nepiunalis, Floralis, Pomonalis ; so of those

belonging to a deified Ceesar, as F\^men Jugustalis, Flavialis, &c.

§ 215. The Salii were priests of Mars Gradivus, and according to the common
opinion had their name from dancing (salire), because on certain festival days
they passed about the city dancing, and singing songs in honor of Mars. They
were first instituted by Numa. The immediate occasion of their institution, ac-

cording to the tradition, was the famous shield, Ancile, said to have been sent

from heaven ; this shield, and the eleven others made exactly like it in order to

hinder its being stolen, which were all guarded by the Vestals, were carried

by the twelve ^alii Palatini, when they made their circuit around the city.

1 u. Their chief and leader in the procession was styled PrcBsul, whose leaping was
expressed by the verb amtruare, and the leaping of the others after him by redamtniare.
They had their appropriate residence {curia SuUorum) upon the Palatine Hill. Besides
the music which accompanied their dancing, they struck their shields together, and
in that way noted the measure of their songs, which celebrated the praises of the

god of war (cf. P. IV. § 114. 4.) and of Veturius Mamurius, the artist who made the
eleven shields.

2 u. The order was highly respected, and was rendered the more so by the acces-
sion of Scipio Africanus as a member, and some of the emperors, especially M. Au-
relius Antoninus. Their term of service was not for life, but only for a certain period.

—The Salii Collini or Quirinales were distinct from this body, and estabhshed by
TuUius Hostilius.

See Liv. i. 20.—Or. Fast. iii. 259. On the Salii, and other classes of priests, cf. GSttlivg, Geschichte der Rom. Staatsverfass.—

See also especially Harlung, Die Religion der Romer.— 7. Gutberlethi de Saliis Martis sacerdotibus apud Romanos liber singularis.

Franequerae, 1704. 8.—Cf. Seidtl, De Saltat. sacr. vet. Rom. Berl. 1S26.—.4. ^peVs Metrik, Th. 2. p. 647.

§ 216. The Liiperci, priests of Pan, were of Arcadian origin, and established

by Romulus. Their name was derived from that designation, which Pan re-

ceived from his guarding the flocks against the wolf, Lupercus {ah arcendo lupos).

His temple was from the same circumstance called I/upercaU and his most cele-

brated festival at Rome, Lupercalia. This festival began about the middle of
February, and was regarded as a season of expiation for the whole city. The
Luperci, on this occasion, ran up and down the streets, naked excepting a girdle

of goat's skin about the waist; they carried in their hands thongs of the same
material, with which they struck those whom they met; the word to express

tthe

action was catnmidiare. A peculiar efficacy was ascribed to these blows,
particularly in rendering married women prolific.

\u. There were three distinct companies {sodalitates) of these priests ; the Fahiajii,

Quiniilia7ii, and Julii. I'he last were of later origin and took their name from Julius

Caesar ; the others were named after individuals, who had been their chief or head
priests.

2 u. The Potitii and Pinarii were not companies or sodalities of Luperci, but priests

of Hercules ; thev were not held in important estimation, ahhoueh their pretended
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during his residence in Italy with Evander, instructed in the rites of his worship the
tribes or families bearing this name, which was afterwards retained by the priests.

§ 217. The Gain were priests of Cybele the great mother of the gods, so

called fronfi the river Gallus in Phrygia, whose water was regarded as possess-

ing singular virtues, rendering frantic those who drank it. The circumstance
of their being castrated is referred to the fable respecting Atys. At the festival

of their goddess, celebrated in March, and called Hiluria (cf. P. II. § 21), these

priests imitated the phrensy of Atys by strange gestures, violent motions, and
self-scourging and cutting. Their chief priest was termed Archigallus. The
order was not highly respected.

§ 218. The Vestals, Virgines Vesfaks, were an order of Priestesses, of very
early origin, devoted to the goddess Vesta. The constant preservation of the

holy fire and the guarding of the Palladium (P. II. § 43, § 67) were the princi-

pal duties of the Vestals. They were first instituted by Numa, four in number;
two were added by Tarquinius Priscus or Servius Tullius, and the number ever

after remained six. Their leader, the eldest, was called Vestalis or Virgo
Maxima. They were selected {capere) between the age of six and ten, particu-

lar regard being had to their descent and their bodily vigor and perfection.

They were obliged to continue in the office thirty years unmarried. The first

ten years were employed in learning the rites, the second ten in performing
them, and the rest in instructing others. Negligence in any of their duties was
severely punished. If any one violated her vow of chastity, she was buried

alive in a place called Campus sceleratus, near the Porta CoUina. Besides the

two principal duties of these priestesses, they were accustomed to offer certain

sacrifices, whose precise object is unknown. They also had the care of some
preparations and services connected with other sacrifices. They enjoyed great

respect, and many privileges; e. g. entire freedom from parental control; au-

thority to deliver froin punishment a criminal, who accidentally met them ; cer-

tain revenues of lands devoted to them ; the attendance of a lictor, whenever
they went out; a public maintenance, and release from the obligation to take

an oath. Their office was abolished under Theodosius, on account of its ex-

pense.

For representations of Vestals, see Plate XXVIII. and explanations given P. 11. § 67.—Cf. Nadal, Dupuy, &c. as there cited.

§ 219 a. A few words must be added respecting the other classes of priests

before named (cf. § 207). The Quindecemviri sacrisfaciundis had the care of the
Sibylline books (cf. § 226). The Fratres Arvales served especially at the festi-

val called Jimbarvalia (cf. P. II. § 63), when the fields were dedicated and
blessed, these priests passing over them in procession (cf. P. IV. § 114), with
a crowd of attendants. The Sodales Titii or Tatii had their name from the

Sabine king Titus Tatius : each tribe had seven of them. There were also
Sodales Augustales, or priests in honor of Augustus. The Curiones were thirty

priests, who performed the sacred rites common to the several Curia?.

1. Each of the CuricB had a president or priest called Curio ; these thirty priests

formed a college under a chief president termed Curio maximus. Cf. § 2d1 ; also

P. I. §61.
2 u. The priests of all the various classes had their assistants and servants (.mi?iistri).

Among these were the waiting boys and maids, cainilli and camiUce ; the assistants of
the priests who offered sacrifices, fiaminii and jlamincB ; the keepers of the temples,
ceditui or ceditumni ; those who brought the victims to the altars and slew them, popcB,
vidimarii, cultrarii. The tihicines, tuhicines, fdici7ies, &c., who accompanied the
sacrificial rites with music, forined hkewise another fraternity,

3. The mijstagocri were those who initiated others into mysteries ; the name is also given to
those \yho showed to visiters the curiosities of the temples. By some late writers the priests
were divided into three classes} antistites, chief priests ; sacerdo^es, ordinary priests ; and mi-
nistri, meanest priests.

§ 219 b. Respecting the emoluments of the Roman priests httle is known. When
Romulus first divided the Roman territory, he set apart what was sufficient for the
performance of sacred rites, and for the support of temples. Numa is said to have
provided a fund for defraying the expenses of religion, and to have appointed a stipend
Istipendium) for the Vestals; the Augurs also and the Curiones are said to have re-

ceived an annual stipend ; but there is no evidence that the priests received any regu-
lar salary, except as it may seem probable from the instances specified. Yet there
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can be no doubt- that, in some way or other, sufficient provision was made for their
support.—Two priests, the Pontifex Maximus and the Flamen Diahs, were by virtue
of their office members of the senate. All the priests held their offices without respon-
sibihty to the civil magistrate ; and with few exceptions were allowed to hold other
offices both civil and military.

Cf. Ci'c De Leg. ii. 9.—Lib. xxxviii. 47 ; mix. -IS.—Dimyt. Hai. iv. 8.—Also, Liv. i. 20.—Dionyt. ii. 6, 7.—Tac. Ann. iv. 16

—See H. Bthdiuj, De Sacerdotiis Rom. in SaUaigrt, vol. m.—BuHsny, Les honneurs accordes aux pretres, *c in the Mtm. Acad.

Inscr. xxxi. 108.

Representations of priests, from ancient monuments, may be seen in Plates XIX., XX.,
XXVII., XXVIII., XXIX., XLV., XLVI. ; also in the Sup. Plates 28, 29, 32.—In Plate XXVIII.,
the two figures marked Priests are taken from a bas-relief found at Autun {.Aus-vstoduiium, cf.

P. I. J 17) ; they represent two Druidce, or priests of the religion of the ancient Gauls and Bri-
tons ;

both have an)ple robes, and long beards; one, who is perhaps the .Arch-Druid, wears a
crown of oak leaves and holds a scepter, the other holds a crescent or half-moon.
Respecting the Druids, see Fotbrokt, Encyclop. of Aniiq. p. 768.—G. Biggins, The Celtic Druids. Lond. 1827. 4.—The work

entitled ^'Identity of the Rdigioni called Druidical and Hd/rew.^—Montfaucon, vol. ii. p. 4M.—Mayo, Mythology, vol. ii. p. 209.

—Edinb Encyclop.

§ 220. Of the vast multitude cf religious customs among the Romans, we
will notice first some of those pertaining to their prayers to the gods. They
prayed with the head covered or vailed (capitevelato). They bowed themselves
down to the ground, in this posture moved around completely from right to left,

placed their right hand on the mouth (adorafio), and directed their face towards
the east, where the altars and images of the gods were placed. In a higher
degree of devotion they cast themselves upon their knees, or prostrated the

whole body upon the ground. They were accustomed to lay hold of the altar

and to make offerings of meal and wine with their prayers. The prayer was
not always offered with an audible voice. Public prayers {precaiionts) were
made by a priest or a magistrate. The most solemn prayer of this kind was
that before the Comitia, by the Roman consul. Thanksgivings {suppUcationes)

were also public and general, for the purpose of entreating, appeasino-, and
praising the gods; in which view the people made a solemn procession to the

temples. Public occasions of this sort were called suppUcationes ad pulvinaria
deorum ,• these pulvinaria were a sort of couches or stools with cushions or

pillows (pulvini), on which were placed the statues of the gods. They were
also termed suppMcia, and were appointed in honor of particular deities, or of

all the gods united. The prayers offered on these occasions were called obse-

crationes, which term usually has reference to the averting of danger.
Burigny, Les prieres des Paiennes, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xlii. p. 2'.—Morin, Baisemains, &c. {adcnraiio), in the same

Mem. vol. iii. p. 69.

There is no evidence that public religious instruction formed any part of the duty of priests, or was ever connected with public

worship, which consisted wholly in performing such rites as are above specified, and in offerings and sacrifices. Nothing like preach-

ing or sacred oratory was known.

§ 221. The sacrifices of the Romans (sacrificia) were very various. They
were offered either at stated times {stata, solennia), or on particular occasions

(ex aczidente nata). Animal sacrifices were termed hostise or victimae ,• the original

difference between these words, viz. that the former designated a sacrifice offered

on going out againsi a foe, and the latter a sacrifice on returning victorious, is as

little regarded by ihe writers, as another distinction, which makes the former
a smaller and the iattei a greater sacrifice.

1 u. The animals must be without blemish, and were therefore previously selected.

They were brought to the ahar, ornamented, like the person offering them, with gar-
'•ands of flowers; the horns of bullocks and rams were decked with gilt, and white
.dllets were hung over their necks. The wilHng approach of the victim was considered
is a favorable omen; reluctance and resistance on the other hand as unfavorable ; the
act of bringing the victim forward was called admovere. The priests then commanded
all the profane to depart, and another priest ordered silence (Unguis favete). Xhen
followed the prayer to the gods, and after it the offering of the victim. 'J'he knife and
the altar were consecrated for the purpose, by sprinkling them with a mixture of salt

and the meal of new barley or spelt roasted {mola salsa). The head of the victim was
sprinkled with the same, and this is what is properly expressed by the word immolare,
although it is often synonymous with mactare.

2 m. The cuZ<rariMs, whose business was to kill the victim, having asked, Agone?
and the consul, praetor or priest having answered, Hocase, then struck the animal in

the forehead with his ax or mallet ; another, next cut or stabbed him in the throat

;

and a third caught the blood in a sacrificial vase. The entrails were then examined
bv the haruspex, and if they were found favorable, were, after being cleansed, laid on
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the altar and burned. Sometimes the whole animal was burned {holocaust urn); but
usually only a part, the rest being assigned to the sacrificial feast, or to the priests.

Upon the burning flesh incense was scattered, and wine was poured out; the latter

constituted the libation, and wa§ accompanied with a formal address to the deity,

accipe lihena. In early times milk was used in the libation instead of wine. After all

came the feast, of which the priests and those who presented the sacrifice partook in

common, and which was usually accompanied with music and dancing, and often fol-

lowed with games.

3. Music also usually accompanied the offering of the sacrifice, as is shown by the monuments
represented in our Plates. Compare Plate XXVII. fig. B, where are seen two long straight
trumpets; Plate XXIX. where, besides the trumpets, the double flute is played by a boy, who is

adorned with a wreath on his head, as are also most of the officiating priests ; Plate XLV.,
where the flute and the tympanum are introduced (cf. P. II. $ 91. 2),

4. There were sacrifices without blood ; made by libations usually of wine, but also

of other fluids; by burning incense or fragrant wood, such as cedar, fig, and myrtle;
and by offering/ryji as a tribute or tithe from the harvest iprimitice) and also sometimes
cakes [liba) made of flour and honey or of wax.

5. Illustrations of the pouring out of libations are given in Plate XXVII. fig. C, and in Plate
XX. ; ill the latter is also seen the off'ering of fruit or cakes, together with a libation ; it is from
a sculpture in ivory, representinir a sacrifice without blood to Mercury ; a female is taking some-
tliing from a cylindrical vase, while a servant {Camilla) holds a discus of fruit or cakes and a
vessel containing the libation.—In the same plate is the representation of a bloodless sacrifice

to Diana, from a bas-relief on the Arch of Constantine (cf. P. IV. J 188. 2). The image of the
goddess, with a crescent on her head and a spear in her right hand, standing on a pedestal, is

seen between two trees; on one of which is fixed the head of a wild boar (aptr) ; the altar is in

front of the image ; three milites hastati are in attendance, while the emperor Trajan, holding in

one hand a volume, with the other hand empties a patera upon the flame. In Plate XLVI. is

a representation of the sacrifice of a bull to Jupiter Capitolinus by the emperor Marcus Aurelius,
drawn from a remarkable anaglyph at Rome. Cf. P. IV. { 188. 3.—In the Sup. Plate 32 is a
beautiful representation of the animal sacrifice performed by priests, and of the sacrifice with
out blood conducted by priestesses, one of whom is pouring a libation from a vessol which is

perhaps the capedo (cf. $ 206).

§ 222. It was very common among' the Romans to make vows {yota), which
generally consisted in promises to render certain actual acknowledgments or

returns, provided the gods should grant the requests of those making the vows.
A person doing this was said vota facere, concipere, suscipere, nuncupare, and
was called voti reus,- to fulfil the promise was voia solvere, reddere ; he who
gained his wish was said to be voti damnatus, voti compos. Sometimes the

thing desired was itself termed voium. Often public vows were made for the

benefit of the whole people; these were considered as the most binding. The
vow was usually written upon a wax-tablet, which was preserved in the temple
of the god to whom it was made.

1 u. Those who had survived shipwreck, especially, were accustomed to hang up in

the temple of some god (Neptune often) pictures representing the circumstances of then
danger and deliverance {tahulxE votivce). Similar pictures were sometimes carried about
by them in order to obtain charitable relief.

2 u. Among the vows of a private nature were those, which a person made to Juno
Lucina or Genius, on a birth-day (i;o/a nataliiia); those made when boys, on passing

from childhood, cut oflf their hair and dedicated it to Apollo {vota capiUitia); the vows
of the sick in case of recovery; the vows of those in shipwreck for escape ; of those

on journeys by land. It also became a custom for subjects to make vows for the wel
fare of their emperors, which were renewed after the fifth, tenth, or twentieth year of
their reign, and therefore called quinquennia, decennalia or vicennalia.
U. Dodwell, de diebus veterum nataUtiis. in his Prslca. Acad. Ox. 1692, S. p. 153.

§ 223. The dedication of the temples, sanctuaries and altars (dicatio), was
one of the religious solemnities of the Romans. This was originally performed

by the kings, afterwards by the consuls, and often also by two magistrates ap-

pointed for the purpose and called duumviri dedicandis templis. The senate

must first decree the service; the Pontifex Maximus must be present at the so-

lemnity and pronounce the form of dedication, which was accompanied with

acclamations from the people. Sacrifices, games, and feasts then followed.

On the ceremoniesat Ihe dedication of a temple, see Tacitus, Hist. iv. 53.—Cf. Hooke's Rom. Hist. vol. x. p. 232, as cited P. V
§299 7

1 u. Similar to this was the ceremony of consecration {consecratio) ; only, the latter

expression was applied to a great variety of particular objects, e. g. statues, sacred

utensils, fields, animals, &.c. Eesecration, on the other hand, was a private trans-

action, in which the people or individuals were freed from theh vows; this was also

called religione solvere.

2. The term inauguratio was sometimes used as synonymous with dedicatio and
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consecralio; but it'was in general the ceremony by which the Augurs sought the plea-

sure or sanction of the gods in respect to any thing decreed or contemplated by men

;

it was a ceremony therefore used not only in dedication, but in introducing a priest or a
magistrate into office, and in entering upon any important engagement. Cf. S> 209.

3 u. Execration was imprecating evil on an enemy.

—

Evocation of the gods was a
solemn rite by which {certo cannine) they called upon the gods of a besieged city {evocare)

to take the side of the Romans. It was attended with sacrifices and consultation of the
entrails.

§ 224. Expiation was a solemnity desigrned to appease offended gods, and
the sacrifice or propitiatory offering was called piaculum.. Much more frequent

and various were the lustrations or purifications (Justrationes), both public and
private.

1 u. Public lustrations were occasionally connected with certain festivals ; the private

were annually repeated in the month of February.—It was customary before the march
of an army or the sailing of a fleet to appoint a lustration, not for reviewing the forces,

but to purify them by sacrifices.

2. After the taking of the census, which was done at the end of every five years, a
purifying sacrifice was made, consisting of a sow, a sheep, and a bull, which were
carried round the whole assembly and then slain. The sacrifice was called suovetaurilia,

and he who performed it was said condere lustrum. The name lustrum is said to have
been applied to it, because at that time all the taxes were paid by the farmers-general
to the censors (tVom luere to pay) ; the term is also used to signify a space of five years,
because the ceremony was performed always at the end of that period. The verb
lust rare expressed the act of purifying, and as in doing this the victims were carried

round, the word naturally obtained another meaning, viz. to go around, to survey. The
lustrum was always made in the Campus Martins.

In Plate XXIX. is a fine representation of the Suovetaurilia, or sacrifice to Mars, drawn from
ancient marbles sculptured in bas-relief: the priest, probably Trajan the emperor, with a veil
upon his head, approaches a double altar crowned with laurel; a servant (camillus) stands by,
holding ihe acerra; another plays upon the double tibia ; two soldiers blow the tuba; behind
the emperor is a priest or servant bearing the vessel considered by Montfaucon as the proeferi-
culum ; others are leading forward the three victims ; in attendance are several soldiers and
standard-bearers ; a rich fillet lies upon the back of the bull; all the priests are crowned with
laurel. Cf. Montfaucon, ii. 1S9, and Sup. ii. 73.

3. The expiation made on the appearance of some prodigy, was often very solemn and impos-
ing. '* The senate, after having ordered the Sibylline bioks to be consulted by those who had
the keeping of them, to see what was to be done on those occasions, ordinarily appointed days
oi fasting ; as a\so festivals, especially the Lectisternia ; public prayers; and sacrifices. Then
you might have seen the whole city of Rome, and in imitation of her the other cities of the em-
pire, in mourning and consternation ; the temples adorned ; the Lectisternia prepared in the
public places; expiatory sacrifices repeated over and over again. Ihe senators and patricians,
their wives and their children, with garlands on their heads, every tribe, every order, preceded
by the ligli Priest am] the Duumviri, inarched gravely through the streets ; and this proces.sion
was accompanied by the youth singing hymns, or repeating prayers, while the Priests were
offering sacrifices in the temples and invoking the gods to avert the calamities with which they
imagined themselves to be threatened."

§ 225. The oaths [jusjurandum, jiiramentum) of the Romans, which were
regarded as holy and inviolable, may be divided into public and private. The
first were taken by the magistrates before the Tribunal (cf § 243. 1) often also

by the whole senate, the generals, the whole army, all the citizens at the census,
and every single soldier. To the latter class belonged judicial oaths, and such
as pertained to marriage. They were usually taken before the altars of the
gods, who were thus invoked as witnesses; not unfrequently sacrifices were at

the same time offered. Persons taking an oath in a prescribed form were said
concepiis verbis jurare.

1. Witnesses in civil proceedinsrs sometimes confirmed their testimony by an oath ; and in all
public trials (cf. J 2bl) were required to do it. Perjury was punished, yet, so far as appears, not
more severely than false testimony (falsuvi) without oath.—Swearing seems to have been in-
dulged freely in common life and ordinary conversation ; such e.xpressions as the following
w?ere freq-.ient ; Hercle, or Mehercle; Pol, ^depol, Perpol ; per Jovem

; per superos ; viedius
Jidius ; dii me perdant, or interficeant, &.C.

Britsonius, De Formul. &c.—i. C. ralcheiiaer, De Ritibus in Jurando a veteribus, ia /. Odrick's Collect. Opusculorum. Brem.

1768. 4.

2 u. What was called devotio consisted in a voluntary surrender of one's self (devovere) to
capital danger or to violent death, in order to rescue his country or the life of a person particu-
larly dear. Sometimes the term was applied, when a conqueror assigned {devovehat) a captured
city or army to destruction, or when an individual was punished.

§ 226. The Romans had no oracles themselves ; but in cases of importance,
they resorted to those of Greece, particularly to the Delphic. Roman supersti-

tion, however, found nearer sources of information respecting the will and decla
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rations of the gods. Besides the use of their augurium and extispiscium, they
had recourse to the Sibylline Books, or the pretended prophecies of the Sibyl of
Cumae.

1 u. These Books were received from the Sibyl by Tarquinius Superbus (see P. V.
^ 16). They were kept with great care in a stone vanh under ground in the Capitol,
in the custody of the Quindecemviri sacrisfaciundis (of. § 219). In important emergencies,
in general disasters, when omens were inauspicious, or circumstances were perplexing,
they consulted the Sibylline predictions, and endeavored thence to ascertain how the
offended deities could be appeased.

2 m. The burning of the Capitol, B. C. 84, occasioned the destruction of these books

;

there were attempts to restore some parts of them from fragments and quotations. The
pieces now extant under this name, however, are in all probability not genuine, but of
later origin.

§ 227. The use of lots (sortes), in order to ascertain the result of an affair or

iindertaking, was very common with the Romans. They were small tablets or

blocks [tali) of wood or metal, on which certain words or marks were inscribed,

which were kept in an apartment in the temple of Fortune. The most famous
were those in the temple of this goddess at Praeneste, which in early times were
very frequently employed.

1 u. Those at Antium were also renowned ; those at Caere and Falerium disappeared,

as it was pretended, miraculously. Sometimes lots of this sort were provided and kept
for domestic use. Those who foretold the future by means of lots were called Sortilegi.

Of. Cic. de Divinat. ii. 41.—£t"i). xx'i ?2. xiii. X.—Du Resnel, Rechercbes Histor. sur les Sorts appelees par les Payens, Sortei

VirgilUnse, &c. in Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. six.

2. Besides the use of lots and the practice of augury (cf ^ 209), other artifices were
employed among the Romans by those who pretended to foretell the future. Some
professed to do it by consulting the stars, and were called AstraJogi,]\Ialhematici, or

Genelhliaci, and sometimes Chald<Bi or Babylonii, as the art was first practiced in Chal-

d.-ea. Others professed to interpret dreams, Conjectores; others to have an internal

afiiatus or inspiration, Harioli, Vaticinatores. Insane persons were supposed to fore-

know the future; in which class were the Ceriti, those rendered insane by Ceres; the

Lymphati, rendered so by the water-nymphs; Lunaiici, by the moon; Fanatici, by
the spirit of the Fauni, or of Faunus, the first builder of a fane {faniim). In short many
of the Grecian arts of divination (cf § 75) were practiced among the Romans.

3. Magical arts, although prohibited, seem to have been employed among the Ro-
mans

;
perhaps, however, chiefly by Greeks and other foreigners. Some passages in

Horace clearly indicate that magical pretensions were openly avowed at Rome. Pliny

speaks of magic as a most fraudulent art, that has had sway in all the world.—The
Romans generally admitted the notion that certain persons had the power of fascinating

others {fascinatio), by darting an evil look upon them ; which the Greeks termed
BacKavia (of. § 75. 6). To avert such malignant influences, an amulet of some kind was
sometimes worn on the neck, c-d\\edfasci7iu7n (cf P. II. § 91. 2).

See ArdiSBologia (as ;iled P IV. § 243. 3.) vol. xix. p. 70, on an antique Bas-relief supposed to represent the fascination by the evil

eye —K. Alsarius, De Invidia et Fascino Veteruui, in Grxvius, vol. xu.— Class. Jcurn. vnl. xxxvi. p. 1S5, on the magic of the

Greeks and Romans.—Le Blond, sur Magie, in the Mem.de I'Jnslitut, 01 ass e de Lil. et Beaux Arts, i. 81—Bonamy and Blan-

chard. La Magie, &c. in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vii. 23. xii. 49. Cf Hor. Epod. 5. and \1.—Plin. Hist. Nat. xxx. \.—Sulvtrte, Des

Sciences Occultes, ou Essaie sur la Magie. Par. 1829. 2 vols. 8.

§ 228. The division of the year was made at Rome a care of the priests, and

therefore falls under the head of religious affairs. Without noticing the various

changes in this, we may remark that Romulus, Numa, and Julius Caesar were

the authors of the principal methods of dividing and computing the year. The
month was divided into three parts by the Calends, Nones, and Ides, and in

computing the days of the month, the Romans reckoned backwards from these

three fixed points.

1 u. The day was reckoned from sunrise to sunset. This space was divided into

twelve hours Qiotcb) which of course were of different length at the different seasons of

the year; hence the phrase /(ora hibernia, equivalent to hora brevissima. The night

was hkewise divided into twelve hours (P. I. ^ 187), and also into four watches {vigiU<s).

The use of sun-dials (soZano), and of water-glasses {clepsydra:), seems to have been in-

troduced at a comparatively late period.

2. The dial is said to have been invented at Lacediemon in the time of Cyrns the Great. The
first one at Rome was set up B. C. about 260.—The clepsydra (K\erpvSpa) was invented at Alex-

andria, and carried thence to Athens and afierwaids, B. C. about 160, introduced at Ronie. "It

was formed by a vessel of water, having a minute perforation in the bottom, through which the

water issued (stealing out, KXlxptg vcuip) drop by drop, and fell into another vessel, in which a

ight body floated, having attached to it an index or graduated scale. As the water increased
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in the receiving vessel, the floating body rose, and by its regularly increasing hefght furnished

an approximation to a correct indication of time." (Bigelow's Technology, p. 365.)— It was so
constructed, that the orifice for letting out the water could be accommodated to the varying
length of the Roman hours. A servant was employed, whose business it was from time to time

to examine the water-clock, and report the hour to his master.

See the account of the divisions of time among the Romans, the day, month, and year, given under Chronology ; cf. P. I. 5§ 187,

188, 191-193.—To the references there given we add Dissen, De Partibus Noctis et Diei, &c. in his Kleine Schrijien.

§ 229. The Romans had a multitude of festival days, set apart for the service

of the gods, and celebrated with sacrifices, banquets, and games; these were
called dies festi. The days called dies fasti were those on which no assembly
of the people or senate was held, but the praetor administered justice ; days, on
which he could not do this, were termed nefasti. Days, of which only a part

of each could be appropriated to business, were called infercisi ,- those wholly
resigned to business, profesii. Such as were considered inauspicious were
called dies religiosi ,- among these they reckoned especially the first days after

the Calends, Nones, and Ides ; which they named pustridiani. The festival

days were termed also feriae, dies feriati, from the cessation of common
business.

1. The Roman festivals were either public, observed by the whole nation {fericB pnblicce),or

private, observed by families and individuals (ferite private). Private festivals were held or.

days deternnned by the parties interested; being designed to commemorate births, marriages,
deaths, or other important events in domestic history. The public included the ferim stattv,B,

those of regular occurrence on certain fixed days; the ferits conceptivm, those held on days annu-
ally appointed by civil magistrates or by the priesthood (jus pvntificium); and the feria: impera-
tiyffi, those held on special emergencies by command of the consul, the praetors, or a dictator.

As above mentioned all common business was suspended on the public ferim, the sancity of
which was violated if the rex sacrorum, or any of the flamives, saw any. person at work. The
great number of the feriae and the length of their continuance sometimes interfered with the
proper discharge of the public affairs of the state. Marcus Aurelius ordained that two hundred
and thirty days of the year should be open for business, and the remaining days might be ferice.

The festivals commonly had particular names, but some were designated by a distinctive epi-
thet applied to the common name; as, e. g. Feria Latince, commemorating the alliance between
the Romans and Latins; Ferim Sementivm, in seed-time, to pray for a good crop.—The J^'undiiKB

were sometimes reckoned among the Ferice; ihey were regular days on which the people from
the country assembled to expose their various commodities for sale, market days ; called Kandinae,
because they occupied every ninth day (Ov. Fast. i. 54).—It was the business of the Poiitifices

to prepare annually a register called Kalendarium, or Fasti Kalendares, or Fasti Sacri, in which
the days were marked in each month and distinguished according as they belonged to the differ-

ent classes above named ; and the various festivals were mentioned as they were to take place
through the year. The Fasti Kalendares are to be distinguished from the Fasti Jinnales: the latter

were registers of the magistrates; of which the most important were those termed Fasti Consulares.

Hartung, Die Religion der Romer.—.fi. Hospinian, De Testis Diebus Judseorum, Grsecorum, Romanorum, et Turcarum. Tigur.

1593. fol.

—

Couture, Les pastes, in the Afem. jlcad. Inscr. i. 60.— De la Xauze, Calendrier Remain, in the same item. &c. vol. xxvi.

p. 219.—Cf. Port Royal Lat. Grammar.—Several Fragments of Calendars are given in Grssvius, vol. viii.—A Calendar from Pauly't

Real-Encyclopadie is given in Smith's Diet, of Antiq—Respecting the Caiendarium Prsnestinum, see P. IV. § 133. 6.—Respect-

ing the Foiti Jinnales or Bistonci, see P. V. § 508.

§ 230 1. Of the numerous Roman festivals, we will mention some of the

principal, in order of the months.

January, 1st day. The festival of Janus, on
the first day of the year, on which, in later
times, the Consuls entered upon their office.

The presents customary on this day were called
strenm; they were sent from clients to their
patrons, from citizens to the magistrates, and
from friends to one another. 9th. The j?o-o-

nalia, also in honor of Janus. 11th and 15th.
The Carmentalia, to the goddess Carmenta,
an Arcadian prophetess, mother of Evander.

-25th. The Sementinm, or festival of seed

ralia, to the Manes, accompanied with a solemn
expiation or purification of the city, called fe-
bruatio, whence the name of the month itself.

It continued from the 18th to the end of the
month, during which time presents were car-
ried to the graves of deceased friends and rela-

tives, and the living held feasts of love and rt-

conciliation. 21st. Terminalia, to Terminus,
the god of boundaries.
March. On the first day, with which in

early times the year began, a festival to Mars,
accompanied with the Jimharvalia, which dif- on which the procession or war-dance of the
fered from the festival of the same name in Salii was made (cf. $ 215); called also the fes-

May ; on which they passed over the fields with I tival of the shields; it lasted three days.
the animals to be slain in sacrifice. 30th.

j

6th. Ffs^aiia, different from that held iri June.
The festival of Peace (Pax), first established by 17lh. Liberalia, to Bacchus, but different

Augustus. 31st. The festival in honor of the from the Bacchanalia. 19th. Quinquatria, to
Penates, or household gods.

|

Minerva, named from its duration of five days :

February. 1st. The Lucaria, in memory of the last day called Tubilustrium, because the
the asylum formed by Romulus, or of the re- trumpets used in sacred rites were then puri
fuge (hicus) of the Romans after the sack of fied. 23d. Hilaria, to Cybele, whose sacrec?

their city by Brennus.—This day was also dedi- image was during it sprinkled and purified.
cated to Juno Sospita. 13lh. Faunalia. in called also Lavatio Matris Deum.
honor of Faunus and the Sylvan gods, repeated April. On the 1st day, Veneralia, the festival

5th December. 15th. Lvpercnlia, to Lvceean of Venus, to whom the whole month was dedi-
Pan (cf $ 216). ITth. Quirivalia, to Romu- cated. (Cf. Scholl, Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. iii.

lus, deified by the name Quirinus 18th. Fe- p. 24). 5th. Megalesia, to Cybele, whose
31 X
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priests, the Galli (cf. $ 217), on this made their games in honor of Mars. 13lh. To Diana.
procession. 12th. CereaZia, to Ceres, attended 17th. Portumnalia, to Portumnns, the god
with games. 15. Fordicidia, to the gnddess of harbors. Ibth. Covsualia, to Consus, the
Telliis, for tiie purpose of averting a dearth or god of counsel or rather to Equestrian Neptune,
scarcity, on occasion of wiiich Numa instituted The seizure of the Sabine women was com-
the festival; each Curia furnished a pregnant memoraled the same day. 21st. f^inalia (_lhe

cow (forda) to be sacrificed to Tellus. 2]st. ' second), or festival of the vintage to Jupiter
PaZiZfa, a rural, country festival to Pales, god- and Venus. 23d. Vulcanalia, to Vulcan as
dess of cattle.— 22d. Vinalia, repeated in Au-

j

the god of fire, for security against conflagra-
gust, to consecrate to Jupiter the growth of the tions. 25th. Opeconsivaj to Rhea, or Ops, or
vine in Italy. 23. RobigaUa,\.o the god Ro- fruit-beaririH Earth.
bicus, that he might protect the grain from September. On the 1st day, to Jupiter Jlfai-

blighiing (a ruhigine) 26th. FLralia, to Flo- 'mnctes. 4th. Ludi Magni, or Roviani, in the
ra or Chloris, attended with games (cf. $ 236). Circus, to Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva; they

30th. The festival of the Palatine Vesta, in-
j

lasted from the 4th day to the 12th. 13th. The
stituted by Augustus.

|
ceremony of fixing a nail {claims figendus) in

May. On the first day, the FesfiraZ to <^e
i
the temple of Jupiter, by a dictator appointed for

Lares Prdstites, and the ceremonies by night to the purpose, to avert contagious pestilence.
Bona Dea, performed by the vestals' and wo-;23lh. To \enws Genetriz. 20\\\. Meditrinalia,
men alone. 2d. Compitalia, to the Lares in for tasting new wine before the vintage ; that
the public ways. 9th. Lemnria, to the Lemu- this festival was sacred to a goddess of health,
res, or wandering spirits of deceased ancestors named JMeditrina, is as doubtful as the existence
and relatives on the father's side (cf. P. 11. JJ of the goddess herself.
110,111). 15th. Festum Mercatorium, to yier- \ October. 12th. Angustalia, properly gamea
cury, for merchants (cf. P. II. $ 56). 23d. in honor of Augustus, instituted after the close
Vuicanalia, to Vulcan, called also Tuhilustria of his campaigns, particularly the Armenian,
''rotii the purifying of the sacred trumpets.

;

B. C. 19 or 20. 13th. Fovtin'alia, in which the
June. On the first day were several festi- public fountains were crowned with garlands.

vals, to Dea Carna, Juno jMoveta, Mars Extra-
\

15th. To Mars, chiefly a horse-race on the
mu ravens, and TempestHs. 3d. The festival Campus Martius, at the end of which a horse
to Bfllona. 4ili. To Hercules. 'Jth. Vesta- was offered in sacrifice. 19th. The .Irmilus-
lia, to Vesta, in memory of the gift of bread to triinn, or review-muster, celebrated only by
men. Food was sent to the Vestals to be of-
fered to the gods ; and the asses, which turned
the mills, were decked with garlands and led
in procession. 10th. Matralia, to Matuta,
celebrated by Roman matrons ; also a festival,
on the same day, to Fortmta Virihs, by wonien

soldiers, and in full armor.
November. 13th. A feast dedicated to Jupi-

ter, Epuliim Jovis. 15th. Ludi Plebeii, in the
theatre, or the circus ; they were also frequent-
ly held al other times not defined.
Dece.mber. 5th. Faunalia, kept by thn peo-

and to Cnvcord:a. 13th Quinquatria ( paria), pie of the country, as the same in February
designed for the improvement and pleasure of was by the inhabitants of the city 17lh.
those, who had the care of the music in the SaZiirnaZw, one of the most famous festivals of
worship of the gods. 16th. Purifying of the Rome, originally limited to a single day, after-
temple of Vesta. 19th To Siimmiinus, i e. wards e>tefided over three, four, and more. It

probably to Pluto. 24lh. Fortuna Fortis. for was a festival of leisure and general joy, in
people of the lower classes. 30th. To Her- memory of the golden period in Italy under the
cules and the ]Muses. government of .Saturn. During it slaves were

Ji LY. On the first day the occupants of placed on a footing of equality with their mas-
hired houses changed their residence. 5th. ters. Many of the peculiar customs and sports
Lvdi Jlpollinares, with sacrifices. 6th. To were similar to those of the Carnival, or Christ-
FeiMMle Fortune, in memory of Coriolanus with- mas Festival, of m.odern Home. 8. e Coleman's
drawing his army from the city (,Liv. ii. 40). Chr. Antiq p. 435.—The work entitled /iowe iw
• 7ih. To Juno Caprotina, for young women, the J^ineteertth Century, vul. iii. p. 240. i9th.

15. To Castor and Pollux. 2.3d. J^eptu- Opalia, to the goddess of Ops. The Compi-
nalia. 25th Farinalia, to the goddess Furina. talia, to the Lares of the crossways, were often
AiGUsT. On the 1st day a festival to the held shortly after the Saturnalia, as well as in

go(jdess of Hope; and gladiatorial sports and other months.

,/§ 231. The public games {ludi) among the Romans, as well as among the

Greeks from whom the former borrowed them in part, were viewed as festival

occasions in honor of the gods. Tliese games were usually at the expense of

the stale, sometimes at the expense of individuals, particularly the emperors.
They were different in their character, as well as in the time and place of their

celebration. Many were held annually, or after a period of several years, at a
time fixed or variable; many also arose from particular occasions; hence the

variety in distinctive appellations; e. g., ludi s/o/z, imperativi, instauralivi,

vofivi, quinquenimles, decennales, secularcs, ludraJes. &c. Names were given
also in reference to their character, and the place where they were celebrated ;

e.g., ludi circenses, capilolini, scenici, piscatorii, iriumphales, funebres. Only
the most famous of these games can here be noticed.

§ 232. The first to be mentioned are the Ludi Circenses, or by way of emi-
nence Zu^? ^f^/g-rz/. They received their name from the Circus Maximus, which
was not merely a la'ige free place, but, taken in its whole, formed a superb edi-

iice ; it was a kind of theatre, commenced by Tarquinius Priscus, and enlarged
and adorned by Julius Caesar as dictator.

1 ?/. Its breadth was more than a stadium, and its length was three and a half stadia

(U18~ feet). All around it were seats {fori) for spectators, so as to accommodate at

li^st 1^0,000 Persons. In the middle, extending lengthwise, was a wall, called $fina
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circi, 4 feet high, 12 broad, and 1 stadium in length. At each end of the wall were
three pyramids on a single base, which were the goals (mefcp-), around which the horses

and chariots turned. I'he wall had many other ornaments. The whole edifice also

was highly ornamented ; it was altogether the largest of the kind, although there were
in Rome eight other places for races and games, called Circi. At one end were 12
openings or parts separated by walls, called carceres, where the horses and chariots

stood waiting for the signal to start. [Not far from the carceres, a whitened rope (alba

linea) was drawn across the circus ; one half of it marking the commencement, and
the other half the end, of the race.] Those who governed the chariots, were divicied

into ceriain classes [facliones or greges), distinguished by dresses of diJfTerent colors.

The whole circus was dedicated to the god of the sun,

2. Pliny (Hist. N. .x.xxvi. 24) states the number of persons which the Circus Maximus wag
capable of containing as 260,000; and the authority of Aureliiis Victor has been cited for the
number of 385.000.—Of the other structures of this class the following were the principal : the
Circus Flaminiits ; the Circus j9lexaiidrinus ; the Circus Sallusticus ; the Circus Florialis, or \a-
ticanus, tiiiished by Nero in a splendid style, and signalized as the scene wiiere numbers of the
early Christians suffered martyrdom under that emperor; the obelisk in the centre of the peris-
tyle of St. Peter was taken from the spina of this circus ; the Circus CaracalIcb ; the Circus Do-
mj(i<8.—On the Via Appia there still remains the ground plan, with part of the superstructure,
of a small circus, commonly called the Circus of Caracalla.

Gnevna, as cited § 197. 1. vol. ix. j and Polenus, as there cited, vol. v.—G. L. Bianconi, Discrizione dei Circlii particolarmenta

di quello di Caracalla, &c. Con note C. Fea. Rom. 1780. So\.—Burgess, The Circus on the Appian Way.—SmilA, Diet, of Anti-

cities.

3 u. The Liidi Circenses were commonly held but once a year ; sometimes they
were appointed on extraordinary occasions ; in both cases they were maintained at public
cost. The solemn procession which preceded them, pompa circensis, moved from the
Capitol. The images of the gods were borne in splendid carriages or frames (m thensis

etferciiUs), or on men's shoulders {inhumeris), followed by a great train, on horseback
or on foot, with the combatants, musicians, &c. Sacred rites were then performed,
and the games opened.

§ 233 71. The games or shows (spectacula) in the Circus were of four kinds ; chariot-

races, with two or four horses ; contests of agility and strength, such as wrestling (iitcla),

boxing {pugilatiis), throwing the discus (disci jactus), leaping (salt us), and running
(rursus); representations of sieges and of battles on foot and on horseback, including
the Ludiis TrojcB (Virg. JEn. v. 545); fighting of wild beasts (venatio).—To describe
these pariicularly would exceed our limits. Many of the exercises, however, cor-

responded to those of the Greeks (cf §"^ 78—83). The victors were rewarded with crowns
and sometimes with rich gifts in addition. The victor in the chariot-race received a
palm-branch, which he bore in his hand.

1. We have in n». B. of Plate X%'I. a victorious Roman charioteer, with the palm in his right hand, and the reins in his left; ha

b closely girdel about the chest and body.

See Brottier, Le jeux du Cirque, in the Mem. de TAcad. des Insar. vol. xlv. p. 487.—Afong-ez, Sur les animaux promenes ou taeg

dans lea Cirques, in the Mem. de Vlnititvi, C I a s s e d'Hist. et Lit. Jlnc vol. x. p. 360.

2 u. At the time of the Ludi 3Iag7u, other spectacles were also exhibited, not in the
Circus ; particularly the NaumachifP, or representations of naval battles. These ori-

ginally were made in the sea, but afterwards in artificial basins or excavations made for

the purpose and filled with water, which were also called Naumachice. The vessels
were usually manned by prisoners, malefactors, slaves, or conquered foes, and many
lost their hves or were severely wounded. This spectacle was sometimes exhibited in

the Circus Maximus, water being introduced into it for the purpose.

3. Claudius is said (Tac. Ann. xx. 56.—Suet. Claud. 21) to have exhibited a m.ignificent sea-fight on lake Fueinus, in which there

were fifty ships on each side, with 19,000 combatants (naumachiarii).—Representations of naval battles were common under the

emperors, and are commemorated on some of the imperial coins.—See Sdieffer, De Militia Navali.

§ 234. The Ludi Saeculares, or centurial ^ames, were solemnized with much
ceremony. They were not celebrated exactly after the lapse of a century, but
sometimes a little earlier or a little later ; usually in the month of April. For tliis

occasion long^ preparations were always made, the Sibylline books were consulted,

and a sort of general purification or expiation of the whole city was previously
made. Sacrifices were oifered to all the g-ods, those of the infernal world as well
as those of Olympus, and while the men attended banquets of the gods in their

temples, the wonnen assembled for prayer in the temple of Juno. Thank-offer-
ings were also presented to the Genii.

1 11. After the sacrifices, a procession advanced from the Capitol to a lar^e theatre on
the banks of the Tiber, where the games were exhibited, in honor of Apollo and
Diana. On the second day the Roman m.atrons were collected to offer sacrifice in the
Capitol. On the third, among other solemnities, a song of praise to Apollo and Diann
was sung in the temple of Palatine Apollo, by a select band of young men and virgins
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of Patrician rank. The carmen scecidare of Horace was prepared to be thus sung, at

the command of Augustus, in v,'hose reign the games were celebrated.

The first celebration took place in the reign of Augustus, B. C. 17 {Tac. Ann.xi.H); the second in the reign of Claudius, A. D. 47

{Suet. Claud. 21) ; the third in the reign of Domitian, A. D. 88 ; and the last in the reign of Philippus, A. D. 248, just one thousand

years after the building of Rome.—Cf. Harlung, Die Relig. d. Rom.—On the chronology of these games, Clast. Journal, xvii. 351.

2 u. To the religious solemnities, which were held for the purpose of securing the

safety of the whole state, were afterwards added various amusements, which rendered
this a festival of universal hilarity. Among the diversions were pantomimes, histrionic

plays, and the feats oi }ugg\eTsiprcBstigiatores), persons who seemed to fly in the air

IpetauristcB), rope-dancers {funamhuli), and the liiie.

The rope-dancer {<a\o[?dT7i;, o-xoi.vo[idTrjs) seems usually to have been a Greek {Juv- iii. 80). Some of the paintings found at

Herculaneum exhibit funamhuli placing themselves in a great variety of attitudes, in the character of bacchanals, satyrs, and the

like.—See the work styled Antichi tTErcolano (cited V. IV. § 243. 2), vol. iii.—A few of the figures are given in Smit/i, DicL of

Antiq. p. 434.

§ 235. The gladiatorial shows, Ludi Gladiatorii, were greatly admired in

Rome. They were usually called Munera, as they would impart pleasure to

the spectators, or bestow respect on those out of regard to whom they were
held ; in the latter view they were appointed, e. g. at the funerals, or in com-
memoration, of the deceased.

1 u. These shows were of Etrurian origin, and probably grew out of the ancient

custom of sacrificing prisoners at funeral solemnities in honor of the departed. At
Rome they were at first exhibited chiefly at funerals ; afterwards they were given by
the J^diles, Praetors, Quaestors, and Consuls, in the amphitheatres, especially on the

festivals of the Saturnaha and Quinquatria.

The gladiators (eZadia^ores, />ioi/o/iaxoi) were supported at public expense. Their resi-

dence or place of instruction was called Indus, a name often given to any arena or

building, where such exercises were learned or practiced ; their overseer was termed
procurator, and their instructor, lanista. In the pubhc spectacles, the combat was often

carried to blood and even to death, unless the conquered gladiator begged his life of

the crowd of spectators. The number of combatants was originally indeterminate, and
until fixed by Caesar. The gladiators bore various names according to their armor and
their mode of fighting.

2. The gladiators termed secutores were armed with helmet, shield, and sword.

They were usually matched with the retiarii, who were dressed in a short tunic with

nothing on the head, bearing in the left hand a three-pointed lance (tridens or fuscina),

and in the right a net {rete) in order to throw it over the head of their adversary. The
mirmiUones were armed hke Gauls, and took the name from the image of a fish on their

helmet, and were usually matched with those termed thraces. The essedarii fought

from chariots, and the equites on horseback ; the andabalcjo wore helmets which covered

their eyes, and according to some writers, fought on horseback. Several other classes

are named.—It is to be observed that the term gladiatores included those who fought

with beasts as well as those who fought with men ; although the former were termed
distinctively hestiarii.

3. At first gladiators were wholly composed of criminals and slaves ; but afterwards

free citizens of noble birth, and even women, fought on the arena.—An advertisement

or pubUc notice {libellits) was put up by the person (editor) who intended to exhibit a

gladiatorial show, with an account of the combatants and sometimes a dehneation or

picture annexed. On the day of exhibhion the gladiators were led along the arena in

procession, and then matched for the contest. When a gladiator lowered his arms, it

was a sign of being vanquished; his fate depended on the spectators ; if they wished

him to be saved, they pressed down their thumbs ; if to be slain, they turned up their

thumbs ipolllcem premehant or vertebant). If a vanquished gladiator was spared, he

was said to receive his discharge, which was termed missio, hence an exhibition in which
the lives of the vanquished were not to be saved was said to be sine missione.—Vast
numbers of men and of brute animals were destroyed. In the spectacles after the

triumph of Trajan over the Dacians, it is said that 10.000 gladiators fought, and 11,000

animals were killed. These shows were prohibhed by Constantine, but not fully sup-

pressed until the time of Honorius.

In Plate XXX. are several figures illustrating this subject, which are taken from sculptures

on the tomb of Scaurus found at Pompeii. Fig. 1 represents an equestrian combat; the anda-
hatcPArp. clothed in the short cloak (ivducvla), and armed with the lance, round buckler (par-md),

helmet with a vizor covering the face, and a sort of mail on the right arm.—Two gladiators on
foot appear in figures 3 and 4. Each has the helmet and the siibligacuhnn, a short apron fi.\ed

above the hips by a eirdle. Fig 3 has armor on the right arm, and holds the seutvm, or long

shield ; on his riiiht leg is a kind of buskin, and on his left the ocrea or greave ; the rest of the

body is naked ; he has lowered his shield as beins vanquished, and raised his hand to implore

mercy of the spectators. Fig. 4 is behind him, waiting for the signal from them, whether to

spare his antagonist or strike the death-blow ; he carries a smaller shield, has armor upon his

thicKj. and the high greaves upon his legs.—Fis. 6 presents a group of four gladiators; two are

followers (secutores), and two net-men (retiarii). One of the secutores is wounded in the leg,
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thigh, and arm, and, having in vain implored mercy of the spectators, he bends his knee appa-
rently to receive from the sword of his comrade a more speedy death than would be likely from
the trident of his antagonist retiarius, who pushes him and seems thus to insult his conquered
rival. The other retiarius is waiting to fight in his turn with the secutor who is hastening to
end the sufferings of his wounded companion. The letters against two of the figures are the
sculptured names of the persons represented, with the number of victories gained by them on
the arena. The Fig. 8, with a lance in each hand, is from a group on the same tomb representing
a young bestiariun preparing himself to contend in the arena.—Fig. 5 is also from a sculpture on
this tomb, representing a bull frantic with rage, with a lance driven through his breast, and
lushing towards the man by whom he is wounded.

See Mazois, as cited P. IV. § 243. 2.—Pompeii, p. 291, as cited P. IV. 226. 1. For minute details respecting gladiators, cf. J.

Lipsius, Saturnalia, in his Works. Ant. 1637. 6 vols. fol.

§ 236. The Ludi Florales were united with the festival of the goddess Flora,
held on the 28th of April (§ 230). They were instituted at Rome, B. C. 24

;

afterwards they were discontinued for a period, but were renewed again in con-
sequence of a sterility of fruit, which was viewed as the punishment for their

omission. They lasted from the day above mentioned to the evening of the 3d
of May ; no sacrifices were offered ; those who engaged in the celebration wore
garlands of flowers, and indulged in frequent banquetings, and often descended
to extreme licentiousness. Parties for hunting and dancing were also formed

;

and the aediles curules, who had the care of the plays, distributed vast quantities

of peas and beans among the populace in the Circus.

§ 237 1. There were other games or sports {ludi), which we may just men-
tion here.

The Ludi Megalenses, in honor of Cybele, mother of the gods, celebrated with
shows, and by mutual presents and entertainments {mutilare) between persons of the
higher ranks.—The Ludi Cereales in the Circus, in the memory of the rape of Pro-
Bsrpine, and the consequent sorrow of her mother Ceres.—The Marliales, dedicated
to Mars Ultor, or the avenger.—The Apollinares, in honor of Apollo, and generally
scenical.—The Capitolini, to Jupiter, ia memory of his preserving the Capitol from
the Gauls.—The Plebsii, in commemoration of the expulsion of the kings and the re-

covery of freedom.—The Consiiales, in honor of Neptune, and in memory of the
seizure of the Sabine women.—The Ludi Auguslales iYc/Jaara, and 'Avyowraha), in

honor of Augustus.—The Ludi Piscatorii, held on the sixth of June, near the Tiber,
in behalf of the lishermen.—Among the games occasioned by vows and called ludi
votili, the principal were such as were promised and appointed by generals in war

;

among which may be ranked those already mentioned (§ 231), the quinqueiniales, de-

cennales, &c., given by the emperors every five, ten, and twenty years.—To the class
called extroordinarii, belonged such as were held at funerals, called Ljidi Fmiehres ;
and those appointed by Nero for youth on completing their minority in age called

Ludi Juvenales.

§ 238. For exhibiting many of these games, especially the dramatic {ludi

scenici) and gladiatorial, theatres and ampitheatres were used.—In the first ages,

theatres were constructed merely of wood, and were taken down after being used.

Afterwards they were built of stone, and sometimes of great size and splendor.

Their construction was similar to that of Greek theatres ; one side or end had
the form of a prolonged semicircle, for the spectators, and the other was rec-

tangular for the stage and actors. The most famous theatre was that built

B. C. 59 by the aedile M. Scaurus, at his own expense, partly of marble, and so

capacious that eighty thousand spectators could sit in it. The theatres of

Pompey and Marcellus were also very large and celebrated ; the latter in part

still remains.

I. The Roman theatre, like the Greek (cf P. IV. % 235), consisted of three parts,

the scena, orchestra, and cat^ea; but the two latter are sometimes included under one
(the cavea), because in the Roman the chorus and musicians were placed on the stage

(or sccna) ; and the rows of seats in the orchestra were occupied by the senators,

foreign ambassadors, and especially distinguished personages. The next fourteeu

rows of the cavea were assigned to the equites, and the rest of the people. Women
occupied the portico surrounding the whole, by an arrangement of Augustus.—The
stage, or portion allotted to the performers, had several parts distinguished by name ;

one part was that to which the term scena (which is put sometimes for the stage as a

whole) more appropriately belongs, the sce?ie or scenery ; the part sometimes concealed

by a curtain {aulcBum), which was fastened not at the top but at the bottom, and, when
it was necessary to hide the scene, was drawn up by a machine for the purpose (called

exoslra); columns, statues, pictures, and various ornaments of the most magnificent

character were exhibited, according to the nature of the plays. The postscenium was
<i place behind the scene, v/here the actors changed their dresses, and the proscenium
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was the space kr front of the scene. The place usually occupied by the actors when
speaking was termed pulpuum {\oytlov, cf. "ji 89).

A plan of the Roman theatre is given in our Plate XLIX. fig. 2. The upper half of the circle
BHBH is the orchestra ; the circle is presented complete with the four equilatrial triangles in-
scribed, in order to show the manner of determining the places for the scena, the postsceniuviy
and llie cunei ; these triangles are inscribed so that their vertices fall severally on the ends of
the diameters BB, HH ; then their other angles give the points and limits required ; the diameter
(HH) of the orchestra was usually one-third (or more) of the whole diameter of the theatre.
The length given to the scene or stage was twice the diameter of the orchestra.

2. The principal forms of dramatic entertainment among the Romans are mentioned
particularly in another part of this work ; see P. V. §'5> 308-320.—Among the musical
instruments employed were the flute, and the lyre or harp, and in later times the hy-
drauhc organ, sometimes called cortina. The common accompaniments of comedy
were the flutes termed tibi<B dextrcB or LydicB, and tibicB sinistrcB or SerrancB or Tijrice;

the terms pares and impares are also applied to them. There has been some disagree-
ment as to what these terms mean. It is most commonly supposed that the musician
used two flutes at once or a double flute ; that the sinistra had but few holes and
sounded a sort of bass, while the dextra had more holes with sharper tones, and when
these two were united they were termed impares, and took the other names because
one was stopped by the left hand and the other by the right ; when two dextra or two
sinistrcB were united and played upon by the musician, they were called pares.

A painting found at Pompeii represents a flute-player blowing upon ttie double flute ; see our Plate XXV'I. fig. a, and cf. § 180. 2.

—The use of the double flule is seen also in Plate XLIX. fig. B, and in Plate XWX.—Bdlliger, Die Erfindung der Flote, in vol. ii.

of fVieland's Attisches Museum.

—

A. Manutius, De Tibiis Veterum, in UgoUnits, vol. rxxii. as cited § 197.

3. Masks in great variety were used on the Roman stasre as well as on the Grecian

;

and were probably similar to those of the Greeks. Cf, ^ 89. 2,

Several masks are represented in the beautiful mosaic given in Plate XLIX. fig. B B.—On theatres, plays, masks, *c. cf. Bemardi,

Las jeux sreniques chez les Romains, in the Mem. dt Plnstitut, I a s s e A' Hist, et Lit. Anc. vol. viii. p. 250.

—

Dunlop, as cited

P. V. § 299. 8 —Work styled Pompeii, cited P. IV. § 226.—/. L. FahriciiLX, De Ludis Scenicis, in Gronovius, vol. I'lW.—Bottiger,

Prolus. de Pers^nis scenicis, vulgo Larvis. Vinarise, 1794. 4.—Francisco de Ficoroni, Disserlatio de larvis scenicis, &c. Rom. (the-

atrical Masques of the Romans). Rom. 1736. 4. with plates.

—

Boindin, Sur les Masques, &c in the Mem. de V.icad. aes Inscr.

Bol. iv. p. 132.

§ 239. The ^xsi amphiihentre^-a.% built B. C. 45 by Julius Caesar, but merely
of wood. The emperor Titus erected the first of stone, the ruins of which,
under the name of the Colosseum or Coliseum (from a colossal statue of Nero, which
stood near it), constitute still one of the most remarkable curiosities of Rome.
The form of ampitheatres was oval or elliptical. They were generally used for

gladiatorial shows and the fighting of wild beasts. Both theatres and amphi-
theatres were commonly dedicated to certain gods.

1. The amphitheatre exhibited the appearance of two theatres joined ; thus Curio
actually formed one, perhaps the first ; wishing to outdo others in exhibitions of this

sort, he constructed two large theatres of wood looking opposite ways, in which dra-

matic plays were performed in the morning ; then by machinery for the purpose he
suddenly wheeled them round so as to look at each other, thus constituting an amphi-
theatre, and presented a show of gladiators in the afternoon. The term arena is some-
times put for the amphitheatre, but means properly the place in the centre where the
gladiators fought, and was so called from its being covered whh sand. The arena was
surrounded with a wall, guarded with round wooden rollers turning in sockets, to pre-
vent the animals from climbing up. Sometimes the arena was completely surrounded
with a ditch filled with water {euripus). Next around the arena was the podium, raised
12 or 15 feet above it, projecting over the wall and protected by a sort of parapet. On
this gallery or terrace, which was wide enough for two or three rows of moveable
seats, senators, ambassadors, and persons of special distinction were seated; here also
the emperor had his seat {suggestus, or ciibiculum). Above the podiumyvere the fixed
Beats igradus), divided into stories or sloping portions called mceniana. The first, next
to the podium, included fourteen rows of marble seats appropriated to the Equites. In
the second and third masniana, were seats occupied by the people and cd\\e& popularia.
The moBniana were separated by passages {prcEcinctiones) running in the direction of the
seats ; there were also passages (scalcp) running transversely ; thus were formed several
compartments in the shape of wedges {cunei). The women, afier they were allowed
to attend the amphuheatre, were seated in a gallery or portico exterior to the whole of
these, and servants and attendants in the highest gallery. The general direction of the
amphitheatre was commuted to an oflficer styled VilUcus amphitheatri, and persons,
caWeA. designatores, were employed to superintend the seating of the spectators. By
a device of luxury, perfumed liquids were conveyed in secret tubes around these
structures, and scattered over the audience, sometimes from the statues which adorned
the interior.—The Romans had also a remarkable contrivance for covering the vast
area embraced in such a building; an awning was suspended, by means of ropes
stretched across the building and attached to masts or spars, which rose above the sum-
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mit of the walls. Near the top of the outer wall of the Coliseum there are above 200

projecting blocks of stone, with holes cut to receive the ends of the spars, which ran up
through holes cut in the cornice.

2. In our Plate XXX. fig. 7, is a plan of the amphitheatre of Pompeii. Its extreme length,

from outside to outside of the exterior arcade, is 430 feet; its greatest breadth is 335 feet. It

consists chiefly of the rough masonry called opus incertum, with quoins of squared sione, and
some trifling restorations of rubble. Tliis rude mass was probably once covered with a facing

of hewn stone.—At each end of the ellipse are entrances into the arena for the combatants;
through these also the dead bodies were dragged out into the spoliarium. On the podium were
found several inscriptions containing the names of the duumvirs who had presided ; there were
also fresco-paintings, which soon disappeared on being exposed to the atmosphere. There are

twenty-four rows of seats ; and the building, as has been estimated, would accommodate above
10,000"persons sitting, besides such as might stand.

Comte de Caylus, Theatre of Curio, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. xxiii. 369.—Cf. Pompeii, as cited P. IV. § 226. 1. On various

existing ruins of amphitheatres, StuarVs Diet, of Architecture. Lond. 1S32. 3 vols. 8.—A. Gordon, History of the Ancient Amphi

theatres, translated from the Italian of Maffei. Lond. 1730. 8.

II. CIVIL AFFAIRS.

§ 240. In order to understand properly the civil constitution of Rome it is

necessary to consider distinctly the different periods of its history; particularly

to notice the three different forms of government which were successively es-

tablished, the regal, consular, and imperial. The first continued 244 years to

B. C. 510; the second 479 years, to B. C. 31 ; and the third 506 years to the

overthrow of the western empire, A. D. 476, and afterwards in the eastern.

—

Under the Kings the government was of a mixed character, and we should esti-

mate the powers of the kings by a reference to the early kings and princes

among the Greeks, the chiefs of particular tribes (§ 34), rather than according

to more modern ideas of an unlimited authority. The essential prerogatives of

the Roman kings were the control of the religious worship, the superintendence

of the legislation and of judicial decisions, and the assembling of the senate and
the people; yet even in the exercise of these prerogatives, they were in most
cases much restrained by the part which the senate and the people had in the

public concerns.

1 u. The ensigns of regal dignity were borrowed from the Etrurians, and consisted

of a golden crown, a chair {sella) of ivory, or highly ornamented with ivory, a scepter

of the same material, with an eagle on its extremity, a white robe {toga)v>'hh. purple

embroidery or borderings, &c., a body of twelve attendants (lictores), who went before

the king, carrying each a bundle of rods (fasces) whh an ax {securis) in the middle.

In our Plate XXXI. fig. I, is a cut representing the securis bound up in the fasces. The fasces
are often represented on the consular coins.—Fig. 3, is a group of royal scepters, drawn from
Egyptian monuments ; showing various forms and ornaments at the extremity. Cf. Plate XI.
fig. 1, and fig. 3, where scepters are seen in the hands of Jupiter and Juno.

2 u. The time, during which the regal form is said to have continued, is too long for

the probable reigns of only seven kings, which is the number specified in the traditions

respecting this period. But it must be remarked that the whole of the early Roman
history is at least uncertain, and is by some considered as purely fabulous. Cf P. V. $510.

§ 241. On the abolition of monarchy the constitution became aristocratical.

Two magistrates were annually chosen, with the authority and influence which
the kings had possessed, and called Consuls (consules). No particular age was
originally requisite for this office, but a law {lex annalis) was enacted 180 B. C,
that it should be held by no person under forty-three. Those, who sought
the office, were called candidati, from their peculiarly white shining robe {toga

Candida). The election took place, in the assembly of the people, voting by
Centuries, usually towards the end of July or the beginning of August. From
that time until January of the following year, the person chosen was called con-

sul designatus, and then he entered upon his office under many solemnities.

The two consuls had equal power. At first, both were chosen from the patri

cians ; afterwards, however, one was often taken, and sometimes both, from the

plebeians.

1 u. Their badges of office were the same as those of the kings, excepting the golden

crown, and the robe with purple ornaments; the latter was allowed them on certain

public solemnities, as e. g. a triumph.

2 u. The duties of the consuls consisted in taking the auspices, assembling the senate,

declaring the votes, among which they first gave their own, in proposing business to
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the senate and the people, fixing the comitia, appointing the judges, and preparing de-
clarations of war. They were also usually commanders of the army, and were required
to attend to all its wants, and inform the senate of all important occurrences. After
completing the year of their office they were usually proconsuls or governors of pro-
vinces. I'he power of the consuls was gradually diminished, partly by the institution

of the office of dictator and tribunes, and partly by the law which authorized appeals
from the decisions of the consuls to the people. Under the emperors nothing more
than the mere name remained ; they were merely the agents to execute the imperial
will, to whom a few privileges were secured. In the later ages also, their number was
increased, and the term of continuance very short. The office was preserved until

A. D. 541 (after the overthrow of the western empire, of. P. I. § 214. 6), when it was
conferred upon the reigning emperor for life.

§ 242. The issue of the battle of Pharsaha, B. C 48, between Pompey and Ctesar,
prepared the way for introducing the imperial government ; which was established in
the hands of Augustus by the issue of the battle of Actium, B. C. 31. The government
now became in fact, a military monarchy ; although the first emperors adhered, in form,
to the old usages and customs in a great degree. But under Tiberius, the immediate
successor of Augustus, the real nature of the change began plainly to appear, and under
succeeding emperors became more and more obvious. As the emperors concentrated
in their own persons many of the offices of the state, and various new offices were
created for adherents and partizans, the whole system of government was at length
turned into a grand scheme for individual aggrandizement and luxury.

De la Bletterie, on the Roman Government nnder the Emperors, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xix. 357, and iii. 299, power of

Emperors; vol. xxiv. 261, power of Consuls; vol. xv. 392, of Tribunes; xxvii. 438, of Senate.—GoJWing, Geschichte der Rom.
Staalsverfassung. Halle, 1840.

§ 243. Prsetor was in early times the name for any magistrate, sig-nifying

merely an overseer, superintendant, or leader (from prseire). But, in the year
B. C. 365, the name was appropriated to an officer appointed to attend to the
administration of justice. The Praetor was at first chosen from patricians,

when the consulship was communicated to the plebeian.s. Two Preetors were
chosen after the year B. C. 243, one to attend to the business of the citizens

(Prsetor urbanus), the other the business of strangers {Prsetor peregrinus).
Afterward there were four Praetors, and six, then ten, fourteen, sixteen, and even
eighteen, until Augustus, it seems, limited the number to twelve.

1 u. The dignity of the city-Praetor was next to that of Consul, and his principal
business was holding courts of justice in the Tribunal {in or pro tribunali), a building
appropriated to the purpose in the Forum (§ 261). The Praetor on entering upon his

office, always pubhshed a statement of the rules and principles by which he should be
guided in his trials and decisions; this was called his edict {edictiim Pra-toris). The
usual form in giving his decisions was do, dico, addico.—In the absence of the Consul,
the city-Praetor took his place : he could also call meetings of the senate and hold Co-
mitia ; he had the care also of some of the great public games.—The insignia of the
Pragtor were the toga proBtexta, a sword and a spear (g/arfj^/s et kasta), and an atten-
dance of six hctors. In the provinces the Propraetors had similar rank and authority,
in the same manner as the Proconsuls took the place of Consuls.

2, Besides the general edict above mentioned, the Preetor pubhshed particular
edicts from time to time. Such as he copied from those of his predecessors were
termed tralatitia; those framed by himself, nova. An edict published at Rome,
ediclum urbanum; in a province, provinciate; sometimes named from the province, as
ediclum Siciliense. Other magistrates Qionorati) published edicts also. The law de-
rived from, all the various edicts was termed jus honorarium; this term or phrase, in
later times, was applied to a collection of Praetor's edicts regularly arranged by order
of the emperor Hadrian; the same was also called edictumperpetuum.
Buuchard, Sor les Edits des magistrals Remains, Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xxxix. 279, edicts of Consuls ; vol. xli. p. ]• of Prsitors;

xlii. 149, of JEdiles ; xlv. 439, of Praefects.—O. E. Schrader, Die Prtltorischen Edicte. Weim. 1815.—iJein, Das Romische Privat-

recht, &c. Leipz. 1836.

§ 244. Xdiles were the magistrates, whose principal duty was the care of the
buildings (jsedes). They were of two classes, plebeii and curuks, two of each.
The former were created first, B. C. 493; the latter, B. C. 266. At a later

period, Julius Caesar added two others, called Cereaks who had the oversight
")f the stores of grain and provision. In the Roman provinces, also, there were
Ediles whose office was usually but for a year.—The office seems to have con-
tinued until the time of Constantine the Great.

] u. The Ediles Plebeii had originally the care of the public and private buildings

;

and were required to make arrangements for the public games, see to the prrspn'nti-'a

32
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of the public roads, regulate the markets, prove the justness of weights and measures,
and in short attend to the pohce of the city.

2 u. The JEdiles Curules were distinguished from them by the toga prcBtexta, and
the sella airuUs. They were at first taken solely from the patricians, but afterwards

also from the people. Their chief care v/as of the great public games. They had also

the oversight of the temples, except that of Ceres, which always belonged to the

plebeian ^diles, with whom the Curules probably shared, without distinction, the

business of the police.

for ihe history, duties, &c of the ^diles, see Schubert, De Romanorum 5;dilibu3. Regiom. 1S2S. 8.

§ 245. 'Of the Tribunes there were different kinds. The Tribunes of the

people {tribuni phhis) were the most remarkable. The office originated from
the general disaffection and secession of the plebeians, B. C. 493. The number
was first two, then five, finally ten. One of them always presided at the Com-
itia for electing tribunes. Their proper object was the protection of the people

against the encroachments of the Senate and Consuls. In order to obtain this

office, patricians allowed themselves to be adopted into plebeian families. In

the earliest times, the tribunes could not enter the Senate, but had their seats

before the door of the Senate-room, where they heard all the deliberations, and
could hinder the passage of any decree by the single word veto. By the Atinian

law, B. C. 131, it was decreed that the Tribunes should be of the rank of Sena-

tors. Their power and influence constantly increased, although it was confined

to the city and the circuit of a mile around it, beyond which they could not be

absent over night.

1 u. The Tribunes had no lictors, nor any insignia of office, except a kind of beadles

called viatores, who went before them. Their persons were regarded as inviolable.

Sylla abridged their power; he took from them the right, which they had exercised, of

assembling the people by tribes, and thereby passing enactments (plebiscita) binding

upon the whole nation, and left them only the power of their negative or intercession

[intercedere). Their authority, however, was afterwards elevated again, but under
Julius Caspar it was small ; it became still more insignificant under the emperors (cf.

S 24-2), who appropriated to themselves the tribunitial power, so that the tribunes an-

nually elected had but merely the name and shadow of it. The office was abohshed
ui the time of Constantine the Great.

2. The office of the Military Tribunes was highly important, but is not ranked among the
permanent offices. Cf. $ 248.

§ 246. The Quaestors were among the earliest magistrates of Rome, first ap-

pointed by the kings, then by the consuls, afterwards by the people. They
were charged with receiving and managing the revenues, and with the scrutiny

of certain kinds of bloodshed. Those for the city were called Quaestores urbani;

those for the provinces, Quaestores provinciales ; and those for the examination of

capital offences, Quaestores rerum capitalium, or parricidii. Originally there

were but two, afterwards four, and then eight; Sylla raised the number to

twenty, and Julius Caesar to forty.

1 u. The Qusestors had also the oversight of the archives, the care of foreign am-
Dassadors, the charge of monuments, presents and other tokens of respect pubHcly
authorized, and the preservation of the treasures acquired in war. They were at first

taken only from the Patricians, but afterwards partly from the Plebeians.

Under the emperors there was a kind of quaestors, called gvceatores candidati, who
were, properly speaking, nothing more than imperial messengers or secretaries, and
were afterwards called juris interpretes, precum arbilri, &c., from their employment.
Still later there was another kind, of considerable importance, styled QucBStores palalii,

or JSIasistri officiorum.

2. The age requisite for the Quaestor was 30, or at least 25, until reduced by Au-
fjustus to 22. The office was one of the first steps to preferment in the commonwealth,
although sometimes held by those who had been Consuls.

Dtidwell, de Quaesturas obeundae tempore legitimo, in bis Pndtcl. Acad. p. 362, as cited P. V. § 542. T.— Walter, Geschichte dea

pom. Rechts.

§ 24T. The office of the Censors (Censores) was established at an early period,

B. C. 442. There were two at a time, holding their office originally for five

years, but afterwards only a year and a half. Their duties were various; the

following were some of the principal ; to take the census of the people, an ac-

curate account of the age, property, and descent of each head of a family, to

divide the people into their tribes and rectify existing errors in the distribution,
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to decide the taxes of each person, to enroll those who were obligated to military

service, to make account of the revenues in the provinces, to inspect the morals
of the citizens, to superintend the leasing of public lands, to attend to contracts

respecting public works, such as streets, bridges, aqueducts and the like.

] u. The censors were authorized to inflict marks of disgrace {nota censoria, ignominia),
from any evidence and for any cause, which appeared to them suitable. The luxury
of the Romans, which in later times became so excessive, was considerably restraineci

by the censors. In order to escape the censorial rebukes or punishments, the office

seems to have been left vacant for some time.

2. The censorial power was, however, vested in JuHus Caesar, first with the title oi
PrcpfifctHs morum, afterward, for hfe, with the thie of Ceimor. Augustus also assumed
ihe power, although he declined the tule. The same was done by several of his suc-
cessors down to the time of Decius, A. D. 250, when the corruption of morals was
too great to allow any magistracy or power of the kind.

Dt yalois, On the Roman Censors, in the Mem.Acad. Inscr. vol. i. p. 63.—Nieliihr's Hist, of Rome, vol. ii. p. 296, eJ.Phil. 1835.

§ 248. The Roman magistrates were variously divided. A common division was
into ORDINARY and extraordinary {Magistratus Ordi?iarii and Exlraordinarii;. The
chief of the former have been noticed : Consuls, Praetors, ili^diles. Tribunes of the
people. Quaestors, and Censors.—The chief of the extraordinary magistrates (whose
office was not permanent, but occasional, being; necessary only in particular circum-
stances) were the following; Dictator, Decemvirs, Mihtary Tribunes, Praefecl of the
City, and Interrex.

1 u. The first Dictator was created on occasion of the same sedition or insurrection
which occasioned the appointment of tribunes of the people C^ 245) ; and similar dis-

turbances, difficult wars, and other important emergencies occasioned the appointment
of the subsequent Dictators. Sometimes they were appointed for less important reasons,
e. g. for regulating the public games and sports in the sicknessof the Preetor, not by
the people, but by one of the Consuls. The Dictator was indeed always appointed by
the consul by order of the people or senate, and must be a man of consular rank. The
povyer of the Dictator was very great, in some respects supreme. War and peace, and the
decision of the most important affairs, depended on him. Citizens, who were condemned
to death by him, could appeal to the people (cf Liv. viii. 33). The power and office of
the Dictator was limited to six months. He could not appropriate without consent of
the senate or people any of the public money. As commander of the army, he was
confined to the limits of Italy. No one ever abused the power of this office so much
as Cornelius Sylla. Csesar by this office opened his way to absolute power, and after
his death the dictatorship was abolished. It was, however, offered to Augustus, who
refused the odious name or title, although he exercised all the power.

2. Plutarch and Polybius state that the Dictator was attended by twenty-four lictors ; but in
the epitome of ihe 89th book of LIvy, Sylla is said to have unwarrantably asstitned this nuinbei
(.Kennett, p. 123). The Dictator appointed (usually from among those of consular or prtetorian
dignity) an officer, styled jMagister equitum, whose business was to command tlie cavalry, and
execute the orders of the Dictator ; but ihis officer was sometimes appointed by the senate, or
the people ; he was allowed the use of a horse, but the Dictator could not ride without the order
of the people.—Sometimes a Consul, or other existing magistrate, was invested witli the power
of Dictator, by decree of the senate (ne quid detrimenti capiat respublica).

3 u. The discontent of the people under the use, which the Consuls made of their
power, led to the creation of a new office in the year B. C. 451, that of the Decemviri,
wuh consular authority {decemviri co?isulari potestate, s. legibus ferendis). They were
appointed for the special purpose of forming a code of laws. This gave rise to the laws
of the twelve tables (cf § 265). As they soon began to abuse theu: great power, the
office was abolished, B. C. 449, and that of Consul restored.

4 u. From the same cause (the popular discontent) originated the office of Military
Tribunes {tribu7ii militum consulari potestate), who, in the year B. C. 445, were ap-
pointed in the place of Consuls; but were dismissed after three months. Originally
they were six in number, three patricians and three plebeians ; afterwards the number
varied, sometimes three, sometimes four, six, or eight ; sometimes mihtary tribunes anti
sonrietimes consuls were elected, as the plebeian or the patrician interests prevailed,
until the year B. C. 366, when the plebeians were quieted by the choice of a consul
from among themselves.

5u. The Praefect of the city {Pra>fectus urhi) was the officer to whom the Consuls in
their absence, especially in war, intrusted the charge of the police. Under the emperora
this became a regular and permanent office of great influence.

6. The Interrex was an officer created to hold elections when there was no consul or
magistrate, to whom it properly belonged. The name was drawn from the title of the
temporary magistrate appointed by the senate, when there was a vacancy in the
throne under the regal government.

^ 249. Less important occasional magistrates were the following ; the Prafectus
annoncB, charged with the procuring and distributLng of gram, in cases of scarcitv : tiie
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Qu{?iquevin mensarii, whose chief business was to reduce public expenses {minuendia
publicis sumtibus) ; the Quinqueviri mtcris turrihusque refciendis, to see to repairs in
the walls and fortifications ; the Triumviri cedibus sacris reficieridis , to repair the sacred
buildings; Triumviri monetales, having charge of the mint; Trixnnviri nocturni, to
superintend the nightly watch ; Duumviri navahs (classis ornandas. reficiendceque causa),

for equipping and repairing the fleet, &c.—Some of these, however, were not magistrates
in the proper sense, but they were chosen from among the most respectable men.
The servants or attendants of magistrates were called in general apparitores; under

which were included scribae, notarii, actuarii, accensi, coactores, prsecones, interpre-

tetes, lictores, viatores, &c.—The Caniifex was the executioner or hangmaii.

§ 250. Besides the magistrates which have been named, permanent or

occasional, there were various others whose authority pertained to the provinces

of Rome, provincial magistrates. These were in part such as have been
named. Among them were the proconsuls, propraetors, proquaestors, the legates,

conquisitors, &c.

Proconsuls were either (1) such as being consuls had their office prolonged beyond
the time fixed by law ; or (2) such as were raised from a private station to govern some
province or to command in war; or (3) such as having been consuls went, mimediately

1 the legal expiration of their consulship, into provinces assigned to their charge under
the commonwealth ; or (4) such as were appointed governors of the provinces under
the empire ; as all these were called proconsuls. But the name and dignity properly
belonged to the third of these classes.—The senate decided from year to year what
provinces should be consular ; and then the consuls, y\\\i\eon\Y designati^cL §241), agreed
by lot which of them each should take on the expiration of his consulship. A vote of
the people afterwards conferred on them the military command in their provinces. Their
departure to their provinces and return to the city was often attended with great pomp.
They enjoyed very absolute authority both civil and mihtary, but it was hmited to a
year, and they were liable to a rigid trial on their return ; the offences most commonly
charged were (1) crimen peculatus, ill use of the public money, !^.) majestatis, treachery
or assumption of powers belonging to the senate or people, and (3) repetundarum, ex
tortion or oppression towards the inhabitants.

The ProprcBtors were such as, after their praetorship, received provinces, in which
lor a year they had supreme command, usually both civil and military. Their creation,

administration, and responsibihty were similar to those of the Proconsuls ; only they
had but six lictors instead of twelve, and the praetorian provinces were usually smaller
than the consular ; cf. § 260. 3. (4). The Legali were the chief assistants of the Pro-
consuls and Propraetors. The number depended on the rank of the chief officer, and
the circumstances of the provinces. They at length obtained important authority as
military commanders. One Qucestor or more attended each Proconsul or Proprae-
tor. His business was to superintend the pubUc accounts, and the supplies of the
army. Proquasstors were such as the chief officer appointed temporarily, on the ab-
sence or death of the provincial Quaestor (cf. § 246). The duties of the Quaestor were
assigned under the emperors to the officer styled Pror.urafor Ccesaris. The conqui-
sitores were inferior officers not properly civil, who were employed to raise soldiers,

and by force if necessary.

§ 251. We may notice here the division or classijicafion of the people, which
had throughout an important influence on the government.—At the beginning,

Romulus divided the city itself and the whole people into three tribes, and each
of these into ten Curiae. The tribes were the Bhamnensis, consisting of native

Romans, the Tatiensis, of Sabines, and the tribus Lucerum, of all other foreigners.

—Servius Tullius altered this division and made thirty tribes, 4 of the city

(^tribus urbanae), and 26 for the territories {trihus rusticae). The latter at length
gained the precedency of the former, and were considered as more honorabte.

Five tribes were added at a later period ; and also others, which were not
permanent.

The four city tribes were Suburana or Succusana, Epquilina, Collina, Palatina ; the rvstie
tribes, Roinilia, Lemonia, Pupina, Galeria, PoUia, Voliinia, Claudia, ^Emilia, Cornelia. Fabia,
Horatia, Menenia, Papiria, Sergia, Veturia, Crustiimina ; these belonged to the proper Roman
territory ; in addition there were the Etrurian tribes, Vejentina, Stellatina, Tromentina. Saba-
tina, Arniensis, Pomptina, Publilia or Papilla, Moecia, Scaptia, Ufentina, Falerina ; and the
Sabine tribes, Aniensis, Terentina, Velina, Quirina; making thirty-one.

Eoivin, On Ihe Rom. Tribes, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. i. 12.—G. C. T. Francke, De Tribuum Curiarum, alque Centuriarum

Katioue. Schlesn". 1624. Respecting the buildings termed Curis, cf. P. I. § 61.

§ 252. Servius Tullius also divided the Roman citizens, for the sake of an

equitable distribution of the public burdens, into six classes according to pro-

pel ty These classes were subdivided into centuries amounting in all to 193 In
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order to preserve this distribution, an ordinance was established requiring the
census and valuation to be taken every five years (cf. § 247).

" The first class consisted of those whose estates in lands and effects were worth at

least 100,000 asses, or pounds of brass; or 10,000 drachmcB according to the Greek
way of computing ; which sum is commonly reckoned equal to £322, 18s. 4d. sterling

;

but if we suppose each pound of brass to contain 24 asses, as was the case afterwards,
it will amount to £1150. This first class was subdivided into eighty centuries or com-
panies of foot, forty of young men (juniorum), from seventeen to forty-six years of age,
who were obliged to take the field {ut forts hella gererent), and forty of old men (se-

niorum), who should guard the city (a^Z urhis custodiam ut prcp.sto essent). To these
were added eighteen centuries of Equites, who fought on horseback ; in all ninety-
eight centuries.— The second class consisted of twenty centuries, ten of young men,
and ten of old, whose estates were worth at least 75,000 asses. To these were added
two centuries of artificers {fabrum), carpenters, smiths, &c. to manage the engines of
war.—The third class Hkewise contained twenty centuries; their estate was" 50,000
usses.—The fourth class likewise contained twenty centuries; their estate was 25,000
asses. To these Dionysius adds two centuries of trumpeters (vii. 59).—The fifth class
was divided into thirty centuries; their estate was 11,000 asses, but according to Dio-
nysius 12,500.—The sixth class comprehended all those who either had no estates, or
were not worth so much as those of the fifth class. The number of them was so great
as to exceed that of any of the other classes ; yet they were reckoned as but one century.—'Thus the number oi centuries in all the classes was, according to Dionysius, 193.

Each class had arms pecuUar to itself, and a certain place in the army according to

the valuation of their fortunes.—Those of the first class were called Classici; all the
rest were said to be I?ifra Classem; hence classici auctores, for the most approved
authors {A. Gell. vii. 13. xix. 8).

By this arrangement the chief power was vested in the richest citizens who com-
posed the first class, which, although least in number, consisted of more centuries
than all the rest put together ; but they likewise bore the c'larges of peace and war {munia
pads et belli) in proportion. For as the votes of the Comitia, so likewise the quota of
soldiers and taxes, depended on the number of centuries. Accordingly the first class,

which consisted of ninety-eight, or, according to Livy, of one hundred centuries,

furnished more men and money to the public service than all the rest of the state

besides. But they had Hkewise the chief influence in the assemblies of the people by
centuries. For the Equites and the centuries of this class were called first to give
their vo^es, and if they were unanimous the matter was determined ; but if not, then
the centuries of the next class were called, and so on, till a majority of centuries had
voted the same thing. And it hardly ever happened that they came to the lowest
(Liv. i. 43. Dionys. vii. 59)." (Adam.)
Buschke, Die VerfassungdesServius Tullius. Leipz 1838.

—

Zumpt, XJeber die Abstimmung dea ROni.Volkes in Centuriat Comitien.

—Untcrholzntr, De Mulata CenlurUtorum Comit. a Serv. Tull. Reg. institulorum Ratione. Brest. 1835.

§ 253. Another division of the Romans, existing from the earliest times, was
into Patricians and Plebeians, according to family descent. The Patricians

were the descendants of the Senators appointed by Romulus, the Fathers, Patres,

of whom he selected three from each tribe, and three from each curia, making
ninety-nine; to these he added a man of distinguished merit, so that the Senate
originally consisted of 100 members. Afterwards the Sabini were admitted
into it, and the number was doubled. Tarquinius Priscus increased this num-
ber by a third hundred from the Plebeians, who were termed Patres minorum
gentium, to distinguish them from the original Senators, and their descendants
were called Patricii minorum gentium.

I u. The word populus had among the Romans a more general meaning than plebs;

tne former signified the whole body of the Roman people ; the latter, a particular por-
tion distinct from the senators and the knights, and called also, ordo pleheius. In early
times, this order consisted of such as were proprietors of land, but in the times of the
republic it was composed mainly ofthe lowest class, which we denominate the populace.

2. There is some disagreement as to the time when the formal distinction between
Patricians and the Plebeians really commenced. The existence of Plebeians in the
time of Romulus is implied in some passages of ancient authors (cf. Liv. i. 8. Dionys.
i. 8. ii. 9). But Niebuhr and others have maintained that the Plebeian commonahty
arose out of the removing to Rome of the citizens of Alba, after its destruction in the
reign of Tullus Hostilius ; that before that time the Patricians included the whole body
of the populus Romanus; that in the time of Servius the Plebeians were established
in their distinctive character as free hereditary proprietors ; and that from this time the
Roman nation consisted of two estates, the populus or body of burghers, and the plebs
or commonality.

See Nidmhr, Hist, of Rome, vol. i. p. 234, 309. ed. Phil. lS35.—Rein, >k Ersch und GrUber, Encyciop.' lie ; and Schm'tz, in

Smith °8 Diet, of Aniiq. p. 726, 763.
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§ 254. The patricians and plebeians were from the beorinnin^ greatly at

variance. The former at first held all the public offices exclusively. The
plebeians gained a share in them B. C. 493, as has been already mentioned

(cf. § 245). After this the patricians often allowed themselves to be adopted

into plebeian families, in order the more easily to secure offices, which were

common to both ranks, or confined to plebeians, as was the office of tribunes.

The power of ihe people rose to a great height during the time of the republic,

and often was perverted to the greatest abuses.

1 u. Intermarriage between the two classes took place first B. C. 445. Previously

to intermarriages the only mutual relation was that oi patron and clie7it ; in which the

plebeian made free choice of some patrician as his guardian and patron, and this pa-

trician in turn was obligated by certain duties to the plebeian as his client. At last

this relation existed chiefly between masters and freedmen.

2. It was esteemed highly honorable for a Patrician to have many clients, both

hereditary and acquired by his own merit. The duties of this relation {dientela) were
considered as of solemn obligation. Virgil (./£«. vi. 605) joins the crime of injuring a

client with that of abusing a parent ; the client on the other hand was expected to serve

his patron, even with life in an extremity. Amidst all the dissensions which mark
the Roman history, there seems to have been a mutual and faithful observance of these

duties. In later times chies and nations chose as patrons distinguished families or

individuals at Rome.

§ 255. It is necessary to distinguish between the Patrician rank, and what

was called Roman nobility (nobililas Romano). The latter was a dignity result-

ing from merit, either personal or derived from ancestors, and acquired espe-

cially by holding a curule office. Patrician descent was not necessary for this,

although when united with merit it heightened the nobility. Such as acquired

this nobility themselves, were styled novi homines.

I u. One of the principal distinctions of those possessing this nobility (nohiles) was
the jus imagiiium, which allowed them to form images or busts in painted wax of

their ancestors, placing them in cases in their halls (atria), and carrying them in funeral

processions (cf § 340. 3), and at other solemnities. I'he right was sometimes conferred

as a reward, by an assembly of the people, and received with public thanks. The Roman
history is filled with contests between the old and the new nobiUty.

2. A curule office was one which entitled the person holding it to use the sella curulis

or chair of state. Such was the office of dictator, consul, praetor, censor, and curule aedile.

The chair was composed of ivory, or at least hii?hly adorned with it, commonly being a sort

of "stool without a back, with four crooked feet, fi^ed to the extremities of cross-pieces, joined

bv a common axis, somewhat in the form of the letter X, and covered with leather ; so that it

niisht be folded together," and thus easily carried by the magistrate in his chariot; hence the

epithet curulis. (Aid. Oell.Vn. 18.) In our Plate XXXI. fig. 9 is a representation of one an-
swering the above description. But the sella appears to have been sometimes of a less portable

form and size, as seen in fig. 2 of this plate. These two figures are from monuments found, the

one at Poinpidi, the other at Herculanemn. Tlie chair above described must be distinguished

from the sella portatoria, or cathedra ; this was a sedan in which a person sat and was carried

by slaves, in the manner still common in the east. They were used by private persons as well
as rulers and officers. They were very frequent in the time of Cassar. (Snet. Cees. 43. Claud. 28.)

— Fisr. 10. in Plate XXXI. is from an Egyptian monument, and serves well to illuetrate the sel-

la piirtatoria. There are four bearers ; a fifth attendant bears a staff in his right hand, perhaps
the badge of his office as conductor of the palanquin. A sort of parasol richly embroidered is

stretched behind the occupant of the chair, on a frame for the purpose. The sedan itself is of

elesant carved work, adorned with lotuses and other devices.—The magistrates in the colonies

and municipal towns sat on public occasions in a large chair called bisellium ; two of these

have been found at Pompeii, made of bronze, inlaid with silver, of extraordinary work-
manship.

See Itie Muaeo Borbonico, cited P. IV. § 213. vol. ii. tav. 31. vi. tav. 2S.—Pompeii, p. 263, as cited P. rV. § 226.

§ 256. The Equites formed a distinct body of high rank in Rome (ordo eqiiesier).

They were originally composed of 100 young men taken from each of the three

tribes, thus making three centuries (300). Their number was greatly increased

by the kings, so that there were eighteen centuries under Servius TuUius. They
became at length a distinct order, not including all who served on horseback,

but only such as were chosen into the rank. In the year 124 B. C, the order

received some important prerogatives, being chosen to act as judges, and to

farm the revenues. The property requisite to qualify one for election as a knight,

at this period, was 400 thousand sesterces (census equester) ; the age about

eighteen ; nobility of descent was not sufficient to secure it. The Censors

weri intrusted with the scrutiny, and they presented to those found worthy, a
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horse at the public expense; hence the phrase, equo publico mcrere The order

was under the constant supervision of the Censors.

1. Plebeians as well as Patricians were eligible to this order. The term illustres

was applied to those descended from ancient tamilies. The number of equites greatly-

increased under the early emperors. Persons were admitted into the order, if they

possessed the requisite property, without inquiry into their character, or the free

birth of their father and grandfather.

2 u. The knights were distinguished by a golden ring (annulus aureus) or rings, and
by the tunica angustidavia, a white tunic with its purple stripe, or border, narrower
than that of the senators. At the spectacles, their seat was next to the senators, who
were frequently chosen from the equestrians. They made annually, on the 15th oi

July, a splendid procession {transvectio) through the city to the Capitol.

Marquardt, Hisloria Equitum Komanorum. Berl. 1840.—Zu)np(, Ueber die Roniischen Ritter und den Ritterstand in Rom. Berl.

l&i^.—Eyhenim, De Ord. equestri Vet- Romanorum, in Sallensrc, vol. i.—P. Burmann, as cited § 33S. 2,

§ 257.>The Senate, as has been already staled (§ 253), originally consisted

of 100 members, aftervi'ards of 200, and finally, before the regal office was
abolished, of 300. Sylla added 300 Equites, raising the whole number to 600.

Towards the end of the republic, the number was as great as 1000. Augustus

reduced it to 600. Under his successors the number was not uniformly the

same.—The Senators, when assembled in council, were called Paires Conscripti.

Their election was at first made by the kings, next by the consuls, afterwards

by the censors, and in one instance, after the battle of Cannae, by a Dictator.

Under the emperors, a Triumvirate was sometimes formed to attend to the

election. In the choice of senators, regard was had to character, property, and

age, which must not be less than twenty-five.

1 u. The Senators were distinguished in their dress particularly by two things ; the

tunica laticlavia, a tunic or waistcoat with a broad stripe of purple (latus clavus) at-

tached to it, and high black buskins (coZcei or ocrecB 7iigri colcris), which had the letter

C marked on them. At public spectacles the Senators also sat in the foremost part

of the Orchestra.

2 M. The Senate was assembled by the Kings, Consuls, Dictators, Praetors, or

Tribunes of the people, by public summons {edictum), or by means of a herald. In

the former case the object of assembling was specified. There were, besides, certain

days fixed for regular meetings of the senate, the Calends, Nones, and Ides of every

month. On festivals and in time of the Comitia when the whole people were as-

sembled, the senate could not meet. Augustus restricted the regular meetings to the

Calends and Ides. The place of assembling was not exclusively fixed, but it must be

set apart and consecrated for the purpose by the Augurs. The temples, and the Ca-

pitol amongst them, were usually selected, excepting always the Temple of Vesta.—

•

The number of members necessary («(;7ner«s legitimus) to pass a decree {Senatus

consultum) was 100; and, from the year B. C. 67, 200. The meetings were opened

early in the morning and continued until near or after midday ; before and after the

light of the sun no lawful decree could be enacted. Sacrifices were always offered

and the auspices taken by the magistrate, who was to hold the senate, before entering

the place of meeting. The magistrate, then. Consul, Praetor, or whoever assembled

the senate, proposed the business, and the members gave their opinions usually in an
established order. In important or interesting cases, questions were decided by the

Senators separating into two parts {itio in partes). The emperors had the right of pro-

posing questions to the senate, not properly, but at first only by special permission.

—

A distinction was made between a decree of the Senate, Senatus consultum, and a

judgment or opinion, Senatus auctoritas; the latter term was apphed, when the sen-

tence was less decisive, or was not passed without some person's intercession or veto,

or was attended with some informality ; decrees were ratified by being engrossed or

written out, and lodged in the treasury {in Mrarium condehantur) in the place of public

records {tnhularium), in the temple of Saturn.

3. " Althoush the supreme power at Rome belonged to the people, yet they seldom

enacted any thing whhout the authority of the Senate. In all weighty affairs, the

method usually observed was, that the Senate should first dehberate and decree, and

then the people order. But there were many things of great importance winch the

Senate always determined itself, unless when they were brought before the people

by the intercessions of the Tribunes. This right the Senate seems to have had, not

from any express law, but by the custom of their ancestors.—1. The Senate assumed

to themselves guardianship of the public religion ; so that no new god could be intro-

duced, nor aUar erected, nor the SibyUine books consulted, without their order.

—

2. The Senate had the direction of the treasury, and distributed the pubhc rnoney at

pleasure. They appointed stipends to their generals and officers, and provisions and

clo'.hing for their armies.—3. They settled the provmces, which were annually assigned
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to the Consuls and Pragtors ; and, when it seemed fit, they prolonged their command.
—They nominated out of their own body all ambassadors sent from Rome, and gave
to foreign ambassadors what answers they thought proper.—5. They decreed all public

thanksgivings for victories obtained ; and conferred the honor of an ovation or triumph,
with the title oi Imperator, on victorious generals.—6. They could decree the title of

King to any prince whom they pleased, and declare any one an enemy by a vote.

—

7. 'J hey inquired into public crimes or treasons, either in Rome or other parts of
Italy, and heard and determined all the disputes among the aUied and dependent cities.

—8. 1 hey exercised a power, not only of interpreting the laws, but of absolving men
from theobhgationof them, and even of abrogating them.—9. They could postpone the

assemblies of the people, and prescribe a change of habit to the city, in cases of any
imminent danger or calamity. But the power of the Senate was chiefly conspicuous
in civil dissensions or dangerous tumuhs within the city, in which that solemn decree,
Ullimnm or Extremum, used to be passed (cf. § 248. 2), That the consuls should take

care that the republic should receive no harm.'^ {Adam.)
C. Middletan, Treatise on Rom. Senate. Lond. 1747. 8. Also in his Miscell. Worki. Lond. 1755. 5 vols S.—T. Chapman,

Essay on the Rom. Senate, Cambr. 1750. 8.

—

N. Hooke, Observations on the Roman Senate, as treated by Middleton, Chapman, &c.

Lond. 1753 S—Spehnan, Dissertation, &c. in his Trans, of Dionys. Hal. cited P. V. § 247. 4.—£letterie, as cited § i^.—fVaUer,

Geschichte des Rom. Rechts.—.BacA, Ztmmerin, &c. cited P. V. § 571.

§ 258. Assemblies of the whole Roman people were termed Comitia. The
word comiiium originally signified the place of assembling, which was an
open space in the Roman forum, in front of the court-house of Hostilius; it was
afterwards applied to the assembly itself, consisting of three ranks or orders of

th« Roman people, and held at that place, or the Campus jMartius, or the

Capitol. Assemblies of one or two orders were called Concilia ,• and less formal

ones, where merely notices or addresses were given to the people, and nothing

was decided, were termed Condones. The Comitia were appointed only by the

higher magistrates, a Consul, Dictator, or, in the Consul's absence, a Preetor.

The most important subjects were considered in these assemblies, some of which
have been already mentioned incidentally.

§ 259. The days of the year, on which such assemblies could be held, 184 in

number, were called dies comitiales. Romulus established the Comitia Curiaia,

in which the votes were given by Curiae (§ 251); Servius Tullius the Comitia

Centuriaia, in which the people voted by centuries, and which were the most
important; and the Tribunes, B. C. 491, instituted the Comitia Tributa, in

which the votes were given by tribes. The decrees passed at the last mentioned
were termed Pkbiscita, and at first were binding only on the plebeians,—The
election of officers, which became the principal business of the Comitia, was
chiefly made at the Comitia Centuriata. These were held in the Campus
Martins, where more than 50,000 persons might assemble.

1 u. The consul or presiding magistrate at the Comitia of Centuries occupied an
elevated wooden erection, called Tribunal. There were 193 small slips or narrow
passages {pontes, -ponliculi) raised for the 193 centuries to ascend upon as they went to

vote. Both these and the tribunal were surrounded by a balustrade, forming what
was called the Septa or Ovile. Outside of this the people stood until they were called

in (intro vocata) to vote century by century through the six successive classes. The
order, in which the centuries voted, was determined by lot (sortilio), the names being
thrown into a box (sitella) and drawn out by the presiding magistrate. The votes
were by means of ballots {tabellcB), which were given to each citizen by persons {diri-

bitores) standing at the entrances of the passages just named, and were cast by the
citizens into a box or chest (cista) at the end of the passage. The manner of voting
was the same in the case of elections, of enacting laws, and of passing decrees or
judicial sentences. Only persons between 17 and 60 years of age were allowed
to vote.

2. "By the chests were placed some of the public servants, who, taking out the
tablets of every century, for every tablet made a prick or point (punctum) in another
tablet, which they kept by them. Thus the business being decided by most points
gave occasion to the phrase, Omne tulit punctum, and the Uke." {Kennett.)—It is ob-
vious, that in the Comitia Centuriata the mode of voting must give the higher classea
an entire preponderance over the others.

Respectin? the Coiritia, ^e Buschke, Zumpt, &c. cited § 2d2.— Waller, Geschichte d. Rom. Rechts. Respecting the Campt»

Marlins, cf. P. I, § 65.—G. Piranesi, Campus Martins antiquae Urbis. Rom. 1762. fol.

§ 260. The rights of Roman citizenship included several important privileges,

especially during the freedom of the state. The life and property of a citizen

were in the power of no one but of the whole people appealed to thereon; no
33 r 2
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magistrate could punish him by stripes ; he had a full right over his property,

his°children, and his dependents ; he had a voice in the assemblies of the people

and in the election of magistrates ; his last will and testament had full authority

after his death. The right of voting was the most valued ; full citizenship in-

cluding this could be bestowed only by the people; citizenship embracing the

other rio-hts could be conferred by the senate also. All freedmen and their

children°were excluded from this right, which is what was properly meant by

the Jus Quiritium.

1 u. Whoever once acquired Roman citizenship, could not be deprived of it, even

by banishment ; it was lost only by voluntary resignation or by taking a foreign alle-

giance. The Jus Quiritium privatum, conferred on the colonies and municipal towns,

comprehended in it fewer or less important privileges ; in the case of the Latin colonies

it was called Jus Latii or Latinitatis; of the Italian, Jus Italicum. Still more hmited

were the privileges included in the Jura provinciarum and Jura pra-fecturarum.

2. The rights of a Roman citizen have been divided into private and public ; both

are includecT under the common designation Jus Quiritium, and sometimes under that

of Jus civitatis; and sometimes these phrases seem to be Uniited respectively to the

rights termed private or public.— lo the private, belonged the following; 1. Jus

libertatis, which secured to each the control of his person ; 2. Jus gentis ef familice,

which secured the peculiar privileges of his descent ; 3. Jus patrium, the entire control

over his children; 4. Jus dominii legit imi, the possession of legal property; 5. Jus

testamenti and hcsreditatis, the right to inherit or bequeath property by will ; 6. Jus

tulel(B, the right to appoint by will guardians for his wife and children. To the public,

belonged the following; 1. Jus ce?isus, the right of being enrolled by the censor;

2. JusmiliticB, none but citizens being enhsted at first, a restriciion which was after-

wards abolished ; 3. Jus trihutorum, which secured to the citizen ta.xation proportioned

to his wealth ; 4. Jus suffragii, the right of voting, so highly valued ; 5. Jus honorum,

eligibility to public ofhces, a right originally confined to patricians, but finally extended

to plebeians also ; 6. Jus sacroruin, which included certain rights in relation to religious

worship.—Those who did not possess the rights of citizens {cives) were generally

termed foreigners (peregrini) wherever they resided.

3. This is'a proper place for a brief view of the rights ana privileges, which were
allowed by the Romans to the cities or nations conquered by them. The forms of

government established in such cases may be divided into four.

(I.) The Colonim or cnloisies were cities or tracts of country, which persons from Rome were
sent to inhabit. These persons, aUhon?h mingling with the conquered natives and occupants,

gained the whole power in the administration of affnirs. In the later periods of the republic

and under the emperors, many colonies were planted with soldiers, who had served out their

le?al time (twenty years, in the foot, or ten in the horse, cf $ 277), and who after thus laboring

for their country were permitted to receive possessions in a colony, and spend their age in ease

and plenty.—Ttie colonies were scattered over the empire, and governed by laws prescribed to

them by the Romans.
Nieliuhr'^ Rome (ed. Phil. 1835), vol. ii. p. 32.—Froiitinuf, De Coloniis.—Essay in Madvidgii Opuscula (Hauniae, 1S34), De

Jure et Conditione Coloniarum Pop. Romani.—Smt(ft, Did. of Antiq. p. 256.

(2.) The Municipia were cities, which enjoyed the right of governing themselves by their own
laws; retaining, if they chose it, such as were in use before their subjection to the Romans.
They were in some respects like the corporate cities of our country, and their inhabitants had
the name and some of the rights of Roman citizens. Originally confined lo Italy, they were
subsequently formed even in the provinces. The colonis and municipia had similar magis-
trates ; the Duumviri were the chief officers ; the senators were called Decuriones.

Savigny. Geschichte des Rom. Rechls.—Sauijny, Ceber das Jus Italicum, in the Zeitsclirift, &c. vol. v.—Smith, Diet, of Antiq.

p. i59.—A'letuAr, as above cited, vol. ii. p. 37.

(3.) The Prcefecturm were certain towns in Italy, whose privileges were curtailed for offences

against the Roman government. They were not suffered to frame their own laws as did the

municipia, nor to choose their own magistrates, as did both the municipia and the colonies.

They were governed by a prefect sent annually from Rome. All the other cities of Italy,

which were not either calovice, mumcipia, or pra-fecturm, were called civitates fmderatm, enjoying
their own rights and customs, and joined to the Romans only by confederacy or alliance.

Zumpt, Ueber den Uniersrhied der Benenoungen Municipium, Colonia, Pr^fcctura. Berl 1;40. 8.

(4.) The Provinci<e were foreign countries of larger extent, which, when conqnered, were
remodeled as to their governments, at the pleasure of the Romans. They were compelled to

pay such taxes as were demanded, and subjected to the authority of governors annually sent

out from Rome. The provinces were termed Praetorian or Proconsular according as Praetors or

Proconsuls were governors ; provinces belonging to the emperors were governed by propraetors
;

those belonsing to the senate, by proconsuls (cf $ 250). These governors were often tyrranni-

cal and always oppressive; and the provincial system became one of the most odious features

in the Roman administration.

For i;!us'rations of this provincial (yranny, cf. Cicero's Orations a?ainst Verres.—Middleton's Life of Cicero, vol. i. p. 94, as citec

P. V. § 404. I. On the Roman provinces, cf. C. Sigonius, De antiquo Jure Provinciarum. Ven. 1568. 4. contained in Grseviut,

vol. \i.—Burigny. on Gov. of Rom. Provinces, in the Mem. .Acad. Inter, xxvii. 64. On the general subject of Roman right*

ft^a.'tcr, Geschichte des Romischen Rechls.—ZimmiTTi, cited P. V^. 5 571.—C. Sigoniut, De Antique Jure Populi Romaci Bon

li''4. foL Also in his Opera Omnia. MedioL 1737. 6 vols. fol.
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§ 261. The judicial proceedings of the Romans included trials of public and

private cases, criminal and civil. The former involved the general peace and

security; the latter, the claims and rights of individuals. The public or crimi-

nal trials (^judicia publico) were either ordinary or extraordinary.—The latter

were such as belonged not to any regular jurisdiction, or fixed time or place,

but had a special day of trial assigned, or a special assembly of the people ap-

pointed for them. Sometimes the people selected certain persons, as a sort of

commissioners in cases of this kind ; such were the Duumviri perduellionis or

Quassilures.—The ordinary public trials were also called quxsliones perpetuse,

and were first established in the year B. C. 149, for the most common state

offences. In these the Praetor presided (cf. § 243), by whom assistant judges

{judices assessores) were chosen annually, originally from the senate, then from

the knights, and at last from all conditions-. The judges were divided into

several decurias, from which the requisite number of them were taken by lot

for each trial. Under the emperors,the judges were appointed by them.

1 u. In all public trials a certain order of proceeding and a series of established usages

were observed. The plaintiff (ac/or, accusator) commonly spoke against the defendant

{reus) ; the witnesses were then heard ; the opinion of the judges was given orally or

in writing, and judgment was pronounced. I'he person acquitted could, when he had
ground for it, bring his accuser to trial for slander (calumnia) ; the person condemned,
on the other hand, was punished according to the law.

2. Public trials of a capital kind were held before the Comitia Centuriata ; such as

involved only the question of some minor punishment, before the Comitia Tributa.

In these cases some magistrate must be the accuser. Having called an assembly, he
announced that on a certain day he should accuse the person of a certain crime ; doing

this was expressed by the phrase dicere diem; the person named must procure bonds-
men {vades, prcedes) or be kept in custody to the day named; on that day the ma-
gistrate made his accusation, which was repeated three times, each after one day in-

tervening ; then a bill {rogatio), including the charge and the punishment proposed,

was posted up for three market-days ; on the third market-day, the accuser again
repeated the charge, and the criminal or his advocate {advocatus, patronvs) made a

defence ; after which the Comitia was summoned, for a certain day, to decide the trial

then by suffrages.

On the judicial affairs of the Romans, the fullest authority is C. Sigonius, de judiciis, in his Opera Omnia, cited § 260. vol. iii. ;

also in 2d vol. of Grsvius, cited § 197.— Cf. Beaufort, Rcpublique Romaine. 2d vol.—Dunlop, Rom. Lit. vol. ii. p. 141, as cited P. V.

5 299. S.—H. F Salmi77i, De Judiciis et Poenis Romanorum, in Salience, vol. iW— Walter, Geschichte des Rom. Rechts.—GoHitng-,

Gescbichle der Roin. Staatsverfassung.

—

TigerstrSm, De Judicibus apud Romanos. Berl. 1&26. " Valuable only for the collection

of the original authorities."

§262. In private affairs, the accusation was commonly called petitio; the

plaintifr/>e/?7or, and the defendant, is unde petitur. The plaintiff could compel
the other party to appear at court, not usually, however, without calling in some
one as witness to the step (antestalio). If the defentJant chose not to go, he
must give security or bail (saiisdare). The plaintiff himself stated the matter

or object of his complaint (causa); if the defendant denied the thing charged, it

led to a formal trial (actio).—There were two principal kinds of actions; viz.

:

acfiones in personam., which related to the fulfilment of obligations ; and actiones

in rem, which related to the recovery of property in possession of another. The
proceeding, in a case of the latter kind, was termed vindicatio; of the former

kind, condictio. All private trials belonged to the jurisdiction of the Frsetor.

1 u. The PrcBtor named the judges, who, when the dispute was about the restitution

of property, were called recuperatores. Often for this purpose a hundred or a hundred
and five were appointed from the different tribes, called centumvirale judicium. The
judges or jury, as well as the litigating parties, were put under oath. Then the action

was carried forward orally, and after examination, judgment was pronounced, and
provision made for its execution. It may be important to distinguish judges pro-

perly so called from arbitrators {ahitri cuvsarum), who made awards in cases which
w-ere not to be decided on the exact principles of law but to be adjusted by accommo-
dation, or by their best discretion ; such cases were termed causes Jidei bonce et arbi-

trarias,

2 m. The usual places for trials were, in public cases, the Forum or the Campus
Martii/s; and in private actions, other free places, or more frequently the Basilic<B

(cf. P. I. ^ 61).

§ 263. Among the principal pe7ml offences, which demanded public trials,

were the following: Crimen majestatis, ox an oflfence against the dignity and
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security of the state and its magistrates; perduellionis, high treason against the

freedom of the people; peculatus, embezzling in any way the public property,

sacrilege, counterfeiting money, or falsifying records; ambitus, bribery or cor-

ruption of the people to procure votes in an election ; repetundarum, extortion,

when a Praetor, Quaestor, or other provincial magistrate, made unjust exactions,

for which compensation was demanded; vispublicae, public violence, including

conspiracies, personal assaults, and various similar offences.—There were vari-

ous more private offences of which cognizance was taken in public trials; e. g.

crimen inter sicarios, assassination; crimen venejicii, poison; parricidii, parri-

cide; falsi, forgery; adulterii and plagii, adultery and man-stealing.

§ 264. The punishments (poenaz) inflicted on those found guilty were various.

The following were the principal ; damnum, mulcta, fines, which at first never

exceeded thirty oxen and two sheep, or the value of them, but afterwards were
increased ; vincula, imprisonment with bonds, which were cords or chains upon
the hands and feel; verhera, h\ows inflicted on the freeborn with the rods of

the Lictors (virgis), upon slaves with whips {Jlagellis) ; talio, satisfaction in

kind, i. e. the punishment similar to the injury, e. g. an eye for an eye;infamia
or ignominia, disgrace or infamy, which generally rendered the person incapa-

ble of enjoying public offices; exilium, banishment, which was either voluntary

or inflicted, and was attended with a deprivation of all honors. When the

person was banished to no particular place, he was said to be interdictus ,• when
banished to a certain place, rekgatus. The form termed deportatio was the

most severe, as the persons were then sent into perpetual exile in distant and
desolate places or islands. Two other punishments should be noticed ; servifus,

slavery, into which offenders of a certain class were sold; and mors, death, in-

flicted for heinous crimes.

1. Under the term vincula were included several varieties ; as catencB, chains ; hoias,

cords or thongs ; maniccB, manicles for the hands; pedicce, fetters for the feet ; nerviis,

iron shackles for the neck ; columbar, a sort of stocks, a wooden frame with holes in

which the feet were fastened and sometimes the hands. The confinement of crimi-
nals was either in prison, or in private custody under a soldier or officers (cf Acts
xxviii. 16) ; the right wrist of the prisoner being fastened by a chain to the left wrist
of the keeper; the prisoner was sometimes chained to two soldiers.—The ancient
state -prison of Rome, by the name of the Mamertine Frison, is still pointed out to

travelers.

In our Plate XXXI., fig. A, is a cut showing a kind of stocks now used in the East, in which
the criminal prostrate on his back is confined by his feet and hands; it may serve to illustrate
Ihe Roman stocks above named.—Fig. B, of the same Plate, is a cut representing one of the
stories of the Mamertine Prison. The structure is under a small edifice called the Church of St.

Joseph ; it consists of two stories ; the lower one is called rjj/ian?;??!, after Servius Tullius, who
is said to have built it ; this is formed of heavy blocks of stone, arched over without cement, and
defying the assaults of time; here Jugurtha was stoned to death ; and here, according to tra-
dition, Paul and Peter were imprisoned; the dungeon presents a most appalling appearance.

Cf. Eustace, Tour, &c. cited P. Vf. § !90. \.—Fish, Travels, &c. p. 300, as cited P. IV. § 186 6.

2. The fiagelliim {jxacnl) was made of leathern thongs (lora) or twisted cords (funes)
fastened to the end of a stick, and sometimes loaded with pieces of iron or lead. The
scutica was a simple thong or strap, and the ferula a mere rod or stick. Cf Hor. i.

iii. 119.—The punishing of Roman citizens by the vir^a {paj3^i) was prohibited by
the Lex Porcia, many years before the time of Christ (cf. Acts xvi. 22).

3. The modes of inflicting death were various. Slaves were usually crucified (cruci
ojjigere) ; others it was customary at first to hang {arbori suspe7idere), afterwards to

behead {securi percutere), or to strangle in prison {,strangulare), or to throw from the
Tarpeian rock {de saxo Tarpeio dejicere), or cast into the sea or a river (projicere in
profiuentem). The latter mode was used in the case of parricide, or the murder of
any near relative. The criminal was first whipped, then sewed up in a leather sack
(culeus, cf Dionys. Hal. iv. 62), sometimes along with a serpent, or an ape, or a doj
and a cock, and then thrown into the water.—The bodies of executed criminals we .

not burned or buried, unless, as was sometimes permitted, their friends purchased ' e
privilege of doing it ; but were usually exposed before the prison, on certain stairs

Xscalat) called gemonias or gemonii gradus ; down which they were dragged with a
hook and cast into the Tiber. The innocent victims of popular violence or civil war
were sometimes thrust down these steps of infamy {Tac. Hist. iii. 74). Three other
modes of capital punishment were also practiced, especially under the emperors ; ad
ludos, in which the criminals were obHged to fight with wild beasts in the amphithea-
tre (bestiarii), or with each other as gladiators ; ad metalla, in which the offenders
were condemned to work in mines ; ad bestias, in which they were thrown to wild
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beasts to be devoured. These forms were often inflicted on those who embra'-ed and
would not renounce Christianity. There was also anotlier form, still more horrid,
which was to wrap the oftender in a garment covered with pitch and set it on fire

;

thus Nero murdered the Christians, on whom he charged his own crime of burning
Rome.

§ 265. The system of laws was in general very loose and indefinite in the
early times of Rome. The kings, and likewise the first consuls, decided all

cases according to their own judgment, or according to usage in similar
instances. The abuses growing out of this state of things occasioned, accord-
ing to the common accounts, the sending of three commissioners, B. C. 455, to
Athens and Sparta in order to collect the laws of Solon and Lycurgus. They
returned B. C. 453; and in the year following, ten patricians (cf. § 248. 3)
were appointed to devise and propose a body of laws.

1 u. The laws proposed by the Decem\iri were embodied at first in ten, then in
twelve tables, and by the people in the Comitia Centuriata were adopted and esta-
bhshed as the ground and rule of all judicial decisions (cf. P. V. % 561).—To these
were afterwards added many particular laws, which were usually named from their
authors, the consuls, dictators, or tribunes who proposed them ; e. g. Lex Atinia, Lex
Fiiria, &c. ; also trom their contents; e. g. Leges agrarice, fruvieniarm, &c.
2u. It was necessary that every law proposed for enactment should be previously

posted up in public for seventeen days {per trinundiniim), and then be submhted to
the decisioti of the people in the Comitia Centuriata, that they might adopt it (legem
jubere, accipere), or reject it {legem antiquare). When a previous law was abohshed,
they were said to abrogate h {legem abrogare). Laws thus adopted were engraved on
brass, and lodged in the archives.—Under the emperors, however, their own ordi-
nances had the force of laws, called Constilutiones pri7icipaleg, and including not only
their formal edicts {edicla), but answers to petitions {rescripta, or epistolce), judicial
decisions {decretu), and commands to officers {mandafa).

3. Originally laws v.ere enacted by the people in the Comitia Curiata ; such laws
were termed in general Leges Curiatcs. But afterwards the Comitia Curiata fell

almost into disuse, and laws were enacted in the Comitia Centuriata, and thence were
termed Leges Ce/ituriatce. Enactments in the Comitia Tribula were termed Plebisci-
ta (cf. § 259). Decrees of the Senate were called Senatus consulta (cf ^ 257). Under
the early emperors, these decrees were often based on proposals made by the empe-
rors, called orationes principum, which were sometimes delivered orally, but generally
were sent in written messages; in later times the orationes seem to have be'en syno-
nymous with the const ilutiones.—The Roman law included the Leges, the Plebiscita,
the Se7iaf us consulta, and the Const it utiones Principales ; and also besides these, the
various edicts forming the Jus honorarium ; and hkewise several early collections of
laws and usages, viz. the Jus Papirianum, the Tabulce Duodecim, Jus Flaviamim,
and Jus Mlianum, of which some account is given under the history of Roman Lue-
rature (cf P. V. § 561). It is obvious, therefore, that in the lapse of years the sys-
tem of laws must have become exceedingly cumbrous and perplexing. The emperor
Justinian first reduced the Roman law to something hke order (cf P. V. § 569).
Respecting the Oraticmts principum, cf. Dirksm, Ueber die Reden der Rom. Kaiser, ia the Rheinisch Mus. far Jurispr. On

the general subject of the Roman Law and Jurisprudence, we may refer to Heinecciics, Aniiquitatum Romanarum Jurisprudentiam

illustrantium Syntagma. Argent. 1755. 8-—Savig7iy, System des heutigen Rom. TiecMs—Brinkmann, Instilutiones Juris Romani.

—Bu^o, Lehrbuch der Geschicbte des Rom. Rechts. Berl. 1S32. S.—See also in this Manual, P. V. \\ 55S-571.

§ 266 u. One thing especially noticeable in the legislation and regular pohcy of the
Romans was their care to provide sufficient supplies^ of grain. A general scarcity, as
m the year B. C. 440 and at other times, occasioned the appointme'nt of a special offi-

cer to attend to the subject, called Prcpfectus Annonoe, although the ^diles had pre-
viously been charged whh this care, and it continued afterwards to be a duty of their
office (cf § 244). Augustus ordained, that two men should be annually elected to
perform this duty, duumviri dividundo frumento. The annual contributions in grain,
which were exacted of the provinces, served likewise to prevent the occurrence of a
scarcity of bread, and the provincial officers, especially the Qucestors (cf "5i 246), were
required to attend carefully to the business.—In this respect, Egypt was the most
nrodvictive province, and it was on account of its grain, that the annual voyage was
made by the Alexandrine fleet, with which the African fleet was afterwards joined.
The distribution of grain among the people, at a low rate, was practiced in Rome
from the earliest times.

§ 267. The sources of income to the Roman treasury {serarium), and after-

wards to the imperial exchequer (fsctis), were the tributa, taxes imposed on
the citizens according to their property, or on the provinces as an annual tribute,

and the vectigalta, which included all the other forms of taxes. There were
three principal kinds or branches of the vectigalia; the poriorium, duties on ex-
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ports and imports, the person taking lease of which was called manceps portuum

;

decumse, tithes or tenth-parts of the produce; and the scHptura, or pasture tax,

^•aid for feeding cattle on the public lands. There were also taxes on mines,

and on salt works, which yielded considerable revenue. Less important were
the taxes on roads, on the value of freed slaves (vicesima, a twentieth), on
aqueducts, on artisans, and the like.

1 u. The vectigalia were let by auction (locabantur suh hasta). Those who hired or

farmed them were called puhlicani, the rent or hire paid being called puhlicum. ; they
were usually Roman knights, who of course possessed property, and on taking the

lease advanced a large sum, or gave landed securities {prcudes). Leases of the reve-

nues of whole kingdoms and provinces were often taken by several knights associ-

ated (societas or corpus), who had in Rome a superintendent of the concern [magister

societatis puhlicanorum), with a subordinate one in each province or region {promagh'
ter), and a multitude of subalterns to collect the revenue, keep the accounts, &c.
The publicans so often mentioned in the New Testament were of the class of sutialtern collectors above described, who were

guilty of great extortion in all the provinces. Zaccheus, described by Luke (xix. 2), as " chief among the publicans" (apXfrtXoii'ijj),

was probably a promagister.—Botuhard, Sur les Publicains, &c. in the Mem, Acad. Inscr. xxxvii. 241.

2. Salt-works (salince) are said to have been established first at Ostia, by Ancus Martius (Plin.

Hist. Nat. xxxi. 41). In later times they were numerous in Italy, and in the provinces. Rock-
salt (aXes opvKToi) was known to the ancients ; salt was also gathered from springs and lakes,

where it was formed by a natural process; yet most of the salt used was made by artificial

evaporation of sea-water. The salt-works were usually public property, and were let by the

government to the highest bidder. Among the most productive mines belonging to the Ro-
mans, were the gold mines near Aquileia (Polyb. xxxiv. 10) ; the gold mines of Ictimuli near
Vercelii, in which 25,000 men are said to have been employed (Plin. H. Nat. xxxiii. 4) ; and the

silver mines of Spain near Carthago Nova. In Dacia were gold mines and silver mines belong-

ing to the Romans. Macedonia, lllyricum, Thrace, also Sardinia, and Africa, contained mines
from which the Romans derived an income. Those in Dacia are said to have yielded in the time

of Nero fifty pounds of gold daily.

On the mines of Dacia, cf. Lotid. Quart. Rev. Oct. 1841, p. 10.—On those of Spain, RoUin, Anc. Hist. vol. i. p. 32, ed. N. York,

1835.—On the ancient mines generally, B. Caiyophilus, De antiquis Auri, Argenti, Stanni, .Bris, Ferri, Plumbique Fodinis. Vienn.

1757. 4.

3. Besides the taxes above named, we may mention under the Vectiffalia, ihe following: a
tax on the value of thincs sold {centesima reram venalium) ; a tax on liberti living in Italy (called

ccfava) ; a tax on the doors of houses (ostiariuvt), sometimes on the pillars {columnarium) ; a
tax on bachelors (yxoriiim), first imposed A. D. 403.

4. After the conquest of Macedonia, the revenue from the provinces became so great thai the

tributa previously assessed on Roman citizens were abolished. They were renewed again by
Augustus, and continued by his successors. Caracalla bestowed the name and privilege of Ro-
man citizens on all free inhabitants of the empire, in order to increase tlie income from these

taxes ; this was done without lessening the taxes levied on them as provincial subjects.

5. Respecting the amount of income to the Roman treasury at different periods not much is

known (cf Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxxiii. 17). The annual revenue is said to have been fifty millions

of drachms before the time of Pompey, and to have been by him increased to eighty-five mil-

lions {Pint. Pomp. 45). In later times vast sums must have been required to meet the various

expenses of the civil government, the army, the navy, the public buildin£s, the aqueducts, the

great roads, and other works.—It does not appear that regular annual salaries were given to

public officers until the time of Augustus ; but afterwards they were common. Alexander Se-
verus is said to have established a salary (salaria7n) for rhetoricians, grammarians, physicians,

liaruspices, mathematicians, mechanicians, and architects. The term aalarium was derived

from ial : salt being one of the things essential in supporting human life.

D. H. hegewisch, Hislor. Versuch aber die Romischen Finanzen. Altona, 1804. 8.-/2. Bosse, GrundzUge des Finanzwesens ira

Rem. Staate. Braunschweig, 1803-4. 2 Bde. 8—Cf. Gibbon, Rom. Emp. ch. vi. xvii.—P. iitnna?!?!, Vectigalia Populi Romani.

Leid. 1734. 4.

§ 268*. In connection with the Civil Affairs of Rome, we may speak of the

principal employments and regular pursuits which were publicly authorized or

sanctioned.

L Under the heads of Teacher, Priest, Lawyer, and Physician, may be included

whatever among the Romans corresponded to the learned professions of modern times.

—Respecting the business of instruction, conducted by gramrnarians, rhetoricians,

and philosophers, we only refer to the notices given in other parts of this work (cf F.

IV. ^§ 1-23—128. P. V.^HOT—412,416—422,446—i55).—The established system of

idolatry required a large number of priests of different grades ; a sufficient account has

been given in former sections of their business (cf §§ 207—219) and emoluments

(§ 219 b). The employment of the lawyer was highly honorable and profitable.

The jurisconsuk or the pleader, who could distinguish himself by his knowledge of

law or his talents and skill in managing causes, was sure to obtain honor and wealth;

although exposed, of course, the orator especially, to suffer in the violence of party

revolutions (cf P. V. ^§ 390—406, 558—571).—The profession of medicine, at first not

much encouraged, had great patronage from the time of Augustus (cf P. V. "5>§ 543

—

552). Some statements of PHny {Hist. Nat. xxix. 5) show that the employment was

very lucrative ; a physician, named Quintus Stertinius, received from the emperor
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500,000 sesterces per annum, yet represented himself as making a sacrifice tliereby,

as he could have obtained GOO,000 by private practice.

We may here remark that a number of iurgical instruments were found in 1819, in a house in Pompeii ; among them were the

probe ispecillum, /iijX?;), the cautery (KavTrjotov), the forceps (vuhclla), the catheter (KoStT^p, Z'lca /is(uZa), different sorts of

knives, &c.—An account of them is given in KUhn, in the OpiLscula Academ, Med. et Philolog. Lips. I82S. 2 vols. 8.

2 u. Although commerce could not flourish m.uch at Rome in early times, when the

spirit of war and conquest engrossed every thing, yet there existed a body of mer-
chants, who were Roman citizens. The Roman commerce was also extended, on the

expulsion of the kings, by a treaty with the Carthaginians. Yet commercial pursuits

were regarded as unbecoming for the higher classes, who nevertheless covertly and
through agents not unfrequently engaged in them and indulged m speculations, 'i'hey

did this especially in connection with the slave-trade, which was very lucrative. The
merchants at Rome were styled mercatores ; those abroad in the provinces, negotia-

tores. There were also brokers and bankers {argentarii and me7isarii), and contract-

ors of various kinds, besides the publicarii (mentioned in the preceding section), whose
contracts may be viewed as a sort of commercial transactions. Yet Rome never
acquired a high rank among the states of antiquity in point of commerce.

The argentarii were ordinary brokers ; Ihey were divided into corporations (societateis, corpora).

The mensurii were public bankers, appointed by the state, who loaned money from the public

treasury to such as could give security for it. Both classes had their offices in the buildings by
the forum.

On Commerce, &c. among the Romans, Gibbon, Fall of Rom. Emp. ch. ii.—The Hist, of Rom. Errvp. (given in Lardner's Cab"

Cyclopasdia) bk. iii. ch. 9.—De Pastoret, Sur le commerce et le luxe des Romaines, &c. in the Mem. de I'Institut, CI as s e d'Biit.

tt Lit. Anc vol. iii. p. 285 ; vol. v. p. 76 ; and vii. p. ViS.—Emesti, De negoliatoribus Rom. Lips. 1772. 8.

3 u. Other trades were still less reputable than commerce. The mechanics and arti-

sans were slaves, or foreigners, although they sometimes acquired Roman citizenship.

Under Numa there were formed certain corporations of them, or colleges {collegia),

which afterwards became more respectable and numerous. Of this kind were the

collegia /flSron/m, tignariorum, dendrophororum, sagariorvm, tabnlariorum, &c. The
overseer of such a body was called prcpftctus ; they had also their decuriones and ma-
gistri, w^hose office was usually for five years. They performed work for the state,

or for individual citizens, who were not able to hold slaves.

Respecting these corporations, see G. Pancirollus, De corporibus ArtiBcum, in 2d vol. of Grsvius, cited § 197.

4. Among the various arts and trades pursued, the following should be here noticed

more particularly.

(o) The making of glass (vitrum, raXoj)-— It has been a question of some interest how far the

ancients understood the making of glass. Pliny (Hist. Nat. v. 19. xx.wi. 26) states that the art

originated in accident, on the banks of the river Beius ; and that glass vessels were first made in

Sidon. It was known, however, in Egypt, for pieces of blue glass have been found in the tombs at

Thebes, and some of the mununies are decorated with glass. Lachrymatories and paters of

glass have been discovered in the catacombs of the Greek island Milo(cf. $ 1S6. 1). The allusions

and comparisons of Virgil and Horace (cf. f^irg. JEn. vii. 759. Hor. Od. i. xvii. 20. Sat ii. iii. 222)

indicate an acquaintance with glass (vitrea) in^a state of at least considerable perfection. Colored

glass is said to have been used in mosaic decorations (cf. P. IV. $ 220. 2) in the time of Augustus.

Imitations of gems were formed also by means of glass (cf. P. IV. $ 210). The story related by

Tacitus (./?7in. v. 42) of a vase of malleable glass shown to Tiberius, however incredible, shows
that glass-making had been introduced at Rome. Numerous vessels of glass, and even panes

of glass in a window, have been found at Pompeii (cf. $ 325). The celebrated Portland Vase has

lately been pronounced to be glass (cf. P. IV. $ 173); this was found in the tomb of Alexander

Severiis, in whose reign a special tax was laid, A. D. 220, upon the glass-makers of Rome, who
were then so numerous, it is said, as to require the assignment of a particular quarter of the city

for the place of their labors.

See Wilkinsm, Ancient Egyptians, vol. iii. p. 88, as cited P. I. § ITJ.—Boudet, Sur I'Art de la Verrerie, &c. in^the Description de

I'Egypte, vol. ii. p. 2[3.—Belz(mi, cited P. IV. § 231. l.—Mazois, Ruines de Pompei. Far. 1830.

(6) The making of earthenware (fictile, Kcpaniov, d(7Tpaictvov) or the art of pottery (ars^^Zi-

no).—This was earlv known among the Jews {Jerem. xviii. 3, 4). The vessels found at VolaterrsB

and other places (c"f. P. IV. $ 173. 3) prove its existence among the Etrurians and the Greeks in

Italy. There can be no doubt it was early introduced among the Romans. The wheel (rpoxos,

rota fiffularis) of the potter {figulus, Kcoaixcvi) is a subject of allusion in Plautus {Epid. iii. 2. 35).

Molds (rvToi, formm) were used to decorate the vessels with figures in bas-relief (cf. P. IV.

$$ 158, 18S) and for forming the images on the architectural appendages called ontefixa made of

terra cotta (cf. P. IV. J$ 239, 241) ; some specimens of these molds have been found near Rome.
According to Vitruvius the Romans made their water-pipes of potter's clay. They established

potteries in England; vestiges of which, it is said, are still discernible in some parts of the

island, especially in Staffordshire. If their vasa murrhina were porcelain (cf. P. IV. $ 195. 4-t

the art must have reached a high degree of perfection ; some have attemiHed to show that these

vessels were made of a transparent stone dug from the earth in the eastern part of Asia.—Th"
manufacture of bricks (lateres coctiles) was well understood. Bricks are found in very ancieni

Roman ruins, which are said to be superior to the modern both in solidity and beauty.

Lardnerh Cab. CyclopaeJia, the vol. on Porcelain and Glass.—S. Parses, Chemical Essays, &c. Lond. 1830. p. 304, 346.

Notices of Roman earthen vessels are found in W. Skerry, Description of the discoveries at Heraclea, translated, &c. Lond. 1750. 8.

—Cf. Stroux d'.igincourt, Recueil de Fragmens.

(c) The baking of bread {panificium, ars pistoria).—The bakers (pistores) at Rome formed, like

persons of other trades, a collegium. No one had made baking a trade, it is said, until B. L
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173. In a bakehouse (pistrinum, or pistrilla) discovered at Pompeii, were found several loaves

of bread apparently baked in mol.Is (artopt<B); lliey were flat and about eight inches in diame-
ter. Before the invention of tlie mill Ouola), corn was pounded in a sort of mortar (.mortarinm)

csiWed pistuvi ; whence the name pUtur, and pistrinum. Two varieties of the hand-mill (mola

manuarici) were found in the ruins of a bakehouse at Pompeii ; grinding with this was done by
slaves, chiefly females. The "cattle-inill" {mola asinaria, livXog ovikos, cf Mattk. xviii. 6) was
also used; likewise the water-mill {mola aqnaria, vlpaXerrji), having above the stones a hopper
{iiifundibulum) from which the corn fell down between them. In the later periods there appear
to Lave been public mills turned by the water of the aqueducts. When Rome was besieged by

the Goths, A. D. 536, and the aqueducts were intercepted, Beiisarius is said to have constructed

floating mills upon the Tiber.

Cf. VUrt'Vius, X. b.—Aiisonius, Poem. iii. IQ.—Procopius, De Bello Gothico, i. 15 (cf. P. V. § 2ST).—Mcmeez, Sur les meules de

moulin, &c. as cited § 59.—/!. L. Gottziiu, De Molis et Pistrinis Veterum, and C. L. Huheisd, De Molis Manualibus, &c., in UgoU-

nut, vol. xxix. as cited § 197. 1.

{tl) The business of the fuller (fiillo, yvatpevg), the dresser of cloth and washer of clothes.—

The fullers, like the bakers and other tradesmen, formed a collegium. A fuller's establishment

was termed fullonica or fullonium ; 'the mode of performing the work was sometimes a subject

of attention from the censors (cf. Plimj, Hist. N. xxxv. 5). On the walls of a fullonica at Pom-
peii were found paintings which serve to explain the way in which dresses were cleansed. It

would seem that the Romans in the cities sent their clothes to the fuller, instead of having them
washed at home.
The paintings above mentioned are eiven in the Museo Borbonico, cited P, IV. § 212. vol. iv.—Some of them in Gdl, Pompeiana,

vol. ii. as cited P. IV. § 243. 2; also in Smitfi, Diet, of Antiq. p. 432.—Cf. Shottgm, Antiquitatea Triturae et FulloniE. Traj. ad

Rhen. 1727.

(e) The art of dyeing (ars tinctoria, tinctura).—This seems to have been a subject of special

regard in the time of the empire. Establishments for dyeing were supported in various places

;

at Tareiitum, e. g. celebrated for its woolen manufactures, there was an imperial dye-house

{havliiurn, a(pE'i:ov) i these establishments were under a superintendent {baphiis prcepositus). The
whole work of making the cloth appears to have been performed in them, both the spinning

{lanificiuin) and the business of weaving {textrina). A dye much used was the purple obtained

from the shell of the Murex. Dyers from various places resorted to Phoenicia to improve
themselves in the art.

See .imcilhon, Sur la teinture des Anciens, in the Mem. de VInstitut, C 1 a s s e de Lit. et Beaux Arts, vol. i. p. 549 ; vol. iii.

p. 357.—Cf. notice of the color of the toga, § 332. 2.

/ % 269 u. Agriculture was in much higher estimation than commerce or any of the

trades ; and the fields of the wide Roman territory, as well as those taken in war,

were chiefly possessed by respectable Roirian citizens. Many noble Romans lived

upon their own lands, and made the cultivation and improvement of them a special

study. The ornamenting of their estates proved, in the flourishmg periods of the

state, an important part of Roman luxury.

1. The grain chiefly cultivated was wheat, but of various kinds; t riticum was a

common name ; far is put for any kind of corn, and farina for meal. Barley, hordeum,

and oats, ai;e??.a, were also raised. Flax, linum, was an article cultivated considerably.

Meadows, prata, were cultivated for mowing; they seem to have yielded two crops

of hay,/ce?ufm. The breeding of cattle was an object of attention usually included

under husbandry ; chiefly, oxen, horses, sheep, and goats. Much care was also be-

stowed on bees {apes). Trees, also, both forest, fruit and ornamental, received tlieir

share of attention. The Romans were acquainted with most of the various methods

now practiced for propagating the different species and varieties.—But the culture of

the vine finally took the precedence of all other cultivation (cf % 331 b).

Respecting the attention paid by the Romans to agriculture as a science, and the care taken

in defining the boundaries of lands by means of professional surveyors {agrimensores), see P. V.

$ 4S3—489. cf. P. II. $ 91. 1.

2. Among the agricultural instruments the plow, arafrum, ranks first; its chief

parts were the te7no, beam, to which the jugum or yoke for the oxen was attached

:

stiva, plow-tail or handle, having on its end a cross-bar (manicula) of which the

plowman took hold to direct the instrument; buris, a crooked piece of wood between

the beam and plowshare ; dentale or de7is, the piece of timber which was joined to

the buris and received on its end the share ; vomer, the share ; aures, affixed to the

huris, and answering to mold-boards to throw the earth back ; culler, the colter. The
rallum was a staflf used for cleaning the plow, or beating off" clods from it. In some
plows wheels were attached ; but the plow most commonly used was more simple,

having neither colter nor mold-boards. Other instruments were the ligo, spade ; ba-

tdlus, shovel; rastrum,rake ; sarculum, hoe or weeding-hook ; bidens, a sort of hoe,

with two hooked iron teeth ; occa and irpex, different kinds of harrows ; marra, a mat-

tock or hoe for cutting out weeds; dolabra, a sort of adz ; securis, ax; falx, pruning-

knife; falx messoria and falcula, sickle. The implements for beating out grain

were the perticcB, a sort of flails; traha, a sort of sledge; tribula, a board or beam,

set with stones or pieces of iron, v/ith a great weight laid upon it, and drawn by yoked

cattle. These were all used upon the threshing-floor, area, which was a round space,

elevated in the center; sometimes paved wuh stone, but commonly laid with clay

carefully smoothed and hardened. Sometimes the threshing was done by merely

driving oxen or horses over the grain spread on this floor, as among the Greeks and

Jewi
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In Plate XXXII., fig. ii. exhibits the Roman plow ; T is the temo ; B, the stiva ; A, points to

the aures on the huris ; D, to the dentale ; V, is the vonier ; C, the culter. In fig. iii. are seen
forms of the Syrian plow, cf. $ 172. 3.—On the Roman plow, cf. Dickson, as ciled P. V. $489. 3.

Fig. 8, in Plate XXXII. is a cut showing varieties of the falx, pnuiing-knife, and sickle.

Fig. 5 is from an Egyptian monument, and shows the use of the sickle in cutting wheat in the

field. fig. 7 is a Persian drag, for the purpose of threshing grain; a roller with teeth, fitted

60 as to be drawn by cattle over the grain ; it is taken from Sir R. K. Porter.—Fig. iv. is another
instrument for the s'ame purpose, taken from Mithuhr ; it has three wheels wilh iron teeth, or

with serrated edges, drawn by cattle, the driver sitting on it. These figures may partially illus-

trate the Roman traha and tribulu. Pontedera, Antiquitatum Rusticarum, &c. Paiuv."l738.

3. The carriages used for agricultural purposes were chiefly the plaustra or vehcB,

which had usually two wheels, sometimes four, and were drawn commonly by oxen,

but also by asses and horses. These often had wheels without spokes, called tym-

pana. The body of these carriages (and indeed of any carriage) was termed capsum,

and the draught-tree or beam, temo. The jugum was the yoke, fastened to the beam
and also to the cattle by thongs, lora subjugia—The sarracum was a cart or wagon
used in conveying wood, and the various products of the farm.—Pack-horses (caballi)

were sometimes used for carrying burdens; more frequently asses or mules; called

clifellarii, from the packages {diteltcB) on their backs.

We may remark in this connection, that the Romans had various carriages for con-

venience and amusement.—The chariot, currus, was the most common; always with

two wheels, but either two, three or four, or even six horses. Those with two were
termed bigcs ; those with four, quadrigcB ; in the races, the horses were always yoked
abreast.—The carruca was a sort of private coach of the rich, sometimes of sohd sil-

ver, curiously carved.—The pilentnm, was an easy soft vehicle with four wheels,

used in conveying women to pubhc games and rites. The carpentum was a carriage

with two wheels and an arched covering. The Ihensa was a splendid carriage with

four wheels and four horses, in which the images of the gods were taken to the pul-

vinaria in the Circus, at the Circensian games (^ 233). The cisiitm was a vehicle

with two wheels, drawn by three mules, used chiefly for travehng. The rheda was a

larger traveling carriage wnh four wheels,—The horses were guided and stimulated

by "the bit {franum) and reins (Jiabencp) and whip ijlagellum). Bells (tintinnabvla)

were sometimes attached to the necks of the chariot-horses in a string similar to those

now used.

Fig. 6, in our Plate XXXI. is an ancient h\ga, preserved in the Vatican at Rome ; it is covered
with leather. Fig. 5 shows a iriga. Fig. 4 is a qnadriga, which very nearly corresponds to a
representation on a medallion (vuminus moduli viaiivii) belonging to the Royal Cabinet at Paris,

on which Augusnis appears holding a standard with the eagle at its lop, and driving four horses.

Cf Montfaiicon, Sup. vol. i. p. (54.

Conveyance was also made on horseback, in which case the spur (calear, Kivrpov, cf Virg-.

Mn. .\i.714) was the stimulus. Saddles of some kind {epliippia, i^ii-mni.v) v.'ere used ; sometime3
perhaps merely of cloth {vestis stragv.la); yet sometimes consisting, as is now supposed to be
shown by some monumentsi, of a wooden frame, stuffed and covered with a soft material, and
fastened by a girth (cingnlum, lova). Stirrups (sfopjff) weVe also knowna. in later times at least.

—It has been questioned v/hether the ancients used to .sAr-e their horses. But the allusions of the

classical writers seem to indicate clearly the fact that they dida, although, in the remains of
ancient art the shoe is scarcely found, if ever, in the representations of the horse. Some have
supposed that a plate of metarwas attached to the hoof, not by nails, but by some other means.

1 See Ginzrot. Ueber Wiien (" a valuable work on the historj- of Caniages"). 2 Of. Archssulogia, vol. viii. p. 111. as cited

P. IV. § 32. 5. 3 Archsologia, vol. iii p. 35.—See the pa=sa»e from Johnson, given in § 329. 3. Respecting bridles, bits, &c.

cf. B. Clark, Chalinography. Lond. 1S35. On the vehicles of the ancients, Schtffer, Be Re Vehicul.

§ 270. Here will be the place to notice what is most important respecting

the weights and circulating coins of the Romans.

1. The principal Roman weight was the libra or pound. This was divided like the

as, into twelve ounces ; and the parts bore the same names with those of the as, men-
tioned below. "Various weights, both parts and multiples of the pound, were used in

transacting business. They were often made of a black stone which some have
called Li/dius lapis. Scales (LibrcB) and steelyards iJLrutincB), like the modern, were
employed in weighing.

Various specimens of Roman weights are given by Monffaucon, vol. iii. p. lOB, as cited (? 13.

Some are rectangular solids; but most of them are in a degree spherical.—Fig. 7, in our Plate
XXXI. is a steelyard found at Pompeii ; the original has an inscription, bearing a date which cor-

responds to A. D. 77, and asserting that the instrument had been legally tested and proved in the
Capitol.—Fig. 8 is the movable weight belonging to another steelyard found at the same place,

—Roman steelyards and weights have been found also in England. Ci. ArclicBologia, cited P. IV.

$ 32. 5. vol. ix. p. 131.

2 w. Servius Tullitts was the first who caused money to be coined (cf. P. IV. % 134),

by stamping on brass the image of cattle {pecudes whence the term pecunia). Pre-
viously, exchanges were made by barter, or by means of uncoined metal. 1 he most
common brass coin, the as, was originally a Roman pound in weight and was divided

like that into twelve ounces {uncicB). Two uncice made a sextans ; three, a quadrans ;

fotir, a triens ; five, a quincunx ; six, a semis ; seven, seplunx ; eight, bes {his triens);

nine, dodraiis ; ten, decunx ; and eleven, deunx. Afterwards the as was gradually
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reduced {Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 3) to an ounce in quantity, and finally even to a half-

ounce. Silver coin was first stamped B. C. 269; the most common coins were the

Denarius, Quinarius, and Sestertius. The Denarius was originally reckoned as

equal to ten pounds of brass, and marked X, or X, but after the reduction of the as

to an ounce, B. C. 217, it passed as equal to sixteen asses. The proper value of it

also varied at different times. The Quinarius was half the Denarius, and marked
V. The Sestertius was a fourth part of the Denarius, and originally equal to 2^
asses (hence its name semis tertius), and marked LLS, i. e. Libra Libra Semis, abbre-

viated IIS or HS. After the reduction of the as to one ounce, the Sestertius passed

for four asses. The Sestertius was often called Nummus.—Gold coin was first stamped
at Rome B. C. 207; the most common coin was the Aureus or Solidus, equal in

weight to two Denarii and a Quinarius, and in value to twenty-five Denaiii.

/. Ward, De Asse et Partibus ejus. Ixind. 1719. 8.—Cardwell, Lectures on the Coinage of the Greeks and Romans.

3. The temple of Juno Moneta was the place of the Roman mint, where their mo-
ney was coined ; the term moneta (whence moiiey) referred originally to the image, or

stamp, impressed on the coin and reminding one of the person or thing represented.

The mint was under the care of the Triumviri monetales ; the coins were examined
by the Nummularii. The impression on the As or Assipondium was a Janus bifrons

on one side and on the reverse the rostrum of a ship ; on the Semis and Quadra7is
(called also Sembella and Teruncius) was a boat instead of the rostrum. The silver

coins Denarius, Quinarius, and Sestertius, often had on one side a chariot with two
or four horses, and on the other the head of Roma with a helmet ; but other devices

were sometimes impressed (cf. P. IV. § 139. 2).—The value of the Denarius was
about 15 cents, as deduced from the experiments of Letronne, who carefully weighed
1350 conswZar denarii ; that of the Sestertius, being one-fourth of it, was therefore

about 3 cents and 8 mills.—The ratio of gold to silver in the republic was about

10 to 1.

E. Brerewood, De Ponderibus et Pretiis Veterum Nummorum. Lond. I6I4. 4.—Monga, sur I'art du Monnoyage chez les anciena

et chez les moderns, &c. in the Mem. de VImtitut, C 1 a 8 3 e d'Hist. et Lit. Anc vol. ix. p. 187.

—

C<mger, Bockh, as cited 5 174.—

Hustey, as cited § 274. 2.

4. The usual rate of interest {fuenus) was one as for the use of a hundred a month,
or 12 per cent, a year, and was paid monthly on the Calends. It was called usura
centesima, as in a hundred months the interest would equal the capital (caput or sors).

Horace speaks (Sat. i. iii. 12) of a usurer, who took 60 per cent. For money invested

in property exposed at sea {fcenus nauticum) the lender might demand any interest he
liked while the vessel was out ; but after she reached harbor, only the usual rate of

12 per cent.—When a person, borrowing money, pledged himself and property in the

form of a sale, he was said to be nexus ; a person faiUng to discharge his debt within

the legal term was by the law consigned to the creditor, and was then said to be
addictus.

See Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, ed. Phil. 1835. vol. i. p. i37.—Hudtwalher, De fcen. nautico Rom. Hamb. ISIO. 4.

^ 271 u. The Romans usually reckoned money by Sestertii. The sum of 1000
Sestertii they called Sestertium ; duo Sestertia, e. g. signifies the same as bis miUe
sestertii. When the sum was ten hundred thousand or over, they used the word Ses-

tertium in the case required, prefixing only the numeral adverb to the first number,
ten, twenty, &c., and leaving the hundred to be supplied by the mind ; e. g. Decies

Stxtertium signified 10, 00, OQO Sestertii; Quadragies Sestertium signified 40,00,000,

or 4 million Sestertii.—They sometimes reckoned by talents, in case of large sums.
The talenl.um was equal to 60 librce or pounds.

1. Kennet gives the following rule for interpreting the Latin expressions for sums of money:
if a numeral aeree, in case, number, and gender, with Sestertius, then it denotes precisely and
simply so many sesterces; if a numeral of another case be joined with the genitive plural, Ses-

tertitim, it denotes so many thousand sesterces ; if a numeral adverb be joined to the same, or be
used alone, it denotes so many hundred thousand sesterces.

We have on record some statements, from which we may form a notion of the Roman wealth
and luxury. Crassus, for instance, is said to have possessed lands to the value nf bis millies, i.e.

by the above rule, 2000X100,000=200,000,000 sesterces ; takins the value of the sesterce obtained
as mentioned in the preceding section, we have 3.8x200,000.000-:-1000=.5-7,600,000, for the value
of the land owned by Crassus ; he is said to have had, in slaves, buildings, furniture, and money,
as much more.—Caligula laid out upon a single supper, cen^je.v, i.e. 100X100,000 sestHrces=
3.8 X 10,000,000-:-1000=:.$'380,000.— Cleopatra is said to have swallowed, at a feast with Antony,
a pearl worth the same sum, centies HS.—Cicero is said to have had a table which cost centum
sesterti&m, i. e. 100X1.000 sesterces=$3800.

Cf. Adam, Rom. Ant. (ed. Boyd) Edinb. 1834. p. 432.—Perhaps these sums would be much larger, if due allowance were mada

for the depreciation in the value of the precious metals. Cf. Say's Polit. Economy, bk. i. eh. xxi. sect. 7.

2. In the Roman system of notation, seven letters of the alphabet were employed for express-
ing numbers ; viz. I for 1, V for 5, X for 10. L for 50, C for 100, D for 500, and M for 1000. Instead
of D, they sometimes used IC to signify 500 ; and instead of M, they also used J^ or CIC, or O C,
to signify 1000. Sometimes a line drawn oyer a letter indicated that it was to be multiplied by

1000; e. g. X stood for 10,000; L, 50.000; C, 100,000.—Combinations of these letters usually sig-

nified the sum of the numbers represented by the several letters separately ; e.g. VIII, 8; XV. 15,
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LX, 60; CX, 110. But when I, V, or X was placed before a letter representing a larger number,
the conibinalion expressed the difference ; e. g. IV, 4 ; XL, 40 ; XC, 90 ; and when to IC another
C was annexed, it indicated a multiplication by 10; eg. IC, 500; ICC, 5000; ICCC, 60,000: in

order to signify the same multiplication of CIC, a C was also prefixed as well as O annexed;
e.g. CI3, 1000,- CClOa, 10,000; CCCIOOO, 100,000. For any muliiple, however, of this last,

100.000, the Romans did not employ letters : but prefixed to this expression a numeral adverb;
as bis, to signify 200,000; lev, to signify 300,000; decies, to signify 10,00,000, &c.

§ 272. It may be in place to speak here of the modes of acquiring or transferring pro

perty {res privatcB), or methods of gaining the ownership {dominium). I'he following

may be named ; 1. Mancipatio, when a regular compact or bargain was made, and the

transfer was attended with certain formahties used among Roman citizens only ; 2. Cessio

i?ijure, when a person transferred his effects to another before the Praetor, or ruler of

a province ; chiefly done by debtors to creditors ; the cessio extra jus was when an
insolvent debtor gave up his property to his creditors ; 3. Usncapio, when one obtained a
thing by having had it in possession and use {usiis auctoritate) ; 4. Emplio sub corona,

the purchasing of captives in war, who were sold at special auction, with garlands

{corona) on their heads ; 5. Audio, pubhc sale or auction ; 6. Adjudicatio, which referred

strictly either to dividing an inheritance among co-heirs or dividing stock among partners,

or setthng boundaries between neighbors, but is applied also to any assignment of pro-

perty by sentence of a judge or arbiter ; 7. Donatio, when any thing was given to one

for a present; 8. Hcereditas, when property was received by inheritance; and this was
either by bequest, from a testator, who could name his heirs in a written will {teslamento)

or in a declaration {viva voca) before witnesses ; or by law, which assigned the property of one

dying intestate to his children and after them to the nearest relatives on the father's side.

^ 273 u. The public sale of property {audio, also called proscriplio) was very common
among the Romans. In the place were such sale was held, a spear was set up, whence
the phrase sub hasta ve?iire or vendere. A notice or advertisement of the goods to be

sold {tabula proscriptionis, tabula auctionaria) was previously suspended upon a pillar in

some public place. Permission for such sales must be obtained of the city Praetor. The
superintendent of the sales was termed magister auctionum: in cases where the sale

was to meet the demands of debt, he was selected by the creditors, and was generally

the one who had the highest claim against the debtor. The sale of confiscated goods

was termed sectio; the money arising therefrom went to the public treasury.

Various distinctions were made of things constituting'property. One, of early origin, and con-

sidered important, was into Res Mancipi and Res j^ec Mancipi; the Ma-ncipi were all

such as could be transferred by the form called Mancipatio ; the JVec Mancipi were such as could

not be thus transferred. Under the iies Mancipi were included /ur7/'A- within Italy Cprccdia rnstica,

also urbana), and in any place which had obtained the jtis Italicum j also slaves ; and quadrvpeds

which were trained to work with back or neck; pearls {murgaritce); and country prfcdial servi-

tudes (or servitutes pradinrvm rnsticorum) . By a praedial servitude was meant a right of making
a particular use of the land of another, as the right of going through it on foot {servitus itineris);

of driving a beast iaciiis); of driving a loaded carriage {vim); of conducting water (aquceductus)

;

making lime {calds coquendce), &c.

On the subject of property among the Romans, see Unterholzen, Ueber die verschiedenen Arleu des Eigenthums, &c. io the Rhein

Mus.—Dirksen, Ueber die gesetzlichen BeschrlnljUDgen des Eigenthun.s, in the Zeitschrift, vol. ii.

—

Bynkershoth, Opusculum da

Rebus Mancipi et Nee Mancipi.—SaDi»:?ii/, Das Rechl der Besitzes.—S7ni(A, Diet, of Antiq. under Dominium, Mandpalio, frs-

diuni, Servitiis, &c. On the form in auctions, J. Rabirius, De Hastarum et Auctionum Origine, in Grsvius, vol. iii.

^ 274. The principal Roman measures of extent and capacity should be explained here.

i u. The measures of length and surface were the following; digitus, a finger's

breath; four of which made a palmus, or handbreadth ; and sixteen, a pes or loot;

5 feet were equal to a passus or pace; 125 of the latter formed a stadium, and 1 ,000 of

them, or 8 stadia, a milliare.—In land-measures, the following were the most common
denominations

;
_;i/^e?-wm, what could be plowed in a day by one yoke (j?/^o) of cattle,

240 feet long, 120 broad, or containing 28,800 square feet ; actus quadratus, equal to

half the jugerum, being 120 feet square and containing 14,400 feet ; clima, equal to an

eighth of the jugerum, 60 feet square, containing 3,600 feet.

The smallest measure of capacity for hquid and for dry things was the ligula, 4 of

which made a cyathus, and 6 an acetabulum; the acetabulum was the half of a quartarius,

which was the half of a hemina; and the hemina, half of a sextarius nearly equal to our

pint. For dry things there was also the Modius, equal to 16 sextarii. In liquids the

sextarius was a sixth of the congius; 4 congii made an urna; two urnae, an amjjhora;

and 20 amphorae, a culeus.

For a fuller view of the subject, the Tables presented in Plate XXXII a. may be consulted.

2. Various methods have been adopted to determine the value of the Roman foot, which is

important in learning the values of the several measures of length, extent, and capacity. 1. One
means is furnished by specimens of the Roman foot on tombstones ; there are four of these pre-

served in the Capitoline Museum. 2. Several foot-rules also have been discovered. The foot-

ruies were hars of brass or iron of the length of a pes, designed for use in actual measurements.
3. The length of the Rotnan foot has likewise been deduced from the distances between the

milestones on the Appian Way. 4. Attempts have been made to ascertain the Roman foot

likewise from the cnnrritts, the measure of capacity, of which two are yet in preservation, one at

Rome, the other at Paris; the solid contents of the congius are said to have been the cube of

half a ves From the same measure, it may be remarked in passing, there have been altenipta
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R03IA1V

MONEYS, WEIGHTS, AND MEASURES.

The value in our denominations is given from
Conger's Tables.

Measures of Surface.

1. Below the Versus.

Pes Quadratus

100 I
Decempeda Quadratus

400
I

4
I
Sextula

480
I
4.8

I
1.2

I
Actus Simplex

600
I

6
I

1.5
I
1.25^1 Sidliquus

2400 1 24
I

6
I

3
I

4 |
Uncia

3600 1 36
I

9
I

7.5
I

6 1 1.5 | Clima

;*. tq.ft.

I 00.9^

94.25

104 69

180.08

20.91

83.65

125.48

lOOOOl 100
I

25 |20.83| 16.6 | 4.16 | 2.7
I
Versus 34 167.05

2. Above the Versus.

Acres, r. poles, sq.ft.

Vereus 34 167.05

1.44
I
Actus Quadratus . . • • * \ Q 229,

. . • 2 19 187.

2
I

Heredium . • 1 39 101.83

576
I

400
I
200 | 100 |

Centuria • • 124 2 17 109.79

2304i~l600^l 800
I
400 | 4 |

Saltus • 498 1 29 166.91

2.88
I

2
I

Jugerum (As)

5.76
I

Subdivisions of the Jugerum and the Libra.

The Uncia is a 12th part of the Libra and also of the Jugerum;

and ten intervening divisions have the same name.

Uncis
I

Unciic

8. Bes 11. DeuDX

9. Dodrans 12. Jugerum,

10. Oextrans
I

and Libra.

Unas
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10 deduce the value of the Roman libra, as tlie congius is said to have held ten pounds of wine
or water. 5. The actual measurement of ancient buildings now standing at Rome is a method
which is thouglit to be most satisfactory. By these various methods the Roman foot is made
nearly equal to 12 inches.

Gassendi-s experiment to ascertain the Libra from the Congius is related in Diss. I. appended to vol. iii. of GogutVa Origin of

laws. &c. Anion? the authorities on the Roman money, weights, and measures, the following may be named in addition to those

cited § 210.—Kdslna: Matthix, and IVurm, as cited § 174.—G. Budxus, De Asse et partibus ejus, libri v. Lugd. 1551. 8.—/. F,

Oronou. De Sesiertiis. L. B. 1691.— R. Scofrini, Syntagma de ponderibus et meusuris Rom. Leipz. 1714. 8.—The treatises of Pastu*

and others in the I llh vol. of Grievius, cited § 197.—O. Hooper, Slate of the Ancient Measures, the Attic, Roman, and Jewish, with

an Appendix concerning the old English Money, &c. (published 1721). Also in his works. Oxf. 1757. fol.—/. Greaves, Description

of the Roman Fool and Denarius.—/. .Srbuthnot, Tables of Ancient Coins, &c. Lond. 1727. 4.

—

B. Langwilh, Otiservations on

Dr. Arbuthnofs Disserlation on Coins, Weights, &c. Lond. 1754. 4.—Of later authors in Metrology, Letromie and H'urm (cf.

§ 174) are most eminent. Cf. EoutiUVs Diclioiinaire Classique ; in which (as also in Cong-cr'i Essay) are good tables of the Greek

and Roman weights and measures.— Cf. also Freret, Les mesures tongues des anciens, in the Mem. Jlcad. Inscr. vol. xxiv. p, 432.—

Gosseti7i. Systemes metriques lineares d'antiquite, in the Mem. de Vlmtitut, C 1 a s s e d'Hist. et Lit. .inc. vol. vi. 44 —A Hutsey,

Essay on the ancient Weights and Money, with an Appendix on the Roman and Greek Foot Oxf. 1837. 8.

III. AFFAIRS OF WAR.

§ 275. The Romans were of all the nations of antiquity pre-eminently war-

like; and by an uninterrupted series of great military enterprises made a rapid

and remarkable advancement in power and dominion. Hence an acquaintance

with what pertains to their military antiquities must aid in forming a just idea

of their character and the original sources of their greatness.

1 u. This knowledge is to be drawn from their chief historians as the primary source;

particularly from the commentaries of Julius Ccssar, and the historical works of Livy
and Tacitus ; to which we may add the Greek writers on Roman history, Polybius and
Appian, on account of their constant reference to miUtary affairs. Besides these sources,

there are the Roman writers who have made it their chief object to describe the Roman
art of war, in its various particulars; viz. Hyginus, Frontinus, and Vegetius.

2 u. It is from these sources that those who have formed treatises and manuals of

Roman antiquities have derived their materials on this branch of the subject.

/. Lijisius, de Militia Romana (a comment, on Polybius). Antv. 1606. 4.—C. de Aquino, Lexicon Militare. Romje, 1724. 2 voh.

fol.— A^ast und Rosch, Romische KriegsalterthUmer, aus echten Quellen geschopft. Halle, 1782. S. A good manual on this branch

of antiquities —The lOth vol. of Grxvius (cited § 19") consists of treatises by R. H. Schelius and others, on the military affairs of the

Romans.—Cf also Rollin, on the Art military, in The Hisfciry of the Arts and Scieitces of the Ancients ; found in his .indent His-

tory. N. York, IS35. 2 vols. S.—Duncan^s Disc, on the Rom. Art of War, in his Transl. of Cssar, cited P. V. § 528. 7.—C. Guif

card, Memoires crit. et hist, sur plus, points d'antiquites militaires. Berlin, 1773. 4 vols. 8. Cf. § 42.-^^6 Beau, Memoirs on Roman

Legion. &c. in the Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. in difl'erent vols, from 25th to 42d.—De Maizeroi, to compleie the design of Le Beau,

in same Mem. SfC vol. xlii —Heyne, on the Roman Legion, &c. Cf. Class. Jotim. xi. 169.—Gibbon, in his Rom. Emp. ch. i.

§ 276. On account of the frequent changes in the military system of the Ro.
mans in the successive periods and revolutions of their history, the antiquary

must, in treating of this subject, pay constant attention to the order of time.

Of the Roman art of war in its earliest state,we have but imperfect accounts

;

but we know that the warlike spirit of the nation showed itself under the kings,

and gave no dubious intimations of their future career.—In the division of the

people into three tribes, made by Romulus, a thousand men for foot soldiers and
a hundred for horsemen were taken from each tribe, and thus originated the

Jirst Roman legion [containing therefore 3,000 foot soldiers, besides the 300
horsemen]. The 300 horsemen, called celeres, and constituting in time of

peace a bodyguard of the king, were disbanded by Numa, but reorganized by
Tullus Hostilius, and increased by the addition of 300 noble Albani; the whole
number of GOO was doubled by Tarquinius Priscus; and the body of horsemen
at last comprised 2,400 men.
There is not a perfect agreement in the accounts given respecting the number of men in the

cavalry at difft^rent periods (cf. Livy, i. 30, 36; Plutarch, Romul. 13, 20; Cicero, De Republ. ii.

20) ; and thsre is room for some doubt, whether the whole number at the close of the regal power
and in the flourishing times of the republic should be stated as 21,00, or as 36,00, or as 54,00.—See
Zumpt and Marquardt, as cited $ 256. 2.

§ 277. No one could be a soldier under 17, and all between 17 and 45 were
enrolled among the class of younger men, and liable to service ; while those over

45 were ranked among the elder men, excused from military duty. They were
always received to service under a formal oath {sacramentum). The regular

time of service was 16 years for foot soldiers, and 10 for horsemen; it was not

customary, however, to serve this number of years in succession, and whoever,
Ht the age of 50, had no^ served the prescribed number of campaigns was still
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excused from the rest. Persons of no property (capiie censi) were not included

in the rule of requisition as to service, because havinor nothing to lose, they

were not supposed to possess sufficient bravery and patriotism. In protracted

wars the time of service was sometimes extended four years long'er, and under

the emperors 20 years became the regular period, except for the imperial guard,

who were required to serve but 16. As all the soldiers were Roman citizens

and free-born, the rank of soldier was in high estimation ; and their peculiar

rights and privileges were termed jus mililicB. Freedmen could be admitted

only into naval service.—In the earliest times the Roman order of battle re-

sembled the Grecian phalanx. Subsequently it was a custom to form several

platoons or divisions. At a later period the method of three lines was adopted,

which will be described below (§ 28G).

§ 278. During the freedom of Rome, as has been mentioned, the army was
usually commanded by one of the consuls. A consular army commonly con-
sisted of two legions of foot, and six hundred horse, all native Romans. For
two consuls a double number was requisite, 4 legions and 1,200 horse. The
legion contained originally 3,000 fool-soldiers, but gradually increased to 6,000
and higher. In the second Punic war it consisted of 6,200 foot with 300 horse ;

and each legion had at that time six tribunes, of whom there were of course as

many as 24 in all. These tribunes were chosen by the people, partly from the

equites, partly from the plebeians.

1. The number of foot-soldiers in a leeion appears to have varied much at different times.
Cf. Livy, vii. 25; xxix. 24; xliv. 21 ; Poh/bius, iii. 12.

2 u. In cases of great urgency, those who had served their time and were over six-

and-forty years of age, were yet bound to defend their country, and to fill vacancies in

the city legions ; in such emergencies, freedmen and slaves were sometimes enlisted.

Soldiers received at such times of sudden alarm {tnmultus) were called' tumultarii or
suhitarii; those of them enlisting voluntarily were called volones.

3 u. Entire freedom from military duty was enjoyed only by the senators, augurs,
and others holding a priestly office, and persons suffering some bodily weakness or

defect. Remission of some part of the legal term of service was, however, often granted
as a revvard of bravery ; this was called vacatio lionorata.

§ 279. In the levying of the soldiers {delectus), the following were the usages
most worthy of notice. The consuls announced by a herald the time of a levy

{diem edicehant) ; then every citizen, liable to service, must appear, on peril of

his property and liberty, at the Campus IMartius ; each consul elected for him-
self two legions, assisted by the military tribunes. The common soldiers were
taken from all the tribes, which were called successively and separately in an
order decided by lot. Four men were selected at a time, of which the tribunes

of each legion, in rotation, took {legerunf) one. Afterwards the oath of fidelity

{sacramenium) was taken, first by the Consuls and Tribunes, then by the Cen-
turions and the Decuriones, and lastly by the common soldiers. Then the names
of the latter class were placed in the roll of the legion, and under the emperors
a mark was branded on the right hand, that they might be recognized, if they
attempted desertion. Compulsory levying, resorted to in necessities, was called

conquisilio ; the same thing among the allies was termed conscripiin.

§ 280. After the levy was made, the legions were directed to another place
of assembling, in which they were formed into divisions and furnished with
arms. The younger and feebler were placed among the light troops, velites ,•

the older and richer among the heavy-armed ; to which class belonged the hasiali,

pruicipes, and triarii.

1 u. The hasiali were young men in the flower of life, named from the long spear
used by them at first, and occupying the foremost line in battle; the principes vvero
the men in full vigor of middle age, standing in the second line in battle ; the triarii

the more advanced in age, veterans, constituting the third line in battle and taking thence
their name. A legion, when it consisted of 3,000, had 1,200 hastati, 1,200 p7hicipes,
and 600 triarii. The last number always remained the same ; the two former were
variously increased, and light-armed troops {velites or milites leves) were added ac-
cording to pleasure.

On the three ranks, hastati, &c., Le Beau, as cited § 275. Mem,^ vol. xiii. p. 325.

2 u On this occasion when the troops were formed into divisions, the colors or stand-
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ards were brought forth from the Capitol and treasury, and committed to the proper
officers (cf. § 282).

§ 281. The subdivisions were originally manipuli or centurias, containing each

a hundred men; and the leader and captain of this mimber was called Centurio,

—When the legion was divided into the three ranks of the hastati,princ{pes, and
iriarii, each rank had at first fifteen maniples ; and the whole legion, of course,

forty-five maniples. These maniples were all equal, consisting of 60 regular

privates, two centurions, and a standard-bearer. The maniples of the hastati

had 300 men of the velites, distributed equally among them; to the triarii also

were allowed thirty companies of the same ; the principes had none.

1 u. At another period the legion was divided into 30 maniples, and each of the three

ranks into 10. The maniples of the triarii contained still the same number, 60 men in

each, 600 in all ; those of the hastati and principes contained double ihe number, 120
men in each, 2,400 in all of both ranks ; among these were divided 1,200 light-armed

soldiers ; thus making a legion of 4,200. Each maniple was now divided into two ceti'

turies, sometimes called ordines. The tenth part of a legion, three maniples of each
rank, and therefore including 300 men, was called a cohors, and from the number of

men contained, tricennaria ; when the legion contained 4,200, the cohort had 420, and
was termed quadrigenaria ; so also when larger, quingejiaria and sexcenaria.

On the cohort, Le Stau, as cited § 275. Mem, !fC vol. xxxii. p. 279.

2 u. Each maniple had now two centurions, distinguished as prior and posterior ; and
every centurion had his assistant, called uragus, suhcenturio, and optio.—The 300 horse-

men belonging to a legion were divided into 10 turmcE, and each turma into 3 decuricB,

consisting of 10 horsemen, whose head or chief was called decurio.

§ 282. Each maniple had its standard, placed in its midst when in battle.

The chief standard was always in the first maniple of the triarii, which was
styled primus pilus. The images and figures upon the Roman standards were

various; but the principal standard, common to the whole legion, was a silver

eagle on a staff or pole, sometimes holding a thunderbolt in his claws, an em-
blem of the Roman power or success. Those of the infantry were usually

termed signa,- those of the cavalry, vexilla; the bearers, signiftri, or vexillarii.

1. The vexillum, a flag or banner, was a square piece of cloth, hung from a bar fixed

across a spear near its upper end. It was used sometimes for foot-soldiers, especially

for veterans, who were retained after their term of service ; these were by distinction

called vexillarii, as they fought under this peculiar standard (sub vexillo) ; they were also

called siibsigiiani. On the flag were commonly seen the abbreviations for S(7iatus popu-

lusque Romanus, or the name of the emperor, in golden or purple letters.—The signum
was originally a handful of hay, expressed by the word 7nanipuliis, and it was from this

circumstance that a division of soldiers came to be so called. Afterwards it was a spear

or staff with a crosspiece of wood, sometimes with the figure of a hand above it, in

allusion perhaps to the word vianipulux ; having below the crosspiece a small shield,

round or oval, sometimes two, bearing images of the gods or emperors. Augustus in-

troduced an ensign formed by fixing a globe on the head of a spear or staff, denoting

the dominion of the world. When Constantine embraced Christianity, he adopted a

new imperial standard which was termed the Laharum ; it is described as a long pike

with a transverse yard at the top, in the form of a cross; from this yard was hung a

silken veil or banner, of purple color, richly embroidered and ornamented ; the portion

of the standard above the cross-yard was wrought into a monogram for the word
XpicTTog.—The standards and colors were regarded with superstitious veneration by all

classes of the army.

In our Plate XXXIII. eleven different forms of Roman standards are given, in the figures

marked by the letter C— Fig. D is the ha-nd nf Mohammed, a son of sacred standard or sign of the

prophet's power among his followers ; it is taken from Morier (cited P. V. $ 243. 3), who repre-

sents it as carried in religious processions in Persia. Two forms of ancient Persian standards

are also given, in the figures marked B.—The eight marked A are Egyptian.—Several Roman
standards are seen also m Plate XXIX ; cf. $ 224.

Respecting Ihe Labarum, see L. Coleman, Antiquities of Chr. Church, Note prefixed to Explanation of Plates,—Cf. Clasi. Joum.

vol. iv. p. 222.

2. Near the standard was usually the station of the musicians.—" The Romans used

only wind-music in their army ; the instruments which served for that purpose may be

distinguished into the tiibcB, the cornua, the buccincB, and the litui.—The tubo is supposed

to have been exactly like our trumpet, running on wider and wider in a direct line to

the orifice.—The cornua were bent almost round ; they owe their name and original

to the horns of beasts, put to the same use in the ruder ages.—The buccince seem to

have had the same rise, and may derive their name from bos and cano. It is hard to

distinguish these from the cornua, unless they were something less and not quite so
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crooked.—The Ikui were a middle kind between the cornua and tubcB, being almost
straight, only a httle turning in at the top, hke the lituus or sacred rod of the augurs

;

whence they borrowed their name.—These instruments being all made of brass, the

players on them went under the name of ceneatores, besides the particular terms of
tuhicines, cornicines, luccinatores, &c. ; and there seems to have been a set number
assigned to every manipulus and turma ; besides several of higher order, and common
to the whole legion. In a battle, the former took their station by the ensign and
colors of their particular company or troop ; the others stood near the chief eagle in a

ring, hard by the general and prime officers; and when the alarm was to be given, at

the word of the general, these latter began it, and were followed by the common
sound of the rest, dispersed through the several parts of the army.—Besides this clas

sicum, or alarm, the soldiers gave a general shout at the first encounter, which in later

ages they called barritus, from a German original." {Kennet.)

A form of the Roman comu is seen in Plate XXVI. fig. B ; of the Ztluiu, probably, in fig. n. See Galand, La Trompette chet

les anciens, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. i. p. \0i.—Gala7id, De Tubse origine et usu apud Veteres, in U^oUnus, vol. xxxii. as cited

§^283. The weapons of the soldiers differed accordino^ to the class to which
they belonged. The velites had a round shield (parma), about three feet in

diameter, a spear for hurling {hasta velitaris), a helmet of ox-hide (^cudo), or of

the skin of a wild beast (galerus), and in later times a sword.—The hastati bore

a large shield {scutum), three and a half and four feet long and over, of thin

boards covered with leather and iron plate ; a short but stiff and pointed sword

(gladius), on the right hip; two javelins of wood with iron points {pita), one

longer and the other shorter; an iron or brazen helmet {galea), w\\h a crest

adorned with plumes {crista) ; greaves for the legs, plated with iron {ncreae)^

used in later times only for the right leg; a coat of mail {lorica), formed of

metal or hide, worked over with little hooks of iron, and reaching from the

breast to the loins, or a breastplate {thorax') merely.—The principes and triarii

used weapons of the same kind ; excepting that the triarii had longer spears,

called hasisE longx, in later times lancex, and long swords, called spathas, or

when of smaller size, semi-spaihse.—The shield was marked by the name of the

soldier and the number of the legion and maniple to which he belonged. Who-
ever returned from battle without his shield, forfeited his life.—The weapons
of the cavalry were similar to the Grecian (cf. § 138) : a war cap {cassis), a

coat of mail, an oblong shield, greaves or boots, a lance or javelin, and sword
and dagger, which last was used only in close fight.

The horsemen in fig. 1, of Plate XXX. have a small round shield. Cf. $235.3. A sort of shield

is also seen in fig. 2 of the same Plate ; which represents a Roman knight attacking a barbarian
soldier ; from an antique gem. Both these figures show the horseman's spear.—The scutum and
fladtus of the soldier are seen in Plate XXXIll. fig. 1, which is a Roman legionary, taken from
Trajan's Pillar (cf. P. IV. $ 188. 2).—The shield is likewise seen in fig. 2, which represents a
legionary with the accouterments and baggage, which he was obliged always to carry in march-
ing (cf. $ 298. 2).— The lorica or coat of mail may be seen in Plate XXII. fig. 5, in which the legs

as well as the body are defended by mail ; this is the figure given in Calmet to illustrate the
armor of Goliath, the Philistine ; it presents also his shield-bearing attendant. Cf. 1 Sam. xvii.

4-7.—In fig. 8, a coal of mail covers the arms; the helmet here seen e.xtends down behind to

defend the neck as well as head ; the figure is drawn from Trajan's Column. In Plate XXX.
fie. n, is a Dacian horseman completely c<ivered with scale armor; as is his horse also.—For
other articles of armor, see Plates XVII. and XXII. Cf. $$ 45 and 139.

On tne Roman armor, see Meyrtck, as cited § IS9.—Also, Le Beau (as cited § 275) in the Mem. de V.icad. SfC vol. xxxix. p 437.

§ 284. According to the common accounts, the Roman soldiery received no

pay during the first three hundred years of the city, and wages {stipendium)

were first given to foot-soldiers B. C. 405, and to horsemen three years after. p]ach

soldier had a monthly allowance {demensum) of about two bushels of wheat,

and a stipend of three asses per day. The stipend was afterwards greater;

Julius Caesar doubled it, and under the emperors it sometimes rose still higher.

The wages were sometimes doubled to particular soldiers or bodies of them as

a reward ; such were called duplicarii. Certain days were fixed for the distri-

bution of the allowance of corn. Whatever any one saved of his pay was called

peculium castrense ; half of which was always deposited with the standards,

until the term of service expired.

1 u. Various extraordinary rewards were given to those who distinguished them-

selves in war, called dotia militaria. Donatives, donativa, on the other hand, were
gifts or largesses distributed to the whole army on particular occasions, as e. g. in ca.ses

of success, when also sacrifices and games were celebrated. Among the rewards,

olden and gilded crowns were particularly common ; as, the corona castrensis or val-
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Zari's to him who first entered the enemy's entrenchments; corona muralis, to hin;
who first scaled the enemy's walls; and corona navalis, for seizing a vessel of the
enemy in a sea-fight ; also wreaths and crowns formed of leaves and blossoms; as
the corona civica, of oak leaves, conferred for freeing a citizen from death or captivity
at the hands of the enemy ; the coro7ia ohsidionalis, of grass, for delivering a besieged
city; and the corona triumphalis, of laurel, worn by a triumphing general.

The various crowns above named are exhibited in Plate XVI. Fig. 1 is the civica ; fig. 2, the
ea.'!trej>sis ; 3, the obsidiovalis ; 4, the muralis ; 5, the navaiis ; 7, the triumphalis.—Fig. 6 is the
radiata, such as appears to have been worn by the emperors.

2. " There were smaller rewards iprcEmia minora) of various kinds; as a spear with-
out any iron on it {hasja pura) ; a flag or banner, i. e. a streamer on the end of a lance
or spear (vexillum). of different colors, with or without embroidery ; trappings iphalercB).
ornaments for horses, and for men

; golden chains {aurece torques), which°went round
the neck, whereas the phalercB hung down on the breast; bracelets [armillcB), orna-
ments for the arms ; cornicula, ornaments for the helmet in the form of horns ; caiellce

or catem/lcB, chains composed of rings; whereas the torques were twisted (tortcp) like a
rope; fbuIcB, clasps or buckles for fastening a belt or garment." {Adam). Another
form of reward was an exemption from service (vacatio) by release before the legal
terni was .finished (cf. § 278. 3). At the expiration of the term of service, the soldiers
received a bounty or donation in land or money, which was sometimes called emerilum ;
those who had served their time out being also called emeriti.

The torques is seen on the Dying Gladiator (cf. P. IV. § 186. 9).—See Archxologia (as cited P. IV. § 32. 5), vol. xxii. p. 2S3, on
an ancieut bronze bracelet.

§ 285. The punishments inflicted for misdemeanors and crimes were very
severe, both in garrison and in camp. Theft, false testimony, neglect of watch,
leaving a post assigned, or cowardly flight, was visited with the punishment
called /its7«ormm, in which, on a signal from a tribune, the whole legion fell to

beating the offender with sticks, usually until his death ; if he escaped, his dis-

grace was scarcely preferable to death. When a whole maniple had fled, this

punishment was inflicted on every tenth man, being taken by lot, and the rest

were chased from the camp, and received only barley instead of wheat for their

allowance. Often disgrace was inflicted in other ways, as by loss of pay
{^siipeuclin privari), or loss of rank, e. g. when a soldier of the triarii was de-
graded into the hastati. The tribunes could inflict punishments only after in-

vestigation of the case; the general, on the other hand, could immediately and
absolutely pronounce sentence, even to death. The latter was the sentence for

wilful disobedience of orders, for insurrection and desertion. The mode of in-

flicting death was not uniform.

§ 286. Of the Roman order of battle (actes) a general idea may be given here ;

a minute detail would belong rather to a system of tactics. The legions were
commonly ranged in three lines, the foremost occupied by the hastati, the next
by the principes, and the last by the triarii. Between each two maniples a
space was left, so that the maniples of the second line stood against the spaces
of the first, and the maniples of the third against the spaces of the second.
These spaces were termed reclae viae, and were as broad as the maniples them-
selves.

1 u. This arrangement was called quincunx. It had the advantage both of stability

and of being easily changed ; it avoided all confusion and interruption, and was espe-
cially put in opposition to the Grecian phalanx (§ 142), which it could easily penetrate
and route. It was less fitted to resist a violent onset, and therefore was often, in anti-
cipation of attack, changed so as to close up the spaces. But in this form of arrange-
ment the soldiers were mutually sustained and relieved by being in different lines, and
by means of their separate maniples could easily change the positions for attack and
defence. Originally the lines were ranged six feet apart, and the men in the maniples
three feet from each other; in later times the space was diminished till the soldier had
scarcely more than room for his shield.

2. To the disposition of the soldiers in the three lines of hastati, principes, and triarii,

as above described, some have applied the phrase triplex acies (cf. Sallust. Bell. Jug.
49) ; others consider the phrase as sometimes at least meaning simply an arrangement
in three lines; an arrangement in two lines being called acies duplex. Other methods
of drawing up the army for battle were occasionally used. We mention here the
emeus, in which the army was arranged in the form of a wedge in order to pierce and
break the enemy's lines ; the globus, in which the troops were collected into a close,

firm, round body, usually adopted in case of extremhy ; the forfcx, in which the army
took a form something like that of an open pair of shears or the letter V, in order ti*
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receive the enemy when coming in the shape of a wedge ; the serra, in which the lines
were extended, and in making the engagement some parts of the front advanced before
the other parts, thus presenting an appearance a httle hke the teeth of a saw.

§ 287. The first attack in a battle was customarily made by the h'ghf-armed
troops, which in earlier times were ranged in front of the first line ; but after-

wards they were stationed in the intervals between the maniples, behind them,
or on the wings, and made attack in connection with the hustati. A considerable
part of the light-armed were stationed behind the triarii, to support them. The
attack commenced when the legion was at the distance of an arrow-shot from
the enemy. As the light-armed now discharged their arrows, the haslati ad-
vanced, hurled their javelins, and fought with their swords. If the enemy were
not forced to give way, or they were themselves pressed hard, the signal was
given for retreat; on which the light-armed and the hastaii drew back^through
the intervals of the second line, and the prina'pes advanced to the fight. In
the mean while, the triarii continued in a stooping posture, leaning on their

right knee with the left foot advanced, covering themselves with their shields,

and having their spears stuck in the ground with the points upwards ; the line

thus presented the appearance of a sort of wall. If the principes were com-
pelled to retreat, the triarii then rose, and both the principes and the hastati

being received into their intervals, renewed the action with close ranks (^com-

pressis ordinibus) and all three in a body {uno continente agmine). This united
attack was then sustained by the light-armed troops in the rear of the whole.

§ 288. Of the light-armed troops a few things further may be noticed. They
were commonly called velites ,• in early times, however, rorarii and accensi,

sometimes also adscriptilii, optiones, and feretitarii. They carried no shields,

but slings, arrows, javelins, and swords. They were usually divided into

fifteen companies {expediti manipuli, or expedites cohortes), and besides these
there were 300 usually distributed among the hastati of the old legions. The
light-armed often sat behind the horsemen, and when these approached the
enemy, sprang off and sought to wound and push them by the javelin and sword.

1 u. They were sometimes distributed among the maniples of the three lines, about
forty being joined to each maniple.—1 hey were of three different classes, designated
by their principal weapon

;
jaculatores, who hurled the javehn ; sngittarii. who shot the

arrow ; and fiinditores, who cast stones or balls with the sling. There were also
afterwards tragularii and balistarii, who threw stones by the aid of machines.

In Plate XXXIV. fig. a, is a Roman funditor ; fig. b, a Sagittarius.

2 u. Those called antesignmii were not the light-armed, but probably were the

soldiers of the first, or of the first and second line.—The position of the light-armed
during battle was often changed ; but it would seem that most commonly they stood in.

three lines behind the hastati, the principes, and the triarii, and rushed forward to their

attacks through the intervals between the maniples.

§ 289. The Roman cavalry was the most respected part of their army, espe-

cially as long as it was composed wholly of knights, and this class of citizens en-

joyed a high estimation and rank already noticed (§ 256). Even before the regular

establishment of this order in its full privileges, B. C. 124, the cavalry consisted

chiefiy of the noble and respectable young Romans ; such indeed was the case

on the first creation of the cavalry by Romulus, who received the most noble
youth among his 300 horsemen called celeres ; the same was true under the fol-

lowing kings, who increased their number. Towards the end of the republic,

the Roman knights began to leave the military service, and thus the cavalry

of the later armies was made up almost wholly of foreigners, who were taken
into pay in the provinces where the legions were stationed. The knights of

later times served only among the Fraetorians, or the imperial bodyguard
(cf. § 309).

§ 290. At that period also, the cavalry was often separated from the legions,

while previously they had been regarded as the same army, and been stationed

especially on the wing.—The forces, commonly called alse were different from
the legionary cavalry; they were bodies of light-horse, composed of foreigners

and employed to guard the flanks of the army.—The number of horsemen con-

nected with a legion has already been named (cf. §§ 276, 278, 281) ; commonly
300; sometimes 400. The legions of the auxiliaries (cf. § 292) had the same
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number of foot soldiers as the Roman legions, but a greater number of horsemen
;

although the ratio was not always the same.

In. The cavalry was divided by the tribunes into \0 turmcB, corresponding to the
number of cohorts in each legion, and 30 decurioB, corresponding to the number of
maniples. For every maniple there were therefore ten horsemen. Each lurma had
three Decuriones, the first of whom was commander of the whole turma; three uraai
(dy/3a)'oi) were under them. In how many lines the cavalry used to be drawn up for

battle is not known. In an attack, the first line of turma; endeavored to break the
ranks of the enemy ; and were supported therein by the second. If the enemy were
arranged in the wedge-form, the cavalry dashed upon them at full speed.

2 u. The horses were protected by leather on their bodies and plates of iron on their
heads and breasts. In general, the Roman cavalry were of principal service in pro-
tecting the flanks of the infantry, reconnoitering the enemy, collecting forage, occupy-
ing remote defiles, covering retreats, and pursuing the routed foe. Where the ground
was uneven, the horsemen dismounted and fought on foot.

On Ihe Roman civalry, Le Beau, as cited § 275, Mem. ^c. vol. xxviii.

—

Zumpt, cited § 256. 2.

§ 291. In early times, when the line in battle was not yet threefold, but the
foot were ranged in a siJigle line, the horse were placed in a second to support
them. In the year of the city 500, B. C. 252, the threefold arrangement of the
legion seems to have been adopted. The cohorts have already been mentioned

(§ 281); these also had their particular arrangement, which probably was
formed originally by uniting the maniples, a thing not common until later times,
since in the second Punic war the separate position of the maniples was still

practiced. Towards the end of the republic, the threefold division of the le-

gionaries was abolished ; and the legion now consisted of ten cohorts, each of
which contained 400 or 500 men. After the time of Caesar, the more frequent
order of battle was to place four cohorts in the front line and three in each of
the two others.—Generally the Roman tactics became gradually more and more
like the Greek. Under Trajan the arrangement for battle was a single compact
line. Under later emperors, the use of the Macedonian phalanx was adopted,
but it was renounced.

§ 292. Of the legions of auxiliaries we only remark further, that these con-
sisted chiefly of inhabitants of the Italian states, which at an early period, either

of choice or after subjection, entered into treaty with the Romans, and bound
themselves to furnish for the field as many foot-soldiers as the Romans, with
more than the Roman proportion of cavalry. The auxiliary legions occupied
the two wings when drawn up in battle-array.

1 u. A complete consular army, comprising the full quota from the allied states, con
tained eight legions ; although the number of allies was not always exactly the same.
When in process of time the aUies (socii) were admitted to Roman citizenship, the dis

tinciion made between them and the Romans ceased.

2. The number of legions enrolled and assembled for service was different at dif-

ferent times. "During the free state, four legions were commonly fitted up every
year, and divided between the two consuls

; yet in cases of necessity we sometimes
meet with no less than sixteen or eighteen in Livy.—Augustus maintained a standing
army of 23 or (according to some) of 25 legions." {Kennett.)

Respecting the military establishment of the emperors, see Gibbon, Rom. Emp. ch. i.—Of. § 30S.

3. The forces of the allies were termed alcz, from the cucumstance of being usually
placed on the flanks. They were under command of officers appointed for the pur-
pose, called prafecti. A portion of the foot and horse of the allies, called exlraordi'

narii, were stationed near the consul, and one troop, called ablecti, served him as a
special guard.

§ 293. Besides its proper members, each legion had its train of attendants,

and baggage and machines of war. Among the numerous attendants were the

following; the fabri, mechanics, workers in wood and metal ; lixae, sutlers,

holding a sort of market; chirurgi, field-surgeons, of which Augustus allowed
ten to a legion; metatores, whose business was to mark out and fix the ground
for encampments

; frumentarii, who had the care of furnishing provisions

;

librarii and scrihas, who were charged with duties such as fall under the care

of a quarter-master.—The proper baggage of the army (^impedimetifa) consisted

partly of the bundles or knapsacks of the soldiers (sarcinae), partly of weapons,
military engines, stores, provisions, and the like, which were carried in vtagons

2 A
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ani on beasts of burden. Each person in the cavalry had a horse and a servant

(agaso) to carry his bagrgaore. The servants and vi^aiting boys of the legions

were termed calories. Originally there were but few persons of this class, but

in later times they were often so many as to surpass the number of proper

soldiers.

§ 294. The order of march, when a Roman army moved to the field or into

the camp, was usually as follows. The light-armed went in advance ; then

followed the heavy-armed, both foot and horse ; then the persons needed to

pitch and prepare the camp, to level the grounds and perform other necessary

work; then the baggage of the general {dux) and of his lieutenants (legafi),

guarded by horsemen; then the general himself under his usual escort; then

124 horsemen; after which came the military tribunes and other officers. After

these followed first the standards, next the choice men of the army, and last

the servants and muleteers or managers of the beasts. This seems to have been

the usual order of march ; but it was of course changed and modified in different

cases in reference to the nature of the ground, the country, and other circum-

stances. The order in marching out of camp was also somewhat different.

And in order to equalize the exposure to danger, both the wings and the legions

also were required to relieve each other in position.

§ 295. Besides the arrangements for battle mentioned already (§ 286), some
others adopted particularly in marching should be mentioned. The agmen
quadratum was when the army was disposed in a compact form, usually that

of a square, with the bag-gage in the centre, either in expectation of the enemy,
or on a retreat; the agmen pilatum, or justum, w^as a close array in marching.

Orhis signified not a circular form, but such a four-sided arrangement as pre-

sented a front on every side. The iestudo was also pn arrangement of the sol-

diers, in which they stood close together, raising their shields so as to form a

compact covering over them (like the shell over the tortoise), and in which they

approached the walls of the enemy, or waited to receive the enemy at a certain

distance. The iiirris was an oblong quadrangular form, with the end or narrow

side presented to the foe; laterculus was the same, considered only in its

breadth.

§ 296. The camp of the Romans resembled in many particulars the Grecian,

but had several peculiar advantages. A camp occupied only for a short time

during a march was called castra, and in the later ages, mansio; casira siaiiva

signified a more permanent camp, in which the army remained for a length of

time, e. g. over a winter, therefore termed casira hiber?}a. or through summer,
castra sestiva. The tents of such a camp were covered with hides, boards, straw,

.

and rushes. The most convenient site possible was selected for the camp. The
highest and freest part of it was chosen for the head-quarters of the general.

This was called the prseiorium, and occupied a space of four hundred feet

square. Here the council of war was held. A particular spot in it was appro-

priated for taking the auspices, augurale ; and another for the erection of the

tribunal, whence the commander sometimes addressed the arm)^ In this space

were the tents of the coniuhernales of the geneial (the young Patricians who
attended upon him as volunteers), and of other persons belonging to his train.

Near the praetorium were the tents of the officers and the bodyguards. The
entrance to the head-quarters was always next to the enemy.

§ 297 f. On the right of the Praetorium (e), was the Forum (v), an open space for a
market, and for martial courts; and on the left the Quastorium (w), where the stores,

money, arms, and the like were kept. A select portion of the cavalry, eqvites ahlccii

et evocati (o, o) were also stationed on each side of the Pratorium, and behind them
the pedites ahlecti et evocati (p, p). Next were the tents of the Tribunes (**) and of

the Prsefects (tt). Then was a passage, or free way, called pri?icipia (c), 100 feet

wide, extending through the whole camp from one of the side gates (c) to the other (d).

The rest of the camp was what was called the lower part. Through the center of

this lower part ran another passage 50 feet wide, extending in the opposite direction.

On each side of this last passage, the tents of the cavalry (h) and the triarii (i) were
cast ; then beyond these tents, on each side, was another passage 50 feet wide, and
then the tents of the principes (k) and hastati (l) ; and after another similar passage
beyond these on each side, the tents of the auxiharies, both cavalry (m) and infantry (iv).

These five passages were crossed at right angles, in the center, by another of the same
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width, termed Via quintana (t) because five maniples were encamped on each side

of it. In each tent there were eleven men, which termed a contuhemium, one of them
having the oversight of the other ten. Around the tents was a free space 200 feet wide,

which was the place of assembhng to march out of camp, and served also for defense

in case of an attack from an enemy.
Around the whole camp was a ditch, fossa, and wall or rampart, vallum. The

ditch or foss was ordinarily nine feet wide and seven deep ; the rampart three feet

nigh ; these measures, however, varied with circumstances. The rampart was formed
of the earth thrown (agger) from the ditch, with sharp stakes {sudes) fixed therein.

On each of the four sides was an opening or gate, porta, guarded by a whole cohort.

These gates were called porta prcetoria (a), being near the head-quarters towards the

enemy ;
porta decumana (b), on the opposite side of the camp, called also qujEstoria, as

in earlier times the quaestorium was near it
;
porta principalis dextra (d), and porta

principalis sinistra (c), being near the principia.

A plan of a consular camp is seen in Plate XXXIV. fig. P, as civen in Boyd's ed. of Adam ; it

is drawn from the description of Polybi\is (Hist. vi. 24).—The letters and signs included in pa-
rentheses in the above description refer severally to the corresponding marks in the Plan. The
letters Q Q, in the Plan, designate the tents occupied by the extraordinary cavalry of the allies;

R R. by the extraordinary foot of the allies ; S S, by strangers and occasional allies.—In fig. R is

a section of a fossa, here given as twelve feet broad and nine deep; showing also the agger and
sudes.

§ 298. The watches which were maintained by night were termed vigiliae;

excuhiae also signifies properly night-watches, but is used in a more general

sense ; statio was the name for each single post. Two tribunes had constantly

the oversight of the whole camp, which the same two retained, at the longest,

for two months. At their tents all the otficers and leaders were required to

assemble at daybreak and with them go to the general to receive his commands.
The watchword (symbo/um) was called tessera, from the four sides or corners

of the little wooden block on which it was written.

1 u. The watchword was given by the general to the tribunes, and by them to the

centurions, and by them to the soldiers. Those who carried it from the tribunes to the

centurions were called tesserarii. Short commands were often written on similar

tablets, and in like manner rapidly circulated through the army. Before the head-
quarters a whole maniple kept guard, particularly by night. The outworks of the

camp were occupied by the light-armed. Every maniple was obliged to place four men
upon guard, so that 240 men were always on the watch in a camp of two legions. The
night was divided into four parts, of three hours each, also called watches, at the end
of which the guards (vigiles) were relieved by a new set. The legions of the auxilia-

ries had also their guards and watchmen. It belonged to the cavalry to inspect the

watch on duty, and make the formal round {circuitio vigilum) or visit the several posts

or stations.

2. In the discipline of the Roman camp, the soldiers were employed in various ex-

ercises, whence the army in fact took its name, exercitus. These exercises included
walking and running completely armed ; leaping, swimming, vaulting upon horses of
wood, shooting the arrow, hurling the javelin, carrying weights, attacking a wooden
image of a man as an enemy, &c.—It was essential to the comfort of the soldier, that

he should be able to walk or run in his full armor with perfect ease ; in common march-
ing he was obliged to carry, in adduion to his arms, a load consisting of his provisions
and customary utensils, amounting in weight, it is supposed, at least to 60 pounds.

—

The exercises were performed under the training of the campidoctores.

3. The winter quarters (castra kiberna) of the Romans were strongly fortified, and, under the
emperors particularly, were furnished with every accommodation like a city, as storehouses,
workshops {fabrics), an infirmary (valetudinarium), &c. Many European towns are supposed
to have had their origin in such establishments; in England, particularly those whose names
end in Chester or cester. (^dam).—C{. Roy's Military Antiquities in Great Britain.

§ 299. The siege of a city was commenced by completely encircling it with
troops, and the encircling lines (corona) were, in case of populous cities, some-
times double or triple. In the attacks upon the city they employed various
methods, and engines of various sorts.

1m. The tesludo before mentioned C^i 295) was frequently used ; upon the shields

thus arranged other soldiers mounted, and so attempted to scale the walls. Higher walls
they mounted by the help of scahng-ladders (scaZc;).—The crates, hurdles, were a kind
of basket-work of willow; they were attached as a sort of roof to stakes, borne in the
hands of those who used this shelter over their heads, in advancing to make an attack ;

they were also employed by the besieged as a breastwork on their walls, and on
marches they served as fascines to fill or cover soft and miry places.— Vinea were
lortable sheds or mantlets of light boards, eight feet high, seven feet broad, and sixteen
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long. They were filled out and covered with wickerwork or hides, and served to pro-

tect from the arrows of the enemy while the soldiers were undermining the walls.

Fig 1, of Plate XXXIV. shows the use of the testvdo by a bodj of soldiers approaching a wall
acciirding to the statement above.—Fig. 2 shows the manner of foiniing the crates, and the vinem.

2 u. For a similar purpose were the plutei, wooden shelters, covered with hides, and
moved upon wheels or rollers. Under iliese the slingers and archers especially placed

themselves, and sought to force the defenders from their walls, in order that the scaling-

ladders might be the more easily and effectually applied. Of the same kind, yet
stronger were the musculi ; and also the testudines (wooden shelters to be distinguished

from testudo before mentioned) ; these were most commonly used to protect the work-
men in erecting a fortification, filling up the ditch, or the like. With some of these
shelters ihey often covered the battering ram.

Fig. 8, Plate XXXIV. is a gluteus, advancing against a wall.

3 u. The battering ram was a large beam employed to break in the walls of the

besieged city, in order to enter it. Originally it was managed immediately by the

hands of certain soldiers without protection, but was afterwards placed under the shel-

ters just described, which covered the men who thrust it against the walls. Its name,
aries, was derived from its front end, which was covered with iron in a form resembhng
a ram's head. Sometimes it was composed of several pieces united, and so large that

125 men were required to work it.

The fnlces murales and asseres falcati were beams with iron hooks, to break and
tear down the upper breastwork on the walls; they were managed by the aid of ropes.

—

Two other instruments, which were probably of a similar use, were termed the

grus and the corvus.—The terebra was an instrument employed for opening a hole in

the walls.

In fig. 4, of Plate XXXIV. is the battering-ram in it.s simple form, suspended by ropes from a
cross-beam fixed above two posts driven into the ground. In fig. 5, it is attached to a complete
and substantial frame placed upon rollers. In fig. 10, it appears under a shelter as above men-
tioned.—Fig. 9 shows the asser falcatus.

4 n. One of the most ordinary operations of a siege was to construct mounds {ag-

geres) as high as the walls of the city, or higher. On these mounds were placed the
military engines, also movable towers and other shelters of the soldiers. By means
of boards, palisades, and wooden grapnels, they were made capable of sustaining such
vast weights. On account of the great quantity of wood-work in them, the besieged
generally strove to destroy them by fire, which was often applied by mining under
ground.
These towers {furres) were of various size and structure, often 120 feet high, and of

ten or twenty stories. They were moved upon wheels or rollers. From the upper
stories were usually cast arrows, javelins, and stones ; from the middle, a bridge or
passage was sometimes thrown over to the walls; and in the lower one the battering

ram was brought forward. When they reached the slope of the mound, they were
taken to pieces by stories and reconstructed on its summit. To protect them from
fire, they were guarded by plates of iron, or coverings of hides, or moistened with a
solution of alum. A long iron javehn fixed to a shaft of fir, wound with tow,
smeared with pitch and resin, then set on fire and hurled upon the enemy from a tower,
was called falarica, which name was also applied to the lower itself from which they
were thrown. The malleoli were similar, a sort of burning arrows, or bunches of tow
attached to javelins, designed to set on fire the works of the enemy.

Fig. 3, Plate XXXIV. is a specimen of the movable towers.

5 u. One of the most common and largest engines was the catapvlfa, by which
arrows, javelins, and particularly stones were hurled a great distance. Stakes, sharp-
pointed and hardened in the fire (called aclides or sudes missiles) were also thrown fi-om

the catapultcB.—In a siege there were usually a multitude of these machines. Their
construction is not well understood ; we only know that ropes and cords or sinews
were used in order to shoot the arrows and other weapons, which they threw with fatal

efficacy.—Of a similar kind was the balista ; called also in later times onager, and
designed chiefly for throwing the javelin.—For shooting arrows, sometimes poisoned,
the Romans made use of an engine termed the scorpio, which could be managed by a
single man.

Fig. 6, of Plate XXXIV. is the scorpio.—Tig. 1 is the balista, but on a scale more reduced.

§ 300. The modes of defense on the part of the besieged were various.

1 u. They hurled rocks, often more than a hundred pounds in weight, upon the be
siegers, poured upon them boihng pitch or oil, and endeavored to thrust down the

scaling-ladder by means of iron hooks, and to kill, force back, or pull up to themselves
the soldiers attempting to mount. The thrusts of the battering-ram they sought to
ba)fl« or weaken by hanging sacks before it, and in various other ways, and even to

pevze and draw it up by their ropes and springs. Thev likewise cast burning torches

36 2 a2
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upon the wooden engines of the besiegers, and in other ways attempted to set them
on fire.

2. " Where they apprehended a breach would be made, they reared new walls be-

hind, with a deep ditch before them. They employed various methods to defend

themselves against the engines and darts of the besiegers. {Liv. xlii. 63.)—But these,

and every thing else belonging to this subject, will be best understood by reading the

accounts preserved to us of ancient sieges, particularly of Syracuse by Marcellus (Liv.

xxiv. 33), of Ambracia by Fulvius {Id. xxxviii. 4). of Alesia by Julius CoBsar {de Bell.

Gall, vii.), of Marseilles by his lieutenants {Cms. B. Civ. ii.), and of Jerusalem by Titus

Vespasian {Joseph, de Bell. Jud.).'"

'
§ 301. In early times the Romans seldom hazarded a sea-fi^ht, and only in

special cases. Afterwards, however, they acquired a permanent naval power,

and always kept twofleets ready for sail, each manned with a legion, at the two
harbors of Misenum and Ravenna.

1 u. The warriors engaged in this service were called dassiarii, and were enlisted in

the same way as the legions of the land forces, but often taken from among them.

The highest officers or commanders of the fleet {da.'isis) were originally the Duumviri
navales, afterwards a Consul or a Praetor, who was called prcefectus dassis, and sta-

tioned in the most distinguished vessel {?iavis prcetoria) known by its flag {vexillum

purjmreum). Every other ship had a tribune or centurion for its particular com-
mander {navardius). Upon the upper deck {stega, constratum navis) stood the fight-

ing men.
2. Besides the navardius or commander (called also magister navis), each ship had a

pilot {guhernator, rector) and sometimes two, who had an assistant {proreta) to watch

at the prow. Besides the dassiarii or fighting-men (marines, called also epibatce),

there were also the rowers {,remiges) who were more or less numerous according to the

size of the galley; these were under a leader or director {hortator, KeXsvurni, cl. § 158,)

who with his voice and a little mallet {portisculus) guided their motions.

3 u. War-towers were often placed on board the vessels, commonly two, one in the

fort part, the other in the hinder part. For seizing and boarding a vessel of the enemy
the ferrecB manus, harpagones, and corvi were employed ; there were also other instru-

ments of this sort; combustible materials and the hke were used in order to fire the

ships of the enemy.
^ 302?/. On engaging in a fight, the sails {vela) were usually furled, because they

would easily take fire, and the vessel was managed by the rudder alone. The fleet

was arranged by the commander in a sort of battle-array, and each vessel was as-

signed i's place, which it must maintain. A position as far as possible from land was
usuallv desired. The larger vessels were usually placed in front, although the order

of arrangement for naval combat was by no means uniform, but very various. The
following forms are mentioned ; acies simplex, cuneata, lunata, falcala. Before the

battle commenced, the omens were examined, sacrifices and vows were offered. Then
upon all the ships was hung out a red flag, or a gilded shield, and the signal for at-

tack was given by a trumpet {dassicum). The contest consisted partly in the rapid

and violent rushing of the vessels against those of the enemy, for the purpose of'

piercing the hostile ships by means of the rostra, which were two strong beams at the

prow of the galley, covered with iron at the points, and made fast to both sides of the

keel; partly in throwing darts, spears, grappling irons, and the like; and partly in

actual close coml)at.
<5> 303. The chief parts of a Roman ship were similar to those of a Grecian (§ 155).

The following were some of the terms
;
prorn, prow

;
pi/ppis, stern ; alveus, belly

;

statumiiia. ribs; sentina, pump to draw off bilge-water {nautea); foramina, holes to

put out the oars {remi); sedilia, transtra, seats of the rowers; scalmus, the piece of

wood to which the oar was tied by thongs {sfroppi) ;
guhernaculum, davus, rudder

;

two rudders were common ; imisne, the image at the prow ; tutela, the image at the

stern ; aplustria, ornamental parts at the stern, sometimes at the prow, having a sort

of staff with a streamer (tama); mains, mast; modius, the place in which the mast

was fixed: antenncB, bradiia, yards for the sails {vela); cor7uia, extremities of the

yards ; -pedes, the ropes fastened to the cornua. The rigging and tackling in general

was called Mr77j(77rap7ifa ; the ropes, rudeiiles, or fu7ies ; the anchor, andiora ; sound-

ing-lead, moli/hdis ; the ballast, sahurra.

^ 304. The' Roman ships were divided into three principal kinds, the war-galley, ^'"^

transport, and the ship of burden ; the first was propelled chiefly by oars; the secouJ

was often towed by ropes; the third depended mostly on sails. These classes were

called by various names. Ships of burden had the general name of naves oneraricB ;

they were commonly much inferior in size to m -dern trading vessels ; although sonie

ships are mentioned of vast bulk, as that which brought from Egypt the great obelisk

in the time of Caligula, said to be about 1138 tons. Ships of war were often termed

naves longce, being longer than others; naves turritcB from the towers constructed on

them; also rostratas, asratcB, from their beaks ; and particularly irtremes, quadriremes.
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&c., from the number of benches of rowers in them severally. As many as ten
banks are mentioned; Livy (xlv. 35) speaks of a ship with sixteen banks; and Pto-
lemy Philopator is said to have built one with forty banks. On the manner in which
the benches were arranged in the Roman and Grecian galley we refer to § 156. 2.

The naves Lihurnkce. were light, fast-sailing ships, made after the model of the
galley used by the Liburni, a people of Dalmatia addicted to piracy.—The phaseli, or
naves actitaricB, were a kind of yacht or small bark, with few oars, also designed for
expedition.—The Camarcs v.'ere of a peculiar construction, with two prows and rud-
ders, one at each end, so that they could at pleasure be propelled either way W'ithout
turning; they could be covered with boards hke the vauhed roof of a house. (Tac.
Mor. Germ. 44.)

Fig. I, of Plate XXIIT. is a specimen of the p1iasehis.—F\g. 3 is the Liburnian galley.—Fig. 2 is

the stern of a Roman vessel, from a painting at Pompeii ; it shows the two rudders, attached on
each side, by bands, as on a pivot, so that the lower and larger ends could be raised out of water
by lashing the upper ends down to the deck. Cf. ^cts x.^vii. 40.

On the ships of the Romans, see Schejfer, Holwtll, Le Roy. &c. as cited § 156. 2.—/. Vossixts, De Liburnicarum Constructione, in

Orxvius. vol. xii. It was stated, in 1S35, that the port of Pompeii had been discovered, presenting vessels thrown upon their

(ides and covered by the volcanic matter. (Downfall of Babylon, Sept. 22, 1835, citing L(md<m Littrary Gazette.)

§ 305. The great public reward of a Roman commander, who had gained an
important victory by sea or by land, was the triumph, a pompous show, Avhich

Tvas practiced even in the time of the kings. This honor, however, could be
acquired only by those who were or had been Consuls, Dictators, or Praetors;

It was not awarded to Proconsuls. Yet in later times there were some excep-
tions to this. He who claimed the honor of a triumph must have been also, not

merely commander, but chief commander of the army, and the victory must have
been gained in the province assigned to the Consul or Prsetor. The importance
of the campaign and the victory, and its advantage to the state, also came into

consideration; and the general must have brought back his army to share with
him in the glory of the triumph and accompany him in procession. If the vic-

tory consisted only in the recovery of a lost province, it was not honored with a
triumph.

§ 306. The first solemnity which took place at Rome after a victory, was a
thanksgiving ox suppUcatio (§ 220). Then the general must apply to the senate
in order to obtain a triumph. Permission, however, was often given by the
people, contrary to the will of the senate. A law or vote was always passed
by the people permitting the general to retain his command {imperiura) in the
city, on the day of his triumph, because in other circumstances he was required
to lay down his command before entering the city. The abuse of the honors
of a triumph occasioned the enactment, B. C. 63, of the law called kx iriumpha-
lis Porcia, w^hich prohibited a triumph unless at least five thousand of the enemy
had fallen in battle.

§ 307. A general enjoying this honor was not to enter the city until the day
of his triumph, and his previous request to the senate must be made out of the
city in the temple of Bellona. The expenses were usually defrayed from the
public treasury, except in cases where a conqueror held a triumphal procession
without public authority, as was sometimes done on the Alban mountain. The
expenses were commonly very great. Before a triumph, the general usually
distributed presents to his soldiers and to others.—The Senate went to meet the
triumphing general as far as the gate by which he entered the city.

1 «. The order of the triumphal procession was as follows. First in the Ime, ordi-
narily, were the lictors and magistrates in a body. They were followed by the trum-
peters and musicians of various kinds, the animals to be offered in sacrifice, the spoils
and booty taken from the enemy, the weapons and chariots of the conquered, pictures
and emblems of the country reduced, the captive princes or generals, and other pri-
soners. Then came the conqueror himself, seated in a high chariot, drawn by four
white horses, robed in purple, and wearing a wreath of laurel. He was followed by
his numerous train, consisting partly of his relatives, but chiefly of his army drawn
out in regular order.—The procession marched amid constant acclamations, through
the whole city to the Capitol, where the victims were sacrificed, and a portion of the
spoils of the victory were consecrated to the gods. Afterwards were feastins, merri-
ment, spectacles, and games. Often the scenes of the triumph lasted several days. The
pomp, expense, and luxury attending them became constantly greater and greater,
and the whole custom, on account of hs frequent occurrence, and the great abuse of
it by some of the emperors, was reduced at last to a common and contemptible affaij
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—The first tnumph for a victory at pea (triumphus navalis) was obtained by the Con-
sul C. Duillius, after his memorable defeat of the Carthaginians, B. C. 261.

2. Resppcting the pillar and inscription in honor of Duillius, see P. IV. J 133.—For a fuller
view of a triu?iiphal display, read riutarck's description of the triumph of Paulas ^niilius, after
the capture of I'etseiis king of Macedonia.—See also the account of Aureliaii's triumph in his
Life by Vupisciis (cf Gibbon, ch. xi). The la.*t triumph recorded is that of Belisarius, at Constan-
tinople, rivaled by Procopius (cf P. V. $ 257.— Gibbon, ch. xli.)—The total number of triumphs
upon record down to that of Belisarius has been calculated as amounting to three hundred and
tifty.

It may be worthy of remark, that the phrase aurvm corortarium had its origin in a custom con-
nected with the triumph of a general ; the cities of the province where his victory was obtained,
and those of other provinces also, used to send to \V\m golden crowns, which were carried before
him in the triumphal procession. Cn. Manlius had two hundred crowns carried before him in

his triumph on account of his victories in Asia (Liw. xxxix.'T). At length it became customary
to send, instead of the crown, a sum of money, which was called aurum coronariuvi (cf. Aul
Gell. V. 6).

§ 303. There w^as an honor lower than that of a triumph, frequently bestowed
on victorious generals, the ovafio. This did not differ very much in form from
the triumph ; the essential peculiarities were, that the general entered the city

not in a chariot, but on foot or on horseback, robed not in the trabea, but the

prsefexta only, and at the Capitol did not offer bullocks in sacrifice, but a sheep
{ovis). From the last circumstance, the name of the whole scene was probably
taken. The triumph on the Alban mount, already alluded io (§ 307), was less

pompous. It was held only by those to whom the senate had refused a triumph
in the city, and to whom an ovation only had been awarded. The ceremonies
were similar to tliose of a triumph in the city. The procession, it is supposed,
marched to the temple of Jupiler Laliaris, situated on the mount.

§ 309. The Roman military system underwent various changes under the

emperors.
1 u. By Augustus a standing army was established ; he also created an officer

called Fraftctus prcBtorio, who was placed over the troops constituting the imperial
bodyguard and the praetorian cohorts distributed in Italy. The Roman military ser-

vice suffered by the new establishment. It soon became merely a system to support
the authority of the emperors, not to promote the welfare of the country ; and to for-

ward this end, many disorders and abuses on the part of ihe soldiers were overlooked.
From the same cause, likewise, an unhappy line of distinction was drawn between
the military and the other classes of citizens.

The praetorian soldiers were, under the first emperors, divided equally into ten
cohorts, containing 1000 men each. Under the later emperors they were entirely abo-
hshcd, and 3500 Armenians were enrolled in their stead ; these were divided into nine
scholcB, and commanded by the officer styled Magister oficioriim.

The legions, not including the auxiliaries, were under Augustus twenty-five, dis-

tributed among the provinces. Besides these he had ten prcetorian coJiorts just named,
six city contorts of one thousand each, and seven cohorts styled cohortes vigilum, which
together amounted to 20,000 men. In after times, the number of troops'vvas greatly
increased, as well as the naval force. On the division of the empire, the western
comprised sixty-two legions, and the eastern seventy.

At the commencement of the civil wars related by Tacitus in his History, there were thirty
/figions, distributed as follows : three in Britannia ; three in Hispania ; eight in Gallia, three of
them being in the portion called Upper Germany, and four in Lower Germany (cf. P. I. $ 17);
two in Pannonia ; two in Dalmatia belonging to Illyricum ; two in Moesia; four in Syria, with
three more in Judea under Vespasian; two in Egypt ; and one in Africa (cf. P. I. $ 173).

2. The epithet praetorian, in the repubhc, was apphed to the cohort which guarded
the pavilion of the general. After the time of Augustus the prsefect of the praetorian

bands was usually a mere instrument of the emperor, and the office was conferred
only on such as the emperors could implichly trust. The appointment was made or
the commission conferred by the emperor's delivering a sword to the person selected.

Sometimes there were two prEetorian praefects. Their power was at first only mili-

tary and small ; but it became very great, and finally trials were brought before them,
and there was iio appeal but by a supplication to the emperor. Marcus Aurelius coin
mitted this judicial honor to them, and increased their number to three.—The praeto-

rian cohorts had a fortified camp at the city, without the wall, between the gates
Viminalis and Esquilina. Under Vitellius sixteen praetorian cohorts were raised, and
four to gtiard the city. Severus new-modeled the body and increased them to four
times the ancient number. Constantine the Great finaUy suppressed them and de-
stroyed their camp. {Boyd's Adam, p. 123, 485).

3. Important changes in the military system were made by Constantine. He ap-
pointed two general commanders for the whole army, called Magislri militia ; one
of whom had command of all the cavalry, Magister equitum; the other, of the whole
ufantry, Magister ptditum.
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Constaiiline did not abolish the title of Prcpfectiis prcetorio, when he suppressed the praetorian
cohorts, as above mentioned; but he changed the nature of the office, making it wholly a civil

one, and dividing the care of the whole empire between /««r officers of this title; Prafectus pra-
torio Urientis ; Prcpfectus prceturio per lllyrtcum ; Prcpftctus pratorio per Italias ; Prafectus prw'
torio Oalliarum. Ihe city of Koine also retained her special overseer, Prcpftclus urbis RovtcB

,

and a similar officer, with greater authority, was appointed over Constantinople, which now
became the seat of the empire, PrcpfecUis urbis Constanlin<'pulis. Under the four prefects were
subordinate officers, whose authority was limited to (larticular dioceses, of which there were
thirteen; one of them governed by 'the officer styled Count of the diocese of the E:ist {Comes
diaceseos Orientis); another, consisting of Egypt, by an officer styled Preeftctus ^gipti ; and the
other eleven by officers styled Vicarii or vice-praefects. The dioceses were subdivided into a
great number of provinces^ whose governors were of four different grades, termed proconsules,
eonsulures, correctores, and presides.

4. The empire was divided into eastern and western between the two sons of Con-
stantine. In the western, the mihtary jurisdiction continued to be vested in two com-
manders styled Magister equilum and Magister peditum. In the eastern, it was
vested in the officers styled Mugistri mililum, and the number of thein was five in the
time of Theodosius the Great, who shortly before his death, A. D. 395, united the
empire in one; it was divided again after his death and so continued until the final

overthrow of the western, A. D. 476. The five Masters-general of the military each
had command of several squadrons {vexillaliones) of horse and several legions of sol-

diers {palatines comitatenses) and several corps of auxiliaries {auxilia) ; two of them
had also under their command a naval force, consisting of twelve distinct armaments
or fleets, six being assigned to each. There was likewise included under this military
establishment, in addition to the forces already mentioned, a large body of troops de-
signed particularly to defend the frontiers, called sometimes borderers, at'id commanded
by comites and duces, who seem to have been responsible to the officer, termed Qucbs-
ior sacri palatii.—The Masters-general of the West had under their command forces
of a similar description, including also troops designated specially for the defence of
the frontier. There was a Magister militum in Gaul, but subordmate to the two Mas-
ters-general.

For a general view of the civil and military arrangements of the empire under Constantine and later emperors, see Gibbon, ch.

xvii.—For more minute details, Tableau Systematique dea Empires d'Orient et d'Occidmt, &c. in 3d vol. of SchSU's Hist. Litt

Romaine.—The Xolitia Orientis et Occidentis, as edited by Panciroli, or more recently by Bocking, as cited P. V. § 57 1.—Cf. Manila

Leben Constant, d. Gr. Berl. 1817. 8.

IV. AFFAIRS OF PRIVATE LIFE.

§ 310. In order to form a correct idea of the more private civil and social

relations of the ancient Romans, it is important to notice the essential distinc-

tion which existed between the freemen and the slaves. There were two classes

of freemen, thefree-burn (ingenui), whose fathers were Roman citizens, and the

free made (Jiberti) or freedmen who had been enfranchised from servitude, and
who did not always enjoy the rights of Roman citizens. The children of the
latter class were termed liberlinizuA their grandchildren ingemii, in early times;
at a later period the freedmen were czWeA liberIi only with reference to their for-

mer master, receiving when spoken of otherwise the name liberltJii themselves,
while their sons, if born after the father's manumission, were called irigenui.—
The slaves were such by birth, vernae ; or by captivity in war; or by purchase,
mancipia. Of their different services, their treatment, and the ceremonies of
their manumission, we will speak below (§322).
On the subjects belonging to the branch of Roman Antiquities upon which we now enter, we may refer to d\imay de la vie

privee des Remains. Lausanne, 1760. \2. (Consisting chiefly of treatises in the Memoires de VAcademie del Inscriptions.) Trans.

Germ. Leipz. 1761. 8. Engl. Trans. Lond. 1764. ]2.—Sketches of the Domestic Manners of the Romans. Reprin'ed, Phil. 1S22. 12.

Cf. N. Am Rev. xvi. 1 63.—Coufurc, La vie privee des Romaiiis, in llie Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. i. 303.—A/oJir/nuccwi, Usages du

•iecle de Theodore le Grand, in the Mem. Acad. Imcr. vol. xiii. p. 474.—Especially W. Becker, Gallus (Roman Life in the time of

Augustus).

§311. The Romans commonly had tnree names; the first was called the

prasnomen, and had reference simply to the individual who bore it; the second
was called the nomen, and was the name of the race or clan (gens) ; the third

was the cognomen, which designated the family {familia) : thus, in Fiiblius

Cornelius Scipio ; Scipio is the cognomen indicating the family name, Cornelius

the nomen pointing out the clan or getis to which the family belonged, and Pub-
lius the praenomen marking the particular man. The distinction between gens
and familia was, that the former was more general, denoting a whole tribe or

race; the latter more limited, confined to a single branch of it.—The daughter
commonly received the name of the tribe or race, e. g. Cornelia, and retained it
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after her marriage. Sisters were distinguished by adding to this name the

epithets major and minor, or prima, secunda, terfia, &c.

1. Sometimes the Romans had a fourth name, which has been styled the agnomen;
this however was only an addition to the cognomen, and may be properly included
under it.

—
'I he order of the names was not invariably the same, although they usually

stood as above stated. Under the emperors the proper name of the individual was
frequently put last.

2 u. Even from the first estabhshment of the city, some among its heterogeneous
inhabitants were of noble descent, and the number of noble families was increased by
the adoption of plebeians among the patricians. The following were some of the
most distinguished races; Fabia (gens), Junia, Autonia, Julia, Emilia, Pumpeia,
Tullia, Horalia, Ociavia, Valeria, Posthumia, Sulpicia, Claudia, Papiria, Cornelia,
X>Ianlia, Semproiiia, Hortensia.

The names of families were often derived from the employment of an ancestor (cf. P. V. $483).
Names were also applied to individuals by way of ridicule ; that which was at first a mere nick-
name, or sobriquet, became permanently attachied to a person.

See Mafiudtl, De I'Autorite que les Sobriquets ou Surnoms burlesques peuvent avoir dans I'histoire, in the Mem. Acad. ImcT,

vol. xiv. p. 181. On the Roman names, and illustrious families, see Scholl's Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. iv. p. 367, and references there

given.—Gifc6o/i, Dec. and Fall of Rom. Emp. ch. xxx'u—Boindin, Les nonjs des Remains, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. i. 154.—Port

Ruyal Latin Gram. bk. viii. ch. I.—Cf. Castalio, De antiquis Puerorum Praenomimbus, in Grxvius, vol. ii. On the subject of the

races {genles), see A'teAfcuAr's Rome, i. 234.—Maiden's Hist, of Rome.—G<HUi7ig, as cited § 242.

§ 312. The increase of these races was much promoted by marriages, in

regard to which the Romans aimed to preserve a complete separation between
plebeians and patricians, until B. C. 445. Marriage was held to be a duty of

every Roman, and those who neglected it were obliged to pay a fine or tax.

Citizens were forbidden to marry strangers, except by permission specially

granted. Certain degrees of consanguinity were considered as interdicting

marriage. Marriage took place at an early age among the Romans, the male
being sometimes hat fourteen and the female only in the twelfth year.

1 u. The ;».f Quirifium conferred only on Roman citizens the right of marrying a
free-born woman. To freedmen this was prohibited, until the enactment of the
Poppsean law (A. D. 9) ; by this law the free-born, excepting senators and their sons,
were allowed to marry the daughters of freedmen.

The Lex Papia Poppcea was an enlareing and enforcement of the Lex Julia " de maritandis ordi-

nibtis;" by it, whoever in the city had three children, in other parts of Italy four, and in the
provinces five, was entitled to certain privileges ; while certain disabilities were imposed on
those who lived in celibacy. This subject is alluded to by Horace, Carm. Sbbc. vs. 20.

2. A legal marriage was termed Justcs Nuptia:, or Justum Matrimonium. The word
connulium was tised as a comprehensive term including all the conditions requisite to

the contracting of a legal marriage. Generally it may be stated that there was con-
nubium only between Roman citizens. There was no connubium between slaves, but
only what was called contubernium.

See Gierig, Excursus de Contuberniis Romanorum, in Lemaire's Pliny, as cited P. V. § 470. 4. vol. 2d. p. 23\.—Ayrer, Diss, de

jure connubioiuni apud Romanos. Gbtt. 1737.

§ 313. Tbe marriage was always preceded by a solemn affiance or betroth-

ment, in which the father of the bride gave his assent {stipulatio) to the request

{spnnsii)) of the bridegroom. This compact and the ceremonies attending it

were called spunsalia ; it often took place many years before the marriage, even
in the childhood of the parties betrothed. The bridegroom was not always pre-

sent at the betrothing, which was sometimes effected by means of letters, or by
an empowered substitute. In early times the father's consent was necessary
only for the daughter, but afterwards also for the son. The mutual consent of

the parties was the most essential. Friends and relations were usually present

as witnesses; the marriage contract was written and sealed (Jes^iiimac tabellas) ;

the bride received from her betrothed a ring as a pledge of his fidelity ; and the

whole ceremony was concluded with a feast.

§ 314. In fixing the day of marriage, care was taken to select one of those

esteemed lucky or fortunate. The transferrence of the bride from her father's

power to the hands of the husband was called conventio in manum, and was
accompanied by a religious ceremony, and a sort of consecration by a priest

[confarreafio). Marriages contracted in this form were the most solemn, and

could not be dissolved so easily as in other cases. Two other forms or modes
are mentioned ; one was by prescription {usus), the bride being taken home and

living with the bridegroom for a year (usucapio) ; the other by a purchase (co-
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empiio), in which each party gave to the other a portion of money, repeating

certain words.

^ 315 u. On the day of marriage, the bride was adorned whh a sort of veil or pe-
culiar ornament of the head (luteum flammeum), and a robe prepared for the occasion
{tunica recta), which was bound around the waist with the marriage girdle {cingulum
laneum). The sacrifice ordered on the marriage-day was a sheep of two years of age,
presented especially to Juno as the goddess ot marriage.
The conducting of the bride to the residence of the husband, which took place in

the evening, was attended hkewise with ceremonies. She was taken, as it were
forcibly, from the arms of her mother, or if the mother was not living, of the next
near relative. She went with a distaff (coins) in her hand, and was careful to step
over or was hfted over the threshold of both houses, as it was ominous to touch it

with the feet. She was supported by two youth, one on each side ; a third preceded
her with a hghted torch or flambeau, and sometimes a fourth followed carrying in a
covered vase {cumerum) the bride's utensils {7iubentis ulensilia) and also various toys
(crepujidia). She bound the door posts of her new residence with white woollen fil-

lets and anointed them with the fat of wolves (hence uxor, quasi unxor). She then
stepped upon a sheepskin spread before the entrance, and called aloud for the bride-

groom, who immediately came and ofiered her the key of the house, which she de-
livered over to the chief servant. Both now touched fire and water, as a symbol of
purity and nuptial fidelity. The house was already adorned with garlands of flowers,

the work of the preceding day. After their arrival the marriage banquet (cce7ia nup-
tialls) was held, which was accompanied whh music and song. The husband after

supper scattered nuts among the youth and boys present. Finally the pair were con-
ducted to the bed-chamber, by the door of which the nuptial hymns (epithalamia)

were sung by young men and maids. The next day the bride presented a thank-
offering to the gods, and the husband gave an evening entertciinment {repotia), aird

distributed presents to the guests on their departure.

§ 316. Divorces {divortia) were, especially in latter times, quite common.
When the espousals and the marriage had been solemnized in full formality,

especially with the confarreatio just described, particular solemnities were requi-

site for a divorce, and these were called diffarreatio. In case of a less formal
marriage contract, the divorce was called remancipaiio or usurpatio. On
account of the frequent abuses of divorce, it was restrained by law; and pro-

perly the men only enjoyed the right. The formula with which one dismissed
his wife was tuas res tibi haheto. Sometimes the separation took place before

marriage, after the espousals, and then it was called repudium ,• the customary
formula was as follows : conditione tua non utor. If a woman was divorced

without having been guilty of adultery, her portion or dowry was returned

with her.

The situation of the Roman woman after marriage was in some respects better than that of the
Greek woman. The Roman matron presided over the household ; she superintended the educa-
tion of her children (cf. P IV. $ 125); as being the viaterfamilias, ?he shared in ttie honors paid
to the husband. Yet, generally speaking, the condition of females among the Romans was sin)i-

lar to their condition in Greece. The social elevation enjoyed by females in modern limes is

very justly ascribed in a great degree to Christianity.

See § 181, and references there ?iven. On the regard to the sex as illustrated by the writings of TibuUus, Ovid, Senecii, &c. cf.

Ramdohr, Venus Urania. Lips. 1798. 8. On the influence of Christianity, see Euckminster's Sermons

—

Citshing, Social Influ-

ence of Christianity, in £ibl. Repos. Sec. Series, vol. i. p. 195.—Cf. P. IV. § 83. 2.

§ 317. Among the Roman customs connected with the birth of children, that

was the most remarkable which left it to the arbitrary will of the father whether
to preserve his new-born child or leave it to perish. In reference to his decision

of this point, the midwife always placed it on the ground ; if the father chose
to preserve it, he raised it from the ground, and was said toUere infanienii this

was an intimation of his purpose to educate and acknowledge it as his own.
If the father did not choose to do this, he left the child on the ground, and thus

expressed his wish to expose it (exponere) ; this exposing was an unnatural

custom borrowed from the Greeks, by which children were left in the streets,

particularly at the columna lactaria, and abandoned to their fate. Generally the

power of the father was very great, but the mother had no share therein. This
power extended not only over the life of his children, but the father could three

times sell his son and three times reclaim him, and appropriate all his gains as

liis own. Under the emperors, this power lost much of its rigor, by the regc

lation allowing the children to hold the inheritance left by their mothers.

§ 318 u. The freeing of a son from the power of a father was effected by what was
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called emancipation, or a fictitious thrice repeated selling of the son ; the freedom con-

sequent upon this was termed manumissio legilima per vindictam. The father and the

son appeared together with the pretended purchaser, a friend of the first, and with a body
of witnesses, before the tribunal of the prcetor, and here the imaginary thrice repeated

sale and thrice repeated manumiss-ion was completed with certain estabhshed usages,

sometimes by only a double sale with a delay of the third. On the third sale, the

purchaser was called pater jiduciarius ; in the first two, dominus.—The power of the

father over his son was otherwise rarely terminated except by the death or banishment

of the father; it belonged to the peculiar rights of a Roman ciiizen (§260). By
emancipation the son became his own master, and possessor of his own property,

of which, however, he must give the father half as an acknowledgment ior hia

freedom.

§ 319. Another custom amon^ the Romans in respect to children was that of

adoption {adoptio). In this, the actual father of a child renounced his own
rights and claims, and committed them to another who received the child as

his own.

1 u. The ceremony was performed before a magistrate, usually the praetor. The
formahiies were in part the same as in emancipation, which was always presupposed

in adoption, and previously executed. Only in such a case, the son was sold to the

adopting father but twice, and did not revert the third time to the real father. There
was also sometimes a kind of adoption by will or testament {adoptio -per testamentum),

in order to preserve a family from extinction. In such case the person adopted re-

ceived a considerable part of the estate left by the person adopting him, and bore his

name after his death.

2 t. That, which was called adrogatio or arrogatio, differed from adoption only in

the formalities connected, and in the circumstance that the person adopted was pre-

viously his own master {siii jurist) and not in the power of his actual father. The
adrogatio was not transacted, as was the adoptio, before the praetor, but before the as-

sembled people, in the Comitia Curiata, and by the aid of the High-priest ; neither

was it hmited to individuals, but often included a whole family. Upon the consent of

the people to the arrangement, the person or persons adopted into a family took a

solemn oath, that they would remain faithful to the religion and worship of the family;

this was called detestatio sacrorum, as the adopted person lost the pecuhar rights and

was freed from the pecuhar duties {sacra gentilitia) of his former gens (cf. § 311), if

different from the one into which he was now introduced.

§ 320 u. By what was called legitimation, a natural {naturalis) or spurious ispurius)

child was declared to be legitimate {legitimus), and instated in all the rights of such,

^i'his affected, however, the relation of the child only to the father, and not to other

relatives, or to the whole family of the father. Such a child shared in the inheritance

an equal portion with ihe lawful children. But this custom was not known to the

early Romans ; it came first into practice in the fifth century under Theodosius the

second, and then scarcely at all in Rome itself, but in the municipal towns, where it

was introduced to supply the want of the decuriones or members of the senate (cf

§ 260. 2). For, as this office could be received only by sons of decuriones, and was
also very burdensome, the fathers were allowed to transmit it to their natural sons, by

them legitimated.

§ 321. The education of the Roman youth is noticed particularly in treating

of the Archaeology of Roman Literature (cf. P. IV. §§ 123-125). Here we
only remark, that for a long time there were no public schools, but the youth

received the necessary instruction from private or family teachers (paedagogi).

There were, however, those who in their houses gave instruction to a number of

youth together. The corporeal exercises, especially in the early times, were

viewed by the Romans as a more essential object in education than the study

of literature and science. They did not neglect, however, an early cultivation

of the manners, and of noble feelings, especially patriotism, love of liberty, and

heroic courage.

§ 322 /. The household of a Roman was collectively termed familia; but by

this word was especially meant the body of slaves, of which there was often a

large number. Persons in opulent circumstances had them sometimes to the

amount of several thousands. The Roman women of rank usually had a nu-

merous body of servants of both sexes.—The slaves of a family were divided

into different classes or decurise, according to their employments, and a particu-

lar registry of them was kept, which was, in som.e instances, read over every

morning. Their condition was very hard, and they were treated as mere chat

tels, rather than persons.
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'.' Slaves in Rome occupied every conceivable station, from the delegate superin-
tending tlie rich man's villa, to the meanest office of menial labor or obsequious vice;
from the tester mother of the rich man's child, to the lowest degradation to which
woman can be reduced. The public slaves handled the oar in the galleys, or labored
on the public works. Some were lictors ; some were jailors. Executioners were
slaves ; slaves w-ere watchmen, watermen and scavengers. Slaves regulated the rich
palace in the city ; and slaves performed all the drudgery of the farm. Nor was it

unusual to teach slaves the arts. Virgil made one of his a poet, and fiorace himself
was the son of an emancipated slave.—The merry-andrew was a slave. 'I'he physi-
cian, the surgeon, were often slaves. So too the preceptor and pedagogue ; the reader
and the stage-player ; the clerk and the amanuensis ; the architect and the smith

;

the weaver and the shoemaker ; the undertaker and the bearer of the bier ; the pan-
tomime and the singer ; the ropedancer and the wrestler, all were bondmen. The
armiger or squire was a slave. You cannot name an occupation connected with aori-
culture, manufacturing industry, or public amusements, but it was a patrimonv°of
slaves. Slaves engaged in commerce ; slaves were wholesale merchants ; slaves \vere
retailers; slaves shaved notes ; and the managers of banks were slaves."

The following is a specification of some of the principal servants, such as are most frequently
mentioned :— 1. Of those employed in the house. The servus admissiojialis received the persona
who visited the master of the house, announced their names, and conducted them in ; the servi
cubicttlarii were a sort of valt^t or chamber servants, often enjoying the particular confidence of
the master; the tonsnres and cinerarii were such as paid attention to the beard and hair of the
masters ; the amanuenses and librarii were secretaries and copyists ; the anagnostce were readers ;

the vestiarii attended to the wardrobe; the balneatores waited upon the master at the hath; the
medici performed the duties of surgeons and physicians; the vutritii and pccdagogi took care of
the children.—A multitude of servants were employed in waitins upon table at meals, and were
designated from their several functions. Among these were, e. g. the servus Icctistemiaior, couch-
spreader ; strurtor. arranger of dishes : carptur or scissur, carver; diribitor, distributer ; prtsffus-
(afor, taster

; ;)oc(7/flfor, cup-bearer ; rfe««rso)-, table-wiper, &c.—There were others performing
another kind of house-service, e. g. the servus ostiarius, door-keeper ; atriensis, hall slave ; dispen-
satnr, or arcarius, keeper of the stores; cellaiius, pantry-keeper; pulmentanus, pottage-maker;
dulr.iarius, confectioner ; tcediger, torch-hearer ; cunaria, cradle-rocker ; cosmeta, perfiimer

; fia-
belUfer, fan-carrier, &c. 2."Others were employed out of doors; the servus insularis, who had
the oversight over his master's buildings; thu servus a pedibiis, who went whh errands; the
lecticarii, who carried the sedan or litter, &c.—A large number of slaves were kept at the manors
or country-seats, to see to the husbandry and fruits; among these were the ri//icj, stewards or
superintendents; aratores, plowmen; runcatores, weed-pullers; occatores, clod-bieakers

; fxni-
sectores, hay-cutters; vindeviiatores, vint^sers ; jugurii, ox-drivers; opiliones, sheep-tenders;
piscatores, fish-catchers; muliones, mule-drivers; gallinarii, hen-keepers, &c.
for a full list, see Blair's Slate of Slavery among tlie Romans. F.dinb. 1S33. 8 Cf. .im. Quart. Rev. vol. xv. 7t. On the

employment of slaves, see .i. Poi<ma, De Operis Servorum

—

L. Pignorius, De Servis et eorum apud Veteres ministeriis. Patav.

1656. i—Mongtz, sur les travaux publ. des Romains, in tlie Mem. de. Vlnstitut, C 1 a s se de Lit. et Beaux Arts, i. 492.

§ 323. The slave-trade formetj among the Romans, as with most of the
ancient nations, an important part of business. Slave merchants (venaHtiarii)
were always found attached to the Roman armies, and importers of slaves
{mangones) often came to Rome from Greece and Asia. There were various
laws regulating this traffic; which, however, were often left unexecuted, or
were evaded by the arts of those engaged in it. For exposing to view slaves
offered for sale, scaffolds (caiastse) were erected in the market, and commonly
small tablets or scrolls {tituli) were su.spended from the necks of the slaves,
stating their country, age, character, &c. The price varied very much ; it was
sometimes above a thousand denarii. Of still greater value were such as pos-
sessed intellectual cultivation, and could be employed as teachers, readers,
accountants, musicians, and the like.

One thousand denarii would equal (cf $ 270. 3) about one hundred and fifty dollars. In the
time of Horace (Sat. II. vii. 43) a fair price for an ordinary slave seems to have been about half
that sum. In the time of Justinian the legal valuation of a common slave was twentysolidi.i. e.
five hundred denarii, or about seventy-five dollars. But vastly higher prices are liientioned;
e. g. beautiful boys are said to have been sold for as much as two hundred thousand sesterces
or fifty thousand deflarii (cf. Mart. iii. 6 ; viii. 13. Plin. H. N. vii. 39, 40).

% 324 It. The liberating of slaves took place in several ways. The most ancient
mode seems-'.o have been by will, manumissio per testamentum, on the decease of the
master. There were two other modes; censu, and per vi7idictam ; the former wa.s
when the slave, with the master's consent, was enrolled in the taxation list as a freed-
man

;
the latter was a formal and public enfranchisement before the praetor. In the

last case, the master appeared with his slave, before the tribunal, and commenced the
ceremony by striking nmi with a rod {vindicta) ; thus treating him as still his slave.
Then a protector or defender {asserlor Ubertatis) steps forward and requests the libe-
ra'ion of the slave, by saying hutic hominem liberum esse aio, jure Quirilium; upon
wiiich the master, who has hitherto kept hold of the slave, lets him go (e manu emit-
'ebat), and gives up his right over him, with the words, huTic hominem liberum essr

37 2 P
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volo. A declaration by the praetor, that the slave should be free, formed the conclu-

sion. To confirm this manumission, the freed slave sometimes went to Terracina and
received in the temple of Feronia (P. II. '^ 91. 5) a cap or hat (pileus) as a badge of
liberty. The slave to be freed must not be under twenty years of age, nor the person
setting him free under thirty.

We may here remark, that on the country farms there was a class of population termed colovi,

who were not slaves, although sometimes termed servi terrm. They were attached to the soil,

and could not be separated from it; the land and the coloni could be sold together, but neither

of them could be sold without the other. The coloni, like slaves, were liable to corporeal punish-
ment ; but they had the right of connnbium (cf $ 312. 2), which slaves had not. The colonus paid
a yearly rent for the land on which he lived.

On the subject of Roman Slavery, see an able and interesting article in the Bihlicdl Repository and Quart. Observer, No. xx. Oct.

1S35 —Burigny, Roman Slaves and Freedmen, in the Mem. Acad. Iiiscr. vol. xxxv. p. 32);, and xxxvii. p. Il3.~£lair, cited § 322,

—Bechtr's Gallus.

§ 325. The dwellings of the Romans were at first mere huts (casas), and
during the first three centuries, even to the capture and plunder of the city by
the Gauls, the houses were insignificant (P. IV. § 241). On its being rebuilt,

they were larger and more respectable. As luxury increased, especially after

the second Punic war, so the private dwellings (^domus) became more and more
costly and splendid, both within and without; although this was not universally

the case. In the time of Augustus, there was great magnificence and extrava-

gance in the building and ornamenting of houses.

1 u. Among the principal ornaments of the larger houses and palaces were the fol-

lowing; the covering of the outer and inner walls wiih marble; the use oi phengites

{psyyiTrii) or transparent marble, in the place of the lapis specularis, which was com-
monly employed for windows; mosaic work on the floors {pavimenta tesselatq); and
various decorations in ivory, marble, costly wood and precious stones, attached to the

walls, ceiling, and door-posts.

2. The phenorites, according to Pliny (Nat. Hist, xxxvi. 22. 46), was discovered in Cappadocia
in the time of Nero, and took this name from its translucency.—The lapis specularis v\ as found
in Spain, Cyprus, Cappadocia, Sicily, and Africa; it could be split into thin leaves, like slaie,

not above five feet long each. Buyd remarks, quoting the French translation cf .Bdam. " Tt ap-
pears that this stone is nothing else than the talc of .Muscovy." Lauvay (cited P. IV. $ 195. 2),

after comparing various allusions to it in Pliny and others, expresses in the foUnwing words
his conclusion : "que le lapis specularis des Anciens etoit notre gypse feuillet^ appelle Selcnite."

(vol. i. p. 314).

3. Windows made of this stone were termed specularia ; it has been supposed that these were
chiefly in the better houses^.—Horn is said to hive been used by the Romans for the windows
{cnrneiun specalare); also paper and linen cloth. Originally the windows were mere openings
(foramina, fenestra;) ; sometimes covered with a sort of lattice (clathri); sometimes closed by
means of shutters with two leaves ibifures fenestrce). It has not been generally supposed that

^lass (cf 268. 4) was manufactured at Rome before the time of Tiberius, nor that it was used for

windows until a much later period ; the first distinct mention of glass windows {vitrea sjiecuhi-

ria), is said to be by Lactantius (73e opificio Dei, 8) or by .lerome, in the fourth century^; alilioiipli

mirrors (specula) of glass were much earlier. But glass windows have been discovered^ in the

buildings at Pompeii. "In the vaulted roof (of a room of the thermm or baths) is a window, two
feet ei>,'ht inches high and three feet eight inches broad, dosed by a single large pane of glass,

two-fifths of an inch thick, fixed into the wall, and ground on one side to prevent persons on the

roof from looking into the bath: of this glass many fragments were found in the ruins. This is

an evident proof that glass windows were in use among the ancients. The learned seem to have
been generally mistaken on the subject of glass-making among the ancients. The vast collection

of bottles, vases, glasses, and other utensils discovered at Pompeii, is sufficient to show that the

ancients were well acquainted with the art of glass-blowing." It has bepn suggested, that these
vessels may not have been manufactured in Italy, but imported from the East, especially from
Tyre, the place where glass is supposed to have been first made. Another room belonging ta

the same baths "was lighted by a window two feet six inches high and three feet wide, in the

bronze frame of which were fotind set four very beautiful paves of glass fastened by small nuts

and screws, very ingeniously contrived, with a view to remove the glass at pleasure."

1 /. M. Suarcsiiis, De Foraininibus lapidum in priscis JF.d\ficns, in Salleiigre, as cited § 197. vol. i. 2 Eechraann, History of

Inventions, cited P. IV. § 32. 1.—Cf. Vngely Gefchichle der Eifindungen von der altesten bis zur neuesten Zeit. Leipz. 1&4I. 12.

3 Pompeii, as cited P. IV. § 226. I. p. 162. Cf. also § 26«. 4.

4. Paintings in stucco on the walls, and fret-work (Inquearia) on the ceilings, were among the

decorations in Roman houses. The various ornaments were frequently of a character exceed-
ingly unfavorable to purity of mind.

On architectural ornaments, &c. cf. P. IV. § 239.—On the mosaic of the ancients, P. IV. §§ 167, 169, 220.

5 u. The names of the various parts of a Roman house are known to us much bet-

ter than their exact design and use. The following were the principal parts. (1) The
veslibulum or fore-court, an open space between the house-door and the street. From
'Lis, one entered through the door or gate {janua or ostium) of the house into (2) the

atrium, aula or hall, in which on both sides were placed the images of ancestors in

niches or cases (armaria). From this, one passed directly through into (3) the implu-

vium; called also compluvium and cavaedium., which was a court, commonly uncovered
ivhdivale). where the rain-water fell. In this was the proper dwellin?-house, which
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had two wings with a covered colonnade or portico in front, in order to pass unexposed
from one apartment to another of these side-buildings. Of these apartments the
principal was (4) the triclinium or dining-room; the others were termed cellce, having
distinctive names from their u?e ; as cella vinaria, coquinaria, penuaria, &c. Besides
these there were attached to the larger houses various other appendages ; colonnades,
baths, gardens, and the hke.—In general, almost all the apartments were on the lower
floor; but detached houses or blocks, wbich were mostly occupied by tenants on
lease (and called insitlcE), were higher and had more stories.

As the population of Rome increased, the houses in the eity were raised to such altitudes as to occasion danger, and a maximum of

height was established hy law
; in the reign of Augustus it was enacted, that the height of private edifices should not exceed seventy

feet from the ground.-Giiion, vol. 3d. p. 216, ed. N. Y. 1622.

C. The gate or door (janna) was sometimes made of iron or brass, often highly ornamented,
and usually raised above the ground, so that steps were necessary to ascend to it. On festival
occasions it was hung with green branches and garlands. It turned on hinges (cardines), and was
secured by bars {obices, claiistra), locks {serce), and keys (claves). Knockers {murcidi, viallei) or
bells (tintinnabula) were attached to it.

Fig. a, of Plate XXXII. represents a key found at Pompeii.—Fig. b, of the same Plate, is a door-bolt, found also at Pompeii.

In the atrium was anciently the kitchen {eulina). Here also the mistress of the house and
servants carried on the spinning and weaving. In this was the family hearth (focus), near the
door, with a constant fire of coals, and the lares (cf. P. II. $ 111) around it. The Roman houses,
as well as the Greek, seem to have had no cliinuieys, but merely an opening in the ronf to let

off the smoke ; hence the epithet /?<77io.>'<E applied to the images in the atrium ; to avoid smoke as
much as possible, the wood was carefully dried and anointed with lees of oil : yet it is said that
chimneys have been found in the ruins of ancient buildings'. Portable hearths or furnaces
(foculi), in which charcoal was burnt, were used for warming the different apartments; a sort
of stove (cainiuus), in which wood was usually burnt, was also used, larger than the furnace or
brasier, and fixed in one place. In later periods, houses were warmed by a furnace below, with
pipes passing from it to the rooms^.—The atrium was sometimes divided, in later times, into dif-
ferent parts separated by curtains.

1 Becker's Gallus, i. 102. Cf. Hor. Sat. I. v. »l.~-(^itruv. vii. 3. 2 Beckmann, Hist, of Inventions. Cf. Plin. Ep. ii. 17.—

filen. Ep. 90.

In the open court, or impluvium, was often, if not usually, a fountain. The apartments around
it, excepting the dininjg room, were usually small and ill constructed, and properly called celln.

Those designed for sleeping were termed c«ftie)//a. The tablintim was the room for the family
records or archives. The pinacotheca was the gallery for pictures. The solarium was a room on
the portico for taking the sun.—The covering or roof was protected by large tiles {.tegulce), and
was generally of an angular form ; the highest part was called fasiigium, a term also used to
designate the whole roof—Under the better class of houses w-ere very capacious cellars (cellaria),

which were specially prepared for storing various sorts of wines.—Staircases do not appear to
have been considered of much consequence; they are found in the buildings at Pompeii.

In Plate XXXII. fig. 1, is the plan of a Roman house, given in Stuart's Diet, of Architecture as
according to Vitruvius: '^ a is f]\c vestibulvm ; b, the atrium ; c, the tablinum ; d,</, the alee; e,e,

cellag familiaricje; /, cavsdium ; ^, vernal t'iclinium ; g, summer triclinium; ^, winter tricli-

nium; Hi, baths; k k k, cubiculse; w. pinacotheca; v, bibliotheca; o, peristyle; q, Cyzicene
(ECUS ; r r, courts of the offices ; s, exedra ; 1 1, gardens ; u, rooms for embroidery ; v v, sudato-
ries."

On the Roman house, cf. TVilkins, Transl. of Vitruvius, cited P. IV. § 243. 4—/. Minutolus, de Roman, domibus, in Sallengre,

cited § 197.—fr. M. Grapaldi de partibus ^diqnj liber. Farm. 1506. i.—Hirl, Geschichte der Baukunst, cited P. IV. § 243. 4

—

iSazois, Ruines de Ponipei.—Merouir, Le Palais de Scaurus, ou Description d'une Maison Romaine. Par. 1822. S.—Smith, Diet,

of Antiquities, p. 494.

7. Among the various articles of furniture mentioned are chairs (se7?<j), tables (menscB),

couches (hcli), lamps (iucerncB), &c. ; besides the numerous utensils for culinary

purposes (cf '^ 329. 3), and articles pertaining to the bathing-room and the toilet (cf.

^ 338).

Several varieties of tables are mentioned; as the cilliba, a round table with three legs ; the
"

monnpodium ; the sigma or mevsa hinata, &c. (cf. $ 329. 2).—Chairs of different forms have been
discovered in the excavations at Pompeii, and other varieties are represented in the fresco paint-

ings.—Anion? the couches were those used at meals, accuhiia, or lecli tridiviares (cf $ 329. 2);

and the lecii cubicnlares or beds for sleeping; the latter had costly frames, sometimes of metal,
with feet (fulcra) sometimes of silver, bearing a matress or bed of feathers (culcita, tortis), with
rich coverings (vestes straffulce, peripelasviata, perisiromata conchyliata).—A great number of
ancient lamps have been found, particularly at Ilerculaneum and Pompeii ; of various forms and
size?., and different materials, from the most common to the most costly; many of them, espe-
cially those ill bronze, are of the most beautiful workmanship. They were wrought into the
most whimsical images and shapes; and were attached to supports of various kinds, or sus
pended from the ceilings.

Several specime^is of ancient lamps are given in our Plate XXXII. at the bottom ; in Nos. 1

and 3, they are suspended from a stand or branch (lychnurus) ; in Nos. 2 and 4, they are placed
upon a low tripod ; in No. 5, on a small erect pillar or stick (columella) called candelabrum. Fig.

d is a conch, from an Egyptian monument, showing the cushion or bed, and the pillow.

H. H. Baler, Antique Vases, Lamps, Tombs, Vrns, &c. Lond. 1836. 4. co; laining one hundred and seventy plates ensraved bj

H. Moses; with descriptions.—See also Mmitfiucon (as cited P. V. § 13), vol. v. p. 202—/-e Antichi cCErcolano, cited P. IV.

5 243. 2. one vol. of which treats particularly on this subject—The Muko Borbonico (cited P. IV. § 212), contains representation!

of very tasteful ancient chairs.

§ 326. The villas, or country seats, of the Romans were much more splendid usually

than the houses within the city. A complete establishment of this kind included seve
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ral parts. 1. The villa urbana was the chief edifice, with its courts, b^ths, porticos,

and terraces, for the residence of the lord. 2. The villa rustica was the name applied

to the buildings designed to accommodate the steward (villicus), and numerous slaves

of the establishment ; and those for various kinds of live stock ; e. g. gallinarium, for

hens; aviarium, for bees ; suite, for swine, &,c. 3. The villa frucluaria was another

part, including the structures designed for storing the various products of the farm;

as wine, corn, oil, and fruits; often comprehended under villa rustica. A. The hortus

was the garden, upon which in later times great care was bestowed: being planted

with trees, shrubs, and flowers, which were often turned into fantastic shapes by
slaves called topiarii ; watered sometimes by means of pipes and aqueducts; adorned
with walks and statues. 5. There was sometimes a sort of prirk, of many acres,

chiefly designed for deer or other wild beasts, theriotrophium, in which was the fish-

pond i^piscina) and the oyster-bed {vivarium).

Many of these villas, owned by distinguished Romans, are alluded to in the classics. Cicero

had a beautiful one at Tusculum, besides several in other places further from the city (cf Mid-
dleton's Li(e of Cicero, sect. xii).—Hortensius possessed sumptuous villas at Tusculum, Bauli,

and Laurentum ; the Piscina Mirabilis, a subterraneous edifice, vaulted and divided by four rows
of arcades, under the promontory of Bauli, is supposed by some to have been the fish-pond of

this distinguished orator. (Dunlop, Hist. Rom. Lit. ii. 128.) In his Tusculan villa he had a
sinfile painting, the Argonauts, by Cijdias, for which he paid, according to Pliny (Nat. Hist. xxxv.

12), 144,000 sesterces, i.e. above $5,000.—Horace is supposed to have owned a villa at Tibur, not

BO splendid, yet affording a retreat delightful to the poet. {Anthon's Remarks in his ed. of
Horace.)—Pliny (Ep. ii. 17), has given a description of one belonging to himself at Laurentum,
of great e.Ttent and grandeur. (Stuart's Dictionary of Architecture.)—But the villa of the empe-
ror Adrian, near Tivoli, was probably the most magnificent ever erected; its buildings and
plantations covered an area, it is said, of at least six miles in circumference ; its ruins have
survived to modern time, and have furnished many of the finest remains of ancient art. (Cf.

P. IV. $$ 173, 188.—Stuart's Diet.)—Ruins, called the Villa of Liiculhis, have been discovered at

the extreme point of Pausilypus (cf P.I. $42), in ground used for vineyards, two feet below the

surface ; the buildings are said to have been found in good order. (Gent. Mag. Ap. 1842.)—The
excavations of Pompeii have brought to light a specimen of a villa just without the walls of the

place, supposed to have belonged to one Diomedes. (See a lively description of it in Johnson's
Philos. of Trav. p. 235, as cited P. IV. $ 190.)

Rob. Castell, The Villas of the Ancients illustrated. Lond. 172?. (o\.—Sulzer's Theorie, i. 305.—G. Grenius, Be Rusticatione

Romanorum, in Salleiigre, cited § 197. vol. i. On remains of Roman villas discovered ii England, .Srchsologia, (as cited P. IV.

b 243. 3), vol. viii. p. 363. vol. xviii. p. 2C3, and six. 176, with plans.

§ 327. The manner of life among the Romans undei went many changes in

the course of their history. In the early periods these were favorable to their

morals, but in later times highly injurious. Their constant prosperity exerted

its influence on their feelings, and these affected their private life and manners,

their pursuits, social character, and amusements. At first, and even down to

the first Punic war, their domestic manners were characterized by simplicity in

thought and action, and united with this there was moderation in the gratifica-

tion of the senses, which they but seldom and sparingly indulged. From their

primitive rudeness, they gradually advanced in refinement and urbanity, and
f-re long passed into an opposite extreme. The more they became acquainted

with the conveniences and pleasures of the people they conquered, especially

the Greeks and Asiatics, and the more their riches and abundance increased in

consequence of these conquests, the more prevalent became pride and luxury in

private life. In place of their former heroic virtues, their bravery and self-denial,

now appeared effeminacy, vanity, and idleness. Magnificence in buildings,

luxurious indulgence in food and liquors, fondness for dress and entertainments,

followed of course.

§ 328. It is not easy to decide what was certainly a uniform course of daily

avocations, among a people presenting a great variety in pursuits, conduct, and
manner of life. There was, however, a sort of regular routine in the succession

of daily employments among the Romans, particularly with the more respect-

able and orderly citizens.

1 u. The morning hours were appropriated to religious worship in the temples, or

their own houses. In the morning, also, persons of the lower class were accustomed
to call upon their superiors with salutations, especially clients upon their patrons.

About the third hour (cf. § 228) the business of the courts, comitia, and other assem-
blies were commenced. Between this hour and noon were the promenades for plea-

sure or conversation in the porticos, the forum, and other pubhc places. About the

sixth hour or mid-day, they had a slight repast, after which it was customary to take

a little rest or sleep. The afternoon was spent mostly in amusements and recreation,

n visiting, bathing, and attending public spectacles. About the ninth or tenth hour
was the usual time for the evening meal.
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2. The following caustic remarks are from the work of Johnson (above named, $ 326).—"The
private houses in Pompeii, and the house of Diomede, par excellence, show us at once how the

people lived. Each family met, when they did meet, in the open court of the house—while the

masters assembled, and might be said to live, in the public porticos and public hotels of the city !

Such was the state of society among the ancients ; and if we examine the cafes and other public

places of resort, some of them not tlie most moral or edifying, in Italy and France, at the present

day, we shall find that the state of society in this respect has not essentially changed. How the

women and children contrived to pass their time at home, while their husbands and fathers were
lounging in the porticos, the forums, the temples, and hotels, it is not easy to say ; but if we may
judge by the figures and devices on their work-boxes, vases, flower-pots, lamps, amulets, and
walls, we may safely conclude that, in their narrow and darksome cells, the pruriency (I dare

not use the proper term) of their minds was at least commensurate with the inactivity of their

bodies and the enervating influence of the climate."

See Pliny's iuterestin? account (Epist. iii. I) of the maDner in which his friend Spurinna was accustomed to spend the day.

jSbbe Cuulure, La vie privee des Roniains, as cited § 310.

3. The customary time of day for bathing, both at the public thermos (cf. P. IV. J 241 h and the

more private balnea, was between two o'clock and dusk. Between two and three o'clock was
considered the most eligible time fur the exercise and the bath. The baths were usually closed

at dusk ; some of the emperors allowed them to be open until five o'clock in the evening. The
price paid for admission was a quaiirans or quarter of an as; the charge for entrance was in-

creased a hundred-fold after four o'clock.—Nero's baths were heated by twelve o'clock; and
Severus allowed the baths to be open before sunrise and even through the night, in summer.
The rage fur bathing seems to have continued until the removal of the seal of the empire to Con-
Btantinople ; after which no new thermal were erected, and the old gradually fell into decay. A
description of the buildings constructed for bathing is given under the topic of Architecture (cf.

P. \\. $ 241 b); to which we must refer for an explanation of the names of rooms or apartments
that occur in the following account of the customs connected with bathing.—"Those who went
to bathe first proceeded to the apodyterium, where they took oflftheir clothes and committed them
to the care of the capsarii, slaves employed for the purpose by the overseer (balneator). Thence
they proceeded to the unctuarium, where they were anointed by other slaves (aliptts). Thence
they proceeded to the spharuterium, to engage in some of the exercises of that apartment. From
this room they went to the caldarium. In taking the hot-bath in the latter room they sat upon a

bench or sea.t {pulvinus) below the surface of the water in the basin. Here they scraped them-
selves with instruments called strigiles, usually of bronze, sometimes of iron ; or this operation

was performed by an attendant slave. From drawings on a vase found at Canino, it is inferred

that the bathers, 'aft«r the use of ihe strisilis, rubbed themselves with their hands, and then were
washed from head to foot by having pails or vases of water poured over them. They were then

dried carefully with cotton or linen cloths, and covered with a light shaggy mantle called gau-
sape. On quitting the caldarium, they went to the tepidarium, and after some delay, thence into

the frigidarium ; but are supposed not generally to have bathed in these at the public therniEe,

but to have used them chiefly to soften "the transition from the intense heat of the caldarium to

the open air. The bathing was usually followed by an anointing of the body with the perfumed
oils of the elaothesium, after which the clothes left in the apodyterium were resumed." It is

worthy of remark, that the exercise of swimming was connected with the custom of bathing.

"Thisart," it is said, " was held in such estimation by the Greeks and Romans, that, when they

wished to convey an idea of the complete ignorance of an individual, they would say of him, that

he neither knew ho'c to read nor sicim, a phrase corresponding with our familiar one, that a per-

son knows not how to read or write. Attached to, and forming a part of the gymnasia and
palaestra:, were schools for swimming; according to Pliny, the Romans had basins in their pri-

vate houses for the enjoyment of this exercise."

Bell, as cited P. IV. § 211 b.—.imedhm, sur I'exercise du nageur chez les anciens, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. toI. xxxviii. p. II,

and \l. p. 96.

§ 3-29. The dinner of the Romans, or mid-day meal (prandium) was very

frugal ; indeed it was not customary to prepare a table for it ; and in the better

tim'es of the republic, those who took a formal meal at noon were regarded as

effeminate. The fifth hour, from 11 o'clock to 12 in modern reckoning, was the

time assigned for it.

The principal meal was held at evening {ccend), and for this, particularly, the

guest-chambers or eating-halls {triclinia) were constructed, which in the palaces

and manors of the rich were very splendid. These apartments were also called,

from the use made of them, cccnaliunes ; and among the lower classes, ccenacula.

1 u. The table, being either quadrangular or rounded, had on three sides couches,

each with three pillows, on which to support the arm in reclining. Nine persons

{^ 52) were therefore accommodated at a table. The right of the middle couch or sofa

was called locics consulnris. Often seven places only were prepared, the whole of the

middle couch being appropriated to some stranger or guest, by way of especial honor.

Women were not accustomed to recline at table, but to sit.

2. The couch on the right hand was called suminus lectus, the one placed at the

head of the table was called vicdius lectus, while the remaining couch on the left was

termed imus lectus. The post of honor on each was the central place, those who oc

cupied the middle of each of the three couches being styled respectively, primus sum-

mi lecti, primus medii lecti, and primus imi lecti. 1 he most honorable ot these three

places, and consequently of the whole entertainment, usually was the primus medii

lecti. The least honorable was at the end of the left couch farthest from that called

tnedius. As the guests all recUned on the same (the left) arm, the bodies ot those on

2b2
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the opposite couches were extended in opposite directions; on the right towards, on the

left from, the middle couch.—The couch-frames {spondo:) and their supports {fulcra)

were of wood, ivory, or sometimes metal; sometimes they were veneered with tor-

toise-sliell ; on these was a sort of cushion which had in it stuffing {tomeiitum) of wool,

feathers or the hke ; and this was sometimes covered with a cloth [stragula) often

of rich embroidery and purple dye.—The tables {menscB) were often highly orna-

mented. The monopodium, was circular, with one foot ; chiefly used by the sick ; the

tripes {Hor. Sat. I. iii. 13) of the poorer people had three feet. The mensa lunata was
a semicircular table, accommodating usually seven or eight persons, used under the

emperors ; it was called sigma from its resemblance in form to the letter C ; the

term stibadium designated the couch or sofa which surrounded it.

In Plate XXXV. fig. 1, we have the ground plan of a summer triclinium in the small garden of
the house of Sallust, found at Pompeii; and also a view of the couches and the table in the
center. In this plan, A designates the suvimus lectus ; B, the medius ; C, the imus. The couches,
in ttiis instance, are of masonry, and were of course covered with cushions and tapestry. The
round table in the center was of marble.—In fig. 5, of tlie same Plate, also from Pompeii, we see
a splendid lectus, with a cushion and richly ornamented pillow {-pulvinar).

3. Before eating, the guests always washed their hands and used towels {mantilia)

for drying them. They were usually furnished each with a napkin (mnppa) for wiping
the hands while at the table. For bringing on and using the food {cihum) there were
various articles of furniture, as dishes (lances, jxitrincB) and the like ; but nothing like

our fork, it is supposed (cf P. IV. § 135. 2); although the excavations at Pompeii have
shown that the Romans were acquainted with many things, which have been consi-

dered as modern inventions.

"The surprise which is excited by a survey of the various implements of domestic economy
and luxury, employed by the ancients, as disinterred from the tomb of PoM-peii, where they slept

since the beginning of the Christian era, and as compared with those now in use, must be natu-
ral, else it would not be so universal. This surprise is not solely occasioned by the almost mira-
culous preservation of these objects during so many centuries. We are astonished (though I

know not why) that the bakers of Pompeii had ovens for their bread, and could stamp their

names on the loaves—that the cooks had pots, stew-pans, colanders, n)okls for Christmas-pies
and twelfth cakes—that the aldermen and gormands stowed their wines at the greatest distance
from the kitchen and hot-bath—that tiie cafes had stoves for supplying mulled wines to their

guests—that the apothecary's shop abounded in all kinds of 'doctor's siutf,' a box of pills remain-
ing to this day, gilt, for the squeamish palate of some Pompeian fine lady— that the surgeon's
room displayed a terrific ' armamevtuvi chirurgicum' of torturing instruments; among others,
' VVeiss's Dilator,' the boast of modern invention in the Strand—that the feniale toilets disclosed

rouge, carmine, and other cosmetics, with the hare's foot to lay them gracefully on the pallid

cheek—that the masters and mistresses had little bells to summon the slaves (for servants there

were nonn), and that the asses, mules, and oxen had the same noisy instruments, to warn carls

and wheelbarrows from enterins the streets, where two vehicles could not pass at the sanui

time—that play-bills, quack advertisements, notices of sights, shows, &c., were pasted up at the

corners of the streets, in monstrous bad Latin-that opera tickets were carved in ivory, though
at a lower price than 85. 6d.—that dice were ingeniously loaded to cheat the unwary Calabrian
who came within the vortex of the Pompeian gaming-table—that horses had bits in their mouths,
stirrups at their sides, cruppers on their rumps, though the two latter are omitted in statues, for

the benefit of antiquarian disquisitions—that windows were glazed when light was preferred to

air, which was rarely the case— that the Pompeians, like the Irish, had their wakes, their bowl-
ings, and their whisky drinkings at funerals—that the public houses had checkers painted on
their walls, as at present—that the chimist's shop had for its sign a serpent devouring a pine-

apple, symbolical of prudence defeating death—that the Pompeian ladies employed male accouch-
eurs, who had all the implements of their art nearly similar to those of the modern n)en mid-
wives—that the houses were numbered, and the names of the occupants painted on the walls

—

that, in the public tribunals, the magistrates protested to Heaveti that they would decide covsci-

enliously, while the witnesses swore most solemnly that they would speak nothing but truth^
that the men occupied all the good seats in the theatre, leaving the gallery for the women, where
officers were appointed to preserve order—that, in short, men and women had their passions and
propensities, their cares and their enjoyments, long before Vesuvius burst into flame !" {John-
son, before cited.)

Oh curi sities found at Pompeii, cf. Class. Joum. xv. p. 305.—Library of Entertaining Knowledge, vols. xxiv. xnv—Pompeir.

—Museo Borbonico. For an inlerestiig account of the luxsrious manners of the later Roman nobles, Gtbbon, Dec. and Fall of

Rom. Emp. chap. xxxU

§ 330. At the suppers of the rich, there were commonly three courses. The
first was termed giishis or gustaiio, designed to sharpen rather than to satisfy

appetite; it consisted of eggs {ova), salad, radishes, and the like. With this

they drank usually, not wine, but mead, or a mixture of honey. The second

course formed the essential part of the meal, and the principal dish was called

caput ccenx. The dishes were brought on by slaves in baskets or vases fitted fox

the purpose (reposUorid). The third course was the dessert {bellaria'), consist-

ing of choice fruits {mala), pastry, and confectionery.

1. Hence the introduction of the phrase, ab ovo ad mala, from the beginning to the end of the

feast. Cf Horace, Sat. i. iii. 6.-—An account of the fare provided for a social supper, is given
oy Pliny, Epist. i. 15.

2 A great number of servants were employed about the evening meal in one wav
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or another; sonre of them have already been named Ccf. % 322); e. g. ^\\& strucior,

who arranged the tables ; the carptor, who divided the food, &c. In the times of
Roman luxury, there was much demand for skilful cooks (coqui, archima^iri).

3. It may be proper here to advert to the Roman hospitality. The rights of hospi-

tality {jus hospilii) were highly respected ; the term hospes was applied both to the

host and to the guest, and always indicated mutual obligations between them.
These rights and obhgations were sometimes created between persons residing at a

distance and even in different countries, by an interchange of presents. Ihe joining

of right hands was practiced as a sort of pledge of this fellowship (arrha hospitaJis) ;

sometimes a sort of tally was used consisting of a piece of wood cut into two similar

parts, of which each person kept one (tessera hospitalig) ; some of the European
cabinets have specimens of these tesserai with the names of friends inscribed.—The
Romans had a custom (called mutitatio) of inviting on the next day those whom they
had met at another person's house.

Fi?. 4, in Plate XXXV., is a copy of a painting found at Herculaneum, which exhibits two
persons joining hands, and one giving to the other the tessera.

Cf. Class. Joum. ix. 229. x. 229. xviii. ^b.—Foshroke (as cired § 13), p. 63?.—/. S. Casalhis, De Tricliniis, Hospitalitale et Tes-

Eeris Veteruni, in Gronovh'S, vol. ix.—J.P. Tomasiiius, De Tesseris Hospilalitalis. Amst 1670. 12. also in Gronovius, vol. ix.

On the general subject of Roman meals, &c. J. C. BuUiigeriis, De Conviviis, in GrcmcviiLS, vol. ix.—Cf also §5 166-16S.

§331a. In social banquets, held at evening, it was customary to choose a

master of the feast, rex or viagister convivii or arbiter hibe7idi ,- he seems to have

been chosen by a throw of dice {Hor. Od. ii. vii. 25). To his direction every

thincr connected with the banquet was submitted, particularly all that related to

drinking, and the social intercourse for the time. After the completion of the

meal, the drinking was continued late in the night. It was customary to drink

healths, the memory of the gods and heroes being usually honored in the first

place.—Not only after the meal, but also during it, between the different courses

and dishes, social games or plays were practiced, especially playing with dice.

1 u. There were two kinds of dice, tali and tessercB. The former were oblong,

with two sides or ends rounded, having therefore four sides, on which they might fall,

and which were numbered successively one (iinio), six (senio), three {ter7iio), and four

iquateriiid). Four tali were used in playing ; the most fortunate throw, called Jactvs

Vtnereus or Ve7ius, was when a different number was uppermost on each of the four,

and the worst throw, called Canis, was when the same number was uppermost on all.

The tessera had six sides, numbered like modern dice. Three only were used in play-

ing ; and the best throw was three sixes, and the poorest three aces or ones. The vessel

from which the dice were thrown, was called fritillus or turrictila, a box in the form
of a tower ; the board or table on which they were received, Avas termed forus, alveus,

tabula lusoria.—Another game not so often played was called Duoderia scripta, and
was a kind of trick-track or hackgammon. It was played with fifteen counters or

stones {calculi) of different colors, upon a table marked with twelve lines.—In the

general corruption of Roman manners the love of playing at games was carrieu to the

highest extreme.

Cf. Simon, Jeux de hazard, chez les Remains, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. i. 120.

2. In the time of the Republic, it was customary for the patro-^ to invite all his ch-

ants occasionally to a common supper in his halls ; this was calLta ccena recta. Under
the emperors, it became customary to give to the clients, instead of a supper, a por-

tion of food to carry home in a small basket, sportula. At length a quantity of mo-
ney was substituted instead of this, to the amount of about 100 quadrantes, or 25

asses, which w^as also called sportxila. This word was also employed to designate

sums of money distributed by orators and others for the purpose of gaining favor.

Cf. Juv. i. 95. Wi.—Mart. iii. 7.—De Mantowr, in the Mtm. Acad. Inscr. i. 161.

"S 331 b. As wine was the beverage chiefly used by the Romans, especially at their

social evening banquets and games, we will introduce here some remarks on the sub-

ject. Scarcely any thing else seems to have been so important to the rich Roman in

all his arrangements for domestic comfort, as to be well furnished W'hh choice and

approved wines.— 1. Hence there was great attention to \\\e cultivation oj' the vine ;

even to the neglect of other branches of agriculture. The soil of Campania was con-

sidered as perhaps the most desirable in Italy, for vineyards. Many varieties of grape

were cultivated : about //fy sorts are mentioned by Columella and Pliny ; no expense

was spared to obtain the best kinds for the vineyards. It was common to rear the

vines by attaching them to certain xrees {arhusta), particularly the elm and poplar:

and the vines and trees were thus said to be married ; the vines were allowed usually

to reach the height of 30 or 40 feet, sometimes a still greater, in the rich soils ; in

soils less favorable, the usual height was only from 8 to 12 feet.—2. The vin'age or

gathering of the grapes was about the last of September, or in October. They were

picked in osier baskets {fiscijicB corhes) and carried directly to the room for pressnm
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{torculariiim) , where they were first trodden {calcahantur), and then subjected to the

press ; sometimes in order to obtain a richer wine, the grape was exposed to the sun a
tew days after gathering. The common wdne-press (torcular) seems to have been
simply an upright frame, in which was fixed a beam (prelum) loaded with weights,

and having ropes attached so as to work it more easily. The juice (mustum) passed
through a sort of strainer {cnlum) into a vat (lacus), in which it remained in order to un-
dergo fermentation about nine days, or was put into large vessels (dolia) for the same
purpose. The juice which ran from the grapes without pressing {mustum lixivium) was
usually preserved separately, and often with much pains to avoid its fermentation;

one mode of doing which was to secure it in a close vessel and sink it in a pond for a

space of a month or more. Sometimes the juice obtained by pressing was boiled

down instead of being allowed to ferment, in a place fitted up for this process and
called defrutarium ; the must thus inspissated and reduced to one-half its original

quantity, was termed defrutum ; the carenum was such as had been reduced only to

two-thirds; sapa was the name when reduced to one-third.—3. Various means were
employed for clarifying the fermented must ; eggs particularly were used for the pur-

pose. Various methods were devised also for modifying or preserving the flavor both
of the fermented and the inspissated juice ; aromatic herbs and drugs of different

kinds were introduced to effect the object.—In order to hasten the maturity of wines,

to ripen and mellow them, they were often subjected to the action of artificial heat

and smoke, by placing the vessels containing them in the flues of the furnaces, or in

some room prepared for the purpose {fumarium), where the smoke for a time passed
around them. These forced wines are said to have been in great request at Rome.
It is probable that the process tended to give the wines a thicker consistency ; it is

stated that they sometimes became consolidated to such a degree that it was neces-

sary to dissolve them in hot water.—4. The vessel most commonly used by the Ro-
mans, for keeping their wine, was the amphora, called also quadrantal ; the terms
testa, cadus, and diota are applied to the same or a similar vessel. It was made of a

sort of clay baked, and held about six gallons ;—generally of an elegant form, having
a narrow neck with two handles, and tapering towards the bottom, so that they might
easily be fixed in the ground or sand of the wine-cellar, and kept in an upright posi-

tion. The amphora was commonly lined with some preparation of pitch or wax and
aromatic substances, and was covered also with a coating made of pitch and the ashes
of the vine. When the wine had been in the vessel a suital)le time, the cover or

stopper was confined and made perfectly close by a coating of the same kind, or of

plaster. Skins {utres), which were originally the only kind of vessel used for the pur-

pose, seem also to have remained until later times. For the richer sorts of wine,

glass vessels appear also to have been employed ; but probably of a much smaller size

than the earthen amphora {Martial, Ep. ii. 40). For carrying wine from place to

place, very large vessels made of leather or hide, supported and guarded by a frame
and hoops, seem to have been used. A painting found in a wine-shop at Pompeii ex-

hibits a vessel of this kind occupying the whole of a wagon or car with four wheels
and drawn by two horses.—5. The better kinds of wine were usually valued more
highly in proportion to their age. None of the more generous wines were reckoned
fit for drinking before the fifth year, and the majority of them were kept for a much
longer period. The most pleasant and grateful for drinking, however, was that of a
middle age ; although the older might command a higher price. The opulent Ro-
man, as has been mentioned, attached vast importance to his wine establishment.

Hence to the house and villa of every such person was attached the wine-cellar {cella

vinaria). This (called also apatheca, cf. Hor. Sat. ii. v. 7) was commonly in part, if

not wholly, under ground, and was frequently very spacious. Here the wine was
kept, usually, in amphorce, which were ranged along the walls, sunk to a greater or

less depth in the sand; each one having a mark {nota) indicating the name of the Con-
sul in office when the wine was made ; hence the phrase interior nota, signifying the
oldest and choicest ; because such, being placed first in the cellar, would naturally be
at the remote end of the cellar, or because, on account of these quaUties, it was
lodged in an inner cell or apartment. The villa of Diomedes (cf. $ 326) has a cellar very
large, extending round and under the whole garden, and lighted and ventilated by
port -holes from above; " some of the amphorae still stand as they were packed and
labelled seventeen centuries ago." Among the amphorae found, some not many years
since, at Leptis (cf. Beechy^s travels), was one with the following inscription in Vermil-
lion, L. CASSio c. MARIO COS. forming three lines on the vessel.—6. Of the Italian wines,

the most celebrated were the Falernian and Massic {vinum Falernum, 3Iassicum),
which seem to have been the product of the same region, in the vicinity of Sinuessa

;

and the vinum Setinum, the beverage of Augustus, produced on the hills of Setia.

Others in much repute were the vinum Ccecuhum, Surrentinum, Caleiium ; of a third

rank were the Alhanum and Sahinuvi. The Sicilian wines were rated generally after

these. Of foreign wines, the Romans seemed to have placed the Leshia7i, Chian, and
Thasian, among the first ; cf "S 161. Different kinds of wine were used at the same
isanquet ; and sometimes the guests were treated with different sorts according to their
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rank.—7. From th& fact that the wines were so often inspissated, it was common to
dilute them for actual use, among the Romans as well as among the Greeks; for this
purpose warm or hot water seems to have been frequently used. The mixture was
made in a large vase called crater. From this it was poured or conveyed by a ladle
{cyathus) into cups (pocula), of which there were almost countless varieties.

Some of the names employed to desigjiate varieties of the driiikine-cup were the following;
ealir.es, phialw, scjjphi, cyvibia, batiol(P. They were made of wood (fagina pocula), or of earth
(fictilia); of glass (vitrea), and of amber (succina); also of bronze, silver, and gold, with various
ornaments (toreiimata,vasa sculptn) ; of gems or precious stones, and of the subsiance called
murrhii (cf P. IV. $ 195. 4). The specimens of these articles still remajning show great skill in
workmanship.

In our Plate XXXV. are seen a number of the vessels connected with the ancient use of wine.
Fig. a is a jar tilled with grapes, copied from paintings on the walls of an edifice found at Pom-
peii and called the Pantheon.—Fig. 6 is drawn from an Egyptian monument; and shows a mode
of obtaining the juice by treading on the grapes collected in a vat.—Fig. 2 is copied from the
painting mentioned above as found at Pompeii; it shows a mode of carrying wine about for
sale; a slave is filling an amphora fro.nn the leathern vessel in the carriage, and another slave
holds a second amphora to be filled.—Fiss. h, c, and d, are wine-vessels, from Egyptian monu-
ments ; c very exactly resembling the Roman amphora ; and b, a form still in actual use in
Esypt for water.—Figs, e,/, o-, i, represent glass vessels found at Pompeii ; /; is probably a drink-
ing-cup.—Figs, n and o are also drinking-vessels ; n is the drinking-horn, Kcpag, /jvtov ; several
specimens have been found at Pompeii ; o may illustrate the Greek crater ; cf. Boyd's Potter,
p. 699.—Fis. T shows two elegant ^lass cups which seem to have been cut, or else cast in a mold.
—Fig. 5 pre.sents, in the hand of the Bacchanal, a cup of another form, probably the calii, KvXt^;
wiiie-vessels also appear on the small table.which stands by the splendid cuuch on which he
reclines with a garland on his head and the thyrsus in the other hand ; a monument from Pom-
peii.—Fig 3 is a' vessel of form like one of those seen on the table of the Bacchanal, given on a
larger scale, and showing its ornaments; it represents the patera, often used in libations.

Cf. Povmall, OQ a Roman " drinking-cup wrought of solid crystal," Archxolcgia, cited P. rv. \ 32. 5. vol. vii. p. ISO. On the

topics of the above section, Henderscni's Histon- of Wines, cited § 161.—£. Barry, On the Wines of the Ancients. Lond. 1775. 4.—

Jl. Tumebtis, De Vino ac ejus Usu et Abusu, in Gronovius, vol. ix.

—

ji. Saccius, De Conviviis Veterum, iu Gronovius, vol. ix.

—

Pliny, Hist. Nat. xiv.—ColurntUa, xW.—B. Parsons, Anti-Bacchus; an Essay on Intoxicating Drinks! Repr. K. York, 1810 12.

p. I99ss.—iJ. B. Grindrod. Bacchus; an Essay on Intemperance. Repr. N. York, 1840. 12. p. 192,245. The last Ivfo "works
valuable as advocating perftct temperance."

§ 332. The fashion of dress among the Romans underwent changes in differ-

ent periods, but less in respect to form than the quality and expensiveness of

the materials, and the ornaments.—The most general and peculiar garment of

the Romans was the toga, a national characteristic, whence the Romans were
termed Gens fogata, and Togati, while the Greeks were termed Palliali. It w-as

a loose robe or sort of cloak, extending from the neck to the feet, close below up
to the breast, but open above the breast, and without sleeves. It was therefore

not put on, properly speaking, but thrown over the body. It was commonly of

wool, and white in color; black, toga pulla, being used only on funeral occa-

sions. The toga worn in the house was less loose and ample {ioga reslrida)
\

that used in going out, commonly larger and flowing with many folds {fusa).

1. Some of the priests and magistrates wore it bordered with purple (toga prcetexta)

;

this was also worn by freeborn youth, who, at the age of seventeen, exchanged it for

the toga virilis or (because generally white) pura, which was assumed in a very formal
manner before the Praetor, in the Forum.—The trabea is described as a toga orna-
mented with purple horizontal stripes ; that worn by the augurs (cf ^ 209) is said to

have been of purple and saffron color.—The angular extremities of the toga were
termed lacinicB.

2. A statue of one Marcus Tullius, by some supposed to be a descendant of the great Cicero,
was found at Pompeii; "he is represented clothed in a toga pratexta, the robe of otfice of the
Roman magistrates; and, which adds value and singularity to the statue, this robe is entirely
painted with a deep purple violet color. This seems to give reason for believing that the prae-
texta, instead of being a garment with only a purple hem, as it is usually e.xplained, was entirely
dyed with this precious color; at least in the later times of the republic. The price of this pur-
pie was enormous; the violet, though the less costly sort, is said by Pliny to have been worth
one hundred denarii (about £3, 4s. ~d.) the pound; the red is valued by the same authority at
one thousand denarii. It was obtained from the murex, a shell-fish found in various parts of the
Mediterranean." Pompeii, p. 205.

On the age for assuming the toga, cf Dodwell, de aetate tog. vir. sumenda;, in his PrsUct. Acad, (cited P. V. § 542. 7.) p. 245.—Oo
the color of the toga, Amtilhon, sur la teinture des anciens, as cited § 26S. 4. (e).

§ 333. The garment which the Romans wore under the robe, was the tunic

{tunica). It was worn close to the body, without sleeves, and extending almost
to the knees. It was entirely open, and fastened by means of a girdle above the

hips. It was commonly, like the toga, white. In later times the tunic was
worn with sleeves.—With slaves and the poorer classes of citizens generally,

this was the only clothing, except the linen under-garment or shirt {indusium

subucula) which had small sleeves. The higher classes never appeared abroac

38
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without the addition of the toga. In winter the latter often wore another gar-

ment under it, called tunica interior or interula.

1 u. Senators and their sons wore a tunic bordered in front on the right side with a
stripe of purple, called davits ; knights {eqiii'es) had two such stripes, but narrower;
whence the tunic of the senators was called laliclavia, that of the knights angusti-

clavia.

1. The emperors exercised the prerogative of bestowing the distinction of the latidave upon
such persons as they considered worthy of the honor. Cf. Pliny, Ep. ii. 9.

§ 334 /. The women used the tunic, with a girdle, as well as the men; only

that of the women reached down to the feet. They wore also an over-gannent

extending to the feet, called stola, having a broad border or fringe {limhus) called

instita. Some consider the palla to be a robe worn over the stola ; others think

them both the same garment. The women sometimes wore a fine robe of a cir-

cular form called cyclas. The mourning robe of women was called ricinium or

rica, covering the head and shoulders. The amiculum was a short mantle, or

vail, worn by the women.
" A female statue, of the size of life, was found within the cellar of the temple of

Fortune at Pompeii, clothed in a tunic falling to her feet and above it a toga. The
border of the former is gilt ; the latter is edged with a red purple bandeau, an inch and
a quarter wide ; the right arm is pressed upon the bosom, with the hand elevated to

the chin, while the left hand holds up the toga."

§ 335. There were other kinds of outer garm.ents more or less in use. The
fena was a thick woolen over-coat, used in journeying; this name was also

given to the purple robe of the Flamines (cf. § 214), which was fastened about

the neck with a buckle or clasp. The paludamenium, or chlamys, was a long

Grecian cloak of scarlet color bordered with purple, used specially by generals

and high military officers. The sagum was a soldier's cloak of red color, cover-

ing only the back and shoulders, fastened by a clasp. The lacerna was a kind

of rain cloak, very broad, and usually with a hood or covering for the head

(cucullus, capifiunt). The pceimla was a robe similar to the toga, and more

frequently used under the emperors.

I'he materials of which the Roman garments were made, were chiefly linen and
woolen. Silk was unknown to them until the close of the republic. The Romans
seem to have remained ignorant how silk was produced, for a long time after the article

''as introduced am.ong them by importation from the country of the .Sere^. Nor did

they at first use it without intermixing hnen or woolen in texture with it; for which
purpose even the silk stuffs, which were brought from the east in a woven state, were
unraveled ; cloth of this mixed texture is said to have been first fabricated in the island

of Cos. The Cotm vestments {vesles Cocs) appear to have been of a very loose texture^

almost like muslin or gauze ; hence called ventus textilus, woven wind. The Seric

vestments (vestes Sericce) are supposed to mean such as consisted of pure silk. The
term boinhyci?ia was sometimes applied to both, although it seems to have been consi-

dered as more appropriate for the Coan article; as that was at length known to come
from a worm {i36fi0ol, homhyx), while the Seric was siill imagined to be gathered from

the leaves oi Xrea?, {Virg. Georg. ii. 121). Silk was considered as proper chiefly for

the garments of females. In the reign of Tiberius the senate {Tacit. Ann. ii. 33) is

said to have decreed (A. D. 16) that men should not disgrace themselves by wearing

silk apparel {vestis serica). The emperor Heliogabulus (slain A. D. 222) is severely

condemned as being the first who wore a robe of pure silk.

Cf. Article Seres, in Anthon's Lempriere, and Sericum, in Smith's Diet, of Antiquities. On the Roman costume, see 0. Ferra-

rius, De Re Vesliaria, in Grsvius, vol. \\.—Becker. Callus, vol. \i.—Maillot and Martin, cited § \^1 —Jlmeilhon, L'usa»e des Soie

Chez les anciens, in the Mem. Acad. Jnscr. vol. ilvi. p. ioi.—Gibbon, Rom. Emp. ch. x^.—Mahudel, Origir.e de le Soie. in the

Mem. SfC vol. V. p. 218.—/. R. Foster, De Bysso Antiquorum. Lond. 1776 8. For some illustrations, see Plate XXV. ; cf. § 169

for explanations.

§ 336. The Romans usually went with the head uncovered, or drew over it a

part of the toga; except at sacred rites and festivals, on journeys, and in war.

At the festival of the Saturnalia, particularly, they wore a sort of bonnet or

woolen cap (jo/'/eus), which, however, was allowed only to the free by birth or

manumission, but forbidden to slaves. The petasus was a sort of broad-brirnmed

hat', used in journeying.—There were various coverings for the feet. The cal-

cei were somewhat like our shoes, and covered the whole foot, and often with

their lacings {corrigia, ligula) covered the ankles and the lower part of the leg.

Shoes of strong untanned leather were termed perones. The caligx were a kind
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of half-boot, worn by soldiers. The soless and crepidx were sandals, covering
only the bottom of the feet, and were fastened by leather thongs and bands {vin-

culo) passing above.

The shoe of senators came up to the middle of the leg, and had on the top of the foot

a golden or silver crescent, or letter C (hence lunata pellif^, patricia lujia). 1'he shoes
of the men were usually black ; those of women commonly white, sometimes of a red,
yellow, or other color. The mullei were of a reddish dye ; worn first by the kings, afier-

wards by those who had borne any curule office. Sometimes the Romans used socks
made of wool or goat's hair, udones. The thighs and legs were sometimes bound around
with a sort of scarfs (fascia), which were all in the Roman dress that corresponded to

modern pantaloons or breeches {fimoralia) and stockings {tibialia).—The shoes of
comedians were termed socci ; those of tragedians, cothurni (cf. § 69); those ol panto-
mimes, or the rattling appendages to them, scahella. The soccus was a mere slipper,
very frequently of yellow color ; the crepida seems to have been nearly the same ; the
haxa was a sandal made of vegetable leaves or twigs ; and the haxa and crepida were
used by comedians as well as the soccus.

^

1 The liead-covering termed petams, is seen in our Plate XXIV. fig. 3. 3 See P. V. %§ 317-319.—D. V.iulnayt, as cited P. V.

§319. I. Various forms of coverings for the feet and legs are given in Plate XXIV. ; see the explanation, § 169. 2.

§ 337. The hair, both of the head and beard, was allowed by the more ancient

Romans to grow freely, and was but seldom cut. In the fifth century after the

building of the city, it first became a common custom to cut the hair more fre-

quently, and also to frizzle and anoint it. Young persons were accustomed to

draw the hair backwards and bind it together in a knot, for a sort of ornament.

1 u. When the toga virilis was assumed (cf § 332), the hair of the youth was shorn
and a part of it cast into the fire in honor of Apollo, and a part of it into the water in

honor of Neptune. It was also customary, on ihe first shaving of the beard, to conse-
crate it to some deity. Under the emperors false hair were used, by a contrivance like

a peruke {capillamoitum, galericulum).

2. Among the ornaments of the youth was the liilla, a sort of ball, which hu.ng
from the neck on the breast. The boys, who were sons of citizens of the highei
ranks, wore one of gold (bulla aurea) ; it was usually a hollow sphere ; but other forms,
and particularly the image of a heart, were introduced. I'he sons of Ireedmen anc
poorer citizens used only a leathern ball {hiiUa scortta). This ornament was laid aside
when the toga virilis was assumed (cf. § 332), on which occasion the luUa was conse-
crated to the lares or other divinities.

Fig. 1, of our Plate XXV. is an altar-shaped box, worn by loose women of the Hindoo temples
upon tlieir necks ; richly ornamented with jewels. Boxes like this, or hags, seem to have been
formerly worn on the neck to contain perfumes. Cf. Isa. iii. 20 (the tablets), and Sol. Sovg, i. 13—The figure may serve to illustrate the Roman bnlla, as hung from the neck.

See Mmitjaucon, Antiq Expl. as cited § 13. vol. v. p. G'i.—Baudelot, BuUe que les enfants Rom. portoient au cou, in the Mem.
Jlcad. Inscr. vol. iii. p. 211.

§ 338. Still greater care was bestowed by the women upon the dress of their

hair, which they frizzled, plaited in locks and curls, and adorned with golden
chains, with pearls, rings, and ribins. The most modest fashion was the use
of a broad ribin or fillet {vitta), by which they gathered and bound the hair in a
bunch or knot. Besides the ointments by which they made their hair more
glossy, it became fashionable in later times to color it, and even to scatter gold
dust upon it.

1. The Roman women often used paint (fucics) to improve the color of the face as
well as the hair; both white (cerussa or creta) and red (minium). Various ointments
(ungiienta), cosmetics, and washes (medicamina, smegmata), were likewise used for a
similar purpose. Effeminate men did the same. Of the various cosmetics we mention
the following : amuracinum, iasminum, nardinum, cesipum, metopium, rosaceum,
usinum.
The mirrors {specula) used at the toilet were made of polished metal, commonly brass or steel,

also of silver ; sometimes of glass iPlin. Hist. Nat. xxxvi. 26, SB). Cf. Menard, cited $ 169. 6; cl

also $ 268. 4.

Among the personal ornaments of the Roman ladies were ear-rings, necklaces, and
finger-rings. The ear-rings (inaiires) were of gold, pearls, and gems, sometimes of
immense value. Necklaces (monilia) were often of gold set with gems; several
splendid gold necklaces found in Etruscan tombs are now in the British Museum.
The men also used an ornament for the neck, which was a sort of twisted chain
{torques), or a circular plate (circulus auri). Finger-rings (annuli) were of various
forms and devices, commonly set with engraved gems (cf P. IV. ^^ 205, 206), and
used not merely for ornaments, but for seahng papers, caskets, and even large packages
or vessels ; hence perhaps they obtained the name of symhola. The ring was a very
common ornament among the men ; originally only senators and equites (cf ^ 256. 2) were
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allowed to wear gold rings
;
plebeians could wear only iron rings except by special

allowance ; those who triumphed also wore an iron ring {ferreus shie gemma).—Jewels
and other female ornaments were kept in a casket [pyxis, ox pyxidula) made of gold,
tortoise-shell, ivory, or other precious material.

2. Specimens of most of these ornaments have been found at Pompeii. A gold ring, with an
engraved gem set in it, was found near a temple, in a box along with forty-one silver coins and
above one thousand of brass. In several of the houses were found skeletons with rings, brace-
Ipts (armillip), necklaces, and other ornaments. Of these specimens we only mention further an
e;ir-ring of gold, which had two pearl pendants ; and a breast-pin, to which was attached a Bac-
chanali.in figure, with a patera in one hand and a glass in the other, having bat's wings joined
to his shoulders, and two belts of grapes passing across his body. This curious breast-pin is

given in our Plate XLVII. fig. i.—In the same Plate, figs. o. and h, and r, are ear-pendants, from
Montfaucon. Fig. 4 shows the ring which was passed through the ear.—Fig. ^ is a pendant with
a pin to attach it to a bandeau or some part of the bead-dreJs.—This Plate also shows a variety
of rings : cf P. IV. $ 206.—The torques is seen in fig. 1, of Plate XLIV., cf. P. IV. $ 186. 9; and
the mnnile or necklace, probably, in fig. 5, Plate XXXV.—A mirror, with a box of pins, &c. upon
a toilet-table, is seen in Plate XXV. figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 2 is a metallic purse for coins and jewels,
from an Egyptian monument. This plate also shows various forms of the head-dress.

Cf. R. A B ttiger, Sr>.bina, oder Morgenscenen im Putzzimmtr einer reichen RomeriLn. Leipz. 1806. 2 Ih. S.—Kadal. Luxe des

dames Ro.iiaiaes, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. iv. p. 227.

—

Becker, Gallus. On rings and their use, /. Kirchmann, De Annulis.

Lug. Bat. 1672. 12.

—

P. Eurmann, De Jure Annulorum. Ultraj. 1734.

—

C. Bariholinui, De luauribus Veterum. Amst. 1676. 12,

3. The following passage, from a letter by a traveler visiting Naples and Pompeii, may be
pertinent here. " What is admirable to us, barbarians of the nineteenth century, is the exiiuisite

delicacy of shape of all the utensils which served in Roman domestic life. One must see those
candelebras, lamps, vases of all sizes, those charming little bronze calefactors (for every thing
was of bronze), those tripods, scales, beds, chairs, those graceful and so ingeniously wrought
shields, which fill up whole rooms at the Naples Museum. One must, above all, see tiie toilet

arsenal of the Roman ladies, their combs, toothpicks, curling-irons, and the pols of veg-^table and
mineral rouge found in a boudoir. Thus the Roman ladies used rouge and deceived people;
they wore, like our ladies, those necklaces, rings, and ridiculous ear-rings, which add nothing
to beauty and diminish not ugliness. How times resemble one another, in spite of the space thai
separates them '."

§ 339. It remains yet to mention some of the more remarkable features in the

funeral customs of the Romans. The dying received from their relatives and
friends present the last tokens of love by embraces and kisses. As soon as they

were dead, the nearest relatives closed their eyes and mouth, and drew the rings

from their fingers. The corpse was then washed in hot water, and anointed by
the .slaves (pollinctores) of the person taking charge of funerals {libilijiarius).

It \^as then covered with clothing suitable to the rank of the deceased, which,

like that of the mourners, sometimes (cf. § 340. 4) was white. Such as had

been distinguished by a victory were adorned with a crown of palm leaf. The
corpse was then brought into the vestibulum of the house, placed on a bier, and

there left for some days. This exposure was termed cullncalio. and the couch
or bier, lectusfera/is. During the time of this exposure, there were frequent and

loud outcries {condamatio), accompanied by the strongest expressions of grief

and sorrow. A branch of cypress or pine was usually fixed before the door of-

the house.—Children and youth of both sexes were interred by night, with

lighted torches, without attendants; but adults, on the other hand, by day, and
with more or less ceremony according to their rank.

Claude de Guichard, On the Funerals of the Ancients. Rom. 1600. 4.

—

J. Kirchmann, De Funeribus Romanorum (Libri iv.

Lub. 1672. 12.

§ 340. Among the Romans, both interring and burning were practiced from

the earliest times. The ceremonies connected with the funeral (^elatio, exequiae.)

were the following, chiefly. The funeral of a distinguished person was pre-

viously announced in the city by a herald, and therefore called /u7ius indictivuniy

and, if the expenses were defrayed by the chy,funus publicum. In the proces-

sion, the musicians {cornicines, tibicines) and women hired as mourners (^prsejicae)

advanced first, uttering lamentations and singing the funeral songs {lessus, menise,

cf. P. V. § 333 h) ; then came those who bore the images of the ancestors ; next

the relatives, all in black, with other indications of grief; then followed playor?,

mimics, and dancers {ludii, histriones), one of them {archimimus) imitating the

words and actions of the deceased, and others quoting pertinent passages f'om

dramatic writings; after them followed the corpse, carried by bearers; Aud

lastly, a train, frequently very numerous, of both sexes.

1 u. The corpse was borne in a couch (Lectica) on the shoulders, usually by the fr-saJ-

men of the deceased, but often, in case of high rank, by senators and the most Ji:'-

linguishea citizens. In the case of the poorer and lower classes, the corpse was b >rne

ou a small bier isandopila), by ordinary coffin-bearers (ve.<ipillo?ies , sandapilarii).
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The rich and noble amon? the Greeks and Romans were exposed, and carried to their burial,

on elegant and costly couches, sometimes made of ivory, and gilded with gold; designated by

the name of ftretrum or capuhuv. That of Herod is said m have been all of gold, and inlaid with

precious stones. In our Plate XVIII. fig. e, we have a funeral couch, which will illustrate these

remarks ; it is given by Roberts as used now in India. The Jews seem to have used sometimes
for a bier the aopoi or coffin (cf Lnke vii. 14); yet the Septuagint has the word K\ivrj, or couch,

for the bier of Abner (cf. 2 Sam. iii. 31).

2 u. The procession, when formally conducted, passed through the forum, where,

if the deceased had been a person of distinction, the body was laid before the place

of harangue {rostra}, and a eulogy (laudatio) was delivered by some relative or friend,

or a magistrate, sometimes by appointment of the senate.

One is struck with the difference between Roman and Egyptian customs. The Egyptians

brought the deceased to a trial, instead of a eulogy. Cf P. II. $ 34. 3.

3, Women were sometimes honored with the funeral eulogy as well as men. Foi

exatnple, Junia, the sister of Brutus and widow of Cassius, received the honor of a

public funeral and a panegyric spoken from the rostrum. The images of not less than

twenty illustrious families were seen in the procession; viginti clarissimarum familia-

rum imagiiies ant el a I cb sunt. {Tac. Ann. iii. 76.)—The images of ancestors, which

were thus used at funerals, were the busts which the higher class of Romans kept in

their halls (cf. P. IV. § 164).

In j?7Jf/ion's Horace, in a note on Sat. i. vi. 17, is the following remark :
" One particular rela-

tive to the mode in which these images were exhibited, deserves attention. They were not car-

ried before the deceased at funerals, as Dr. .^dam (Rom. Ant.) stales, but actors were employed
to personate the individual ancestors, and these busts or images formed a part of the disguise."

On this topic, however, consult Polybius, vi. 51, 52.— Cicero, pro Mil. 13

—

Dion Cassitis, Ivi. 134.

—Pliny, Hist. Nat. xx.w. 2.

—

Suetonius, Vesp. 19.

4. "As to the mourning habits, it has been already observed, that the senators some-

times on these occasions went attired like knights, the magistrates hke senators, &c.,

and that the common wear for mourners was black. But we may further remark, that

though this was the ordinary color to express their grief, used alike by both sexes; yet

after the estabhshrnent of the empire when abundance of party colors came in fashion,

the old primitive white grew so much into contempt, that at last it became proper to

the women for their mourning clothes.—The matter of fact is evident from the autho-

rity of Plutarch, who states this as the subject of one of his problems [or Questions,

cf.P. V. ^ 249. 2] , and gives several reasons for the practice." Kennetl.

§ 341. The place of burning, as also of interring, was without the city. In

case of the former, the procession finds the funeral pile {rogus, pyra) already

prepared, its height being in proportion to the rank and wealth of the deceased.

Upon this they lay the corpse, having sprinkled it over with spices or anointed

it with oil ; it is then kindled with a torch by the nearest relatives, who do il

with averted face {aversi). Weapons, garments, and other articles possessed

by the deceased, were thrown upon the pile: also various things which were

presented as offerings to the dead {munera, dona). When the whole was con-

sumed, the embers were quenched with wine; then followed the collecting of

the bones (^ossilegium) ; these were placed in an urn {feralis urna) of clay, stone,

or metals, along with some of the ashes, also spices and perfumes, and some-

times a small phial of tears {lachrymse) ; and the urn was solemnly deposited

in the earth {tumulus) or a tomb (sepulchrum, canditorium, cinerarium).

1 u. Corpses that were not to be burned, but merely interred, which was altogether

the most coinmon practice among the Romans, were placed in a marble coffin called

area or sarcophagus.—The erection of monuinents to the dead (monumenta) was a very

common, almost universal practice. They were not always raised over the spot of

burial.

2. Over the grave of one buried in the ground, it was customary to raise at least a

mound of earth (tumulus). When a monumental structure was erected, it usually

received an inscription (titulus, epitaphium) with the name of the deceased, and some-

thing of his life and character. In the sepulchral monument, part of which is given in

our Plate XXXVI. the square pannel, seen between the representations of the Dii

Manes, was occupied by an inscription. Sometimes a bust of the deceased was at-

tached to the monument. Columns or pillars, particularly small npp?, for sepulchral

inscriptions, appear to have been common among the Romans, as well as the Greeks

(cf. '^ 187). Sometimes an inscription was put on the coffin, when the body was buried

in the earth ; and when the body was burned an inscription was placed on the urn con-

taining the bones ; the inscription usually began, as on the urns preserved in the British

Museum, with the letters D. M. or D. M. S., i. e. Diis Ma7iihus Sacrum.—Monuments
not on the spot of burial {tuinuli i?i.anes or ceiiotaphia) were erected among the Romans
for the same reasons as among the Greeks.

3. There were public and private places of burial. The public were commonly m
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the Campus Martius or Campus Esquilinus, for great men, on whom the honor of such
a burial-place was conferred by vote of the senate. Those for the poor were without
the Esquiline gate, and called puficiilce. The private burial-places were usually in

gardens or fields near the highways; the sides of some of the roads leading to Rome
were occupied by tombs for the distance of miles from the gates of the city.

4. One of the streets discovered at Pompeii is called the street of the tombs. The family tomb
of Naevoleia Tyche, excavated here, may be considered a fair representation of such structures
amongthe Romans generally. "It consists of a square building, containing a small chamber, by
the side of which is a door giving admission to a small court surrounded by a high wall. The
entrance to the chamber is at the back. From the level of the outer wall there rise two steps,
supporting a marble cippus richly ornamented. Its front is occupied by a bas-relief and inscrip-
tion.—A sort of solid bench for the reception of urns runs round the funeral chamber, and seve-
ral niches for the same purpose are hollowed in the wall, called columbaria from their resemblance
to the holes of a pigeon-house. Some lamps were found here, and inavy iirvs, three of glass,
the rest of common earth. The glass urns were of large size, one of them fifteen inches in height
hy ten in diameter, and were protected by leaden cases. They contained burnt bones, and a
liquid which has been analyzed and found to consist of mingled water, wine, and oil. This
iiquiii, there can be little doubt, was the libation poured upon the ashes."—In 1780, the beautiful
aniique called the Sarcophagus of Scipio, preserved in the Museum Pio-Clementinum, was found
in a tomb near the Appian Way. It is of the stone callfd peperino or "lapis Jllhanus, a volcanic
production found near the lake of Albano." Visconti, in describing it, says, "est du peperin le

plus comi)act, et a douze palmes de long, sur si.x de haut et cinq de large." The inscription on it

is given under the head of Roman inscriptions ; see P. IV. $ 133. 2. A bust with a corona on the
Qead was found in the same tomb.

5. Common tombs are said to have been usually built under ground, and called

kypoecea. Such are those discovered at Voleterrag and other places in ancient Etruria.

Cf P. IV. ^ 173. 3. "Many of the hypogasa of Tarquinia, in F^truria, are similar to

those found in Egypt, containing a number of rooms and corridors branching out in

various directions; and when the rooms are of a large size, the roof is supported by
square pillars. The walls of many are coated with stucco and ornamented with paint-

ings, representing, sometimes the arrival of the soul in Hades, and the punishments in-

flicted on the guilty ; but, in general, mythological, heroic, ar^d civil subjects."

For an account of the discovery of various tombs in Etruria in 1829, see Cftfralier Kulner, in the Jinnali ddV Instituto di Cor-

retpondenza Archelogica. Rom. 1829. vol. Isl, p. 101.—Of. /. Millingen, as cited P. IV. § 173. 3, and other references there given.

6. Roman sepulchers have been found in England, containing urns with ashes and sarcophagi
with skeletons. (Stuart's Diet, of Architecture".)—A Roman burial-place was called, in tlie later

times, Ustrinum, or Ustrina, from the circumstance of burning the corpse. One of these burial-
places was discovered in 1821, at Littington ; many sepulchral vessels were collected, which are
paid to be preserved in the library of Clare Hall, at Cambridge.— In the parish of Ashdon, in

Essex county, are several artificial sepulchral mounds, known by the name of Bartlow Hills.

Many have supposed them to have been cast up after a battle with the Danes. They are eight
in number ; four larger ones in a line, and four smaller ones in a line in their front. The smaller
ones were opened in I83'2, and relics were found which seem clearly to prove them of Roman
origin. In one, was f lund a remarkable hrick sepukher or coffin, six feet and three ii:ches long,
two feet three and a half inches wide, and one foot and eleven inches high. There were, in this

trick coihn or chest, three glass vessels. One of them was a sort of urn, eleven and a half inches
high, and ten and a quarter inches in diameter, with a reeded handle ; it was nearly two-thirds
full of a clear pale yellow liquor, covering a deposit of burnt human bones; on the top of the
bones was seen lying a gold ring, which was found to be a signet-ring having a carnelian intaglio,

with the device of two bearded ears of corn. Afterwards, on examination of the contents of the
urn, a brass coin was found, very much corroded, bearing the head of the emperor Hadrian on
the obverse, and on the reverse a figure supposed to be that of Fortuna Redux. A representa-
tion of the brick coffin, with the vessels in it as they were found, is given in our Plate XVIH.
fig. h h. One of the larger mounds was opened in April, 1&35. An urn like the one above de
scribed, with bones, was found ; also other similar vessf Is, tw>j bronze strigiles, and other
articles. A bronze vase, with colored enamels, was among the most remarkable.

See p. IV. 5 !73. 2.—Mrchxologia (as cited P. IV. § 32. 5), vol. xxv. p. I. vol. xxvi. p. 300, 368, with engravicgs.

7. The phials, or small vessels, which are supposed to have received the fears of relatives shed
at funerals, have been found in great number, and of various forms. They are termed lachry-
matories (urncB lachrymales). The tears are said to have been kneaded and compounded with
odoriferous balsams. It has also been supposed that the vessels misht have contained merely a
preparation of fragrant essences, which were fiu'iiraiively called tears. The lachrymatories fijund
in the ancient tombs are sometimes of terra cottn, sometimes of alabaster (cf P. IV. $ 195. 5), fre-
quently o( gla^s (cf i 268. 4). Many of the latter material have been gathered from tlie cata-
combs in the island Milo, the ancient Melus, one of the Oyclades. Several forms of lachryma-
tories and easa unguentaria are given in our Plate XVIII. fig. a, and fig. d d.

See Mem. de VInstitut, Classe i'llist et LU. Anc. vol. vii. p. 92. sur vases lachrymatoires. On the vessels found at Milo,

8ee§ 186. I.

8. It has been mentioned (cf $ 187. 4) that the Christians under the pagan emperors of Rome
usually deposited their dead in subterranean excavations. "Among the monuments of Christian
antiquity, none are more singular than these abodes of the dead ; and one feels at a loss whether
most to admire their prodigious extent, the laborious indnslrv that provided them, or the inte-
resting recollections with which they are associated. Like 'the Moorish caves in Spain, they
were generally excavated at the base of a lonely hill, and the entrance was so carefully con-
cealed that no aperture appeared, and no traces were discernible, except by an experienced eye,
of the ground having been penetrated, and of the vast dungeons that had been hollowed out
underneath. . . . One was discovered about three miles from Rome so late as the end of the
aixteenth eeutury, the size and various apartments of which excited universal astonishiQent
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Numbers still remain, bearing; the names of their respective founders, and affording by their

inscriptions and the monuments of antiquity fonnd in them, the most satisfactory proofs of their

having been used as hiding-places by the Christians." (Coleman's Christian Antiquities, p. 421.)

§ 342. A period of mourning was observed in memory of the deceased ; its

duration in each particular case was fixed by law ; in the case of widows it

continued ten months. In the time of the emperors, a general mourning {Indus

pubKcus) was appointed at their decease or that of their sons ; a thing previously

not practiced, except on occasions of great public calamity.—Immediately after

the funeral obsequies, it was also customary to slay the victims (called ivferise)

offered in sacrifice to the departed, and to connect therewith a solemn funeral

repast {silicernium).

"Among the tombs at Pompeii there is a funeral triclinium for the celebration of these feasts.

It is open to the sky, and the walls are ornamented by paintings of animals in the center of the

compartments, which have borders of flowers. The triclinium is made of stone with a pedestal

in the center to receive the table." A view of it from Maiois is given in Umith's Diet, of Anti-

quities.

1 u. When the deceased was of distinguished character, this repast or entertainment

was publicly given, and meat was sometimes distributed among the people (visceralio).

These funeral sacrifices were annually repeated at the graves or spot of interment. On
such occasions, pubUc games {ludi funebres) were appointed, especially gladiatorial

sports.

2. Gladiatorial shows probably had their origin, as has been observed (^ 235), in

funeral celebrations. And, although they were exhibited on many other occasions,

"yet the primitive custom of presenting them at the funerals of great men, all along

prevailed in the city and Roman provinces ; nor was it confined only to persons of

quality, but almost every rich man was honored with this solemnhy after his death

;

and this they very commonly provided for in their wills, defining the number of gladia-

tors as their due by long custom. Suetonius to this purpose tells us of a funeral, in

which the common people extorted money by force from the deceased person's heirs,

to be expended on this account." {Kennetl.)

3. A very vivid picture of the funeral sacrifices and games annually repeated at the graves of

the deceased is given by Virgil in the fifth book of the .(Eneid, where he describes the honors

rendered by ^neas to the manes of his father Anchises. He mentions particularly a contest in

rowing galleys, a foot-race, a boxing-match, a trial of skill in shooting arrows, and a mock eques-

trian battle (pugncB simulacra).—Cf. § 187.

$ 343 t. The greatest funeral solemnhy among the Romans was the deification {const-

cratio) of the emperors, something like the apotheosis of Grecian heroes. It took

place in the Campus Martius, where the image of the person to be deified was placed

upon a lofiy funeral pile. From this pile, whenever it was set on fire, an eagle, pre-

viously bound alive upon it, flew aloft in the air; which, according to the ideas of the

people, bore the soul to Olympus. The deified person then received the surname oi

appellation Divus. This solemnity was accompanied also with rehgious rites, public

games and banquets. The custom did not entirely cease under the first Christian em-.

perors. This ceremony was wholly distinct from the funeral. The true body waa

burned and the ashes buried in the usual manner and with a splendid show, before

these rites were performed with the image of wax.

The whole ceremony is well described by Herodian (cf. P. V. § 254), in the fourth book of his History—Cf. Mencken, Dispulati •

le Consecratione.—ScAaeji/Jin, Tractatus de Apotheosi, Argent. 1730.
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INTRODUCTION^

ARCHAEOLOGY OF LITERATURE AND ART.

I.

—

The origin of human knowledge, and its advancement into the form of

sciences and arts.

§ I. Man in his first state had the natural capacity for acquiring a great variety

of knowledge, by reason of those superior faculties which distinguished him
from irrational animals. But he had then no actual store of innate knowledge
and skill. Much less had he any comprehension of those rules and precepts,

which guide us in the arts and sciences, and which are the result of long
observation and mature reflection.

All that is known respecting the first state of man is contained in the account given
by IMoses respecting Adam and Eve, who were the first human pair, and were formed
by direct creation. This account gives httle information as to the degree or the nature
of their actual knowledge. Certain it is, however, that Adam was created a via7i ; he
was not created a child, infant, or embryo, and left to advance to manhood by the
gradual steps which are requisite, by what v/e call the laws of nature, in the formation
of every other man. It can be little else than a dispute about words to contend,
whether he had or had not innate ideas and actual knowledge before the exercises of
mind which were first occasioned by surrounding circumstances. For these exercises
of his mental powers, if truly the exercises of a man, and not of a child, must have
been such as, in all other cases but his own, could have arisen only after obtaining
previous ideas or actual knowledge to some extent ; and in fact, as plainly exhibited in

the account of Moses, they were such as, in other cases, presuppose a maturhy of
intellect. It seems an evident conclusion, therefore, that Adam either possessed by
creation the requisite knowledge, or was caused to put forth without it the same exer-
cises as if he had it. On either supposition (if any can adopt the latter) some degree
of the knowledge, which is now acquired gradually in the progress from infancy to

manhood, came at first directly from God. God implanted it in some way or other;
man did not acquire it by the gradual process which we now term natural. This
knowledge, skill, attainment, intellectual power, or whatever any may choose to call

it, was the original stock or germ from which every subsequent acquisition sprang.
Such a view of the original maturity of the first man by no means sfipposes Adam to

have possessed the extensive knowledge imagined in the fabulous tales of the Jewish
Rabbins, or in the descriptions of some theologians. It only represents him as a man
literally and truly, instead of a child ; as created at once a moral and intellectual man

;

instead of being formed a sort of animal in human shape, and left to grow into an intel-

ligent being under accidental influences.

See G. C. Knapp, Lectures on Chr. Theolojy, tr. by L. Woods, N. T. IS31, 2 vols. 8. B. I. P. ii. Art. B.—Bell. on the Hand, p.

no. Phil. 1836.— Cotoper's description of Adam, in the verses entitled Fa) diey OaA; given in .SiAin's British Poets, Phil. 1331. p. 96

§ 2. There was a gradual development of his faculties, through the impulse
of his wants, favored sometimes by accident, and aided by experience and
repeated efforts. Thus he acquired a multitude of ideas about himself and
the objects of nature around him, which were successfully enriched, corrected,

and engraved upon his memory. By degrees meditation led him from the

visible to the invisible, and from observing actual operations and appearancce
he proceeded to conjecture and contemplate secret causes and powers.
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§ 3. By means of language the communication of knowledge became more
easy and rapid. Then this knowledge was no longer confined to the isolated

observations and partial experience of each individual observer. The ideas of

many were collected and combined. The amount of acquisition was increased

more and more, as men united themselves in social bonds, and as, in the

progress of population and civilization, there was a tendency to the same com-
mon aims, and modes of living, and mutual interests. (^See remarks under

§ 12. 1, 2.)

§ 4. The knowledge of the arts was acquired sooner than that of the sciences,

because the w^ants that gave them birth were more urgent, and the difficulty

of acquiring them was not so great, since they were chiefly the fruit of experi-

ence rather than of reflection. And among the arts themselves, the mechanical,

or those of common life, must, for the same reasons, have appeared first. It

was only at a late period when man began to think on the means of a nobler

destiny, and to feel a desire and relish for higher pleasures, that the fine arts

took their rise. Necessitatis inventa antiquiora sunt quam volupiatis. (Cicero.)

§ 5. We must not imagine the first notions concerning the arts to have con-

stituted any thing like a system reduced to a regular form and fixed principles.

With regard to the theory, there were at first only disconnected observations

and isolated maxims, the imperfect results of limited experience. As to the

practice, there was little but a mechanical routine, some process marked out

by chance or imperious necessity. The principal object was to secure the

satisfying of wants, the preservation of life, and the convenience of a social

state, which men sought to accomplish by reciprocal aid, and by communicating
to each other their experience and acquirements.

§ 6. Before the great catastrophe of theftood, men had already acquired much
practical knowledge; such as the first elements of agriculture, architecture, and
the art of working metals; these arts were practiced, although in an imperfect

manner. But in that singular revolution of nature, which caused the destruc-

tion of nearly the whole human family, the greatest part of this knowledge
was lost.

Respecting the number of people existing on the earth before the flood, and the state

of art, science, and literature among them, nothing is known beyond mere conjecture.

The following remarks on the subject are from Shuchford^s Sacred and Profane His

tory Connected. " The number of persons in this first world must have been very

great ; if we think it uncertain, from the differences between the fiebrew and the Sep-

tuagint in this particular, at what time of life they might have their first children, let

us make the greatest allowance possible, and suppose that they had no children until

they were a hundred years old, and none after five hundred, yet still the increase of

this world must have been prodigious. There are several authors, who have formed
calculations of it, and they suppose, upon a moderate computation, that there were in

this world at least two millions of millions of souls. It would be very entertaining, if

we could have a view of the religion, politics, arts or sciences of this numerous peo-

ple."—After pursuing some hints respecting their rehgion, he adds, "we can only

guess at the progress they might make in literature or any of the arts. The enter-

prising genius of man began to exert itself very early in music, brass-work, iron- work,
in every artifice and science useful or entertaining ; and the undertakers were not Hmited

by a short life, they had time enough before them to carry things to perfection ; but

whatever their skill, learning, or industry performed, all remains or monuments of it

are long ago perished. We meet in several authors hints of some writings of Enoch,
and of pillars supposed to have been inscribed by Seth. The Epistle of St. Jude seems
to cite a passage from Enoch ; but the notion of Enoch's leaving any work behind him
has been so lutle credited, that some persons, not considering that there are many
things alluded to in the New Testament, which were perhaps never recorded in any
books, have gone too far, and imagined the Epistle of St. Jude to be spurious, for its

seeming to have a quotation from this figment.—There is a piece pretending to be this

work of Enoch, and Scaliger, in his annotations upon Eusebius's Chronicon, has given

us conpiderahle fragments, if not the whole of it. It was vastly admired by Tertuilian

and some other fathers ; but it has since thfiir time been proved to be the product of

some impostor, who made it, according to Scaliger, Vossius, Gale, and Kircher, some
time between the captivity and our Savior's birth.—As to Seth's pillars, Josephus gives

the folk wing account of them. ' That Seth and his descendants were persons of happy

tempers and lived in peace, em.nloying themselves in the study of astronomy, and in

other researcnes after useful knowledge ; that in order to preserve the knowledge they
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had acquired, an'd to convey it to posterity, having heard from Adam of the Flood, and
of a destruction of the world by fire, which was to follow it, they made two pillars, the

one of stone, the other of brick, and inscribed their knowledge upon them, supposing

that one or the other of them might remain for the use of posterity. The stone pillar,

on which is inscribed, that there was one of brick made also, is still remaining in the

land of Seriad to this day.' Thus far Josephus ; but whether his account of this pillar

may be admitted, has been variously controverted ; we are now not only at a loss about

the pillar, but we cannot so much as find the place where it is said to have stood."

For further remarks on the pillars of Seth ; Shuckford, Sac and Prof. Hist Connected, vol. j. p. 55. Phil. 1824. 2 vols. S.—E,

Stillmsfltct, Originee Sacrs, B. i. c. 2. Lond. 1662. 4.—Respecting the book of Enoch, cf. P. V. § 279.—Oa the attainments of

antediluvians, also Du Pin (as cited P. V. § 240), B. i Sect 1.

§ 7. Subsequently to the deluge, the free communication aad propagation of

knowledge was hindered by the confusion of tongues, and the consequent dis-

persion of the inhabitants of the earth into many countries. Thereby the pro-

gress of human acquirements was retarded in a very sensible manner during

the first ten centuries. For a long time men were destitute of some particulars

of knowledge almost essential to life; as, for instance, the use of fire.

However incredible it may at first seem, that any part of mankind should have been
ignorant of the use of fire, it is attested by the most ancient and unanimous traditions

Modern discoveries have confirmed the same. "The inhabitants of the Marian Islands,

[Marianas or Ladrones,] which were discovered in 1521, had no idea of fire. Never
was astonishment greater than theirs, when they saw it, on the descent of Magellan

on one of their islands. At first they believed it to be a kind of animal that fixed

itself to, and fed upon wood. Some of them, who approached too near, being burnt,

the rest were terrified, and durst only look upon it at a distance." (Goguet.)

See references in De Goguet's Origin of Laws, Arts, &c. P. I. B. ii. as cited § 32. 1.—Respecting the effect of the dispersion on

civilization, cf. 5 12. 2.

§ 8. The food of man in the first ages was extremely simple, and consisted

[n a great measure of the spontaneous productions of the earth. The use of

animals for nourishment was very limited, from want of means to domesti

cate or capture them. The art of preparing food of either kind was likewise

very iiTiperfect. But the necessity of taking nourishment w^as, doubtless, the

most imperious of wants ; and hence it is not only probable, but certain from

the testimony of sacred and profane authors, that tilling the ground and lending

herds and flocks were the first and most general occupations of men, and that

the knowledge relating to these objects was the first acquired and the most ex-

tensive. A proof of the antiquity of agriculture is found in the fact, that almost

all the ancient nations ascribe its invention and introduction in their country to

some divinity, or some deified founder of their slate, or early sovereign of their

land.

§ 9. According to the difference of country, clim.ate, manner of living, and

habits, there was a difference likewise in these simple attainments, and in the

steps of their progress. With some nations agriculture was the most common
occupation, with others the raising of cattle, and with others hunting and fish-

ing; and by natural consequence, among each people, the experience relating

to their own occupations, and the observations and acquirements resulting from

it, were the most generally diffused and the most perfect. Compared with

the other modes of subsistence, agriculture has an important advantage in pro-

moting various arts, because it compels men to renounce a wandering life, and
settle in fixed, permanent abodes; thus it increases the demand for conve-

niences, and furnishes an occasion for inventions, which may help to facilitate

and carry to perfection the culture of the soil.

§ 10. Among the inventions which resulted from this, we may notice especi-

ally architecture and the working of metals. The first arose from the necessity

of procuring a shelter from the inclemency of the seasons and the attacks of

wild beasts. Rude in its origin, it hardly deserved the name of an art ; but

under the influences of social life, it made a progress considerably rapid. The
metals were probably discovered to man by some accident. For the art of

working them we may be indebted to operations perceived in nature, volcanic

eruptions, e. g., or casual fires.

I. The art of working metals is alluded to by Moses (Gen. iv. 2-2) as exislmgr
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oefore the deluge, but was lost probably in the dispersion of Noah's descendants
except among those who remained near the spot where man was first located. (Comp.
§ 12.)—The same authority shows the use of meials criiabhshed a few ages after the
flood. Gen. xxii. 6, xxxi. 19, xxxiii. 12, Lev. xxvi. 19, Deut. xxix. 16, 17. Comp.
Job xxviii. 1, 2, 17.

2. Goguel remarks that the use of iron probably was not so early as that of other

metals, and that tools of stone preceded those made of iron. "Anciently they em-
ployed copper for all the purposes for which we now make use of iron. Arms, tools

for husbandry and the mechanic arts were all of copper for many ages. The writings

of Homer leave no room to doubt of this. We see that at the time of the Trojan war,

i.'-on was very little used. Copper supplied us place. It was the same for ages
amongst the Romans."—" A kind of stones, commonly called thunder-stones {Cerau-
nia) , are still preserved in a great many cabinets. They have the shape of axes,

plough-shares, hammers, mallets, or wedges ; for the most part, they are of a sub-
stance like that of our gun-flinis, so hard that no file can make the least impression

upon them. It is evident from inspection, that these stones have been wrought by the

hands of men. The holes for inserting the handles prove their destination and the

several uses that were made of them. It is well known, that tools of stone have been
in use in America from time immemorial. They are found in the tombs of the ancient

inhabitants of Peru, and several nations use them at this day. They shape and sharp-

en them upon a kind of grindstone, and by length of time, labor, and patience, form
them into any figure they please. They then fit them very dexterously with a handle,

and use them nearly in the same manner we do our tools of iron. Asia and Europe
are strowed with stones of this sort. They are frequently found. There must then

have been a time, when the people of these countries were ignorant of the use of iron,

as the people of America were before the arrival of the Europeans."

GonLct, Or. of Laws, &c P. I. B. ii. c. 4.-Cf. Diciionn. Class d'Hist. NaturtUe (cited § 194), article Ceraunias.—Mahudd,

Ties piefendes pierres defondre, Mem. ^cad. hiscr. xii. \^.— WcodwaT(Pa History of Fossils. Lond. 1728. 8. coDtaining an account

of stone weapons, with engravings.

§ 11. The arts of imitation had a later origin, because they were not pro-

duced by an equally urgent want, and require more deep meditation and some
abstraction of mind. In their commencement they were, however, merely the

developments of superior mechanical dexterity, rather than what may properly

be called fine arts, and the first attempts were but rude and defective. Among
these we number whatever belongs to sculpture, or the art of imitating figures

in relief; for which purpose it is probable, that soft materials, as earth and

clay, were at first employed. The proper art of drawing presupposes more
abstraction ; probably it was first practiced in tracing the outlines of shadows

cast from different objects and bodies. Music, which, independent of any

natural pleasure in rhythm and melodious sounds, might originate from the

songs of birds, must be regarded as among these early arts of imitation. With
it, if not before it, was invented poetry, which, in its origin and its first ad-

vances, was joined inseparably with something of musical accompaniment.

§ 12. We have already (§ 3) mentioned Language as the principal means
of communication among men. Respecting its origin, we only observe, that

the first man possessed by creation the faculty of speech, although language

itself, most probably, was not an immediate gift of the Deity, but a gradual

invention of man; the natural expressions of feeling, which he had in common
with other animals, being by degrees formed into articulate sounds and signs

of thought. Not necessary to him in the isolated state of nature, it was yet so

essential to the social state as to call into exercise the implanted faculty of

speech, and constantly and rapidly increase the stock of words. But, as the

ideas were few and confined chiefly to objects of sense, the original language

needed neither great compass nor high improvement.

1 . The remarks of the author in this section indicate too much agreement with the

common error of considering a state of barbarism as the natural and original state

of man. Philosophers in tracing the progress of human knowledge have often founded

their speculations on this supposition, that men at first were but a number of ignorant

savages, not joined by any social ties, a mere muium ac lurpe pecus, scarcely elevated

above the beasts of the forests through which they roamed. Dr. Ferguson has the

following judicious observations on this topic. " The progress of mankind from a

supposed state of animal sensibility, to the attainment of reason, to the use of language,

and to the habit of society, has been painted with a force of imagination, and its steps

poin sd cut with a boldness of invention, that would tempt us to admit among the
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materials of history the suggestions of fancy, and to receive perhaps as the model of

our nature m its original state some of the animals whose shape has the greatest resem-
blance to ours. It would be ridiculous to affirm, as a discovery, that the species of

the horse was probably never the same with that of the lion ; yet in opposition to what
has dropped from the pens of eminent writers, we are obliged to observe that men
have always appeared among animals a distinct and superior race; that neither the

possession of similar organs, nor the approximation of shape, nor the use of the hand,

nor the continued intercourse with this sovereign artist, has enabled any other species

to blend their nature or their inventions with his ; that in his rudest state, he is found

to be above them, and in his greatest degeneracy, he never descends to their level.

He is, in short, a man in every conduion ; with him society appears to be as old as the

individual, and the use of the tongue as universal as that of the hand or the foot. If

there was a time in which he had his acquaintance with his own species to make, and
his faculties to acquire, it is a time of which we have no record, and in relation to

which our opinions can serve no purpose and are supported by no evidence."

See A. Fersxisotx^s Ess. on History of Civ. Society, Bost. 1809. 8. Tlie allusion of the author, in the passage quoted, is to such

theorists as Rousseau and Monboddo.—See Rousseau, sur I'origine de I'inegalite parmi les hommes, in his CEumei, Par. 1S23, 25

»ols. 18. vol. \st.—Mcniboddo (J. Burnet), Origin and Progress of Language, Edinb. 1774. 6 vols. 8.—Also, Bozy de St. Vincent,

L'Homme, Essai Zoologique sur le genre humain, Par. 1827. 2 vols. 16. This author attempts to prove that there are several

species of human kind, and that Adam was the father of but one species.—For more correct views, see S. S Smith, Essay on the

cause of variety in the complexion and figure of the Human Species, N. Brunsw. 1810. 8.—/. C. Prichard, Researches into the

Physical History of Mankind. Lond. 1826. 2 vols. 8.—S. G. Morton, Crania Americana, with an Es.say on the varieties of the

Human Species ; illustrated by 78 plates.

2. The whole history of the world is opposed to the hypothesis of a gradual advance-
ment of the human race from a condition of barbarism. In the first place, all the
nations which are known to have risen from barbarism to cultivation have been thus
raised by coming into contact and intercourse with other nations more civihzed and
cultivated than themselves, and not by the natural progress of their own independent
steps towards perfection. In the ne.\t place, a nation or society once merged in barba-
rism is found in fact to sink into deeper and deeper degradation when separated from
the influence of more enlightened nations, instead of rising gradually from its depression
and gaining the rank and happiness of a civilized people. So great is this tendency to

deterioration, that it is a matter of exceeding difficulty, even with all the aids which the
most cultivated nation can furnish, to introduce and perpetuate among savage tribes

tlie manners, intelligence, and blessings of civilized life. But the truth on this subject
is, that the natural and original state of man, that in which he was first placed by his

benevolent Creator, was a state combining all the blessings of civihzation needed in a
single holy family. Man was at his creation put at once into the social and family con-
dition, and if before the deluge there was any such state of things as existed after it in

the savage and barbarous tribes, it was a state into which man plunged himself, by not
choosing to retain God in his knowledge. It was in this way that man was thrown
into the savage state after the deluge. The family of Noah was a civilized family, in

which were preserved, no doubt, all the useful knowledge and arts of the antediluvian
world, as well as the true religion. There is no evidence, that there was any state of
barbarism among their descendants until after the dispersion. So far as history and
tradition cast any light on this sul)ject, they point to that portion of the earth, where
the subsiding flood left the family of Noah, as the region of earliest civilization and
refinement. Every search after the primary sources of intellectual culture conducts
the inquirer towards this quarter, as the original centre of Hght. The families and
tribes, which remained nearest this centre, retained most of the arts, sciences, and
religion of their ancestors. Those which removed the farthest retained the least, and
gradually lost nearly all resemblance to their primitive character, and finally, in tht

course of their various and distant migrations, sunk to the manners and spirit of savages,

"It is customary to besin history with hypothesis; to seek the history of religion, or of
Bociety, for instance, in the savage state; in that state which historical criticism cannot reach

;

amon? the shadows which lie l)evonil all history. I shill do otherwise." * * *
" Whence comes modern history? It is clear that there was something before it, and I need

not insist upon demonstratinj that its real and well known roots lie in the Grecian and Roman
world ; to this parentage all kinds of evidence lead us. And this world of classical antiquity,
does it not suppose a previous world"? It is perfectly well known that if the roots of the
modern world lie in classical antiquity, those of classical antiquity mav be found on the coasts
of Esypt, the plains of Persia, and the high lands of Central Asia. It is evident, in a word,
that the East preceded Greece. JIU evidence brings us tn this; but does it carrv us farther?"
r Cousin's Introduct. to Hist, of Philosophy, Led. 2d. Translated by H. O. Linberir. Boston.
1832. 6.

.7 «. .

See Zimmerman, Geograph. Geschichte des Menschen —.M£i?icrj, Gesch. der Men^chheit, and 5at7?!/, sur I'origine des Sciences

cited § 32 —Tyller's His'ory, P H. S. M.-Prxchard, as above cited, Vol. I p. 86. Bill. Ilepoa. ind Qjiart. Ohs. No. xvii. p. 261.—

Fabtr's Difficulties of luS^lelity, Sect. 111.—PT C. Tay'or. Ni'ural History of Society. Rppub. N. Y. IS41. 2 vols. 12.—i". Litids

kij, on the primitive stale of Mankind ; in EM. Repos. Vol. IV. S^c. Series, p. 277.

3. As to the origin of language, the question has been fully discussed by theolo
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gians, grammarians, and philosophers. Many have maintained that it was of human
mvention. But the advocates of this opinion have advanced the most diverse and con-

tradictory conjectures as to the mode and process.

Lord Monboddo, for instance, supposes the original form of language to have been

the inarticulate cries, " by which animals call upon one another, and exhort or com-

mand one another to do certain things," and adduces, apparently to illustrate what he

means, such exclamations as Hi ha. Ho ho, Halmiel, used, he says, among the Hurona

of North America, and quite analogous to our own halloo, huzza, hurra, " which are

no other but cries, calling, or exhorting, a little articulated !"—Dr. Murray, who died

in the year 1813, then Trofessor of Oriental Languages in the University of Edinburgh,

imagined all languages to be derived from nine barbarously rough monosyllables.

"Taste and philosophy," says he, "will receive with aversion the rude syllables,

which are the base of that medium through which Homer, and Milton, and Newton,
have dehghted or illumined mankind. I'he words themselves, though inelegant, are

not numerous: each of them is a verb and name for a species of action. Power,

motion, force, ideas united in every untutored mind, are implied in them all. The
variation of force in degree was not designated by a different word, but by a slight

change in the pronunciation. Harsh and violent action, which affected the senses, was
expressed by harsher articulations.

1. To strike or move with swii>, equable, penetrating or sharp effect was Ag ! Ag !

If the motion was less sudden, but of the same species. Wag. If made with force

and a great effort, Hwag. These are varieties of one word, originally used to mark
the motion of fire, water, wind, darts.—2. To strike with a quick, vigorous, impelhng

force, Bag or Bwag, of which Fag and Pag are softer varieties.—3. To strike with

a harsh, violent, strong blow, Dwag, of which Thwag and Twag are varieties.—4.

To move or strike with a quick, tottering, unequal impulse, Gwag or Cwag.—5. To
strike with a pliant slap. Lag and Hlag.—6. To press by strong force or impulse so

as to condense, bruise or compel, Mag.—7. to strike with a crushing, destroying

power, Nag, Hx\ag.—8. To strike with a strong, rude, sharp, penetrating power,

Rag or Hrag.—9. To move with a weighty, strong impulse, Swag.
These wine words are the foundations of language, on which an edifice has been

erected of a more useful and wonderful kind, than any which have exercised human
mgenuity. They were uttered at first, and probably for several generations, in an insu-

lafed manner. The circumstances of the actions were communicated by gestures, and

the variable tunes of the voice ; but the actions themselves were expressed by their

suitable monosyllable."
Such theories seem scarcely less absurd than that of the Itahan, who considered the

Greek as the original language, and traced its rise to a few vowel sounds gradually

generated in the family of Adam. " When Adam opened his eyes on the beauties of

creation, he very naturally exclaimed, O !, which gave birth to Omega. When Eve
was taken out of his ribs, he uttered oo ! or u !, Upsilon. The first child as soon as

born cried out e ! e!, and this formed Ep.-ilon or Eta. The next, probably, -had a

little shriller note i! il, and furnished the parents with a fourth vowel, Iota."—Rous-

seau represents man as originally without language and without society, and having

started the inquiry how language was invented, soon " stuck in the difficulty, whether

language was more necessary for the institution of society, or society for the invention

of language." But Maupertuis leaps the obstacle bravely, and "conjectures that

language was formed by a session of learned societies assembled for the purpose !"

Other writers speak more rationally, although agreeing with our author, that the

faculty of speech, and not any language itself, was the immediate gift of God to man.
"The theory which derives the most^ support from history," says Dr. Knapp, "is

that the roofs, the primitive words, were originally made in imitation of the sounds we
hear from the different olyects in the natural world, and that these original sounds

become less and less discernible in language in proportion as they are improved and

enlarged." But it is surprising that any person, pretending to receive the Mosaic account

of the creation of man, should attempt to explain the origin of language in any such

way. In that account Adam is represented as using language immediately on his

creation, not only giving names to objects, but assigning reasons for the naines, and
reasons too, which have not the least connection with the sounds of the words, or any
sounds in nature. (Gen. ii. 19—23, iii. 20.)

Men have been led into their speculations on this subject, because, on a superficial

view, it seems difficult to suppose God to create a man, or any thing else, in a mature

state. A little reflection might convince us, that it is just as difficult to suppose him to

create a man in an immature state. The real difficulty lies in the very nature of crea-

tion. All the evidence we have as to the actual state, in which God did in fact create

man, is the testimony of Moses, and that is no evidence at all, beyond that of obscure

ancient tradition, unless ii is sanctioned by divine inspiration. Those who believe it to

l>e thus sanctioned, it would seem, ought to abide by its facts. And is it not the sim-

ple, undisguised representation of Moses, that Adam had from the first a real and ade-

quate language, consisting of articulate sounds ? As to the extent of his vocabulary.
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nothing is directly,tcld us ; but is it not as obvious that he had hterally a language, as
that he had literally a hand, a tongue, or an eye ?

Whatever mode of expression, therefore, any may choose to adopt in reference to

this matter, whether to say that language was of divine origin, or that Adam was cre-

ated with a language, or that language was an immediate gift of God to him, or that

God created him with a faculty un(nediaiely to form articulate sounds signiticant of
thought, it is certain that a spokei? language existed immediately after the creauun of
Adam.—If any languages besides this original were in use before the flood, they were
doubtless derived from it. From the flood until the confusion ot longues, Mo=es expli-

citly testifies, there was but one language in the world. As, then, Adam was the
father of the many millions that have peopled the earth, so his language was the parent
of the thousands of dialects, by which they have carried on the mutual interchange of
thought and feeling.

See Knapp, Lectures (cited § 1), B. I. P. ii. Art. 6, § 55.—Herder, Qber deD Urspran; der Sprache. Berl. Ili9.—Monboddo,

Or. and Pro;, of t«ing. above cited.—Maupertuis, Reflections on the Origin of Lan^ajes, in his llwkt, 1756. 4 vols. 8 —.id. Smith,

CoDsidera'ions on the first formation of Lang (in Tueo. of Mar. Sent. Bost. 1S17. S.)—Shuckford, Sac. and Prof. Hist. Connected

II B.— !Varturlon, Divine Legation of Moses, B. IV, Sect. 4. Lond. 1741.—Good, Book of N.iture. Lect. IX Blair, Lect. o|

Rhetoric, Lect. VI.—.^S. Murray, Hist, of the European Languages. Edinb. 1S23. 2 vols. S.-Condiiiac, Ess. sur I'orig. des Connois.

Hum. (in 1st vol. of his tVorks. Par. 1821. 23 vols. 8.—An,dt. aber den Ursprung der Europ. Sprachen. Frankf. IS27. 8.—
7". C. Upham, Mental Philosophy. Port. 1837. 2 vols. 8. (vol. 2d, p. 431.

J

§ 13. The invention of Writing belongs to a period subsequent to the origin

of language. By this invention the sounds, which had hitherto been only andi-

Dle, were rendered, as it were, visible, and acquired a much more extensive and
more permanent utility as signs of thought. It was an invention in the highest

degree important to the communication of human knowledge, and still remains
essentially necessary for its advancement. As it stands in so close and uni-

versal connection with literature and science, we ought not merely to mention
it, but to consider its origin, and the successive steps of its progress.

§ 14. Previously to the art of writing, there were other methods of repre-

senting thoughts to the eye, and thus imparting them to a greater number of in-

dividuals, and even to posterity. They were, however, very inadequate methods,
and were chiefly employed to preserve the memory of some remarkable event

or person. Of this kind are monumental structures, pillars, or even rude masses
of stone. Established festivals, and historical ballads, transmitted orally, might
g;ive to such monuments a significancy, otherwise not belonging to them. On
the return of a festival, the occasion in which it originated ancl its history would
be sung or rehearsed. Traces of such methods may still be found among
savage or but partially civilized tribes.

§ 15. Superior to any such mode was the imitation or picturing; of objects.,

which is considered as the first step towards a written language. This presup-

poses some idea of the art of drawing, or a rude sort of painting. Such imita-

tion, however, could express only separate individual thoughts without their

connections and relations, and must be limited to visible objects. It is chiefly

mere actions and events, that can in this way be made known, and even of

these only what transpires at a particular instant can be represented by each
single picture.

\u. There are vestiges of this mode of writing in the Egyptian hieroglyphics,

which, we remark, however, received various successive changes in form and significa-

tion {% 16) . It was in use among the Mexicans, who apprised their king Montezuma
of the landing of the Spaniards by means of a linen cloth, on which this event was
represented by pictures of visible objects.

See fVarburlmi, Uiv, Leg. (as cited § 12. 3.) Bk. IV. Sect. 4. where he gives a cnrions specimen of Mexican pictun-writvig.-'

For a notice of other specimens, see Aiilt cited § 32.—Edmb. Eiicydop. under JlphaUt.

2. This mode is said to ha%'e been practiced by some of the North American In-
dians. " In Sc/ioolcraft's Journal of Travels through the North-western regions of the
United States, we are told that the party, in passing from the river St. Louis to Sandy
Lake, had, whh their Indian attendants, gotten out of the way, and could not tell

where they were. The Indians, not knowing what might be the result, determined
to leave, at a certain place, a memorial of their journey for the benefit of such of the'-

tribe as might come in that direction afterwards. In the party there was a military

oflicer, a person whom the Indians understood to be an attorney, and a mineralogist

:

eight were armed ; when they halted they made three encampments. The savages
went to work and traced with their knives upon a piece of birch bark a man with £

Bword for the ofHcer, another with a book for the lawyer, and a third with a haminci
40 2D
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for the mineralogist ; three ascending columns of smoke denoted the three encamp-
ments, and eight muskets the number of armed men."

Uphain^s EI. Int. Phil. 1st ed.—For specimens of the picture writing of North American Indians, ste Archzologia, vol. 6th, p.

159, as ciled § 32. 5.

§ 16. These imitations or pictures afterwards became symbolical, and repre-

sented not so much the objects pictured, as others having some resemblance to

Ihem, and incapable of imitation by painting. In this way many spiritual and
invisible things might be indicated by bodily and visible signs. The necessity

of something of the kind must soon appear among a people, not wholly occupied

vi'ith impressions on the senses, but engaging in reflections upon God and
nature. Accordingly the Egyptians, especially their priests, at a very early

period employed the hieroglyphics in a symbolical and allegorical manner.

The eye, for instance, became a symbol of providence, the bird an emblem of

swiftness, the scaling-ladder a representative of a siege.

1. The late discoveries of Champollion respecting the Egyptian hieroglyphics have
awakened much interest. The following short account is Irom the Am. Quart. Reg.
vol. iv. p. 52.

" According to Champollion, the hieroglyphics are divisible into three distinct

classes: 1. Figurative signs; 2. Symbolic; 3. Phonetic, or expressive of sound. The
FIGURATIVE occur ofteu, either in an entire or an abridged form. Thus the sun is

represented by an exact image ; the firmament, by the section of a ceiling with or

without stars. The first is termed figurative proper, the second figurative conventional.

I'he plan of a house is given instead of the house itself. This is termed figurative

abridged. The second form of hieroglyphics is the symbolical. These "are the

characters generally alluded to by the ancients, when they speak of hieroglyphics.

Two arms stretched up towards heaven expressed the word offtring ; the four quarters

of a lion, strength ; an asp, power ofi life a?id death. As the Egyptians were a very

civilized nation, it is clear that hieroglyphics like those described were not by any

means sufficient to designate their various wants, occupations, and ideas ; and this

want may have led to the invention of what Champollion calls the third class of hiero-

glyphics, PHONETIC, or designating a sound. He has also discovered the principle, on

which these signs were chosen to express one certain sound ; it is this, that the hiero-

glyphic of any object might be iised to represent the initial sound, or as we should say,

the initial letter, of the\ame of that object.'" [E. g. the picture of an eagle stood for

the sound or letter A, the first letter or sound in the word Ahom, the Egyptian name
for eagle ; and the picture of a mouth for E, the first sound in Eo, the Egyptian name
for m'outh.] "As the great number of hieroglyphics, which this principle would

assign to each of the 29 elementary sounds (the number in the Egyptian alphabet)

,

woidd have been a continual source of error, the characters were soon reduced to a

few. As far as ascertained, 18 or 19 is the largest number assigned to any one letter,

while few have more than five or six representatives, and several only one or two."

For farther information see /. G. H. Greppo, Essay on the Hieroglj'phic System of M. Chimpollion, &c. Translated by / StuarU

Bost. 1830. 12. Noticed in Spirit of the Pilgrims, iv. 9S, 197.— A/. Champollion, Precis du Sysleme Hieroglyphique. 2d ed. Far.

1S2S. S.—Champolhmi, Gramniaire Egyptienne, kc—R. Leipsius, Letter on the Hleroglyphical Alphaoet. Rom. 1836. in French.

—The wort? entitled The Antiquities of Egyjit, Lond. 1841. 8. publ. by Relig. Tract Society.—G. R. Gliddon, Ancient Egypt, in

T'^e New IVorld, Apr. 1843 —See also § 91. 7.

The following notice of the views of Seijffarth respectin? the hieroglyphics is from the Christ.

Spfct. vol. viii. p. 433. " These venerable characters have lately found another erudite expositor

in Professor Seyffarth, of Leipsic. From the celebrated inscription on the Rosetta rtiotie. and from

examining many rolls of papyrus, this laborious inquirer is of opinion that the hieroglyphics in

general are simply hieratic letters, ornamented aert-eahly to a calliiiraphic principle. He also

infers, that both the hieratic and demotic letters had their origin in the most ancient Phoenician

alphabet. The Leipsic Literary Journal, which contains a notice of this theory, mentions farther

that the learned professor reckons the hieroglyphic signs or characters to amount to about 6000."

G. Saiffarlh, De lingua et Uteris vet. iEj>ptioruni, &c Lips. 1625-31. 2 vols. 4.

An Italian scholar, by the name of .Tannelli. has attempted a new method of interpreting the

F-'vpiian hieroglyphics alroseiher different from thai of Champollion. Not much expectation

of his success seems to have been awakened in others.

See/. Cu;/'?7!ore, on the system of Hieroglyphic Interpretation proposed by Signor JiinnfJ/i ; in the Transactions of the Royal

Society of Literature, vol. 3d. Lond. 1S37.

2. A hieroglyphic system of writing, it is said, was possessed by the Tultecans, a

nation formerly existing in the southern part of North America.

See Bibl. Repos. No. xxvii. July, l?17. p. 229.— Rafinesqiie, on the glyphs of Palenque, &c. in the Atlantic Journal for 1S32.—

L. Stephens, Incidents of Travel in Central America, &c N. Y. 1841. 2 vols. 8. with engraving?.

§ 17. Tn proportion as these pictural signs became more common and fami-

liar, curtailments or abbreviations of them were introduced, for the sake of con-
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venience. The figure was made in a more simple form. Often particular

parts were substituted for the whole, especialh^ such parts as were most essen-

tial to the significancy of the picture, and most important for its present use.

For example two hands and a bow micrht take the place of the full image of an
archer. The picture of an effect might be employed to represent its obvious

cause, or tliat of an instrument to represent the person customarily using it;

thus, in an abridged image, rising smoke might denote a conflagration, and an
eye and sceptre might signify a monarch. To these were added doubtless

many other signs, wholly arbitrary in their nature, and obtaining a definite

meaning by agreement and frequent use.

§ 18. But all these means served only to represent ikings, not the words and
soimds, by which we express them in speech. At length, men began to apply
the simple figures, which by a course of abbreviation had taken the place of

the original pictures, to spoken language and its separate organic elements.

Probably it was first done with whole words, to each of which was appro-

priated a certain sign, as in the written language of the Chinese; and after-

wards with syllables, as the frequent recurrence of the same syllables in

different words was observed, and so certain common signs were applied to

represent them. These signs expressed at the same time both vowels and con-

sonants. Among the Ethiopians and several people of the East there wag
some such system of syllable-writmg; and it is found at the present day among
the Siamese [as was erroneously supposed when the author wrote].

1. The first information received by Europeans respecting the written language of

the Chinese was from the Catholic missionaries. They represented it as comprising
80,000 arbitrary characters. Later researches have shown that the elementary charac-
ters are much fewer. In an account of this language published in 1825, Dr. Morrison
gives first a collection of 373 ancient symbols, with explanations of their meaning and
origin. These ancient symbols are said to constitute the first principles of the language.
From them were derived 214 characters, which are the leading ones, or heads of
classes, in modern usage, and are called radicals. He next gives a table of 411 sylla-

bles, of which, ex.»lusive of tones and accents, the spoken language consists. The 214
radicals and 411 syllables are considered as forming the materials of the whole written
language. It is obvious, therefore, that the idea of hs having a distinct character for

every word cannot be correct, and yet it is wholly unlike to an alphabetic or syllabic

system. " Its characters are not intended to be the signs of simple articulate sounds.
They are sometimes denominated hieroglyphic and symbolical. It originated in a sort

of picture-writing, from which it has, afier the lapse of many years, become what it

now is. In its present state, the best idea of its character would be derived from com-
paring it with the Arabic figures. These figures, characters, or symbols, are now
almost universally understood throughout the world, however differently named by the

people of different nations, and the primitive signs are now to most nations quite arbi-

trary, whatever the reasons of their first formation may have been. But supposing 2
and 3 to be entirely arbitrary the union of these two, 23 or 32, presents to the eye a
definite idea, which is the result of combination, and which remains the same whethev
pronounced by an Englishman, a Hindoo, or a Chinese, in the spoken language
peculiar to each nation." It has been asserted, that in consequence of this peculiarity

of the Chinese written language, it is understood and read in all the regions of eastern

Asia, by people whose spoken languages are very different, and who cannot maintain
the least oral intercourse whh each other. Du Ponceau, however, denies tliis assertion,

in his work below cited.

See Chinese MifctUany, kc. By Morriscm. Lond. IS25. A.—Chtnete Repotitory, (published it Canton,) vol. 3d. No. 10

Cf. Miss. Herald, vol. rxxi. 197, 387.—Be Guignes, Dictionnaire Chinois, Francais et Latin, kc Par. 1813. fol. Cf. Lond. Quart,

Rev. vol. xiii. p. 56.—A S. Du Pcnceau, Dissertation on the Nature of the Chinese system of writing, &c Phil. 183S. 8. Cf.

Far. Quart. Rev No. ilii. p. 3!6.—In a recen' Gernnn work, by C. F. yeumann, entitled .hiatic Sludiet, (1837,) is a Dissert. OD

the Chinese language, and on the historj' of writing among the Tartar Tribes.—N. Jim. Rev. April, 1841.

2. The written language of the Siamese has been supposed by Europeans to be an
instance of syllable-writing. But according to the most recent account which has
been noticed, and which is from Mr. Robinson, an American missionary in Siam. the

system of writing is not properly speaking syllabic. The characters do not individually

represent the sounds of syllables. The alphabet is said to consist of thirty-five charac-

ters which represent consonant sounds, and a small number of points or marks which
represent vowel sounds; and different syllables are formed according as the latter are

placed before or alter, above or below, the former.

See MiuioTUiry Earald, vol. xiiii. p. 17",—^eu" Cyclopxdia, under Siam —Asiatic Resiarches, vol. x.—An uuperlect copy c/
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the Siamese alphabet is given in Greg, fiharpe's Syntasma Dissertalionum—Founts of type in this alpliabet have recently been eul

for the use of the American mission in Siam. AIS. letter of Rev. Dr. Anderson.

3. A most remarkable instance of the syllabic alphabet is found in that of the Chero-
kee Indians. This was invented, about the year 1S24, by a Cherokee named Guess
or Guyst, who was not able to speak English, or read a word in any language.

Having learned the principle of alphabetic writing, viz. that certain characters are signs of
sound, he conceived the idea of expressing all the syllable-sounds of his native language by
separate marks. On collecting the ditferent sounds which he could recollect, he found the
number to be eighty-two. Four others were afterwards discovered by himself or some one else;
n)aking all the known syllables of the language only eighty-six ; a very curious fact ; especially
\\ hen it is considered that the language is very copious, a single verb undergoing, it is said,

some thousands of inflections. The syllables all terminate, as in the Pf)lynesian languages,
with a vowel sound. To represent these sounds Guyst took the English capital letters from
a spelling-book in his possession, and combining them with oth'-r marks of his own invention,
formed his alphabet consisting of eighty-six characters. With this alphabet he commenced
writing letters, and a great interest was soon awakened thereby aniong the Cherokees. The
youth of the land traveled a great distance to learn the new art of writing and reading, which,
from the peculiarity of the alphabet and language, they could acquire in three days sufficiently

to practice themselves and to teach others. Types t^or printing in this character have been
cast. A newspaper, partly in the Cherokee language with the same character, was sustained
among that unfortunate people for a short time. The appearance of the language thus printed
is singularly uncouth and barbarous.

See Missionary Herald, vol. xxii. p. 47, xxxii. p. 269; also Encyclopedia Americana, under Indian io?iguajes.— Especially,

S. L. Knapp, Lectures on American Literature. N. Y. 1829. 8. p. 25-29.

4. There are extant some remains of an ancient system of writing in which all the

characters are formed by different combinations of one simple element. The character

has been very commonly termed arrow-headed, from the form of this elementary sign,

which in most specimens is shaped almost exactly like the head of an arrow or spear.

It is also called Pemepolitan, because rt is found chiefly in inscriptions on the ruins of
Persepolis. The inscriptions upon the bricks brought from the site of ancient Babylon
are evidently in the same general character, although marked by considerable varia-

tions. Different conjectures respecting the principles of this method of writing had
been thrown out, but no attempt at an interpretation of it had been made, it is beheved.
before Champollion's discoveries in reference to the Egyptian hieroglyphics. Some
had thought it to be an alphabet of syllables ; and some had supposed it must consist

of signs of words or of ideas.

The first hint towards deciphering the character seems to have been obtained by ChampoUion
from a twofold inscription upon an Egyptian alabaster vase, presenting the name of Xerxes
one part having it in the Egyptian hieroglyphics, and the other in the Persepolitan arrow heads.

Since that discovery several scliolars, especially Lichtenstein, Grolefend, and Dr. Lassen of
Bonn have turned their attention to the subject ; and although De Sacy asserted in 1833, that no
BHtisfactory method of interpretation had then been suggested, yet it is said, that many oriental-

ists both of Germany and France have received the method of Grotefend. This decipherer
makes three varieties of the arrow-headed or wedge-shaped alphabet ; all of whicli are found in

the insoriptions at Persepolis. The oldest character is supposed to be in the Zend language,
the sacred idiom of the Magians ; the characters of the second '•jnd are supposed to belong to

the Pelilvi language ; and those of the third, to the Babylonian or Assyrian.
Our Pi. XXXVIII. gives in fig. d, an inscription taken from a Babylonian brick ; and, in fig. G,

the inscription on the vase above mentioned, and several other specimens of the arroio-headed
character from Median or Persian monuments, with Grotefend's interpretation. See description

of Plates.

Cf. Calmefs Diet, of the Bible, with Fragments, &c vol. 4th. p. 198, as published, Charlestown, 1814. 4 vols. i.~Dr. Jen\s, in

the Cartiprehensive Commentary, vol. ii. p. 533.

—

Lieber, Encyclopaedia Americana, under Persepolis.—American Bibl. Rep03.

No. xxvii. July, 1837. p. 248.— G. F. Grotefend, Neue Beitrige zur Erklarungder Persepolitanischen Keil-Schrift. Hanr.ov. 1837.

i.—Ch. Lassen, Die Alt-Persischen KeiMnschriften von Persepolis, &c. Boon, 1837. 8.—By Same, Institutiones linguae Pracriticae,

&c. Bonn, 1837. 8.

§ 19. The last step in bringing this art to its maturity was alphabetic or letter

writing. This method combines the use of the eye and the ear, in as much
35 it represents not the objects of thought themselves, but the sounds by which
these objects are indicated to the ear in our spoken language. The exact time

of this most useful invention cannot be ascertained ; but passages in the Bible,

In the writings of Moses (Ex. xvii. 14), and the book of Job (xix. 23, 24),

where it is spoken of as well known, prove its existence at a very early period.

It is impossible to decide who was its author, or even to what people the honor

of its origin belongs. Probably it may be claimed by the Assyrians or the

Egyptians, their social organization having been the most ancient. The
Greeks and Romans generally ascribed the invention of letters to the Phoe-

nicians.

"Some think letters were perfectly known before the confusion of Babel, and

imagine them to have been in common use in the antediluvian world (cf. § 6), and that
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Noah and his family brought them into the new world, in which they have been con-
tinued through a vast variety of changes until now. Some attribute the invention to
3Ioses, others to Ahralmm, others to Abtl, and some of course to Adam. The Jew-
ish Rabbins say, God created them on the evening of the first Sabbath.'"

Adam Clarke, Succession of Sacred Literature. Load. 18.30. 2 vols. 8.—This writer maintains, that alphabetic writing was of

divine origin ;
being taught to Moses by God when he wrote with his own finger the Decalogue on the tables of stone.—iJo«in

also considers the art of writing as of divine origin. " Only God could teach mankind to establish certain figures to signify all sounds

or words." See vol. 2J, p. 459, of his Ancient Hist, as oiled § 32. I.— Cf. Muipfy's Tacitus, vol. 2d, p. 416 of ed. Bost l»32.—

Also Aflle and Hu^. as cited § 3^. 2.

§ 20. While the art of writing was known to but few nations, and only to
particular individuals in these, its use was rare, except upon public monu-
ments, where the letters were generally engraved on stone, metal, or wood.
Such substances Vv'ere the first employed for the purpose of writing; afterwards
were used skins, bark, leaves (especially of the palm-tree), tablets covered
with wax, ivory, linen, parchments, and the Eo-yptian papyrus, prepared
from the fibres of the plant of that name. The chisel, style, pencil, and reed
were anciently the most common instruments for writing; the place of the last

was first yielded to the quill in more recent times. It was common to proceed
from right to left, rather than from left to right as in modern practice.

§ 21. The contents of the first writings, both on monuments and in books,
were historical. Letters, on their invention, were naturally applied to com-
memorate remarkable events upon pillars, altars, pyramids, obelisks, and the
like, and to record the sayings and tales which had hitherto been transmitted
orally from one generation to another. As this historical matter generally re-

ceived something of the form of poetry in oral communication, it resulted of
course that poetical tales were written earlier than narratives in prose. Even
moral and political maxims were framed into song, and accompanied with
music. Of all books now in existence, the writings of Moses and the book of
Job are the most ancient, although many probably were written before these.

Whatever claims have been urged for the antiquity of any other books, they
are all certainly of later origin.

Much has been said by some respecting the high antiquity of the records among
oriental nations. But more full investigation proves, that there is nothing authentic in
their histories belonging to a very early date. A distinguished scholar, Klaproth, has
given as the result of a thorough examination of the subject, that there is no hope of
finding, among the Asiatics, materials for the early history of man, beyond what is

found in the books of Moses. He remarks, that the history of ancient nations is

naturally divided into three parts ; (1) mythological, which may contain some portion
of truth enveloped in an impenetrable veil of allegories and fables ; (2) uncertain, in
which the main facts are true and the personages real, but the chronology unde-
termined ; and (3) true, in which the facts and the time are clearly and satisfactorily

recorded. The true ox certain history of the Hindoos does not reach back so far as
the time of Christ, and that of China extends not qmte 800 years before Christ, and
even the uncertain history of these, which are the most ancient of the Asiatic nations,

does not go much beyond the time of the Mosaic deluge, or between 2000 and 3000
years before Christ. See Christian Spectator, vol. vii. p. 544.

§ 22. By the aid of these and other helps, scientific knowledge among
ancient nations gradually became more various and general. But not until a
comparatively late period could it receive a systematic form, in which general

principles were separated from particular facts and perceptions, and arranged
according to some regular method or properly scientific classification. Here
necessity was the first teacher, and conducted human intelligence to those truths

and sciences, which were most indispensable to the supply of human wants,
and most useful in advancing the improvement of social life. Such were
especially medicine, arithmetic, astronomy, geometry, and geography.

§ 23. The natural instinct for self-preservation, and for guarding against every

thing which threatens danger to health and life, occasioned the first observa-

tions and rules of medicine. Various accidental opportunities for such observa-

tions and experience as constituted its original foundation were presented while
men used only vegetable food. It was long, however, before the art of medi-
cine was reduced to definite principles, and became an object of special atten-

tion by a particular class or profession. The Assyrians, Egyptians, and
Phosnicians were the first to cultivate it; although the time of its being biought

2d2
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into any regular or scientific form cannot be accurately determined. The art

was at first directed more especially to external maladies, and anatomy proba-

bly owes its origin to the care and healing of wounds.

Th. Sprengel, Versuch einer pragmatischen Geschichte der Arzneykunde. Halle, 1821-28. 5 vols. 8. 3d ed. There is a French

translation (from the 2d ed.) entitled Histoire de la Medecinc, kc. Far. 1815. 9 vols. S.~W. Royston, Rise and Progress of tbe

Medic-il Arts. Lond. 1818. S.—Le Clerc, Histoire de la Medecine. Amst. 1723. 4.-7'. Mason Good, History of Medicine

Lood. 1795. l2.—lVm. Hamilton, History of Medicine, Surgery, and Anatomy. Lond. 1831. 2 vols. 12.

§ 24. Of mathematical sciences, arithmetic seems to have been the most
ancient. It probably consisted at first only of a few simple operations, of which
no theory had been formed. The first organization of civil society and division

of propertj' required the use of numbers, weight, and measure. The practical

part of this science therefore unquestionably must be very ancient, and probably

existed first among the Egyptians and Phoenicians, whose commerce and navi-

gation rendered its assistance indispensable. This must have been the case

also with the Babylonians, on account of their early attention to astronomy and
chronology. Pebbles, seeds of grain, and the like were used as the first helps

in enumeration; but ere long certain written characters were employed as indi-

cative of numbers ; of which there are various traces upon the earliest Egyptian
monuments.

See Montuda, Histoire des Mathematiques.—C/u Bossiii, Histoire des Mathematiques. Par. 1810. 2 vols. 8. Translated by

Bonnycaslle. Lond. 1803. 8.—J. M. Poppe, Geschichte der Mathematik. TQbing. 1828. 8.

§ 25. The origin of astronomy likewise belongs to the earliest periods, since

some of its truths are necessary for the dividing and reckoning of time, and not

only in the management of navigation, but also in the orderly arrangement of

civil business, and in all the labors of agriculture. The Egyptians, and the

Babylonians and Chaldeans especially, were allured to the study of the heavens
by the mildness of their climate and the extent and openness of their horizon.

The early origin of astrology, which was so prevalent among the Chaldeans,
is full proof of their early observation of the stars. And the most ancient civil

histories show, that the idea of the constellations, and even the discovery of

the planets was a very early attainment of man.

See Weto, Untersuchung Qber d. Ursp. und. d. Bedeut. d. Sternnamen. Berl. 1809. 8.—/ 5. £ai72^, Histoire de I'Astronomie

ancienne. Par. 1781. 4

—

Delambre, Histoire de I'Astronomie. Par. 1817. 2 vols. 4,—Cassini, on the origin of Astronomy, in the

Mem. de VActuL des Sciences, vol. viii.—History of Astronomy, m the Library of Usejul Knowledge.

§ 26. Geometry^ in its practice, is very old, but was originally limited to a

few elementary principles and manual operations. It was at first probably con-

fined to longimetry, or the measuring of lengths and straight lines, which would
be indispensable in the rudest attempts at building. Flanimetry., or the mea-
suring of surfaces, was more ditficult, and required for its discovery a greater

degree of improvement and attention. The first occasion for it seems to have
been the division of lands. Stereometry, or the science of measuring solid

bodies, was probably last in the order of discovery, although the invention of

the balance, early in use, presupposes it. In these branches of science, the

Egyptians, Babylonians, and Phoenicians also led the way. Several mechani-
cal instruments must undoubtedly be referred to a ver}'^ high antiquity, as for

instance, the balance, the lever, and also the sledge and the wheel carriage.

§ 27. The origin of geography must be ascribed to the necessity, which
would soon be felt, of determining the situations and distance of countries

already known and inhabited. The use of certain marks or memorials for

recognizing places visited and left, the tracing of journeys from one spot to

another, and the establishing of public routes, all conduced to a development
of this branch of knowledge. Of its existence to some extent, there is proof

both in the conquests, and in the travels by sea and by land, which took place

in the earliest times. It was hovi-ever then, as in fact it was in the later and
more enlightened periods of antiquity, exceedingly limited and defective.

Neither the historical and statistical, nor the physical and mathematical parts

(if this science were so regularly and carefully cultivated as were other sciences.

/. Blair, History of Geognphy. Lond. 1784 12.—/. R. Joly, Ancienne Geographie, comp. a la nioderne. Par 1801. 2 vols. 8.

IV I'iftcenl, Commerce and ^'avigation of the Ancients in the Indian Qrean. Lond. 1807. 2 vols. 4.—C. Hawkins, Obieisa.
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fions on the Tin Trade of tjie Ancients. Lond. 181 1. ?.—M'Phnson^s Annals of Commerce. Lond. 1805. 4 vols. 4 —/. P. Geo-

tdin, Recherches sur la Geographic Systematique e! positive dcs anciens, pourservir de base a I'histoire de la Geographie Ancienne.

Par. I7&4. 4 vols. 4—Also, Recherches sur la Geographie Ancienue, in the A/em. de lliislilut RoyaX Classe (f Hist, tt Lit.

Sncimnt, vol. i. p. 41.—Especially, M. C. Sprengel, GeschicLte der wichtigslen geographischen Entdeckungen. Halle, 17b2.

2d e-l.

§ 28. It appears from the foregoing remarks, that the first seat, and, as it

were, the cradle, of the sciences was in Asia and Egypt. The cause is to be
found in the numerous population of the countries, and the early organization
of their civil state, so that the primary wants of life were easily supplied, and
the human mind enjoyed freedom and leisure for improvement. These coun-
tries also were not disturbed by tumult and war; Egypt particularly enjoyed a
long period of happy tranquillity. The intercourse of the Phcenicians with
other people, by means of their commerce and navigation, was peculiarly favor-
able to their advancement in knowledge. In general, however, the progress
in the arts and sciences was far less rapid in the first ages, than afterw-ards.
The proper helps were comparatively few, and there was especially wanting
the means of an easy and ready intercommunication of knowledge, until the
invention of alphabetic writing furnished one so appropriate and so°useful.

II.

—

The importance and usefulness rf a knowledge of classical literature and art.

§ 29. From Asia and Egypt the arts and sciences were introduced into

Greece. Here they attained that culture and perfection, which renders ancient

history and literature so agreeable and so valuable a branch of modern know-
ledge. Through the Greeks, the Romans afterwards came into possession of

the same treasure. These two nations preeminently distinguished themselves

by their merits and accomplishments in literature and the fine arts. Hence it

is that there is so much in what pertains to Greece and Rome that is worthy
of our admiration and study.

Much has been written both for and against classical studies. The various argu-
ments cannot be presented here. Bat some references ought to be given.

1. Shortly after the revival of letters the famous question respecting the comparative
merits of the ancients and moderns began to be agitated. The earliest writers were
Italians. In France the controversy began in 1687, and advocates were found for both
sides. In England the discussion commenced shortly after the formation of the Royal
Society, and soon called forth eminent writers. In Germany the subject has not been
much canvassed, except as involved in the controversy of the Humanists and Phi-
lanthropists.

The following references pertain to the controversy.—In Italy; A. Tas?oni, Pensieri diversi. Carp. 1620. 4. (lOlh B.)—

S. Lnnctlolto, L'og;idi, ovvero gl'ingegni nioderni non inferior! a'passati. Ven. 1653. S.—P. Beni, Comparazione di Tasso

con Honiero, &c. Pad. 1612. 4.—In F ranee; CA. .''efTaidf, Le Sitcle de Louis le Grand. I6S7. By Same, Parallele des Anc
etModernes. Par. 16S8.—io7i£repieTre, Disc, sur les Anciens. Par. 16S7. 12.—/". 2J. /fuef, Lettre sur le merite des Anc. et Mod.

(in his Pieces fug. d'Hist. et de Lilt. Par. 1702. 12.)-BoiVeau, Rtrflei. Crit. in his Trans, of Longinus. Par. 1694. \2.—Tourneil,

Disc, de la fameuse Quest, sur le Mer. des Anc. et des Mod. (in bis Works. Par. 1721. i.)—La Motte, Disc sur Homere, (in bis

Works. Par. 1734. \2.)—Gedoyn, Comp. merits of ancients and moderns, in the Mem. Acad. Iiucr. xii. SO.—JUarf. Dacier, Das

causes de la corrupt, du gout. Par. 1714. 12.—In England; Sir Win. Temple, Essay upon the ancient and modern learning,

—

m his Miscellanies. Lond. 1696. 9.—Wm. IVotton, Reflect, on anc. and mod. Learning. Lond. 1705. 8.—Swift, Battle between

ancient and modern Books, in his IVorks. N. York, 1812. 24 vols. 12. (3d vol. p. 200.)—Addiscm, Disc, upon anc. and mod. Learn-

ing. Lond. 1739. 4.—See also/. OenniJ, Advancement and Reformation of mod. poetry. Lond. 1701. 8.—In Germany; Holler,

Quantum Antiqui eruditione et industria antecellant Modernos. Bern- 1734. 4.—/. B. Carpzow, De antiq. et recent, doctrinae

compar. Helmst. I74S. 4.—G. E. GroddecK, Ueb. d. Vergleich d. alien, besond. d. griech. mit der deutschen und neuem schfinen

Lit. &c. Berl. 17SS. 8.

2. Liberal learning was designated among the Romans by the term humanitas.
Hence, on the revival of letters, the study of classical literature was very naturally

called studium humanitatis. In Germany the lovers and advocates of the ancient
classics received the name o? Humanists {Humanisten) ; and their views on this subject
were followed in the general system of education, until the middle of the last century.
After that period, different views were advocated by a class of reformers in education,
who obtained the name of Philanthropists; several of whom estabhshed schools on
their peculiar principles and called them Philanthropina. Basedow, the leader of the

Philanthropists, opened his school at Dessau in 1774. Salzniann opened another at

Sclinepfenthal in 1784. Classical studies were nearly excluded from their system. In
other respects also they proposed to amend the former modes of histruction.

The vieusof the Philanthropists are presented and advocated in the following vporks; Sojedoio'j ElementamerK. 1774

Compe'j Revisionswerk. Hamburg, 1785 ss. 16 vols. 8. (a sort of periodical.)-rrayp'j PaeJagogik, 1780, and Ueber den L'nter
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richt HI Sprachen. Bninsw. 17SS. S.— Cf. J. IVtiizd, Was soil man lernen ? OJer Zueck desUnterrichts. Lpz 1S28. 12. i

iiigth.it in European schools too much liir.e is devoted to Latin and Gieck. T he views of the Humanists in the followins"

/'u)iA, Ueher den Nutzen richlis; gelnebener Pliiloiogie. 17»4.— A'cirAa/n?n£r, Streit des Philauthropismus und des Hunianismus.

Jena, 1S08. S.—For a fuller notice on this subject, Schwartz's Erziehungs-Lehre, vol.2d.— Cf. American Journal of Eduaition,

Kew Series, vol. i. No. 6.

3. 'J'he utility of classical studies has been strongly controverted in this country.
But the general conviction is settling firmly in their lavor. The Greek and Latin
classics are now considered as indispensable in a good education, more generally than
before the public discussions of the question.

The following are some of the many pieces relating to this topic T. Grimhe, Address before Lit. and Phil. Sec. of S. Carolina.

Charleston, \S21.—Runiford (signature of unknown writer^ in the Bnston Centinel, 1S25, or 6.—Pax (signature of an anonymous

vriter), on the Course of Study in the Oneida Institute, A'. F, Ohterver, vol. xii. 1834.—Sifc Riptsitmy, Oct. 1832.— .imer. Jour

of Science, vol. xv. p. 297.— Chris. Spec. 1826, p. 456.— Af. Stuart, in Quar. Journal Amtr. Ed. Soc. July, 1828.— iJ. B. Patton,

in the £:b. Repository, No. xxv. Jan. 1837. p. 46.—/. Packard, in Bib. Repository. No. ixix. Jan. 1839, p. 28.—£. D Sanborn,

in Bib. Repository, }\i]y, 1S41, p. 56.—.4m«ric. Eclectic, vol. i. p. 428.—See also Bcechtr's Plea for Colleges. 1836. 18.—For an

(ccount of classical learning in this country in the last century, see Millar, Retrospect of the Eighteenth Century. New York,

1803. 2 vols. 8. Cf. Classical Studies, cited P. V. § 6. 4.

4. Respecting the peculiar excellence and spirit of the ancient classics, we refer to

the following.

Mbe Dubus, Reflections critiques sur la Poesie et la Peinture. Tranrf. by A't/fcnf. Lond. 1743. 3 vols. 8. Dugald Stewart

pronounces this " one of the most agreeable and instructive works that can be put into the hands of youth."

—

A. Blackwall, Intro-

duction to the classics. Lond. 1727. 8 ;
publ. also in Latin under the title, De Prxstantia Class. Auct. Lips. 1735. 8.—G Man-

waring, On the Classicks. Lond. 1737. 8.-0. F. Gcllert, sammil. Schriften. Th. 5th.— Z). Jetiisch, Geist der Alien. Berl. 17&9.

?.—We may add also, on the utility of classical learning,—Qrejon/'j Letters. Phil. 1809 —Fie. Knox, Liberal Education, or Pract

Treatise on the methods of acquiring useful and polite learning. l.ond. 1789. 2 vols. 8. (in the Introduction.)- D. G. HuUer,

Werih der class. Schriftsleller in Rucksicht auf Bildung des Geistes, &c. Bresl. 1800. ».—Bitaube, Sur I'etude des anciens, Mem,

de VInstitut, C 1 a s s e de Lit. et Beaux Arts, vo. i. p. 259.—.Fu/irman?i, SI. Handbuch, p. 5-9, as cited P. V. § 7. 9.

§ 30. In what we term the Archseohgy of Literature and Jirt, among the

Greeks and Romans, it is not designed to enter into very minute details. The
object will be to give a correct general view of the subject, presenting the most

important circumstances of the origin and progress of refinement in these na-

tions, and enabling the reader to form a just idea of the actual state of letters

and arts among them, as well as of the monuments which they have left to

posterity. This object cannot be accomplished fully, if the history of know
led^e and art is wholly separated from what may be called their antiquities.

§31. The utility of such archaeological information cannot be questioned.

It furnishes us with the best illustrations of many passages and allusions in

the Greek and Roman authors. It helps us to understand the peculiar excel-

lences and beauties of their writings and those also of the works of art. It

puts us in a situation to foriTi more correct opinions on these and kindred topics.

In short, it serves in respect to our own literary taste, not only to secure to it a

solid basis, but to impart refinement and delicacy.

§32?i. The following works may be consulted for further details on the subjects

presented in this introduction, and hkewise on some of the topics of the subsequent

archaeological sketches.

1. On the origin and progress of civilization and knowledge; Ant. Y. Goguct. De I'Origine des Loii, des Arts et des Sciences chei

les anciens Peuples. Par. 1758. 3 vols. 4. 6me ed. corr. Par. 1S20. 3 vols. 8. Eng. Trausl. Edinb. 1775, 3 vols. 8.—ScAiiicr'j Thalia,

vol. 9, p 3, ss.—Adelung, Versuch einer Geschichte der Cultur des menschlichen Geschlechls. Lpz. 1800. S.—Chrisloph. Meinert,

Gesrhichte des Ursprungs, Fortgangs und Verfalls der Wissenschaften in Griechenland nnd Rom. Lemgo, 1781, 2 vols. 8. Not

finished.—By Same, Grundriss der Geschichte der Menschheit. Lemgo, I7S6. 8. " Not Critical."—i. Duteris, Recherches sur

I'origine de decouvertes attribues aux .Modemes, &c. Par. l~66.—Bailly, Lettres sur I'Origine des Sciences. Par. 1777. 8.—

/r«'i7ig, Versuche Uber den I'rsprung der Erkenntmss d. Wahrheit u. d Wissenschaften. Berl. 1781. S.—Virey, Hist. Natnr. do

Genre Humain. Bruxelles, 1827. 3 vols. 12.— flin, L'Histoirede I'Esprit Humaindans I'Antiquite. Par. 1S29 2 vols. 8.—Cramer,

Geschichte der Erziehung und des Unterrichts im Alterthume. 1836. 2 vols. 8.—C. Rollin, History of the Arts and Sciences of the

Ancients, in his Aruxent History, New York, 1835. 2 vols. %.—Beckmann, History of Inventions and Discoveries. Lond. 1S14.

4 vols. 8.

2. On language and writing; Herm. Hug-o, De prima scribendi origine ; cui notas adj. Trotziut. Traj. ad Rh. 1738. 8.—CA.

de Brasses (le President), Traite de la formation mechanique des langues. Par. 1801. 2 vols. 12.—TTio. Astle, The Origin and

Progress of Writing. Lond. 1S03. 4.-7'. L. Hug, die Erfindung der Buchstabenscbrift, ihr Zustand und frQhester Gebrauch im

Alterlhum. Ulm, 1801. 4.— C/ir. Fried. fVtber, Versuch einer Geschichte der Schreibkunst Gott. 1807. 8.—/. L. Saalschutz,

Forschungen in Gebiete der Heb. iEgypt. Archlologie. First Part, on the History of Letters, the Hebrew, Phoenician, Greek, and

Tgypfian. KoLigsb IS3S.

3. On various topics of Arch;eology ; T. H. Christ, Abhandlungen Qber die Literafur und Kunstwerke, vomehmlich des Alter-

tbunis, durchgesehen und mit Anmerkungen begleitet von 7 K. Zcune. Lpz. 1775. 8.—/. A. Ernesti, Archseologia literaria, Ed.

U. emendata atque aucta opera et studio O H. Martini. Lipsioe, 1790. 8.-7. 7. Rambach, archiologische Untersuchungen. Halle,

1778. 8. As third volume to his Translation of Poltefs Archaeol. Graeca.- 7. C. L. Schaaff. Encyklopldie der classischen Alter

humskunde. jMagdeb 1826. 2 vols. 8. 3d ed. 41h ed. 1837. " Very valuable." —7JaotiJ-7JocAfI(e, Cours d'Arcbeol. Par. 1828. 8.
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4. Onart!i)orepar!icularly;/jA. frinckdmann. Grechichte der Kunst des Al'erthums. Neue Aufl. Wien, 1776. i.—Siine \a

FreDCh, Histiire de I'Art chez Les Anciens avec denotes hisloriques et critiques de differens auteurs. Par. An de la R^p —.-j' ,ck-

ebnann, Slmmlliche Weike, ed. by Feniow, Meyer, and S:':ulze. Dresd. lSOS-17. 7 vols. S, «ith an index by SUMit. DresJ.

I8M. S. and Supplement by ForUer. Berl 1S25. 3 vols. S. '• Winckelmann the greatest critic in ancient ait in his tin,e. but row
8una.<sed ^—Seroui d' A^inaiun, Histoire de I'Art par les Monumens Jepuis la decadence au IVme Siecle jusqu' a son renouvelle-

Dieot au XVIme pour servir de suite a I'hUloire des Arts chez les anciens. Par. ISIO-23. 6 vols, fol.—C. G. tfryne, Einleitun; in

das Studium der Aniike. Gott. 1772. S.—.}. F Bllschin^, Entwcrf einer Gescbichle der zeichnenden Kanste. Han.bur?, 1791.8.

—Orbis An'iqui MoDunientis Suis Illustrati PriniK LiciSE. Iterum duiit LI Gb^rliuut. Argeutor. 1790. i.~P. F. d Nitfdi,

Einleilun^ in das Studium der alten KuLSlwerke far Kansiler und Kunstliebhaber. Leipz. 1792. i.—A. L. MHlrn, IntroducUon a
I'Elude des Monumens Antiques. Ed. 2. Par. 1798. S —Same. Monumens Antiques Inedits. Par. ISCi-2-1 2 vols. i.—T. Ph.
Sieletaca, Kandbuch der Archlologie, oder Anleituc? zur Kenntniss der Kunstwerke des Allerthums und zur Gejcbichte der KunsI

der alten V'Iker. Zwei Abtheilungen. Narnb. 1799. u. iSCO. 8. "Dncritical."— r. GutUII, Einleiiung in das Studium der

Bchonen Kunst des Alterthunis. Ma?ieb. 1759. 4.-PehTScn, Allg. Einleit. in das Stud, der Archiol. &c. trans from the Danish.

Lpz. 1829 ~K. 0. MvlLr, Dei.kmiler der aiten Kunst. Gbtt. 1834-7. 2 vols. 4.-K. 0. MUllcr, Hacdbuch der Archiolngie der
KunsI. Lpz. 1S35. S. 2d ed.—.Jam*, translated into English. Lond. 1837. 8. "Best Manual by far."—.a. Hirt, Geschkhte der
bildenden Kanste bey d. Alten. Berl. IS33 " Very valuable."

5. There are soii.e periodical works to which reference is occasionally made in the Part of the Manual treating of the Archsolc^
of Literature and Art, and also in othtr Parts.

The Society of Antiquaries at London nas ricorporated in 1751. One of the works published by them is enlit'ed yetusla Monu-
menta. Another, which was commenced in 1770, and is still coDtinued, is entitled Arckieclogia, or Miscellaneous Tracts pertaiuii^

to Antiquity, comprising 26 volumes, quarto, frrm 17T0 to 1836.

The R^yal Society of Literature for the United King-Jom of Great Britain was established about the year 1830. Its periodica]

publication is entitled Transactioiu of the Royal Snaely of Literalure, &c., comprising, down to 183S, 5 volumes quarto.

The Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres at Paris was commenced in 1663, and suppressed by the national assembly in 1791

Very valuable are the essars published by this body in the work entitled Mem, de I'.icad des hismftions, which consists of 50

volumes in the Paris edition in quarto. The Institut de France was established in 1765, and is still continued, consisting of fiot

branches or classes, each of which publishes its labors under the general title of Memoires de I'fnstilut.

A glance at the progress of archsological studies maybe found in the following work; Rapport Hittoriqtte smt )e Progres rf«

VHistoire el de la Litterature Andenne depuis 1»S9, tc Par. 1810. 4. It belongs to the Memoira de VIiuHiut de France ; h.iving

been prt-sented to the Institute in 1805.

The Classical Journal, an English publication of considerable value to the scholar, was commenced in 1810, and issued in numben^
forming usually two volumes a vear For the first 20 70lume« there is a separate Indei.
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ARCHAEOLOGY OF GREEK LITERATURE.

I.

—

Of the origin and first steps of Grecian culture.

§ 33.* The most ancient traditions, that have been preserved respecting the

first population of Greece, exhibit the country as occupied in various parts, by
a race called Pelasgi. There is some concurrence of testimony, that they were
the primitive inhabitants. fStrabo, 1. viii. § 10.) According to other accounts,

they were emigrants from Asia, located first in Thrace, afterwards extending
themselves through Thessaly even to the Peloponnesus. Almost impenetrable
darkness, however, hangs over their origin. But, whether they were originally

natives of the land (avrox^ov^i), or emigrants piimarily from countries beyond
the Mediterranean, it is certain, that more than 1800 years before Christ they
were dispersed over Greece, and a part of Italy. They consisted of a great

number of independent tribes.

See Habert Marsh, Horae Pelasgicse. Carnb. i8\o.—Raoul-Rochette, Histoire Critique de I'etablissement des Colonies Grecques.

-Gilbert, Les premiers habitants de la Grece, in the Mem. Acad. Inter, vol. 25. p. l.—Geinoz, Origine des Pelasges, in the same,

Mem.kc. vol. 14, p. 154, and 16, p. 106.—Dupuis, Sar les Felasges, Mem. de Vliutihit, Classe de Zi(. et Beaux Arts, vol. ii.

44, and iii. Zl.—Karl OUf. MUUer, Geschicbte d. helleuischen Stimme. Breslau, I&2S. 3 vols. H.—aavier, Histoire des premiers

iemps de la Grece, &c. Par. 1S22. 3 vols. S.—Prichard, Pliys. Hist, of M^iikmd (cited § 12. 1), B. 5. Ch. 4.—H Leo, Lehrbuch del

Universal Geschichte. Lpz. 1835. S.—H. G. Plass, Vor-undUr-geschichte dor Hellenen. Lpz. Ifc31. S.—Schlosser, Univers. Ueber

Bicht d. Geschichte d. alteu Welt, kc. CI. P. V. § 7. 7. (d).

§ 34.* It is the general representation of the ancient writers, that the inhabit-

ants of Greece, in the earliest periods to which tradition extended, were in

a condition of extreme barbarism. Their food is said to have been the fruit

of the earth spontaneously produced and gathered by accident or under the im-

pulse of hunger; their sexual intercourse to have been regulated by no law but

animal passion ; and their science and art insufficient even to direct them to the

use or discovery of tbe common element of fire (§ 7). There is no evidence,

that they made any advances from such a state, independently of the colonies

from Egypt, or Phoenicia, or other eastern countries, which ere long were plant-

ed among them. There seem to have been two periods of this colonization,

somewhat distinct; the first about 1800 years, and the other about 1500 before

Christ.

1. From the first of these periods civilization began to advance. If the Pelasgi

were the original inhabitants represented as once so barbarous, they were from this

period elevated somewhat above their previous state. If the term Pelasgi was a com
mon name to designate all the early occupants of Greece, that had come fiom beyond
the sea, and so included the colonists of this very period, then we must say, that the

Pelasgi from about 1800 B. C. were in a state more elevated than the previous inhabi-

tants. Or, whatever may be the truth as to the Pelasgi, some advancement in civiliza-

tion actually took place among the people of Greece not far from this time.

By some writers on this subject, especially the more recent, the Pelasgi are de-

(Scribed as possessing, before the arrival of the later colonies, a system of religion,

with priests and mysteries ; as having some knowledge of architecture, navigation, and
military arts, particularly fortification; and even using some sort of written language,
if not an actual alphabet of letters.

For such views of the culture of the Pelasgi, see Sddosser and Leo, as referred to above, § 33;—also Wachsmuth, and Hcrmami,

as cited P. IV. § 13. 3 and § 33. Compare § 45. 1.

2. The second period alluded to was distinguished by the colony of the Phoenician

Cadmus, who settled in Boeotia, B. C. 1493, and founded the city originally bearing

his own name, afterwards called Thebes. This colony is the most celebrated of all
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33 ha^ing contributed more than any other to the cuhivation of the Greeks. The
greatest benefit conferred by it was the an of alphabetic writing, which, according to

the common opinion, was introduced by Cadmus (§ 45).

The following passase from VVachler may be pertinent here ; it indicates his opinion respect-

ins the Pplasgi, while it confirms the remarks above respecting the iiitiuence of the colonies on
Grnpk civilization. "The early history of Greece is obscure, and depends mostly on historical

tc.iiiliinalions and conjectures. Its inhabitants came frrmi Asia through Thrace. The first emi-
prajits were called Pelasp-i, and appear to be connected with the original inhabitants, who had
already received something in their culture and language from Asia. They were followed by
tht^ Hellenes, probably a kindred tribe from the Caucasus. By the contemporaneous settlement
ot" f'lrf'iirners more civilized, in different places, the foundations of social order and civil govern-
ii'i'tit were laid ; as by the Egyptian Cecrops (B. C. 1530), in Attica ; by Danaus (B. C. 1500), in

Araos; by the Phoenician Cadmus (about B. C. 1500), in Bceotia; and the Phrygian Pelops, in

Peloponnesus."

VVachlers Getchicbte der Literatur, vol. i. p. 99. Lpz. 1S33. 4. vols. 8.—Cf. Schm, Hisfoire dela Litterature Greeque, L. I. Ch.

I. as cited P. V. § 7. 9.—Larchcr, Hist, de CaJmus, Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. 48. p. 37.

§ 35.* Respecting the origin of the Greek language, it must be remarked,

that there has been much discussion, with comparatively little light. Various

theories, conflicting with each other, and some of them sufficiently absurd, have

been advocated. Nothing very definite and satisfactory has yet been adduced.

The researches made within a few years past, in what has been called the science

of comparative philology, have enabled the later critics to class many of the

ancient languages, including the Greek, in families, on the ground of certain

common resemblances. But it seems beyond the reach of learning to determine

precisely the descent of the Grecian tongue.

There are two facts recorded in the Bible, which must be kept in view^, in

every just inquiry respecting the origin of the inhabitants of Greece and the

descent of their language; viz., the confusion of tongues at Babel (B. C. 2247),

and the consequent dispersion of the human family.

Before we notice the bearing of these facts, we will advert to some of the accounts

which have been given of the origin of the Greek language.

1. The following are the remarks of Eschenburg, presented in the original of this

work in another place, but appropriate here.

Of the origin of the Greek language it may be said, that it was partly domestic and partly

foreign. Its origin was domestic, in as much as its basis and primary stock was the vernacular

toncue of the earliest inhabitants, who are by many considered to have been the Pelasgi,

although, as has been su?ge?ted, this may he a name, under which were comprehended all the

e:irly occupants of Greece that had come from beyond the sea. But the language must have
experienced a very great foreign influence not only from the colonies successively planted in

Greece, but from the intercourse, by commerce and otherwise, with the people occupying the

coasts of Asia, with the Phoenicians and the Egyptians. In the most ancient monuments of the

'anguage, especially the poetical, and in some very old proverbial fragments, there are evident

traces of orientalism. Comp. $ 3fe.

2. Some of the various theories are glanced at, in the following extract from a
" Synopsis of a course of Lectures on the History of Greek Literature," by Edward
Everett; which, it is much to be regretted, he did not complete and publish.

" 1. The descent of the nations of the earth has naturally led to inquiries into the descent of their languages. The permanencs

of the radical forms of language, amidst the changes of what is external, has encouraged these inqa'ries.

" 2. In inquiring after the supposed original language, various theories have respectively ascribed that character to the Hebrew

the Teutonic, the Celtic, the Flennish, the Gothic. A writer of the present day maintains, that German was the court language of

Rome in the lime of Augustus. (Cf. Postdlm de originibus seu de Hebraicae linguae et gentis antiquitate et de variorum linguarum

affiuitate, &c. K Afuner, aber die Ursprache.)

" 3. The Greek has been derived by some from the Asiatic, and by others from the northern languages ; and by a third hypothesu

has been made itself the original language. The defenders of this last opinion are Von der Hardt and Ericus. (Of. Harlesii Intro,

in Hislor. Ling. G'jec. i. 12, 13, and Davies's Celtic Researches, p. 243 )

» 4. Descent of the Greek from the Scythian or Gothic maintained by Ihre. (Cf. Dissertat. de originibus ling. Lat. et Gric inter.

MaesoGothos reperiundis. Also Analecta Ulphiana.) Fr«m the Egyptian by Marsham (Cf. Canon. Chronic, p 119), and Lord

Monboddo. Frxim the Hebrew by Konig, Oger, and many others. From the Ethiopian by Alhvood. (Cf. Literary Antiquities of

Greece, by P. AUwood. Lond. 1799. 4. p. -344.) By Nils Iddman from the Finnish By Linhard from the Sclavonian. By Webb

from the Chinese."

For a notice of some of these theories, see also Harles, Introduction, &c. (as cited P. V. § 7. 9.) Prolegomena, \ 4.

§ 36.* The vernacular tongue of the first inhabitants of Greece was somehow
formed from that one language which survived the deluge and was the sole

language of the earth until the confusion of tongues at Babel. (Cf. Gen. xi. i.)

This must be admitted in all correct reasoning on the subject. The confusion

of tongues and the consequent dispersion of the human family occurred ()nly

about 300 years earlier than the period to which the traditions already mention-
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ed respecting the population of Greece must be referred. It is not certain pre-

cisely what changes took place in that language at the confusion; but probably
no one will suppose them to have been such as to form several absolutely new
and essentially different tongues. The effect of confounding and separating

the people surely might be accomplished by such changes in pronunciation and
structure as would leave the original language remaining substantially the same
in all the new ones, as their basis.

1. The languages of western Asia, although differing from each other in various
particulars, are found to constitute a family possessing some radical characteristics in

common. There can be little doubt, that a resemblance, somewhat analogous to this,

although less obvious, and confined probably to the roots in their simplest forms, may
be traced among all the early oriental tongues.

Whether the "one language and one speech," that underwent the changes of the
confusion, was the language of Adam altered and improved by the successive genera-
tions of the Antediluvians, all using the same tongue, or was one of several varieties

formed out of it before the flood, is of no great importance to decide, even if we had
the means of doing it with certainty. Nor does it seem of much consequence, whether,
or not, we consider the Hebrew as the best representative of the language of Noah and
his descendants previous to the confusion. It is, at least, quite certain that the He-
brew is one of the earliest of the languages known to have existed in western Asia.

Many have beheved it the original language of Eden, preserved from age to age in those
families that maintained in the greatest degree the fear of God and cherished most the
arts and duties of social life.

See Shuckford (as cited § 6), Bk. ii. The Armenians have a notion, that Ihej- still speak the language of Noah.—Sniiift and

T>ungAr, Researches in Armenia. Bost. 1S33. 2 vols. 12. (i. p. 16.)

2. It may be important to remark here, that since the modern researches in compara-
tive philology, and the investigations made by Bopp and others in relation to the San-
scrit language, the critics have discriminated particularly two classes or families among
the languages of Asia. One is called the Semitic family, and the other the Sanscrit
or the htdo- Germanic.

Sirikin? affinities, it is asserted, unite together, in each of these families, their respective members. It is also admitted that some

»«sembUnces, allhou'h slighter, may be traced between the two families. Cf. Ewald's Hebrevv Grammar, 1833. (pp. 4-8.)

—

^binsoii's Hebrew Lexicon of Gesenius. Boston, 1S36. (p. iv.)—iJ. Lepaius, Uber d. Crsprung und d. Verwandtschaft der Zabl

worter in d. IndoGermanischen, Semitischen, und d. Koptischen Sprache ; in his Zwei Sprachvergltichende Mhandlungen, &c
<erl. 1836. 8. pp. 150.

3. The Semitic or Shemitish family comprehends the Hebrew and Syriac and other
languages of southwestern Asia. All these are supposed by most of the German philo-

logians to have been derived from one common original. Some imagine this original to

have been richer than any of its offspring, and think that the Arabic has preserved
more of the character of the primitive stock than any other member of the family.

Cf. M. Sluart, on the Shemitish languages, in his Hebrew Grammar (Introduction). Ando. 1823. 8.

—

J. Ferki^u, in the Sib.

Repository. Oct., 1837. p. 4S9.—Heitgstenberg is said (A. D. 1835) to teach in his lectures, that the Arabic is the oldest language

of the Semitic fanjily, and most resembles the supposed original (Urspracht).—Baron de Merian, Principes de I'Elude comparative

des Langues, with observations on the roots of the Semitic tongues by Klaproth. Par. 1828. 8.

4. The Sanscrit family includes the languages of India and Persia. The Latin and
Greek are assigned to the same family, on account of certain affinities which are point-

ed out; and likewise the I'eutonic, by which term the whole stock of German
languages has been designated. This family is sometimes called also Indo- Germanic,
because it includes languages thus traced from India to Germany. I'he Sanscrit is

considered as the oldest of the family; the Persian and Latin are ranked next ; and then
the Greek.—The Chinese is not included in this family.

F. Bopp, System of the Sanscrit Language, &c Berlin, 1825. 4.—Cf. BH. Repertory, vol. ii. 1826.

—

F. Bopp, Vergleichende

Grammatik des Sanskrit, Zend, Griechischen, Lateinischen, Gothischen, &c. Berlin, 1833. 4.—.S. F. Poll, Elyniologische Forsch.

nngen auf dem Gebiete der IndoGermanischen Sprachen, insbesondere des Sanskrit, Griechischen, &c. Lemgo 1st Th. 1833. 2d

Tb. 1837. 8. "Good.'"

—

Encydopxdia .imencana, articles, Iiidia?i Langnases, Gcrmatt Language, Teutonic, kc.—A classifica-

tion of all the known languiges of the world is given in the work entitled Milhridales, by /. C. Adilung and J S. Voter.—k brief

view of the various languages is also given in Balbi'a Atlas Ethnographique du Globe. Par. 1826. fol.—/. Bonoorth, Diet, of

Anglo-Saxon Language « ith a preface on the origin of the Germanic Tongues, Map of Languages, &c. Loud. 1S38. 8. 1st ed.

W. B. IViiining, Manual of Comparative Philology. Lond. I83S. 8.—/. W. Donaldson, New Cratylus, or Contributions towaraj

a more accurate knowledge of the Greek Language. Lond. 1839. 8.

§ 37.* The fact of the dispersion mentioned by Moses must also be kept in

view in our inquiries respecting the first inhabitants of Greece and the origin of

the Greek language. The common opinion ascribes the first settling of Asia

Minor, the isles of the ^Egean, and the coasts of Greece, to the descendants of

2E
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Japheth. These families or tribes, of course, carried with them their languages
as modified by the confusion. How soon some of these families may have
reached the southern parts of Greece cannot be known. Some etymologists

have supposed the name lonians ('Iwi/f 5), by which the Greeks were very early

designated, to be derived from Javan, the son of Japheth (Gen. x. 2). The
name Javan was used by the Hebrews to designate the people and country of

the lonians. And it is admitted by some who place no confidence in this

etymologv, that the Greeks were called lonians before the time of the ("Iwr)

mentioned in the Greek traditions.

See J. Parsont, Remainsof Japhet, or Historical Enquiries into the Affinity and Origin of the European Lansuages. Lond. 1767. 4.

—Jarnitson, Disserlat. on the Origin of the Greeks —Shuckford, Conn. Sac and Prof Hist. B. iii —Gesenius, Heb. Lex. by

E. Kobinsoii, Boston, 1S36.—Cf. JtosenmUiler, Schol. in yet. Test. Gen. X. 2 ; and his Bibliscbe Geographie.. vol. 3, p. 3S9.

§ 33.* The various and learned researches into the origin of the Greek lan-

guage seem to furnish nothing more satisfactory than is suggested by these few
facts and considerations. From the seats occupied by the human race immedi-
ately after the flood in a central part of Asia, the families of Japheth migrated

towards the northwest to tiieir assigned portions of the earth, carrying with

them a language or languages radically the same with those left in Asia in the

families of Shem. Whatever length of time therefore might elapse before the

rich vales of Greece were occupied by them, or whatever family may have first

entered them, the real basis of the language may be considered the same. In

this view of the subject, some variety of the language of Noah, kindred to the

early languages of central Asia, and possessing a radical resemblance to them,
was the foundation on which was built the beautiful and polished superstructure

of the Greek.

It IS easy to account for the disappearance of a great part of the original resemblance
between the Greek and the oriental dialects. I'he tribes of Greece, being removed
from the centre of civilization, gradually sunk down to a state of almost perfect barbar-

ism, and in this state their own traditions first present them to us. And after they began
to awake, under the impulse from the colonies already spoken of, there were frequent
emigrations, revolutions, amalgamations, and other changes of society, calculated

greaiiy to modify the language. So that, admitting a much greater degree of resem-
blance to have once existed, the subsequent traces of it might not be more numerous
than are actually found.

Bopp. as above cited § 36.—Barthe2emy, Sur les rapports des Ungues Egyptienne, Phenicienne, et Grecque. Mem. Acad. In

»crip. xxxii. 212.—/ A. Emesti, de Vestigiis lingua Hebraicx in lingua Grxca; in his Opuscula Philologica, Leyden, Bat. 1764. 8.

—Milfurd'a Hist. vol. i. p. 122. ed. Bost. 1823.

§ 39.* The causes of the great perfection, to which the Greek language attain-

ed, are in vain sought for. No theory of its first basis and origin affords an
answer to the question, how it acquired, in form, harmony, and power that-

wonderful degree of excellence, which it has universally been acknowledged to

possess. This it certainly gained at a very early period, for the language exist-

ed in all its essential perfection in the time of Homer; this it gained also in cir-

cumstances apparently not very favorable to the refinement of language, in the

midst of the migrations, the wars, the conquests and expulsions, the enthusiasm
and lawlessness, of the heroic ages.

1. Some, in explaining this, refer to the delightful climate and beautiful scenery of
Greece, as these undoubtedly tended to soften the character of the inhabitants and in-

spire them with delicate sensibilities, and so indirectly to mellow and adorn their lan-

guage. Another source of improvement to it has been pointed out in the early rise of

republican institutions, and the obvious advantages enjoyed by a speaker in the populai

assemblies, who could best win attention and sway the judgment by the superior excel-

lence of his diction. Some regard is hkewise due to the conjecture, which ascribes

much of the polish of tlie Grecian tongue to those bards of the heroic ages, who cele-

brated with poetry and music the deeds of their ancestors, or of bold and enterprising

chieftains, or sung the praises of the gods ; as their rythmical effusions, their hymns and
invocations, might naturally promote the flexibility and sw^eetness of the language.
But after all that can be said, the perfection of this language remains an unexplained
phenomenon in the history of letters.

2. It is not more so, however, than the wonderful copiousness, flexibility, and appa-
rently artificial structure, of several of the aboriginal languages of America. The truth

is no theoretical reasoning can be relied on in relation to a subject, which in its nature

is so changeable as human language, a thing so airy and fleeting as " winged words"
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and sounds of breath. We may explain facts if we can, but as in all other cases, so
here, whether we can explain them or not, we must take them as tiiey are.

See Barton, New Views on the Origin of the American Aborigines.—/)!* Ponceau, Prelim. Dissertation, Trans.iction» of Lit and

Hist. Depart, of American Phil. Soc. vol. i. Cf. North Amer. Review, vol. ii. first series, p. ]19.—Pricftard, Phys. Hist. B. viii.

§ 40.* It has already been remarked, that the first impulse that served to

rouse the Greeks from the torpor of barbarism, was given by colonies from the

east planted among them. Various descriptions and allusions in Homer make
it evident, that a very considerable improvement had taken place in the condi-

tion of Grecian society antecedently to his time. The general sourcq of this

culture was the knowledge and civilization of the east. 'I'he influence upon the

Greeks from the east was felt in other ways besides through the colonies just

mentioned; and particularly by means of commerce. C'ommerce was at this

early period chiefly in the hands of the Phoenicians. This adventurous people
carried their merchandize to the western extremities of the Mediterranean, and
surely could not overlook the numerous islands and cities of Greece. Nor is

it improbable that some of those bold enterprises against the people of the east,

which are related of the heroic ages, exerted upon the Greeks some favorable

reflex influence, especially the siege and capture of Troy.

See A. H. L. Hceren, Reflections on the Politics of Ancient Greece, translated by G. Bancrojt. Boat. 1824. 8. (ch. iii.)

§ 41. The influence of eastern nations upon the early culture of the Greeks manifests
itself in several particulars. It appears in their religion, in one point especially ; and
that is, the fact, that the gods of Greek mythology were at first viewed merely as
symbols, or representatives of sensible objects, such as rivers, mountains, the sun, &c.
or of the invisible powers of nature. As such symbols, these gods, under the same
or similar names, existed in the eastern nations, especially in fc^gypt. In the same
sense, that is, as designed to represent allegorically the appearances and changes of the

material world, they were first used by the Greeks ; but afterwards came to be con-
sidered as possessing personal attributes, and at length the popular creed embraced them
as beings having a real and present existence.

Some of the peculiar early institutions of the Greeks, as the mysteries and the oracles,

show also this influence of the east. Great as is the obscurity hanging over the nature
and design of the Greek mysteries, their foreign origin is not doubted, and the proto-

types ol many of them are found in the rites and superstitions of Egypt. Phcenicia, and
Crete. 'I'o such a source may be traced the mysteries of Bacchus and Adonis, the

rites of the Curetes and Dactyli, and the Eleusinian, most celebrated of all. One of
the earliest oracles, that of Dodona, seems to have been started by a female slave once
employed in the service of an Egyptian temple ; and that of Delphi, which gained the

highest renown, is ascribed to the artifice of a company of Cretan priests.

See Heertn, as cited 5 W.-Ktt/ord, History of Greece, ch. iii. § 2. cited P. II. § 7. 7. (rfj.-f. SMestl, Lect. ii. cited P. II. \ 7, 8.

-Cf. P. IV. § 70-78.

% 42. The influence of eastern cultivation may be noticed likewise in relation to the

arts. Even in the time of Homer, Phoenician artists were considered by the Greeks as

superior in skill and elegance. Whenever the poet speaks of an article of peculiar beauty
and excellence, it is usually said to be of Phoenician workmanship ; as, for instance,

the silver bowl which Achilles proposed as a prize in the games at the funeral of Patro-

clua (II. *. 743); " Sidonian artists wrought it, and Phoenicians brought it over the

sea." Hence it is obvious where Grecian artists were looking for patterns and models.
It also may be worthy of remark, that we perceive an oriental stamp injhe subjects

and spirit of the fragments of the earliest Greek poetry. They are chie'"/ hymns to

the gods, or metrical fables respecting the origin of the world, the formation of man
the primeval happiness, the subsequent apostacy, and the miseries which soon over
whelmed the race. They exhibit views respetiting the nature and attributes of one
supreme God much more spiritual than subsequently prevailed, and more consonan
with the truths of revelation. They seem to be tinctured with traditionary recollec

tions of the patriarchal and antediluvian ages of Asiatic society.

See F. Schlegel, Lect. on Hist. Lit. (Lect. ii.)—Cf. P. V. ^ 12, 15.—Also, on various coincidences in Grecian fiction wilh facts ii

Scripture history, see references, P. II. ^ 5. I,

§ 4.3.* In alluding to the circumstances connected with the early culture of

the Greeks, it is proper to notice the bards or minstrels, 'Aot66t, already men-
tioned (§ 39). They were of a class such as is generally found in every age of

semi-barbarous heroism and chivalry. They strolled from one prince's hall to

another's, or were attached to a favorite chieftain and family, or employed and

supported in connection with the temples and worship of the gods. They either

6ung their own verse, or recited, as was generally the p' actice of hose calle<l
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rhapsodists ('Pa-^/oSot), the compositions of others. Greek iiUTa-urc h?d ita

origin in these performances. After the time of Homer, his poe.Tis M'ere the

principal theme of the rhapsodists, who rehearsed his poetry, accompinyino- it

with music, and sometimes adding- comments or explanations of their own.
§ 44.* Nor should we overlook here those meeting^s for purposes of festivity,

and trial of bodily strength and activity, to which the Greeks were ver}'^ early ac-

customed. They exerted, beyond doubt, some influence on Grecian culture, espe
cially when they became such illustrious occasions as were, in particular, the

fimr 7ialional games. It is only necessary here just to advert to these, as having
their rise in this early period. The Olympian, after many years of occasional

suspension and renewal, were at last solemnly established 776 B. C, and were
subsequently supported with increasing splendor. The other three, Pythian,

Isthmian, and Nemean, were not fully established as regular festivals until a

much later time; but still had been long in existence, and occasionally much
frequented.

The Amphidyonic Council^ which was of very early origin, may also be sup-

posed to have exerted some influence upon the general improvement of the

Greeks. It has commonly been considered as from the beginning an institution

more strictly of a political character than the festivals just named; and as proba-

bly designed to support a kind of law of nations among the different states, and
promote the tranquillity and happiness of the whole country. Some writers,

however, have maintained, that it was not a political assembly but wholly a

religious one.

For further notice of the four natiooal gsmes and of the Amphictyouic Council, see P. III. § 84—87, and § 105.

11.

—

Of the Greek Alphabet, Method of Writing, and Books.

§ 45. Alphabetic writing, according to the general opinion, W'as introduced

by Cadmus, a Phoenician leader who settled in Boeotia, and founded Thebes,
B. C. 1493. There may be grounds for the conjecture, that the Greeks possessed

before this some written characters, or at least a sort of picture-writing. Per-

haps, however, these more ancient characters, called Pelasgic, were originally

Phoenician, since the Pelasgi (cf. § 33, 34) were probably of Phoenician origin.

There is an obvious resemblance between the letters of the Phoenician and those

of the Grecian alphabet. Indeed the PhtEnicians may be considered as the-

primary source of all the European alphabets, ancient and modern. We need
not, from this, suppose the Phoenicians to have been the actual inventors of

alphabetic writing, which perhaps had its origin in Egypt (cf. § 19), commenc-
ing in an abbreviation of hieroglyphics.

1. The common opinion ascribing to Cadmus the introduction of letters is founded
upon an assertion of Herodotus (1. v. 28, 58). But it is contradicted by Diodorus
Siculus (I. v. 57, 74), who relates that the Greeks possessed letters several genera-
tions before Cadmus, and used them for pubUc monuments, and that a deluge de-

stroyed these first elements of civilization. Pausanias (1. i. 43) speaks of an inscrip-

tion read by him at Megara, on the most ancient monument in Greece. The date

of this monument, according to Larcher, was 1678 B. C. The inscription was there-

fore anterior to Cadmus, and of course Pelasgic.
But the alphabet of the Greeks bears, in the names, order, and forms of hs letters,

a striking resemblance to those of nations belonging to the Semhic race, i. e. the

Phoenicians, Samaritans, and Jews. How is this to be reconciled with the idea, that

the Pelasgi had an alphabet before the arrival of Cadmus? Or if there was a pre-

vious alphabet in Greece, was it given up on the arrival of Cadmus, and the Phoeni-

cian adopted in its place? It is conjectured by some, that the Pelasgi had the

rha3nician alphabet from the first, and that Cadmus only introduced a new material

for writing. Before him, stones and metals were the chief materials. If he intro-

duced the art of writing on the palm-leaf, which was used for the purpose by the

Egyptians before the papyrus, it would very naturally be adopted instead of the mora
difficult and laborious use of metals. And the letters traced on the palm-leaf might

with propriety be termed ypafinara ^oiviKeTa, the epithet referring not to the form, OJ
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nature, or origin of the letters (those of Cadmus being the same with those of the Pe-
lasgi), but to the material on which they were written.

SchCll, Hist. Lit. Gr. L. iii. ch. 3.—Cf. H'eier, Gescliichte der Schreibkunst, cited § 32.—Renaudot, Sur I'origine des lettres

Grecques, in Mem. de VAcad. des Iiiscr. vol. ii. p. 231.

2. Respecting the origin of the PhoBnician alphabet, see Hi/g, Erfindung der Buch-
stabenschrift (cited § 32).—"This wrher," says Scholl, "has shown that the Phoeni-

cian letters are hieroglyphic, and the hieroglyphics, Egyptian. Aleph signifies ox,

and its primitive form resembles the head of that animal. Bith signifies house, and its

first form represents an Egyptian house or hut pointed at the top. Gomel (gimmel)
would sincnily a camel, and this letter was originally the head of the same." The
reader will not fail to perceive, that in each of these the principle of ChampoUion's
system of interpreting the Egyptian hieroglyphics (cf. § 16. 1) is exactly exemplified.

For a comparison of the Greek and Hrbrew alphabets, see BultmanrVs Gram, by Robinson, p. 459 ; Stuart's Heb. Gram. p. 385

;

—of the Greek and PhfEiiician, Shvckford, Sac. an J Frof. Hist. B. iv.—See also Plates in Astle,c\ted \ 32, and those in Edinb. Ency.

clopaaiia, iliusiraljug alphabets ; and table of Alphabets in G. Higgins, The Celtic Druids. Cf. Southern Review, Aug. 1829. p. I.—

AI>o£. Fry. ci!c-:i ^ 47.—In our Plate X.XXVlll. fig. E, a few corrc5|^^ondiDg letters of several alphabeU are given; for the explana-

tion, see Descrip'.ioa of Plates, page X-\VII.

On the ri.iEn cian language and writings, see IV. Gesenius, Falarograph. Studien Ober PhOnicische und Punische Schriften, ic
Lpz. 1S35. i—Same, Scripturae Linguaeque Phoeniciae Monumenta, &c. Lpz. 1837. 4.—Cf. For. Quar. Review, No. xlii. p. 445.

On the hierozlyphic origin of alphabe's. see Lamb's Hierogljphical Alphabet of the Hebrews /. G. L. Kosegarten, De Prisca

3;??ptoruni literatura, cum tabulis. Vimar. IS2S. 4.

§ 46. The alphabet of Cadmus was incomplete, consisting-, as is commonly
thought, of only sixteen letters, viz. A, B, r, A, E, I, K, A, M, X, O, n, P, 2,
T, T. Soon after, Z, 0, H, and H were added, and subsequently, <J>, X, ">?, and
O. The former were termed Ks-busca or ^oivLxiLa ypa/x^ua-ra, Cadmean or

Phcenician letters. The additional characters are ascribed to Palamedes, Si-

monides, and Epicharmus. These letters soon were received among the lonians,

and being somewhat changed by them, formed what was called the Ionian

alphabet, which contained twenty-four letters, and of which Callistratus the

Samian is considered as the author. The lonians imparted these improvements
to the other Grecian nations, and after the middle of the 94th Olympiad, about
E. C. 403, the Athenians made use of this alphabet in the public writings of

the state.

1. " The common assertion of writers on the old Greek alphabet has been, that it

consisted originally of only sixteen letters. But this assertion is built upon no definite

and certain testimony. I'he oldest writers, Plerodotus (v. 58) and Diodorus Siculus
(v. 24), who relate the story of Cadmus, say nothing of the 7iumber of letters; and
the accounts of later times disagree. Aristotle makes eighteen (Plin. Hist. Nat. 7.

56); another account seventeen (Plut. Sympos. 8. qusest. 3. Isidor. Orig. I. 3.)"

Stuart's Hi-b. Gram. p. 385.—See Wolf, Proleg. Horn. § 10,—Hug't work before cited (§ 45, 32) p. 15.—Also Buttmann's Gram,

by Robinson, p. 459.

2 v. Cadmus is also said to have introduced the art of reckoning, and the use of
several important signs {tTriarjua) to express number; as P<j^v (r or F) for the number
6, Ko^TTa (Y or q) for 90, and o-afyTr?

( §) for 900.

Respeciing the use of letters to designate numbers, see P. III. § 175l

§ 47. The exact form of the earliest Greek letters cannot be decided, because
there are now no written monuments of so high antiquity. That they under-

went many changes in shape is, from the nature of the case, in the highest de-

gree probable, and it is possible that characters, afterwards supposed to be new,
were merely intentional changes of this kind. Their resemblance to the Phoe-

nician in form was no doubt greater at first than at a later period. Indeed evi-

dence of various changes is still found upon existing medals and inscriptions,

although, in a matter where so much may be arbitrary, the epoch of the changes,

or the age in which each different form was used, cannot be accurately deter*

mined.
BlUtner, Ver^Ieichungstafeln der Schriftarten verschiedner VOlker, GOtting. 1771. 4.—Jlstle, before cited—Edm. Fry, Panto

graphia, (.ontAining copies of all the known alphabets, &c. Lond. 1799. S.—Knight's Aaalyt. Ess. on the Greek Alphabet. Lond.

1791. 4. § 26 -}f,nrfaucon, Palxograpl.ia Grasca. Par. lIQK—fV'lscn's Essay on Grammar, Phil. 1817, Ch. 1.

§ 48. The direction of the letters and lines in the writing of the most ancient

Greeks was the same as among the eastern nations, from right to left. This
might be expected if their alphabet came from Phoenicia. Ere long the direc

tion was in the first line from ri^rht to left, in the second from left to right, and

so on in alternation, each line being connected to the next by a curve. This

method, as it represents the course of the ox in plowing, was termed jSovo

42 2 E 2
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tpo^rjBbv. In this manner, for example, the laws of Solon were written, and
many public monuments, of which some yet remain. Another mode was termed

xvovrjbov, in which the letters were arranged perpendicularly, as by the modern
Chinese, in the form of a pillar; there was another, in which the lines were
successively shortened, in the form of a basket, OTtuptSov ; these, however, were

only for amusement and scarcely deserve to be mentioned. At length came into

general use the method followed by the moderns, of writing wholly from left to

right; its introduction among the Greeks is ascribed to Pronapides, who accord-

ing to some was a preceptor to Homer. {Diod. Sic. iii. 66.)

§ 49. In more ancient times the large form of the letters, or the uncial cha-

racter (literas majusculas, or quadratas, capitals), was always used in writing.

It constantly appears on the old Greek coins and inscriptions, and is found also

in the earliest manuscripts. The smaller form, or the cursive (literas semi-

quadraiae), became common first in the middle ages, in the eighth or ninth

century, and grew, it is likely, out of abbreviations and alterations of the larger

letters, which were always written singly, with no grouping or contracting.

An earlier use of this character is, however, proved by some remaining speci-

mens; it is found on a roll of papyrus, to which a date as early as 104 B. C.

has been conceded. Abbreviations of words were rarely made in ancient

writing, although not altogether unusual upon coins and inscriptions. Such
as were used were termed arju£i.a, ai.y7.ai, and jitoi-oypa^^uata. They consisted

chiefly in this; that sometimes, and principally in writing proper names, only

the initials were employed; or the middle of a word was omitted, and either

written over it, or the omission indicated by a small dash; or several letters

were combined into a single figure.

/. Nicolai, Tractatus de siglus Veterum. Lngd. Bat. 1706. i.—Corsini, Note Grscorum. Flor. \Ti9. i.—Placentinius, de

siglisVet. Grsc Opus Rom. 1757. Fo\.—^. Bbckh, Erklirung einer iEgyptischen Urkunde auf Papyrus in griech. Cursivschrift.

Berl. 1&2I. 4.—Of. § 107. 4.

On the origin and form of the Greek letters, and the modes of writing, see also Harles, In. in Ling. Gr. § i.—Gogxiet, Or. Laws,

&c. P. ii. B. 2. Ch. 6.—Of. § 104.

§ 50. The breathings, as they are now called, were, in the most ancient

writing of the Greeks, characters occupying a place in the line along with the

letters. Among the lonians the character was H, and among the iEolians it

v/as F, or what is called the Digamma. The former was joined to the smooth

consonants to render them aspirates, as in KHPONOS for Xporo^. Subsequently,

two smaller signs were formed out of H by dividing it, ( and { , and these were

used to indicate respectively the presence and absence of aspiration. After-

wards they were changed, by transcribers for the sake of convenience, into

another form, L ^"d J, and again after the ninth century into a form, and',

still easier for writing. The ancient Greek grammarians sometimes introduced

the breathing into the middle of a word, on the ground of its derivation or

composition, as for example, rttoj, 7i%7j6i,a%oi;. This practice Mazochi observed

in the Herculanean inscriptions, and Villoison also in a valuable manuscript of

Homer which was found in the library of St. Mark at Venice, belonging to the

tenth century.

See Lemgoisch, AuserUi. Bibliolhek. V. iii. p. 19.—Knight, Analyt. Ess. on Greek Alphabet.—Dazcw, de Consonantis sive

Adspirationis VAU virtute,—in his Miscellanea Critica. Lpz. 1800. 8. (Sect. iv. p. 89, 332.)

§ 51. The marks called accents were not commonly used by the Greeks,

because the true intonation of the language was sufficiently known to them, and

of course such helps were unnecessary. There is, at least, no mention of them

in the ancient authors, nor any trace of them in the oldest monuments of Greek

writing. But, when in the speech of common life many words received wrong

tones, the grammarians began in such cases to use signs to indicate the correct

utterance. About the year 200 B. C. the present accentual system was intro-

duced by Aristophanes of Byzantium ; yet considerable time elapsed before it

came into general use. Upon inscriptions belonging to the first century after

(/hrist, the accents have been found, but rarely. Perhaps these marks were

not wholly unknown to the more ancient Greeks, being designed not to point

out tones for the reader, but to serve as musical notes for the singer.

The accemeQ verse on a wall in Herculaneum, adduced by IVinckelmann [see his IVos-ks (cited § 32), ii. p. 124.—Cf. Pitturt

an' d'Eicol. U p. 34], is not considered genuine. Harles, Int. in Ling. Gr. Supp. 1. p. 9.
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The doctrine of the Greelt accents is amply treated by Prof. K. F. Chr. IVapier (Helmsf. 1807. 8), -.vho refera also to the princi.

pal works on the subject.—See ViUoison's Anecd. Graec. 11. 131.—HaWei, Int. in Ling. Or. §6.—.iniaud, Sur les Accents de la

langue Grecque. Mem. .icad. hiscr. xxxii. 432,—For other references, see P. V. § 5. 4; § 7. 4. (g).

§ 52. Originally, likewise, sentences and their constituent members were not
disting-uished by any interpunction or intervening signs of separation. Not
only were the sentences without punctuation, but the words themselves were
often as near each other as the several letters of a single word. Sometimes,
however, on inscriptions the words are separated by points placed between
them. The invention of marks for punctuation is to be ascribed to Aristophanes,
the Greek grammarian before mentioned.

1 II. The whole system consisted in the different locations of a point or dot ; if

placed after the last letter at the top or above it (reXiia anynn), the dot indicated the
close of a sentence, or a period ; if placed after the last letter of a word at the bottom
or under it (t-n-otrrt/^^). then the dot was equivalent to a comma; and if placed after
the last letter in the middle {(^riyfir] nicrr))^ it corresponded to a colon or semicolon.
The comma or hypodiastole was by the grammarians often placed between words
which otherwise might be incorrectly divided, as, for example, lanv, a^ios, with the
sign between, that they might not be read iari vdlios • and the hyphen, a curved stroke
under the line, was sometimes used to indicate that two words constituted one com-
pound word, as in x^'Pjf<"P<Ji- Breaking off the lines was sometimes made to serve
instead of punctuation ; in this method (arixnpojg, cnxriSdv) every complete sentence
was made to begin a new hne, and often even the several members of the sentence
were thus arranged, in a form like that of verse.

2. Interpunction is not found in the earlier manuscripts now extant, although
written some centuries after the time of Aristophanes. Cf. '§ 104.

In modern printing, the following signs of interpunction are used ; viz. comma
(— .), colon (

—
•), period (—.), interrogation (—;), and lately, exclamation (— I). The

diastole, or hypodiastole, is used in some cases ; as in o, n (neuter of oo-nj) and t6, ts

(article) to distinguish them from Sn and tote.

For other niarks, see Robinson's Translation o{ BuU-mann's Gr. Grammar, § 15, 29, 30.

§ 53. The materials, on which it was customary to write in Greece, were differ-

ent according to the different purposes of the writing. Stone, brass, lead, wood,
and the like, were employed when the design was to record memorable events
for posterity, or to promulgate public decrees or laws. For common and private

purposes, the more usual materials were leaves, inner bark of trees {^7.oib{);

afterwards, parchment, wooden tablets simple or covered with wax, ivory, linen

cloth, and Egyptian paper. The latter, formed from the fibres or bark of the

papyrus (,i3i,;3?t05), was, according to the opinion of some, first used in Greece in

the time of Alexander the Great, but most probably earlier. There was also

another variety of paper formed of the layers of inner bark {^v\oxo.i^r lov) , and
another made from cotton (;^ap-r'coi' ^ouSvxia<;, charta gossypina or bnmbycinaj.
These two, however, were common only in the later ages. Still later was the

invention of paper made from linen {charta lintea) and from rags as at the

present day, belonging perhaps to the middle of the 13th century.

1. The laws of Solon were inscribed on tablets of wood, called afoi/ej, which are
said to have been of a pyramidal shape, and so fixed as to turn on a pivot or axis.

\Gellius, Is Oct. Att. ii. 42.) The term KvpSm was also applied to such tablets.—The
term X'i.<""'?s was general, designating any substance employed for writing. Skins of
animals rudely prepared {Si(pde.pat, (7kvtos) seem to have been used at an early period.

—

Parrhment was first prepared at Perganios, whence its name Uepyafirivfi, Three
kinds are mentiored ; "that of the natural color; the yellow, the bicotor membrana
)i Persius (Sat. iii. 10), which seems to have been so called because one side of the
leaf was white and the other yellow; and the purple, the parchment being tinged
(vith that color, when silver or golden letters were to be used." Cf. § 55.

2. The pyratiiiilal or triangular tablets above nienlioned, said to have been turned upon a pivot
)r axis, may be illustrated by a specimen of ancient British writine, civen in Plate XXXVIII.,
in fig. B, taken from Fn/s Pantographia (cited $ 47). It exhibits'a'rnethod practiced by the
aboriginal Britons. The letters were cut on sticks, most commonly squared, sonjetimes triangu-
lar ; so that one stick had iliree or four lines. The triangular slicks were specially used for a
peculiar kind "f meter, called triban or triplet, three lines forming a stanza. Several sticks w&rc
put together in a frame, and fiili-d so that they could be turned on their axes; thus each side
might he easily read. Somethina similar to this method was practiced in the Runic tcandSj
which were sticks of willow inscribed with certain ciiaracters, and used by the heathen tribes
of the north of Europe for maaical ceremonies. The Ruvie almavac.s are similar wands or sticks
used by the peasants of Sweden and Norway, for noting lime or keeping accounts.

Cr. IV. C. Grimm. Leber Deuliche Runcn. Gctt. IS21.—/. IVartcn, Hist. En?. Poetry. I.ond. IS24. 4 vols. ?. (I. p. xxvi. s«.)

i. B. L. Uitren, Geschichte des Stud, der griech. und rOm. Literatur. Golt. 1797-l:^01. 2 vols. 8 —G. F. H'eJirs, vora Paowr
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und den vor der Erfindung desselben Qblich gen-esenen Schreibmassen, Halle, 1789. 8.—Suppl. Han. 1790. 8.—.a. F. Pfdfftr

Ueber Bilcher-Hacdschriften. Erlang. 1810. 8.

—

Caylus, Mem. de 1' Acad, des Inscr. xxvi.—For an account of the ancient aiat»

rials for writing, see also ^m. Quart. Rev. vol. ii. p. 307.—Taylor, as cited § SS.—Schwarlz, as cited § 1 18. 2,

§ 54. The usual instrument for writing on the harder materials, and also on
the tablets covered with wax, was the style {stv^o^, 7pa4)Etor, yXvq>nov). This
was pointed at one end, and broad at the other, for the purpose of erasing letters

and smoothing the surface of the wax, if a mistake were made, or the writer for

any reason wished an alteration. It was usually made of iron, sometimes of

ivory. For drawing the letters with colors or some sort of ink, sometimes a
pencil (ypatts) was employed, but more commonly a reed (xaxa,iioj, 6om|). The
reed or cane chiefly used was that from Egypt or Cnidus. It was sharpened
and split for the purpose, like our pen, which was not known to the ancients,

the beginning of the 7th century being the earliest period of its use.

Persons of fortune and rank often wrote with a calamus of silver ; something pro-

bably like our silver pens. Both the styles and the reeds were kept in cases. •

The earliest evidence of the use of the quill is given by Isidorus, a Latin writer

of the 7th century, who employs the word penna to designate a writing pen.

The pencil (vTroypa(pii, called by the Romans penicillus or peniculus) was properly an
instrument for painting. Its invention is ascribed to ApoUodorus, an Athenian
painter, B. C. 408. Cf § 222.

Bec'imann's HistoiT of Inventions fcited § 32).—Isidorus, Origines, lib. vi. c. 13. For different forms of the style and reed, see

Plate XXXVII. fig. 3, 4, 9 ; also in fig. 1.

§ 55. The ink was commonly black (^txar, fxi'Ka.v ypa(|)£.xoj'); and was prepared,

according to Pliny and Vitruvius, from soot and gum. Among the ancients,

the titles of books and sometimes of particular sections were written in red ink

(|Ui,?.ro$, minium, rubrica, hence ruhrick). In the middle ages, red ink was much
used, particularly for initial letters, signatures, borderings, and ornaments ; a

superior, very brilliant kind, called iyxavatov fencaustumj, was used in the

signatures to the public documents of the Greek emperors. The practice of

adorning the large initials with gold, silver, and images, and of writing upon
purple or violet-colored parchment with letters of gold or silver, seems to have

commenced in the later ages, introduced perhaps by the Byzantines. With
the ancients, however, it was customary to polish the parchment or paper with

pumice-stone, and, for the sake of durability as well as fragrance, to spread

over it the oil of cedar.

'' From ancient authors, as well as from the figures in manuscripts, we learn thai

they used a sponge to cleanse the reed, and to rub out such letters as were written

by mistake ; a knife for mending the reed
;
pumice for a similar purpose, or to smooth

the parchment ; compasses, for measuring the distances of the Unes ; scissors for cut-

ling the paper ; a puncher, to point out the beginning and end of each line ; a rule,

to draw hnes and divide the sheets into columns ; a glass containing sand, and an-

other glass filled with water, probably to mix whh the ink."

On ink. &c F- A. Bbert, zur Handschriftenkunde. Lpz. 1825. 8.—On the materials employed in WTiting by the Greeks, see also

Nilich, Ue Hist. Horn. i. p. 70. (Cf. P. V. § 50. 4).—Cf. Horace, Art. Poet. 331. Pliny, 1. xvi. c. 39.

§ 56. The ancient form of books was that of Rolls (h'Kriu.ar'a), resembling
modern charts or maps when rolled up, with writing only on the inner side.

The several strips or leaves of the parchment or paper were glued to each othei

at the ends, either before or after the writing; from this circumstance the first

strip or leaf, that uppermost on the roll, was called Ttpco-rdxoy.Xoi/, and the last

iaZ'^'^oxoJJkov. The whole was then wound upon a rod, or cylinder (dorpaXt'ffzof,

ofKpaXo^), which was ordinarily made of wood, or ivory, and had at both ends
projecting ornaments, knobs or the like, called axpofx^dua, or xipara. The title

((5uXXa3o5) was written on the back of the protocol visible after tne wmdmg of

the roll, or on a small separate strip (mtraxLov) attached to the edge of the

roll. The book itself, or whole roll, was encompassed with bands, or enclosed

in a case.

The teiTO aiTTvPai seems to have been applied to cases made of parchment ; also

the phrase cciJuciTivaL cTo\ai. Cic. ad Att. iv. 5.

Heeren am Gibbon allude to a singular manuscript, said to have existed in the library at Con-
stantinople ($ 76): "an ancient manuscript of Homer, on a roll of parchment one hundred and
twenty feet in length, the intestines, as it was fabled, of a prodigious serpent."

—

Gibbon, Dec.
and Fall of Rom. Emp. ch. liii. (N. Y. 1822, vol. v. p. 367.)
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§ 57 M Although the roll was the most common form, yet the Greeks had books
of a quadrangular form, with the writing on both sides of the leaves {diria06ypa(poi),

S'ich were termed SiXroi, a name hrst applied to tablets or pieces of writing, resem-
bhrg m shape the letter Delta. The invention of the quadrangular form is generally
asciibed to Attalus king of Pergamos, but came into general use first in the 5th cen-
tal y after Christ. Several leaves or sheets, folded double, were placed in layers one
upon another and joined by thread or strings ; and these were said to be rpio-o-a, re-

Tpaoia, Treiruoia, (eniiones, quateniioins, &c. according to the number. The term
Terpaha, quah rnioiits, was also used sometimes to signify whole books of this form.
Tl e kind just descrilied was difierent from the folded ta'olets, called Surrvxa, (cf. dt-

pj ma, diptycha, § 118), which became specially remarkable in connection with affairs

of state.

1. The writer has in possession a manuscript copy of the Syriac New Testament, on parch-
ment, of unknown but very anrient date, procured hy Rev. J. Peikivs, from the Nestorians of
Persia. The form is quadrangular : tiie leaves are folded and placed in layers in the manner
above described. Generally, four leaves or sheets are folded together double, making eight
pages ; sometimes there are five, making ten pages ; sometimes but three. These are stitched
together, and the layers united somewhat after the manner of a modern book.

2. Tablets of wood or metal were often connected together by means of rings or
parchment bands, thus forming a book of several leaves.—" In the year 1699, Mont-
fjucon purchased, at Rome, a book of eight leaden leaves (including two which
formed the cover), four inches long and three inches wide. Leaden rings were
fastened on the back, through which a small leaden rod ran to keep the leaves to-

gether."

The terms 0i0\os and SipXtov designated a book or volume of papyrus, and i^en'

Pp'iva a book of parchment, when they were used distinctively. Cf. 2 Tim. iv. 13.

For ttie forms of rolls, books, and tablets, see Plates XXXVl. and XXXVUI.—Cf. Calmet's Diet, (as cited J
IS. 4.), vol. iii. p. 93.

§ 58. There were among the Greeks copyists, who made it their business to

transcribe books. Those, who had distinguished skill in writing were called

xa7.%iyf>dq)Gt. Those, who applied themselves to take down discourses or ad-

dresses, and so made use of notes and abbreviations, were named arjixiioypd^oL and

raxvyiiarpoi. Such as wrote in golden letters, or ornamented with golden initial

letters manuscripts in which places had been left for that purpose, were termed

XfiVjoypd'poL. Among the later Greeks, transcribers received the Roman appel-

lation of notaries (notariij. In the middle ages, the work of transcribing was
especially the employment of ecclesiastics and monks in the convents and
abbeys, in which there was usually an apartment expressly fitted for the ob-

ject, called the scriptorium.

Alexandria was the principal resort of the copyists in the later periods of Grecian
hterature. In the same edifice with the celebraied hbrary in this chy (cf. 'i 76), were
extensive offices completely fitted up for the business of transcribing books. Here
the Calligraphi were very numerous, even until the irruption of the Arabs. About
thirty years before that event, the circumstance is mentioned by an eye-witness.
{Theophyl. Simocatta, Hist. viii. 13.)

See /. Taylor, History of itie Transmission of ancient books to modern times. Lond. 1827. 8. Cf. New York Review, No. vi.

Oct. lS3g.

§ 59. In the most ancient times, in Greece, the use of writing was infrequent.

Many afifairs of civil life, afterwards transacted in writing, were then conducted
orally; as, for example, judicial causes, contracts, and treaties. The earliest

written laws were those of Draco. Even inscriptions upon public monuments
and tombs were very rare in the first ages.

1 u. There is scarcely a trace in Homer of written orders or despatches ; every
thing of the kind being transacted by oral intercourse or messages. In a single in-

stance only, does he allude to a written communication (Iliad, vi. 168—178), where
Proetus is represented as sending something like a letter with written charactery
(trfinara ypdipai iv irivaKi tztvktCo) by Bellerophon to Jobates ; but there are difierent
explanations of this passage.

2 u. The writing of books seems to have commenced in the tiijie of Pisistratus and
Solon, and its first fruits were perhaps merely the recording of traditionary poetry

Qicarterly Review, No. Ixxxvii—Gogru£t, Or. Laws, &c. P. ii. btc. ii. § 6.—MitJoid's Greece, ch. ii. § 3. (note p. 132. vol.

Bust. ed. 1823).

3 /. By some it has been considered as not an improbable supposition, that the
poetry of Homer was not committed to writing by himself, but that this was first done
at a later period, and with the insertion of many passages not belonging to it. For
more full notices on the question whether Homer committed his poems to writing,
con«nh P. V. >^ 50. 4.
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§ 60. Instruction in the early periods was also of course chiefly oral. The
name of sao-es, or wise men (ao(j)0(.', aofiorai), was conferred on all who were

distinguished for their knowledge and thereby enjoyed a conspicuous rank and

influence in the state. These men delivered orally their doctrines and precepts,

which in later periods were collected and recorded. In the first ages, when the

compass and sum of all known attainments was not very great, many and vari-

ous kinds were united in one individual, who was at once theologian, physiolo-

gist, speculative and practical philosopher, statesman, lawgiver, poet, orator,

and musician. The subsequent division and separation of the branches of

knowledge contributed to its advancement and perfection, although probably

not to any increase of its direct and immediate influence.

III.—Of the mostJlourishing period of Greek Literature.

§ 61. During the time intervening between Solon (B. C. 594) and Alexander
(B. C. 336), Greek literature rose to its greatest splendor. In this period, the

circumstances of the Greeks generally, and of the Athenians in particular, were
such as very happily conspired to promote literature and the arts. Among the

causes which contributed to their progress, may be mentioned, in addition to

the circumstances already noticed, the native disposition of the people, favorably

influenced by the climate and the physical features of the country, the free and
republican form of the government, the general influence of their customs and
usages, their commerce with other nations, especially the Egyptians, and their

system of education, which was expressly adapted to the public interests of the

community, and which cultivated in fortunate harmony both body and mind.
With such advantages, the Greeks became highly distinguished in the arts, and
were the first to place them on established principles, and reduce them to appro-
priate, consistent, and useful rules.

1 II. Their language, which had already acquired so much flexibility, copiousness,
and harmony, was carried to its highest perfection in the period of which we now
^peak. From the works of their best writers, they deduced a system of rhetorical

truths and precepts, embodied \dx\i great discrimination and skill, and taught both
orally and in writing. Eloquence and poetry they raised to the greatest eminence.
They composed history with taste, judgment, and fidehty. Philosophy was one of
their favorite studies, and was taught in various schools with order and precision.

They discussed with much penetration many of the principles of government and
pubhc economy. They cultivated hkewise whh great success the mathematical
sciences. And their good taste, the elements of which they possessed as it were by
nature, and which was highly improved by their devoted attention to the fine arts,

enabled them to impart to the sciences generally a liveUer aspect, and to render them
more attractive and useful.

2. "The opposite character of different Hellenic tribes exerted a powerful influence upon the
culture and literature of the Greeks. This appears the most striking in the case of the lonians
and Dorians, both externally and internally. Ionian republicanism and Dorian aristocracy were
long arrayed in hostility against each other, and contended desperately in the Peloponnesian
war. The views of life entertained by each were widely different. The sprightly Ionian sought,
with a light heart, to clothe life with various forms of beauty, and enjoyed the pleasure of the
moment, and readily exchanged what was old for something new. The Dorian, reared among
mountains, loved repose and lime-hallowed usages; enjoyed contemplation and serious enjoy-
ments, and strove for the vast and the sublime. Among the lonians sprung \ip, from real impres-
sions, the plastic form of epic poetry ; from tradition, epic history ; from reflection upon experi-
ence, moral sayings, scornful iambics, and elegy; and, from pleasurable emotions, the sensual,
mirthful song. To the Dorians, the higher lyric poetry is indebted for its formation and culture ;

it originated in a fine sensibility, and rose to an earnest enthusiasm and a deep contemplation of
the divine and the human. The Ionian philosophy commenced with the material world and its

origin ; the Dorian, with the spiritual world and with essential existence, and separated the
mental phenomena from physics ; the former applied itself to the real world, the latter, to the
ideal.—Between the two stood the ..iColians, with a lax political constitution, tending to disorder.
With them originated the didactic form of poetry; and their tumultuous passions were poured
forth in lyrics of a fervid character, accompanied by similar music.—The Athenians united, in
jtart, (as far as their public life and their original character would allow,) the peculiarities of the
lonians and the Dorians,—a lively imagination and a lofty earnestness,—carrying both to lae
highest Ditch of •Jerfection." Wackier, Literatur-geschichte, i. p. 103.
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§ 62. It is not designed here to give a minute history of the progress of the
various branches, or to specify and describe particularly the writers in the differ-

ent departments. On these subjects something more full will be given in

another place (Part V). It is only proposed now to point out the most remark-
able circumstances and features of this illustrious period, and mention the
principal institutions and customs, which served to awaken intellectual activity,

and call forth talents of every kind, and employ them in the most successful
manner.

§ 63. The whole system of education among the Greeks was peculiarly cal-

culated for the development and improvement of the powers of the mind and of
the body in common. Gymnastics (yvfj.va'jtt.xr;) constituted an essential part
of it, and was taught and practiced in the Gymnasia (yr^ia^ta), or schools for

bodily exercise. All that part of it, which related more especially to the culti-

vation of the mind, went under the term music (ixovaixr;); and in this compre-
hensive sense, the term is used by Plutarch and other ancient writers, when
they speak of music as so indispensable in the education of the young, and as
exerting so great an influence on the temper and character.

" Plato (Leg. 6. Rep. 2. 17) includes the whole of education (rTaiSeia'i under the
two parts above named; (ra i^adfinara cio-i SiTva;) i] fiiv em aoJuaai, yvuvacTim]; h o" in\

xf/vx^, liov(jiKh. The former was divided by him into fdAf? and S/'x'?'^'?- The latter

embraced all the arts and sciences over which xhe Muses presided. The term itovciKrt

was sometimes used, especially in later times, in the restricted sense." Grammar
{ypa-txnaTa, ypaixnariKt]) was sometimes distinguished from the other branches included
under the term iiovaiKh ; and thus the education of a Greek was divided into three
parts

;
grammar, music, and gymnastics. Cf. § 71. It may be important to remark,

that the Spartans and Athenians differed very much as to their grand aim in educa-
tion.

On the eaucation of the Athenians, see Barthdemy, Anacharsia, ch. xivi. cited P. V. § 153. 2.—On that of Sparta, and other

states, Mliller, History and Ant. of the Doric Race, bk. iv. ch. v. and vi.—On the schools of the Greeks, see Schwartz, as cited § 75.

—Perizonius ad ^Han. V. Hist. ii. 16.

Respecting the music of the Greeks, and its connections, see G. A. ViUaltau, Recherches snr I'Analofie de la Musique avec la

Language.

—

B. J. Burette, Sur I'ancienne Musique, in the Mem. Jlcad. des Inscr. vol. iv. p. 116, v. 133, viii. 27, x. p. 111. xv.

xvii. 61.—C/iaiano/i, in the same Memoires, vol. xxxv. p. 360. .xlvi. p. 285.—F. Nulan, on the Theoretical Music of the Greeks
;

in the Trmisactions of the Royal .Soc. of Literature, vol. ii. Lond. 1834.— C. Buniey, History of Music. Lond. 1776. 3 vols. 4.—

Barthelemy, Anacharsis, ch. xivii.—For a notice of the works which treat of the music of the ancients, see /. N. Forkei, AUgem.

Gescbichte der Musik. Leipz. 1792. S.—Sulzer's Allg. Theor. der schon. KQnste, art. Miuik.

% 64. The following remarks on the Gymnasia, are from Barthelemy'' s Travels of
Anacharsis.

"A magistrate, named the gymnasiarch {yviivaaiapxv?\
,
presides at [has the charge

of] the different gymnasia of the state. It is his duty to furnish the oil made use of
by the athletae to give suppleness to their hmbs. He has under him, in each gym-
nasium, several officers; such as the gymnastes [who attends to the health and diet

of the youth, and is sometimes called iarpog]
; the paidotribes [rraiSorpi/Siig, whose duty

is to teach the arts exercised in the palaestra] . and others ; some of whom maintain
order among the youth, and others teach them different exercises. At the head of
these are ten sophronists [cro^ipovicTai]

, nominated by the ten tribes, to whom the
superintendence of the morals of the youth is more especially committed, and all of
whom must be approved by the Areopagus.
As it is of the greatest importance that confidence and scrutiny should prevail in the

gymnasium, as well as in all numerous assembhes, thefts committed there are punished
with death, when they exceed the value of ten drachms. The gymnasia being deemed
the asylum of innocence and modesty, Solon had prohibited the people from entering
them at the time when the scholars, celebrating a festival in honor of Mercury, were
less under the eye of their preceptors ; but this regulation has fallen into disuse.

_
The exercises practiced there are ordained by the laws, subject to certain regula-

tions, and animated by the commendations of the masters, and still more by the emu-
lation that subsists among the scholars. All Greece considers them as the most
essential part of education, as they render men active, robust, and capable of sup-
porting military- labors, as well as the leisure hours of peace. Considered relatively

to health, physicians prescribe rhem with success. Of their great*utihty in the mih-
tary art, it is impossible to give a higher idea than by citing the example of the Lace
dasmonians. To the?e exercises were they indebted for those victories which once
made them so formidable to other nations ; and, in later times, in order to conquer,
it was first necessary to equal them in the eymnastic discipline.—But if the advan-
tages resulting from this institution be eminent, its abuses are not less dangerous.
Medicine and philosophy both concur in condemning these exercises, when they ex
kaust the body, or give more ferocity than courage to the mmd.
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The gymnasium of the Lyceum has been successively enlarged and embellished.

The waiis are enriched wiih paintings. Apollo is the tutelary deity of the place. His

statue is at the entrance ; and the gardens, ornamented wiih beautiful alleys, were
restored in the last years of my residence in Greece. Those who walk there, are

invited to rest themselves, by seats placed under the trees."

For further notices of the gymnastic exercises, see P. III. § 88.—Cf. Smith, Diet, of Antiquities.

§ 65. The fact that the term music was used in the comprehensive sense above

noticed, and was united with poetry, rehearsals, and imitative gestures, will, if

properly considered, help us to appreciate more justly the musical contests of tiie

Greeks. These were regarded as among the most valuable means of intellectual

improvement. The love of glory was stimulated by them, and became the

moving spring of the most intense efforts. They exerted the greater influence

from the circumstance of their being usually connected with public and festival

occasions, especially with the four solemn games of the Greeks, the Olympian,

Pythian, Isthmian, and Nemean. At Athens they were united with the Pana-

thensan festival, one of the highest interest, and attended by vast multitudes of

people, and by the appointment of Pericles they were held in the Odeum, an

edifice specially appropriated for the purpose.

1. " AU the violence of the early ages was unable to repress that elegance of ima-

ginalion which seems congenial to Greece. Very anciently a contention for a prize

in poetry and music was a favorite entertainment of the Grecian people ; and when
connected, as it often was, with some ceremony of religion, drew together {T/mc. 3.

104. Xen. Mem. Socr. 3, c. 3) large assemblies of both sexes. A festival of this kind

in the httle island of Delos, at which Homer assisted, brought a numerous concourse

from different parts by sea; and Hesiod (Op. and Di. 1. 2. v. 272) informs us of a

splendid meeting for the celebration of various games, at Chalcis in Euboea, where
himself obtained the prize for poetry and song. The contest in music and poetry

seems early to have been particularly connected with the worship of Apollo. When
this was carried from the islands of the JEgean to Delphi, a prize for poetry was in-

stituted ; whence arose the Pythian games. But it appears from Homer that games,

in which athletic exercises and music and dancing were alternately introduced, made
a common amusement of the courts of princes ; and before his time, the manner of

conducting them was so far reduced to a system (Od. 8. v. 258), that pubhc judges

of the games are mentioned as a kind of established magistrate." Mitford, Hist.

Greece, ch. iii. § 4.

2 71. Shortly after the time of Solon, these contests existed, under systematic regu-

lations. They were termed dy(^ves hovcikoI, and thus distinguished from the corpo-

real exercises, which were called dywve^ yvjxviKol. Poets, rhapsodists, actors, panto-

mimes, and musicians took part in them. The judges, (iywi'oJtVat, dycovodirai, diavn-

vrjTat, PpaPevrai, were men specially distinguished for knowledge and taste. The;^

assigned the theme of the contest, and their judgment on the comparative merits of

the performers was decisive.

See Martini, Abhandlung von den Odea der Alien. Leip. 1767. 8.—5S«ig^cr, Andeutungen &c. Qber ArchOologie. Dresden,

1806. 8.—Aufsatz von d. Musik. Wttlstr. d. Mien, in the N. Bill, der sch. nissenchaften, 7th bk.—Du Sesnd, Conjbals et Prix

proposes aux poetes, &c. parnii les Grecs et les Remains. Mem, Acad. Insc xiii. 331.

§ 66. The competitors in these contests were required to possess natural

abilities, long and laborious preparation, theoretical and practical knowledge of

their art, a well modulated voice, and skill upon the musical instruments which

accompanied the exercise, usually the lyre or harp. The order in which they

performed was decided by lot, and their conduct during the contest was pre-

scribed by fixed laws. The name of the victor, the one to whom the judges

assigned the prize, was proclaimed by a herald. His reward was a garland or

wreath and public applause. Sometimes he received a medal, statue, or poem,

dedicated to his honor.

1 u. On these occasions, not only did musicians and poets contend, but orators also

made pubhc their works ; as, for example, Isocrates recited his Panegyric at the

Olympic festival. Such recitals were sometimes called Aoyot uXvuiriKoi; among them
may be included A^hat were called eTriSei^eig, pubhc discussions of the sophists. Even
historians were allowed to engage in those exercises. We have an example in He-

rodotus, who is said to have recked his history at the Olympic games, in the hearing

of Thucydides, then a mere youth.

2. At the festivals held in honor of Bacchus at Athens, especially those termed
Aiovvcxia ixeyaXa (cf. P. HI. "^ 77. 3), there were contests, in which the representation

oi dramatical pieces had a place. The poet who sought the prize must produce four

or at least three, forming together one complete fable, each of which might be com-
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pared to a single statue belonging to a group. The four dramas must consist of three

tragedies and one satyre. 1 he complete suit of four pieces constituted what was
called the TcrpaXoyia; the three tragedies formed the rpiXoyin. On the days of the

exhibition, the theatre was opened at sunrise, and it seems tiiat the people could sit

out all the pieces offered, sometimes to the number of nine tragedies and three

satyres. Five judges then decided upon the merits of the competitors and bestowed
the' prize.

ScJiClL, Hist. Litt. Gr. liv. iii. ch. 2.—Barthelemy, in Mem. Jcad. as cited P. III. § 90

—

Lmid. Quart. Rev. Sept. IS42.

3. A tripod seems to have been the peculiar reward bestowed by the people of
Athens on that choragus [xopvyos, cf. P. III. § 103] , who exhibited the best musical
or theatrical entertainment ; and we find that this custom obtained for these tripods

the name of choragic tripods. It was customary for the victor to dedicate the tripod

he had won to some divinity, and to place it either on one of the temples already

built, or on the top of some edifice erected and consecrated by him for the purpose.

"A tripod thus dedicated was always accompanied with an inscription ; so that it be-

came a permanent, authentic, and public moimment of the victory, and of the person
who obtained it."

Stuart, Diet, of Architecture.— Cf. P. I. § 115.—For choragic monuments, see Plate XLIX fig. A. and C; for explanation of

which, cf. Description of Plates.

§ 67. Usually the Grecian writers were accustomed to make known their

works in prose and poetry by recitation or rehearsal, rather than by circulating

manuscripts. They read or rehearsed themselves, and procured it to be done

by others, in order to avail themselves of the opinions of hearers and judo-es.

This was done sometimes publicly, sometimes privately. When it was public,

the reader had an elevated seal (^poj/oj), and the hearers sat around on benches.

They communicated their judornient of his work, and of particular parts of it,

either by silence, which according to the motions and expressions of counte-

nance connected with it, might signify, on the one hand, admiration and praise,

and on the other, censure and contempt; or by audible testimonials of approba-

tion, with the words xaXuij, ao^Z><;, and the like, and by loud applause (xporoj),

at the close of the reading. They sometimes gave more decided applause by
conducting the author to his residence with marks of honor.—Sometimes, how-
ever, the author submitted his manuscript to the perusal of others, who then

might place their criticisms and remarks upon the margin.

§ 68. It was very common for the Greeks to avail themselves of the service

of a class of persons, whom they called dmyviifftat, readers, who made it their

business to read aloud or recite to hearers the works of the more distinguished

authors. The times selected for the purpose were the hours of the greatest

leisure, those assigned to meals, or for bathing and so forth. These readers

themselves cultivated letters, and especially strove to acquire a correct, agreea-

ble, and commanding style of elocution. They usually read the works of poets,

orators, and historians. Pythagoras is supposed to have introduced this prac-

tice. It doubtless took its rise from an early Greek custom, mentioned by
Homer; according to which, lyric songs and epic rhapsodies were sung by the

poets themselves, or by other singers, who, as well as the poets, played upon
musical instruments.

The custom of reading at meals still prevails to some extent in the east.
—"The

mind was also fed during the repast, by a long story about Echmiadzin, read by a
monk from a sort of orchestra above us. A still longer oration followed, pronounced
from a manuscript, by the vartahed at the head of the table."—See account of the
convent at Echmiadzin, in Smith and Dibight, cited § 36.

§ 69. The literary feasts of the Greeks, termed symposia {rsvfntoaia), are evi-

dence that they sought to avail themselves of every opportunity for the mutual
interchange of literary acquisition, even in the hours of recreation and social

amusement. Such table-intercourse the philosophers, especially, maintained

with their young scholars in the Prytaneum, the Academy, the Lyceum. &c.
There were rules for directing the conduct and conversation at these rep.isis of

the schools ; as for example, a code or system of the kind was prepared by Xeno-
crates for the symposia of the Academy, and by Aristotle for those of the Lyce-
um. Banquets of this sort were also adoptf^d as a mode of celebrating the birth-

day and merr.ory of teachers and founders of the schools, or other distinguished

persons. The excellent dialogues of Plato and Xenophon, entitled Hv^jiTioQiov,

43 2F
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and Xvfirtodiov ^i'Koaofuiv, the piece ascribed to Plutarch with the title 'ETtra co^CJp

tfvfiTtoacov, and the work ofAthenasus styled ABLTtvono^'.arai,^ furnish the reader with

the best idea of this form of social entertainment among the wise men of Greece.
See Eschenbach^s Diss, de Symposiis sapieotum, in his Dissert. Academ. Norimb. 1795. 8.

—

Land. Quart. Rm. vol. xxiv.

p. 421 -Cf. P. IV. § 167.

§ 70. Among the Greeks, there were not, as in modem times, separate and
distinct learned professions, or faculties as they have been termed. The com-
pass and objects of knowledge were far less defined, and the studies and attain-

ments of the individual more miscellaneous. The study of the national language,
the constitution of the state, and the nature of man, constituted the main scope
of literary exertion; and whatever methods of discipline, whatever knowledo-e,

or whatever practical skill, could apparently subserve this, was received as an
important part of the common education of youth. There was constant occasion

to apply the general knowledge acquired to actual life, which interfered with
long or eager pursuit of theory and speculation in particular branches.

§ 71. In the system of mental training or education {rtaihtia rj irii -^vxfj), one
of the first parts was grammar. Although this had reference solely to the native

tongue, it was as yet a study comprehending much more than is now usually

understood by the term. The art of speaking and writing correctly, which was
made a primary thing in the Grecian system, was termed Fpannat ianxri, and
the teacher, rpaaaartar?;?. But under Fpaix/natLxyj, or grammar, was included

not only a knowledge of the language, but also something of poetry, eloquence,

and history, and even the elements of philosophy, at least in its applications to

these branches; and the teachers, who were called grammarians, Tpa^^iartzot,

imparted this various instruction. Plato especially called the attention of the

Greeks to the necessity and utility of such knowledge. The usual division of

grammar, in its more appropriate sense, was into two parts; fii^obixTj, which
presented the rules and principles, and iljyyjjrix^, which explained the nature

and meaning of words and phrases.

See C. D. Beck's Commentar. de literis et aucloribus Graec. atqiie Laf. Lips. 17S9. S. p. 47.

§ 7-2. A very favorite study of the Greeks was philosophy. The name of

philosophy was originally applied to all inquiries about the nature of the Deity,

the origin and destiny of men, and the phenomena and powers of the physical

world. Afterwards the consideration of physical topics was in a considerable

degree excluded. It was a special effort of Socrates to direct the investigations

of philosophy to the various subjects of morals and religion, to questions of

private and public virtue and right. A glance at the several sects and schools of

Greek philosophy will be given (P. V. § 16S, ss.), when we speak of the his-

tory of literature, and the principal writers. But this is a proper place to notice

an important distinction made among tlie philosophers, between their exoteric

and esoteric doctrines, %6yoi ilwrfpt-jcot, and i^uttf^ixbi. The exoteric compre-
hended only the principles and precepts, which they taught publicly to all their

hearers and the people (SjyuwSfj) ; the esnferic included also their secret views

and maxims (d;t6p,'*;T'a), which were disclosed only to their particular disciples

and adepts, and upon which in public, both orally and in their writings, they

expressed themselves obscurely in enigmatic and figurative language.

The custom of the Greek philosophers in thus teaching a double doctrine seems to

have been borrowed from the praciice of the Egyptian pries's. It is said that the

Magi of Persia and the Druids of Gaul had also their external and internal doctrine.

See (Varburton, Div. Legal, of Moses, (as cited § 12. 3,) vol. i. p. 324.

§ 73. Various methods of giving instruction were employed by the philoso-

phers. The one most adapted to their object was, without much doubt, the

dialogistic, the form of an actual dialogue between the teacher and pupil. The
philosopher beginning with the simplest and most obvious truths or admitted

principles, advanced step by step with his disciple, hearing and answering his

questions and doubts, and thus conducting him imperceptibly to a conviction of

what the master would teach. This manner was first used by Zeno of Elea,

but was improved by Socrates into a regular and skillful art, and is thence called

the Sociatic method. The method, however, was employed chiefly with such

disciples as were supposed to have already acquired the first elements of phi-
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losophy, and to be now prepared to pursue investigations of truth, in common
with their teacher. Plato adopts this dialogistic form in his writings. Other
methods were used, however, in philosophical instructions, as the eristic

(spiGTtxrJ, the syllogistic, and the mathematical.

§ 74. The first and most celebrated public school at Athens was the Academy
(\\xa8r;uia), a building which belonged to the Ceramicus (Kfpa,u.ftx6j), without
the proper limits of the city, surrounded by a grove with shady walks. Plato
was the first teacher here, and was succeeded by various disciples, who, from
the place of instruction, received the name of Academics. The Lyceum,
(Avxsiov), the school of Aristotle, was an enclosure on the banks of the llyssus,

also without the proper city, and sacred to Apollo; as Aristotle and his succes-
sors were accustomed to give instruction in the place for walking (TtfptTtaroj),

they were called the Peripatetics. Another building in the suburbs of Athens,
called Cynosarges (Kwoaapyrji), and originally a gymnasium or school for the

bodily exercises, was the place where philosophy was taught by Antisihenes
and his followers; and this, without regard to their doctrines, may have given
them the name of Cynics. Within the limits of the city was the celebrated

portico, called Pcecile {YlotxiXr;), from its various paintings, and, by way of

eminence, ihe Stoa(2toa); here Zeno from Cyprus opened his school, and
thus attached to his disciples the appellation of Stoics. The garden of Epi-
curus should also be mentioned here, as it was in this, his own private retreat,

that he taught his disciples, who are thence sometimes called philosophers of
the garden. After Greek philosophy was transplanted to Alexandria, the Mu-
seum (Mov6Ecov), in the part of the city called Bruchion, was famous as the

place where instruction was given by numerous teachers (^auditorium).

Besides these public schools of philosophy, there were at Athens common schools,
established at an earlier period by Solon, in which elementary instruction was given
in the difierent branches of education. The schools of the sophists must be distin-

guished from both. (Cf. P. V. ^ 108.)

§ 75 u. The teachers in these and other schools among the Greeks, enjoyed un-
limited freedom in the expression of their views and principles, both upon theological
and philosophical subjects. The government provided for the external management
and discipline of the schools (§ 64), and some regulations on this subject are found in

the laws of Polon. The teachers were constantly attentive to the preservation of this

discipline. The rigid disciphne, especially of the Lacedaemonians, in their early edu-
cation, was celebrated in ancient times, although it was sometimes more severe than
judicious ; as, for instance, in the annual scourging i,SiaixacTiyoiais) of boys at the
altar of Diana Orthia.

See Cragii (Crai?), de Rep. Laced. \160.~Potter, Arcti. Graec. bk. ii. cti. 20.—MaiUr, Hist, and Ant. Doric Race, bk. ii. eh. 9.

§ 6.~Manso, Sparta, i. 2, p. 183 —F. H. G. Schwartz, Erziehungslehre—(Geschiclile der Erziehung). 1829. Vol. i. p. 231-430.

H^achUr, Geschichte dcr Liter. Vol. i. p. 105.

§ 76 t. Among the means of promoting knowledge enjoyed by the Greeks, we
must mention their libraries, some of which are celebrated in history.

1 21. The first considerable collection of books {^ifikioemrf) at Athens was made by
Fisislratus. This collection is said to have been borne away with other booty by
Xerxes on his capture of that city, and to have been restored by Seleucus Nicator,
king of Syria. Sylla gained possession of it when he took the city of Athens, B. C.
85, and removed it to Rome.

2 u. Another library of much value is said to have been gathered by Aristotle, aided
by the mimificence of Alexander, which also, after many accidents, according to the
account of Strabo, fell into the hands of Sylla at the same time, and was carried to
Rome.

3 u. King Attalus and his son Eumenes collected a large library at their capital Per-
gamus. Ihis contained 200,000, and according to some statements, 300.000 volumes,
most of which were conveyed to Egypt, and being added, by Cleopatra or Antony,
to the still more famous library of Alexandria, finally shared in its miserable fate.

4. The library of Alexandria, the most celebrated of ancient times, was commenced
by Ptolemy Piuiadelphus, and numbered amorg its keepers various distinguished
Greeks, as Demetrius Phalereus, Callimachus. Eratosthenes, Apollonius Rhodius,
and Aristophanes of Byzantium. It suffered repeated disasters and losses, and was
again improved and enlarged ; the largest number of volumes mentioned as belong-
ing to h is about 700.000 (Anh Gell. vi. 17); the library in the Bruchion containing
about 400,000, and that in the Serapeion containing about 150,000. (cf % 126. 2.^

Different accounts are given of its final destruction, some ascribing it to the r>Jstaken
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zeal of Christians in the time of Theodosius the Great, and others, to the fury of the
Saracens under Omar, A. D. 642.

5. There was also at Constantinople a large library of Latin and Greek authors,

commenced probably by Constantius, the son of Constantine, and greatly augmented
by Julian. Its contents gradually increased to 120,000 volumes. It was finally, with
valuable collections in the arts, commuted to the flames amid the dissensions in the

time of Zeno and Basiliscus or Basilices, about A. D. 477. ,

Respecting these libraries, see Heeren') Gesciiichte des Stud, der class. Liierat, as cited § a'i.—Wachler, Gesehichte der Lilerat.

i. p. 1(5, 173. This author expresses some doubt respecting the library said to have existed in the age of Pisislratus.—i'elit Radd,

Cited § \i2.—Htyne^ de Interitu Operum arlis priscse etc in Commenlat. Soc GCtt. vol. xii.— C/i. D. Beck, Specimen HislorijE

Bibliothecanim Alexandrinarum. Lpz. 1779. 4.—C Reinhard, (iber die jUngsten Schicksale der Alex. Bibliothek.

—

F. G. IVelcker

and Jl. F. N'dh£, Rheinisches Museum filr Philologie. Bonn, 1833. 8. No. 1.

—

Btmamy, La Bioliolheque d'Alexandrie. Mem.

Acad. Inscr. ix. 397.—iond. Quart. Reo- xvi. 329.—Giifcon, Decl. and F. Rom. Emp. cb. 51.—See also an account ol an Athenian

Library in Barthelemy's Anacharsis, ch. xxix.

§ 77. Although the Greeks were exceedingly jealous of their national honor,

and were especially solicitous to secure to their literature the merit and praise

of being an original possession carried to perfection by native resources, yet

they did not wholly reject the advantage resulting from acquaintance with the

arts and sciences of other lands. They frequently traveled in those countries

which were most distinguished for their advancement in knowledge, especially

in Egypt. To the latter the Greeks were much indebted in matters pertaining

to intellectual culture, as well as in reference to their civil and religious institu-

tions. Nor did the Greeks neglect domestic travel ; they were accustomed to

visit the most distinguished provinces, regions and cities, to gain personal know-
ledge of what might be curious or useful, and their observations were sometimes
committed to writing. By such travels at home and in foreign lands, most of

the distinguished men of Greece sought to increase and perfect their attainments.

Here might be named, as instances. Homer, Lycurgus, Thales, Pythagoras,

Solon, Herodotus, Anaxagoras, Hippocrates, Plato, Aristotle, Polybius, Strabo,

Pausanias, and many others.

See Francii Exercitat. Acad, de peregrinatione veterum sapientium, eruditionis ergo suscepta. Lips. 1679. 4.

IV.

—

Of the decline of Greek Literature.

§ 78. From its brilliant state previous to the time of Alexander, Greek litera-

ture gradually declined. Among the causes were the increasing luxury and

consequent effeminacy and remissness of the people, and the various internal-

political commotions, which followed the death of Alexander. In fact, the de-

clension began with the first loss of their independence under the supremacy of

Philip. And when at last they became a prey to Roman ambition, at the fall

of Corinth, and when, somewhat later, Athens herself was plundered, partially

at least, of her stores of learning and art by Sylla, the Greeks, by being wholly

deprived of liberty, were bereft of their highest motives to exertion. Their

native vigor and originality no longer showed itself, except in a few single

efforts, and finally sunk prostrate under foreign oppression and domestic corrup-

tion.

§ 79. It is worthy of remark, that the knowledge and use of the Greek language

was greatly extended after the conquests of Alexander. Many cities were buih by
him in the east, which v/ere inhabited chiefly by Greeks. Before the time of Christ

the language had become familiar throughout Palestine. The Latin writers bear

ample testimony to the general diffusion of Greek. The words of Cicero are, Grceca

leszunhir in omnibus fere gentihus. The Romans were obhged to adopt this for their

official language in the eastern provinces. Even when the seat of the Roman govern-

ment was removed to Constantinople, and a special effort was made to introduce the

Latin, it was but partially successful. The emperor Justinian found it necessary to

publish his Institutes, Code and Pandects, in Greek, as well as Latin, because the

latter was so imperfectly understood by his subjects and civilians.—In the fourth cen-

tury the Greek language seems to have been employed to some extent in Nubia and

Abyssinia.

See Gihlatih Rom. Emp. ch. liii. fvol v. p. 364, N. York, 1 822 )—ff/me's IntroJuction to the Study of the Scrip, vol. u. P. ii

h i. 5 2.—Zetronne, as cited \ 92. o. Mtm. de Vlnst. &c. ix. p. 170.—The Byzantine Greek was corrupted by the inierniixture of
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macy words from (he Latin lad other languages.—See Ducange, Diss, de causis corruptse Graecitatis.—Gii/fcoJi, Hist. ch. Uvi. (vol.

vi. p. 26l.)-Schai, Litt. Gr. L. vi. ch. Ixxi.—Cf. § 92. 5.

^ 80. From the period whence we dale the decHne of Greek literature it appears
less national in it.s character. This probably was not owing wholly to the circum-
stance that the Greeks were no longer their own masters. Something must be
allowed for the fact, that the literature of the subsequent periods was not the growth
of the naiive soil of Greece, but the product of places without her proper limits, and
remote trom the scene of her early struggles and successes. It was chiefly at Rhodes,
Pergamus and Alexandria, that letters were cultivated. Athens was no longer the
capital and mistress of the literary world ; although for a long tiine after her submis-
sion to Rome her schools were the resort of youth for completing their education.
Even in this respect, however, she had rivals. ApoUonia on the shore of the Ha-
driaiic was celebrated for its cultivation of Greek Hierature, and honored as the place
where Augustus finished his studies. Massilia in Gaul, now Marseilles, a Httle later

gained still greater celebrity for its schools of science. Antioch, Berytus, and Edessa
may also be mentioned as places where Greek was studied after the Christian era.

See SchCU, Hist. Litt.XJr. livre v. ch. 50.—Htatn'a Gesch. des Stud, der griech. und rom. Lit. § 28. as cited § 53.

§ 81. At different times during the decline of Greek letters, royal and imperial
patronage was not wanting. Very liberal encouragement was afforded by some of the

first Ptolemies at Alexandria to all the arts and studies, especially by Philadelphus.
At Pergamus, also, great efforts were made by Attains and Eumenes to foster learn-

ing. Among the Roman emperors, likewise, there were patrons of Greek literature.

Under the Antonini there was a little fresh blooming both in Greek and Roman
letters ; and Aurehus Antoninus especially befriended the cultivation of philosophy
and bestowed privileges upon Athens. Julian the Apostate cultivated and patronized
Greek studies, and allowed considerable stipends to teachers in the schools of pagan
philosophy. He is said to have erected at Constantinople the royal portico, where
was lodged the hbrary already mentioned (§ 76), and where also was established a

sort of college for giving instruction in the arts and sciences. At a later period some
emulation was awakened among the Greek scholars in the east by the zeal and in-

quiries of the Arabian Caliphs, who were liberal patrons of learning, especially at

Bagdad.
See Gihhoii, Hist. Rom. Emp. ch. liii. (vol. v. p. 367, ed. cit.)

—

Heertn, Gesch. des Stud, der griech. und rOm. Liter. § 70.

—

Bi.riiizton, Literary History of the Middle"^ges. Lond. 1814. 4. Appendix \.—Schlosser, as cited P. V. § 127. 1.

§ 82.* In speaking of the circumstances connected with the decline of Greek
literature, the suppression of the philosophical and rhetorical schools at Athens,

by the Emperor Justinian, is usually mentioned and lamented.

These schools had existed from the time of Socrates and Plato. In them the most
distinguished philosophers and rhetoricians had taught numerous disciples native and
foreign. While sustained, they kept alive a taste and love for Greek literature and phi-

losophy. They were only partially interrupted by the subjection of Athens to Rome,
and afterwards were warmly supported by some of the Roman emperors, particularly by
Julian, who, as has just been mentioned, allowed a stipend to the teachers of them.
Had.ian also is said to have furnished them with the means of procuring books. But
they were entirely suppressed by Justinian, A. D. 529 ; not, it is said, because he was
hostile to schools or philosophy ; but because the teachers opposed his efforts to extu:-

pate paganism. Damascius, Simplicius, and other philosophers were obhged to leave

Athens, and fled to the protection of Chosroes king of Persia.

Although Greek hterature had been declining for many centuries, and these schools

had not hindered its wane, still their suppression probably hastened the entire oblivion

into which it soon fell in the west : because after this event there was less literary inter-

course between the west and the east.

See Enfield's History of Philosophy, B. ii. ch. ii. (vol. ii. p. 327. Dubl. 1792.)—Gifcion's Hist. Rom. Emp. ch. il. 7. (vol. iv»

p. 90. N. York, \S22.)—Meursius. Fortuna Attica, ch. viii. p. 59. in his Opera, T. i.—RUter, History of Philosophy, as cited P. V

5 183. i.—Ncander, Kirchengeschichle, bk. ii. Abtb. i.

§ 83.* The essential and fundamental contrariety of the Christian religion to

the whole spirit of pagan philosophy and mythology, is a circumstance proper

here to be noticed. It was not at all strange that Christians should neglect to

study the pagan writings, except as they wished to arm themselves for the de-

fence of their own faith.

1. Opposition to the cultivation of heathen literature early appeared, but there was
not perfect agreement among the Fathers on the subject. The council of Carthage,

A. iD. 398, formally condemned it. Yet many distinguished Fathers recommended the

study of Greek learning. Basil wrote a treatise in favor of it (cf. P. V. § 292 2).

Origen carefully taught it, and was applauded for the same by one of the most eminent
of his disciples, Gregory Thaumaturgus. Chrysostom and Gregory of Nazianzen also

advocated this study. Indeed the Eastern or Greek Church as a body appears to have

2 f2
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been inclined to favor it, while the Western or Latin Churdi was strongly opposed to

it. There was, nevertheless, a general disrehsh for every thing connected with pagan-

ism, which would naturally tend to accelerate the growmg neglect of the productions of

Grecian literature.

The Christians had their seminaries designed for the education of the maturer class of

youth, and such especially as w^ere to become religious teachers. But the sacred Scrip,

tures were the basis of instruction.

See Enfield's Hist. Phil. bk. vi. ch. ii. (p. 276, ed. cited above.)—Mojftft'm'j Ecc. Hist, by Murdoch, vol. i. p. 100.—ff. Hallam't

View of Eurrpe in the Middle Ages, ch. ix.—Prof. R. Emerson, On the Catechetical School, or Theological Seminary, at Alexan.

dria. Bibi. R:pos. No. x\\i.—Tzschimer, Der Fall des Heidentbums.—A^conder'j Chrysostomus, p. G.—Ullmann's Gregorius von

Nazianzen, p. 22.

2. Nothing in the above remarks implies that Christianity has been in its influence

unfavorable to the progress of the mind. On the contrary it has unspeakably elevated

the human intellect, and advanced, on the whole, more than any other cause, the inte-

rests of science and hterature. It proposed and has accomplished a mighty mental revo-

lution, opening wider and more extensive channels of thought, imparting keener sensi-

biUty to the feelings of the heart, and giving ample scope to all the noble energies of

man. The happy results of this will go on accumulating to the end of the world.

On the influence of Christianity upon Society, see Christ. Spect. vol. v. p. 409.—On its influence upon Literature, see Schle^eJ'B

Hist Lit. (lectures 4 and 6.)— Christ. Spect. vol. vl. p. 57.—See also, on the whole subject, C. yuiers. Essay on the Reformation by

Luther, (with Introduction by Dr. S. Miller.) Phil. 1834. 8.

§ 84.* The great loss of classical manuscripts after the Christian era, is

justly regretted by all. The chief source of this loss was the destruction of

the great libraries, which has been previously mentioned (§ 76). The destruc-

tion of the Alexandrian library was especially felt, because it was in connection

with this library that the greatest establishment for copying and multiplying

manuscripts had existed. (Cf. § 58.)

1. There were other causes that contributed to diminish the number of classical manu-
scripts.

—

Vriwate hostiliry to the writings of particular aulhora occasioned some losses.

It was a custom both with the Greeks and the Romans, to sentence the writings of in-

dividual authors to the flames, as a kind of punishment, or to hinder the circulation of

objectionable sentiments. The practice was adopted in the Christian Church. In the

middle ages, this hostility was in some instances directed against classical authors, and
different emperors of Constantinople are said to have been induced to burn the existing

copies of several of the ancient poets.

Some loss also may be ascribed io private negligence a?id ignorance, ii we may con-

jecture from the statement, which asserts that'three of the lost decades of Livy were
once made into rackets for the use of a monastery.

"A page of the second decade of Livy, it is said, was found by a man of letters in the parch-

ment of his battledore, whilst he was amusing himself in the country. He hastened to the

maker of the battledore, but arrived too late ; the man had finished the last page of Livy about

a week before." D' Israeli, Curiosities of Literature, vol. i.

—

Land. Quart. Rev. xvi. 32.3.

2. Another way, in which such losses occurred, was by obliteration. The papyrus

becoming very difficult to procure after Egypt fell into the hands of the Saracens, in tiie

7th century, and parchment being thereby rendered more costly even than before, copy-

ists very naturally began to seek some remedy. They adopted the expedient of obiiie-

rating the writing of an old manuscript. The parchment, after the obliteration, was
used again, and thus the manuscript, which originally contained perhaps some valuable

work of a Greek or Roman author, received in its stead, it might be, the absurd tales

of a monk, or the futile quibbles of a scholastic. This practice of deletion was known
in the time of Cicero ; and a manuscript thus prepared was termed Codex Palimpsestus
(TTa^ifixpfiarTOi) . Some MSS. of this kind have been deciphered.

Cic. ad Trebat. 4. 16. Cf CatuH. 22. 5.—See Archd. j\ares. Historical Account of Discoveries made in Palimpsest Manuscripts;

in the Transactions of the Royal Soc. of Literature, vol. i. Lond. IS29.—Cf. P. V. § 443.—iond. Quart. Rev. xvi. 331.—Hcirne,

Introd. to Study of Holy Scriptures, vol. ii. P. i. ch. ii. § 2, as cited § 107. 1.

§ 85. To notice particularly the civil history of the Greeks after the Christian era

would be foreign from the design of this glance at some of the circumstances attending

the decline of Greek letters. We ought, however, to observe, that they underwent a

geries of political changes, very few of which were calculated to exert any beneficial in-

fluence upon learning, while many of them were exceedingly unpropitious. Among the

former, the removal of the Roman Court to Constantinople was probably the most fa-

vorable. Among the latter, we may mention the early inroads of the barbarians ; the

encroachments of the Saracens; the capture and plunder of Constantinople by the

Latins; the internal dissensions after the recovery of the capital ; and finally the attacks

of the Turks, which were renewed from time to time until the final overthrow of the

Greeks. A. D. 1453. By the various disaster' .'•'"t^ suffered, the supremacy of the
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Greek emperors was ere long confined to a narrow corner of Europe, and al last to the
suburbs ot Constantinople, and here learning found its only refuge.

Respecting the condition of Greek literature at Constantinople, see Berington't Lit. Hist, of Middle Ages. Appendix I. ai

cited 5 81.

1. On the capture of Constantinople by the Turks, many of the Greek literati fled
to Italy and oiher parts of western Europe, and by their oral instructions and their writ-
ings contributed greatly to the revival of letters, and especially to the study of tlie Greek
language in the west.

See Humpf. Hodius, de Graecis illustribus linguae Grsecse insfauratoribus. Lond. 1742. i.—Ch. Fr. Btmeruf, De Doctis homlni-

busGraecis, literaruDi Graecarum in Italia inslauratoribus. Lpz. 1750. 8.—Also ^efren, Geschichte, &c. cited & 53.—H. IJatlam

,

Introduction to the Literature of Europe in the Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth Century. Lond. 1S38. 4 vols. S.—T. Warton,

Diss, on the Introduction of Learning into England, in his Hist, of English Poetry. Lond. 1S24. 4 vols. 8.

2. Notwithstanding all the disasters above suggested, and a subjection of nearly 400
years to the tyranny of Turkish masters, the Greeks have still an existence. By a pain-
ful and protracted struggle, commenced A. D. 1820, they secured their independence.
Their present language differs i'rom that of classical times, both in pronunciation and in

structure, and contains as yet but a slender literature. The hope, however, has boon
awakened, that Greece may again rise to eminence in letters and in arts.

For an account of modern Greek literature, see Cours de Lilleratiure Grecque Modeme, donne a Geneve, par Jacovahy Rizo

t,^eroulos. (Publie par /can Humbert,) Genev. 1S28. 12. 2d ed.—On Mod. Greek language, Class Journal v. 401 ; xvii. 39; iv.

840.

—

E. A. Sophodet, Romaic Grammar, with a Chrestomatby. Hartf. 1842.—Cf. Encydop. Americana, vol. vi. p. 42.

V.

—

Of the Remains and Monuments of Grecian Literature.

§ 86. Besides the many valuable works which have been preserved, either

entire or in part, and published since the restoration of learning and the inven-

tion of the art of printing, there are extant still other written monuments of

Grecian antiquity, some acquaintance with which is important not only to the

antiquary, but to every lover of literature. We may arrange these under
three classes ; Inscriptions, Coins, and Manuscripts.

(a) Inscriptions.

§ 87. The study of inscriptions (irttypauua, inscriptio, titulus) is of great

utility in gaining a knowledge of language, and an acquaintance with criticism,

history, chronology, and archaeology. Considered as public and contemporary
monuments they form a class of historical evidence most worthy of credence.

Therefore since the revival of letters much attention has been devoted to disco-

vering, collecting, publishing, and explaining inscriptions, upon which we have
many writings.

Some of the principal works relating to Greek inscriptions we will here name.—GuJ. Roberts, Marmorum Oxoniensinm inscrip.

tiones Graecae. Oxon. 1791. 8. Cf. § 91. 4.—iJ. Pococke, cited § 130.—B. Pasiitmei, as cited ^ 130.—P. M. Paciaudi, Monumenta

Peloponnesia. Rom. 1761. 2 vols. i.—Edm. Chishull, Antiquitates Asiaticae. Lond. 1728. (o\.—Ed. Corsinus, Inscriptiones anli-

qujE, pleraeque nondum editae. Flor 1752. 4.—Rich. Chandler, Inscriptiones antiquae, plersque nondum edits in Asia Minore et

Graecia, praesertim Athenis, colleclae. Lond. 1744. fol.—Some inscriptions are noticed in E. D. Clarke's Greek Marbles at Cam-

bridge (Camb. IS09. 8) ; and also in his Travels through various countries of the East.—F. Osann, Sylloge Inscrip. Ant. Graec. et

Lat. Jen. 1822. hl—Bcckh, Corpus Inscriptionum Gra-carum. Berol. 1825-28. ss. fol. For the views of German critics respecting

this work, see Hermann, aber Prof. Bockh's Behandlung der griech. Inschriften.—The following may also be mentioned. Visconti,

(on the Elgin Marbles,) Catal. raisonne des inscript. Grec. de la collect, de myl. Comte d' Elgiru—H. J. Rose, Inscriptiones Graec.

Vetustissinije. Camb. 1825. S.—C. Vidua, Inscript. Antiq. in Turcico itinere collectae. Far. 1826. 8.—Inscriptiones Graecse

InediisB. Colleg. edit. L. Rossius HoUatus. Fasc. I. 1S3S. 4.

§ 88. These inscriptions are found upon columns, altars, tombs, vases, statues,

temples, and other ancient edifices. Their design is to narrate some memorable
event, or to point out the use and meaning of the object bearing them. Ordina-

rily they were in prose, sometimes in verse. The Greek inscription was ex-

pected to unite beauty, perspicuity, and vigor. It was from this circumstance

and from its taking sometimes the poetical form, that the name of epigram

(a7t(,'ypa^,ua) was applied to the species of poetry so called, designating a short

poem or stanza which expresses clearly and forcibly an ingenious, pithy senti-

ment.
^ 89 u. In order to form a correct judgment and decision upon inscriptions, there is

need of much critical care and examination, that we may not be deceived by pieces ot

doubtful authority or by false copies. There must be some familiar acquaintance with

what pertains to the subject, both philological! y and historically. In general we should

possess a knowledge of the written characters of antiquity, of the changes introduced
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at different periods, and of what is called the lapidary style or manner of writing. We
should be able by means of historical information to compare the contents of the in-

scriptions with the circumstances of the persons, the times and the occasions mentioned.

We must be qualified also to appreciate with exactness and impartiality the proofs and
explanations that may be drawn from particular inscriptions.

Respecting the abbreviations used, consult Scip. Maffei, GrEecorum Siglae lapidarise colleclje afqne explicatae Veron. 1746. 8.—

Also the works already cited \ ST.—On the general subject, J. Franz, Elenjenla Epigraphices Graecae. Berl. IS40. 4.

§ 90/. From the multitude of ancient Greek inscriptions, which have been

discovered, copied, and explained, we will here mention only some of the more
Interesting and important. We notice first such as are of a date prior to Alex-

ander, B. C. 336.

1 u. The Fourmount inscriptions ; on marbles discovered by the Abbe Fottrmont at

Sklabochori (Sclavo-Chorio) , the ancient Amycise, in the year 1728. More than forty

were fjund among the ruins of a temple of Apollo ; of these one is the celebrated Amy-
clean Inscription. That which goes under this name, consists of two tablets which
mav, or may not have been connected, and is in the manner of writing called povarpo-

(prjodv. The tablets contain merely a list of the names of Grecian priestesses. The
precise date cannot be fixed, but most probably the inscription may be referred back to

about 1000 B. C. There have been doubts, however, respecting the genuineness of this

and the other inscriptions. They are regarded as authentic by SchoU and Raoul-Ro-
chette.

See Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. vol. xiv. p. 101, an account, by De Faurmont, of inscriptions found on three bucklers in the

temple of Apollo; and vol. xxiii. p. 394, on the inscription containing a list of Grecian priestesses, by Barthdtmy.—Heyne's

Sammluns antiquar. Aufsltze, St. \.—Nouv. Traite de Dipl. T. i.—KnistWs Ess. on Ok. Alph. § vi.

—

BlcWs Corpus. Inscr.

Grmc—Count Merdeen in Th. TValpok's Memoirs relat. to Europ. and Asiat. Turkey.—Racntl-Roc?ielte, Deux lettres a myl. Comte

d'Aberdeen sur I'authenticite des Inscr. de Fourmont Par. 1819. i.—Lo7id. Quart. Rev. xix. 243.

2. The Elian inscription ; on a brazen or copper tablet found by Sir W. Gell, in 1813,

under ground, in the region of Olympia, in Elis. It is a treaty of alliance between the

Elians and the Heraeans, in the J^ohc dialect. The date is supposed to be about 615

B.C. It presents the ^olic digamma, the Elians being named FAAEIOI.
Museum Crit. Cambridge, vol. i. p. B35.—Clats. Journal, vol. xi. 384. xiii. p. 113. xxiv. p. 104.—Lcmd. Quart. Rev. xiii. 349.

—SchCll, Hist. Litt. Grecque.livre ii. ch. i.

3. The inscription of Midas ; upon a very ancient monument, situated near the vil-

lage of Doganlu, in Phrygia, probably near the ancient Nacoleia, about 30 leagues east

of the ancient CotyaBum. It is a sepulchral monument dug in the rock, and ornamented
with a facade of very singular construction, near 70 feet in height. It bears two in-

scriptions, written from right to left. They are in Pelasgic characters, as far as appears.

Travelers have been able to decipher only certain words, among which are MIAAl and
FANAKTEI, to King Midas, which would seem to indicate a tomb of one of the kings

of this name. The princes bearing this name reigned between 737 and 5G0 B. C.

The Phrygian kings appear to have borne alternately the names of Midas and Gordius.

It is worthy of remark, that, at the point where the facade of this monument termi-

nates, there is an ornament of striking appearance, which represents a kind oiknot, and"

at once calls to mind the famous Gordian knot.

See ScKU, Hist. Litt. Gr. liv. iii. ch. vii.—B. JValpole, Travels in various countries of the East. Lond. 1820.

4 u. The Sigaean inscription. This was found upon a piece of marble supposed to

have once supported a statue. It has its name from the promontory and town of Si-

gceum, near ancient Troy, where it was discovered by Sherard, English consul at

Smyrna, near a village church. This inscription is written in the manner called povarpo-

<l>vSdv. It specifies a gift of three vessels {icparnp, viroKparfipiov, fiBfidi,) made by Phano-
dicus to the Prytanes or magistrates of Sigasum. It is referred to the period between
500 and 600 B. G.
See Cfiishull, Antiq Aa]3.t.—Chandler, Inscrip. Antiq.—A^ouu. Traite de Dipli}m.—Shucliford't Sac. and Prof. Hist. Connected,

bk. iv.—The marble is now in London in the collection of Lord Elgin.—ScAil/, Hist. Litt. Gr. liv. iii. ch. vil—Catalogue raisonne

des Inscr. de la collect, demyl. Comte Elgin, no. 53.—Cf. § 87.

There is a second Sieaean inscription, belonging to a later period, B. C. 278, which may he

mentinned here. It was discovered by Lord E. W. Montagu, on a cippus of marble, connected

with the walls of the same church before which the first was found. It is a decree of the senate

and people of the Sigasum in honor of Antiochus Soter king of Syria and his spouse. See Chand-

ler, Antiq. Asiat. p. 49.

5. The inscription called the Teian malediction {Teiorum Dins); by this inscription

found upon a stone lyin^ in the environs of Bodrion, the ancient Teos, the Teians de-

vote to the infernal deities the persons whoever may injure them by resisting their

mag'strates, plundering their territories, or hindering foreigners from bringing them
grain. An anathema is also directed against those who may deface the inscription.

It is worthv of notice that the letters are termed (poiviKfiia. Its date is placed by

i?cn611 between 450 and 500 B. C.

See Schl'll, Hist. Litt. Or. liv. iii. ch. vii.—Chishull, Antiq. Asiat.
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6. We may place next in rank several obituary inscriptions ;" as that on the

tables of Pentelican marble found by Galland, 1678, in a church in Athens ; called

sometimes the inscription of Nointel, because they were sent by him to Paris ; called

also the marble of Baudelot, because once possessed by him; of a date about 458

13. C, and in honor of warriors that had fallen in different places: an inscription* in

six distichs on a monument belonging to Lord Elgin; in honor of the Athenians slain

at Poiida^a when their general Callias, B. C. 432, defied the Corinthians under Aris-

tffus, and purchased a victory by death: that*^ on a large slab of marble in the col-

lection of Elgin; supposed by Visconti to be a catalogue of the Athenian warriors

who fell in the battle of Delium, B. C. 424, in which Socrates is said to have saved
the life of Xenophon ; according to Osann, it refers to different battles.

o Nouv. Traite de Diplom. T. i. p. 633.—Z,c?toir'j Museum of French Monuments, Translated by Griffith, Par. 1S03. 8. p. 73,

Willi an engraving of the monuments as they are adjusted after the designs of j3. Lenoir, and of the titles in Ionic characters which

are upon \hen\.—Museum Crit. Canjbridge, No. vl. p. 394.—Desc. des Antiques du Musee royal, par Vuconti, et le Comie de Clarac

Far. IS20. p. 105.—6 E. Q Visconti, Lettre du chev. A. Canova, et deux memoires sur les ouvrages de sculpture dans le collect, de

myl. c. d'Elgin. Lond. 1816.— Cioss. Journal, vol. xiv. p. 185.—" Visamti, Catal. raisonne, &c. as cited § 87.—Published in

D. Clarke's Travels through various countries of the East, vol. vi. p. 368.—Osann, Sylloge, &c. (as cited § 87) p. 20.

7. Next may be mentioned a nnmher of jina?icial inscriptions :o that discovered

by Chandler m the citadel of Athens, with the letters arranged croixn^ov, on a mu-
tilated stone, the remaining fragment of which was conveyed to England by Lord
Elgin; detailing the expenses of the state for a full year, B. C. 424 or 414, as dif-

ferently assigned by the critics: thatfc on the stone called the marble of Choiseul,
sometimes of Barthelemy, now in the Royal Museum ; containing an account of the

finances of the republic for the year B. C. 410; on the reverse of the same marble are

two other inscriptions, also relating to finances : several inscriptionsc among those
for which we are indebted to Fourmont, relating to the finances of x\thens : seve-
ral inscriptions, d pertaining to the condition or treasures of certain Athenian temples,
as the Parthenon and others : the inscription* upon what is called the Sandwich
garble, brought from Athens to London, 1739, by the earl of Sandwich ; it is an
account of moneys due to the temple of Apollo at Delos, and of the expenses of the

Theoria or deputation of the Athenians, and is of the year 376 B. C.
" Chandler, Ins. Ant. P. ii. No 2.—jlug. HCckh, Staatshaushaltung der Athener. Bert. 1SI7, vol. ii. p. 182.—6 Barthilemy,

in the Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. et Belles-leit. vol. xlviii. p. 337, with a plate showing the inscription.—.4ug. B^'ckh, as just cited.

—" B'i'cliJi, ibid.— d IV. VCilkins, Alheniensia, or Remarlis on Topog. and Build, of Athens. Lond. 1S16. p. 192.— C/iond/er,

Insc. Any.—B'ch}i, Staalsh. &c.—' Taylor, Commentar. ad Marmor. Sandwicense. Cantab. 1743. 4. Class. Journ. xi. 184

Barthelemy, in his Trav. of .inacharsis, ch. Ixxvi. note 13.

8. Finally, in speaking of inscriptions previous to the time of Alexander, we will

refer to the two metrical inscriptions, discovered in 1810, near Athens.

One of thegp is upon a marble cippiis, in memory of a hero, Python of Megara. who having
Blain seven foes with his own liand. led back throuph Boeotia (then hostile to Athens) three
Athenian tribes, who owned him as their deliverer. It is anterior to Alexander, pertiaps about
B. C. 3.5ti, consisting of nine hexameters, one pentameter, and a fragment of another line, with
the verses not separated, if we may trust to the copy sent to Paris by the French consul M. Fau-
vel, and not even the words distinguished.

The other is of uncertain date ; upon a sheet of lead, folded four times in the length and three
times in the breadth (its dimensions not given by Fauvel); found in a tomb j containing a for-

mula of incantation or enchantment against a certain Ctesias and his family, dooming them to

the infernal deities. "Visconti declares that nothing like this singular monument has been
f lund among palmographic relics. Tacitus, speaking {Annal. ii. fi9) of the evidence on which
Piso was cliarsed with causing the death of Germanicus, says that in the house of the latter

were found fragments of human bodies, not quite consumed to ashes, with magic verses, the
name of Germanicus graved on plates of lead, and a variety of those spells which, according to

the vulgar opinion, are of potency to devote the souls of the living to the infernal gods."

See Memoires de VInst. Roy. de Franc. Classe d'H'st. et Lit. Ancienne, vol. i. (publ. Par. 1815), p. 230, where the two inscrip-

tions are given.— Of. SchZll, Hist. Litt. Grecque, livre iii. ch. vii.

§ 91 1. Of inscriptions which beloncr to later periods in the history of the Greeks,
a greater number have been discovered. We will now mention some, engraved
between the time of Alexander and the Christian era.

1. The inscription on the pedestal of a statue to JupUer Urius (Ovpios). The pedes-
tal was found by the Engrhsh travelers Wheler and Spon, in a private mansion in

Chalcedony, and was conveyed to London. The inscription consists of four distichs,

presenting not only the name of the divinity to whom the statue was erected, but that
of the artist also, Philo?i, son of Antiparer, who was the one employed by Alexander
to execute the statue of Hephaestion. The date is of course about 330 B. C.
This monument is the more interesting on account of its relation to a passage in Cicero (\err

iv. 57). In speaking of the spoliations committed by Verres, he says, there were three cele-
brated statues of Jupiter surnamed by the Greeks Urius, all of the same kind ; one originally
found in Macedonia, and removed by Flaniinius to the Roman Capitol; another, still standing
at the entrance of the Thrarian Bosphorus (in Povti ore et avffustiis) ; and the third, that seized
by Verres at :*yracuse. These s.atues have all perished.; but the pedestal above tnentioned
undoubtedly supported the second of them, which stood at the entrance of the Bosphorus.
This iuscription is found in Chandler, Autiq. Asiat. p. 49.—See also the Miscellanea of Spar., p. 332; the voyage of tVhtter

44
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p. 269 ; tbe Analecfa of SruiicX ; and the Anthology of Jacobs. A more correct copy, taken by F. Osann, is inserted in Fr. T,

Iriedemann, and J. D. G. Sabode, Miscellanea, max. part, critica, Hildesh. IS22. vol. i. p. 288.—A cojiy, fac-simile, and English

translation, are given in Shuckford, Sac. and Prof. Hist. bk. iv.

2 u. The inscriptions on the Herculanean tablets. In 1732, at or near the site of the

ancient Herculaneum, two brazen or copper plates were found below the surface of

the earth. They are interesting as among the most authentic monuments of the

Doric dialect. One of the tablets gives the dimensions and geometric or geodetic de-

scription of a portion of land consecrated to Bacchus, and the contract for it. The
second contains the description of another portion of land pertaining to Minerva Po-
lias. The plates are now in the museum of Portici ; the second is broken into two
pieces, one of which was formerly conveyed to England. The inscriptions are as-

signed to a date a little prior to B. C. 300.

See Mich. Maittairt, Fragment. Britannicum tabulae Heracleensis. Nap. \Ti5.—Ahx. Sym. Mazochi, Commentar. in aeneai

tahulas Heracleenses. Nap. 1754. (ol.— lVinckelmann., Sendschreib. von den Herculanisch. Alterthamern. (JVerke. bd. ii.)

—

Heviiti, Opusc. Acad. v. ii. p. 233.— IVebb'i .Account of a copper plate, &c. discovered near Heraclea. Lend. 1732. i.—Pettingal,

Inscription on the copper table discovered near Heraclea. 1769. 4.

3. The inscription which may be called the Olbian decree. It is interesting as a

palaeographic monument of the Greek colonies on the shores of the Euxine ; and also

as furnishing some historical and geographical facts. It is a fragment, of nearly two
hundred lines in two distinct parts, of a decree of the senate and repubUc of Olbia, a

Greek city on the Hypanis or Bug, in honor of one Protegenes, magistrate and bene-

factor of the city. It is engraved on a cippus of marble, which is preserved at Stol-

noie, in the government of Tchernigov, Russia. Its date is not certain, but has been
placed between 278 and 250 B. C.

The inscription was published by P. de Ki'pptn, in the Wiener Jahrbiicher der Literatur, vol. xx. IS22,—also in the work

Ncrdgestade des Pontus, Wien. 1S23. S.— It appeared likewise under the title Olbisches Psephisma zu Ehren des Protegenes.

Wien. 1823. 8.

—

Malle-Brun has a translation of it in French, with corrections and observations, in the Jlnnales des Voyages, vol.

IX. p. 13'2.

4 /{. The inscription called the Chronicon Parium, in the collection of Arundelian
or Oxford Marbles, brought to England from the island of Paros, by Thomas How-
ard, earl of Arundel, and given by him to the University of Oxford. It is a monu-
ment of great value in reference to Grecian Chronology, as "it tixes the dates of the

most remarkable events from the time of Cecrops down to the age of Alexander the

Great." Its date is supposed to be about 268 B. C.

" The -^r^ivdelian marbles sufficiently prove for what a variety of purposes inscriptions on stone

were used among; the ancients. Some of the inscriptions on them record treaties ; others, the

victories or good qualities and deeds of distinguished pei^sons ; others, miscellaneous events.

Most of them, however, are sepulchral. Bv far the most important and celebrated is the Parian
Chronicle." {Libr of Useful Knowledcre, h\fe of Ca.xton.)

The editors Sdden, Pridcaux, and Mattaire (cited below), have n-.ade learned researches upon this subject ; so also Palmerius,

in his work en'iiled Exercitat. in Aitctores Griecos. Ultraj. 1694. 4.

—

Robettson has endeavoured to raise doubts concerning the

authenticity of Ihese inscriptions, in a work entitled The Parian Chronicle, with a dissertation concerning its authenticity. Lond.

178S. 8. In opposition to this, see Hewletl's Vindication of the authenticity of the Parian Chronicle. Lond. 1788. 8. ; Parscm't

Review of Robertson's Dissertation, in the Monthly Review. 1789. p 690; R. Gcnigh, Vindication, &c. in Archseologia (as cited-

§ 24'2. 3.) vol. ix. p. 1.57 ; and F. C. Wagner, Die Parisclie Chronik. Gott. 1790. 8.—The Chronicle was first published by SeWen,

yiirmora Arunde!iana. I^onJ. 1628. 4.; af^erwanis by Pridcaux, Marmora Oxoniensia. Oxon. 1676. fol. ; Afa»air«, Marmora

Oxoniensia. Lend. 1732. fol Append. 1733.; Chandler, Marmora Oxoniensia. Oxnn. 1763. fol.; Wagner, ia just cited; W.

Boliert.i. O.vf. 1791. The inscription is found with an English version in Hale's Analysis of Chronology. It is given also in ilf.

Russell, Connection of Sac. and Prof. Hist. Lond. 1827. 2d vol. p. 381, with a specimen of the manner of writing, p. 337.

5. We may notice here the Milesian inscription. It was found and copied by TV.

Sherard, among the ruins of a temple of Apollo Didymseus, near Miletus. It is a

letter of Seleucus CaUinicus, king of Syria, and his broiher Antiochus Hierax, king
of Asia, addressed to the overseers of the temple, when (243 B. C.) they had made
peace with Ptolemy Euergetes I. king of Egypt. It is accompanied with a catalogue
of presents consecrated by them to the god.
See Chishull, .Autiq. Asiat. p. 6o.—Schi:il, Litt. Gr. bk. iv. ch. xxvi.

6'. The inscription of Cyretiae. It was discovered in the valley of Titaresius, not
far from Larissa in Thessaly, by Col. Leake, who published a notice of it in the year
1815. It is a letter of Titus Quintius Flaminius, addressed to the people of Cyretise,

bestowing certain favors upon them. It is without dale, but is assigned to about 195

B.C.; and is interesting chiefly as a monument relerring to the Roman conquests in

Greece.
This inscription was published by Visconti in the Journal des Savans, 1816. p. 21.—Also by Leake in the Classical Journal.

Ct vol. xiii. p. 158. xiv. p. 339.

7. One of the most interesting inscriptions is that known by the name of the Ro-
<«etta Inscription, or the Rosetta Stone. It was discovered during the expedition of

Bonaparte in Egypt about the year 1800. As a party of French troops were digging

'or the foundations of a fort at Rosetta, they disinterred a large block of black basalt
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containing the remains of three inscriptions. This stone afterwards fell in'o the hands
of the English, and was deposited in the British Museum, London. A considerable

part of the first inscription was wanting; the beginning of the second and end of the

third were mutilated. The third only was in Greek.

It is a sort of decree of the Egyptian priests in honor of Ptolemy V. Epiphanes, its date being

the year in which he began his reign, B. C. 193. It recounts the memorable deeds of his minority,

and pledges the erection of a statue to him in every temple ; and what is especially remarkable
on account of the results to which it has led, adds, that this decree was ordered to be engraved
in three different characters, viz. the Oreek, the Enchorial, (i.e. the common Egyptian letter),

and the Sacred or Hieroglyphic. This triple inscription, therefore, presents a specimen of hiero-
glyphiis with an authentic translation : and is the foundation of the celebrated discoveries of
Cliaiupollion (J 16). The proper names, Ptolemy and Cleopatra, occurring in the inscription, fur-

nished the clue, and the phonetic hieroglyphs which form these names were first discovered. By
means of these hieroclyphs, other names of Grecian kings and queens written in hieroalyphic3
were deciphered, and thus at length the value of all the phonetic pictures or signs was ascer-
tained.

For a more full account of the various efforts and steps connected with this discovery, see ScKll, Hist. Lilt. Gr. liv. iv. ch. xxvi.-

Sluari's Translation of Greppo, cited § 16.—.^TTier. Quart. Riv. No. ii.—Ft/r. Quart. Rev. No. viii. xiiv. xxxii.— £diiii. Rev.

No. Isxxix. xc—Supplement to Encydop Britann. Art Egypt.— C(. Bill. Repos. and Qiiart. Obs. July, 1S36, p 2i9.—instminst,

Rtv. July. 1S41; April, IS42.—Marquis Spineto's Lectures, Lend. 1819.—Count Roliano, Etudes sur I'Ecrilure, &c. de l'Eg)-pte.

Par. 1834.

—

Sharpens E^ypiiaa Inscriptions, Lond. 1836 —Jaiindli, Tabulse Roseltanae Hierojlyphica", &c. Neap. 1830.

—

Jannelli,

Fundan-.enla Hermeneutica Hieroglyphicas crypticae veterum gentium, &c. Neap 1830. Of. Cullimore, 33 cited § 16. 1.

The Greek inscription was published by Granville Peiin, under the title, The Greek Va-sion of the Decree of the Egyptian Priestf,

ic from the stone inscribed in the sacred and vulgar Egyptian, &c. Lond. 1802.—Subsequently, the three inscriptions were engraved

by the Loiidmi Society of Antiquaries, each inscription of its original size. From these engravings, lithographic copies were pub-

lished under the title, Inscriptio perantiqua, &c. in lapide nigro prope Roseltara invento, &c. Monachii, 1837. fol.—A copy of the

inscription is also contained in F. SchlichtefroU, Ueber die bey Rosette gefundene dreyfache Inschrift, MQnchen, 1818. 4.

8. The inscription on the pedestal of the obelisk of PhilfE. This stone was discovered by JV.

J. Baiikes in 1816; and, with the obelisk, was transported to England by Belzoni. Like the
Rosetta stone, this monument contains also an inscription in hieroglyphics; which, although
not a repetition of the Greek, yet has afforded aid in deciphering the hieroglyphic system of tlie

Egyptians. The Greek is a memorial addressed to Ptolemy VII. Euergetes and to his wife and
sister Cleopatra, by the priests of Isis in an island near Philse in the Nile, rpqiiesting proteclicn
for the temple and servants of the goddess against the civil and military officers.

It was published in the Journ. det Savans. 1821. p. 657. 1822. p. 212.—Also by Letronne, as cited § 92. 3.

9. The inscription of the Marbles of Cyzicus. The French consul, de Peysonnel, in

ihe latter part of the last century conveyed to France a number of marbles, which are
known by this name. The exact date of their inscriptions is not ascertained ; but
they are monuments belonging to the period of the Macedonian supremacy, not long
before that of the Romans. The most interesting of the inscriptions is a decree of the
senate and people of Cyzicus, passed on the request of three colleges of priestesses,
authorizing the erection of a statue in honor of a priestess of Cybele.

.See Crnmt de Caylus, Recueil d'Antiquites, vol. ii. p. 193. pi. lis.

In connection with the marbles of Cyzicus, it may be proper to refer to a marble found at the
site of ancient Cius, which was near to Cyzicus. It was removed to France by Count de Choi-
seul-Gouffier, and is now in the Royal Museum. The inscription consists of nine hexameters
well preserved and two nearly effaced. The date is uncertain, but belongs to the time of the
Ptolemies in Egypt; and the inscription is chiefly interesting as illustrating the connection
between several of the Egyptian deities and those of the Greeks.

It was published inaccurately, by Pococke, Inscrip. p. 30, and by Miiratori, Insc. Antiq. T. i. p. 75, as cited § 130. Three timet

by Jacobs, Anihol, voi. xii. p. 298. vol. xiii. p. 789. Anthologie Palatine, vol. ii. p. 846.—See also L. J. J. Dubois, Catal. d'Antiques

etc. formant la collect, de feu M. le Comte de Choiseul-Gcritffier,—Fir. 1818. 8. p. 74.

10. The Acarnanian inscription. It is on a stone discovered by Pouqueville, at Ac-
tium, in 1813, and acquired celebrity from its having found a learned expositor in

France. It pertains to the time when the Roman armies appeared in Greece. It is a
decree of the senate and people of Acarnania, proclaiming the brothers, Publius Acihus
and Lucius Acihus, as their friends and benefactors.

The inscription is given in F. C. H. L. Pouqueville, Voyage de la Grece, (Par. 1836. 6 vols. 8. avec cartes, &c.) vol. iii. p. 446.—

The comments of Boissonade are found in his edition of the letters of Lucas Holatenius, Paris, 1817. S.—Cf. also Classical Journal,

xvii. p. 3t:6.

11. The inscription called the decree or Psephisma of Cuma. It belongs to the time
of Augustas. It is a decree of the senate and people of Cuma in .iEoHa, in honor of
Lucius Labeo, a Roman citizen, who refused divine honors and the title of frtVri/j pro-
posed by them, and to whom therefore they determined to erect statues and assign th*'

first place at public spectacles. It consists of sixty fines, and was the largest inscrip
tionof the kind known to have escaped the ravages of time before the discovery of ih^
Olbian decree noticed above (3).

See Comte de Caylus, Recueil d'Antiquites, vol. ii. pi. 58, p. 179.

§ 92 /. We notice in the last place a few of the Greek inscriptions which have
been preserved belongingr to periods subsequent to the Christian era.

1. That on the tablet called the Marble of Colbert. This tablet is tM'o feet six inches
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long and one foot six inches wide ; it was found at Athens in the 17th century. The
inscription belongs to the reign of Tiberius. It is interestiisg as it contains a hst of the
magistrates of Athens, the archon, the basileus or king, the polemarch, the thesmothe-
taB,"the heralds, &lc., who were in office in the consulship of Drusus, A. D. 15.

A faulty copy of this inscription is found in Spon'i Voyage, vol. iii. p. 106 ; one more correct in Montfaucon, PalaeographU

GiEca, p. 146.

2. The inscription respecting the Galatian spectacles. It was discovered by Tourne-
fort at Ancyra in Galatia, and belongs also to the reign of Tiberius. It commemorates
the games and sports given to the people of Galatia during the space of a year. 1'he
first part of the inscription, which probably contains the date and occasion of the shows
is illegible.

This inscrijjtion may be found also in Montfaucon, Palaeographia Graeca, p. 154.

3. The Egyptian inscriptions in honor of Roman emperors. Several have been dis-

covered ; asa that on the portico of the celebrated temple of Isis at Tentyra, near
modern Denderah, in honor of Augustus (as interpreted by Letronne) ; thatt on a
temple at 'i'entyra, dedicated to Venus, in honor of Tiberius ; thaic in honor of Nero
found in the vicinity of the Pyramids ; those in honor of Trajan, d one upon a portico

at Chemnis or Panopolis, another on a gate of a temple of Isis and Serapis at Cysis, in

the grand Oasis ; that* on the pedestal of the celebrated column called Pompey's
Pillar, supposed by many to be in honor of Diocletian.

" Hamilton, JE^ypthcsi.— LetronJie, Recherches pour servir a I'histoire de I'Egypt pendant la domination des Grecs et des Ro-

Diains. Par. 1&23. 8. &c. p. \35.—Champollion-Figeac, Lettre aM Fourier, sur I'lnsc. grecque de Denderah. Grennble, 1806.—

*9m. Quart vnl. iv.— !> Niehuhr, Inscripliones Nubienses.

—

Ltlronne, Recherches, &c. p. 172.

—

Hamilton, .Sigypliaca, p. 206.

—

'Letronne, p. 3S8.— Q«ar(. Rev. 1821. p. 179 —<( Lamnne, p. 192, 2\0.—Clasiical Journal, 1821.—« ClasncalJonr„al, vol. xiii.

—£. D. Clarke's Travels in various countries, &c. pt. ii. § ii. ch. vii.—Leake, Greek Inscription Pompey's Pillar, Archxologia (»,

cited § 32. 5), vol. xv. p. 59.

4. The inscriptions on the pillars of Herodes Atticus. These two pillars, of green

marble {cipoUhw verde) called by the ancients marble of Carystus, were found at the

beginning of the 16th century, on the Appian Way, about 3 miles from Rome, near

the place called Triopium. They were removed to the gardens of Farnese, and are

often called the Farnesian Columns. One of the inscriptions consecrates a certain

portion of land to Ceres and Proserpina, and the other states that the land was
the property of Annia Regilla, the wife of Herodes. The former, in which the an-

cient Athenian manner of writing is followed, has occasioned much discussion. The
inscriptions belong to the age of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus ; Herodes died A. D.
185.

These inscriptions are found in Montfaucon, Palaengr. Grsec. lib. ii. p. 135;—ia)i:t, Saggio sulla lingua etrusca, pt. i. ch. 6;—

Itcrlzzioni greche Triopee. con versioni ed osservazioni di E. Q. Fiscojitt, Rom. 1794. 4;—and in the Remains of Herodes Atlicusi

i-diled by R. Fiorillo, Leipz. ISOl. 8. See also Nouv. Traxte de Diplomatique, ii. p. Q'ii.—B'ckh, Corpus, Uc.—DohsmL's Uratorei

.tittici, vol. iv. (Cf. P. v. 5 119.)—A specimen of the characters, in Spelman, Transl. of Dionys. Hal. vol. ii. p. 300, as cited

P. V. § 247. 3.

There are two other inscriptions, relating to Herodes, which are considered as very elegant.

They are upon two square tablets of white marble (eipolltno bianco), the Pentelican of the

ancients, quarries of which are said to have belonged to this distinguished orator. One of them
was found in 1607, on the Appian Way, not far from Rome ; and the other a few years later in'

the same place. They are now in the Royal Museum at Paris. The first inscription, in thirty-

nine he.\ametfTs, consecrates a sepulchral field to Minerva and Nemesis; the second, in fifty-

nine verses, celebrates the virtues of Regilla.

These metrical inscriptions were published by CI. Saumaise (Salmasius),Inscript. Herod. Attic. Par. 1619. 4. They are inserted

in J. Spon, Miscellanea erud. Anliquilatis. Lugd. I6S0. 4 j—Mcntelatici, Descrizzione della Villa Borghese (where the tablets were

formerly lodged in a small temple). Rom. 1700;

—

MaXtaire, Miscell. Graec. aliquot. Scriptorum Carmina. Lond. 1723. 4;—and io

the Anthologies of Brunch and Jacobs.

5. The Nubian inscriptions. We refer particularly to those designated by the

names oi Monumenl of Adulis, Munument of Axum, and Memorial of Silco. They are

chiefly interesting as they evince an intercourse between the Greeks and Christians

of Constantinople and the countries of Abyssinia and Nubia, in the third or fourth

century.

The Mnnument nf Jtdulis designates two inscriptions, which were first described by the geo-

grapher Cosnias (cf P. V. ? 20T) as e.visting at Adulis. One of thein was upon a throne or armed
chair of white marble. The other was upon a tablet of basanite (paaaviTov) or touchstone,

placed near the chair. The latter related to the conquests of Ptolemy Euergeies. Cosmas sup-

posed both to refer to the same monarch ; the inscriptions, as thus presented by him, have
seemed to critics to involve such difficulties as to justify them, since the monument itself is not

now found, in charging Cosmas with credulity or imposture. But the discovery, in recent times,

of thf! Monument nf.Szum\s thought to have removed the difficulty, as it has suggested the idea

tliat the inscription on the chair did not refer to Ptolemy, but to a Nubian or Ethiopian prince as

late perhaps as the third cei.tiiry.—The Monument of Azum is an inscription which was found

rtmoiig the ruins of Axmn (cf. P. \. } ITS) by Mr. Salt, who accompanied Lord Valentia in his

travls in these regions. It commemorates the victories gained by a brother of king Aizanas
over a reliellinus nation, and furnishes evidence of an intercourse in the fourth century beiw^en
("Constantinople and Abyssinia.

—

The Memorial, of Silco was found on a temple in upper Ethiopia.

)t It IK honor of iht victories of Silco, a king of Nubia and Ethiopia; a long inscription, and
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interesting particularly from its reference to the introduction of Christianity into these
regions.

The two inscriptions of Ad u I i s were published as one, by L. Allatiw, Rom. 1631. 4. before the Topngrapliy of Cosmos had

been printed.—They are given in Chiahtill, as cited § ST.—The best text is by Buttmatm ; see the Museum clcr Altertbums-Wis-

tenschafl, vol. ii.—Salt's Travels in Abyssinia.—The inscription of Axu m is published in the Travels of Lord Yakutia.—AUo
in the Class. Joum. vol. i. p. S3. Cf. iii Ul.—Lond. Quart. Rev. ii. 116.— Oe Sacy, sur I'inscription d'Axum, in Malle-Brwi's

Annales des Voyages, vol. xii. p. 330.—The inscription of S i I co is given in B. C. Niebuhr, Inscript. Nubiensis. Rom. 1820. 4.—
Litronne, Exanien de I'inscript. grecque dans le temple de Talniis, &c. par le roi Nubien Silco, in the Mtm. de f/jiJliruf, Classo
d'Hittotre et Lit. Ancienne, vol. ix. p. 128.—Cf. Gau. Aniiq. de la Nubia, cited § 243. 3.

(b) Coins and Medals.

§ 93. An acquaintance with ancient coins affords assistance in the pursuits

of classical literature in several ways. We shall here consider them chiefly

with respect to the inscriptions they bear. In this point of view, the Grecian
coins, which now remain, present some of the most ancient specimens of Greek
written characters, and serve for evidences of the different changes these have
undergone. But coins and medals may also, by the inscriptions, legends, and
impressions on them, cast very considerable light upon language, criticism,

history, geography, chronology, and even natural history.

1. " Such a number of events have been recorded by ancient medals," says
Priestley in his Lectures on History, " and so great has been the care of the moderns
in collecting and preserving them, that they now give great light to history. It is

remarkable that history scarce makes any mention of Balbec, or Palmyra, whose
ruins are so famous ; and we have little knowledge of them but what is supphed by
inscriptions. It is by this means that Mr. Vaillant has disembroiled a history which
was lost to the world before his time. For out of a short collection of medals he has
given us an entire chronicle of the kings of Syria."
See J. F. f^aMant, Seleucidarura Imperium, sive Historia Regum Syriss, ad Fidem Numismatum accommodata. Hagse Com.

1732. fol. Par. 16S1.—The same author attempted the elucidation of Parthian and Egyptian history by the aid of coins and medals

;

/. F. Vaillant, Arsacidarum Imperium, sive Regum Parthorum Historia, &c. Par. 1728. 8.—By sarru, Historia Ptolemasorun:

Egypti Regum. Amst. 1701. fol.—He also wrote upon Roman coins; see § 138.

2. A peculiar source of interest to the fancy in studying medals is furnished by the
various symbols impressed upon them. Some of these symbols represent the ancient
deities ; e. g. the laurel is a symbol of Apollo ; ivy and grope, of Bacchus ; the poppy,
of Proserpine ; cor7i, of Ceres; the olive and also the owl, of Minerva; the dove, of
Venus ; a torch, of Diana. Other symbols represent countries or cities ; as pomegra-
nate flowers, Rhodes; owl, Athens; tortoise, Peloponnesus; wolf's head, Argos

;

bulVs head, Baeotia; crescent, Byzantium. Others represent abstract qualities or
offices; as a caduceus, peace; a cornucopia, abundance; an altar, piety; the lituus,
or twisted wand, augurship ; the apex, or cap with strings, Pontificate.—See the coins
represented in Plate XL,

3. "Medals have likewise been a means of transmitting to us a more perfect knowledge of
many things which we are desirous nf foiming an idea of, than any history, by means of verbal
description, could possibly give us. We find upon them traces of customs and manvers,xhe figures
of ancient buildings, instruments, habits, and a variety of things which show the state of the
or<s and conveniences of life, in the age wherein Itie medals were struck; and many things in
nature which historians have passed unnoticed, as being familiar in tlie times in which they
wrote, or have omitted as not being aware that they would ever engage the curiosity of after
ages.

"It is also very amusing to view upon medals the features of the great men of antiquity;
which, if they were struck in an age in which the arts flourished, as is the case with many of
the Roman, and particularly of the Grecian medals, we can have no doubt but that they are
sufficiently exact. And even if they were struck in an age which did not excel in the arts of
painting, statuary, and carving ; yet, as faces are cfiiefly drawn upon coins in profile, any person
who has taken notice of shadows, may conceive that a very striking likeness may eMsilv be hit
off in that way. However, in general, so extremely exact are the drawinss of most single
objects upon the old medals of the best ases, that even those famous painters Raphael, Le Bruyn,
and Rubens, thought it worth their while thoroughly to study them, and preserve cabinets of
them. And indeed the generality of figures on many of the Grecian medals have a design, an
attitude, a force and a delicacy, in the expression even of the muscles and veins of ir^man
figures, and they are supported by so high a relief, that they infinitely surpass both the Roman
medals and most of the moderns." (.Priestley, as above cited. Lect. vi.)

§ 94. We cannot determine, with certainty, either the precise time when
money was first coined in Greece, nor the country where it was first introduced
Ancient writers differ in their accounts. The point of precedence has bee»

2 G
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asserted by different authors in favur of the Lydians, the ^ginetans, the Thessa-

hans, and the Phoenicians, as being the first, who used coined money.

1 u. Homer makes no mention of coined money ; which renders it probable that

during the age of this poet, or at least in the time of the Trojan war, such money did

not exist, and that exchanges were made by barter, or by the use of pieces of metal,

whose weight and value were determined at each exchange, or by the merchant's
mark. The earhest notice of such a use of metal is in a passage of Genesis (xxiii. 16)

referring to the bargain which Abraham made with king Abimelech, for a portion of
land.

2. The Lydians, says Mifford, "were the first people known to the Greeks to

have exercised retail trades, and the first who struck coins of gold and silver. Coins
are singularly adapted to convey to late ages and distant countries exact information
of the progress of art and taste ; and the exact couis of the Lydian kings, the oldest

known to exist, exhibit remarkable proofs of the elegant taste and excellent work-
manship of their early era."

See H'achlerii Archseologia Dumaria. Lip. 1740 4.

—

Eckhd, Doctrina Num. Vet. Prolej. cap. iii. cited § 99. 1.

—

JahnU Heb.

Antiquities, bv Upham, § llD.—Hecren'i Reflect, p. 193, as cited 5 40.

§ 95. Of the Grecian coins still existincr, some authors regard those of

Phidon, king of Argos, who lived shortly after the time of Homer, as of the

highest antiquity. Strabo (lib. viii.) and the Arundelian Marbles testify that

this king coined money in the island of ^'Egina. But it is doubtful whether the

silver coins stamped with his name, of which there is one in the royal collection

at Berlin, were struck during his reign, or after his death for the purpose of

perpetuating his memory.

1 71. The coins of Amyntas, king of ^Macedonia, who hved about the time of Cyrus,
if genuine, may be considered as among the most ancient which have been preserved.
The characters which we find upon their reverse, B.AMIMTOY.M. (cf. Plate XL. fig. 4.,

may be explained thus, Bao-jAE&j 'A/ii>rf)T; MukcSoviov. A golden Cyrenaic coin of De-
monax, who was sent from Mantinea to settle the affairs of Cyrene, in the time of
Pisistrafus, would seem to be still more ancient, had it not the appearance of being a
medal stamped at a later period as a memorial.

2 u. When the characters upon Grecian coins are found written from right to left,

it is quite probable that they are of high aniiqiuty, particularly when the devices upon
them show a rude state of art. Of this class there are a number of coins of certEun

cities in Magna Graecia, as Sybaris. Caulonia, Posidonia, and some ancient Sicihan

coins from the cities Leontium, Messina, Segesta, and Syracuse. But there are

many coins bearing the names of Theseus, Achilles, Hector, Ulysses, &c., which are

certainly not of a very ancient stamp.
See fV. Jacnb, Histor. Inquiry into ttie Pr..duciion and Consumption of the Precious Metals. Lond. 1S3I. 2 vols. 8. (Vol. i.

p. 145.)—Especially see Midler, Archlologie derKuiist, cited § 32. 4.

3. The following table, from the British Encyclopaedia, presents a chronological
classification of ancient Greek coins.

"1. Those without imprsssion.—2. With one or more hollow indented marits on one side,
and an impression in relief on the other.—Of Chalcedim on the Hellespont, Lesbos, Abdera in

Thrace, Acanthus in Macdon, those said to belong to jE?ium in Arhaia or iEffina, having the
figure of the tortoise. Tliis class continues from about 900 to 700 B. C—3. With an indented
square divided into spguients, havina a small figure in one of them, the rest blank, with a figure
in relief on the obverse.—Of Syracuse and oth^r places adjacent.—Continue from 700 to 600
B. C— 4. Coii\s hollow on the reverse, with figures in relief on the obverse.—Of Caulor»ia. Cro-
tona, Metapontum, <fcc. Sti!)nosed bysouie to be a local coinage of Magna Grsecia : but probably
of equal nntiquity with the fi)rmer.—5. Coins in which a square die is used on one side or both
sides.—Of Athens, Cyrene, Argos. &c.—Of Alexander I. and Archelaus I. of .Macedon. Disused
in the rei^n of the latter, about 420 B. C.—6. Complete coins, both in obverse and reverse, occijr
first in Sicily in the time of Gelo, about 491 B. C—Coins of Alexander the Great and his suc-
cessors. About the lime of this hero the Greek coins began to attain to perfection, and were
struck of uncommon beauty. It is remarkable, that on the coins of this monarch his own image
seldom occurs. After his death many coins bore his portrait. Trebellius Pollio informs us that
some coins, particularly those of Alexander, used to be worn as amttlets ; and many medals are
met with in cabinets br.red seemingly with that intHiuion.— 8. Coins of the successors of Alex-
ander.—Those of the Syrian moTiarclis alnmst equal the coins of .Mexander himsi-lf in beauty.
The Egyptian Ptolemie* are somewhat inferior.—8. The coins of the .\rsacidffi of Parthia done
by Greek workmen.— 10 The Greek imperial coins, being such as have the he.id of an emperor
or empress; such as have not these impressions being classed with the civic coins, thouch
struck under the Roman power. None of the imperial coins occur in gold. Of silver there are
those of Aiitioch, Tyre, Sidon, Tarsus, Berytus, Csesarea. The Greek imperial brass coins ate
very numerous. A series of almost all the emperors may be had from those of Antioch, with a
Latin legend on the obverse and Greek on the reverse."

§ 96. The number of Grecian coins of gold now existing, is not great ; proba-
bly there is not one Attic gold coin whose genuineness can be proved ; but their

variety in size and denomination, together with the testimony of authors, is evi
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dence that many were struck. They bore the general name of ;^pvcf6j fTttffjjyuoj,

g'old stamped. Of silver coins we have a very large number, of different values.
The most ancient of both kinds have the purest metal. Ordinary small coin,
as well as memorial devices, were made of copper; and at Lacedemon and
Byzantium, of iron.

1 u. The largest coin in common use was the Stater; and the smallest, the Lepton.
One of the brazen or copper pieces of middhng size, ia most common circulation, was
the Chakus, of which the Lepton was but the seventh part. Of golden coins the
Chrysus (.xovtovs, supp. ffrar/jo) was ore of those most in use. The MedaUions, or
pieces which were distributed as tokens of gratitude or flattery, at public games or
other solemn festival occasions, were of a large size and usually of finer execution.

2. A great number of ancient coins have been discovered. One reason of their
preservation was the custom which the ancients had of burying one or more coins
with their dead, to pay Charon for their passage over the Styx. (Cf P. II. *5> 34.)

"From Phidon of Argos to Constantine I. are 36 generations ; and from Masna Grjecia to the
Euphrates, from Cyrene to the Euxine Sea, Grecian arts prevailed and the inhabitants amounted
to about 30,000,000. There died, therefore, in that time and region, not less than ten thousand
millions of people, all of whom had coins of one sort or other buried with them. The tombs
were sacred and untouched, and afterwards neglected, until modern curiosity or chance beean
to disclose them. The urn of Flavia Valentina, in Mr. Towiiley's capital collection, contained
seven brass coins of Antoninus Pius and Eleagahaliis. Such are generally black, from being
burnt with the dead. The best and freshest coins were used on these occasions, from respect to
the dead ; and hence their fine conservation. At Syracuse a skeleton was found in a tomb with a
beautiful gold coin in its mouth ; and innuuierable other instances miaht be given, for hardly is :i

funeral urn found without coins. Other incidents also conspire to furnish us with numbers of
ancient coins, though the above recited circumstances be the chief cause of perfect conserva-
tion. In Sicily, the silver coins with the head of Proserjiine were found in such numbers as to
weigh 600 French livres or pounds. In the 16th century, 60,000 Roman coins were found at Mo-
dena, thought to be a military chest, hid after the battle of Bedri.-.cum, when Otho was defeated
by Vitellius. Near Brest, in the year 1760, between -0 and 30,000 Roman coins were found."
Yet the number o{ different coins preserved is not so great. as might perhaps be expected from

the above remarks. The whole number of ancient coins of riifTerent impressions is estitnated by
Pinkerton at 80,000, and by Eckhel at 70,000; and as many of these differ from each other but
very little, a collection of 30,000 might lay claim, it is said, to considerable completeness. The
whole number of Greek and Roman coins has been estimated at about 50.000; including about
3,000 of gold; and 6,000 of silver; with 31,000 of brass or copper.— Cf. $ 135. 2.

§ 97. The inscriptions, particularly upon the more ancient coins, are ordinarily

very brief and simple, containing only the names of the cities or princes that

struck them, and often only their initials. Upon the coins of the later Asiatic

monarchs, the inscriptions are more full. They are placed sometimes around
the border of the piece, sometimes in the center of the reverse; sometimes upon
both sides of a figure, a head, vessel, or the like; sometimes at the bottom,

within a segment, a section line, or what is called the exergue. Inscriptions

filling the whole of the reverse, are very rarely found on Greek coins.

1. What is meant by the e.xergue, as above mentioned, is readily perceived by re-

curring to an example. Thus, in the medal which our PI. XLII. presents, in fig. 6,

the word Britannia is the legend; the segment at the bottom, which includes the
inscription S. C, is the exergue.

2 m. Upon some Grecian coins we find Phoenician characters, or at least, such as

bear much resemblance to them. The character I is put for the letter Z sometimes,
and sometimes for K. Instead of H, we find also the character Z. Upon the most
ancient coins the 2 often has the form /\A, and on those of later times the form C or

C • And C is frequently used for T; the combination C I D foi" ^^1 ^"d the charac-
ter D for O (as in fig. 4. Plate XL); E is put for H (the latter being employed merely
as an aspirate) : O for OY ; S for Z ; X for K. Upon many coins, especially those
of later dates, both under the eastern and western emperors, we find a combination
of Greek and Latin characters. For instance, we sometimes find S instead of the

Greek C ; R, instead ot F ; and F, instead of a>.

§ 98. There are Greek inscriptions not only upon the coins of the states of

Greece which were struck while they were in possession of their liberty, or under

the government of Grecian masters, but also upon the coin of the Greek cities

and provinces after their subjugation by the Romans, and likewise upon the later

coins of Sicily and Magna Graecia. This renders a knowledge of the Greek
language the more indispensable to every amateur in collecting medals and coins.

—The coins of Greek cities under the Roman dominion sometimes have on one

side a Greek inscription and on the other Latin.

'^ 99 u. Of the works upon Numismatics, such, that is, as will serve for an intro-

duction to the science of coins and medals, or contain copies of the coins and the ne
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cessary explanations, we will mention here some of the principal ; including such as

treat of Roman as well as Grecian coins.

1. Amon? the more extensive works are the following .—Ez. Spanhemii, Disserlationes de prsestantia usu Numismalum antiquo-

rum. Lond. et Auisterd. 1717. 2 vols. (nl.—Joh. Eckhel, Doctrina Nunimorum Velerum. Vindob. 1792. ss. 8 vols. 4. Important

additions to this were published in 1S26. 'G. Hertiiann pronounced Eckhel's the ablest work on the subject."—/. C. Boiche,

Lexicon Universae Rei Numarise V'eterum. Lips. 17S5. ss. 10 vols. 8.

2. The following treat the subject less fully :—/. Evelyn, on Medals, Ancient and Modem. Lond. 1697. fol —L. Jobert, La Sci-

ence des ujedailles antiques et modernes, avec des rem hist, et crit (par /. Bimard de la Bastie). Par. 1739. 2 vols. S.—J. C.

Rasche, Kennlniss antiker MJnzen, nach den Grundsltzen des P. Jobert und des Hra. de la BaMie, mil neuen VerbesseruDgen.

NJrnb. 177S-79 3 Th. S.—(Fr. .int. Zaccaria) Istiturione antiquario—numismalica o sia Introduz. alio studio degli antiche

Mediglie. Rom. 1772. 8. (2 Eiiiz. accresciula di una lettera del P. Paciaudi. Venet. 1793. 8 )—ETasm. FrUch, Notitia elemen-

taria numismatum. Cum figg. Viennae, 1758. 4.—Eju»d. Utilitas Rei Numariae Veteris, coinpendio proposita. (s. n. Dtbiel). Vi

ennae, 1733 S.—Ejn^d. Quafuor Tentanjina in Re Numaria Vetere. Vienn. 1737. i.—Pinkerton, Essay on .Medals. Lond. 17S9.

2 vols. (Verj- valuable.) Of. Lond. Quart. Rev. 1. 112.—rirfuoso'J Companion and Coin Collector's Guide. Lond. 1797. 12.—

F. SMichtegroll, Annalen der grtammlen Numismatik. Leipz. and Gotha, 1804. 1806. 2 vols. 4.—By the same, Geschichte dea

Studiums der alten .MOnzkunde. MUnchen, 181 1. 4.—C. L. StiegZifz, Archiologische Unlerhaltungen. Leipz. 1S20. 8. (2d div

treats of Ancient coins) —D. Seslini, Classes generates seu moneta vetus urbium, pop. et regum, ordine geogr. et chronol. descripla.

edit. 2d. Florent. 1821. 4.—.^tiierman, Numismatic M.inuil Lond. 18.32. 12.

3. Of works wiih plates, including Greek coins, the following are among the most important :

—

Huberti Goltzii, de Re Numaria

Antiqua Opera quae extant Universa. Antwerp. 1708. 5 vols. fol.—A'. F. Haym, Tessoro Britanico, overo Museo Numario. Lond.

1719-20. 2 vols 4.

—

A- F. Gorii Museum Florentinum, as cited § 191. vol 4th.

—

lo. lac, Gesneri Numismata Gra?ca regum atque

virorum illust c. conimentario. Tiguri, 1738. fol

—

Ejusd. Numismata Graeca populorum et urbium. Ibid. 1739. fol.—Ejusd.

Numismata Rejum Macedoniae. lb. 1738. {o\.—PMerin, Recueil des medailles des Rois des peuples et des villes, avec les Supply,

mens. Par. 1762-78. 10 vols. 4.

—

Magnan, Miscellanea Numismalica. Roma;, 1774. 4 vols. 4.

—

MilUgen, Recueil de quelques

Medailles Grecques inedites Par. 1812.— T. E. Mioimet, Description de medailles antiques, Grecques el Romains. Pari*, 1S06-13,

6 vols. 8. Supplement, Paris, 1819-22. 2 vols. 8. "containing more than 20,000 impress.ons of medals.' {yentouillac, French

Librarian, p. 310).—C. P, Landon, Nuuiismatiques de Voyage du jeune Anacharsis, ou Medailles des beau tems de la Grece. Par

1818. 2 vols. S.—BaTthdemy, Essai d'une Faleojraphie Numismatiquc. Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xxiv. p. 30. xlvii. p. 140.—Fo,

Other references, see Sulztr's Allg. Theor. article SchaumUnze,

(c) Manuscripts.

§ 100. We must consider the copies of the prose and poetical writings of the

Greeks as among the most valuable monuments of their literature. By means
of these we are made acquainted, not only with their history, but also with
their whole genius and character, and with the most valuable models in every
variety of style. It is to the discovery of these, that we are, in great measure,
indebted for the revival of letters.—Although most of the Greek writings extant
have already been published and circulated by means of the press, yet the differ-

ent manuscripts which are in our possession, and particularly the more ancient,

are of much value and utility to the critic.

§ 101. In point of antiquity, inscriptions and coins claim a superiority over

manuscripts. Of the latter, if we except the Herculanean rolls and a few
Egyptian Papyri (§ 107), there does not now remain a single copy, which was
made during the life of the author, or which was transcribed directly from the

original manuscripts. The most ancient, now existing, are not dated f^irther

back than the sixth century; and but few of these can be referred to so early a
date with unquestionable certainty.

1 M. We must attribute the loss of the earlier manuscripts, partly to the destructi-

bility of their material
;
partly to the political and physical disasters which befel Greece

;

and partly to the ignorance and supersthion of the middle ages, and the consequent
contempt for these monuments of literature. The practice of obliteration also occa-
sioned losses. Manuscripts still exist whose original writing was effaced that they
might receive other compositions; such are those termed codices Palimpsest i ('^84).

Some losses must also be ascribed to the carelessness of the first publishers ; who
printed directly from the manuscripts and thereby spoiled them ; or after committing
a work to the press, viewed 'he manuscript as useless.

2 m. Notwithstanding this destruction, and perhaps through the very ignorance and
neglect of the owners of collections ihen existing, a large number of Greek manuscripts
were preserved, especially in convents, abbeys, and cathedrals. Some of these cer-

tainly belong to the middle ages, in which there were a few men of information and
lovers of ambient literature, while others for the sake of gain employed themselves as
copyists. Many of these manuscripts were written during the dawn of the revival of
letters, in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and in the first half of the fit>eentb

century, for the use of colleges and of the literati. Even for some time after the in-

vention of printing, while the art was yet imperfect and not extensively cultivated, the

practice of copying manuscripts was continued.

See the work of Heeren, cited § 53 ; Tdylor, cited § 53 ; Hillam, cited § 85. 1.

45 2g 2
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§ 10-2. To become well acquainted with manuscripts, and to fix their precise

dates, is very difficult. Upon this point we cannot lay down rules, which shall

be applicable in every case, and perfectly decisive. There are only some gene-

ral external marks, by which the age of the manuscript is to be determined with

any considerable degree of probability. We must form our decision by the

characters used in writing, by their size, their spaces, the direction of the letters,

the abbreviations and contractions, and by the whole exterior of the manuscript.

§ 103. In a question respecting the author of a work, or the age in which he

lived, more reliance can be placed on the internal evidence, which is presented

by the subject, the style, and the historical statements and allusions. Some-

times we find the name of the author, and the date of the copy, at the close of

the manuscript; but usually only the name of the transcriber. Often we may
be satisfied from internal evidence, that a work was not composed by the reputed

author, while we are still unable to point out the real author, or the writer of

the manuscript.

§ 104. We shall here limit ourselves to a mention of some of these external

signs, for the sake of example. The most ancient Greek manuscripts, as well

as inscriptions, are written in capital letters {literse unciales), without any space

between the words, and without signs of punctuation. Accents and aspirates

were not introduced till the 7th century; the capital letters in the 8th and 9th

were a little longer and had more inclination and slope. At this period, they

began to make contractions, and a smaller style of writing commenced. Afte'r

the l-2th century, new characters and abreviations were introduced, and greater

variety appeared in the forms of the letters.

1 u. The best manner of becoming acquainted with these characteristics, is by the

study of the manuscripts themselves. They may be learned also by means of the

patterns, which Montfaucon has given in his Greek Palaeography. These marks, how-

ever, it must be remembered, are not an invariable and infallible criterion of the age

of a manuscript. Often, in later times, transcribers strictly imitated the ancient copies,

and preserved all their peculiarities unchanged.

2. Although the signs of punctuatior. are said to have heen devised by Aristophanes (cf. $52),

they were rmt used generally in writing, until a much later period. Bernhardy remarks thai
" interpiinciion is not found in the manuscripts much earlier than the 8th century."—Specimens
of the manner of writing above described, in uncials, without punctuation, are given in our Plate

XXXVIII. f]g. i. and iii.—The two lines of fig. ii. in the same Plate, are designed to show some
of the abbreviations or contractions used in writing. The letters in the upper line (the Plate

being turned upon its side to the right), are employed as abbreviations for the words under them
in the lower line; KC, i.e. ks, for karios ; IC, i. e. is, for iesous ; XC, i.e. chs, f<ir chrisios

;

1X6IJ, i- e. Hem, for ierousalem. Letters used as abbreviations (cf. $49), comnmnly, but not

always, had a horizontal line drawn over them; as is seen in the specimen in fig. iii., where

OiC, in the first line, stands for o iesous ; but FIM, in the second line, is also an abbreviation,

standins for pneumati. Contractions with the mark over them were formerly used in printing.

Bernhardy, Grundl. zur Encyclnpaedie der Philologie. (p. 126.) Halle. 1S32.—£. Mcntjavcon, Palaeographia Graeca. Par.

1708. {o\.~PJeiffcr, Uber BJclier-Handschriften (§ 53.)—Jfanner-f* Miscellanea, meist diplomatisch. Inbalts NUrnb. 1796. 8.—

GrsEca D. Mjrci Bibliottieca codicum manuscriptorum, ic. ("auctoribus A. M. Zanetto et A. Bonsiovanniu'^ Venet. 1740. fol.—

On Greek orthography, Class. Journal, xi. 7. 81.

3. Manuscripts were not unfrequently decorated with paintings or illuminations.

A specimen is given in PI. XLI., which exhibits the goddess Night as beautifully

painted in a MS. of the 10th century, belonging to the Royal library at Paris.

See Montfaucon, Palaeographia, as above cited, lib. i. cap. i.—.See also Monlfaucr/n, Antiq. Expl. as cited P. II. § 12. 2. (d)

;

vol i. of Suppl. p. 25, ss. ; where he exhibits the personifications of the twelve Months, as painted in a MS. belonging to (he Im-

perial library at Vienna.—Cf. § 142. 2.

§ 105. A very profitable use may be made of an extensive knowledge and dili-

gent study of ancient manuscripts. They are of service to the critic in deter-

mining, correcting, and confirming the readings of printed books; and there is

often something to be gleaned even from the copies already examined by others.

By comparing manuscripts we may be prepared to fill up blanks, to discover

false insertions, and to rectify transpositions. And such an examination may
give rise to many critical, philosophical, and literary observations. W'ritings

may be found also, in searching over the libraries of convents, which have

never been published, and which may have hitherto escaped the eye of the

learned. But in order to profit by the advantages presented by this study, one

must have much previous knowledge of language, criticism, bibliography, and

iterary history.

§ 106. It is to the assiduous application of many votaries of classical literature.
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after the revival of letters, in the discovery, examination, and comparison of

ancient manuscripts, that we are indebted for the best editions of the Greek and
Roman authors. Although their attention was confined chiefly to the criticism

of the text and the settlement of readings, it was laying the foundation for all

useful criticism upon the matter and contents, which must depend for its basis

and certainty on such previous 'researches. The editions thus prepared, in con-

nection with the prefaces and commentaries accompanying them, will serve,

much better than any rules which can be given, as guides in similar efforts, and
as suggesting the best methods of treating this whole subject.

§ 107 /. The following may be mentioned as among the oldest Greek manu-
scripts that are known; the Codex Alexandrinus ; the Codex Vaticanus ; the

Codex Cottonianus ; the Codex Colbertimis ,• and two manuscripts nf Bioscorides,

preserved in the imperial library at Vienna. All these manuscripts are in the

uncial letter, without accents or marks of aspiration.—To these must be added
the Herculanenn Rolls, and the Egyptian Papyri.

1. The Codex Alexandrinus consists of four folio volumes, containing the Septuagint
version of the Old Testament, with the Apocryphal books, the New Testament, and
some additional pieces. It is preserved in the British Museum, at London. " It was sent

as a present to King Charles I. from Cyrillus Lucaris, a native of Crete, and patriarch of

Constantinople, by Sir Thomas Rowe, ambassador from England to the Grand Seignior

in the year 1628. Cyrillus brought it with him from Alexandria where it was probably
written." It is referred by some to the fourth century, but by most is considered as

belonging to the sixth. It is written without accents or breathings, or spaces between
the words, and with few abbreviations.

An exact fac-simile of the part containing the New Testament was pubHshed by Dr. Woide,
librarian of ilie Mii?eum, in 1786. In 1812 a fac-simile of the part containing the Psalms was
published by Rev. H. H. Bnber; who was subsequently authorized to publish the rest of the
Old Testament at the expense of the British Parliament.

The Codex Valicanus contains the Old Testament in the Septuagint version, and a
part of the New. It is lodged in the Vatican library at Rome. It is written on parch-

ment or vellum, in three columns on each page, with the letters all ot the same size

except at the beginning of a book, without any division of words, with but few alibrevi-

ations. Some critics have maintained that it was written as early as the fourth century
;

but others refer it to the sixth or seventh.

The Codex Coltonianus was brought from Philippi by two Greek bishops, who pre-

sented it to Henry VIII. It was placed in the Cottonian library, and a great p;irt of it

was consumed by fire in 1731. The fragments are deposited in the British Museum,
and are in a very decayed state. Ii is considered as the most ancient manuscript of any
part of the Old Testament now extant, being generally ascribed to the fourth century, or

the very beginning of the fifth. It was decorated with numerous paintings or illumi-

nations.

The Codex Colbertinus contains a part of the Septuagint. It once belonged to the

collection called the Colbert MSS., but is now lodged in the Royal library at Paris. It

is thought to be a part of the same manuscript with that now in the library of the

Academy at Leyden, termed Codex Sarravianus. They are referred to the fifth or

sixth century.

On the whole subject of the Manuscripts of (he sacred Scriptures in Greek, see /. G. Eichhom. as cited P. V. § 278.-7' ff. Heme,

Introduc. to the Crit. Study of the Holy Scriptures. Phil. IKS. 4 vols. 8. (vol. ii. pt. i. ch. ii. §2.)—Also JV. Carpenter, Gu'.de to

the Read in; of the Bible (ch. ii. as given by Dr. IV. Jenks and J. W. Je^^ks, in the SuppUinent to the Comprehensive Commentary).

—On the age of the Alexandrine MS cf. Semler, De .Etate Cod. Alex. Halle, 1760. 4.—On that of the Vatican MS. cf. Hug. De

Antiq. Cod. Vat. Frib. 1810. 4.—PI. XXXVHI. of our illustrations presents, in %. i. a fac-simile of part of the 1st verse of the first

Psalm, as written in the Codex .^lexandrinw.—In fi;. iii. we have a fac-simile of Matt. xxii. 43, as written in a Codex Rescriptm,

B.nie time since discovered in the library of Trinity College, Dublin.

2. The mavuacript of Dioscorides, in the library at Vienna, is a very curious monument.
It was purchased at Constantinople for Maximilian II. by Busbequius, who vv'ont,

about 1.550, an ambassador to Turkey. It is said to have been written by Julianna
Anicia, the daughter of Flavins Anicius Olybrius, who occupied the Imperial throne
of the vi-est A. D. 472. It is ornamented with miniatures representing plants, birds

and .serpents, and the portraits of celebrated physicians of antiquity. The other manu-
script, once in the library of the Augustines at Naples, is now in that of Vienna, and
is considered as of about the same antiquity as the former.
The Vier^nf. m-iouscript is described by LatnbecUn, Commentarium de au^ustissima bibliotheca Caesarea-Vindobonensi, libri viii.

Vindob. 1665-1679. 8 vols, fol.—See Sch:Ws Hist. Litt. Grecque, livre v. ch. lixi.

3. The Herculanean Rolls, i. e. the papyri found in excavating Herculaneiim. are

more remirkabls for their antiquity than for their real value, so far as at present known,
although they amounted to 1600 or 1700 in number. Most of them were too much in-

jured to be unrolled and deciphered, many of them crumbling to dust under the hand
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of the operator. Very great interest and the most sanguine expectations were awakened
in the hterary world on their first discovery. But the first-fruits of the indefatigable

toil in unrolling and deciphering were very far from meeting these high hopes ; the

treatise of Philodemus on music being of little value. Piaggi and IVIerU, Mazocchi,
Sickler, and Sir Humphry Davy, successively applied their labors and experiments
whh but poor success.

See Cramer's Nachrichten zur Geschichte der herkulanischen Entdeckungen. Halle, 1T73. 8.—Barters Briefe Qber Ealabrien nnd

Sicilien.—ff£Ta(;a!ie?ijit(7n Voluminum quae supersunt. Neap. vol. i. 1793. vol. ii. 1809. lo\.—Auscniian Magazine, No. i.—

Quart. Rev. vol. \\\.—Encycl. Britann Supplement, under He>culaneum.—.9rchsologia (as cited § 243 3.) vol. xv. p. 114, on

method of unrolling, &c.—Sir H. Davy, Observations on Papyri found at Herculaneum, in Philosoph. Traiitactimis of the Roy. Soc.

for 1821, p. 191 ; with plates.—Port Folio, New Series, vol. ii. p. 521, on Apparatus for unrolling tbe Hercul. Papyri.

4. Several papyri, with Greek wrhingon them, have been found in Egypt, which are

said to be of more ancient date than any other known manuscripts in Greek. They
exhibit the earUest use of the cursive Greek letter.

Three of these are dated before Christ. The earliest was brought to Europe by M. Casati in

1822, and belongs to the Royal library of France. It is sixteen and a half feet long and eight
inches deep, and contains 505 lines. Its date corresponds with the year B. C. 113. It is merely
a contract or deed of the sale of a portion of land near Ptoleniais.—The next in point of antiquity

contains a similar contract, with a date corresponding to B. C. 104. It was found in a tomb,
and has exercised, in its deciphering, the care of Aug. Bockh, Phil. Butimann, and Imin. Bek-
ker.—That, which is ranked next in age, treats of the payment of certain funeral charges, and
is remarkable for containing besides the Greek, an Egyptian writing, in the same character as
appears in the Rosetta Inscription, called enchorial (tyxojpia). Its date is judged to be 82 B. C.^
Two other papyri are described as written in the second century after Christ, and all the rest

that are known as written in the fifth, or later.

See SchCll, Histoire de la Lift. Grec livre v. cli. 50.—Mus. B'chh, Erklirung eincragypt. Urkunde in Griech. Cursiv Schrift.

&c. Berlin, ISl. 4.

—

Joum. des Savans, 1S2I, p. 537. 1822, p. 555.

—

Nic. Schow, Charta papyracea grsece scripta Musei Borgiani

Veletris. Rom. 1788. 4.—On the Pap. explained by Bockh, see A'. Am. Rev. Vol. LI. p. 308.

5. A number of papj/r? have also been found contaming only Egyptian characters,

either enchorial or hieroglyphic, which are considered to be much more ancient than

those just mentioned.

"The most remarkable of them all, and very certainly the most ancient manuscript known
at this day, contains an act of the fifth year of the reign of Thouthmosis III., the fifth king of

the eighteenth dynasty. Now Thouthmosis governed Egypt about the time when Joseph
was carried there as a slave: and consequently two centuries at least before the time when
Moses wrote. Is it so very astonishing, that the autograph of the Legislator of the Hebrews,
which was an object of veneration to all the people, and was so long and carefully preserved

in the ark, could have existed until the reign of Josiah, i. e. about nine centuries after Moses;
when the hypogeums of Thebes present us with papyri containing certain transactions which
were between private individuals merely, and which extend back 3500 years, and even more."
^See Greppo, as cited $ 16. 1.

One of these papyri, discovered by Champollion, is said to have been sixty feet in length.—Some specimens of the papyri, in Egyp

tian character, arc given, by fac-siniile, in the Atlas illustrating the Travels of Denon in Egypt. The same work notices a manu

script on cloih, the envelope or wrapper of a mummy, consisting of nineteen pages, separated and bordered by as many vignettes.

Parts of the writing in these manuscripts are done in red ink. The pictures are in different colors.

6. Mr. ra?/ior (in his work cited $58) remarks, "The most ancient manuscripts extant are

some copies of the Pentateuch on rolls of leather;" but in this remark he could not have had
reference to the Egyptian remains above mentioned. No extant Hebrew manuscripts are of so

ancient a date ; although some, which are doubtless of a high antiquity, have been preserved

in the Jewish synagogues. Dr. Bvchavan procured from the black Jews in Malabar an old copy

of the Law, which he discovered in the record-chest of one of their synagogues, in 1806. It

consists of thirty-four leather skins, sewed together, measuring nearly .50 feet, by about 2 broad ;

the skins are some of them brown, and others red; some of them much impaired by time, and
strengthened by patches of parchment on the back. It now belongs to the University of Cam-
bridge, England.

See Buchanans Researches.—Home, as cited above, Ft. i. eh. ii. § \.—Amer. Quart. Register, vol. ix. p. 59.

7. The Nestorians at the village of Koosy, in Persia, have a neat, well preserved copy of the

New Testament, in Syriac, upon parchment, in small characters; written, according to the date

inserted bv the writer, about A. D. 320. It is greatly reverenced both by the people and the

priests. Smith and Dicight, cited $ 36. 1. vol. ii. p. 257.—Cf. $ 57.

% 108. It may be proper here to mention the libraries, which contain the finest col-

lections of Greek manuscripts.—In Italy. The king's hbrary and the library of the

Augustine convent, at Naples. The Royal hbrary at Turin. The Vatican hbrary and

some private libraries at Rome. Cathedral library at Bologna. Library of St. Mark and

several private collections at Venice. That of the Medici, aX Florence, contains one of

the most extensive collections of this kind. The Ambrosian library at Milan. In

Spain. The library of the Escurial.—In France. The Royal or Nation?l library

at Paris, which contains the MSS. once belonging to several other hbraries-—In Eng-
land. The libraries at Cambridge. The Bodleian library at Oxford. The British Mu-
seum at London—In Germany. The Imperial library at Vienna. That of the king

of Bavaria at Munich. The library of the council or senate at Leipsic. The hbraries

of the dukes of TFe/warand Wolfenhuttel. The Royal hbrary of Z?er/m. That of the

king of Sa.xony at Dresden.—In D e n m ar k. The Royal hbrary at Cape?ihagen.-^ln
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Holland. The University library at Leyden.—In Russia. Library of the Synod at
Moscow.

I. DetiiU on the subject of Greek MSS. may be found by consulting the following worfes :—Bern. Montjaucon, Recensio Bibli>

thecar. Uraecarum. in quibus mmuscripti codices halentur
; in his Falseographia GrKca (§ 104).— £;ujd. Bibliotheca Bibliothecarunj

Dianuscriptoruni Nova. Par. 1739. 2 vols. fol. "The most complete general work; deserving a new improved edition." S.

F- Eckard, Uel)ersicht der Oertcr, wo die bekanntesfen griech. Schriftsteller gelebt haben ; undGrundlage zur Geschichte der Biblio.

theken, wodurch jene in Handschriften sind erhalien worden. Giessen, 1776. 8.— For seme remarks on the Libraries of Greece,

whence MSS. have been obtained, see Travels by E. D. Clarke. N. York, 1S15, vol. iv. Append. No. 6, where is also a catalogue

of the M>S. in the Library of Fatmos.— Cf. Clou. Jaum. vol. vii., in which, and the following volumes, is a notice of the manu-

scrip's in the various libiaries in England.

i. The Royal library at Paris contains 70,000 MSS. of various kinds; the Vatican at Rome, 30,000; the Ambrosian at Milan,

l.S,O0O. lu tlie c\5e of most of the libraries mentioned above, there are catalogues of the MSS. preserved in them. The most

valuable of these catalogues are such as give not only the simple name and title, but also critical and historical notices of the manu-

scripts, their authors, age. rarity, price, &c See e. g. Catalogus BMiothecx Munavianx. Lips. 1760-56 7 vole. i.—Batulini'i

Catalogue of MsS. in the Library of the Grand Duke at Florence, 176-1-93. 1 1 vols, fol.—Notices des Manwcrita de la BiUiot/teqite

du Roi. Par. 1787..IS18. 10 rols. 4.—'• The Cataloguee of the MSS. in the British Museum, hilherlo (IS35) printed, fill live folios

and four quartos." Six folios (viz. Catalogue ot the MSS. in the Cottonian Library in the Brit. Museum, Lond. 1802. fol.; Catalogue

of the Harleian MSS. in the Brit. Mus. Lond. 1808—12. 4 vols. fol. ; Catalogue of the Lansdowne MSS. in the Brit. Mus. Lond.

1819. fol.) are included in the Collection of Documents by the " Record Commission" of Great Britain j of the MSS. registered ia

ttese folios, only a very small part are classical.

I
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ARCHEOLOGY OF ROMAN LITERATURE,

I.

—

Of the Sources of Roman Culture.

§ 109. We have no authentic history of the first inhabitants of Italy. The
later Romans themselves knew but little in recrard to this subject, as there did
not remain any monuments of the early ages; those which had been preserved
at Rome having been destroyed at the capture and burning of that city by the
Gauls, B. C. 390. This uncertainty has given rise to many fables. The Ro-
mans commonly traced their own descent from the Trojans, a colony of whom
under iEneas amalgamated with the aborigines or most ancient inhabitants of
Italy.

1. Different accounts are given of the origin of the name Italy, Italia. Some derive
it from Italus", said to be a chief who came from Arcadia, or (Enotria, and established
a colony and kingdom ; considered by many, however, to be a fabulous personage.
Others derive it from the term (VaAdj, a calf, apphed to the country from the herds°of
young cattle* found in it by the Greeks. The name seems to have been first applied
to the southern extremhy of the peninsulas to the province called Calabria ulterior,
and afterwards extended so as to include the whole land as far as the Alps.

1 yirg. S.n. vii. 178.—rAuc. vi. 2.-6 Varr. de Re rust. ii. b.—Gdl. Noct. Att. ici. 1.—Oioji. Hal. i. 35.—" Arist. Pol. vii. 10

Cf. SchCn, Histoire de la Litterature Romame. Par. 1S15. 4 vols. 8. Vol. i. Intro, p. 4.

2. The question whence Italy received its population has been much aghated. Two
theories or systems have been strenuously defended, called the oriental a°id the north-
ern. The former system maintains that the early inhabitants of Italy came from the
east ; from Greece, Asia Minor, Phoenicia, or Egypt, according to the different advo-
cates of the theory. The other system admhs an eastern origin of all the inhabitants
of Europe, but maintains that Italy received its population directly from the north-
ern or Celtic tribes. The oriental theory** is most generally adopted.—"At the
period when light is first thrown by authentic documents on the condition of Italy, we
find it occupied by various tribes, which had reached different degrees of civilization,

spoke different dialects, and disputed with each other the property of the lands whence
they drew their subsistence." These various tribes may be included under the five
following classes, ranged in the order of their supposed antiquity ; viz. the Illyrii, in-
cluding the Liburni, Siculi, and Veneti ; the Iberi, including the people called Sicani

;

the Celt<B, to which belonged those named Umbri by the Romans; the Felasgib;
and the Hetrusci, Etrusci, or Tyrrheni.

o See /. Du7ilop, History of Roman Literature, (vol. i. p. 21, of ed. Phil. 1827.)—ScA"ZJ, p. 8, as abore cited.—These authors

give references to the principal works in defence of each theor)-.—6 Dionys. Sal. i. II.—Sch::U, as above, p. 13.—Cf. § 33.

3. The Etruscans were the most celebrated of all theise nations, having attained to a height
of prosperity and glory before the existence of Rome. The history, institutions, and antiquities
of this people have been the theme of much interesting discussion.

See C. 0. Midler, Die Etrusker. Brest. l^S. 2 vols. ^.—Anthon's Lemp. Class. Diet, under Hetruria.—Edinb. Rev. vol. 1.

p. 372.—Dun/op, Hist. Rom. Lit. vol. i. p. 26.—Cf. § 172, 173.—On the Etruscans, Latins, Sabines, &c. see also Schloiser, vol. ii. as

cited P. V. § 7. 7. (,d).—G. Micali, as cited § 231. 3.

4. The early history of Rome is involved perhaps inextricably in fabulous traditions.

There has been an earnest hterary controversy respecting the authenticity of the com-
monly received accounts.

For the common account of the origin of Rome, see Livy, lib. \.—Di(m. Eal. Ant. Rom. lib. i.—Plut. Romulus.-For arguments

against the credibility of it, see Pouilly, De Beaufort, and others, as ciied P. V. § 510.

§ 110. From this it is easy to perceive, that the origin and introduction of
the Latin characters is a subject of much uncertainty. Some authors attribute

the invention or introduction of these letters to the Greeks, some to the Pelas-
gians, Sonne to the Phoenicians, and others to the Etruscans. It is most com-
monly ascribed to Evnnder, who, antecedently to the Trojan war, conducted into

Latium a Pelasgic colony from Arcadia. The affinity and resemblance of the

most ancient Greek characters to the Latin is unquestionable. It was probably

359
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by means of the colonists settlinor in that country from various foreign parts,

that civilization and the art of writing were introduced into Italy and a common
alphabet at length formed. The Pelasgi coming from Arcadia, and, under the

name of Tyrrheni, from Asia Minor, seem to have been the first colonists. Soon

after them,'there arrived other Greek colonists, who established themselves in

the lower part of Italy, and brought with them their religion, language, and al-

phabet. If we may credit Quiniilian (lib i.^, there existed at first but a smaller

number of letters, and they differed in their form and signification from those

afterwards used.
See Nammacheri, Comment, de Lit. Rom. Bruns. 1758. 8.—Comp. Dion. Hal. i. 36.—£tt). i. 7.

—

Tac Ann. xi. M.—Plin.

Hist. Nat. vii. 56, 68.—On the resemblance of the Greek and Roman letters, see also Spelman'i Uissertatioo, in his Trans, of Dion.

Bal. vol. ii. p. 297, as cited P. V. \ 247.

§ lUw. The Greeks, who established themselves in the southern part of Italy,

always maintained iheir relations and an extensive commerce with the other Greeks, and

even preserved their language. From them the country which they inhabited was called

Magna GrcBcia. It was separated irom Sicily, where Greek colonies were also settled,

only by a small strait. From this circumstance arises the resemblance found between

them and the inhabitants of this island in their language, sciences, manners, and

government. These countries having enjoyed the advantages of a long peace, suffered

nothing from the Romans until a late period, and their intercourse with the Greeks

alwavs existing, the arts and sciences among them rose to a very flourishing state. It

is sufficient in this place merely to allude to the school of Pythagoras, which took the

name of Italian, and to that founded by Xenophanes, somewhat later, and called the

Eleatic. In Magna Graecia and Sicily resided many great men, renowned even at the

present day, by the brilliancy of their talents and by their writings ; as, for instance,

Archimedes, D'iodorus; the poets Theocritus, Moschus, and Bion; the orators Lysias,

Gorgias, and others.

See Ja^tmanri's Geschichte der KQnste und Wissenschaften in Itallen.—iJunZop, Hist. Rom. Lit. vol. i. p. 49, as cited § 109. 2.

Saince-Croix, Legislation de la Grande Grece.—Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xlii. p. 2S6, and xlv. p. 284.

§ 112. But the circumstances of the Romans must principally occupy our

attention here. That first and long period, which comprises all the time in-

cluded between the foundation of Rome and the close of the first Punic war, a

period of about 500 years, was very sterile with respect to intellectual culture;

at least it was far from being so fertile as might have been expected in a republic,

which advanced so rapidly to a flourishing condition, and was surrounded by

neighbors civilized and instructed in literature and the arts. But the spirit of

aggrandizement, which controlled and guided all the intellectual and political

exertions of the Romans, was in no small degree itself the cause. This involved

them in continual war, and compelled them to neglect literature and science,

which are the offspring of peace and leisure. Their whole constitution, and

consequently their very education, tended only to this end. Hence the opposi-

tion which the elder Cato made to the reception of the Greek philosophers at

Rome. Hence also the prejudice which caused the Romans to regard all arts

and sciences, with the exception of agriculture and war, as dishonorable and

fit only for slaves.

^ 113 u. Even in this period, however, there appear a few traces of a dawning culti-

vation. We may specify as particulars, the care which, in the time of Tarquin the

Proud, the civilian Papirius employed in preparing a collection of the laws; the em-
bassy sent to Athens, about 454 B.C., to examine the institutions of Greece, which resulted

in the establishment of the laws of the twelve Tables ; the preservation of the national

history in the pontifical books called Annales, or Commentarii, parts of which were
written in verse, and were sung upon public days; and finally the introduction, about

B. G. 363, of the Etrurian plays, called ludi sceiiici, in which originated the Roman
drama. These plays at first consisted of nothing but dancing and pantomime accom-
panying the music of the flute.

After the Romans had extended their conquests over Italy, they began to bestow
more attention upon the arts and sciences. There were in Italy at this time two na-

tions particularly, by whom the arts had been especially cultivated ; the inhabitants of

Eiruria and oilSIagna Grcecia. (Cf. ^ 109. 3, and § 111.) Both these nations were sub-

jected to the Romans more than 250 years before Christ ; the former about B. C. 283

;

the latter, B. C. 266. The Romans were thereby brought into greater intercourse

with them. The influence of this intercourse upon the culture of the Romans was
favorable, but was not very great until the close of the first Punic war, B.^ C. 241.

§ 1 14. The origin of the Latin language cannot be traced to any one primitive

longue, because Italy in the early periods was occupied by so many people, and
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it is SO uncertain 'vvhich of them were the most ancient. Among the earliest

occupants were no doubt the Celtee, or the Pelasgi, who came from Thracia and
Arcadia, and seem to have been of the same race as the aborigines. Grecian
colonists subsequently planted themselves in the middle and lower part of

Italy; where also, as well as in Sicily, Phoenicians and Carthaginians after-

wards settled ; as likewise did the Gauls in the northern nart of the country.

The first foundation of the Roman tongue was probably the dialect which has
been termed Ausonian or Oscan (^Lingua Osca). Romulus was perhaps educated

among the Greeks, and seems on this account to have introduced into his city

the Greci-an language, while the native tongue, not having fixed rules and analo-

gies of its own, must have been liable to arbitrary changes, and would borrow
many peculiarities from other dialects. We find in the derivation of many Latin
words, and in the general structure of the language, frequent traces of the Greek,
especially the tEoHc dialect. The resemblance between the Greek and Latin

alphabets has already been mentioned (§ 110).

1 u. Properly speaking, the Latin and the Roman languages are not the same. The
former was spoken in Latium, between the I'iber and the Liris, until the abolition of
the regal government in Rome ; and was introduced at Rome after that period. The
laws of the twelve Tables were in this dialect.

2. "The population of Ital}' beinu composed of various people, there were of course various
languages and idioms in the country, as the Ombrian, Etruscan, Sicanian, Latin, and others.
The Latin was the primitive language of the people of Latium, and gradually took the jtlace

of all the rest. The ancient inhabitants of Latium constituted a part of the Aborigines, but this
term indicates scarcely more than that their real origin was unknown. They are sometimes
also called Aiisonians. According to Dionysius Halicarnasseus, they were Arcadians. But it

is more prnbalile they were Illyrians, or Celtre, or rather a mixture of these two races with
the Pelasgic colonists. In fact, we may see in the Latin language two fundamental idioms, the
Celtic, and the Greek of the -Colic and Doric dialects, which nearly resembled the ancient Pe-
asgic. Every thing in the Latin which is not Greek is from the Celtce, and especially the
Ombri. Dionysius therefore had reason for his remark, that the ancient idiom of Rome was
neither entirely Greek nor entirely barbarian. As Latium contained anciently several inde-
pendent tribes, there were several dialects, among them those of the Osci, the Volsci, the Latini,
and the Samnites. All these dialects gradually disappeared, and were sunk in the Roman lan-
guage, as the Romans became masters of Italy. The use of it was regarded as an acknowledg-
ment of their supremacy, and when the allies made an attempt to throw off the Roman yoke,
they resumed their primitive languages on the money they stamped The Julian law, passed
shortly after, B. C. about 90, bestowing upon these states the rights of Roman citizenship, struck
a mortal blow at all these idioms, as it forever banished them from public transactions. The
Etruscan alone survived for any considerable time, being favored on account of the respect
affected by the Roman government towards the rites of the Tuscans."

See Sdi'lt, Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. i. p. 37, as cited ^ i09. 1.—On the origin of the Latin laneua^e, see also Dunlop, Hist Rom. Lit.

vol. i. p. 42, as ciled 5 109. I.—Niebiihr, Hist, of Ronje, vol. \.— Class. Juuni. iii. 217 ; vi. 375 ; ix. 219 ; xviii 3od—Funccius,
Deorigine Lat. Ling. Traclatus, Giesss, 1720; De Pueritia L. L. Tractalus. Marb. 1720; De Adolescentia L. L. Trad. Marb. 1720.

Tliese are separate portions of a History of Latin Literature, by T. N. Funk, of Rinlein, published at .Marburg, between 1720 and

1750, in 8 vo^s' 4. For the other portions, see P. V. § 299. 8.—We refer also to /. C. F. Bdhr, Geschichte der Rom. Literatur.

Carlsr. 1832. 8. p. 1.—7aM,GermanischerUrsprung der Lat. Sprache, &c. Bresl. 1S30.— Cf. For Quart. Rev. No. sx —Pauli/io di

S. Bartolomeo, De Lat. Serm. origine, &c. Rom. 1802.—Compare the remarks on (he families of languages, in § 36, and rtferencts

there given

—

Sears, Hist of Lat. Lang, in Classical Studies, cited P. V. § 6. 4.

3m. During the period preceding the close of the first Punic war, the Roman lan-

gtiage was in no settled state. It was necessarily exposed to be a mixture of various
idioms, from the diversity of foreigners who composed the early population of Rome.
Traces of the old forms of the language are found in fragments of the earliest poets,

and also in the comedies of Plautus. It was not until the close of the period of which
we have spoken, that any attention was paid to the regular settling of the principles

and forms of the language, and not until a still later time that any approved author
labored upon the cultivation of style. During all this time, therefore, the language
continued in a changing state.

4. There are still extant some monuments of the language during the period pre-
ceding the first Punic war. To these it will be proper briefly to advert.

The earliest specimen is supposed to be as ancient as the time of Romulus, the Hymn chanted
iy the Fratrts Arvales. It is given by Dunlop, with an English version, as follows :

Enos Lases juvate Ye Lares, aid us! Mars, thou God of Mieht I

Neve luerve Marmar sinis incurrer in From Murrain shield the flocks, the flowers from
pleoris. blight.

Satiir fufere Mars: limen sali sta berber: For thee, O Mars! a feast shall be prepared;
Semones allernei advocapit cunctos, Salt, and a wether froAi the herd :

Eiios Marmor juvate; Invite, by turn, each Demigod of Spring;
Triumpe, Iriumpe Great Mars, assist us! Triumph! Triumph sing!

The hymn is explained somewhat differently by different interpreters.—See Dunlop, Hist. Rom. Lit. vol. i. p. i\.—Sch:U, Hist.

Rnm. Litt. vol. i. p. i\.—Bdhr, as above ciled, p. 61.—Eustace, Class. Tour id Italy, vol. iii. p. 416.—Comp. Hermann, £lem
Doct. Metric, lib. iii. c. iz. 6, where be gives an interpretation in the Uter Latin.

—

Edinb. Rev. No. 80. p. 395.

46 2 H
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The next specimeiK belong to the time of Numa, and consist in the remains of the Carmen
Saliare, and of the Laws of J\riima. Of the former, vvliich was the hymn sune by the Salic priests
appointed under Numa to guard the Sacred Shields, there remain only a Yew words, cited by
Varro (De Ling. Lat. lib. vi. 1, 3.) Of the latter, some fragments are preserved by Festus. The
following is an example ; Sei cuips hemnnem loebesom doln sciens mortei diiit pariceidad estod sei in
imprudens se duln malnd oceisit pro capited oceisei et vateis eiius evdo covcinued arietsm subicitod:
Which is interpreted, in the later language, as follows; Sj quis hinninem liberum dole sevens morti
dcderit, parririda estu ; Si eum imprudens, sine dolo walu, occiderit, pro capite occisi et natis ejus in
cniiciunem arietem subjicito. -Festus has preserved also a law ascribed to Servius TuUius, fifth

king of Rome.
After the fragments of the Reiral Laws, we have no montimeiit of the language until we come

to the Laws of the Tirclve Tables, B. C. 450. It may be doubted whether the genuine original
reading has been preserved invariably in the fragments which are now extant.

For specimens, see Sch.ll, Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. i. p. io.—Cf. P. V. § 561.

Additional monuments of the language in the period now spoken of are the Duillian, Sdpian,
and Eugubian Inscriptions, which will be mentioned on a subsequent page. (Cf. $ 133.)

5. It may be worthy of observation that, in the time of Cicero, there seem to have
been mari<.ed differences in the Roman language according as it was spoken in the city,

or in the country, or in the conquered provinces ; the language of the city being de-
signated as the sermo urhunus; that of the country, the senno rusticaiius i and that of
the provinces, tlie sermo peregrinus.— Cic. De Urat. iii. 10—14

II.

—

Of the Roman Alphabet^ Method of Writing, and Books.

§ 115. Ancient Grammarians do not altogether agree concerning the nature

and number of the original Latin or Roman letters. Marias Victorinus men-
tions the following; A, B, C, D, E, I, K, L, M, N, 0, P, Q, R, S, T; 16 in

number. Of these, Q is not found in the Greek alphabet, but corresponds to

the Greek xoTirta (§ 46); C was sometimes equivalent to it. V, used both as a

consonant and as a vowel, was subsequently added ; originally I or was used

instead of V as a vowel ; and instead of B as a consonant the tEoUc Digamma
F was employed. It was in this way that F obtained its place as a letter.

H, G, X, Y, Z, were also added at a later period.

Conip. Dionys. Hal. Ant. Rom. i 36. Plin. N. H. vii. 56, 57.—roc Ann. xi. 14.—On the subject of tlie Roman alphabet, se«

also Port Royal Latin Grammar, bk. ix —On its origin, Lanzi. Sa»»io di Lin?. Etrusc—£dAr, p. 12, as cited § 114. 2. and refer-

ences given by him. He considers the Roman alphabet as derived from the Greek.

§ 116. The ancient orthography differed from that of later times, from the

fact that the pronunciation was much changed. To see this clearly, it will only
be necessary to compare with the modern orthography, the original of a passage
in a decree of the senate respecting the Bacchanales (§ 133), which is one of the'

most ancient monuments of Roman writing, about B. C. 186. The passage in

the original form is as follows: neve, posthac. inter, sed. coniovrase. neve.
coMvoviSE. neve, conspondise. neve, conpromesise. velet. neve, qvisqvam.
FIDEM. inter, sed. DEDISE. VELET. SACRA. IN. OQVOLTOD. NE. QVISQVAM. FECISE.

VELET. NEVE. IN. POPLICOD. NEVE. IN. PREIVATOD. NEVE. EXTRA^D. VRBEM. SACRA.
QVISQVAM. FECISE. VELET. In the later Orthography, as follows: Neve -posthac

inter se cunjurasse, neve convovisse, neve conspundisse, neve comprojuisisse vellet,

neve quisquam Jidem inter se dedisse vellet, sacra in ucculto ne quisquam fecisse

vellet, neve in publico, neve in privato, neve extra urlem sacra quisquam fecisse

vellet.

Rejpectini this decree, see § 133. 4.—On the various changes in orthography, see Duitlop, Hist. Rom. Lit. i. p. 48.—Port Royal

Lat. Gram. bk. \x.—Funccius De Pueritia Ling. Lat. c 5. and De Adolescentia Ling. Lat c l.—Teirasm, Hist de la Jurispru-

dence Rnm. pt. i.

§ 117. Not only in ancient times, but even in the later and most flourishing

period of their literature, the Romans wrote only in capital letters. The small

Roman letters did not come into general use until the beginning of the middle
ages. If small letters (literae minutas) wer'e employed earlier, it vras only a

smaller size of the capitals.

1. A writer in the Ardiceotogia of the London Antiquarian Society (for 1836) has
made an attempt^ to show that minuscule writing (i. e. v/riting in the small letters) was
practiced by the ancients ; although this is contrary to the opinion, which had previously
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been generally re'ceived.—The view of this writer seems to be confirmed by the sped-
mens2 of writing found on some of the ruins of Pompeii ; and more fully by the inscrip-
tions on the waxen tablets^ discovered in Transylvania in 1607 and first pubhshed in
1841.

1 See W^ r. OttleyU account of the MS. of Cicero's Aralus, as mentioned § 142. 2.—* Of. C. Wordsworth, Specimens and Fac-

similes of ancient writing found on the walls and streets of Pompeii. Lond. 1838. 8.-3 See account of the Daciau Tablets, § 13,1. 7.

2 M. When the writers wished to take down a spoken discourse, or to note something
in the margin, they formed abbreviations {notoi) by using the initial letters, or some of
the principal letters, of the words, or by using particular signs for the syllables of most
frequent occurence, or arbitrary characters standing for whole words. The most re-
markal)le of these signs or characters are the notcB TironiancB, the invention of which
is ascribed to Annasus Seneca, and to Cicero's freedman Tiro ; from the latter of whom
they derived their name. Gruter and Car-pentier have collected and attempted to ex-
plain these characters; it has been done more completely by Kopp in treating of the
Tachygraphy of the ancients. Some have imagined that our small numericaffigures
derived their origin from these characters, instead of being, as is commonly believed,
an invention of the Arabians ; but there is no ground for the supposition.

3. There are manuscripts in existence of great antiquity, written in short hand. Some of
hese are in Greek. According to Kopp, the Greei< notes or abbreviated signs are more easy and
imple than the Tironian, and in appeaiance more similar to modern short hand.
See Carpentier, Alphabetum Tironianum. Par. 1747. fol.

—

U. F. Kopp, Tacliygraphia Veterurn exposita et illustrata. Manheim,
17. 2 vols. A.—Gi-uUr, as cited § 130. -The Roman nolx are also exhibited in GrutcrU Seneca, cited P. V. § 469. 4.—Cf. Class,

cnirnal, vol. xxxix. p. IS2.

§ 118. The books of the Romans, both the more ancient and those of later

imes, resembled, in form and material, the books of the Greeks. (See § 56, 57.)
The rolls among the Romans were called vo/umina,- the leaves composing them,
vaginae (from the word pangere, to put together); the sticks upon which they
were rolled, cyUndri, also bacilli, surculi ; the knobs or ornaments at the ends
of the sticks, umbilici or cornua ; and the edges of the xoWb, fnmtes. In writing
the first draft of any thing, whether in accounts or letters, the Romans commonly
made use of tablets covered with wax {tabiilx ceratae, cer-ee,). They also had
books, made and folded in the same manner as ours, of square leaves of vellum
or papyrus, which they called codices. Their instruments for writing were the
style {stylus, graphium), and the reed {calamus, arundn). They used ink of
several dyes or colors. And coypists introduced the same ornaments in writing
manuscripts as among the Greeks. Comp. §§ 55, 58, 104.

1. A mode of adorning manuscripts frequently practiced was to place on the first

page a portrait of the author {Mart. xiv. 186).

The paper used by the Romans was formed from the Egyptian papynis, a species
of rush, which was procured on the banks of the Nile ; where it grows to the height
often feet and more. The term 6/?)Z//s (/3i/?Aos) was also applied to the same plant.

Hence we have our words paper and Bihle. The papyrus was used for purposes of
writing at a very early period (cf § 107. 5) . Manufactories of the paper existed at

Memphis, it is stated, more than 600 years before Christ. At the time of the conquest
of Egypt by the Romans, it was made chiefly at Alexandria.

Pliny gives a description of the manner of making the paper. One layer of the fibrous mem-
branes {philyrm) was placed crosswise upon another layer; they were then moistened with the
water of the Nile, pressed, and dried in the sun. Bruce atiirm.'? that the water of the Nile is

not glutinous, and that the strips of papyrus adhere together solely by the saccharine matter
contained in the plant, and that the water must have been used only to dissolve and diffuse this
matter equally. After being dried, it was pounded with a mallet and polished with a tooth,
shell, or other smooth substance. It was then cut into sheets or k.-ives {jilagidic, schedce), which
were of various Qualities and kinds. A number of sheets were joined together to form a roll or
volume; the number was never greater than twenty ; the term seupvs was employed to desig-
Tiate collectively any number thus joined. The sheets were glued together for a volume or ma-
nuscript by slaves, termed glutinatores (i. q. libmrum compact ores, /3iP\ioTrr)y6i).—The papyrus
manuscripts lately found in Egypt (cf. $ 107. 4. 5) appear to have been prepared in the manner
here described.

See Pliny. Nat. Hist. xiii. 11, \2.—Mmtfauc<m, sur la plante appelle Papyrus, &c. in the Mem. de TAcad. des Inscrip. vi. p. 592.

Caylus, also, in the same Mem. &c. xxvi. 267.—Schwartz, as below cited.—7. Bruce, Travels in E;ypt, Abyssinia, &c. Edii,

1790. 5 vols. 4. vol. y. p. 1, with a plate showing the papyrus in full growth. See our Plate XXXVIII. fig. C.

2. The ink commonly used was black {airamenlum librarium). But a vermilion
termed minuim was employed in marking titles and heads; a purple {coccus, purpura)
was used for the same purpose: and also a red called ruhrica, whence originated the
modern word rubric. The basis of the common ink was, according to Phny, the black
taken from burnt ivory, and soot from furnaces and baths.

"The black liquor of the cutlle-fish (sepia) is also said to have been used as ink, principally
on the authority of a metaphorical e.xpression of the poet Persius (Sat. iii. 14). But of what-
ever ingredients it was made, it is certain from chemical analysis, from the solidity and black-
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ness in the most ancient manuscripts, and from an inkstand found at ITerculaneum, in which
*.iie ink appears like a thick oil, that the ink was much more opaque as well as encaustic than
that used at prpsent."—The atramentum tectorium or pictnriinii was a sort of varnish used by
pointers; the atramentum siitorium, a dye used by shoemakers and leather-stainers.

On the whole subject of ancient books, and the materials and instruments of wri'in? amone the ancients, see Ch. G. Schwartz, De
Ornanuntis libroruin et varia rei literarias veterum supellectile dissertationes. Lips. 1756. 4.—See also Becker, Gallus, i. p. 163;

Taylor, as cied § 58 ; and references given § =3.—On ink, see Caneparius, De Atramentis cujusque generis. Lend 1660.

In Plate XXXVIII. fi;. a, we have a fine specimen of the ancient M.S. roll ; it is a Hebrew synagogue roll, belonging to the British

Mu-eum ; said loconsi-tof forty brown African skins attached together; written in one hundred and fifty three columns, twenty-two

in hes deep, and five inches wide ; each column having sixiy-hree lines. The reader passed from column to column, unrolling the

volume from one stick and rolling It upon the other, the ornamented ends of the sticks serving for handles.

The fi:;ures rf, £,/, of the sime Plate, are from remains found at Pompeii ; t, a boy holding a closed roll or volume ; d, a girl with

a tlyle and a set of lableLs called pugillares ; and /, another girl reading a roll partly opened.

3. It seems proper here briefly to notice and explain some other Latin terms and
phrases used in reference to the subject now under notice.

Adversaria, note-hooks, memotandums ; re-

ferre in adversdria. to take a menioraniiuin.
JilbiuH, a tablet on which the praetor's edicts

were written.
Atramentarinm, used by later writers for ink-

stand {tiiXav£6xo<;); in Plate XXXVIL amon?
he figures grouped under No. 1, is an inkstand
with a reed (ralamns) lyingjipon it, as drawn in

paining found at Herculaneum.
Jliitoffraiihus, aiitogra|)h. a manuscript writ-

en by the author's own hand; i. q. idio^raphus.
Bibliupola, a bookseller (/3i0XioTrioXr];, 0l/3-

Xto/caTTr/Aof). Among the chief places occupied
jy booksellers at Rome were, the street called

Jlrffileium (Mart. Ep. i. 4); the victis Sundaiarius
(Ji'ul. Gdl. xviii. 4); the vicinity of the temples
of Janus (Hor. .Sat. L iv. 71) and Verlumnus.

Bibliotheca, a library, see J 126.

Capsa, a place for keeping books, paper, or
instruments for writing, an escritoir, a case;
i. q. scritnum, arcula, Inr.ulus. The capsa is re-

presented as a cylindrical box, in which the
manuscripts or rolls were placed vertically, the
titles being at the top. Thus many volumes
could be coinprised w;thin a small space. See
our Plate XXXVII. fig. 6, which represents an
open capsa, as exhibited in a painting found at

Pompeii.
Capsarius, the slave carrying the capsa, for

boys of rank, to school.

Charta, paper; this word received various
epithets, modifying its signification ; as Ch. den-

tata, polished ptper, smoothed by the tooth of a
boar or some animal; Ch.. Augusta re^ia, Ch.
Claudiana, very superior or fine paper ; Ch. em-
poretica, wrapping paper for merchants; Ch.
macroculla, very large paper; Charta Pergame-
na, i. q. membrana, parchment made of sheep-
skins.

Chartaria (officina) , shop or place where pa-
per was made.

Chirographus, written with one's own hand.
Chirographam, one's own signature or name

written by himself; often a note of hand given
by a debtor to his creditor. A document with
the names ipf two contracting parlies thus writ-
ten was called sipigrapha.

Codicillus, a little bor)k ; see libelti.

Cominentarii, accounts written about one's
self; also journals or registers, i. q. Diaria,
Ephtmerides.

Coinmeniaricnsis. a recorder, or register.

Diphthera (SiqiOipa), sometimes used for

parchment; Diphthera Juvis, register-book of
Jupiter.
Diploma (i. q. libellus duplicatus, consfs'.ing

of two leaves, written on one side), a writiijg

conf-^rrins some peculiar right or privilege,

granted by a masistrate or emperor.
Diptycha, two tablets which could be folded

together; see Tabiibi. In the time of the em-
pire, consuls and oilier magistrates, on the day
of entering ir.vm office, used to distribute such
tablets, heariiit; their names and p rlraits. Cf
Mun/faucnn, Ani. Gxpl. vol. iii. Suprtl. p. 220.

Epietala, a letter to one absent. The Romans

divided their letters, if long, into pages, folded
them in the form of a little book, tied them
round with a thread (lino obtigare), covered the
knot with wax or a kind of chalk (creta), and
sealed it (obsignare); hence epistolas resignare,

solvere, to open a letter. The name of the writer
was always put first, then that of ihe person
addressed; the word salutem or letter S was
annexed. The letter always closed with some
form of a good wish or prayer, called subscriptio.

The date was usually added, sometimes the
hour of the day. Letters were usually sent by
a slave, called tabellarius, there being no eslab-
lislied post until the time of the emperors, when
its use was chiefly confined to the imperial ser-
vice. (Oibbon, Rom. Emp. ch. ii.) The slave or
freedman employed to write letters was termed
amanuensis (a manu).

Folium, a leaf of a book; leaves of trees or
plants having been employed originally to write
upon; hence our word /o/?o.

Liber, inner bark; used in early times as a
material for writing; hence put for book; ap-
plied to the thin coats or rind, particularly of
the papyrus.

Libelli, generally signifying imperial mes-
sages, public orders, memorials, petitions, or
the like, as these were divided itito pages and
folded in a small book, somewhat in our form;
the term Cndicilli was used in the same sense,
but generally applied to a person's last will.—

•

Libelli accusntorii, written accusations, usually
attested by a plaintiff; L. famosi, pasquinades
or libels ; L. gladiatorii, bills or advertisements
distributed by those who gave gladiatorial
shows.

Libellus memorialis, a pocket-book ; L. ratio-

nulls, an account book ; L. appellatorius, an ap-
peal from a judicial sentence.

Librarii, transcribers; applied also to those
who bound books ; and sometimes to those who
had the care of libraries (bibliothecurii).

Libraria (taberna understood), book-shop.

I

Librarium, a chest for holding books.
Litercp, usually epistles, but often any kind

of writing; hence put for learning.

I

Opisthographiis, written on both sides.

Pagina, a page ; primarily, a sheet of the
{papyrus; i. q. plagula described above (1); ra-

\mentum, cutis, corium, tmnia, are applied by
Pliny to the same.

I

Palimpsestus (codex), a manuscript on which
the first writing was obliterated in order thaJ

it mi^ht be used again. This was effected by
removing the surface of the parchment, or by
some chemical process. Cf. $ 84.

I

Pergamena, see Charta.

j

Pugillares, small writing tables, of oblong
form, made of citron, boxwood, or ivory, and
covered with wax. The Romans usiialjy car-

ried such tablets with them; a slave (notariusX

was often employed to note down what they
wished.

I

Tiihella, a small tablet, with the name of a

i candidate, or some formula, inscribed; used iP

. voting. Cf. P in. $ 239
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Tabula, any flat substance used for writing
upon, whether stone or metal, or wood covered
witli wax. That covered with wax was some-
times made of ivory or citron-wood, but more
commonly of beech or fir. The form was ob-
long. When two tablets were united i.diptycha,

(JiTrrvxa), the outside of each consisted merely
of the wood; the inside was covered with wax,
excepting a raised margin all around ik When
three tablets were united (triptycha, Tpinrvxa),
the interior tablet was covered wiih wax on
both sides. They were fastened together by

the museum at Pest. One is of beech wood,
the other of fir, about the size which we term
small octavo. The wax is almost of a black
color, spread rather thin, especially on the
beechen tablets, on which the stylus of the
writer in some places cut through the wax into

the wood. See j 133. 7.—Sometimes four or five

tablets (.peniaptycha), or even more ipvlij.tycha),

were joined together. Such tablets coiitmued
to be used in the middle ages; a specimen, he-
loiitiing to A. U. 1301, is preserved in the Flo-
rentine Museum.—The form of such tablets ia

wires or strings passing through the margins, ! seen in Plate XXX Vll. fig. 2—Forms of the
and forming a sort of hinges ; and were opened
and shut like a modern book. Two or more
tablets thus united formed a libellus ; some-
times termed pugillares.—Two triptychs, or
books consisting of three tablets as here de-
scribed, were found some years ago in the
mines of ancient Dacia, and are preserved in

style used, in the same Plate
Theca calamario, the case for the calamus or

stylus. The style was sometimes, under provo-
cation, used as a weapon; hence, as has been
sup()osed, the stiletto of the modern Italians.

Vellum (Vitulinum), the skins of calves pre-
pared as material for manuscripts.

III.—Of the most JlourisJiing period of Roman Literature.

§ 119. The conquest of IMagna Graecia, as has been mentioned, made the Ro-
mans more acquainted with the letters and arts of the Greek colonies in the

south of Italy. After the first Punic war, and especially after the subjection of

Sicily, B. C. 212, where also, particularly at Syracuse, Greek letters flourished,

the influence of these subject states upon their mistress was great in respect to

intellectual culture. Poets, orators, and grammarians from the conquered coun-

tries removed to Rome and inspired many of her citizens with a love of litera-

ture.

§ 120 u. From this period, Roman literature made rapid and remarkable progress.

They began more to admire poetry, especially dramatic, and to study with more care the

principles of their language. They also became acquaitited with the Grecian philosophy.

What contributed very much to this last, was the visit of three Greek philosophers,

Carneades, Diogenes, and Critolaus, who came to Rome on an embassy, B. C. 155.

These men, (cf. P. V. % 408,) notwithstanding the efforts made by Cato to shorten

their stay and to prevent their teaching their doctrines, excited great interest in the

Greek philosophy. The Romans now also began to set more value upon the art of

oratory ; to apply themselves to historical researches ; and to look upon the sttidy of

jurisprudence as a favorable means for improving their welfare. After the taking of

Carthage, and especially after the subjection of Greece, Rome enjoyed more of peace,

together with the numerous advantages she had gained by her conquests ; then followed

the reign of the sciences and fine arts, and that brilliant period, which is called the

golden age of her literature.

See Abbt le Maine, and /. B. Eberhardt, as cited P V. § 294.

§ 121. The most brilliant age of Roman literature commenced with the cap-

ture of Corinth and Carthage, B. C. 146, and continued to the death of Augustus,

the first emperor, A. D. 14, comprising a period of 159 years. The progress

of the Romans in the sciences and arts was now so great, that it has excited

the admiration of posterity, and secured them a rank among the distinguished

nations of antiquity, second only to the Greeks. Among the causes of this re-

markable advancennent, must be mentioned the comparative tranquillity of the

period, the greatness of the empire, the custom of imitating the best Grecian

models, and those changes in the Roman constitution and policy with regard to

the arts and sciences, by which these not only obtained tolerance, but enjoyed

protection, respect, and the most flattering encouragement.

§ 122. It was thus, that the productions of genius came to the greatest perfection,

that the language was enriched, and poetry took a novel and more brilliant form,

particularly in the reign of Augustus. The art of oratory presented a vast field for

the intellect, and held a superior rank. History acquired more of dignity and

mterest. Philosophy in all its sects adopted the Grecian method of instruction,

and received the most encouraging attention. The Mtthematics, which hitherto

had been limited to arithmetic and the elements of geometry, obtained far greater

2 h2
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extent and perfection. To medicine and jurisprudence were imparted more so-

lidity and exactness in tlieir application. This progress became still more
rapid and universal, as these acquirements extended through different classes

of citizens, and Romans of the highest rank, and even the rulers themselves,

engaged in literary pursuits, or at least considered it their glory to favor and
encourage them.

^

§ 123. The progress of improvement was specially manifest in the system of

education. It was no longer limited to the bodily powers and the art of war.

Every faculty of the mind was developed, as among the Greeks, who were in

this as in other things the masters and models of the Romans. The first instruc-

tion of the Romans was received from Greeks, and Grecian letters and arts

constituted the principal study. Hence their evident imitation of the Greeks,

whom however they did not servilely copy, but infused into their imitations

their own spirit and genius. In the same manner as the Greeks, the Romans
also had their contests or trials of skill in oratory, poetry, and music, their public

recitals, their professed readers, and their literary feasts; and the sciences were

not limited to particular classes or professions, any more than among the Greeks.

The knowledge which they considered suitable to every condition, and worthy

of a man of noble birth, and of good capacity, education and manners, they

called by way of eminence, artes liberales, studia humanilatis.

See CeUarii Diss, de studiis RomaQorem lilerariis. Hal. 1698. 4.—Also contained in Cdlarii Antiq. Rom. edited by WdUh. Hal.

1774. 8.

§ 124. In these studies we must include the instruction given by the Gram-

marians and Rhetoricians, who were also styled professores, literati, and Utera-

tores. These latter instructed not only in the elements of the Latin and Greek lan-

guage, but also in the principles of poetry and oratory, the principal works of

which they analyzed and explained. Of declamation, or public oratorical re-

hearsals, there was a frequent practice. Not only children and youth, but men
of parts and education, assisted in these exercises. Besides this encouragemen*

the instructors received recompenses and favors, and sometimes even shared in

the highest dignities of state. The first Grammarian, who taught in Rome with

success, was the Grecian Crates from Mallos (cf. P. V. § 418). After him

L. Flofius became one of the most celebrated in that profession; and he was the

first who taught the art of oratory in the Latin language.

§ 125. Many public schools (scholae, hidi, perguJse niagistrales) were established,

in consequence of the great number of these grammarians, which at length in-

creased, so that many were obliged to leave Rome, and spread themselves in

upper Italy. One of the most celebrated of the schools was that instituted at a

later period by the emperor Adrian. It was held in a large edifice, called the

Atheneum, partly devoted also to public recitals and declamations, and was

continued under the name o( Schola Romana, until the time of the first Christian

emperors. There was also an establishment of the kind in the Capitolium. In

addition to these, some temples, as that of Apollo, for example, formed halls of

assembly, for the purpose of rehearsal. And in the Gymnasia, there were vari-

ous intellectual as well as bodily exercises. The methods of instruction, par-

ticularly in the study of philosophy, where similar to those of the Greeks. (Cf.

§> 71—73.)

1. In the temple of Apollo, built by Augustus on the Palatine hill, authors, particu-

larly poets, used to recite their composition before select judges. They were there said

to be matched or contrasted, committi, or to contrast their works, opera commiltere.

Hence the word commisp.iones was used to signify showy declamations.

Cf. Jav. vi. 435.—Sitf/. Aug. 45, S9 Claud. 4. 53.—Aaudet, Sur I'instruction publique chez les anciens, particulierement les

Romains. Mem. de TImtitut Classe (THM. et Lit. Anc vol. ix. p. 388.—i. Rjderer, De ScholasL Romanor. Institutione.

Bonn. 1828. 4.

2. The following extract, from Keniiett's Antiquities, will give further particulars

respecting the education of the Romans.

"For masters, in the first place, tiiey had the Literatores or TpatiyLari(jra\, who taught the

children to read and write ; to these they were committed about the age of six or seven years.

Beins come from under their care, they were sent to the grammar schools, to learn the art of

speaking w^U, and the Hnderstanding of authors; or more frequently in the houses of great

men, some jminent grammarian was entertained for that employment.—It is pleasant to con-

sider, what prudence was used in these early years to instil into tlie children'.^ nimds a love
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and inclination to the Fornm, whence they were to expect the greatest share of their honora
and preferments. For Cicero tells Atticus, in his second book De Lepibus, that when they were
boys they used to learn the famous laws of the Twelve Tables by heart, in the same manner ag
they did an excellent poem. And Plutarch relates, in his life of the younger Cato, that the very
children had a play in which they acted pleading of causes before the judges; accusing one an-
other, and carrying the condemned party to prison.—The masters already mentioned, together
with the instructors in the several sorts of manly exercises fur the improving of their natural
strength and force, do not properly deserve that name, if set in view with the rhetoricians and
philosophers; who, after that reason had displayed her faculties, and established her command,
were employed to cultivate and adnrn the advaniages of nature, and to give the last hand to-
wards the forming of a Roman citizen. Few persons made any great figure on the scene of
action in their own time, or in history afterwards, who, besides the constant frequenting of public
lectures, did not keep with them in the house some eminent professor of oratory or wisdom.
At the age of seventeen years, when the youne gentlemen put on the manly gown, they were

brought in a solemn manner to the forum, and entered in the study of pleading ; not or\ly if they
designed to make this their chief profession, but although their inclinations lay rather to the
camp. For we scarce meet with a good captain who was not a good speaker, or any eminent
orator who had not served some time in the army. Thus it was requisite for all persons who
had any thoughts of rising in the world, to make a good appearance, both at the bar and in the
field ; because if the success of their valor and conduct should advance them to any considerable
post, it would have proved almost impossible, without the advantage of eloquence, to maintain
their authority with the senate and people ; or if the force of their oratory should in time pro-
cure them the honorable office of praetor or consul, they would not have been in a capacity to
undertake the government of the provinces (which fell to their share at the expiration of those
employments) without some experience in military command.

In the dialogue de Oratoribus, we have a very good account of this admission of young gentle-
men into the forum, and of the necessity of such a course in the coninumwealih.—"Among our
ancestors," says the author, "the youth who was designed for the forum, and the practice of
eloquence, being now furnished with the liberal arts, and the advantage if a domestic institu-

tion, was brought by his father or near relations to the most celebrated orator in the city. Him
he used constantly to attend, and to be always present at his ps^rformance of any "kind, either
injudicial matters, or in the ordinary assemblies of the people, so that by this means he learned
to engage in the laurels and contentions of the bar, and to approve himself a man at arms in the
wars of the pleaders."
To confirm the opinion of their extreme industry and perpetual study and labor, it may not

seeni impertinent to instance in the three common exercises of translating, declaiming, and re-
citing.

—

Travslaiion, the ancient orators of Rome looked on as a most useful, though a most
laborious employment. All persons that applied themselves to the bar, proposed commonly
some one orator of Greece for their constant pattern; either Lysias, Hyperides, Deniosthenc-s,
or .aCschines, as their genius was inclined. Ilim they continually studied, and, to render them-
selves absolute masters fif hi.s excellencies, were always making hitii speak their own tongue.
This Cicero, Qniniilian, and Pliny Junior, enjoin as an indispensable duty, in order to the ac-
quiring any talent in eloquence. And the first of these great men, besides his many versions
of the orators for his private use, obliged tlie public with the translation of several parts of Plato
and Xenophon in prose, and of Homer and Aratus in verse.
As to declaiminir, this was not only the main thing at which they labored under the masters

of rhetoric, but what they practiced long after they undertook real causes, and had gained a
considerable name in the forum. Suetonius, in his book of famous rhetoricians, t,-?lls us that
Cicero declaimed in Greek till he was elected prretor, and in Latin till near his death ; that
Pompey the Great, just at the breaking out of the civil war, resumed his old exercise of declaim-
ing, that he might the more easily be able to deal with Curio, who undertook the defence of
CsEsar's cause, in his public harangues; that Mark Antony and Augustus did not lay aside this

custom, even when they were engaged in the siege of Mutina ; ani that Nero was not only
constant at his declamations while in a private station, but for the first year after his advance-
ment to the empire.—It is worth remarking, that the subject of these old derlamations was not
a mere fanciful thesis, but a case which might be brought into the courts of judicature.
When I speak of recitation, I intend not to insist on the public performances of the poets in

that kind, for which purpose they commonly borrowed the house of some of their noblest pa-
trons, and carried on the whole matter before a vast concourse of people, and with abundance
of ceremony. For, considering the ordinary circumstances of men of that profession, this may
be thouzht not so much the effect of an industrious temper, as the necessary way of raising a
name among the wits, and getting a tolerable livelihood. I Vv^ould mean, therefore, the re-
hearsal of all manner of compositions in prose or verse, performed by men of some rank and
quality, before they obliged the world with their publication. This was ordinarily done in the
meeting of friends and acquaintances, and now and then with the admission of a more numerous
audience. The design they chiefly aimed at was the correction and improvement of the piece;
for the author, having a greater awe and concern upon him on these occasions than at other
times, must needs take more notice of every word and sentence, while he spoke them before the
company, than he did in the composure, or in the common supervisal. Besides, he had the
advantage of all his friends' judgments, whether intimated to him afterwards in private con-
ference, or tacitly declared at ihe'recital by their looks and nods, with many other tokens of dis-
like and approbation. (Cf $ 07.)

The example of the younger Pliny, in this practice, is very observable, and the account which
we have of it is given us by himself. " I oinit (says he, Ej>. vii. 17) no way or method that may
seem proper for correction. And first I take a strict view of what I have written, and consider
thoroughly of the whole piece ; in the next place. I read it over to two or three friends, and soon
after send it to others for the benefit of their observations. If I am in any doubt concerning
their criticisms, 1 take in the assistance of one or two besides myself, to judge and debate the
matter. Last of all, I recite before a great number; and this is the time that 1 furnish myself
with the severest emendations."
On Ihc rehearsals of the Romans, see Gierig, as cited § I2S. 3.— Cf. I'liny, Ep. i. 13.—For snme remarks on Roman education, se«

OvocTs Book of Nature, Lect. xi.—On Roman education in lime of Quintilian, R Uin, on the Latin Rhetoricians, in his Anc Hist

St N. York, IS35, ii. p. 552.—Sdiwartz Erriehun^slehre, cited § 75. vol. i. p. 431.
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§ 126. Collections of books were considerably numerous at Rome. The firsi

private library is said lo have been that which P. Emilius founded B. C. 167,
immediately after the Macedonian war; which, however, could not have been
very large. More extensive was the library which Sylla brought with him from
the capture of Athens, which included the rich collection of Apellicon. But
this did not equal the magnificence of the famous library of Lucullus, obtained

in the Mithridatic war. Besides these there were several other distinguished

private libraries, many citizens having them at their country villas. The first

public library was founded by Jlsinius Follio, in the hall of the temple of Liberty,

on Mount Aventine. One of the most celebrated was that founded by Augustus
in the temple of Apollo on Mount Palatine. Another particularly celebrated

was the Ulpine library founded by Trajan, and afterwards located in the Baths
of Diocletian. There were also other public libraries, as for example, in the

Capitol, in the temple of Peace, and in a building adjoining the theatre of Mar-
cellus.

1. Varro is said to have collected a very valuable library, which was open to the use
of literary men. Cicero and Atticus also possessed considerable libraries. Tyrannio,

a native of Pontus, who was taken prisoner by Lucullus and brought to Rome as a
slave, and who having received his freedom, engaged in teaching rhetoric and grammar,
is said to have acquired by his earnings a library of 30,000 volumes.

2. We cannot infer with certainty the number either of different authors, or of different works,
contained in a librarj', from the number of volumes mentioned ; as often only one author, or one
work even, was comprised in many volumes. The same work was iro doubt found in various
libraries, and duplicates might exist in the same library. How many of the volumes enumerated
in the different libraries of Rome were tilled, for example, with the poems of Virgil 1—A recent
writer has estimated that, at the end of the second century, when there were probably about
three millions of Christians in the Roman empire, there were about 60.000 copies of the Gospels
in use among them. Allowing that each gospel constituted but a single voluuie, this would
make 240,000 voluntes, in existence, for only four ditl'erent authors.

"i u. Generally libraries (bibliolheccB) occupied one of the principal apartments in the

edifices and palaces of the Romans, usually in the eastern side of the building. They
were ornamented with paintings and with statues and busts of distinguished writers.

The books were ranged along the walls in cases {armaria, rapsa), which were numbered
and had subdivisions {foruli, loculamenta, nidi) . Gratnmarians, and Greek slaves or

freedmen, were appointed for the librarians {hihliolhecarii)

.

A. Norton, Evidences of ttie GeDuinen»ss of Itie Gospels, Bost. 1S37. 8. p 45. ss.—See Hea-eii's Gesch. Klass. Lit bk. i. §§ 8-lS,

ciled § 53.—Siiu. LUrKn, De templn el bibliotheca Apolliiiis Palatini. Franequ. 1719. 9.—Sch'U, Hist. Litt. Grecqu^, liv v. ch. 50.

—Dunlop, Hist Rom. Lit. ii. 50.—/. H Fels, De As. Pollionis bibliottieca, &c. Jen. 1713. i.—Plutarch, in Lticullus—Poppe,

Tie Romanor. Bibliothecis. Berl. 1;26. 4.

§ 127. To these various means of improvement we must add travels, by which
not only professed men of letters, but also persons of distinguished rank, ex--

tended their information and perfected their taste. At this time, education and

knowledge were no longer restricted so much as formerly by national prejudice.

The Romans began more and more to appreciate the merits of foreigners, and

to reap advantages from their intercourse with them. For this reason they re-

sorted to Athens, the seat of Grecian refinement. They went also to Lacedemon,
Rhodes, Eleusis, Alexandria, Mytilene, and other places. Cicero, Sallust,

Vitruvius, Virgil, Propertius, and others thus went abroad for improvement.
See G. N, Kriegh, Diatribe de Veterum Romanorum peregrinationibus academicis. Jen. 1704. 4.

IV.

—

Of ike decline of Roman Literature.

§ 128 /. Roman literature, from the latter part of the first century after Christ,

began to decline very sensibly from its height of glory and perfection. Its de-

cline became, from the concurrence of many causes, more rapid than had been
its former progress and iinprovement. We must place among these causes the

loss of liberty and the triumph of despotism; the little encourasement given to

literature by most of the emperors succeeding Augustus; the great increase of

^uxury, and the consequent universal degeneracy of manners. The changes in

the moral and political condition of Rome paralyzed the nobler motives, which
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had stimulated the citizens. Pure taste and delicate sensibility were gradually
lost. Gaudy ornament was admired rather than real beauty. Affectation was
substituted for nature, and the subtleties of sophistry for true philosophy. F'inally

the invasions of the barbarians, the frequent internal commotions, the conflict

of Christianity with pao-an superstition (§ 83), the transfer of the imperial throne
to Constantinople, and the division of the empire, consummated that fall of Ro-
man literature, for which so many united causes had prepared the way.
See Meiners, Geschichte des VerfalU der Sitteii und der Staatsverfassunj der Romer, Lpz. 1782. 8.

1. The decline of Roman Hterature may be dated from the end of the rei>n of Au-
gustus, A. D. 14 ; and its history is considered as terminated with the overthrow of the
western empire, A. D. 476. The whole time intervening is commonly divided into two
periods, tlie beginning of the reign of the Antonines, A. D. 138, being the epoch of
separation. It is by some divided into three, the first from Augustus°to Antoninus,
A. D. 14'—138, the second from Antoninus to Constantine, A. D. 138—313, the third
from Constantine to the fall of the empire, A. D. 313—476.

On the periods in the history of Roman literature, see P. V. § 296, 301.

2. Some of the emperors after Augustus patronized letters ; and during a portion of
the time the declension of literature was not owing to the want of imperial encourage-
ment. Under Hadrian the empire flourished in peace and prosperity, and men of letters

were honored. The reign of the Antonines was also favorable to literature and the
arts. After the death of Marcus Aurehus Antoninus, A. D. 180, the imperial influence
was much less propitious to learning. From this event to the reign of Constantine,
conspiracies and seditions, bloodshed and devastation, mark the history. Constantine
is said by his biographer Eusebius to have been a warm patron of letters, but his reign
perhaps accelerated rather than retarded the declension of Roman hterature. The
estabUshment of Christianity by him necessarily tended to encourage a new system of
education, and a new form and spirit of literature. Julian the apostate, who received
the imperial throne A. D. 361, less than 30 years after the death of Constantine, made
violent but ineffectual efforts to restore the intellectual influence wholly to the pagans,
absolutely prohibiting Christians to teach in the public schools of grammar and rhet'oric;

vainly hoping in this way to hinder the propagation of the Christian religion.

See Bermgtcrn, Lit. History of the Middle Ages, bk. \.—Gibbon, Hist. Rom. Emp. ch. iii. xiii. xxiii.—f. Rehm, Handbuch
der Geschichte des Mittelallers. Lpz- 1S28. 4 vols. S.—Hallam's Introduction cited § S5. \.—Hallam's Middle Ages, bk. iv. pt. i.

—Comp. § 81.—On Hadrian's regard to literature, &c. see Sainte Croix, in the Mem. Acad. Jnscr. vol. xlix. p. 405.

3. Among the circumstances contributing to the decline of letters, especially to the
depravation of taste among the Romans, some have mentioned the custom of authors
in publicly rehearsing or reciting their own productions. The desire of success natu-
rally led the writer to sacrifice too much to the judgments or caprice of the audhors in

order to secure their plaudits of approbation.

SeeSc/ifH, Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. ii. p. 251.—Gi'ert'?, Excursus de recitationibus Romanorum, in his edition of Pliny's Letters.

Lpz. 1802. 2 vols. 8. Contained also in iematie'i Piiny, vol. ii. p. 219.

4. The Roman language suffered from the vitiating influence of intercourse with
provincial strangers who flocked to Rome. Many of these were admitted to the rights

of citizenship and even received into offices of honor. It was impossible, that the pe-
culiarities of their respective dialects should not modify in some degree the spoken lan-

guage, and the consequences might ere long appear even in the style of writing. The
purity of the language was much impaired before the time of Constantine. The re-
moval of the government from Rome to Constantinople occasioned still greater changes
in it; particularly by the introduction of Greek and Oriental words with Latin termina-
tions. The invasions and conquests of the barbarians completed the depravation of the
Roman tongue, and laid the foundation for the new languages which took its place.

See Sch'oll, Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. ii. p. 255; iii [Q.—Gibbon. Rom. Emp. ch. ii.—On the transition of the Latin to the modern
French, Italian, &c., see ffaitam's Middle Ages, ch. ix. ^.l.—M. Eonamy, Essay in Mem. de I'Acad. des Inscr. tome xxiii.

—

Bruce Whyte, Histoire des Langues Romanes (Romance Languages) et de leur Litterature. Par. 1841. 3 vols. i.—Funck, De im
L. L. senectule, &c as cited P. V. 5 299. 8.

5. There were schools of learning in different parts of the empire during the decline
of letters. In these professors were supported at public e.xpense, and taught the prin-

ciples of philosophy, rhetoric, and law or right. Such schools existed at Byzantium,
Alexandria, Berytus, and Milan, and at several places in Gaul, where letters were cul-

tivated with much zeal, as at Augustodunum (Autun) , Burdegala (Bourdeaux) , and
Massiiia (Marseilles) . These schools, however, are said to have contributed to the
corruption of taste, as the teachers were less solicitous to advance their pupils in real
knowledge than to acquire glory from pompous display. At Berytus was the most
famous school for the study of Roman jurisprudence.

See Sch'Tl, Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. iii. p. 8 —Gibbon's account of the school at Berjtus, in DccU and Fall of Rom. Emf. ch. iv j
•

Compare § Sa

47
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V.

—

Of the Remains and Monuments ofRoman Literature.

§ 129. The existing monuments of Roman literature are more numerous than

those of Grecian, and scarcely inferior in point of utility and importance. We
shall briefly notice them under the three classes o{ Imcriptions, Cyz'ns,and Manu-
scripts. Great advantage may be derived from Roman inscriptions and coins,

in the illustration of history, antiquities, geography, and chronology, and the

manuscripts present much that is subservient to philology and criticism, and

taste. The same general remarks, v^'hich were made upon the written monu-

ments of the Greeks, may be applied to those of the Romans. (Cf. § 86, ss.)

(a) Inscriptions.

§ 130. The Grecian custom of commemorating remarkable events, by short

inscriptions upon marble or brass, and of ornamenting their temples, tombs,

statues, and altars with them, also existed among the Romans. There now re-

mains a large number of these ancient inscriptions, which have been collected

and explained by several learned men.
We here mention some of the collections.—Among the earliest; /. Bfmejiu.», Syntagma Inscrip* Antiquarum. 168S. 2 vols.

foI._R. fabretii, In<CTiptionum Antiquarum, &c. Explicalio. Rom. 1699. fol.—One of the most complete works on the subject;

Jani Gruteri, Inscriptiones antique totius orbis Roman), notis Marqu. Gudii emendatae. Cura J. G. Gravii. Amst. 1707. 2 torn.

fol.—Next to this, the following are among the most valuable; /. D. Donii, Inscripliones Antiquse, nunc primum editse, notisque

illustralas, etc. 3b A. F. Gorio. Flor. 1731. fol.—Inscripliones Antiquie, in urbibus Hetruriae, c. obs. Sa!vinii et Garii. Flor. 1743.

3 vols, fol.— i. A. Muratorii Novus Thesaurus veterum inscriptionum, in prsECipuis earundem coUectionibus hactenus praelermis-

sarum. MeJiol. 1739. 4 vols, fol.—Sefc. Donati, Ad Novum Thesaurum Vet. Inscrip. cl. viri L. A. Muratorii Supplementa.

Lucse, 1764, 1775. fol.—fitcA./'ococie,Inscr. Antiq. Grasc. et Latin. Liber. Lond. 1752. fol.—5- Passionei, Inscr. Antiche. Luce.

1763. fol —T. C. Hagertbuchii Epistolae Epigraphicaj, in quibus plurima? antique inscriptiones, imprimis thesauri Muratoriani

emendantur et explicantur. Tiguri, 1747. 4.—There are smaller collections of the more important inscriptions; Gul. Fleetwood,

Inscriptionum antiquarum sylloge. Lond. 1691. S.—Ronianorum Inscr. Fasciculus, cum explicatione nolaruni, in usnm juventutis

(and. Comite Polcasiro). Patav. 1774. 8.—Among the most valuable modern works; F. Gsann, Sylloge Iiiscript. Aniiq., begun

as cited § 87; continued and finished, Darmst. 1822-29, in S Parts; including Latin and Greek inscriptions. J. C. Orelli, Inscr.

JjlU select. Collectio. Zlr. 1828. 2 vols. 8. ;
pronounced by Hermann, good ; by Bdhr, superior to all recent ivorks of the kind.

On the distinction between epigrams and inscriptions, cf. P. V. § 342.

§ 131. Some of the Roman inscriptions are among the most ancient monu-
ments of the Roman language and manner of writing. In order to decide upon

their genuine character and estimate aright their contents, much previous know-

ledge is requisite. It is especially necessary to understand the abbreviations

(notae, in later Latin sig/a, abruptiones), which are frequently used. These con-

sisted sometimes of detached letters, which expressed a praenomen, or some

known formula; sometimes of the principal letters of a word, the others being

omitted ; sometimes of monograms, by the contraction of different letters into

one character ; sometimes by putting a single vowel enlarged for two similar

ones; and sometimes by the omission of some letters in the middle of a word.

1 a. It may be proper to introduce and e.xplain some of the more common abbreviations that

occur in Roman inscriptions.

(A) A. aedilis, annus, Aulus,—A. L. F. animo lubens fecit.

—

A. P. jEdililia poiestate.—A. S. S. a sacris scriniis.—AN. V. P.

M anuos visit plus minus.—AVSP. S. auspicante sacrum.—In

the Dacian Ublets (cf. § 133. 7), Alb. is put ioT Alburnum.

(B) B. DD. bonis deabus.—B. B. bene bene, t. c. uptime.—

B. D. S. .M. bene de se nierenti.—B. G. PCS. biga gratis posita.

(C) C. Caius, civis, cobors, conjux—C. C. S. curaverunt

fommuni sumtu, —C. F. Caii filius, carissima femina.—C. R.

wravit rcfici, civis Romanus.—C. V. P. V. D. D. communi vo-

untate publice votuni dederunt.—CVNC. conjux.—In the Da-

lian tablets, Css. occurs for Cmuulitms.

D) D. decuria, domo.—D. D. dono dedit, dedicavit.—D. L.

Jedit libens - D. V. M. diis manibus votum.—D. S. P. F. C. de

sua prcui ia faciendum curavit.—DP. depositus.

(E) E. .11 exit, ergo, expressum.—E. C. erigendum curavit.

—

E. F. egregia femina.—E. M. V. egregiae memorse vir.-E. S. e

sno.—EX. PR. ex pracepto.—EX. XT. SS. HH. ex testaruentjs

Bupra-scriptorum heredum.

(>; F. fecit, filia, filius, flamen.—F. C. faciendum curavit.

—

F. F fieri fecit, filius familias.—F. Y. fecerunt, filii, fratres.—F.

H. F. fieri heredes fecerunt.-F. L fieri jussit.—FR. D.

dandi.—F. V. S. fecit voto suscepto.

(H) H. habet, heres, honorem.—H. A. F. C. banc aram facien-

dam curavit.—H. Q. hie quiescit.—H. 1. I. heredes jussu illorum.

—H. S. E. hie situs est.

(I) I. imperator.—I. L. F. illius liberta fecit.—L L. H. jus

liberorum habens —I. 0. M. D. Jovi Optimo maxinio dedicatum.

fATJ K. Caius, caleudae, candidatus, casa.

(L) L. legio, lustrum.—L. A. lex alia, libens animo.—L. C.

locus concessus.—L. H. L. D. locus hie liber datus.—L. P. locus

publicuB.—L. S. M. C. locum sibi monumeDto cepit.—LEG. Its-

(M) M. ir.agister, mater, monumentum.—M. A. G. S. memor

animo grato solvit.—M.\I. memoriae.-MIL. IN. COH. militavit

in cohorte.

(NJ N aatione, natns, cepos, numerus.—N. P. C. nomine pro-

prio curavit.

(O) 0. D. S. M. optime de se merito.—0. H. S. S. ossa hie sita

sunt.—OB. AN. obit anno,'

(P) P. pater, patria, pontifex, posuit, puer.—P. C. patres con-
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Bcripti, patronns coloniae, i. corporis, ponendum ciiravit.—P. E.

pablice erexerunt.—P. I. S. publica iinpensa sppultus.—P. P.

publice posuit, pater patriae, prsfecius prstorio.—P. S. F. Q P.

pro se proque patria.—PR. SEN. pro senlenlia.—P. V. praefectus

urbi.

(Q) Q. qu^tor, qui, Quintus.—Q. A. quaestor aedilis.—Q. D.

S. S qui dederuni supra scripia.—Q. f . quod factum.

(R) R. recte, retro.—R. G. C. rei gerundae caussa.

(S) S. sepulcrum, solvit, stipendium.—S. C. Senalus Consutt-

nm.—S. C. D. S. sibi curavit de suo.—S. E. T. L. sit ei terra

levis.—S. L. M. solvit libens merilo.—S. P. Q. S. sibi posterisqni

suis.—SVB. A. D. sub ascia dedicavit.

(T) T Titus, tribunus, tunc.—T. C. testamenti causa.—T F.

testamento fecit, Titi filius, litulum fecit.—T. P. titulam posuit.—

TR. PL. DESS. tribuni plebis designati.

ffO V. Veleranus, vixit.—V. A. F. vivus aram fecit.—V. C. vir

coDSularis, vivus curavit.—V. D. D. votum dedicalum.—V. F. F.

vivus fieri fecit.—V.M.S. voto nierito suscepto.—V.E. vir ejregius.

(X) X. ER. decimae erogator.—XV. VIR. SAC. FAC. quinde-

cimvir sacris faciundis.

2. The following works treat upon the general subject of the Roman abbreviations, notes, or
signs.

Saiorii Ursati de notis Romanorum Cotnmentarius. Patav. 1672. fol.—/. D. CoMi Notje et Sigla Rom. Venet. I7S5. 4.—/
Gerrard, Siglarium Romanum. Lond. 1792. 4.—Explicatio lit. et uot. in antiq. Rom. monimentis occurrentium. Flor. 1822. 8
Sasche, as cited § 136. 1.—See Notx Compendiaris^ in AiiuwoTMa Latin Diet, by MorrtU. Lond. 1 816. 4.—Cf. Port Royal LaU
Grammar, bk. is.

§ 132. Besides the numerous advantages already mentioned, as derived from
Roman inscriptions, this study is of service in devising and preparing inscrip-

tions designed to be placed upon modern monuments. It renders one acquainted
with what is called the lapidary style, distinguished by its brevity and sim-
plicity. For compositions of this sort the Latin is usually preferred to any
modern language, on account both of its comprehensive brevity and also of its

suitableness to the form and character of the monuments, which are generally
constructed after ancient models. It is scarcely necessary to observe, that in
such cases the capital letters are used.

The following is mentioned as a treatise very useful in this study:—f. A. Zaccaria, Istituzione Antiquario-lapidaria, o sia Intro-

duzione alio studio delle antiche latine Inscrizioni. Rom. 1770. 4. Ver. 1793. 8.—Cf. J. G. Heireccius, Fundamenta slili cultioris.

Lpz. 1761. 8. Pt. ii. c. v.

§ 133. A vast number of Roman inscriptions have been gathered from the

mass of ancient ruins. They differ very much from each other in point of
utility and importance. Those of a public character are obviously far more
valuable than such as are mere private records and epitaphs. With regard to

their philological worth we should particularly consider their antiquity. The
following are among the most important.

1 u. The inscription upon the pedestal of the Columna rostrata, a cohimn so called

because ornamented with beaks of ships. It was erected in honor of the Consul Duil-
liuso after the naval victory which he obtained over the Carthaginians, B. C. 261.

During the time of the second Punic war this column was struck down by lightning,'

and its ruins remained for a long time concealed, until in 1560 they were discovered,

together with the pedestal upon which is found the inscription. This inscription has
been published and e.xplained by several learned men. It is much mutilated ; Lipsius
has attempted in part to fill up the blank places; and Ciacconi entirely. It has been
considered as the most ancient monument of the Latin or Eoman characters hitherto

discovered
;
yet it may not be the original inscription, but one placed upon the monu-

ment on hs being restored at some subsequent time. A new column is supposed to

have been erected by the emperor Claudius,
tt Cf. Flor. Hist. Rom. 112.— TVic. Ann. ii. 49.—Phn. Hist. Nat. xxxiv. 5.-6 Liv. xlii. 20. See Ciacconi, in Columnje Ros-

trats infcriptionem a se conjectura suppletam Explicatio. Rom. 160S. S.

—

Grxvii Thes. Ant. Rom. tome iv. cited P. III. § 197.—

Grulart Corp. Inscnpt. cccciv. 1. It may be found in the editions of Flcru-i, by Gr^vws and Ducker. See also Antltoti's t.empr.

under C. Duillius.—i>nnZop's Hist. Rom. Lit.—Schi'll, Hist. Lit. Rom. vol. i. p. 47

—

Edinb. Rev. No. Ixxx. p. 40O.

2 u. The inscriptions on the tombstones of the Scipios. The epitaph of the Father,

C. L. Scipio Barbatus, Consul B. C. 298, is probably nearly as old as the column of

Duillius. It was discovered in 1780 in the vault of the Scipian family, between the Via
Appia and Via Latina. It is on a handsome Sarcophagus (cf P. III. § 341. 4) . The
epitaph of the son, Lucius Scipio, was discovered much earlier, on a slab which was
found lying near the Porta Capena. having been detached from the family vault. Though
later as to the date of its composition, the ephaph on the son bears marks of higher an-

tiquity than that on the father.

The inscription in honor of the son is given by Scholl, as follows ; honcoino. ploirume. co-
BENTIONT. R DUONORO. OPTUMO. TUISSE. YIHO. LUCIOM. SCIPIONE. FILIUS. BARBATI. CON-
SOL. CENSOR. AIDILIS. HEC. FtET. A HEC. CEPIT. CORSICA. ALERIAQL'E. URBE. DEDET.
TEMPESTATEBUs. AIDE. MERETo. This, belna; changed into the Latin of later times, may be

read as follows; Hunc nnum plnrimi covsevtiiait Komte hovorum optimuvi fidsse virtivi, Lucium
Scipinvevi. Filius Barbati, consul, cevsor, trdilis hie fnit apvd vos. Hie cepit Corsicam Jileriamque

vrhem; deiJil Tempestatibvs ccdem vterito.—lhe inscription in honor of the father is given by
Winkeliiiann ; cornelivs. lvcivs. scipio. barbatvs. gnaiod. paTRE. prognatvs. fortis
VIR. SVPIESQVE. QOVIVS. FORMA. VIRTVTEI. PABISVMA. FVIT. CONSOL. CENSOR. AIDILIS. QVEI
FViT. APVP. VOS. TAVRASIA. CISAVNA. SAMNIO. CEPIT. SVEIGIT. OMNE. LOVCANA. OPSIDESQVK
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ABDVCIT; which may be read thus ; Cornelius Lucius Scipio Barbatun, Gnmn prognatus, fortis vir
sapiensque ; ciijus forma virtuti parissima fait ; consul, censor, tpdilis, qui fuit apud vos : Tau*
rasiam, Cisaunam in Samnio cepit ; suhigit omnem Lucania m, obsidesque abducil.

See Dunlop's Hist. Rom. Lit. vol. i. p. 46

—

Grsroii Thesau. Ant. Rom. tome iv.—Monumenti degli Scipioni publicati dal Cav.
F. Piraneii. Rom. 1765. (ol.—Hobhouse''s IllustraliOLS of Childe Harold.—.ScAZ/, Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. i. p. 46.—fVagner De
Sepulchro Scipionum. Marb. IS23. 4.—For a view of the Sarcophagus, see Winkelmann, Hist, de I'Art, as cited § 32. 4. vol. ii.

pi. xxvi. Cf. ib. p. 314.—A model of it, with the bust found in the tomb with it, and a fac-simile of the inscription, is in (ha

cabinet of Amherst College.

3. The Eugubian Tables {TahulcB EuguhmcB) . These are seven tablets of brass,
dug up in 1444, at Eugubium (Gubbio) a city in ancient Umbria near the foot of the
Apennines. The inscriptions on five of the tablets are said to be in the Etruscan
character and language. The other two are in Roman letters, but in a rustic jargon,
between Latin and Etruscan. They were at first supposed to be of very high antiquity;
but " it is now agreed that they do not reach further back than the fourth century be-
fore the Christian era ;" and Dunlop states that " the two tables in the Latin character
were written towards the close of the sixth century of Rome."

See Dunlop, Hist. Rom. Lit. i. p. il.—Edinb. Rev. No. 80, p. SSi.—Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. (cited § 114. 2) p. 64.—The in-

scriptions are given in Gruttr, as above cited ;—also in Lanzi, Saggio di Ling. Etrusc. ;—and Orelli, as cited § 130.

4 11. The Inscription termed the Decree respecting the Bacchanalia, Senafus con
sultum de Bacchanalibus This decree was enacted B. C. 186. Livy (xxxiv. 8—18) gives ug
the occasion and contents of it. By certain passages in that author concerning this

edict, the authenticity of this monument is confirmed. It is engraved upon a table of
bronze, which was discovered in 1640, in the province of Abruzzo,in digging the founda-
tions of a manor house. It contains the prohibition of the nocturnal celebration of the
Bacchanalian rites, throughout the Roman dominion. The tablet, upon which are
some fractures and gaps, is about a foot square, and is now in the imperial collection at
Vienna.

See Se7iatit3consuUi de Bacchanalibas explicatio, auctore Mattheo ^gyptio (Egizio). Neap. 1729. fol. This dissertation il

reprinted in the 7th vol. of Drachei\borch'i edition of Livy. The edict itself is found in Gessner's and Ernesti's edition of Livy.—
See also SchCll, Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. i. p. 52.

5 u. The Monumentum Ancyranum. This consists of several inscriptions on marble,
upon the propylaeum of a temple of Augustus at Ancyra (modern Angora) in Galatia.

They record the achievements of that Emperor. The monument was discovered by
Busbequius in 1553. It has been much disfigured by time, or barbarian violence.

See Gruleri Thes. Inscr. ccxxx.—Chishull, Antiq. Asiat.—7. G. Baieri Marmoris Ancyrani bisforia. Jen 1703. 4.—Remarqnes

snr le monument d'Ancyre, BiUioth. Choviie, tom. vfii.

—

Jac. Gronovii Memoria Cossoniana, cui annexa est nova editio Monumenti

Aucyrani. Lugd. Bat. 1693. 4.—Observ. sur le Mon. d'Ancyre, in the Metn. Acad. Inscr. vol. 47, p. 85.

6 u. The Fasti CapitoUni. These are portions of the tablets anciently placed in

the Capitol, on which were inscribed in succession the names of the consuls and other
magistrates, and by means of which Roman chronology is much elucidated. They are

tablets of marble discovered in the Forum, at Rome, 1547, and contain a hst of the

Consuls from the year 270 to the year 765 after the building of Rome. They were in

a broken state. The fragments were united by the care of Cardinal Alexander Farnese,
and placed in the palace of the Capitol, where they still remain. Some additional por-
tions were discovered at Rome in 1816.

See Grievii Thes. Ant. Rom. tome xi.—/. B. Piranesi, Lapides Capitolini. Rom. 1762. fol.—Nuovi framenti dei Fasti ami
CapHol. illustrati da Bartol. Borghesi. Milan, 1818-1820. 4.—Also, C. Fea, Frammenti di Fasti consolari, &c. Rom. 1820. fol.

Verrius Flaccus has been supposed to be the author of the Fasti Capitolini, and they were
published by Onufrius Panvinius, 1553, under the name of that gramnjarian. This mistake was
occasioned by a passage in Suetonius, in which he mentions that Flaccus attached to a structure
erected at Prseneste twelve tablets of marble containing a Roman Calendar, Fasti kalendares.
Four of these latter tables, or rather fragments of them, were discovered in 1770, and form what
is called the Calendarium Prmnestinum. 'They contain the months of January, March, April, and
December, and cast much light on the Fasti of Ovvi.

These were published by P. F. Fogeini, Fastorum anni Romani reliouis, &c. Rom. 1779. fol. The work contains a collection

of the existing fragments of Roman Calendars.—Scfti,;/, Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. ii. p. 60, &S.—B'dhr, Gesch. ROm. Lit. p. 413.

7. The Lihellus Aurarius, or Bacian Tablets. Under this designation we refer to

two triptychs (cf <§ 118. 3. under Tabula) with inscriptions, first made known to the public

in 1841. Of these, one formed of fir, was discovered in 1790, in a gold mine in Abrud-
banya, a village of Transylvania, a part of ancient Dacia ; the other, of beech, was
found in 1807, in another mine three or four miles distant from Abrudbanya. The in-

scription on the fir tablets refers to some business connected with a collegium ; being a
document belonging to the office (statio) of one Resculus, a tabeUio or tabellarius, i. e.

register of public documents, such as wills and deeds. The date is made out to be

A. D. 167 or 169. The inscription is double, being exactly repeated. These tablets

show that a cursive or running hand was used in writing as early as the second
century.

See the work under the foUowinsr title: Libellus .Aurarius sive Tabulae Ceratae et antiquissimse et unica; Romanae in fouinS

Auraria aoud Abrudbanyam, oppidulum Transylvanuni, nuper repertae
;
quas nunc primus enucleavit, depinxit, edidit /. F. Mam

man. Lib>. iS4l. S.—Cf. For. Quart. Rev. vol. xjcvii. p. 1, Amer. ed.—Smith, Diet, of Antiq. art. Tabula.
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(b) Coins and Medals.

§ 134. Without entering into any minute history of Roman coinaore, we only
remark that the first coins at Rome were probably struck under the reign of

Servius Tullius ; that the more ancient coins were for the most part of brass,

{nummi aenei) ; and that silver coin was not introduced until B. C. 269, and
gold not until B. C. 207. Besides the coins used as the current money, there

were also a great many medals and historical pieces or medallions {missilia,

fiumismafa maximi mnduli), distinguished from the others by the absence of the

letters S. C, which are commonly found upon the Roman coin, especially the

brazen. On the gold and silver coins these letters are less frequently seen, and.

seem not to indicate the a-ithority granted by the senate for the striking of the

coin so much as for the erecting of the statues, triumphal arches and the like,

which are represented on the reverses.

1. The remarks offered under a previous section (§ 93) , respecting the utility and
entertainment connected with the study of coins, are applicable here. The Roman
coins particularly are interesting on account of the striking personifications and symbols
found on their reverses. Many descriptions and allusions in the classical poets are beau-
tifully illustrated from the figures and devices on the Roman coins.

On the connection between poetry and medils, see Mdisons Dialogues upon the usefulness of ancient Medals, especially in rela.

lion to the Latin and Greek Poets ; in his Worln, vol. iii. p. 273, of ed. N. York, 1837. 3 vols. 8 See also Spmce, as cited § 151.

2. On the Roman money coined in the time of the republic, very commonly was seen an im-
age of Victory, in a triumphal car, driving sometimes two horses, and sometimes four. Hence
the pieces we're called bi^atinr qnadrigati. The coins were also indented round the edges like a
saw, and therefore termed serraii. Tacitus speaks of the money thus marked as the ancient
and well known coin. It would seem that the later coin was adulterated.

Cf Taa De Mor. Germ. S.—Plin. Hist. Nat. xxxiii. 3.

3 u. The pieces, which have been termed nummi conforniati, may be included perhaps among
the medallion.*. They are distinguished by a rim which is wrought with much art. They may
have been prize medals of illustrious athletae, or may perhaps have been used as a sort of tickets
for admission to public shows.

4. Medals seem to have been sometimes employed in ancient times, as in modern, for pur-
poses of satire upon private individuals and upon rulers. The medals called Spintrian were
probably of the satirical class, and are supposed by some to have been designed to ridicule the
debaucheries of Tiberius in the island of Caprea.

Gourdin on Satyric Medals, Archsologia, (as cited § 32. 5), vol. ix. p. 61.

§ 135. There are two principal divisions of the Roman coins; the Consular,

struck in the time of the republic, called also coins of the Roman families; and
the Imperial, the series of which extends from Julius Caesar to Heraclius. Of
the Consular coins, the most rare are the golden ; of the Imperial, the most rare

are the brazen coins of Otho.

1. " The Consular coins include the following. 1. Brass coins.—These consist chiefly

of large pieces of rude workmanship whhout any interesting imagery. In all these the
prow of a ship is constantly the figure on the reverse, with very few exceptions. Some-
times, indeed, they have a shell, two heads of barley, a frog, an anchor, or a dog, on
the reverse. 2. Silver.—Of this the denarius was the first and principal coin. It was
stamped originally with X, denoting that the value was ten asses. On the reverse was
Castor and Pollux, or a chariot of Victory. Afterwards the busts of various deities

make their appearance ; and in the seventh century of Rome the portraits of illustrious

persons deceased are met whh. 3. Gold.—Most of these are of great value. The
number of these exceeds not 100. The aureus is the general gold coin ; but two or

three gold semisses of families hkewise occur."

The first head of a living person that was struck on Roman coins is said to have been that of
Caesar the Dictator. But the features of deceased consuls had previously been struck both on
the silver and on the gold coins.

" The JffiperjaZ coins include, I. Brass.—This is of three sizes ; large, middle, and
small. The first forms a most beautiful series, but very expensive. It is the most im-
portant of all the Roman coins, and exceeds even the gold in value.—The middle brass

is next in value to the former ; and in it are many rare and curious coins, particularly

interesting to Britons, as elucidating the history of the island.—The small brass series

abounds also with ctirious coins. They are scarce till the time of Valerian and Gallie

nus, but very common afterwards. 2. Silver.—This series is very complete, and the

cheapest of any ; especially as the small brass becomes a fine supplement to it ; the

latter being had in plenty when the silver becomes scarce, and the silver being plentiful

when the brass is scarce. 3. Gold.—The Roman imperial gold coins form a series ol

great beauty and perfection ; but on account of their great price are beyond the purchase

!o 1
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of private persons. 4. The colonial coins.—They occur only in brass. On many of
the coins we meet with fine representations of temples, triumphal arches, gods, god-
desses, and illustrious persons. But coins with those representations are by no
means common ; the colonial coins till the time of Trajan bearing only a plough, or

some other simple badge of a colony. Camelodunum is the only colony in Britain

of which we have any coins. 5. The minimi.—This includes the smallest coins of all

denominations, most of which do not exceed the size of a silver penny. They are the

most curious of all. The reason of the scarcity of the small coins is probably their di-

minutive size ; by reason of which they are mostly lost."

2. A great number of coins have been found, at different times, during the excavations at
Pompeii. In one of the streets a skeleton was found, supposed to have been a priest of Isis ;

" in his hand was a bag of coarse linen, not entirely destroyed, containing three hundred and
sixty silver coins, forty-tvo of copper, and six of gold ; and near him several figures belonging
to the worship of Isis; small silver forks, cups, paterae in gold and silver, a cameo representing
a satyr striking a tamborine, rings set with stones, and vases of copper and bronze."—"In
several of the houses, skeletons with rings, bracelets, necklaces and other ornaments, together

with many coins, were found."—'"A pot of gold coins, principally of the reigns of Trajan and
Antoninus Pius, was found by a peasant, in 17S7, at Nellore in Hindostan."

3. It has been thought that false and base coin was fabricated by illegal coiners. Molds,
which were employed for casting Roman coins have been found at Lyons in France and Eding-
ton in England.

/. Poole, on Mnlds for Roman coins, &c Mrchxologia (as cited § 32, 5), vol. xiv. p. S9.

§ 136. The writing upon the Roman coin is usually the legend, as it is called,

on the head of the coin or on both sides; but there is sometimes an inscriptiun

more at length placed upon the reverse. The contents of the legend commonly
point out the person whose image is impressed upon the principal side and indi-

cate his rank; sometimes also a short notice of his exploits, forming the inscrip-

tion, is upon the reverse. The date of the coin is often stamped upon it, either

in whole words, or by certain letters or figures; and likewise the names of the

cities where it was struck ; sometimes even that of the artist, together with the

value, particularly upon the Consular coins.

1 St. In order to read and to understand all these kinds of writing, it is necessary to be ac-
quainted with the peculiar abbreviations which are employed.

For a brief introduction to the subject, see /. C. Rasche, Lexicon Abruptionum, quae in numismatibus Romanorum occurrunt

Norimb. 1777. 8.—Cf. § 131. 2.

2 u. The coins of the Romans being among the most ancient monuments of their

manner of writing, it is proper here again (cf § 116) to refer to their orthography. It

is not from mistake, but from ancient usage, that the orthography on the old coins differs

from the modern. We find, for example, v in place of b in the word da.vvvivs ; o instead

of v in voLKANVS, and pivos ; ee for e in feelix ; ii for i in viirtvs ; s and m sup-

pressed at the end of words, as in albinv, captv ; xs for x, in maxsvmvs ; f instead of

PH, as in TRIVMFVS.

§ 137. Much attention and caution must be exercised with regard to Roman
as well as Grecian coins, in order to distinguish genuine from false, wh' .i are

very numerous and of different kinds. Many of those that are offered as ancient,

are struck in modern times with the ancient costume; others have been stamped

in express imitation of really ancient coins, among which we may particularly

notice those called Paduane, so celebrated on account of their good impression;

others are cast similar to the old coins, by means of molds, and may be distin-

guished by traces of the casting; others are formed by putting together two

ancient coins in order to obtain rare and unique pieces, which may be detected

by a careful examination of the edges; others are really antique, but falsified by
some change in their impression or inscription.

See G. Beauvois, Maniere de discerner les medailies antiques de celles qui sont contrefaifes. Par. 1739. 4. Translated into Ger-

man and enlarged by Lipsius. Dresd. 1791. 4

—

Sestini, Soprai modern, falsific. di medagl. ant. &c. Fir. IS26. 4.

§ 138. Besides the works already mentioned (§ 99) as illustrating the subject

of ancient coins, we will cite the following, which relate principally to Roman
coins.

Charles Patin, Introduction a I'Histoire par la connnissance des medailies. Par. 1665. 12.—CA. Patin, Histoire des Medailies,

ou Introduction a la Connoissance de cette Science. Paris, 1695. 12.

—

Fulv. Frsini Familis Romanae in aniiquis numismatibus all

urbe condilaad tempora D. Aus;usti ; edit. Carol. Patin. Par. 1663. fol.

—

J. Foy Vaillant, Nummi antiqtii Familiarum Romanc

rurn. Amst. 1703. 2 vols. fol.

—

Ejusd. Numismata Imperator. Rominor. praestantiora, &c. cura T. F. Baldini. Rom. 17<li

3 vols. 4. Supplementum, op. Joh. Khdl. Vindob. 1767. 4.

—

Ejusd. Numismata aerea Imperatorum Roman, in coloniis, mutt!

ripiis, &c. Par. 16S8. 2 vols. fol.—By the same, Numismata Imperatorum, a Populis, Romanae dictionis, Graece loquenlibus, peif-

LOjSd. Amst. 1700. fol.—Bv same, Selectiora Numismata in Mre Maximi Moduli illustrata. Paris. 1695. i.—Adolphi Occon'J,

Nuuiismata Imperatorum Rnmanorum praestar.tiora. Mediol. 1730 fol.—Thesaurus Mutellianus a. Familiarum Roman. Nui&is-

a>aU Omnia. Comm. illust. Sigeb. Havacampus. Amst. 1734. 2 vols, fol.—.dru. Bandnrii Numismata Imperatorum Romanor. a
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Trajano Decio ad Palasolbgos Augustos. Par. IT'S. 2 vols. fol. Supplement, ed. B. Tanmiui, Rom. 179!. fol.—Car. Patini Im

peralor. Romanor. Numismata. Argent. 1671. fol. Ainst. 1696. fol.

—

lo. lac. Gesneri Numismata Aniiqua Imperalorun-. Romano-

rum latiaa el grjeca. Tiguri, 174S. fol.; Numismata Antiqua Familiarum Romanarum. Tiguri, 1749. fol— If'm. Cooke, The
Medallic History of Imperial Rome, &c. Lond. 1781. 2 vols. 4. On meJals of a larger size, see Mongez, Sur des Ncdailloni

Remains d' une volume extraordinaire, in the Mem. de VInstilut, Classe d'HiH. et Lit. Anc. ix. 266.— jj»i«. SleinbUchel, Recueil de

niedaillons en or du Cabinet Imperial de Vienne. Vien. IS26. 8. On the subject of Roman coins, K. 0. Mulkr, Archilologie, &c
(aa cited \ 32. 4) is a " very good authority."

§ 139. The most valuable collections of ancient coins are the following: at

Paris, in the Royal library, and the library of St. Genevieve; at Rome, in the

Vatican, and the collection once belonging to Christina queen of Sweden, now
to the duke of Bracciano ; in the British Museum at London ,• the Imperial collec-

tion at Vienna^ the Royal collection at Berlin; the Duke's collection at Gotham
the Royal collection at Stuttgart ; and at Copenhagen. There are valuable cata-

logues of most of these public collections of coins.

See Kihler, Auweisung zur Reiseklugheit. Ed. Kinderling. Magdeb. 1788. f^—Eckhel (as cited § 99), Proleg. cap. rxiii.—Die-

Uonnaire des Artistes, par Meusd.—Sulzer, AUg. Tbeor. &c. article .intih, V.

1. Few genuine antiques have ever been brought to this country. Of really ancient coins
the Boston Jitheneuvi probably possesses the largest number, having about 1400 Greek and Ro-
man; of which less than 200 are silver, and the rest are copper or brazen. (MS. Lett, of Dr. Bass,
Lib. to Bost. Ath. 1836.)

2. Before leaving this subject, it is proper to remark that some examples of the manner in

which symbols are employed on coins and medals may be seen by inspection of our Plate XLIL In
fig. 6, Britain is represented by a woman reclining against a shield, and holding a spear in one
hand, with her head resting on the other, as if in a contemplative mood. In fig. 9, the river

Tiber is symbolized by the image of an old man with a branch of some plant, or perhaps some
heads of grain, in his left hand, and his right hand on the prow of a vessel. In fig. 7, a coin of
Trajan, the Danube is represented in a manner in some degree similar. In fig 8, a coin of An-
toninus Pius, the symbol of Italia appears, a woman silting on a globe and holding a sceptre and
a horn of plenty, indicating her universal dominion and her riches. On many pieces, Rome is

exhibited as a goddess, the image being a head with a helmet; as in fig. 1, a coin of the Jiureliun

faiiiilif, on which the helmet is curiously wrought, so as to present in its form the head, neck,
and vvinss of an eagle; in fig. 2, which is the piece of money called triens, the head on the ob-
verse is likewise probably designed to represent the goddess Rome ; as is also perha[is the head
covered with a lion's skin instead of a helmet, in fig. 3, whi-ch is the obverse of a quadrans. The
heads of deities were frequently placed on Roman coins ; as that of Mercury in fig. 4, the obverse
side of a sextans; and that of Janus, in fig. a, the obverse of a diiplex denarius. Rome is syiii-

bojized sometimes by the eagle, as Athens is on Greek coins by the owl ; as in fig. 10, which gives
the obverse of another sextans ; the reverse of this (not given in the plate) presents a wolf nurs-
insr Romulus and Remus, but the reverse of these brass pieces more commonly contains merely
the prow of a ship, as in fig. 2 : the points or dots on these pieces indicate their value ; four, ihe
triens; three, the quadrans ; and two, the sextajis. We see the goddess of plenty or abundance
represented, in fig. 5, a coin of the emperor Decius. The colonial coins of Aniioch in Pisiriia

often bear, as in fig. s. the device of a bull with a hump-back representing Mount Taurus. Some
of Ceesarea in Palestine show an eagle holding in his claws a thunderbolt, as in fig. t; the letters

underneath, in this coin, probably stand for Colonia Augusta Casarea, or Caesariensis ; this city

became a Roman colony after the conquests of Vespasian. Many of the coins of Vespasian bear
upon the reverse a very striking symbol; as in fig. y, with the words judea capta, and initials

of SENATUS CONSULTO forming the legend, and the fate of conquered Palestine represented by a
woman sitting solitary and weeping, under a palin-tree, upon a collection of arms, shields, hel-

mets, &c., thrown upon the ground. There is here a remarkable coincidence with a prophetic
declaration o{ Isaiah iii. 26; and she, desolate, shall sit on the ground.
The Plate presents a view of one side of some of the principal silver coins of the Romans. In

fig. a, we have the obverse of the double denarius, equivalent to the didrachma of the Greeks ; on
the reverse was a quadriga. In fig. b, is the denarius, having its value of ten asses of brass

Btamped upon it. This is the coin designated by the word pemnj, as used in reference to Ro-
man money in the common English version of the New Testament; it commonly had on it, in

the period to which the New Testament history relates, the imacre of the Roman emperor, and
his superscription, i. e. his name or its initials inscribed on it as in fig. r, a gold coin of Vespasian.
(See Matt. xxii. 20, JV/fc. xii. 16.) By some it has been supposed that the thirty silver pieces

idnyvpia) for which Judas covenanted to betray his master and Lord were so many denarii;
wiiile others think that the silver piece here intended was the siclus (^cikXos), a Jewish coin equi
valent to the Attic tetradrachma. (Cf. Matt. xxvi. 15, Acts xix. 19.— Upham's Trans, of John's
Arch. $ 117.) In fig. c, we have the quinarivs, or half denarius, with its value of five asses
stamped on it. The sestertius is g'veii, in fig. d, having on the reverse Castor and Pollux on
horseback ; usually marked by the letters h s on its obverse. In fig. e, is a silver coin present-
ing the eagle as the symbol of Rome, with the name of the city in the exergue. In fig. o, we
have a very small gold coin, with its value of ticenty sesterces enstamped; it was sometimes
named scrvpulum from its weight.

In Plate XLIII. are the reverses of three coins. The central exhibits a head considerea Dy
Montfaucon to represent Neptune, wiih a laurel or crown indicating some victory ; the trident

also appears behind. On one of the others is a dolphin connected with a trident. On the third,

a coin of the emperor Claudian, we see Neptune drawn by marine horses; here is symbolized
a victory over a maritime nation ; and something similar is probably commemorated on the other
two. In Plate XIV. may be further noticed the use of symbols; most of the delineations be-
ing derived from coins. The goddess Spes or Hope, fig. 8, holds up a flojcer-bud ; this is from a

coin of Titus. In fig. 9, from an imperial silver coin, is For/jnie, with a rudder and olive branch
thrust forward, indicating her fair promises of peace and security, with the horn of plenty also;

but behind is the wheel, showiii£ her instability. In fig 10. from another imperial coin, is the.

goddess rictorij standing on a globe, to indicate that the Ronjan empire extended over the world
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In fig. 11, from a coin of Nero, appears Concordia, on a royal seat (solium), with a horn of plenty,

and holding out a patera In fi;.'. 12, from a coin of CuracHlla, Pax or Peace leans upon a column,

an einbleni of rest ; holding in one hand the horn of plenty, extending in the other a wand of

Mercury, a symbol of negotiation, over a tripod or mensa, denoting perhaps the sacredness of

treaties" and pledges, or the social enjoyments resulting from peace.

(c) 3fanuscrtpts.

§ 140. What has been said (§ 100—106) concerning the intrinsic value, the

antiquity, the preservation, and the study of Greek manuscripts, is in general

applicable to the Roman, and we need not here repeat it. The works of very

many Latin writers, as well of the most flourishing period of Roman literature,

as of later times, have been preserved and handed down to us by means of written

copies. These manuscripts, however, belong not to the classical ages. Latin

manuscripts, like most of the Greek, are not of earlier date than the sixth century

after Christ. We must generally consider those the most ancient, whose writing

bears most resemblance to the characters found upon coins and inscriptions.

But this criterion is not a certain one, as in after ages the ancient manuscripts

were sometimes copied with a perfect imitation of their manner of writing.

See Gatterer on the method of determining the a?e of MSS. in the Cnmment. Societ. G'ult. 8th Band or vol.—Also, SchZnemann,

Versuch eines vollst. Systems der Diplomatik.—f/ti^er, cited § 53.—Taylor^s Transmission, &c., cited § 58.

§ 141. We must refer to a later origin the small Roman characters, punctua-

tion, and the contracted form of the diphthongs se and ce, which were originally

written in full ae and ue. The letter y, from the seventh century, was often

marked with a point y ,• on the contrary, the i was written without a point until

the end of the tenth century ; afterwards it took an accent over it, i ,• in the four-

teenth century the accent was changed into a point. From the small Roman
letters arose, by some alterations, the Gothic and Lombard characters, and those

of the Francs and Anglo-Saxons; as these people derived the art of writing

chiefly from Italy. The larger portion of the ancient Latin manuscripts now in

existence belongs to this age. During the 9th and 10th centuries, more attention

was paid to the beauty and elegance of the characters. In the 11th century en-

larged letters were introduced, and more abbreviations, the multiplication of

which, in after times, and the overburdening of the letters with useless appen-

dages, disfigured the writing and rendered it more diflicult to read.

Of. § 117. Fac-similes and specimens, to illustra'e the different modes of writing found in Latin manuscripts, are given in MaUl-

Ion dc Re Diplomatica.—See also IVallheri Lexicon Diplomalicum cum speciniinibus Alphabetorum et Scripturaruut. Gott. 1745,

3 vols. {o\.—Nouveau Traite de Diplom. torn. ii. and 'n\.—Panckou£lie, as cited P. V. § 574.

§ 142. Since the revival of letters, which was hastened and facilitated by the

discovery and study of the classical manuscripts, they have been carefully col-

lected, compared, copied and published. Petrarch searched more than two
hundred libraries, and greatly aided an early cultivation of Roman literature,

first in Italy, and afterwards in other countries. We are under similiar obliga-

tions to Gasparini, Poggius, Beatus Rhenanus, Aloysius Moccenicus, Grynaeus,

Sichard, and others. Without doubt there still exist some treasures of this sort,

particularly manuscripts of the middle ages, which, if not valuable on account
of their style, may be of much importance to history, criticism, and literature

generally.

1 u. The libraries, which have been mentioned as the principal depositories of Greek
manuscripts {% 108) , contain also a still more considerable collection of Latin manu-
scripts. The printed catalogues of some of them give notices of the manuscripts.

To the references given in § 10?, we add the following .—IVachUr. Handbuch der Geschichte der Literatur, (as cited P. V. § 7, %
vol. iii. p. 82. ss.

;
giving an historical sketch of these libraries.—Scmtordi/, Encyklopidie der Philologie. Halle, 1832.—/"ett/

Badd, Recherches sur les Bibl. Anciennes et Moderns. Par. 1819. 8.—Eichhoni, Geschichte der Literatur. Gott. 1805. 83

6 vols. 8. ;
giving (vol. iii. p. 431. ss.) " a good account of the German libraries."—Much information in regard to manuscripts maj

be found /. G Schdliom^s Anleitung far Bibliothekare und Archivare. Ulm, 1791. 2 vols. 8.— fK Roscoe, Account of the Mann
script Library at Hotkam in Norfolk ; in the Tramact. nf the Royal Soc. of Literature, vol. ii. Lond. IS34.

Respecting the labors of Petrarch and others, see Heeren's Einl. zurGesch. des Klass. Literatur, cited § 53.—On the zeal for Ih

discovery and study of manuscripts after the revival of letters, see Soscoe's Life of Lorenzo de Medici, and of Leo X.—For ai

accjjunt of the general circumstances pertaining to the formation, loss, and recovery of the " classical MSS. of Rome," see Dunlop'

nial. Rom. literature, Appendix.

2. A considerable collection of manuscripts adorned with miniatures and paintings, once be
lonsing to Mr. Douce, is now in the Bodleian library at Oxford. A number are preserved also ir

ihe British Museum among which is a curious MS. of Cicero's translation of Aratus (cf. P. V
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$71), adorned with miniature pictures of the constellations and busts of the planets Jupiter,
Mars, and others.

tV. r. Ottley, in ihe ^rchseolog'ia (cited §32. 3). vnl. xxvi. p. 4S, jives an interesting account of this MS. of Cicero's translition

and refers it to the second or third century.—For an account of the iUuitrated MSS. in the British Museum, see G. F. IVaagen, as cited

§ 190. 4. vol. i. p. 134.

§ 143. The following are among the most ancient manuscripts in the Latin
language: the Gospel of Mark ", in the library of St. Mark at Venice, of very
ancient date; the Virgil of Florence'', or ihe Codex 3Iedicaeus , the Virgil <f
the Vatican % which seems to belong to the fifth century ; the Terence of the

F'«/^ca7^'', written in square letters, and ornamented with a large number of
ancient masks; and the Florentine manuscript of the Pandects \
« If has been asserted that the L,itin Manu.'^cripl of St. Mark was written by that evangelist himself. " But this is now proved to

be a mere fable; for theVeneiian MS. formerly made part of the Latin manuscript preserved at Friuli, most of whicti was printed

by Blanchini, in hi= EvaitgeliariumQuadnijtlex." The Venice MS. contained the first forty page;, or five quiilernious of SI. Maik's

gospel ; the last two quaterninns or twenty pages are preserved at Prague, where they were printed by M. Uobrowsky, under the

title of Fragmeiitum Prdgense Evangelii S. Marci vulgo autographi, 177S. 4.—See Home's Introduction, kc. vol. iv. it. ii. ch. ii.

§ 3.—Gentleman's Magazine, vol. xlvi.

—

b Published by Foggini exactly after the manuscript. Rome, 1741. 4 —' Published by

Sartoli, 1741. fol. in engravins. F.ir a notice a( boih these MSS. of Virgil, see SchCll, Hist. Litt. Rom. i. 362.— rf Printed at Urbino

1736. fol. ; at Rome, 1767, fol.--" Ce precieux manuscrit a passe de la bibliolheque du Vatican dans ceile de Pans." {SchCll, Hist

Litt. Rom. vol. i. p. 134.—« Of this, BrcncMmann has given a description in bis Historia Pandectarum. Traj. ad Rhen. 1722. 4.

It is now in the library of the Grand Duke at Florence, and formerly was held in great reverence. Curious and profane eyes were

prohibited from looking upon it. It was opened on'y in the presence of a body of priests and a deputation of civil magistrates, wilk

prescribed ceremonies and amidst burning tapers. Cf. Sch'Cll, LitU Rom. iii. 281.
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ARCHJiOLOGY OF ART.

Preliminary Remarks.

§ 144. By the word art, taken subjectively, is understood a practical skill m
producing something in agreement with certain purposes and rules. Taken
objectively, it signifies the abstract union of those rules and practical principl(;s,

which are essentially useful to guide in the production of any designed object or

.work. When Nature and Art are placed in contradistinction, the former

designates the original powers in the material and spiritual world and their im-

mediate operations; the latter designates the efficiency of reason by means of

choice and intention : nature therefore is understood to operate by necessary

laws ; art, by voluntary or arbitrary laws. A distinction is also made between
Art and Science, the one being the theory of that of which the other is the prac-

tice; science implies the accurate knowledge of principles ; art is their successful

application.

Instead of saying that nature operates by necessary laws and art by arbitrary, it would bettier

express the triuh to say, vaiiire operates by laws which God the creator established ; and art by
rules which man deduces from the laws thus established.

§ 145, The arts are generally divided into the mechanical and the liberal or

fine. The former have reference chiefly to the bodily, the latter to the intellect-

ual powers of man. The mechanical are those, which are employed in pro-

ducing and im.proving whatever is important to the necessities or comforts and
conveniences of life. The fine arts are such as have chiefly pleasure for their

object, although utility is connected therewith as a secondary point; they aim
at the representation or imitation of moral beauty or excellence, and are addressed

to the imagination and the feelings. It is on account of this representation of

beauty and this immediate reference to the emotions of the mind, that they are

termed the fine or the beautiful arts. They are Poetry, Oratory, Music, Dancing,
Drama, Painting, Engraving, Lithoglyphy, Sculpture, and Architecture, which
last may include Gardening, usually treated as a separate art.

On the connection between Archileclure and Gardening, see vol. ii. p. 278, of Charaktere dcr Vamehmsten Dichter (cited P. V.

§ 47) —Of. ch. xxiv. of Home's Elem. of Criticism (cited § 152. 2). On the gardening of the ancients ; IV. Falconer, Thoughts on

the style of gardening among the Ancients ; in Mem. of the Lit. a?)d Phil. Soc. of Manchester, 2d vol. Lend. 17S5. S.—Historical

View of the Taitefor Gardening, ^c. am mg the Ancients. Lond. 1785. 8.

§ 146. These are all addressed to feeling and imagination, but do not all ex-

ert their influence in the same way and by the same means. Such of them as
effect their object by means of visible images or resemblances are called often

the plastic arts; from this class are excluded poetry, oratory, music, and for the

most part dancing and drama. The modes of forming these images or repre-

sentations of visible objects are various ; the image may be formed entire, or in

demi-relief or bas-relief, or in depression, or on a plane surface. The art of
designing may be considered as a common foundation for the whole class, since

they are employed wholly in representing those forms or actions of material

bodies, which are distinguished for regularity, or peculiar fitness, or moml
beauty or force, and which are therefore worthy of the artist's skill. On this

account they are termed by some the arts of design.

§ 147. The forms, which are represented, are not merely such as actually

exist in nature, but also such as are wholly ideal, or of a mixed character, partly

imaginary and partly real. Art likewise often employs this imitation of material

forms to express purely intellectual and spiritual conceptions. This object iis

eifected in part by exhibiting emotions of the soul through bodily gesture*
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attitudes, and actions. It is effected also by syvihoUcal or allegorical images
and combinations, which have in no small degree ennobled the plastic arts and
elevated thern above their original limits. Perspicuity, appropriateness, liveli-

ness, judicious discrimination, and accuracy are the essential traits in such alle-

gorical pieces.

For more full remarks respecting attegory in the arts of design, and references to authors, see the article AlUgarie, in /. G. SulZBTf

Aligenieiue Theorie der schonen KQnsle. Lpz. 1792-4. 4 vols. 8.

§ 148. A sensibility and taste for art is necessary not only to the artist in

order to practice successfully, but also to the observer or critic in order to judge
properly. There must be a capacity or susceptibility easily to perceive the
beautiful, and to experience peculiar pleasure therein. Some elementary and
correct natural feeling is therefore presupposed ; but by a frequent exercise of
this feeling, a careful observation of works of art, and the study and application

of rules, the capacity is easily enlarged and improved. Sensibility to the beau-
tiful, delicacy of feeling, and correctness of judgment, are the most prominent
characteristics of that taste for art, which the artist must unite and carefully

cultivate in common with his genius and skill in execution.

§ 149. The name of connoisseur belongs only to him, who is qualified to ex-

amine and criticise works of art according to their whole actual merits, and to

estimate and explain on true principles their comparative value. For this a
superficial knowledge is not sufficient; it requires an intimate acquaintance with
the nature and essence of the arts, with all their principles, both mechanical and
sesiheiical, with their history, and with their chief productions. Good taste,

familiarity with the best performances, and studious reflection, therefore, are

indispensable to a connoisseur in art. The mere amateur needs only an un-

perverted lively susceptibility to the impression made by works of art, and a
prevailing attachment for them; which traits, however, if properly cultivated,

may form him into a connoisseur. Bocii raiionem artis intelligunt, indocti

vohipfafem. (Quintilian.)

§ 150. The history of art is obviously useful to the artist and to the critic.

By it we learn the first origin of art among the people of early antiquity;

its subsequent advancement among the Greeks, Etrurians, and Romans; its

decline with the wane of those nations; its complete prostration in the middle
ages; its restoration and in some respects far greater advancement in modern
times. The very perfection of modern art makes the study of the fine arts and
their history advantageous and even necessary to every one, who engages in

literature and the studies required by common utility. Abundant occasion will

be found by every man, for the application of this knowledge, so that he may
turn to good account all the instruction and pleasure derived by him from it.

§ 151. The monuments of the plastic arts remaining to us from ancient times,

are called in general antiques,- although by that term, especially when the

kindred idea of classical excellence is associated with it, we understand chiefly

the performances of the most flourishing periods of ancient art. These pieces

are admired particularly for the beauty of their forms; for the just and happy
representation of the human figure, especially the head ; and for the dig-nity and
emotion which is thrown into their expression, and is at the same time united

with a most attractive grace. In general it may be said, that the artists of

antiquity guided themselves by an ideal based and formed upon real nature,

rather than by any actual models ever presented in life. Hence the careful study

of antiques is of great service to the artist and to the general critic and scholar,

especially if it be connected with suitable attention to language, history, my-
thology, and antiquities in general.

See J. Speiice, Polj-metis, or Enquiry conceniins the Agreement between the works of the Roman Poeb and the remains of ancient

Ar'ists Lond. 1755. fol.—Article ^ntih, in Sulzcr's Allg. Theor. iic, cited above, § 147.

§ 152. Most of the now remaining works of the plastic arts of antiquity are

such as either were actually designed to commemorate particular remarkable

persons, objects, actions, and occasions, or may serve that purpose as to us.

Of course to obtain a full understanding of them, to look at these monuments in

a right point of view, to discover their meaning, and perceive their whole beauty,

we need the accessary knowledge just mentioned above.
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1 u. In this view, also, an acquaintance with the history of art, in its different periods
and changes, and with the modes of conception and execution of the old artists, will

appear very important. And every thing of this sort will be more useful and instructive,

if attention be paid at tlie same time to the cBsthetic charactei of the works, that is, to

their comparative excellence considered as happy imitations, and as operating on the
taste and feelings.

^
2. The term esthetic is not familiar in our language. It is formed from the Groek word

diadrirtKOs, from which also the corresponding German term, cesthetisch, is derived. The latter is

detitied by Sulzer (Allg. Theor. der schonen Kiinste), as follows; "that peculiarity or property
of a thing by which it is an object of feeling {dicdriaii'], and therefore suited to be "introduced in
a work of the fine arts." The German noun msthetik (aesthetics) is defined, in the same work,
as follows ; "the philosophy of the fine arts, or the science which deduces the general theory
and the rules of the fine arts from the nature of taste." The words are certainly very conveni-
ent in English, and have an obvious meaning which is expressed by no other terms.
There are many works on the topics and principles belonging to the science of ^slhetics—Georg. Szerdahaley, a;sthetica, seu

docfrini boni gustus, ex Philosoph'a pulchri deducia in scientias et artes aniCEniores. Bud. 1779. 2 vols. S.—G. Ja^triiann, Saggio

sul buon gusto nelle belle arii, ove si spiegano gl' elementi della Estetica. Fir. 1771. 9.—Ahbe Dubos, Reflexions critiques sur la

Poesie et la Peinlure. (Cf. § 29. 4.)

—

C/i. Batleaux, Les beaux arts reduits a une raeme principe. Par. 1753. 12. In Germ, with

additions by J Ad. Schhgel. Lpz. 1770. 2 vols. 8.— The PoUte Arts, or a Dissertation on Poetry, Painting, Music, Architecture,

and Eloquence. Lond. 1749. 12.—ff. Home (Lard Karnes). Elements of Criticism. Lond. 17S5. 2 vols. 8.—Alex. Gerard, Essay

on Taste. Edinb. 17S0. 8.—JrcAiiaZrf ^/tjon. Essays on the Nature and Principles of Taste. Edinb. 1811. 8. Boston, 1812.—7o/i.

Christ. K'nig, Philosophie der schonen Kanste. Namb. 17S4. 8.—Ph. Gang, ^Esthetic, oder allgemelne Theorie der schOaen

Kanste und Wissenschaften. Salzb. 1785. 8.—/mm. Kant, Critik der tJrtheilskraft. Berl. 1790. 8.

§ 153. To ^ive something' of this knov^'ledge, although only in g^eneral and ele-

mentary principles, is the object of what follows, under the title of Archaeology of

Art. It will be limited to the plastic arts, and will exclude Engraving and Garden-
ing, as the former was unknown to the ancients, and the latter was not ranked by
them, either in practice or theory, among the fine arts. Sculpture, Lithoglyphy,
Painting, and Architecture, will be noticed. Their history, especially among
the Greeks and Romans, will be presented ; the most celebrated artists in each
period named and characterised; and the chief monuments pointed out, with
such remarks on their character as may aid a right understanding of their worth.
The notices must necessarily be brief.

I.

—

Sculpture.

§ 154. The term Sculpture is used in a sense more comprehensive than its

etymological meaning. We include under it the formation of images of visible

objects, not only out of hard substances by means of the chisel and graver, but

also out of soft substances, and out of melted metals. In precise discrimination

the first of these arts is properly sculpture, y'kv^Yj, sculptura ; the second is more
exactly the art of molding, TfKari-tLxri, figlina ; and the third the art of casting,

topsvtLxrj, statuaria. The German word Bildnerkunst includes the whole, and
is used by Luther in translating that Hebrew phrase in Chron. iii. 10, which is

rendered in the English version image-work.

The figures are either formed entire so as to be seen on all sides (rtspi^ai'^,

ins jRunde), or only prominent from a plane surface (ytpo^tuTta, avdy%v^a).

Those of the former kind are termed Statues,- the others are called in general

Bas-reliefs, although they are distinguished in minute description, by terms indi-

cating the degree of their prominence from the plane. Figures formed by depres-

sion, or by hollowing below the level, were termed by the Greeks 8idy%v^a.

Respecting the ars loreutice, sae Excursus ad Plin, Nat. Hist. xxxv. 34, in Lemaire's edition, cited P. V. § 470. 4.

M55 2f.In the introduction to this Archaeology (§ 8—11) we spoke in general of the

origin of the arts. Here it is sufficient to remark, that the art of forming images belongs
to the highest antiquity, and probably was the earliest of the arts which we call plastic,

if we except architecture, which at first was merely mechanical. Although the princi

pies of the art of drawing are of the greatest service in image work, and in reality lie

at its foundation, yet the art of drawing was probably of later origin : for it requires a

higher effort of abstraction and reflection to give a representation by sketching mere
outlines on a fixed plane, than by forming an entire image. Accident, and perhaps the

caprice of nature, which not unfrequently presents the appearance of artificial figures

in trees, stones, and the hke, might lead men to this art. The first attempts, it is proba-

ble, were to form likenesses of the human bodv.
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§ 156. The particular circumstances of the orig-in of this art are not made
known to us by any historical account. Neither tlu- inventor, the people among
whom it arose, nor the first mode of its exercise, can with certainly be deter^

mined. We may, however, reasonably conjecture, from the usual progress of

the human mind, and the history of other arts, that in this also was a gradual

advancement from the more easy and simple performances to the more difficult.

1 7i. Of the early existence of some branches of the art we have evidence in the

writings of Moses. See Exod. xxxvi 36, 38, Deut. xxix. 16, 17, Gen. xxxi. 19, 30.

2 u. The first works must have been quite rude, as the artists were deficient both in

the theory of designing and in mechanical skill, and were also destitute of the necessary

instruments. Accordingly we find that the most ancient figures of men and gods were
scarcely any thing more than pillars or blocks, with the upper extremity formed into a
sort of knob, or rounded, to represent the head. Such was the very ancient image of
the goddess Cybele brought to Rome from Pessinus in Phrygia (cf P. II. ^ 21).

Gradually the other principal parts of the body were more distinctly formed, at first

however only indicated by lines ; afterwards inade more full and complete, yet not

marked by significant action and attitude, but stiff, angular, and forced. This improve-
ment was ascribed among the Greeks to Daedalus (cf § 174. 2) , who was on that ac-

count said to have formed living statues, and whose name was applied by the early

Greeks to distinguished productions of art.

3. " In the primitive ages, objects rude and unfaslu'onod, as we learn from history, were adored
as representing the divinities of Greece. Even to the time of Pausanias, stones and trunks of

trees, rough and unformed by art, were preserved in the temples ; and though replaced by forms
almost divine, still regarded with peculiar veneration, as the ancient images of ihe deities. As
skill unproved, these signs began to assume a more determinate similitude; and from a square
column, the first stage, by slovv gradations something approaching to a resemblance of the human
firure was fashioned. These elTorts at sculpture long continued extremely imperfect. The ex-

tremities seem not to have been even attempted ; the arms were not separated from the body,

nor the limbs from each other ; but, like the folds of the drapery, stiffly indicated by deep lines

drawn on the surface. Such appears to have been the general state of the art immediately prior

to the period when it can first be traced, as cultivated with some degree of success in any par-

ticular plnce. This occurs about twelve centuries before Christ."
4. The following view has been adopted by some ;—that the statues consisting of a bust rest-

ing upon a pillar or block had their origin, not in the imperfection of the art of Sculpture, but in

the first use or design of imaires in worship, viz. to symbolize the mere presence of the god,

which purpose was answered by a simple pillar or unhewn block;—that when there was ihe

desiirn ol" symbolizing not merely the presence but the attributes of the gods, it became neces-
sary to cimibine the significant parts of more than one being; hence the monstrous figures that

were formed, some of « hich were retained in Ihe latest limes ; such, e. g. as Pan with the goal's

feet ;—and that it was a later idea, to represent the gods themselves by the most majestic and
beautiful human fuims.—Cf L. Schmiti, art. Statuary, in Smith, Diet, of Ant.

§ 157. Before noticing further the progress of the art of sculpture it will be

useful to mention some things respecting the materials employed, and the differ-

ent methods practiced among the ancients. The substances used were evidently

very various. The softer materials were earths, clays, wax, and the like; the.

harder were wood, ivory, marble, and bronze.

§ 15S u. Originally, as has been suggested, soft and pliant substances seem to have

been chosen, and images made by molding or embossing. This perhaps might originate

in the common art of pottery, which itself may have been suggested by covering culi-

nary vessels with earth or lime, and observing the hardness imparted by the fire. Clay,

gypsuin, and wax were the principal soft materials employed, not only in the earliest,

biit in the most flourishing periods, by the Greeks, Tuscans, and Romans ; for form-

insf entire statues, as well as busts, bas-reliefs, and models. Models thus prepared
{TTpoTrXdaixaTa, TrporvTra) were used by the artists for patterns to guide them in working
upon harder materials.

"Notwithstanding the ereat facility of making figures of clay, they are not often mentioned
in the early ages of Greece ; while in Italy the Diifictiles {irriXivoi 3-cdO were very common
from the earliest times. Clay figures never fell into disuse entirely ; and in later times not only

do we find statues of clay, but the pediments in small or rural temples frequently contained the

most beautiful reliefs in clay, which were copies of the luarble reliefs of larger temples."

'^ 15^^ u. Of the hard substances, vwod was commonly preferred, at first, on account

of it.«! being easily wrought, especially for the sculpture of large figures, utensils, arid

ornaments of various kinds. In the choice of wood for the purpose, regard was paid

lo its solidity, durability, and color. Ebony, cypress, and cedar had the preference,

/et citron-wood, acanthus, maple, box, poplar, and oak, and even more common sorts

of wood, were sometimes employed. Not unfrequently in the choice of wood there

was a reference to the supposed character of the divinity to be represented, as was
the case also in the use of other materials. In the island of Naxus, for example,

there was a statue of Bacchus formed out of the vine. Pluto was commonly imaged

in ebony or black marble. (Cf P. II. §§ 33, 60.)
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§ 160 u. The most celebrated ancient sculptors often made use of ivory, on ac

count of its whiteness and smooth surface, not merely for small figures, but also for

large ones, and even for colossal statues, which were sometimes formed of ivory and
gold united. Of this sort were the two most famous statues of antiquity,—the Jupiter

01ym_pius" and the Minerva,*—which were wrought by Phidias. Bas-reliets and
various utensils were also formed of ivory, either alone, orwhh orher substances con-

nected wuh it for ornament. The artists appear to have used no instrument for turning,

but merely a chisel with a free hand. In the large statues formed of this substance,
the inner part consisted of dry solid wood, to which the ivory was attached and fast-

ened in regular portions, and probably after the requisite chiseling had in part been
performed. Very few monuments of this kind are preserved, because ivory so readily

calcines in the earth and decays.
« Of. p. II. § 24 —i Cf. p. n. § 43 See Heyne, on the ivory of the ancients, and inias^es maJe of it, in N. SilUoth. der schOn.

Wiss. Bd. XV. ; also in tVmchdmann, Histoire, &c. as cited § 32. 4. vol. i. p. 575.

—

Hirt, in BSttiger'i Amalthea, Bd. i.—On the

works of Phidias, cf. § 179.

§ 161 u. Marhle was the noblest and most valued material for sculpture. There
were several species, differing in color, solidity, and lustre. Among the most cele-

brated kinds were the PenteUcan. the Parian, the Lydian, the Alabandian. Porphyry,
basalt, and granite, were also often used in works of an, especially among the Egyp-
tians. The marble was not always poHshed. The larger statues were often composeG
of several pieces, sometimes of different marble. There were works, too, of which
only certain parts were marble, as for example the celebrated Minerva of Phidias, of
which, particularly, the pupils of the eyes were marble {Xl^iva), according to a pas-

sage'^ in Plato. The cement, by which the different pieces of marble were united,

the Greeks called \idoK6X\a. Sometimes the marble statues, after completion, were
washed over vvith a thin transparent varnish, partly in order to give them a softer ap-

pearance and a milder lustre.

a 1. For tlie passage in Plato here referred to, see his 'Iirrr^a j iitX^iov, in the edit, of Bekker, (cited P. V. ^ 189. 4.) Partis Sec.

Vol. Tertium, p. 429. It is not improbable that the term XWtva here designates precious stones or gems—Cf.Z)e Caylus, on colored

statues, &c. Mem. Acad. Iiucr. xx'ix 166. cf. xxxiv. 39.

2. Respecting the modern names of aucient varieties of marble, and other circumstances pertaining to them, seeFerber's Briefe aus

Wilschland (Letters from Italy). Prag. 1773. S.^Louia de Latinay, Mineralogie des Anciennes. Bruxell. 1803. 2 vols. I'2.—

Blam Caryophili (Biagio Garofalo), Opusculum de ant'quis marmcribus. Traj. ad Rh. 1743. 4.—An interesting account of the

quarries of the Parian marble is given by E. D. Clarke, Travels. &c. vol. vi. p. 133, Lnnd. ed. ; vol. iii p. 280, N. York ed. iSIo.—

For notices of the quarries of Pentelican marble, see Holhoust's Albania, and Dodwdl's Tour, cited P. V. § 7. 7. (i).

^ 162 u. The bronze (xa^i^os, cbi--) employed in the statues of the ancients consisted

of a mixture of several metals, in definite proportions, although not always the same.
The principal ingredient was copper, of which usually, for statuary, one hundred
pounds were united with an eighth part of lead or tin. In forming the mixture there

was very often a regard to the color arising from it, and to its suitableness for the

imase to be made. The best kinds of brass or bronze were that of Delos and that

of iEgina. The most valued was the orichalcum {dpctxaXKOi), not the modern brass,

but a natural product of that name, unknown to us.—The precise manner in which
I the metals were wrought into images is not well understood; works of this kind
were formed not only by casting, in which case the chisel was afterwards applied to give

perfection, but likewise by driving or pressing under the hammer. Many brazen
statues, although the accounts are often exaggerated, were of extraordinary size and
truly colossal ; as, for example, the celebrated statue of the god of the sun, placed ot

, the entrance of the harbour of Rhodes, 105 feet in height. Sometimes statues of
brass were gilded in whole or in part, and usually they were varnished to protect

them from the atmosphere and moisture. Even of the precious metals, silver and
' gold, the ancients sometimes formed entire statues ; they were however hollow, like
' those in brass.

See Hirt, in 5r«ije7'» Amallhea (Musee de I'anliqui'e figuree), Dresd. }?2i.—Launay, cited § 161.—Also, on the comprsition

of bronze, Hawkins, as cited 5 27.—Some consider the oricJialcum, or mountain-brass, to have been an artificial product. Cf. An-

thon's Horace ; note on Ep. to Pisos. v. 202.—Comte de Caybis, on the work^ in bronze mentioned by Pliny, Me:n. Acid. Inscr

XXV. 33i. Cf. Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxxiv. 4, 5, IS.—Mongez, sur le bronz Jes anciens, Mem. de Vhut. 01 a s s e d'Bist. et Lit. Anc,

viii. p. 363;—.ilso cf. Classe de Literal, et Beaux Arts, vol. 5th, p. 187, 496.—SmitA, Diet. Antiq. art Bronze.

§ 163. Statues were classified and named variously, accordino^ to size, costum?;

! and attitude. The largest were termed colossal (xoj.o'juol), surpassinor always
the human dimensions; next to these were the statues of gods and heroes, of a
size between six and eight feet ; then, those corresponding to actual life (oU/a?.-

ftara iixovtxd, iTOitlr'pjjra, status icom'cas); and finally, those smaller than life,

(jf which such as were very small went by the name o{ sigilln.—In reference to

costume, the Romans called such as had a Grecian dress, palliatse ; those in the

Rijinan, togafse^ those with the miWl^TV g^rh, pahtrlafae, chlana/dalas, loricafie

.

and such as were veiled, velatae.—tn attitude there was stilt greater variety, as

the figures might be either standing, sitting, reclining, or lying at rest, or in
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action, &c. There was aiso a distinction between simple statues, and compo-
sites or g-roups, consisting of several fig-ures. Groups, where the parts were
entwined or interwoven with each other, were called symplegmata {ov^TtT^iy/xata).

See Comte Guasco, Essai historique de I'usage de statues chez anciens. Bruxeiles, I76S. 4—Cf. Le Comte Caylus, L'habillemeiit

dcs divinites. Mem. Acad. Insc vol. xxxiv. p. 35.

§ 164. Busts, likewise, almost as frequently as entire figures, were formed by
the ancient artists. They were called by the Greeks Ttpotofidt, ; by the Romans,
imagines, sometimes Ihoraces. They were located, in honor of gods, heroes,
philosophers, and other distinguished men, in public places, such as theatres,

prytanea, gymnasia, galleries, libraries, and the like.

1 u. The bust was chiefly used to represent deceased persons. At Rome the Patri-
cians used to place in their halls^ the busts of their ancestors. Like statues, busts
were of various sizes. They difiered also in respect to the portion of the frame in-

cluded, taking in sometimes the whole breast, sometimes just the shoulders, and
sometimes merely the head. On their supports or pedestals the character or exploits
of the person represented were often inscribed. When busts were formed in relief on
shields, they were termed imagines dypeatce.

« Cf. Polyb. vi. 51. Plin. xxxv. 2.—See Gurlitfs Versuch Uber die Bastenkunde. Magdeb. ISCO. 4.

2 H. There was a peculiar kind of statue or bust, to which was given the name of
Hermes ('Epurii), It consisted of a mere head, or head and breast, or at most head
and chest, and a quadrangular pillar, or one terminating in a point, which served as a
support. It derived its name either from the god Hermes, Mercury, whose image
generally appeared on this kind of erection, yet not always ; or perhaps, as probably,
from the word 'Ep/ia designating the quadrangular pillar sustaining the image ; Suidas
explains the phrase hpfidiog XiOos by the word rt rpdywi'05. These representations were
placed by the highways and streets, in gardens, and among the Greeks in front of
temples and dwelling-houses. Human likenesses were formed sometimes in this

manner
;

generally, however, the images represented some deity presiding over
gardens and fields. The Romans employed them to point out the boundaries of lands,

and on that account called them termini. Sometimes the attributes of the god were
indicated on the work; sometimes there were inscriptions, of which, however, such
as may have been preserved are not all genuine. They very seldom had any repre-
sentation of costume. The head and pedestal were not always of the same material.

Two heads were occasionally united on one pillar ; as for instance, in the 'Ep//a6)ji/;?,

Mercury and Minerva united ; the 'Epiir,paK\rjs, Mercury and Hercules ; and 'Epnoirav,

Mercury and Pan.

3. The compound name is also applied where the pedestal commonly bearing the head of
Hermes hns merely the head of some other personage, as in the figure ot" EoitripaKXfjs, given in
Plate XLVII. fiw. 8. In fig. 7, of the same Pluie, is a Hermes.—In the Sup. PI. il, is seen also a
fine Hermes.—The Romans usually represented their Priapus with a body terminating in a pillar

or block ; as seen in Plate XLV. ; or in the Sup, Plate 23 where the pedestal is in the figure of
a bird's claw.

§ 1 65. The ancient artists made a vast number of bas-reliefs {txtvTta, TipoSTfvrta,

avdyT^v^a). These works may be said to hold an intermediate place between
sculpture and painting, in as much as they present a plane for their ground, and
have their figures formed, more or less prominent, by the chisel or by embossing.
The most common material was marble or brass. The Etrurians made use also

of clay hardened by fire.

^ 166 u. The subjects represented by such pieces were drawm from mythology,
history, allegory, and other sources, according to the imagination of the artist. The
purposes for which they were devised were exceedingly numerous ; they often were
separate tablets constituting independent works ; and very often they were formed
upon shields, helmets, tripods, altars, drinking cups, and other vessels and utensils,

tombs, urns, and funeral lamps, arches, and generally upon large structures, particu-

larly the front of buildings. In explaining the meaning of these devices there is need
ol much caution and much knowledge of literature and art ; it is the more difficult,

because in many instances the works are in a mutilated or akered state.

§ 167. Among the varieties of image-work practiced by the ancients must be
mentioned that which is called Mosaic (ixovnhov, opus musivum, tcsse/atum,

vermiculatum), which was very common, and carried to great perfection. It has
its name from its elegance and grace (aorrra). It consists of figures curiously

formed by pieces, in different colors, of clay, glass, marble, or precious stones

and pearls, with which they used to ornament their floors and walls. Separate

tablets or ornamental pieces were aiso formed in the same way.
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1 u. The pieces of which this kind of work is composed are so small, that some
times one hundred and fifty are found in the space of a square inch. The art was
most in vogue in the time of the emperor Claudius, and one of the most distinguished

artists" in it was Sosus.

2. One of the earliest notices of this art among the Greeks is in the account of the

magnilicent ship constructed under the direction of Archimedes for king Hiero. The
whole fable of the lUad* was represented by mosaics {i" d(iaKi<jKois) inlaid in the

apartments of the vessel.

• Cf. Plin. Nat. Hist, xxxvi. 23.-6 Cf. SchUl, Hist. Litt. Grecque, vol. vii. p. 447. On mosaics, see references given 5 IS9.

§ 163. Some of the works of the ancient sculptors have inscriptions upon
them, presenting the name of the artist, or explaining the work itself. Such
inscripUons are placed sometimes on the pedestal, and sometimes on the drapery

or other parts of the statue.

1 u. On the statue of Hercules Farnese, for instance, are the words, rAYKwX
AeHXAIOC EnOIEI; on the Gladiator Borghese, AEACIaC AOC10EOY EifECIOC
EnOlEl; on a Roman statue of the goddess Hope, Q. aqvilivs dionysivs et nonia
FAVSTIXA STEM EESTITVERVNT.

2 u. But these inscriptions are not always genuine, being frequently of recent origin,

as is thought to be the case with the tirst of the above mentioned. In judging of them
there is need therefore of much antiquarian skill and research, and a careful apphcalion

of historical and mythological learning. A fine specimen of this critical scruthiy is

found in Lesslng's Laocoon, a work of great value to those who study the arts.

G. E. Leasing, Lankoon, oder aber die Grenzen der Mahlerei und Poesie, in his Sdmmtliche Schriflen. Berl. 1796. ss. 30 vols. 12.

Vol. 9th.—There is a French translation of it by I'anderbourg.

§ 1 69. Although we have no historical account of the origin of the art of sculp-

ture, as has been suggested (§ 156), yet it is certain that the Egyptians were in

possession of it at a very early period. On this account its invention is ascribed

to them by some ancient writers. The Egyptians were not deficient in the

mechanical part of sculpture. Yet their general mode of thinking, their prevalent

taste, the peculiar character of their civilization, and especially the nature of

their religion, were unfavorable to the advancement of this art, and hindered its

attaining among them any true and beautiful perfection. We find in their design,

as well as in their whole execution, a barrenness and uniformity that appears

very unnatural. Owing to the prevalence of animal worship in Egypt, figures

of animals were the most frequent and most successful performances of their

artists, among whom Memnon is perhaps most celebrated.

/. S. Memes (LL.D.), History of Sculpture, Paintiug, and Architecture. Boston, 1834. \2—Giamb. Brocchi, Ricerche sopria la

scultura presso gli Egiziani. Venez. 1792. S.—B6ttiger''t Andeutungen, &c. Qber Arch:iologie. Dresden, 1806. i.—V. Denon.

Voyage dans la basse et la haute Egypte. Par. 1S02. 2 vols, fol., with plates.—Description de I'Egypte. Par. 1S09-1S1?. 9 vols. fol.

with plates : of this work there is also a more recent edition. (Cf § 231. 1 )—In Beck's Grundriss der Archlologie, (Lpz. 1SI6,!

is an account of the artists among ancient na'ions, and of the remaining monuments, and mention of the works pertaining to the

subject.—Respecting Mtrnnon, consult AnthorVs Lempriere.

1 u. In the history of Egyptian art, a distinction must be made between the old

and the later style. The former appears in the earliest monuments down to the con-
quest of Egypt by Cambyses, B.C. 525. The latter belongs to a subsequent period,

in which the Persians and Greeks held supremacy in the land. There is a difference

between the works of art in Egypt, according to which they may be designated re-

spectively as the Old Egyptian, the Persian-Egyptian, the Grecian Egyptian, and the

Roman-Egyptian, or Roman imitations of the Egyptian manner. The uniformity and
stiffness are much greater in the old style

;
yet the later performances are deficient in

beauty of design and execution, in cases where there is no drapery, as well as in

others. There are also works, discovered in Italy, ii* Egyptian taste and manner,
which are not really of Egyptian origin, but were made by later Greeks, in Rome,
especially under the reign of Hadrian.

2. The period preceding the time of Cambyses is considered by Memes as the only
period of real Egyptian sculpture. Of its character there are left two sources of
judging, viz. vestiges of ancient grandeur yet existing on their native she, and nume-
rous specimens in European cabinets. These remains may be classed under three
divisions. 1. Colossal figures. 2. Figures about the natural size, single or in groups.
3. Hieroglyphical and Historical rehevos. The colossal remains are very numerous.
Some are figur,.\s of men ; others of animals, chiefly the sphinx. The dimensions
extend from twelve to seventy cubits in height. The largest now known are the two
in the \acinity of Thebes, which are "vulgarly called Shamy and Damy;" one of
.vhirh, from inscriptions still legible, would appear to b*" the famous soundins statue"

of Memnon. In the ruins of the Memnonimi there remiins a prostrate and broken
colossus of vast size, wi;h hieroglvphic in^'^riptions, from wnich it has been supposed

49 2 K
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to be the statue of Osymandyas^ or Sesostns. Of figures about the natural size there

are also many remains. Many are found in the excavations of Philoe. Elephantis,

Silsihs, and at EI Malook in the tombs of the Theban Kings. These e.xcavations are

often suites of magnificent chambers hewn from the hard and white calcareous rock.

A singular pecuharity marks these statues ; a pilaster runs up behind each the whole

heighf, not only v/hen the statue was connected with the surface of a wall, but also

when it is wholly detached. Relievos are found in great abundance, occupying often

the entire walls of the temples. In these there is much skill in the mechanical work-

manship, but they are very deficient in merit as performances of an
;
proportion and

perspective seem to have been utterly unknown.
a Cf. p. n. § ~i.—Letrcrnne, La statue de Meninon, dans ses Rapports avec I'Egypt et la Grece ; in the Mem. de VInstiiut, Classe

d'Hist. et Lit. Anc. vol. x. p. 249.— I" Letronne, Sur le monument d'Osymandyas, &c. in the Man. de Vbist. as just cited, vol. ix.

p. 317.

§ 170. In the formation of these works, four kinds of materials are employed ; one

soft, a species oi saiidslone ; and three very hard, viz., a calcareous rock, out of which

the tombs, with their sculptures, are hewn ; basalt or trap, of various shades from black

to dark gray, the constituent generally of the smaller statues ; and granite, more
commonly of the species named ruhescens. Colossal figures are uniformly of granite,

in which also is a large portion of the relievos. Statues of wood have been discovered

by modern travelers. Metal appeal's to have been sparingly used ; at least only very

small figures have been found, of a composition similar to the bronze of modern times.

In the tombs small images of porcelain and terra cotta are trequent.

§ 171. Among the other ancient nations of southern and eastern countries,

sculpture did not receive so much attention, and our knowledge of their use of

the art is derived from historical testimony rather than from any existing monu-
ments. The art was evidently esteemed by the Hebrews, but chiefly as an

auxiliary and ornament to architecture; of this we have evidence in the temple

of Solomon, in the construction of which, however, Phoenician artists were

ohipfly employed. The commerce and wealth of the Phoenicians were favorable

to the arts ; there exists no genuine and proper statue as a specimen of their

sculpture; the same is true respecting the Persians and Parthians, who were

advanced to a considerable degree of civilization, and whose views of propriety

required that the figures should be clothed in some sort of drapery ; such monu-

ments as we have, however, in the sculptured architectural ornaments which

have been preserved, give us no occasion to mourn our loss.

On the general tharacier of the sculptured monuments of the eastern nations, see HLcrcn's Ideen Uber die Politik, den Verkehr and

den Handel der vornehmsten Volker der alten Welt. Gott. 1S2G. 6 vols. S. Trans!, into Eag. Heeren, Hist. Researches ii^to tha

Politics and Commerce of the Carthaginians, &c Oxf. 183C. 2 vols. 8.—Hock's Veteris M&lis et Persis Monumen'a. Gott. 1818. 4.

Cf. Memes, HL\. &c. (as cited § 169), p. 32.

In our PI. XXXIIIare two specimens of Persian sculpture: fig. 3, a JMedo-Persian, from sculp-

tures at Persepolis ; bearing a sort of hammer or battle-axe, probably a token of some military

rank, perhaps, however, of some civil office ; the two hands of another are seen beariiigthe same
token : fig. 4 is another officer with a sword and other accouterments, from the same sculp-

tures.

§ 172. The Etrurians or Etruscans are more worthy of notice in the history

of this art. In a very early period they occupied the upper part of Italy, and

attended much to sculpture. With them the art seems to have been of native

origin, not introduced or acquired from Egypt, although their intercourse with

Egypt and with Greece no doubt contributed to the improvement of their arts.

Five periods may be pointed out in the history of Etruscan art : the first charac-

terized by a rude and uncultivated state; the second by works in the Grecian

and Pelasffic style; the third by works bearing an Egyptian and mythological

stamp; the fourth by a higher degree of excellence, yet confined wiihin the

limits of the older Grecian fictions; the fifth by a still fuller perfection accord-

ing to the more refined models of the Greeks.

See ffeyne's Versnch einer nilhern Bestimmung der Klassen und Zeiten fir die Etr. Kunstiverke, in A^ Bill. d. sck. IViss. B. XIX.

.tX. ; also in IVijickelmann, Histoire, &c. (cited § 32), vol. i. p. 633.— /.. Lanzi, Saggio di Lingua Etrusca e di altre antiche

d'ltalia, &c. Rom. 1789. 3 vols. 8.—F. liighirami, jMonumenti Etruschi, illustrati, kc. Fiesole. IS20.

§ 173. There are many remains of Etruscan art, although their resemblance

to Grecian performances often makes it difficult to decide their true origin. That
Grecian artists had a great share of agenc}' in Tuscan works is evident from

inscriptions and other monuments. Independent of a large number of statues

in bronze and marble, there are many works in half relief, which are, not vvith-

Dut grounds, considered as Etruscan remains. There is also a great variety of
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vases, remarkable both for the beauty of their form and for the paintinors on them,
which have been called 'I'uscan and Campanian, but may be with more proba-
bility considered as old Grecian, and as monuments of Greek colonies, which
were in the vicinity of Cuma, Naples, and Nola.

i u. Learned men and amateurs have taken much pains in collecting, portraying,
and describing these remains. The most beautitul collection of the kind is that made
by Wm. Hamilton

;
it is now in the British Museum, London.—Wedgewood and

Bentley have made imitations of several of these vases, in terra cotta, amono- which
the Vase of Barberini, or the Portland Vase, as it is also called, is th'e most
memorable.
An acrount of the collection of Sir Wm. Hamilton was published by Chevalier d'Hancaraille, with the title, A Collection of

Eiru^can, Greek, and Rman J},itiqv.itia, &c. Naples, 1766-1779. 4 vols, fol.—A later work is, Recueil des Gravures des raset
antiques, tirees du Cabinet de M. le Chev. d'Hamilton, eravees par Tischbeir.. Naples, 1793. 3 vols, fol.—.See also respecting these

vases, A. F. Garii Museum Etruscum. Flor. 1737. 2 vols. fol.—/. B. Passerii Picturae Etruscorum in vasculis, &c. Rome, 1767-75.

3 vols, fol—Peinlures des Vases antiques, vulgairement appellees Etriisques, gravees par C&ner, accompanees d'explications par
Mitlin. Par. 1S08. 2 vols. fol.—/. Millitigen, Peintures antiques de vases de la collection de Sir/. Coghill. Rome, 1S17. fol.—

Lanzi, De Vasi antichi dipinti vulgarmente chiamata Etruschi. 1806. 8. with plates.—Of. § 223.

2. " The Porlland Vase, now in the British Museum, was found in the 16th cen-
tury inclosed in a marble sarcophagus, in the sepulchral chamber called Monte del
Grano, on the road from Rome to Frascati."—" It is a semi-transparent urn of a deep
blue color, with brilliant opaque white ornaments upon it in bas-rehef, cut by the
lapidary in the same manner as the antique cameos on colored grounds. I\Ir. Parks
states, " that several of the nobihty and gentry, being desirous to possess a copy of
this beautiful specimen of ancient art, engaged Mr. Wedgewood to attempt an imita-
tion of it ; and he actually produced a vase of porcelain, which for elegance was
considered fully equal to the original." The height of the vase is ten inches, its di-

ameter at the broadest part only six inches. It has two curiously wrought handles,
one on each side. The sculpture is in the greatest perfection ; the "figures full of grace
and e.xpression ; every stroke as fine, sharp, and perfect as any drawn by a pencil."

—

'• The body of this vase, which for a long time was erroneously supposed to be
formed of porcelain, is made of deep blue glass."

.Si7Ziman's Journal of Science, &c., vol. xxvi., on Porcelain, &c., p. 243, with a drawing of the vase— Cf. Lardncr's Cabintl

Cyclof'isJia, article Glas<i.—See also /. Wedgewood, Description of the Portland Vase. Lond. 1790. 4.—Graf (i. e. Count) Vm
Vdtheim, Abhandlun; Uber die Barberini jetzt Portland Vase. Helmst. 1791. 8.—/. Millingen, on the Portland Vase, in the Trans-

actions of the Royal Lit. Society of the United Kinsdom, vol. i. pt. 2d, p. 90. Lond. 1829.—/. G, King, on the Barberini Vase,

Archxologia (as cited § 32. 5), vol. viii. p. 307, with drawmgs of the whole device upon it— Class. Joum. xix. 226.

In one of the barrows called Bartlow Hills (cf. P. III. $ 341), there was found, in 1835, a
beautiful bronze vessel ornamented with enamels of different colors. The cavities in which the
enamels are inserted seem to have been finished with the chisel. "The enamels are true
glasses. The colors are three ; blue, red, and green." A fac-simile is given in the Mrchaolo^ia
(as cited $ 32. 5), vol. x.wi. p. 300.

3. Many of the remains of Etruscan art have been found in repositories for the dead,
in which the people were accustomed to niter with the body various articles of metal
and clay. At VolaterriE (Volterra) were vast sepulchral chambers. Similar structures
have been discovered in the vicinity of Viterbo. In these sepulchers are found urns of
stone or of baked clay, about two feet in height, which contained the ashes of bodies
after burning. Painted vases also are found in the same repositories ; likewise the en-
graved paterce. The latter are numerous and curious. They are shallow dishes of
brass or bronze, with a rim slightly raised, and a handle. On the bottom inside there
is usually engraved some mythological subject, of simple design, expressed in a few
bold lines. The use of these vessels is not known. Some have considered them as
employed in sacrificing, others as designed for mirrors.

Since about 1825, many remains have been disinterred from the hypogaea in Etruria. In 1S28
one of these sepulchral chambers was accidentally discovered, not far from Volcium, the ancient
capital of the Volcientes (Plin. H. N. iii. 8.) called "OuoX/cot by Ptolemy. This occasioned ex-
aminaiion and extensive excavations, and led to the discovery of numerous other receptacles, in
a large plain, called from a neighboring abbey Piano dell'Abbadia, on the banks of the Arminia.
From these were taken monuments in gold, br.-^ss, and ivory. More than two thousand painted
vases were collected; bearing devices illustrative of a great variety of subjects ; often with
the name of the manufacturer and the painter, and sometimes with whole sentences, inscribed
on them.

See .IrchiBnlogia U' cited § 32. 5), vol. xxiii. p. 130, acatalngue of vases and other Etruscan antiquities discovered in 182? and
1829, by the Prince of Canino;—specifying 200 articles, with remarks.—/. Millingen. on late Discoveries of ancient Monuments in

£!ruria; in the Transact, of the Royal Soc. of LUeralure, &c. vol. ii. p. 76. Lond. 1S34.—Illustrazioni die due vasi fittili recente-

mcnt trouvati in P<«to, &c. Rom. 1*09. (al.—Menus, History of Sculp'ure, &c. (cited i 169), p. ll—Anthm's Lempriere, under
Uetruria.—! gliirnmi. cited § \12—Kestner, as cit..d P. HI. § 341. 5.-Mrs. Hamilton Gray, Tour to the Sepulchres of Etruria.

in 1839 Lond. 1*40, with plates. Cf. Lond. Quart. Rev. March, 1S41, p. 202.—Ediiib. Reo. A[>r. 1841, p. 64.

§ 174. The hicfhest rank in the history of ancient art unquestionably belonors

to the Greeks. The first idea of imagre-work arnonor them was without doubt
derived from abroad, from the Egyptians more probably than from the Phceni-
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Clans, perhaps in some degree from both (cf. § 42). The opinion, that theii

earliest notions came from the Egyptians, agrees well with the whole character

of their mythology, the fountain and source of their arts, and with the style

of their more ancient performances. But at length they surpassed all other

nations.

1 u. The exact time of the rise of this art in Greece cannot be decided, nor so much
as the name of the first artist. Some mention Dibutades, others Rhcecus and Theo-
dorus, as inventors of the art of molding, or of working in soft wax and in brass.

Dcedalus, who lived three generations before the Trojan war, was celebrated as the

first improver of the plastic art among the Greeks. It was undoubtedly practiced at a

very early period, and even in the time of the Trojan war, or at least in the age of

Komer, had gained a remarkable degree of cultivation.

"2. Concerning DEedalus, the first of the Athenian sculptors, doubtful or fabulous accounts
have reached us; but a careful investigation of circumstances proves, that of whatsoever country
a native, he had rendered himself renowned by the exercise of his skill at the court of Minos
before settling in Attica. The facts attending his arrival there, and the history of his previous

labours, enable us to fix dates, and to trace the true source of improvement in Grecian art at

this particular era. Of the early establishments of the Greeks planted in the isles of the

-^gean, which even preceded the mother country in the acquisition of wealth and intelligence,

the Doric colony of Crete enjoyed, from a very early period, the happiness and consequent
power of settled government. External advantages of situation first invited the access, while
domestic institutions secured the benefits, of ancient and uninterrupted intercourse with Egypt.

Hence the laws and the arts of the Cretans. With the former, the Athenian hero, Theseus, wished
to transplant the later also; and while he gave to his countrymen a similar system of policy,

he did not fail to secure the co-operation of one whose knowledge might yield powerful aid in

humanizing a rude people by adding new dignity to the objects of national veneration. Accord-
ingly Dcedalus, accompanying the conqueror of the Minotaur to Athens, fixes there the com-
mencement of an improved style, 1234 years before the Christian era.—The performances of
Dcedalus were chiefly in wood, of \^hich no fewer than nine, of large dimensions, are described

as existing in the second century, which, notwithstanding the injuries of fourteen hundred years,

and the imperfections of early taste, seemed, in the words of Pausanias, to possess somelhiiig

of divine expression. Their author, as reported by Diodorus, improved upon ancient art, so as

to give vivacity to the attitude, and more animated expression to the countenance. Hence we
arrt not to understand, with some, that Daedalus introduced sculpture into Greece, nor even into

Attica; but simply that he was the first to form something like a school of art, and whose
works first excited the admiration of his own rude age, while they were deemed worthy of

notice even in more enlightened times. Indeed the details preserved in the classic writers, that

he raised the arms in varied position from the flanks, and opened the eyes, before narrow and
blinking, sufficiently prove the extent of preceding art." {Menus, as cited $ 169.)

It has however been doubted whether Daedalus ever had an actual existence, some supposing a mere mythic personage meant,

nhose name was intended for any eminent artificer.—HiVt, Geschichte der Baukunst (cited § 243. 4).—Heyne, ad Horn. II. IS. 590.

—Gidoyn, L'Histoire de Dedale, Mem. Acad. Inscr. ix. 111.—Class. Joum. iv. 21.

3 u. Many favorable circumstances combined to promote the advancement of sculp-

ture in Greece ; the influence of a dehghtful climate upon physical and moral education

;

the constant views of beauty not only in the various natural .scenery, but especially in

the human form as produced among the Greeks ; their peculiar religion, involving so

much of poetry and imagination and yet so addressed to the senses ; the high honor

and rewards bestowed upon artists ; the various uses and applications of sculpture

(cf § 178) ; and the flourishing condition of the other imitative arts and of letters in

general.

See GurUWs Einleitung in das Studium der schOnen Kunst, &c.; and K. 0. MUller''s Arcbaologie, &c., as cited § S2. 4.—An En-

qi^iry into the causes of the extraordinary excellency of ancient Greece in the Arts. Lond. 1767. S.—Winclidmanru Hist, de I'Art,

&c., liv. iv. ch. i.—Tytkr's History, ch. xx. 7.—On the estimation in which artists were held among the Greeks, Comte de Caylus,

in the Man. Acad. Inscr. xxi. p. 174.

§ 175 t. In presenting an historical view of the progress and character of the

art in Greece, and of the age of the principal productions and their authors, four

periods have been pointed out. Instead of giving the division derived from the

sketch of Pliny, which has been considered as not sufficiently distinct and exact,

we propose the following. The first period includes the duration of the ancient

style., extending to the time of the Persian war, say the battle of Marathon, B. C.

490. The second reaches to the time of Alexander the Great, B. C. 336.

Phidias flourished in the first half of this period, which may be ch^acterized as

exhibiting the grand sfyle. The third period, that of the beautiful style, extends

to the establishment of the Roman power in Greece by the capture of Corinth,

B. C. 146: Praxiteles flourished at the beginning of this period. The fourth

includes all the later efforts of Grecian art, and may be called the period of its

fall.

.See Plin. Hist Nat. lib. xxxiv. xxxvi.—i7fy»ie's Abh. Qber die KUnstlerepochen des Pltnius, in his Sammlung antiguar. Mfu
S'. i —Also, by same, Arlium inter Giaecos tempora, in his Opitsc. Acad. V. o.—Meyer, Geschichte der bildenden Kanste bei den

Grit-cben —Thiersch, Qber die Epocben der bildenden Kunst unter den Griechen. MUnchen, 1S16. i.—J. B. Emeric-David, Essai

t-,r -e classement chronologiqae des sculf.eurs Grec^, &c. Par. 1S06 j republished in Lcmaires Pliny, cited P. V. § 470 j it namel,
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in order, the principal Greek sculptors, and mentions the cliief works wrought by them.— C. de Cayluf, De la sculpture et dei

sculpleurs ancieunes; in the Mtm. Jicad. Imcr. xxv. 302 —for a general historical view of sculpture, see S. C. Cruzt-Magnan,

Discours His!oriques sur la Peinture et la Scuipture, belonging to the Musee Francaise, cited § 191. i—Memes, as ciled § 169.

§ 176. Among the Greeks, as in other nations, the first attempts in sculpture

were rude and imperfect; the works in the art were marked by that incomplete-
ness and want of fitness and agreeableness in design and performance, which
has already been mentioned (cf. § 15G). Subsequently there appeared more of
truth and accuracy in the sketch and outline, while there was still a severity or

stitfness, which was much deficient in expression as well as beauty. There
are many remains of Grecian art, which are commonly assigned to the earlier

ages, some of them correctly; yet it is difficult in some cases to decide to what
period a performance really belongs ; and it is too hasty a conclusion, if a person
assigns to the earliest period any piece of unfinished workmanship, with no
other proof or evidence; since such a work might come from the hand of an
inferior artist of later times, or might receive its rude appearance from desio-n.

Endoeus, Smilis, Dipcenus, Scyllis, Agelladas, Dionysius of Argos, and Mys,
were the principal sculptors of the first period.

^ 177 ?i. With the growing prosperity of the Grecian States, the arts, and especially
sculpture, steadily advanced. Among the means of improvement were the schools of
art, for the instruction of young artists both in painting and sculpture, wliich were estab-
lished at Sicyon, Corinth, and ^gina. The first of these was the most eminent,
founded by Dipcenus and Scyllis, and numbering among its pupils Aristocles, and sub-
sequently other celebrated painters and sculptors. Corinth, on account of its favorable
situation, became early one of the most powerful of the Grecian cities ; Cleanthes was
one of the most ancient artists there. The school of ^Egina, also, seems to have been
early established, and the island gained much celebrity from its arts; Callo, Glaucias,
Simon, and Anaxagoras, were distinguished in this school. The flourishing condition
of these cities, in consequence of conmierce and navigation, made them eligible places
for the establishment of such schools of art.

§ 178. The occasions for the execution and use of statues in Greece were
very frequent and various. Not only were the temples of the gods ornamented
with their statues and with sculptured representations of their mythological
history, but works of this kind were required in great number for public squares
and places, for private dwellings, gardens, country seats, walks, and for archi-

tectural ornament in general. The portico at Athens, receiving its name Pcecile

from its variety of ornaments, was crowded with statues. To heroes, wise men,
poets, and victors, statues were erected out of gratitude and respect; to princes,

out of flattery. Thus did the statuary always find encouragement and reward
for the exercise of his art, and for the application of all his talents, which were
quickened and stimulated the more by emulation.

1. Diiringthe former part of this first period, down to about the time of Solon, B. C. 600, most
of the statues seem to have been statues of the gods, including those which were merely dedi-
cated as 'ij/a^ij/za-a, and those which were erected for worship, dj-aA/^ara ; the latter were chiefly
of wood {I6(iva); yet the head, arms, and feet, were frequently of stone {tiKpoXidoi); they were
u.^ually pp.iiited ; sometimes dressed in gorgeous attire.—In the latter part of the period, statues
of itieti {ay&piavTe^) became more common; these were probably real likenesses {Iikovei;). The
exhibition of the human form in striking attitudes in the gymnastic contests at the public festi-

vals, furnished the artists with fine opportunities for observation.

See De VUsage des statues, chez Its Anciens ; Essai Historique. Brux. 1768. 4.

2. Before the close of the period, artists were very numerous. Besides the places above
named, they flourished in the Greek states of Asia Minor, in the islands of the ^SJgean, and in
Magna Grxcia. Among the sculptors of eminence were Bupalus and Anthermus of Chios; Me-
don andTheodes at Sparta; Dameas of Croton ; Canachus of Sicyon; Critias and Hegesiag
of Athens.

.''. In the latter part of this period, we find that the pediments and friezes of temples were
adorned with bas-reliefs and statues. Specimens of such ornaments are found in the Selinun-
tine Marbles and the JEginetan Marbles, which are regarded as remains of this period.

See S. Aagdl^ni Th. Ecaiis, Sculptured Metopes discovered (in 1823) amongst the ruins of Selinus. Lond. \S26.—Ed. Lynn.

Outlines of the E .-ina Mirbles. Lond. IWS.—lVasner, as cited § 190. 3.—Other remains of this period are still preserved. Cf. Combe,

Marbles of the British Museum.

§ 179. In the second period, reaching to the time of Alexander, the art of
sculpture obtained much higher excellence in Greece than among other nations.

Tts characteristic at this period was loftiness and grandeur in style
;
yet this

was accompanied with more or less of that want of softness and ease, which
marked the works of preceding artists. There was a very rigid observance

of outward proportion. The expression in gesture and attitude was bold and
2 K 2
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significant, rather than captivating and pleasing. Phidias was the first and the
most distinguished artist. His statues of Minerva and Jupiter Olynipius (cf.

§ 160) were among the most celebrated works of antiquity, although known to

us only by the unanimous praise of so many writers.

1. The great works executed at Athens in the time of Pericles were iinrier the direction of
Phidias {Plut. Peric. 12).—"The most colossal statue hy Phidias was his Athena Promachos, of
bronze, which was fifty feet high without tai\ing the pedestal into account. (Straho, vi.) It sto'id
on the Acropolis, between the Parthenon and the Propylfea, rising above each of these buildings,
so that it was seen at a distance by the sailors, when they approached the coast of Attica. This
work, however, was not completed when he died ; and it was finished nearly a generation later
by Mys."—The statue of the Olympian Jupiter is said to have been transported by Theodosius 1.

to Constantinople, and to have been there destroyed by fire, A. D. 475.

Quatriniere de Quiucy, Le Jupiter Olyr^pien. Par. 1815. fol.—Cf. § 160; also P. II. §§ 24, 43.—S. L. Vilkcl, Ueber den grossen

Tennpel und die Statue des Jupiters zu O'ynipia. Leipz. 1794. 8.— T. Ph. Seibenkees, Uber den Tempel und die BildsinledesJup. zn

01. Narub. 1795. 8—£. H. T Ihen, de Phidise Jove Olympio observationes. Gott. 1812. S.—E. Fulcmut, Sur deux Ouvrages db

Phidias, in his Wurts. Lausanne, 1781. 6 vols. 8.— C. Muller, de Phidise vita et operibus, &c. Gott. 1827.—See also an account

of Ph.dias and his works, in the Apfemiix to Memorandum on Lord Elgin's Pursuits, &c., cited § 190. i.—Gedoyn, L'Hist. da

Phidias. Merit. Acad. Inscr. ix. 189.

2f. Besides Phidias, the following were among the celebrated artists of this period; Alcame-
nes of Athens; Agoracritus of Samos; Polycletus of Argos, by whom the school of Argos was
raised to its summit ; also Callimachus and Demetrius ; and Myron of Eleutherse, whose cow in

bronze, and colossal group representing Jupiter, Mercury, and Minerva, are mentioned as'Va-
mous. (Prop. ii. 31. Strabo, xiv. Plin. N. H. xx.xiv. 19. Quint, xii. 10. Plin. Ep. iii. 6.)

3. Among the remains of this period, the following are ascribed to the age of Phidias. 1. Paris
of the metopes, with the frieze of the small sides of the temple of Theseus"; of which there are
casts in the British Museum.—2 A number of the metopes of the Parthenon, with a part of the
frieze of the cella. and fragments of the pediments, belonging to the Elgin Marbles^ in the British
Museum.—The following belong to a later time in this period. 1. The marble reliefs of the tem-
ple of Nike Apteros.—2. The Phigalian Marbles^, of the inner frieze of the temple of Apollo Epi-
curius.—3. The marbles of the temple of the Olympian Jupiter^.

" Stuart, Antiq. rf Athens, cited § 243. 1.

—

1> Ste § 190. 4, and works there cited on these marDles. Also, Cockerell. as cited

^ 191. 4.—£irntted, Voyages, &c., as ciled § 2^3 I.—= G. M. Wagner, Bassi-ielievi della Grecia, Sic—Stackdhtrg, ApoUoteiDpel

zu Bassse in Arcadien und die daselbst ausgegrah. Bildwerke. 1828.

—

d Expedition Scientif. de la Moree. PI. 74 ss.

§ 180. Sculpture, together with the rest of the fine arts, attained the highest

excellence, not far from the time of Alexander. In the third period, marked by

the beautiful or elegant style, a peculiar grace was united with the accuracy

and noble expression already acquired. This grace appeared both in a higher

refinement in the design or conception, and greater ease in gesture, attitude and

action. A distinction may be made between the majestic grace which is con-

spicuous in the statues of the gods, belonging to this period, and that which is

merely beautiful; the latter again may be distinguished from an inferior and

lighter sort, exhibited in comparatively trifling performances. Scopas, Praxi-

teles, Lysippus, Chares, and Laches, were the most eminent sculptors of this

period.

1. Scopas began to flourish before the close of the second period. He was employed, about
B. C. 350, with Leochares and others, in constructing the magnificent mausoleum of Mausoliis,

in Caria. Pliny (II. iV. xxxvi. 4) mentions works of Scopas as existing at Rome.—The must
celebrated works of Praxiteles were statues of Bacchus and of Venus; the most noted of which
were the veiled Venus of Cos, and the naked Venus of Cuidus. A statue of ("upid, which he
gave to the courtezan Phryne, is said to have been particularly valued by himself. Two sons
of Praxiteles are mentioned as sculptors, Cephissiodorus and Timarchus.—Lysippus was cele-

brated for his portrait statues of Alexander the Great, and his statues of Hercules. He is said

to have made no less than 1500 figures.—Chares, a disciple of Lysippus, gave celebrity to a
school that continued to flourish at Ithodes in the first part of the subsequent period. He formed
the celebrated colossal statue of the Sun (Plin. N. H. xxxiv IS), which stood by the harbor of

Rhodes; said to have been 70 cubits high, partly of metul Cf. P. I. $ 147, and PI. VI.—See
Meursius, Rhodas, i. 16.

2. Sculpture, with other fine arts, was more or less cultivated in the various kingdoms which
arose out of tlie conquests of Alexander. Among the foreign places where literature and art

flourished, were Pergamus, Alexandria, and Seleucia (cf. $ 80).—Of the remains ascribed to this

period, the group of Niobe is perhaps the most important; whether it is the original work (by

Scopas or Praxiteles), or is merely a copy, has been much discussed (cf. $ 186. 2). The gn-iipof
Laocoon belongs to this period, or to the very beginning of the fourth ; being according to Pliny

the work of three Rhodian artists, Agesander, Polydorus, and Athenodoriis (cf $ 1S6. 1). The
Borshese Gladiator probably belongs to the close of this period (cf. $ 186. 8). The Farnese Bull

(cf. $ 186. 3), from the hand's of tvvo Rhodian artists, Apollonins and Tauriscus, belongs to the

same time ; unless it may be more correctly assigned to the fourth period.

§ 181. Gradually Grecian art declined from its high excellence, and finally

ceased. The causes are obvious; the prevalence of luxury and consequent cor-

ruption of lasie and morals; the internal changes and commotions, and the

infringements upon civil liberty from the time of Alexander, and its final loss

after the subjection of Greece to the Romans. There were, however, in the
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fourth period (viz. that subsequent to the capture of Corinth, B. C. 146), some
skillful artists, as Arcesilaus, Pasiteles and Cleomenes ; and the plastic arts

remained in credit in some of the cities of Asia and Sicily.

See F. Jacobs, uber den Reicbthum der Griecben in plastischeu Kunstwerken; transl. in Clots. Studies, p. 65, as cited P. V. § 6. 4.

It may be remarked that the period of time mentioned as the fourth in the history of Grecian
sculpture, will coincide with the period of lime which is of most importance to be noticed in the
history of Roman sculpture. It was not until about the time of the capture of Corinth that tlie

Romans took any deep interest in the arts.

^ 182 u. On the subjection of the Greeks, their arts passed, as it were, into the hands
of the Romans, by whom, however, the arts were honored and furnished with opportu-
nities for their employment, rather than actually acquired and practiced. In early
periods of the repubUc, distinguished merit was rewarded with statues. Alter the
second Punic war, a great number of splendid works of sculpture were brought to

Rome from captured chies, Syracuse, Capua, Corinth, Carthage; also from Etruria
and Egypt. Likewise Grecian artists flocked to Rome, and there produced new works.
With the advancement of wealth, the Romans devoted greater and greater expense to

the ornamenting of their temples, their public and private buildings, their gardens and
manors, until at length there was a most extravagant and luxurious indulgence.

1. Among the treasures plundered from the Sicilians by Verres were a number of celebrated
statues, wrought by the most distinguished artists ; as a Cupid in marble by Praxiteles ; a Her-
cules in bronze by Miron ; and two Canephorae in bronze by Polycletus, all taken from a single
citizen of Messana. It is said to have been for the sake of his fine statues that Verres was pro-
scribed and murdered by Mark Antony.—The emperors, especially Augustus, Caligula, and
Nero, are said to have followed the example of the conquerors and provincial governors of
earlier times in bringing to Rome the most splendid works of art found in other cities.

Middletoii's Life of Cicero, vol. i. p. 131, 114, as cited P. V. § 401. \.—Fragiiitr, Galerie de Verres, Mem. Acad. Inscr. vi. 565.

—Ftlkd, Ueber die Wegfahrung der atlea Kunstwerlte aus den eroberten Llnderu nach Rom.

2 u. The Capitohum (particularly the temple of Jupiter, included in it), the Comitium.
and the Rostra, were in a special manner adorned with statues. Inspectors were
appointed {tutelarii,(sditui), whose business it was to guard the edifices thus orna-
mented from injury and plunder, a duty afterwards assigned to a particular magistrate.
The senate alone could authorize the erection of statues, and the censors corrected
abuses. Hence is found sometimes on Roman statues, the inscription Ex Se?iatus
Decreto; and sometimes E Decurionum Dtcrefo. (Cf P. III. § 2C0. 2. § 320 ) Statues
were erected in the colonies and free cities. The buildings and pubfic places of Rome
were adorned by the first emperors with a great number of works of sculpture, most
of which, however, were prepared by Grecian artists.

Edm. FigreUi de statuis illustrium Romanorum liber siiigularis. Holmix. 1756. 9.—Lipsii admiranda s. de magnitudine Romana
libri iv. Antw. 1637. io\.—Rycquii de Capilolio Rom. commentarius. I« B. 1696. 8. SiUig, Catalogus artificum Grjecorum et

Romanorum. Dresd. 1S27.

3. After the time of Augustus there was a decline in arts as well as letters, until the
reign of Hadrian, A. D. 118. The principal sculptured works appear to have been,
1. Reliefs on public monuments, such as arches and columns; 2. Statues or busts of
the emperors and members of their families ; some of which were intended to be faith-

ful portraits ; others were designed to represent an emperor or empress in some heroic
or deified character; many specimens of this class are preserved.

4. In the reign of Hadrian, the arts were in some degree revived (cf. § 128. 2) . The
existing statues and busts of Antinous (cf % 186. 10) are ascribed to the age of Hadrian.
The arts continued to flourish somewhat in the reign of the Antonines, closing A. D.
180. The best among the remains of this time are the equestrian statue of Aurelius
(cf "5 186. 12) , and the reliefs on the column of Antonine (cf § 188. 2)

.

§ 183 u. In the last half of the second century after Christ, there was an obvious de-
cline of good taste in sculpture, and soon after the middle of the third, the art was
wholly prostrated, through political disasters and other conspiring influences. Esteem
for the art and its productions was lost, and many unfavorable circumstances happened,
so that a number of the most valuable works of sculpture were mutilated, buried in

ruins, or entirely destroyed. This resulted partly from the warhke character of the
tribes that invaded Italy, partly from the avarice and rapachy of some of the later Ro-
man emperors, from frequent earthquakes or conflagrations, from the repeated capture
and sacking of Rome and Constantinople, and from a mistaken zeal of many Christians
against the preservation of heathen monuments.

See FioriUo>s Geschichte der Malerei. fak. i. p. U.—Heyne, De Interitu operum Artis priscas, &c., as cited § 76. 5.

^ 184 u. Notwithstanding all this ruin, many monuments of sculpture, and some of
them of high excellence, have been preserved. Since the revival of the fine arts, which
commenced in Italy, the last seat of ancient sculpture, these monuments have been
diligently sought out, collected, and described. Yet most of them have suffered from
time or accident, and very few are wholly free from mutilations. There have been
attempts to remedy these injuries by rejoining and repairing, but without sufficient

judgment or skill. For such attempts require not only mechanical dexterity, but a
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very correct apprehension of the exact design of the original artist, and especvilly a
capacity to adopt perfectly his manner and style. No modern has been more suc-

cessful in labors of this sort than Cavaceppi.

See Raccolta d'antiche statue, etc. restaurate da B. Cavaceppi. Rom. 1768-72. 3 vols. M.—Mhand. tiler Restawr. von Kurm.

werhen contained in the Propylden, ii. 1. p. ^.—Henrici Commentationes de slatuis antiquis mutilatis, recentiori manu refectis,

Vit. iS03, sqq. 4.

§ 185*. Anything like a full specification even of the more valuable monu-
ments of ancient sculpture vi^ould transcend the limits and design of this treatise.

A slight glance at some of them is all that will be attempted. This will include

a notice of statues, busts and works in relief; and also works in mosaic, since

they have been mentioned in connection with sculpture.

§ 186 u. Of the statues, we shall mention here only some of the most celebrated

such among them as deserve the first rank.

1. The splendid group of Laocoon in the Belvedere of the Vatican at Rome. It is

larger than life, wrought of white marble, not wholly finished on the back. It consists

of three principal figures, the father and his two sons, writhing in the coil of two huge
serpents. This was found, in the year 1506, among the ruins of the Baths of Titus;

and it probably belongs to the times of the first emperors. The expression of extreme

agony in the features, and muscles of the whole body, especially of Laocoon, the strug-

gle to break the dreadful grasp, the cry of distress indicated by the mouth, the anxious,

entreating look of the sons, fixed on the father, are among the striking excellencies

which mark this extraordinary performance. Critics, however, differ in opinion respect-

ing the real design of the artist as to the expression and degree of the anguish of the

father.

Cf. § 180. 2.—Heyr,t'i antiquar. Aufs. St. 2.—Prapylaen, l.—Hirt, in the Horen, MVl.—Wii%ckelmannU Werke, cited § 32. 4.

vi. X.—Leising's Laocoon, § 5. p. 75, as cited § I6S.—/. B. Emeric-David, Essai, &c., cited § 175.—Montfatuxm, Ant. Expl. vol. i.

Suppl. p. 242.

Bead f^iTgil't description of Laocoon and the Serpents, .ffin. ii. 201-225.— Cf. Pliny, Nat. Hist, xxxvi. 4.—See Plate XLIV. fig. 5.

2. The group of Niobe and her children. Her children being slain by Apollo and
Diana, the mother (cf. P. II. ^ 38) through grief was changed into stone. This
work has marks of the lofty style, and is perhaps from the hands of Scopas. It consists

of fifteen figures. It was discovered in 1583, and is still in the Duke's collection at

Florence, where the figures are merely placed by the side of each other, as their proper

arrangement in a group is difficult to discover, and even their original connection is not

fully proved. There is an uncommonly elevated and tragic expression in all the figures

and great variety in the combination.

Of. § ISO. 2.—Plin. Hist. Nat. xxxvi. i.—.a.ngdo Fabroni, Diss, sulle Statue appartenenti alia favola di Niobe. Firerize. 1779. fol.

—Meyer, in the Propylden, II., and BCttiger'i Amallhea (Musee de I'antiquite fiiuree). Dresden, IS24. l.—JVinckebnann'i

Werke, vi. 1.—On the moral of the Laocoon and Niobe, see remarks in The Philosophy of Traveling, by T. Johnson, M. D. (p. 118.

Am. ed. N. York, 1831). See also the work entitled Choix de Talltavx et Statuea des plus akbrcs Musees, ^c Par une Societe

d'Arti'^tes, Si'C. Par. 1819-21. 3 vols. 8, intended to be completed in 12 vols.

The 3d volume of the last named work gives the fifteen figures, wiih a description. The 1st figure is Niobe with her youngest

daughter clinging to her ; the figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, are the other daughters ; figure 8 is the Pedagogue or instructor of the children

(LeMaitre); and figures 9, 10, 11, 12,13, 14, 15, are the seven sons.—There is also in the Duke's Collection a figure of two wrestlers

which some have supposed to represent two sons of Niobe, and to belong to this group. It is given in the 1st volume of the work

just cited ; also in Mongtz, Tableaux, Statues, &c., as cited § 191. 2.

3. The Farnese Bull, the largest of all ancient groups. It consists of a bull, two

youths larger than hfe, Zethus and Amphion, and three smaller figures, two of which

are taken for Dirce and Antiope, represented upon a rock. The rock and figures are

12 Parisian feet in height, and 9 and a half in width. This group was found about the

middle of the sixteenth century, in the Baths of Caracalla, and lodged in the palace

Farnese at Rome, and afterwards placed in the public museum, called Museo Borlonico,

at Naples. Many parts of it are modern ; of course the expression is defective. Pliny

speaks of a similar work of art, by ApoUonius and Tauriscus ;
perhaps it is the very

same.
Cf. § 180. 2.—PZin. Nat. Hist xixvi. i.—Beyne's Antiquar. Aufs. St. 2.—Rehfues, Neapel. Th. 3. p. 93.—PTincidmorm'l

Werke, vi. 1.—A representation of this piece of statuary is given in the Choix det Tableaux, ^c (as cited above, 2.) vol. i.

4. The Apollo Belvedere, one of the mo.st celebrated of ancient statues, on account

of the perfection of art displayed in it. It is an ideal of youthful beauty and vigor. It

seems to represent Apollo just after discharging his arrow at the serpent Python, and

indicates in its expression a noble satisfaction and assurance of victory. It was found

at Antium in 1503. It was purchased by Pope Julius II., then a cardinal, and placed

in the part of the Vatican called Belvedere. The legs and hands have received mo-
dern repairs.

This statue is represented in PlateXLIV. fig.3,drawn from Winckelmann.—Cf. WinchelmannU Werke, vol. vi. I. p. 259; Hit-

toire de I'Art, as cited § 32. 4. vol. i. 390 ; ii. 426 ; iii. 270.—ffirl'j Bilderbuch, i. p. 32.—See also P. II. § 37 b.

5. The Venus de Medici. It is in the Grand-duke's gallery at Florence. It is of

pure white marble, and the height of the statue but httle over five feet. On the pedes
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tal appears the name of Cleomenes as the sculptor, but the inscription is modern. The
design of the artist was to represent Venus either as just coming from tlie bath, on the

point of dressing herself, taiven by surprise, and full of virgin modesty, or as appear-

ing before Paris for his judgment in the contest with Juno and Minerva for the prize

of beauty. This statue must be distinguished from the Cnidian Venus of Praxiteles,

of which we possess only copies.

R. Levezmv, aber die frage, ob die mcdiceische Venus ein Bild der knidischen von Praxiteles sei. Berlin, 1808. i.—Winckel-

mann, vi. 2. p. MO.—Hcyue's Autiq. Aufs. St. l.—Jolmson's Philosophy of Traveling, p. 1-21, as above cited.

6. The Hercides Farncse, formerly in the Palace Farnese at Rome, now at Naples.

It is a colossal statue, almost three limes as large as nature, of beautiful Parian marble.

The feet were at first missing, and others were substituted by Delia Porta with such
art, that the original ones, being subsequently found, were only placed by the side

of the statue. The inscription names Glycon as the artist, whom, however, no ancient

writer mentions. One admires in this work the firm, vigorous body, although in

repose, resting on the club.

A view of this statue is given in PlateXLFV. fig.6, fromWinckelmann ; also in the Sup. Plate 22.—Cf. WincWmann, Hist, de

I'Art, i, 388, 43S; ii. 342; iii. 2U.— lVii\ditlmann'a Werfce, vi. 1. p. li,9.—Dupaty, Voyages d'ltalie.—IK fisk'j Travels in

Europe. N. York, 1838. 8. p. 204.— Cioss. Joum. vol. iv. p. 246.

7. The antique work called fhe Torso, in the Belvedere at Rome. It consists

merely of the body or trunk, of white marble, executed in a very superior manner.
On account of its size and appearance of muscular strength, it is commonly taken for

the body of a statue of Hercules. It has been called the Torso of Michael Angelo,
because he particularly admired and studied it.

" A Greek inscription ascribes it to the artist Apollonius. It was found towards the close of the fifteenth century, in Rome."—See

tViiichclinaJiii's Werke, vi. I. p. \61.—Lond. Quart. Rev. xiv. 544, 545.

8. The Gladiator Borghese, formerly in the villa Borghese at Rome, now in the

Royal Museum of Parish This is the representation of a hero or. warrior, who seems
to be defending himself against a cavalier. In the opinion of Heyne it belonged to a

group. Connoisseurs in art do not agree respecting its design. It is a beautiiul and
noble figure, of manly age, athletic, with the muscles in strong tension, yet not over-

strained or unnatural. The inscription on it ascribes the work to Agasias of Ephesus,
who is not mentioned by any ancient writer, but certainly must have belonged to the

period of the highest perfection of Grecian art.

See Hcyne's Antiq. Aufs. St. 2.—lVi7tckelmann's Werke, vi. I. p. 263. Hist, de I'Art, iii. p. 290.—Anthon's Lempriere, Aga-

«ir,s.—Compare 5 I6S and § ISO. 2.—Qualrimere de Quincy, Sur la course armee, &c—nouvelle maniere d'expliquer la statue d'Aga-

lias, Mem. de Vhutilut, C I a s s e d'Hist. et Lit. Anc vol. iv. p. 165, 190, with a plate ; he supposes it to be a statue of an cpZito-

drome.

The Mu^ee Royal (vol. ii. 2d series, as cited ^ 191), contains a beautiful engraving of this statue, showing the side opposite to that

presented in our PlaleXLIV. fig. 4, which is drawn from Moutfaucon, cf. vol. iii. p. 292.

9. The Dying Gladiator (Gladiator deficiens) in the Campidoglio at Rome. He lies

upon a shield, s'upported by his right hand, with a collar or chain {torques, cf. P. III.

^ 284. 2) upon his neck, and seems to be exerting his utmost strength to rise. Some
parts of the figure are modern, but admirably wrought, and ascribed to Michael
Angelo.
This piece of statuary is represented in our Plate VIII. fig. I, from Montfaucon, (cited P. II. § 12. 2 d), vol, iii. p. 267, pi. civ.—

See Heyne's .4ufs. St. 2.—Winchelmann's Werke, vi. 1. p. 59.—Lond. Quart. Reo. xix. 226.—A. Mongez, Sur deux des Statues

antiques desig. par le nom de Gladiateur, in the Mem. de Vluslitut, C 1 a s s e Lit. a Beaux jSrtt, vol. ii. p. 243, with engravings

of the heads.

10. Antinous, a very beautiful statue in the Belvedere at Rome. It has been con-

sidered, although without grounds, as a representation of AntinousS the favorite of

Hadrian. Winckelmann took it for a statue of Meleager, or some other young hero,

and admired very much its head. It is now quite commonly viewed as a Mercury.
There are several ancient monuments which are considered as representations of Aii

tinous. One of these is the celebrated bust of the villa Alhani, a beautifully finished

bas-relief in white marble ; a part only of the work is preserved^. This is given in

Plate XLIV. fig. 2, from Winckelmann. The head is crowned with a garland of lotus-

flowers ; in the right hand was held something, which is now lost; a wreath of flow-

ers has been conjectured from the appearance of a ribin which remams, and accord-

ingly such a wreath is attached to it in the modern restoration.

» Levezow, Uber den Antinous, dargestellt in den Kunstdenkmalem des Alterthums. Berlin, 1808. ^.—Winckelmann, vi. i.

p. Wo.—Bottigtr's Andeutungen, cited above, § 169 —The Hiitoric Gallery of Portraits and Paintings, &c. as cited § 187. vol. 7to.

2 See IVitickelmann, Histoire, &c. as cited § 32. 4. vol. ii. p. 464.

11. A Flora, formerly in the Palace Farnese at Rome (thence called the Flora Far-
nese), now at Naples. The body only is ancient ; the rest is modern by Delia Porta ;

whence it is not certain that this statue originally represented Flora. Winckelmann
considered it as intended for a Muse. Its principal merit is its drapery, which is re-

garded as the best of all ancient statues. It is nearly as large as the Hercules Far-

nese, yet its whole expression is feminine.

?ee Winckelmajm's Werke, iv. p. 124.—A different statue of Flora is noticed P. II. ^ 91. 4.

50
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12. Marcus Aureltus, an equestrian statue, of gilded metal, in the square of the
modern capital at Rome. It is much larger than life. It retains now but few traces

of the gilding, but is otherwise in good preservation. Its effect is increased by the
pedestal on which it was elevated by Michael Angelo. The horse particularly is ad-

mired, seeming actually to move forward, and exhibiting, generally, fine proportions.

Fodccnet, Observations sur la Statue de Marc-Aurele, par Amst. 1771. M.—lVinckelmanri's Werke, vi. 1. p 318.—Cf. § 1S2. 4.

Part of an equestrian statue, which is said to bear some resemblance to that of Aurelius, was found on a triumphal arch in Pom
peii ; the workmanship is inferior.—There are in \ht Mwto Bcrrbunxco, al Naples, two equestrian statues, executeJ in marble, called

the statuet of Ihe Balbi. They were excavated at Herculaneum, and are said to be striking specinjens of sculpture.— Cf. Pompeii,

p. 116, as cited § 226.—Fisk^s Travels, p. 200, as cited above (6).

13. The Statue of Pallas, found in 1797 in the vicinity of Velletri and brought to

Paris, where it is lodged in the Royal Museum.
A representation of the Pallas of Velletri is given in the Miisee Francaise, as cited § 191. 4. vol. iv. Part 2d.— See also Landon,

Galerie du Musee Napoleon, cited § 191. 4. An account of it is given by Fcrnow, in the N. D. Mercur, for 1798. Th. I. p. 299.

14. It may be thought that a statue of Aristides discovered at Herculaneum, and now in the
Museo Borbonico, deserves mention here. "The philosopher stands with his arms folded in his

cloak, in all the dignity and iniesrity of his character. It is a work as near perfection, I think,
as human art can achieve. This is the kind of statuary which I covnt for my country. I had
much ado to refrain from a violaiioii of the comiiiaiid, Tliou skalt nut covet, when looking at this

matchless figure. Could I have it, tiiought I, to e.xhibit to the youth of America, to the young
men of our universities, such a dignified personification of integrity, in the person of Jiristides

the just, might greatly aid in elevating their characters and strengthening their principles.'

W. Fisk, as just cited.

15. Several of the en?ravin?s introduced in this work to illustrate other subjects, are representations of statues. Plate XXXIX,

gives the nine Muses as seen in the siatues of the colkction of Christina ; in Plate XI. fig. 3, is a delineation of Jupiter as he was

exhibited in his statue in Elis ; Plate XXVIII. gives a priestess of Vesta, as exhibited in a statue ; Plate VI. shows the Rhodian Co-

lossus. In the volume of Supplemental Plates, Plate 1 gives a splendid statue of Jupiter, from Montfaucon ; Plate 5, a statue of

Cybele as delineated by Boissard ; Plate 16, a statue of Diana of Ephesus ; Plate 21, a statue of .aisculapius, from Montfaucon ; Plate

25, statues of Osiris and Isis, found at Rome, probably executed in the time of Hadrian.

"5 1S7 u. Among the valuable remains of antiquity are many busts, which, aside

from the skill and beauty in their execution, afford much pleasure and utility by pre-

serving the features of celebrated persons. 1 he correctness of these hkenesses is not

certain, especially as in many cases they have undergone the process of restoration

by modern hands. Many also exhibit no distinct characteristics to enable us to de-

cide any thing as to the persons they represent. The uncertain character of the

inscriptions has already been mentioned (§ 168) ; and sometimes the head and pedestal

do not belong together. It may be too that the portrait is the mere fancy of the artist.

—Among the most distinguished and authentic are those of Homer, Socrates, Plato,

Alexander the Great, Scipio, Julius Caesar, and others found in the collections of

statuary about to be mentioned. There is the largest number in the Capitol at Rome

:

engravings of these are found in the Museo Capitolino.

In our Plates LIII. and LIV. are given several heads of Greeks and Romans, from The Historir Gallery of Portraits and Paint-

ings. Lond. 1807 ss. 8. On busts of the ancients, see Gurlitl's Versuch aber Bastenkunde. Magdeb. ISOO. 4.— C. P. Landon,

Galerie Historique, &c. Par. 1803-11. 13 vols. 12.—£. P. Bellurius, Veterum illustrium Philosophorum, Poetarum, Rhetorum et

Oratoruni Imagines—illustratje. Rom. 16S5 fol.

—

Giov Anz. Canini, Images des Heros et des Grands Homnies de I'Antiquite,

trad, de I'llalien. Amst. I73t. 4.—Especially Visconti and Mmigez, Iconographie Ancienne. Par. 1810-21. 5 vols. fol. This

splendid work owes its existence to Napoleon, and was executed at the public expense. It contains portraits of celebrated person-

ages of Greece and Rome, drawn from ancient statues, busts, &c., with learned and valuable notices. The Icotiograjihie Romaine,

by Muiigez, was published in 1821. The Iconographie Greajue, containing three hundred and lour portraits, by E Q. ('iscoiiti, was

puh!i^hed in 1810, 3 vols, fol.—See notices in VentuuiUac's French Librarian, p. 311. Class. Joum. No. xiv. vol. vii p. 209

Bevue Encyd. vol. xxvi. p. 427 —E. Q. Visconti, Iconografia Romana; and (separately) Iconografia Greca. Mil. 1823. 8 vols. 8.—

The Iconographie de la Bibliotheque Latine-Francaise publiee par C L. F. Panckoucke. Par. 1835. S.—In Ihe Library of Enter,

tainiiig Knowledge, vo\s. 28, 29, are engravings of the Heads in the Townley Gallery.—We add, .4iirtc/i!(a di £rco2ano, cited

§ 243. 2. The 5lh volume (entitled Bronzi di Ercolano, &c. Neap. 1767. fol.) is on Busts ; and the 6th is on statues in bronze.—

A

list of the eminent Greeks and Romans of whom portraits or busts are preserved, with authorities, is given in Fosbroke, p. 223, as

dted P. III. § 13.

^ 188 u. There likewise remains a multitude of works in relief, either in whole
pieces, or fragments on edifices, columns, shields, helmets, tripods, tombs, altars, &.c.

Vases and drinking utensils, urns and funeral lamps, are often found in antiquarian

collections ; many of distinguished excellence as v%'orks of art. It would be too long

to enumerate the monuments adorned with rehef, even the most celebrated : and we
only mention the triumphal arches still existing at Rome, erected by the emperors

Titus, Septimius Severus, and Constantine, and the columns of Trajan and Antoninus

Marcus.
1. Among the most remarkable of the vases, is that now called the Warwkli rase. " It is a

monument of Grecian art, the production of Lysippus, statuary to Alexander the Great. It was
dug tip in Adrian^s villai. al Tivoli. and was sent to England by Sir \Vm. Hamilton in 1774. It

is (if sculptured marble adorned with elesant figures in high relief; vine leaves, tendrils, fruit

and stems, formins Ihe rim and handles "—"The Warwick vase is six feet and eleven inches in

diameter. In magnitude, form, and beauty of workmanship, it is the most remarkable vessel of

antiquity which we possess, in which the ancients used to mi.x their wine. It is accordingly very

approprintely adorned with spirited Bacchic masks^ and the handles have the appearance of

v'nee growing out of the vase and surrounding it with their foliage." Dr. Humphrey, speak-
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lug ofa vif?it to a "superb show-room of cutlery, medals, vases, &c.," in Birmingham, says, " The
most imposing object was a stupendous bronze vase, a fac-simile of the marble one, which we
afterwards saw in the gardens at Warwick castle. It will hold about two hundred gallons, and
the proprietor of this beautiful imitation has refused ten thousand pounds for it." It is said to

have cost five thousand pounds and six years' labors. in 1836, a beautiful vase was found at
Alexandria, and came into the possession of the French consul; it is said to resemble the War-
wick vase so exactly that one must have been a copy of the other, and some have considered
the Alexandrian vase as the original*.—A collection of articles, which was sold in Paris in 1S38,

as belonging to " the late French consul in Egypt," contained a small bronze vase, called in the
catalogue a fac-simile of the Warwick vases.

Another celebrated monument of the same kind is that known by the name of the Lanti vase.

It was found in Adrian's villa at Tivoli, and was formerly possessed by the Lanti family, but is

now at If'oburn Mbey (Eng.) the seat of the Duke of Bedford. It is of beautiful marble, and
nearly equal to the Warwick vase, being 6 feet and 2 inches in diameter, and 6 feet in height

;

its general form is the same, and its handles are constructed in a similar manner; it is also
adorned with Bacchanalian masks*.

1 The AnuT. Jjum. cfScietice, by Silliman, vol. ixvi. p. 244. 3 fVaagen, Works of Art, &c. vol. iii. p. 163, as cited § 190.4.

3 B. Humphrey, Tour in Great Britain, &c. New York, 1S38. 2 vols. 12. vol. i. p. 139. •» Stevens, Incidrnts of Travel in

Egypt, &c. N. York, 1&37. 6 Cf. IVaagen, as just cited above. 6 Cf. Hunt, Descript. of Wob. Abbey, as cited 5 191. 5.

Ou sculptured vases, see C. Antonini, Manuale di vasi omamenti componenti la serie de vasi Antichi si di Marmo che di Bronzo,

&C. Rom. 1821. fol. 1st, 2d, and 3d vols in one.

—

Ed. Gerhard, Auserlesene Griechische Vasenbilder, hiuptsacblich etrusciscben

FuDdorls. Berl. commenced 1S39; I4th No. pub. 1841. 4.— ftfojes, Antique Vases, Altars, &c. Lond. 1836. 4.—Cf. §223.—Espe-
cially cf. § 173.

2. The column of Trajan was erected in the middle of the market or forum called by his name.
Its height has been stated differently, 128 feet, and 144 feet; its dian)eler is about 12 feet at bot-
tom and ten at the top. It is incrusted with marble, on which the exploits of Trajan and his
army, in Dacia particularly, are represented in bas-relief. On the top was a colossal statue of
the emperor with a scepter in his left hand, and in his right a hollow globe of gold, which is said
to have received his ashes ; although Eutropius states (viii. 5) that they were deposited under
the pillar. There were steps inside for ascending to the top, with windows to admit the light.

—The triumphal column of Bonaparte at Paris is built after the model of Trajan's pillar; it is

140 feet high and 12 in diameter at the base ; encompassed with brazen plates which were made
of cannon taken at the battles of lllm and Ansterlitz and are covered with commemorative bas-
reliefs; surmounted with a statue of Napoleon. The column of jlvtonine, erected by the senate
after his death, is said to be 1T6 feet high. It has steps for ascending to its tops with windows.
The sculptures in relief upon it represent the military achievements of Marcus Aurelius An-
toninus among the Germans. His statue was placed upon the summit. The whole monument'
resembles that of Trajan, but is inferior to it.—One of the popes, Sextus V., absurdly caused sta-
tues of the apostles Peter and Paul to be placed on these columns.
The Mrch of Titus was erected in honor of his capture of Jerusalem. Among the bas-reliefs

on it are representations of the spoils of the temple, as borne in the triumphal procession; e.g.
the incense vessels, the golden candlestick, the table of shew-bread, and the jubilee trumpets.
Thus, through the vanity of a Roman conqueror, are transmitted to us models of the holy iiten-
sils3 planned by the Divine Architect. A part of this procession is given in ourPlateXXXlII.
Fig. E. The Jlrch of Septimius Severus was erected in the beginning of the third century ; di-
rectly over the P'la Sacra; consisting of a main arch in the center, and a smaller arch on each
side*; adorned with figures in bas-relief commemorative of his victory over the Parthians ;

surmounted with equestrian statues. In our Plate IX. we have specimens of the sculpture on
this monument ; for explanation of which see P. II. /> 105. The .Srch of Constantine consist.
also of three arches ; the noblest monument of the kind; in fine preservation*. It has been
thousht that this may be the arch erected in honor of Trajan, as the bas-reliefs appear to represent
chiefly his achievements. The representation of a sacrifice to Diana, given in Plate XX. is the
copy of a beautiful bas-relief on this arch; see P. III. $ 221.

1 See Bartoli. Clonna Trajana (with plates in folio, exhibiting the sculptures on the column).

—

R. Fabrttti, De Columna Tra-

jana Syntazma. Rom. 16S3. fol. ^ An engraving of this column and of Trajan's also may tie seen in Montfaucan, Antiq. Expl,

vol. iv. plate cxii. 3 Good engravings are given in H Rdand, De Spoliis Templi Hierosolymitani, in Arcu Tiliano conspicuis.

Ultraj. 1716. 4.—The cut in our Plate XXXIlI.isfrom CalmeVs Diet. Chariest, ed. Frag. 203.—But see l^aladier, Arco, &c. cited

§ 243. 3. 4 Engravings of these three arches are given in Montfaucon, Antiq. Expl. vol. iv. plates cviii-cx. as cited P. II.

§ 12. 2. (d).

3. A very interesting monument of antiquity is the bas-relief sometimes called the triumphal
sacrifice of Aurelivs, delineated in our Plate XLVI. ; a marble anaglyph described by Montfaucon
as existing in the Capitol at Rome. It is a representation of a sacrifice offered by Marcus
Aurelius Antoninus, as is supposed, after his victory over the Marcomanni. The figure taken
for the emperor appears with a full beard, and draped in a toga, the corners of which are thrown
over his head ; he is pouring wine or incense upon the flame kindled upon a tripod as an altar ;

a camillus stands by with the incense-box ; another is playing upon a sort of tuba or trumpet

;

behind is the victimarius, holding a bull with one hand and an ax in the other. At the left of the
emperor is a Salius or priest of Mars, known by his cap with its apex formed into a long slender
cone, like a straight horn. Behind the emperor are three persons of rank, perhaps senators, one
of whom holds a roll or volume in his right hand. They stand in front of a splendid temple with
Corinthian columns, shown to be .Tupiter's by the eagle on the pediment, probably that of Ju-
piter Capitolinus ; on the ridge appear four horses, aild at each of the other angles two horses,
indicating possibly that eisht were attached to the triumphal car in which the emperor rode.
On the top of the other edifice, adorned with Doric pilasters, two gladiators are represented as
fighting with lions and a third with a bull. Montfaucon remarks that nothing like this is else-
where represented; yet he supposes it not to be a mere fancy of the sculptor,~but a commemo-
ration of an actual show made by the emperori. Another fine bas-relief is given in our Plate
XL v., representing^ a sacrifice to Priapus ; explained in P. II. $ 91. 2.—Many of the illustrations
introduced into this work are drawn from sculptures in bas-relief*.

» Monlfaucmi. Antiq. Expl. Sup. vol. ii. p. 6S-72. "^ Montfauctm, Aniiq. Expl. vol. i. p. 277. 3 Such, e g are the repre-

sentations in Plate XX. ; the Dmidical priests, Plate XX\TII. ; the sacrifice to Mars, Plate XXIX. ; the Dii Manes, Plate XXXVI.
,

also the Sup. Plates 9, 15. 19, 26, 30 j in the latter (PI. 30) we see the manner in which altars were adorned with sculptured figures
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Many remains of sculptured bas-relief have been found at Herculaneum and PoDipeii. See Antichita d'Ercolarw, cited § 243. 2.

Ttie Sth volume is on lamps, kc, en'.itled Le Lucerne ed i Candelabri, &c. Napl. 1792.—Catalogo degli Antichi MoBumenti dig-

Boierrati dalla discoperta citia di Ercolano. Nap. 1755. fol. On the remains of bas-relief at Rome, a valuable work is the fol-

lowing: Li Bassi-relievi antichi di Roma, incisi da T. Piroli, colle illustrazioni di G. Zoega. Rom. 1809. 2 vols. fol. Transl. into

German by IVdcker. Giessen, 1811.—We may mention also J. Richardson, Account of Statues, Bas-reliefs, and Pictures, in Italy,

France, &c. Lond. 1754. 8. On the whcle subject, see references given § 191 ; also references in Sulztrs Alig. Theorie (cited

§ 147), under the article Flaches Sch7iitzwerk.

* 189 u. Of the remains of mosaic, the most beautiful is that found at Tivoli, repre-
senting four doves around the rim of a vase (cf. ^ 220. 2). 1'lie largest is tiiat called

the Jlosaic of PrcBiiesle, having once been the floor of the Temple of Fortune in that

place. It represents an Egyptian festival. It is in the Palace Barberini, built upon the
ruins of the temple just named, in the village now called Palestrinai. Other works
of this kind have been discovered in modern times.

1. A remarkable specimen of ancient mosaic was discovered at Seville in Spain, in 1799, and
i.': commonly called the Musaic of Iialica'^. " It extends above forty feet in length by nearly /Air/y

in breadth ; ami contains ii representation of the Circus games in a parallelogram in the center,
three sides of which are surrounded by circular compartments containing portraits of the Muses,
interspersed with the figures of animals and some imaginary subjects."

A specimen of mosaic, said to be very heautifuls, was found in a hmise in Pompeii. It is pre-
sented in our Plate XLIX. fig. bb. A Chorodidascalus, or master of the chorus, is instructing

his actors in their parts, for a representation in the theatre. He sits on a chair in the Clioragium,
or place devoted to these preparatory lessons, surrounded by performers. At his feet on a stool,

and behind him on a pedestal, are masks, which appear to be in readiness for liim to distribute.

One of the actors has received his mask and placed it on the top of his head and seems to be,

with another actor at his side, listening attentively to the teacher, while a third is assisted by a
fourth in putting his arms through the sleeves of a thick tunic. Tlie two former have no clothing

except a goat-skin about their loins. In the middle of the scene are two females; one of them,
crowned with a wreath, is playing on the double flute, or perhaps tuning the instrument. Beyond
these figures appear the Ionic columns of the portico, with garlands hanging in festoons between
them. In the antique itself appear also (although not included in the drawing in the Plate), the
entablature and a sort of gallery above it decorated with figures and vases.—A piece still more
remarkable was discovered at Pompeii in 1831 ; supposed to represent the battle of Issiis*.—The
mosaics discovered at Pompeii are composed of very fine pieces of glass, and seem to have been
made in a manner similar to the modern Italian mosaics now so celebrated.

2. The various remains which have been preserved clearly show that the ancients had at-

tained great perfection in this form of image-work, which is often included \\x\6eT paiutiiiff, and
with more propriety because ditlerent colors are employed. Interesting specimens are lodged in

the British Museum. In the Townley collection, it is said, is a ring containing in glass a re-

presentation of a bird so small as not to be distinctly visible without a magnifying glass. Winckel-

iiiann describes an antique*, the whole size of which is but one inch in length by a third of an
inch in breadth, and yet it contains in mosaic the picture of a maliard (aspecies of duck), which
in brillancy of coloring and in distinct representation of parts, even of the wings and the fea-

thers, equals a miniature painting; and, to add what is more remarkable, on being turned it

presents the same picture without a discoverable variation on the opposite side.

1 Barlhelemy, Explication de la Mosaique de Palestrine. Par. 1760. 4 ; also in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xx4. p. b^Z.—Vitconti,

Oiiervazioni su due Musaici aniichi istoriati. Farm. 1787. 4. with plates. 2 M. de Labarde. Mosaique d'ltalica. Par. 18C0. fol.

with colored p'ates, (containing likewise an Essay on the Mosaic-painting of the Ancients). This mosaic is also given in Laborde'i

Voyage Piltoresque, cited § 243. 3. (PI. lxx3EV. vol. ii.) 3 Cf. Gdl, Pompeiana, 2d Series, Plate xlv. where it is given in its ori-

ginal colors. * Mvseo Barhonico, viii. t. 36-45. * fVinclidmann, His'oire, S:c. (as cited 5 32. 4), vol. i. p 48. Ou the gene-

ral subject, see /. Ciampini Vetera Monumenta, in quibus prascipue opera musiva illustrantur. Rom. 1690-99. 2 vols. fol.

—

Furietti Liber de Musivis. Rom. 1752. 4. with plates.— GurZi7(, Uber die jSIosaik. Magd. 1793. 4.—/. Elmes, Dictionary (cited

§ 206), Mosaic—De Viclle, Essai sur la Peinlure en Mosaique. Copies of several antique mosaics may be seen in Mantfauccm, as

just (§ I8S) referred to, and in Sluarl, as cited 5 234. 3. Some mosaic pavements have been found in England ; see Jrchsologia

(cited 5 32. 5), vol. xxii. p. 49. For a notice of the modern art, Lardmr's Cabinet Cyclop, vol. on Porcelain and Glass.

§ 190. Many collections have been made of remains of ancient Sculpture.

The following are the most celebrated public collections.

1 u. In Italy we find the greatest number and the most valuable remains : particu-

larly at Rome, the Vatican, in which are the Museo Clementino and the Museo Chia-

Tamonti ; in the Museu7n of the Capitol ; in the Palaces Barberini, Mattei, Massimi

;

in the Villas Albani, Ludovisi, Pamfili, arid Medici : at Florence, in the Gallery of the

Grand-duke and the Palace Pitti : at Naples, in the Royal Museum ; at Portici, in

the Museum of Antiquities, where are collected the remains discovered at Hercula-

neum, Pompeii, and Stabiae ; at Venice, in the Fore-hall of St. 3Iark's Library.

Details respecting the collections mentioned here and below may be drawn from works of Topography and Travels in the several

countries sperified.—In reference to Italy, the following authors and travelers may be mentioned : Keyssler ; Folkmann, with Ber-

tiouillVs additions; Count Stolberg ; Morge7utern ; Cochin, Le voyage Pittoresque d'ltalie; Dupaly, Lettres sur I'ltalia.—Also,

Eustace, Classical Tour through Italy. Lond. 3d ed. 1815. 4 vols. S.—Johnson (M. D.), Philosophy of Traveling. Republished

from Eng. ed. N. York,IS3I. S—Remarks cm Antiquities, Arts, ^c. (during an excursion in Italy, in 1802 and 1803). Republished

from Eng. ed. Boston, 1818. 8-—Cf. Edinb. Rev. No. xliv.— JT. FisVs Travels, cited § 186. 6.—Blunu's Iter Ilalicum—Publications

of the Iratiluto di Corresp. Archeologia, cited P. UI. § 197. 5.—C. MUOer. Roms Campagna, in Beziehung auf alte Geschichte,

Dichtung, und Kunst. Lpz. 1824. 2 vols. 8.

2 u. In France, the most important collection of this kind is in the Royal Museum,
at Paris. This collection was greatly augmented after the French war in Italy, 1796

by master-pieces of art brought from Rome and other cities of Italy, and from Nether-

lands and Germany. But on the victory of the alhed powers over Bonaparte in 1815,
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these plundere'd treasures were restored to the places whence they had been taken.
Nevertheless the collection in the Royal Museum is still one of the richest in Europe.

3 u. In Germany there is a collection at Vienna, in Ike Imperial Museum, particu-
larly rich in Vases; at Munich in the Antiquarian Hall {Antikensaal, Anliquarium)
of the Palace and the Glyptothek, where are particularly noticeable the ^gineian sculp-
tures', discovered in 1811, and afterwards purchased by the Crown-Prince of Bavaria;
at Dresden, in what is called the Japanese Palace (a beautiful collection) ; [at Berlin,
in the Royal Museum^, which now (1843) contains the statues and other antiques for-

merly kept] at Charlottenburg, in the Eoyal Mansion near Berlin, or at Sans-Souci,
in the edifice erected by Frederic II. of Prussia, by the name of Temple of Antiques.

The Royal Museum at Berlin now contains KoUer's collection of Vases from C'an)pania and
other parts of Italy; Bartoldiano's collection of Antiques in Bronze; several smaller collections
made by different persons

;
and a number of statues recently (1839) procured from Italya. It is

called a splendid assemblage.

» On the JE|inetan marbles, see /. M. ITapur, Bericht Qber die iEginetischen Bildwerke in Besitz Sr. K(Jn. Hoheit des Kron-
prinzen von Baiern. (with remarks by ScheUing). StutI?. 1817. 8. Cf. fVolfs Anaiekten, vol. ii. p. 167. 2 £, Gerhard, Neu-
erworbeneantike DenkmSJer desKoniglichen Museums zu Berlin. Bert. IS4I. 8.—Pa»io/ia, Terracotten des K'>niilichen Museum*
jra Berlin. Berl. 1S42. 4. For other references on the collections in Germany, and also in other countries, see Su^zer^t Allg.

Tbeorie, &c. vol. i. p. 18S.—Cf. § 191. 3.

4 u. In England the chief is in the British Museum, London, where are the valua-
ble monuments brought from Greece by Lord Elgin in 1814, and purchased by Par-
liament for the Museum.—Interesting remains oi bas-reliefs are seen in the Arundelian.
collection at Oxford (cf. § 91. 4).—Valuable works of ancient art are in possession of rich
individuals ; among the most distinguished are those belonging to the Duke of Pern-
brokers Collection.

When the storm of the French revolution burst over the different countries of Europe, the
general distress and the insecurity of p.nperty brought into market an immense number of works
of art, which had for centuries adorned the churches, or the palaces of the sreat. Of these,
England found the means to obtain the most and the best.—The British Museum now contains
a various and splendid collection, to preserve which a new edifice of spacious dimensions was
commenced in 1823.—Among the most important ntonuments of sculpture here deposited, are
those designated as the Elgin Marbles. In 1779, Lord Elgin went as ambassador extraordinary
to Constantinople. He took with him several artists and settled them at Athens for the purpose
of making plans of the ancient edifices and casts of the most important works of sculpture.
These artists saw the destruction daily committed on the e.xisting monuments bv travelers and
hy the Turks. The finest statues, some of those supposed to be the workmanship of Phidias,
were pounded to pieces by the Turks and burnt to make lime. A whole temple had disappeared
in the lapse of a few years. Lord Elgin is said to have been infiuenced' by these facts to resolve
on saving to the world some portion of the still existing remains. As the English government
was now in great favor with the Turkish government, in conseqtience of the eminent services
rendered by the former to the latter in the defeat of Bonaparte in Egypt, the ambassador easily
procured from the Sultan two firmans, which secured to him free "access to the Acropolis of
Athens, with authority to make plans or casts, and to remove what he might think proper. Lord
Elgin removed nearly all the statues from the pediments of the Parthenon, fifteen metopes, and
three sides of the bas-reliefs which ran around the cella of the temple as a frieze, and also rnany
other works. Only a part of what he collected ever reached England, the rest being lost at sea.
Those now in the British Museum have been considered as superior to all the antique sculptures
before discovered.—This Museum contains also the Phigalian Marbles^ purchased at great ex-
pense. The collection bearing the name of Charles Townley is also now a main ornament of
the Museum. Besides the works of sculpture, among which are a ntimber of interesting Greek
busts, it is rich in vessels of terra cotta.—Hamilton's collection of sculptured vases (cf. $ 173) also
belongs to the Museum ; and Payne Knight's collection of bronzes.—The Museum now possesses
also a great number of Egyptian monuments; among them, the collection of Mr. Salt. Some
private collections, besides that mentioned above by the author, ou2ht perhaps to be named here ;

as that at Holkam House, the seat of (Mr. Coke now, 1S39,) the Earl of Leicester ; that at fVoburn
Jlbbey, the seat of the Duke of Bedford ; that of the Duke of Devonshire ; and that of Sir R.
fVorsley (who was minister at Venice, 1785-87), at Apuldercomhe House in the Isle of Wisht.

1 See Mimorandum on the Earl cf Elgin's Pursuits in Greece. Lond. 1811. 8.—taurroice, as cited ^ 191. o.—l^nconti, Me
moire sur les Ouvrages de Sculpture du Parthenon. Lond. 1816.—iond. Quart. Rev xiv. 5\3.—Quatr. de Quincy, Lett, to Canov*
on the Elgin Marb. in Quart. Journal of Scienu, Literature, and.irt, vol. vii. 2 Wapier, also Stacketberg, as cited § 179. 3.—
Library of Ent. Knowl. as cited \ 191. 5. On the collections in England: G. F. H'aagen, Works of Art in England. Transl.
from Germ, by H. E. Loyd. Lond. 1838. 3 vols. 12.

5. Scarcely any of the genuine remains of ancient art have been brought to our own country.
But copies and casts in plaster have, to some extent, been employed as substitutes, and may
be of great service. The Boston Atheneum has a few bas-reliefs, busts, and other antiques. It
has also, in plaster or marble, copies of some of the most valued monuments of ancient statuary;
the Laocoon, .Apollo Belvedere, Venus de Medici, The Torso, jintinous. Gladiator Borghese, &c.
(Dr. Bass, as cited $ 139. 1.)—The Academy of Fine Arts at Philadelphia has likewise some an-
tiques and a number of copies of celebrated pieces. Cf. Fessenden's Register of Arts.

§ 191 u. In order to give those, who cannot visit in person these remains of ancient
art, some visible representation of them, drawings and plates have been published,
which are usually accompanied with descriptions and critical remarks. We will here
name some of the principal of these works, in addition to such as have been already
mentioned.

I. Works of a general character, more or less extensive.—P. S. Bartdlus, Admiranda Ron-.anorum Antiquitatum ac veterls Sculp

tune Vestigia, delineata (cum not. /. P. BtUorix). Rom. 1699. fol.—flomcTi. le Rossi, Raccolta di Sta» e antiche e moderne, col.

2L
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cposizioni i\ Paolo Aleisandro Maffei. Rom. 1704. fol.—Gorit Museum Etruscum. Flor, 1737. 3 vols. fo\.—Comte de Cayhu,

Recoeil des Antiquites E^yptiennes, Etrusques, Grecques, et Romaines. Par. 1752 67. 7 vols. 4. commended by MUUer.—Gim.

Wincktlmann, Monumeuti anlichi inedili, spiegati ed illustrati. Rom. 1767. 2 vols. M.—ffinchdmann, Alte Denkmiler der

KuDsL Transl. in'.o Germ, from Ital. by Brunn. Berl. 1799. 2 vols, fol.—/" ^. David, Antiquites Etrusques, Grecques, et Ro-

maines. Par 1787. 5 vols. 4. Cf. F. A. David, Antiquites d Herculanum. Par. 17S0-18O3. 12 vols. 4.—A work ranked among

the best of the smaller general collections is, /. J. Preider, Statuse Antiquae aeri incisse, del. ab Edm. Bouchardan. Norimb. 1732.

foL—We 3.i<i here, Ed. Dodwdl, Alcuni Bassirelievi dell. Greria, &c. Rom. IS12. fol.—J. Milliiigen, Ancient Unedited Mono-

ments ; from the principal collections in various countries, but principally in Great Britain. lond. 1822. 4.—Lenormant, Musee

des Antiquites Egyptiennes, ou Recueil des Monumens Egyptiennes, Architecture, Statuaire, Glyptique, et Peinture : Commenced

Par. 1S36, to be completed in 10 livrai^ons.—G. Cumberland, Outlines from the Ancients, exhibiting their Principles of Composi-

tion in Figures and Basso Relievos ; chiefly from inedited Monuments ; with an Introd. Essay. lond. 1839. 4.

2. Relating more particularly to remains preserved in Italy

—

Museum Capitolinum. Ed. Bullari, Foggidi, et Guard.

Rom. 1750-S3. 4 vols, fol U Museo Capitolino.—iV/tismm F^o re »J t in u m. Cum observ. wJ. f. Gorit. Flor. 1731-42. 6 vols,

fol. The 3d vol. is on statues.—./i. M. Zannelti, Raccolla delle antiche statue cell' Antisala della libreria di S. Marco illustr. Van.

1740-43. 2 vols. {oL—Barhavlt, Les plus beaux Monuments de Rome anc. &c. Par. 1762. fol.—Afo/.gf2, Tableaux, Statues, Bas-

reliefs, et Camees de la Galerie de Florence et du Palais Pitii, dessines par M. Wicar, &c. Paris (chez Lacom.Lt, ed. de I'ouvrage),

17i-9. Sol—II Musec Pio-Clement ino, descritto da Gtamo. (ed. Eon. Quir.) Visconti. Rom. 17S2-1807. 7 vols. fol. (Cf.

Opere di £. Q. Kiscon^i. Mil. 1818. 4.)

—

II Mw,to Chiaramnnti, aggiunto al PioClementino, con Dichiazione i'l Ant. Nibby,

&c. Rom. 1737. 2 vols. fol.—C. Anlotiini, Vasi Antichi, esistenti nel Museo Pio-Cleniemino. Rom. 1821. fol. On monuments

in the Rtyal Museum at Naples, see Finali, E. Gerhard, &c. as cited § 212.

3. Relating to remains in Germany.—L. Beger, Thesaurus Brandeburgicus seleclus. Colon. March. 1696-1701. 3 vols, fol.—

Description des Statues, Busies et Demibustes, qui forment le collection du R. de Pr. &c Berl. 1774. S.—A. L. Krilger. Antiquites

dans la Collection de .Saris Soiui, &c. Prem. Part. Berl. 1769. fol. Sec. Part. Dantz. 1772. fol.— fP: Reitzii et H. Martini De-

BCriptio Musei Franciani. Lips. 1781. 8.—W. G. Etcher, Augusteum, Dresden's antike Denkmiler enlhalteod. Lpz. 1804-11.

3 vols, fol — Cf. Wagner, Geifiard, Panoflia, as cited § 190. 3.

4. Remains in France.—GaZerie du Musee A^apoJeoTi, (publieepar filAoZ etredigee par iaoonee. Par. 1802-15. 10 vols. 8.

—Landun Galerie complete du Muiee Napoleon. Par. 64 livraisons. 4

—

A. Lenoir, Description historique et critique des statues,

bas-reliefs, &c. du Musee Royal. Par. 1820. 8. There is an English translaion of an earlier edition of this, by J. Griffilhs. Par.

1803. 8.—P. Bouillon, Musee des Antiques, &c. Par. 1626. 3 vols, fol.—£. Q. Visconti and J. B. Emeric-David, Le Muse a

Francais; Recueil complet des Tableaux, Statues, et Bas-reliefs, qui coniposent la Collection nationale, &c. (publiee par iJoiiJ-

lard PeronvtUe et Laurent.) Par. 1803-9. 4 vols. fol. Vol. 4th contains ancient statues, with explanations—Le Musee
R o y a 1 e ; Recueil des Gravures, d'apres les plus beaux Tableaux, Statues, et Bas-reliefs de la Collection royal, &c. (public par H.

Laurente.) Par. 1816-18. 2 vols. fol. This is a continuation of the preceding; they are designated as 1st Series and 2d Series.—

Raoul-Rochelte, Monuments Inedits d'Antiquite figuree, &c. Par. 1828-9. 2 vols. fol.

—

Visconti and De Clarac, Description des

Antiques du Musee Royal. Par. 1820. 8.

5. Remains preserved in England.—/. Kennedy, A Description of the Antiquities and Curiosities in Wiltoii House, illustrated

with twenty-five enjravings of the Capital Statues, Bustos, and Relievos. Salisb. 1769. i.—Stuhtley, as cited P. III. § 197 4.—Rich-

ardson, .Eies Penibrochianae, or a Critical Account of the Statues, &c. at Wilton House. Lond. 1774. 8.—Dr. Hunt, Description

of the Woburn Alley Marbles. Ix)nd. 1822. fol.—.Spccimejis of Ancient Sculpture, .Egyptian, Etruscan, Greek, and Roman,

selected from coUectioiis in Great Britain, by the Society of Dilettanti. Lond. 1809. imp. fol. 75 plates.

—

Museum fVorsley-

anum, a collection of antique Basso-relievos, Bustos, Statues, etc. Lond. 1794. fol.; "a magnificent work" (Dr. H'aageii). also

Lond. 1824. 2 vols. fol.—/. and A. Rymsdyk, Museum Britannicum. Lond. 1778. fol.

—

R. Lawrence, Elgin Marbles from tha

Parthenon. Lond. 1818. fol.— CoctereZZ, Ancient Marbles of the British Museum. Lond. 1830.—Bas-reZie/s du Parthenon et du

Temple de Phigalia graves par les procedes de M. A. Collas, sous la direction de M. P. Dtlarocht. Par. 1841. 4.— Library of En-

tertaining Knowltdge; several volumes are devoted to the British Museum; vols. 26, 27, the Elgin and Pbigalian Marbles j wis.

2^, 29, Townley Gallery ; vols. 22, 23, Egyptian Antiquities.

6. On the subject of sculpture generally, we add the following :—X)i/2au)ay's Statuary and Sculpture of the Ancients. 8.

—

TlaX

man's Lectures on Sculpture. Lond. 1S29. 8. with p'ates.—Consult also Krebs, Handbuch d. Philol. Bacherkunde, vol. ii. p. 331

—Sulze)-'s AUg. Theorie, vol. i. p. 188, 416.—iT. 0. MUller, Arcliaologie, &c as cited § 32. 4.

II.

—

Lithog/r/pki/, or Engraving on Gems.

§ 192. Engraving upon such materials as metals, ivory, shells, crystals, and
gems, is a particular application of the general art of image-work. It is done
either hy elevating the figures above the surface of the material used, or by
depressing them below. Geins, or precious stones {7^601, gemmse), are most
commonly employed for this purpose, and the art has thence been called Litho-

glyphy (7u9oy7,v^ia). As the engraved stones were very frequently inserted in

rings for the fingers, the art was also termed by the Greeks 8axtv^i.oy7^vfi.a.—
The great variety of objects represented by it, the beauty and perfection of the

workmanship, and the extensive utility of it in relation to literature, render this

art particularly worthy of notice.

See Suiter's Allgem, Theorie, &c. vol. ii. p. 386.

§ 193. At a very early period, probably (cf. §§ 199, 200), men became ac-

quainted with gems, and in the same way it is likely as with metals, bj^ the

subversion or abrasion of the soil in which they existed. Even the imperfect

• oster of the rude gem might attract attention, and accident might first suggest
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the idea of increasing the luster by friction. It needed but a glance at a frac-

tured gem to perceive that it would be rendered brighter and more beautiful by
removino- the exterior surface or roughness. This was perhaps originally done

by rubbing two stones together; since, as is known, almost every precious stone

may be polished by its own powder.

§ 194 u. A particular knowledge of the nature, formation, and divisions of the pre-

cious stones belongs properly to the naturalist. Yet the artist and amateur cannot

wholly dispense whh this knowledge in order that they may judge of the real sub-

stance of gems, although the design and execution of the engravings are their princi-

pal object of attention.—As to the classitication of gems, the mineralogical systems

diiler in principles ; some distinguishing the stones by their elementary parts ; others,

by their degree of density and transparency, or by their colors.
_
The two latter

methods are not sufficiently exact, as they are not based on essential and exclusive

characteristics.—Hardness, luster, transparency, and beauty of color, are the most im-

portant peculiarities and recommendations of a gem.

See F.B. Brilckman's Abhandlung von Edelsteinen. Braunschw. 1773. 8. and Beitrage to the same. Braunschw. 1778. and 1783.

for a view of the nature of gems, see F. S. Beudant, Traile element, de Mineralojie. Par. IE30. vol. i. p. 704. Cf. Die

tionnaire classique d'Histoire Naturelle, par Audouin, &c. Par. 1S2S. tome iii. p. 5A2.—Mawe, Treatise on Precious Stones. Lond.

1813. 8. with colored plates.—L. Feuchlwanger, Treatise ou Gems, &c. a Guide for the Lapidary, Artist, Amateur, he. N. York,

1838. 8.

§ 195. Without going into a full enumeration of all the kinds of precious

stones, we shall mention those which are worthy of notice on account of their

use in lythoglyphy.

1 u. The Diamo7id (dSana?, adamas), with the ancients, held the first rank among
precious stones, on account of its brilliancy, hardness, and transparency. Yet it is

not certain that they employed it for engraving. Even the pohshing of it seems to

have been unknown to them., or the art was lost and discovered again about 1467 by
Louis de Berguen of Brixen.

The Biihy (Trnpawoj, carhunculus) approaches the diamond in hardness, and often sur-

pas.ses it in luster. The Romans named different varieties of this gem, rubacellus,

pnlassius, spinellus. Phny (xxxvii. 29) mentions lychnis as a sort of ruby.

The Emerald probably had its name {sjnaragdus, ajxapaycos derived from fiapao-trw) from

hs pecuhar gloss. On account of its beautiful green, both agreeable and salutary to

the eves of the artist, it was frequently used in lithoglyphy. The ancients seem to

have included under the term smaragdus all gems of a green color, and especially the

dark beryl, called by jewelers the aquamarine. The smaragdites was merely a va-

riety of green marble", -which, although often called smaragdus^, must be distinguished

from the emerald.
The Sapphire {<Tcn:<pcipo? , sappliirus, also K^mvog. cyanus), of a beautiful sky-blue color,

was esteemed nearly equal to the diamond. That, which had mingled with it tinges

of gold, was called chrvsoprase {xprco-paaog).

The name of Beryl (/?))pi'XXoj, heryllvs) was given to all transparent stones of a pale

or sea green. The 'Chrysoheryl was of a yellowish hue.

The Jacinth or Hyacinth {vaKivdog) is of a deep red, often an orange color. The stone

of violet hue, to which the ancients gave also the same name, seems to have been

rather a species of amethyst.

The Amethyst {Aiitdmroi), violet colored in different degrees and shades, was much
sought for by ancient artists. One variety of it was held in particular estimation

;

that which they termed TraiScpcog, or dvTcpiog. and the gem of Venus (gemma Veneris).

The Agate (dxarrig) received its name from the river Achates in Sicily, where the

stone was first found. Agates^ are of various shades in transparency and color. The
agate-onvx, with a while surface and another color beneath, was often employed for

engraving in relief, the surface of the stone being used for the figure. There are

numerous sorts.

The Carnelian is so called from its color resembling that of flesh {carnis). It be-

longs to the class of agates. It was very frequently used for purposes of engraving',

on account of the ease with which it could be wrought.

The Sardine or Sardius (adpSivog, aapiiog, sarda) is likewise red and of the same kind

as the carnelian. It is used for seals and signets very much, because it is so readily

detached from the wax. The term sarda was a common name for every kind of

carnelian.

The Opal [UnaWiog, opalus) is ordinarily whhe, but occurs with other colors. It was
much esteemed'* by the ancients.

The Jasper (J'ainris, iaspis) presents various colors, red, green, brown, gray, which

sometimes appear simple, and sometimes mingled. For lithoglyphy the latter kind

was preferred, particularly that whh red spots upon a green ground, w-hich was also

called hel iotropia.

The Onyx (owl) took its name from its whitish red color resembling the nails of the
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hand. That which presents veins of red was termed Sardonyx. A kind of marble
of similar color was also termed onyx or Onychitis, and Ukewise Alabastrites.
The Crystal (*f/>wraXXoj, crystallus) was so called from its resemblance in form to

ice (/c/wof, Kfivarao)). Ancient artists made use of it both in hthoglyphy, and for drink-
ing vessels on which devices were to be sculptured.

t Pliny speaks of many varieties of the Emerald. The real eem was highly prized. When
the rich Luculliis visited Alexandria, Ptolemy is said to have presented to him an emerald bear-
ing on it an engraved likeness of the king of Ejrypt ; and this was considered as the most va-
luable present which could be made. But, when it is stated that the hall of Ahasuerus wag
paved with emerald ; that a temple of Hercules was adorned with pillars of emerald ; and that
whole statues were cut in emerald ; the maragdites, or some variety of marble, must be meant.
Gems of emerald have been found at Herculaneum and Pompeii. ^ borates seem to have been
frequently used for vases; some beautiful vases of this stone are preserved in the collections at
Dresden and Brunswick. If a stone presented two colors, so that the raised ficure could be of a
color different from the rest of the surface, it was specially valued. Very fine specimens of such
engraved stones are preserved in the Royal Museum at Paris. 3 The Carnelian, and the stones
included under the names of .'Jgate and Onijx, seem to have been the ones most commonly used
in forming cameos (cf $ 196). Many very fine'specimens are preserved in the public collections.
"Nonius, a Roman senator, possessed an Opal of extraordinary beauty valued at £160,000;

rather than part with which to Mark Antony, he chose to suffer e.xile. He fled to Egypt ; and
there, it was supposed, secreted his gem ;" and it was never more beard of until, in modern
times, a Frenchman by the name of Roboly pretended to have found it amidst the ruins of
Alexandria. Only a few engraved specimens are found in the collections.

2 u. In reference to the accounts given of precious stones by ancient writers, par-
ticularly hy Pli7iy, the 37th book of whose Natural History is devoted to this topic, it

must not be forgotten that the names and characteristics therein given do not always
belong to the stones which bear those names in modern science. I\Iany of the ancient
gems must be distinguished from such as have the same names now, but diftcrent cha-
racteristics. The smallest points of variance were sufficient with the ancients to
secure to a precious stone a new name.
See L. de Launny's Tableau de Comparaison de la Mineralogie des Anciens avec celle des Modernes, in his Mineralogie da

Ancient Brux. 1S03. 2 vols. 12.—A". F. Mocre, Ancient Mineralosy, or Inquiry respecting the mineral substances mentioned by

the ancients, &c. N. York, 1S34. 12. commended in SillimarVs Jouraa.] of Science, vol. xiviii. p. 1S8.

3. Several precious stones are enumerated in Exodus (xxviii. 17—20) ; by the
Sept. thus : aapSiov, ro-dCtoi/, c/iapdySos, avOpa^, caTrcpeipog, \acnng, Xiy'vptov, dxaTrjs, dnWvGTOs,

Xf>vo6\idog, [iripv\\iov, ovvxiov. The list in Rev. xxi. contains also x^-^i^^v, capcuw^, xpV'
ampauoq, vaKtvOoi.

Sec Epiphanivs, de xii. Gemmis, &c. on the xii.gems in the breastplate of Aaron, in his Opera. Colon. 16S2. 2 vols. fol.—also in

Gtisner, De fossilium genere, cited P. V. § 26S.

4. Some have included among the gems the Murra or murrTiiiivm. mentioned by
Phny, of which were made the vessels {vasa murrina) so much valued by the Ro-
mans. But as to the nature of this substance there have been many conjectures, of
which the most probable seems to be, that it was a kind of porcelain ; in i'avor of this

view, a passage is quoted from Propertius {El. iv. v. 26), where he speaks of murrhine
cups as baked or burnt {miirrea pocula cod a). " The vases were in such esteem at

Rome, in the first ages of the Christian era, that two of them were bought by one of
the emperors at the price of 300 sestertiiim, more than ;C2000 sterling each. A cup
capable of holding three sextarii was sold for seventy talents ; and a dish for three
hundred ; a talent being equal to =C1S0 English."
Silliman's Acer. Journ. of Science and Art, vol. xxvi. p. 236.—See Graf von Vdtheim, Abhandlnn? Qber die Vasa murrina.

Helmst. 1791. 9.—Gurlitt. as cited § 213. X—Roloff, aber die murrinischen Geflsse der Alien, in the Mtaeum dcr Alterlhumsw.

\sf Wolf and Bvitmann (Bd. \\.)—Launay, Mineral, des Anciens, above cited, vol. i. p. 85.—Ze Blond and Larctier, Les Vases

murrhines, Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xliii. p 217, 23S.

—

yiongez, Sur les vases murrhins, Mem. de VInstit. C 1 a s s e de Lit. et Beaux
ArU, vol. ii. p. 133 —Cf. Class. Journ. i. 242.

5. The substance called alabaster (d}.d0a(TTpos) was employed by the ancients as the material
for their unstientary vases, or the vessels for holding precious perfumes and ointments. Hence
the term d\a6ao-Tpov came to be used as a conunon nan)e for a vase or bottle designed for thib
purpose (cf. jyiatt. xxvi. 7), of whatever it might be formed, whether of alabaster, gold, glass, or
other material. The alabaster of the ancients was, according to Dr. Clarke, carbonated lime, and
precisely the substance which forms the stalactites in the famous grotto of Antiparos.
See£. D. Claike's Travels, vol. iii. p. 275, ed. N. York, 1S15.

6. The pearl (liapyapls, napyapirrjg, ixapyapiTig, margarita') was valued very highly by the
ancients; pearls being ranked by them among the most costly jewels'. ".Tulius Cssar' pre-
sented-! Servilia, the mother of Brutus, with a pearl, for which he paid a sum equal to 48.457
pounds." " A pearl which Pliny valued at $375,000 of our present moneys, Cleopatra is said to
have dissolved at a banquet, and drank off to Antony's health." Natural pearls are "calcareous
excrescences found as well in the bodies as in the shells of several kinds of crustaceous fish."
What is now called mother of pearl or J^acre, is " the inner part of the shell of the pearl-oyster
or pearl-muscle." The Romans received tii^ir pearls by commerce from the east, where thev
were procured by diving in the waters of the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, and the Indian Ocean
near Ceylon or Taprobana. The ancients seem not to have known any of the modern ways of
producins artificiul pearls

; yet, it is said, there was a method of liasteniiig the natural forma-
tion ; according to a curious passage in the biography of Apollonius by Philostratus, the Arabs
on the shores of the Red Sea " dived in those spots where they knew the fish were to be found,

51 2l2
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and enticed them to open their shells by rubbing them with some kind of ointment as a bait;

which having effected, they pricked them with a sharp instrument, having first placed near them
a vessel hollowed out in various places into the form of pearls, into which molds the liquor

which flowed from the wounds was received, and there hardened into the shape, color, and con-
sistence of the native gems."

1 Bechmann'a Hist, of Invent. Abridg. Lond. 1823. vol. ii. p. 236. a Bibl. Repot. Sec. Ser. iv. 321 3 Encydop. Ama.
iz. 371.

§ 196. The figures on gems were formed either in depression below the sur-

face, or in relief above. Engraved gems of the first kind were called, by the

ancients, %iBoi 8idy%vrttoi,, gemmx diaglyphicx, insculptse. Those of the other

kind were called •ki.doi avdy'kvTttoi, gemmas tclypas, unaglypkicse, exsculpfae. The
moderns also apply distinguishing terms to the two kinds: gems with figures

cut below the surface are called intaglios,- gems with figures in relief above the

surface are called cameos.

1 u. Where the figure is formed below the surface of the gem, the depression is of
different degrees, according to the perspective. Sometimes the surface of the gera
receives a swelling form like that of a shield, to enable the artist to express the pro-

minent parts more naturally and without curtailment and preserve a more accurate

perspective.

2 u. I'he word cameo was formed, it may be, from the union of two words, viz.

gemma onychia, as it originally was applied only to gems of onyx having two colors,

the figure in relief being formed of the upper color, and the other appearing in the

ground. Or it may have come from the name of a shell, Came, which is found on
the coast of Trapani in Sicily, and which has various figures on it in a sort of rehef

See /. D. FioriUo, Abh ttber das Wort Camee, in bis Klein. Schrift. artistischen Inhalts.

§ 197. The objects represented upon engraved gems are very various. Often

the figures transmit and preserve the memory of particular persons, remarkable

events, civil and religious rites and customs, or other matters worthy of notice.

Sometimes the whole is an arbitrary device of the artist, combining and exhibit-

ing mythical, allegorical, and imaorinary objects. Frequently we find merely

heads, of gods, heroes or distinguished personages; either singly, or one after

another {capita jugata) ,• or facing each other {adversa) ,• or turned the opposite

way {aversa). The heads usually appear in profile. In discovering and ex-

plaining the design, it is useful to compare the pieces with coins and with other

gems.

§ 198. Upon many gems are found figures in full length, either single or

grouped. There are, for example, full figures of gods, with various costumes

and appendages. Frequently, mythical and allegorical representations are

united. In many cases, the engravings illustrate points of history and antiqui-

ties. Festivals, sacrifices, bacchanals, feats in hunting and the like, are often

presented. There are gems also with inscriptions, which usually give the

name of the artist, but not with certainty, because the inscription is so often

made subsequently to the time of the engraving. Some gems also bear in large

letters the names of the persons who caused them to be engraved. Occasion-

ally the inscription contains the words of some sacred or votive formula ; scarcely

ever an explanation of the subject represented.

See Fr. de Ficoroni, Gemmae antiquse literatae. Rom. 1757. 4.

Particular gems were considered as peculiarly appropriate to certain gods; e. g. representa-
tions of Bacchus were specially common on the amethyst having the color of wine; Neptune
and the nymphs were executed in aquamarine having the greenish color of water.—In Plate
XLVII. fig. 5, and 6, we have specimens of whole figures engraved on gems. In lis. 5. Daedalus

is seen sitting on a block and fabricating a wins which rests on a tripod ; it is curious that he
seems to be working with a mallet. In fi? 6, Cupid is sitting on a shell, and playing with a
butterfly; the oval ring in the fig. shows the artual size of the beautiful gem here exhibited.

This may be an allejorical device, as the butterfly was resarded by the ancients as an emblem
of the soul. Winckelmann gives an antique, in which a philosopher is looking contemplatively
upon a human skull with a'b\itterfly on the crown of it, supposed to represent" Plato meditating

on the immortality of the soul. So in the gem here exhibited, the artist may have designed to

intimate the influence of love upon the so?iZ, or to remind the observer of the allegory of Eros and
Psijche (cf P. II. $50). In figs. 7, and 8, we have a Hermes and a Hermeracles, as engraved on
gems. In fig. 1, is a mythological representation : Harpocrates, the god of silence, sits on a lotus

flower, holding in his left hand a scourge (Jla^ellum), instead of the horn of plenty, which more
commonly he holds, and placing the fore-finger of his right hand upon his lips ; on one side of him
is the sun, and the moon on the other; on his head he has a vessel of some sort instead of a
crown.—In Plate XIV. fig. 2, the soddess Nox is given as represented on a gem. The represen-

tations of Nemesis in Plate XXXVI. are also from engraved gems ; as are likewise the figures

of Justice, Castor and Pollux, and Anubis, iu the Sup. Plates 16, 21, 27.
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§ 199. The history of this art has its different periods, and principal changes

and characteristics in reference to origin, progress, and decline, in common with

sculpture or image-work in general. Like sculpture, it depends much on de-

sign; its advancement is affected by the same causes as that of sculpture; so

also is its decline; its progress, likewise, presents the same varieties of style,

the rude, the more cultivated, and the elegant. It is probable, that soon after

the discovery of precious stones men began to etch upon them, at first, perhaps

mere characters or simple signs. The Bible gives the earliest notices of the

art, in the precious stones of the Ephod and the Breastplate of Aaron, on which
were inscribed the names of the twelve tribes of Israel. Gems and precious

stones are spoken of at a still earlier period.

Of. § 195. 3.—See Gen. ii. 12. Job xxviii. 6, 16, 19. Comp. Lev. xxvi. \.—J. J Bellermann, Die Urim und Thummim, die iltes

tenGemmen. Berl. 1824. S.—Eichhum, DeGemmis sculptis Hebraeorum, in the Comment. Sex. Gott. vol. ii.

§ 200. The Israelites without doubt derived the art from the Egyptians,
among whom it had been long known, and had been promoted by their super-
stitious ideas respecting the wonderful efficacy of such stones in the preserva-

tion of health. In this view they were marked with hieroglyphic characters,

and used as talismans, or amulets.

1 u. Many of these stones yet e.xist, especially of a convex form hke that of the
beetle, termed Scarabcei {Kapafio;) ; however, many of them were wrought at a later

period, after the time of Christ, to which more recent class belong also those called

by the name of Abraxas.
2. Great numbers of the gems called by this name are preserved in the cabinets of

Europe. The word Abraxas, being interpreted according to the numerical force of its

corresponding Greek letters, aiSpa^a^, would signify 365, the number of days m the
year. It is said to have been fabricated by Basilides, who maintained that there were
so many heavens ; or by some of the sect called Gnostics. The engraved stones
designaied by this name are supposed to have proceeded from the followers of this sect,
and to have been designed as a sort of amulets or talismans. The word Abraxas is

also explained as having been formed by combining the initials of the following words

;

ya, Father ; jj, Son ; nn, Spirit ; inN, One (i. e. one God) ; Xptoro's, Christ ; "Aj^dpo).

TTog, 3Ian; "Ziorf^p, Savior: thus having an origin similar to that of the mystical name
'IxOvi, composed of the initials of the following words, 'Ifjo-oiij Xptardj ewD 'Yidj, "Lcjrnp.

Mnvtfaucon divides the gems called Mraxas into seven classes : 1. those with the head of a
cock usually joined to a human trunk with the legs ending in two serpents ; 2. those with the
head or body of a lion, having often the inscription jMiihrns ; 3. those having the inscription or
the figure Serapis ; 4. those having .^nubis, or scarabfei, serpents, or sphinxes; 5. those having
human figures with or without wings; 6. those having inscriptions without figures; 7. those
having unusual or monstrous figures. The term Abraxas, sometimes written Jibrasax, is found
only on a few. A specimen of the first class is given in our illustrations, Plate XLVII. fig. 2.

The imace engraved has the hody and arms of a man ; in the right hand is held a round shield;
in the left Xhefiagellum ; the head is that of a cock with a crest, and the legs assume the form of
serpents. It bears the inscription I A UU, t a w, which is commonly found on these stones, on the
shield or on some other part ; this may be intended to correspond to the Hebrew of Jehurah (see
Plate XXX VIII. fig. e, line 6); the wird Jldnnai is found on some of these stones. A very singular
specimen is given in IValsh,or\ Coins, &c. p.C8. as cited ^ 213. The mystic word ABPA("AAABPA
{JlBRACADJiBRA) is su|)posed to have come from the sect above mentioned. An amulet was
formed by writing these letters in stich a way that they should make an inverted cone or tiiangle
with the whole word at the base and the letter A at the apex ; which was done by beginning the
word one place farther to the right in each successive line and also cutting off at each time one
letter from the end. This was employed as a charm for the cure of a fever, particularly the in-
termittent called np.iTpira'ios, or double-ttrtimt. In the Precepts of Serenns Sammoniciis (cf. P.
V. § 553) is a prescription, which after describing this amulet directs that it be worn on the neck

;

His lino nexis culluvi redimire memento.

See Mrmtfaiccon, L'Antiquile Expliqu^e, vol. ii. p. 353, (part 2, livre iii.)—Cf. Spren^el, Hist, de la Med. vol. ii. p. Hf.—Joa.
Macarii, Abraxas s. Apistopistus ; antiquaria disquisitio de Geaimis Basilidiania. Antv. 1657. 4.

—

P. C. Jablonshy, De Nominis

Abraxas vera si^nificatione, in the Miscdl. Lips. JS'cv. (Bd. 7. Th. I.)— i". Munter, Sinubilder und Kunstvorstelluugen der altcn

Christen. Alton. 1825. 4.

—

J J. Bellermann, Uber die Gemmen mit dem Abraxas Bilde, unJ uber die Scarafaaeen-Gemnien. Berl.

IS 17. 8.

3. The most fanciftil and supers" itious notions have prevailed respecting the marvelous powers
of gems. Fabulous accounts of the origin of diflJ'erent stones were invented by the ancients.
Particular gems were imagined to hold peculiar relations to certain planets, constellations, and
months of the year. The gem appropriate for a particular month was worn as an amulet during
the month, and was supposed to exert a mysterious control in reference to beauty, health, riches,
honor, and all good fortune ; as e. g. a sapphire for April, an atrate for J\Jay, and an emerald for
June. DiflTereiit gems were also supposed to possess specific powers; e. g. tire evierald was an
antidote to poison, and a preventive of melancholy; the amethyst was a security against intoxi-
cation, if worn as an aiiiulet or used as a drinking-cup ; the ruby nr spinelle was a. pranoter of
joy and a foe to all bad dreams. Such notions were cherished also among the Arabians and
the eastern nations ; and were embraced in Europe in the middle ases. Indeed, to understaiul
the virtues of gems was esteemed an important part of natural philosophy, and treatises v/eri
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written on the subject (cf. P. V. $ 268). Marhodus, a monk of the 12ih century, who wa3 made
bishop of Rennes, wrote a poem (De^emmis) setting forth, in Latin verse, the m'iracnlous efficacy
of precious stones. Cf IVarton's Hist. Eiig. Poetry. Lond. 1824. 2d vol. p. 214. Twelve gems
were appropriated as symbolical of the twelve Apostles, and called " Tlie Apostle gems ;" the
jint having been drawn from the twelve gems representing the twelve tribes on Aaron's breast-
plate, and from the figurative language of the Apocalypse of John (Rev. xxi. 14, 19, 20), in which
the walls of the new Jerusalem are represented as having twelve foundations of precious
stones, inscribed with the names of the twelve Apostles of the Lamb.

4. We may mention here a class of engraved stones, sometimes called Socratic,

having heads of various animals connected with the form or feet of a cock, or other
devices, among which is found a head resembling Socrates.

See Sulzer, Allg. Theorie, &c. vol. ii. p. 399.

—

Joa. Chifletii Socrates, s. deGemmis ejus imagine cslatis Judicium. Antv. 1662. 4.

~Middleton''s Antiq. Tab. sxi. sect. 10. Cf, Doddridge, Family Expositor, Note on Rev. iv. 7. (p. 913. Am. ei. Amherst, 1833.)

§ 201. Among the Egyptians, lithoglyphy, like the other plastic arts, and on
account of the same hinderances (cf. § 169,) never reached any distinguished ex-

cellence or perfection. Stones and gems, adorned with figures in relief, were
much less common among them than among the Greeks and Romans, with

whom a greater degree of luxury in general favored the exercise of this art in

particular.

"The ancients appear to have obtained the emerald from Egypt. CaiUimid has succeeded in

finding the old emerald mines in the Theban deserts on the Arabian Gulf. He mentions having
found subterranean mines capable of allowing four hundred men to work; he likewise found
tools, ropes, lamps and other utensils."

§ 202. Among the Ethiopians and Persians, and other nations of Asia and
Africa, this art must have been known in very ancient times, because their

sculptured stones are mentioned by the ancient Greek and Roman writers.

Persian gems of various kinds are still in existence. But the Etrurians were
more remarkable. They either borrowed the art from the Egyptians, or very

soon became imitators of the Egyptian manner, and like them wrought gems in

the form of the scarabaeus or beetle. They carried their skill in execution much
further, but not to the point of Grecian excellence. We probably have remain-

ing but few sculptured gems that are really Etruscan: most of those so called

are probably of Grecian origin ; at least the evidence that they are Etruscan is

very unsatisfactory.

" Of this minute but charming art," says Memes, p. 70, as cited $ 169, " probably, the oldest

specimen now extant represents five of the seven chiefs who fought against Thebes. Of this the

design is inartificial and the workmanship rude. Other Etruscan gems, however, as the Tydeus
and Peleus, equal the most exquisite performances in this branch." The celebrated intaglio here

mentioned as representing the five chiefs was found at Perugia. It is preserved at Berlin.

A copy of this gem is given in Smith's Dictionary of Antiquities, p. 702.—On Egyptian and Persian gems, see DuhoU, Choix de

Pierres grav. ant. Egypt, et Pers. Par. 1817. 4.

§ 203. Whether the Greeks borrowed this art from Egypt cannot be decided

any more certainly than the exact time when they became acquainted with it.

That it existed in Egypt at an earlier period is unquestionable; but that the

Greeks must therefore have borrowed it from that country by no means follows.

Probably it arose among them at the same time with sculpture. It seems to

have been known in the time of the Trojan war, although Pliny expresses doubt

on the point. This writer and others mention, as the most ancient remarkable

gem among the Greeks, that belonging to the signet of Polycrates, king of

Samos.

1 u. This seal was an emerald or sardonyx on which was carved a lyre. According
to tradition, this jewel, having been thrown by the king into the sea to avoid an acci-

dent that threatened him, was brought back by a fish that was served at his table.

The artist, who wrought it, was Theodoras of Samos, who flourished about 530

years before Christ. The art was at that time quite imperfect, but afterwards it ad-

vanced rapidly.

2. For the story of this ring, see Herodotus, iii. 39—41 ; Pausanias, viii. 14 ; Plinij, xxxiii. I.

xxxvii. L—"In the temple of Concord at Rome, in the lime of Pliny, a sardonyx was shown
which was said to be the ring of Polycrates. It was kept in a golden box, and was a present

from Augustus. According to Herodotus the stone was an emerald."

—

Barthelemifs Anachar-
8is, vol vi p. 265, 447.

§ 204 The art of gem-engraving reached its highest perfection among the

Greeks about the time of Alexander. In this flourishing time, no graver of

gems equaled Pyrgoteles in celebrity. While Apelles alone was allowed by

\lexander to paint his likeness, and Lysippus alone to carve his statue, Pyrgo-
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teles was the only one permitted to sketch his miniature on the precious stone.

In the same period lived also Sostratus, wliose name is inscribed on some of

the most beautiful gems still existinor. Somewhat later, although it is not

certain precisely of what time, were ApoUonides and Cronius, artists of nearly

equal celebrity. Many other names of Grecian lapidaries occur both on exist-

ing ancient gems and in ancient writers. Not much reliance, however, is to be

placed on the inscriptions (cf. § 198). Some of the names ar'j the following:

Agathangelus, Agathopus, Aulus, Alpheus, Arethon, Epitynchanus, Albius,

Evodus, Mycon, Admon, .^tion, Anteros, Gceus, Pamphylus, Philemon, Soso-

cles, Tryphon, &c.
See Chr. Thtc-ph. de Mttrr, Bibliotheque gljrptographique. Dresd. 1804. 8.

—

Fr. Vettori, Dissertatio glypto?raphiea, &c. Rorc.

1739. A.—n. A. Bracci, Memoire de?li an'jchi incisori, chi scolpirono i loro norae inGemrae e Camel. Fir. 17S4. fol.—A list of

gem-eD?ravers is given iu Clarac's Descr. des Aut. du Muse^ Royal, cited § 191. 4.—On the history of gem-sculpture, see references

§ 213. 3.

§ 205. The Romans possessed this art only as the conquerors and lords of

Greece. Engraved gems were highly valued among them, and were bought at

exorbitant prices. Yet they can claim no proper merit for the advancement of

this art, because all, who were most distinguished in it among them, were
Greeks by birth. Of these, Dioscorides and Solon, in the time of Augustus,

were the best. Gems which are engraved in the proper Roman manner (and

such are recognized by the costume) are not valued so highly as the Grecian.

It is to be remarked that this art fell at the same time, and from the same
causes, with the other arts. In the middle ages, however, lithoglyphy was
not wholly neglected, since to this period belong the stones already mentioned

(§ 200) as passing under the name of Abraxas, and designed for magical pur

poses.

§ 206. The use of engraved stones with the ancients was twofold, for seals,

and for ornaments; in both cases it was common to make of them rings. The
early use of gems for such purposes is evident from passages in the Bible (cf.

§ 199). For seals, the figure was generally cut below the surface of the stone

{ii,ooxr) ; but when the stone was designed merely for ornament, it was usually

formed in relief {i^o:^rj). The ancients made collections of gems, which they

termed dactylujthec3e,baxtv%io9r;xai,, from Baxtv^io?, a ring; artists who wrought
these gems were from the same circumstance called ?)ax-tv%i.oy7.v^ot. Pliny

{H. N. xxxvii. 5) mentions several such collections, and among them that of

JMithridales, which was brought to Rome to the Capitol by Pompey. Julius

Caesar placed six different collections in the temple of Venus Genitrix; and

Marcellus, son of Octavia, one in the temple of Apollo. It is, however, proba-

ble, that these collections were composed, at least in considerable part, of gems
not engraved.

1. The custom of wearing a seal-ring was very general among the Greeks and Romans, and
tbe art of cutting figures into gems, or forming intaglios, was tiierefore much practiced. The
engravings were at first simple and rude, consisting sometimes merely of a round or square hole ;

but at length they were such in beauty of design and of e.xecution, that these works of the an-
cients remain unrivaled to the present day. The stones destined to be set in rings passed from
t'.ie hands of the sculptor into those of the goldsmith (annularius, compositor) ; tlie latter was also

employed to inlay cameos, or gems with raised figures, in gold and silver vessels of various kinds.

On the use of engraved gems for seals and rings, see /. Elmes, Dictionary of the Fine Arts. Lond. IS26. 8. on the word Seals.—
". Maridtc, Traite des pierres gravees. Far. 1750. 2 vols. io\.—Kirchmann, as cited § 213. Z.—Becker, Burmann, as cited P. HI.

? 338.—Also the references in Sulzer's Alig. Theorie, vol. ii. p. 394.

2. Some specimens of seals and rings are given in our Plate XLVII.—In the figures, a, 6, c, d, e,

are rings (annuli) suited to wear upon the finger. They were formed of some metal, with some
orecious stone inserted. Sometimes the inserted gems were merely polished so as to be smooth
and brilliant, as in fig. d. More frequently words or letters were engraved on the stones, as in

fiff. a, which has the initials of Jupiter Optimus Maximus . Sometimes the sculpture was the bust
of a friend or some distinguished personage, or of one of the imaginary gods, as in fig. 6, which
shows a head of Mercury; sometimes it was merely a representation of some common article

of utility, as a key or a pruning-knife, as in fig. c; sometimes it contained a mythological repre-
sentation, as in fig. /, where a goat and satyr are dancing together ; or some ceremony of an-
cient superstition, as in fig. e, where we see perhajis the crooked wand Qitiins) and the chicken,
indicating the augury called trlpudium. In short, the devices were exceedingly various —Rings,
which were used also for seals, were called by the Romans annnli signatorii, or signet-rings.

—

It should be remarked, that they made use of other seals {sigilla), of a. more common sor* which
were made of the less precious metals, most frequently of brass, and wrought into a great va-
riety of forms. In fig. 3, we have a common sigillum of this kind, resembling in form the bottom
of a shoe or sandal Icalceus). and bearing the image of a heart and the name of probably the

owner, Ursinus, in the genitive case, cut in relief. Such seals appear to have been employed by
the rich Romans, among other uses, for marking their wine-vessels.
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§ 207 Respecting the mechanical operations in this art among the ancients,
we are not well informed. They seem to have been similar to the methods of
modern artists, except that the ancients perhaps had some unknown way of
givino- to their works their high degree of delicacy, completeness, and finish.

For the ancient gems are certainly marked by these excellences, united with
singular beauty of design, taste in arrangement, variety in subject and illustra-

tion, and truth in expression. They are also characterized by a peculiar purity
and polish, and great fullness and freedom in the sculpture.
Laur. Natter, Trai'e de !a methode antique de graver en pierres fines, comparee avec la nielhnde moderne. Engl. Transl Trea-

tise on the ancient method of engraving on precious stones compared with the modern. Lond. 1754. fol. with plates — Cf. MUller^s

Archsr.logy. On the question whether the ancient artists used lertses and magnifying glasses, see Winckelmann, Histoire, &c vol.

ii. p. 109, as cited § 32. 4.

§ 208. Yet fixed and infallible criteria cannot be given for distinguishing an-
cient from modern gems, or spurious from genuine antiques ; since modern gem-
engravers have approached very near the perfection of the ancient artists, and
have surpassed those among them who were of a secondary rank. The dis-

criminating eye and judgment of the connoisseur are formed perhaps more by
practice than by any general rules; attention, however, must be paid to notice

the material of the gem, the manner and air of the etching, the nature of the
polish, and frequently to consider and compare various circumstances in history
and antiquities.

See Von Vdtheim, Sammlung einiger Aufsatze. Helmst. 1800. 2 vols. 8. vol. ii. p. 135. On the modes of producing fictitiom

gems, see the Encyclopedia £ritannica, and the Edinburgh Encydofxdia, under the word Gtrns.

§ 209. The study of ancient gems is recommended by its manifold utility.

Aside from the aids to literature and taste which it affords in common with the
study of antiquities in general, it has a peculiar advantage, from the fact that

we have remaining a greater number and variety of gems than of monuments
of the other plastic arts, and that they are in a better state of preservation. The
latter circumstance gives them a preference even before coins, whose impres-
sions, notwithstanding any beauty in them, by no means equal the engravings
of the better Greek gems. A frequent examination of them may form the mind
to a quick sense and correct judgment of the beautiful, enrich the fancy of the
poet and artist, and familiarize the student with the conceptions and the spirit

of ancient genius.

The study has also an important bearing on sacred philology; since many coins exist, which
confirm historical facts incitientally mentioned in the Bible.

For illustration of the last mentioned point, see Home, Inlrod. to Sacred Scriptures, vol. i. p. 211, as cited § 213. 2 IVahh. as

citea \ 213. 2. — On the general subject, see ffiorz. Uber den Nutzen uudGebrauch der geschnittenen Steine und ihrerAbdrQcke.

Altenb. 1768. 8.—Also Mariette, cited § 206, and Natter, cited § 207.

§ 210. These remains of ancient art have been rendered much more exten-
sively useful from the ease with which they are multiplied by means of imita-
tions. Imitations in glass are the most valuable, because in color, luster, and
translucency, they can be made so nearly like the originals that it is at first

even difficult to distinguish them. Something similar was the Vitrum Ohsidia-

num of the ancients. Much less valuable are impressions in sulphur and in

wax, although the latter have an advantage in the facility of execution.

1. The art of multiplying copies of gems by means of impressions on colored glass,
or tne vitrified substance called paste, is interesting not only to mere antiquaries and
artists, but also to men of taste. It is of considerable antiquity, and perhaps was
practiced by the Greeks. It is supposed to be alluded to by Pliny ; and is mentioned
by Heraclius, in the 9th century, in a work entitled X>e coloribus et arf.ibus Romanorum.
Indeed it is said, that among the existing antique cameos are found imitations of the
onyx in glass.

Cf. Pliny, Hist. Nat xxxvi. 26.~Encyclcyp. Britann. under Gems.—Mariette, as cited § 206. vol. i. p. S3.—Feiichtwanger, p. 4?,

as cited § 194. On the general subject of pastes and casts, we may also refer to Sulzei-'i Allgem. Theorie, &e. under the words

libdrllche, Ahgllsse, Paste.

2. The translucid substance termed Ohsidianum seems to have received its name
irom Obsidius, a Roman who first brought it to Rome from Ethiopia. It is considered
as the same niineral which is now called Obsidian, and has been termed lava-glass in

reference to its appearance, in which it resembles glass, and to its origin, which somo
have supposed to be volcanic. The Romans manufactured mirrors and gems from it.

Cf. Pliny Hist. Nat. xxxvi. ffl.—Launay, Mineralogie des Anciens, as cited § 195. 2. vol. i. p. 361.—iJ. Jameinn's Mineralogy.

Edinb. 1820. 3 vc's. 8. vol. i. p. 319.—Co7nJe de Caylus, in the Mem. de rAcad. des Inscr. vol. xxx. p. 457.
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3 M. The material invented by Prof. Lippert of Dresden, which is a fine white sub

8tanc2. is very useful for taking casts and impressions. The casts in this show the

work to better advantage perhaps than sulphur. They are liable to be injured by
friction. Lippert prepared a series of casts amounting to 3000 in number, of which

each 1000 was sold separately.

Those of ihe first thousand were arranged and described by Prof. Clinst of Leipsic, and those of the second and third thousand by

Prof. Hetpie of Goitingen, in a Latiyi Catalogue. Lips. 1755-63. 4. A more full account is given by Lippert himself, in his Doc-

tt/liolliek. Lpz 1767. 2 vols. 4. and the Supplement. Lpz. 1776. 4.

4. The pastes and imitations of Wedgewood, the distinpished English porcelain

manufacturer, are very highly esteemed. '
' His imitations of jasper, by which cameos,

and white figures in rehef, are raised on a colored ground, are exquisitely beautiful."

—Wedgewood and Bentley invented a peculiar composition, of a dark appearance,

which is considered as very useful for making copies ot sculptured stones.

A Catalogue of Ihe Casts of H'edgeivood and Bentley wa.s published Lond. 1790. S.—Cf. SillimanU Journal, vol. ixvi. p. 244.

5. The glass pastes of James Tassie, a native of Glasgow, resident at London, have

acquired great celebrity. His collection of impressions of ancient and modern gems
amounted to 15.000. His pastes were brought into greater notoriety by the jewelers,

who inserted them in seals, rings, and other ornaments.

An account of his numerous impressions was published under the following title : A Descriptive Catalogue of a general collec'inn

of ancient and modern Geyns, cast in colored pastes, white enamel, and sulphur ; by J. roirie,—arranged and described by R. F.

Bosye,—and illustrated with Copperplates; to which is prefixed an Introduction on the various uses of this collection, the origin of

the art of engraving on stones, and the progress of pastes. Lond. 1791. 2 vols. 4.

6. Copies of coins and medals are also multiplied by means of casts in sulphur and

other substances. Thus, e. g. the medals struck in commemoration of events in the

fife of Bonaparte are imitated and made known extensively by sulphur casts ;
the

medals consisting of 160 pieces ; the casts forming a suite of 185 pieces including several

reverses. Thus also, bv casts in some metallic composition, as is stated, have been

copied the "Waterloo Medals," that were distributed by order of the British Parlia-

ment to Wellington and the ofiicers and soldiers engaged in the battle of Waterloo;

and likewise the beautiful series of medals struck under the direction of Mr. jVIudie to

commemorate achievements in the history of British wars.

See Lasliey's Series of Bonaparte's Medals, royal 8vo. Loud.—Edwards, The Napoleon Medals, with historical and biographical

Notices. Lond. 1842. fol.

§ 211. Of the great number of existing gems only a few will be named, of

such as are the most celebrated. Of this class are the following:—the signet

of Michael Angelo (cachet de Michel Jnge), as it is called in the Royal INUiseum

at Paris, a carnelian, on which is represented with masterly skill an A Ihernan

festival, or, as some think", the training uf Bacchus

;

—a very beautiful Medusa's

head upon a chalcedony, formerly in the Strozzi collection at Rome, now in

possession of the Baron von Schellersheim;—the head of Socrates on a carne-

lian in the collection of St. Mark's at Harlem ;—Bacchus and Ariadne upon a

red jasper in the collection of the Grand-duke at Florence;—the heads of Au-

gustus, Maecenas, Diomedes, and Hercules, inscribed with the name Diosco-

rides;—a head of Alexander, a cameo of sardonyx^ with an inscription scarcely

genuine of the name Pyrgoteles. Among the largest gems remainingS are

the following :—an onyx in the Imperial collection at Vienna, on which is ex-

hibited the apotheosis of Augustus and Livia;—the so-called Mantuan Vessel,

formed of onyx^ in possession of the family of the Duke of Brunswick; and

the celebrated Barberini or Portland vase^

1. o-li has been remarked that the seal of Michael Angelo aflTords a notable instance

of the controversies and mistakes of antiquaries. " By one the subject is supposed to

be Alexander the Great represented as Bacchus ; by another it is thought a religious

procession of the Athenians; and there are others, who suppose it simply a vintage,

or sacrifical rites relative to the conquest of India. But it is said to be proved, that

instead of being an antique, this gem was engraved by an intimate friend of Angelo

himself. It was bought by the keeper of the cabinet of Henry IV. of France for 800

crowns, and Louis XIV. having afterwards acquired it, frequently wore it as a ring."

"It is not improbable that this carnelian is the work of Pietro Maria da Peseta, as the figure of the fisherman in the exergue may

indicate that artist, who, with Michelino, belonged to the age of Leo X, {Fiorillo, Essa>-s, vol. ii. p. 18S)."—Cf. New Edinb. Ency-

clopxdia, under Genw.—The Encydopsedia Americana, vol. v. p. 405.

2. ^The cameo of sardonyx bearing the head of Alexander was published by Stosch

in his work cited below {% 213. 2). It is also given, with other supposed portraits of

that conqueror, in a paper in the Memoirs of the histifute. Speaking of engraved

stones which present in relief the heads of illustrious personages, Winrhelmnmi says,

the first rank may be assigned to a bust of Augustus, on a flesh-colored chalcedony,

in the library of the Vatican. Jameson meiitions as very fine an engraved gem ot
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heliotrope (cf. § 195. 1) preserved in the National or Royal Library at Paris ; it repre-

sents tlie iiead of Christ scourged {Christ JlagelU), and is so cut that the red spots of

the gem represent drops of blood.

Cf. Merin. tie Plnstitut, C 1 a s s e de Lit. et Beaux Arts, vol. i. p. 615.—Winckelmann, Histoire, &c. livre iv. ch. vii. § 67-70.—

B./ameson, Mineralogy. Edinb. IS20. 3 vols. 8.

A gem with a beautiful female head and bust is noticed in the Hilt, de I'Acad. Inscr. vol. iii. p. 244. Sur une Prime d'Emerand

antique; supposed by some to represent Eucharis, the celebrated female dancer at Rome.

3. c]\J'o?igez, in the Memoirs of the French Institute, describes three antique cameos
said b)' him to be the largest known. The first is a sardonyx, in the cabinet of the

king of France, and is called the Agate of Tiberius. It is of an irregular oval form,

nearly one foot Um pied) in length and about ten inches {dix pouces) in the greatest

breadth. The sculpture on it exhibits three scenes ; one, in heaven, is the apotheo-

sis of Augustus; another, on earth, is the investiture of a priestess, in the family of

Tiberius, ibr the worship of Augustus ; a third scene presents captives of various na-

tions of the earth.—The second cameo is in the Imperial cabinet at Vienna. It is

about one-third less than the one just specified, and represents Tiberius as descend-

ing from a chariot.—The third is a sardonyx, which in 1808 belonged to a public col-

lection in Holland ; it represents Claudius and his family drawn by Centaurs.

4. d "The concentrically striped onyxes, which are very rare, were much prized by the an-
cients and they cut upon them very beaiuiful figures in denii-relief. One of the most beautiful

works cut in this variety of chalcedony is the celebrated Mantuan vase, which was seized by the

Germans at the storming of Mantua, and ever since has been preserved in the Ducal collection

in Brunswick. Several beautiful plates of onyx are preserved in the Electoral Cabinet in Dres-
den ; there is one valued at 44,000 dollars."

Mongez, in the Mem. de VInst. Classe d'H>st. et Lit. Anc. vol. viii. p. 370.—^. A. BSltiger, Ueber die .Schtheit und das

Vaterlar.d der aniiken Ocyx-Kameen von ausserorienllicher GrOsse. Lpz. 1796. S.—Jameson, as above cited, vol. i. p. 244.

5. e The Portland vase is not formed, as was formerly supposed, of a natural gem, or precious
stone ; it has been already described (cf. $ 173. 2).

Winckelmavn mentionsi, as one of the finest antique gems, a cameo from the hand of Athenion,
preserved in the Farnese cabinet of Naples ; representing Jupiter in a chariot hurling )iis thun-
der-bolts and driving over the prostrate Titans ; he gives an engraving of it.

In our Plate XLVIII. we have a copy of an engraved gem, described by Montfancon as be-

longine to the Royal Cabinet at Paris, and as being of exquisite beauty^ ; the stone is a dark
green jasper, with spots of red ; the sculpture presents Bacchus lifted by two satyrs who hold

his body, and by two boys who support his legs, that they may place him on the back of a goat,

his arms being around the necks of the satyrs ; he holds a crater in his right hand ; a Bacchante
goes before playing on a sort of tympanum; another on the right is playing with the double

tihia; another behind raises towards his head a cluster of grapes ; at thsir feet lie a prostrate

vase and a detruncated head, or more probably a mask j trees with thick foliage occupy the

back-ground.
> Winchtlniann, Histoire, &c. vol. ii. p. 112, 115; vol. iii. p. 372. 2 Montfavcon, Antiq. Expl. Sup. vol. i. p. 151.

§ 212. The most celebrated collections of ancient gems are the following:—

the Grand-duke's at Florence, which contains 3000;—those of the families of

Barberini and Odescalchi at Rome, the latter of which formerly belonged to

Christina queen of Sweden ;—the Royal Cabinet or Museum at Paris;—the col-

lection, formerly belonging to the Duke of Orleans, now at Petersburg;—some

private collections in London, particularly those of the Duke of Devonshire and

Count Carlisle;—the Imperial Cabinet at Vienna;—the collection of the King

of Prussia, of which the gems formerly belonging to Baron de Stosch form the

largest and most valuable part;—that of the King of Netherlands at Hague.

The collection of gems formerly belonging to Baron de Stosch is now in the Royal Museum at

Berlin (cf. $ 190. 3) .—The Royal Museum at N a p I e s, which is now enriched with the trea-

sures of several private collections, contains many precious stones, besides fine statues, bronze
figures, vases, and antiques in glass.

For the Museum at Naples, see Finati (and others). Real Museo Borbonica NapL 1824-33. 8 vols. 4.—£. Gerhard and

Th. Panofka, NeaplesAnlikeBildwerke; commenced 1828. Respecting the collections in England, see H^oagen, as cited § 190.4.

Ou the cabinet of the Grand-duke at Florence, see Johnson, Phil, of Trav. p. 119, as cited § 190. 1.—See also the reference*

§ 213. 1.

Casts of ancient gems or medals are found in the libraries or museums of most public institutions. The Boston Atheneum has

several cases of casts.

§ 213. Engravings and Plates are a useful help in attaining a knowledge of

sculptured gems. Various works containing plates and descriptions of the

most remarkable specimens, with historical and critical observations, have been

published.

1. Works referring to particular cabinets or collections. A. F. Gorii, Museum Florenlinum, as cited § 191. 2. The 1st anc

2d volumes treat cf Gems.—Lc Miueum de Flore?ice, ou Collection des Pierres gravees, Statues, Medailles, et Peintures, qui se

trouveut a Florence principalement dans le Cab. du Gr. Due, &c. grave par David, avec explanations par MiiUjt. Par. 17SI-SS.

6vols. 4—-Wofietz. Csmees, &c. de la Galerie de Florence et du Palais Pitti, &c. as cited § 191.2. rTuifMnuimi, Descrip-

tion de Pierres gravers du feu Mr. Le Baron de Stosch. Flor. 1760. 4.—f. ScAZicAfejroZZ, Auswahl vorzOglicher Gemmen aus der

Stoschischen Sammlung. The 1st vol. NUrnb. 1797. 4. A 2d vol. in continuation, under the title i)ac(t/Zio(Acca SioscAiaim

Karob. 1806. 4.—P /. Mariette, Recueil des pierres antiques de la collection de Mr. di Gravelle. Par. 1735-37. 2 vols. i. £«
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Blond et De la Chau, Description de pnncipales pierres gravees du Cahintt du Due d' Orleans. Par. 1TS0-S4. 2 vols. foU

Abridged, with notes, by /. G. Jacobi. Zar. 1796. 4. P. J. Mariette, Recueil de pierres eravees (an creux) du Cabinet d u Bo i.

Par. 1750. 2 vols. fol. /. Eckel, Choix des Pierres gravees du Cabinet Imperial des Antiques, representees eu 40 Planches,

ic. Vjen. 1788. 4. P. E. Viscunti, Gemme incise d. Cavaliere G. Giron\ati, &c Rome, 1&36. fol.

2. Works of a more general character.

—

Domen. de Rossi, Gemme antiche figurate. colle sposizioni del P. A. Maffd. Rom.

1707-9. 4 vols. i.—Abr. Garliei Dactyl iolheca, cum notis Jac. Gronovii. Lugd. Bat. 1695, 1707. 2 vols. 4 —Phil, de Stench, Genimse

antiquae caelatae, sculplorum ncmtinibus insignitae. (aeri incisae per Bern. Picart.) Amst. 1724. fol.

—

Amadulii, Novus Thesaurus

Gcnimarum veterum. Rom. 1753. fol.

—

J. M. Rapcmi, Recueil de Pierres antiques gravees, &c. Rom. I7S6. fol. with numerous

plates.

—

A F. Gcrius. Gemmae Antiquae. Ven. 1750. fol.—G. Ogle, Antiquities Explained, being a colleciion of figured Gems,

iliuslraleJ by descriptions from the classics. Lond. 1737. 4 —R. Dagley, Gems from the Antique, with illustrations. 4.—A. L. Mil-

Un, Pierres gr?vees inedites tirees des plus celebres Cabinets de I'Europe. Par. 1817. 2 vols. 8. We will add here, Knight, Mo-
dern and Antique Gems.

—

R, IValsh, Es!ay on Ancient Coins, Medals, and Gems, as illustrating the Progress of Christianity in the

early ages. Lond. 1S28. 12.

3. It may be proper to mention also some works which relate to the subject of gem-engraving in general, or to the theory and

history of the s.rX.—Tlieiijhrasti, Eresii, negl MBiuV ^iSSiov, in his 0pp. ed. Schneider, cited P. V. § 192. 3 ; also in /. de Latt, de

Gemmis et Lapidibus, libri ii. Lugd. Bat. 1647. 8; in English, with remarks, by / Hill, Lond. 1748; and in German, with the

remarks of f/iH, and a treatise on the ancient art of Engraving on Gems, by .2. M. Baumgdrtner, Narnb. 1770. S.—Discoridet,

jrtfl fAJjS larpiK^s, 5th Bnnk.—PUny, Natural Hiitory, 37th Book.—/o. K'rchman, de Annulis liber singularis. L. B. 1672. 12.

—jiiuelmi Boetii {de Boot) Geiiniarum et Lapidum Historia, aucta ab Adr. Tollio. L. B. 1647. S.—P. J. Mariette, cited § 2C6.

—

L. Xatter, cited § 207.— CayZt/j, Sur les Pierres Grivees, in the Mem. Acad. vol. xix.

—

A. L. Millin, Introduction a I'Etude des

Pierres gravels. Par. 1796 ; also 182C. S.—GurUlt, Uber die Gemmenkunde. .Magdb. 1798. 4.—/. Frischolz. Lehrbuch dcr Stein-

KhneidekunsL MUnch. 1820. 8.—See also Sulzer's Allg. Theorie, article Geschnittau Steine.—Encyc. Americ., Edint. Eitq/c &c

III.

—

Painting.

§ 214. Paintinpr, as a fine art (ypaftz^, ^coypa<|)i'a, ^u>ypaq>Lx-^), is the represen-

tation of visible objects upon a plane surface by means of ficrure and color. It

is not confined, however, to the mere exhibition of material bodies and forms;
but expresses also their invisible powers and immaterial and spiritual nature

and aflfections, by gestures, attitudes, and the like. It also emjiloys the form
of sensible objects allegorically to signify things very difl^erent from what actu-

ally meets the eye. ((^f. § 147.)—The real foundation of painting is laid in

the art of designing, that is, representing objects on a plane by lines and
strokes; by the advancement of which in correctness and beauty the progress

of painting must be forwarded, almost as a matter of course.

§ 215. It has been already remarked (§ 155), that the art of designing, or

sketching, although it is of so great importance as a foundation and help to all

the plastic arts, is yet probably of later origin. So the art of coloring merely
was doubtless of earlier origin than painting, properly so termed ; which implies

the filling up, with colors suitably chosen and applied, of an outline sketched

designedly. Yet the art of designing and painting existed, beyond all question,

in a very early period, although we cannot determine exactly when, or in what
nation, it originated. It is still a controverted question, whether it existed in

Greece at the time of the Trojan war; and the negative is certainly quite proba-

ble. This, however, would not imply that it did not then exist in other countries.

§ 216. The Egyptians were acquainted with this earlier than the Greeks,
although not so much earlier as according to Pliny (Hist. JVat. xxxv. 5) they
claimed. Sketching or designing seems to have become common am.ong them
quite early. Originally the art was chiefly temple-painting, and we must dis-

tinguish between that which is found upon the walls of edifices, and that upon
mummies and papyrus rolls (cf. § 107. 5). Painting remained very imperfect
in Egypt, as did the plastic arts in general. The artists applied their colors in

uniform tints, without shading or contrast. Some paintings found in Egypt
seem to be an exception to this remark, but they were probably executed in the
time of the Ptolemies by Grecian artists.

1. " Eg3-p{ian painting seldom, if ever, attempts more than an outline of the object
as seen in profile, such as would be obtained by its shadow. To this rude but always
well-proportioned draught, colors are applied, simply and without mixture or blending,
or the slightest indication of hght and shade. The process appears to have been,
first, the preparation of the ground in white ; next, the outline was firmly traced in

black; and, lastly, the flat colors were apphed. The Egyptian artist employed six

pigments, mixed up with a gummy Uquid, namely, white, black, red, blue, yellow,

52 2 M
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and green ; the three first always earthy, the remaining, vegetable or at least fre-

quently transparent. The specimens from which we derive these facts, are the
painted shrouds and cases of mummies, and the still more perfect examples on the

walls of the tombs. It can furnish no evidence of extraordinary experience or prac-

tice, that these paintings still retain their color clear and fresh. The circumstance
merely shows the aridity of the climate, and that the coloring matters were prepared
and applied pure and without admixture." (Memes.)

Some notices of Egyptian painting may be found in /. G. IVilkinsoit, Manners and Cus'oms of the Egyptians. Lond. 1R37.

3 vols. 8. with some colored plates.—See, also, iu Denun (as cited § 238. 2), vol. i. p. 177, a noiice of the paintings in the tombs at

Thebes.

—

Lond. Quart. Rev. six. 192, 421.

—

Library of Entertaining Knowledge, vols. 22, 23.—Especially the rkscrxption de

r£g-yp!e, cited § 231. 1.

2 u. That painting, or at least the art of coloring, existed early among the Chal-
deans and Israehtes is indicated by passages in the Bible. Ezek. xxiii. 14 ; viii. 10;
comp. Numb, xxxiii. 52.

§ 217. According- to the common tradition of antiquity, which agrees well

with the natural probability of the case, paintino-, or rather desiorning, took its

rise originally from the tracing of the shadows of objects upon a wall (5xtaypa<|)i,'a),

and marking the outline with carbon or chalk. Ardices of Corinth anti Tele-

phon of Sieyon are said to have been the first who, by drawing the inner parts,

presented something more than the outline, and indicated light and shade. The
earliest Greek pictures were drawn with a single color, and are thence termed

^Qvo%pu>uata', a red color was chiefly used, perhaps because it resembled that

of flesh in the human body. The first that employed various colors appears to

have been Bularchus, who lived in the time of Candaules, king of Lydia, about

720 B. C.
*' The first painting on record is the battle of Magnete by Bularchus, and purchased

by Candaules, king of Lydia, for its weight in gold, or, as some say, a quantity of gold

coins equal to the extent of its surface. This eslabhshes the first era of the art in

Greece." But painting had been practiced for several centuries preceding, especially

at Corinth. The art is said to have passed through several gradations ; as. simple

skiagraphy, or shadow-painting {GKiaypa'pia), i. e. giving the exterior outline or shape of

the shadoW of an object, without any intermediate lines ; the monographic style (/^oj/d-

Ypaiiuoi'), i. e. consisting of lines, but giving both the exterior outline and also the inner

lines or markings ; monochromatic compositions, in which one color only was employed;
and pob/chromalic (TroXnxpc'ofiara) , where a variety of hue was used, but without shading;

and lastly, zographic. in which appeared the full art of painting to life (^ioypafia), ap-

plying colors'with due observance of the laws of light and shade. It is, however,

hardly supposable that the art advanced by any pertectly regular series of steps.

See Memes, p. 120, 121, as cited § \69.—Caylus, (Dissertations relat. a I'histoire et a I'art) Abhandlungen zur Geschichte und

Kunst. (l-k. ii. p. 23, 74). Altenb. 1768. 2 vols. i.—Ramdohr, I'ebcr Malerei, &c. Lk. ii p. 176, as cited § 226. 2.—H. Fuseli, Lee

teres on Painting, delivered at the Royal Academy. Loud. ISOl. 4.

§ 218 ^ Our knowledge respecting the colors used by the ancient painters is

imperfect; it is derived chiefly from a few passages in ancient authors^; but

some information has been drawn from experiments on the colors in the remains

of ancient paintings, and on pigments that were found at Pompeii and in vases

beneath the ruins of the palace of Titus^. Oil-colors do not appear to have been

known to the ancients. To give consistency to water-colors and increase their

brightness and durability they combined with them some sort of varnish or size,

especially in paintings on plaster or chalk; gum (gum/ni), glue {glufi?mm),

and sometimes the white of egg (ovi albumen) were used for the purpose.

Apelles is said to have employed a fine black varnish which none could imitate.

On the authority of a passage in Pliny^, it has been commonly stated that Apel-

les and other celebrated Greek painters used only four colors ; viz, Melinum, a

white; Jtticum, di yellow; Sinopis Fu7itica,'3. red; and Jlramenlurn, 'd black;

but it must be a mistake to suppose that they were acquainted only with these,

or that they never used any other.

"If red and yellow ochers, blacks and whites, were the colors most employed by Protogenes

and Anelles, so' they are likewise the colors most employed by Raphael and Titian in their best

style." (Davy'i.) "In the pictures at Naples and Rome, is greater variety of coloring than,

from some passages in their writings, has been allowed to the ancients. And, indeed, unless

Pliny be supposed to point out a distinction in this respect between the practice of the earlier

and later painters, he contradicts himself: for in all, he enumerates no less than five ditferent

whites, three yellows, nine reds or purples, two blues, one of which is indigo, two greens, and

one black, which also appears to he a generic expression, including bitumen, charcoal, ivory,

or lamp-black, mentioned with probably others." {Jlemes, p. 128.)—Beautiful blue colors have
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been found in tlie fresco-painungs in ancient Roman edifices.—"In cleaning away the rubbish
within the baths of Titus, the walls of which display many beautiful specimens of fresco-
pamtins, tlie painter's room was discovered, and in severafof the jars were found different
kinds of paint, and among others a quantity of the beautiful celestial blue, which retained ita
luster and freshness so remarkably on the walls. Sir Humphry Davy, on analysis, found it to
consist of a frit of copper, soda, and silex*; and by recomposition formed the same color from
fiesh materials."
That the ancient artists were not restricted to so few colors as has been supposed may be

shown by the following list.—KED : MiAroj, Rubrica, red earth, and a general name for red;
I^ivoiiric. ^inopis Pi^iitica, liiibrica Sinopica, reel ocher ; 'ZavSupaKr], Ctrzts^a u^ta, red lead; Ki/-
vafiai.n, Minium, vermilion; KiwdBarn '\v6iKdv, Cinnibaris hidica, from the gum or resin called
dragon's bkiod ; SavJuf, Sandyx, crimson.

—

yellow : "il^pa, or 'V.xpov, Sil, a common name for
yellow; 'krviKov, Attictim, the Athenian yellow ocher, considered the best; 'kpaeuiKov, Jluri-
pin-menlum, orpiment ; Sandaraclia, sometimes applied by the Romans to designate a variety of
yellow —BLUE : Ki^ai/oj, Caruleum, azure blue, and apparently a general term for blue ; 'Iv^ikov,
Indicum, indigo; 'Appeviuv, ultramarine, from the mineral called lapis lazuli; I'heophrastus
mentions a substance under the name of xa^«os as being used in order to give glass (vaXug) a
fine blue color, and Sir H. Davy supposes him to mean cobalt.—green : XpvaoKoWa, Chryso-
colla, a carbonate of copper, green verditter, the most approved green ; 'Id? XaAvdi/, arvgo,
(Erur.a, scohcia, verdigris, several varieties; Qco66tioi/, Tlieodotion, a sort of green earth, (crefa
viridis) found on the estate of one Theodotius, near Smyrna ; ./J;/pm?»i/?n, another variety of green
earth.

—

purple: Hvpcliiipa, Purpurissum, the most valued being prepared from the murex (cf. P.
III. $ 332), a general term also for purple ; "Xayivov, Byiginum, having the shade of scarlet;
OsfrMJH, a mineral compound, but sometimes designating the purple from the murex: Rnbioi
radix, madder-root.—BROWN : Uchra vsta, burnt ocher; many varieties.—black : MfAai/, ^tra
mentuni, the common name for the color; 'EXe^avrivov, Elephantinvm, ivory black; Hovyivov^
Tryainum, vine-black, made of burnt vine twigs ; Jitrar/tentuiu Ivdirum, perhaps the Chinese
Indian ink.

—

white : Mr/Kia, JUelinttm, an earth from the isle of Melos ; YlapaiTomov, PariPto-
niiivi, a while clay from a place on the coast of Africa, much valued ; ^ifxvHiov, Cerussa, white
lead.—We may here mention as among the gums or resins uscds; Y'jpKOKnWa, Sarcocolla

;

Macrriy^, Jilasticfie ; Tints masculuvi, frankincense; 7'ert'i!»;/;a, turpentine ; Bitumen or .^spAai-
tiim (iiaijiaXros) was also used in forming a varnish; Punic wax, Cera Punica, wa.s ordinary
wax purified.

1 Thecfhraslw, De Lapi.iibus —TMosojnrfM, Mat. Med. v.—Pliny, Hist. N. xxxv. S-ii.—f^itrumus, Arch. vii. 2 m. Chaplal,

on seven colors found in a shop at Pompeii, in ,innales de Chimie, vol. 70.—Sir Humpliry Davy, Experiments on the colors used

in painting by the ancients, in the Philosoph. Transactions, vol. for 1815, pt. i. p. 97 3 Pliny, Hist. N. xxxv. 32. » Cf Land.

Quart. Rev. xiv. 407. s Cf. Pliny, His!. N. xiii. 20 ; xii. 36 ; xxiv. 28 ; xxiv. 26 ; xxiv. 22 ; xxxv. 51 ; xxi. 49.-See Emtrsu-!

ad Plin. xxi. 22, in Lernaire, Bibl. Class, as cited P. V. § 470.4. On the colors used by the ancients, see also Rode, de la Peinlure

ehez les Anciens, in IVinckelmann, Hlstoire, kc. vol. iii. p. 59, 137.—Z)e Caylus, on certain passages of Pliny, &c. Mer)i. Acad_

Iiucr. XXV. 149.— G. E. Lesstng, Vom Alter der Oelmalerei aus dem Theophilus Presbyter, in his .Siimrntliche Scliriftin (as cited

§ 168), vol. viii. p. 235.— /•. IV. Doring, Prngr. de coloribus Veterum. Golh. 1788. i.—SliegUtz, Uber d. Malerfaiben der Griech.

and Rom. Lpz. 1817. %.— Winckdmann, Histoire, &c. lib. iv. ch. viii. sect. 31.

§ 219.* The ancient methods of painting may be included under two kinds,

painting in water-colors, and painting in wax. Of the latter, the most important

species was that effected by the aid of fire (Sea Ttrpo?), thence called encaustic

{kyxavGtLxrD ; that called z3;poypa(j)ta was another species, said to be employed
in painting ships {inceramenta navium, cf. Liv. xxviii. 45). Of painting in

water, there were two species ; in one, the colors were laid on with water alone,

vinegar being sometimes added, especially to black ; in the other, the colors

were applied with water combined with some glutinous substance, some gura,

wax, or resin that could be worked with water.

1. The term /resco, when strictly used, designates the first mentioned species of painting in

water-colors when applied to plastered walls while the plaster or stucco is moist; all the va-
rieties of the other species being included under the phrase painting in distemper; the terin

fresco, however, is sometimes applied indiscriminately to painting on plastered walls, whether
moist or dry, and whether the colors are applied in water simply or in distemper. The dwellings
of the ancients were commonly adorned with fresco-paintings.

2 k. The fresco-painting was executed upon a moist as well as upon a dry ground. In this last

mode of painting, the colors were probably laid on with a peculiar sort of glue or size, siuce in

many pieces of this kind that have been found, they are so well fixed and preserved, tliat a wel
sponge or cloth may be drawn over them without injury. Previous to the paintings, the walls
received a double coating, and the surface was carefully polished.

3. To prepare the walls for paintings on a moist ground was more expensive than to prepare
them for paintings on a dry ground (cf. Vitrvvius, vii. 3); since over several layers of ordinary
plaster there must be placed several other layers of a composition formed of chalk and marble
dust ; hence, except in the houses of the wealthy, the walls were usually in distemper as distin-

guished front fresco ; such is the case in most of the houses discovered at Pompeii. In order to

i-pceive ornampntal paintings, the walls were divided into compartments or panels which were
termed abaci, affaKcs ; these panels were specially prepared with a ground (called XevKUjja)
formed by plaster covered with chalk and marble dust as above mentioned; sometimes the

stucco cround appears to have been placed on tablets of wood which were fixed in frames and
encased in the walls; sometimes the paintings were on panels of larch wood.

§ 219 m. Single pieces of painting were usually executed upon wood, and therefore

railed VLvaKes, tahulc. The wood of the larch tree {ikarr], larix) was preferred on ac-

count of lis durability and its not being liable to warp out of shape. They painted

more rarely upon linen cloth ; as in the colossal picture of Nero mentioned by Fliny.
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The most common kind of painfing was that upon plaster ; which is now called

fresco-painting. Less common was drawing or painting on marble and ivory.

The terms rriva^ and xivolkiov seem to have been applied to any material on which a picture

was drawn. The easel, or frame to which the material was fixed, while the artist was painting,

was called by the Greeks dxpi'/Jas or KuXv^ai ; ypa(pii signified the style and vTrnyfiatpii (pevi-

cillus) the hair-pencil ; some have supposed the /japSiov to have been a pencil or brush, although
it is usually interpreted as a style or rod used in encaustic painting; xP^I^'^'^'^ ^'"^ 'J)cipitaKa,

the colors; \fjKvOoi, the box in which they were kept ; a figure supposed to represent Painting,
found at Pompeii, in the building called Pantheon, holds a palette or pallet in her left hand ; tlie

ancient name for this article is nowhere given, unless the term -rrtviKinv was applied to it.

Ejfwi' signified a /(orfrflit or likeness as well as statue; a mere sketch was termed viroypaipfi

;

the word CKiaypacpia signifies, etymologically, shadoic-paintivg (cf. $ 217) ; it is commonly inter-
preted the art of skttching or delineating.

'^220u. The kind of painting peculiar to ancient times, called encaustic, is known
to us only by the imperfect description given by Pliny, who speaks of three methods
of it.

1 «. The first of these methods consisted, it seems, in mingling wax with the colors, and laying
them nn by means of fire and certain instruments called cauteria (Kavrfipia). The second was
employed upon ivory, and was called Kcarpioaii, because the outline was cut in the ivory by a
pointed graver, termed Kiarpov (veruculiim), and the colors afterwards applied. The third seems
to have been a process of laying on melted wax by means of a brush. A fourth kind, used in
painting upon walls, is mentioned by Viiruvius. Men of science and artists have attempted to
discover and restore this art.

Pliny, Nat. Hist. xxxv. il.—yUruvius, De Archit. vii. 9—Dcm Vincenzo Reqtieno, Sag^i sul rlstabilimeuto dell' aniica arte de'

Greri e de' Romani piltori. Parma, 17b7. 2 vols. 8 ; in French, Rome, 17*6.—io'dger'j Geschichte der Enkausiik der Alten, in

the Journal dcs Lnxus und der Moden, for the year nSi.—Rode and Reim, as above cited, in lVi7ichelr}\ann, vol. iii. p. 161.

—

Caylus, On encaustic painting, in the Meni. Acad. Inscr. i.tviii. 179. English Transl. by /. H Munz. Lond. 1760. 9.—Phil.

Trans, for the year 1751.—Tran*. of Soc. for Enccutagement of Jlrts. Lond. \1%1.—Sidzer's AUg. Theorie, vol. ii. p. 59.—ie-

tronne, Encaustic, in Joum. des Savans, Sept, 1835.—The Alheneum, or Spir. of Eng. Mag. vol. v. Sec. Series, p. 339, on an
' Encaustic Painting of the dying Cleopatra."

2 II. The peculiar mode of representing visible objects which was termed mosaic-
work, is often included under the denomination of painting. This has already been
noticed (see § 167, 189).

It was in etfect painting, and not improperly termed pictura de musivo. Pliny {3. N. xxxvi. 25, 60) mentions as among tha

celebrated mosaics at Pergamus a Cantharus with doves, " of which the Doves of the Capitol is supposed to be the copy."—See

Mus. Capilolin. (cited § 191. 2), iv. 69.

3m. Respecting the pecuUair melhod of paintivg glass which was practiced by the ancients,
we know but little.

A recent traveler speaking of the show-rooms of the establishment for the manufacture of porcelain at Sevres in France, observes,

"here were vases, cups, pitchers, urns, statues, table sets, toys, chimney ornaments, all of the ciost splendid and costly character.

The ware ilself is of the most perfect kind, and then the painting and the gilding, and the setting of brilliants and precious stones,

add immensely to the expense. Brogniard (the director, 1835) has added much to the painting department by his aiscoveries in the

art of painting glass. He is said to have ascertained the means of equaling all the ancient colors in glass except the red."

Le Fieil. L'art de la Peinture sur verre. Par. 1774. fol. German transl. NUrn. 1780. For an acc.iunt of attempts to restore

this art, Fiorillo's Klein. Schrift. artistischen Inhalts.—Cf. Sulzer, Allg. Theorie, article Glasmalerei.—Edini. Encycl. article G2(Uj.

4. Among the applications which the ancients made of colors, we may notice also the painting of
vases, of statues, and of the ornamental parts of build inss.—The painting of fictile vases seems to

have formed a distinct art, practiced by artists who received a peculiar instruction. The painted
vases are valuable chiefly as they furnish pictures illustrating the traditions, customs, and habits
of the ancientsi ; they are noticed in other sections (cf. $ 223. 173).—Statues were sometimes
painted, not merely by covering the whole with a wash or varnish of a single color, as the Jupi-
ter placed in the capitol by Tarquinius Priscus was colored with minium (Plin. H. N. xxxv. 45),

but also by giving to each part of the drapery its appropriate color.— In architecture, the coloring
appears to have been applied more particularly to the moldings, the friezes, the metopes, and
the tympana of the pediments. In the Parthenon, some of the sculptured ornaments were of a
pale blue ; in some Sicilian monuments, these parts are red. Various colors were sometimes
combined^. In later times, among the Romans, the decline of taste was evinced by a fondnes.s

for strong and gaudy colorings.

1 Fosl/roke (cited P. HI, § 12) gives, p. 610, a Plate of costume drawn from the Hamilton vases. ^ See Kugler, Veber die Poly-

chromie der Griechischen Architectur und Sculptur, und ihre Grenzen. Berl. 1S35.

—

Raoul-Rochelte, as cited § 226. 2.

§221. Our judgment respecting the merits of the ancients in painting we
derive in a great degree from the unanimous encomiums of their writers. We
infer it also from their known excellence in other arts, which are kindred to it,

and, like it, essentially connected with the art of designing. From the few
imperfect and badly preserved specimens of ancient painting seen by the mo-
derns, no valid arguments can be drawn. Many questions respecting the sub-

ject of ancient painting remain therefore unsettled; as, for example, wshether

the artists understood perspective. Their greatest attention seems to have been
given to coloring.

It is said that in the mosaic discovered at Pompeii and called the Battle of Issus (cf. $ 189. 1),

the perspective is admirable. Scene-painting iaKJivoYpa<pia), which seems necessarily to involve

2 m2
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some knowledge of perspective, was known at Athens in the time of ^scliylus (Fitruv. vli
praef.), and the names of several scene-painters are preserved (,Plin. H. N. xxxv. 37, 40).

Fiorillo, on the Perspective of the Ancients (in his Kl Schrijt. cited § 220).

—

CuitUt dt Caylua, on the same subject, in the Mem.
Jlcad. Inscr. ixiii. 320; also as cited § 2\l.—SaUitr, on the same topic, Mem. Acad. Inscr. viii. 97.—ilfemes, History of Sculpture,

&C. p. 127.—Cf. Sulzerh A!lg. Theorie, vol. iii. p. 6S6.

§ 222. Among the Greeks there were schools of painting as well as of sculp-

ture. The four most celebrated were at Sicyon, Corinth, Rhodes, and Athens.

Hence there were different styles and tastes in the art, the Asiatic and the

Helladic, the Ionian, Sicyonian, and Attic; the three last being, however, mo-
difications of the second. Sicyon especially was looked upon as the native

land and nursery of the best painters. But paintings were not by any means
so numerous in Greece as were works of sculpture.—The most flourishing pe-

riod of the art was about the time of Alexander. Some of the most celebrated

masters were Polygnotus, Apollodorus, Zeuxis, Parrhasius, Timanthes, Eupom-
pus, Pamphylus, Apelles, and Protogenes.

1. The history of painting among the Greeks is divided by Memes into four periods.

—The firstt terminated with Bularchus, B. C. 720, whose battle-piece has been men-
tioned ('i 217). During this period painting seeras to have made more progress in

Asia Minor than in Greece. Painting must have existed in soine degree in Ilomer's
time, since embroidering in various colors is mentioned {II. iii. 126), and the shield of

Achilles is described (7Z. xviii. 478) as combining different colors ; although the only
painting he notices is that by which some ships are distinguished (irjcj ixiXronaprioi, ll.

ii. 673 ; Od. xi. 123), and the coloring of certain ornaments for the heads of horses
(II. iv. 141).—The second period extends from Bularchus to Zeuxis, about 400 B. C.
Cimon of Cleouce, probably about the time of Solon, B. C. 600, is the earliest painter

of eminence in this period ; and it is supposed that he acquired his skill in some city

of Ionia, or other province in Asia Minor. Polygnotus was one of the most eminent
in this period ; his pictures were admired by Pliny at the distance of six hundred
years. In the time of Polygnotus, about B. C. 460, painting attracted the attention

of all Greece ; having been previously regarded with interest only in a few cities. The
most important works of Polygnotus were his two great paintings or series of paint-

ingsi in the Lesche of the temple of Apollo at Delphi, described by Pausanias (1. x.

c. 25—31). Towards the close of this period, the pencil is said to have been first

used by Apollodorus of Athens, the instructor of Zeuxis.—The third period com-
mences with Zeuxis, about B.C. 400, and ends with Apelles, who flourished about

B. C. 330. In this period great improvement was made, in which the genius of Zeuxis

opened and led the way. A famous painting of Zeuxis was his female centaur suck-

ling her young, described in the Zev^tg of Lucian ; it was carried off" from Athens by
Syll.i, but lost on the voyage to Italy. Parrhasius, Timanthes, Eupompus, and
Pamphylus, the master of Apelles, are named among the distinguished painters of

this era. The fourth period is dated from the time of Apelles. 1 his age witnessed

the full glory and dechne of the art. Apelles is said to have united the excellences

which had been separately exhibited by his predecessors. His Venus Anadyomene\
which was long " afterwards purchased by Augustus for one hundred talents, or

£20,000 sterling, was esteemed the most faultless creation of the Grecian pencil, the

most perfect example of that simple yet unapproachable grace of expression, of sym-
metry of form, and exquisite finish, in which may be summed up the distinctive beau-
ties of his genius." Protogenes of Rhodes, a contemporary of Apelles, was next to

him in merit ; the most celebrated work of this artist was his figure of lalysus with

his dog^, on which he is said to have been occupied seven years. Nicias of Athens
w'as a reputable painter. Later were Nicomachus, Pasius, and others, with whom
the art began to decline. The decline of painting may be considered as commencing
about B. C. 300, and as consummated in the destruction of Corinth by Mummius,
B. C. 146 ; during this time the artists practiced much in painting upon mean subjects

{pmrapoYpafia) , and indulged grossly in licentious painting {zoptvypwpta).

1 Riepenhamen, Peintures de Polygnote a Delphes dessinees et eravees d'apres la description de Pausanias. Par. ISJ6. (GOtt.

!S05.)—GeJot/(j and De Caylus, on Polygnotus, Mem. Jcad. Inscr. vi. 445, and xxvii. 34. ^ Amauld, La vie et les ouvragej

d'Apelle, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. xlix. 200.— C. de Caylus, La Venus d'Apelles dite Anadyomene, Mein. de PAcad. des hiscr.

XXX. 44^, with a plate drawn from a figure in brorize.— Quart, dt Qiihicy, Sur de defi d'Apelles et de Protogenes, Mem. de Vliistitut,

C 1 asse d'Hist. et Lit. Anc. vol. v. p. 300, with curious plates. Cf. Plin. xxxv. 10. 3 Cf. Plutarch, Bern. 22.—Brottier, Oti

Protogenes, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. xlvi. 463. Respecting the principal artis's and their works, see Bottiger, Ideen zur Arcbi-

ologie der Malerei. Dresd. ISH. 8.—C. R. Dali, Vile de' Pittori Antichi. Flor. 1667. 4. Mil. ISC6. 8. containing Lives of Zeuxis,

Parrhasius, Apelles, and Protogenes—See also Levesque, Sur les progres successifs de la peinture chez les Grecs; Mem. de rinstitut,

C 1 a s e de Lit. et Bioux Arts, vol. i. p. 374.

2. Respecting the comparative number of paintings and statues in Greece, the fol-

lowing statement is in point. "Pausanias mentions the names of one hundred and

sixty-nine sculptors, and only fifteen painters ; while after three centuries of spolia-

tion he found in Greece three thousand statues, not one of them a copy, he describes
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only one hundred and thirty-one paintings."—It may also be worthy of remark, that

the Greeks preferred busts to portraits, and this branch of painting does not seem to

have been so much cuUivated as others. " While Pausanias enumerates eighty-eight
master-pieces of history, he mentions only half the number of portraits which he had
seen in his travels through Greece in the second century."
See Memes, p. 120 ss.—Cf. M. Heyne, Sur les causes de la perfection a laquelle I'arl parvint chez les Grecs, et sur les epoques qu'il

paroit avoit eu chez ce peuple ; in tVinckcbnann's Histoire, &c.

§ 223. In Italy painting was early cultivated. Evidence of its advancement
is given by those rich vases, already mentioned (§ 173), which are generally
termed Etruscan, but are probably the work chiefly of Grecian artists. It may
be remarked, that the color which fills up the figures, mostly red or black, was
the proper ground color of these vessels, and that the color of the surrounding
space was laid on afterwards. It is possible that these paintings are copied
from larger pictures of the best Greek masters, and so may furnish us some
means of judging of the conceptions and devices of those artists.

In the Museums of London, Paris, and Naples are great numbers of these vases; discovered
chiefly in tombs, about Capua and Nola; the Museo Borbonico at Naples contains above 25,000
specimens.

See £of!tger'« Griech. Vasengemalde. Weim. 1797-1800. 3 vols. 8.—/. CAWj(te'j nisquisitions on the Painted Greek Vases. Lond.

1826. 4 —Laiizi, Vasi dipinti. Firenze, 1806. 8— Cf. Mem. de I'hislitut, C 1 a ss e d'Lit. et Hist. Anc. " sur un Vase peint apporte

de Sicile," vol. iii. p. 38, with a plate.—S. Campanari, Antichi Vasi Dipinti dell Collezione Feoli. Rom. 1837. i.—Tuchbein,

Millin, &c. as cited § 173. I.—Museo Borbon. cited § 2\2.—Dubois-Mai.fo?uuve, lutrod. a I'Etude des Vases Antiques. Par. 1817.

(o\.—Gerhard, as cited § ISS. I. with plates giving faithful copies of the paintings.—See also Hanmann, in the Edinb. Philosoph.

Journal, Apr. 1825. " elaborate treatise," maintaining the Greek origin of most of the vases called Etruscan.

§ 224. At Rome also, in early times, there were various paintings. But after

the subjugation of the Grecian territories they were more numerous and more
valuable. The Romans, however, did not labor to signalize themselves in this

art, but were contented with possessing the best pieces of Grecian painters,

some of whom resided at Rome, particularly under the first emperors. Yet
Pliny has recorded the names of several native artists, as Fabius, Pacuvius,
Turpilius, and Quintus Pedius.

Pacuvitts, known also as a tragic poet (cf. P. V. $ 353), was one of the first Romans distin-
guished as a painter. A piece which he executed for the temple of Hercules, in the Forum,
Boariuvi, was particularly celebrated. Cf. Plin. Hist. Nat. x.xxv. 4, 7. Julius Osar expended
great sums in purchasing the pictures drawn by old masters {Suet. Jul. Ca;s. 47). Augustus was
a patron of the art. Portrait painters seem at this period to have been specially encouraged ;

Varro, who died B. C. 27, had a collection, it is said (Plin. xxxv. 2) of the portraits of 700 eminent
personages. Uionysius, Sopolis, and Marcus Ludius, are named among the artists about the
time of Augustus.

See J. G add, Biniraphical Dictionary of Painters, Sculptors, Engravers, and Architects, from the earliest ages ; with an Append'x
by C. /. Nienwenhuys. Lond. 1859. 2 vols. 12 —Comic de Caylus, Sur les princes, qui ont cultive les arts, (Roman emperors anJ

others), Mem. Acad. Inscr. xxix. 160.—Cf. Life of Mich. Angelo, in the Library of Ustfid Knowledge.

§ 225. But painting, like the sister arts, ere long declined and finally became
almost extinct, from various causes; the irruptions of the northern tribes, the

dominions of the Goths and Lombards, the controversy of the Iconoclasts in the
eighth century, the general corruption of taste, and the general want of know-
ledge and refinement. The art was not wholly lost, but the uses made of it,

and the performances actually produced by it, were such as tended only to bring
it into greater neglect.

See /. D. Ftorillo, Geschichte der zeichnenden Klnste. Gfitt. 1798. 5 7ols. S.—Edinb. Encyclopedia, art. Painting.—Encyd.
Americana, vol. ix. p. iSS.—KUgler, as cited § 225. 2.

§ 226. After the revival of the arts, much curiosity was awakened respecting
the monuments of ancient painting. A considerable number, which were con-
cealed in ruined buildings, tombs, and the like, or had remained unnoticed, were
sought out; and bj'' means of plates and copies, a knowledge of them was com-
municated to amateurs of the art.

1 u. Among these monuments are the pictures found on the pyramid of C. Ceslius',
of the time of Augustus ; some paintings on the walls of the palace and baths of Ti-
tus-, of which some are preserved in the Escurial at Madrid ; some antique paintings
preserved at Rome, in the palaces Massimi and Barberini, and particularly the piece
called the Aldobrandiiie festival, formerly in the Villa Aldobrandini, now in'the pope's
collection^. We may mention, as among the most remarkable, the pictures found in
the tomb of the Nasos^ in the year 1675. Many remains of ancient painting were
discovered at Herculaneum, Pompeii, and Stabiae^, which are still preserved in the
museum m Portici. They are above a thousand in numler, most of them upon dry
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plaster or chalk, but some upon a moist ground, or proper fresco-paintings. Many
of them, by being exposed to the hght and air, ^ost their colors. Others were muti-
lated and mjured in detaching them from the walls, before a safe and successful

method was discovered.

1 Respecting the tomb of C e s t i u s, see Descrlziniu di Ramana Anticha, con le Autorita di Panvinio Nardini, &c. Rom. 1697.

~Falamerius, De Pyram. C. Cestii, in Grxvius, vol. \v.— V/i7ichelma7m. Histoire, &c. livre iv. ch. S. § 13. fiote.—Johnson's Phil,

of Travel, p. 17S. cited § 190. ).—L'Mbe Rive, Hist. Grit, de la Pyram. de C. Ceslius. Par. 1790.—A view of this tomb is given in our

Plate XVIII. fig. 3. 2 CarleUVs and Pance's Descriptions of the Balhs of Titus. 3 For an explanation of the Aldohrandine

festival, seeBottiger, Archaologische Ausdeutung d. Aldobraudin. Hochzeit. Dresd. ISIO. 4.— {Vinckelnia>m, Histoire, &c. livre iv.

ch. 8. § 8.

—

L. Pigncmus, Epistola super antiquissiinani, quse Roma; visilur, Piciuram, de Ritu Nupliarum. < Of tlie pictures in

the tomb of the N asos, with others, plates were published in Birloli and Bellori, Picturae antiqu:e Cryplarum Rornaniruni et se-

pulehri Nasonum. Rom. 1733. (it. 1750, 1791.) fol.—Cf. Grxcii Thes. Ant. Rom. tome xii. p. 1021, and filiicktb/iann, Histoire, &c.

livre iv. ch. 10. § 8. liv. vi. ch. 6. § 13. s On the paintings discovered at Hercu laneu m, see the stately work entitled LeJln-

tichita di Ercolano, cited § 243. 2. Five volumes of it relate more particularly to the paintings : viz. vols. 1st, 2d. 3d, 4th, and 7ih,

v.-hich bear the title of Le Pitture antiche d'Ercolano.—Zahn, Die schonsten Oinamenfe und merkwardigsten Genillde aus Pom-

peii, Herculanum, und Stabise. Berl. 1828

—

Antiquites d'Hcrcidanum, ou les plus belles Peintures antiques, les Marbles, Bronzes,

&c. trouv. dans les excavations d'Herc. Pomp, et Stab. Gravees par F. A. David, avec Explications, &c. 10 vols. 4.—On the monu-

ments of ancient painting, see also lVinckelnia7in's K'tsXom, &c. livre iv. ch. 8.—AfiHi/ig-eji, Peintures Antiques. Rom. 1813.—There

are some notices of paintings found at Pompeii, in the work styled Pompeii, republished from the English edit. Bost. 1833. 12.

with wood-cuts.- fK Gall, Pompeiana, cited § 243. 2.—Finati, Mus. Borbou. cited § 212.

It should be remarked that paintings have continued to be found on the walls of buildinss
as they have been excavated at Pompeii; in the year 1842, four large paintings in fresco were
found, it is stated, in houses excavated in the street called Via Fortunae.—In our Plate XXIII.
fig. 2, we have a ship, from a painting at Pompeii. The jar of grapes, fig. a, and the wine cart,

fig. 2, in Plate XXXV., are from paintings on the walls of a building at Pompeii. The represen-
tations in fig. 1, Plate XXXVII. are from a painting on the wall of a chamber at Herciilaneum.
The Mosaic Painting, fig. BB., in Plate XLIX., is a monument found at Pompeii ; cf $ 189.1. The
representation of Rome as a goddess, in Plate II., is from a painting formerly belonging to the
Barberini family ; given in Montfaiicon, Aniiq. E.xpl. vol. i. p. 293.

2 u. It will be proper to mention here other works that treat of the painting of the

ancients.

Franc. Junius, De Pictura Veterum libri iii. Roterod. 1694. fol. in Germ. Transl. Breslau, 1777, 8. containing a valuable Cato-

legits artificum ; to which Sfflig'sCatalogus, cited § 182. 2, translated into English, with the title />ic(iOTia>-i/ of .irtists, Lond. 1837,

is an important supplement.—Mr. Durand, Histoire de la peinture ancienne, extraite de I'histoire naturelle de Pline. Lond. 1725.

fol.

—

A. Manutius, De Caelatura et Pictura Veterum, in Groimviui, vol. ix.

—

L. Demontosi^is, De Gemmarum Scatptura et Pictura

Antiquorum, in Groiioin'tu, ix.—Ancient Paintings, engraved by P. Santez; "containing some found in 1668, in a vault near the

Coliseum."—Geo. Trumbull's Treatise on Ancient Painting. Lond. 1740. fol. with fifty engravings of ancient paintings.—History

of Painting anjong the Greeks, in J. J. Rambach, Versuch einer pragmatischen Litterarhistorie. Halle, 1770. S.—Retm, Uber die

Malerei der Allen. Berl. 1787 ; cf. fVinckebnann, Histoire de I'Art. (Paris, 1803, tome ii. 2e P. p. 69).— C. A. B'tUger's Ideen zur

Archiologie der Malerei. Dresd. 1811. 8.—/. /. Grund, Malerei der Griechen. Dresd. 1810. 2 vols S.—F. Kilgler, Handbuch der

Geschichte der Malerei von Consiantin dem Grossen &c. Berl. 1837. 2 vols 8.—/. G. Legrand, cited § 243. \.— Croze-Mapian,

Discours Historique sur la Peinture, &c. belonging to the M u s e e Francaise, citeH ^ 191. i.—Ramdohr, uber Malerei und Bildhaa-

erei in Rom. Lpz. 1799. 3 vols. 8.—There is a valuable but rare work, from the zeal of Count Caylus, Recueil des peinlures

antiques imitees fidelement pour les couleurs et pour le dessein, d'apres les desseins colories fails par P. S Bartnli. Par. 1757. (im-

proved, 1784.) fol.

—

Raaul-Rochetle, Peintures Antiques Inedils, precedees de Recherches sur I'Emploi de la Peintures dans le deco-

ration des Edifices sacrees el publics chez les Grecs et cl cz les Romains. Par. 1836. fol. illustrated by plates ; a Supplement to bis

Monum. Ined. cited \ 191. 4.—See Sulzer's Allg. Theorie, Art. Malerei.—Lanz\'s Sloria Pittorica (3d ed. Bassan. 1809. 6 vols. 8)

is a history of Painting in Italy fiom the Revival of Arts to the end of the eighteenth century. Transl. into German, by A. JVagner

(Gechichle der Malerei, &c.), with additions by Qu^ndt. Lpz. 1833 ; into English, by T. Roscoe. Lond. 1828.

IV.

—

Architecture.

§ 227. Architecture may be contemplated in two different points of view,

—

as a mechanic art, or as a fine art. In the latter view it is to be considered

here ; that is, so far as the general rules of taste are applicable to it; so far as it

has not mere utility, comfort, or durability, but rather beauty and pleasure, for

its object. Order, symmetry, noble simplicity, fair proportions and agreeable

forms, are the chief peculiarities that are requisite to render a buildinof a work
of taste ; and these are the points to which the artist and the observer must turn

their attention.

1 u. In its origin archhecture was only a mechanic art, and scarcely deserved that

name. It commenced in the first human society, as men must have immediately felt

the need of defence against the heat of the sun, the violence of storms, and the at-

tacks of wild beasts. The dwellings of men, after they were dispersed and lived in

an unsettled state, M'ere at first, it is likely, caves and clefts of rocks ; and then huts

and cabins, rudely constructed, according to the nature of the climate and the genius

of the occupants, of reed, cane, boughs, bark, mud, clay, and the like.
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2 u. The writings of Moses {Gen. iv. 17. xi. 4) present the earliest notices of archi-

tecture in the residence of Cain, and the tower of Babel.

§ 228. " There are three grand causes of structure and form in architecture ; three
leading principles, which not only originated the primeval elements of design, but
which to a great degree have governed all the subsequent combinations of these.

This influence extends not merely to the essentials of stability, equilibrium, and
strength, but has suggested the system of ornament. These master dispositions are,

tirst, the purjmse ; secondly, the material of architecture; and thirdly, the climated
Climate will necessarily exert some influence on architecture ; chiefly, however,

upon the external arrangements. According to the latitude of the situation, buildings
will be contrived to admit or exclude the sun, to give shelter from biting cold, or to

secure against scorching heat, or merely to yield shade, without immediate reference

to either extreme. All these, however, will not affect the internal harmonies or pro-
perties of the constituent parts. Climate, therefore, is only modifying, not creative,

as the two other causes; it may suggest composition, but hardly design.
'5> 229. " The materials employed in architecture have influenced its forms and cha-

racter ; not only in the peculiar styles adopted in difierent countries; but likewise in

the general principles of the science. The choice of materials in the first instance is

determined by the resources of the particular country ; but the arrangement of the
materials must be, in some measure, determined by laws which are universal, and
over which taste and ingenuity can exert only a limited control. Since a mass of stone
is heavier in all positions, and weaker in most positions, than timber of equal dimen-
sions, it is obvious the whole structure, that is, the system of architecture, will be
modified as the one or the other material is employed. In wooden erections, the sup-
porting members may be nmch fewer and less massive than in structures of stone; be-

cause, in the former, the horizontal or supported parts are both lighter, and will carry
an incumbent weight—as a roof—over a much wider interval than in the latter. It is

apparent, also, even for the ordinary purposes of stability, that, in constructing edi-

fices of stone, whether of the perpendicular or horizontal members, the dimensions
would be greater than in elevations of wood ; and in the case of columnar structures,

that the altitude, in proportion to the diameter, would be far less in stone than in tim-

ber supports. Hence the two grand characteristics of a massive or solemn, and
a hght or airy, archkecture. Hence, also, when genius and taste had begun to consi-

der the arrangements of necessity and use in the relations of effect and beauty, new
combinations would be attempted, which approached to one or other of these leiding
divisions. It must, however, be obvious, that the field of these experiments is nar-

rowed by the very principles on which they would be first suggested. In the art we
are now considering, the human agent has less power over the inertness of matter
than in any other. Imagination comes in contact with reality at every step."

1 u. In early times, wood seems to have been the most common material. But the nse of this

in biiilflins presupposes the invention of various instruments and tools, which probably were
made of stone, earlier than of metal (cf. J 10. 2). Edifices of stone were of later orijrin, as the
construction of such demands a greater advance in knowledge. We learn from Moses (Ex. i.

14. v. 7— 14), that in his times burnt bricks were common in Egypt. How early hewn stone,

mortar, and eypsum, were employed in building, cannot be determined. Several auxiliaries

seem evidently prerequisite; as, for example, machines for collecting the materials, and for

working metals, especially in iron. In Egypt, a country destitute of wood, appears to have been
the earliest and most frequent use of stone, which the people could easily transport upon their

canals, from inexhaustible quarries.

2. In Plate XXXVII. of our illustrations, figures 7 and 8, are seen several of the tools employed by the ancients in architecture and

in the mechanic arts ; they are given by Mcmtfaucon (vol. iii. pi. 187, 189), as taken from ancient monuments, in part from the

tomb of Cossutius. Among them are the saw, serra ; the hammer and mallet, tudes, malleus ; the hatchet or adz, Kalprum, ascia;

the square, norma ; the rule anil compass, rc^^w/a et circinus ; the plumb-line, amussis, or perpendicuhim ; the instrument for

cultin? lines, or carvine, cxlum, scalper ; a sort of gimlet or piercer, tertbra ; and^olher tools whose use is not obvious, as one with

a spear head and a star, cuspis stdlifer, and another consisting of a handle, capultis, and a sort of notched wheel, rolvda serrato,

perhaps designed for marking, by its revolution, equidistant points or dots.

3. The influence of the material in modifying the style of architecture is strikingly exhibited,

when we contrast the ancient structures reared in Egypt with those of Palestine and Syria. We
see the heavy and massive style in those mysterious edifices, still standing as landmarks between
known and unknown time. "In the ponderous members of these solemn piles, the narrowness
of the intervals, the crowded pillars, the massive base, and the lessened perpendicular, is found
every principle previously assumed as characteristic of that architecture, which would be go-

verned by necessity before the sensation of beauty had been felt, or at least methodized. In

that rpsion of Asia, already noticed as the scene of the earliest recorded labors of the art, wood
was abundant. From the descriptions of Holy Writ we accordingly find, that this material was
mtich employed even in their most sacred and important buildings. Thus, though few details

capable of gi'ving any just architectural notions, are preserved of Solomon's Temple, it is yet

plain, that cedar wood was the chief material both for roofs and columns, that is, both for sup-

ported and supporting members. Hence, the temples of Palestine, and of Syria generally, by

'vhich we understand the Asia of the Old Testament, already described, were more spacious, but

less durable, than those of Egypt, and with fewer uprisrht supports. Of this, a sincularly strik-

ing proof occurs in the catastrophe of the House of Dason, when Samson, by overturning only

two columns, brought down the whole fahric. In an edifice constructed on the plan of the Egyp-
tian temple, where pillar stands crowded behind pillar, in range beyond range, to give support to
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the ponderous architrave and marble roof, the overturning of two of these columns would pro-
duce but a very partial disintegration." It is obvious, that the style may have a different
modification, when different materials are combined in the same structure, as was evidently the
case in the buildings of Persepolis. The marble columns were connected by cross-beams of
wood, and they probably supported a roof of light structure; and they are accordingly loftier,

further apart, and fewer in number, than in Egyptian buildings. {Memes, p. 233, ss.)

§ 230. The purpose of a building, or use for which it was designed, would necessa-
rily, in an early stage of art as well as in a later, in a great measure determine both
the magnitude and the form. The purpose or design of structure is the foundation of
a division of Architecture into three general kinds, or grand branches, Civil, Military,
and Naval. The two latter, which treat of ships, castles, towers, forts, and the like,

come not into consideration among the fine arts. The former is subdivided according
to its various purposes into Sacred, Monumental, Municipal, and Domestic.

Sacred architecture appears among the earliest eflbrts of the present race of man.
" The first impress of his existence left upon the soil, yet moist from the waters of
the deluge, was the erection of an altar; and the noblest evidence of his most accom-
plished skill has been a temple."
Montanefital architecture is also of very early origin. Pillars of stone and mounds

of earth are the primitive records both of life and death. Mounds or barrows have
been used for monumental purposes throughout the globe. The pyramids of Egypt
and India may be considered as mounds of higher art and more durable materials.

Columns and triumphal arches are a species of monumental structures.

Under the head of Municipal architecture may be included all public buildings more
especially coimected with the civil and social aflairs of men; as, for example, halls of
legislation and justice, baths, theatres, and the like.

Domestic architecture refers particularly to the dwellings of individuals, w^hether
palaces, manors, villas, or common houses.

§ 231. It was in the east, and particularly in Egypt, that architecture first

reached any considerable improvement, and this was in respect of solidity and
grandeur rather than beauty. The Egyptians in their most celebrated works
of this art seem to have intended to awaken the wonder of the latest posterity,

rather than to gratify the taste of the connoisseur. Their most famous struc-

ture was the Labyrinth of extraordinary extent, situated near lake Moeris, the

work of twelve Egyptian kings. Their pyramids and obelisks too, which were
probably designed both for monumental erections and for display, are ever re-

markable for grandeur and solidity.

Some of the pyramids have been opened in modern timps; in one of them Belzoni found the bones of an ox (cf. P. II. § 96. 3). In

(be excavations of 1S37 or 18.3S, several chambers having been opened without revealing any thing, in one was found a cartouch of

hieroglyphics, i. e. a proper name in the Iiieroglyphic alphabet.

Grobert, Description des Pyramids de Ghize. Par. 1900. (Transl. into German, Gera, l?OS.)—Clarke, Travels in Greece, E^ypt,

ic.—SelzoT)i, Narrative of the recent operations and discoveries within the pyramids, tsmples, &c. in Egypt and Nubia. Lond.

1820.—Cf. Lond. Quart. Rev. xvi. S ; xvii. 166; xii. 195, 394.—ff. Vyse, Operations carried on at the Pyramids of Gize in 1837,

with an Account of a Voyage into Upper Egypt, &c. Lond. 1841. 2 vols. 8. with plates.—£izcfcmg?iam's Lectures, N. Y. Observer,

Oct. 27, \S3S.—Zoega, De origine et usu obeliscorum. Rom. 1797. fol.—See also references given P. I. § 177. For a view of

iome obelisks, see Monlfaucon, Antiq. Expl. vol. ii. pi. cxliii. ; and Denon, as cited § 238. A view of some on a smaller scale is

given in our Plate Lit. figs. 15, 14, 10. This plate exhibits the comparative height and magnitude of various celebrated structures,

both ancient and modern.

1. The temples of the Egyptians should be noticed as among their remarkable
structures. One of the most ancient and celebrated is the Memnonium at '^I'hebes. It

is represented as having been about 200 feet wide and 600 feet long ; with an exten-

sive propylaeon, of which above ?00 feet are still observed. In this is a colossal statue

of Osymandyas, which is sometimes confounded with the vocal statue of Memnon,
but must be distinguished from it. Cf. § 169. 2.—Another celebrated temple, called

the finest in Egypt, is that at Denderah ; this, however, belongs to a later period,

being ascribed by Belzoni to the age of the first Ptolemy.—MonoUthal temples are

mentioned among the Egyptian structures. One of great size, and consisting of a
single mass of stone, is described by Herodotus as having been hewn out of the solid

rock and transported from Elephantis to Sais, and placed near the temple of Neith,

which was itself another very celebrated edifice. Another monolithic teniple is found

at Antasopolis.

"The elementary features of Egyptian architecture were chiefly as follows. 1. Their walls
were of great thickness and sloping on the outside. This feature is supposed to have been de-
rived from the mud walls, mounds, and caverns of their ancestors. 2. The roofs and covered
ways were flat or without pediments, and composed of blocks of stone reaching from one wall
or column to another. The principle of the arch, although known to them, was seldom if ever
employed by them. 3. Their coltinms were numerous, close, short, and very large, being some-
times io or 12 feet in diameter. Tliey were generally without bases, and had a great variety of
capitals, from a simple square block, ornamented with hieroglyphics or faces, to an elaltorate

composition of palm-leaves not unlike the Corinthian capital. 4. They used a sort of concave
entablature or cornice, composed of vertical flutings or leaves and a winged globe in th*> center.

[This symbol is sometimes called the "winged serpent," two heads cf serpents being coniiec"id
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with the globe ; it has also been termed cnephim, a Hebrew v/ord signifying wings.] 5. Pyramids
well known for their prodigious size, and obelisks composed of a single stone often exceeding 70
feet in height, are structures peculiarly Egyptian. 6. Statues of enormous size, sphinxes carved
in stone, and sculptures in outline of fabulous deities and animals with innunierable hierogly-
phics, are the decorative objects which belong to this style of architecture. The architecture of
the ancient Hindoos appears to have been derived from the same original ideas as the Egyptian.
The most remarkable relics of this people are their subterraneous temples, of vast size and ela-

borate workmanship, carved out of the solid rock at Elephanta, Ellora and Salsette." Enc. Jimer.

Quatritnere de Quincy, De I'Archi'ecture Egyptieune. Par. 1803. 4. with eighteen plates. Cf. Review of it in the Amcr.

Quirterly, vol. v. p. 1.—Description de VEgtfpte, 2d ed. Par. 1818-28. 10 vols. fol. " de texte," with 13 vols fol. " des planches."

Cf. P. I. ^'in.—Ltnormant, Musee des Antiquites Egyptiennes, ou Recueil des Monum. Egypt. Architecture, Statuaire, &c. Begun

P.-,r. 1836. fol. Plates, with explanatory text.

In our Plate L. figs, a, b, c, are seen specimens of Egyptian columns, which may show the massiveness of style prevalent in

Egyptian edifices. Fig. a represents a column of a tomb at Silsiles ; as given in Denon's plate xliii. (as cited § 238), it appears still

more massy. On Egyptian pillars, see further remarks § 238. 3.—For a view of a massy Egyptian doorway, see our Plate XXXII.

fig. c. On Egyptian art in general, consult especially MUller's Archaologie, cited § 32. 4.

2. It is an interesting fact, that architectural remains are found in the regions of
central America, which bear a striking resemblance to those of Egypt. These have
been supposed by some to be the monumental relics of a great nation, whose exist-

ence had become, at the time of the Spanish conquest, a matter of vague record under
the name of " giants and wandering masons." They are called Taltecan monu-
ments. Among these remains are pyramids, some of them said to rival those of

Egypt. The pyramid at Cholula resembles the tower of Babel as described by He-
rodotus. There are also temples and other structures, the most remarkable being

at the city of Palenque, where are hkewise bas-rehefs and other sculptured monu-
ments.
Del RiOf^umi of an Ancient City, lately discovered in Guatimala. Lond. 1822. 4.

—

Bulloch's Travels in Mexico.

—

Nebel's Archae-

ological Voyage. Par. 1&35.—Ditpaix, Antiquites Mexicaines. Par. 1836. fol. The author was at the head of a Commission sent

out by the Spanish government for the purpose of investigating the sutject.— Cf. jimer. BiU. Repontury, No. xxvii. Ju'y, 1837,

p. 219.—Also, the Repullicatim of Quarterly and other Reviews. Oct. 1836. p. 17, 137.—A^. Jlmer. Reo. vol. li. p. 397.—/. L.

Stcph.ns, Incidents of Travel in Central America, &c. N. York, 1841. 2 vols. 8. with plates.—^. M. Norman, Rambles in Yuca-

tan, including a Visit to the Ruins of Chi-Chen, Zavi, and Uimal. N. York, 1842. 8. with plates.

3. We may properly here advert to the Cyclopean archhecture. In Greece and
Italy there are celebrated remains of vast rock-built walls and fortresses, which are

called Cyclopean, because said to have been built by the Cyclops. In the regions of

America above-mentioned, there are structures which very much resemble them,

called by the natives, granaries of the giants. The most celebrated of these remains

in Greece are at Tiryns and Mycenae. They consist in both places of a wall or fortifi-

cation, inclosing the summit of a nearly insulated rock, the Acropolis, in the languages

of the later Greeks ; the inclosure of which was at once a palace, a fortress, and a tem-

ple. They are composed of large blocks of unhewn stone ; the blocks are generally

polygonal and well fitted to each other. At Tiryns the inclosure is about 220 yards in

length and 60 in breadth. At Mycenfe the inclosure is 300 yards by 200 ; in the east-

ern^'side a remarkable gateway still exists, called the Gate of Lions, from two lions

rudelv sculptured over the lintel. Remains similar to those at Tiryns and Mycenos are

found at Cosa, Norba, and Cortona, in Italy.

W. Gell, Argolis, or Itinerary of Greece, cited § 243. \.—E. D. Clarke, Travels in Egypt, Greece, &c. Lond. 1824. 10 vols. 8.—

Leake's Travels, cited P. I. § \29.—Miss. Berald, 1834, p. 4i3.^Pompeii, p. 64, as cited § 226. 1.— TK Hamilton, Fortresses of

ancient Greece, in the jirchsologia, (cited § 242. 3), vol. xv. p. 3\d.— Class. Joum. vol. v. p 2e2,—Foibroke, as cited P. III. § 13,

ei. 1840, p. I-I2.—G. Micali, L'ltalia avanti il dominin d. Romani. Firenz. 1821. 4 vols. 8; Storia d. Antichi Popoli Italiani.

» irenz. 1S32. 3 vols. 8. with an atlas in fol. Cf. A", ^mer. Rev. vol. 49.

§ 232. In Asia Minor architecture must have made considerable advances by
the time of Homer. Of this there is evidence from the descriptions he gives of

buildings in both his epic poems, even if we allow much for poetic ornament

and exaggeration. As examples, notice the description of the palace of Priam

at Troy^ and of Paris^, and especially the palace of Alcinous, king of Pheeacia^

and that of Ulysses in several passages of the Odyssey. The manner also in

which Homer, in these poems and in the hymns, speaks of temples*, seems to

presuppose a construction of such edifices by no means rude.

• //. vi. 243. 2 II. vi. 313. 2 Odyss. vii. 85. •* On the condition of domestic architecture as exhibited in the Iliad and

Odyssey, see Memes, p. 252, 2i5, as before cited, § 169. Cf. P. III. § 26.—Also, Sallier, Etat de I'Architecture au temps d'Homere,

m the Mtm. Acad, hiscr. xxvii. 19.—Cf. MUller's Hist, and Ant. of Doric Race, bk. iv. ch. 1.

Respecting architecture among the Hebrews, as exhibited in Solomon's Temple, see Prideaux, Calmet, &c as cited P. I. § 169 b.

-On the architectural remains of ancient Idumsea, see Laborde, Robinson, &c. as cited P. I. § 171.—On those of Persia, see Hock,

,ited § 171. Cf. P. I. § 153.

§ 233. Yet the art was very far from the perfection which it afterwards at-

tained among the Greeks. With them, its most flourishing period may be dated

from about The middle of the fifth century before Christ. Daring about a cen-

Mry succeeding this date, or between the time of Pericles and Alexander, there
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were erected in 'Greece, and particularly at Athens, a vast number of superb

edifices of various kinds; temples, palaces, theatres, gymnasia, porticos, &c.
Religion, policy, emulation, luxury, all united to encourage and advance archi-

tecture, "which the Greeks were the first to raise fully to the rank of a fine art.

It was, however, chiefly upon public buildings that they bestowed their care.

Private dwellings, even those of the more celebrated personages, and in the

most flourishing period of the art, were comparatively simple and free from
ornaments.

For ID historical view of Grecian architecture, consult Memes, p. 249.—New Edinb. Enq/dop. Art. Civil Architecture.—£firf,

Geschichte der Baukunsi, and Slieglitz; both cited § 2a3. 4. On the origin of Grecian archtitecture, conip. Chateaulriarid, Tra-

vels in Grerce, &c. translated by F. Schoberl, (p. 354), Am. edit. N. York, 1814.

§ 234. The countless naultitude of divinities occasioned an immense demand
for lemp/es,- and those consecrated to a particular deity were, both in number
and magnificence, proportionate to his supposed dignity and importance. These
structures were, in general, not designed to receive within them assemblies of

worshipers, but to form as it were habitations and memorials of their appro-

priate gods. Hence they were often small in size. They were usually raised

so as to be entered by an ascent of steps, ornamented with statues, and with
pillars erected completely around them, or at least in their front.

1 u. The porch or space in front was called -nrpovaog. In the Dorian temples, the doors
were brought to a point at the top, and generalh', it was by these openings alone that

light was admitted ; they were commonly lighted also by lamps within. The interior

was adorned, on the covering and on the walls, wiih the ornaments both of architecture

and sculpture.
Quatr. de Quiticy, sur la maniere dont etoient eclaire-s les temples des Grecs et des Romains, Mem. de VInstitut, 01 a s se d'Hist.

a Lit. Anc vol. iii. p. 166.

2. The temple was frequently surrounded by an inclosed court {mpilSoko;), which often

included a grove, statues, and buildings appertaining to the temple. The body of the

temple was usually quadrangular, oblong, and inclosed by walls ; this was the temple
in the strict sense; and was called by the Greeks the vaoi; by the Romans the cdla.

The number and di.?position of the pillars which were employed to adorn it, gave occa-
sion for ihe archiiectural terms used to designate different kinds of temples. Vitruvius,

in this way, discriminates seven kinds.

In our Plate XXI., are given plans to represent these kinds. The first, is the Temple with
^ntie CAi/TiTngf) which has only square columns or pilasters on the sides, with two square co-
lumns or pilisters in front, one at each anjjle, and two round columns between them ; as in fig.

d in the r\are.—The second, the Prostyle inoouTvXos), having a row of columns in the front, and
only in front : as in fi<i. e.— Third, the Awphiprostijle (\it6i-p6oTv\ns), having colutnns at both
ends ; as in &s. f.

— Fourth, the Peripteral (.nepi'^repoi), havins a single row of columns e.xtend-

ing wholly around the building; as in fig. a; and also in fig, //, in which the cell and its sur-
ronndir^g colonnade is circular. If the walls of the cell were thrown back so as to fill the
intercolumniations, the temple was called Pseudo-peripteral.—Fifth , the Dipteral (AiTrrepog'),

having a double range of pillars around the whole cell ; as in fig. c.—Sixth, the Psevdo-diptrral
i'^EVcoci-Tepog), having one row of pillars only, these pillars being at the same distance from the
cell as in Dipteral temples, and the inner row of pillars being omitted.

—

Seventh, the Hijptelhral

C^t^aiOpos), was so named because the temple was open to the sky ; it was also marked by the
number of its columns, being the largest and most magnificev.t kind of temple ; it was dipteral,

having a double row around it, and amphiprostyle, having ten pillars besides at each end ; it has
also a ran2e of columns within the cell, as in fig. b.—There was another variety, termed Movop-
tf.ral a^lovoTTTEpoi), which consisted of a circular colonnade, withoiu a cell, but with an aliar in

the center; as in fig. ^. Temples were also designated according to the nearness of their co-

lumns to each other; being cMeA Pycnostyle {U.vkv6gtv\os'), when the columns were placed in

the closest order allowed, i. e. one diameter and a half apart ; Syslijle (YvcttvXos) , when they
were two diameters apart; Eustyle CEv a Tv\ol;^, when two diameters and a quarter; Diastyle
(AidaruAof), when three diameters ; and Araostyle CApatoarvXoi), when the interval was greater.

See niruvius, On the Temples and Intercolumniations of the Ancients. Lond. 1794. S. with plates.—/. Bigelow, Elements of

Technology. BosL 1?29. 8.—Pompeii, p. 104, as cited § 226. I.

3. Among the temples most celebrated for their extent and magnificence were the
fcillowing ; that of Diana at Ephesus ; those of Apollo at Delphi and Miletus ; those of

Jupiter at Athens and Olympia ; and that of Minerva, called the Parthenon, at Athens.
The temples at Agrigentum in Sicily were celebrated; especially that of Jupiter, called

also the temple of the Giants, a colossal building now completely in ruins. The di-

mensions of the temple of Diana of Ephesus were 425 feet by 220 ; those of Jupiier at

Athens, 354 (or according to some over 400) feet by 171 ; and those of Apollo Didy-
mseus, 303 by 164.

For a comparative view of the Parthenon, the Temple of Giants, and other structures, see our
Plate LII. fig. 17, 18, &c. In Plate XXI. fie. 1. is a view of the Parthenon restored ; in the Plate
on page 432, is a view of its actual appearance in ruins as given by Hobhouse. In Plate LI. we
have the temple of Diana, drawn from the descriptions of ancient aiUhors. In Plate VII. is a

View of the remains of the temple of the Sun at Balbec, with a ground-plan.

L'jiibe Mcv, Temples anciens et modernes. Par. 1774. 2 vols. ^.—Stieghtz, as cited § 243. 4.— lVinckdrnann, Observations oa

2 N
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le tenip'e de Girgenli ; in the Histoire, S,-c. cited § 32. 4. vol. ii.— C. R. CocTierdl, Temple of Jupiter at Agrigentum (temple of the

Grants). Lond. 1750. {ol.—Hirl, Beschreibung des Tempels der Diana zu Ephesus. Berl. 1809. i.—Arundell, Visit, ic ciied P. I

§ 161 (containing remarks on the temple of Diads).—Falconer, Pliny's account of Diana's temple, &c in the ^rchsokigia (as cited

§ 32. 5), vol. xi. p. 1.

—

Comte de Caylui, La Diana d'Ephese et son temple, in the Mem. Acad. Inacr. vol. xxi. p. 428. For a

notice of existing Greek temples, see New Edinb. Eiicycl. article Civil Architecture.—Alio Stuart's Dictionary (Lond. 1830. 3 vols. 8),

under the words Temple, Agri^entum, &C.—CC Lond. Quart. Rev. vii. 301 ; xiv. 514. On the temple of the Sun at Balbec, and

the ruins at Palmyra, cf P. 1. § 166.—Consult the references below, § 243.

§ 235. The ancient theatres were structures of vast extent, sometimes wholly

built of marble. They had on one side the form of a semicircle with its ends

somewhat prolonged, and on the other side the ends were united by a building

passing directly across from one to the other. The Greek theatre was divided

into three principal parts. One was the stage or scene (oxj^v^) in the part ex-

tending across the semicircle ; this was appropriated to the actors. A second

was the part occupied by the spectators, who sat in the concentric rows (fgti^ia,

urdines) around the semicircle ; this part strictly speaking was the theatre (^tarpov,

called also zor^ov, cavea). The third was between these two, and called the

orchestra (6p;;t^cr'pa), being the part assigned to the choir of mimes, singers, and

dancers.

1 u. The seats for spectators rose behind each other in regular succession ; they were
often however divided into two or three compartments, according to the size of the

building, by means of wide passages (oiajaj/iara, prcEcincliones) running the whole length

of the seats and concentric with them. There were Ukewise openings or stair-ways

(K\i^iaK€i) passing like radii to the semicircle, transversely to the seats. These free

spaces facilitated the distribution of the audience. The several portions or compart-

ments of seats between them {KepKidsg) resembled wedges in shape, and were called cunei

by the Romans. The magistrates and distinguished persons took the lowest seats, in

the portion (called /?ouX£uti>coV) nearest the stage. The successive rows of seats were, by
a detinite arrangement, appropriated to other citizens, and were often designated by a

specific name ; e. g. a cerrain part was assigned to youth and called i(Pnl3iKdv. A par-

ticular place was also reserved for strangers. Outside of the whole part occupied by the

spectators there was usually a portico.

2. The Greeks usually constructed their theatres on the side of a hill ; and when the

nature of the place allowed, as at Chagronea, Argos, and other places, many of the sea;s

were cut out of the solid rock. The principal instances now known of theatres built on

a plain are those of Mantinea and Megalopolis. The size of the Grecian theatres is

sometimes very great. It is asserted that the theatre of Bacchus av Athens v.as capa-

ble of containing 30,000 persons. The theatre at Epidaurus is 366 feet in diameter

;

those at Argos and Sparta were about 500.—Cf P. III. <S 89, §238.

3n. The edifices called Odea, designed for the exhibitions (cf '^ 65) of musicians,

poets, and artists, were constructed in a manner similar to theatres. The most cele-

brated was the '^k:ov of Pericles at Athens.

A plan of a Greek theatre, from Vitruvius, is given in Plate XLIX. fif;. 1. In fig. 2, is a plan of a Roman theatre ; cf. P HI. 523?,

For a mare full description of Greek theatres, see Stuart's Dictionary of Architecture.—^Jntfton's Lempriere.—Pompeii, (cited

5 226) p. 213.—& Ch. Genelli, das Theater zu Athen, hinsichtlich auf Architectur, Scenerie und Darstellungskunst. Berl. 1SI8. 4

G. C. JV. Schyieider. Das Attische Theaterwesen zum bessern Verstehen der Griech. Dramaliker.—.Boinrfin, du Theatre des

Anciens, in Hist, de I'.icad. des Inscr. ^c. vol. i. p 136, with plate.—Groddecft, De theairi Graeci partibus, &c. in IVolf's Liter. Ana-

lekten, vol. ii. p. 99. For notices of remains of particular theatres, Ferrara, Storia e Descrip. de' princip. teairi ant. e moderui.

Mil. ! >30.—Consult also Clarke's Travels, Gdl's Itinerary, DodweU's Class. Tour, &c. Cf. § 243.—Respecting the Odea, see Martini,

cited § 65.—See also P. L § 63, § HI.

§ 236. The Gymnasia, or schools for bodily exercises, first introduced at

Lacedaemon, became afterwards common in the Greek cities, and were adopted

among the Romans. They consisted of several buildings, or particular parts,

which were united together, and thus formed often very spacious structures

capable of holding many thousand persons. The principal gymnasia of Athens

were three; that of the Lyceum, that of the Cynosarges, and that of the Aca-

demy. Cf. § 74.

1. The fnllnwin? description notices the principal parts of the ancient Gymnasium nr Pa-
laestra ; it is adapted to the plan, which is given, after Vitruvius (L v. e. 11), in Plate XVI. tie.

A.—The uppp.r portion of the figure represents the eastern end, on which was the principal

entrance. The shaded square, with the arrow in it pointing to the left side, is the Peristylivm
(r:epiarv\iov), i. e. place surrounded with pillars ; this portion seems also to have been some-
times termed Paltsstra (TraAatoroa), as being a common place for wrpstling; including also liie

Sphmristerium, or place for playing ball (cnpaiciarfipinv).
' Around this square were Ilie Porticus

(jTuai), with seats (s^ii'ioai) ; the pillars of the porticos are indicated in the plan by the dois :

they show a double portico on the north side. Around these were various rooms ; those marked
by the letter a were Halls, where philosophers and others might enjoy intellectual enteriain-

nient ; that marked by the letter 6 was the Ephebeum {ij)ri!3eXov), where the youth attended to

preparatory exercises ; that by c, the Coryceum (KionvKciov), so called, it is said, from its having
a sactc of sand suspended from the roof for some gymnastic purpose ; this is by some considered
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as the same room with the ^podyterium (dnoSvTfiniov) or room for undressing; d, the Coviste-
rium {KovicTfipiov), where the dust was kept for sprinkling those that had been anointed ; e, ihe
Loutron {Xnvrpov), or room for washing ; /, the F.laothesium (i\aioi)iaiov. dXen7ri)oioi'), the room
for anointing the wrestlers, or such as had bathed ; g, the room calltd by the Romans Frtgida-
rium, for the cold bath ; h, the room for the stove used for producing heat; t, the isudatorium, or
Caldariam for the hot bath ; j, the Propnigeum, the " place of the chimneys," or perhaps the Su-
da<orii/rn, the room for the sweating baih (imiyia) ; k, Ihe l^epidarium, ihe room for the warm
bath. On the west was another square inclosure, m, having porticos on three sides ; the
ground thus inclosed was adorned with rows of plane-trees, and walks between the trees, with
seats made of a sort of plaster called signine work (opys si^ninum). On the north side of this
square a single portico is indicated; here was the Xystns {^varog) or covered portico, marked
by the letter v., where the athletae exercised themselves in the winter and in bad weather ; the
portion in which they exercised is represented as being twelve feet wide and sunk a foot and a
half below a margin often feet on each side for a path on which spectators could walk. Beyond
the Xijstus was the Siadium {aTaSioi^) marked by the letter o, extetiuing nearly the whole length
of the structure, and of size suthcient to accommodate a large number of spectators. On the
south side of the square inclosure ?n, a double portico is indicated; and beyond is an inclosure
ti, corresponding to that for the Stadium, and adorned with rows of plane-trees with walks. In
fair weather, the athletae performed their exercises in uncovered walks or galleries, termed, by
the Greeks, Trapacpofiihs, or ftxxra ; the Romans also applied Ihe term JCystum to an open
terrac? or gallery and Xystus to a covered one. The whole structure is represented as about a
stadium square: designated by the term yvfivd<riov ; sometimes yvuvaarfipiov.

It nay be remarked here, that although a part of the gymnasium was sometimes termed Ka\a(<TTpa. there were, at Athens,

palaestrae entirely distinct from the gymnasia ; but what was the essential distinction between them is not well understood ; there

appears not to have been much difference in the buildings. The Romans, who had no such structures or institutions until they bor-

rowed thean from the Greeks applied the terms gymnasium and palaestra indiscriminately.—It should also be remarked that oiher

plans, somev/hat different ffom the one above given from Bartlielemy't Anacharsis, have been constructed from the description of

Vitruvius ; that of W. Newton, to bis translation of Vitruvius (cf. P. V. § 490. 4), is given in Smith's Diet, of Autiq. p. 461, as being

the best.

See Barlhelemy's Anacharsis, vol. ii. ch. viii.—/"o^o-'j Archaeoi. Grsc. bt. viii. Boyd'i edition, p. 42 ; where is a plan of the

reoiains of Ihe gjqinasium at Ephesus.—Sticjittz, Archaologie der Baukunst. Weimar, \hOl,—Auiitius, De coustruetione Gymnasii,

in Fallen^e, vol. iii. as cited P. III. § 197. \.—KmvJe, Theagenes, as cited P. III. § 88. 2.

2. Althotigh the Stadium was commonly attached to a gymnasium, yet at Athens and el.se-

where, it was sometimes constructed entirely by itself. Both the length and the breadth varied ;

but the length was usually the Greek anxoiov, or about 600 feet (see table in Plate XXV a). In
shape it was an oblong area, terminated at one end by a straight line, at the other by a semi-
circle, having the breadth of the stadium for its base. After the conquest of Greece by the Ro-
mans, both ends of the stadium were sometimes made semicircular. Around this area, were
ranges of seats rising above one another in steps. Commonly the stadium was constrticted on
the side of a hill, the natural slope forming one side, and an artificial mound the other; the seats

were often formed of marble. The semicircular end was called acpevSovfi. Three square pillars

stood in the area : one at the starting place; one at the goal
; and the other halfway between

them; on the first was inscribed the word dpinTeve; on the second, ly-ivce; on the third or that
at the goal, Kapxpov. The stadium was originally designed for the foot-race ; but other games
were at length introduced. Among the most celebrated stadia, were the Pythian at Delphi,
the Olympic in the grove Altis at 01ympia,and the Panathenaic at Athens; of which, as of that
at Delphi, interesting remains still exist.

bee P. 1. 5 113. § 122 ; P. III. 5 79.—In Smith's Diet of Antiq. p. S95, is a plan of the Ephesiin Stadium, taken from Krause, ai

eited P. III. § 88. 2.— Cf. MilUer^s Archaeology.

§ 237. Porticos (tj-foat, porttcus) were very common and important works of

Greek and Roman architecture, and were constructed either alone by them-
selves, or in connection with other buildings, temples, theatres, baths, market-
places, and the like. They served at the same time for protection against the

sun and rain, for secure and convenient public promenades, for common places

of resort where friends might meet, and where philosophers, especially the

Peripatetics, imparted instruction. They consisted of columns or pillars, with
greater or less spaces between them {intercolumnia), where statues were often

fixed, while the interior was decorated with paintings. They were not always
covered above, but were generally long and spacious. There was one at Rome
a thousand paces in length, and thence termed Porticus Milliaria. One of the

principal at Athens was that styled Pcccile.

On Ihe paintings in the Pfficile, cf. Harris, Miscellanies, vol. iv. p. 264.—See § 74.

§ 238. There were three forms of pillars (arrXat., otv'koi) in use among the

Greeks, commonly called the three orders of architecture ; the Doric, Ionic, and
Corinthian. The Doric exhibits the greatest simplicity and solidity ; the Ionic

has proportions more agreeable and beautiful ; the Corinthian is most highly
ornamented, and was less frequently employed in large and public buildings.

The Tuscan and Composite orders are not of Grecian origin; the former was, as

its name imports, from Etruria; the latter was of Roman invention.

1. Although a particular description of the distinguishing marks of the different orders

may belong more properly to the ilieory of architecture than to its archaeology, yet the

classical scholar should have some information on the subject. On this account the
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Plate L. is inserted ; and the following remarks and explanations of terms are given.

They are necessarily brief; but it is hoped that they may serve to excite, in the minds

of such as may use this Manual, more interest than classical scholars of our country

have usually fell in cultivating the taste in reference to an art so noble and elevating.

The front of any edifice, claiming notice as a production of the architectural art, is called its

facade (fas-sade). This, when viewed perpendicularly, presents three pans, which are readily

distinguished; the columns, which usually first strike the eye of the observer, and which form
the middle part ; the pedesfa/, which forms the lower part, and supports the columns; and the
entablature, which is the upper part, and rests upon the columns. These three parts may be
noticed and discriminated in an instant by glancing at fig. 17, or tig. 18, in Plate LII. ; or at tig. 1,

or fii,'. 3, in Plate XX^ Two of these parts, the cnluvin and the entablature, are seen in the

figures/, 0-, h, i,j, and k, in Plate L. In some ancient edifices, constructed after the art begin
to decline" a portion of the pedestal directly under each column, and also a portion of the en-

tablature directly above it, were made more prominent than the remaining portions extending
between the columns ; thus forming an appearance which is exhibited in fig. I, of Plate L. ; in

which the proper column and those more prominent portions of the pedestal and entablature,

taken together, seem to form merely a coluinn or pillar; a peculiarity which in part has oc-

casioned, in modern times, the absurd mistake of making the squared prominence of the entabla-

ture a part of the column itself, and then placing another entablature above it.—Each of the

parts already named is subdivided again into three other parts. The pedestal, also called

the st'ihibate, is divided, as may be seen in fisi- I, into the plinth, p, at the very bottom ;

the die, d. in the middle; and the cornice, or surbase, co, at the top. The column consists,

as may be seen in fig. A:, of the base, b, resting on the cornice of the pedestal ; the shaft, s, the

middle and longest part : and the capital, c, the ornamented portion at the top. The entabla-
ture includes the architrave or epistylium, ar, the lower portion ; the frieze, F, in the middle ;

and the cornice, co, at the top. To the different parts above named various moldings may be

attached, which need not be described.—The pediment of a building is the triangular face above
the entablature ; formed by the cornice of the entablature and the projecting e.xtremities of the

two sloping sides that make up the roof (see Plate XXI. fig. 1); these projections are sometimes
called the cornice of the pediment, and the fiat triangular portion between them is called the tym-
panum ; it was termed by the Greeks deroiiia or dsro?, perhaps because the tympanum of the

earliest temples was adorned with the figure of an eagle, as being sacred to Jupiter. This part

of the edifice was often richly adorned with statues and bas-reliefs. The Latin tarm fastin-ium

was used to include the whole pediment, although also often limited to the ape.x or ridge.

The arcliitectural orders are discriminated by certain peculiarities in the column and the en-
tablature ; there are three respects in which these peculiarities may appear : 1. the proportions

of the column ; 2. the form of the capital ; 3. the ornaments of the entablature.—The Doric is

the earliest and most massive of the Grecian orders. Its proportions vary in different ancient

edifices ; in those at Athens, the height of the column is about siz times the width at the base,

which is always called the diameter ; in older buildings, as at Psslnm, the column is but four

or five diameters in height. Its capital is formed, as may be seen in fig. p, by a few annulets or

rings at the extremity of the shaft, a molding above them of the kind called echinus, and above
this a i^at portion called the abacus. The pure Doric column had no base, and had twenty su-

perficial flulings, as in fig. g; which is a specimen of the lime of Pericles, when it is thought to

have been in its greatest perfection ; as employed by the Romans it usually had a base, as it ap-
pears in fig. h, a specimen of the Roman Doric; in which the height is increased to eight dia-

meters, and the capital is more complicated. The entablature of the Doric, as may be noticed in

fig. ^, and in fig. h, presents an architrave, usually perfectly plain ; a frieze, marked by perpen-
dicular oblong prominences, called trig-lyphs, which are divided each into three parts by vertical

furrows and ornamented beneath hyguttcB or drops; with a cornice composed of a few large

moldings having on their under side a series of square sloping projections called mntules, which
resemble the ends of rafters and are also ornamented beneath by gutt(B. The spaces of the frieze

between the triglyphs were called metopes, and commonly contained sculptures in bas-relief.

The Elgin sculptures, representins; the Cnntaurs and Lapithse, were metopes of the Parthenon.
Tne I<iNic is a lighter order than the Doric in its proportions ; the column is usually eight or

nine diameters in height ; having a base called Mttic, con)posed of several moldings. Its capital

is instantly known by the spiral volutes on its opposite sides, as is seen in fig. i, and in fig. s;

on the shaft between these volutes are moldings which may vary with the pleasure of the artist

;

but above the volutes is always an abacus molded at the edges. The regular Ionic capital has
two pairs of parallel volutes; the Romans gave it a different form, in which it had four p;iirs

of diagonal volutes. The Ionic entablature presents an architrave plain or merely lined by a
molding horizontally attached as in fii;. i; a. frieze perfectly plain and unbroken ; a cornice com-
posed of various moldings, and usually marked by a row of small square ornaments somewhat
resembling teeth and called dintels. The Corinthian order is still lighter than the Ionic.

Its proportions allowed a column often ten diameters in height. The base of the column was
like the Ionic, but more complicated. Its capital presents the shape of an inverted bell ; and is

richly ornamented, as in fig. j, and fig. q, having around it two rows of acanthus leaves, and
above them eight pairs of small volutes, and upon these the abacus, which was marked by trun-

cated angles and by concave sides, each adorned with a flower in the center.—This capital, ac-

cording to Vitruviiis, had its origin in accident. By the tomb of a Corinthian virgin, an afl>fC-

tionate nurse had left a basket containing various articles precious in the estimation of the vir-

gin while alive ; on the basket was a tile to protect the contents ; an acanthus plant, on which
the basket chanced to rest, had pushed its shoots and foliage around the basket up to the tile, in

a beautiful manner, as in fig. w ; in this state it was seen by the sculptor Callimachus, an«l

suggested to him an idea of architectural ornament, to which he soon gave reality in the Corin-
thian capital. Notwithstanding this delightful little story, it is most probable that the capital in

question was a mere improvement upon some Egyptian model, such e. g. as is given in fig. c.

The entablainre of the Corinthian order resembles that of the Ionic, differing from it chiefly by

having more complicated moldines, and by ha^'ing on the cornice a row of^ projections which
correspond to the Doric mutules, but are ornamented each with a volute or a leaf, and are called

viodillions. The Tuscan order was quite similar to the Doric ; it is given in fig. /. Its pro-

portions are lighter, as the column was seven diameters in height. The column has a base
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which is very simple. Its capital is generally as simple as the Doric. Its entablature is eome-
what like the Ionic, but more plain. This order is the one most entirely stripped of ornament.

The Composite order is exhibited in fig. A-, formed out of the Corinthian by merely com-
bining together the Corintiiian capital and the Roman Ionic capital with diagonal volutes. The
frieze" has a convex surface instead of a plane one.

In reference to the columns in all the orders, it may be remarked, that they are fluted or not

according to the choice of the builder. Sections of fluted or reeded columns are seen in fig. w,

X, and n, of Plate L. Pilasters are a sort of square column attached to the wall of a building,

and projecting from it sometimes only a sixth of their diameter, and sometimes as much as a
third. They are often constructed with the peculiar ornaments of the several orders, although

this was not originally the practice.

2. The best specimens of the Doric order are found in the Parthenon^, the Propylsea,

and the Temple of Theseus'-^, at Athens ; of the Ionic, in the edifice called Erectheum, at

Athens (of F. I. § 107), consisting of two, and according to some of three temples; of

the Corinthian, in the choragic monument of Lysicrates, the small but elegant struc-

ture, at Athens, sometimes called the Lamp of Demosthenes^.—Of the Tuscan there

are no remains (cf % 241). The best example of the Composite is presented in the Arch
of Titus (cf. % 188. 2). The Corinthian appears to have been the tavoriie order with the

Romans.—The monumental columns of Trajan' and Antonine, already mentioned on

account of their sculptured ornaments (cf § 188), are Doric.—The column at Alexan-

dria, celebrated as Pompey's Pillar, is represented as having "a fine shaft surmounted

by a Corinthian capital^ e.xecuted in the worst manner." The ruins of Psestum^ pre-

sent very interesting remains of Doric architecture.

1 For a view of the Partlienon, see Plate XXI. fig. 1. Cf. Plate LII. fig. IS. 'i See Plate XXI. fig. 3. 3 The Monument of

Lysicrates is given in Plale XLIX. fig. A. Cf. P. I. § 115. » A view of Trajan's Column is given in Plate LII. fig. 12. 5 For

a view of Ponipey's Pillar, see Plate 3d of the Atlas accompanying Denari's Travels in Egypt. &c. Lond. 1804. 2 vols. 4. Cf. vol. u

p. 17. 8 Delagardette, as cited § 243. 1.

For a brief account of Ihe five orders, see Bigelow's'Techao]ogy. Tost. 1829. 8. containing views of several Greek and Roman

edifices, reduced to the same scale ; also, Amtricaii Family Magazine, 1837, vol. v. p. 63, 140, &c. For explanation of terms,

illustrated by plates, Stuart^s Dictionary of Architecture. Lond. 1830. 3 vols. 8.—Cf. § 243. 4. Oa the state of Architecture in

our country, cf. N. Amer. Rev. Apr. 1841.

3. Our Plate L. is enriched by cuts of a great variety of columns ; those belonging to the re-

gular orders have been sufiiciently explained ; the specimens of Saracenic, Gothic, and Chinese,

will be mentioned below ($ 245) ; the Egyptian, Persepolitan, and Hindoo, we will notice here.

In fig. d. we have a very singular column, from the famous Cave at ElephaiUa, near Bombay, a

remarkable subterranean structure, excavated by the ajicient Hindoos out of the solid rocki. In

fig. e, a column from the ruins of Persepolisi is represented ; the capital is very peculiar, seeming

to combine several in one, atid being, it is said, beautiful in apjtearance. The cnlumvs uf

Kaypiian buildings vary greatly in their proportions and style. Nothing like any regular distinc-

tion of orders any where appears. Tlie relative height is usually below that of the common
lioric, being in general not more than four and a half diameterss. In appearance the columns

sometimes resemble the plain trunk of a tree; sometimes bundles of reeds or of the plant pa-

pyrus, bound together at difterent distances, as in fig. c. The capitals present, it is said, nearly

ail the flowers peculiar to the country, the capsules, petals, pistils, and most minute parts being

exhibited. In fig. c, is shown a capital, which resembles those found in the temple of Her-

inontis, and in the temple of Apollinopolis at Edfow, bearing parts of the lotus flower. Elegant

capitals were formed by combining the branches, leaves, and fruit of the palm tree ; by weaving
together the stems, leaves, buds, and flowers of the lotus ; and by intermingling these or other

fl'iwers and plants with the vine and the papyrus. "On beholding," says Denon, "so many
varieties of form, and such richness in the ornaments, united with so much grace in the contour,

one is astonished that the invention of architecture should have been ascribed to the Greeks on

their own testimony, and that the three orders should have been considered the only truths of

that art." The head of the goddess Isis was sometimes wrought into the capitals, adorned with

the various symbols of her imaginary attributes, as in fig. b, which is a specimen from the cele-

brated temple of Denderah.
« Ou the Ca\e of Elephania, see Goldingham, Memoir in the .isiat. Researches, vol. iv.—On Hindoo architecture, Langhs, cited

§ 213. 3. 2 See Palace of Persepclis, &c. cited ^ 243. 3.— Consult references P. I. ^ 153. 3 See Denon, as cited above, Plates

xxix. xxxiv. xliv. xlv. xlvi. Cf. references § 231. I.

§ 239. Various ornaments, exterior and interior, were used in ancient archi-

tecture. In the best periods of the art they were introduced with propriety,

taste, and in moderate number ; but in later times too abundantly, and so as to

destroy both beauty and convenience. Among the exterior ornaiTients, for ex-

ample, were the following: statues upon the ends of the buildings; bas-reliefs

on the architrave ; imitations of human forms combined with the pillars, like the

Caryatides^ znA Atlantes ; with various embellishments in the capital and en-

tablature, and about the doors, vaults, and other openings. In the interior, the

ceiling and walls were ornamented with stucco-work, gilding, painting, and

mosaic^. The ordinary decoration of an apartment consisted in coloring the

walls and attaching to them small pictures of diversified character. Ceilings

adorned with fretwork were called by the Greeks (jjarrw^uara ; by the Romans,

icda laqueata or lacunaria.

» The pillars termed Caryatides are seen in the Plale given p. 30 ; representing the ruins of the temple of Minerva Pandrosos, or

tlie Pandroseum, connected with the Erectheum. Cf. P. I. § 107. A neat view of the whole structure, restored, is given in Boyd*

Potter. s See 55 219*, 189, and references there given.
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See notices of ornanrenh in the buHdiDgs at Pomperi, in Pompeii, (cited § 228), p. 449, 156, 163, 166, &c—i. rulluimy, Exam-

ples of Ornamenial Sculpture in Architecture, drawn from the originals in Greece, Ac. engraved by A. Moats. Lond. 1628. lol. forty

plates.—C. H. Tatham, Grecian and Roman Ornaments. Lond. 1825. fol. ninety-six plates.

§240. The most celebrated Greek architects^ were the following: Dsedalus^

to whom are attributed many of the most ancient and extensive structures of

Greece, with much exaggeration and mere fable however (cf. § 174); Ctesiphnn

or Chcrsiphron, celebrated as builder of the Temple of Diana at Ephesus; CciUi-

machus (not the poet), who was also a sculptor, and said to be the inventor of

the Corinthian Order; Dinucrates, who lived in the time of Alexander, and was
employed by him in building Alexandria in Egypt; Snsiratus, -d favorite of

Ptolemy Philadelphus, who erected the celebrated tower of Pharos; Epimac/ius,

an Athenian, known by a stupendous war-tower^ constructed by him for Deme-
trius Poliorcetes in the siege of Rhodes.

» Franc. Milizia, Memoire degli Architetii antichi e moderni. Farm. 1781. 2 vols. 8. A catalogue of Greek and Roman archi-

tects may be found in Junius, de Pictura Veterum, as cited § 226. 2. Cf. Sillig, as there cited.—Also in SluarVa Dictionary, as cited

5 238. 2, Appendix No. 1, with a notice of their works, and the time when they flourished. a See P. ill. § 147. 3.

§ 241. In Italy, almost as early as in Greece, architecture was cultivated,

especially in Etruria. The Tuscan order is among the proofs of this. In the

early times of Rome, also, many temples and other buildings were erected there

by native art. But their architecture was greatly improved afterwards, when
the Romans imitated Grecian models, and many Greek architects of celebrity

resided in Rome. As the power, refinement, and luxury of Rome advanced,

splendid architectural works were multiplied, and thus arose in rapid succes-

sion temples, amphitheatres, markets, baths, bridges, aqueducts, palaces, ma-
nors, &c. These buildings were magnificent not only from their architecture,

but in their various embeflishments, for which the other arts, especially sculp-

ture and painting, were brought into requisition. The most distinguished

Roman architects' were chiefly Greeks by births, or scholars and imitators of

Grecian masters ; the following may be named ; Cossutius, Hermodorus, Vi-

truvius, Rabirius, Frontinus.

1. Time has not spared a sin<:le edifice of the Etruscans ; the Tuscan order is therefore known
only from the description of Vitriivius. Yet some sepulchres e.xisl in Italy whose architeciure

agrees with the character ascribed to the Tuscan buildings.

MUller, Die Etnisken. Cf. \\ 109, 173—Micah', as cited § 231. 3.

2. Among the peculiar decorations of Roman edifices we may notice those termed antefxa, of

terra coita, e.xhibiting various ornamental designs and used for covering the frieze of the en-

tablature. The name seems to be derived from their being fixed before the building; being

fastened by nails, since in some cases thev have been found attached to the frieze by leaden

nails, and "in other cases found, as at Velle'tri, with holes for the nails. These ornaments were
formed in molds and then baked in fire. The devices on them appear in bas-relief; showing a

great variety and great beauty of workmanship ; often painted with different colors. They are

supposed to have been derived from the Tuscans. A collection of these terra cotias belongs to

the British Museum.
See T. Comie, Terra Cottas of the British Museum. Lond. ISIO. to\.—Smith's Diet, of Aniiq. p. 51.

§ 241 a. "According to the account given by Vitruvius, the ptiblic buildings of the

Romans in the regal and consular times were rude enough, exhibiting a state of the

science as already described among the early nations of the East—vertical supports of

stone, with wooden bearers. This continued to be their style of design and practice, till

extending empire brought the Romans acquainted with the arts of the Dorian settle-

ments on the eastern and southern shores of Italy. Down to tlie conquest ot Asia and

the termination of the republic, Rome continued a ' city of wood and brick.' Only
with the establishment of the empire and the reign of Augustus, with the wealth of the

world at command, and the skill of Greece to direct the application, commences the

valuable history of architecture among the Romans.—Of all the fine arts, poetry not

excepted, architecture is the only one into which the Roman mind entered with the real

enthusiasm of natural and national feeUng. Success corresponded with the exalted sen-

timent whence it arose ; here have been left, for the admiration of future ages, the most

magnificent proofs of original genius. This originality, however, depends not upon in-

vention so much as upon application of modes. To the architectonic system, indeed,

the Romans claim to have added two novel elements in their own Doric, or Tuscan, and

Composite orders. But in the restless spirit of innovation which these betray, the al-

leged invention discovers a total want of the true feeling and understanding oi the science

of Grecian design. As far as concerns the invention of forms, and the just conception

of the elemental modes of Greece, the Romans failed. Their architecture was imper-

feet, both as a system of symmetry, and as a science founded upon truth and taste.

" But when their labors are viewed as regards the practice of the art, their merits are

Dresented under a far different aspect. Whether the magnitude, the utility, the varied
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combinations, or the novel and important evidences of their knowledge, be considered,
the Romans, in their practical works, are yet unrivalled. '1 hey here created their own
models, while they have remained examples to their successors. Though not the in-

ventors ot the arch, they, ol' all the nations of antiquity, first discovered and boldly applied
its powers ; nor is there one dignified principle in its use which they have not elicited.

Rivers are spanned, the sea itself, as at Ancona, is thus inclosed within the cincture of
masonry; nay, streams were heaved into air, and, borne aloft through entire provinces,
poured into the capital' their floods of freshness and health. The telt-balanctd dome,
expending a marble lirmament over head, the proudest boast of modern skill, has yet
its prototype and its superior in the Pantheon^.—The same stupendous and enduring
character pervaded all the efforts of Roman art, even in those instances where more an-
cient principles only were brought into action. Where tlie Greeks were forced to call

the operations of nature in aid ot the weakness of art, availing themselves of some hol-
low mountain side for the erection of places of public resort, the imperial masters of
Rome caused such mountains to be reared of masonry, within their capital, for the The-
atre, Amphitlieaire, and Circus^. Palaces^—Temples—Baihs—Porticos—Arches of
Triumph—Commemorative Pillars—Basilica, or IJalls of Justice—Fora, or Squares

—

Bridges—without mentioning the astonishing highways, extending to the extremities of
the empire—all were constructed^ on the same grand and magnificent plan." Mem.es,
p. 270,

Here migtit be mentioned Ihe cloacse or sewers of Rome, and the emtssana or channels constructed for the purpose of drainins;

lakes and large collections of stagnant waler in the counlrj-.—The mouth where the Cloaca Maxima reaches the Tiber slill remains.

Cf P. I. § 6S.—Remains slill exist showing that several lakes, as Thrasymenes, Albaaus, Fucinus, were thus drained. The emissa-

rium conveying Ihe waters of lake Fucinus lo Ihe river Llris has been partially clesred in modern limes. Its length was above

three miles. For more than a mile a tunnel was carried through a niounlain of which Ihe highest peak is a thousand feet above the

level of the lake. This slupendons work, conceived, it is said, by Julius Caesar, was carried into effect by Ciaudius. Compare Sue-

tonius, Jul. 44 ; Claitd. 20 ; Taciluj, Ann. xii. 57 ; Pliny, H, N. xxxvi. 34 ; Dion Cassius, Ix. \].—Smith's Diet, of Anliq.

» Cf. P. I. § 6i. 2 Cf, P. I, § 59. 3 Ou Ihe structures here mentioned, cf. P. HI. §5 232, 23S, 239. 4 On the structures

named in this seulence. cf. P. I. §§ 52-70. 5 See Ant. Mcmgez, Sur les travaux publiquts des Romains, in Mem. de Vln-ititut,

Classe rfe Lit. et Beaux A' ts. vol. i. p. 492.—Cf. on the grandeur of Grecian works, Chateaubriand (cited § 233), p 146.—Ou
Rjman Architecture, see also ScliolL Hist. I.ilt. Rom. vol. ii. p. 191.

$ 241 b. The edifices designed for public baths, although difTering in magnitude and splendor and
in the details of arrangement, were all constructed on the some coniiiion plan. " They stood
among extensive gardens and walks, and often were surrounded bj' a portico. The main biiild-

ii.g contained spacious halls for swimming and bathing; others for'conversation ; others for va-
rious athletic exercises: others for the declamalion of poets, and Ihe lectures of pliilosopliers;
in a word, for every species of polite and manly amusement." Those erected by the emperors
especially had these appendages, and were of a great magnificence. "Architecture, sculpture,
and painting, exhausted their refinements on these establishments, which fur their extent were
compared lo cities ; incrustations, metals, and marble, were all employed in adori;itig them.
'I'he baths of Caracalla were ornamented with two hundred pillars, and furnished wiih sixteen
hundred seats of marble: three thousand persons could be seated on them at one time. Those
of Diocletian surpassed all the others in size and sumpluousness of decoration ; and were, be-
sides, enriched vvitli the precious collection of the Ulpian library. We can entertain some idea
of the extent of this edifice, when we are told that one of its halls forms at present the church
of the Carthusians, which is among the largest and at the same time most magiiificeiit temples
of Rome. Here we are furnished with one of the many monuments of the triumphs of Chris-
tianity, in despite of the most persevering and cruel persecutions of the then sovereigns of the
world. On this very spot, where the organ and the choral strain of devotion are now daily
heard, Diocletian is said to have employed in the construction of his baths forty thousand Chris-
tian soldiers, whoin, after degrading with all the insignia of ignominy, he caused to be massa-
cred when the edifice was compleied —It may be added that the private baths, at some of the
villas of the rich, vied in splendor with the" public therma. Accordins; to Seneca, the walls
were of Alexandrian marble, the veins of which were so disposed as to resemble a regular pic-
ture; the basins were set round with a most valuable kind of stone imported from the Grecian
islands ; the water was conveyed through silver pipes, and fell by several descents in beautiful
cascades; the floors were inlaid with precious gems; and an intermixture of statues and co-
lonnades contributed to throw an air of elegance and grandeur over the whole." (Bell on Eaths
Philad. 1S31. 12)
The following description is drawn principally from the public baths discovered at Pompeii.

It will apply substantially to the Greek baths (P. 111.$ 170) as well as the Roman.—"The build-
ing, which contained them, was oblong, and had two divisions; the one for males, and the oiher
for females. In both, warm or cold baths could be taken. The warm baths, in both divisions,
were adjacent to each other, for the sake of being easily heated. In the midst of the biiildii!g,on
the ground-floor, was the heatiii?-room. Iij/pocavstum, by which not only Ihe water for bathing,
but sometimes also the floors of the adjacent rooms, were waimed. Above the heatiitg-room
was an apartinent in which three copper kettles were walled in, one above another, so that the
lowest (ruldarihiit) was immediately over the fire, the second (tepidarium) over the first, and the
X\\'\rdX.fngidariuiu) oxtix the second. In this way, either boiling, lukewarm, or cold water could
he obtained. A constant communication was maintained between these vessels, so that as fast
^as hot water was drawn off from the caldarium, the void was supplied from the tepidarium,
which, being already considerably heated, did but slightly reduce the temperature of the hotter
boiler. 'I'he tepidarium, in its turn, was supplied from the piscina or frigidariutn, and that from
the aqueduct ; so that the heat, which was not taken up by the first boiler, passed on to the se-
cond, and instead of being wasted, did its office in preparing the contents of the second for the
higher temperature which it was to obtain in the first. The coppers and reservoir were elevated
considerably above the btiths, to cause the water to flow more rapidly into them. The terms
frigidarium, tepidarium, and caldarium, are applied lo the apartments in which the cold, tepid.
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and hot baths are placed, as well as to those vessels in which the operation of heating the water
is carried on.

The bathins-rooms had, in the floor, a basin of masnn-work, in which there were sents, and
round it a sallery, where the bathers remained before they descended into tiie bath, and where
all the attendants were. In the division of the Ponipeian baths supposed to belonp to the men,
the principal public entrance led directly into the vestibule, a sort of court, along three sides of
which there ran a portico or walk (ambulacrum). Seats were ranged round the walls, perhaps
for the slaves, who accompanied their masters to the bath. In this place was the box for the
quadrans (fourth of an as, less than a farthing), the piece of money given as a fee for bathing by
each visiter. A corridor or small passage, in which were fjund above 500 lamps, conducted from
the court into the room for undressing, apodyterium. This room had three seats, made of lava,
with a step to place the feet on. The room was stuccoed from the cornice to the ground, highly
finished, and colored yellow. In the vaulted roof was a window with a single lar^e pane of slass
(cf P. III. $ 325). Various ornaments were carved in the cornice.—The floor was |)aved with
white marble in mosaic. Several doors communicated with the room. One of these led to the
cold bAih, frirridarium. This was a round chamber, encrusted with yellow stucco, having its

ceiling in the form of a truncated cone, apparently once painted blue. It was lighted by a win-
dow near the lop. In it were four niches, equidistant from each other, with seats, schulce, in
them for the bathers. There was also a basin, nearly 13 feet in diameter and 2 feet 9 inches
deep, entirely lined with white marble, with two marble steps to aid the descent into it, and a
sort of cushion, p!</rini/s, also of marble, at the bottom, for the balhv^rs to sit upon. AnfUher
door of the undressing-room opened into a passage leading to the tepidarium, or warm chamber,
so called from its warm but soft and mild temperature, which prepared the body of the bather
for the more intense heat of the vapor and hot baths, and also softened the transition from the
hot hath to the external air. This room was divided into a number of niches or compartments,
was lighted by a window with a bronze frame of four panes of glass, and had many ornaments
in stucco. A door-way led from it into the caldarium or sudatorium. This apartn'ient e.xacily
corresponded to the directions laid down by Vitruvius, for constructing the vapor-bath. It's

length was twice as great as its breadih, exclusive of the laconicum at one end, and the lavi.crvm
at the other. It was stuccoed like the oth^r rooms, painted yellow, and decorated with various
ornaments. The floor and walls of the sudatorium were made hollow, tiiat the heated air might
pass freely around: the design was to furnish a sudatory of dry air ; "it corresponds precisely
with a hot stove room of the present day, except that the stove proper was beiieaih and outside
the sudatorium." The laronicum was a large semicircular niche, seven feet wide and three feet
six inches deep, in the middle of which was placed a vase for washing the hands and face, called
labrum ; this was a large basin of white marble, elevated three feet six inches above the pave-
ment and about five feet in diameter, into which the hot water bubbled up through a pipe in the
centre : an inscription on this labrum states that it cost 750 sesterces. There is in the Vatican a
magnificent porphyry labrum, found in one of the imperial baths at Rome. The larucrum, or hot-
bath, at the other end of the room, was twelve feet long, four feet four inches wide, and one fool
four inches deep; entirely of marble, into which the hot water was conveyed by a pipe; it was
elevateil two steps above the floor ; the descent into it was by a single step, which formed a con-
tinuous bench around it for the convenience of the bathers.

" Besides the rooms thus described, there was also a room called the uvctvarium or elccothesium ;
in which the bathers anointed their bodies with oil before taking their exercise, or with perfumes
after bathing. This room was usually stored with pots containing numerous varieties of ungu-
ents appropriated to different parts of the body (P. 111. $ 170). There was likewise another room,
in which various exercises were performed before taking the bath; this room was sometimes
called cphebefiv), more frequently sphcsristerium. because the favorite exercise was the ball. The
conisterium was an apartment where was kept the powder which was sprinkled over the body
after the exercises just mentioned. In the more splendid imperial baths there were various other
rooms and halls."

For fuller details, with notices of some of the imperial baths, see Pompdi, p. 153 —Cf. .'^mith, Diet, of Antiq p 133.

—

Lucian,

la his 'IiTTta; or Ba^avtiov, eives a full descrif tion of the ThenriE erected by the architect Hippias (cf. P. V. § 121) —The most

copious work on the Roman baths and their remains, is that of Cameron, entitled The Baths of the Romans, explained and illu>trated.

Lond. 1772. fol. with the illustrations of Palladio, srventy-five plates.— Cf. Les Thermes des Romaiijs, deisinees par An d re Pal-

lad io, &c Viceoza, 1785. fol—See also G. A. Blcuet, Restauration des Thermes d'Aut. Caracalla. Par. IS2?. fol. fine plates.

—

Wichdhavsen, (Baths of the Anrienls). Mannh. Ig07.—/. B. Piranesi, vol. 2d, a« cited § 243. 2.—There is a notice of baths dis-

covered at Wroxetcr (ancient Uriconium), England, in the Archxologia (cited 5 32. 5), vol. ix. p. 323, and of similar remains at

Stoke, in vol. xxii. p. 26, with a plan

—

Carlelti, Terme di Tito. Rom. 1761, fol.

§ 242. The strength and solidity of Greek and Roman edifices were such as

to have easily preserved them to distant ages, had it not been for earthquakes,

conflagrations, and the desolations of war. The remains of ancient architecture

yet standing are highly interesting; especially those in Greece and Italy.

1 u. Only some of the principal can here be named.—Magnificent ruins of cities

remain on the sites of Palmyra, Heliopoiis, Persepolis (cf P. I. S>§ 153, 166). In
Egypt, monuments of earlier and later architecture are presented in pyramids, obelisks,

and temples.—At Athens we see still the ruins of the celebrated temple of I\Iinerva,

and traces of other beautiful temples at JEg'ma, Eleusis, Corinth, Thessalonica, Ephe-
sus, Priene, Antioch, &c. ; ruins of theatres are found at Athens, Smyrna, IMylasa,

Hierapolis ; of palaces and royal mansions, at Alabanda, Ephesus, JMagnesia.—Still

more numerous and in better preservation are the remains of Roman architecture ; e. g.

at Rome, the Pantheon, the temple of Vesta, several porticos, the Coliseum or Amphi-
theatre of Vespasian, ruins of the theatres of Pompey and Marcellus, and of splendid

aqueducts, the baths of the Emperors, the pillars and triumphal arches already named
(§ 188), gates, bridges, tombs, mausolea, &.c. (cf P. I. § 52 ss. § 105 ss.).

2. France exhibits some monuments of Roman architecture, particularly at ]S'isme3
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(cf. p. I. § 17). Some remains also, principally of military structures, have been found
in England.

§ 243 u. Besides the numerous accounts of these vnrious remains given by modern
travelers, there are works prepared expressly to make them known, with engravings
and explanations ; such are the following.

I. Remains in G r e e c e, or of Grecian architecture.

—

Le Roy (or Leroi), Les Ruines des plus beaux monumens de la Grece. 1758.

2d ed. 1770. 2 vols. fol. The first picturesque tour of Greece; the drawings not always accurate.—72oie/( Sayer, Ruins of Athens.

Lond. 1759. fol —Sluart and Revett, The Antiquities of Athens. Lond. 1762-1S16. 4 vols, fol.—The same, edited by fV. Kinnard,

with many valuable additions. 1825-30. 4 vols. fol. two hundred plates.—/. Stuart, Antiquities of Athens, and other Monuments

of Greece. Lond. iSS?. 2 vols. 12. with seventy plates.—CAa7idier, Revett, and Pars, Ionian Antiquities. Lond. 1769-97. 2 vols.

fol.—The same, 1817. 2 vols. imp. fol. with fine plates —CAoisewZ-Gouffier, Voyage piltoresque de la Grece. Par 17^2 fol.

—

P. 0.

Broiiisted, Voyages dans la Grece, accompagnes de Recherches Arch^ologiques. Par. IS26.— IVilkins, Atheoiensia, or Remarks on

the Topography and Buildings of Athens. 1816. 8.—The unedited Antiquities of Attica. By the Society of Dilettanti, and edited

by Wilkins, Deering, and Bedford. 1817. imp. fol. seventy-nine plates.—By the same, Dilettanti Society, The Antiquities of Ionia.

Lond. 1817-21. 2 vols. fol.

—

J. S. Stanhope, Olympia, or Topography illustrative of the ancient state of the plain of Olynipia. 1824.

imp. fol. with fine plates.—B. C. Cncherell, Grand Restoration of Athens, its Temples, Sculpture, &c. Engraved by J. Coney. 1829.

large fol.—By the same. Elucidation of the Temple of .Sgina —F. Gartner, Architectural Monuments of Greece and Sicily. Mun-

Bter, IS19. fol. ; in German, with lithographic plates.—Sir W. Gell, Itinerary of Greece. Lond. 1810. 4. with twenty-seven

engravings.- W'm. Wilhins, The Antiquities of Magna Grsecia. Cambridge, 1807. fol.— T. Major, Ruins of P^stum. Lond. 1768.

fol.— DfZagaidcde, Les Ruines de P^tum, ou Posidonia. Par. 1799. fol —/ Hittorfs Architecture Antique de la Sicile. Par. 1825-

30 6 livraisons, with plates.—/. G. Legrand, Monumens de la Grece, ou Collection des Chefsd'oeuvres d'Architecture, de Sculpture,

et de Peinture antiques, &c. Par. (first volume published) 1808. fol. In Kru^e's Hellas is a notice of works on this subject.

In a Memoir prefixed to Chateauhriandh Travels in Greece (cited § 233) is found a brief notice of the state of Athens and her

monuments since the Christian era, and of the travelers who have visited and described the remains of Greece. He closes with the

following remark : " It is a melancholy reflection, that the civilized nations of Europe have done more injury to the monuments of

Athens in the space of one hundred and fifty years than all the barbarians together for a long series of ages ; it is cruel to think that

Alaric and Mahomet II. respected the Parthenon, and that it was demolished by Morosini and Lord Elgin.''—Several travelers must

be added to Chateaubriand's list.—An incomplete notice of modern travelers in Greece is also given in the anonymous work entitled

History of Modern Greece, with a view of the Geography, Antiquities, and present condition, (from ihe Engl, edit.) Bost. 1827. 8.

—Some notices of travelers in Greece, in Lond. Quart. Rev. No. 127, June 1839, p. 64.

2 Remains in Italy.—G. f'asi, Magnificenze di Roma Antica e Moderna. Rom. 1747. 3 vols. 4. two hundred views, with

descriptions.—ProjiJt (incisore), Nuova Raccolta di cente Vedutine Antiche della citta di Roma, &c. Rom. 1795. 4. containing one

hundred views.— Giamb, Piranesi, Le antichita Romane. Rom. 1756. 4 vols. fol.

—

R. Venuti, Descrizione topografica ed istorica

di Roma antica e moderna. Rom. 1763-66. 2 vols. i.—Barhault, Le plus beaux monumens de Rome ancienne. Rom. 1761. fol.

—

B.d'Ovabehe, Les Restes de I'Ancienne Rome. Amst. 17C9. 3 vols, fol.—iJ. rmttft, Veteris Latii antiquitatum amplissima col-

lectio. Rom. 1769-80. 7 vols. M.—AiU. Desscdetz, Les edifices antiques de Rome dessines, &c. Far. 1682. it. 1697. it. 177). it. fol.

Engl, tnnsl. by G. Marshall, 1771. 2 vols, fol.—fr. Piranesi, Raccolta de' tempi antichi. Rom. 17S0. fol.—The complete works of

Giov. B. (John Baptist) Piranesi, published after his death by his son Francis Piranesi, in 29 vols. fol. containing nearly two thou-

sand plates. For eont^nts of these vols, see Stuart's Dictionary (cited § 238. 2), Appendix II.—G. L. Taylor and £ Cresy, Archi-

tectural Antiqviities of Rome. Lond. 1821 ss. 2 vols. imp. fol.— G. Valadier, Raccolta delle piu insigni Fabbriche di Roma Anticha

e sue Adjacenze. Rom. 1810-26. imp. fol. sixty-three plates.—Sir W. Gell, Topography of Rome. Lond. 1834. 2 vols. 8. with

plates, and a large map of Rome and its environs.—G. Valadier, Arco di Tito. Rom 1822. 4. eight phtes.—.^nt. Nibby, Del Foro

Romano, della Via Sacra, &c. Rom. 1819. %.—Robert Mam, Architectural Remains in Rome, &c. from drawings by Clerisseau.—

Rossini, Veduta di Roma ; one hundred and one large folio Views of the most remarkable antiquities and buildings in Rome and its

neighborhood. Rom. 1823. 4.—Z)uiourg-, Views of the most remarkable Buildings and ancient Remains in Rome. Lond. 1838. 4.

with twen'y-six plates, colored.—Sat'nt Sauvcur, L'Antique Rome, &c. Par. 1796. 4. orne de cinquante tableaux.—>/oH(/aucon,

Antiquite Expliquee, as cited P. II. § 12. 2 (H).—Le .antichi d'Ercolano, &c. Napol. 1765-92. 9 vols. fol. with a great number of

engravings of buildings, and also of busts, statues, paintings, bns-reliefs, &c. discovered among the ruins of Herculaneum.

—

Hercula-

mum et Pompei, Recueil General des Peintures, Bronzes, Mosaiques, &c. diScouverts jusqu'a ce jour, et reproduits d'apres tons les

ouvragespublies jusqu' a present. Par. 1841. 8 vols. 8. with 700 '•planches."—Afartt/n and Le«if£, History of the Antiquities of Her-

culaneum.— renuft, Descrizione delle prime Scoperte d'Ercolano. Ven. 1749. 8.—Sir If. Hamilton, Discoveries at Pompeii (with

plates), in the Mrchseologia, as below cited, vol. iv. p. 160 —Sir IV. Oell and J. P. G. Deering, Pompeiana, or Topography, &c. of

Pompeii. Lond. 1824. 2 vols. 8. \m-p.—Bibent, Plan of Pompeii. Par. 1826.— Coofte's Delineations. Lond. 1S27. 2 vols. fol. ninety

plates.

—

F. Mazois, Ruines de Pompeii. Par. 1830.

—

Pompeii, as cited § 226.

—

Thesaurus Antiquitatum Beneverttanarum. Rom.

1731. fol.—The splendid work entitled Viaggio Pittorico della Tuscana (Firenze, 1803. 3 vols, fol.) contains some views of ancient

remains.-G. Micali, as cited § 231. 3.

3. Remains in other countries.—iJ. Mam, Ruins of the Palace of Diocletian, at Spalatro in Dalmalia. Lond. 1764. Cf. Gibbon,

Hist. Rom. Emp. ch. x\\.—L. Langlcs, Monumens Anciens et Modernes, de I'Hindoustan. Par. 1818. 2 vols, fol.—Morier, Journey

through Persia. Cf. Lond. Quart. Rev. ix. 57.— iJ. Kerr Porter, Travels in Persia.—jj/ex. de Laborde, Voyage Pittoresque de I'Es-

pas-ne. Par. 1812. 2 vols, fol —C(W»a«, Voyage Pittoresque de la Syria, de la Phenicie, de la Palestine, et de la Basse Egypte. 2 vbls.

fol. with many plates —R. Wood, Ruins of Palmyra. Lond. 1753. fol.—By same, Ruins of Balbec. Lond. 1757. fol.

—

Les Ruinei

de Palmyra. Par. 1819. l.—F. C. Gau, Antiquites de la Nubia. Par. 1824. M.—Denon, Voyages dans La Basse et la Haute

Egypte.—The ancient and royal Palace of Persepolis, destroyed by Alexander the Great. Lond. 1739. twenty-one plates.—Se!/ne«,

Monumens Romains de Nismes. Par. 1818. fol. sixteen plates.—JVfoiard, Histoire des Antiquites de la Ville de Nismes, et de ses

Environs. Nism. 1826. 8.—Various notices of Roman Remains in England are found in the work styled Archmologia, or Miscella-

«eous Tracts pertaining to Antiquity (as cited ^ 32. 5). Also in the work, published by the same society, entitled Vetusta Monu-

menta, 6 vols. fol.—/. Gordon, Itinerarium Septentrionale, or a Journey over a part of Scotland. Lond. 1729. fol.

—

Stuheley, as

cited P. III. § 197. 5.—J. Hartley, Roman Antiquities of Britain. Lond. 1732. {ol.~HuttonU Roman Wall. Lond. 1802.—See

Catalogue, in Stuart, below mentioned.

4. It will be proper to add in this place some of the principal works pertaining to the history and theory of Architecture.— C. le

Roy, Observations sur les edifices des anciens peuples. Par. 1768. 4.—C. L. Slieglitz, Geschichte der Baukunst der Alien. Leipz.

1792. 8.—By same, Archlologie der Baukunst der Griechen und ROmer. Weimar, 1801. 8.—By same, Geschichte der Baukunst

(from the earliest time to the present). NUrnb. 1827.—jj. Hirt, die Baukunst nach den Grunds;ltzen der Alten. Berl. 1809. fol. fifty

plates.—By same, Geschichte der Baukunst bei den Alten. Berl. 1821. 2 vols. 4.—The two following are said to be valuable, in

reference to architecture as well as Ihe other arts : Rumohr's Kunslgeschichtliche Italienische Forschungen. 1827 ; A. fVendt, Ueber

die Hauptperioden der schOnen Kunst. 1833. L. Le Brun, Theorie de I'Architecture Grecque et Romaine, &c. Par. 1807. foL
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tirenty-six plates —IV. fVilkins, The Civil Architecture of Fitruvius ; contaiDing the Earl of Aberdeeo's Inquiry into the Beauty

of Grecian Architecture. Lond. 1812-17. 2 vols. 4. forty-one plates.

—

Pugin, New Parallel of the Orders of Architecture, accord-

ing to the Greeks and Romans and modern Architects, transl. from the French of C. Normand. Lond. 1829. fol. sixty-two plates.

—/o*. Gwilt, Rudiments of Architecture, practical and theoretical. F. S. A. Lond. li!26. 8. with plates and vignettes.—/. RondtUt,

Traile Theorique et Pratique de I'Art de Batir. Par. 1829-30. 6 vols. 4. wiih plates.—.«»««• Benjamin, Practice of Architec-

ture, &c. Bost. 1836. 4. with sixty plates; a work much used by common practical architects. See SJHort'j Dictionary (cited

§ 238. 2), Appendix II., where is a catalogue of works relating to Architecture, arranged in thirteen classes.

^ 244. Although, strictly speaking, it is only classical art that belongs to our subject,

it may not be out of place to allude here to a style of architecture which grew up after

the dismemberment of the Roman Empire. "The arts degenerated so far, that a
custom became prevalent of erecting new buildings with the fragments of old ones,
which were dilapidated and torn down for the purpose. This gave rise to an irregular

style of building, which continued to be imitated, especially in Italy, during the dark
ages. It consisted of Grecian and Roman details, combined under new forms, and
piled up into structures wholly unlike the antique originals. Hence the names Greco-
Gothic and Eomanesqiie architecture have been given to it. It frequently contained
arches upon columns, forming successive arcades, which were accumulated above each
other to a great height. The effect was sometimes imposing."

The Cathedral and Leaning Tower at Pisa (see Plate Lll. 16), and the Church of St. Mark at
Venice, are named as the best specimens of the Greco-Gmhic stylo. The ancient Saxon archi-
tecture in England was in some respects similar ; as e. g. in the Cithedra! at Ely, which exhibits
arches upon columns; a specimen of which is given in Plate L. fii^. n. The same peculiarity is

seen in some remains of Diocletian's palace at Spalatro. Of these we have a specimen in fig. m
of Plate L.; in which arches appear between the columns and the entablature.

§ 245. Besides the different styles which have been named, E<ryptian, Grecian, Eo-
man, and Greco-Gothic, there are three others which we ought^just to mention; viz.

the Saracenic, Gothic, and Chinese.
" The Chinese have made the tent the elementary feature of their architecture; and

of their style any one may form an idea by inspecting the figures which are depicted
upon common China ware. The Chinese towers and pagodas have concave roofs, like

awnings, projecting over their several stories. The lightness of the style used by the
Chinese leads them to built with wood, sometimes with brick, seldom with stone."

A specimen of this style is given in Plate LII. 9.—A Chinese column is given in Plate L. fig. t,

from the viceroy's palace, at Canton.

The Saracenic style is distinguished by a peculiar form of the arch, which is a curve
constituting more than half a circle or ellipse. It is exhibited in the buildings of the

Moors and Saracens in Spain, Egypt, and Turkey. A flowery ornament called

Arabesque is common in the Moorish buildings. The Alhambra at Grenada furnishes

a specimen of this style.—The Minaret, a tall, slender tower, appears in the Turkish
mosques.

In Plate L. fig. o, we have a specimen, from the Alhambra, of Moorish double columns, sup-
porting arches which are adorned with arabesque.—The minaret is seen in Plate V.

The Gothic style is not so called in order to designate a mode of building derived
from the Goths. The name was first applied as a term of reproach to the edifices in

the middle ages, which were at variance with antique models. It is now chiefly ein-

ployed to designate a style of building religious edifices, introduced in England six or

eight centuries ago, and adopted nearly at the same time in France, Germany, and
other parts of Europe. "Its principle seems to have originated in the imitation of
groves, and bowers, under which the Druids perforined their sacred rites. Its cha
racteristics. at sight, are its pointed arches, its pinnacles and spires, its large buttresses,
clustered pillars, vaulted roofs, profusion of ornaments, and the general predominance
of the perpendicular over the horizontal."

Specimens of the Gothic style appear in Plate LII. 2, 5, 6, 7.—A specimen of clustered pillars
forming one, and supporting an arch, is given Plate L. fig. r, from Salisbury Cathedral. A twist-
ed pillar, from a cloister belonging to St. Paul's church at Rome, is seen in fig. v. The figures z,

1, and 2, are sections of different Gothic columns.

See Bisdovti's Technology, ch. vii. as cited 5 23S. 3.—On tlie early use of the pointed arch, in oriental countries, see E. 0- Clarke,

Travels in various Countries, &c. p. 4. vol. iii. ed. N. York, !815.—On Gothic Architecture, /. Gwill, Origin and Progress of Goth.

Arch, transl. from the German of G. AfoiZer. Lond. 1826. 8.— ./J. Puftn, Specimens of Gothic Architecture Lond. 1?23. 2 vols 4

Lond. 1838. 3 vols. 4. with two hundred and twenty-five engravings and " historical and descriptive l«ter press ;" by E. J. Wilson.

—G. D. WHUinston, Survey of Ecclesastical Antiquities of France. Lond. 1816. 8 Cf. Lond. QuaJl ii. 126. vi. 62.
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HISTORY OF GREEK LITERATURE.

Introduction.

§ 1. The Greeks, beyond any other nation of antiquity, enjoyed a happy
union of important advantages for the promotion of civilization and literature.

1 t. The nature of their country, washed on every side by the sea, whh its coasts
formed into numerous guU's and peninsulas, afforded the people peculiar facilities for

mutual intercourse. The singular mildness of their climate was such as to favor the
happiest development of the physical and intellectual powers, uniting a vigorous con-
stitution with a hvely imagination and profound sensibility.

G. Hermann, De Mytbologia Grxcorum antiquissinia. Lpz, 1817.— WacAier, Geschichte der Literatur, vol- i. p. 106, as cited

P. IV. 5 34. 2.

2t. Their free forms of government afforded powerful motives to stimulate exertion.

The commerce with foreign countries furnished a source of favorable inlluence.

Equally favorable were the high honors and substantial rewards bestowed on knovviedge
and merit. Some have supposed that the existence of slavery contributed to the hterary
advancement of the Greeks, as it left the citizens more leisure for public life and study.
But a more fortunatR circumstance was, that oriental influence never established among
the Greeks any thing hke the system of castes, which prevailed in Egypt and some of
the Asiatic states, and which confined the arts and sciences by a sort of hereditary right

to the priests.

Skua's Kadmos, &c. ISIS.—G. Hermann, De Hist. Gr. Primordiis. Lond. 181S. 4.—Of. P. IV. § 34, 40.

3 u. The plan and scope of Grecian education deserves also to be mentioned here.

It was in general more adapted to the common purposes of the whole community than
in modern times, and was less modified by the individual and private aim of the pupil.

The apparent good of the state was the object constantly in view. I'his gave to all

their ideas and efforts not only a definite direction, but also a liberal and diffusive cha-

racter. In this circumstance we find one obvious source of the permanent excellence

and utility of the Greek writers and their works. Here was a foundation for their pre-

eminent and lasting renown.

On education amon? the Greeks, cf. P. IV. 55 63, 64, 75. To the references there given, we add the followinj : C. F. A. Hoch-

heimtr, Versuch eines Systems der Erziehung der Griechen. Dess. 1765. 2 vols. 8.— G. Bernhardy, as cited § 7. 9. p. 44 ss.—G. F
G'dss, Die Erziehunsswissenschaft nach den Grundsatzen der Griechen und Romcr, &c. Ansp. 1808. 8.—jj. H Niemeyer, Original.

slellen der Gr- uud Rom. Classiker aber die Theorie der Erziehung. Halle, ISI3. 8.—Fr. Jacobs, Ueber die Erziehung der Griechen

zur Sittlichkeit ; in vol. iii. of his Venniachte Schriflen, commenced in 1833 ; tr. by Ftlton, in CUua. S:itdut, p. 313, as cited P. V.

5 6. 4.—Good, Book of Nature, I.ect. xi—F. Cramer, Gescbicbts der Erziehung im Alierlhume. Elberf. 1822-3d. 2 vols. S. "Best

author on Greek and Roman education." S.

§ 2. No nation in the history of letters is so celebrated as the Greeks. And
the imperious obligation is laid upon every one, who makes any pretensions ta

literature, to acquaint himself with the language and the most valuable pro-

ductions of the ancient Greeks. This knowledge is alike essential to the states-

man, the orator, the physician, the theologian, philosopher, historian, and
antiquary; to the polite scholar and the philologian, to the connoisseur and
the artist, it is absolutely indispensable.

See an elegant and masterly discussion on the Study of Greek Literature, by G. B.
Cheever, in the American Quarterly Register, vol. iv. p. 273 ; vol. v. p. 33, 218. The
writer aims " to prove that Greek literature ought to be profoundly studied :—First, foi

the native excellence of the Greek classics; Second, for the inAngorating discipline

which this study affords the mind ; Third, for the practical knowledge and mastery of
our own native language ; Fourth, and most important, as a preparation for the study
of theology."

For references on the value and importance of classical studies, see P. IV. § 29. To those there given we add the folloving : .*»»

dent Languages. Inquiry whether the study of them be a necessary branch of modem education. Edinb. 1769 S.

—

F. F. Friede

tnann, Parlnesen fUr studirende Jilnglinge aufGymnasieu und Universilaten. Braunsch. 1827. " A collection from the greatest

scholars, on the importance, methods, 8:c. of classical study; with valuable notes." A second impioved edition, 1S38. 8.—Fr

TfticrjcA, Ceber gelehrte Srhulen, &c. 1826. 8—/. C.7aAn, JahrbQcber far Philologie und Pidagogik, cited § 7. 11. vol. ii. p- ISl •

where is a valuable article with references to recent worlis.
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§ 3. But, independent of these considerations, the language itself presents

sufficient inducements to the study; such is its own intrinsic beauty; the high

degree of perfection it exhibits, above all other languages; its unequaled rich-

ness in the most significant words and combinations ; its symmetrical structure

and syntax; its elegance in turns of expression; the singular skill in the

arrangement of its particles, clauses, and members ; and its wonderful harmony
in prose as well as poetry. These are excellences which impart to the best

works of the Greeks a charm in outward dress fully corresponding to the value

cf their contents.

Of. p. IV. § 39.— r. G TrendiUnbur^, Verg'eichung der Vorzlge der deulschen Sprache mil den Vorz. der lat. und griech. im

Vierten BanJe der Schriflen der deutschm Gesellsch. zu Mannheim. Frankf. I7S8. 8.

—

£itg. Schelz, Versucb Uber den Werth der

alten Sprarhen und das Stud, der Lit. der Gnech. far Jurist. Frankf a. d. 0. 1810. 9.—A. F. Lindau, De Usu et Pisslantia Artium

et Liierarum Grsecorum. Vraiisl. 1S15. \2 —F- Jacobs, Ueber einen Vorzug der Griech. Sprache in dem Gebrauche ilner Mundar-

ten. Mlnch. I80S. i.- Cvleridse, Study of Greek Poets, p. 34, as cited § 2\.—Class. Journ. vi 242; xi. 141; xiii. 16S.

§ 4 /. Respecting the origin of the Greek language and the causes of its per-

fection we have already remarked (P. IV. §§ 35—39). Here we may further

remark, that in the different provinces and settlements of the Greeks arose those

differences in their language which are named dialects. The principal, which
are found in written composition, are four; the iEolic, Doric, Ionic, and Attic.

The ^alic prevailed in the northern parts of Greece, in some northern islands of the

JEgean sea, and especially in the jEolic colonies in the north-western part of Asia
Minor. It was chiefly cultivated by the lyric poets in Lesbos, as Alcseus and Sappho,

and in Bceotia by Corinna. It retained the most numerous traces of the ancient Greek.

The Latin coincides with this more than with any other of the Greek dialects.

The Doric was spoken chiefly in the Peloponnesus, with a few places north of the

Isthmus, in the Doric colonies in the southern part of Italy, and in Sicily. It was par-

ticularly distinguished by the use of what was termed the broad sound of the vowels
(-rXareiaaiios). The most eminent writers in this dialect were Theocritus and Pindar.

Bion, Moschus, Stesicliorus, and Bacchylides also used it.

The Ionic was the softest of the dialects, in consequence of its numerous vowels,

and its rejection of aspirated letters. It was spoken chiefly in the colonies in the south-

western part of Asia Minor and in the neighboring islands. The principal writers in

this were Homer, Hesiod, Anacreon, Herodotus, and Hippocrates.

The Attic was considered the most refined and perfect of the dialects, free from the

extremes of harshness and softness. It had its seat at Athens, and prevailed in the

most flourishmg period of Grecian literature. It is the dialect used by many of the

best writers of Greece ; jEschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Thucydides,
Xenophon, Plato, Isocrates, Demosthenes, and others.

These dialects passed through diflferent changes, and included under them several

varieties. They may be traced to two primary dialects, as the Ionic and Attic were
originally nearly or quite the same, and the Doric and .iEolic were at first the same, or

had a common basis. Their first distinct and definite separation from two into four,

may be referred to the time when the JEolmn and Ionian colonies were planted in Asia

Minor, between 1030 and 1100 B. C.

On the colonies referred to, see Mitford's Greece, ch. v. §2.—On the dialects, /. F. Faeii Compendium Dial. Grjec. Norimb.

1782 —Mich. Mattairt, Graec. Ling. Dialecti. Lips. 1807. 8.—£. W. Slurz, de Dialecto Macedonica et Alexandrina. Lips. 1807. 8.

-Hermaniu Progr. de Dialectis. Lips. MQH.—Htrmann, de Dialecto Pindari. Lips. 1809. 8.—Also see Matthiss's Greek Gram-

mar; Robinson's Buttminn, § I. ; and Sluarfs Grammar of New Testament—On the Doric peculiarities, see MUller^t Dorians,

vol. ii. App. viii.—On the reasons for the use of particular dialects by particular poets, Class. Journ. xvii. 82.

The followine remarks are from MS. notes of Lectures by Hermann, 1834. " We need a work on Dialects ; for the written lan-

guage and also for ihe spoken. The dialects of the written language should be divided into the Epic, the Lyric, and the Tragic. On

the two first, we have scarcely any thing. I have done something; very little. On the Tragic, Kuhlttadt is tolerably good; also

the notes of Porson and Elmsly. On Ihe popular dialect, Stepfunius (in his Thesaurus) is the best.—Gregory on the dialects, and

the notes to it, are poor. Mattaire is imperfect. On the dialect of Herodotus, Struve is pretty fair. On the Doric and .Slolic, there

is nothing very good ; Bopp's Comparative Grammar is the best."

§ 5. The true pronunciation of Greek, since it must be viewed as a dead

language, cannot be determined with certainty.

1 11. The principal difference in the actual pronunciation of modem scholars on the

European continent is in the enunciation of v, ai, oi, a, ov, and ev, which are sounded

in two different ways. Erasmus and Reuchlin, in the 16th century, were the distin-

guished original advocates of the two modes respectively ; and from this circumstance

one is termed the Erasmian and the other the Reuchlinian method. Very probably

there was a different utterance of these vowels in the different provinces among the

Greeks.
.

2. I'hose who adopt the Reuchlinian method sound 17, 01, and £(, like the continental

I fas in machinf) ; ai like e in there ; and v in au and rv like / oxy. Those who follow

Erasmus sound >? hke a in hate ; ai hke ai in aide ; a like ei in height ; oi hke oi in
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Boiotia; av and ev like mt and eu in Glaums and Eurus^. The former are often

called lolistcB and the latter Etistce, from their respective modes of sounding the

vowel V ; these terms instantly suggest to a continental scholar the ground ot their

application ; but to an EngUsh or American eye and ear, they would best convey the

meaning by being written and spoken eotistae, or etistcB and dtistcs (etists and «tists).

In England and in this country, especially in the northern schools and seminaries, it

has been the common practice to sound the Greek vowels according to the prevailing

analogy of the vernacular tongue. I'he controversy between Reuchlinians and Eras-

mians^ has therefore excited hitle interest among us.

1 Cf. Robinson's Buttmann, § 2. 6. 2 for references to authors who have discussed the subjert, consult Horla, Introduclio in

Historiam Linguse GrEcae (Frol. ^ 7, and Supplement). Harles expresses the opinion hinted above in this section, that the vowels

had not always and in all places a uniform sound.—Cf. Messrs. dt PjrlRoyal, Gk. Gram. Pref. \x.—Lond. Quart. Rev. xi. 471.

3 21. The chief difficulty in pronouncing Greek is found in the expression of what
is called the accent. The tone in Greek is placed upon short syllables as well as
long; in German, it accompanies regularly only long syllables. The consequence
is, that in reading Greek with the accent always placed where the Greek tone is

marked, a German naturally violates quantity, and in verse destroys all poetical mea-
sure. Yet attention and practice will enable one to give the accent to the syllable

marked by it, and at the same time regard and exhibit the quantity in his pro-

nunciation.

4. The mode of expressing what is called the accent, is viewed as a subject of

greater importance than the sound of the vowels. In giving an accent to a syllable in

an English word we thereby render it a long syllable, whatever may be the sound
given to its vowel, and in whatever way the syllable may be composed ; so that as

above stated in relation to the German, an English accent, or stress in pronunciation,

accompanies only a long syllable. The consequence is that, if we, in pronouncing
Greek, put our accent wherever the Greek tone {rovos) occurs, we shall in many cases
grossly violate the laws of quantity ; because the Greek tone is placed on short syl-

lables as well as long ones. " Let one take, for example, the word avOpu-o^, and at-

tempt to place the stress on the first syllable, and yet make the second seem as long
in quantity. He will certainly find some difficulty. It is of no consequence in the
matter, which sound he gives to a in the first, the open or contracted; the quanthy, to

an English ear, is the same whether he says dn'thropos, or dn'thropos. Nor does it

make any difference, as to the point in question, whether he gives to w in the second
the contracted sound or the open ; in ehher case, the quantity will be the same to Eng-
hsh ears, whether he says an'throp os, or an thro pos, and must be the same in

Enghsh verse, just as in the two words big' dt ed and temp' 6 ral. Kow in this diffi-

cuhy what shall the student do ?"

Three different methods have been followed by different persons. One is to persevere in the
effort to separate stress and quantity, and give stress in all cases to the syllable which has the
Greek tone, and at the same time to pronounce that syllable and the others with a prolongation
or curtailment of sound according to their prosodial quantity. Many distinguished scholars re-
commend this effort, as MatthiEe, Michcelis, Foster, Butlmann, and others, with the assurance that
perseverance will attain the object. But it is believed that very few, if any, ever succeed in the
effort. Bwckh is said always to follow both accent and quantity; and Hermann to do it in prose,
while he confesses his want of success in poetry. It is indeed not very difficult to give a mere
elevation to the syllable that has the tone, and still pronounce it in half the time employed in utter-
ing either of the other syllables. Such enunciation, however, must to our ears seem like singing
rather than accented pronunciation. Nor is elevation by any means synonymous with our ac-
cent; for the syllable which has the stress, in our language, is not always elevated above the
others in enunciation, but is very often depressed below them.—A second method is tr> place the
stress always on the syllable which has the Greek tone, and make no effort to exhibit the rela-
tive quantity of the syllables. This is done by the modern Greeks, and is perfectly easy for us.
But it is a method, which inevitably violates all the prosodial measures, and utterly destroys
Greek versification. On this account, chiefly, scholars in this country, although often urged,
have been reluctant to adopt it.—The third mode is to place the stress on the syllable (whether
the Greek tone be on that syllable or not) on which it would fall by Latin analogy : i. e. on the
penult, if the penult be long, or the antepenult, if the penult be short. This method, of course, is

very easy for us, and it also accords with the Greek prosodial quantity far better than the se-
cond, although it does not by any means perfectly harmonize therewith. It however makes
distinctly perceptible the quantity of the penult in all words of three or more syllables ; and this
is neatly all that can be accomplished by modern utterance, even according to Bultniann's state-
ment, although he advocates a regard to the Greek lone in pronunciation.

On the second method above named ; /. ficfterijig-, Memoir on the Pronunciation of ancient Greek. Camb. 1818. 4; also inAfcni.

«S. .5. S vol. iv.

—

Liscomus, Ueber die Aussprache des Griechischen.

—

Eloch, Revision der Lehre von der Aussprache des Altgriechi-

schen. 1S26. For the cited statement of Butlmann; Robinsmi's Buttmann, § 7, note 7. On this subject, also, the following

works may be mentioned. H. C. Henninius, Grsecam Lingiiam non esse pronunciaiidani secundum Accenlus. Traj. ad Rhen.

16S4. S.—John Foster, An Essay on the different nature of Accent and Quantity, with their Use in the English, Latin, and Greek

Languages, &c. Third edition, containing Dr. H. Gally's Two Dissertations against pronouncing the Greek according to Accents.

Lend. 1&20. S.—T. S. Velasttis, De Literarum Graecarum Pronunciatione. Rom. 1751. 4. defending a regard to accents.— fTi^'iam

Primatt, Aocentus Redivivi, or a Defence of an accented pronunciation of Greek prose. Camb. 1764. 8.

—

Melronarision, or a new
pleasure recommended in a Dissertation upon a part of Greek and Litin Prosody. Lond 1797. 8.—/. JValker'i Key to the classical

pronunciation, &c. with observations on Greek and Latin Accent and Quantity. Lond. 1798. 8. Boston, 1818. 2l.— JVillinm Mil-

Jjrd, An Inquiry into the Principles of Harmonv in Language, &c. Lond. 1S04. S.— fVagner, cited P. IV. § 51.—See »lso Barks,

2o2
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Introductio, &c. Prol. § 6, and Supplement.— itf. Minos, Sui la veritable Prononciation de la Ls.ngue Grecque. Par, 1827.—^. F
Moore, Remarks on the Prnnuiiciaiion of the Greek Language. N. York, 1819. 8.—& B. Potion, On the Nature and Application

of the Greek Accents, in Sibl. Rejijs. vol. ix. p. 457.

§ 6. It is important to begin the acquisition of this language at an early-

period of life. But a tedious, unfruitful mode of study must be avoided, lest a
language so beautiful and excellent should become disgusting to youth. The
pupil must first be well grounded in the principles of the Grammar, the under-

standing of which and the fixing of them in the memory may be aided by
exercises in the translation of easy passages from suitable text-books.

The best mode of studying and teaching the languages has been a fruitful theme for

discussion. In this place a few general remarks only will be offered.

1. Perhaps no one method of teaching can be devised, which shall, by its essential

peculiarities as a method, be the best in all circumstances. It is essential to great suc-

cess, that the teacher's own mind should be roused to wakeful activhy and interest;

and also that the student should be put upon a kind and degree of exertion which
really tasks him, and which yet is fully within his present ability. It must be obvious
to every observer, that the method, which might secure these objects in some cases,

would utterly fail in others. The teacher, therefore, who rehes upon any plan, as

possessing in hself certain efficacy, and on that account promising infallible success,

will inevitably be disappointed. The efficacy of any method will depend very much
on his own spirit and feelings ; and if he trusts to a favorite method merely or chiefly

as such, however successful it may be when executed with his own mind glowing
M^ith enthusiasm, he will soon discover that his method will not work by magic ; as a
machine or instrument employed with wakeful ardor by him it accomphshes much

;

but it can Ao little or nothing of itself alone. The judicious and skillful teacher will

be regularly guided by certain general principles, but will ever be on the alert to

watch" among"his pupils the first flagging of interest in his present methods, and put
himself to devise new expedients to forward his ultimate object.

2. The analytical and synthetical methods, as they have been termed, have often

been brought into comparison. The former is less adapted for the study of a dead
language than for almost any other branch of learning to which it can be applied.

Much has been urged in its favor in this study, but only doubtful evidence can be ad-

duced from experience. Where there is time sufficient and constant oral instructions

can be afforded, such a method is no doubt adequate. But no abiding foundation is laid

until the student is well grounded in the principles of grammar, as hinted in the section

above. The principles of grammar are nothing but classifications or synthetic state-

ments of those facts respecting the language, which by the analytic process the pupil

learns by induction from a series of particular cases ; i. e. if he learns them by the ana-

lytic process in reality ; but in point of fact, he usually learns them, if he learns them
at all, because his teacher orally states the general facts to him again and again, as suc-

cessive particular instances occur; and thus when one of these facts has been stated

so often that he cannot help remembering it, he has learned simply what he learns

when he commits to memory from his grammar the rule or principle, in declension or

syntax, which presents that one general fact ; and the former process is as truly syn-

thetic as the latter, with only this difference, that the pupil commits the thing to memory
from hearing it said over and over again by the master, instead of commuting it in a

vastly shorter time and in a more accurate form from his grammar at the outset.

The remark of the author above, that the fixing of the principles of grammar in the

memory may be aided by suitable accompanying exercises, is just and important.

Much of the prejudice against the method, which has been called synthetic, has arisen

from the practice of forcing the beginner to spend many weeks in merely committing
the grammar to memory. It is far better that he should be put upon the application

of what he learns as he learns it, and that he should be furnished with exercises adapted
for the purpose. This is the method most generally practiced in the schools of our

country. Most of the elementary books now in use, in the study of both Greek and
Latin, contain portions designed for such exercises.

A very good help for acquiring and filing in this way the principles of Greek Grammar is the following. Lessons in Greek Part-

ine, or Outlines of t%e Greek Grammar, illustrated by appropriate exercises in Parsing ; by Chatincy A. Goodrich. New Haven,

1829.—We may also niention, A. C. Kendrich, Introduction to the Greek Language; containing an Oatline of the Grammar, wi;h

appropriate Exercises. N. York, IS41. pp. 192. Cf. Bibl. Rep. 2d Ser. vol. vi. p. 489 —E. A. Sophodes, First Lessons in Greek.

Attempts have recently been made in England to introduce (in the language of the advocates of the system, to restore) the method

of /n(crii?iear Translation. A series of text-books has been published adapted to this design. The Greek course commences with

Selections from Lucian's Dialogues. The beginner is freed from the toil and delay of studying a grammar or turning to a lexicon.

The ti inslation is given word for word, the English directly under the Greek ; and the learner is expected to be able, on examina-

tion by the master, to render the Greek into English, word for word, and also without the book to give the English for each Greek

word, and the Greek for each English word. The second volume in the course consists of the odes of Anacreon, and is to be studied

in the sime way, but accompanied ivilh the study of a grammar adapted to the plan. For an account of this system, see An Essay

in o System of Classical Instruction, combining the me'hods of Locke, Milton, Ascham, and Colet ; the whole series being designed

«o ejrhibit a Restoration of the primitive mode of Scholastic Tuition in England. Lond. 1829. Cf. Land. Quart. Rev. No iTtvii.
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—J. T. Fhinipa, Compendious Way of leaching Languages, practised by T. Faber.Sic Lond. 1750. S.—Roger Ascham, The School-

master, &c. Lond. 1751. 4.

3. It is sometimes asked whether a youth should begin with Greek or with Latin.
The question is not perhaps of so much importance as some have supposed. But it

may be observed, that some of the most distinguished scholars, both in this country and
others, as Pickering, Wyttenbach, &c., have thought that the classical course should
commence with Greek. The chief remark we wish to urge here is, that it is of the
utmost consequence that both languages should be commenced in early life ; although
very high attainments have been made by persons who began classical study at a com-
paratively advanced age.

4. Whatever methods are employed in the first stages, it is obvious that as the
student advances his attention should be turned to various points by suitable exercises.
The habit of thoroughly analyzing sentences upon grammatical principles must be
formed and never lost. It is a profitable exercise to the most advanced scholar occa-
sionally in his readings to select a sentence and go over it in a perfectly minute exami-
nation of every word, and make a formal statement, even a written one, of all that is

true respecting it in its place in that sentence.

Another exercise, which will be found of much utilhy, is that of analyzing upon
logical principles. This analysis extends of course beyond the parts of a single sen-
tence, and examines not only the mutual relations of those parts, but also the nature
and ground of the connection between the sentences. It may be united with a tracing
out of the train and order of thought in the mind of the author through successive para-
graphs or a whole piece. The nature of this exercise is partially exhibited in an Out-
line given under ^ d c.

Exercises in oral or written translation from the original into the vernacular are of
indispensable importance. It is advantageous to vary the mode of translating. The
scholar may sometimes be required to give the vernacular for the original, word for
word, taken in grammatical order ; a mode absolutely essential with beginners. Some-
times he may proceed exactly in the order of the original ; a method which will be
found very useful in gaining familiarity with an author's mode of thinking and with the
idioms of the language. Sometimes he may, either beiore or after reading the ori-

ginal, translate a sentence or passage as a whole, giving as far as possible the exact
meaning of the author's words in the best words of the vernacular, and using only
vernacular idioms ; a method of peculiar advantage in cultivating accuracy and prompt-
ness in the use of the vernacular. Loose and paraphrastic translation cannot be safely
indulged even in advanced scholars.

Various other exercises, connected with inquiries on the facts and allusions, the sen-
timents, figures, and general scope of the original, and with topics of history, chrono-
logy, geography, arts, and antiquities, will be suggested to every competent teacher.

In all cases it is to be kept in mind, that repeated reviewing cannot be too much
recommended.
On the last point, and on this whole subject, see Dissertations on the injporfance and best method of studying the Original Lan-

fuages of the Bible, by Jahn, with notes by M. Stuart. Andov. I82I. Also, Observations on the Importance of Greek Literature,

»nd the best method of studying the classics; translated from the Latin of Prof IVytlenbach. Boston, iS20. On the importance

of thorough study, see Hints on the Study of the Greek Language, by Prof. Stuart, in the BiW. Repository, No. vi. vol ii. p. 200.

Of. Prof. A. S. Packard, On the best method of studying the ancient Languages ; in the Lectures before the American Institute

j/ Instruction. Boston, 1834. S.—Niebuhr, Letter to a young Philologian, translated by Prof. Hacketl, in tlie Christian Remnc,
Dec. 1S42.— ff. Felton, Dissertation on reading the Classics. Lond. 1718. 12. 1730. 8. We may here recommend to the schohr

Ihe work euti ted Classical Studies, hy B. Sears, C. C. Fdlon, :ini B. B. Edwards. Bost. Is-43. 12.

Translating from the vernacular into the language which the student wishes to learn,
is eminently useful. In the study of Greek, this exercise has been practiced among us
much less than in the study of Latin ; owing chiefly to the want of suitable helps to
enable the learner to begin it in the outset of his course ; that deficiency is now sup-
plied (cf. § 7. 5) ; and the student should commence the writinr: of Greek as soon as he
enters upon his Chrestomathy or Reading-book.

5. How far Readingr-Bnoks, comprising mere extracts and selections, should be used, has been
I subject of inquiry. In this country f'^r niany years, until recently, the course of study has been
".hiefly confined to such books in the Collesres as well as other schools. Lately, objections have
aeen ursred which have awakened some prejudice aj:ainst them. No friend of learninij can ob-
ject to the reading of "whole authors," which has been demanded. BiU the time allowed to
Greek, in the present systems of study at our Colleses, is not sufficient for reading the icliole of
more than one or two important authors; and there are many advantajes in using a well pre-
pared hnnko^ selections. Yet that the sttident, who would derive full advantasjeor pleasure from
Ihe study, must go beyond his Collectanea or Excerpta needs not to be stated. In what order it

is best to read the Greek authors is less obvious. The Odyssey of Homer and Jlnabasis of Xeno-
phon are adapted for an early place in the course.

Cf. Prof. Stmce's remirks in Ihe BM. Repository, vol. ii. p. 740.—/. G. Schilling, Deber den Zweck nnd die M-thode beym
Lespn der Gr u. Rom. Class. Hamb. and Kiel, 1795. 1797, 2 Abth. S.—Fr. Creiizer, Das akad. Stud, des Alterthums. Heidelb. I?07. 8.

-K. G. Schelle. Welche alie class. Autoren, wie, in welcher Folge und Verbindung mit andern Studien soil man sie auf Scbulen
tesen ? Lpz. 1'24. 2 Bde. S.—H Sulzer. Gedanken Ober d. beste Art d. class. Schriflst. zu lesen. Berl. 1765. 8.—Thiersch, Ceber
fchulen, &c 3'e Abth. as cited above, § 2 —Cf Fuhrmann, as cited P. IV. \ 29. 4.

$ 66, The following extract, from the Calendar of the London Universily for 1832, macnot be wbolly
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without interest; since it gives a view of the method of instruction proposed to be followed in

that Institution, as presented in outline by the two Professors of the classical department.

" The instruction in the Laiin and Greek classics is communicated by daily examination of the students in certain portions of a

Latin or Greek author (for which they are required to prepare at home) ; by questions on the subjec'-matter and the words of the

author ; by remarks on the peculiarities of the language and on important facts ; by reference to books, or parts of books ; by the

aid of maps, plans, views, models, coins, medals, &c. ; and finally, by requiring from the student translations from these two lan-

guages into English, and from English into Latin or Greek, with other exercises of various kinds.—There are, in all the classes,

regular eiaiuiaitions at Christmas, Easter, and the close of the Session, conducted chiefly after the Cambridge plan, by written

answers to questions privately printed ; by these it is determined to whom Certificates of Proficiency shall be granted and the prizes

awarded."

Outline of Count in Latin Language and Literature.—" The insfrucfion in this department will, from the commencement of

the Session 1S31-32, be divided into three courses, as follows -.—Tbt Junior Class will begin with two or three books of Caesar's Gallic

War. A certain portion of this will be daily translated by the student himself, in the lecture-room.. But to make him accurately

acquainted with the language, he will be called upon, both orally in the lecture-room, and in writing out of it, to translate a num-

ber of short sentences from English into Latin. All of these will be selected from Csesar's own writings, so as to illustrate the dif-

ferent idioms, as they from time to lime occur. Those for immediate translation will, of course, be very simple ; while such as are

to be translated out of the lecture-room will be of a difEcully somewhat greater, but still simple. These exercises are already pre-

pared, and will be printed before the autumn of the next year. No English-Latin Dictionary will be required by Ihe student ; all

those words for which he might want to consult such a book will be supplied with the exercises. After he has thus overcome the

difEculties occurring in narrative, he will read Terence's Andria, where the idioms peculiar to dialogue will present themselves.

These also w'l be fully explained to him, and impressed upon his memory in the same way, viz. by easy passages, carefully selected

for translation from the other plays of Terence, and those of Plautus.—The Manilian Oration will close the Session.—In this class

by far the largest share of the student's attention will be directed to the idioms and structure of the language. At the same time it

will not be forgotten, that an acquaintance with certain portions of history, geography, and antiquities, is necessary to the full under-

standing of e . ery Latin author. The translations from English into Latin will be required four times a week, and once a week a

written translation from the text of the author. The Senior Class will commence with the twenty-first and twenty-second books

of Livy, a"d ihe ninth book of the .ffineid ; they will afterwards read part of Cicero's Letters, and the Satires or Epistles of Horace.

In connection with the two prose writers, there will be regular exercises adapted to each author, as in the Junior class; but they

will be of a more difficult character. In this class also, a weekly translation from some portion of the text will be required.

In the Higher Class, the instruction will be of a different character. The Professor will himself translate and explain some portion

of a more difBcult Latin author, or read a lecture connected with the history, antiquities, or language of Rome.—Thus in the Session

of 1831-32, it is proposed, that the subject should be,— 1st. A play of Plautus ; fragments of Ennius and the earlier writers, with some

of the old -St inscriptions; and a Course of Lectures on the etymological structure of the Latin language.—2d. History of Cicero's

times, illustrated by his Orations and Epistles."

Outline of Coarse in Greek Language aiid Literature.—" There are two regular academical classes. Junior and Senior, besides

a class for more advanced students. In the Junior and Senior cLisses, instruction is given daily, except Saturday ; in Ihe Higher class,

twice a week.—JuJiior Class. This class is intended for those young students who enter the L'niversily at the earliest peri"od that is

recommended; and also for students of a more advanced age, who have learned Grees only a short lime, and wi>ih to avail them-

selves of the more elementary kind of instruction. The Anabasis of Xenophon is the text-book, of which small portions are read

daily, except Saturday. At the commencement of the Session, the etymological structure of the language is developed by explaining

the particular forms that occur in each lesson, and by exhibiting on the bkck board other examples of the classes to which they

belong. Each lesson is twice read on successive days, and the mere difScult parts are also translated and explained by the Professor.

AVritten translations of certain portions are required once a week, and they are corrected with reference both to the meanins and

the mode of e .pression. One student's exercise is also selected to be read aloud in the lecture room by the Professor, who makes

such remarks as he may judge proper, and calls on other students to read aloud parts of their exercises, and to explain any thing in

them that is imperfect or obscure. When this exercise htis been corrected, each student is expected to be able to give orally, and

with closed book, the Greek text cornsponding to the English, which the professor reads out in short portions, and whenever it is

practicable, in distinct propositions. To aid the student still further in acquiring the language by written exercises, short English

sentences are given to him to be turned into Greek, the model or example to be imitated being always contained in some part that

he has read, and to which he is referred.—During the Session the Professor explains the geography of Greece, and the Greek

ishnds of the Mediterranean, and gives also such instruction on the geography of Asia as is necessary to understand the narrative

of Xenophon. Every well ascertained fact of physical or modern political geography that can elucidate ancient geography comes

within the plan. These explanations are always followed by examination. The student is reconimended to use the maps of Ihe

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, and is referred to others on a larger scale in the Lecture room and the Library.—

The subject matter of the Anabasis is explained to the student, as well as the language ; it being the Professor's desijn to connect,

as far as he is able, all kinds of useful information with the accurate study of the Greek text.—For the Session lf.30-31, the first

four books of the Anabasis are read. In the Session of 1831-32, the last three will be read. The Senior Class. This class is

intended for those who have passed through the Junior Class, and for others who have come prepared to enter it. The general

plan for the Junior class applies to this also, with such modifications as the higher acquirements of the pupils may render necessary.

In the Session IS30-31, the class reads Herodotus, Book iii. ; Ihe Orestes of Euripides ; and two books of the Iliad. In the Session

1831-32, Ihe Senior Class will read Herodotus. Book viii. ; the Persse of .^Ischylus; and two books of the Odyssey. Higher

Class. The object of this class is to assist those students of more advanced age or acquirements, who are privately prosecuting

their Greek studies. For this purpose the Professor explains some portion of a Greek author, by translating the Greek text, making

the necessary remarks on the subject-matter and the words, and by referring the students to books, maps, coins, &c., for further

illustration. It is his intention to choose for explanation such books as will be most instructive to older pupils ; Tliucydides, the

Attic orators. Homer, Aristophanes, &c. During part of each Spring Course, Greek inscriptions will be explained to the class,

from BoeckVs Corpus Inscriptionum, and from the marbles of the British Museum "

On the studies of the University of Cambridge in England, cf. Korth Amer. Rev. for Jan. 1837. For a notice, by Prof. B.

Sears, o( [he mode of instruction iu the celebrated Orphaii-house Gymnasium at Halle, see the Annals of Education (or Ihe

yen 1834.-There is a late work on the slate of education in the west of Europe ; Fr. Thiersch, Ueber den gegenwirtigen Zustand

des Offentlichen Unterrichts in Deutschland, Holland, Ffaukreich und Belgien. 1838. 3 Parts.

} 6 c. We introduce here an outline of a Method of Logical Analysis applied to the Greek Lan-
guage, which may be of service in suggesting hints to students and to teachers.

PKELIMINAKY REMARKS. I sentence and the different sentences of a com-

1. Logical Analysis examines and unfolds the position bear to each other. It does not consi-

•jaiural relation, which the different parts of a 1 der the etymological forms nor the grammatica.
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syntax of words ;'it presupposes a knowledge
ofthese ; but it particularlj- confines itselt'to the
connection of tlie language and the thought.

2. There are peculiar advantages to the scho-
lar in applying this analysis to the Greek lan-

guage. The Greek is constructed on principles

more uniform and consistent, more thoroughly
eysteniiitical and logical than most other lan-
guages. When its sentences are properly ana-
lyzed, they present not only a beautiful sym-
metry of parts which pleases the taste, but also

a logical and philosophical structure and con-
nection, to examine and contemplate which will

necessarily promote the discipline of the mind.

EXPLANATION OF PRINCIPLES.

3. The composition to be analyzed consists
of sentences, and two things are to be consider-
ed; 1. the relation and connection between the
parts of each sentence taken by itself; 2. the
relation and connection between the sentences
themselves taken as wholes.

I. Relation and connection between the parts of a
sentence.

4. A simple sentence has one subject, and one
verb not iii the infinitive mood, with or without
an object.

E. g. of fiaStjTal tyvo<rav raina navra, " the disciples

knew atl these things ;"—oi ayaOol Tijiovvrcu, " the good are

lionored."

Where two or more simple sentences fall

within one and the same period, they consti-

tute a compound sentence.

E. g. jrdvTiS, 04 a.CiKov<ri., rLpLuigCav Soirovcri.; "all, who

do injury, shall render satisfaction."

5. Simple sentences, whether alone or con-
stituents of compound sentences, may have
three principal parts, viz. the subject, the at-

tribute, the object ; and must have two principal

parts, viz., the subject and the attribute.—The
subject is the person or thing chiefly spoken of,

and is the nominative case to the'verb of the

sentence.—The attribute is the action, passion,

or circumstance affirmed or denied respecting
the subject, and is always the finite verb of the
sentence, or the finite verb taken in connection
with an adjective, or participle, or infinitive

mood.—The object is the person or thing affect-

ed by the action affirmed or denied, and is the

word which the verb governs grammatically.

E.g. vi/ita-iS i'Xafie Kpolaov, "justice seized Croesus;"

vi/iims the subject, i'Xapi the attribute, and KpoXaov the ob-

ject ; 6 t'x9pos airlSavt, " the enemy perished ;" b £',\;5pos the

subject, OKidavt the attribute.—The subject is sometimes a

clause of a sentence, or even a whole sentence, as tzi,(7t£V£i.v rots

Xgr)(rTols ffpos^/C£i, " to confide in the virtuous is proper;" the

clause liKTTtvtiv rots XP'/"''''''? '' "'^ subject.—The object

also, although usually a noun or pronoun in the accusative, geni-

tive, or dative case, is often a clause of a sentence, as, e. g.

ipovXero tw naXdi ajii^oTigm nagtXvai, "he desired that his

two sous should be present ;" the object is the whole clause rto

vaWc, &C.—The attribute likewise frequently includes some

word or words connected with the finite verb. E. g. b ttqkt-

PvTtpos nagiiv iTvy;\;ai'£, the attribute is irvyxa-v^ Traowv

taken together ; so in ^ yvvf) X^ysTa: irpoSKEKo^uctvat, " the

woman is said to have brought," Xiytrai ngoiKiKo/iiicivai is

the attribute.

6. These principal parts are in their natural

order, when the subject precedes the attribute

and the attribute precedes the object.

E. g. ii yga<ii^ lSij\ov Tocravra, "the letter exhibited thus

much," the order is natural.—In any other arrangement of the

parts the order is inverted. E. g. TO<Tavra fj ygaipi) U-^Xov
;

the order is inverted.—Perhaps it may be doubtful what order is

the most (ru.'y natural. It is evident, that the same order that is

most common in one language is not the most common in an-

other. But it certainly seems to be the most natural mode in

6G

logical arrangement to place the subject first, the afhmmlion or

denial respecting it next, and then whatever is affected ti- it.

7. Each of the principal parts may be accom-
panied with an adjunct or with adjuncts. An
adjunct consists of two or more words rishtly
combined, but containing no assertion, ai'd ap-
pended to the subject, attribute, or object, to
express some modification.

E. g. Tj ndvSeia, ix riuv farri); ;fpj)^<£T(uv, XC"'^"^'!'

8(uga<a iTToiija-aTo, "Fautheia, from her own property, made

a golden breastplate," Ik tUv lavrvi jjpij/idTcoi' is at adjunct

of the attribute, lizoirjcraTo ; and, in b jilv i|£7rXT;(T£ roiJ bvU-

gov T/^i/(J^/i»)i/, "he fulfilled the predictive voice of the dream,"

ToC bvUgov is an adjunct of the object, ryv (prjurjv ; in ^'ii/i.»/

liira <pgov^(rcius ajfpiKrjatv, " strength with wisdom is profit-

able;" /itTo. <t)govq<rcuj$ is an adju)ict of the subject pw/i?;

Sometimes a single word constitutes an adjunct. E. g. ngotm-

noirjTo airfi ngocUCgri, "there had been constructed lorbim

a seat ;" here avTw is an adjunct of the attribute.

The subject taken together with its adjuncts may be considered

as the logical subject, in distinction from the grammatical sub-

ject, which does not include the adjuncts. Cf. Andrews and

Sloddard't Lat. Gram. § 201.

8. Adjuncts may be modified by other ad-
juncts connected with ihein. In such casea
the adjuncts may be termed complex, and in

analyzing should be divided into their suiiple

parts.

E. g 'iTTTToKgdru y&g, Idvri ISliott), Kal Btwgiovn t*

'OAv/tn-ta, TE'paj iyivtro. "To Hippocrates being a privata

person, and observing the Olympic games, a prodigy hAppened."

Here is a complex adjunct of the attribute, iyivtro ; i. e. 'Ijt-

itoKgdrti is the primary adjunct, and this has its adjuncts iovri

Uiwrij, and SiuigiovTi. to. 'OAi'/inia.—The simple parts of this

complex adjunct are 'limoKgaTU,—IbvTi ItJieoTj),—and Biuigi-

ovTi TO, 'OAti/iTria.

9. An adjunct may be located in its natural

place or out of it. Its natural place is immedi-
ately after the part (whether subject, attribute,

or object) to which it belongs. In any other
situation it is out of its natural place.

E. g. lyui (J' £t'/it iirrdTTXtos c£(>aTOS, " I am full of fear."

(j£i>aTos is an adjunct of the attribute fi'/it i)jrd7:X£os, and is in

its natural place; but in the following iyii it itifiaros trpu

vKOTT^to^, it is out of its natural place.—Here may be repeated

the remark respecting the natural order of the principil parts.

Different languages allow different practices in the arraagemeut

of adjuncts, and in this consists usually a characteristic difference

between languages. When, therefore, it is said in any sentence

the adjunct is not in its natural place, it will not inif ly ttiat the

adjunct is where it should not be, or that it is not in tf.c best

place, but only that it is not in the place where it v.ouii natu

rally be, in a simply logical statement of the proposition or sen-

tence, which it modifies.

10. Sometimes there is in a sentence an ad-

junct not directly connected with either of the

principal parts. In such cases the adjunct is

equivalent to a simple sentence, and may be

termed the adjunct independent.

E. g. Toto-t a 'A6T]valwv (rTgaT-qyol(ri tyXvovro ^Ixa. ai

yviiijiaV Twv fiiv oi)< iiiivruiv avji^aXXav, "Among the

Athenian generals there were different opinions; some of them

beins opposed to an engagement ;" too v jiiv oi/c, &c. is as an ad-

junct independent. So is (Tvvt\dvTi 6' cittuv in the following;

(TVVtXdVTl 6' tiTTCLV, rjv iiptuiv ai)T(uv iSiXTJcriTe ytvla9ax

" to speak in a word, if you would be masters of yourselves ;"

and in the following, navras oT'tid iiaTiBd^ dntiriuvsTO,

wcB' iavTui ^LXovs trvai—" he dismissed all, making on them

such an impression, that they became his friends ;" wcrB' iavr^,

&c. constitutes an adjunct independent.

11. The attribute is often modified or quali-

fied by an adverb, and the subject or the f)bject

by an adjective. In such cases the word is

termed the qualifier of the attribute, sulgect, or

object, as the case may be.

E. g. 'AyaBbs argdrriyos dti £|£i naga o-rpaTito-iJv tH
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r >«v pipauzv, " a good general will always enjoy the full

confluence of his soldiers," dya9os, dn and fii^aiav are

puUifiers.

11. Relation and connection between different

sentences.

12. Sentences are usually joined to each other

by some relation or connection, which is ex-
pressed by means of connectives. Tiiese are

either conjunctions, adverbs, or relative pro-

nouns. In analyzing, it is necessary not only

to point out the connective, but also to state the

nature of the relation, which binds the sentence
to that, with which it is connected.

13. It will be impossible to specify here all

the varieties of relation which may exist. A
few only will be stated, and the rest must be
left for the student's discrimination in the exer-
cise of analyzing.

14. Very frequently one sentence is explana-
tory or definitive of another sentence, or of one
of the principal partsof another sentence. This
is the relation usually expressed when a relative

pronoun is the connective.

E. g. ovg IvBivfi ndvrt^ &.nrj\avvov, Toirov; ayawS—
"he esteems those, whom all banish from this place;" here the

relative pronoun ci'S is the connfcdre joining its sentence to the

other toiStous ayanS, and the sentence ov^, &c. is explanatory

of TOVTOVS the object of the other.

15. Sometimes the relation is that of corres-

pondence or comparison as to time, quantity,

quality, or the like. This is the relation usu-
ally expressed, when adverbs are the connec-
tives.

E. g. h TL KTalctit, tot'' aKpi/Su>; ravTa lltTa(r$iijcrcTai.,

"if any misfortune sh.iuld occur, then (at that lin)e) these things

will be fully exposed ;"' the adverb tot' is the cminectiie, and

the relation is that of correspondence as to time.

16. A much greater diversity of relations is

expressed by means of the words termed con-
junctions. The following are the more fre-

quent ; namely, continuation or addition, by
(cai, St; explication or expifsvion, by oti, ws ;

inference or consequence, by Siori ; cause or rea-

son, by yap, on ; opposition or contrast, by dXXa,
Si; supposition or condition, by el, av ; exception

by nXijv.

PRACTICAL ILLl^STEATION.

17. To analyze logically a piece of composi-
tion is to determine and point out the relations

of its sentences to each other, and to se[)arate

each sentence into its constituent elements,
according to the principles now explained.
When a passage is offered for analysis, the

following is the method, in which one should
proceed :—l. State whether the period consists

of a simple or compound sf ntence ; if com-
pound, state separately the simple sentences.

attribute, object) , and state whether their order
is natural or inverted ;—3. If either principal

part have any qualifier mention it, and the re-

spect in which it is qualified;—4. If there are
adjuncts, assign them to the parts to which
they belong,—slate in what respect they modi-
fy those parts,— if they are complex adjuncts,

specify their simple parts,—and stale whether
they are in their natural place or out of it;—5.

In reference to each simple sentence, if it be

not connected to any other, slate that it is not

;

but if it be connected, stale with what sen-

tence,—what word is the connective,-and
what is the relation expressed or intended,

E. g. Let the following sentence be taken for analysis.

'EnctSy 6i iTtXtvTTjcrt Aapeios, Kal KUTiiTTr) tl; rf/v ^a(ri»

Mav /lpTa|ip|»)S, Tto-o-ai^^pr'j)? dia/SdXAti.rdv Kiipov ?rpdj

ibv ddcXip6v, (US impovXfuoi aiiT^.

1. The period comprises a compound sentence, having /our

simple sentences, viz. first, inaoi) 6t iTtXtvTTi<Ti Aoptioj

;

second. Kal KaTicTTr], &c.—2. The principal parts of theyirrf

are AapiXos the subject, and IreArfTijo-t the attribute; there it

no object. The order is inverted.—3. The attribute has a quali.

fier, in-ad^.—4. There are no adjuncts.—2. The principal parts

of the second sentence are ' ApTa?ip|7)S the subject, and /cot^o-tij

the attribute ; there is no object ; the order inverted.—3. Tha

principal parls have no qualifiers.—4. The clause eIj ti/v j8o<rt-

XtCav is an adjunct of the attribute KaTltr-ri) ; it modifies the

attribute (established), by showing in what condition or titua-

tion the subject (Artaxerxes) was established ; it is in its natura!

place.—2. The principal parts of the third sentence are Titraa-

(jjipvTjS the subject, ftapdWci, the attribute, tov Kvgov the

object; they are in the natural order.—3. The principal parts

have no qualifiers.^-4. The clause Trpdj tov aitX<f)Ov is an ad-

junct of the attribute diapdXXn, expressing the per.son to whom

the accusation was presented, removed from its natural place by

llie intervention of the object Kvpov.—2. The principal parts of

the fourth sentence are ixeivos implied (referring to Kiipov) the

subject, InilSovXiioi the attribute, and aijTui the object; their

order natural.—3. 4. There are no qualifiers, no adjuncts.—

5. The first sentence, inudij, &c. is connected to the third,

Tio-(ra0£pr?;s CLapdXXii., &c. by the connective iireidij (which

is both a connective and a qualifier at the same time), and the

relation is that of correspondence in ti)nt . Tissaphernes accused

Cyrus at that time, or after that time, when, ^-c—The second

sentence /cut Karia-Trj k. t. A. is connected to the first, ir£id'^

iTtXtVTTjO-e by the connective Kal ; the relation is that of addi

(io?i.—The third sentence is referred back to the preceding para-

graph by the coi.nective di (between intidrj and htXtvTi)a-t)
;

the relation is that of cond'jmation. Here is exhibited a striking

peculiarity of Greek construction, the hiding, as it were, of one

particle behind another.—The fourth sentence is connected to

the third by the connective toy, and the relation is that of erpli.

cation, i. e. it explains wherein or of what Tissaphernes accused

Cyrus.

See .4. X Sylvestre de Sacy, Principles of General Grammar,

of which it is composed;— 2. Separate each ' proper to serve as an Introduction to the Study of Languages.

simple sentence into its principal parts (subject, i Part 3d, as translated by D. Fosdich. Andov. 1834. 12.

help

§7/. Here it will be in place to mention some of the numerous and various

s which the student in Greek may bring to his aid.

There are many It consists of four parts or Courses. The first is designed for

beginners, and is the part published in this country under tha

title of The Gruk Reader. The second part, styled AHiha, con-

sists of extracts illustrating the history of Athens, from the his-

torians and orators. The third, styled Siicrnles, is composed of

philosophical extracts. The fourth is si yled Pr.erisc/ie 5/«men-

lese, and consists of poetical pieces. The Boston Stereotype Edi-

tion of the Reader contains some of the extracts u( Ihf second

and of the fourth parts of the original work : this if the best

American edition ; entitled TTie Greek Reader by Frederic Ja-

Gedike's Griechisches Lesebuch. (edited by Buttmann) cobs. Professor of the Gymnasium at Gotha, &c. 4th American

Berlin. 1821. 8. j

f''"'" '^^ ^^^ German edit ; adapted to the Gramcjars of Butt-

/. C. F. Hein:enman't Griech. I^esebuch. Halle. 1816. 8. niann and Fisk.

F. Jacobs, Elereentarbuch der Griech. Sprache. Jena, 1824. 4.
]
A Dalzel, 'AvaXtKTa'^XXriviKa 'Hira-ova, sive ColIectaDea

Th. 8. This has been a very common text book in Germany. Graeca Minora ad usum Tironum accommodata. 2d edit. Edicb.

I. Chrestomalhies and Reading Booht.

which are valuable.

Jo. Math. Gctneri Chrestomathia Grseca. Lips. 1731. Several

later editions.

Christ. Frid. Matthis, Chrestomathia Graeea. Mosc. 1773.

Frid Andr. Stroth, Ecloga;, sive Chrestom. Grajc. Quedl.

1776.

Jo. Fnd. Faciut. Griechische Blumenlese. NQmb. 1783.

Jo. Heiar. Martin Emesti, Erstes Vorbereitungsbiich der

Griechischnn Spmche. Altenb. 1784.
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1791. Several editions have been published in this country. It

was the common text book for bejinners until the publication

of the Greek Reader, and is still used in some of ihe schools.

The following is considered as the best edition : Collectanea

Grseca Minora, with explanatory notes collected or written by

jS. Dalze', Prof of Greek in the University of Edinburgh. Sixth

Cambridge edition, in which the Notes and Lexicon are trans-

lated into English.

jiiUhon'i Greek Reader is used in some schools.—Co/ton'j

Greek Reader is considerably used.—Likewise the following,

C. C. Feilmi, Greek Reader, containing selections in Prose and

Poetry, with English Notes and a Lexicon: adapted particularly

to the Grammar of E. A. Sophocles. Camb. 1810. 12.

m/ttenbach, "EK\oyai 'la-ropixai, ; or Selecta Principum

Hittoricorum. 21 ed. Amst. ISOS. It has been pronounced an

admirable selection.

A. Dalzel, AvaXeKra'EWrjVtKa Mti^ova, sive Collectanea

Graeca Majora, ad usum Academicae JuveDtutis,&c. 1st edit.

£dinb. 1789. 97. 2 vols. 8. Many editions have been pub-

lished; as e. g. Ihe 8th edit, of 1st vol. and 4th edit, of 2d vol.

under the care of G. Dunbar, Edinb. 1816-17 ; and the 1st

Lond. edit, under the care of C. /. Bloomfidd, Lond. 1821 ; and

the 3d edit, in IS30; and several American editions; particu-

larly under the care of /. S. Pophin, Camb. 1824 ; the notes of

Prof. Popkin, ve.-y briefly and modestly expressed, are very

valuable, and this edition is consiiiered as altogether the best ex-

tant.—A third volume was added by Prof. Dunbar, Edinb. IS19,

comprising a greater quantity of Greek than Ihe first or second ; it

has not been republished in this cnuntry.—The 1st volume was

published, with English notes by C.S. Wheeler, Best. 1840.—The

Grseca ilajoi'a has been until recently, for many years, the prin-

cipal text-book M our Colleges. Cf. §6. 5.—A few editions of par-

ticular authors have been published in our country, designed for

the use of schools and Colleges ; e. g. Robinson^s Portion of Ho

mer ; Fellon's Iliad uf Komtr ; IVoolsey's Alctstis of Euripides,

and other tragedies; Stuart's CEdipus Tyranniis of Sopho

Cleveland's Anabisis uf Xeuophon ; Packard's Memorabilia of

XenophoD, &c.—Among the publicalions of this class in Eng

land, may be rr.enliuneJ the ^alpy Greek Classics, and the ed

tions of i'/o/. Long.—Highly commended is Ihe following co

lection, published in Germany : Fr. Jacobs & K. C. F. Rost.

Bibliotlieca Grseca, viror. doct. recognita ef commenta

riis in usum Scholarum instructa. Gothas, (commenced) 1S26. 8

It was to comprise IS vols, for prose writers and 20 vols, for

poets.

2. Grammars. It would be almost endless to name all the

meritorious. The follo"icg are among Ihe noted.

Jacobi Welltri Grammatica Grsca (edit. Fischer). Lips.

1781. 8.

J. F. Fisdieri Animadversiones, quibus J. Welleri Gram.

GrEca emendatur, &c. (ed. Kuinoel) Lips. 1798— ISOI. 3 vols. 8,

Trcjidelenburg's AnfangsgrUnde der Griech. Sprache. Leipz.

1805. 8.

iuffmaim'* Griech. Srhul-Graramatik. Berl. 1824.1831.—

fiame, transl. by Edward Everett. Bost. 1822. Abridged (G.

Bancroft).

Buttmann's AusfUhrliche Griech. Sprachlehre. Berl. 1819.

1827. 2 vols. 8. The want of the syntax in thrs work is sup-

plied by G. Eemhardy's large volume on Greek Syntax, pub-

lished 1829 (8vo. with the title, Wissenschaftliche Syntax der

Griechischen Sprache), and much commended by Tholuck.

,i. Matthise, AusfJhrliche gr. Grammalik. Leipz. 1807. 8.

2d edit. \iZl.—Same, transl. by Ed. F. Bloomfield (ed. J. Ken-

rick). Lond. 1832. A 3d edit, was nearly prepared before the

death of Matthiae; since published, Lpz. 1835. 3 vols. 8.

Fr. Thiersch. Grammatik des gemeinen und Homeriscben Dia-

lekts. Lpz. 1819. 8. 3d ed. 1833.

r. Ch Fr. Rost, Griech. Grammatik. 3d edit. Getting. 1826.

Rost's Greek Grammar, translated from the German. Lond.

1827. S. A 5th edit, of the original, 1836.

R. Killiner, AusfUhrliche Grammatik der Griech. Sprache.

Hannov. 1S34. 2 vols. 8.—By the tame, Schulgrammatik d. Gr.

Sprache. Bolh are highly commended.—A translation of the

latter by B. B. Edwards and S. B. Taylor (is announced).

Andov. 1843. 8.

IV. E. Jelf, Grammar of the Gk. Language (chiefly from the

German of R. KUhner). Oxf. 1842. 8.

Jones's Philosophical Grammar. Cf. Class. Journ. xii. 23.—
The Port Royal Greek Grammar ; A new method, &c. Transl.

from the French of the Messrs. de Port Rmjal by T. Nugent.
(latest ed) Lond. 1817.— Smi(A'» Greek Grammar. Bost. 1809.—

/. S. Pophin, Gramm. of the Gk. Lang. Canibr. 182S. 12.

E. Jl. Sophocles, Gk. Grammar for the use of Learners. 3d ed.

1841. 12. Cf. A^. Am. Rev. Apr. 1839, Jul. 1840.

A. Crosby, Grammar of the Gk. Language. Part First. A
practical Grammar of the Attic and common Dialects. Bost.

1842. 12. pp. 239. Cf. N. Am. Rev. No. C.W. p. 491.

Hitherto the following Grammars have been more commonly

used in our schools : the Gloucester ; Moore's ; Falpy's ; Hack-

enberg's, or rather Goodrich's; Buttmann's by Everett ; Fish's,

and Anthon's.—H may be remarked that one chief difference

among the.-e Grammars respects the plan of classing the nouns

and verbs; some reducing the declensions to three, and Ihe con-

jugations to three or two; others retaining the larger numbers

of the old systems. Some excellent thoughts on this Sijbject are

found in a pamphlet styled Remarks on Greek Gramrruirs,

(printed, not published. Bost. 1823.)—A brief history of Greek

grammars may be found also in /. C. BloomfieWs Preface to the

Translation of Matthiae above cited.

To the more advanced student, Buttmann's Larger Greek

Grammar, translated by Edward Robinson CAndover, 1833),

and KUhner's Grammar translated by Edwards and Taylor (as

above mentioned), will be most satisfactory.—For the theological

student we mention in addition, G. B. IVmer's Grammar of the

New Testament, transl. by Stuart and Robinson. Andover

1825. A 3d ed. of Winer, Lpz. 1830. 8. much improved and

highly valued ; a 4th edit.- Lpz. 1836.—A Grammar of the N.

Testament by Prof Stuart. Ando. 1834. 2d ed. Andov. 1S41. 8.

—In speaking of grammatical helps, it is proper to refer to the

treatises of the Greek refugees, as those learned men have some-

times been termed, who on the capture of Constantinople by the

Turks fled into Italy. These treatises were published by .ildus.

(See Hodius 3.oiB:iTierus, as cited P. IV. § 85. 1.)— Con.erning

the Aldme Collection of their grammatical treatises, cf. § 133.

—

The ancient grammariam may also be mentioned ; as the

writers just named doubtless drew from these sources. See no-

tice of Ihe Grammariaas,§ 129 ss.—The Scholiasts likewise may

be named, or those v.'ho wrote Greek commentaries on ancient

authors. These, whatever there may be in their comments

that is puerile, dull, or false, nevertheless furnish some valuable

as-sistance. Among the most important works of the kind, are

the commentaries of Ulpian on Demosthenes, and Eustath-.us on

Homer.—On the value of the scholiasts, see Chladenizts, as cited

§ 133.

3. Lexicons. A number are now oflFered to the choice of the

student.

Henrici Stephani Thesaurus Grsec Ling. Genev. 1572.

4 vols. fol. This is the most extensive. A Supplement was

published by Daniel Scott : Appendix ad Stephani Thesaurum.

Lond. 1745. 2 vols. fol. An improved edition of the Thesauri.*

was commenced, Lond. 1815; completed, 1825. (FaJ/iy ed.) Cf.

Lund Quart. Rev. No. xliv —A third edition was begun. Par.

1S3', superintended by M. Hose, see Lond. Quart. Rev. No. ci.

;

Eibl Repos. No. xv. The work is in progress (under Hase and

the two Dindorfs) ; "it is an improvement upon the Engl, edi-

tion, and embodies nearly all the Greek learning of the age,"

4th vol. issued in IS4I ; to be completed in 7 vols.

Joan. Scapulx, Lexicon Graeco-Latinum, &c. Basil. 1579. fol.

0th. pd. Basil. 1665; Lugdun. 1663; Glasg. 1816. 2 vols. 4.

Still ranked next to Stephanos. The principal words are ar-

ranged alphabetically, and under them are the derivatives and

compound words : there is besides a complete alphabetical

index.

R. Constantinus, Lex. Graeco-Latinum. Genev. 1592. fol.

Hedericus, Graecum Lex. Manuale, cura /. A. Emesti. Lipc

1796; Edinb. 1827. 8. ed. Pimger, Lipz. 1827. 2 vols «.
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Jo. Dan. a Lennep, Etymologicum Ling. Graec. (Ed. Scheid.)

Traject. ad Rhen. 1790. 2 vols. 8.

J. O. Schneider'! GriechischDeutsches WOrterbuch. Lpz.

1819. Supplement, 1821.

F. Pa-now, HandwOrterbuch der Griechish. Sprache. Lpz.

1831. 2 vols. 8. This 4th was the last ed. by Passow. His

plan was in each successive edition to make the Lexicon com-

plete for the interpretation of some additional author or authors

until it should become a full Thesaurus of the Greek language.

The work has been committed to C. F. Rost, who is expected to

carry out the plan in his VoUsiandiges Worterbuch der Classi-

echen Gricitat; of which the 1st Fasciculus, or Part I. of vol. 1

appeared in 1840. Cf. BiU. Repot. Apr. 1842. p. 488.—iJost has

published a School Lexicon, said to be very good in the develop-

ment and arrangement of significations,

F. W. Riemer, Greek and German Lexicon. Jen. 1823.

2 vols. 8.

John Jones, The Tyro's Greek and English Lexicon. 2d ed.

Loud. 1823.

Comelii Schrevdii Lexicon Grasco-Latinum. 13th ed. Lond.

1781.—Translation of Schrevelius's Greek Lexicon mto English,

for the use of Schools. Lond. 1826. 8.—The Greek Lexicon of

Schrevelius, translated into English, with many additions, by

John Pichering and Daniel Oliver. Boston, 1826.

/. Groves, A Greek and English Dictionary, &c Lond.

1826. 8.

Jamei Donnegan, A new Greek and English Lexicon. 2d.

ed- Lond. 1831. Revised and enlarged by R. B. Patlon. Boston,

1832. 8.

W. Pape, Etymologisches WOrterbuch der Griech. Sprache,

&c Berl. 1835. 8.

E. Robinson, Lexicon of the New Testament. Boston, 1836. 8.

This is indispensable to the critical study of the New Testament.

G. Dunbar, Greek and English, and Epglish and Greek Lexi-

con. Lond. 1840. 8.

Pinzgers Greek Lexicon " pays considerable regard to syno-

nyms, and is highly commended."

G. Chr. Crusius, Vollstindiges Griechisch-Deutsches WOrter-

buch. Hann. 1841. 8.

There are Lexicons illustrating particular authors ; they will

be mentioned in speaking of the authors.—Respecting the va-

rious Lexicons and Glossaries composed by ancient authors ; see

the notice of Grammarians, §§ 129—147.

4. There are various subjects on which the student may de-

sire more full investigations than can be given in a Grammar or

Lexicon.

(o) Idioms and Synonyms.

GuI. Budsi Commentarii Ling. Graec. Par. 1548. (4th ed.)

Basil. 1556. fol.

Franc. Figerus, de prsecipuis Graec. die. idiotismis. Cum
animadversionibus Hoogeoeeni, Zeunii, etHermanni. (impr. ed.)

Lips. 1S22. 8. The work of Vigerus is compiled from that of

Budaeus.—New ed. by Hermann, 1834.

/. Seager, Viger's Greek Idioms abridged and translated into

English, with original notes. Lond. 1828. 8.

Lochhart's Idioms of the Greek Language, accurately arranged

and translated. 12.

Kelsoii's Greek Idioms. 8.

Mart. Rylandus, Synonymia Latino-Graeca. (opera Hceschelii.)

Gen. 1646. 12. The Latin terms and phrases are arranged al-

phabetically, and under them the corresponding Greek.

^. Pillon, Traite des Synonymes et Homonymes Grecs. Tra-

4uit du Grec d'Ammonius. Par. 1S2 1. 8. Cf. § 141.

(i) Ellipsis and Pleonasm.

Lamb S?s. EUinses Graecae, etc. Norimberg, 1763; Lpz.

180S; Glasg. 1813. 8. Lond. 1825.

/. Seager, The Gr. Ellipses of Bos, abridged and translated

into English. Lond. 1830. 8.

Furgault, Les idiotismes de la langue grecque avec les ellip-

ses, &c. Par. 1784. 8.

Bj. Weiske, Pleonasm! Graeci. Lpz. 1807. 8.

G Hermann, Dissert, de Ellip. et Pleon. in Graeca Lingua,

m the Museum Antiquitatis Studiorum, (voL i.) Berlin

1808. 8.

(c) Derivation and Composition, and Affinities.

L. C. Valknser, Observationes academ. quibus via munitnr ad

origines grsc investigandas. (Ed. Scheid.) Traject. ad Rben.

1790.

Jo. Dan. a Lennep, de Analogla linguae Graecas. (Ed. Scheid.)

Traject. ad Rhen. 17E0.

Scheid, Etymologicum of/. D. a Lennep, with the two woifa

just mentioned. Traj. ad Rhen. 1808. 3 vols. 8.

Jo. Christ. Struchtmeyer, Rudimenta Ling. Graec (Ed.

Scheid.) Zutphen. 1797.

T. Niigent, The Primitives of the Gr. tongue, with the most

considerable Derivatives and a collection of English words de-

rived from the Greek. Lond. 1801. S.

J. B. Gail, he Jardm des Racines Greeques. Par. 1813. 12.

J. IV. Gibbs, Table of Greek Correlatives; in SiUimanH

Amer. Journal of Science, &c. vol. xxxiv. p. 337.

On affinities of the Greek to other languages, see P. IV. §36.—

K. F. Becker, Organism der Sprache. Frankf. a M. 1841. 8. on

the general subject of the structure of languages.

L. G. Dissen, De Temporibus et Modis Verbi Graeci. Getting.

1 808. 4.

/. Horne Toohe, Diversions of Purley ; revised by R. Taylor.

Lond. 1829. 2 vols. 8.

Kusler, De verbis Grascoram Mediis. ed. C. IVollius, Lips.

1752. 8. cf. Class. Journ. xv. 304 ; xviii. 157.

(d) Particles.

Devarius, Grxcae Linguas particulis. (Ed. /. Gottf. Reut'

mann) I41Z. 1"S3. 8.

R. Klotz, Devarii Liber de Grasc. L. Particulis. Lpz. 1835. 8.

This vol. contains an exact reprint of Devarius. A second

volume was promised ; one part of which appeared in 1840. 8.

pp. 354.

J A. Hartung, Lehre von den Partikeln der Griech. Sprache.

Erlang. 1833. 2 vols. 8. Said by Tholuck to be the best work

on the subject.

Prof. Stuart, on the use of Iva, Bibl. Repos. and Quart Ob

serv. No. xvii. Jan. IS35.

Hem. Hoogeveen, Doctrina particularum ling, grasc. Delpbia,

1769. 2 vols. 4. There is an abridgment by ScliVtz. Lp«

1806; Glasg. 1813.

/. Seager, Hoogeveen on the Greek Particles, abridge-

and translated into English. Lond. 1830. 8.

(e) Preposition and Article.

C. F. Hachenberg, De significatione praepositioDum graec. i|

compositis. Ultraj. 1771. 8.

Moor 4- Tate, on the Prepositions. Cf. Class. Jena. i. 896
"

iii. 24, 470.

Middleton's Doctrine of the Greek Article applied to the criti-

cism of the Greek Testament Cf. Lond. Quart. Rev. ii. 187.

N. Yoik, 1813. 8.

Granville Sharpe, Remarks on the uses of the definite article

in the Greek of the New Testament. (Amer. ed.) Philad. 1807.

E. Wbrdiworth, Letters to G. Sharpe respecting his Remark*

on the Definitive Article, &c. Lond. 1802. 8.

Prof. Stuart, in Bibl. Repos. No. xiv. April, 1834.

(/) Dialects.

J. Zuinger, Graecorum Dialectornm Hypotyposis in ScapuUf

Lexicon. Lugd. 1663.—GregonuJ, see § 146.

Mattaire's Greek Dialects abridged and translated by Rev.

J. Seager. Lond. 1831. 8.

C. L. Struve, Quaestionum de dialecto Herodoti Specimen.

Konigsb. 1829. 4.

.mmilii Porti, Lexicon lonicum. Francof. 1603; I/)nd.

1823. 8 ~By same. Lexicon Doricum. Francof 1603.

G. £ MUhlmann, Leges Dialecti, qua Graecorum Poetae Buco

lici usi sunt. Lips. 1838. 8. pp. 159.

K. L. Ahrens, De Grasc. Ling. Dialectis. Gotting. 1839 com

menced. For other references, see § 4

(g) Accents.

P. Labbe, Regulae Accentuum et Spirituum Graecorum. P».

1725 12.
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K. Gl'tlling, Lehre vQn den griech. Accenten. Rudolst.

1830.8. English Translation. Lond. 1830. 8.

M. Stuart, Praclical Rules for Greek Accents and Quantity.

Anilover, 1826.— See § 5, and P. IV. § 51.

(A) Prosody, Metre, and Quantity.

T. Morel!, Lexic. Graeco-Prosodiacum. (Ed. Edv. Maltby.)

Cantab, 1815. 4. LonJ. 1S24.

/. B. Scale, Analysis of Greek Metres. Camb. 1804.

Eenj. Heath, Notae sire Lectiones ad Tragic. Grxc. &c.

Oron. 1762. ^

^. .ipd's Slelrik. Lpz. 1814.

Godof. Hermann, De metris poet, graec. et rem. Lips

1796.

G. Hermann, Elementa doctrinae metricae. Lips. 1SI6;

Gl.Tsg. 1817.

J. Seaser, Hermann's Elements of the Doctrine of Me-

tres, abridged and translated info English. Lond. 1830. 8.

Tate's Introduction to the principal Greek Tragic and Comic

Metres.

Dunbar's Prosodia Grsca, or Exposition of the Greek Me-

tres 8.

MaccauVs Metres of the Greek Tragedians explained. 8.

J. Btasse, Greek Gradus; or Greek, Latin, and English Pro-

Bodial Lexicon. Lond. 1S30. 8.

Ed. Mal'hy, D. D., A new and complete Gr. Gradus, &c.

Lond. 1830. 8.

Graffe's Prosodiacal Lexicon of the Greek Language, collected

from the Heroic Poets. 12.

C. Anthon, System of Greek Prosody and Metre. N. York,

1838.

5. In writing Greek, the beginner needs the help of some

Book of Exercises. The following may be named.

Hunti7igford's Greek Exercises.

—

Neibon's.— Falpy's, by

Cairns. N. York, li3\.—Dunbar's —Fish's.—John Kenrick,

An Introducliou to Greek Prose Composition, from the German

of K C. F. Rost & E. F. Wiistemann.—Anthwi's.—E. A. So-

fhodes, Gk. Exercises and Key.

6. In order to a thorough and successful pursuit of classical

literature, it is indispensable to attend considerably to the sub-

jects of Antiquities, Mythology, and Archasotogy in general. On

topics pertaining to the Archeology of Literature and Art, we

refer to the sections in Pail Fourth of this Manual ; on other

topics of Antiquities and Mythology, to the sections of Parts

Second and Third.

7. An important class of helps is composed of such as illus-

trate the subjects of Chronology, Geography, History, and Bio-

graphy.

(a) Classical Dictionaries. This phrase designates works

which include more or less fully all the subjects just named;

with an alphabetical arrangement.

/. Hofmann. Lexicon Universale, Historiam Sacram et Pro-

fanam, omnis iEvi omniumque Gentium conlinens. Ludg. Bat.

169S. 4 vols. fol.

Dictionnaire (de Sabbathier de Chalons) pour I'intelligence

des Auleurs Classiques grecs et latins, tant sacres que profanes,

contenant la Gengraphie, I'Histoire, la Fable et les Antiquites.

Par. 1766-90. 37 vols.

L'Abbe Sabader de. Castres, Siecles Payens. Par. 1784. 8 vols.

Furgault, Dictionnaire Geographique, Histonque, et Mytholo-

gique. Par. 1776.

Dictionnaire Historique. Lyon. 1804. 13 vols. 12.

Math. Christophe, Diet, pour servir a I'intelligence des Au-

(eurs Classiques, &c. Par. 1805. 2 vols. 8.

Bouillet, Dictionnaire Classique. Par. 1832. 2 vols. 8.

Lempriere's Classical Dictionary. (1st ed.) Oxf. 1683. Many

more recent editions. The best, by C. Anthon. N. York, 1833.

2 vols. 8. N. Yk. 1840. 1 vol. 8.

(b) Geography. The Epitome of Classical Geography

given in Part First of this Manual, being studied with Butler's

Atlas, will be found sufficient for all elementary purposes.

CAjiit.CeZ/ariVNotiliaOrbisAntiqua. Lips. 1701—06. 2 vols. 4.

Also 1771, 1773.

P. Bertius, Theatrum Geographise Veteris. Amst. 1619

2 vols. fol.

D. Marbean, Diet of Anc. Cxft-graphy. Lond. 1773. 8.

Encyclopedie Methodique, vols 69—71, as cited P. II. § 12.

2. (c).

R. Mannert, Geographic der Griethen und ROmer. Nttmb.

1787 sqq. 10 vols. 8.

F. Aug. Uchert, Geographie der Gneou. und ROm. von den frQ.

hesten Zeiten bis auf Plolemseus. Weimar, 18l6. With maps.

"The best classical geographer."

Cramer, Geographical and Historical bcscription of AnC.

Greece. Lond. 1S28. 3 vols. 8.

K)-use, Hellas. Lpz. 1825. 3 vols. 8. "Good."

/. Rennell, The Geographical System of Herodotus explained,

&c. (2d ed.) Lond. 1836. 2 vols. 8.

/. B. B. d'Anville, Ancient Geography, from ijc French.

Lond. 1791. 2 vols. 8.

S. F. W. Hoffman, Griechenland und die Griechen im Alter-

thum, &c. Leipz. 1841. 2 vols. Very full in the notice of

places.

A. Forbiger, Handbuch der alien Geographie, ausden Quellen.

Leipz. 1842. 8.

/. Conder, Dictionary of Geography, Ancient and Modern.

Lond. 1834. 12.

G. Long and R. Dunglison, Introduction to Grecian and Ro-

man Geography. Charlottsv. 1829. 8.

72. Mayn, Epitome of Ancient Geography, Sacred and Profana.

Phil. 1818. 8.

Laurent, Introduction to Ancient Geography. Oxf. 1S30. 8.

S. Butler, Geographia Classica, with an Atlas. Phil. 1831. 8.

The Atlas may be purchased separately.

Some Atlas the student should have constantly at hand.

D'Anville's Atlas Orbis Antiqui. 12 sheets fol.

Wilkinson's Alias Classica.

Oxford Atlas of Ancient Geography, containing nearly ICO

Maps, Plans, &c. 4.

F. Delamarche, Atlas de la Geographie Ancienne, du Moyen

Age, et Moderne. Par. 1828. 4.

The Eton Comparative Atlas of Ancient and Modern Geogra-

phy, upon a new plan, giving two distinct Maps, one ancient and

the other modern, of the same country. 50 plates. 4.

Beanos Classical Atlas, remodeled from the ancient Maps of

Cellarius.

The accounts of modem travelers are useful.

E. D. Clarke, Travels in Egypt, Syria, Greece, &c. Lond.

1816-24. 11 vols. 8. with plates and engravings.

R. Chandler, Travels in Asia Minor and Greece ; Account ol

a Tour at the expense of the Soc. of Dilettanti. Lond. 1817.

2 vols. 4.

De Choiseul-Gouffier, Voyage Pittoresque de la Grece. Par.

1782. with valuable plates.

Pouqueville, as cited P. I. § 87

E. Dodwell, Classical and Topographical Tour through Greece.

Lond. 1SI9. 2 vols. 4.

W. Oell, Itinerary of the Morea. LiWd. 1827. 12.

W. Gell, Geography and Antiquities of Ithaca. Lond. 1807. 4.

Leake, Travels in the Morea. Lond. 1830.

J. J. Lockhart, Attica and Athens, with a Map.

/. C. Hobhouse, Journey in Albania and other Provnces of

Turkey, in 1809 and 1810. Lond. 1813. 4. with fine plates.

SeealsoP. I. §116.

On the history of Geography, see P. IV. 27.

(c) Chronology. An Introduction to Classical Chronology

is given in this Manual, P. I.

/. C. Gatlerer, Abriss der Chronologic. GOtf. 1777.

D. H. Hegewisch, Einleitung in die historische Chronologie.

Hamb. 1811. Translated into English by /. AfarjA. Burlingt

1837. 12.

W. Hales, Analysis of Chronology and Geography, History ana

Prophecy. Lond. 1S30. 4 vols. 8.

T. Playfair, System of Chronology. Edinb. 1784. fol.

/. Blair, Chronology, &c. from the Creation to the yaar 1802.

Lond. 1803. fol. 57 tables: with 14 ina[,s.

2P
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M. Lavoime, Atlas Genealogical, &c. Amer. ed. Philad.

1S21. foU

/. Picot, Tablettes Chronologiques de I'Histoire Universelle.

Geneva, IbOS. 3 vols. 8.

Bunt de I.ongchamps, Les pastes Universels, ou Tableaux

Hisloriques, Chronologiques, &c Par. IS21.

Ludw. Idder, Handbuch der mathematischen und technischen

Chronologie. Aus den Quellen bearbeiteL Berl. 1826. 2 vols. S.

Highly commended.

H. F. Clinton, Fasti Hellenic! ; The Civil and Literary Chro-

nology of Greece and Rome ; from the earliest accounts to the

death of Augustus. Ox£, 1826-34. 3 vols. 4. Trans. LaL by C.

G. KrUger. Lips. 1830.

^rt de Verifier la Dalei des fails Historiques, Stc. depuis la

Naissance de Jesus Christ (par Cltment), avec des Corrections,

&C. per Saint Allais. Par. lSlS-21. 39 vols. 8.

J. Hayden, Dictionary of Dates and Universal Reference, re-

lating to all Ages and Nations. Lond. 1841. 8.

/. Priestley, System of Biography. PhiL 1803. 8. with a chart.

Not without value.

Goodrich's Blair's Outlines of Chronology is a useful compend.

(d) History and Biography.

Chaudon et Delatidine, Dictionnaire Historique. 20 vols.

Biographic Univeraelle, Ancienne et Mnderne. Par. 181 1-2S.

52 vols. 8. also bound in 26 vols, continued by a Supplement.

Biographica Classica, or the Lives and Characters of all the

Classic Authors. Lond. 1740. 1759. 8.

Edw, Manwaring, Historical and Critical Account of the most

eminent classic authors in Poetry and History. Lond. 1837. 8.

Mam's Classical Biography.

TV. Mitfard, History of Greece. Boston, 1823. 8 vols. 8.

Edit, by W. King. Lond. 1838.

/. Gillies, History of Ancient Greece. Lond. 17S6. 2 vols. 4.

often publ. since. Phil. I»-14. 4 vols. 8.

/. Gtllies, History of the World, from the reign of Alexander

to that of Augustus. Lond. 1807. 4. Phil. 1819. 2 vols. 8.

Droysen, Geschichte Alexanders.

C. 0. MUller, History and Antiquities of the Doric Race, as

citedP. HI. § 118.

C. Thirlwall, History of Greece, in Lardner's Cabinet Cyclo-

paedia.

F. C. Schlosser, Weltgeschichte. Lpz. 1817-24. 5 vols. 8.

P. A. de Golberg, Histoire Universelle de I'Antiquite. Par.

182S. 3 vols. 8. Translated from the German of i". C. Schlosser.

Of. tVestminster Rev. Jan. 1834.

See references given in P. I. §§ 211-215. P. IIL §§ 8, 9. P. IV.

§ 33. P. V. § 240.

8. Benefit as well as pleasure may be derived from works

giving philosophical reflections, or elegant and popular views, or

leclures, on subjects embraced in classical study. We put here

the following. /

F. Heeren, Reflections on the Politics of Ancient Greece. By
G. Bancroft. 1824. S.

F. Schlegel, Lectures on the History of Literature. Phil. 1818.

2 vols. 8.

A. TV. Schlegel, Lectures on Dramatic Literature. By J. Black.

Lond. 1815. 2 vols. 8.

CampbelVs Letters on the Greek Historians.

M. de Pauvo, Recberches Philosoph. sur les Grecs. Berl. 1787.

2 vols. 8. Engl Transl. Lond. 1793. 2 vols. 8.

A.Dalzel, Lectures on the Ancient Greeks, and on the Revival

of Greek Learning in Europe. Edinb. 1821. 2 vols. 8.

N. F. Moore, Lectures on Greek Literature. New York,

1835. 8.

9. Among the very important aids in this study, are those

rvhich may be called Histories of Greek Literature, or Introduc-

tions to the History of Greek Literature, giving comprehensive

notices of the Greek authors, their different works, and the vari-

ous eaitions, translations, commentaries, &c. The design of the

metch of Greek Literature given in the present work, is to furnish

the scholar witli a help of this kind. But be will wish to be

reierred to others.

J. A. Fabricii, Biblioiheca Grsca. Hamb. 1790-1S09. (Ed. )>

Thcoph. Christ. Harles.) 12 vols. 4to. The most complete

although very deficient in method.

Thtoph. Ch. Harles, Introduction in historiam Linguae Grsecs

Altenb. 1792-95. with Supplem. Jen. 1804-6. 5 vols. 8.

By the saine, Notitia brevior literaturas grsc. Lips. 1812. 8

—Hoffmann, Additamenta [to the Notitia]. Lips. 1829. 8.

Jo. Ernest. Imman. TValch, Introductio in lioguam Graecam.

Jen. 1772.

M. D. Fuhrrtuinn, Handbudi der cla^ischen Literatur.

Rudolst. 1804-10. 4 vols. 8.

By the same, Kleineres Handbuch zur Kenntniss Griech. und

Rom. Class. Schriftsteller. Rudolst. 1823. 8.

T. A. Rieiiiichtr, Handbuch der Geschichte der Griech. Lit.

Berl. 1802.

God. Em. Groddek, Historise Graecorum literaria Elementa.

Viln. 1811. 2d ed. 1823.2 vols. 8.

G. C. F. Mohnike, Geschichte der Literatur der Griecfaen und

ROmer. Greilsw. 1813. 8. Considered an excellent abridg-

ment.

L. Schaaff, Encyklopidie, cited P. IV. § 32. 3.

F. Passow, Grundzage der Griech. und Rom. Lileraturge-

schichte. Berl. 1816. 4. 2d ed. 1829.

L. TVachler, Handbuch der Gesch. der alten Literatur. Frankf.

1822. 8.

Fr. Ficker, Liferaturgesch. d. Gr. und Rom. Wien, 1835. 8.

G. Bemhardy, Grundriss der Griech. Literatur, mit einem

vtrgleichenden Ueberblick der Romischen. Halle, 1836. 8.

pp. 530. This does not contain distinct notices of individual

authors; but is valuable as presenting the characteristics of dif-

ferent periods and departments of literature, with the general

causes and particular development
;

giving select references to

passages in the classic authors; also to modern writers.

/. C. 0. Schincke, Handbu:h der Geschichte der Griech. Lite-

ratur fQr Schulunlerricht. 1837.

F. A. TVdf, Vorlesungen, vol. 2d, as cited under 11, below.

F. Schblt, Histoire de la Litterature Grecque, &c. (2d ed.)

Paris, 1823. 8 vols. 8. Prof. Anthon has made much use of it

in his last edition of Lempriere's Classical Dictionary (1840),

which the student may consult on the Greek and Latin authors

with great advantage.—There is a German translation : F. J.

Schwarze and Mar. Pinder, Geschichte der Griech. Literatur von

F. Scholl,—mit Berichtigungen und Zusitzen, &c. Berl. 1828-31.

3 vols. 8. This is much more valuable than the original, being

made under the supervision of Scholl, at Berlin, and containing

additions by himself and the translators. It is the most satitfae-

tory work of the kind.

10. Works purely bibliographical, treating of translations and

editions, are also useful.

J. F. Degen, Literatur der deutsch. Uebersetzungen der

Griechen. Altenb. 1797. 2 vols. 8. Supplem. Eriang. 1801.

F, A. Ebert, Allgemeines bibliographisches X/exicon. Lpz.

1821.

BrUggcmann, View of the English editions, translations, and

illustrations of the ancient Greek and Latin au'hors, with

remarks. Stett. 1797. 8. Supplem. 1801. S.

Renouard, Catalogue de la Bibliolheque d'un Amateur. Par.

1819. 4 vols. 8.

C. F. Debure, Bibliographie Instructive, ou Traite de la con-

noissance des livres, &c. Par. 1763-82. 10 vols. 8.

Brunet. Manuel du Libraire et de I'Amateur de Livres. Par.

1820. 4 vols. 8.

G. N. Brehm, Bibliograph. Handbuch der Griech. und Rom.

Literatur. Leipz 18C0. 2 vols. 8.

The Bibliographical Dictionary. Lond. 1802-4. 6 vols. 12.

with Supplement. 1808. 2 vols. 12.

G. Peignot, Manuel du Bibliophile, ou traite du cboix des

livres. Dijon, 1823. 2 vols. 8.

J. TV. Moss, Manual of Classical Bibliography. Lond. 1S37.

2 vols. 8.

T F. Dihdin, Introduction to the knowledge of rare and valua-

ble editions of the Greek and Latin Classics. i41h ed.) Lood.

1^7. 2 vols. 8
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T. W. Bogmaim, BihJiographisches Lexicon der Lit der

liriech. ui.d Rom. Lpz. ISM. S.

By the same, Handbuch zur Bacherkunde far Lehre und Stu-

diuni der beiden alteo Classischen und Deutschen Sprache Lpz.

1S38. Cf Christian Rev. sol. for 1840, p. 144.

F L. A. Sdiweiger, Handbuch der Classiscben Biblioeraphie.

Lpz. IS3.'. 3 vols. 8. very valuable.

yan Pratt. Catalogue des livres iinprimes sur Velin. Far.

1824. 3 vols. 8.

Paitoni, Bihiiotecadegli Autori Antichi Gr. c Lat volgariz-

rati. Ven. ITt6. 4. an account of Italian versions.

/Vdmci, Scrittori Greci e delle Italiane Version!. Pad. 1828. 8.

II. There are works, not limited to any one of the subjects

above specified, but useful to the student, as relating often to

leveral of ibein and to philology generally ; some of which we

mention here.

G. I. U'oisixu, De Fbilologia. Am^it. 1630. 4.

T. Creti, Opuscula de Ratione Studii, cur. E. Schcid. Lugd.

Bat. 1792. 8.

F. AM, Grundriss der Philologie. Landsh. 180S. &

F.A. IVotf, Encyclopldie der Philologie. I*ipz. 1831. 8.

G. Benihardy, Grundlinieu zur Encyklopadie der Philologie.

Hal. 1S32. 8. very valuable.

S. F. IV. Hoffmann, AlterthumsK-issenschaft. Handbuch fJr

Schaler. Lpz. 1S35. 8. wiih 16 Plates.

B. Scfiuch, Encyclopidie (of the study of Antiquity).

F. A. IVolf, Vorlejungen Qber die AlterthumswissenschAft.

Ed. J. D. GUrtUr S,- S F. IV. Hoffmann. Lpz. 1839. 6 vols. 8.

the Ist vnl. Encyclopidie; 2J vol. Hist, of Greek Literature;

3d, Hist, of Roman; 4th, Gr. Antiquities; 5th, Rnm. Antiquities.

J. C. Jahn, Jahrhacher fir Philologie und Pidagogik. Lpz.

1826 S3. This philological and classical journal has a very hijh

reputation ; it was commenced in 1»26, aud is still conlinued, ia

numbers, forming three volumes a year.

§ 8*. We shall now proceed to the history of Greek literature. The method

pursued will be, to treat of the principal authors, classing them under the de-

partments in which they were chiefly eminent, and ranging them in chronolo-

gical order. Before noticing the authors, in any department individually, a

general view of the character and progress of that department will be given.

In order to secure greater distinctness of conception, the whole extent of time

included will first be divided into a few periods, which will be regarded in the

general view of each department.

It will be most convenient to adopt the division civen in SchoU's History of Greek Literature,

which \vori« is the principal source from which the translator has drawn in the additions made
to Eschenburg in this part of the Manual.

§ 9. The history of Greek hterature embraces more than twenty-seven hundred

years. In this long .space of time many changes must have occurred in the circum-

stances of the people which affected the character of their literature. The more ob-

vious and remarkable of these changes may be selected to aid us in dividing the history

into several periods. Some divisioii of this kind is necessary to avoid contusion. Six

periods may thus be readily distinguished.

The Jirgt is the period preceding and terminating with the capture of Troy, B. C.

1184. The proper history of Greece does not extend further back than to this event,

so much is every thing previous darkened by the fictions of mythology.

The seco?id period extends from the capture of Troy to the establishment of the

Athenian Constitution by Solon, B. C. about 600. In this, Greek literature may be

said to have had Us rise, commencing in poetry ; although there are a few names of

poets assigned to the previous ages. Prose composition does not belong to the period.

The third period is from the time of Solon to that of Alexander, B. C. 336. During

this period Grecian literature reached its highest perfection. But the hberty of Greece

expired at the battle of Chaeronea, and from that time her literature dechned.

The fourth period, beginning wuh the subjection of Greece to the Macedonians, ends

with her subjection to the Romans, by the capture of Corinth, B. C. 146. In this

period genius and fancy ceased to be the peculiarity of the hterature, and gave place

to erudition and science.

The ffth period reaches from the fall of Corinth to the estabhshment of Constan-

tinople as the seat of the Roman government, A. D. 325. During this period, Greece

was but a comparatively unimportant province of a vast empire. Her literature also

was thrown wholly into the shade by the luster of the Roman, which enjoyed now its

greatest brilliancy.

The sixth period terminates with the capture of Constantinople by the Turks, A. D.

1453. The Greek language was still in quite extensive and honorable use, but neither

the people nor their Hterature ever rose from their depression. After a succession of

adv'erse events. Greek letters were at length driven from their last refuge in the east to

a few seats of learning in Italy.

These periods may be designated by characteristic names: the Fabulous, the Poetic,

the Athetiian, the Alexa?idrian, the Roman, and the Byzantine.

§ 10. In noticing the most important authors and prominent circumstances in the

literary history presented in this vast field, the following order will be adopted. The
Poets will take the first place ; next we put the Orators; then successively, the Sophists

and Rhetoricians, the Grammarians, the Writers of Epistles and Romances, the Philo-

sophers, the Mathematicians and Geographers, the writers styled Mythographers, the

Historians, and finally the Authors oh Medicine and Natural History. A glance at

the writings of the early Christians in the Greek language will be subjoined.
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I.

—

Poetry and Potts.

7t 11 u. Among the Greeks poetry appeared much earher than prose; indeed, the
literature of all ancient nations commenced with poetical composition. Moral and reli-

gious maxims, principles of social and political action, physical phenomena, wonderful
events, and the praise of eminent men, formed the chief subjects of the earlier Greek
poetry. Probably addresses to the Deity, practical rules of conduct, proverbial senti-

ments and oracles, were first clothed in verse. This was not originally committed to

writing, but sung by the poets themselves, who often wandered as minstrels from place
to place, and by living rehearsals extended the knowledge and influence of their own
verse and that of others. It was not until eminent poets had sung, that the rules of
poetry, in its several branches, could be formed; as they are necessarily drawn from
observation and experience.

"S 12. The Greeks received much of their civilization from Egypt and Phoenicia (of.

P. IV. § 33, 40) ; something perhaps was derived from India ; but it was in Thrace
that the Greek muses first appeared. Here, in Thrace, the tradhions of the most
remote antiquity center and lose themselves, ascribing to this country the origin of reli-

gion, of the mysteries, and of sacred poetry. The mountains of Thessaly and the vici-

nity. Olympus, Helicon, Parnassus and Pindus, became the sanctuaries of this poetry.

HeiH the lyre and harp were invented. In Thessaly and Bceotia, provinces in later

times desthute of men of genius and letters, there was scarcely a fountain, river, or

forest, not invested with some interesting association. In a word, the poetry with
which the civilization and literature of Greece commenced, came from the northern
portions of the land. Tradition has preserved the names of several poets, who lived,

or originated, in those regions as early as about 1250 or 1300 years before Christ.

Among these were Linus, Eumolpus, Melampus, and Thamyris.
North Amer. Rev. vol. sxi.—Bedi'i Allg. Welt- una Volker- Geschichte, i. 3\9.—Heyne, de Musarnm religione ejusqae orig. et

caus. (in the Comment. Soc Gilt, viii.)

—

Bemhardy, p. 169, as cited § 7. 9.

^ 13. The first Poets of Greece were at the same time musicians. Music and poetry
were at first always united, or it may perhaps be more correctly said, that music, song,

and dance together constituted poetry, among the Greeks. It is not easy to form an
idea of their various melodies, but they must have been of a simple kind, and each sort

of music seems to have had a particular sort of poetry attached to it. Music purely

instrumental the early Greeks appear to have valued very Ihtle. The constituent

branches of poetry, just mentioned, were important parts of education. The dance
was soon separated, and became a distinct object of attention, which at length resulted

in the practice of the various exercises comprehended under the broad name of the

Gymnastic art. At length song also began to be distinguished from music, and poetry
assumed shapes and forms less adapted for instrumental accompaniment.
On the origin and progress of Greek poetry, see Schcll, vol. i. ch. ii.—Su/rer'j Allg. Theorie der schonen Kanste. art. Dichtktmlt

and the references.—Dr. Brawn, Dissertation on the rise, union, and power, the progressions, separations and corruptions of Poetry

and Music. Loud. 1763. i.—C. E. L. Hxrschfeld, Plan der Gesch. der Poesie, Bcreis., JIus., Mai., he, unter d. Griech. Kiel,

1770. 8.—DfMier'j Histor. Kunst. d. Griechen—f. SchlegeTs Hist, of Lit. Lect. \.—Hecren's Reflections, &c., ch. xv.—G. /. f^os-

liiis, de Vet. Poet. Grsec et Lat. temporibus. Amst. 1654. 4.

—

Fr. Jacobs (hrief history of Gk. Poetrv), in the Charakt. d. vor-

nehmst. Dichter. vol. i. as cited § 47.

—

Hartmann, Versuch einer allg. Geschichte d. Dichtkunsf. Lpz. 1797.

—

Fr. Schlegel, Gesch.

d. Poesie d. Griech. und ROmer. Berl. ilSS.—Bode, as cited § 47. I.

$ 14. Poetry and music were, from the earliest periods, favorite pursuits or amuse-
ments of the Greeks ; and their poetry assumed, in the course of its history, almost
every possible form.

The first poetry was adapted to some instrumental accompaniment, and might be
therefore properly enough included under the term lyrical, used in a general sense. But
as it consisted chiefly of hymns to the gods, or songs referring more or less to religious

subjects, it may more properly be considered as a distinct variety under the name
of sacred.

Three of the most important forms of Grecian poetry were the lyric, the epic, and
the dramatic, in each of which there were authors of the highest celebrity.

Other kinds, which are well worthy of notice, were the elegiac, the bucolic, and the

didactic. The epigram and the scolion were distinct and peculiar forms. There were
other varieties or names, which may be explained in connection with those already

mentioned or separately; as the gnomic, cyclic, erotic, and sillic.

On the division of poetry into different kinds, cf. /. /. Eschenbrtrg, Entwurf einer Theorie und Literatur der schOnen Rede-

kQnste, (4Ih ed.) Berl. 1817. 8. (Poetik S Tl.— fV. SchUgel, DramaL Lit. vol. i. p. 3S. Lond. ]S15.—Blair's Lectures.

(i 15. (a) Sacred Poetry. Under this may be included all that was produced ante-

cedently to Homer, or what is often called ante-Homeric poetry. It is sometimes de-

signated by the name of Orphic poetry, from the circumstance that Orpheus was one
of the most eminent poets of the period and class here referred to. It has also been
called the poetry of the Thracian school, as having its origin and seat chiefly in the

regv>n of Thrace and the vicinity.
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The general nature and subject of this poetry, consisting, as has been mentioned, of
hymns and religious songs ({'//''"', sometimes also called vftoi), are such as suggest the

name of sacred here applied to it. The poets probably united in their persons ihe triple

character of bard (aocJoj), priest (ifpeOj), and prophet O^diris). The principal names which
escaped oblivion were Linus, Olen, Melampus, Eumolpus, Thamyris, I'iresias, Or-
pheus, and Musaeus. There are pieces extant ascribed to some of these, particularly

to Orpheus and Musceus ; but nothing probably that is genuine, except a few imperfect
fragments.
Although, when we speak of the sacred poetry of the Greeks, we usually mean only

the pieces ascribed to ante- Homeric writers, yet it should be remarked that the hymn
{Vfivoi) in praise of the gods was not pecuhar to that age. Hymns were composed by
subsequent poets, hut did not hold a specially prominent place, and are commonly
included in the class of lyric productions. Several hymns are ascribed to Homer.
Callimachus, after the time of Alexander, wrote a number.
On Ihe Tliracian school, Sc, cf. North Amtr. Rev. vol. xxi. p. 393.—On Ihe Hymns of the Greeks, Fr d. Snudcrf, de Hymnii

veterum Grxcorum. Hafn. 17S6. 8.

—

Souchay, Disserlafions sur les Hymnes des anciens, in ^he Mem. deV.icad. dta Irucr. xii. I.

xvi. Qi.—Sxdzers Allg. Theor. Arl. Hyinne. Cf. LowtVs Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of Ihe Hebrews. Led. ixix.—Sc/ifU

(tol. i. 262. iii. 336) has a division of hymns into four classes : *lyslic, Homeric, Lyric, and Philosophic

§ 16. Among the productions comprehended in the sacred poetry, it is proper to

notice the oracles (p»jc-//oI) which were ascribed to the Sibyls. The name 2(7? -AXa is

commonly derived from Si'o; (for AiX) and BouXi?, and was synonymous with prophetess'.

AVhat the ancients have said of the Sibyls is obscure and perplexing. As many as ten

are enumerated on the authority of Varro. A very high antiquity was assigned to

some of them. A few fragments of the oracles ascribed to these are preserved. The
eight books now extant, called the Sibylline oracles, are spurious, evidently fabricated

since the Christian era.

Dionysins Halicarnasseus (iv. 62) is the chief authority for the story of the Sibyl, who is said
to have offered nine bonks of oracles for snle to Tarqiiin II. He states, that the three books,
which Tarqiiin finally purchased (after she had destroyed six, and for the sum first demanded for

the whole), were carefully kept in a stone chest in the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, and were
destroyed when the capitol was burnt; and that subsequently to this, those extant in his time
were collected. lie speaks of them as acrostics, dKoocrixeT-;. 'I'hey are said to have been partly

in verses and partly in symbolical hieroglyphics (Servius on .ffi.i. iii. 444. and vi. 74), written on
palm-leaves. They appear evidently to have been of Grecian origin and in the Greek language.
The phrase libri futahs was applied to them in common with other supposed prophecies pre-
served with them in the capitol. (Lactant. Div. Inst. i. 6. 12.)—The work now extant is, in the
language of Paley, " nothing else than the Gospel history woven into verse ;" and " perhaps was
at first rather a fiction than a forgery ; an exerci.se of ingenuity, more than an attempt to de-
ceive.'-' The early fathers frequently cited the Sibylline oracles in favor of Christianity. They
are also cited by Josephiis. Bishop Horsley has ably conletideit^, that the original Sibylline ora-
cles included records of actual predictions somehow communicated to families and nations not
belonging to the Jewish race.—A manuscript, which contained 334 verses, called a 14ih book of
the Sibylline oracles, was discovered by the Mbe Mai in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, and
published by him in 1817.

1 In our Plate XXVIII. is a figure from a statue (given by Montfaucon, Antiq. ExpL vol. 2. of Supp. p. 16), commonly said to

represent a Sibyl ; one hand is raised toward heaven, and she has a striking air of enthusiasm. 2 Cf. S. Horsley, Dissertation on

the Prophecies of the Messiah dispersed anjong the Heatlien ; in the vol. of Sermons on the Resurrectir/n. Loud. 1815. S. On
the Sibyl, oracles, see SchCll, Hist. Litt. Grecq. vol. i. p. 51.—ilayo. Mythology, vol. i. p. 235.

—

fabricius, Bibliothec. Grsec.

vol. i. p. 248. in ed. of Harles.—Onvfhrius de Sibyllis, in Ihe work entitled Sibyll. Orac. a 7. Opsopseo, cum latina iuterpre-

tatione S. Caslalimh, Par. 1607. 8.—/. Fossius, De Sibyllinis aliisque quae Christi natum praecess. Oraculis. Oxf. 16;0.—iui
Prateus, in bis Jiweiial ; not. Sat. 3.—D. Blondell, Des Sibylles celebrees tant par I'anliq. payenne que les SS. peres. Charent,

1652. 4. Engl. Transl. by /. Daviei. Lond. 1660. foX.—Freret, Recueil des predictions de Sibylle, &c., in the Mem. Acad. Inttr.

xxiii. \%1.— Clavier, Memoire sur Us oracles des Anciens. Par. 1818. 8. pp. 176. The most complete edition of the Orachs is

that of S. Gallseus,Gr. & Lat. Amst. 16S9. i.—J. Floyer, The Sibylline oracles, translated from the best Greek copies, &c.

Lond. 1713. 8.—Cf. Jortin, Remarks on Eccles. History, vol. i. p. 1&3 of ed. Lond. 1751.

$ 16 &. The productions belonging to what is here called sacred poetry, constituted the whol«>
literature of the Greeks antecedently to the Trojan war. There are indeed some other works
now extant, which are ascribed to personages said to have lived before that time ; such e. g. as
4he Egyptian Hermes Trismegistus, and Horus Apollo, or Horapollon, and the Persian Zoroaster.
But the time when they lived is matter of dispute ; especially the time of Zoroaster, some plac-
ing him less than 600 years before Christ. And, however early they may have lived, the writ-
ings in Greek, under their names, are either fabrications, or translations made at a much later
period.

Schtll, i. 59, 297. v. 110. vi. 321.—Cf. Harles, Brevior Notitia Literat. Graec. p. 12, as cited § ^.9.—Jinqlutil du Perrcm ant

Fouuier, On Zoroaster, in Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. vol. xxvii. xxx. xxxi. xxxiv. xxxvii. xxxix. il.

—

C. P. Meiners, De Zoroas-

tris vita in the Nov. Comment. Soc. Scient. Getting, vol. viii. ix.

—

J. C. de Pauw, Horapollinis Hieroglyphica Gr. et Lat. Traj.

ad Rhen. 1727. 4. Anquetil du Perron, Zeudavesta (de Zoroaster), trad, en Frauc. &c. Par. 1771. 2 vols. 4.—Cf. below § 183. 3

^ 17. (h) Epic Poetry. As the poet gradually lost the sacred and mystic character

with which he had been invested, poetry assumed more of the epic form. It aimed
more to interest and amuse the multitude, who gathered around the wandering minstrel,

especially at festivals and shows, to hear his song and tale. The minstrels bore the

name of Rhapsodists (PaiiWoO. Their songs partook more of the nature of narratives

than those of the religious bards. They freely indulged in fiction ; a new term was
soon introduced, expressive of this ; thev were said to mak°. their pieces {ttoicTv, TrotjjnV)

;

57 2p2
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while the former were only said to sing {tikiv, doiSo;). They were not restricted in the
choice of subjects. They clothed in new and exaggerated forms the oldest recoilectiona

and traditions; they rehearsed the genealogy of the gods, the origin of the world, the
wars of the Titans and the Giants, the exploits of the demigods and heroes.

The poets were numerous after the time of the Trojan war. They brought to its

perfection hexameter verse, which had been employed by preceding bards; and from
this time it was restricted chiefly to epic poetry.

§ IS. All the poets of this class were wholly eclipsed by Homer, who is justly styled

the father of epic poetry, and who remains to this day acknowledged prince of epic

poets. It is a remarkable fact, that the Homeric poems were the principal foundation

of the whole literature of the Greeks. Yet it has been supposed by many, that they
were not committed to writing (cf. § 50. 4) until the time of Solon and Pisistratus, at

the close of the second or beginning of the third period before mentioned (§ 9). They
were then collected into a body, and constituted the first production that circulated

among the Greeks in a written form. It was a splendid model, and received whh high
and lasnng admiration by every class of the people. The influence of these poems in

Greece is beyond calculation. "From Homer," says Pope, "the poets drew their

inspiration, the critics their rules, and the philosophers a defence of their opinions;

every author was fond to use his name, and every profession writ books upon him till

they swelled to libraries. The warriors formed themselves upon his heroes, and the

oracles delivered his verses for answers." The history of Grecian epics ends as it

begins, essentially, with Homer. The only poet near his time who has enjoyed much
celebrity is Hesiod, who wrote in hexameter, and is usually ranked among the epic

poets, although his principal work belongs rather to the didactic class. There is a
story of a poetical contest between Hesiod and Homer, in which the former bore away
the prize; but it is a fabrication, and the tradition on which the story was founded,
probably grew out of a conjectural comment on the passage of Hesiod, where he
alludes to a prize gained by him at Chalcis, but says nothing of Homer. Cf. P. IV. "S* 65.

^ 19. During the whole of the third period into which we have divided the history

of Greek literature, from Solon to Alexander, we do not find a single epic poem. Th6
Perseid of Chosrilus of Samos is lost, and if extant would not secure its author a rank
above his contemporaries in the class of later Cyclic poets. The Thebaid of Anti-
machus of Colophon, which is also lost, was much commended by some of the ancient

criiics ; but it seems to have been of a mythological cast rather than properly epic. In
other departments poetry flourished in the highest degree; but in this Homer had
closed the path to glory.

Cf. Sch--U, ii. 122—127.—jj. F. NUtte, ChcErili Saniii qua; supersunf. Lips. 1817. 3.—C. A. G. SchelUnburg, Antimachi Colo-

phonii fragnienla, nunc priraum conquisita. Hal. 1786. 8.

<5> 20. In the next period, the Alexandrian age, we meet with but one name of any
celebrity, Apollonius Rhodius, author of the Argonautics, who flourished about 200
years B. C. Three other epic poets are mentioned, belonging to the same age ; Eupho-
rion of Chalcis ; Rhianus of Bene in Crete, originally a slave ; and Musaeus of Ephe-
sus, who hved at Pergamos. Each is said to have written several poems ; which are
wholly lost {SchoJl, Hist. bk. iv. ch. 30).

In the fifth period, from the supremacy of the Romans, B. C. 146, to the time of .

Constantine, A. D. 325, there were several didactic poems in hexameter, but not an
epic appeared that has secured remembrance.

In the last period, after the seat of empire was removed to Constantinople, there
was a crowd of inferior poets, or verse makers, hanging about the court. Many per-

formances were composed in hexameter. The principal, that can be called epic, are
the Dionysiacs of Nonnus, and the Paralipomena of Quintus Calaber, which, although
some critics have highly praised them, will be read but very seldom. The Destruction
of Troy by Tryphiodorus may also deserve to be named.
On epic poetry in general ; Eschentnir^'s Entwurf, p. 196.—P. le Sossu, Traite du Poeme Epique, 5th ed. Haye, 1744. 2 vols. 12.

Enjlish Trinsl. Lond. 1719. S.—R. Blachm.'ve, On Epick Poetry, in his Essays, &c. Lend. 1716. 8 —ff. Pemherton, Observa-

tions on Epic Poetry. Lond. 1738. %.—Karnes, Elements of Criticism, ch. xxn.—Blair, Lectures on Rhetoric, lect. xWl—Vatry,
and Dt la Barre, in the Mem. dt VAcad. des Inter, ix. 228, 239.

On the epic poetry of the Greeks; SckCll, i. 97, ii. 122—fr. Schlegel, Geschichle der Poesie der Griechen und Rotner. Bert.

179S. S.—Herder, Von dem Urspriing des Epos ; in his Adrastea.—Spi'Oier, De versu GriEco heroico. Lips. 1S16. 8.—See alao

Sulzei's Allg. Theorie; under BeUmgedicht.—EncycL Amer. under Epic.

% 21. (c) The Cyclic •poets and the HomeridcE. Although there was no great epic
poet after Homer, there were many who imitated his manner and sung of the same or
similar subjects. Some of these, perhaps most of them, were Rhapsodists, who publicly
rehearsed portions of Homer and other poets, as well as their own verses. This led to

the composition of the pieces called sometimes hymns {v^voi), being addressed to some
deity; and also proems {Upooijxia), because they were a sort of introduction to the rehear-
sal which followed. The Rhapsodists', who chiefly rehearsed or imitated Homer, have
been called the Homeridce. {Srholl, Hist. bk. ii. ch. iv.) But to all these poets, as a
class, the term Cyclic was applied by the ancient grammarians. The name is derived
froirj KVK\ui, a circle, and was given because their poetry was confined to a certain
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round or cycle of subjects and incidents. Their performances were of the epic cha-
racter, but are ahriost totally lost. The cycle of subjects treated by them included the
whole extent of Grecian story, real and fabulous, from the origin of the world down to
the sack of Troy. They are sometimes called the poets of the epic cycle ; and have
been divided into two classes ; such as treated of the mythology and legends anterior
to the Trojan war, termed poets of the Mythic Cycle; and those who treated of the
various incidents connected with that war from the decision of Paris to the death of
Ulysses, termed poets of the Trojan Cycle. It is easy to perceive how the term cycle
should obtain its metaphorical sense oi ^monotonous and spiritless author.—The Cychc
poets^are interesting to us chiefly from the fact, that they furnished the sources whence
subsequent poets drew their materials. Virgil and Ovid are said to have borrowed
largely from those authors.

There were s^everal poets in the period between Solon and Ale.xander, who treated of subjects
belonging to the epic cycle, and are sometimes called the later Cyclic poets. {Scholl. bk. iii. eh.
XV.) In the last period also of Grecian literature the poets, who are called epic, are rather mere
imitators and copiers of the Cyclic tribe, and might be classed with the same ; as e. g. Quintus
Calaber, Tryphiodorus, and Tzetzes.
The names and works of some of the Cyclic poets are given on the Iliac Table. This is a tablet

of marble^, on which the capture of Troy and events connected with it are represented by little
figures in bas-relief, with names added. It was found among the ruins of an ancient teniple on
the Via Appia. and is preserved in the Museum of the capiiol at Rome. Its date is not known

;

probably not before the time of Virgil.

1 On the Rhapsodists, cf. Sulzer's Allg. Theorie, vol. ii. p. 561.—Coleridge, Introduction to Study of Greek Poets, (p. 45, Philad.

1831.)— jr. //, Prolegornena ad Homerum.—CAaraWere der vamehmsttti Dichter, vol. ii. p. 5, Qber die Dichtkunst der Griechen im
heroischen Zeitalter, nach deni Homer.—S. F. Dresig, De Rhapsodis. Lips. 1734. 4.—/. Kreusar, Honierische Rhapsoden. Koln.

1833. 20n the Cyclic poets, see especially Fr. fVullneT, De Cyclo Epico Poetisque Cyclicis. Monisteri (Munsler), IS25. 8. A
work (according to Jahri's JahrbUcher for 182S) of solid learning and sound judgment. IVUUner mentions, by Ihtir Greek titles,

ttcenty-seven poems as belonging to the Epic Cycle.—F. G. Welcher, Der Epische Cyclus, oder die Homerischen Dichter. Bonn.

1835. 8.—See Htyne's Excurs. I ad Mn. u.—FabrKii Bib. Graec. \.—Scholl, bk. ii. ch. \v.—Schwartz, Dissertationes seleclje (ed.

Harless.) Erlang. lllS.—BouxJiaud, Aniiquites Poetiques, ou Dissert, sur 1. Poetes cycliques. Par 1799. S.—Dodwdl, de Cyclis,

cited P. !. § 193.-The chief original source of information is a passage taken from Proclus; see Bibliothek d. alt. Lit. vnd Kunst
i. 66.—/'Aotii Bib. ed. Schott. p. 980.—fleinnc/uen, De Carminibus Cypriis. Havnise (Copenhagen). 1828.— PT. Muller, De Cycle

Grsecorum Epico. Lpz. 1!?29.— <3. Lange, Ueberdie Kyklischen Dichter, &c. Mainz, 1837. 8.—/a/m'f Jahrblcher, for 1830, vol.

ii. p. 240.—Osann, in the Hermes, vol. xixi. p. 1S5. 3 Montfaucon gives an engraving of this Table, with a description, in hit

Antiq. Expl. vol. iv. p. 297 ss.

^ 22. {d) Lyric Poetry. It has already been remarked, that in the earliest poetry
of Greece, music and song were united. The hymns and other mythic pieces of the
sacred poetry were adapted to some instrumental accompaniment. The rehearsals of
the Rhapsodists and epic minstrels were not without the music of the harp or lyre,

employed at least in proems and interludes.

But the poetry distinctively called lyric originated later. It commenced probably in

odes sung in praise of particular gods ; partly addressed to them like hymns, and
partly recounting their deeds. Of these there were many varieties ; as the Tlauw, an
ode to Apollo originally, afterwards to any god ; 'Y-6pxrina, a song accompanied with
dancing as well as music ; AifK>pafj.i3o; , an ode in honor of Bacchus. There was also a
class of songs called Ilpoo-oc^ia, used on festivals and in processions ; as the AaipvT]<popiKa,

sung by virgins bearing laurel branches in honor of Apollo; Tpizo^riipopiKa, sung when
the sacred tripods were carried in procession ; 'Op-xo^opiKci, sung by youth carrying
branches and clusters of the vine in honor of Minerva. There were odes giving thanks
for deliverances, especially from epidemics, 'ETzi'Xoinia ; and others supplicating help
and relief, EtxTtvu. Diana was celebrated in the songs called OiVtyyot ; Ceres, in the
To'.iXoj

; Bacchus, in the 'Uo'idKXoi; Apollo, in the ^i\ri\i'i6ai.

"^23. But lyric song was not confined to the praises of the gods and to religious

festivals. The enthusiasm awakened by the revolutions in favor of liberty burst forth

in effusions of lyric poetry. The tumult and excitement of republican contests and
hazards seem to have been congenial to its spirit. It admitted a free license and va-

riety of meters, and was suited to every imaginable topic that could awaken hvely
interest. It was shortly extended to almost every concern of hfe, and the weaver at

the loom, the drawer of water at the well, the sailor at liis oars, and even the beggar
in his wandering, had each his appropriate song, and, so generally was music culti-

vated, they could usually accompany it with the lyre.

Accordingly we find numerous species of songs spoken of in the classics. Odes to

heroes were of three varieties; the 'EyKcomoi/, proclaiming the deeds of the person cele-

brated ; 'Eratvog, his virtues; and 'Etiviklov, his victories. There were different forms
of nuptial odes; the vfievaioi and yannkia, sung at the wedding; npnama, in conducting
the bride home ; tTTidaXapua, at the door of the bed-chamber. The la^Sog was a sort of
bantering satirical song ; the TraCyvin were of a similar but more sportive and loose cast.

The Traioi/cu and TrapOevia were sung by choirs or companies of boys and virgins. The
EipojiMvai, xeXioovia, and Kopwvianara were songs of mendicants. Finally, without enu-
merating any more, it may be remarked, that Ilgen has pointed out about thirty diffe

rent kinds, in a treatise on the convivial songs of the Greeks. (Cf. § 27.)

C. D. Ilgen, ZkoXui, h. e. Carmina conviv. Graec. Jen. 1798. i.—Burette, Sur la Musique ADcienne, in the Mem. de TAcad. <Ja
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biter, as cited P. IV. § 63.—Souctay, Sur I'epithalame, Man. Acad. Inscr. ix. 303.—Cf. Fuhrmann, Klein. Handbnch, p. 113, as

cited $ 7. 9.

§ 24. It has been observed that lyric poetry allowed a great variety of meters.

Many of these were afterwards distinguished by the names of the lyric poets supposed

to have invented them. A great license was also indulged in the torm of the stanzas

or strophes in which the lyric pieces were composed, both as to the number of verses

or lines included in them, and the order or succession of lines of different meters. The
earliest and siinplest form of strophe consisted of two lines or verses of different meter.

The second form seems to have included four verses, consisting of at least two meters,

used by Alcaeus, Sappho, and Anacreon. But strophes of a more artificial composition

were employed by Alcman and Stesichorus. Those of Pindar, and such as are used
in the choral parts of tragedy, exhibit the greatest art in their construction.

On the meters and strophes consult Hermann, and Seagcr, as cited § 7. 4. (ft) »

^ 25. Lyric poetry began to flourish at the close of the second period we have pointed

out, from the Trojan war to Solon, and after epic had reached its height. The most
ancient of the lyric poets (as distinguished from the mythic, epic, and cyclic poets),

whose name is recorded, was Thaletas of Crete, induced by Lycurgus to remove to

Sparta. (Cf. Plutarch on Lycurgus.) Archilochus, Alcman, Alcaeus, and Sappho,

flourished just before Solon, or about the same time, and were all celebrated among
the ancients, particularly the first and last of them ; but we have nothing of their

writings except a few fragments.

In the next period, between Solon and Alexander, lyric poetry was cultivated with

increased ardor and splendid success. Simonides, Stesichorus, and Bacchylides, are

mentioned with praise. Many other names of less note are also preserved ; as Lasus,

Hipponax, Ibycus, Pratinas, Asclepiades, Glycon and Phalajcus, Melanippides, Ti-

motheus, Telestes, and Philoxenes. Several poetesses also adorned the circle of lyric

authors in this age; as Erinna, Myrtis, Corinna, Telesille, and Praxilla. But it is not

from any of the writers we have named, that the lyric poetry of the Greeks derives its

high reputation among modern scholars ; for of all their works almost every thing has

perished; a loss which some of the mutilated portions remaining cause us much to

regret.

Time has been more sparing in reference to the performances of two other poets, to

whom the judgment of all has ascribed the palm of pre-eminent excellence in lyric

verse, Anacreon and Pindar. Each of these excels, yet their characteristics are totally

opposite. Anacreon sings of women and roses and wine ; Pindar of heroes, of public

contests, of victories and laurels. The one melts away in amatory softness ; the other

is ever like the foaming steed of the race, vaulting in the pride of conscious strength,

or the furious war-horse, dashing fearlessly on, over every obstacle. Under these

masters, Grecian lyrics were advanced to their greatest perfection.

§ 26. The ancients speak of nine as the principal lyric poets, viz. Alcman, Alcaeus,

Sappho, Stesichorus, Ibycus, Anacreon, Simonides, Pindar, and Bacchylides. It will

be observed that all these have been already mentioned. The age of Pindar com-
pletes essentially the history of lyric poetry in Greece, as that of Homer does the

history of epic. No eminent genius appears after him.

In the next period after the time of Alexander, we hear of several poetesses, as-

Anyta, Nossis, and Mcero; and some of the poets at Alexandria wrote lyrical pieces,

as Philetas, Lycophron, and Calhmachus. But after the Roman supremacy we shall

scarcely find a strictly lyrical production noticed in the fullest detail of Grecian poetry.

On the subjects and varieties of Lyric Poetry, see Eschenbw^'s Entwurf einer Theorie, &c. as before cited.

—

Encyc. Amer. under

Lyric,—On the general character and history of Greek Lyric Poetry, see Preface to Dacier's Transl. r,f Horace.

—

M. de la Nauze

Sur les chansons de I'ancienne Grece, in Mem. de I'Acad. des Inscr. ix. 320.

—

Euriter/s Gen. Hist. Music Lond. 1776. i.—Meiu-

titer de Querlon, Mem. Hislor. sur la chanson en ?en. et en part. Francoise. Par. 1765. 3 vols. S.—Biitmcal Essay on the Orig. and

Prog, of National Song. pref. to Select Coll. Eng. Son^s. Lond. 1783. 3 vols. %.—Sidzer's Allg. Theorie, artic. Ode, Lied, &c.

For several names of Lyric poets which are not mentioned above, and of which we have no remains, see N. Amer. Rex. Jan. 1842.

p. 188. On the poete-sses, /. C. Wolf, Poetriae Octo ; Erinna, Myrtis, Corinna, Telesilla, Praxilla, Nossis, Anyla, Myro ; Gr. et

Lat. Hamb. 1734. 4. with the Dissertation of Olearius on the Gk. Poetesses.—It may not be improper to cite here J. C. Wolf.

Mulierum Fragmenta Prosaica, Gr. & Lat. cum not. variorum; accedit Catalogus Fceminarum olim illustrium. Lond. 1739. 4.

^ 27. (e) The Scolion {(jkoXiov a^iia). This was a species of poetry, which appeared
before the time of Solon, and flourished especially in the period between him and
Alexander. It was nearly allied to lyric poetry ; or, more properly speaking, was
only a peculiar form of it, consisting of little songs, designed for social purposes, and
particularly used at banquets and festive entertainments.

The word aKo\i6v, employed to designate the kind of song here described, has tronbled the

grammarians. It properly signifies something crooked or distorted (detourne), and evidently
indicates something irregular in the poetry to which it is applied. The question has arisen,

wherein consisted the irregularity ? According to Suidas, the Greeks had three modes of sing-

ing at the table. First, all the guests forming a joint chorus, chanted a peean accompanied by the

harp, in honor of some god. Then, the harp was passed from euest to guest, beginning with the

one occupying the chief place, and each was requested to sing some morceau or sonnet from
Simonides, Stesichorus, Anacreon, or other favorite author. If any one declined playing, he
might eing without the harp, holding in his hand a branch of myrtle. There was a iAird manner.
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which required absolutely the accompaniment of the harp, and something of the skill of an artist.

Hence the harp did not pass in order from guest to guest, but when one perfnrnier had finished

some couplets, he presented the myrtle-branch to another qualified to continue the song and
music. This one, having completed his part in turn, gave the branch to a third, and so on.

Along with the myrtle was presented also to the singer the cup or vase, which from this prac-

tice gained the name of wJrij. From this mode of passing the harp, in an irregular manner, the

poem thus recited was termed (tkoXiop.—Plutarch, on the other hand, states that the scolia were
accompanied with the sound of the lyre; that this instrument was presented to each guest, and
those who were unable to sing and play could refuse to lake it ; he adds that the aKoXiov was so
called because it was neither common nor easy. Hut he gives also another e.xplanaiion, accord-
ing to which the myrtle branch is represetited as passing trom couch to coucii in the f 'llovving

way : the first guest on the first couch passed it to the first on the second couch, and he to the
first on the third; it was then returned to the first couch, and the guest occupying the second
place there, having sung and played, passed it to the second on the second couch, and tiius it

went through the whole company. From this crooked manojuvring the songs of the table were
called cKoXia. These explanations are too subtle to bf perfectly satisfactory. It seems much
more simple to suppose the name to have referred originally to the irregularity of meter, in

which respect the scolion seems to have had unlimited license. The subjects of these songs
were not always the pleasures of the table and the cup. They often treated of more serious
matters, including sometimes the praise of the gods. Songs for popular use, and those designed
to enliven manual labor and domestic care, as those of shepherds, reapers, weavers, nurses, &c.
went under the common name of aKoXia. The earliest known author of scolia, or according to

Plutarch the inventor of music adapted to them, is Terpander, of Antissa in Lesbos, w ho lived

about 670 B. C. Other authors of such pieces are recorded; as Clitagorus the Lacediemonian,
Hybrias of Crete, Timocreon of Rhodes. Archilochus, and other lyric poets, composed pieces
which belong to the class here described.

See M. de la Nauze, cited § 26 ; Burette, and Ilgen, cited § 23, especially the latter.—^. H. Cludiui, von dem .Skolion der GriecheD,

in the BM. d. alt. Liter, u. Kunst. No. 1.—&A6H, Hist. Litt. Gr. bit. ii. ch. 5.

^ 28. if) Elegiac Poetry. The origin of elegiac poetry was an ancient theme of dis-

pute if we may credit Horace : Quis tamen exiguos clegos aniserit auctor, Grammatici
certant, et adhuc subjudice lis est. " It appears," says SchoU, " that the grammarians
of Alexandria (for to these Horace doubtless alludes) raised this question from their

confounding times and terms. The matter becomes clear when we give to terms their

proper meaning. It is necessary to distinguish between the ancient eXeyda of Callinus,

and the later I'Asyos, the invention of which has been attributed to Simonides. The
first was merely a lyric piece, particularly a war-song, composed of distichs with hexa-

meter and pentameter alternating, the original form of Ionian lyrics. The word I'Aeyoj

(from £, alas ! and Ajycj) signifies a lamentation ; and any lyric poem oji a mournful
subject was so termed. I'he Attic poets, when they sung on a mournful theme, em-
ployed the distich of alternate hexameter and pentameter, which had been previously

used in the war-song. It was now that this distich received the name iXeyzia, from the

new class of subjects to which it was applied ; for it wa§ not originally so called, but
went by the general name of eVo?

, afterwards restricted to heroic verse. The term was
therefore the"name of a hind of meter or strophe, rather than a kind of poetry. The
grammarians, overlooking this, called the two kinds by the name of elegy, because

the meter was the same in both."
Calhnus of Ephesus is regarded as the author of the first poem composed in elegiac

meter. He is commonly supposed to have lived about 684 B. C. Others place him
much earlier. The fragment ascribed to him is part of a song stimulating his compa-
triots to fight valiantly against their enemies the Magnesians. TyrtiEus is next in time,

immortalized by his songs composed for the purpose of rousing and encouraging the

Spartans in a war with Messenia.

§ 29. The first example of the new application of the elegiac meter (i. e. to mourn-
ful themes) is said to have been given by Mimnermus of Colophon in Ionia, about
590 B.C. The few verses remaining of him breathe a sweet melancholy, deploring

the rapid flight of youthful days, and the brevity and ills of human life.

But Simonides is considered as the inventor of the proper elegy, although he neither

devised the meter, nor first applied it to topics of a saddening cast ; but it was after Si-

monides that the name cXfyoj was given to a poem of considerable size in distichs of

hexameter and pentameter. Most of his pieces which are preserved are, however,
epigrams rather than elegies. Antimachus a lyric poet, Euripides the tragic writer,

and Hermesianax, are mentioned among the authots of elegies in the period now be-

fore us, between Solon and Alexander.
In the next period, the only elegiac writer of any importance was Callimachus

;

although Alexander the .^Etolian and Philetas of Cos are named. Callimachus was
much admired and imitated by the Romans. After him elegiac verse does not appear
to have been cultivated at all among the Greeks.

In conclusion, very little of the Greek elegiac poetry remains to us, but some of the

fragments we have are in strains pecuharly soft and sweet.

On the orisrin of Greek Elejiac Poetry, see /. V. Francke, Callinus sive Quaestiones de orlg. cann. ele?iaci. Alton. IS16. b.—C

A. iJoKifer, Abh. Uber die Fabel vom Mar?) as, in W i e 1 a n d's Jttisch. Mutevm. B. i. St. Z.—HchnU Hist. Gr. Litt. bk. ii. ch

5.—On Greek elegiac poeir>' general'y, Fraguier, Sur Telegie Gr. & Laf. in fie Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. (tome viii. ed. d'Amst.)

Par. cd. vol. vi. p. 2'n.—Souchay, Discours sur les Elegiaques grecs, in the Mem. de I'Aead. det hucr. vol. vii. 333, 352.—£jcA«i.

burg't Entwu-' '.cited J 14) p. 165.—C. Cxsar, DeCarniinis Gracorum Elegiaci Origineet Notione. Marb. 1S41. 8.
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§ 30. (g) Bucolic or Pastoral Poetry. This species of poetry is supposed to have

taken its rise from the rustic songs of Sicihan shepherds. Its invention is ascribed to

a certain Daphnis, who hved in the early fabulous ages, and enjoyed the reputation of

a divine descent, while he pastured his flocks at the foot of mount ^tna.

But Theocritus, belonging to the Alexandrine age of Grecian literature, may be con-

sidered as the father of bucolic song. The Idyl had not been cultivated by any writer

before him. This term, from eiivWiov, signifies a little picture, a representation in

miniature, a delicate piece of poetical drawing. The Greek Idyl does not seem to

have been confined to any one topic exclusively, yet was chiefly employed in repre-

senting the scenes of pastoral life. Its external form was marked by the use of the

Hexameter verse and the Doric dialect. Theocritus carried it to a high degree of per-

fection; and in pastoral poetry, no poet, ancient or modern, has surpassed him.

In fact, Greek bucohc poetry begins and ends with Theocritus. Two other poets

belonging to the same age, viz. Bion and Moschus, are commonly ranked in the class of

bucolic or pastoral writers. But neither of them is considered as equal to Theocritus
;

and the subjects and scenes of their poetry have more of the lyrical or mythological

than of the pastoral character.

On Pastoral Poetry in general ; Eem. de Fmtenelle, Disc, sur la nat. de I'eclogue. P. 1688. S.—Ch. CI. Genest, Diss, sur la Poej.

pastor. &c. Par. 1707. \2—Florian, Ess. sur la Pastorale, in Pref. to his Estelle. Par. 178S. 12.—F'aguier, Sur I'eclogue, in Mem.

de VJlcad. des Inscr. ii. 121.—Pope, Disc on Pastoral Poetry, in Tomson's Miscell. Ix)nd. 1707. 8.—The Guardian, No. 28, 30, 32.

—Newberry, P 'etry on a new Plan. Lord. 1762. S.—Blair^s Lectures.

On Greek Pastoral Poetry ; M. Ooully de Bois Robert, Disc, sur les anc. Poet, bucol. de Sicile, in Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. vol.

V. p. ^b.—Jacq. Hardion, Hist, du Berger Daphnis, in the same Mem. &c. vol. vi. p. ib^.—lVarton, de poesi bucolica Graec. pre-

face to his edit, of Theocritus. O.'son. 1770.—Arethusa.oder die bukolisch. Dichter des Alterthums. Berl. 1806—10. 2 Bde. 4.—

SchUl, Hist. Gr. Litt. bk. iv. ch. 33.—MiZHer's Dorians, bk. iv. ch. 6. § W.—Class. Joum. xs. 124. xvii. 74.

§ 31. (h) Didactic Poetry, In this form of poetry, the literature of the Greeks was
not peculiarly rich. The objects which didactic poetry has in view, may be included

under two heads; it aims to give instruction, either in what pertains to morals, or in

what pertains to science or art. In the earliest specimen of didactic poetry among the

Greeks—the Works and Days of Hesiod— there is a combination of both ; the first

book chiefly consisting of moral precepts, and the second of rules of husbandry, con-

cluding however with a repetition of precepts on the conduct of hfe. This production

belongs to the period before Solon.

The next productions, which we meet in the account of Grecian didactic poetry,

consist wholly of moral precepts or sentences (yv^ai). From this circumstance, the

writers have "been called Gnomic poets. The poetry consists of pithy maxims, ex-

pressed with brevity and force. The metrical form may have been chosen principally

for the sake of memory. Pythagoras, Solon, Theognis, Phocylides and Xenophanes,

are the chief among the Gnomic poets. Fragments remain ascribed to each of these;

not all, however, considered genuine, especially the Golden Verses of Pythagoras, and

the Exhortation of Phocylides.

There was a pecuhar species of composhion, to which it may be proper here to

allude, as another form of didactic poetry ; viz. the fable or apologue ((irdXoyoj and \^yo:).

The most ancient Greek fables are two or three ascribed to Arcliilochus and Stesi-

chorus, and one found in Hesiod. The most celebrated fables are those of ^sop, who
lived in the age of Solon. They were probably composed in prose. Socrates trans--

lated some of them into verse. They were collected in a body by Demetrius Phale-

reus. and a translation of them is said to have been made about the same time into

elegiac verse. In the age of Augustus they were translated into the verse called Cho-

liambics, by Babrius. This metrical version is supposed to have been the basis of the

modern copies, which are in prose, and belong perhaps more properly to the subject

of philosophy.

On the Greek Gnomic Poetry; Meiner's Gesch. d. Wissenschaften in Griechenland u. Rom. Lemgo, 1781. 8.—ffcyne'j Pref. to

Sentent. vefusliss. Gnom. poelarum Op. Lips. 1776. 2 vols.—7. Frobenim, Scriptores Gnomici, &c. Bas. 1521. 8. containin;

fragments of about seventy poets.—iruncft, Gnomici Poet. Graci, cited below, § M t.—U. H. Rohde, De vetsr. poetar. sapien'ia

gnomica, &c. Havn. 1800. 8.

On the Apologue or Fable generally ; Eschenburg, Entwurf, p. 94.—Gellert, Diss, de Poesi Apolog. eorumque scriptoribus. Lips.

1744. i.—Sulzer's Allg. Theor. art. Fabel.—Ltssing's Abhandlungen, in his Fier BUchem .msapisch. Fabeln. Berl. 1777. 8.—

On the Greek Fable ; /. M. Heusinger, Dissert, de ri. Mi. Fabulis. Ger. 1741. 8.—Eschenburg, Entwurf, &c. p. \02.—Schbl',

Hist. Litt. Gr. bk. iii. ch. 9.

"^ 32. The Alexandrine age presents several didactic poets. The first in chrono-

logical order were two Sicilians, Dicsearchus and Archestratus. The former wrote, in

iambic verse, a geographical description of Greece. He was a disciple of Aristotle,

and left a+so some philosophical pieces. The latter traversed many lands examining

the subject of human food and nourishment, and gave the result of his experience and

research in a poem entitled Gastrologi/. At the very close of the period was Nican-

der, of Colophon, or of ^tolia according to others. His two poems (called BripiaKa,

relating to venomous bites; and 'AXslupapixaxa, relating to other poisons) have more of

Doetic elegance than of scientific merit. His Georgics and Metamorphoses (Erepoioi'

urva), both lost, are said to have furnished hints to Virgil and Ovid.
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But the first pjace in point of excellence belongs to Aratus, who flourished at the

Macedonian court, about 270 B.C. His astronomical poem is highly commended by
the ancients. Cicero translated it into Latin verse. Aratus is the poet quoted by Paul
before the Areopagus. (Acts xvii. 28.)

In the next period, after the capture of Corinth, B. C. 146, there were also several

writers belonging to the class now under notice ; but none of them of much celebrity.

Among the principal were Babrius or Babrias and Oppian. The former has been
already mentioned as author of a metrical version of the apologues of .^sop. I'he latter

wrote on fishing and hunting; a third poem, not extant, onfovAing, is also ascribed to

him. The following are likewise mentioned: ApoUodorus of Athens, who wrote a
poetical chronology (Xf/OM^u) and a description of the earth (r^fj Trrpiot'o,) ; Scymnus of
Chios, and Dionysius of Charax, authors each of a Voyage of the World {Ikpniyriats

oiV9"//f 'r/,-) ; Heliodorus, author of a poem entitled 'A-oAi>ri*ru
; and Marcellus of Sida, in

the time of the Antonines, who wrote a poem of forty-two books on medicine (j3ii3\ia

iarpiKa).

After the seat of the Roman government was changed, there were, as has been
mentioned, numerous inferior poets. Several of them would fall into the class of di-

dactic poets, but they scarcely deserve to be named. Among them were Naumachius,
author of a poem on astrology ; Dorotheus, author of a poetical treatise on triangles,

and another on the places ot the stars; and Manuel Philes, who wrote on the pecu-
Uarities of animals (Ilrpl ^ubtv iStorriros).

On Didictic Poetry in general ; Eschenlntrg, Entwurf, &c. v.—Marmovtel, Poelique T. ii. cli. 22.—Racine, Reflex, sur la poesie,

ch. 1.—ll'arton's Diss, on Did. Poetry (pref. to Trans, of Firgil).~Essay pref. to Di-ydeii'i Trans, of yirg. Georg.—Sutzer'a Allg.

Theor. art. LehrgedicM. On the Greek Didactic Poets, Manso's Abh. in the Nachtr. zu Sulzer, B. iii. 49. and vi. 359.—ScASZJ,

Hist. Lilt. Gr. bk. iii. ch. 8, 9. bk. iv. 32, 52. bk. vi. ch. 74.

^ 33. (i) Erotic Poetry. Under this denomination are included such poetical per-
formances as refer particularly to the subject of love. It is sometimes applied to a
class of lyrical pieces, which were of an amatory character (ipwrixa fikXri). Alcman, or
Alcmceon, who lived at Sparta, B. C. about 470, is regarded as the father of erotic

poetry in this sense of the phrase. Most of his poems were of a class called vapQzvia,

or praises of virgins. His songs were very popular with the ancients, and were sung
by the Spartans at table with those of Terpander. Alcffius, Sappho, and Anacreon
wrote pieces of the same description.

But the term erotic is generally applied by critics to another class of writings; viz.

several productions of a later period, chiefly in prose, which had something of the na-
ture of novels, or modern works of fiction. They were truly a species of romance, and
properly therefore may be noticed as a distinct branch of literature. In this place we
shall speak only of such authors as wrote in verse. There were three writers in the
period after Constantino the Great, who composed poems, which may be justly ranked
among the performances here described. The most eminent of them was Theodorus
Prodromus, a learned philosopher and theologian, in the beginning of the twelfth cen-
tury, author of a great variety of poetical pieces. '^ Scrips it carmina,'^ says Harles,
'' invita autem Minerva.'''' The principal was his romance, in iambic verse, entitled

the love of Rhodanthe and Dosicles. The other two were Constantine Manasses, and
Nicetas Eugenianus ; both lived about the same time with Prodromus. The work of
the former, the loves of Aristander and Calhthea, is nearly all lost ; that of the latter,

the loves of Drosilla and Charicles, in nine books, is extant. They were both in the
verse called political.

Scholl, Hist. Litt. Gr. bk. ii. ch. 5. bk. vi. ch. 74.—"On appelle poKtiques des vers de quinze syllables, d.ins lesquels on n'obsef

pas la quaotite ; lis ont la cesure apres la huitieme syllable, et I'accent sur I'avant derniere." Cf. Hermann (on Meter), lib. ii.

c. xx\x. 26.

^ 34. (70 'The Epigram. The term e-!riYpaiiy.a originally signified merely an inscription,

and from this use the poetry so called derived its prevailing character. The Greek
epigram served for a motto on a pillar or an ofiering to a god, an explanation or me-
mento under a painting, a panegyric on a statue or a monument, an epitaph on a grave-
stone. Of course we could not expect it to be strikingly marked by that smartness
of manner and sharpness of wit and point, which modern taste demands. It usually
expressed a simple idea, a sentiment, a reflection, a regret, a wish; inspired by the
accidental sight of a monument, an edifice, a tree or other object ; or awakened by the
recollection of something agreeable, melancholy, or terrible in the past. Here we pro-
pose to mention some of the authors of different ages to whom epigrams are ascribed.
A few are referred to the time antecedent to Solon. Those ascribed to Homer are

the most ancient, but their genuineness is doubted. One worthy of its reputation bears
tne name of iEsop.

There are various epigrams belonging to the two periods between Solon and the
Roman supremacy, some said to be from the most distinguished authors. Indeea most
of the poets, it is probable, composed occasionally these little pieces. Anacreon, Erinna,
.(l^schylus. Euripides, and especially Simonides of Ceos, may be named. The latter

defeated ..•Eschylus in competition for the prize-inscriptio-j at Thermopylae.—A single
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epigram is referred to Socrates ; one to Thucydides ; thirty to Plato, but without foun-
dation. Three by the painter Parrhasius are preserved by Athenjeus.
The Alexandrine age abounded in epigrammatists ; more than thirty are enumerated.

The most eminent were CaUimachus, and Leonidas of Tarentum. The latter left a
hundred epigrams, in the Doric dialect, among the best that are preserved.

In' the next period, the number of epigrammatists was still larger; above forty wri-
ters are named between the fall of Corinth and the time of Constantine, and a great
number of their pieces are extant. Among them is the poet Archias, less celebrated
for his own productions than by the oration of Cicero in his behalf Diogenes Laertius,

the biographer, also has a place here. We have the largest number of pieces from
Meleager and Lucihus. The latter, a contemporary of Nero, published two books of
epigrams, of which more than a hundred remain, chiefly of a satirical cast. Some of
the emperors amused themselves in writing poetry of this description ; we have several
pieces from Trajan. In this period, collections of epigrams began to be compiled and
published under different titles. They are now called Anthologies, and will be de-
scribe!^ in the next section.

After Constantine, it was chiefly in the epigram that the poets labored, or gained
any distinction. Between forty and fifty different writers are mentioned, pagan and
Christian. The more eminent among them were Gregory ISazianzen (cf § 292), Paul
Silentarius, the consul Macedonius, and Agathias of IVlyrina (cf § 258).

Besides the epigrammatists that have been now alluded to under the different periods
of (jreek literature, the Anthologies contain the names of nearly one hundred others,

whose epoch has not been ascertained.

'Jd the Greek epigrams ; F. Jacobs, Delectus Epigramm. Grsecorum (a vol. of the Sibliotheca, cited § 7. )) in the InlrodactioD.

Verj good.— tfsnnf, on epigrams, in his Vermischte Schriften (Melanges). Berl. 1771. S.—Herder, in his Zerttreute Blatter.

(iotha, 1785-S6. (Samml. I. II.)—franc Vavasor, De Epigrammate, in his Opera. Amst. 1709. fol.—C. G. Sonntag, Hist. Fouecs

Or. brevioris, ab Auacr. usq. ab Meleag. ex Anthol. Gr. adumbrata. Lips. 17S5.

—

Schi'U, bk. iii. ch. 16. bk. iv. ch. 51. bk.

ti. ch. 72.

§ 35 t. Anthologies. The Greek Anthologies (Blumenlesen) are collections of small
poems, chiefly epigrams, of various authors. Many of the pieces are remarkable for

(heir beauty and simplicity in thought and their pecuhar turns of expression. These
collections began to be compiled during the decline of Greek literature. Several of
these collections were made before the fall of Carthage, but seem to have been formed
with more reference to the historical value of the inscriptions than to their poetical

merit. The collection of Polemo Periegetes was of this early class, which are entirely

lost. Next to these, the first of which we have any knowledge was made by JSMeager
of Gadara in Syria, B. C. nearly 100. It was entitled 'Zrctpa^v;, the croivn or garland,

and contained the better pieces of forty-six poets, arranged alphabetically. The next
was hv Philippus of Thessalonica, in the time of Trajan, with the same arrangement.
A httle after, under Hadrian, about A. D. 120, a collection of choice pieces was formed
by Diogenianus of Heraclea. About one hundred years later, Diogenes Laertius
gathered a body of epigrams composed in honor of illustrious men ; from the variety

of meters in them, it was styled ria/i/^rrpoj'. In the second or third century, Strato of
Sardis published a compilation including most of the poets embraced in the anthology
of Meleager, and some of those embraced in the work of Philippus, together with
several others. It was entitled UawiKh Movaa. But that which may be considered as

the third Anthology was published in the sixth century by Agathias of Myrina, who
has already been named as one of the more eminent epigrammatists after the time of
Constantine. This bore the title of KwXoj, and consisted of seven books, into which
the pieces were distributed according to their subjects. In the tenth century a fourth
collection was made by Constantine Cephalas, of whom nothing else is known. In
preparing it he made use of the preceding compilations, especially that of Agathias,
but inserted also pieces of ancient authors not introduced in them. The epigrams and
other pieces are arranged according to subjects, in fifteen sections. Finally, in the
fourteenth century, Maximus Planiides, a monk of Constantinople, the same who col-

lected the fables of .^Esop, formed a fifth Anthology. Planudes arranged the pieces
included in his collection in seven distinct books.
The two last mentioned, that of Cephalas and that of Planudes, are the only Antho-

logies now extant. That of Planudes was first printed in 1494, and the collection of
Cephalas was, after that, almost entirely forgotten. In 1606, a manuscript copy of
Cephalas was found by Claude Saumaise (Claudius Salmasius), in the hbrary at

Heidelberg.

Of the Anthology of Planudes the following are the principal editions •.—Henr. Etienne (Senr. Stephanus). Par. 1566. 4.

—

Wechd, Frankf. 1600. fol.—An edition at Naples, 1796. 5 vols. 4. with an Italian translation.—/erome de £osch, Utrecht, 1795-98.

3 vols. 4. with a translation in Latin verse by Hugo Grotiui, and a supplement containing additional pieces; De Bosch added a 4th

vol. of Notes by himself and Claud. Salmasius; a 5th was published by D. J. Van Ltnntp, 1822. (" belle et bonne edition."

The discovery of the manuscript copy of Cephalas excited much interest in the literary world. Salamasius made preparations for

pnblishing an edition, but died without having accomplished the work; having delayed it fio.'n conscientious scruples, as is said,

iDout publishing some of the amatory pieces. After his death. /. Ph. d'Orville engaged in preparing for an edition of Cephalas;

to: be also died without effecting it, and bis papers passed to the library at Leyden. Some portions of the work of Cephalas witn
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published, in the mean time, by /. Jentiua, at Rollerdam, 1742, and /. B. Ltich, at Leipzic, 1745. But af'er D'Orville, the next

principal labor upon this.Anthology was by /. J. Reiyhe, who published his work under the title Anthulogix gr. a C. Cephala con-

ditae llbri iii. &c. Lips. 1754. 8. This was republished, with a valuable preface, by Thos. Wartcm, Oxf. 1766. 2 vols. 12. Reiske

havioff declined editing the impure pieces which constituted the l2th section of Cephalas, they were published by Cnr. M. Klotz,

under the title Stratonis aliorumque vet. poet. gr. epigrammala eel. Altenb. 1764. 8.

A Diore con)plete collection of Greek epigrams and small poems is found in .Srunct, Analecta veterum poetanim Graecorum.

Argent. 2d edit. 1785. 3 vols 8. Each piece is placed under the name of Ihe author to whom it is ascribed A new edition was
afterwards published by fred. /acoij, Anlhologia Grjeca, sive poelarum grscorum lusus, ex recensioue Brunckii. Lips. 1794. 13

vols. 8; the first 4 vols, cont.iin the text, more correct ; the 5th consists of various tables and references; the remaining 8 contain

a valuable commentary by Jacobs.—By the same, Anihologia Grseca, ad fidem cod. olini Palatini nunc Parisini, ex apoirapho Go-

thano ecliu, curavit, epigranmiata in cod. Pal. desiderata et annotat. critic, adjecit F. Jacobs. Lips. 1813-17. 3 vols. 8. (" un corps

coniplet des epi^rammes grecques restant de I'anliquite." ,Schi II.)—The text of this edition is followed in the stereotype edition of

Tnuclmilz. Li|)Z. 1819. 3 vols. 12mo.—There are smaller collections: by A. F. Kanne, Halle, 1769. 8; A. ll'dd.ert, Meissen.

1823. 8; Meleager's Sinngedichte [epigrams], by Munso, .Tena, 1789, 8; and by Gra/e, Leipz 1811. 8—There are English

translations of some of the pieces, by Robert Bland and others. Collections from the Greek Anthology, comprising the fragments

of early lyric poetry, with specimens of all Ihe poets included in Meleagers Garland. Lond. 1833. Reviewed in Blackwo^idt

Mag. June, 1S33.—Also by IV. Hay, in Blackwood's Mae. vol. 39, p. 79. and vol. 40, p. 274, ss —There are tasteful translations

into German of some of the most beautiful pieces in Herders Zerslreute Blatter. Golba, 1785. 8; several also in Tempe (by f.

Jacobs). Lei[iz. 1803. 2 vols. 8.— Cf. Edinb. Rev. vol. ix.—Lond. Quart. Rev. x. 139.

For accounts of Anthologies, ic, see ScJdll, Hist. Litt. Gr. bk. vi. ch. 51. bk. vi. ch. 72—Fuhrmann, Kleineres Handbuch, &C.

p. 83, i'l.-.Sckiieidtr, Analecia critica, Fasc. i.

—

F, Jacobs, Frolegomena, in his Anthol, Grxc. Lips. 1794, ss-

—

Harles, Introd.

in Hist. L. G. Proleg. vol. i. p. 91.

§ 36. (Z) Dramatic Poetry. Dramatic poetry took its rise from the religious ceremo-
nies of the Greeks. It was an essential part of the public worship of the gods, espe-

cially of Bacchus at Athens, that there should be choirs composed of a sort of actors,

who should, with dancing, singing, and instrumental music, represent some story

relating to the divinity worshiped.
flerodotus states, that the people of Sicyon thus represented by actors the adventures

of Adrastus, whom they honored as a god, and although referring to a period anterior

to the existence of dramatic poetry, he calls these choirs of actors tragic, because they
represented the sufferings (rrdfea) of Adrastus. Suidas and Photi'us mention Epigenes
the Sicyonian as the inventor of tragedy. Themistius asserts expressly, that tragedy

was invented by the Sicyonians, and perfected by the Athenians.—Ihe father of history

also states, that when the inhabitants of jEgina took away from the Epidaurians the

statues of two national divinities of the latter, and erected them in their own island,

they instituted in honor of the same, choirs of females under the direction of a male
leader, in imitation of the Epidaurians. These choirs, in the worship rendered to the

divinities, performed what might, by an anachronism similar to the other just mentioned,

be called coinic dramas.
At Athens, as has been intimated, there were choirs hke those of Sicyon and ^Egina,

that performed a part in the festivals of Bacchus. Sometimes representing, by their

dances, songs, and gestures, the expeditions of Bacchus and other events of his lile

;

sometimes yielding to the intoxication that accompanies the pleasures of the vintage,

they constantly vaunted the praises of the god, to whom they were indebted for the vine.

These performances were conducted with a high degree of licentiousness both in lan-

guage and in action.

In the.se performances the drama had us origin. Probably at first they did not in-

clude what is now understood either by action or by fable. The songs employed were
lyric in their nature. Those sung by the choirs of Sicyon and ^^gina were lyric, but

of a tragic or comic character. But at length it began to be a custom to interrupt the

song of the choir by the representation of some scene or action, which was called cpSna

or ETTuao^iov, that is, something acted or something brougJit in. The murder of Bacchus
or Osiris by Typhon was, it is hkely, one of the most common subjects thus repre-

sented. But subjects of a grotesque character would also be natural, from the great

license attending the Dionysiac festivals. Gradually, and from causes of which tra-

dition preserves no account, three distinct kinds or varieties of representation arose
;

and these laid the foundation of the three branches of the Greek drama, viz. tragedy,

comedy, and satire.

On the interest taken at Athens in dramatic exhibitions, cf. P. III. § 90.—The question whether women were admitted to such

exhibitions in Greece is discussed by BMiger, Kleine Schnften, as collected by Sitlig, vol. i. p. 293.

§ 37. (1) Tragedy. The etymology of the word tragedy is uncertain ; perhaps it

was derived from the circumstance that a goat {rpayos) was the prize received by the
conqueror. Tragedy was an improvement upon the chorus of the Bacchian festivals,

and for a long time retained marks of its origin ; having taken its rise, beyond question,
froni the songs at these annual festivals of the god of dissipation, when the poet who
furnished the most popular piece was rewarded with a goat, or perhaps a goal-fJci?! of
wine. The c^or?/s was a principal and essential part of the tragedy; it was lyric in

structure, and like other lyric poems usually presented the regular division of strophe,
antistrophe, and epode. In tragedy the chorus was charged with the exposiiion of the
feble ; it praised the gods and justified them against the complaints of the suffermg and

53 2 Q
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the unhappy ; it sought to soothe the excited passions and to impart lessons of wisdom
and experience, and in general to suggest usetui practical reflections.

The chorus usually never quitted the stage, but remained during tlie whole performance.
Their presence was indispensable, because the tragedy was not as among the moderns divided

into acts ; ii served also to [ireserve the unity of the piece. The chorus was usually composed
of men of advanced age and experience, or of young virgins of uncontaminated minds. The
number of xopcvral was at first quite large; in the Eumenides of .-Eschylus it consisted of
fifty; but aifier the representation of that piece, it was limited to fifteen. It was divided into

two portions, each having its chief or head, styled Koovtpaloq. When united they were jointly

under the direction of a leader styled xopr/ydf or neaoxopog- When they took part in the dialogue,

it was done by the Coryphfeus or leader. The portion strictly lyrical was sung by the whole
chorus together, accompanied by the flute. When the chorus moved, it was in the orchestra

(dpx'l'^Tfia) ; when still, they occupied the thymele (SivtxeXrj), a sort of altar placed in the orches-
tra, whence as spectators they could look upon all that transpired on the stage. In singing the

part termeil the sfrofhe, the chorus moved in a sort of dance across the orchestra from right hi

left ; and back from left to right, while uttering the avtistrophe ; in the epudi;, they stood in front

of the audience. Tragedy had its appropriate kind of dance, termed iiA/jiiXeta ; thai of comedy
was called /cdpjaf ; and that of satire, olkivvis. The chorus was instructed in performing its

part frequently by the poet himself. (Cf P. IV. $ 66.) The expense of preparing and furnishing a
chorus for an exhibition was often very great; it was defrayed by individuals {xop^tY^O desig-

nated by the civil authorities. ^Potter's Arch. GrBEC. bk. i. ch. .\v.)

SchlU, Hist. Lilt. Gr. bk. iii. ch. \\.—Lond. Quart. Rev. Sept. 1842. p. 315.—On the import of the chorus, SchlegeVs Drannt.

Lit. ]ect. iu.—Hteren, Diss, de chori trag. Grsc. uatura. Golt. 1785. 4—Ilgen, Choius Graec. qualis fuerit, &c. Erf. 1797. 8.—

VcUry, On the tragic chorus in the Mem. Acad. I'iscr. viii. 1 99.

—

Franklin, Diss, on the Tragedy of the ancients. Lond. 1762.—On

the music of the chorus ; /. N Forkel, Allg. Gesch. der Musik. Cf. C. Hermann, De Distribulione personarum inter histrione*

in tragoediis Graecorum. Marb. 1841. 8.

"5> 38. Thespis, of Icarus (a ward of Attica), contemporary with Solon and Pisistratus,

is regarded as the inventor of tragedy. Much obscurity rests on the changes, which
were introduced by this poet, as the work of the peripatetic Chamseleon of Heraclea,

which treated of the subject, is lost. His first innovation appears to have been in rela-

tion to the chorus. Before Thespis, its actors were masked as Satyrs, and indulged in

the most licentious freedom in amusing their auditors ; he assigned them a more decent

part. He also introduced an actor whose recitals allowed intervals of rest to the chorus.

Other events besides the exploits of Bacchus were likewise made the subject of repre-

sentation. But Solon prohibited the exhibition of his tragedies as being useless fabrica-

tions. The performances of Thespis were no doubt rude. The stage is said to have

been a cart, the chorus a troop of itinerant singers, the actor a sort of mimic, and the

poem itself a motley combination of the serious and trifling, the ludicrous and the pa-

thetic.—After twenty-five years, the prohibition was removed by Pisistratus, and Thes-
pis reappeared with new glory. It was now, 537 B. C. according to the Parian
marble, that he gained the prize in a tragic contest.

Suidas gives the tiiles of four tragedies of this poet. There remain two fragments of doubtful authority, cited by Clemens

Alexandrinus (Strom, v ) and Plutarch (De audiendis poetis), and a tbirJ found in Fotux (lib. vii. 13).

Phrynicus, of Athens, is the next name in the history of tragedy. He was a disciple

of Thespis, and introduced some changes, particularly the use of the female mask. He
employed, however, but one actor besides the chorus

;
yet this actor represented diflferent

persons, by changing the dress and masks. He was the author of a tragedy, which
Themistocles caused to be exhibited with great magnificence, and which bore away
the prize. The memory of its success was perpetuated by an inscription.—The first

author, whose tragedies are cited as having been commitied to writing, was Choerilus

of Athens, about 500 B. C. It was from regard to him that the Athenians constructed

their first theatre. The ancients attribute to him 150 pieces, all lost. He is to be
distinguished from Chcerilus of Samos (cf ^ 19), and from Choerilus of lasiis, the con-

temporary of Alexander.

§ 39. The real father of tragedy was Mschylus of Eleusis, who flourished in the time

of the Persian war, and fought in the battles of Marathon, Salamis, and Platasa.

Before him. the fable formed but a secondary part, the episode of tragedy; he made it

the principal part, by adding a second actor and speaker, and thus introducing a dia-

logue in which the chorus did not always take a share. Sophocles of Athens, a con-

temporary of jEschylus but 27 or 28 years younger, added a third speaker and some-
times even a fourth. Thus the importance of the chorus was dimmished, and the

dialogue engrossed the chief interest of the play. Under Sophocles, Greek tragedy

received its final and perfect form. A third distinguished tragic writer, contemporary
with the two just named, was Euripides, born IG or 17 years later than Sophocles.

Euripides added nothing to tragedy in respect to the external structure; but in tragic

interest he excelled both his precursors. The productions of these three authors were
regarded by the Athenians as monuments of national glory. The orator Lycurgus
procured the enactment of a law, directing that an accurate and authentic copy of the

tragedies of jEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides should be deposited in the archives

of the state, under the care of the magistrate called ypnuuarev; rPi; ttoXwoj. This copy, it

is said, was obtained by Ptolemy the Third, the son and successor of Philadelphus king

0/ Egypw, on a pledge of ] 5 talents, for the purpose of correcting by it the copies in use
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at Alexandria ; he chose to forfeit the money and retain the original manuscript, sending
back to Athens a copy in its stead.

Some hare expressed doubts whether we possess the exact productions of the poets above mentioned, as they came from their

fertile inia^iaatioiis. Corrections and additions may have been made by persons called iiavKtvdVTai. Those of 5^cliylus are

said to have been retouched by Bion, Euphorion, and Philocles ; those of Sophocles, by his sons lophon and Arision ; and those

of Euripides, by Cephisophorus. See jiuif. BCckh, Gtxc. Tra^tediae principum ^schyli, Sophoclis, Kuripidis, uum ea qu;e super-

>uut et genuina omnia sint et forma primitiva servata, Sic Heidelb. 1803. 8.

The history of tragedy in Greece, so far as it is chiefly important, is comparatively
brief, ^schylus, as has been stated, was its real author, and its history included but
two other names of any distinction ; Sophocles and Euripides complete the list. '1 hese
were nearly contemporary. jEschylus, at the age of 45 fought at the battle of Sala-

mis ; Euripides was born at that place on the very day of the battle ; and Sophocles,
the same or the next year, being 16 or 17 years old, led the choir of singers and dan-
cers around the trophy erected to commemorate the same battle. Of their writings

only about 30 plays remain to us. But their reputation rests on a basis more sohd than
the'quantity of what they produced or time has spared.

Perhaps, however, the plays now extant are valued the more because they are so few, beinf considered, as it were, the savings

of a vast wreck. There was a rich abundance of dramatic works among the Greeks. Pieces once exhibited were seldom again

brought forward, and this circumstance may have increased their number. Authors cite at least two hundred tragedies of the first

order, and five hundred of the second ; and the number of inferior merit is still greater.—See IVolf & Buitmann, Museum der

Alterthumskunde, vol. i.

% 40. Besides the three eminent tragic poets, the grammarians of Alexandria placed
in their canon three others, viz. Ion of Chios, Achaeus of Eretria, and Aga;ho of
Athens, nearly contemporary with the three whose names are so illustrious. Only a
few fragments of their works remain ; they may be found in the collection of Groiius
(cf % 43). The names of above twenty others are recorded as writers of tragedies

before the tiine of Alexander ; but none of them are eminent, and nothing remains of
their works but disconnected fragments. Among them are Euphorion and Bion, sons
of .5^?chylus, and lophon, son of Sophocles. We find alsointhe catalogue, Critias

and Theognis. two of the famous thirty tyrants.
• In the period between Alexander and the capture of Corinth, there were a few tragic

writers, whom the critics of Alexandria ranked in their second canon, the first includ-

ing the masters who wrote before the death of Alexander. Their second canon,
called the tracrjc Pleiades, included seven poets, who liv;ed in the times of the first

Ptolemies. They were Alexander of ^Etolia, Philiscus of Corcyra, Sositheus, Homer
the younger, .Eantides, Sosiphanes, and Lycophron. The first of these has been
named among the elegiac, and the last among the lyric poets. The trifling fragments
of these writers, now extant, are found in the collections of Frobenius (cf § 31) and
Grotius. Another poet, Timon, M'ho for a while taught philosophy at Chalcedon, is

said to have composed sixty tragedies.—Ptolemy Philadelphus, in order to encourage
the dramatic art, established theatrical contests hke those at Athens. But the pro-

ductions of the poets at Alexandria fell far short of those of Athens in the preceding
period. The tragedies were rather works for the cabinet than for the theatre, adapted
for the amusement of princes and courtiers, or the inspection of cold critics, rather

than for popular exhibition. They were productions of sublety and artifice, but com-
paranvely uninteresting and lifeless.—After what is termed the Alexandrine age,

nothing was produced in Greek tragedy.

On the origin of Tragedy; Schneider, De origin, trag. Gr. Vratisl. 1817. S.—Vatrif, Recherches Bur I'orig. et le prog, de la Tra

gedie, in Meni. de T.icad. tome xxiii. xxx. xv. p. 25.t ; xix. p. 219, of Paris ed.—2>. Blair's Lect. x\v.—Marnwnttl, Poet, tome ii.

—Bru,nmi, Disc sur I'orig. de la Trag. pref. to Theatre dei Grecs.—Rich. Benlley, Resp. ad C. Boyle (Opusc. Philol).

On the history and character of Gr. Trasedy ; /ol. Barnes, Tract de Trag. Vet. Grasc. &c., in his ed. of Euripides.—Le Beau,

Des Tragiques Gr., in Mem. de I'.icad xxxv —J. J. U. Nast, Obs. in rem trag. Grasc. Stuttg. \nS.—Barthe!emy, Acacharsis,

ch. Ixix.— Iixi.

—

A. Au^en, De la Trag. Gr. he. Par. 1792.

—

M. Patin, Eludes sur les tragiques Gr on Examen critique d'Eschyle,

de Sophncle, et d'Euripide; prece-ie d'une histoire generale de la IrageJie Grecque. Par '.842. 3 vols. h.—Grufrpe's Ariadne, oi

' the Tragical Art of the Greeks' is described as " an important work."

—

Brumcy, Theatre des Grecs, ed. RauMl-Rochette. Par.

1S2P, ss. Containing French translations from the Greek dramatists. Cf. Brumcy. Gk. Theat. transl. into Eng. by Mrs. Lennox.

Lond. 1759. i.—SchlestPs Lecture on Uramat. Lit. (tr. by Black). Lond. 1815. Cf. Land. Quart. Rev. xii. 121, ss.—Theatrt

of the Gruks; or the History, Literature, and Criticism of the Grecian Drama. Cambr. 1830. S.—Sch'Cll, Hist. Litt. Gr. bk. iii.

ch. li.—Cf. Bibl. Repository, No. xviii. p. 415.—Talfourd's I o a has been pronounced a successful imitation of the Greek tragedy.

CC North. Amer. Rev. April, 1837.

^ 41. (2) Comedy. Epicharmus of Cos, who was a professor of the Pythagorean
philosophy at the court of Hiero, in Sicily, about 470 B. C, is usually considersd as

the first writer of comedy. The species cultivated by him is called Sicilian comedy,
which the ancient writers distinguished from the Attic comedy.—Fifty comedies are

ascribed to him, but the fragments preserved (cf the collection oi Hertel. cited §43),

scarcely enable us to judge of their character. Phormis, of Syracuse, was another

writer in the same species. The pieces of Epicharmus are said to have been known
and admired especially by the Athenians, qnd to have given a great impulse to the cul-

tivation of comedy among that people. {Barthelemy^s Anacharsis, ch. Ixix.)

Scholl gives the following account of the origin of Attic comedy. "Between Tm
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gedy and Comedy in modern literature there is such an analogy that they are justly

regarded as two species of the same genus. From this it has been imagined, that both
had the same origin among the ancients. But it is not so. Tragedy grew out of the

songs with which the cities of Greece celebrated the festivals of Bacchus. Comedy,
on the other hand, took its origin in the country. The wards or boroughs {cfjuot) of

Attica were accustomed to unite in singing the phaUic songs {<pa\XiKa), in which the

most unrestrained licentiousness was allowed. The performers, drawn in cars, pro-

ceeded from borough to borough ; their numbers increased at every station ; and they

strolled about the country until their excesses forced them to seek repose. Hence
comedy derived its name from KUjxr], a village. The two species of drama followed in

their progress a different course. They were for a long time strangers to each other,

and it was not till a late period that comedy adopted the improvements embraced by
her sister. At length, however, the chorus, which had played the principal part, as in

tragedy, lost its primitive importance, and it finally happened that comedy appeared on
the stage without this accompaniment."

Susarion of Megara, about 570 B. C, is described as traversing the territory of At-

tica wdth an exhibition of these burlesque pieces, which constituted the beginnings of

comedy. Crates, about 500 B. C, is said to have given to them a more complete and.

perfect form. From this time tragedy was not the only representation attending the

iestivals of Bacchus; comedy was associated with it as a novel spectacle.

Mythology furnished but few of the subjects of comedy, in the character wdiich it

first assumed after its introduction from the country to the city. It was a complete

contrast to tragedy. Passing events, the politics of the day, the characters and deeds

of leading chiefs, the civil and military officers, and in short every thing pertaining to

])ublic or private affairs, entered into the materials, with which it amused the hearers.

It was therefore obviously liable to great abuse. No citizen could be secure from
attacks, which were not made by mere allusion, but more frequently by naming the

person and portraying his features upon the mask of the actor. It is this use of per-

sonal satire, which essentially characterizes what is called the old comedy.
'I'he grammarians of Alexandria have ranked, as belonging to the old comedy, six

poets ; viz. Epicharmus, Cratinus, Eupolis, Aristophanes, Pherecrates, and Plato,

called the comic, to distinguish him from the philosopher. The first has already been
spoken of. Aristophanes is tne only one of the rest of whom we have any whole
pieces extant. The fragments of the others may be found in the collection of Grotius

(cited § 43). The plays of Aristophanes justify and illustrate the character above
ascribed to the old comedy. Besides these six poets, more than twenty others are

recorded as authors in this kind of comedy, of several of whom trifling fragments are

preserved.

See p. F. Kanngiesser, Die alte Komische Bahne in Alhen. Breslau, 1817. S.—yalry, La vieille comedie, Mem. Mead. Inscr.

x<£i. 245.

^ 42. The old comedy continued until the time of the Thirty, when, B. C. 404, a
law was enacted which prohibited the use of hving characters and real names, and also

of the napaSadig of the chorus. This gave rise to what is called the middle comedy. All
that we know historically of this, is from the remarks of an ancient grammarian by
the name of Platonius (cf. Hertel, cited § 43). But there is one piece of Aristophanes,

the nXoiVof, which is a specimen of the kind; it was not represented until afier the

law abolishing the old form. The chief peculiarity is the exclusion of personal satire.

It seems also to have consisted in a considerable degree of parodies.—The grammarians
of Alexandria regarded two authors in the middle comedy as classic; viz. Antiphanes
of Rhodes and Alexis of Thurii. No more than insignificant scraps are left of the 360
pieces ascribed to the former, or the 145 of the latter. There were between thirty

and forty other writers whose names are preserved, with the titles of some of their

comedies.

The comic chorus consisted of twenty-four members, even after the tragic was limited to fif-

teen. There were other points of difference. "It frequently happens that there are several
chonises in the same comedy, who at one time all sing together, and in op[)osite positions, and
at other times chani^e with, and succeed each other without any general reference. The most
remarkable peciiliariiy, however, of the comic chorus is the parahasis. an address to the specta-
tors by the chorus, in the name and under the authority of the poet, which has no concern with
the subject of the piece. Sometimes he enlarges on his own merits, and ridicules the pretensions
of his rivals ; at other times he avails himself of his rights as an Athenian citizen to deliver pro-
posals of a serious or ludicrous nature for the public good. The parahasis may be considered as
repugnant to the essence of dramatic representation. All irarricul impressions are by such inter-

mixtures infallibly destroyed; but these intentional interruptions, though even more serious
than the subject of the representation, are hailed with welcome in the comic tone."

Schlega. on Dram. Lit. lect. vi.—^See also Schni, Hist. Lift. Gr. bk. iii. ch. xiii. on the parts of the comic chores, itago.pami,

InigprjpLa, AvrfnlopTjiia, &c.

—

Le Seau, sur le Plutus d'Aristoph. et sur les caracleres assignes a la comedie moyemie, iu the

M. m. de VJlcad. des Inscr. et Belles Letlres, tome xxx.

'?. 43. The ?iew comedy belongs wholly to^the Alexandrian period of Greek hterature,

in this the chorus wholly disappeared, having been deprived of its m_ost important
l».nciio[i& by the change from the old to the middle. The new comedy instead of in-
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dulging in personal satire with the use of real names hke the old, or turning into ludi-

crous parodies the verses and themes of other poets hke the middle, aimed more to

paint manners. " The new comedy," says Schlegel, " is a mixture of seriousness and
mirth. The poet no longer himself turns poetry and the world into ridicule ; he no
longer gives himself up to a sportive and frolicsome inspiration, but endeavors to dis-

cover what is ridiculous in the objects themselves ; in human characters and situations

he paints that which occasions mirth."
The most celebrated writer in the new comedy was Menander, whose pieces are

spoken of by the ancients with great admiration, and their loss is much regretted.

He began to write at the age of twenty, and is said to have composed a hundred plays.

Besides Menander, the Alexandrian critics recognize four others as possessing classical

merit, Philippides, Diphilus, Philemon and ApoUodorus. Several other names are

also recorded, which it is of no importance to repeat.

Although the plays belonging to the new comedy were very numerous, amounting
it is said to some thousands, not a single original specimen is preserved. We have,
however, several imitations or translations in the Roman authors Plautus and Terence.
On Comedy generally; P. U Bmn, Disc, sur la Comedie, he. Par. 1731.—&cfe)ii«rg'i Entwurf—Huri'j Coninient. on Ep.

Hor. Lond. 1757, 1766.-3/. de Cailtiava, De I'Art de la Comedie Par. 1772. 4 vols. &.—B. Bulw.n, Essay on Comf^y. Lond.

17S2. 8. On the Gr. Comedy; Schlegel, Lect. on Dramal. Ul.—Brumoy, Disc, sur la Com. Gr. in his Theaire des Grecs.—

Thtairt of the Greeks, cited § iO.—Fatry. Recherch. sur I'or. at les prog, de la Com. Gr. in Mem. de VAcad. T. xxv. vol. xvi. p. 3S9.

of Par. eA—FV6%eVs Geschichte d. kom. Literatur.

For the fragments of the comic poets ; Jac. Henel, Vetustis. sapientiss. comicor. Quinquaginta Sententije. Bas. 1560. Brix. 1612.

•~Henr. Stepharnis, Cnmicor. Grasc. Sent. Frankf. 1579. i.—B. Grutius, Excerp. ex Trag. el Com. Gr. Par. 1626. i.—J. Cleri-

tus (Le Clerc), Menandri et Philemonis Fragm. Ams. 1709. 8.

§ 44. (3) Satyre. The following account of the satyric drama is given by Barthelemy.
"After having traced the progress of tragedy and comedy, it remains to speak of a
species of drama, which unites the pleasantry of the latter, to the gravity of the former.

This, in like manner, derives its origin from the festivals of Bacchus, in which cho-

ruses of Siieni and Satyrs intermingled jests and raillery with the hymns they sang in

honor of that god. The success they met with gave the first idea of the satyric drama,
a kind of poem in which the most serious subjects are treated in a manner at once
affecting and comic. It is distinguished from tragedy by the kind of personages it ad-
mits ; by the catastrophe, which is never calamitous ; and by the strokes of pleasantry,

bon-mots, and buffooneries, which constitute its principal merit. It differs from comedy
by the nature of the subject, by the air of dignity which reigns in some of the scenes,

and the attention with which it avoids all personahties. It is distinct from both the
tragic and comic dramas by rhythms which are pecuHar to it, by the simplicity of its

fable, and by the hmits prescribed to the duration of its action ; for the satyre is a kind
of entertainment, which is performed after the tragedies, as a relaxation to the specta-

tors. The scene presents to view groves, mountains, grottoes, and landscapes of every
kind. The personages of the chorus, disguised under the grotesque forms attributed

to the satyrs, sometimes execute lively dances with frequent leaps, and sometimes
discourse in dialogue, or sing, with the gods or heroes, and from the diversity of
thoughts, sentiments, and expressions, results a striking and singular contrast."

" The satyrical drama," says Schlegel, " never possessed an independent existence;

and it was given as an appendage to several tragedies, and from all we can conjecture
was always considerably shorter. In external form it resembled tragedy, and the ma-
terials were in like manner mythological. The distinctive mark was a chorus con-

sisting of satyrs, who accompanied the adventures of the fable with lively songs,
gestures, and movements. The immediate cause of this species of drama was derived
from the festivals of Bacchus, where satyr-masks were a common disguise. As the
chorus was thus composed of satyrs, and they performed the peculiar dances alluded
to{(nKLi>vi] or c'tKivvtg), it was not a matter of indifference where the poet shoald place the
scene of his fable ; the scene must be where such a choir might naturally, according
to Grecian fancy, display itself; not in cities or palaces, but in a forest, a mountain, a
retired valley, or on the sea-shore."
The great tragic authors, jEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, each distinguished

themselves by pieces of this kind. Several other wrhers in the same age are men
tioned, as Pratinas, Aristias, Xenocles, and Philoxenes. But the most distinguished
of all, in the satyric drama, were Achaeus of Eretia, and Hegemon of Thasus.

"The latter aiJded a new charm to the satyric drama," says Barthelemy, "by parodying sevc
ral well known tragedies. The artifice and neatness with' which he execute'd these" parodies,
rendered his pieces greatly applauded, and freqijently procured them the crown. Dnrins the
representation of his Gig-ajitomachia. and while the whole audience were in a violent fit of
laughter, news arrived of the defeat of the army in Sicily. Hespmon proposed to break off the
piece abruptly; but the Athenians, without removing from their places, covered themselves
with their cloaks, and after having paid the tribute of a few tears to their relatives who had
fallen in the battle, listened with the same attention as before to the remainder of the entertain-
ment."
The Cyclops of Euripides is the only drama of this species that has come down to us. Ita

subject is drawn from Homer's Odyssey; it is Ulysses depriving Polyphemus of his eye, after
having made him drunk with wine. In order to conned with this a chorus of satyrs, the popt

2q2
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represents Silenus and his sons the satyrs as seeking over every sea for Bacchus carried away
by pirates. In the search, they are wrecked upon the shores of Sicily, enslaved by Cyclops, and
forced to tend his sheep. When Ulysses is cast upon the same shore, they leaj;ue wiih him
against their master; but their cowardice renders them very poor assistants to him, while they
take advantase of his victory and escupe from the island, by embarking with him. The piece
derives its chief value from its rarity, and being the only specimen from which we can form an
estimate of the species of composition to which it belongs.

Casauboti, ile salyrica Grjecorum poesi. Hate, 1779. S.—H. C. A Eichsl'ddt, De Dram. Graec. Comico-Satyrico. Lips. 1793. 8.

'Brumoy, Disc, sur le Cyclope d'Euripide, &c. in his Theatre des Grecs.—/. H- BuhLe, de Fabula Satyr. Grsec. Gott. 1787. 4.—

Sulzer's Allg. Theorie, Satire.

^ 45. It is important not to confound these satyrical compositions of the Greeks,
which have now been described, with the satire of the Romans, which was totally

different in its nature.

It may be remarked, however, here, that the Greeks had satire in various forms both
in poetry and prose. The Margites of Homer may be considered as a sort of epic satire.

Of lyric satire (or iambic as it may be called, from the verse generally used), a tew frag-

ments remain from different authors. Archilochus is one of them. Another was Si-

monides of Nimoa in the island of Amorgos, author of a satire upon women. We may
add the name of Hipponax (Hor. Ep. vi. 12), who employed, perhaps invented, the

Choliamhic verse {xco\iani3o;, lafi,8o; crKayov), as best adapted to satirical purposes.

Here also may be mentioned the poems called SiXXoi ; for they were a kind of satire.

They have been called by some didactic satire, as they seem to have ridiculed espe-

cially the pretensions of ignorance. They were a sort of parody, in which the verses

of distinguished poets, Homer particularly, were applied in a ludicrous manner to the

object of the satire. Xenophanes of Colophon is regarded as the first author of this

species. Yet the only writer, of whom it is certain that he composed SiXAoi, is Timon
of Phlius, the skeptic philosopher already named (*& 40) as a dramatist. His satires

formed three books, and were very caustic. A few fragments are extant. He enjoyed

a high reputation with the ancients, and Athenaeus states that commentaries were
written upon his SiXXoi. This is not the place to speak of the prose satire of the Greeks,
but it may be remarked that the principal writers were Lucian and the emperor Julian.

Le Beau, on Homer's Margites, in the Mem. de VJlcad. des Inscr. torn. xxix. xxx. 4to edit.—£. L. D. Htichs, Versuch Qber die

Verdieasle des Archilochus urn die Satire. Zerbst. 1767. S.—The fragments of Hipponax were published by Tlieirph. Fr. JVelcker,

Gott. 1S17. 4.—Tho«e of Simonides, also by n'elcher. Bonn. 1835. 8.— ft. i/et>ir. ia7i5/iciriricA, de Timone sillographo. Lips. 1720-

21. 4.—Sulzer's Allg. Theor. art. Satire.— Scholl, Hist. Gr. Lit. bk. iv. ch. 34—Fi. IVahe. DeGrajcoruni Silas. Varsavias, 1820. 8.

—Fred. Paul, de Sillis GrEcorum. Berol. l!^21. S.—Sallier, Orig. et caract. de la Parodie, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vii. 398.—

The fragments may be found in Brunch's Analecta. Cf. § 35.

§ 46. Besides the three regular varieties of the drama already described, the Greeks
had a great number of performances which were of the nature oi farces. At festal

entertainments buffoons were often introduced, whose pantomime was mingled with

extemporary dialogue (airoKalSodXai). In the theatre, ludicrous and indelicate represen-

tations were made by actors called ixTixoi. Pieces of this sort were termed XvaKovot or

fiayio^m. No specimen of them is preserved.
The name of mimes {ptti^oi) was at length given to httle poems designed to bring

before the spectator or reader an incident or story, which was not, like that of trage-

dy, drawn from mythology or heroic adventures, nor like that of comedy, taken from
civil or poliiical life, but iurnished by domestic occurrences. A piece of this sort con-

tained a painting of manners and characters, without a complete fable. Sophron of

Syracuse, B. C. 420, is mentioned as a writer of mimes. His pieces were written in

the Doric dialect, and not in proper verse, but in a kind of measured prose (/caraXoydJ/ji/).

Plato very much admired them, and encouraged at Athens a taste for such perfor-

mances. The few fragments of Sophron' s mimes which remain are not sufficient

to enable us to judge fully respecting their character. The fifteenth idyl of Theo-
critus is an imitation of one of them. A commentary on the mimes of Sophron was
written by Apollodorus of Athens. Another author of mimes was Philistion of Nicea,
who flourished in the last days of Socrates.
For the fragments of Sophron, see Classical Journal, vol. iv. Museum Criticum (Camb. Engl.), No. vii. Nov. 1821. The

sentences of Philistion and Menander were published by Nia Rigouht. Par. 1613. 8.

^ 47. In concluding this sketch of the Grecian drama, it may be remarked that the

Athenians had not, hke the moderns, a regular theatre, daily open for pubhc amuse-
ment. Dramatic representations were appropriated to rehgious festivals. Perfor-

mances designed for public exhibition were submitted to the first archon. When this

magistrate judged them worthy of appearing, he assigned the poet a choir or chorus,

an ornament or appendage so essential that no piece could be performed without it.

Great pomp attended the choral service, that it might seem worthy of the auspices of

a divinity. The expenses w^ere defrayed by the rich citizens to whom the tribes de-

creed the honor, or assigned the tax. The citizens vied with each other in the splendor

and magnificence with which they furnished these theatrical displays, which might
serve to promote their private poUtical interests under the name of generosity and

l>an onage. The labor of the poet was not ended, as in modern times, with furnishing
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the composition for the use of the declaim ers or actors. He was obliged to form hia
band of speakers, distribute the parts, and make them learn and rehearse. He uas
also obliged to instruct the chorus how to coiitbrm their movements to the voice of the
coryphcBus. Often the poet became himself an actor, and assumed one of the more
difhcult parts. The laborious task was expressed by the phrase ii6daKuv t.pana. In this
view the poets were termed 6i6a(jKa\oi , and the instruction given by them to the per-
formers was called technically ^i(5awaXia. This last term, was, however, afterwards
used in another sense in reference to the drama; viz. to signify something like what
we should call a literary notice, giving an account of the title and subject of a play,
the time of its exhibition, its success, its author, and the actors, &c. Aristotle and
the critics of Alexandria composed such notices ('icW/caXrai), which were no doubt
accompanied with critical remarks, and the loss of which is a matter of great regret.
SchSU, Hist. Lilt. Gr. vol. ii. p. 9.—Cf. Hermann, De Distributione, &c. as cited § 37.

§ 47 t. Having glanced in a general manner at the history of Greek poetry in
each of its departments, the plan already pointed out (§ 8) leads us now to no-
tice more particularly the principal poets.

In doing this, it \\\\\ be recollected, we are to arrange the names in chronological
order. To a brief notice of the poet and his works, a view of the more importantedi-
tions, translations, and other illustrative works, will be added. Before commencino'
with individuals, however, we will subjoin here some references to works which
relate to the Greek poets, or classes of them, collectively.

I. History and character.—Z,tZ. Greg. Giraldi Historiae Poetar. lam Grsec. quam Latin. Dialo'i X. Baa. 1548. 8.—G. J. Vossitu,

de veterum poelarum Gracorum et Lalinorum temporibus. Amst. 1654. 4 —Hartmann, Versuch einer allg. Geschichle der Poesie

der Griechtn und Ronaer. Berl. 1788. 8.—ie Ft-vre, Vies des Poetes Grecs; T. Faber, Vitas Poetarum Graecorum, in Grmovius,
vol. X. cited P. in. § 13. 2.—Lor. Crasso, Istorii d'Poeli Greci. Nap. 1678. fol.— B. Kennttt, Lives and Characters of the ancient

Grecian Poets. Lond. 1697. 8. 2d ed. Lond. 1735. n.—Charaktere der vornehmsten Dichler oiler Naliomn, fyc. von einer Gesdi-

ichaft von GeUhrten. Lpz. 1792, ss. 8.—C. A. Elian, Specimens of the Classic Poets, from Homer to Tryphiodorus. Lond. 1814.

8 vols. 12. Of. Lond. Quart. Rev. xiii. 151.—G. H. Bode, Geschichte der Hellenischen Dicbikunst. Commenced I>eipz. 1S38.

2 vols. 8. Cf. A'. Amer. Rev. Apr. 1 840.—t'frtci, Gesh. d. Hellen. Dichtk. Berl. i-i.-. .t.

2. Collections.—/£. F. Ph. Brunch, 'HSucfi noCTja-i;, sive Gnomici poetas Graeci. Arg. 1784. S—Same, with additions by O
SchUfer. Leips. 1S17. 8—Claude Chapelet, Poelae grasci christian!. Par. 1669. S.—JEm. Porti Novem Lyrici Graecorum. (pr.

Commeline) Heidclb. 1598. 8. Repr. Anjou. 1611. 4.—Slephaniis, 'Oi rrjs f)gutXKv? TToiija-tui; irpuirsiovTts TroiTjral icai

6'AAoi Ttt/Ej. Poetse gneci princ heroic, carni. Par. 1566, fol.—By same, Uoiija-is 4)i.X6(To(^os. Poesia philosophica, &c. Par.

1573. 8 —/. Lectius, Poets graeci veteres, carmini heroici Scriptores, &c. Aurel. Ailobro?. 1606. fol.—Same, Poelae grsci veteres

trastici, comici, &c. Colon. Allobrog. 1614. 2 vols, (oh—Mich. Maltaire, Miscellanea Graecorum aliquot scriptorum carmina

Lond. 1722. i.—Morel, E comicis grascis xlii deperditis sententiae cnllectae (gr. et lat). Par. 1553. 8—G. Dindorf, Poetae Scenici

Grasci. Lips. 1830.

—

A. Schneider, tilowruiv avSrj, sive poetriarum Graecarum carminum fragmenta. Giessae, 1702. 8.; contain'

ingthe fragments of Sappho, Erinne, Myro, Corinna, &c

—

J. C. Wolf, Poetriae Octo, cited 5 26.—Hertel, Stephanus, &c. cited § 43.

—R. fVinterton, Poetae minores grasci, gr. et lat. Cantab. 1635, et aj. Lond. 1739. S.—Thom. Gaisford, Poetae minores Graeci.

Oxf. 1814-20. 4 vols. 8. containing Hesiod, Theognis, Archilocus, Solon, Simonides, Mimnermus, Callinus, Tyrtaeus, Phocylides,

Naumachius, Linus, Panyasis, Rhianus, Evenus, Pythagoras, Theocritus, Bion, Moschus, with the scholia to Hesiod and Theocritus,

—An improved ed. of Gaisford's Coll. was published, Lpz. 1823. 5 vols. 8. containing Sappho, Alcaeus, and Stesichorus, in addition.

—J. F. Boissonade, Poetarum Grscorum Sylloge. Par. IS23-32. in 24 vols. 32 ; containing, vol. i. Anacreon, with fragments of

others ; vol. ii. Theocritus, Bion, Moschus ; iii. Theognis, Tyrtaeus, Phocylides, Callinus, Mimnermus, Solon, Simonides, Nauma-
chus, Pythagoras, Linus, Panyasis, Rhianus, Evenus, Eratosthenes, and small fragments ; iv.-vii. Homer; viii. Callimachus, Cleia-

thes, Proclus ; ix. x. Sophocles ; xi. Hesiod ; xii. xiii. ^Ischylus ; xiv. Pindar (after B'dckh) ; xv. Lyrici, Synesius, Gregorius ; xvi.-xx.

Euripides (text of Matthiae) ; xxi.-xxiv. Aristophanes.- rRejei's Bibliotheca CTlassica. Lpz. 1828, ss. 12.—reufrner's Auctores

Classic!. Lpz. 1824, ss. 12. with "correct text, and beautiful type."—rajtcArniz, Corpus Poet. Graic. Lpz. 1832.—f. Melhoni,

Anthologia Lyrica. Lpz. 1827. 12. TV. E. Wther, Die elegischen Dichter. Grasc. & Germ. Frankf. 1S25. 8.—/. F. Boissonade

Anecdota Graeca, e codicibus Regiis. Par. (begun) 1S29. 8. 1st vol. a Gnomic coll.—Griechische Dichler'm neu. metrischen Ueber

etzungen ; herausgegeben von Tafel, Osiander und Schwab. Lpz. 1830-7. 1 1 vols. 12. of various n.erit : chiefly very good.

3. In noticing editions of tlie Greek authors, the translator encounters a peculiar difficulty
To many persons every thing except merely naming a good edition of each author will anpp:ir
superfluous. Others will scarcely be satisfied without such specification and description ;is pro-
perly belong to works expressly bibliographical. The following plan is adopted under the Ini

pression that it will be, on the whole, the most useful. The editions which are judged to be
b e s t, on account of a generally good text and d. good critical apparatus of readings, comments, &.C
will be first mentioned, after the letter B.—Next after the letter F, will be nanfed in chronologi-
cal order such other editions as have been celebrated, from the Prinrep.^, or earliest, to the year
1800.—Last will be given, after the letter R, the editions since 1800, which are Ivnown lO be
worthy of notice, and are not named in the first list, or among the translations. In this third
class, the mark $ is employed to designate good school editions. Other marks are also employed,
with a uniforiTi signification wherever applied ; viz. the f to designate Un edition distinguis'hed
for a pure or improved text ; the sign J to designate one having notes, excursuses, or other ac-
companiments of special value. The star * is used to discrimrnale an edition, a translation, or
any other work named, which is considered superior to others of the same class.

§ 48. Orpheus, a Thracian, pupil of Linus, and companion of the Argonauts,
lived about B. C. 1250. The tradition, that by his lyre he tamed wild beasts

and moved inanimate thingrs to action, is mere allegory, and refers only to the

moral improvement effected perhaps by means of his song.

] u. The works ascribed to him are Hymns, TeXcrol, twenty-eight in number: an
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historical poem on the expedition of the Argonauts, 'ApyovavriKa; a metrical treatise on
the secret powers of Sto7ies, Uspi Ai6u)y

; a piece o?t earthquakes, Ucpi 'Leiufi'M' ; and other

fragments. These poems are now considered as the production of later times, com-
posed at different periods.

2. Editions.—B.

—

G. Hermann, Orphica cum notis H. Stephani, A. C. Eschenbachii, J. M. Gessneri, Th. Tyrwhitti, &c. Lipj.

1805. 2 vols. 8. A stereotype ed. of this text. Lpz. 1S23. 12mo.— Of the Orphic Fragments, the most perfect collection is in Ch. A.

Lohech, Aglaophamus, cited P. II. § 12. 2 (a). F.—Princeps, Orphei Argonaut. Hymni et Procli Lycii Hym. Grsc Florent

1500. 4. (imp. Junta).

—

Aldina. Ven. 1517. 8.

—

Slephani, in Poet. Gr. princ. her. carm. cited § 47.—J Gessneri, (ed. Ham-

berger). Lips. 1764. S.—Th. Tyrwhitt, Treatise on Stones. Lond. 1781. 8. R.—/. G. Schneider, Argonautics. Jena.

1S03. 8.-G. H. Schiifer, Orphica. Lpz. 1818. S.—K. P. Dietsch, Hymni. (Gr. & Germ.) Erl. 1822. 4.

3. Translations —English.—rA. Taylor, Hymns ; with preliminarj' dissert. Lond. 17!s7 ; 1824. 8 —Dodd, Hymns; in his CalK-

machus. Lond. 1755. German.—A ff. P^oJS, Argonautics. Heidelb. IS06. i.—Dietsch,3s above cited. Italian.-.4nt. /ero-

eadcs, Innidi Orfeo, esposti in versi volgari. Neap. 1788. 8. Latin, by J. Scali^er. Ludg. Bat. 1516. 12.

4. Illustrative.—Huc(, in his Demonst. Evang. Prop. iv. c. H.—Ruhnhen, in Epist. Crit. 1782 —Fried. Snedorf, de Hymn. Vet,

Gtxc. Lips. 1786.—Car. G. iefiz, de Orphic. Frag. Gott. 1789.—GtrJocft, de Hymn. Orph. Comment. Gott. 1 797.—i/i«c/iAe,

Comment, de Orphei Argonauticis. Rostoc. 1806. 4.—G. Hermann, De argument, pro Antiq. Orph. Argon. Lips. 1811. 4.

—

*£ode, Orpheus Poet. Grjec. Antiquiss Gctt. 1S24. i.—SchoU, Hist. Litt. Gr. vol. i. p. 3?.—North. Amer. Rev. vol. xxi.—On the

fables respecting the music of Orpheus, cf. Fraguier, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. v. p. 117.

§ 49. Musseus, according' to tradition a contemporary of Orpheus, born at

Athens, a poet and philosopher. The poem of Hero and Leander, Ta %a9' 'Hpw
xal Af'ai'Spov, which has been ascribed to him, was certainly the work of a later

age, probably the fifth century after Christ. It contains many passages of epic

beauty, but far too little of the simplicity belonging to its pretended age.

1. There was a Musaeus who flourished not far from A. D. 500. A letter from
Procopius to him imphes that he was a grammarian, which title is given to the author
of the poem, in all the Manuscripts. Hence it is conjectured, that the real author was
this person.

We have the titles of many works ascribed to the ancient Museeus ; the following,

besides others; 'Kpritrpiol, oracles; T^Xetoi, initiafio7is, a species of poem referring to reli-

gious rites of an initiatory and expiatory kind, called also KaSapnol, jmrifications, and
Ttapa\v(TEtg, ahsolutio7is; ^ AiccaEig voacov ; 'YTroBfjKai, precepts; Ilspt 6£cr:rpcorwj', describing the

remarkable things of Thesprotia ; "EfaTpa, an astronomical poem, &c.—The few frag-

ments of the ancient Musaeus remainmg are gathered in the collection of philosophic

poetry by Stephanus (cf. § 47. 2).

2. Editions.-B—/. Schroder. Leuward. 1742. 1793. 8.—* G. H. Schafcr, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1825. S.—C. A. Mobiiis. Hslle,

1814. 12 T.—Princeps, Aldina, Gr. et Lat. 1494 ; supposed the first worli from the Aldine press; extremely rare.—/unltna

(Phil. Giunfa), Graec. el La'in. Florcnt. 1519. 8.—With other works, Gr. et Lat. ap. J. Frohenium. Eas. 1518. S.—H. Slephani

(in Poet. Gnec. princ &c. cited § 47).—'/. H. Kronmayer. Halle, 1721. i.—K. F. Heinrichs. Han. 1793. 8.—tM. R'over. Leyd,

1737. 8. With the Scholia, and from collation of 7 MSS. and 17 editions ^ed. being 17 years of age).—i>!f Theil, Gr. and Fr. Par.

1834. 12.

3. Translations.-English—G. Chapman. Lond. 1606. i.—R. Stapylton. Oxford, 1645. i.— Stirling. Lond. 1728. 12.—»fr.

Fcnvltes, with Anacreon, Sappho, and olh»rs. Lond. 1760. 13.—/. Grame, in Anderson''s British Poets. Lond. 1795-1807. 8. Ilth

vol. French —C. L. MoUerauU (metrical). Par. 1805 —Cti Theil, as above cited.—/. B. Gail (Gr. Lat. & Fr.). Par. 1796. 4.

German.—fr. Passow. (Gr. & Ger.) Lpz. 1810. 8.—F. C. Fulda (metrical). Lpz. 1795. S. Italian.—fr. Maz. Turao. Neap.

1787. ^.—G. Pompei. Parm. 1793. 4.—Cf. Sulzer^s Theorie, vol. ii. p. 508.

4. Illustrative.-Prefaces of Schroder, Heinricli, and /"assaio.-Diss, in Kronmayer.—C F. HindeiiUirg.—Specimen Animadv.

in Musasum. Lips. 1763. 4.—/. Ogilvie, in his Essay on the Lyric Poetry of the Ancients, &c. Lond. .1762. 4.—De la Nauze,

Rem. sur I'Hist. d'Hero, &c and Nic Mahudel, Refl. Crit. &c. in Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. iv. and vii. p. 240.—Cf Class. Jour.

xvi. 126; xi. 88.

§ 50. Homtr lived about 1000 B. C, or perhaps later. The place of his birth

is uncertain; seven Grecian cities claimed the honor; it probably belonged to

Chios (Scio) or Smyrna. Most of the circumstances related of his life are de-

rived from two biocrraphies, which have been ascribed, on insufficient grounds,

to Herodotus and Plutarch. The story of his blindness seems to have been a

mere tradition.

1. There is a diversity of opinion respecting the period in which Homer Hved. While

some place him as above, B. C. 1000, others place him only about B. C. 600. The
Arundelian Marble places him B. C. 907. The date ascribed by Wood' and adopted

by Mitford^ is B. C. 850. A writer in the Philosophical Transactions (vol. xlyiii.)

brings Homer down to the sixth century before Christ, by astronomical calculations,

not to be rehed on. Different traditions are related respecting his parentage and

birth, to explain the terms Maeonides, son of Mceon, and Melesigenes, lorn hy the river

Meles. Conflicting etymologies of his name, "O^iripog, have been devised, some of them

sufficiently absurd.—Respecting the manner of his life, all the accounts, whether ge

ouine or spurious, generally agree in representing him as a Rhapsodist wandering on

the Asiatic coast and through the islands of Greece, and earning fame and a rnaintenance

by the recitation of his verses.—His death is variously told. One story brings him to

ills end by fallmg over a stone. Another allows him a gentler death. Another tells
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that he broke his heart out of pure vexation^, because he could not solve a riddle pro-
posed to him by some waggish young fishermen.
Numerous treatises have been written on the life of this poet. Besides the two

above mentioned, ascribed to Herodotus and Plutarch, there are three short hves in
Greek, one of them written by Proclus^. Wood, in his EssayS defends the authen-
ticity of the piece ascribed to Herodotus. That ascribed to Plutarch is by some judged
to be of an earlier date than the supposed author.—Of modern biographies, those of
Pope and Madame Dacier are very convenient^.

1 R. IVood. Essiy on the origiDal genius of Homer. Lond 1770. 8. 2 History of Greece, ch. iii. Append. 3 CoItHdge, p. 4i,

60, 63, as cited § 21. * Contained in Mlatiics, De Palria Hotneri. Ludg. Bat. 1640. s Connected w ilh their trans aliens of Ho-

mer.—See also Thomas £lackwell. Enquiry into the Life and Writings of Homer. 2d ed. Loud. 1736. S. Tr. Germ, by Fom.
Leipz. 1776. S

—

K ppen, in the ErklUr Anrntrkungcn, below cited (j).—K'itzsch, cited below (4).—^. E. Schularth, Idceii zum
Homer und seineni Zeitalter. Brest. 1821. S. The author maintains that Homer was a Trojan ; a bold, speculative work, which

attracted attention without producing conviction.—The pretended tomb of Homer, drawn by D. Ftorilio, with notes by C. G. Heyne,

Lond. 1795. 4.

2 u. His two epic poems, the Iliad (iXta?) and Odyssey (Oi^aada), originally consisted
of various Rhapsodies, which were first reduced to their present form under the direc-

tion of Pisistratus and his son Hipparchus. On being committed to writing, which
could hardly have been done by Homer hims^elf, it is not improbable that they received
some additions and interpolations. Both of them are a series of songs, probably from
several authors. Homer and the Homeridae, composed at different times and succes-
sively enlarged. The subject of the Iliad is the "wrath of Achilies," his separation
from the Grecian army in consequence of it, and the events of the Trojan war during
his absence and immediately after his return. The theme of the Odyssey is the wan-
dering of Ulysses, the dangers and sufferings of his return from Troy to Ithaca, and
the events following his arrival.—Besides these two heroic poems, the most celebrated
of epic productions, there is ascribed to Homer a comic piece, the BaTpa\oi.ioixaxla

{Battle of the Frogs and Mice), a mock-heroic poem, belonging unquestionably to a
later period. There are also ascribed to him thirty-three Hyvins, besides various small
pieces and epigrams. Some of the Hymns were probably composed by the Homeridae
or Homeric Rhapsodists (cf. § 21).

3. Besides the works above named, many others were formerly ascribed to Homer,
of which the titles only are preserved. The MnpyiV?;? has already been mentioned
C^ 45), " a satyre upon some strenuous blockhead," often alluded to by the ancient
writers. At least twenty other titles* are recorded ; among which are the following

:

'Afia^oi'ia, 'Apavonaxia, Tepai'oiJiaxia, 'Eriyoj'oi, K£<cpw?rff, Nooroj, Hatyvia, &c. The BaTpa-

Xon'opiaxia has been ascribed^ to Pigres, who lived in the time of the Persian invasion

;

but some allusions and names in it are supposed to indicate an Alexandrine age and
source. This mock-heroic has been repeatedly imitated. Theodore Prodromus, in

the 12th century, wrote an imitation in Iambic trimeters, called the Galeomachia.
There are also Latin imitations ; one by Addison in the Musce Etonenses. The
greater part of the Homeric Hymns belong to the class of addresses and invocations^
to the gods [llpooipua), which the Rhapsodists were accustomed to make in commencing
their recitals. But several of the larger ones, especially, may with propriety be
termed epic.

^FahricixLS, Eibl. Gr. i. 374.—R. P. Knight, Prolegomena in Homerum. Cf. Class. Joum. vii. 321. '^Fuhrmnn, kleineres

Handbuch. p. Ai.—J. F. D. Gues, Diss, de Balrachomyomachia, etc. etc. Erlang 1798. 8.—C. D. Ilgen. Hymn. Homeriei, etc

(containing a modem Greeli version of the Balrachom. by Demetr. Zenus, and the Galeomachia of Prodromus). Hal. 1796. 8.

—

Coleridge, p. 182 ^ Hermann's Epistle, prefixed to his edition cited below {o).—Cvkridge, p. 190.

4. The controversy amonsr the learned respecting the oricin of the Iliad and Odyssey, has
awakened much interest, and deserves some notice here.—The tirst doubts whether Hnnier was
the sole author, seem to have been expressed by Perrault in his Parallele des .^nciens et des Mo-
derns (Par. 1688), in which it is sucsrested, that they are but a collection of many little poems, of
different authors. This snsjgestinn was noticed by Boileau, in his Reflerions Critiques sur Lov^n
(Par. 1694), and by Kennett, in his Lives nftlie Greciav Poets (Lond. 1697), and opposed by them.
The notion, however, was enforced by F. Hedelin, who went so far as to deny the personal ex
istence of Homer, in a treatise bearine the title Conjectures acadetniques, ou Dissertation sur
V Iliad, 1715. Dr. Benttev (in reply to Co/Zins'^ discourse of Free-Thinking; Letter to JV". JV. hy
Phileutlierus Lipsien.sis $ 7 ) expressed an opinion, that these poems originally consisted of seve-
ral distinct songs and rhapsodies composed by Homer, but not united in an epic form until 500
years afterwards. The same idea was more fully developed by an Italian author, O. B. Vico,m
a work called Principi di scienza viiova d^intorno alia commune natnra dellenazioni. Naples, 1744,

8th edit. A bolder position was taken by Robert IVood, in his Essay above cited ; he affirmed,
that Homer could not have committed his poems to writing, because the art of writing was of
subsequent invention ; which he argued, (first) from the absence of all allusion to the art in the
Iliad (cf P. IV. $ 59) and Odyssey ;" (secondly) from the fact asserted by him that prose compo-
sition, always coeval with the art, did not then exist; and (thirdly) from the loss of other lite-

rary productions of the age. The perfurmance of Wood was translated into German, and
attracted much attention, and gave a new impulse to the study of Homer. In 1795, IVvlf pub-
lished his Prolen-omena ad Homerum, in which he maintained that "thf Iliad and Odyssey are
not the production of Homer, or of any other single author, but a collection of rhapsodies, com-
posed at different limes and by different person^, and subsequently and gradually wrought up
into the form in which they now exist." This doctrine was not eagerly embraced by the public.

At the close of the year lt95, Heyne, who then had the reputation of the first Hellenist in Ger-

59
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many while Wolf was acquiring that of a rival to him, published in the Oottin^en Jovrval a re-

view of Wolfs Prolegomena. In this review, Heyne staled or insinuated, that he had himself

always taught the same general doctrine respecting the Homeric poems. This was resented by

Wolf, and occasioned a controversy between these champions ; not, as has often been supposed,

concerning the genuineness of these poems, but concerning the merit of priority in starling the

new theory of their gradual formation. This contest for the honor of originating the doctrine,

had great influence in deciding general opinion in favor of it in Germany. It was defended with

ingenuity by Ilgen, in the introduction to his edition of the Homeric hymns, cited above (3). One
of the principat attempts to controvert it was made by Hug, in his work on the Invention of Al-

phabetic Writing (cited P. IV. J 32), published in 1801. In 1S02, Heijne fully avowed and sup-

ported the theory in the e.'scursuses in his edition of the Iliad. The theory was attacked in

France by St. Croix, in a pamphlet styled Refutation d'nn paradox litteraire. Par. 179S. In Eng-
land also'a powerful opposer of it has appeared in Granville Penn, whose arguments are given

in the work styled Jin Examination of the primary Argument of the Iliad, &c. published in 1821.

This work was severely reviewed in the London Quarterly (.vol. x.wii), and to the review Ptnn
replied in the Classical Journal (vol. xxvii). Scholl gives a glance at the history of this qiies-

tions and plainly intimates that he does not embrace the Woliian doctrines. " Posterity," says

hp, "will judge of their snliditv; and we will only add, that while in Germany the views of

Wolf are generally received, they are almost as generally rejected in England, Holland, France,

and Italy. It is known that they were lirmly resisted by Ruhnken, one of the greatest critics of

the last century, and by the celebrated Villoison." Coleridge remarks'^, " however startling this

theorv may appear at first sight, there are some arguments in its favor, that with all calm and
serious inquirers will ever save it from indifference and contempt." The work of Jfitzsch,

below cited', controverts the doctrine of Wolf with much ability and success, and is said to be

producing at least a partial revolution of opinion in Germany. But IV. Milller, in his work cited

below*, sirongly defends the Woltian theory. For the special arguments employed in this

controversy, vve must refer the reader to the works of the ditTerent writerss; observing, how-
ever, that the grand argument of Wolf and Heyne is an assumption of that as a fact, which has

never been proved; namely, that writing, or at least any common writing material, was un-

known in Greece, in the Homeric age ; while the apparent familiarity of Homer with Sidonian

artists, the close alliance between the Sidonians and the Jews, and the indisputable use of the

art of writing among the Jews long before the Trojan war, render the opposite highly probable.

Whether the Iliad and Odyssey were the productions of the same author and age, is a differ-

ent question. A doubt was expressed even in ancient timess. A modern writer (Constant)'' has

urged the diversity of style, manners, and mythology in the two works, as evidence of diversity

of authorship. Another'moderns has attempted to show that Ulysses was the author of both the

Iliad and the Odvssey.
It is not impertinent to remark here, that there is an early and very remarkable German or

Teutonic poem^, which some of the German writers have compared to the Iliad; called the

JiTibeluiiffen Lied, and fondly termed by partial antiquaries the "Northern Iliad."

t Schcll, Hst. Litt. Gr. bS. ii. ch. 4. "^ Cultrid^e, In'roduction, &c., p. 37, ss. as cited § 21. 3 G. IV, Nitzsch, De ^tate Ho-

meri, &c., n.Lletemata. Hanu. 1S30-37. 2 vols. 4. * fV. Midler, Homerische Vorscliule. Lpz. 1S24. S. 5 Besides those

already cilei, H. C. Koes, Conimentatio de discrepaatiis Id Odyss. occurrealibus. Havni:e, lS06.—Bessetdt, ErklirenJe Einlei-

tur.gzurOiyssee Koniisb. \S\6.—Bern Thicr.ich, Vr^esUU der Odyssee, &c. Kflnigsb. 1S21. S.—C. F. Fraiicescn, Essai sur la

Question, si Homere a connu l'u3i;e de I'ecriture, &c. Berl. 1S18. 12.—Other references in Harles, Supplem. i. p. 95. Par-

ti-ularly as opposing the VVolfian theory : Kiught, in his Prolegomtna, as cited above (3).—De.'wie de Sales, Histoire d'Homere.—

/. Kreuser, Vorfrage Qber Honneros, &c. Frankf. 1?23. S.—G. Lange, Versuch die poet. Einheit der Iliad zu bestininien. Darmst.

1826. said to contain " pithy arguments from a fine scholar "—See also E. L. Buluxr, Athens, bk. i. ch. 8. as cited P. III. § 9.—

Land. Qtiart. Rev. \a\. xliv —£di'(ii. Rev. Ixii.—A^. .4m. Rev. xxxvii.—.4m. Qi/arf. Rev. vol. ii. p. 367. 6 Cf. Smcca, De

Brevit Vit. c. 13. 1 Constant, De la Religion, vol. 3d. bk. 8. as cited P. II. § 12. 2. (a).— Cf. Knight, Thiersch, Eulwer, Celt-

ridge, and the Reviews, &c., as just cited. ^ Koliades (Prof, dans I'universile lonienne), Ulysse-Honiere, ou du veritable auteur

de I'lliade et de I'Odyssee. Par. 1829. fol. 9 Cf. T. Carlyle, Essays, &c., vol. ii. p. 319, as cited § 331.—Encydop. Americ vol.

ix. p. 276.

5. Editions.—B.—ILIAD. C. G. Heyne, Gr. & Lat. Leipz. & Lond. 18(fi. 9 toIs. 8; it Lond. 1819. a 9th vol. appeared

Lpz. 1S22.—ODYSSEY. Baumgarten-Crusius. Lpz. 1822-27. 3 vols. S.-WHOLE WORKS. F A. Wolf, Gr. & Lat. Halle,

1794. 5 vols. S. Lpz. IS04. 8.—/. A. Emesli, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1739. 1824. Glasg. 1814. 3 vols. S.—Samuel Clarke, Gr. & Lat

Lond. 1729. 1740. 4 vols. 4. I6th ed. Lond. 1815.—* G. Di«rfor/, Gr. & Lat Lond. 1823. 2d ed. Lpz. 1824. 5 vols. 8. Wolf '3

Clarke's recension ; readings and notes of Ernesti.—HYMNS (and Batrachomyomachia). Mallhix. Lpz. 1805. 8.—EPIGRAMS

(and Hymns I,- Balr.) * G. Hermann. Lpz. 1806. S. F.—Princeps {Demetrius Ctiakondylas & Demetrius Cretensis). Flor.

1488. fol. 2 voh.—Aldus. Venet 1504. also 1517. 1524. 2 vols. ».—Junta. Flor. 1519. 2 vols. S.—Hervagius. Basil, 1535. fol.

eum Schol.—Francini. Ven. 1537. 2 vols. 8.—With the Commentaries of Eustalhius. Rom. 1342-50. 4 vols, fol.—fl. Stephamit.

Par. 1566. (in Poet. Gr. Frinc cited § 47.) 15S8. 2 vols. 8. Gr. & Lal—tBames. Camb. 1711. 2 vols. 4.—Fvulvi, Glasg. 1756. 8.

4 vols. fol. very splendid. Flaiman's illustrations were executed for it.—J ViUiAson, Iliad. Ven. 1788. fol. R.—The Greiiville

Hvmer. Oxf. 1800. 4 vols. i.—Bodoni, Iliad. Parm. 1808. 3 vols, fol—fl. P. Knight. Lond. 1820. fol. (see Class. Jonrn. vol.

vii. and viii. Lond. Quart. Rev. vol. xxvii.)—/. A. MuUer, Uliad, with extracts from Eustathius, &c Mei.sseo, 1813. 2 vols. 8.

—G. H. Sch'dffer, Illiad and Odyssey. Lpz, 1810-11. 5 vols. 12; prepared for the collection of Tauchnilz, and considered by

Scholl as preferable to the stereotype impression of Tauchnitz, in 4 vols.

—

) C. C. Felton, Iliad, from the text of Wolf, with Eng-

lish notes and Flaxman's illustrations. Bost 1833. a beauliful edWion— Clarke's Iliad, 2d Am. ed. N.York. 1826. 8. Cura G.

Ironside.—G. Hermann. Lpz. 1825. 2 vols. S.—T. H. Bothe Han. 1834. 5 vols. 8 —§ SpUzner, Iliad, in RosCs Biblio heca,

cited § 7. 1.—The Odyssey, with the Scholia of Didymus, the Hymns, &c. Oxf 1827. 2 vols. 8.—G. C. Cntsius, ddyssey (with

notes in German). Hann. 1838. 8. Also, Iliad. Hann. 1841. 8. his Odyssey is described as " very good for those not much ad-

vanced in Greek "'-F. Duiot (printer), Homeri Carmina et Cycli Epici Reliquiae cum Indice Nominum et Rerum. Par. 1840. 8.

6. Translations.—English.—G. Chapman. Lond. 1616. fol.—/. Ogilby Lond. 1669. 2 vols. fol. with engravings.—.4. Pope.

Lond. 1715-20. fol. very often reprinted.— «^ Cou-per. Lond. 1791. 4. 1S02. 4 vols. S.—Sotliciy. Iliad. Lond. 1831. 2 vols. 8.

cf. Blackicood's Magazine, vol. xxix.—By a member of the University, Iliad, (pr.) Oxf. 1821. 2 vols 8. Odyssey, (pr.) Lond.

1S23. 2 vols. 8.—Of the Hymns, Blackwood's Magazine, vol. xxi.—xxxii. French—Mad. Dacier. Par. 1711 16. 1741.

8 vols. 12 — />. Bruru Par. 1809-19. 4 vols. 12. German.—/ H. Voss. Alton 1793. 4 vols. S. imitating the ancient hexame-

ter. 5th ed. IS2I, improved.—5cAu!eTici, Hymns. Frankf. 1S23. 8 Italian—Af. Ctsarotti. Ven. 1786-90. 10 vols. 8.

7. Illustrative.—It has been justly remarked, that it would be an endless task merely to name all the authors who have ^vritten

£>oat Homer. We select a few of the best works illustrative of tliis poet—G. Ch. Crusius, Worterbuch aber die Gedichte de»
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, tx. Han. 1886. S.—Terassori't Cril. Dissertations on the Iliad, transl. into English, by Brtreuxmd. Lend. 1745. 2 vols. 8.

—i. Coulon, Lexicon Homericum. Par. 1653. 8.—Dupcrl, Homer! GDomologia, Gr. k Lat. Cant. 1660. 4.—£. Feti/i, Anliqui-

tates Homericjc Amst. 1726; Argent. 17 J3. S.—Ria:ii Disputaliones Homericas. Lips. 17&4. 8

—

H. l.tCCppen, Erklirende An-
merkunsen zum Honker, 1st. ed. Han. I7S7, ss. 3d ed. by iJuAAop/and Spitznar. Han. 1820. 6 toIs. 8. " a very pood conimentary

on the Iliad."— G. tV. Kitzsch, Erklirende Annierkungen zu Homer's aiyssee. Kiel. IS26-40. 3 vols 8. "a thorough work."—

P. Buttntann, Lexilogus, &c., bauptsichiich Mr Homer und Hesiod. Berlin, 1828. 2 vols. 8. Trans. English, by T. R fuhlake.

Lond 1836. 8. " very valuable."—Ckim Bomerica, or Lexicon of all the words in the Iliad. Transl. by /. ITaiktr. Lond.

1SS9. 8. C. F. XiieiUUtch, Anmerkungen zur liias, nebst Excurst-n Ober Gegenslinde der Homerischen Gnrnmatik. NQmb.
1S34. S.—C. F. Stadeimann, Grammatisch-kritische Anmerkungen rur Ilias. Lpz, 1S40, ss. 2 vols S. "a copious collection of

Eotss without plan, yet containing much that is good." Cf. Jahii't Jahrbacher, 1^41.—/. B. Kilter, ErliuteruDgen der Heiligen

.Schrifl, Alten unJ Neuen Test, aus d. Klassik. besonders aus Homer. Kiel. 1833. S.—C. F. NO^dsbach, Die Homerische Theolo-

gie in ihrem Zusamnienhange. Narnb. 1840. 8. "of great merit." On the Geography and Topography of Homer's poems, we
Diention the following.—/. Bryant, Dissertation concerning Troy, &c, as cited P. II. § 132.—/. B. S. Morrit, in Reply to Bryant.

—fV. FrancUin. Remarks on the Plain of Troy, &c Lond. 1800. S.—R. ChandleT. His'orj- of Troy and adjacent country, &c.

Loud. IS02, 8 —i* CA«-(Uter, Voyage de la Troade. Par. 1802. 3 vols. Transl. English, ty, Dalztl.—W. Gtii, Topography of

Troy. Lond. IS04. 4. with plates.—ij£n?tei/. Observations on the Topography of Troy. Lond. 1514. i—K. H. V.lcher, Ceber

Homerische Geographie und Wehkunde. Han. 1830. 8. There are illustrative Drawings —/'iaxma?»"» Compositions. London,

1805. 2 vols. fol.

—

Titchbein's Illustrations, in drawings from the antique, with descriptions (Germ.) by Heyne. Gott 1801. fol.

—

C F. Inghirami, Galleria Omerica (or antique monuments to aid the study of Homer). Ftrenze, 1830. 2 vols. 8. For others on

various points, cf. Mots, Manual, vol. i. as cited § 7. 10.—Sui^w'j Allg. Theorie, Homer.—An extensive survey of recent works

pertaining to Homer is given by Baumsarien-Crusius, in Jahii't JahrbQcher, vols. i. and ii. for 1827.

§51. Hesiod lived probably B. C. 950, according to some before Homer.
He was born at Cuma in .^olia, and was called the Ascreean, because educated

at Ascra in Bceotia. As a poet, Hesiod is inferior to Homer. But his poems
are highly valuable, as they make known to us so much respecting- the concep-

tions and modes of thinking which prevailed in a high antiquity, upon domestic,

mythological, and physical subjects.

1. We may collect from the poems of Hesiod, that his father was a native of Cuma, and re-

moved to Astra at the foot of Mt. Helicon, where he devoted himself to pastoral and agricultural

life. Of the estate, which his father left at death, the creater part was obtained by Perses, his

elder brother, who had bribed the judges to make an unequal division. Yet Hesiod by the pru-
dent man<igemeiil of his portion acquired a compelenc*^, while Perses was reduced by improvi-
dence to want.—It lias been supposed by some, that he tended his own flocks on Mount Helicon,
while others maintain that he was the priest to a temple of the Muses on that mount.—He men-
tions a pnetiial contest at Chalcis, which formed a part of the games at the funeral of Amphida-
mas, kingof Euhosa, and in which he gained the prize of a tripod, afterwards bv him consecrated
to the Muses of Helicon. (Cf P. IV. $ 65. 1.) This incident was the foundation of the fable of
his victory over Homer, which Plutarch, in his Banquet of the seven vise men, puts into the mouth
of Periander; and which forms the subject of a work styled '^nfipov koI 'Hciocov dyuv, written
after the time of the emperor Adrian.—Plutarch likewise introduces in the Banquet, from the

lips of Solon, a marvelous story respecting the death of Hesiod, which also is probably a fabri-

cation.

On the life and age of Hesiod ; see the Lives by Fbiirtu, Ktnnett, Stc, cited 5 47.—Also Prelim. Diss, in RoLimon's Hesiod, and

Discourse prefixed to Cooke't Hesiod, both cited below (5).

2 u. We have from him a didactic poem, on rural economy, T^pya koX 'Huepai. WorJis

end Days; and another of a mj'thological character, efoyoiia, a theogony, on the hneage
of the gods arid origin of the world. The piece styled 'Ao-rij 'HpojcXtouj, Shield of Her-
cules, is probably a fragment from a later author.

3. The WorJis and Days of Hesiod consists of 828 hexameter verses. The poem is

of unequal merit, some parts of it bordering on the puerile, others disj^overing great

elevation of thought and feeling. It is an object of the poet in the Works and Days
to rebuke his brother and judges for their injustice, and teach the duties of industry,

frugality, and prudence.—Pausanias says, that this was the only work allowed by the

Boeotians to be the genuine production of Hesiod. He states that he saw, near the

fount of Helicon, a copy of this poem in lead, almost destroyed by age. The Theo-

gony contains about 1000 lines. There are passages in it of great force and sublimity.

The contest of the Giants and Tuans and of Jupiter whh Typhceus are often specified

as such.

The Shield of Herndes, in 480 lines, is supposed by some modern critics to have
belonged to a lost work of Hesiod, enthled "HpoyoyoiU, the Heroogoriy, a genealogy of the

demigods, including, as they think, two pieces cited by the ancients; viz. KariXoyo^

yvvaiKuv, catalogue of women, a history of such as were mothers of demigods ; and
'Hoiai ncyaSai, an account of heroines. The Yiara\oyoi is sometimes mentioned as con-

sisting o{five cantos, of which the 'Hoiot formed the fourth. The thle "Hoiai was sup-

posed by'Bentley to have arisen from the phrase i^ 6ir\ {qualis, such as), with which the

transition was made from one heroine to another. Of this last piece the Shield is

commonly thought to have been a part ; it begins with the phrase just meniioned. in a

description of the person and adventures of Alcmene, which occupies the first 56 hnes.

Others consider the part of it relating to Alcmene as all that belonged to the piece

styled 'Koiai or Ecfcp, and view the rest, describing the armor of Hercules. &:c., as a

separate poem. This portion of the 'AtttIj or Scutum, is an amplification of Homer's
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description of the shield of Achilles. Thirteen or fourteen other works, not extant,

were ascribed to Hesiod.

CookCy Discourse pref. to his Transl.—JErfi'ni. Rev. vol. xv. p. 101.—Manso, on Hesiod, in the Charaktere der vomehmsten Dich-

ter, vol. iii. p. 49, as cited § 47. 1.

4. The same theory which some have so strenuously maintained in relation to the Homeric
poems, has also been applied to the poems of Hesiod. They have been said to be pieces com-
piled by AtaaKEiiaoTai in the ag'es of Solon and Pisisiratus, from the recitations of the Rhap-
sodists, or at least from imperfect written copies; it being supposed, that there were many
poems from ditferent authors imitating: the manner of Hesiod, and in after times ascribed to him.
Thus Hesiod has been considered as the head of an ancient Bwotian school of poetry, as Homer of
an Ionian.

See Heinrichh Prolegomena and Wolf's Notes in the editions below cited (5).

—

Aug. Twestcn's Conimentatio critica de Hesiod)

carmine, quod inscribitur. Opera et Dies, Kiliae, 1S05. 8.—G. Ha-rnanri's Letter to Ilgen, in Hgen's Hymn. Homerici, ci'ed § 50. 3.

5. Editions.—B.—WHOLE WORKS. Chr. Fr. Losner, Gr.et Lat. Lips. 1778. S.—Thorn Roliuson, Gr. ei Lat. Oxon. 1737.

4; Lond. 1756.—* C. Gottling. Erfurt. 1S31. 8.—WORKS and DAYS. L. IVachler. Lem?o. 1792. 8.—SHIELD. Car. Frid.

Heinrich. Vratisl. (Breslaw), 1802. 8.—THEOGONY. Fr. Aug. Wolf. Halle, 17S3. 8. f.—lhtPrinaps contains only the

Works and Days. Milan, 1493. fol.—The Princeps (or earliest) edition of the who'e works of Hesiod, is that of Aldm, Veuet. 1495.

ftil., connected iviih an edition of Theocritus.—/unfa. Florent. 1515. 8 ; this is the first edition of Hesiod separately.

—

Trincavelli.

Ven. 1537. 4 ; the first with the Scholia.— fl. Heinsius. Lu?. Bat. 1603. 4. Gr. et Lat.—t Grzvius, Gr. & Lat. Amst. 1667. 8.—

Clericris (Le Clerc). Amst, 1701. 8. The two last are the foundation of Robinson's. —B. Zamagna (called also edition of Bodoni).

Gr. et Lat. Parmae, 1785. 4. R.—La7izi (Works and Days). Gr. Lat et Hal. Florent. 1803. 4.—Spohn (Works and Days).

Lips. 1819. 8. A more critical edition announced by same.

—

Gaisford, in his Poetae Minores Graeci, cited § 47 ; said by Dibdin (in

1827) to give the purest text of Hesiod.—F. S. Lehr's, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1840. 8.

6. Translations,—English.—G. Chapman. Lend 1618. i.—J. Cooke, (metr.) Lond. 1728. i.—Ch. Abr. Elton, (metr.) Lond.

1812. 8. also 1815. 8. Cf. Edirib. Rev. vol. xv French.—P. C. CI. Gin. Par. 1795. 8. German.-^. H. Vosi, whole works.

Heidelb. 1806. 8.-7. D. Hartmann, Shield. Lemgo. 1794. 8.

7. Illustrative.—S. F. Thiersch, Uber die Gedichte des Hesiodus, ihren Drsprung, kc. MQnchen, 1813. i.—Heyne, Abhandlunj

Ober die Theogonie, in the Comment. Soc. GUt. vol. ii.—F. Schlichtegroll, Uber den Schild des Hercules, &c. Gotha, 1788. 8.-

Creuzer & Hermann, Briefe, &c. cited P. II. § 12. 2. {a).—C. Lehmann, De Hesiodi carminibis perditis. Berl. 1823. 8.—/. Flax

man, Compositions from the Works of Hesiod; 37 beautiful outlines. Lond. 1817. fol.

§ 52*. Archiluchus flourished about B. C. 680. He was a native of the

island of Pares, and ranked among the greatest poets of Greece, and generally

supposed the inventor of Iambic verso. He vv'rote satires, elegies and triumphal

hymns, and lyrical pieces, of v^^hich only trifling fragments remain.

1. Little is known of his life. He went, while young, with his father in a Parian

colony to Thasos. He states of himself, that in a battle between the Thasians and
I'hracians, he threw away his shield, and saved himself by flight. On account of this,

it is said, when he afterwards visited Sparta, he was ordered by the magistrates to

quit the city.

2 The fragments of Archilochus are found vaBrun-Vs Analecta, and JacobsU Anthologia, cited § 35.—Also in Gaisford, vol. i, and

Boissonade, vol. xv. as cited ^ 47. 2. They were published separately, with comments, by Ign. Litbel, Lips. 1812. 8; enlarged

1819. 8. Cf. Sevin, La vie etles ouvrages d'Archiloque, Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. x. p. 36.

§ 53. Tyrtasus, about B. C. 647, of Athens, or more probably Miletus, leadei

of the Spartans against the Messenians. By his elegies, full of the praises of

military glory and patriotism, he roused the ardor of his warriors, and rendered

them victorious. Of his writings, only three elegies and eight fragments have

come dov^^n to us.

1. The common account is, that the Lacedaemonians, at the bidding of Delphian Apollo, sent to

the Athenians for a general to conduct their wars with the Messenians, hitherto unsuccessful ; and
that Tyrtseus, lame and deformed, was selected by the Athenians, out of hatred. Scholl remarks
that the whole story has the air of fable, and that the alleged deformity had no foundation in

truth, being a satirical allusion to his use of pentameter verse.

2. The effect ascribed to his poems is not improbable. The Lacedagmonians were
accustomed to enter the field under the inspiration of martial music and songs, as

illustrated in Plutarch's hfe of Lycurgus. The song thus used in rushing to battle

was termed /heXo? Eju/Sar/ypioi'. The instruments used by the Lacedaemonians were flutes.

Tyrtaeus is said to have invented and introduced among them the trumpet. The
elegies composed by Tyrtasus amounted to five books. It is commonly supposed that

they were chiefly war-songs of the kind just mentioned. AVe have but a single frag-

ment of these songs of Tyrtaeus, which were in the Doric dialect ; his now remaining

elegies, being in the Ionic dialect, are not to be confounded with them. A work by
Tyrtaeus is cited by Aristotle and Pausanias under the title of Evi'onia{'' bonne legis-

lation^^), which some have considered as a distinct poem, while others have supposed

it to be only a certain class of his elegies collected together and so named.
Lowth's Hfbrew Poetry, lect. \.— Scholl, vol. i. p. 189 —Fuhrmajin^s Kleineres Handb. p. 65.—/. V. Franle^s Callinus, cited

^ 29.— .'kfatf/ita! de Tyrlaei Carminibus. Alfenb. 1820. 4—PohoAde, below cited.

3. EMiotiS.—B.—Chr. Adolph. Klotz. n67. 8; with a Germau version by Weiss, and dissertation on Tyrtaeus and on warlike

long' Chr. Dald. Upsal, 1790. 4. Gr. et Lat. T.—Princeps, by S. Gelenius. Bas. 1532. 4. with remains of poetesses. Lond.

V;S1. 12. with English metrical version.—In Brunch's Gnom. Poet, and K'oppen's Griech. Blumenlese. R.—L. Larnberti, witb
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tat and Hal. version. Par. 1801. 8.—Nic Bach, CaHini Epheaii, Tyrtsei Aphiduaei, et Asii Samii Carminum, quae supereunt

Lips. 1S30. 8.

4. Traoslalions.—English.—ij. Polwhek. (metr.) Lond. 1786. 1810. 2 vols, with Theocritus, &c. French.—/'oi>u. de Sivry.

par. 17S8. German.—C. Ch. Stock. Lpz. 1819. 8.

§ 54. Sappho flourished probably about B. C. 612. She was a native of Mi-
tylene, in the island of Lesbos. Of distinguished celebrity as a poetess, she is

also remembered from the story of her unhappy passion for Phaon, and her tra-

gical leap from Leucate into the sea, in a fit of despair. This story, however,
seems to belong- to another Sappho, of a later age. It is from the poetess that
the verse termed Sapphic takes its name. Of her productions there now remain
only two odes, full of warm and tender feeling, and some small fraoments.

1. There is a disagreement respecting the precise date' which should he assisned to Sappho.
Some make her a contemporary of Anacreon, considerably later than the time above named.
Little is known of her life, and her character is a subject of controversy. The imputations cast
upon her are of doubtful authority, and are supposed by some to have had their origin in the
license of the comic poets. They may have arisen from confounding her with the courtesan
Sappho, of Eresus, in the same island Lesbos. It is now made quite probable, that the whole
story of the passion for Phaon and its fatal issue belongs to the latter, who was a person of some
celebrity, as set-ms evident from the fact that her image was stamped ut)on some of the Lesbian
coins, a circumstance which Barthelemy^ applies to the poetess. A coin, brou£rht from Greece
in 1822, has upon il a female head with the name SAni^ii and the letters EPECI, supposed to
refer to Eresiis.

» /. Ch. Cramer, Diatribe de (Tvyxpovicriiiu Sappbus et Anacreontis. Jen. 1755. i.—H. F. M. Voider, Diatribe historico-crit. de

Sapphus Poetriae vita et scriptis. Gotti. 1809. 8. 2 5art/ic/emy'» Anacharsis, ch. \\\.—Fr. G. Wdchtr, Sappho von einem her-

schenden Vorurlheil befreyet. Gott. 1816. 8.—Oe Hauteroche, Notice sur la couriisane Sappho d'Eresus. Par. 1822.—F. fV. Rich-

ter, Sappho und Erinna, nach ihren Leben beschrieben. Quedl. 1833. 8.—Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr. bk. ii. ch. 5.

2. Sappho is said to have composed hymns, elegies, scolia, and epigrams, as well as
odes. The two odes now extant are preserved, the one in Longinus, and the other in
Dionysius Halicarnasseus (de Compoxiiione verhorum) as a specimen of soft and flowing
style. Two or three epigrams are among the fragments otherwise preserved.

3. Editions.—B.—C. F. Keue, Gr. & Lat. Berl. 1S27. 4. her lyric fragmeats promised by him. Cf. Jahn's JahrbQcher, for

1828. vol. i. p. 3S9—433. F.—Prtnceps by H. SUphanus (with Anacreon). Lut. Par. 1554. 4.—J/. C. IVolf. Hamb. 1733. 4. as

1st vol. of his Fragments of nine Greek poetesses. R.—H. F. M. Folger. Lips. ISIO. S.—E. A. MSbius. Hannov. 1S15. 8.—

I Same, as given in the BiUiolhtca o( Jacobs Sf Rost, with Anacreon, as below cited (§ 59. 3), the best for students.

—

Blomfitld, in

the Mus. Crit. or Camb. Class. Researches, vol. i. Lond. 1813 j this text highly valued.—The odes are found iu most editions of

Anacreon. The epigrams are in the Anthology of Jacobs.

4. Translations—Eugiish.—/. .iddismi, in the Works of Anacreon. Lond. 1735. 8.—Cf. Addison's Spectator, Nos. 223, 229.

French.—Z)eSiu7-y, as cited \ 53. German.—iJarnier, and Ouerbeck, cited § 59. 4.

§ 55. So/on, the distinguished lawgiver of Athens, native of Salamis, and
descendant of Codrus, lived B. C. 594. He wrote several poems. By one
of them he aroused the Athenians to a war with the INIegareans, in which he,

as their general, subdued Salamis. Afterwards he was appointed arclion at

Athens, and this was the epoch of his legislation so much celebrated. We
have a series of moral maxims, in elegiac verse, ascribed to Solon.

_
1. Solon is said to have engaged in early life in trade, and in this pursuit to have

visited Egypt and other foreign countries. On returning to Athens, he devoted him-
self to poetry and philosophy. After he was brought into public office, as above men-
tioned, and had established his laws, he again left Athens for ten years, for the sake
of rendering them permanent. He returned and spent the remainder of life in hterary
pursuits, and is said to have done much in collecting and publishing the poems of
Homer. Some accounts say that he died at Athens, others at Cyprus, at the age of
80.—His biography is given by two ancient writers, Plutarch and Diogenes Laertius.

2. Besides the poetical remains of Solon, there are some fragments of his laws ex-
tant, and a little piece on the pursuits of hfe. Diogenes Laertius also has recorded
certain letters, said to have been written by Solon.

3. Editions.—B.—forftag-c. Lips. 1776.8; the 2d vol. of a collection of Gnomic Poet3.—*iV. .Bac/iiuj (Bach). Eonnse, 1S25, 8.

T.—Princeps, by Gelenius, as cited § 53. 3.—The chief poetical fragments are in the collections of £n«icA, Winterton, and
others, cited § 47. 2. For the fragments of Solon's lavvs, Sam. Petit, Leges Atticae. Far. 1635. fol. improved ed. by P. Wuieling
Lugd. Bat. 1742. fol.

4. Translations.—English.—Of the Letters, in Savage's Collection, as cited § 152. 1. German.—Poet Fragments, in G. C.

Braun, Die Weisen von Hellas als Singer. Mainz. 1822. 8.

§ 56. Theognis, bom at Megara, lived in banishment at Thebes, about B. C.
550. There remain of his poetry 1233 verses, belonging to the class of yi/w^uat

{sententiae) or maxims.

1 u. They are simple verses or couplets, once probably forming parts of connected
poems; two poems, particularly, are said to have been composed by him. The por-
tions extant are valued for their mora! rather than their poetical character.

2. Theognis is said to have died B. C. 495. His verses are addressed, under the

2R
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name of-napaivectig, exhortations, chiefly to a young man to whom he gives counsel on
the conduct of hfe. He has been reproached for the hcentious nature of some of his

sentiments
;
yet nothing of this character appears in the fragments extant. He incul-

cates religious and tihal duty, and recommends caution in the choice of friends. It

is not improbable that some of the verses ascribed to Theognis are of later origin,

although most of them are thought to be evidently of high antiquhy. In 1815, or near

that time, 159 verses, never printed, were discovered by Bekker, in a Modena manu-
script. These added make the whole number extant about 1400.

3. Editions—B —1mm. Bekker (with the transtation by Grotius). Lpz. 1815. S.—F. T. (Vclcker. Frankf. 1S26. 8. for the critic,

rather than the student. He gives a new arrarigemtnt of text, which is opposed by G. Graftnham, Theognis Theo?nideus, &c
Mulhusae (Mihlhausen), 1827. 4.

—

T.—Princeps, by .3ldus (with Hesiod), as cited § 51. 5.—The verses (except the 159) are found

in Brwick's Gnomic foets, Gaiiford's Minor Poets (cited § 47), and other collections. On Theognis, cf. Quart. Sev. No. xcv.

§ 57. Fhocylides, of Miletus, lived about B. C. 540. He belongs to the class

of Gnomic Poets. Of the genuine verses of Phocylides, only a few fragments

are extant, preserved by Stobaeus.

1 u. An ethical poem, called the Exhortation, or Admo7iition {-oirnxa vovdrjTiKov) in 217

verses, is ascribed to him (cf. § 31). It is allowed by the critics to be the work of a

later author, perhaps a Christian of the second or third century.

2. The genuine remains of Phocylides are in Brunck's Analecla (cited § 35) and other collections.—The Exhortation wag first

printed by Jldus (witli the golden verses of Pythagoras, in C. Lascar's Greek Grammar). Van. 1495. 4. It is found in the collec-

tions mentioned under § 47. It has been published separately several times; best probably by J. A. Schicr, Gr. & Lat. Leipz. 1751. 8.

—Cf. Harles, Brev. Not. Lit. Gr. p. 64.

§ 58. Pythagoras, of Samos, probably lived between 550 and 500 B. C. He
is celebrated as the founder of the Italian School of philosophy. The fragments

called Xpraoi, t7t>j. Golden Verses, which commonly pass under his name, are pro-

bably from some disciple belonging to a later period.

1. Certain epistles, and a number of symbolical precepts {'spa. d-o^tynara) are also

ascribed to him. The name of Pythagoras most properly belongs to the department

of philosophy. Cf. ^ 170.

2. Editions.—B.—£. G. Glandorf. Lips. 1776. 8.—/. G. Lindner,GT. & Lat Rudolsf. 1810. 8. f.—Princeps, by jildus, in

C. Lascaris Eroleroata (the same cited § 57. 2).

—

P. Nudham (with the comm. of Hiarocles on the verses). Cant. 1709. $.-J. .4.

Schier. Lips. 1750. 8. The verses are found in the collections of Gnomic Poets already cited ; and in OreUi's Opuscula Grascor.

vet. senten!iosa et moralia. Lips. 18!9 8.

3. Transla'ions.—French.—Faije de Olivet (Gr. & Fr.). Par. 1813, 8. German.—G. Ch. Link (in hexameter). Alt. I7S0. 4.

§ 59. Anacreon lived about B. C. 536, a native of Teos in Ionia. He fled

with his parents from Persian oppression, to Abdera in Thrace. Subsequently,

he resided at Samos, under the protection of Polycrates the king, and afterwards

at Athens, under Hipparchus. He died in his native place, or at Abdera, in the

85th year of his age. He was a lyric poet, and wrote in that light kind of ode,

of which love, social pleasures, and wine, form the subjects, and which from

him has received the name Anac.reoniic. The collection of odes ascribed to him
contains many belonging to other authors, some of whom were of a later age.

The pieces are of unequal merit. Many of them are unworthy of the praise

which the ancients bestowed on Anacreon, and which, beyond question, justly

belongs to the rest on account of their vivacity, grace, and lyric beauty.

1. The time and manner of Anacreon's death are variously stated. Common tradi-

tion reported that he died by suffocation, from swallowing a grape-stone, while in the

act of drinking wine. This tradition is supposed by some to have originated from the

bacchanalian character of his poetry.

Herodotus (iii. 121) and Plato (in Hipparchus) are the authorities for some of the facts stated

above.—A learned life of Anacreon is given by Barnes, in his edition of this poet.

2. He is reputed to have written elegies and iambic poems in the Ionic dialect, be-

sides scoha and epigrams. The odes which have been ascribed to him are 65 in num-
ber. The genuineness of most of them was denied in the middle of the 16th century,

by Francis EoborteUus, one of the acutest critics of that age. Their credit having

revived, it was again attacked at the commencement of the last century, by De Pauw.
The same views were enforced by Fischer at the close of the last century, since which

time the opinion above stated by Eschenburg has generally prevailed. The opinion is

confirmed by the fact that, with two exceptions, none of the existing odes are known
to be cited by any ancient author.

3. Editions.—B.—/0. Frid. Fischer, Lips. 1753. 8. repr. 1776, and 1793, with additions.-a Ph. Gr. Brunch, Sfrasb. 1780. 12.

ccurate.—/. Fr. Dcgen. Lips. 2d ed. I8i!l. 8. with a German translation, and other lyrical pieces.

—

F. Melham. Glogav. 1825. 8.

learned; with \kM criticism ; commended by translator of SchoU. F.

—

P-i-inceps, by H. Stephanus. Lutet. Paris, 1554. 4. Graec

—Mmel Sf R. Stephanus. Paris, 1556. S.—Fabri {Tanaquil Faber), Gr. et Lat. Salraur. 1660, 1690.—Borne*, Gr.«t Lat. Cantab.

1705, 1721. S.—Mattaire, Gr. et Lat. Lond. 1725, 1740. 4. rare.-Pauio, Gr. et Lat. Tr. Rhen. 1732. i.—Spalletli, Gt. Bom.

1781-83. &1. very splendid. "Printed from ancient MS. of the tenth century; the type, comprehending Ihe first sixtun pasei.M.
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fac^imiU of the Vatican MS."—^odont, Parma, 17S4. 8. handsome. Also, Gr. & Hal. 1793. 4.-7. B. Gail, Gr. Lat. & Fr. Par.

1799. 4. with dissertatioBs, musical adaptations, and engravings. 1801. 4 vols. 12. R.—Ed. Foater, Load. 1S02. 12. not profess-

ing to be critical; but correct, with elegmt engravings.—f. H. BUht, Lpz. 1S05. 12. more elegant than valuable.—/. H. ran
Rcenen, Amst. IS 8. 8. as 1st vol. of a collection.—ScAd/tr, Lpz. 1809. 8. it is the indilferent ed. of .Born (1789) improved.— § E. A.
MBbtus. Hal. 1809. 8. This as given in the Bibliolheca of Jacobs is the but for common use.—C. Casdlius, (with Sappho). Flor.

1819. fol.—C. G. Gitmseiius. Upsal, 1824. 6.—T. Bergh. Lips. 1835. 8. The epigrams ascribed to Anacreon are found in iba

JliUhology of Jacobs (cf. § 35).

4. Translations.-Euglish.-r. Stanley. Lond. 1683. 8. 1815. \2.—J. jlddison. Lond. 1735. i2.—FawU>. Lond. 1760. 12.—D. B.

Urqultart. Lond. 1787. 8—T. Moore, 1800. 4. 1818. 2 vols. 12, with the Greek text. Cf. Ed. Rev. vol. i'l.—Edwardt, Gr. & Angl.

Lond. IS30. 12. French.—Z)acicr. Auist. 1699. S.—Gail, above cited.— Sainf Fic(or. Par. 1810. German—OreiiecA, L-lb.

1800. S.—KanUer. Berl. ISOl. b.—F. C. Brosse. Berl 1806. S.—A. Dreiei. Landsh 1816. 8. Italian.— C/i. Rodolfi. Venet. 1765. 8.

5. Illubtrative —P. C. Htnrid, de indole carminis Anacreontic!. Alton. 1762. 4.

—

Degen, Qber d Philos. des Auacreon. Erlang.

1776. 8.—/ G. Sclineider, Anmertungen Uber den Anacreon. Leipz. 1770. S.—Maiuo, Character of Anacreon, in the Charaklert

rfer vornelmMen Dichter, cited § 47.— Z). H. Urquhart, Dissert, on the Odes of Anacreon. Lond. 1790. 8.—Ford. NUan, On the

Greek Rose, as illustrating the iii.ager)- of the odes ascribed to Anacreon, &c., in Traiuactiont of Royal .Soc. of Literature, vol. 2d.

I.ond. 1834.—/'. W. Richter, Anacreon nach seinem Leben geschrieben. Quedl. Ii'34. S.—Melhom, iu JaJiri'a Jahrbacher, for 1827.

3d vol. p. 227, ss. "giving a survey of recent Anacreontic literature."

§ 60. Pindar, of Thebes in Boeotia, about B. C. 490, was a lyric poet of the

greatest celebrity. He wrote in the higher kinti of lyric verse, employed to

celebrate the triumphs of heroes and victors. He sung- chiefly the praises of
victors in the great public games of the Greeks. There now remain 14 Olym-
pic, 12 Pythian, 11 Nemean, and 8 Isthmian Odes. Many other Hymns and
Paeans, Dithyrambics, Threni {Q^rvoi), and the like, are lost. Quintilian justly

ranks Pindar first among the nine most distinguished lyric poets of the Greeks
(cf. § 26). He is marked by his lofty sublimity, his bold energy of thought,

his vivid and poetical imagination, and the flowing fullness of his diction.

Horace gives a lyric description of his character (lib. iv. ode 2).

1. Pindar was early taught the arts of music and poetry. Lasus and Simonides
were his instructors. The Greeks related a story of him, that once, while he was a
youth, as he threw himself upon the grass fatigued and sleepy, a swarm of bees depo-
sited their honey on his lips, which prefigured the sweetness of his future poetry. In
several instances he lost the prize in poetical contests with Corinna, who is, however,
supposed to owe something to the charms of her person as influencing the feelings of
the judges. He is said at last to have appealed from them to herself. From all other
compethors he invariably bore away the prize. He enjoyed great honors while living.

1'he conquerors at the public games counted it a great part of their glory to be cele-

brated in the verse of Pindar, for which they courtecl his person, and bestowed on him
the most liberal rewards. A statue was erected to liim in Thebes, and was standing in

the time of Pausanias, six centuries afterwards. The house which he had occupied
was spared by the Spartans, and at a later period by Alexander, when Thebes was
laid in ruins.—The age which he attained is variously stated ; some say 55, others 06,
and others 86 years.

For the incidents of Pindar's life we are chiefly indebted to Pausanias; some circumstances are drawn from .Slian, Plutarch, and

others. Of the accounts by moderns ; see Lives of the Potts, cited § 47.—Preface in Tourlet's Translation, below cited.—/. G.

ScJmeidar, Versuch aber Pindars Leben und Schriften. Strasb. 1774. 8.

2. The division of the odes into fottr classes is ascribed to Aristophanes of Byzan-
tium. He selected, out of the general mass of Pindar's efTusions, such as had reference,
more or less directly, to victories gained at the great games of the Greeks; yet some
are found in the selection which do not refer specially to any particular victory. Scholl
remarks, that some of these odes seem to have been prepared to be rehearsed at the
general triumph of the conquerors on the evening after the contest in the games, and
others for the more private festival afterwards given to the individual victor, by his

relatives and friends.—One of the Odes (Oli/mp. 7) is said by a scholiast to have been
preserved in a temple at Athens, in letters of gold.—The more the odes of Pindar are
studied, the more the reader will be impressed with the genius of the author. The
abruptness of his transitions has often been a ground of censure, but with great injustice.

In many cases, where a new topic is introduced wdth apparent violence, or, as might at

first seem, only by a perfectly wild imagination, there is found, on a closer view, a
very philosophical and logical connection.—There is much of an epic character in the
use of history and mythology, which he so happily employs. The Doric dialect

abounds in his language
; yet he does not confine himself to it, but adopts iEolic and

other forms where strength, variety, or the peculiarity of his meter demands.
C. W. Theop. Camejiz. Pindari ingenium, etc. Misens, 1804. 4 — G. Herr.xann. de Dialecto Pindari Observatiooes. Lips. 1809. 4.

—See also Lond. Quart. Rev. vol. v. and xv'iVi.—ScJioll, Hist. Lit. Gr. vol. i. p. 277.—Cf. /. TV. KaWuin, Versuch eines Beweises,

dass wir in Pindars Siegeshymnen Urkomodien (ibrig haben, welche auf Gastmahlen gesungen n urden, &c. Lpz. 1808. a—Preface

to IVtst, cited below {,3).—Fraguier and others, cited below (6).

3. Various forms of poetical composition, besides odes, were written by Pindar; as, in the
words of Iseander, " Pannes, Dhhyrambi, Scnlia, Epitnphia, Encomia, Threni, Prosodia, Parthenia,
Enthroniiini, Bacchica, Daphnephorica, Hyporchemata, Dramata tragica, Epigramviata epica, etc."
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Very jittle, however, of all this remains. We have nothing entire except the odes.

—

Jilich. JVc-
ander, Aristologia Pindarica Grsco-Laiina. Basil, 155S.

4. Editions.—B.—^uj. Bockh, Gr & Lat. Lpz. 1811-22. 2 vols. 4. Admirable.—C. G. Heyne, Gr. & Lat Lips. 1817. 3 vols. 8.

—* L Dissen. Gothse, IS30. 2 vola. 8. Afer Bockh's recension. The 1st vol. has the text, an introduction, and MUllci's plans

of Delphi and Olyinpia. pp. 2S2. The 2d vol. consists of Latin notes, pp. 634. It is included in Ro^Vs Bibliotheca; and is the

best for the student. f —Princept,ihe Aldint. Yen. 1513. 8. with the hymns of Caliimacbus.— CaHi'ergi. Rom. Iil5. 4. cum
Schohii. First Greek book printed at Rome —R. Stephanut. Par. 1560. 2 vols. i'.—Erasm. Schiuid, Gr. & Lat. cum Schol. Wit-

tenb. I6!6. i.—tlVat ^ IVelsled, Gr. & Lat. Oxon. 1697. {o\.—Fmdis, Gr. & Lat. Glasg. 1744-54-70. 3 vols. 12. R
D. Beck. Lips. 1810. 2 vols S. Not completed.—fr. Thie-rsch, with a German translation in Pindsric verse. Lpz 1820. 2 vols. 8.—

Tauchnilz. Stereot. Lpz. 1819 12.—Suutnisr/ord, Gr. & Lat. Lood. 1814. 8. with an abridgment of Damm's Lex. Pmdaricum.

—Ch. IV. Mhlwardt. Lips. 1820. 8. He contests w itli Bockh the priority of inventing a new metrical system for Pindar's verse.—

Jl. Mezzanotle, Gr. & Ital. (nietr. & prose). Pisa, 1820. 4 vols. S.—Negris, Gr. with English notes. Lond. 1835. 12.

5. Translations.—English.— G. JVest. Lond. 1753. 2 vols. H.—H. J. Pye, Six (;des {omitted by West). Lond. 1775. S.—E. B.

Greene. Lrnd. 1778. 4.—T. Banister. Lond. 1791. ?.—J. L. Girdldone. Norw. 1810. 4.—./«. Moore, with notes. Lond. 1S22. 8.

-H. F. Gary Lend. 1833. 12. French.— 7. Maurin. Par. 1617. 6.—L. C. Gin. Par. 1801. %.—* R. Touriet, Gr. & Fr, Par.

1818. 2 vols. 8. German.—/•. Gedike, (pr.) Olympic and Pythian OJes. Berl. 1777-79. 2 vols. S—G.Fdhse (melr.). Penig.

1806. 2 vols. 8.—F. H. Bolhe, (metr.) Olympic Odes. Berl. [fOS.—Tfiierscn, as above cited; highly esteemed. Italian —jj?i(.

Jerocadts. Nap. 1799. 8. Latin verse, J. Costa. Fatav. 1808 8.

6. Illustrative.-.2;m. Porii, Lexicon Pindaricum. Han. 1606 —Damm, Lexicon Pindaricum. Berl. 1765.—/. M. Dvncan,

Dam m i i Nov. Lex. cui substratse sunt elucidationes Homeric^ et Pindarics. Lond. 1827. 4.

—

Rost published an improved edi.

tion of Duncan's. 1S35. 4. Reprinted 1838.

—

Hermann, on the Pindaric Meters, in Heyne's edition, 3d vol

—

Aug. Bockh, Ueber

die Versmaase des Find. Heidelb. 1809. 8.—/. C. Fr. Cotschel, Mythologiae Pindaricas Specimen. Erlang. 1790. i.—Blondd,

Comparaison de Pindare el d'Horace. Par. 1673. 12.—Fraguier & Massuu, Sur Pindare, &c. Mem. de VAcad. des Imcr. ii. 33 ; iv.

502 ; V. 95 ; vi. 283, 354.—Also Sallier, in the same work, Mem. SfC. iv. 485 ; x. 352 ; and De Chabanon, in the same, xxxii. 451

;

XXXV. 386; xxxvii. 91.—i. F. Tafd, Dilucidationes Pindarics. Berl. 1827. 2 vols. 8. Good in explaining words.— Fauui«ter»,

Essai sur Pindare. Par. 1772. \2.—W. Ccngreve, Discourse on the Pindaric Ode, in 3d vol. of his Works. Lond. 1753. 3 vols. 8.

—/)aipes, Miscellanea Cntica. Lpz 1800. 8. (Sect, ii.)

§ 61. .^schylus, a native of Eleusis, in Attica, flourished about 490 B. C.
He engaged in military service, and acquired glory in the battles of Marathon,
Salamis, and Platsea. He afterwards retired to Sicily where he died. His
merit was very great as a poet in the department of tragedy. Indeed he was,
properly speaking, the author of tragedy, as he gave it greater unity of action,

introduced the dialogue (although the chorus still retained an important place),

employed a more dignified style, and imparted a more noble and elevated cha-

racter to the external representation. Yet we notice a want of completeness
and finish in his plays. His efforts to present terrific or shocking scenes, with
bold and uncommon modes of thought and expression, sometimes lead him into

what is exaggerated, obscure, or unnatural. Nor can we find in him the beau-

ties belonging to a full and regular method.

1. The birth of ^schylus is dated B. C. 525, and his death 456. He is said to have
made his first public attempt, as a tragic author, at the age of 25, B. C. 499. Six years
after the battle of Marathon, he gained his first tragic victory, and eight years after

the battle of Plataea, he gained again the prize for a tetralogy (cf. P. IV. ^ 66).—Dif-

ferent accounts are given as to the reason of his removing to Syracuse in Sicily. Some
ascribe it to his disgust at being charged and tried Ijclore the Athenians for profanation
of the mysteries in some of his plays, ahhough he was acquitted. Others assign as

the reason, his defeat in a poetical contest with Simonides, and in another with Sopho-
cles. Schlegel suggests {Dram. Lit. lect. iv.) that he retired from apprehensions of the

hostility of the populace towards him, because he had highly recommended the Areo-
pagus as holding a check upon democratic violence.

See F. C. Petersen, DcSschyli vita, etc. Havniae, 1816. 8.—Life of iEsch. in Stanley^s edition, cited below (4).

2u. Of 75 or 90 tragedies, which he is said to have v/ritten, only seven remain.
These are entitled YlpofiriOevg cW/zojrr;?, Prometheus vinclus; Hefxrai, Persce; 'ETrra iin

OfiPag, Seplem contra Tliehas; 'Ayan^ixviov , Agamemiion; Xorjcpdpot, Choephori; Kviievidsg,

Eumenides, Furies; 'iKtnki, SuppUces.
3. The plots of ^schylus are very simple. His characters are sketched boldly.

A lofty and grave spirit reigns in his poetry. Terror is the predominant emotion. His
Prometheus hound is called his master-piece.

A. W. SclUegeVs Lect. on Dramatic Lit. lect. \v.—Edinb. Rev. vol. xxvi.— 7?i£a<re oftlie Greeks, cited § 40.—Charaktere der tior-

nehmtten Dichtar, &c. von einer Gesellschaft von Gelehrten. Lpz. 1792. 8 vols. 8. vol. ii. p. 391.—iond. Quart. Rev. iii. 389 j v.

203; XXV.

4. Editions.—B.—C. G. SchUtz, Gr. & Lat. 4th ed. Halle, 1809-12. 5 vols. 8. Repr. Lond. 1823. 4 vols. 8. with Lat. vers. The
editions of Schatz have been highly lauded by some critic!! ; but an English reviewer has spoken in a different tone. See Mus. Crili

cum, vol. i. p. 109. Cf. Dibdin's Introd. cited § 7. 10. vh\. i. p. 241 S. Buller, Gr. & Lat. Camb. 1809. 4 vols. 4 ; 8 vols. 8. Cf.

Edinb. Rev. vol. x'lX.—A. Wellauer. Lips. 1826-31. 3 vols. 8. the 3d vol. a Lexicmi Mschyleum, called good by Hermann. Repr.

Camb. 1S27. 2 vols. 8. without the Lexicon.—C. /. BlomfieU's editions of the separate tragedies are ranked very high, and sard to

give the purest text. The glossaries appended to each are highly prized. The reprint of Blomfield, Lpz. 1S23 s. contains additions.

T.—Princeps, by Aldus. Ven. 1518. S.-F. Rcbor.ellus. Ven. 1552. i—Tumelms. Par. 1552. i.—Victorius (printed by H.

Stephanus) Par. 1557. 4.—Th. Stanley, Gr. & Lat. Lond. 1663. fol. It was very celebrated; the foundation of Bulkr's.

*auw, Gr. & Lat Hag. Com. 1745. 2 vols. 4. " to be shunned." (Dibdin.}—Foulis, Gr. & Lat. 1746. 4. & 12 —Purson. Glasg.
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1795. fol. with designs by Flaxman. See on this, Pursuits of Literature., pt. ii. p. 42. Dildin, i. p. 2-12. R —T. H Bothe, Gr.

& Ut Lpz. IS05. 8. not tiighly esteemed (Diidin). new ed. 1831. 2 vols. 8. " too bold in criticism."—/. Scholef.cld. Canib. 180S.

8.—§ SchUfcr. Lpz. 1812. 8.—^ PJlugk. G tin (begun) IS35, in Host's Bibliotheca.— C. Schwenh, separate tragedies. Lpz. 1818, ss.

8.—Cf. A' Am. Rev. xxiii. p. 505. S. MtiikwUz, Lips. 1838. 8. "tolerably good."—^ T. D. WooUey, Prometheus Vinctus, with

Engl. Notes. Cf. 5 63. 5.

6. Translations.—English.—A Potter (blank verse). Norw. 1777. 4. 2d ed. imp. Lond. 1779. 2 vols. 8.—For D. A. Talboyi,

(rrose) Oxf. 1822. 8. French —F. J. G de la Porte du Tkeil (with original & notes). Par. 1798. 2 vols. 8. also in new edition of

Brumoy's Theat. Gr. (by Ramd-Rrichettt). Par. 1820, ss.—Marquis de Pompignan. Par. 1770. 8. German.—/. T. L. Danz.
Lips. 1805. 1808. 2 vols. 8. '-too much modernized."—GoH/. faAic. Lips. 1809. 8. "defective." CF«ftrT7ia)iH.>—C. Ph. Crniz,

(n.etr.) Choephori. ZJr. 1811. 8; Per«E, and the rest. Tab. 1S15. 1>20. "good." (Fuhmiann.)—* W. vnn Humboldt, Agamem-
noD. Liz. IS16. i.—*Droye:i. Berl. 1S32. 2 vols. 8. Italian —i*f. Malliui (with Sophocles & Euripides). Rom. l7!-8. 8.

6. Iliu^trative —J. Mairsitt-i, iEschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, sive de tragoediis eorum libri iii. Lug Bat. 1619 ; also in Gronovii

Thesaurus Gr. toii.e x.-V. A. Starch, de aischvlo et imprimis ejus tragc&lia, qu2 Prometheus vinctus inscripta est, libellus. Gott.

1763. 4~H ElUmner, aber die Idee des Schicksals in d. Tragoedien .Sschyl. Lpz. 1814 8.—Car. Fr. irundtrlich, Observat.

critics in iEscr.> li tragcedias, etc. Gott. 1809. 8.— G. Herrmann, De versibus spuriis a;i. jEschylum. Lips. 1.SI4. I.—Bumey'i
Tentamen de melrls (ab^Eschylo) in chor. cant, adhibiiis. Land. ISll. 8. Cf. Edinb. Rev. vol. xviii.—C. F. Bovibi.Tz.er, De car-

minibus .i^schyl. a partibus chori canlatis. Bruns. 1832. S.—Vauvilliers, on MSS. of .Eschylus in the Notices des Manuicrils, &c.

vol. i. as ciieJ P. IV. § 108. 2.

—

M. G. F'dhse, Lexicon Graccum in Tragicos. Lpz. 1830 4. Commenced; a collection of scholia St

glossse from the ancient grammarians and of modern aoies.—Apparatus Critictts ad ,S:schytum. Halle, IS30. 1st vol. the commen-
tary 0' Stanley. 2d vol. Abrcschii Auim dversioues. 3d vol. to contain notes from various authors B. W. Beatsori, lud-x Grasci-

tatis iEschyleae. Cmtab. 1S30. S.—R. H.Kiausen, Theologumena iEschyli. Berl. 1829. 8.— C. G. Haup/, Qusstiones .Eschyle^e.

Specimina i.—iv. Lips. 1828-30.—/. fZaxmaji, Compositions from the Tragedies of .ffischylus; 36 beautiful outlines. Loud. 183!.

fol.—AT. 0. MUllcr, (Eng. transl. from his Germ.) Di.ssertatious on the Eumenides, wiih the Greek text, &c. Camb. 1835. 8. Cf.

Lond. Quart. Rev. Sept. 1842. p. 315.

§ 62. Sophocles^ born at Colonus, near Athens, was the greatest author in

Greek tragedy, and not without honor as a warrior. He flourished about 450
B. C. He improved the tragic stage by introducing a third speaker, and by
limiting the office of the chorus, which, with him, appears rather as a contem-
plative spectator, than a real participator in the action represented. His trage-

dies have the merit of a regular and judicious plan, a striking truth in characters,

and a masterly and energetic expression and play of the passions. They are

full of feeling and full of nature.

1. Sophocles was about 30 j'ears younger than jEschylus, and about 16 older than
Euripides (§ 39). In early youth, it is said, he was beautiful in person, and made rapid
attainments. His father, Sophilus, was wealthy, and furnished him with the best
advantages for education. At the age of twenty-five he brought forward his first tra-

gedy, for a prize. It was in a memorable dramatic contest, in which .5]schybjs was
a candidate, and Cimon and his nine colleague-generals, after their victory over the
Persians near the Eurymedon, were the judges. Sophocles received the prize by their

decision, B.C. about 468. He won the first prize in such contests twenty times, while
.S^schylus gained this distinction but thirteen times, and Euripides but a still smaller
number. 'I'he unnatural ingrautude of his family, in attempting to deprive him of his

property on the charge of doiage, furnished him an opportunity to acquire new glory;
he read before the court his CEdipus at Colonus, which he had just composed. In ad-
miration of the piece, the judges not only rejected the suit of the family, but escorted
the poet from the place of trial to his own dweUing. He died about B. C. 405, noi
long before the defeat of the Athenians at iEgos-potamos. Discordant and marvelous
tales are related of his death.

See Gott Eph. Lessing, Leben des Sophokles (ed. Eschenburg). Berl. 1790. 8.

—

Charahtert der vornehmsteii Dichter (cited

§ 61), vol. iv. p. 86,—i^. Schultz, De Vita Soph, commentatio. Berl. 1836. 8.

2u. Of a great multitude of plays composed by him, we possess only seven: viz.

"Aiuj fia/jTiyo.pnpog , Jjax Flagellifer, Ajax hearm^ (he lash; 'HAi^n-pa, Electra; OiStwovs

Tvpa.'i'Oi, CEdipi/s King; 'A.vTiyovri, Antigone; UiSiTrovginlKoXorM, CEdipus at Cnlnmis;
Tpaxifiai, The Tracliinian women; ^tXoKrfirris, Philoctetes. The third of these, CErZ(^2is

King, is esteemed as the best.

3. Different statements are made respecting the number of tragedies composed by
Sophocles. Suidas makes it 123. It is commonly judged that the true number is

about '/O. IMany of the plays, which were ascribed to him, are thought to have be-
longed to his son lophon and grandson Sophocles.—He was called by the ancients the
Attic Bee, to designate the sweetness and grace which characterized his works.
See Bttenbeck, Diss, de ingenio Sophocles. Erlang. 1789. i.—SchlegeVs Dram. Lit. lect. iv.—Sch'll, Hist. Lit. Gr. vol. ii. p. SO.

4. Editions.—B.-iJ. F. Ph. Brunch, Gr. & Lai. Argen. 1786-9. 3 vols. 8. repr. often ; best, Oxf. 1820. 3 vols. 8. Lond. 1824. 4.

vols. 8.— *C. G.A. Erfuhrdt. Lips. IS02-11. 6 vols. 8. each volume one play ; CEdipus Coloneus was supplied in a 7th vo'. bv Heller

and DSderlein with a Lexicon, in 1825.—G. P. IV. Schneider. Weim. 1823-27. 8 vols. 8. with German notes ; and a Sophokltischea

WMerverzeichniss. 1830. 2 vols. 8. T.—Prijueps, by Aldus. Ven. 15C2. 8.—Junta {Francinus ed.), cum Schol. Flor. 1522,

1547. i.—Tumebus (with the Schol. of TJem. Tridinius). Par. 1553. 4 —H. StephaiiHS. Par. 1368. 4.—Canlerus. Aniw.

1589.12. Repr. Lued. Bat. 1593. yoAnson, Gr. & Lat. cum. Schol. Oxon. 1705. 2 vols. 8. 3d vol. Lond. 1746. Reprinted,

Lond. 1758. and Eon. 1775. this last edit, by J. Tweedie is most correct. (Dibdin, ii. p. 4\2.)—Capparonier (finished by y'auvH'

liers). Gr. & Lat. Par. 1781. 2 vols. 4. R.—F. B. Bothe, Gr. h Lat. Lpz. 1806 2 vols. 8 repr. Gr. 1^7.—G. H. Sdrnftr. Lpi.

1610. 2 vols.—: G. Hermann. Lpz. 1624. 7 vols. 12. The first 2 vols, by Erfuhrdt. Repr. Lond. 1826. 2 vols. 8.—£. IVunder
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GolhsB (not finished), 1835. in Rosl's Biblintheca—§ f. Xeue. Lpz. 1831. 8.—Jf. Elmslry. Lond. 1826. 2 vols. 8. Repr. with

additions, Lpz. 1827. Of the editions of single tragedies, a few only can be noticed.—AJAX. B SlolU-rg (with Scalijer's metri.

cal version). Wittenb. 1668. 8.—/. G. H:rius. Witlenb. 1746. 8.—* Ch. jlug. Lobeck,2i ed. Lips. It35. 8.-ELECTRA. (Gr.

Lat. &Ital.) Rom. 1754. 4.— G. Ant. Ch. Scheffier. Helrust. 1794. 8.— § T. D. IVuohey, (with Antigone) with Eng. Notes. Cf.

63. 5.—CEDIhUS TTRANNUS. J.H.C.Barhy. Berl. 1S07. 8.—P. fflrm/ey. Osf. 1811. 8. impr. Lips. 1S2 !.—§/. Sfuort,

with Engl. ro:es. Ando. IcSS. 12.—ANTIGONE. J.H.C.Barhy. Berl. 1806. 8.—J f. C. M^er. Lips. 1830. 2 vols. 8.—CEDI-

PUS COLONEL'S. * C. Riitig. Jcuse, 1S20. 8. and 2 vols, of Commejit. crit. Jen. 1822. 8.—J. Brnsse, with English notes,

Lond. 1829. 12. (in same manner, other piecrs.)—P. Elmsley. Oxf. 1823. 8.—TRACHINIjE. J. G. Ch. H pfner. Lips. 1791. 8.

—L. J. BMcrheck. Hiidesh. ISOI. 8.—PHILOCTETES. Buttmann. Berl. \822. 8.—* J. P. Matlhxi. Alt. 1823. 8.—G. .Bur-

gess, with Engl, notes. Lond. 1833. S.

5. Translations.-English.— r/!. Francklin (bl. ver.). Lond. 1759. 4. impr. ed. ITS?.-A Potter. Lond. 1788. 4.—T. Dale.

Lond. 1824. 8.—For D. A. Talbnys (prose). Oxf. 1824, 2 vols. &.—T. IV. C. Edwards, Gr. & EnjI. pnse (Antigone, CEJipusRer,

Philoctetes). Lond. 1824-27. 8. French.—Dupuy. Par. 1762. i.—Gidl. de Rochtfort. Par. 1788. 2 vols. 8. German.—

Count Slolberg. Hamb. 1823. 2 rols. 8.—* C. IV. F. Solger. Bar'.. 18 8. 8. new ed. 1324.

6. Illustrative.—* F. Ellmdt, Lexicon Sophocleum. Regiom. (Konigsb.) 1835. 2 vols. 8.-7. G. F Fr'hlich, Kritische Ver.

Euche Uber Sophocles Tragodien. M >n. 1824. 8.—B. W. Btatson. Index Graecitatis Sophoclea;. Cant. iS30. 8.—B. Healh. Notaead

Tragicor. Graecor. Veter. .Eschyli, Sophoclis, Euripidis, quae supersunt, Drainala, deperditorumque reliquias. Ox. 1762. 4.—

f

Knox, Comment, on the CEdipus Tyrannus, in his Esiays Moral and Literary. Lond. 1779. 8.

§ 63. Euripides was born at Salamis, of Athenian parents, B. C. 480. He
was instructed in rhetoric by ProcJicus, and by Anaxa^oras in philosophy.

Socrates was his familiar friend. He died B. C. 406, at the court of Archelans,

kinor of Macedon. His talent for philosophy and eloquence appears in his tra-

gedies, which are strikingly marked by sententious passages and pathetic

scenes; in this respect he sometimes violates tragic dignity. An easy and

regular method is found in all his pieces. His characters are designed with

exactness, and are less ideal than those of Sophocles. With much fidelity and

truth in expression, he unites great richness and fullness. Most of his plays,

of which he composed at least seventy-five, are lost; seventeen or eighteen how-

ever remain, besides some fragments, and the Cyclops, which was a performance

of Euripides belonging to the satyrical drama (cf. § 44).

1. Euripides remained at Athens until within a few years of his death. He went to

Macedonia on the invitation of the king, Archelaus. Several causes are suggested as

mfluencing him thus to retire ; domestic trials, the abuse and ridicule received from

Aristophanes, and public prosecution on a charge of impiety. His deatli is said to have

beer, occasioned by an attack of some ferocious hounds, in which he was so mangled
that he expired not long afterwards. He was seventy-five years old.

For the biography of Euripides, see (besides the works referred to in § 47) his Life by Barnes, in Pref. to his edition below cited

(5), and by Motchopulut, Thomas Magister, and Aldus Gellius, found in Miagrave't edition; and the anonymous Life in lUmsUyU

edition of the Bacchx.

2. Euripides is said by some to have composed 120 dramas. A catalogue of those

lost is given hy Fabricius^. Those which remain bear the following titles: 'EKaffii,

'Ophrrii^ ^oivKraai, MfjSeia, 'iTnroXvro; crs'pavrjrpopos, Hyppolytus Coromfer, "AXKriaris, 'Avlpo-

jjiixn, "i.<triki, The Female Suppliants, 'I'piyiveia n e^ AvXiSi, 'I<ptyh'£ta r? ev T^avput;, Tpua^Sf,

The Trojan Women, Ba/cxai, The Female Bacchanals, 'YipaKKdhai, 'Fj\tvr\, "luiv, 'lApaKXris

txatvoiitfog, Hercules furens, '}i\o:Tpa and 'P/jcro,-, Bhesus. This last, however, is consi-

dered as spurious, by some of the best critics^. The principal fragments, are of two

pieces entitled *I>a£9(.ji' and Aavarj. The ]Medea is generally considered as one of the

best pieces of Euripides. It is said that Cicero was reading this, w-hen arrested by the

ministers of the proscription.

1 In his Biblioth. Grax. See vol. ii. p. 234, ss. ^ On the number of pieces written by Euripides, what genuine, what lost. Sic.

cf. Fulxrmann, Klein. Handb. p. \b\.—Schmi, Hist. Litl. Gr. ii. p. 52.—Valckenar, Diatribe in Eurip. deperditor. dram, reliquias.

Lips. 1824. 8.

—

Fr. Osann, Epist. ad Matlhiaeom, de nonnuUis fabularum Euripidis deperd. titulis. in IVolfs literar. Analekten

(vol. 2d, p. 527). Beri. 1S20.—In the same work (Analekten, vol. 2d, p. 392), aber den Prologus der DanajE (one of the fragments

above named).—.4. Bockh, Graecse tragcediae principum, .Slschyli, Sophoc. Eurip. nuni ea quae supersunt et genuina omnia sint, et

forma primitiva servata, etc. Heidelb. 1808. 8.—Hardion, sur la tragedie de Rhesus, in Mem. de VAcad. dea Inscr. et B. Lett,

tarn. X.— Class. Journ. iio. kWu.—On different plays, Lond. Quart. JJeu. iii. 167. vii. 441. ix. 348. xv. 117.

3. Ancient authors refer to a production of Euripides, styled 'ETriKyjkiov, a funeral song,

in honor of Nicias and others, who perished in the fatal expedition of the Athenians

against Syracuse. There exist also^fe letters ascribed to Euripides.

The letters may be found in the editions of Barnes, Beck, and others.-See SchSll, ii. p. 64. The genuineness of these letters is

discussed in R. Bentley's Dissert upon the epistles of Phalaris, &c. Lond. 1816. first published in TVotton^s Reflect, on Anc. and

Mod. Learning. (Cf. P. IV. 5 29) ;
given in Bmtley^s Works, ed. by A. Dyce. Lond. 183S. 3 vols. 8.—Comp. remarks of Beck, iu

the Glasgow edition of Euripides, vol. vii. p. 720.

4. In comparing Euripides and the other two masters in Grecian tragedy, it may be

said, that he ranks first in tragic representation and effect ; Sophocles first in dramaiic

symmetry and ornament ; and ^schylus first in poetic vigor and grandeur. ^Eschylus

was ihe most sublime ; Sophocles the most beautiful ; Euripides the most pathetic.

The first ciisplays the lofty intellect; the second exercises the cultivated taste ; the third
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indulges the feeling heart. Each, as it were, shows you a fine piece of sculpture. In
^schylus, it is a naked hero, with all the strength, boldness, and dignity of olden time.

In Sophocles and Euiipides, it may be perhaps the same hero; but with the former,
he has put on the flowing robes, the elegant address, and the soft urbanity of a polished
age ; with the latter, he is yielding to some melancholy emotion, ever heedless of his

posture or gait, and casting his unvalued drapery negligently about him. They have
been compared by an illustration from another art :

" The sublime and daring ^schy-
kis resembles some strong and impregnable castle situated on a rock, whose martial
grandeur awes the beholder ; its battlements defended by heroes, and its gates proudly
hung with trophies. Sophocles appears with splendid dignity, like some imperial palace
of richest architecture, the symmetry of whose parts and the chaste magnificence of the
whole, delight the eye, and command the approbation of the judgment. The pathetic
and moral Euripides hath the solemnity of a Gothic temple, whose storied windows
admit a dim religious hght, enough to show its high embowed roof, and the monuments
of the dead, which rise in every part, impressing our minds with pity and terror at the
uncertain and short duration of human greatness, and with an awful sense of our own
mortality." {Potter.)

On the cliaracter of Euripides and his nTilings, corap. SMegel, Dram. Lit. lect. v.—Char, vornehmst. Dicht. (ci'ed § 61. 2)

vol. V. p. 33d.—Bartlielemy, Anacharsis, cti. hx.—Clodiii3, Versiic'ie aus der Literatur und Mnral. Th. i. p. 72—/V. Jacobs, AlI-

madvers. in Enripidem. Golh. 1"90. 8.—Same, CurK Secunciae in Eurip. Lips. 1796. S.— Levcsqite, Sur les trois Pneles traeiques

de la Grece. Mem. de VInstilut, C 1 asse de Lit. et Btaux Arls, vol. i. p. iib.—F. A. Schnnlher, De Euripide philosopho. Gron.

IS2S. S. Euripides is defended from the common charge of misogj-ny in the work styled Hinlerlaaseite Papiere eints philos.

Land/yredigers, heraus^egeben von K. H. Heydenreich. Lpz. 1798. 8.

5. Y.'i\\\om.—V,.— Variorum, Gr. & Lat. (publisher, Priestley). Glasg. IS21. 9 vols. 8. very highly commended by Dihdin ; the

text of each pUy drawn from the most eminent editor of that play.

—

Beck, Gr. & Lat. Lips. I77S-SS 3 vols. i.—^Maithta:, Gr. &
La'. Lips. 1813-29. 9 vols. 8. vol. i.-iii. Text; iv. v. Scholia; vi.-viii. Notes; ix. Fragments T.—Princcps, by Aldus. Ven.

1503. 2 vols. S. (or 12. Dibdin.)—There wns an edition of four plays, perhaps earlier, bu^ without date, printed at Florei^ce. Her-

vagiut. Basil, 1537, 1544, 1551. (three editions) 2 vols. ^.—Oprrrinus, Gr. & Lat. Basil, 156:. [o\.—Canlcrus. Antw. 1571. 12.—

Commclin, Gr. & Lat. Heidelb. 1597. 2 vols. 8.—P. Stephanus. Gr. & Lat. Genev. 1602. l.—tBames, Gr & Lat. Cantab. IR94,

fol. it eclipsed all preceding editions.—Mus^rarc, Gr. & Lat Oxon. I77S. 4 vols. 4. differently estimated by cri'ics.—Fotdis, Gr.

& Lat Glasg. 1797. 10 vols. 12. K.—£. Zimmermann, Gr. & Lat. Francof. ad M. (Frankfort) lSrS-15. 4 vols. S.—F. H Bothe.

Lips. 1S25. 2 vols. i.—R. Pcrrsan (Hecuba, Orestes, Phoenisss, & Medea). Lend. 1822. 8.—Same, with note^ by Hermann. Lips.

1824. 8.— 5 A J. E. rflugh, in Rost^s Bibliotheca. To deiail editions of single plays would take too much space. Among the

mostcelebra'ededitorsare, G.//rt»ia)iri, Bacchae. Lpz. 1823. Alcestis. Lpz. 1824. Hecuba. Lips. 1831 &e.—f.H7miey,

Bacehae. Lips. 1822. Medea. Oxf. 1818.—i. C. Fa/cAeriar, Phcen issae. (rec. ed.) Lips. 1824.—.f. //. itf-nA, H i ppo ; y-

t u s. Canib. 1829. (cf. Load. Quart. Rev. vol. xv.) Alcestis. Camb. 1818. The following should be noticed : J. R. Major,

(Hecuba. Orestes, Phtei.isfa;, & Medea). Lond. 1833. 8. with Engl, notes.—^ T. D. Wuolsey, Alcest i s (with the Pr^nelheus ol

./Eschyliis, and the Antigone & Eiectra of Sophocles), in his Selection of Greek Tragedies. Bost. 1837. 2 vols. 12. with Engl, notes;

de igned for Schools and Colleges.—.4. PVitzscliel, Medea. Lips. 1841. 8. pp. 150.—}C. G. Finihaber, Iph igen i a, in A u 1 i s.

Lpz. 1841. 8. pp. 308, with Comm. & Excursuses. The Cyclops separately ; Hopfncr, Lips. 1798. 8.—Cum notis varxo-

rum. Glasg. 18i9. S. Gr. & Lat

6. Translations.—German.—F. H. Bothe. (metr.) Berl. 1800. 5 vols. 8. (new edit. 1837.) French.—P. Prevost. Far. 1783.

3 vols. 8. and in Brumcy's Theatre des Grecs. English.—ij. Potter. Lond. I7&3. 2 vols. 4. and later.-.\f. Ifbodhull. Lond.

1782. 4 vols. 8. 1S02. 3 vols. S.—T. W. C. Edwards, Gr. and Eng. prose. (Mede.i, Hecuba, Phcenis'ae, Alces'is). Lord. 1821-24. 8.

—By a member of the University, (prose). Oxf. 1820-22. 2 vols. 8. including Hecuba, Orestes, PhcEnissae, Medea, Hippolytus, &.

Alcestis.

7. Illustrative.-.4. Matthis, Lexicon Euripideum (continued by C. B. Matthix). Lips. 1841. 8.—C. D. Beck, Index Graecitatis

Euripideae, improved ed. Camb. 1829. 8.—C. Fr. Amman, Diss, de Eurip. Hecuba. Erl. 1788. i.—FV.N. Mrrw, Prog, de Phosnissis

Eur. Ups. 177!. i.—B. BlUmner, Ueber die Medea von Euripides. Lpz. 1790. S.—Botttirwek, de philosophia Euripidea, kc.

in the Commentt. class, hist, et philos Soc. Reg. Scientiar. tom. iv. and in Miscell. Grsec. Dram. Cambridge.

—

C. A. B6ltiger'$

prolusiones ii. de Medea Eurip. cum priscae artis operibus comparata. Weim. 1S02. 4.

—

i. W. SclUegel, Conipar. entre la Fhedre

de Racine et celle d'Euripide. Par. 1807. S.—L. Racine & Batteaux, in Mem. de I'Acad. des Inscr. &c. tom. viii. x. iMi.—Henr.

Aug. Zeiliich, Disp. qua nios Graecorum infantes exponendi ex variis scriptor. antiq. maxime Euripidis lone illustratur. Wittenb.

1753. i.—R. P. JoddreU, Uiuslrations on the Alcestis, Ion, and Bacchs. Lond. 1789-90. 3 vols. 8.

§ 64. Empedocles, of Agrigentum in Sicily, who flourished about B. C. 440,

may be mentioned here as a didactic poet. He was one of the most eminent

men in his native land, and distinguished as a philosopher and naturalist.

That from ostentatious pride he threw him.self into the crater of ./Etna, is a
fable; he probably died while journeying in Peloponnesus.

] u. A poem in three books, on the nature of things (Iljpi (pvaec&g tmv oVrwy) is ascribed

to him by ancient authors. It was imitated by Lucretius (cf. ^ 357), and a tragment
of it still remains. Another poem, called the Sphere {YipaTpa) was ascribed to him, but

it is undoubtedly from some later author.

2. Other productions were ascribed to him, particularly a number of verses under the

name of KaOapnot, and a poem called 'larpiKog Xdyoj. Some have considered him as the

author of the so-called golden verses of Pythagoras. In philosophy he was a disciple

of the Itahc or Pythagorean school. His Life is given by Biogews Lacrtius.

For his philosophical views, see Enfield's Hist Phil. bk. ii. ch. xii. § 2. (vol. i. p. 430. Dublin, 1792).—J/ Ritter, in Wolfs Ana-

lekten, vol. ii. p. 41 1.—Coimn's French Trans, of Tennemann^s Hist Phil. vol. i. § 108.—i?. H. C. Lonunatisch, Die Weisheit det

Empedocles, &c. Berl. 1830. 8.

3. Edition?.—B.—Fr W. Stiirz, Empedocles Agrigentinus, &c. Lips. 1805 2 vols. 8. Containing his poetiral fragments, arid

also a view of his life, character, writings, &C.—A. Peyron, Empedoclis et Parmenidis Fragmenla. Lips. 1810. 8. The poem
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of the Sphe-e was published by F Morel (Par. B84. 4), as the work of Dem. Tridinius, probably author of the copy hat f»U ioto

the hands of Morel. Shortly after (1587. 4) a Latin translation by Q. Sept. Florent. Christianus.—Tbe original and the translation

by B. Htderich. Dresd. 171 1. 4.—Both found also in Fabridus, (Harles ed.) vol. i. p. 816.

§ 65. Aristophanes lived at Athens about B. C. 430. His native place is not

certainly kn(»wn. He is the only comic poet of the Greeks, from whom any

complete plays now remain. Aristophanes possessed a very fertile g^enius, a

lively wit, true comic power, ^d Attic elegance. We are obliged, however,

to charge him with bitter personal satire, and ridicule of worthy men, especially

of Socrates and Euripides. This, it is true, was in accordance with the charac-

ter of Grecian comedy at that time, as was also his abundant contempt for the

common religious belief. His plays furnish a valuable means of learning the

state of manners and morals among the Greeks in his age.

1. He was probably a native of .T^sina. He is supposed to have died about 380 B C, at the

age of 80. mdi. Friaclilin, Life of Aristoph. prefi-xed to Kuster's edition, cited below.—Fuhr
viann, Klein. Handbuch, p. 1G3.

2 u. Of move than fifty comedies written by him, only eleven are extant. They are

styled, 'Axa^vsTi. the Acharnians; 'IrTrs??, Knights; lSi:<pt\ai, Clouds; '^(prjKcg, Wasps;
Eipfivri, Peace; "OpviOeg, Birds; Amiarftarri, Lysistrala; kiEapLmpopia^omai, Females keeping

the festival GE<Jno<p6pia (in honor of Ceres) ; Bdrpaxoi, Frogs ; 'EKKXricyid^oviai, Females in

Assembly; UXovTog, Pluf us, god oi riches.

3. In the 'AxapvcTg, the author attacks Euripides, and in the eeaiiocpopia'^ovijat and Ba-

TpaxoL also brings him particularly into view. It is in the N£(pt'Xai that Socrates is ridi-

culed ; many have supposed that the poet merely intended to ridicule, under the name
of Socrates, the sophists in general, and that this play had little or no influence in

reference to the trial and condemnation of that philosopher.

Schlegd, Dram. Lit. lect. vi. vol. 1. p. 203.—Schtll, Hist. Lit. Gr. vol. ii. p. 9i.—.Mitchell, in the Introduction to his Translation.

(Of. Bdinb. Rev. vol. xxxiv. North Amer. Rev. vol. xiv. London Quarterly, vol. xi.ii\.)—Harles, de Consilio Aristoph. in scri-

bend, comojd. Avbes inscripta. Erlang. 1787.—Remarks on Aristophanes, and that pirt of his life which relates to Socrates.

Lond. 1786. 8.—Fnr a view of the character of Aristophanes and his vrritings, we add CharaU. vornehmst. Dicht. (cited § 61. 2.)

vol. vii. p. 113.

—

Lond. Quart. Rev. vol. is. p. 141.

—

Boivin, in the Mem. de Vjicad. des hucr. iv. 549.

—

Leleau, in theiomeifli.

Xix. 29. and Dutheil, xxxix. 203.—ieutsgue, in Mem. de Vlnstilut, C 1 as s e de Lit. et Beaux Arts, vol. i. p. 344.

4. Editions. B.—* Imm. Bekker, Gr. & La-t. Lond. 1829. 5 vols. 8. V?ith Scholia, various readings, and notes of different

critics.—5ru?icft, Gr. & Lat. Strasb. 1783. 4 vols. S. Repr. Oxf. 18 1 1. 4 vols. 8. wilh the Lexicon Arislophaneum of J. Sanxay, as

5th vol—lnvtrniz. Beck, & Dindorf. Lips. 1795-1834. 13 vols. 8. Vol. i. ii. Text ; iii.-ix. Notes; x.- xii. Scholia; xiii. Latin

version, wilh MitchdVs Proleg. T.—Princeps, by Aldus, {Marc. Musurus ed.) Van. 1498. f"l. cum Schol. (9 cnn.edies.)—/un»a.

Flor. 1515. 8; 1525. 4. (ed fianomu.)— Cra(a?irfnts (ed. S. Grynseus). Basil, H32. 4. (F<rsJ containing 11 comedies.)-^an-

netli. Ven. 1538. S.—Froben. Basil, 1547. fol.—A^tc. Fnschlin, Gr. & Lat. Francof. ad M. 1597. 8.—.aSmti. Portm, Gr. & Lat.

Aural. Allobr. 1607. fol.—iud. Kuster, Gr. & Lat. Amst. 1710. fol. Very highly esteemed.-.Bergier, rather P. Burman (vritb

notes of S. Bergler and C. Duker)), Gr. & Lat. Lug. Bat. 1760. 2 vols. 4. R.—C. G. Schutz. Lpz. 1821. 8. Commenced;

never finished.—ScAS/fr. Lpz. I8ia 2 vols. 8.—F. H. Bothe. Lpz. 1830, 1831. 4 vols. %.—T. Mitchell, Acharnenses, Aves, & Vespje,

with English notes. Lond. IS35. 8.—Editions of separate plays cannot here be cited ; by Melanclhon, Hemsterhuis, Harles, Kuinol,

Hermann, HOpfner, Elmsley, Beck, Wolf, &c.; we name only § C. C. Fdton, Clouds. Camb. 1841. 12.

5. Tianslalions.—German.

—

J, H. I-'oss, with notes. Braunschw. 1821. 3 vols. 8. Commended by Fuhrmann. French.

—

L.

Poinsinet de S'vry. Par. 1784. 4 vol?. 8.—.4. C. Brotier, in the Theatre des Grecs. Italian.—5. ^ P. Rositini. Ven. 1544. 8.

English.

—

Th. Mitchdl. Camb. 1817. 3 vols. 8. with valuable notes and preliminary dissertations.

—

Cumberland (and others),

Of the Clouds, Plutus, Fro?s, and Birds. Lond. 1812.

6. Illustrative.—i2ei>i|:, Conjectaneorum in Aristoph. Lib. ii. Lips. 1816. 8.—P. F. Kanngiesser, cited § 41.—X G. Willa-

mow, de Eihopceia comica Aristoph. Berl. 1766. 8.—/. Floder, Diss, explicans Antiquites Aristophaneas. Ups. I76S. 4.—The

fragment of Plutarch containing a comparison of Aristophanes and Menander.—.4u?. Seidler, de Aristoph. fragmentis. Halle,

Sax. 1818. i.—Class. Jour. No. xxviii.—C. A. Bott'ger, Aristophanes inipunitus Deorum irrisor. Lips. 1790. S.—P. Dobree, Aria-

tophanica Porsoni. Cant. 1820. 8.—C. Passow, Apparatus crit. ad Aristoph. Lips. 1828. 12.—X Caravdia, Index Aristopbani-

cus, &c. Oxf. 1824. 8.—H. J. Rotsclier, Aristophanes und sein Zeitalter. Berl. 1827. S.—C. F. H>.Tinann, De persona Nicia

apud Aristoph. Marb. 1835. 4.

§ 66. Menander, born at Athens about B. C. 342, one of the later comic poets

of the Greeks. He wrote numerous comedies (§ 43), of which we possess only
slight fragments. The loss of Menander is the more regretted on account of the

praise bestowed on him by Quintilian (x. 1). Some idea of his manner may
be obtained, however, from the imitations of him in Terence. Philemon is usu-
ally named in connection with Menander, as a contemporary and rival.

1. Menander died at the age of about 50 ; Philemon, a native according to some of
Sicily, but according to others of Cihcia, hved to the great age of 97 or 99. The former
was rather a voluptuary ; the latter was particularly temperate.
De Roctiefurt, on Menander, Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xlvi. p. \S3.—Schlegel'i Dram. Lit. lect. nn.—Dunlop, as cited P. IV.

§ 109. 2.

i. Editions.—B.—jJ. C. Meineche. Berl. 1823. 8. Fragments of Menander and Philemon ; wilh Bentley's emendations.

They are ff.und in the collections cited § 43. That of Le Clerc occasioned a bitter literary war. {SchSll, iii. p. 82. Harles, Int. i.

?>, 489. Rrev. Not. p. 226.)—/. G. Schneider. Vratisl. 1812. 8. with .Esop's Fables.

§ 67. Lycophron^ a poet and grammarian, born at Chalcis in Eubcea, flourish-
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ed in the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus, B. C. about 284. His performance

styled 'AXs^dvSfia, Alexandra or Cassandra, was improperly ranked in the class

of tragedies; it is a monologue or monodrama, in which Cassandra predicts to

Priam the fate of Troy. This topic is interwoven with many others, pertaining

to the history and mythology of different nations, so as to render the poem ob-

scure and heavy.

1. Lycophron was a writer of tragedies, and was ranked among the Pleiades (cf ^ 40).

A work also on the subject oi covudy, Ylspi Kcoixon^iag, was written by him. The loss of
the latter is more regretted than the loss of his dramatic pieces. The grammarians of

Alexandria collected a mass of materials illustrating his Cassandra, from which John
Tzetzes compiled a large commentary. iSchbll, iii. p. 96.

)

2. Ediiious—B.—CA. G. MiUler. Lips. 18!2. 3 vols. 8. with the Scholia of Tzetzes. (Cf. Dibdin, ii. p. 211. Schmi, iii. 106.)

~L. Bachmann. Lpz. 1830. 8. ¥—Pri>iceps, by Mdus. Ven. 1513. 8. With Pindar and Callinnchu'i.—i^Li-ari/ho or P.

Lacisius. Basil, 1546. fol. (Cf. Dibdin, ii. p. 208.)—f^ Canter. Basil, 1566. 4. With brief notes and two Latin trauslaiions, one

ID prose by Canter, the other in verse by Jos. Scatiger—XJ. Potttr, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1702. Much celebrated.—t H. G. Ruchard,

Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1789. 2 vols. 8. Ji. Sebastian, Gr. & Lat. Rom. 1803. 4. Commended by Dibdin.

3. An English version of Lycophron by Royston, Class. Jour. xiii. xiv.

§ 68. Theocritus^ a native of Syracuse, flourished in the time of Ptolemy
Philadelphus, and in the reign of the second Hiero, B. C. about -275. We
have under his name thirty Idyls, '^ihvT.'kia, some of which are probably not

genuine, and also twenty-two smaller pieces, chiefly epigrams. He was the

most distinguished of ancient authors in the department of pastoral poetry.

Virgil followed him as a master and model, but was his inferior in simplicity

and fidelity to nature.

1. We cannot assert what induced Theocritus to remove from Syracuse to Alexan-
dria, where he certainly spent part of his life. Some have siated that certain satires

composed by him against Hiero exposed him to the vengeance of that monarch.
Where and when he died is not known, although it has been supposed that he returned
to Sicily and suffered a violent death from the vengeance of Hiero.

Of. Life of Theocritus in Polwhele, as cited below (5).—Also For. Quart. Rev. Oct. 1842. p. 161.

2. The nature of the Greek Idyl has already been e.xhibited (§ 30). The Idyls of

Theocrhus are not confined to pastoral subjects. Of the thirty ascribed to him, only

fifteen can properly be considered as bucolic or pastoral; viz. the first 9 and the 11th,

considered by all as genuine bucolics, and the 10th, 20th, 21st, 23d, and 27th, which
may be put in the same class. Five are mythological, viz. the 13th, 22d, 24th, 25th,

and 26th. Three have been termed epistolary/, 12th, 28th, and 29th, bearing a shght
resemblance to the epistles of Ovid, but having less of the elegiac character. They
are called lyric by Scholl. Two may be denominated co?nic, the 14th and 15th. The
latter, I.i'paKovcnat, the Syraciisan Gossips, has no more of the pastoral in its tone than

a scene from Aristophanes (cf. § 46). Two others may be styled panegyrical, the 16th

and 17th. And there are two in the collection, 19th and 36th, wuich may properly

enough perhaps be called Anacreontic, being mere imitations of the lighter odes of

Anacreon. The remaining one, 18th, is a genuine epithalamium, according to its title,

'EXifrii andaXanio;.—The reputation of Theocrhus is built on his Idyls. The epigrams
would scarcely have preserved his name from obhvion.—One piece of a peculiar cha-

racter remains, termed the St'piyJ, consisting of 21 verses so arranged as to form a
resemblance to the pipe of the god Pan. In the ^Alexandrine age there was a depraved
fondness for such odd and fanciful devices, in which the poet's hnes represented the form
of eggs, axes, wings, or altars.

E. Bepner, De Theoc. Idyll, generibus. Berl. 1836. 4. pp. 19.—£. Reinhold, De genuin. Theo. carminibus. Jen. 1819. 8.^—

For the character of Theocritus, see Elton's Specimens of Classic Poets.

—

Charakt. der vom. Dichter, i. p. 89.—C. IV, AMwardt,

tar Erklarung der Idyll. Theokrits, Rostock, 1792. S.—Eichstadt, Adumb. quaest. de carm, Theocr. indole ac virtuiibus. Lips.

1794. ^.—Harditm, De Theocr. in the Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. iv. 520.

3. The epithalfimhim of Helen has been thought to resemble the Sono- of Solomon, and some have
supposed that Theocritus imitated the latter. SchoII opposes thi.*! idea, althouffh there are pas-
sages in the Idyls containing imagery which might have been drawn from the Scriptures. The
Septuasint version was made in the time of Theocmus. Cnmp. Idvl. xxiv. 84, with Tsuiah,

Ixv. 25 and xi. 6; Id. xviii. 26-28 with Sol. Song, i. 9 and vi. 10; Id. xx. 26 with Sol. Song, iv. 11;
Id. xxiii. 23-26 with Sol. Song, viii. 6, 7.

See SchCU, vol. iii. p. 146.—S. Matter, Essai sur I'Ecole d'Alexandrie. Par. 1820. 2 vols. 8. Ch. Fr. Staudlin, Theokrits

Idyll, und das hohe Lied verglichen, in Pauhti, Memorabilien, vol. ii. p. 162.

4. Editions.—B.—r/i. Kiasling, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1819. 8. " Perhaps the very best up to the time of its publication." Dildin

—Jacobs. Halae, (commenced) 1824. 8. Promising to be most ample.—£. F. ll'Ustemaim. Golhae, 1830. 8. pp. 435, "ilh notes

on each page ; prepared with the assistance of Fr. Jacobs, and forming a volume of his BiUioth. cited § 7. 1. " Best for Amer, stu-

dent."-,/. B. Gnil. Par. 1795. 3 vols. 4. with French version, and plates. New ed. 1828. 2 vols. 8. and volume of phfes, 4

—

Of previous editions, the best are, Th. Wartm, Oxf. 1770. 2 vols. 4, and L. C. FalckenUr, Gr. & Lat. Lugd. Bat. 1779. 8. repr.

(ed. Heindorf,) Berl. 1810. 2 vols. 8. V.—Princtps (18 Idyls, with Works and Days of Hesiod). Milan, MftS. fol. tme and

place known onlv by conjecture. Dibdin.—Second, by jildus (with Hesiod). Ven. )495. fo\.—Junta. Flor. 1515. 1540. 8.
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CaUierguifCam Schol. Rom. 1'16. 8. Thought to be the second Greek! ook printed at Rome.—M>rcl. Par. 1561. i.—H.S'.phama,
Par. 1566. In Poet. Pnnc. cited § 47 t. and 1579. 12. Gr. & Lat With Bion and Moschus.—C Hdnsius, Gr. & Lat. Heid.

1604. 4. Repr. Oxf. 1676. 8. Lond. 1729. 8. 1758. 8.—MaTtinus. Gr. & Lat. Lond. 1760. S.—Re<ske, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1765.

2 vols. 4.—F. A- Stroth. Goths, 1780. 8. Particularly ralued for its illustrations of terms and phrases pertaining to botany and

natural history. Dibdin. 4th ed. by Stroth and /ocofcj (for schools). GoIhE, 1821. ^.—TSodcmi (ed. B. Zamagna). Farmae,

1791. 2 vols. 8. Wi'h Latin version. " Edition du luxe." Saibll. R.—DahL Lips. 1804. 8.—G. G. Sc/ia/tr. Lips. 1810.

fol. Splendid; on basis of Valckenar's--L. F. Heindorf. Berl. 1810. 2 ?ols. 8. Including Bion and Moschus, with notes of

Valckenar, Brunck, and Troup.—7. G£ct Amsterd. 1820. 8.—2"//. irtfgs, Poelae BucoU Graeci. Cambr. 1S2I. 2 vols. 8 Theocr.

Bion, & Mosch. with Lat. Version.

5. Translations.—German.—Anftensfei'n, .drethusi, oder die bukol. Dichter des Alterthums. Berl. 1806. 8. Containing a Life

of Theoc—/. H. l^uss. Tabing. 1808. 8. French.—CAatojion. Par. 1777. 8.—Gin. Par. 1788. 2 vols. 8. Italian.—.^. M.
Salvmi. Ven. 1718. 12. With annot. by Damarais. Aret. 1754. 8. English.—£. £. Greene. Lond. 1767. 8.—R. PolwMe,
(with Bion and. Moschus). Lond. 1792. 2 vols. 8.—F. Faiufcej. Lond. 1767. 8.

§ 69. Bion of Smyrna, and Moschus of Syracuse, were contemporary with
Theocritus, as is generally supposed. The Idyls of Moschus belong rather to

descriptive than to pastoral poetry, properly speaking; they have more refine-

ment, with less of natural simplicity, than the pieces of Theocritus. The
Seizure of Europa is the most beautiful. The Idyls of Bion contain elegant

passages; but they savor too much of art, and are wanting in the freedom
and naivete of Theocritus. His principal piece is thefuneral song in honor of
Adonis.

1. Some have placed the dates of these poets considerably later than the time of
Theocritus. Their era is perhaps a matter of real doubt.
Manso, Abh. von Bion'sLeben, in his edition ci'ed belo\v, 3.

2. There remain of Moschus four Idyls, and a few smaller pieces ; of Bion, besides
the piece above named, only some short Idyls, and a fragment of a longer one. These
pieces have usually been published in connection with those of Theocritus ; and an-
ciently they were in fact confounded with them.
Schm, iii. p. 175.—C. F. Grdfe, Epistolse crit. in Bucolicos Graecos. Petropoli, 1815. 4.

3. Editions.—B.—/acois, Gr. & Lat. Golhje, 1795. 8.—/. C. f. Manjo. Lpz. new ed. 1807. 8. Gr. & Germ, with notes. The

Isted. 17^. inferior.—With Theocritus. Lond. 1826. 2 vols. 8. Gr. & Lat. with Greek Scholia, and notes from Keissling, Heindorf,

bc—Valchendr, with Theocritus, cited § 68. 4. T.—Princeps, in Aldus, with Theocr. Ven. 1495. fol.—The first ed. of B. and

M. separate from Theocr. was by Mekerchis. Brug. Fl. 1565. i.—FuIcaniita, Gr. & Lat. with Cailimachus. Antw. 1584. 12.—

Beskin, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1748.—Sc/iier. Lips. \~52.— Wakefield. Lond. 1795. Without accents.

4. Translations.-German.- iVfanjo, as just cited. French.—7. B. Gail. Par. 1794. 12. English.

—

Greene and PolwheU,

cited § 68. 5.

§ 70. Cailimachus, of Cyrene in Lybia, flourished B. C. about 260. He was
a historian and grammarian, at Alexandria, patronized by Ptolemy Philadelphus,

and by him placed in the Museum (cf. P. IV. § 74). Of his many writings we
have only six hymns, some smaller poems, and a considerable number of frag-

ments. His hymns exhibit more of study and artificial effort than of true

poetical spirit. Quintilian, however, ranks him as the first elegiac poet of the

Greeks; and he certainly was imitated by the Roman Propertius.

1. The Hymns of Cailimachus are in elegiac verse. Five are in the Ionic, one in

the Doric dialect. That addressed to Ceres is judged the best. Besides these, he
composed Elegies, which were regarded as the chief ground of his reputation; but of

which only fragments remain. Another class of his pieces consisted of Epigrams, of

which nearly 80 remain. Strabo refers to his Iambics and Choliamhics, and some frag-

ments of these still exist. Among his poetical works are named also three little poems;
viz. A'iriai, on the causes of fable, custom, &c. ; 'E/caX??, on the hospitality shown by an
old female to Theseus, on his way against the bull of Marathon ; and '!/?£?, a poem
directed against one of his pupils charged with ingratitude. Many prose works were
written by this grammarian and professed teacher ; '^-^onv-finara. Memoirs or Commen-
taries ; Kri(7£(j vriiTciv Kai trdXcuii', Settlements of islands and cities ; Qa'fuiaia, on the won-
ders of the world ; Mo'>aETov, an account of the Museum at Alexandria ; liival -avroSaTruv

ffvyypa^ijj.arw a sort o{ universal Tableau of Letters, in 120 books, containing an account
of authors in every department, methodically arranged, the first example probably of a

history of hterature. Some of thosV performances, which were styled AiJac-^aXi'at (cf.

^ 47), are also ascribed to him. All these works are lost.

Cf. S'-Mll, iii. p. 109.—Por/e Dntheil, in Mem. Acad. Inter, vol. xxix. 185.

2. Editions.—B.-£ni^s(.-, Gr. & Lat. Lug. Eat. 1761. 2 vols. 8.—C J. Blrmfitld, Lond. 1815. S.—Fr. M. Voider, Lpz. 1817. 8,

(ontaming the Hymns and Epigrams ; a good school edition. Voider promised a grand edition of all the remains of Cailimachus.

—C GOttline, Go'h. 1835. 8 in RosVs Bibliotheca.— Fo!ctojar» Fragments of the Elegies, by iuzoc. Leyd. 1799. 8. F.—

Pnnccpa. of J. LaKar, Flor. 1495. 4. in capitals; called by Dibdm, the edition of Alopa, being the 4th of the 5 extremely rare

works printed in capitals by L. Fr. de Alopa.—Frohen, Basil. 1532. i.—Robortdlus, Gr. & Lat. Ven. 1555. i.—H. Slephamu,

Gr. & I.al. Genev. 1577. 4.—Faber (Anne le Fever, afterwards Madame Dacier). Lutet. Paris, 1674. 8. Gr. & Lat. Her first

effort in editing.—J Grauiuj, Gr. & Lat. Ultraj. (Utrecht) 1697. 2 vols. 8.-7". Bentley, Gr. & Lat Lond. 1741. 8. Cf. Mus. Crit.

lu p. 150. Clafs. Journ. ix. p. 35—Foidis, Glasg. 1753. (oh—Bandini, Gr. Lat. & Ital Flor. 1763. 8.—Bi>doni, Parm. 17^. fol.

iQ capitals ^ith an Italian version.
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3. Translations.—Germin,—C. Schwenk. Bonn, 1821. 8.—.iMwardt, (metr.) Berl. 1794. 8. French.—G. la Porte du Theil,

Par. 1775. 8.—P. R/todel, with Lat. vers. Par. 1808. 8. English.-H^ Dodd. Lond. 1755. 4.—B. W. Tytler, Gr. & Eng.

Lond. 1793. 4.

4. Illustrative.—C. G. GSttling. Animadv. crit. in Callini. Epigranimala. Jen. 1811. 8

—

J. G. Ziarlein, Disp. de ingenio

Callim. Hall. 1770. i.—Nachtrdge zu Suiter's Thtorie, otherwise styled CharcMtrt der vomehrruttn DiclUer (cited § 61. 2.),

vol. ii. p. 86.

5. Fhiletas of Cos, in the time of Alexander the Great, is sometimes mentioned in

connection and comparison with Callimachus (cf. $ 29) as an elegiac poet.

The fragmenis of his Elegies were published separately by C. Ph. Kayser, Goit. 1793. 8.—i\'. Bach, Hal. 1829. 8.

§ 71. Aratus of Soli, afterwards called Pompeiolis, in Cilicia, flourished B. C.
about 278. At the request of Antigonus, king of Macedon, he wrote an astro-

nomical poem under the title of ^aLvo^^va xal Aionrj^slai. It was not strictly

an original, as the request of the king his patron was, that he should clothe in

verse two treatises, the '"EroTt'tpov and the ^aii/o^fi'a, of Eudoxus. This poem
is memorable on account of Cicero's metrical translation of it. Of this transla-

tion, however, only slight fragments remain. It was translated into Latin verse

also by Cagsar Germanicus, and by Festus Avienus. That of Avienus and a
part of the other are still extant.

1. The poem of Aratus was much esteemed by the ancients. Cf. Ov. Amor. i. 15.

V. 16. Quint. X. 1. 55. Although he is charged with knowing but little on the subject

of astronomy, many of the mathematicians wrote commentaries on his work
; foiLr of

these are yet in existence. Dtlambre (Hist. Astr. Anc. i. p. 74) remarks that Aratus
has preserved nearly all that the Greeks knew of the science, at least so far as it could
oe told in verse. Scholl, iii. 137.

2. There are three anonymous lives of Aratus, besides the notice of Suidas. On the
'ater didactic poets of the Greeks, Aratus, Nicander, and Oppian; we may refer to the
t^achfrilge zu Sulzer (cf. § 70. 4), vol. vi. p. 350.

3. Editions.-B —J. G. Buhle, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1793-1801. 2 vols. S. containing tlie versions of Germanicus and Avienus ; also

eonCms de Sphiera.—F. Ch. Malthis. Frankf. 1817. 8. with Eratosthenes, Dionysius, and Avienus. F.—Priticeps, by .Sldus,

D the .Sflrpriomi I'eteres. Ven. 1499. 2 vols. fol. Cf. Schdll, i- p. 50. la^T.—MicylH, Gr. & Lat. Basil, 1535. {oX.—yaldtriis.

Ja«. 1536. 4.—rohViOTU. Par. 1540. 8.—G. Mortll. Par. 1559. 2 vols. i.—Grotius, Gr & Lat. Leyd. 1600. 4. among the more

prominent of early ediions ; the editor at the time, but sixteen years of age.—/. Fdl. Oxf. 1672. 8. with the Karao-Ttcttr/io^ of

Eratosthenes. Repr. Oxf 1801. 8. (Cf. § 215 )-£a7idim, Gr & Lat. Flor. 1765. 8. with Ital. metr. vers, by Sa2mnt. Not

highly esteemed. VL.—Th. Foster. Lond. 1813. 8. value not kaown.—Mle Halnta, with French trans. Par. 1S23. 4. with Iha

version of Germanicus, and Scholia of Theon ; also the Calaslerisms of Eratosthenes, and the Sphere of Leontius.—/. H. Voss, Gr.

&Germ. Heidelb. 1S24. S.—Ph. Bttttmann. Berl. 1826. 8.—I. Bekker. Berl 1828. 8.

4. Translations.-French.—ffalma, just cited. German.—Foj», just cited.—G. S. Falle, in the Berliner Monatschrift, 1806.

Feb. & Aug. 1S07. Feb. & Mar. On a curious MS. of Cicero's translation, see P. IV. § 142. 2.

§ 72. CJeanthes of Assus in Troas, having been for many years a disciple of

Zeno, at length succeeded him as teacher in the Stoic school at Athens, B. C
264. Of his numerous writings nothing remains but an admirable Hymn to

Jupiter.

1. Cleanthes received the name ^psdi/rXr/s from the circumstance that, in order to

enable himself, being poor, to attend the schools of philosophy by day, he spent part

of the night in drawing water, as a laborer in the gardens of the city. He is said to

have died at the age of 80 or 90, by voluntary starvation. The Hymn, which still

keeps alive his memory, is in hexameter verse, and contains some exalted views of a
Supreme Divinity; Philip Doddridge says, it "is perhaps the finest piece of pure and
unadulterated natural religion to be ibund in the whole htaihen world."

Enfield's Hist. Philns cileJ 5 61 2. vol. i. p. aiG.—Scholl, Gr. Litf. iii. 335.—Diog. Laert. Lives of Philosopliers.—/. F. B.

Schwahe, Specimen theologiae comparativae, exhibens K\idv8ovs t'lMvov tlj A('a cum disciplina Christiana comparatum, etc. Jeu.

1SI9. 4.

2. Editions.—B.—G. Ch. M'mike, Cleanthes der Stoiker. Greifsw. 1814. 8.—H. H. CluditD. GOtt. 1786. 8. Gr. & Germ, with

notes —F. W, Stvrz. Lips. 1785. 4. The Hymn was first published by FiUv. Orsirms, Carmina novem illust. feminarum, etc

Antw. 1568. 8.—Again in H. Slephanus, Poesis Philns. cited § 47f.—In R. Cudworth, Intellect. Syst. of the Univ. Lond. 1678. fol.

p. 432, with a Latin metrical version by Duport.—lu Brunch's Analekta (ct. § 35) and Gnom. Poet (cf. ^ 31) and in other coliec-

tions.

3. An Enarlish metrical version is given in fVest's Pindar, cited § 60.

§ 73. JpoIIomus Rhodius, B. C. about 125, was a native of Naucratis, or per-

haps of Alexandria, in Egypt. The name Rhodius was occasioned by his

residence at Rhodes, where he for a time taught rhetoric. He was a pupil of

Callimachus, and became the librarian at Alexandria.

1. A bitter enmity existed between Apollonius and Callimachus until the death of

the latter. Apollonius is said to have retired from Alexandria to Rhodes, from inorti

fication at having been hissed by the partisans of Callimachus at the public reading of
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his Argonautics. It was at a subsequent period that lie was appointed keeper of the

Alexandrian library, being successor to Eratosthenes.

There are four ancient biographies of ApoUonius in Greek.

—

See A. IVtichert, Ueber das Leben und Gedicht des Apollouius von

Ehodus. Meissen, 1821. 8. Lpz. 1828. 8.

2 u. His chief work was an epic poem, 'ApyovavriKa, on the Expedition of the Argo-
nauts. He imitated Homer, with talents much inferior. His poem, however, evinces

great application, and has some beautiful passages, particularly the episode on the

passion of Medea. Yet in poetical genius and style he is rather surpassed by his

imitator among the Romans, Valerius Flaccus.

3. The poem of ApoUonius consists of lour books or cantos. The critics do not agree

in their estimate of its worth, nor as to the comparative merits of the Greek original

and the Roman imitation by Valerius. SchciU pronounces the latter superior to its

model, in agreement with the remark of Esehenburg above. But in the edition of

Eschenburg's work published after his death, the opposite is asserted.

Schm, vol. iii. p. 1 \7.—Groddeck, in the Bibliolheh der alien Literatur und Kunst, St. 2, p. e\ .—Charaltere voniehnut. Dicht.

vol. vi. p. 1S9.—0. Th. Block, Diss, de carm. epic. ApoU. Rhodii. Havn. 1792. 8.—Qumti7. x. 1. 54

—

D. JBalfoordt, De ApoUon,

Rhodii lauJe poelica. Traj. 1825. S.—A. JVtichert, Ueber das Leben &c. as above cited.

4 Editions.—B.— rrcHauer. Lips. 1828. 2 vols. S.—Sch'dfer. Lips. 1810-13. 2 vols. 8. with Brunck's notes; and scholia.—

3eck, Or. & Lat. Lips. 1797. 2 vols. 8. Princeps, of Fr. de Alopa (cur. J. Lascaris). Flor. 1496. 4. in capitals.-^Mus. Ven.

1521. 8.—Brulachius. Francof. 1546. S.—Rottnarm, Gr. & Lat. Eas. 1572. S.—H. Slephaniis. Genev. 1574. 4.—Elzevir (ed.

mizlin). Gr. & Lat. Lug. B;»t. 1641. 8.—/. Shaw. Oxf. 1777. 2 vols. i.—Flangi7ii, Gr. & Ital. Kom. 1794. 2 vols. 4. with

plates; elegant.—HoViM, school ed. Erunsiv. 1806. 8.

5. Translations.—German.-/. J. Bodmer. Zttrich, 1779. 8. French.

—

J. J. A. Caussin. Par. 1797. 8. highly praised.^—

English.—Jr. Fawket. Lend. 1780. 2 vols. 8.

§ 74. Nicander, born at Colophon in Ionia, lived about B. C. 146. He was
a physician, grammarian, and poet.

1 u. There remain from him two poems in hexameter, termed OripiaKa and WXc^Kpap.

fiava ; the former treating of venomous animals, and remedies for wounds from them

;

the latter, of antidotes to poisons in general. His TciopyiKa, Georgics, and AinAiKa,

Things pertaining to ^tolia, are lost. The two former possess no great merit either

as poems or as treatises of natural science, (cf § 32). The schoha oi Eutecnius upon
them are of much value, particularly as illustrating the history of medicine.

2. Nicander wrote also, as has been before noticed ($ 32), a work styled metamorphoses, which
fe wholly ]ost.—Scholl, iii. lil.— Charaktere vornehmst. Dicht. vi. p. 373.

3. EJilions.—B.—ALEXIPHARMACA- /. G. Schneider, Gr. & I^t. Hal. 1792. 8. with paraphrase of Eulecnius.—THE-
RIACA. /. G. Schneider, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1816. 8. with paraph, of Eutecnius. F.—Priivxps, Aldui. Ven. 1199. fol. with

Dioscorides.—J. Soter. Cologne, 1530. 4.

—

Gorrsus {Mcrtl print.), Gr. & Lat. Par. 1557. 3 vols. 4. uniting the two pnems as

tdited separately by him in 1549 and 1556.

—

Bandini, Gr. Lat. & Hal. Flor. 1764. 8. with the scholia or paraphrase of Eutecnius.

§ 75. Oppian, of Cor3'eus in Cilicia, a later Greek poet, lived as is supposed
under the emperors Marcus Aurelius and Commodus, in the latter part of the

2d century after Christ.

1 71. Under his name we have two didactic poems ; '.Wiev-iKa, on fshin;:. in five

books; and KwrjY£rtKa, on hnntiris, m four books. The former excels the latter both,

in thought and style. This circumstance has furnished some ground for ascribing them
to different authors of the same name. The latter has been ascribed to an Oppian of

Apamea in Syria, who lived under Caracalla, in the beginning of the 3d century.

2. The hypothesis of two poets by the name of Oppian, father and son, or uncle and nephew,
was advanced by Schneider, in 1776, in his edition of the poems. In 1786 it was attacked by Belin
de ballu. in an edition of the poem on the chase. .Schneider, in a new edition, 1613, still main-
tained his hypothesis.

—

Scholl, vol. iv. p. lO.— Charakt. vorn. Dicht. vol. vi. p. 379.

3. The poem 'I^evtikcl, on fowling, generally ascribed to Oppian, is lost; but there is

extant a commentary upon it, by Eutecnius.
This commentary was published by E. Winding, Gr. & Lat. Copenh. 1702. 8.

4. Editions.—B.—X G. Schneider, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1813. ed. Schafer. T.—Princep), by B. Juntcu Flor. 1515. 8. only the

Balieutica.—Aldus, Gr. & Lat. Ven. 1517. S.—TumtUis. Par. 1555. i.—Rittershusii. Lug. Bat. 1597. 8. Gr. & Lat. with a

proem on the life and writings of Oppian.—5. de Ballu, Gr. & Lat. Argent. 1786. 8. Cynegetica only.

5. Translations.—Of the Cy n c g- e « i c a.—German.—C. G. LieberkUhn. Lpz. 1755. 8. French.—SeZm de Ballu, Gr. k Lat.

Argent. 1787. 8. Italian.—.4. M. Salvini. Flor. 1728. 8. English.—M. Sommervillc. Lend. 1788. 8. Of the Halittf
lico.—English—By Dnapper Sf Jones. Oxf. 1722. 1751. 8. See .imeilhon, sur le psche des Anciens, as cited P. III. § 58.

§ 76. Nonnus, of Panopolis in Egypt, flourished probably in the beginning
of the 5th century; originally a pagan, afterwards converted to Christianity.

Little or nothing is known of his history.

1 u. Two works by him are extant ; one, the AiowaiaKa, on the deeds of Bacchus, in

forty-eight books, of various contents, without much order or connection, in a style not
generally easy or natural ; the other, a poetical, or as he terms it, epical paraphrase of
the Gospel of John, prohx and bombastic.

2. The Dionysiaca of Nonnus has been ranked among epic poems, but perhaps not
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with strict proprrety (cf. ^ 20). It is a storehouse of mythological traditions. Pome
learned men, as Falckenburg and Julius C. Scaliger, have highly praised, while others,
as Nicholas Heinsius and Joseph Scaliger, have as strongly condemned it.

Sclioll, vi. 79.—J. A. Weichat, de Nnnno Fanopolitano. Viteb. 1810. \.—N\c Schoio, Commeot de indole carminis Nonni, etc.

Havn. }S01.—Oiiv^aroff, Nonnus der Dichter. Petmp. 1817. 4.

3. Editions—(a) Of the D i o Ji y s i a c a.—B.—Fr. Grdfe. Lpz. 1819-26. 2 vols. 8. containing the text. A 3d vol. is expected,

vith a version, and full commentary. A part of the lalh bk. was published by F. Grdje, with the title of Hymni et Niheia (Gr. &
Germ.). Petropol. 1SI3. 8. F.—Princeps, by G. falckaiburg, from a manuscript now at Vienna. Antw. 1569. 4. Repr. by
mchel (with a poo? transl. by Lubin). Hanov. 1605. 8; to this edition was afterwards joined (wilh a new title-pa^e, 1610) a

volume published by Cutucus including: a dissertation by D. Heinsius, and conjectures by J. Scalijer.— G. H. Mnnr published 6
books (8-13) with notes, and ar^ments of all the books of the poem. Heidelb. 1809. 8. cf. Class. Jouryi. vii. 315. (/.) Of the

JVfe«apArast«,orParaphraseof John—The/ii-jJ edit, by .?!duJ.Ven. 1501. i.—F Namiui. Leyd. 1589,1599. S.—F-Sylburg.

Heidelb. 1596. 8.—D. Heinsius, in his.iristarchiis Sacer, sive ad Nonni, etc. Lug. Bat. 1627. 8 F. Passoxo. Lpz. 1834. S.

§ 77. Coluthiis, of Lycopolis in Egypt, was a poet of a later period, probably
about the beginning of the 6th century. His poem, called 'ExIi't;? dprtayj;, or

Bape of Helen, has many defects, and but little real poetry. The whole is with-
out plan, dignity, or taste, with many traces of too close imitation.

1. He is said to have hved in the reign of the emperor Anastasius, who abdicated
A. D. 518. He wrote a poem in six cantos, entitled CaIedo7iiacs; this, with other
pieces by him, is lost. The Eape of Helen consists of 385 verses, in imitation of
Homer. This poem was found by Cardinal Bessarion, along with that of Quintus (cf.

$ 78) ; and Schbll remarks that it is ascribed to Coluthus without certain evidence.
" The word rape (in the title) must not be taken in the common acceptation; for Paris
was more courtly than to offer, and Helen more kind-hearted than to suffer, such a

violence. It must be taken rather for a transporting of her, with her consent, from her
own country to Troy."

Schdll, vi. p. 106.—fliirZe*, Super Colutbi cann. de raptu Helenae. Erlang. 1775. fol.— C. /. Gr'dfe, Conjecturse in Coluthum,

Tryphiodorum, S:c. Petrop. 1818. 4.

2. Editions.—B.—/. Dan. de Lennep. Leovard, 1747. 8— * G. H. Sch'dfer. Lpz. I82.'j. 8. with notes of de Lennep, and addi-

tions.—/mm. Behker. Berl. I8!6. S.—A. ^tan. JuUen. Par. 1823. 8. This has the text of Bekker, with translations in Latin,

Italian, French, Spanish, English and German, and a fac-simile of two manuscripts of the poem (of the 15th and 16th centuries),

representing not only the letters, but the color of the ink and paper. T.—f^inceps, by Aldus, along wilh Quintus and Tryphio-

dorus, wilhnut date, but supposed 1504. (Scholl, vi. p. 103).— ff. Stcphanus, in the Poet, princ heroic, cited § 41 1, also in his Bomer
Par. 1604. 12.—Af. Neander, Opus Aureum. Bas. 1559. 4.—A. Tk. Villa. Milan, 1753. 12. Gr. & Ital.—Sao de San. MigTjel

Madrid, 1770. 4. Gr. Lat & Span—Sodont. Parma, 1795. 4. Gr. Lat. St Ital.

3. '^tJjisIations.—German.—/r. ..4. ir«Hncr, in his Callimachus. Alt. 17S4. 8. English.—PK .BeZoe. Lond. 1786. i.—Mem,
in Cooi !'» Hesiod, cited § 51. 6.

§ /8. Quinhts, or Coinius, lived probably in the first part of the 6th century.

He waj -galled Smyrnseus from his native place Smyrna, and received the sur-

name Cu-'^er from the circumstance that his poem was found in a convent in

Calabria.

1 u. The poem ascribed to him, termed UapaKtmnnEva 'Ojurjpw, Things omitted by
Homer, is o.awn from the Cychc poets (cf § 21). It consists of 14 books, giving the

history of tlo siege of Troy from the death of Hector to the departure of the Greeks.
2. Cardinal Bessarion found, in a convent at or near Otranto in Calabria, a manu-

script copy of this poem, and also of that of Coluthus. And there is in manuscript
another poem ascribed to Quintus, on the tivelve labors of Hercules, in the library of
St. Mark, and in that of the king of Bavaria at Munich. Studious imitation of
Homer is apparent everywhere in the Paralipomena. Some have considered it a sort

of amplitication of the Little Iliad of Lesrhes, one of the early cyclic poets, or a com-
pilation gathered from various poets of that class.

Schmi, vi 91, where is a pretty full analysis of the poem.—Tourlet, in his translation, and Tychten, in his edition cited below

(?).—K. L. Slruve, in his Abb. u. Relen meist. philnl. Inhalts. Konigsb. 1822. 8.

3. Editions—B—TVi. Cr. Tychsen. Strassb. 1S07. 2 vols. 8. F. The first by Aldus, with Coluthus, cited § 77. 2.—Shodo-

mann, Gr. & Lat. Han. 1604. 8.-/. C. de Pauw, Gr. & Lat. Leyd. 1734. 8.

4. Translations.-French —.R. Tourlet. Par. 1800. 2 vols. 8. " not faithful." (Fuhrmann).

5. In contipciion with the imitations of Hniner in the poems ascribed to Coluthus and Quintus,
we may notice another imitation of a singnlar i^ind, the 'OfiTipdKevrpa, Homerocentra. This is a
Life of Jesus Christ, in 2343 hexameter lines, formed by verses and hemistichs selected from Ho-
mer. It is ascribed by some to a Pela^iies, who lived in the 5th century ; by others to Eudocia.
wife of the emperor Theodosius 2d. It was probably the work of both, having been commenced
by the former and finished by the latter.

The edition by L H. Teucher. Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1733. 8. is mentioned as the bes<.

§ 79. Tryphindorus, a native of Egypt, of whose history nothing i.s known,
lived in the 6th century, and was the author of a poem, entitled 'ixiov a?.wcjtj,

the Destruction nf Tmy. It is marked by bombast and affectation of ornament.

1. He is said to have written other poems, as the Marathoniaca, the Hippodameia,
and the Odijssey called Lipogrammatic (Xf(-oypa/<//aTt>c»j), because some particular lettei

61 2S
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of the alphabet was excluded from each of its 24 books ; or, according to others,

because the letter S was excluded from the whole poem. The Destruction of Troy

consists of only 681 verses, and is perhaps merely a sort of argument of a more full

work contemplated by the author.

—

Scholl, vi. 109.

2. Editions.—B.—f. A. JVcmiche (comple'ed by Zumpf). Lpz. 1819. S.—Thorn. Narthmore, Camb. 1791. and Lond. 1804. 8.

Gr. & Lat. with excursuses. F —Princtpi, by Aldus, as cited § 77. 2.

—

Fr. Jamot, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1537. 8.—/. Merrick, Gr.

& Lat. Oxf. 1741. 8. with a dissertalion on the life and writings of Tryph. and an Englith metTicalvtrsion in a separate volume.

—Bodcmi, 1796. fol.—G. H. Schafer (pr. Taudtnitz). U[)S. 1S08. fol. ^

§ 80. TAeoc/orus Prorfromus lived at Constantinople in the first half of the 12th

century. There are several works by him yet remaining in manuscript, from

which it appears that he followed the various pursuits of theologian, philoso-

pher, grammarian and rhetorician. He is mentioned here on account of his

erotic poem in 9 books, styled the Loves of Rhodanthe and Dosides. Cf. § 33.

1. He enjoyed high reputation among his contemporaries, and the epithet Cyrus
(K'poj for Ki'piof) often joined to his name, is said to have been given to him in token of

respect. On embracing monastic life, he assumed the name of Hilarion. His poem
above mentioned is but an indifferent performance^. Various other poetical pieces

were composed by him ; as the Galeomyomachia, or GaleomacMa, mentioned § 50. 3;

a poem, styled Poverty gives wisdom; another styled Friendship hanished; and some
epiffra)7is in honor of eminent Christian Fathers, Basil, Chrysostom, and others.

Othfr pieces remain in manuscript.—Many works in prose were also written by him,

of a character, which places them in the class of grammatical and rhetorical works^.

1 Of. Scholl, Hist. Litt. Gr. vol. vi p. 121.

—

Huet, Traite de I'origine des Romans. Par. 1711. 12. p. 118. ^Scholl, vol. tL p.

?15, 263. Harles, Brev. Nctit. Liter. Gr. p. 591.

2. Editions —The Rhodanthe and Doticles, by G Gavlmin, Par. 1K5. 8. the only edition of the original.—A French

translation is contained in the BiUioth. d. Rumani Grecs, vol. li. as cited § 152. 2. The Galeomachi a,by F. Moral, Gr. ft

Lat. Par. 160S. 8.—best, by K. D. Ilgm, as cited § 50. 3. Povert y, ^ by G. Morell (pr.), Gr. & Lat. Far. 1549. 4. Cf.

Karay's Aiakta. Par. lS2li. 8. 1st vol. Epigramt, by/. Erard. Lpz. 1598. 8.

3. Two other authors were mentioned ($ 33) in speaking of erotic poetry, Kicetas Eugenianus
and Con>tanfive Mavasses ; i\\e Aristander and Callithea of the latter being nearly all lost; the

Drosilla and Charicles of the former, in nine books, still existing.

These were firtt published by J. F. Bousonade. Par. 1S19. 2 vols. 12. Gr. & Lat.

§ 81. Tzefzes or Tzetza {John) was a grammarian of the 12th century, at

Constantinople. From the works and fragments of other poets, and without

taste, he compiled what were called his Intehomerica {ta 7tp6 'OjUjjpou), Home-

rica (ta 'O;uj;pou), and Posihomerica (ra ^iO' "OjA-r^pov). To these he also fur-

nished scholia or comments.

1. The three pieces form a whole of 1665 hexameters, and are together called 'Iham.

The first contains events from the birth of Paris to the tenth year of the Trojan war,

with which Homer's Ihad opens; the second consists of an abridgment of that poem

;

the third, like the poem of Quintus, refers to what occurred between the death of

Hector and the return of the Greeks. Tzetzes also wrote a work in political verse,

called Bip'Xog wropiKii, treating of topics of history, mythology, and hterature, in a very

miscellaneous and disconnected manner : the work is more commonly called Chiliades,

from a division of the verses into several portions of 1000 lines each. He also com-

posed an iambic poem, on the educntion of children. Several other works in verse

by him are yet in manuscript. The most considerable is the "^Trodecng tov 'Ojifipov, ex-

plaining the fables of Homer. But Tzetzes holds a higher rank as a grammarian and

scholiast. He wrote commentaries on Homer's Iliad and on Hesiod. His commen-
tary on Lvcophron, by some ascribed to his brother, Isaac Tzetzes, has been men-
tioned (§ 67. 1).

Scholl, vi. p. 125. cf. p. 265, 269.

2. The first edition of the pieces constituting the II a tea; G. B.Shirach. Hal. 1770. 8. very imperfect.—The next, and im-

proved, iV. /a£o;». Lpz. 1793. S.—Last, and best text, S. .Beiiier. Berl. 1816. 8 —The Chiliades; by A'. GcrltUus. Bas.

1346. fol.—/. Lectius, in Poetae Gr. etc. in unum redacti corpus. Colon. AUobr. 1614. 2 vols, fol.—Best, t T. Kiessling- Lips.

II.

—

Oratory and Orators,

^ 82u. Prose was cultivated later than verse, and oratory later than other branches

of prose composition, of which the earliest form was historical. But although oratory,

in form and as an art, did not exist at so early a period, yet even in the heroic ages

here was actual eloquence. There was practical skill in moving the feelings of

assembled numbers in civil and m.iliiary affairs. We have evidence of tlus iu the
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addresses made by the warriors of Homer, which, ahhough doubtless the productions
of the poet, are yet a proof of the existence and the success of a sort of oratory.

§ 83 u. The example of those historical writers, who were not indifferent to the
beauties of style, seems to have first suggested to the Greeks the advantage of careful

attention to the language and manner of their spoken addresses. From the time of
Solon (B. C. 594), political eloquence was much practiced at Athens, and by the emu-
lation of great speakers was ere long advanced to high perfection. Rhetoric and
oratory soon became objects of systematic study, and were indispensable in the edu-
cation of such as wished to gain any public office, or any influence in the affairs of
the state.

<> 84. It may be remarked, then, that Grecian oratory was not of early or sud-
den growth, it was not till after Greece had adopted the popular forms of government,
not till after the works of her Homer had been collected and begun to be studied, and
after her general prosperity and independence allowed her citizens to attend to speak-
ing as an art, that Greece exhibited any very eminent orators. At the time of Solon,
beyond which the history of Grecian eloquence cannot be carried back, several of the
states had existed much longer than Rome had at the time of Cicero. While eloquence
made its first appearance thus late, and gradually rose to perfection under the peculiar

circumstances of the nation, it continued in power and splendor only for a short period.

Its real history must be considered as terminating with the usurpation of Philip and
the supremacy of Macedon over southern Greece ; so that the whole space of time,
during which Grecian oratory particularly flourished, includes less than three hundred
years. This space coincides with the third of the periods into which we have divided

the history of Greek Literature, from Solon (about 600 B. G.) to Alexander (B. C.
336). It is, however, the brightest period in the annals of Greece; a glorious day, at

the close of which her sun went down in clouds and never again rose in its native
splendor.

"5» 85. It is also worthy of remark, that whatever glory has redounded to the Greeks
for their eloquence, belongs almost exclusively to Athens. In the other states it was
never cultivated with success. The orators, of whose genius any monuments are still

preserved, or whose names have been recorded as distinguished, were Athenians. So
that Cicero in his Brutus inquires, who knows of a Corinthian or Theban orator, unless
you except Epaminondas ? Out of Greece, however, the study flourished, both in the

islands and in the settlements in western Asia. The Sicilians were the first who
attempted to form rules for the art, and the Rhodians had orators that might be com-
pared with the Attic.

On Epaminondas, see Gedoyn, Li vie d'Epaminondas, Mem. de TAcad. des hiscr. vol. xiv. p. 183.

^ 86. To one who traces the history of Grecian oratory through the period which has
been mentioned, it will present itself under three different aspects successively. It

exhibits one characteristic appearance from the time of Pisistratus to the close of the

Persian war ; another from the close of the Persian to the close of the Peloponnesian
;

and a third from the close of the Peloponnesian war to the supremacy of Macedon.
A glance at the peculiar character of the eloquence of these three portions, will give

us perhaps the best general view of the whole.

See Ckero's Brutus.

—

Heeren's Greece by Bancroft, p. 257, wtiere some of the views touched upon in the following sections are

beautifully developed.

"Ji 87. Of the first portion no monuments or fragments of the oratory remain. Its

character must be drawn altogether from the testimony of later periods and from circum-
stantial indications. It was in this age, that the poems of Homer were collected and
published ; which gave a new impulse to Grecian mind, and unquestionably exerted an
influence on the language and oratory of the times. As the models of language and
style were all in poetry and not in prose, the speeches and the composition of this age
were marked by a poetical structure, by something of the rhythm and measure of verse.

Such indeed was the preference for metrical composition, that Parmenides taiicrht his

philosophy in verse, and Solon published his laws in the dress of poetry. Solon is

ranked among the distinguished orators of the period ; and the first circumstance which
brought him into notice, was a poetical harangue to the populace of Athens.

^ 88. Oratory as an art was now scarcely conceived. The orators were only the
favorite leaders of the people ; chiefly such as had been brave and successful in war,
who gained popular influence by military enterprise, and were permitted to be powerful
statesmen because they were fortunate generals. Their speeches were brief simple,

bold; adorned with few ornaments (cf Anochavfsis, ii. 257). accompanied with little

action. Such was Pisistratus, whose valor in the field and eloquence in the assembly
raised him to an authority utterly inconsistent with the republican principles of his

country. Such too was Themistocles. In him predominated the bravery and art of the

mihtary chieftain. It was his policy and energy that saved Greece from the dominion
of Persia. He acquired unlimited sway as a statesman and orator: because, in pro-

posing and urging the plans which his clear and comprehensive mind had once formed,
he could not but be eloquent • and because he never offered a plan, which he was no{
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ready and able to execute with certain success. His eloquence, like his pohcy, was
vigorous, decided, bordering on the severe, but dignified and manly. It was altogether
the most distinguished of the age ; and the name of Themistocles is therefore selected

to mark this era in the history of Grecian eloquence.

^ 89. Of the second portion of the period in view, as well as the first, we have no
remains which are acknowledged to be genuine, if we except the harangues of Anti-
phon. The number of eminent public speakers was, however, increased ; and there
began to be more preparation, by previous study and effort, for the business of ad-
dressing the popular assemblies. In this age, the orators were men who had devoted
their early years to the study of philosophy, and whose attainments and political talents

raised them to the place of statesmen, while this elevation still imposed on them the
duties of the soldier and the general.

The most celebrated among them were Pericles, who flourished first in order of
time, and after him successively Cleo?i, Alcibiades, Critias, and Theramenes. Pericles

and Alcibiades exerted the greatest influence upon the condition and interests of the

Athenians. The latter, ambitious of glory and fearless of danger, ardent and quick in

feeling, and exceedingly versatile in character and principle, was able, in spite of a de-
fective pronunciation (Anach. i. 305) and a hesitating delivery, so perfectly to control

a popular assembly and mold their feelings by his own will, that he was regarded as

one of the greatest of orators.

§ 90. But to Pericles must be granted the honor of giving a name to this era of elo-

quence. His talents were of the highest order, and he qualified himself for public in-

fluence by long and intense study in private. He disclosed his powers in the assembhes
with caution, and whenever he spoke, impressed the hearers with new convictions of
his strength and greatness. His information was various and extensive, his views
always liberal and elevated, his feelings and purposes in general highly patriotic and
generous. Cicero remarks of him, that even when he spoke directly against the will

of the populace and against their favorites, what he said was popular ; the comic sa-

tirists, while they ridiculed and cursed him, acknowledged his excellence ; and so much
did he shine in learning, wisdom, and eloquence, that he ruled Athens for forty years
almost without a rival.

Pericles pronounced a funeral eulogium over those who fell in the first battles of the

Peloponnesian war. This oration Thucydides professes to give us in his history (ii. 35)

;

but most probably we have the fabrication of the historian, and not the actual produc-

tion of the orator. The piece, however, may indicate the peculiarities of Pericles and
the other speakers of the age.

Cf. E. Bentham, Funeral Eulogies from Thucydides, Plato, Lysias, and Xenophon, in the original Greek, &.C. Oxf. 1678. 8.

^ 91. The distinguishing qualities of their eloquence were simple grandeur of lan-

guage, rapidity of thought, and brevity crowded with matter to such an extent even as

to create occasional obscurity. They had very httle of artificial plan, or of rhetorical

illustration and ornament. Their speeches are seldom marked by any of the figures

and contrivances to produce effect, which the rules of sophists brought into use among
the later orators. They have less of the air of martial addresses than the harangues
of the first period we have noticed, but far more of it than appears in the third. Their
character is such as to show, that while the orator was a statesman of influence in the

civil council, he was also at the same time a commander in war. Such was the elo-

quence of the era which is designated by the name o{ Pericles.

§ 92. But the third is the most glorious era, and is marked by a name which has been
allowed to stand pre-eminent in the history of human eloquence, that oi Demosthenes.
It was an age fruitful in orators, of whose talents there still remain rich and splendid

monuments. The orator was no longer necessarily united with the general ; but was
able to control the deUberations of the people, although he never encountered the perils

of the camp.
It was now that oratory became a regular study, and numbers devoted themselves to

the business of teaching its rules. These teachers, known by the name of Sophists

and Rhetoricians, made the most arrogant and ridiculous pretensions, professing to

communicate the art of speaking copiously and fluently on any point whatever. But
we must not affix to all, who went under this name, the idea of a vain and pompous
declaimer. There were some honorable exceptions; e. g. Isocrates, who taught the

art, and whose influence upon the oratory of this period was so great, that Cicero gives

him the honor of forming its general character. His school was the resort of all who
aimed at the glory and the rewards of eloquence.

Isocrates, Lysias, Isaeus, iEschines, and Demosthenes, are the bright names in the

constellation which marks this era. Andocides, Dinarchus, Hyperides, and Lycurgus,

are also recorded as eminent speakers. These, with Antiphon of the preceding era,

form the illustrious company of the ten Athenian orators. They could have been,

however, only a small part of the number in the profession in this period, as we might

judge, even had no names been recorded, from the fact that at its very close there were

at least ten, and according to some thirty, whom the Macedonian conqueror demanded
to be dehvered up to him as hostile to his supremacy.

—

Scholl, ii. p. 265.
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$ 93. In the agp before us, the general characteristics are to be found in the state and
circumstances of the profession, rather than in the form or nature of the eloquence.
Each of the more eminent orators had his distinguishing peculiarities, which makes it

difficult to mark the prominent traits, whicii might be stamped upon all. It is easy,
notwithstanding, to notice the influence of the system of art, to which the speakers of
this age thought it necessary to attend. 'J'here is in their orations too little of the plain

and direct simplicity of former times, and much, often far too much, of the ambush and
artifice of logic, the flourish and sound of mere rhetoric. You discover also, frequent-

ly, the orator's consciousness of influence arising from his skill in speaking. It was an
age, when the populace flocked to the assemblies and the courts of justice for the sake
of hearing and being affected ; when even the unprincipled demagogue could, by the

spell of his tongue, raise himself to the archonship of Athens.
^ 9-i. This period furnished a greater number and variety of occasions for the display

of oratorical talents. Numerous slate prosecutions, similar to that in which Lysias en-
gaged against Eratosthenes, grew out of the disturbances and revolutions connected
with the Peloponnesian war, and these necessarily drew forth the genius of opposing
advocates. Public discussions, hkewise, became frequent upon different subjects re-

lating to war, politics, and government, which opened a wide field not merely for

harangue, but for studied and labored composition.

At the close of the period, the encroachment of Philip on the Grecian rights afforded

an ample theme both for the ambitious demagogue and the zealous patriot. This cir-

cumstance was perhaps the cause of the peculiar energy and warmth of feeling, which
distinguished much of the oratory of the period. Although the writers and speakers

difl^ered in opinion as to the true policy of the Greeks, their orations breathe a common
spirit of national attachment and national pride and confidence. Indeed "the patriotism

and the genius of Greece seem to have exhausted themselves in the efforts of this last

day of her independence and her glory. In Demosthenes she heard the last tones of

her favorite art, as she did the last remonstrance against her submission to servitude.^

§ 95. Such is a glance at the rise and progress of eloquence in Greece. Late in its

origin, confined chiefly to Athens, flourishing only for a comparatively short time,

marked successively by the eras of Themistocles, Pericles, and Demosthenes, it ended
its career when the country lost its independence, but with a glory that is gone out into

all lands, and will survive through all ages.—It should be observed, however, that

Cicero and other writers speak of the eloquence of the period immediately subsequent
to Philip and Alexander; and here is the place for a few words respecting it.

^ 96. True eloquence, says SchoU (iii. 239), that which speaks to the heart and pas-

sions of men, and which not merely convinces but carries away the hearer, ceased with

the fall of liberty. Under the successors of Alexander, not finding any object worthy
of its exertions, it fled from the scenes of politics to the retreats of the schools. Athena,
degraded from her eminence, no longer was the exclusive residence of an art, whicn
had once thrown such luster over her name and history. From this time, instead of

the orators of Attica, we hear only of the orators of Asia. In reality, however, instead

of orators at all, among the Greeks anywhere, we find, after this time, only rheto-

ricians.

The most famous of the schools just alluded to, was that of Rhodes, founded by
jEschines. In these institutions the masters gave out themes, on which the young
pupils exercised their talents. These were frequently historical subjects. Often the

questions which had exercised the great orators of the previous age were again de-

bated. But such performances had not for their object to convince judges, or force an
assembly to action. The highest aim now was to awaken admiration in hearers, who
wished not to be moved, but to be entertained. The noble simplicity of the old orators

was exchanged for a style overcharged with rhetorical ornaments.
Hegesius of Magnesia is regarded as the father of the new style of eloquence and

composition which now appeared, and which, as has been already mentioned, was
termed Asiatic. His discourses are lost.

^ 97. But the principal name worthy of notice after the time of Alexander is Deme-
trius Phalereus, who was appointed governor of Athens, by Cassander king of Mace-
donia. He was the last of the great orators of Greece. Cicero speaks of Demetrius
with considerable commendation, as the most learned and polished of all after the an-

cient masters. But he describes {Brutus, 9) his influence as substituting softness and
tenderness instead of power ; cultivating sweetness rather than force ; a sweetness

which difl^used itself through the soul without stirring the passions ; forming an elo-

quence which impressed on the mind nothing but its own symmetry, and which never

left, like the eloquence of Pericles, a sting along with the delight.

§ 98. We pause here in our general glance at Grecian oratory, because every thing

pertaining to the subject, in the periods after the capture of Corinth (B. C. 146), will be

more properly introduced in speaking of the Sophists and Rhetoricians.

But it is important to allude to the three branches, into which Grecian oratory was
divided by the teachers. They were the deliberative, the legal or judicial, and the

demcnslraliveoT panegyrical. Demosthenes is the unrivaled master in the first. Ly-

2s2
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sias and Isasus present rich specimens of the second. The best performances of Iso-

crates belong to the third. But no orator was confined to either branch ; according to

preference, he might thunder in the assembly of the people, argue in the court of jus-

tice, or declaim before the occasional and promiscuous concourse.

On the legal oratory of Greece, see Quart. Rev. vol. xxix. ; the panegyrical, same, vol. xxvii.

§ 99^. We now proceed, according to our prescribed plan (cf. § 8), to notice

individually the principal orators, of whom there are existing remains.

But it will be proper to give first some references to sources of information respecting them, and to the printed collections of their

performapces.

1. The chief original sources of information are two ; the fragments of a treatise of Dionynus Ealicamafseuf, in which Lysias,

Isocrates, Isaeus, and Demosthenes were critically examined ; and the Lives of the ten orators, ascribed to Plutarch.—Of modern

woriis, ne ruention the following. * Ant. fVestermaim, Geschichte der Griechischen Beredsamkeit. Lpz. IS34. 8.

—

RuhTiken,

Historia critica oratorum Grasc. in his edit, of Rutilius Lupus. Leyd. 1768. S.—Hardion, Sur I'orig. et les progres de la rhet.

Chez les Grecs, in the Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. vol. ix. 200 ; xiii. 97 ; xv. 145 ; xvi. 378 ; xix. 203 ;. xxi. li.c.—Manso, Uber die

Bildung der Rhetorik unter den Griechen, in his Vern)i>rhteu Abh. u. Aufs. Brest. 1S2I. S.—SchoU, Hist. LiU. Gr. ii. 197.

2. The following collections may be named.—A'dus Manulhis. Ven. 1513. 3 vols. fol. very rare.—fl Slephanus, Gr. & Lat.

Par. 1575. fol. Isocrates and Demosthenes not included.—7. /. Reiske, Oratorum Graec. quae supersunt monumenta ingenii, etc.

Lips. 1770-75. 12 vols. 8. comprising what is most valuable in the labors of the preceding editors ; the contents are detailed by

ScAoZZ, ii. 260.—/_Bei*er, Oratores Attici. Lips. 1S22. 7 vols. 8. without cxptana.'ory nntes. Repr. Berl. 1824. 5 vols. 8. Cf.

Dibdin, I. 483.-fK S. Dobsoii, Oratores Attici et quos sic vocani Sophislai. Lond. 1828. 16 vols. 8. Gr. & Lat. very valuable,

although not perfect in critical skill.— r. Mitchell, Oratores Atlici (ex recens. Bekkeri.) Oxf. 1822-28. 10 vnls. 8. the vols. 8, 9,

and 10, being "Indices Grsecitatis." A useful help in study of the Attic orators, is the Lexicori of Harpocration (cf. § 139).

/. H. Bremi, Oratioiies Selectae Isocratis, Lysias, Deniosthenis et .Sschinis, in several vols, of the Bwlioth. Grsrca, cited § 7. 1.

§ 100. Jniiphon, of Rhamnus in Attica, was born about B. C. 480. In the

year 411 or 410 B. C. he was condemned and put to death as a traitor. He
was celebrated at Athens as an orator and a teacher of eloquence.

1 u. The ancients ascribed to him a treatise on rhetoric, Tix^r] prjTopiKh, said to have
been the first written on the subject. He also prepared orations or speeches to be used

by others, for which he received payment. Of the fifteen which are still extant, three

belong to criminal cases actually occurring and brought to trial; the other twelve seem
rather to be imaginary speeches adapted to supposed cases.

2. Antiphon was a pupil of the sophist Gorgias, and is said to have been the first to

apply the art of rhetoric to judiciary proceedings. Thucydides was instructed in his

school. During the Peloponnesian war, Antiphon repeatedly had the command of

Athenian troops. He was a member of the council of the 400, the establishment of

which was, in a great degree, owing to his influence. He is said to have been the first

who. for money, composed orations to be read or spoken by others; this became after-

wards a frequent practice and a source of great emolument.—Cf. Cicero, Brutus, 12.

—

Thucydides, viii. 6S.

3. His orations are given in Reiske, cited § 99, vol. vii. p. 603.—Seiie?-, vol. i. See P. v. Spaan (really Ruhnkc^), Diss, de

Anfiphonte. Lugd. Bat. 1765. 4. also in Reiske, vii. 795. and in Ruhrxktn's Opusc. orat. phil. et crit. Lug. Bat. 1807. 8. French

translation of some parts, in Auger's CEuvres completes d'Isocrate, avec, &c. Par. 1781. 3 vols. 8.

§ 101. Andncides, an Athenian of illustrious birth, later than Antiphon, about

B. C. 468. He was distinguished as a statesman and orator, but too restless

in his political character. He suffered many vexations, and finally died in ex-

ile, B. C. about 396. We h-dvefour speeches from him, which commend them-

selves by their simplicity and force of expression, and which are of much value

in illustrating the history of the times.

1. One of the discourses of Andocides is against Alcibiades, Koto. 'AXkiPiuSov ; another

respecting the peace with Sparta, lUpl FJfmvrjg ; the other two were in self-defence ; U^pl

KaOoSov, treating of his second return to Athens, after having fled from the prison into

which he was thrown by the 400, and Hspi nvarnpicjv, relating to the mysteries of

Eleusis, which he had been accused of violating.

2. His discourses are in Reiile, vol. iv.—BeXker, vol. i.—Dolson, vol. i.—Cf. /. 0. Stuiter, Lectiones Andocidese. Lug. Bat. 1804. 8.

—Hauptmann de Andocide, in Reiske, vol. viii. p. 535. See Qua^t. Rev. vol. xxix. p. 326.

—

Mitford's Greece, ch. xxii. § 2.

(vol. 4. p. 96. ed. Host. IS23.)—Separately, K. Schiller, Lpz. 1834. 8.—German Transl. A. G. Beckej, Quedl. 1832. 8.

§ 102. Lysias, a native of Athens, son of Cephalus from Syracuse, lived be-

tween 458 and 379 B. C. He was a teacher of rhetoric. Many years in the

early part of his life he spent at Thurium in Magna Graecia. Above 200 dis-

courses are said to have been written by him, all in advanced life; only 34 of

them are extant. These justify the reputation he enjoyed on account of the

beauty of his style and his power in convincing and persuading. Cicero (Brut.

9) gives him the praise of having almost attained the ideal of a perfect orator;

yet he is inferior to Demosthenes in simplicity and energy.

1 The father of Lysias removed to Athens, on the invitation of Pericles, and belonsed to the

class of inhabitants leriued pijoiKoi, metics, or fureign residents. At the age of 15, Lysias went
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out with the colony established by the Athenians at Thurium. Here he remained 30 years stu-
dying and practicing oratory. He then returned to Athens, and in partnership with his brother
Poleiiiarchns vested some of his property in a manufactory of shields, in which above a hundred
slaves were employed. The wealth of the brotliers became so great, that they were included
among the 300 richest men of the city, on w^hom was cast the burden of paying all the expenses
of the state. Their wealth at last exposed them to the lawless avarice of the thirty tyrants.
Poleinarchus was condemned to drink hemlock. Lysias escaped by flight. On the overthrow
of the thirty, he returned to Athens and spent the rest of his days in theemployment of a rheto-
rician. He lived to the age of 81.

Fur (he life of Lysias, see Taylor'i edit. cileJ below.—>/«/ord, vol. vi. p. 46 J. Franz, Dissertatio de Lysia. Norimb. 1628. 4.

—L. Hlscher, De Vita et Scriptis Lysiae. Berl. 1837. 8. pp. 228. described as "a work of industry and tolerable judgment."

2. His orations were written for the use of others, and he is said to have spoken but
one himself, that against Eratosthenes. The Aoyo? cmTa<pio<;, or funeral oration over
the Athenians who were slain under the command of Iphicrates, is considered his
chef-d'oBiivre.

3. Editions.—B.-V. Taylor, Gr. i LaL Lend. 1739. A.—Aiiger, Gr. & Ijt. Par. 1783. 2 vols. 8. The Princeps. by
^Idus, cited § 99. Given in Reitke, 5lh and 6th vols

—

Beklter, 1st vo\.—Dobso7i, 3d. Separately, Alter. Vien. 1785. 8.—/.
Franz. Monach. IS3I. 8.- C. Fortsch, Lpz. 1829. 8. with another vol. entitled Observationes Criticae.

4. Transialions.—English.

—

J. Gillits. Lond. 1778. 4. French.

—

Auger. Par. 1783. 8. German.—Some of the orations,

in m.la7id's Alt. Mus. Th. 1.—Cf. Earles, Brev. Not. p. 139.

§ 103. Isocrafes was born at Athens about B. C. 436, and died B. C. 338.
He was a scholar of Goraias and Prodicus. From his diffidence and the weak-
ness of his voice he rarely or never spake in public. But he acquired great

honor by giving instruction in eloquence, and contributed thereby to the perfec-

tion of the art. More than other rhetoricians, he encouraged attention to the

harmony of language. In this lies the greatest excellence of his own dis-

courses, which are distinguished rather for accuracy and polish than native

ardor and warmth. Yet his school marked an epoch in Grecian eloquence.

He wrote partly as a master for his scholars, and partly for the use of others.

There are extant 21 orations ascribed to him.

1. In youth he was a companion of Plato, and like him was a great admirer of So-
crates. He is said to have died, by voluntary starvation, in grief for the fatal battle

of Chaeronea.

There is an anonymous life of Isocrates, found in the 2d vol. of J. C. Orelli, Opuscula graec. vet. sententiosa ac moralia. Lips.

IS19. 2 vols. 8.—G. B. Sckirach, 2 Diss, de vita et genere scribendi Isocratis. Hal. 1765. 4.—F. G. Freytag, Orator, et rhetor,

graec. quibus statuae honoris causa positae fuerunt, decas. Lips. 1752.

2. The most finished of his pieces is that styled Tlavr^yvptKog, i. e. a discourse before
all the assembled people; it was pronounced at the Olympic games; addressed to all

the Greeks, yet exalting the Athenians as entitled to the first rank among the states.

This oration, with /re of the others, may be placed in the class of deliberative, cr^ixSov-

'XsvTiKoi. Four may be termed e?icomiasiic, iyKiojjiiaartKol ; among these is the Tlai'adrivai-

Kog, a eulogy on the Athenians, one of the best pieces of Isocrates, but imperfectly
preserved. Eight belong to judicial cases, 'Xoyoi 6iKdvtK0i ; one of these, Ilepl -hk di/ricoo-fwj,

De permutatione, or on the exchanging of property, relates to his own personal affairs.

—The remaining three are paranetic, TrapaivertKol. One of these, Opdj ArinofiKov, is by
some critics ascribed to another Isocrates. That styled Ni/fo-cXrij, and sometimes
Kv-pto; Xi5yof, written for the use of Nicocles king of Salamis in Cyprus, is said to have
procured from the prince in return a present of 20 talents. Besides these orations,

there is a discourse against the Sophists, Kara -nov aoipuTrCiv. An art of rhetoric, Tf\;i';7,

is also quoted by Quintilian. Ten epistles, likewise (cf. § 156. 2), are preserved as
having been written by Isocrates.

Schmu ii- 208.—Mr/ord, vii. ^\2.—.ibbe Vatry, Les Ouvrages d'Isocrafe, Mem. Acad. Inacr. xiii. \G2.—J. G. Strang, Krit Be-

merk. zu den Reden des Isokrales. Coin. 1831. 8.

—

P. J. A. Schmitz, Animadv. in Isoc. Panathenaicum. Marb. 1835. 4.

3. Editions.—B.—rF. Lange, Halle, 1S04. S.—Coray. Par. 1807. 2 vols. S. entirely in Greek, with a preface in modern Greek,

en the lansuase and education of the Greeks. F.

—

Princeps, of Dtmtr. Chalamdylas. Mediol. 1493. fol.—In Aldus, Rhet.

Graec. cited § 99.—flieron. IVolf, Gr. & Lat. Bas. 1570. io\.—P. Stephanus, Gr. & Lat. Genev. 1604. 8.— tr. Batth, Gr. & Lat.

Lond. 1749. 2 vols. ?.—Auger, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1781. 3 vols. 8. not very highly estimated by the critics.—Given also in £ekker,

2d vol. and Z)ofcJO)i, 3d vol. Separate portions. Panesyricus; Morus. Lips. 1787. 8. impr. by Spohn. Lips. 1817. s.

and by Baiter, Lips. 1831. 8.— G. Dindorf. Lips. 1826. 8.—De Permutatione (incomplete until the discoveries of a modem
scholar, Mustoxydes. Cf. ScAo«, ii. 263) ;/. C. Ore«i. Zar. 1814. 8.—De Pa ce. /•. /. ieZoup. Mo?unt. 1826. 8.—Areopa
giticus & Evagoras; G. £. Berueler. Lips. 1832-34. 8.—Select orations; ^ /. H. Bremi, in ijoil'i Bibliolheca.

4. Translations.—English.—/. Gillies, with the transl. of Lysias, cited § 102. i.—S. Toulmin. The oration to Demonicus, m
Sermons to Youth. Lond. 1770. %.—Young. The Orations and Epistles. Lond. 1752. 8. French.—.3i/f£r. Par. 1781. 3 vok. 8.

German.— rr: Lange. Berl. 1798. commenced.—^. H. Christian, in the Coll. of A'eio Translations, ed. by Osiander, Schioaii,

and TafL (prose). Stuttg. 1837.

§ 104. Isasus, a native of Chalcis in Euboea, but resident at Athens, was a

scholar of Lysias and Isocrates, and the teacher of Demosthenes. Born about

400 B. C. he probably died in the former part of the reign of Philip. He took

Lysias for his model, but excelled him particularly in dignity and elevation.
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1. Of 50 orations by Isaeus extant in the time of Photius, only eleven now remain.

They all relate to the subject of inheritances {Xoyoi K\ripiKol), and contain much informa-

tion respecting the laws of heirship at Athens, the customs relative to the adoption of

children, to testaments and bequests, and almost every thing connected with the trans-

ferring of property. They present, also, a melancholy picture of the fraud and cruelty

frequently indulged by guardians, executors, and contending heirs. The style is full

of nerve. Demosthenes is said to have chosen him as a master in preferenpe to Iso-

crates, on account of this trait.—Cf Quart. Rev. vol. xxvi.

2. Editions.—G. F. Schomann, Isai Orationes XI. Gryphisw. 1831. 8. Ten of the orations are in Reishe, vol. vii.; one of

them, ho«'ever, the inktritanct of Cltcnymus, was first published in full bj- .4. Mai, Mil. 1815 ; the eleventh, the inlieritarux of.

Menccles, was published by Tyrwhitt, Lend. 1785. 8.—They are given in Bekker, 3d vol.—in Dobson, 4th vol.

3. Translations.—French.—.4u?o- (with Andocides and Lycurgus). Par. 17S3. 8. English.-Sir H'm. Jonet. Oxf. 1779. and

in his Woriis, 4lh vol. with valuable notes. CemiSiD.—Schomann. Stuttg. 1830. 12.

§ 105. Lyctirgus, descended from an ancient Athenian family, died at an ad-

vanced ag-e, B. C. about 330. He was a pupil of Isocrates and Plato, and a

friend of Demosthenes. He was warmly devoted to the interests of the com-

monwealth, and was rewarded with the honors of the state. Of his orations, 15

remained in the time of Plutarch; but only one has been preserved to us, that

against Leocrates for his deserting Athens in her distress, after the battle of

Chseronea. His oratory was marked by strong moral feeling and patriotism,

without much effort to be eloquent.

1. He fearlessly resisted all the claims of Philip and Alexander, and was one of the

orators demanded by Alexander after the capture of Thebes. His children, to whom
he left no property, were educated by the state. It is supposed that one of the inscrip-

tions, which Fourmount caused to be copied at Athens, is an account of the adminis-

tration of Lycurgus, in which he received and expended, according to the inscription,

13,900 talents.

Of. p. IV. § 90. 7 (c).—Sch6n, ii. 219 —.auger, Sur Lycurgue, Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xlvi. 364.—D. A. F. Nitsen, De Lycurgi

Oraloris Vita et Rebus gestis Dissertatio. Kil. 1833. 8.

2. The oration is in Reishe, 4th vol.—£cAAer, 3d vol.—Doisora, 4th vol.—Separately, Hauptmann. Lpz. 1753. 8. K.—A. G.

Becker. Ma^d. 1821. 8 —3 C. F. Hcinrich. Bonn, 1821. 8.—J G. Pinzger, Gr. & Germ. Lpz. 1824. 8. with valuable notes.—i".

G. Kiasling, Lycurgi Reliquias. Hal. 1834. %.—E. Mdtzner. Berl. 1836. 8.

§ 106. Demosthenes was born B. C. 385, in the Attic borough Paeania, and
died B. C. 322, in the island of Calauria, by poison self-administered, in order

to escape the vengeance of Antipater. Iseeus was his master in rhetoric, but he
received instruction also from Isocrates and Callistratus.

1 u. His celebrity was much greater than that of any other Grecian orator, on ac-

count of the fire, vehemence, and strength of his eloquence, which he especially exert-

ed in rousing the Athenians to war with the Macedonians, and in defeating his rivals

bribed by the latter. We have 61 oratio7is of Demosthenes, and 65 introductions,

which are probably not all genuine. The characteristics of this orator were strength,

subhmity, and a piercing energy and force, aided by an emphatic and vehement elocu-

tion. His peculiarities, however, sometimes degenerated into severity.

2. At the age of seven he lost his father. His guardians wasted his property, and at

the age of 17 he appeared before the courts against them, and urged his own cause suc-

cessfully. Thereby encouraged to speak before the assembly of the people, he failed

entirely. He retired and studied and toiled in secret for many years. At the age of

25, he came forward again and commenced his briUiant career. At the age of 63,

having been driven from Athens by the hostihty of the Macedonian xA.ntipater, and pur-
sued to his retreat in the island of Calauria, he terminated his own life by poison. It is

worthy of notice that Demosthenes and Aristotle were born and died in the same years.

The life of Demosthenes is given by Plutarch ; and also in the Lives of the ten Attic orators, ascribed to him. There are also two

ether Lives, anciently written, and a eulogy by Libaniw. (cf. § 128.)—For a good view of his history, see SchoU, ii. p. 224 ; and

Beeren, transl. by Bancroft, p. 276.—Cf. A. G. Becker, Demosthenes als Staatsmann und Redner. Hal. 1816. 2 vols. 8. Quedl.

1833.—f. A. Ziminermann, De Demosthene reip. Athen. administratore. Berl. 1828. S.—A. Boidlee, Vie de Demosthene, Ac.

Par. 1834. 8. very good. But Ranhe. in the Encyclopddie of EnscA & Gruber, Halle, 1818, ss. said to be better.

3. Seventeen of the orations belong to the class of deliberative; 12 of these relate to

the contests between Philip and the ''Greeks, 3 styled Olynthiacs, and 4 called Philip-

vies, the rest of the 12 bearing different titles; the whole 12 were spoken between B.
C. 351 and 340. Forty-two prejudicial speeches ; 30 of these relate to private or indi-

vidual interests, where the case was termed c'lKr) ; among them are the 5 pronounced
against his own faithless guardians, showing plainly the hand of Isaeus in their style :

the other 12 relate to public or state affairs, where the case was termed Karnyopta

;

among these was the oration Ilspi oT7/0,iwu, in which Demosthenes defends Ctesiphon
against the accusation of iEschines, and in making the defence justifies his own policy

in reference to Philip, notwithstanding the disastrous issue of the battle of Chaeronea;
it is considered as the best of his orations, and a masterpiece of eIoqueK.ce. Only two
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of the extant oratipns of Demosthenes belong to the kind called demonstralive, both of
them probably spurious ; one is the eulogy {imraipM;) upon those who fell at Chaeronea.
—We have also six letters of Demosthenes, five of them written during his exile, to

the people of Athens.—Uipian, 'he distinguished Roman jurisconsult (cf. "^ 567) wrote
commentaries on Demosthenes, which are still extant.

Cf. SchSU, ii. 2S\.—Mitford, vol. vii. p. 107. ed. Bost. IS23.—Roche/art, Oratory of Demoslh. in the Mem. Acad. Inxr. voli.

xliii- I- and xlvi. 66.

4. Ediiious.—B.—G. H. ScMfer, Gr. & Lat. Lend. 1822-27. 9 vols. 8. vol. i. ii. Text, Reiske's; vol. iii. TVolf't Lat version

;

vol. iv.-viii. Apparalus criticus et exe?eticus, &c. ; this is higlily commended by the best judges, and forms the most valuable part

of the work ; may be procured separately ; vol. ix. Indices. " Hermaoii pronounces it Schlfer's best work.''—The best text is said

in be in G. Ditidcrf. Lips. 1S25. 3 vols. 12. (Ttulner'i Coll )—IV. S. Dobson, Demoslhenis et aischinis, quae extant omnia. Gr.

& Lat. Lond. 182s. 10 vols. 8. with the scholia of Uipian, and prefaces of various ediiors T.—Princepa, by jlldiis. Yen.

1504. (o\.—Htmag<ut. B(sil, 1542. with the Comn.enlaries of Uipian.—H. Wolf, Gr. & Lat. (containin? also iEschines). Basil,

1549 fol. ; and belter, Francof. 1604. (ol.—Taylor, Gr. & LaL Canib. I74S-57. 4 ; 2d and 3d vols, only ; Isi never appeared

—Auget, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1790. 1st vol. only ; usually purchased to complete Taylor's. There have been many editions of

particular orations ; of dt COROVA, some of the best are, Harles, Gr. & Lat. Alt. 1769. repr. Lpz. ISM. 9.—Stuck. Gr. & Lat.

Dubl. 1769. 2 vols. ?.— Wolf, Gr. & Lat. 1798. ?,.—BAltT. Hal. 1815. 8. repr. Lond. 1*24. 8. PHILIPPICS ; 5 C. A. Wldiser.

Lips. 1829. 8—:/. Vomd. Frankf. 1829. 2 vols. 8. Selectae; £. H. Barker, with English notes. Lond. iS30. S.—»/. H.

Bremi. Gothae, 1834. 2 vols. 8. in RosVa Bibl.

5. Translations.—German.—fie«*e. Lemgo. 1764-69. 5 vols. 8.

—

F. Jacobi. Lips. 2d ed. 1833. 8. including 13 orations and

Philip's Letter, with notes.—.4. G. Becker. Hal (2d ed. improved) IS26. 2 vols. 8. the Philippics. Frencii.—.3. Auger. Par,

1777. 1804. 6 vols. 8. English.—PA. Francis. Lond. 1775. 2 vols. 4.-771. Uland. 1802. 2 vols. 8.

6. Illustrative

—

C. G. Gersdorf, Synopsis repetiior. Dem. locorum. Alt. 1833. 8

—

J. Hed, Prolegomena ad Dem. &c. Vratisl.

1831-33.-£. Scfiaumann, Prole;om. ad Demosth. &c. Primisl. 1S29. 8.—*/". IViniewiski, Comni. in Dtmosih. or. de Corona.

Monast. 1?29. 8.—G. F. Eyseil, Demosthenes a suspicione acceptae ab Harpalo pecuniae liberatus. Marb. IJ'36. S

—

* A. IVcster-

mann, De fontibus historiae Demosth. Lips. 1S37. 8.—Same, Qusstiones Demosthenic^. Lips. 1834. S.—IV. B. Homer, Ab-

•tracts and Notes on the Classics, in his turilingt, with a Memoir by E. A. Park. Andov. 1842. 12. a volunie worthy of the atten-

tion of every student

§ 107. .^schines lived at Athens at the same time with Demosthenes, and
was a pupil of Isocrates and Plato. He became the most distinguished rival

of Demosthenes, although by no means equal to him in powerful eloquence.

lu. Demosthenes obtained a complete triumph over him by the oration concerning
the crown in the trial of Ctesiphon ; and .(Eschines retired to Rhodes, where he gave
instruction in rhetoric. He died in the island Samos. In the judgment of Quintilian,

he deserved the first rank among Grecian orators, next to Demosthenes. His great
merit may readily be seen in the three orations preserved to our time.

2. ^Eschines was 12 or 13 years older than Demosthenes, being born B. C. 395, and
lived a year or two later, dying at the age of 75. In early life he does not appear to

have enjoyed much success or reputation. His opposition to Philip first brought him
into notice

; yet he afterwards became a partizan for him in opposition to Demosthenes.
—The most important of his orations is that against Ctesiphon {Kara Krrjcupoii'Tog), to

whirh Demosthenes replied in his oration upon the crown.—Several epistles are ascribed
to ^Eschines (cf. § 156. 2).

Fati-r/, Recherches sur la vie et sur les oeuvrages d'Eschine, in Mem. de PAcad. dea hnscr. torn. xiv.

—

SchUll, ii. 215.

—

MatthiaCj

de JEschine oratore, in Reishc, vol. iv.—f. Passow, Life of aisch. (excellent) in Ensch 4- Gruber, as cited § 106. 2.

3. The reni.iinsof Machines are given in Reiske, vol. 3d and 4th.—in Bekker, vol. 3d.—Doison, vol. 12lh.—Also in H. Wolf,

cited \ 106. 4 Separately. Reiske's. Lpz. 1S08. 2 vols. 8.—tX H. Bremi. Zar. 1S24. 2 vols. 8.—The oration against Ctesi-

phon, often published with Demosthenes on the crown ; Stock, &c. cited § 106. 4.—Alex. Negris. BosL 1829. 8. with a preface in

modern Greek, and English notes.

4. Translations.—German.

—

RHske, with Demosthenes, cited § 106. 5.

—

F. V. Ranmer (jEsch. and Dem. in the case of Ctesi

phon). Berl. ISII. 8. French.—..iug-a-, with Dem. cited § 106. 5. English.—.^(itireuj Portal. (.Ssch. and Dem. concern.

Ctes.) Oxf. 1755. 8.

5. Hyperides, a native of Attica, was a contemporary of Demosthenes and jEschines,
and next to these in rank as an orator. He was a pupil ol' Plato in philosophy, and of
Lycurgus and Isocrates in rhetoric. He was proscribed by Antipater. and put to death
B. C. 322. Of 52 orations by him, not one remains which is indubitably his ; although
two of those usually ranked among the orations of Demosthenes have, by some, been
ascribed to Hyperides; viz. the one entitled Iltpt tuv Trpds 'AXi^av^pov cwOfiKuyv, and the
first of the two against Aristogeitoii.

et SchoU, Hist. Litt. Gr. vol. ii. p. 220.

6. Dinarchns was a native of Corinth, but passed his youth at Athens. He studied
philosophy under Theophrastus, and became celebrated after the death of Demosthenes
and Hyperides. He acquired wealth by composing orations for others. Of 64 ora-

tions, only three remain ; one of these is entitled Kara Ar^iiocdcfovi.

They are given in the collections cited § 99. 2. Separately. C. E. A. Schmidt. Lips. 1826. 8. Cf. Ruhnken, as ciiea

99. l.—SchOll, ii. 'J21.--C. Wurm, Comm. in Dinarchi orationes. Norimb. 1S28. 8.

G2
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III.—Sophists and Rhetoricians.

^ 108. The term Sophist, as has been mentioned {% 92), was originally applied in

Athens to those who taught the art of speaking. One of the earliest that attained
eminence in this profession, was Gorgias of Leontium in Sicily, about 430 B. C. Pro-
dicus of Ceos, and Hippias of Ehs, flourished in the same period ; the former was
the author of the beautiful allegory on the choice of Hercules contained in Xenophon's
Memorabilia. "All these," observes Mitford, "are said to have acquired very con-
siderable riches by their profession. Their success therefore invited numbers to follow
their example ; and Greece, but especially Athens, shortly abounded with those who,
under the name of sophists, professors of wisdom, undertook to teach every science.

The scarcity and dearness of books gave high value to that learning, which a man with
a well stored mind and a ready and clear elocution could communicate. None without
eloquence could undertake to be instructors ; so that the sophists in giving lessons of
eloquence were themselves the example. They frequented all places of public resort,

the agora, the gymnasia, and the porticoes, where they recommended themselves to

notice by an ostentatious display of their abilities in disputation with one another, or

with any who would converse with them. In the competition thus arising, men of
specious rather than solid abihties would often gain the most extensive estimation.

Many of them would take either side of any question, and it was generally their glory

to make the worse appear the better cause."

§ 109. It is easy from this account to see how the name of sophist should soon be-

come a term of reproach, as it did, more particularly after the time of Socrates. The
term rhetorician was also apphed to the same class of teachers. But a distinction has

been made between the two words, which seems to have a just foundation. The term
rhetoricimi is applied to those who simply gave precepts in the arts of composition and
oratory ; the term sophiat to those who actually practiced the art of speaking. In this

sense the name of sophists is given to all the speakers we read of after the decline of

oratory, as already explained (§ 96). After the supremacy of Rome over Greece, and
especially under the emperors, there was a great number of these. Their talents

were confined to a hmited sphere, to the exercises in the schools, or discourses, lec-

tures, and declamations before promiscuous assemblies, which formed a part of the

public amusements. Some of them traveled from city to city, like modern lecturers,

and received a liberal pay for their services. The various performances in which they

engaged, were distinguished by different names, apphed for the purpose ; e. g. neXsrn,

a declamation carefully written, in which the writer bears an assumed character;

rCoraTij, a little discourse or address, in which the writer recommends himself to an-

other ; o-\'£'5iao-//a, an extemporaneous speech ; StaXe^^ig, a sort of dissertation, &c.
§ 110. Between Augustus and Constantine there were several distinguished authors,

who may be properly classed among the sophists, as Dio Chrysostomus, Lucian, and
Athenseus. Lesbonax and Herodes Atticus belong to the same class. The emperor
Adrian often exercised his talents in performances similar to those of the sophists of

the age. Polemo, ^lius Aristides, and Flavius Philostratus, may also be mentioned;
the latter is spoken of as an eloquent speaker.

In the time of Constantine, and afterwards, there were also numerous authors,

whom we must refer to this class. Among them Themistius, Himerius, and Liba-

nius, are the most distinguished. The emperor Julian may be properly ranked here.

Subsequent to these are found many names, but none of much celebrity, except such

as are known by writings of another class, as Basilius, Procopius, Theophylactus, and
Theodorus Proclromus (cf § 80).

—

Scholl, bk. vi. ch. 77.

^111. By rhetoricians, in distinction from sophists, are meant, as has been stated

C5> 109), those who gave precepts on eloquence rather than atteinpted to practice it.

Rhetoric, or instruction in the art of eloquence, originated in Greece later than elo-

quence itself, as Cicero has justly remarked: eloquenfia non ex artifcio, sed arlificium

ex eloquentia natum. Empedocles is commonly considered as the first Greek rheto-

rician who taught the rules of oratory orally. His scholars Corax and Tisias, about

400 B.C., are said first to have committed such rules to writing. Gorgias the Sicilian,

and those termed sophists generally in the flourishing age of Greek letters, taught the

art of oratory. Isocrates, a pupil of Gorgias, and generally classed among the orators,

was a distinguished teacher of rhetoric, and had the honor of forming in his school the

greatest orators oi Greece. Antiphon, also ranked among the orators, was a teacher

of rhetoric, and wrote a treatise which is quoted by the ancients.

Gamier, Sur I'art oratoire de Corax, Mert\. de I'lnslitut Royal, C 1 a s s e d'Hist. tt Lit. Anc. vol. ii. p. 44.

^ \\2. In glancing at the list of Greek authors on the subject of rhetoric, we find

A-ristotle, the philosopher and the teacher of Alexander, one of the earliest. Deme-
trius Phalereus occurs next (cf § 97). After him we find none important to notice until

the time of Augustus, when we meet the names of Gorgias, who taught a school of

rhetoric at Athens (but must not be confounded with the Sicilian above mentioned).
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and Apollodorus find Theodorus, who had rival schools, the former at Pergamus, the
latter at Rhodes. Whatever they wrote is lost. The principal author was Dionysiu.s
of Halicarnassus, known also as an historian.

After Augustus the eminent writers were Hermogenes and Longinus. Many other
names occur, as Aphthonius, Theon, Numenius, Menander, Minucianus, and Aspines,
who all wrote on some of the topics of rhetoric ; only inconsiderable fragments, how-
ever, now remain. Of the vast mass of compositions by the ancients on the art of
speaking and writing, but a small portion has come down to us.

§ 113. Before noticing more particularly individuals of the class now before
us, we will give some general references.

1. On the Sopb\s\s.—Enfield, Hist. Philos. bk. ii. c. i.—Gillies, Hist. Greece, ch. 13—i. Craollii, Theatrum vet. Rhet. declam.
i. c. Sophislaruni, de eorum disciplina ac discendi docendique ralione. Par. 1620. 8. and in Gronovius, Thes. vol. i —G. A'. Kriegk,
Diss, de Sophistarum eloquenlia. Jen. 1702. 4.—The Protagoras of P\!L\o.—Hardi(m, as cited § 99 J. G. Walch. Diss, de Prsenjils

vet. Sophistar. Rhetor, et Oi-atorum. Jen. 1719. 4.—Ged, HisL Crit Sophistarum, in the Acta Sue. Traject. \623.—Roller Die
Griech. Snphislen. Sluttg. 1832.

2. Collections of the rennaius of the rhetoricians.—.5W«J, Rheiores Grseci, 150S. 2 vols, fol Leo Allatitis, Excerpta Grsec. Sophis-
tarum et Rhetorum declainationes. Rom. 1641. 8.

—

H. Siephanits, Polemonis, Himerii, et alior. declamationes. Par. 1567. fnl.

Th. Gale. Rhetores Selecti, Gr. & Lat Oxf. 1676. 8. repr. (ed. /. F. Fisher) Lpz. 1773. %.—Ch Walz, Rhetore? Graeci. Slutt. 1831-

36. 9 vols. 8. The most important precepts of rhetoric, drann from Greek and Roman authors, in F. A. Wiedibitrg, Praecepta

rhetorics. Brunsw. 1786. 8.—Cf. /. Ch. Th. Emesti, Lexicon technologis Graecorum rhetorics. Lips. 1795 8.—See also Sul-
zer's Allg. Theorie, vol. iv. p. 45.

§ 114/. Gorgtas, of Leontium in Sicily, a philosopher, statesman, orator and
rhetorician, flourished at Athens about B. C. 430, as a teacher of eloquence.
Cicero celebrates his oratorical talents, but charges hirn with too great attention
to the rounding of his periods. We have tivo declamations {ixsiitat.) ascribed
to him ; a eulogy on Helen, and an apology for Palamedes.

Gorgias was greatly admired, and honored with a golden statue at Delphi. He is

said to have died B. C. 400, aged 108. Eschenburg, in the original of the above,
represents him as known at Athens in the Persian war; the translation is conformed
to the more common statements.

Cf. Mitford, ch. xviii. § l.—£arthelemy, Auacharsis, eh. vii.—H. E. Foss, De Gorgia Leont. Hal. 1S28. 8. The declama-

tions are given in Rtiske, cited § 99. vol. viii.—Btiter, vol. v.

—

DobsorCs Oratores Attici, vol. iv. p. 666.

§ 115. Aristotle, born at Stagira in Macedonia, B. C. 385, went to Athens
while young, and became one of the most distinguished pupils of Plato. He
was subsequently the instructor of Alexander the Great, after which returnino-

again to Athens he founded the Peripatetic sect in philosophy. He died in
Chalcis, B. C. 322.

1 u. His name belongs especially to the history of philosophy (cf ^ 191), but is intro-
duced here on account of his treatise on rhetoric. This consists of three books, and is

a work of much merit. His treatise on poetry, also, may be properly mentioned here;
it is a fragment of a large work.
L. Spengel, Artiuni Scriptores ab initiis usque ad editos Aristotelis de Rhetorica libros. Stuftg. 1828. 8. Vm Raumer, Ueber

die Poelik des Aristoteles. Lpz. 1831. 4.—J. B. Eeiser, Comparatio placitorum Plat, et Aristot. de ratione Artis Poeticx. Leodii,

2. Editions.—The iJA«<oric, m Aldus, cited above, § 113. 2.—72/ic<onV: & Po«(7T/, in the editions of Aristotle's tDhole norks (cf.

§ 191).—Also /. Beiter. Berl. 1832. 8. good. R h e t o r i c a ; GouZWoJi, Gr. & Lat. Lond. 1619. 4.—.Ba»!£, Gr. & Lat. Camb.
1728. 8. repr. Oxf. 1809. S.-T. Gaisford, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1820. 2 vols. 8.—De ArtePoetica; Harles, Gr. & Lat Lips."

1780. S—Tyruhut, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1794 & 1827. S.—Grafenhan. Lpz. 1821. 8.

3 Translitions.—French.—.3iie BatUtix, Poetics, in Les Quatres Poetiques, d'Aristote, d'Vida, de Despreaui, avec
remarques. Par. 1771. 8.—£. GroJ, Rh etor i c, Gr. & Fr. Par. 1822. 8. English.—Poet i cs; H /. ft/c. Lond. 1788. 8.

Th. Twhiiug. Lond. 1769. 4. IS12. 2 vols. 8.—Rhetoric; Crimmin. Lood. 1816. 8.—/. Gillies,wkh lutrod. and Append.
Lond. lS-23. 8. German.—P o e t i c s, C. IVeise, Me,-s. 1S24. 8.—R h e t o r i c, «-. L. Roth, Stuttg. 1833. 12.

§ 116. Demetrius Pknlereus, of Phalerum, one of the harbors of Athens,
flourished B. C. about 300. He was a pupil of Theophrastus, and by his elo-
quence rose to distinction. Driven by Antigonus from the authority at Athens,
which he received from Cassander (cf. § 97) and had enjoyed for several years,
he retired to Alexandria, where he was patronized by Ptolemy Soter. But be-
ing banished by the next king, Ptolemy Philadelphus, to a distant province, he
put an end to his life by the bite of an asp, B. C. 284.

1. Demetrius is said to have suggested to Ptolemy Soter t: e idea of founding the Library and Museum of Alexandria. The dis-

•leasure of Philadelphus was incurred by his having favored the claims of an elder brother to the throne. Bonamy, sur la vie

Demetrius de Phalere, in Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. torn viii p. 157.

2 u. Many works were cornposed by him, which are lost. There is extant a treatise
on eloaiiion, Ikpl tpunveia;, which has been ascribed to him; but its real author was per-
haps a later Demetrius, who lived at Alexandria in the reign of the emperoi Marcus
Antoninus. It contains many ingenious and acute remarks on the beauties of compo-
sition, particularly on the structure of periods.
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3. Among the lost works, are a treatise on the lonians, one o7i the laws of Athens,
and another on Socrates. A httle piece on the Apothegms of the seven Sages, is pre-
served in Stob(Eus, as having been written by Demetrius. Schdll, iii. 241.

4. Editions.—The treatise Hcpl Ipftiivtlag is given in Jildui, Gale, and Fisclter, cited § 113.—Separately; /. G. Schneider.

Altenb. 1779. 8. with a commentary.—P. GSller, Lips. 1837. 8.

§ 117. Bionysius Halicarnasseus, in the time of Augustus, celebrated as an
historian, was also a rhetorician. He wrote several treatises, which may be
properly classed in this department.

1 u. Two particularly merit notice here : a work Tlepl (xvvOheug di^o/iarwy, de composi-
tione verhorum. on the arrangement of words; and another styled Tix*"? pm^P'-'^'^j o,^t of
rhetoric, which has come to us in a very defective state.

2. Two other rhetorical pieces of Dionysius were Twi/ -KaXaiQiv "KapaKTvpeg, Characters

of the ancients, still extant, and Ucpl tmk 'AttikcZv piqropow vT:opivr,fiaTi(7poi , Memoirs of the
Attic Orators, in three parts, of which we have only the first and a fragment of the
second. There are also several letters, in which he criticises the style and writings of
different authors.

Scholl, iv. 316—CA. Leuschner, Pro Dionysio Halicam. ejusque in rhetoricam pron.eritis. Hirschb. J752. 4.

3. Editions.—Fur those of his Works, see § 247.-^—The pieces on the arrangement of words, and on rhetoric, were first pub«

lished by Aldus, ascited § 113.—De Compositione verborum ; /. Upton Lond. 1702. 1748. 8; better, G. H. SchUfer. Lpz.

1809. 8.—Fr. Goller. Jen. 1815. 8 —in French translation, with renarks, Mbe Balteux. Par. 1788. 12.—Ars Rh elor i ca; ff,

A. Schott, Gr. k Lit. Lpz. 1804. 8.—C haract e rs of the Ancients
; yirst in ^. «ep/iamts, Dion. Hal. scripta qua;dam critica.

Par. 1554. S.—Holwell, Gr. & Lat. Lond. 1778. 8. with a difsertalion on the use of the middle verb.—On the jSHic Orators; £,

R. Mores. Ox(. 1781. 2 vols. 8.—The Letters, in Ch. G. KrUger, Dion. Hal. hisloriographica. Hal. 1823. 8.

§ 118. Dion, surnamed on account of his eloquence Chrysostomus (xpvood'to'

jwoj), lived in the first and beginning of the 2d century after Christ. His birth-

place was Prusa in Bithynia. After following the pursuits of a sophist, he
became at length a stoic philosopher. He fled from the cruelty of Domitian
into Thrace, but under Nerva and Trajan lived again at Rome, enjoying par-

ticularly the favor of the latter. Of his writings, we have 80 dissertations or

declamations on various topics, displaying much rhetorical ability. He is,

however, often deficient in simplicity, and his style wanting in brevity and
clearness.

1. The titles of Dion's discourses are given in SchdJVs History of Greek Literature.

That styled ToJfavdf is pronounced his chef-d'oeuvre ; it condemns the custom practiced

by the Rhodians of using ancient statues with new incriptions in honor of their con-

temporaries.

—

Schdll, iv. 210—226.

2 Editions.—Best.—C. Morel f printer), Gr. & Lat. Par. 1504, 1623. fol. ; with a Commentary of I. Casaubon, and notes of Fred.

Motel ; the translation is that of Kirchmayer or Naogeorgus, also published Basil, 1555. fol.

—

J. J. Reiske. Lpz. 17S4. I"98. 2 vols. 4<

3. Translations.—A German translation of thirteen of the discourses is given in Reiske's Hellas. Mitau. 1778. 8.— English, some

of the discourses, G. IVakefield. Lond. 1800. 8.

§ 119. Herodes Atiicus., a native of Marathon in Attica, v\^as a distinguished

sophist in the age of the Antonines. He was appointed consul at Rome, A. D.
141. We have from him only a single discourse and some fragments.

1. The full name was Tiberius Claudius Atticus Herodes. After obtaining his edu-
cation and travehng abroad, he gave public lectures at Athens on eloquence. Such
was his reputation, that he was invited to Rome as teacher to Marcus Aurelius and
Lucius Verus. He died at Marathon, A. D. 185, at an advanced age.

His life is given bv Philostratus (cf. § 255 b. 4).—Sc/iBiZ, iv. 22S.

2. The remains of Herodes are given in Reishe, vol. viii.—In Dohson, vol. iv. p. 555.—Separately, R. Fiarillo. Lpz. 1801. 8.—

The inscriptions of Herodes have been already mentioned (P. IV. § 92. 4).

§ 120. Xlius Jrisfides, of Hadrianopolis in Bithynia, lived at Smyrna in the

second century, and was held in great estimation as a speaker.

1 u. There remain from him 54 declamations (/iEXtrai), which evince a successful imi-

tation of the ancient masters in Greek eloquence, but betray also in the -author too

high an idea of his own excellence. We have also from him some letters, and a trea-

tise in two books, entitled IlsplmXiTLKOv koX d^sXojJj \6yov, " Du style politiqiie el du style

simple.'^

2. His contemporaries considered him as equal to Demosthenes, and he was honored
with many statues. Some unedited pieces of Aristides were discovered by 3Iai in a

palimpsest or rescript manuscript of the Vatican.

—

Schdll, iv. 234.

3. EJitioDs.-WORKS; S. Jebb, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1720-30. 2 vols. 4—*G. Dindorf. Lips. 1829. 3 vols. 8. with notes and

BCho'ia.-The Prinaps by E. Bmiinus (print. Ph. Junta). Flor. 1517. fol. containing fifty-two of the /itXtTaJ, with the anony

mous scholia terni>;d viroSia-us.—CatHer, Gr. k Lit Genev. 1604. 3 vols. 12. The two books on S«i/'«. in .4Wm, Rheiores

Graee. cited § 1 13.—Separate y, L. Kormann. tjp-sal, 1688. 8.—The discourse against Lep tines; first by J. Morell. Ven.

:78a. &^F.J.. H'olf. Halle, 1789. S.-G. H. Graiurl. Bon. 1827. 8. with the oration of Demosthenes on the some subject.
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§ 121. Luctari, of Samosata in Syria, flourished in the second century. He
at first engaged in the business of an advocate at Antioch, but rpnounced it for

the more congenial employment of a sophist, and finally professed to embrace
philosophy. He is said to have been procurator of Egypt under Marcus Aure-

lius. He was neither a pagan nor a Christian, nor did he espouse any sect in

philosophy. He was distinguished by acumen, lively wit, and a power at ridi-

cule and satire, which he often indulged too freely and wantonly, against men
and gods alike.

1 w. Most of the numerous pieces which we have from him are in the form of dia-

logues. His Dialogues of the Gods and Dialogues of the Dead are the most remarkable.
His pure Attic and tasteful style is the more praiseworthy, from the circumstance that

he was not a native Greek.
2. Leaving Antioch, Lucian traveled in Asia. Greece, Gaul, and Italy, delivering his

discourses in various places, and afterwards settled at Athens. It was in advanced life,

that he was put in office under Aurelius. " One of the chief characteristics of Lucian,"
says Scholl, "is that species of originality which the English term humour.'''—It has
been supposed by some, probably without foundation, that Lucian once embraced
Christianity and afterwards apostatized. In the pieces styled Ilfpi dk Yleptypivov rtXsvn]?

and ^AoTrarpi?, he makes unsparing attacks upon Christians; the genuineiie?s of the

latter piece has been doubted.—Besides the eighty pieces in prose, there are fifty epi-

grams ascribed to Lucian.
See SchUl, \v. 24S, where is a brief analysis of his several pieces ; which is given in Jnthon's Lempriere.—G. TTetzlare, De

JEtate, vita, scriptisque Luciani. Macb. 1832. 8.—Cf. J. M. Gesmer, De aetat et auctore Dialogi, qui Philopatris inscribitur. Lips.

1730. i.—JVidar^d, Geschichie des Philosophen Peregrinus. Lpz. 1791. S.—Krebmis, as cited below (5).

3. Editions.—B.—fl^emsicrAuu (with /. M. Gesmer If J. Reitz), Gr. & Lat. Amst. 1743. 3 vols. 4. To which is added as a

4th vol. the Lexicon Lticianeum (not perfect) of C. R. Reitz, I'ltraj. 1746. 4. The edition of Schmid, Mi'aii, 1776-80. 8 vols. 8.

is a reprint of Henislerhuis, with a brief selection of notes ; the Bipont edition, 1789-93. 10 vols. 8. a reprint of the same, without

the Lexicon.—/. G. Lehmann, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1S22-31. 9 vols. 8. Another vol. containing a Lexicon has been expected. F.

—

Princept. (neither printer nor editor known). Flor. 1496. M.—Second, Jt!dus. Ven. I5P3, 1522. fol —Between this and that ot

Hemsterhuis were several. Cf. SchOn, iv. 2S0. R.—Fr. Schmieder. Halle, 1810. 2 vols. 8. A good edition of Greek text; a

promised commentary has never appeared.—/*. F. Fritzschc. Lpz. 1826, ss. 8. The Diatogiies of the Gods, and several other pieces

have appeared. This promises to be an excellent edition. Of editions of select parts we can name but few.—Sey bold. Gotba,

1785. 8.—F jj. IVolf. Halle, 1791. S.—Gehrich. Gotling. 1797. S.—Dialogues of the Dead, by/. Gail. Far. 1806.—/. G. Leh-

mann. Lpz. Igl3, 1826. S.—Dialogues of the Gods, by Lehmann. 1SI5. 8.—£. F. Pcrppo. Lpz. ISI7. S.—Lucius, or the Ass,

by Courier. Par. 1818. 12.—§/". .i, Ch. Grauff, Somnium {the Dream, or the Cock). Berne, 1836. 8.—K. F. Hirmanrx, Quomodc

Historiam scribere oporleat. Frankf. 1828. 8,—JT. G. /aco6, Toxaris (or i'ricndjAip). Halle, IS23. 8. and Alexander {ortheFaX»

Prophet). Cologn. 1828. 8. with notes.

4. Translations—German.- C. M. Wieland. Lpz. 1788. 6 vols. 8. French J. ff. Bdin de Ballu. Par. 6 vols. 8.

English.—r/i. FranUin. Lond. 1780. 2 vols. 4.—/. Carr. Lond. 1773-98. 5 vols. i.—W. Tooke, with the comments of Wieland

and others. Lond. 1820. 2 vols. 4.

5. Illustrative.—/orMn, Remarks, in his Tracts, Philological, &c. Lond. 1790. S.—R. Parson, in his Tracts, Ac b\ T. Kidd.

Lond. 1815. 8.—/. C. Ttemann, Versuch Qber Lucians Philos. und Spraehe. Zerbst. IS04. 8.—J. T. Krcbsius, De maliiioso Luciani

coDsilio relig. Christ, ridiculam reddendi, in his Opusctda Academica. Lips. 1778. 8.

§ 122. Hermogenes, of Tarsus, lived about the middle of the 2d century. He
left a celebrated work on rhetoric, consisting of five parts, which was written

when he was about 17 years old. At the age of 25, he lost memory, language,

and understanding.

1. Hermogenes lived to advanced age in this state, a striking and melancholy
example both of the power and of the weakness of the human intellect. The account
we have of him is drawn from Philostratus, Suidas, and Hesychius.—The parts of his

Tbcvri priTopiKTi were 1. n(X)y"/ij'ao-/iora, Preparatory Exercises; 2. Uepi orao-swi^, On the

states of the question ,* 3. llepl dpetrs-ov, On invention, the most valuable part of the
work; 4. Uepl iiewu, De Formis ; 5. Ilfpl i^sddSov kivorrjTOt;, De effectu. This work was
long used as a text-book in the schools of rhetoric, and several commentaries were
written upon it.

2. Under the title which the first part of Hermogenes bears, there exist two separate
rhetorical works of two later authors ; viz. the Wpoyv^ivaxjuaTa, oiAphthonius, based upon
or extracted from Hermogenes, and the Upoyvuvauiiara of Theon, explaining the prin-

ciples of both the preceding.

—

Scholl, iv. 322, ss.

3. Editions.—The Isf part of Hermogenes was published first by Heertn in the Bibl. der alien Lit, u Kunst. viii. and ii.—After-

wards in Class. Journal (v. -viii.), 1812—Separately ; G. yeseiimeer. Norimb. 1812. 8.—Ang. Krehl, (with works of Priscian.)

Lpz. 1819. 2 vols. 8. The other 4 parts were printed first by Aldus, as cited § 113. The best editions are /. Stunnius, Gr. &
Lat. Strasb. 1570-71. 4 vols. 8.—and G. Laurentxus, Gr. & Lat. Genev. 1614. 8.

The Progymnasmata of Aphthonius and Theon were published together, by /. Scheffcr. Upsal, 1680. 8.

§ 123. Alhenseus, a grammarian and rhetorician, may be placed perhaps as

well here as in any department, although he was properly an encyclupaedian

compiler. He was a native of Naucratis in Egypt, and lived at the beginning

of the 3d century.

2T
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1 u. His \zivvomj)iaTax, or Banquet of the Sophists or Learned, in 15 books, is a trea-

sure of various and useful knowledge. It is a rich source of information on topics of

philosophy, history, poetry, and antiquities, and preserves many interesting fragments

and monuments, which the stream of time must otherwise have borne away from us.

It is to be regretted, that the work has several lacimse, or places wanting or defective,

especially in°the last book. The first two books, also, and the beginning of the third,

are extant only in an abridgment or epitome, made by some grammarian at Con-

stantinople.

2. The work is in the form of a dialogue. A number of learned men, above 20, lawyers, phy-

Bicians, poets, grammarians, sophists, and musicians, meet at a banquet given by a rich citizen

of Rome named Laurentius, and, in noticing the different instruments, materials, and prepara-

tions of their feast, reniark upon almost every thing pertaining to the knowledge or customs of

the ancient Greeks.—ScAoZ/, iv. I^l.—Edinb. Rev. vol. iii.

3. Editions.—B.—A"c/iu!e!?^/u2U«T, Gr. & Lat. Argent. (Strasb.) ISOl-7. 14 vols. 8. Vols. i.-v. Gr. text, better than any previous

ed.; vols, vi.-xiii. Commentary, exceedingly valuable ; vol. xiv. Index. An Index Graecitatis promised. Cf Sch'll, iv. 300. Dib-

din, i. 335. Myalh. Mag. Jan. IS03. Afojs, i. 194.—tG. Dindorf. Lips. 1827. 3 vols. 8. Containing the Gr. text. Two vols.

of Comment. &c. promised. F.—There have been but few editions. Princ-ps, by Aldm (Musurus assisting as ed.). Ven. 1514.

fo\.—Etdrotvs (^ Heilinus). Bas. 1535. fol.-/s. Cutwauion, Gr. & Lat. 1597-1600. 2 vols. fol. Very celebrated. The Latin

version by Dalecampius {Dalechamp), first printed 1583, at Lynns; the 2d vol. printed 1600, contains Causiubon's Commentary.—

Same, repr. Lyons, 1612-21, and 1657-64.—G. E. Schdfer. Lips. 1796. S. Ouly Isl vol. published. The plan contemplated three

parts, each consisting of 3 volumes j comprising the text, the commentary of Causaubon with notes, and the French version of Fii-

lebruTie.

4. Translalions.-French.—Micft. de Marolles. Par, 1680. 4. "very rare and not very good."-/. B. L. Vakbrune, first printed,

Par. 1789. 5 vols 4. " faulty." Latin.—In Schweighauier, as just cited.—" There is no translation in English, Italian, or Ger-

man." Moss.

5. Illustrative.—S. IVeston, Conject. in Athenseum. Lond. 1784. 9.—Jacohs, Addit. Animadvers. in Athenaeum. Jen. 1809. 8.

—R. FiorMo, Observ. Grit, in Athenaeum. Gott. 1802. S.—A. Meintcke, Curae crit. in Comicorum fragm. ab Athen. servata.

Berl. 1814. 8.

§ 124. Lenginus (Dionysius Cassius), a rhetorician and critic, who embraced

the Platonic philosophy, and flourished in the 3d century. His birthplace was

probably Athens, although it is not certain. Little is known of the circum-

stances of his life, excepting that he was a teacher and counsellor to Zenobia,

queen of Palmyra, and was put to death by order of her conqueror, Aurelian.

1 u. Many works, now lost, were written by him. The treatise Il£pi v-Jjovs, on the

suhlime, which has come down to us only in a defective state, is a celebrated production.

It does great honor to the judgment and fine critical powers of the author, and well

illustrates, by principles and examples, the nature of the sublime in thought and com-

position.
, • • .

2. Longinus spent a considerable part of his life as a teacher of rhetoric and criticism

at Athens, before he became preceptor to Zenobia. He was born about A. D. 213, and

died A. D. 273.—Of the various works, of which we have merely the titles, with a few

fragments, the most important was that styled (.pCKoXoyoi, or (ptXoXoyot 6//iXrai, consisting

of 21 books, containing criticisms upon autlaors of his own and more ancient times.

Ruhnken (under the fictitious name Schardam), Diss, de vita et scriptis Longini. Lug. Bat. 1776. and in WeisUe, cited below.

Cf. SchSll, iv. p. 32'^.—/. fV. Knux, Remarks on the supposed Dionysius Longinus ; with an attempt to restore the Treatise on Sub-

limity to its original slate. Lond. 1826. 8.

3. Editions.—B.—5. IViiske, Gr. & Lit. Lpz. 1709. 8. Repr. Lond. 1820. 8. T—Princep!, of RoborteVuu Basil. 1554. 4.

—P. Manutius. Ven 155S. 4.—^m. Portus. Gen. 1569. 8. Basis of all subsequent till that of Pearce.—G. de Petra, Gr. & Lat. Gen.

1612. 8.—TAliw>, Gr. & Lat. Traj. Rhen. 1694. i.—Pearce, Gr. & Lat. Lond. 1724. 4. Much valued and often reprinted ;
best,

Amst. 1733, wih a commentary of F. Portus -ruTnermann ^ Konig, Gr. Lat. Gall. & Hal. Veron. 1733. 4.—F. N. Monti, Gr.

& LaL Lips. 1769. 8. Valued for the superior Latin version ; containing also a tract entitled Libelliis Animadv. in Long, and an

elegant essay De notione Suhlimitatis.—Toup, Gr. & Lat. Oxon. 1778. 4. and 8. Celebrated. Reprinted 1806.

4. Translations. -German.—/. G Schlosser. Lpz. 1781. 8. "with valuable psychological and jesthelical observations."

French.—Sot/fou, containing the Reflex ons Critiqiies. Amst. 1701. 8. and in Tumerrnann, cited above. Italian.—.4. F. Gori,

Firenz. 1737. 8 English.— W. Smith. Lond. 1739. 8. Often reprinted.

§ 125. Themistius, surnamed Euphrades, was a celebrated orator and sophist

of the 4th century, a native of Paphlagonia. He acquired great reputation at

Constantinople by his philosophy and his instructions in rhetoric. He enjoyed

also the favor of several emperors, especially Constantine. Besides several

commentaries, or paraphrases, illustrating Aristotle, we have from him 34 dis-

courses, marked by clearness, order, and richness of expression.

1. He was highly regarded by Julian and his successors, down to Theodosius the Great, who
intrusted him, although a pagan, with the education of his son, Arcadius. He was the master

of St. Augustin, and a friend of Gregory Nazianzen, who styled him Bao-iAsti j Xdywi/. He resided

for some time at Rome. He must not be confounded with Themistius, a deacon at Alexandria in

the 6th century, and fotinder of the sect ai J}gnoetiS.—T\\Q titles and arguments of his discourses

are stated by SchdU.—T)[\e Paraphrases a.re four in Greek, and two extant only in Latin versions.

-Sch<Jll,vi. 141; vii. 121.

2. Editions.—The first, the Aldine, under the title, Omnia Themistti Opera {cur. V. Trincavelli). Ven. 1534. fol. Containing

4 <Treefc Paraphrases, and 8 Discourses.—The Latin Paraphrases were printed Ven. 1558 and 1570. Of the Discourses, sabsa
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quent editions, H. Stephannt, Par. 1652. 8. (14 Disc.)—Dionyj. PtUavius. Par. 161S. 4. (!9 Disc.)—7. Hardouitu Par. 1684.

fol. (33 Disc. Cf. Saimi, vi. 159; NarUs, Brev. Not. 479.)—A discourse found and pul)lished by Afai, Milan. 1816. 4.—G. Din-

dorf, Themislii Oralionea. (Gr.) Lips. 1632. 8.—A complete edition of Themistius is wanting. Cf. /. /. G. Raulez, Ob!. criL

in Themistii Orationes. Lov. IS28. 8.

§ 126. Iltmerius, a native of Prusa in Bithynia, flourished at Athens, as a

sophist and speaker, under the emperor Julian, in the 4th century. He was an
imitator of iEiius Arislides.

1. Like other sophists he traveled about, pronouncing discourses and harangues. Afterwards
he was established at the head of a school in Athens. Basil, Gregory, and Nazianzen were
among his pupils. lie died A. p. 386; leaving above 70 discourses ; of which we have only 24

entire and 10 imperfect. One of the most interesting is that in honor of Julian and the city Con-
stantinople. His style is atfected, and loaded with erudition.—Sc/id7/, vi. 162.

2. The only complete edition is that of GoUl. {Theoph.) H'emsdnrf. Gott. 1790. S.— H'irnsdoTf, a professor at Danlzig, had

spent many years in preparing this work, accompanied with a version and commeutary, but died, 1774, without having found a

publisher. In 1783, Harles published a specimen of the work, which induced a bookseller to publish the whole.

§ 127. Julianus {Flavius Claudius), more commonly known by the name of

Julian the Apostate, became emperor of Rome on the death of Constantius, A. D.
361. He possessed undoubted abilities, and a philosophical turn of mind, yet

was by no means free from sophistry and bigotry. He wrote discourses, letters^

and satires. One of the most celebrated of his pieces is the satire called the

Caesars, Katcapfj, or 'ZvfjiTioaiov.

1. The epithet Apostate ('ATroo-rdrrjj) was given to Julian on account of his openly

renouncing the Christian religion, in which he had been educated by his uncle, Con-
stantine the Great. He made great exertions in various ways to overthrow Christianity.

He intended by rebuilding Jerusalem to disprove the predictions of the sacred scriptures,

but his efforts were all defeated^ by the most signal disasters. His opposition to

Christianity was a leading motive for his warm patronage ot the teachers in the Greek
schools of philosophy^. He died in consequence of a wound received in battle, in an
expedition against Persia, A. D. 363, at the age of 32. Gibbon has very speciously

and artfully drawn his character".

> W. IVarburton, Julian ; a Discourse coucernin^ the fiery eruption which defeated that emperor's attempt to rebuild the Tem-

ple. l*nd. 1751. S. 2d ed. 2 See P. IV. § SI.—For an account of these schools and teachers or professors, see also Schloiser,

Archiv. far Gesch. und Li'eratur. Frankf. 1S30. vol. 1st. 3 Gibbon, Rom. Enip. ch. xxiii. xxiv.—For the life of Julian, Am
vitamis Marcellinus is considered good authority.—His life written in French, by Ph. C. de La Blttterie. Amst. 1735. 12.—Same,

Iraiisl. by A. V. De.iv3MX. Dubl. 1746. 8.— Also, in French, by TourUt, as cited below.—The best probably ; A. Xeander, aber

den Kaiser Julianus und sein ZeiUlter. Lpz. 1812. 8. See also his KirchengeschichU (1829), B. ii. Abth. i. p. 51.—And Uilmann't

Gregory of Naziauzus, p. 72.—Cf. Murdochs Mosheim, vol. i. 265.

2. Among the most singular of his discourses are the two with the following titles;

Eij Tov 0am\^a "HXioi/, to the monarch, the sun; and Ei's Tr,v firirspa ^eaw, to the mother of the

gods (Cybele) ; they exhibit his bigoted or hypocritical attachment to the grossest pagan
absurdities.—Of the letters, one pecuharly interesting is addressed to a pagan priest,

instructing him how to sustain the cause of paganism against the Christians.

—

Scholl,

vi. 186. Cf. Christ. Spect. vol. v. p. 539.

3. Julian composed a work expressly against the faith of Christians. It is lost, and most that
is known respecting it, is learned from a refutation written by Cyrill of Alexandria —In the last

century a French author, the Marquis D'Jlrcrens, undertook to restore the work of Julian, and
published his performance, Berl. 1761. 8. It was soon refuted by G. F. JUeir, Beurtheilung der
Betrachtiinsen des Marq. v. Argens iiber den Kaiser Julian. Halle, 1764. 8 ; and by fV. Crichton,
Betrachtungnn iiber des Kaiser Julian Abfall von der Christlichen Religion, &c. Halle, 1765. 8.

4. E'iitions.—Of his WORKS there have been three.—itfar(mit« i^- Canloc/amj. Par. i5S3. S.—Dion. Petavms (Petau). Par.

1630. 4. B.—Ez. Spanlidm. Lpz. 1696. fol. with the work of Cyrill mentioned above.— But neai.er of these e. n.ain§ all the

Ultert. Several, not in Spanheim, are given by Muratori, Anecdota Graeca. Patav. 1709. 4. and some others in Fabiicitis, Lux
salutaris Evangelii. Hamb. 1731. 4. Of separate pieces, we notice the following.—TVie Csaara. Amst. 1728. 4. With plates

by B. Picart, and French translation by E. Spanheim.—Best, by /. M. Heuringer, Gr. Lat. & Fr. Gotha, 1741. S—The Cietars

and Misipogon, by H. I. Lasiur. Greifsw. 1770. S.—The Eulogy on Constantius, by G. H. Schdfer. Lips. 1802. 8. with D.

Wytteiibach's notes.—Of the Letters, by H. L. Heyler, Gr. et Lat. Mayenne, 1S28. 8. with commentary
;
good.

5. Translations—English.— Css?arj, !fC., in /. Duticombe, Select Works of the Emp. Julian. Lond. 1784. 2 vols. 8. French.

—IVhoU vjorks, by R. Tourlet. Par. 1S21. 3 vols. 8.

§ 128. Libanius, of Antioch, lived also in the 4th century, and mostly at

Constantinople. He belonored to the profession of sophists, and was distin-

guished beyond all his contemporaries in eloquence.

1 u. His writings were various. Besides a treatise stj'led Ilpoyv/.ii'aff/idrwi' napaSetyftaTa,

Examples of rhetorical exercises (or prcp.exercitationes). and numerous Letters, we have
also many of those pieces which were called MeXfrat, Harangues or Declamations. We
may observe in the style of these discourses an affectation of Attic purity and elegance,
by which the charms of natural ease and freedom are often lost.

2. Libanius suffered from the envy of rivals, by whose influence he was banished
from Constantinople, A. D. 346. He retired to Nicaea and then trt Nicomedia, but
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was afterwards recalled to Constantinople. Subsequently, however, he withdrew, and

passed the remnant of his days at Antioch, his native city. He was admired and pa-

tronized by Julian the Apostate, and in common with the latter cherished the hope of

restoring the reign of paganism in the Roman empire. He has left an autobiography,

styled Aoyoj Tvepl rfjs tavrov Tvxn<;, which is placed among his discourses.

Schill, vi. 159.—See also Gibbon, Rom. Enip. ch. xs'w.—Tilkmont, Hist, des Empereurs, tome iv. p. 571.

—

Lardner, Heathen

Testimonies, vol. iv. p. 576,—F. C. Petersen, Comment.de Libanio. Hafn. 1828. 4.

3. SchoU gives the Greek titles of above 60 of the Declamations. In the Rhetorical

Examples are 13 sections, each devoted to examples of a (separate kind. The Letters

are about 2000; some of them to Christian Fathers; Basil and Chrysostom both were
pupils of Libanius. He left also Arguments to the Orations of Demosthenes, which are

usually given in the editions of this orator. Ihere exists a work entitled 'EntrroAivoi

Tti-oi, or Formularies of Letters, ofwhich it may be doubtful whether it should be ascribed

to Libanius, or to Theon (cf § 122. 2) ; in which the author notices above twenty classes

or species of epistles, and gives an example of each class.

4. There is no edition of the wliole warlis of Libanius. The most complete edition of the Decla-

mations is that of J. J. Reislie, Altenb. 1791-97. 4 vols. 8. published after his death by his widow.
It contains the Rhetorical £zerc!.?es.—Two additional discourses have been since published, one
by Ch. Siebenkees, in his Jinecdota Ormca, Norimb. 1798. 8: the other by Ji. Mai, in his Fronto,

Milan, 1815. 8; Rome, 1823. The most complete edition of the Letters is that of J. Ch. H^olf.

Amst. 1738. fol.—In the libraries of Spain are discourses and probably other writings of Libanius

hitherto unpublished.

The work called Formulariet of Letten was published, Gr. & Lat. at Lyons, 1614. 12.

5. Translations.—There is a German translation of five of the Discourses, by the wife of Reishe, in the Hellas. Lpz. 1791.

IV.

—

Grammaria7is.

^ 129. Next to the rhetoricians, it will be proper to notice the writers called gram-
marians, TpnunaTiKol. This class included not only such as treated of the subjects now
comprehended under mere grammar, but all who devoted themselves to any of the

various branches of philology (cf. P. IV. § 71). This department of study began to be

more specially cultivated in the period after Alexander, and particularly at Alexandria.

It was in this period that catalogues were first formed of authors regarded as classical

;

these catalogues were called cmions.

§ 130. The works of these grammarians were of various kinds. Among them were

the following ; AiopOwo-cif, revisions of the text of classical authors ; 'YnofivijixaTa and 'Ef?;-

ynaei;, commentaries ; "ZxoXia, explanatory notes; ZriryifiaTa, Avasts, investigations and

soZii^io?iS of particular difficulties; rXcSo-aai and Aileig, which treated of dialectic and

peculiar forms and single words; Yv^niKra, collections of similar phrases and passages

from different authors. Some wrote upon the subject of grammar in the most Umited

sense ; some upon different specific topics included in it, as syntax, meter, dialects, and

the like. These authors undoubtedly exerted considerable influence upon the language

and hterature of their own and subsequent times ; and their works are of value to us,

as containing much information respecting earlier periods and authors.

§ 131. The most distinguished that flourished before ths fall of Corinth, B. C. 146,

were Zenodotus, founder of the first school of grammar at Alexandria, Aristophanes

of Byzantium his disciple, and Aristarchus of Samothrace, a disciple of Aristophanes.

The latter was especially celebrated (cf Hor. Art. Poet. 450) ; so that his name became

a common designation for an eminent critic. Crates, Philemon, Artemidorus, and

Sosibius are names which occur also in this period. That of Zoilus has been pre-

served as a common name for a severe and captious critic ; he made himself notorious,

in an age abounding with adtnirers of Homer, by his criticisms and declamations against

that poet, and thus gained the epithet Homeromasiix. Whatever the grammarians of

this age composed, nothing remains to us but trivial and scattered f-agments.

—

SchoU,

bk. iv. ch. XXXV.
In the next period of Grecian hterature, particularly after the time of Augustus, the

list of grammarians is altogether larger. Only a few names can here be given. Of
those who may be called lexicographers, Apollonius surnamed the Sophist, Eroiianus,

Timseus, and Julius Pollux, are the principal. Tryphon, son of Ammonius, Phrynicus

the Arabian, and jElius Mceris, wrote on dialects. Among the scholiasts and com-
mentators may be mentioned Ptolemy VII., Didymus, Apion, and Epaphrodims. Of
the writers on different topics of grammar, we may select Dionysius Thrax ; Tryphon
above named; Apollonius Dyscolus, and his son Herodianus ; Arcadius of Antioch,

author of a treatise on accents ; and Hephaestion, whose Manual on Meters compiises

nearly all that is known on the subject. Some of the above mentioned will be noticed

separately.

Schmi, Hist. Lit Gr. bk. v. ch. Vix.—Beck, De Philologia Saeculi Ptolemaeortun. Lips. 1818. 4.—C. Koch, Comment, dc Bei Cri

Uke Epochis. Marb. 1822. 4-
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$ 132, After the time of Constantine, letters continued to be cultivated by the gram-
marians. Constantinople was now the seat of erudition, as well as of the Roman
empire ; but the Greek language and not the Latin was the language of letters, and
works were now translated from the Latin to the Greek'. A sort of University was
founded here, in which all the branches of human knowledge were professedly taught.
The teachers or professors were styled OixovficviKol. A valuable library was also esFab-
lished. Philology in its various parts was among the sciences taught by the acinnejiical
professors. I'hese studies were not renounced with the destruction of the library and
the decline of the royal college, but were continued with more or less attention until
the final capture of the city by the Turks. The writers during this long period were
very numerous ; only a few have acquired celebrity ; while many of their productions
yet remain in manuscript. The names and works of the most important authors will
be given below.—It may be proper to observe here, that the Greek literati, who fled
from Constantinople on its capture in 1453, and exerted an important influence on the
study of Greek letters in Italy and western Europe, belonged chiefly to the class de-
nominated grammarians^.

t See p. IV. § 79.—C. F. Weber, De Latine Scriptis qua; Grseci Veteres in linguam suam transtulerunt. Cassel. 1S35. 4.

» Their labors, in their new retreats in the west, were also chiefly of a philological character; cf. § 7. 2.

§ 133^. We shall place here sonne general references, and then proceed to
notice separately a few of the Grammarians.
Lexicographical Collections.—ALDINE, DictioDarium GnEcum, &c. Ven. 1497. fol.—Diclionariuni Graerum, &c. Ven.

1524. fol.-H. STEPHANUS, Glossaria duo e siuu veluslatis, &c. 1572. fol.—VULCANIUS, Thesaurus utriusqve I'insuae, &c!
Lug. Bat. 1600. fol.—Cf C. F. Matthis, Glossaria gr^ca minora, &c. Rig 1774. 8.—X ji. Ertiesti, de gloss. gra;c. vera inJole et

recto usu. Lips. 1742. 8.—fainciu*, Bibl. Gr. vi. 141.—&/.e«, H^st. L. G. vi. 2SI,ss. Grammatical Collections.—ALDINE
C. Lascaris. Erotemala, &c. Ven. 1494. i.—Theod. Gaza:, Introd. Gram. &c. Ven. I4S5. fol. and 1525. 8—Thesaurus Cornucop!
et Horti Adoriidis. Ven. 1496. fol.-Eroteniata ChrysoloTse, &c. Ven. 1512 and 1517. 8.—Respecting the .Sldine collections, see fairt-

dus, Bibl. Graica, lib. v. c. 7, in the ed. of Harks, lib. iv. c. 39.—Also 5'c/ioH, Hist. Lilt. Gr. as cited § 7.9. IntroJuc. p. xliv. xlviii.

—and Renruard, Annates de I'ln.primerie des Aides, kc. Par. 1803. 2 vols. 8. Supplem. 1812.—H. STEPHANUS, in the Appen-
dix to his Thesaurus (5 7. 3).—PHIL. GIL'NTA or JCNTA, Enchiridion grammat. Introd. &c. Fior. 1514, 1517, 1540. fol.—BER.
JUNTA, T/ieod. Gazx Grammat. &c. Flor. 1526. 8.—M. VACOSA.VUS, T/wnue Maestri et Moschopuli Ecloga;, sc. Lut. 1538.

—VILLOL-ON, Anecdota Graeca, &c. Ven. 1781. 2 vols. 4.—I. BEKKER, Anecdota Grseca. Bert. 1812-21. 3 vols. 8.—W UIN-
DORF, Grammatici Graeci. Lips. 1823. 8.—See C D. Seek, Commentarii de Uteris el auctoribus Gr£pc atque Latinis, sect i. p. 47
— Cf. J. Harris, in his MiaceUaniu. Lond. 1781. 8. 4lh vol. p. 2il, ^s.—Haries, Introd. in Histor. Ling. Graeci, Proleg. § 10.—
Scholl, HisL Litt. Gr. Intrnd. p. Ixii.—On the value of the schoUasls ; Jo. Mart. Chladeiiius, Opusc. Academ. Lips. 1741. 8.

§ 134. Hephsestion, of Alexandria, lived about the middle of the 2d century.
He is to be distinguished from the mythographical writer, who had the same
name.

1 u. His Manual on Meters, ''EyK^ipiiiov mpl fisrpav, contains almost every thing which
is known respecting the rules and principles of the ancient critics on this subject.

2. The first edition «as in B. Junta, cited § 133.-va. Toumebouf. Par. 1533. 4. with scholia Best edition, Gauford. OxC
1810. 8. & Lips. 1832.

§ 135. Jpolhnhis Byscohis was also of Alexandria, and flourished in the 2d
century under Hadrian and Antoninus Pius.

1 u. He has left us four grammatical treatises, viz. Ilfpl o-tii/raf^df. Of Syntax ; Ilrpi

dvrwwiiiai, Of the pronoun ; Yliplavvl^hiiw, Of conjunctions ; and Ilspl ETrifpr}naTOiv , Of
adverbs. We have also a compilation styled 'laropiai Ba>^)iaaiai, or Wonderful Histories.

2. The treatise on Si/ntai was published by .4Wu», in Thesaurus Cornttc. cited § 133.—Sylburg. Francf. 1590. 4 J. Behker.

Berl. 1817. 8.—That on the Pronot/?!, by /. BeiJter, in the Museum Anliquitatis Studionim. Berl. 1808. vol. i. p. 225.—The
tHher two treatises, also by L Behker, in his Atiecdata, cited § 133.—The historical compilation, by Toucher. Lpz. 1792. 8.

3. We have a work on Grammar from an earlier author, the Tf.xvri TpanpiaTiKr] of Dionysius
Thrax, who lived at Ale.xandria, B. C. about 60.

Published in Fairicius, Bibl. Gr. {Harles ed. vol. vi.)—in ViUoifon, and Bekker, as cited § 133.

§ 136. .^h'us Herodianus was a son of the Apollonius just mentioned. He
enjoyed the favor of the emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus. There was an-
other person of the same name, who was an historian^ and must not be confound-
ed with the grammarian.

1 M. Of many works written by the latter, the treatise Uepl iiovfipovs Xe^^wj appears to
be the only one that has been preserved entire.

2. This treatise is found in Dindorf, as cited § 133.—The lilies of several other treatises are given by SchSIl, v. 28. Fragment*

of some of which are given in Bekker, and ViUoison, as cited § 133. and in G. Hermann, De emendanda ratione gram. Gr. Lips.

1801 8.—The piece styled ' Zniii.t.oi<riiol was published by Ewd. H. Becker. Lond. 1819. 8.—Cf Schi'M, v. p. 27.

§ 137. Julius Pollux (for Polydeuces, U.o-Kvhivxrii), of Naucratis in Kgypt,
flourished in the 2d century, at Athens. He was in profession a sophist, but is

chiefly known by his Greek Dictionary.

1 u. It is entitled 'OvonauTLKov. This work is divided into 10 books, according to sub-

63 2t2
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jects. It is very useful, not only in illustrating Greek words and phrases, but also

in explaining many subjects of general antiquities.

2. The following are some of the topics of the books respectively. 1. Gods, Kings,

Commerce, Mechanic Arts ; Houses; Things relating to War; Agriculture. 2. Ag^
of Men ; Members and parts of the Human Body. 3. Family Relations, Friends;

Travels; Roads, Rivers. 4. Sciences. 5. Animals ; the Chase. 6. Repasts ; Crimes.

7. Of various Trades, 8. Things relating to the administration of Justice. 9. Cities,

Edifices, Money, Games. 10. Furniture, Utensils, &c.

3. Editions.—B.—fT. Dindorf. Lpz. 1824. 2 vols. 8. "The 4th and 5th volumes comprise the entire body of notes ty the

precedin? editors." F.—Princeps, by Mdiu. Ven. 1502. tol—Junta. Flor. 1520. (ol.—Seber. Francf. I60S. 4. with thj

Latin version fiis' published by Wallher. Bas. 1541. 8.-7. H. Lederlin ^ T. Hemsterhuis. Amst. 1706. 2 vols. fol. with a valua-

ble Preface by the latter, on the use of the Dictionary,

4. We have before named (§ 131) as lexicographers, in the period of Greek litera-

ture designated by the epithet Roman (§ 9), three authors besides Pollux: Apollonius

Sophistes, in the time of Augustus, from whom we have a Homeric Lexicon, Ae^ctg

'OjiripiKai^ ; Erotian, in the time of Nero, from whom we have a Glossary to Hippo-

crates^; TimoEus, who lived later, in the end of the 3d century, and from whom we
have a Platonic Lexicon, Ae^eig UXarojviKafl.

1 Published by Villmsm. Par. 1773. 2 vols. 4.-by H. Tollius. Leyd. 1788. 8. 2 Published by Franz. Lpz. 1780. 8.

3 Published by Ruhnken. Leyd. 1754. 8. inipr. repr. by W. A. Kuch. Lpz. 1828.

§ 138. JElius Moeris, surnamed the Atticist, flourished about A. D. 190. His

work, styled At'lftj 'AftixCjv xal 'EyiV/^vcov, is preserved.

Editions.—B — rr. A. Koch. Lips. 1830. 8. with useful notes. F.—The first, by /. Hudson. Oxf. 1712. 8 —next, /. FifcJur.

Lpz. 1756. 8. with the Lexicon of Tiniaeus.—/. Pitrson. Leyd. 1759. 8. J. Bekker (with Harpocration). Berl. 1833. 8

mere text.

§ 138 b. Tryphon of Alexandria and Phrynicus the Arabian were mentioned (^ 131)

in connection with Mceris, as having also written on dialects. There are some remains

from them ; the principal from Phrynicus, who lived in the latter part of the second

century, is a work in thirty-seven hooks, caWedUpoTrapouTKEvfimipiaTiKfi,^^Apparatus sophis-

tique;" from Tryphon, who lived in the time of Augustus, a treatise on the affections

of words {-aOri Xelewt'), and a treatise on tropes («pi Tp6-iov).

Edition's —The Apparatus Sophist, by /. Bekker, in his Anecdota, cited § 133.—The selection of Attic noum and verbs (another

work of Phr)-nicus), by C. A. Lobeck. Lip3. 1820. 8.—The treatises oi Tryphon, in \)^e Museuvn Criticun^, Cambr. 1814.8.

vol. I —Cf. Sch'dU. vol. V. p. 11.

§ 139. Harpocraff'on, of Alexandria, probably flourished as a contemporary

of Libanius, in the 4th century. He was the author of a Lexicon entitled Atl? tj

t^v 5ixa (j'/yropwv, useful in reference to the Greek language generally, and the

Attic orators in particular.

Published by Aldus (withUlpian's Comni.). Ven. 1503. (oL—Blanoard. I.eyd. 16S3. 4.'-Better, by/. Gronov. Leyd. 1696. 4.

—A new edition. Lips. 1824. 2 vols. 8.—Later, by /. Bekker. Berl. 1833. 8.

§ 140. HesycMus lived at Alexandria, as is generally supposed, towards the

close of the 4th century. He compiled a Greek Lexicon or Glossary, from the

more ancient grammarians, and illustrated his selections by examples from the

best Greek authors. Additions were made to this work by later hands, ainong

which are probably the numerous theological glosses (glossas sacras). Perhaps,

in its present state, it is the work as enlarged by some Christian author.

1. Editions.—B.—/. Alberti (completed by Ruhnken). Leyd. 1774-76. 2 vols. fol. A kind of Supplement is the work of Nic,

Schow, Lips. 1792. 8. exhibilin? the results of a collation of AlbcrtVs edition vvilh the only ex.stin? manuscript, that in the libra-

ry of St. Mark at Venice.—A new edition has been expected from Gaisford. F.—Princ£ps, by Aldus. V:n 1514. fol (ed. M.

Atusurus).—Junta. Flor. 1520. M.—Schrcvelitu. Leyd. 16S8. 4.—The glos<:x sacts were collected by /. C. G. Eniesti. Lpz.

1785. 8. with a Supplement, I7S6. 8. See Schleusner, Observ. in Suid. et Hesychium. Wittemb. 1810. 4.—Scholl, vi. 2S2.

2. The author of the Lexicon must not be confounded with Hesijr.hius of Miletus, in the 6tL

century, under Justinian, from wliom we have some remains not very important.

Published by J. OrelH. Lpz. 1S20. S.—Scholl, vi. 404. vii. 75.

§ 141. Jmmoniiis, of Alexandria, probably lived in the latter part of the 4th

century. He is said to have been an Egyptian priest, and to have fled from

Constantinople on the destruction of the pagan temples. He was the author of

a work entitled xifpt) ujxoiiov xal bia^o^uv t^b^buv. It is a work of some value in

the criticism of words.

It was published by Aldus, in the Dictioruirium, etc. cited § 133.—//. Slephanus, in Append, to his Thesaurus, cited ^ 7. 3.—

&iven also in Scapula's Lexicon, cited § 7. 3.—The best edition is Valchen'dr. Lug. Bat. 1739. 4. Repr. (ed. Schafer.) Lpi,

1822. 8.—A good .ibridgment of Vakkcndfs, by C. F. Ammotu Erlang. 1767. 8. A French translation, by, 3. Pillun. Far

18i4. 8.—There is a treatise by Ammonius, Htpl 'AKtipoXoyi'as, On improper use of words, never printed.

§ 142. Fhotius, Patriarch of Constantinople, died A. D. 891. He may be
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placed in the class of writers now under notice, although he was a man of let-

ters in general, rather than a grammarian.

1. The life of Photius presents a series of interesting incidents. His character was
not without some blemishes, and he experienced great vicissitudes of fortune. From
a layinan he was raised to the office of patriarch. He was deposed and banished ; after
ten or eleven years recalled and reinstated; but again deposed, and confined in a
monastery, where he died.

GilttKni, Roman Empire, ch. ix.

—

Milner, Church History.

2«. His ]\I?'p/o/3(,JW, Bibliotheca or Library, is in many respects valuable. It con-
tains critical notices of about 280 works of ancient writers, accoiupanied with extracts.
Of a number of these works we should otherwise have scarcely known the titles. His
Lexicon Affcwy rrwayayfj, although in a mutilated state, is useful in the study of the
historians and orators.

3. Besides the works above named, we have also from Photius a work styled No-
mocanori, a collection of canons of the church, and a number of letters, homilies, and
dissertatio7is.

For a particular account of the MyrioliUcn, see SchSll, vi. SaS.—Fabriciu!, in Bibl. Gr. X. 678. ed. flaWe*.—Cf. Edinb. Reo,

No. ilii.—£ond. Quart, vi. 218.—/. H. Leichii Diatribe in Photii Bibliothecam. Lips. 1748. 4.

4. There is no edition of the whole works of Photius.—Of the Library, there have been, until recently, but <Aree editions.—D.

Hoschel. Au?sb. 1601. (o\.—P. Stephama. Genev. 1611. fol. with the version of M. Schott, first pubU Augsb. 1606.—Siime,

repr. by Berthdin. Rouen, 1653. fot.—A new edit, was commenced hy Btkkir. Berl. 1824. 4. The ifjncon was first pub-

lished by G. Hermann, with the Lexicon of Zonaras. Lips. 1S08. 3 vols. 4. (by Tittmann S,- Hermann.) Photius, the 3d vol

—

Better, R. Person. Lond. 1S22. 8. (ed by Dol/ree.)—C(. J. F. Schleusner, Animadv. ad Photii Lex. Lips. 1810. 4.—Same, Curaj

noviss. in Phot. Lex. Lips. IS12. 4. The Koinocanon was printed Par. 1620. fol. with Balsamon. The Laten (248), by

Mcjntacutius (Monta^ie). Lond. 1651. fol.

§ 143. Suidas probably lived about A. D. 1000, although it cannot be made
certain. He was the author of a Lexicon, compiled from various authors, gram-
marians, commentators, and scholiasts. It is not executed with much judg-
ment, accuracy, or skill in arrangement. Yet it is of considerable value on
account of its store of literary and antiquarian information; and many of its

defects, especially in the apparent want of method, may be owing to interpola-

tions and additions made by transcribers and others.

1. Editions.—Prinreps, by Dem. Chalcondylas. Mil. 1496. fol.—^Wus. Yen. 1514. fol.—^oieniu?. Bm. 1544. M.—JEm.
Portus, Gr. & Lat. Gen. 1619. 2 vols, fol.—i. KuUer, Gr. & Lat. Camb. 1705. 3 vols. fol. This is altogether superior to any

preceding edition
;
yet not without defects. Some severe criticisms of J. Grot.omus called forth an answer fronj Kufler in his

Diatribe Anti-Grmwviana. Amst. 1712. S.—r. Gaisford. Lond. 1833. a greatly injproved ed.—G. Bernhardy, Gr. & Lat.

Halle, 1836. 2 vols, (post Thorn. Gaisfordum) with notes.

2. Illustrative.—The following works further illustrate Suidas.—roup Emend, in Suid. Lond. 1760-75. 4 vols. 8; also in his

Opusc. crit. Lips. 17S". 2 vols. 8. and ed. by Burgess. Lond. 1790. 4 vols. S.—Schweighduser, Emend, et Obs. in Suidam.

Argent. 1789. S.—Reinesii Observ. in Suidam (ed. C. G. Muller). Lpz. 1819. 8.

§ 144. In this connection we ought to notice the work of an unknown author^

who lived about A. D. 1000. It is a Greek Glossary, styled ^l^tviioxoyixov fiiya^

the Eiymnhgkum magnwn. Besides its value as a grammatical work, it is still

more useful because it has preserved many passages of ancient authors, and fur-

nished solutions of many difficulties in history and mythology.
1. Editions of the Elymclogia(m.—Pri?iceps. by Z. CalUergits (ed. M. Musunis). Ven. 14P9. fol.—P. Manutius (ed.

Torrisani). Ven. 1549. fnl.—CcmimcZin (ed. F. Sylburg). Heidelh. 1594. fo!.—/"anajiora (of Sinope). Ven. 1710. fol.—ScAa/er.

Lpz. 1816. 4. a repr. of Syllurg's. To this last edit, the following works may be viewed as the 2d and 3d vols. ; F. fV. Sturtz,

Elymnlogicum ling. Gr. Gudianum, &c. Lpa. 1813. 4.—By lame, Orionis Elymologicum. Lpz. 1820. 4.

—

C(. SchSll, vi. p. 277,
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—

Mem. de I'.tcad. dea Inscr. vol. xlviii. p. 105. Remarques crit. snr I'Etyniolog. Magnum.

2. In the libraries of Europe are several Lexicons, or Glossaries, still remaining in manuscript,
particularly in the Royal library of France.—We may also mention here one first published by
Villoison in his Jinecdota, cited $ 133; the '\wvia or Violarium, by Eudocia, wife of the emperor
Constantine Diicas, and his successor for a short time, but soon after placed in a convent. In
this retreat she wrote her work, a sort of hystorico-mythologic compilation, supposed to be of
much value before Villoison published it.

—

Sckoll, vi. p. 296.

§ 145. Eustathius, of Constantinople, flourished in the 12th century, and be-

came finally bishop of Thessalonica.

1 u. He is particularly celebrated for his copious and learned Commentary on Homer
entitled. TlapzKoo\a\ ciV -hv 'Ofifjoov 'YXiaia, and WapzKSoXal eii rhv 'Ocvaactav. We have also

from him a less valuable commentary on Diouysius Periegetes.

2. The Conim, on Homer was first published, Rome, 1542-1555. 3 vols. fol. containing the index of Devarius. (Cf. § 50. 5.V

This repr. Has. 1560. 3 vols, fol.—An ed. commenced by Polili, Flor. 1730, but never finished.—Extracts from the Comm. often

published with Homer

—

J. B^kker, Eust. Comm. ad Hom.Odysseam. Lips. 1825. 2 vols. 4.—Same, Eust. Comm. ad Hojn. Ilia

dem. Lips. 1829, ss.—Cf. Bulletin des Sciences Hstoriques, vol. iv. p. 337. A commentary by Eustathius on Piudar is lost.

Scholl, vi. 269 Bested, of Comm. on Horn, by Stallbaum, Lpz 1825-30. 7 vols. 4.

3. .Ti'hn Tzetzes may be named in connection with Eustathius ; he was a grammarian at Con •

etanlinople in the same century (cf. J 81).
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§ 146. Gregnrius, surnamed Pardus, and afterwards Cnrinthius from being
the Bishop of Corinth, lived about the middle of the l-2th century. Of his
many works two only have been published ; one is a treatise on ike Greek dia-

lects, lispl AtaTiixT'cji', and the other a Commentary on the last part oi the Rhetoric

of Iltrmogenes (cf. § 122. 1).

The trtatist on dialects, edited by G. Koen, Leyd. 1766. 8. belter than any ed. previous.—By G. H. Schiifer, Lpz. 1811. 8. still

better.—The Commentary is given in Reuhe (cited § 99), vol. viii.

§ 147. Thomas Magister or Theodulus may be mentioned here. He lived in
the beginning of the 14th century (about 1310). After holding the place of the
Magister officiorum under the emperor Andronicus Palaeologus, he became a
monk with the name of Theodulus. A work by him is extant, called 'ExXoyat
dvo/xatcov 'ArtLXil)V.

First published by CaUiergva, Rome. 1517. 8.—Bett. by J. S. Bernard, Leyd. 1757. 8. and /. G. S. Schwabe, Altenb. \T.3. 8.—
Cf. G. Hermann, Prog, da prseceptis quibusdam Atticistarum. Lips. 1810. 4.—Latest ed. F. Bitschel, Hal. 1832. 8.

^ 147 b. Here might be mentioned Emmanuel Moschopttlus Cretensis, Manuel Mo-
schopulus Byzaniinus, Emmanuel Chrysoloras, Theodorus Gaza, and other gram-
marians, whose labors were connected with the revival of classical learning in Europe.
See § 7. 2. and P. IV. § 85. 1.

Y.—-Writers of Epistles and Romances.

§ 148 u. We shall next introduce the class of writings called Letters or Epistles.
There are many extant, ascribed to distinguished men of ancient times. But a great
portion of them are spurious, being the productions of the sophists and grammarians
of later periods. Some of them, however, are unquestionably genuine; as e. g. those
of Isocrates, Demosthenes, and Aristotle. In these (the genuine), there is generally a
noble simplicity of manner, entirely free from the art and labor which are betrayed in

the epistles fabricated in the age of the later sophists. The latter class were composed
with designed reference to publication, and treat of various subjects, particularly sub-
jects of an historical and romantic character. We shall mention below some of the
principal authors of Greek epistles, either real or supposed.

§ 149. As the form of epistles was so often adopted by the sophists and others in

composing pieces which were, properly speaking, works o{ fiction, we shall mention
the narnes of the principal writers of romance in the same connection. The species of
composition termed romance was unknown in the most flourishing periods of Greek
literature. A modern writer has pointed out the reason. " In the most refined ages,"
says he, " the whole empire of fiction was usurped by the ingenious polytheism of the

Greeks. This filled every imagination and satisfied the love of the marvelous so
natural to man. Every festival renewed the tale of some god's singular adventures.
The theatre owed its charms, in great measure, to the strange union of the heroic
daring of mortals and the intervention of deities. In a nation so happily adapted for

the elegant arts, fiction naturally assumed the garb of poetry, and the beautiful fables

so well sung by the poets left no place for recitals in prose, composed as it were of
vulgar drearns. The people, it must also be remembered, were all engrossed in public
and active life. Retirement and solitude were almost unknown. The state, so to

speak, made it a business to amuse its citizens in public. While such was the publi-

city of the master's hfe, the universal prevalence of domestic slavery, and the degraded
and immured condition of the female sex, rendered private life a uniform and mono-
tonous scene. Thus, while there was no opportunity to imagine any wonderful ad-
venture, or very singular character and destiny, without violaiing probabilities, there
was at the same time but little scope for the passion of love, which holds so important
a place in modern romance." {Villemain, quoted by Scholl, iv. p. 304.)

_
^ 150. It was not until the fifth period of our outhne (§ 9), that works of this descrip-

tion made their appearance, and scarcely any thing of the kind is earlier than the tinie

of Augustus. These works are called in general erotic tales. But we may include in

the same class, not only romances properly so called, or formal love stories, but also

amatory letters, Milesian or magical tales, and imaginary voyages.
Oi imaginary voyages one of the first authors was Antoniiis Diogenes, whose work,

Ta iwip QovXrtv amffra, The incredible things beyond Thnle, is quoled by Photius. It

seems to have contained a tissue of absurdities m forty-four books. Lucian also wrote
en imaginary voyage, entitled 'KXrfifi^ larof/ia, in two books; a satire upon voyagers
who relate marvelous stories ; full of grotesque representations, M'ith malignant allu-

sions 'o the miracles of the sacred Scriptures.
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Milesian tales Sre so called because a certain Aristides of Miletus, of whom little is

known, wrote a series of stories, the scene of which was Miletus. A specimen of this

sort of tale is found in the piece ofLucian styled Aovkio; J; "Ofoj (cf. § 121). 'I'he Latin work
of Apuleius, styled the Golden Ass (cf. § 471. 2), belongs to the same class of fictions.

Oi amatory letters the only specimen, before the time of Constantine, is given in

Bome of the letters of Alciphron (cf § 159). In the next period, not long after Con-
stantine, we find a work of this class, entitled 'EmffroXai ipunxai, ascribed to Aristae-

netus (cf. § 158).

§ 151. A work of Parthenius (cf. ^ 226), in the age of Augustus, may be considered
as a precursor of the formal romance, being a collection of amatory tales, entitled lUpl

i.p(j)TiK<xiv l\a%aaru>v, chiefly of a melancholy cast. But the most ancient writer of the

proper romance was Jamblichus of Syria, in the reign of Trajan. His work styled
'Icrropiai BaSuXconiKai, or the Loves of Rhodane and Sinonis, is quoted by Photius. The
next author in order of time is probably Xenophon of Epheeus, to whom is ascribed a
Greek romance, called 'E(p£aiaKa.

In the period after Constantine, we find several romancers. Three, whose works
were in verse, have already been named (^ 33). Besides these, there were at least

four prose writers, whose romances are extant ; Heliodorus, Achilles Tatius, Longus,
and Eumathius, The romance ascribed to Chariton also was probably written in the

same period. Xenophon, already named, is by some likewise placed here. Heliodorus
is considered by many as the best writer of the whole class, and his work is said to

have been the model, not only of the Greek romances, but also for the early French
romances of the 16th century (cf '^ 260. 3), Others pronounce Longus to be decidedly

the first among the Greek romancers.

§ 152^. The following are references on the class of authors and works now
under notice. The principal names will be given in the subsequent sections;

the real or supposed writers of epistles first, and the romancers after them.

1. On the e p i s 1 1 e s attributed to ancient Greeks.—ScAo!?. ii. 273.—ScKnheyden, in the ^\ Biblioth. der sch. Wiss. vol. v.

Collections of Greek Epistles.—.^Jdiw, Epistolarum Grscarum Collectio. Ven. 1499. 2 vnls. 4 —Reprinted, Gen. 1506. fol. with

Latin version ascribed to Cujacius.—Camerarius, 'E/cXoy;y diaddguiv inicrTo'KGiv, e'c Tilbin?. 1540. S.—Sleph. Prevoteau, Tiuv

iWriViKMV iTTio-ToXwv Aveo\oyCa. Par. 1583. 4.~Eilh. Lu'oinus, Gr. et Lat. Heidelb. 1609. 3 vols. 8 Rarely found complete

—

L. Allaliut (AUazi), Socrates et aliorum Epistolae, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1637. 4 J. C. Orelli, Colleclio Epist. Graec. Gr. & Lat 1815.

S.—Savnge, Letters of the Ancients. Lond. 1703. 8.

2. On the Greek r o m a n c e.—{^iUemain, Essai litteraire sur les Romans Grecs (in the Collect, des R. Gr. &c. cited below).—

Cliardon la Rocheltc, Melanjes de crit. et de philol—il/ewicr's Gesch. der KUnste u. Wissensch. in Griech. u. Rom. vol. i. p. 276.

—RamdoUr's Venus Urania, Th. 3. Abth. l.—Manm's AbhinJl. Uber d. griech. Romane, in 2d Bd. of his Vermisch. Schrift. Lpz.

1801. 2 Bde. S.— lVarton's Hisl. Eng. Poetry, vol. ii. p. 183.-7. Dunlop, History of Fiction ; a critical account of the most celebrated

prose works of fiction from the earliest Greek Romances to the Novels of the present day. Edinb. 1816. 3 vols. 12. Cf. Lond. Quart.

Rev. xiii. 384. and Ft. Quart. Rev. vol. is.—Scholl, Hist. Litt. Gr. iv. 304, iv. 22S.—F. Passow, Scriptores Erotici. Lips. 1833. 2 vols.

12. On the origin of romance ; D. Huet, de Origine Fah. Romanensium. Hag. Com. 16S2. 8. Trans. French. Par. 1693 and

1711 (cf. § 80). 12. Transl. Engl, by S. Liwis (History of Romances). Lond. 1715. H.— IVarton's Diss, on Orig. Fiction in En-

rope
;
pref. to Hi^t. Eng. Poetry. Collections of Greek romances ; Cft. G. Mitscherlich, Scriptores erotici Grsci, Gr. & Lat. Bip

1792. 4 vols. 8. containing A. Tatius, Heliodorus, Longus, and Xenophon.—^liJiofecarfe' Romanzieri greci, tradotti in Italiano. Flor.

1792.—BiiiioiA. des Romans Grecs. Traduits en Franc Par. 1797. 12 vols. \2.—Collect, des Romans Grecs, trad, en Franc, avec

des notes par Courier, Larcher, (fC Par. 1822-28. 14 vols. 16.

§ 153. Jnacharsis, a native of Scythia, resided some years at Athens in the

time of Solon, B. C. about 600, and was celebrated for his wisdom. There are

nine letters ascribed to him, but they are not genuine.

1. He is said to have written a work on the laws of the Scythians, and a poem on war, which
are lost.

2. The Letters are given in most of the CoJleclions above named.—Separately, Par. I58I. 4. Gr. & La'.-One of them (5*h) i>

translated by Cicero (Quaest. Tusc. v.) ; another (9th) is contained in the life of Anacharsis by Diogenes Laertius.

3. The nnme of Anacharsis is applied to a fictitious personage, imaffined by the Mbe Bar-
ihelemi, as the basis of a sort of plot for a very interesting work on the history, literature, and arts

of Greece, called the Travels of Jinncharsis the Youvsrer. The author imagines the Scythian to

arrive in Greece some vears before the birth of Alexander, to reside in Athens, making occasional

excursions and journeys in different parts of Greece, until after the conquests of Philip, then to

return to Scythia and give an account of his observations.

One of the best editions of this work is Travels, i,-c translated from the French, Lond. 1806. 7 vols. 8. with a vol. of Plates, 4.

§ 154. Phalarts, tyrant of A^rigentum, respecting whose age there is uncer-

tainty, probably lived B. C. about 560. To him are ascribed 148 letters.

1 u. Were they really his, they would show him to have been, not only far removed

from the cruelty with which common tradition has charged him, but a rnan of the

noblest feeling. But they are undoubtedly the work of some sophist of later times.

On this point there is no longer any dispute ; the vehement and ill-natured controversy

between Bentley and ^ot/?e "respecting it gave the inquiry an importance, which the

subject in itself did not possess.

2. The wits and scholars at the time of the famous controversy were generally against
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Bentley, who wholly denied the genuineness of the letters; but his arguments have
been considered by all since that time as perfectly conclusive.

For an account of the controversy, see Mmik's Life of Bentley, Lond. 1830.

—

Land. Qiiarl, Rev. No. xci.

—

North. Amor. Reo.

Oct. 1836.—Cf. R. Bentley, Diss, on Phalaris, cited § 63.3.—C. Boyle, Dr. Bentley's Dissert, on the Epist. of Phal. examined. Loud,

1698. 12.—7. Miljier, View of Dr. B.'s & Mr. Boyle's Diss, on the Epist. of Phalaris. Lond. 1698. 12.

3. The letters were first published in Latin, without date ; the 2d ed. 1470.—In the original Greek first, 1498. 4. Ven. In Jlldia,

1499, as cited § 152. 1. also in the other Collections there named.—C. Boyle, Or. & Lat. Lond. 1695. 8. repr. 1718. S.—J, D. K
Lennep ^ L. G. Valchaiar. Groning. 1777. 2 vols. 4. The 2d vol. containing a Latin translation of the tracts of Beutley.—G. H.
Schufer. Lpz. 1823. 8. A re-impr. of the 1st vol. of the preceding ; and is probably the best edition.—Scholl, ii. 977.

§ ]55. Themistocles, the Athenian general and orator (§ 88), flourished B. C.
about 480. There are 21 letters extant, ascribed to him. They purport to have
been written during his banishment, and their contents are chiefly of an historical

nature. Their genuineness is very questionable; it was fully examined and
controverted by Bentley.
The letters of Them, were published /zrjr by J. M. Caryophihis, Gr. & Lat. Borne, 1^6. 4.—E. Eliinger. Fraukf. 1629. 8

Ch. Schottgeii. Lpz. 1710. 8.—J. C. Bremer. Lemg. 1776. 8.—Cf. Bentley on Phalaris, as cited above (§ 154. 2).

§ 156. Socrates, the most distinguished sage of Greece, was born B. C. 469,
and drank the cup of hemlock under judicial sentence, B. C. 399. He committed
nothing to writing, and probably had not the least agency in the composition of
the 7 letters which are ascribed to him. Like most of the letters, which are
called Socratic, professing to come from Antisthenes and other followers of So-
crates, they are the production of some of the sophists.

1. The letters termed Socratic are 41 in number; among them, besides the 7 ascribed to So-
crates, are 7 of Xenophon, and 1*2 of Plato. Cicero quotes one of the latter (Quccst. Tusc. V).
Letters of Antisthenes and jEschines the philosopher are also included.

They are found in the Collections of Mlatjus and Orelli, cited § 152. I.—Cf. Scholl, ii. 280, 361, 414.

2. The letters ascribed to Isocratfs (cf $ 103. 2) and Demosthenes (cf $ 106. 3) are genuine ; and
most, if not all, of the 12 attributed to ^scliines, the orator. Respecting those ascribed to Euri-
pides (cf. $ 63. 3), there is more doubt.

The tellers of .ffischiues were published separately, by T. S. Sammet. Lips. 1771. 8.—Those of Isocrates, by C. F. Matthim.

Mo6C. 1776. 8.

§ 157. Chion, of Heraclea on the Pontus Euxinus, a contemporary and scho-
lar of Plato, having slain Clearchus, tyrant of Heraclea, was himself put to

death, B. C. 353. He was probably not the author of the 17 letters which bear
his name. They treat particularly of the benefits of philosophical culture, and
are inspired with ardent political enthusiasm, and are not without merit as to

thought and style.

Published by /. CaseHus. Rost. )5S3. 4.—Fr. Morel. Par. 1600. 4.^. Gottl. Cober, Dresd. 1765. 8.—A. G. Hoffman, joinei

ja J. C. OreLlih fragments of Meninon. Lpz. 1816. 8. This is the best edition.

§ 158. Aristaenetus, of Nicaea in Bithynia, was a sophist of the 4th century,

who perished in an earthquake at Nicaea, A. D. 358. His letters, in two books,

are of the erotic class (cf. § 150), and in a manner of writing rather light and
sportive. They have, however, only the form and superscription of letters, be-

ing without that peculiar vivacity and interest which is imparted to personal
correspondence. Possibly they are the work of a sophist of a still later age.

1. Editions.—All the editions have been taken from a single manuscript, still existing at Vienna ; first published by /. Sambwnis,

(printer PLantin). Autw. 1566. 4.—Better than any previous edition, F. L. Abreich. Zwoll, 1749. 8. a vol. styled Lectionum Aria-

Ur.tietcarutn libri duo; and another entitled Vir. erud, ad Arist, Epitt. conjecturse. Amst. 1752. 8.— I'he most recent and com-

plete, Boissonade. Par. 1822. S.—Scholl, vi. 249.

2. Translations.-German.—7. F. Here}. Altenb. 1770. 8. French.—HarZej (Brev. Not. p. 471) cites a French transl. Lond.

1739. 12. English.—fu/irTnaiin (Kl. Handb. 522j cites an English. Lond. 1771. 8.

§ 159. Alciphron was a contemporary of Aristasnetus, and a writer of the

same class. Many of the letters are of the amatory kind. The style is agree-

able, but too much ornamented, and showing too much of sophistic affectation.

They reveal, however, many little peculiarities, otherwise not made known, in

the private life of the Greeks.

I. Scholl places Alciphron much earlier, in the same age with Lucian in the 2d cen-
tury ; because, in the letters of Aristaenetus, Alciphro7L and Lucian are represented ^3
corresponding with each other. l"he letters are 116 in number, and styled 'ETncrroXai

aXievriKol koI STaipiKal.

2. Editions.—The first by Aldus, cited § 152. i.—Bergler. Lpz. 1715. 8. with a commentary, repr. Utrecht. 1790. 8.-7. A.

Wagner. Lpz. 1798. 2 vols. 8.—There are materials for a better edition.—SrABZZ, iv. 314.

3. Translations.—German.—7. F. Herd. Altenb. 1767. 8. FreDch.—Abbe de Richard, Par. 1785. 3 vols. 12. English.—

J'h. Munro and W. BeU,e. Lond. 1791. 8. " Alciphron's Epistles, in which are described the Domestic Manners, the Courtezans,

and the Parasites of Greece."
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§ 160. Heliodorns, of Emesa in Syria, bishop of Tricca in Thessaly, lived at

the close of the 4th century. In early life he wrote his iEthiopica, 'At^toTttxa,

in 10 books, respecting the luve of Theagenes and Chariclea. It is very merito-
rious as a narrative, and still more so on account of its pure morality. Yet its

diction has traces of the artificial taste and false eloquence of the sophists.
Cons. SchoU, vi. 228. Far. Quart. Rev. No. ix.

Editions.—/VinccpJ, by K Obsopseut (printer Heniagius). Bas. 1534. 4. from a maniucript obtained from a soldier who took

if at the pillage of the library of Matthias Corviiiiis, at BuJa, in 1526. {SchoU. vi. 229).—>/. Commtlin. Heidelb. 1 396. 8. with

the Latin version of a Pole named Wanzewichi. first printed Bis. 1552. fol.

—

J. Bourdelot. Par. 1619. 8. erroneous. Repr. with-

out correct. Lpz. 1772. 8. ed. Sc/imid.—The edition o( Mitscherlich, Gr. & Lat. in 2il vol. of the Scriptcres Erotici, cited § I5i 2.

is better.—The best is said to be by D. Coray. Par. 1804. 2 vols. 8. n ith notes, &c all in Greek. Repr. Lpz. 1805. 2 vols. 8.

2. Translations.—Gjrman.—.Vein/ia)d. Lpz. 1767. 2 vols. S.—K. IV. Gottling. Frankf. 1822. 8. French.—Mtrcier, in the

Bibliolh. des Romans, cited § 152. 2. English.—(Anonymous). Lond. 1791. 2 vols. 12.

§ 161. Achilles Tatius was a native of Alexandria, but of an uncertain age,
although commonly placed in the 3d century, before Heliodorus. His history
is almost entirely unknown.

1 u. He composed a romance, in 8 books, entitled Ta Kara KevKi-rrrrnv Koi KXcirorlMVTa,

or (he story of Leitcippe and CUlophon. It is not without ingenuity and invention, and
the style is agreeably animated, although its excellence is marred by frequent affecta-
tion of beauty and ornament.
See SchSll, vi. 212.—for. Quart. Rev. No. is.-FiZ/fmain, as cited § 152. 2.

2. EiiWous.—Pri/tceps, by /. Cumnulin (ed. Bonnviiiusl. Heidelb. 1601. 8. with Latin version of Crtxx (jCruceus) that had been
previously published, and Longus—Salmasiua. Leyd. 1640. 12.—B. Goltl. L. Boden. Lpz. 1776. S.—Mitscherlich, as cited

\ 152. 2.—Fr. Jacobs, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1821. 2 vols. 8. the best edition.

3. Transbtions.—German.—.^Jt ^ GUtdmapfel. Lpz. 1S02. 8. French.—3/tTCicr, in 2d vol. of BiUioth. des Rom. cited

§ 152. 2.— There are several others. English.

—

{Anonymous). Lond. 1720. 12.

§ 162. Longus was a sophist of the 4th or 5th century. He is the best erotic

writer of the Greeks (cf. § 151). His romance in 4 books, commonly called
the Pastorals of Daphnis and Chloe, is an attractive work, written with care, but
sometimes too exact, and having some passages which are exceptionable on ac-
count of their freedom.

1. The period when this writer lived is wholly uncertain ; the name is not mentioned
by any ancient writer, and is by some supposed to have originated in mistake. The
celebrated manuscript, now existing at Florence, does not name the author of the work,
but bears the title Ataffianoi' cpiortKcii' Xoyot S ; and it is possible that, by some copyist,
the last word was taken for the name of the writer.

Schm, vi. 238.—Cf. For. Qtcart. Rev. No. ix.

2. Editions.—^n/icepi, by Columbaiiics (printer, Junta). Flor. 1598. 4.—Three editions in the 17th century.—iVeaZmus {yeatdme

publisher). Par. !754. 4. with Latin version and plates.—Bod«i, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1777. 8.

—

niloiscm,Gr. k Lat. Par. 1778. 2

vols. 4. one of the best editions. Mitscherlich, as cited § 152. 2.—* G. B. Schdfer, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1803. 8. a better text,—A splen-

did ed. with plates, was printed by Didot. Par. 1S02. 4.—£. Seiler, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1834. 8.

3. Translations.-German.—/. C. Krabinger. Landsh. 1809. S.—Fr. Passow, with the Greek text. Lpz 18M. 12. French.

/. Amyot. Par. 1559. 8. often reprinted. Far. 1827. 12. Gr. & Lat. & Gall. English.—G. Jhomley. Lond. 1617. 8.

§ 163. Xenophon of Ephesus, whose period of flourishing is unknown, was
the author of the stori/ of Anthia and Abrocomas, in 5 books;

1. Some have placed this writer as late as the 5th century ; others suppose he must have lived
before the time of Constanliiie ; Peerlkamp, whose editiori of the romance is cited below, thinks
that its author was the earliest writer of the class, and that Xenophon is merely an assumed
name.

Scholl, iv. i\a.—Diinlop, Hist, of Fiction.

2. Editions.—The first, by Anl. Cocchi, Gr. & Lat. Lond. 1726. 8.—Two next editions faulty.—(fwrtA) Mitscherlich, cited

§ 152. 2.—A. E. de Locdla, Gr. & Lat. Vindob. 1796. 4. good.—Best, P. H. Peerlkamp, Gr. & Lat Harl. 1818. i.—SchSll,

iv. 311.

3. Translations.—German.

—

J. G. Krabinger. MOnch. 1820. 8. French.—7our<ian. Par. 1748. 12. and in Bibliottu cited

§ 152. 2. Italian.—.SaZuini. Lond. 1723. 12. before 1st edition of the original.

§ 164. Chariton, of Aphrodisia, is another romance writer of whom nothing
is known. The work bearing his name is entitled Tuiv rtBpi Xatplai/ xal KaXTicp-

fjorjv fpwrtxtov Sirjyr^ixdtiov ^6yo^ jj, the love-story of Chxreas and Callirrhoe, in 8
books.

Scholl, vi. 246.—i'or. Quart. Rev. No. ii.

1. This was first published by /. Ph. d'Orville {Doruillius). Amst. 1750. 3 vols. 4. with a Lat transl. by Rciske, and a very

learned conimentary.—Repr. of same ed. C. D. Beck. Lpz. I7f3. S.

2. Translations.—German.—flei/ne. Lpz. 1753. S.—Schmieder. Ebend. 1806. 8. French.—iaicAer. Par. 1763. S. English.

—Lond. 1764. 2 vols. 12. (Fuhnnann, p. 528.)

§ 165. Eumathius, or Eustathius, of Egypt, also of an uncertain age, was a
writer belonging to the same class. This person must not be confounded with
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Eustathius the celebrated commentator upon Homer (cf. § 145). He wrote the
tale of Hysmine and Hysminias^ To xad' 'TsfiivTjv xai 'Tafxtviav bpaixa, in 11
books.

1. This romance, of little value, has been printed but seldom, (cf. Schbll, vi. 247).—G. Gaulmin, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1617. 8. repr

Vienn. 1791.—L. H. Teuchner. Lpz. 1792. 8. (Gaulmin's, without notes.)

2. Translations.—German.-Midam Reiske, in the Hdlas (Th. i. p. 101). Lpz. 1778. French j in the BiUioth. and Collect.

cited § 152. 2.

VI.

—

Philosophers.

§ 166 u. Grecian philosophy was not, properly speaking, of native origin ; but was
introduced, by various colonists, from Egypt, Phcenicia, and Thrace. It tirst appeared
in the poets who treated, in their verse, ot the nature of things, the origin of the world,
the system of the gods, the principles of morals, &c. Linus, Musaeus, Orpheus, and
Hesiod, belong to this class ; and even Homer may be included. I'he poets of Greece,
it may be truly said, were her tirst philosophers. Cf P. IV. § 40—42.

See D. Tiedmann, Griechenlands erste Philosophen, oder Lebtn und Systeme des Orpheus, Thales, &C. Lpz. 1780. 8.—TVnne-
mann. Hist. Phil. (Fr. vers, of Cousiii, or Engl. vers, by Johnsoii, cited § 183. 2. ; seel. '5.)—Enfield, Hist. Phil. bk. ii. ch. ».—
La Blelttrie, L'etude de la philosophie ancienne, in the Mem. Jicad. Jnscr. vol. xxvii. p. IbS.—Ritter, Theil i. p. 137—174. as cited

§ 183. 2. " This author maintains that the earliest Greek philosophy has no traces of an oriental origin."

^ 167. It may be also remarked with propriety, that the next philosophers of Greece
were her priests and legislators. Grecian philosophy had a religious aspect in its very
beginnings, in the fanciful speculations of the poets respecting the origin of things, and
the nature and offices of the gods. The notion of a multitude of supernatural spirits,

having each an appropriate department in governing the world, could not but affect the
philosophical reasonings of all embracing it. It was perfectly natural to inquire how
these superior agents would make known their will, and predict to man the future, or
warn hiin of danger. Thus was furnished a fruitful field of speculation upon the va-
rious subjects of augury, omens, oracles, and the whole system of divination. The
ideas, which became incorporated into the popular belief, were indeed but a mass of
absurdities not deserving the name of philosophy

;
yet it was about such ideas that the

early Greeks expended much thought, or rather indulged in much imagination. Upon
this foundation arose a curious fabric : divination, under the ingenuity of priests, who
united to personal shrewdness and foresight some knowledge of physical nature,
grew into a sort of regular science. The institutions termed mysteries had, in their
nature and design, some intimate connection with this earlv relisioas philosophy.
Cf P. IV. § 41. P. III. % 70—75.

. h ^

When the progress of society demanded the care of the lawgiver, and began at the
saine time to furnish the talents and knowledge requisite to frame successful codes, then
philosophy assumed a new aspect. The moral and social nature of man began to be stu-
died more. Reflecting minds examined into the motives by which men may be actuated,
and contemplated the nature, proper punishments, and preventives of crime, the theory
of government and of education. In learning the character of this political philosophy,
we must consider particularly the civil institutions of Lycurgus and Solon, and the
character and doctrines of those who are called, by way of eminence, the wise men
of Greece.- A glance at the former shows us, that very particular reference was had
to the training of youth for their future circumstances. The two legislators differed
widely in their systems. The Spartan aimed to form a community of high-minded
warriors ; the other sought rather a community of cultivated scholars. The plans of
education varied accordingly. Lycurgus enjoined abstinence and hardships ; Solon
furnished books and teachers. It must not be forgotten, however, that the Spartan
system was two hundred years earlier than the Athenian. The seven sasres belong
to the age ofSolon, who was indeed himself one of them. They were all acuially em-
ployed as magistrates and statesmen ; but they were also the philosophers of the age.
They were not merely speculative, like the disciples of the different sects afterwards;
nor did they, hke the preceding poets, indulge in fanciful dreams : they were rather
men of shrewd practical observation. Hence the character of their philosophical frag-
ments, which are wholly proverbial maxims, adapted for the conduct of life in manners
and morals. Their precepts were not always given in formal statements, but some-
times clothed in symbolic expressions, which were understood only by those to whom
they were explained. Fabulous tales were also sometimes employed for the same
purpose ; such were those of ^sop, in which moral and pofitical maxims are drawn
out into allegory.

On the political philosophy of the Greeks, Enfield, Hist. Phil. bk. ii. ch. 2.—RMer, Theil i. p. 137, as cited § 183. S.—Wdrbur-
ton, Div. Legation of Moses, bk. ii. sect. 1-3.— Chevalier Ramsay, Travels of Cyrus, bk. iv. & v.—De laSarre, Histoire de Lycurge,

u. the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vii. 262.—ia Nauze, Elat des Sciences chez les Lacedsmoniens, in Ibe Mem. Acad. Inscr. xix. p. 166.
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—C. O. Heyne, De Zaieucj et Charondas legibus atque inslilulis, in his Opiiic Acadtm. lom. u.—It. it Larrey, Histoire des sept

Bages (wiih rem. by Beaurnarchois). Lahaye, 1734. 2 vols. S.

^ 168. The next aspect in which we find Grecian philosophy, presents it as exhibited

in the different schools, and sects. This aspect was not distinctly assumed uniil a little

after the age of Solon, daring our third period of Greek Literature (cf. § 9). The first

origin of dilferent schools is commonly ascribed to the clashing interpretations, which
were put upon Homer by the Rhapsodists (cf. ^ 21), who alter rehearsing passages
from the great poet and master, added their own explanations and comments. I'hese
interpreters disagreed in expounding the Homeric pliilosophy, and soon had followers

or advocates among those not belonging to their particular profession. At length

two very eminent men arose and became each the head of a school in philosophy,
about the same period : viz. Thales and Pythagoras, who died, the former about 540,

the latter about 500 B. C.—Thales founded what is called the Ionic school, and Pytha-
goras the Italic school. From these two original schools, all the sects may be derived.

We will first slightly notice these two, and then briefly speak of the sects that sub-
sequently grew out of each.

i 169. '1 he Io?iic was the earliest of the two schools. Thales, its founder, was a
native of Miletus, possessed of wealth, and great talents. He traveled in Crete and
Egypt. Ranked among the seven sages, he devoted much thought to political philo-

sophy. But he also took up all the inquiries about the physical and material world,

which were agitated by the Rhapsodists. The precept yvudt tycavTov is attributed

to him.
Philosophy as studied in this school included in reality every branch of science, not

only morals and politics, but rhetoric, mathematics, astronomy, and all that is now
comprehended under natural philosophy and natural history.—It was a grand point of
inquiry among the disciples to ascertain w'hat was the Jirst principle of all things in the

universe. Some found it in one or other of the material elements ; others recognized a
divine mind, as prior to all other causes. The principal philosophers were Anaximan-
der, Anaximenes, Anaxagoras, and Archelaus of Miletus.

Enfield, bk. ii. ch. \%.—CudworWs Intdleclual System, ch. i. § 22, and ch. iv. § 20.—a Ritter, Histoire de la Phitosophie loDi-

enne. Berl. 1S21. S.—Sa>ne, Geschichte, &c. Theil i. as cited § 183. 2.—Abbi de Canaye, tur le ptiilosophe Thales, in Mem. de

VAcad. dts Inscr. tome s.—Johnson's Tennemann, sect. 85-87.—D. Tiedemann, Geist. der Speculat. Fhilosoph. von Thales bis

Socrates. Marb. 1797. 2 vols. 8.

"& 170. The /^Jtc school was still more celebrated. Its founder, Pythagoras, was
a native of Samos. After traveling, especially in Egypt, he taught morals and politics

at Samos. For some cause he afterwards went to Italy, and established his school at

Crotona in Magna Greecia. The pupils, whose numbers soon amounted to 600, dwelt
in one public building, and held their property in common. Their business for each
day was very regularly planned. They were divided into two classes, frohationers

and initialed; the latter only were admitted to all the privileges of the order, and made
acquainted with its highest knowledge. This establishment was at length broken up
by popular violence.

Under philosophy the Italic school, like the Ionic, included every object of human
knowledge. But Pythagoras considered music and astronomy of special value. He
is supposed to have had some very correct views of astronomy, agreeing with the true

Copernican system. The beautiful fancy of the music of the spheres is attributed to

him. The planets striking on the ether, through which they pass, must produce a
sound ; this must vary according to their different magnitudes, velocities, and relative

distances ; these difierences were all adjusted with perfect regularity and exact pro-

portions, so that the movements of the bodies produced the richest tones of harmony;
not heard, however, by mortal ears. One of his distinguishing peculiarities was the

doctrine of emanations ; God is the soul of the universe, pervading all things, incor-

poreal ; from him emanated /oz/r difl^erent degrees of intelligences, inferior gods,
daemons, heroes, and men. Another was the doctrine of n£T€j.ixpvxco(Tii, or transmigra-
iion of the soul. General abstinence and self-government were strongly urged.

—

Some of his apophthegms and symbolic precepts are preserved. Cf. ^ 5S. 1. Some
of the principal disciples were Empedocles (cf. § 64), Ocellus. Archytas, and Philolaus.

The latter is said to have sold to Plato the records and books of the Pythagorean school.

Enfield, bk. ii. ch. xii.—ff. Rilter, Geschichte der Philos. Theil i.—Ramsay, Trav. of Cyms, bk. vi.—Hecren, by Bancroft, ch.

xiv. p. 297.—/. Scheffar, de naiura et constilutione philosophiae Italicae. Vjlenib. 1701. 8.

—

Dacier, La vie de Pythagore, ses sym-

bols, &c. Par. 1706. 2 vols. \2.—Th. Kiessling. Jamblichi de Vita Pyth. liber. Lips. 1815. ^.—Cousin's Tennemann, § 88-95.—

Good, Book of Nature, vol. i. lect. 2.—C. L. Gravt, De Pylbagoreorum et Essenoruni Disciplina et Sodaliliis. Goit. 1S08. 4.

•^i 171. The first school, that drew its descent from the Ionic, was the Socmfic. This
is so named from its founder, Socrates, who was a pupil of the last public teacher of the

Ionic school. Socrates is entitled to the praise of being the best man of pagan aiitiquif y ;

the charges brought by some against his purity being without evidence-—He was first

trained to the manual employment of his father, a common statuary ; but was after-

wards patronized by a wealthy Athenian, named Crito, and enjoyed the instruction

of eminent teachers. He was several times engaged in war as a soldier ; in one en
gagement he saved Alcibiades when wounded; in another, Xenophon. After he

64 2U
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began to teach, most of his time was spent in pubhc, and he was always ready and free
to discourse. In the latter part of his hfe he was called to civil offices. His" domestic
vexations from his wife are proverbial, but very possibly exaggerated. The trial,

condemnation, and death of Socrates, are themes of intense interest both to the scholar
and the philanthropist ; tmd have fixed an indelible blot on the character of the Athe-
nians. At trial he bad no advocate, but made his own plea. Lysias had prepared an
oration for his use, but he declined the favor ; Plato would have spoken, but the court
forbade it.

The Socratic mode of instruction has been mentioned before (P. IV. ^ 73). One of
the grand peculiarities of Socrates was, that he confined the attention of his pupils
chieHy to rnoral science. He considered the other subjects included in the studies of
the old Ionic school as comparatively useless. He seems to have believed, but with
some doublings, the immortality of the soul. He left nothing in writing ; but we have
an authentic source of knowledge respecting his views in his Memoirs. 'Anojii>r]iiot'svnara,

by Xenophon. The writings of Plato cannot be so much depended on for this ob-
ject, because he was himself the founder of a new sect. Those disciples of Socrates
who adhered to their master simply, without advancing notions of their own, are some-
times denominated pure Socratic. .^schines, Cebes, and Xenophon are the principal.

Enfield, bk. ii. ch. iv.

—

Rollin, bk. ix. ch. iv.

—

Gillies, Hist. Greece, ch. xxiv.

—

Mitford, ch. xxii. § 3.—/. G. Cooper, Life

of Socra'es, &e. Lond. 1771. 8.—G. JVizgers, Socrate comme homme, ciloyen et philosophe. Rosl. 1807.

—

Fraguier, Ueiiion da

Socrates, Mem. de V.icad. des hua: iv. 360.

—

Freret, Sur le condemnation de Socrate, In the same Mem. &c. xlvii. p. 209.

—

R,

Kares, Essay on the Denjoii of Socrates. Lond. 1712. S.—Cndwortfi, Intel). System, ch. iv. ^ 23.

—

CousiyVs or Johns ni's Tenue-

niann, § 113 118 —Cousin'j Nouveaux Fra^mens Philosophiques. Par. I82S. S. p. \b\.—Schwcishdwer, Theology and Morals

of Socrates, in his Opusc. .^cadtm.—and transl. by F. M. Hubbard, in Bibl. Repos. July, 1S3S, and Jan. 1839.

"5i 172. The Socratic school was soon divided into numerous branches. No less than

five sects appeared, headed by philosophers who had listened to Socrates, and two of

these ere long gave birth each to a new sect, thus raising the number to seven. These
may be divided into two classes, and perhaps well designated as Alinor Socratic and
Major Socratic sects, the original and proper school of Socrates being called Pure
Socratic. •

I'he Minor Socratic were three ; the Cyrenaic, Megaric, and Eliac.

The Cyrenaic had its name from Cyrene, in Libya, the native place of hs founder,

Aristippus. The peculiarities of this sect favored indulgence in pleasure. Its author

was fond of luxury and ornament. The sect was of short duration. They were some-
times styled 'Hwi'u-oi. The Megaric took its name from the native chy of its founder,

Euclid, who was born at Megara^ It was also called Eristic, from its disputatious

character, and Dialectic, from the form of discourse practiced by its disciples. This

sect was famous for its subtleties in the art of reasoning. Some of their futile sophisms
are recorded ; e. g. the Horned ; what you have never lost, you have ; horns you have

never lost; therefore you have horns. Thsse philosophers also agitated the controversy

about nniversals and particulars; the same substantially as that which was so acrimo-

nious in the middle ages, between the 7iominalists and the realists. The Eliac was
so called from EUs, the place where its founder, Phtedo, was born and delivered his

lectures. It is sometimes called Eretriac, from the circumstance that Menedemus, a

disciple of Phsedo, transferred the school to Eretria, the place of his own nativity. It

opposed the fooleries of the IMegaric philosophy, and the licentiousness of the Cyrenaic,

but never acquired much importance.

On the Cytniac sect ; Enfield, bk. ii. ch. v.—Fi: Mentz, Aristippus philosophus Sncralicus, Halle, 1719. 4.—Cowstri'i Tenn»

mann, § 121. On the Megaric; Enfield, bk. ii. ch. vi.—/. G. Hager, Dissert, de modo disputandi Euclidis. Lips. 1736. 4.—

Ceusin's Tennemann, § 125. On the Eliac ; Enfield, bk. ii. ch. vii.

^ 173. The Major Socratic sects were four, viz. the Cynic and Stoic, Academic and
Peripatetic ; each of which was found at Athens, and will deserve a short notice.

The Cynic originated with Antisthe?ies, a pupil of Socrates. He maintained that

all the philosophers were departing from the principles of that master. He assumed
the character of a reformer; severe in manners ; carefully negligent of dress, so much
so as to provoke the ridicule of Socrates. The Cynics were rather a class of

reformers in manners, than a sect of philosophers. Their name is said by some to

have been occasioned by their severity and sourness, which M'ere such as to bring

upon them the appellation o( Dogs. They had two grand peculiarities; one was that

they discarded all speculation and science whatever; the other, that they insisted on

the most rigid self-denial. One of the most famous of this sect was Dios^ene^. He
carried the notions of Antisthenes to extravagance. Made up of eccentricities, he was
always a censor, and his opposition to refinement often degenerated into rudeness. He
satirized the instructions of other philosophers ; having heard Plato define a manto be

a two legsed animal without wings, he stripped a cock of its feathers, and taking- it into

the Academy, exclaimed. " See Plato's Ma?i." There are po writings of this sect

except some fragments of Antisthenes.

On the Cynics; Enfield, bk. ii. ch. ^.—Bnrthehmy. Trav. of Anach. ch. yh.—SchSU, Hist. Lilt. Gr. ii. 360.—The remains of

Antisthenes are two discourses, given in Rciske (ci'ea ^ 99. 2), 8th vol. ; and some se?i(e?icfiS, given in /. OrelH, Opuscula, &c. cited

I 103. 1. The letters ascribed to him are in /. OreUi, CoUeclio, &c. cited § 152. 1
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§ 174. The Sfm'c sect may be said to have sprung from the Cynic. Its founder wag
Zeno, a native of the island of Cyprus. Brought to Athens by the mercantile pursuits

of his father, he was accidentally introduced to the school of the Cynics, and from
them he borrowed many of the notions of the sect he established. Zeno, however,
visited the other schools which then existed and borrowed Irom all. I'he name Stoic

was drawn from the Portico iP. IV. § 74) where he gave his lectures.

The Stoics differed from the Cynics, in as much as the former devoted themselves
much to speculative studies, which the latter wholly discarded ; but they resembled
the Cynics in some degree in their general austerity of manners and character. In-

difference to pleasure or pain, adversity or prosperity, they inculcated as the state of

mind essential to happiness. The doctrine oifate was one of their grand peculiarities;

they considered all things as controlled by an eternal necessity, to which even the

Deity submitted ; and this was supposed to be the origin of evil.—Their system of
morals was in general strict and outwardly correct, but one which was based upon and
which greatly fostered a cold, self-relying pride. It approved of suicide, which was
perpetrated by Zeno himself. Yet it stimulated to heroic deeds.—In logic they imi-

tated the quibbles and sophisms of the Megaric sect. The story of the sophist Prota-

goras and his pupil well illustrates the absurd trifling of their dialectics. Their system
of logic and metaphysics, however, presents a classification which bears, in some
respects, a striking resemblance to that of Locke. Objects of thought or knowledge are

divided into /o«r kinds; substances, qualities, modes, and relatio7is. '1 he later

Stoics are supposed to have borrowed some views from Christianity. They speak of

the world as destined to be destroyed in avast conflagration, and succeeded by another

new and pure. One of them, addressing a mother on the loss of her son. says, " The
sacred assembly of the Scipios and Catos shall welcome the youth to the region of

happy souls. Your father himself (for there all are known to all) shall embrace his

grandson, and shall direct his eyes, now furnished with new light, along the course of

the stars, with delight explaining to him the mysteries of nature, not from conjecture,

but from certain knowledge."
Among the most distinguished of the early disciples of this school were Cleanthes,

immediate successor to Zeno (cf. "^ 72), and Chryslppus, who also became the public

teacher in the school at Athens. The latter was celebrated as a disputant ;
' Give me

doctrines," said he, " I will find arguments to support them." His industry, it is said,

produced many hundred treatises ; of which nothing remains except a few scattered

citations.—Nor have we any written productions from Zeno, or any of the early Stoics.

The principal authors whose works remain are Epictetus and Antoninus, who lived

after the Christian era.

On the stoics; Enfield, bit. ii. eh. xi.—Cudworth, Int. System, ch. iv. § 25.—jl(lam Smith, Th. of Moral Senlimenis, pt. vii.

sect. 2. ch. i. (p. 115, ed. Bost. 1817).— T/i. Brown, On the Philos. of the Human Mind, lect. xcix. (p 547. 3d vol. ed. And. IKH).

——On Epictetus and Antoninus ; cf. § 193, 196.—/. C. F. Meyer, Commentatio in qua Stoic doctr, eth. cum Christ, conip'aralur.

GotU 1823. 4.

§ 175. The Academic sect originated with Plato, a native of Athens, descended on
his father's side from Codrus, and on his mother's from Solon. In youth devoted to

poetry and painting, lie wrote a poem, but, after comparing it with Homer, committed
it to the flames. Captivated by the lectures of Socrates, he left poetry for philosophy.

After much travel through the "East and also in Magna Grscia, he opened his school

in a public grove, from which the sect derived the name of the Academy (cf P. IV.

§ 74). Over his door was the inscription Ot(5£(f dyecopttrprirog uairo}; so much did he
value mathematical science as a foundation for higher studies.

One of the peculiarhies of the Platonic philosophy respected the relations of matter

to mind. The system recognized a supreme intelligence, but maintained the eternity

of matter ; matter receives all its shapes from the will of the intelligence, yet contains

a blind refractory force which is the cause of all evil. The human soul consists of

parts derived from both these, the intelligence and the matter; and all its impurity

results from the inherent nature of the latter constituent.—A very striking peculiarity

was the doctrine respecting ideas. It was briefly this ; that there exist eternal -patterns,

or types, or exemplars of all things ; these exemplars are the only proper objects ot

science ; to understand them is to know truth ; on the other hand, all sensible forms,

the appearances made to the several senses, are only shadows ; the forms and shadows
are addressed to the senses, the exemplars or types to the intellect.

_
These exemplars

•were called ideas.—The doctrines respecting matter and ideas essentially controlled the

system of study in this sect, and their practical morality. To gain true science, one

must turn away from the things around him and apply' his mind in the most perfect

abstraction to contemplate diWA fnd out the eternal original patterns of things. And to

gain moral purity, he must mortify and deny the parts of the soul derived from matter,

and avoid all familiarity with the shadows. Hence probably the readiness to embrace
the Platonic system manifested among the Christians of the middle ages, when the

mystic notion of cleansing the soul by solitude and penance became so cornmon.

The Academic sect was very popular, and eminent philosophers successively taught

its doctrines in the grove. Some adhered closely to the views of Plato, and were
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called disciples of the Old Academy, while others departed from them and formed
successively the Middle and the New Academy. The Old was begun by Plato, B. C.
about 400; the Middle, by Arcesilaus, B. C. about 300; the New, by Carneades,
B. C. about IfcO.—The distinguishing point of difference between the three branches
was their opinion respecting the certainty of human knowledge. The Old Academy
maintained that certain knowledge can be obtained, not of the sensible forms, but only
of the eternal exemplars; the Middle, that there is a certaiiity in things, yet it is beyond
the attainment of the human mind, so that positive assertion is improper; the New,
that man has the means of knowledge, not infallible, but sufficiently certain for ail

his wants.

On \htAcndemic sect ; Enfield, bk. ii. ch. i.—Middleton's Life of Cicero, sect. \2.—Gilliee, Hist. Greece, ch. xxxii 7. F. Her'

hart, DePlalonici Systematis fundaniento. Gott. 1805. 8-—Ph. G. Van Hiusde, Inilia Philosophise Platonicje. Lips. 1827-31

Johiuoii^s or CousinU Tennemann, § 128-138— firfuifc. Rev July, 1857. Plato's Philo-:. aod Bacon's compared.— ff. J. Richter, De
Ideis Plafonis. Lips. I8<!7. 8.—J. Kapp, Plalons Erziehungslehre, als Padagogik far Einzelnen und als Slaatspidagogik. MinJen,

1S35. 8.—See references under § 189.

§ 176. The Peripatetic sect grew out of the Academy, Aristotle its founder having
been long a pupil to Plaio. Having closed his labors as the teacher of Alexander, he
returned to Athens, and his master, Plato, being dead, he commenced his Lectures in

the Lyceum (cf P. IV. § 74). He taught for 12 years. Accused of impiety by ene-
mies and rivals, he retired to Chalcis, where he remained until his death.

The Peripatetics, according to the established practice of the philosophers, had their

pubhc and their secret doctrine, or the exoteric and esoteric (cf. P. IV. § 72). In his

morning walk, Aristotle imparted the latter to his particular disciples; in his evening
walk, he proclaimed the former, his public doctrine, to a mixed crowd of hearers.

Very contradictory accounts have been given of the essential principles of Aristotle

and his sect. -But nothing perhaps was more distinctive than the system of syllogistic

reasoning, which was introduced by the founder, and became so celebrated in subse-
quent ages, and for so long a period held the highest place in the plans of education.—
Of the early disciples of this sect, Theophrastus and Strato were among the most
eminent. I'hey succeeded Aristotle as teachers in the Lyceum. Dicaearchus, the
geographer, and Demetrius Phalereus, the rhetorician (cf. § 116), were also distin-

guished Peripatetics.

On the Penpaecficj; Enfield, bk. ii. ch. \x.—Gillies, ch. xt—Cudwortli, ch. iv. 24.—Smi/A, Theory Mnr. Sentiment, pf. vii.

sect. 2. ch. \.—yiilford, ch. xci. § \.—Edinb. Encycl. Aristotle.— Coi/Jin'» or Johntooi's Tennemann, § 139—150. On the Logic

of Aristotle ; Rtid''s Analysis of A.'s Logic —S(£iO'ir(, Elements of Phil. Human Mind, vol. ii. ch. iii.—/ Gillies. Analysis, &c,

in his Translation of A 's Ethics and Politics. Loud. 1797. 2 vols. i.—T/u Taylor, Diss, on the Philosophy of Aristotle. Lend.

1813. 4.—See references under § 191.

§ 177. We will next notice the sects which were derived from the Italic school (cf.

§ ICS). They were four, the Eleatic, the Heraclitean, the Epicurean, and the Skeptic.

The Eleatic was founded by Xenophanes of Colophon, who early left his native

country for Sicily, and thence passed over into Magna Graecia. Here he became a
celebrated disciple in the Pythagorean school, but advanced new and different views
in his own lectures. The sect derived its name from the place where some of his

most distinguished followers belonged, Elea in Magna Graecia.—The doctrines of the

Eleatic sect were atheistical. Matter is made up of infinitely small atoms, which have no
property but a tendency to move. By the eternally varying motions of these atoms,
every existence and every effect in the universe is caused. Yet there is no real change
except in our senses. The soul of man is material.—The most distinguished supporters

of this sect were Parmenides, Zeno of Elea, Leucippus, who is said to have been the

chief author of the atomic theory, and Democritus of Abdera, commonly called the

laughing philosopher. Another eminent follower of this sect was Protagoras of Abdera,
who acquired great power and wealth at Athens in the profession of sophist, but was
finally banished, his writings having been publicly burned, on account of his impiety.

The Heraclitean sect was instituted at Ephesus by Heraclitus, from whom it took

its name. It is but httle noticed as a separate sect. The doctrines were atheistic, and
many of them more absurd than those of the Eleatic philosophers. One of the notions

was, that all nature is full of souls or daemons. Fire is the principle from which all

things are produced, and those souls are the best which have the least moisture, and
approach nearest to the primary fire.—The most celebrated name among the Hera-
cliiists was Hippocrates, who in some points agreed with this sect, but was not properly

epeaking a disciple.

On the Eleatic sect, Enfield, bk. ii. cb. ]3.—Cudwcrth, ch. i. § 8. ch. iv. § 20.—X G. Buhle, Comment, de orlu et progresro

pantheismi inde a Xenophane primo ejus auctore usque ad Spinozam. Gott. 1790. 4.— Cownrt's Tennemann, § 97—102, 104, 105.

—Fragments of their writings in H. Sttpharius, Poesis Philosophica, cited ^ 47 f.—and in A. Peyron, as cited § 64. i.—SchSU, ii.

317.—Respec'ing Xenophanes and Zeno of Elea, Couiin, Nouv. Fragm. (p. 9-95) cited § 171.

Ou the Htraclitean sect; Enfield, bk. ii. ch. \i.—Cudworth, ch. i. § 16. iii. 8. iv. 13.—CA. Gottl. Heyne, Progr. de animabns

ticcis ex Heracliteo placito optime ad sapient, ac virt. instructis. Gott. I7S1. fol. and in his Opusc Acad. vol. 3J.—CoJtnn'J or

Johnson's Tennemann, § 103.—Fragments of »rilings, Stephanus, as just cited.

—

Leltert ascribed to Heraclitus, in the Collections

rited 5 152. 1.

§ 178. The Epicurean sect had its name and origin from Epicmxifi, born near Athens.
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He first gave lectures at Mitylene, but afterwards opened his school at Athens in a
garden, in which he Uved, and often supported large numbers of young men, who
flocked to hear him.

The doctrines of this sect were derived from the atomic theory of the Eleatics, and
were on the whole atheistic, although not so fully and formally. All happiness was
founded in pleasure. This principle opened the way lor the great hcentiousness of the
later disciples of this school. Epicurus explained and limited his language so as to

recommend the practice of virtue. " It might have been his pleasure to be chaste and
temperate. We are told it was so; but others find their pleasure in intemperance and
luxury ; and such was the taste of his princij)al followers."—The sect became popular,
and existed to a very late period. Of the writings of the sect, only trifling fragments
remain. Yet Epicurus alone is said to have written several hundred treatises. Her-
machus, or properly Hermarchus, was successor to Epicurus, and inherited his books
and garden.

Ou the Epicureans; Enfield, bk. ii. ch. 15.—Gillia, Hist. Greece, eh i\.—Smith, Theor. Mor. Sent. P. vii. sect. 2. ch. 2.—
Brown, lolell. Phil. lect. 99.—Cctwin'j or Johnson's Tenneniann, § 151-157.—Fragments of Epicurus. /. G. Schneider, Epicur!

physica et meteorologiaduabus epistolis ejusilam comprehensa. Lips. 1813. 8.—/. C. OreZJi, Epicuri fragnieula librorum ii. et si.

ie natura, &c. Lips. 1818. 8.-Cf. SduJlt, iii. 321.

^ 179. The Skeptic sect was so named from its doctrines ; it was also called Pyrrho-
nic from its founder Pyrrho. He was educated in the Eleatic sect, and particularly

admired the notions of Democritus, from whom he drew the elements of his system.
He was also instructed in the dialectic sophistries of the Megaiic sect, and seems to

have been disgusted whh their frivolous disputes.

The doctrines of this sect were very similar to those of the middle Academy (cf.

§ 175), and many real skeptics concealed themselves under the name of the Academy,
as their own sect was rather unpopular. Their essential peculiarity was, that nothing

is certain, and no assertion can he made. Happiness they placed in tranquillity of mind,
and this could be obtained only by absolute indifl'erence to all dogmas. They ridiculed

the disputes and contradictions of the other sects, especially the boasted confidence of
the Stoic, and the proud sophistries of the Megaric. But Seneca well remarked in

comparing the Megaric and the Skeptic sects, " I prefer a man who teaches me trifles

to him who teaches me nothing ; if the dialectic philosopher leaves me in the dark,

the Skeptic puts out my eyes." One of the eminent disciples of this sect was Timon,
already mentioned as a poet (§ 45). The sect had its professors and teachers, down
to the time of Sextus Empiricus, whose writings are a principal source of information
respecting the views of the Skeptics.

On the Skeptict; Enfield, bk ii. ch. \e.— Gillies, ch. xl.—B. Bodersen, de philcsophia Pynhonia. Kit. 1S19. i.—Cousin's Ten.

Demann, § XU.—Langheinrich, cited § 45.—ScASS, iii. 342.

•^ 180. We have given a view of the sects as they grew one out of another. It may
be remarked here, that four of them arose after the commencement of the 4th period

in our division of the history of Greek literature {% 9), viz, the Peripatetic and Stoic,

descendants of the Ionic school, and the Epicurean and Skeptic, ofl'spring of the Italic
;

all the others existed before the time of Alexander. It was in the 4th period also,

that the middle and the new Academy appeared. In the 5fh period, i. e. after the

Roman supremacy, Grecian philosophy lost much of the dignity and importance it had
enjoyed. Its professors were viewed more in the light of mercenary teachurs. The
spirit of honest inquiry gave place to the prevalence of skepticism. Visionaries and
impostors assumed the garb of philosophers, and new sects were formed under the old

names, the outward forms and technical expressions being retained, with almost hothing
else.—Such especially were the New-Pythagoreans. As eminent among these may
be mentioned particularly, Sextius, in the time of Augustus, Sotion of Alexandria,
under Tiberius, and Apollonius Tyanensis, the famous impostor.

On the NerjoPythagcfreans ; Enfield, bk. iii. ch. 2. sect. 2.

—

Cousin's Tennemann, § iSi.—Scholl, livre v. ch. eO.—Sovdiay, Des

Secies philosophiques, in the Mem. .Scad. Jnscr. xiv. 1.

§ 181. The New-Platonists also appeared under the Roman emperors. These pro-

fessed to disentangle the pure doctrines of Plato from the additions and corruptions of

the later Academicians ; but they themselves mingled much that was foreign to his

system, and soon prepared the way for the Synchretistic, or Eclectic schools.

The principle of the Eclectics was, to select whatever was true in the various con
flicting doctrines of all the sects, and thus form an harmonious union. The first pro

jector of this plan is said to have been Potamo, a Plalonist of Alexandria. But Am
monius, of the same city, surnamed Saccas, is considered as the actual founder of tb«?

Eclectic school. Having been educated among Christians, he endeavored to incor-

porate in his system some of the principles of Christianity. And this sect numbered
among its disciples both Christians and pagans. The more eminent of the pagans

before the time of Constantine, were Plotinus, Porphyry, Proclus, and Jamblichus.

On the New-Platonists and Eclectics; Enfield, bk. iii. ch. 2. sect. 3, A.—Cousin's or /oAnson'j Tennemann, §185,200-2!?.

ScftSU, bk. V. ch. 61, &2.—Matter, Sur I'Ecole d'Alexandrie, cited § 68 3.—For some account of the Alexandrian Platonism (a?«d

of the Itluseum at Aleiandria), see also Land. Quart. Rev. Julv, 1840. p. 34, ss.

2u2
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"5i 182. There were also during the same period, under the Roman emperors, followers

and advocates of the principal ancient sects, as (besides the Academic) the Peripatetic,

the Cynic, the Stoic, the Skeptic, and especially the Epicurean. It is not important,

in this glance, to notice them separately ; indeed the Eclectic principles held a great

sway with the age, and under the prevalence of these on the one hand, and of a

Chrhtiari philosophy on the other, the adherents to the old names had but a limited

influence. After the time of Constantine, who died A. D. 337, the Neio-Platonistg,

who were generally great enemies of Christianity, established their school at Athens.

The most distinguished philosopher was Proclus. This school was at length sup-

pressed by Justinian (cf. P. IV. ^ 82). Of the other systems the Peripatetic was
the most in vogue among the Greeks, especially at Constantinople. Indeed it was not

long after Constantine, when all, who did not embrace Platonism, were included under

the°general name of Peripatetics. Many writers employed themselves in attempting

to explain and enforce the system. In the 8th and 9th centuries the Peripatetic phi-

losophy was introduced among the Arabians, and the works of Aristotle were trans-

lated iiito the Arabic language. By them it was propagated in the west of Europe in

the 11th and 12th centuries. Here it gave rise to that scholastic philosophy, which

exhibited such a singular union of acuteness and folly, and which reigned in Europe

until the revival of letters.

On the several sects above named, under the emperors before Constantine ; Enfield, bk. iii. ch. 2. sect. S-9.—Schbll, livre v. ch.

63-67. On the Christian philosophy, of the sanje period ; Sckoll, livre v. ch. 6S.—Enfield, bk. vi. ch. 2.—Ritter, Geschichte d

Phil. vols. Sand 6, as cited § 1S3. 2. Cf. § 285. On the New-Platonista after Constantine ; Enfield, bk. iii. ch. 2. sect. 4.—

Schmi, livre vi. ch 93. On tt.e Peripatetics after Constanline ; Sdwll, livre vi. ch. 94.— Cf. Hallam, View of Europe in Middle

Ages, ch. ix. pt. 2. (p. 332. 2d vol. ed. Phil. 1824.)

§ 183/. We shall now mention some of the principal sources of information

respectinor the Greek philosophy, and then proceed to notice the more distin-

guished Greek philosophers, of whose written productions we still have remains.

1. Original sources.—The first and moit direct are the extant works of the philosophers themselves; these works are to be noticed

ID the subsequent sections. But we may properly put here also some ancient authorities which are indirect.— I. Authors who

composed memoirs of philosophers ; Diogenes Lairttus, cf. § 255 a ; Philottratus, cf. 5 2i5 b ; Eunapius, cf. § 255 c.—2. Authors

who wrote conipendiums or sketches of philosophy ; Galeii (cf. § 273), to whom is ascribed a book on the History of Philosophy,

which is ;iven in the ed. of Chartier ; Plutarch (cf. § 249), to whom is ascribed (perhaps falsely, however) a work De plncitis

philcsophniTxin (cf. § 195. 3).—3. Authors who in their works have introduced, more or less fully, the doctrines and precepts of the

philosophers ; e. g. Mhenseus, cf. § 123 ; Cicero (cf. § 40;), a valuable source, especially in his De Finibris, and his Qusstiones Aca

demicx; the information is collected in F. Gedike, Ciceronis Historia Philosophic antique Berl. 1782. 3d ed. 1815. 8.—4. Chris-

tian authors, who wrote in controversy with the pagans ; Ori^en, Eusebim, and others ; cf. § 287, 288.

2. Modem works on the History of philosophy.— r/i Stanley, History of Philosophy. Lond. 1655. fol.—31 ed. 1701. 4.—/.

Brueker, Historia Crilica Philosophise, &c. Lpz. 1742-67. 6 vols. 4.—By same, Instituliones hist. Philos. Lpz. 17?6. 8. and (ed.

Born) 1790. S.—IV. Enfield, History of Philosophy, &c. (a translation and abridgment of Bruckcr). Lond. 1791. 2 vols. 4. Dubl.

1792. 2 vols. 8 —ff. Ritter, Gfschichte der Philosophie. Hamb. (I—V. Th.) 1829-41. 8.—Ritler's History of Anc. Philos. Trans-

lated from German. Oxf. 1S38. 4 vols. 8. Now considered as high authority.— W^ G. Tennemann, Geschichte der Philosophie.

Lpz. I79S-1SI9. 1 1 vols. 8. one of the best works in this department.-By same, Grundriss der Gesch. d. Phil. (3d ed. by IVendt)-

Lpz. 1820. 8. Transl. into French by Cousin. Par. 1819. 8. Transl. into Enjlish by .«. Johnson. Oxf. 1832. 8. This is valua-

ble for its full references on the subjects notice.!—J^. G. Buhle, Lehrbuch der Gesch. d. Philos. und ihrer Literalur. GotL 1796-

1804. 4 vols. S.—Degeran/lo, Histoire Comparee de systemes de la Philosophie. 2d ed. Par. 1822. 4 vols, 8.— W. T. Kiug, Ge-

schichte der Philosophie alter Zeit, vornehmlich unter Griechen qnd Romern. Lpz. 1815. 8. The following abridgments may be

added : F. .M, Grun.iriss einer Geschichte der Phil. Landsh. IS07. 8.— 7. G. Gurlitt. Abriss der Gesch. d. Phil. Lpz. 1786. 8.—

G. Socher, History of the systems of Philosophy from the time of the Greeks down to Kan*. Mun. 1802 8. (in German).—fK .An-

derson, Philosophy of Ancient Greece. Lond. 1791. 4.—feneiofi. Abridged Lives of the Philosophers. Par. 1795. 8. Transl. into

English by Cormnck. Anew ed. of the French. Par. 1820.—P. IV. Van Heusdr, Versuche Philosophischer Forschungen in den

Sprachen. Utr. IS3S. 8.— P. IV. Tan flei/srfc, nie Socratische Schule Oder Philosophie far das neunzehnte Jahrhundert. Erlang.

1841. 8.-/7. Ritter & L. Preller, Historia Philosophise Grseco Romanje ex Fontium locis conteila. Hamb. 1838. 8.

8. We add here some references on the Philosophy of other nations.—E gy p tia n .-iJn/ieW, Ritter, &c., as above cited.—

Heeren's Ideen, &c. cited P. IV. § 171.— C. P Moritz, Symbolical Wisdom of Eej-ptians, &c. Berl. 1793. 8. (in Germ.)—PricAard'j

Analysis, &c., cited P. IL § 12. 2. (/). Persian & Childenn — 7". Hyrfc, Hist, relig. vet. Persarum Oxon. 1700. 4.—.aiiq.Du

Perron, Zend-Avesta, as cited § 16fc.—The Dessatir, or sacred writings of the ancient Persians. Bomb. I8IS. 8—/. G. Rhode,

System of the Religion of the Medes, Persians, &c. (in Germ.) Frankf. 1820. 8.—Fr . MUnter, Religion of the Babylonians.

Copenh. 1S27. 4. H i ndoo. W. Ward, History, Literature, and Religion of the Hindoos. Lond. 1820. 4 vols. S.—P. Schlc-

gel. Language, &c., of the Hindoos (in Germ.). Heidelb. ISOS. S.—N. Midler, Opinions, Science, &c., of ancient Hindoos. Mentz.

1S2. 8.—/. a. Rhode, as cited P. U. § 12. 2. (/). Cf. Tennemann's Manual, § 66-73.

§ 184. .^snp, a Phryprian, generally supposed to have lived B. C. at least

600, does not strictly belong to the class of Greek philosophers; yet he may
properly be named here, on account of the principles of moral and political phi-

losophy embodied in his Fables.

1 u. He was born a slave, and served different masters ; the last of whom, ladmon of SamoB,
a philosopher, gave him his freedom. The other circumstances of his life are biu imperfectly

known, although they are detailed with considerable fullness in the biography of him ascribed

to JiTaiimns Planudes, a monk of Constantinople in the 14ih century ; upon which, however, lit-

tle reliance can be placed.—The same Planudes also collected and enlarged the fablps of ^sop,
rever, probably, committed to writing by himself. They had been put into Choliambic verse by

llabi-Mis (improperly called Babrias, and Gabrias), who lived in the time of Augustus (cf. $ 31).
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From this meter tijey were gradually reduced again to prose, and received their present form
from Planudes.

Cf. Sulzer'sAU?. Theorie, JEsop.—Char. vomehmst. Dicht. vol. v. p. 269.— T/i. Tyrwhitt, Diss. deBabrio. Lend. 1776. 8.

2. The editions of .Esop have been drawn from several dift'erent manuscript collections, containing different numbers of Fables,

an account of which is given by SchSll, vol. i. p. 252, ss. B.—/. M. Hewinger, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1741, 1799. S.—F. D. Puna,

Gr. & Lat. Flor. 1809. 2 vols. 8. from an ancient MS. at Florence in the library of the Cassini monks, and supposed to present

the Fables as they were before the changes made by Planudes. Repr. Lpz. 1810. with additions ; Dibditi says, " this appears lo be,

opon the whole, the very best." K.—Coray Par. 1810. 8. with scholia, and plates; good.—J. G. Schneider. Bresl. 1812. 8.

after the Augsburg MS., and containing 231 Fables of ^Esop, with 50 of Babrius.—G H Schajer. Lpz. 1821. 8.

3. Translations.—The most ancient was probably that of Hildeberl, of Tours, 12lh century, in Latin verse
;
published Rome,

1743. 4. German.-y. C. Sremen. Quedl. 1788. 8.—/. F. W. MoU. Lpz. 1794. 8. French.-v3. U Grand. Par. ISOI. 8.

English.—S. Croxail. Lond. 1722. 8. 1788. 12. Sanscrit.—Published at Calcutta, 1803. 8. entitled Polyglot translation

of .Esop j in Persian, Arabic, Hindoslanee, Sanscrit, &c.

4. There is another collection of Fables in Greek, bein? a version of those Oriental tales com-
monly ascribed to an ancient brahmin of India, named Pilpay. This version was made by Simeon
Sethus of Constantinople, in the Uth century, under the title XrectiaviTris xai 'Ixvn^^drris {Jte Vain-
qveur et V Investigateur).

The Greek text was published, by Starke. Berl. 1697. 8.—There are translations of these Fables in the modern languages.—

Schmi, vii. \Si.—Sulzer, Allg. Theorie, Fabel.

§ 185. Ocellus Lucanus, a pupil of Pythagoras, lived B. C. about 490. To
him is ascribed an extant treatise, ITfpi r^j toy navtbi <|)vafwj, On (he nature of
things. If genuine, it must have been written in the Doric dialect, and been
changed into the common by some grammarian of subsequent times. Notwith-
standing all its errors, it evinces much acumen, and contains some very valuable

precepts upon education. Yet it is quite probably the work of a later author.

1. The question of the genuineness of this work has been much agitated. The conflicting opinions are examined by Rudolphi, in

a Dissertation in his edition of the work. He ascribes it to Ocellus.

—

Scholl, vol. ii. p. 311.

2. Editions. Best; AbU Batteiix, Gr. & Fr. Par. 1768. 3 vols. 12.—.4. F. W. Rudolphi. Lpz. 1801. 8. Gr. only, but with "a
good cnninientary.'' Early ; Prinaps. Par. 1539. 8 — Z,. Nogarola. Yen. 1559. 4. with version and notes. Repr. by Comme-
lin, Heid. I '^gS. S.—Th. Gale, in his Opu^cula Mythologica. Canibr. 1571. 8. Later ; Marquis d'Argms (Dargensius). BerU

17t)2. with French version and Commentary.

§ 18G. Xennphon, an Athenian, was born B. C. 450, and died B. C. 356. Be-
sides his great merit as a military commander, and as an historian, he is worthy
of speci-al notice as a philosoplier, and one of the most excellent among the
pupils of Socrates. The discrimination, solidity, precision, and mildness of
manner so remarkable in his master, he acquired himself, and transfused into

his writings. From the writings of Xenophon especially, we may learn the

true spirit of the Socratic philosophy (cf. § 171).

1. He was born at the borough Ercheia. While a youth his personal comeliness attracted the
attention of J^ncrates, who one day accidentally met him in the street, and invited him to his
lectures. He accompanied Socrates in the Peloponnesian war, and was saved by his master in
the battle of Delium (cf P. IV. $ 90. 6). At the ase of 43, he ensa^ed in the service of Cyrus
the younsfer. and after the disastrous battle of Cuna.xa, conducted the famous retreat of the Ten
Thousand. Four or five years i^fter his return lo Greece, he entered into the service of As-esi-
laus, k'lvs of Sparta, as a warrior. Incurring by this the displeasure of the Athenians, he wag
accused for his former connection with Cyrus, and banished. He was received into protection
by the Spartans, and enjoyed a pleasant retreat at Scillus, where he composed most of his works,
and died at the age of 90.

Mitford's Greece, ch. xxiii. xxviii. sect. 9, (p. 273, vol. v. ed. Bost. 1823) J. S. Gail, La vie de Xenophon. Par. 1795. 2 vols.

8.—C. G. Krilgtr, De Xenophontis vita qujestioues criticae. Halle, 1K2. i.—F. Ddln-Uch, Xenophon; zur Rettung seiner durch

B. G. Niebuhr gefihrdeten Ehre. Bonn, 1829. 8.

2. The works strictly belonging to the department of philosophy are five; viz.
ATroiivrjuoi'EVjxaTa YioKparovg, JMemoirs of Socrates ," SojK-pdrotif 'A-oXoyia Trpdi; too; ciKaarag,

Apology of Socrates, not so much a defence from the charges laid against him as a justi-

fication of the motives which induced him to choose death ; OiVoi/o^i/coj \6yo;, Discourse
oil economy, a treatise on morals applied to rural life ; the last two have been considered
by some to have formed originally parts of the 3Iemoirs; Yv^Trdaiov (piKoavipuv. The
Banquet of Pfiilosophers. of peculiar excellence as to style, and designed to illustrate

the purity of Socrates; 'Icpcjv i) Tvpawog, Hiero or The Prince, comparing public and
private life, with remarks on the art of governing. There are six other pieces, which
may be mentioned here, although less strictly of a philosophical character ; Ylepl 'Irnri^ri;?

;

'liTTTapxiKo; ; K-'i/r/yErt^cdj ; Ildpot }) Tlspi npoaoScJu {Qti the Revenues of Attica) ; AaKdainoviuv
noXiTEia; and 'AOnvawv TroXirEia. The last two, however, may not be the productions of
Xenophon ; although the former of them seems to be a grateful return for the asvluni
furnished to him on his banishment from Athens. His intercourse with the king of
Sparta was the occasion of a eulogy styled, Adyoj elg 'AyriaiXaou.

3. Editions.—WHOLE WORKS —B.—*/. G. Schneider, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1815. 6 vols. 8. Repr. Oxf. 1820-28. 6 vols. S.—B.
Weishe. Lpz. I79S-1S0 1. 6 vols. «.—Gai7, Gr. Lat. & Fr. Par. 1814-16. II vols, small 4. lo which must be added a 12ih vol. styled

Recherchez historiques, &c. Par. 1821. 4.—§* F. A. Bomemann. Goth. 1828. (commenced) in Rosfs Bibliotheca F.—The
Prtnceps was Junta, Flor. 1516. fol. Next, Atdat, Yen. 1525. fol. Then Brubachiw (with pref by Ph. Melancthmi), Hsl. Sbb7.
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1540. 3 vols. 8. the first which actually contained all.—ff Stephanus, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1581. fol. Leundavius, Gr. & Laf. Par,

1635. {o\.—Wd!s, Or. & Lat. Oxf. 1703. 5 vols. 8.—i C. .1. Thiemc, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1804. 4 vols. 8. M e m o ra b i 1 i a ; Best,

Schneider, (ed. by B^nwell). Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1S04. 2 vols 9.—R. KUhner, Xenoph. de Socr. Commentarii. Goih^: 1841. 8.

"exce\lent."-Schutz. Halle, 1822. 8.—X Greenwood, Gr. & Lat. Lond. 1823. S.—^A. Herbst. Halle, 1827. 8.—^A.S. Packard,

Audov. & N. Yb. 2d ed. 1841. 12. with English notes. Cf. A^. Amer. Rev. vol. 51. p. 242. A p o I o g y, Zeune {Zeunius). Lpz.

1782. 8. with The Banquet, Hitro, Eccmomy, and Agestlaui—) T. A. Bomemann, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1824. wiih the Convivium

or Banquet. Banquet, Dindorf, Lpz. 1823. 8. Polity of the Athenians and of the Lacedasmonians, Zciine. Lpz.

1778. 8. with the Revenues and the treatises on horses and the chase.—Of the Lacedaemonians, F. Hnaae. Berl. 1S33 8. with

figures (rerum taclicarum figurx).—G. A. Sauppe, Xenoph. Opusc. politica, f quesirJa, venatica. Lips. 1S3S. 8. pp. 592.

4. Translations.—German.— rr/io/cujorfo, by A. Ch. ^ K. BorheA. Lc-me. 17S8-1808. 6Th. S.—MemaraUlia, by I. I. Hottinger.

Zar. 1819. 8. French.— IWioZe works, by Gail, cited above. Enfflish.—MemoraWZia, by S. Fieldmg—Banquet, hy IVell-

wood—Hiero, by R. Greaves. Lond. nS3.—Memorabilia ; with the Minor works, Banquet, Hiero, &c., trans, by several hands.

Lond. IS13. 12.

5. Illustrative.—i'. W. Sturz, Lexicon Xenophonteura. Lpz. 1801-4. 4 vols. 8. " Defective." {Hermann.)—Rost, WOrlerbuch

Ober Xenophons Memorabilien. Gotha, 1819. 8.

—

L. Dissen, De philosophia morali in Xenophonlis de Socrate comnienlariis, &c.

Gott. 1812. 8.

—

Schweighauser, on the Theology and Morals of Socrates, &c , translated by F. M. Hubbard, in the Bibl. Repos. vol.

xii. 47, and vol. i. sec. series, p. 161.—C. A. Boltiger, Hercules in Bivio, e Prodici fabula el monumentis priscse artis illustralus.

Lips. IS29. 8.

§ 187. JEschines., the philosopher, is not to be confounded with the orator of

that name (cf. § 107). He was born at Athens, and became a pupil of Socrates.

1 u. We have under his name three philosophical dialogues, which are probably the

work of another. They are characterized by their clearness of style, ease of manner,
and instructive contents. The titles are, Uspl 'ApErijf, on virtue; 'E/jtJ^taj n nepl ~\ovtov,

on riches ; and 'Afw.xoj 17 mpl S-avdrov, on death.

Cf. Ch. Fr. Meiners, Judicium de quibusdam Socraticorum reliquiis, imprimis de aischinis dialogis, in Comment Soc. Gott. 1782.

2. These dialogues are found in many of the editions of Plato. They were published separately /irst by X Le Clerc. Anist

1711. 8.—The best edition is J. F. Fischer, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1796. 8. The Eryxias and Axiochus are given by Aug. Bdckh, in

the work entitled, Simonis Socratici dialog! iv. &c. Heidelb. 1810. 8.

§ 188. Cebes, of Thebes, also a pupil of Socrates, B. C. 435, was the author

of ihree dialoorues. The third only is extant, entitled lliml, the Table, nor

is it certain that this is g-enuine. It treats of the state of souls before their

union with bodies, of the character and destiny of men durinor life, and of their

exit from the world. The plan is ingenious, and it is executed in an instruc-

tive and useful manner.
Scholl, M.'QiG.—Sevin ir C. de Caylus, on the Table, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. iii. 137 ; xxix. 149.—Also Gamier, in the Mem.

&c. xlviii. 455.—f. G. Klopfer, De Cebelis Tabula. Zivick. ISIS. 4.

1. Editions.—The Picture or Table is commonly published along with Epictetus (cf. § 193).—The more important editions are,

Grcrnovius. Amst. 1689. \2.~Johitson, Gr. & Lat. Lond. 1720. S.~Messerschmid. Lpz. 1773. 8. Especially, Schweighauser.

Argent. (SIrasb.) 1806. 12 first published in his Epictetus.—And G. F. W. Grosse. Meiss. 1813. 8.—On MSS. of Cebes, cf. Harris,

fas cited § 133), vol. iv. p. 557.

2. Translations.—German.—-V. H TMemt. Berl. I8I0. 8. with original text. French.—De VUlebrune. Par. 2 vols. 12.

with text and Epictetus. Cf. Fuhrmann, Klein. Handb. p. 243.

§ 189. P/a/o lived from 430 to 347 B. C. He was the son of Arlston of

Athens, a disciple of Socrates, and founder of the x\cademy. He threw hap-

pily into a written form the oral discourses of that prreat master. Plato laid the

first foundation for a scientific treatment of philosophy. Antiquity bestowed on

him the epithet divine, and all in modern times have acknowledged his merit

and admired his writings. His w^orks consist of numerous dialogues, on differ-

ent subjects, metaphysical, political, moral, and dialectic. They are exceed-

ingly valuable for both style and matter, rich in thought, and adorned with

beautiful and poetical images. Cf. § 175.

1. We have 35 dialogues of Plato (or 56 taking his Bepiihlic and his work on Laws
by the number of books in them), besides the letters ascribed to him (cf. % 156). Several

of the dialogues have been pronounced spurious by some critics, while others have

strongly defended their genuineness. On this subject, and on the difl'erent schemes

of classifying the dialogues, and also for an analysis of their contents, we must refer to

Schdll^. Many commentaries; on Plato have perished
;
yet many still remain. There

are also excellent scholia"^.

iSee Scholl, Hist. Litt. Gr. vol. ii. p. 364, ss.—Cf. D. Tiedemann, Dialogorum Phtonis Argumenta exposita. Bipont, 1786. 8.

—Sydenham, Dobson, &c., cited below (6). 2 The Scholia were collected in the most complete form by D. Ruhnken, and were

published after his death, under the title, Schol. in Platon. Amst. 1800. 8.

2. There are six ancient iiog-raphies of Plato ; the earliest by Apuleius in Latin ; ttie other five

in Greek, including that of Diogenes Laertius, one by Olympiodorus, another by Hesychius of Mi-

letus, and two anonymous.

Cf. W. G. Tennemann's Life of Plato in the Selections, &c, by B. B. Edwards, and E. Park. Andov. 1839. S.—Stallbaum.

Ast, &c., cited below (6).

3. It has been made a subject of inquiry, whether Plato did not derive some of his notions from

the Hebrews.
Cf. Enfield, Hist. Phil. bk. ii. ch. %.—Ramsay, Disc, on Theology of the Pagans.-/aft?i's Bitl. Archaeology, § 313

—

Frideaux
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bk. vi. p. \.—Kidd, on the Trinity, p. 526, ss.—ChaUattbrianrl, Beauties of Christianity, bk. i. ch. S.—EuseMiu, Prseparatio Evan-

gel ica, bk. I.—The work styM, Plato's D'Vitu Dialo^ua, 3u<i the Apolosy of Socrates ; transl. from the Orig. Greek; with in-

troductory dissertations and notes, discovering the source of the Platonic philosophy, and tracing it to the inspired word of Gcd,

translated from the French of M. Dacier. We may here refer to C. Achermann, Das Cbristliche in Plato und in der Platonischen

Philosophle. Hamb. 1835. 8.—also ^\ Vk. Review, for Oct. 1841, on the Relation of Platonism to Christianity.

4. Editions.—W hole Work s.—B — ^. Sckker, Gr. & Lat. Berl. I816-1S. 10 vols. 8. Repr. (Priestley) Lond. IS27. II vols. 8.

with notes of various editors.—The Sipont ed. 1781-87. 12 vols. S.—F. Ast, Gr. 4: Lat. Lpz. 1819-32. 11 vols. 8. and 2 vols of

annotations.— G. Slalllaum. Lpz. 1821-26. 12 vols. 8. very good. F.—Princeps, Aldus, Ven. 1513. 2 vols (n].—Grynsntt, Bas.

1534. fol— fl; Stephanies, (ed. Sirranus). Par. 1578. 3 vols. Gr. ft Lat. R.— C. E. C. Schneider. Lpz. 1830-33. S.—5* Stall-

haunt, in Rvst's Bibliolheca. Gotha, 182S-.36 6 vols. 8.—Many of the dialogues have often been printed separately ; only a few of

the editions can be named; Symposium if Alcilnades, by Ast, I.jndsh. IS09. 8.—Crito ^ Phsedo, by Fischer, 1783. 8. ."Several

ethers also by Fischer at ditferent [imes.—Phxdrus with 3 other dial, by Heindcrrff, Berl. 1802. 8. others also by Heindmff since.—

Gor^ias, by Rr,uth. Oxf. I7S4.—5 T. D. [Voolsey, with Er,gl. J^otes.—Phxdo by irytte:7tbach. Lugd. Bat. 1810. 8. Lpz. 825. 8.—

Phxdo (Crito & Apologia Socratis), by C. S. Stanford, with English notes. Lond. 1835. S.—Hippias, Alabiades (and others), by

G. Burgess, with English notes. Lond. IS33. 8 — Cf. Won, Man. of Bibliography, vol. i. a supplement, &c.

5. Translations.—German.—Best, Fr. Schltierjnad.er, Berl. 1804-17 2d ed. improved, 1835. Cf. Bibl. Repo.s. vol. v. p. 266.

French—By And. Dacier, (10 dial.) Par. 1799. 2 vols. ]2.—Jerin le Grou (7 dial.>. Amst. 1770. 2 vols. 8. By Victor Cousin.

Par. 1840. 13 vols. 8. English.—SyrfciiAnm ^ Taylor, Lond. 1804. 5 vols. 4. (50 dialogues and 12 epistles, with copious notes.)

On T.iylor, cf. Ed. Rev. vol. xiv.

—

H. Spcns, Republic of Plato. Glasg. 1763. 4. with a Discourse concerning the Philosophy of

the Ancients.

6. Illustrative.—The Platonic Lexicon ofTirmeus, already mentioned § 137. 4. Cf. SchSll, ii. 416.—F. Ast, Lexicon Platonicum.

Lpz. 1835-38. 3 vols. 8.— r. Mitchell, Index Graecitalis Platonicse. Oxf. 1832. 2 vols. S.—J. J. mjg>-er, Worterbuch der Plato-

nischen Philrsnphie. Gott. 1799. 12.—* G. Stallbaum, De Platonis Vita, Ingenio, et Scriptis; prefixed to his ed. of the Apologia

Socratis, in the Bitlioth. of Jacobs S/- Rost.—F. .iit, Platon's Leben und Schrifien. Lpz. 1816. S.—I.Socher, Uber Platcm't

Schriften. MUnch. 1S20. 8.—On the R<pubhc o( P. cf. Southern Rev. No. 7 —PUto and Arislotle compared. North Am. Rev.

vol, 18.—Cf. Fuhrmann, Kl. Handb. p. 246.—Philosophy of Plalo, Brit. Critic ^ Quart. Theolog. Rtv. Jul. ISa8. No. il.—Mai-

tieu, Parallele d'Honiere et de Plato, in Hist. Acad, d^s Inscr. vol. ii. p. I. Cf. vol. xlii. \\.—Sydenham, Sjiiopsis or General

Views of the works of Plato. Lond. 1759. 4.— IV. Dobscn, Translation of Schlciermacher's Introductions to the Dialogues. Lond.

1836. S.—A. Arnold, Plat. Werke, eii.zeln erkl.lrt und in ihrem Zusammenhange dargestellt. Hamb. 183,5.—/. Geddes, Essay on

the Manner of wriiing of the Ancients, particularly Plalo. Glasg. 1748. 8.—G. Stallbaum, Diatribe in Platonis Polilicum. Lips.

1841. S.—R'arl F. Hermann, Geschichte und System der Platonischen Philosophie. Heidelb. (1st vol.) 1S39. 8.— See reference!

given §§ 175, 183.

§ 190. Timxus of Loeri, a Pythagorean philosopher, especially devoted to

physical inquiries, was one of the instructors of Plato. From him Plato de-

rived the name of one of his dialogues.

1 u. The treatise Hzpl xpvxSg Koajicj koI (pijaiog, On ike soul of the world and on nature,

which is ascribed to him, was probably from a later author, and seems to have been
drawn from the dialogue of Plato just alluded to, named Timaeus.

Cf. Meiner's Gesch. der Wiss. in Griechenland und Rom. vol. i.—SchSll, ii. 313.

2. This treatise is given in Behhcr's Plato (vol. viii.) and in other editions.—Separately, by Marquis d'Argens, Gr. & Fr. Berl.

1763. 8.—Also in Batteux, cited § 185.

§ 191. Jrisfufle has already been named as a rhetorician (§ 115). His father

Nicomachus, was a physician and awakened in him in early life a fondness for

the study of nature. But his intellectual powers were more fully developed by
the instructions of Plato, whose lectures he attended for about twenty years.

1 71. After the death of Plato, he opened his own school in the Lyceum (of P. IV.
§ 74). It was the great merit of this philosopher, that he classified the objects of human
knowledge in a methodical manner, and gave them more of that scientific form, which
has since been preserved in treating upon them. He reduced logic to a system, and
laid the first foundation of metaphysics. His works contain a great mass of clear

thought, and solid matter, although his insatiable love of inquiry was often betrayed
into abstruse subtilties, as idle as they were dark. He wrote upon a vast variety of
subjects; especially on themes of logic, physics, metaphysics, politics and morals.

2. The works of Aristotle may be classed under the heads of Logic, Physics, Meta-
physics, Mathematics. Ethics, Politics, Rhetoric, and Poetry. In The last department
we have a Pfean or Hymu to virtue, and a collection of epitaphs and epigrams under
the title of IlfrrXof. 'J hose belonging to rhetoric have been mentioned under that head
(cf ^ 115).—The works on logic are all included in the collection usually called the
''Opyai/oi', Organum; they are particularly the following ; Kar/jyopiaj, U.spl 'Epi.ir]V€lag,

Ava\vTtKa, ToTTiKa, and n£p( (Toi)t(jTiKO)i' 'EXeyxoM'. It was in reference to the title of this

collection, that the celebrated work of Lord Bacon was called Novum Organum.
For an account of the metaphysical and other writings of Aristotle, see Sch'oll, iii. p. 266.—/. Gilliet, Hist, of Greece. Also/.

Gilliis, in the Translation below cited (4).

—

F. Biese, Die Philosoph e des Arisloleles in ihrem inneren Zusammenhange. &c. Berl.

1835-42. 2 vols. " highly commended." Siahr, Titz, &c., as cited below (o).—Buhle, in the Encytd. of Erich fy
Gruber. Cf.

§§274, \'S.— Classical Journal, vols. 16, 17, 18. 19.

3. Editions.-Whole W orks.—B.—* /. Bekher, Berl. 1831-37. 5 vols. 4. vol. i.-ii. Gk. Text ; vol. iii. Lat. version ; iv.-r

Commentary -Cuua;, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1639. 4 vols. fo\.—Buhle, Gr. & Lat. Bipont. 1791. 5 vols. 8. but not completed.-^

F.

—

Princeps, by Aldus. Ven. I495-9S. 6 vols. fri. containing also Theophras'us. " One of the mos' splen-lid and lastir)g monir

ments of the Aldine press."—Sci£?H«s. Bas. 1531. (o).—P Manu'ius. Ven, 1551. 6 vols. S—Sylburgius. Franckf. 1584-87

5 vols. 4.

—

Ts. Cusauio7i, Gr. & La". Lugd. 1590. 2 vols. fol. Best editions of separate parts ; r g a n o n, y. Pacius, Gr. &
lAt. Genev. 1605. 4.—M e t a p h y s i c s, C. A. Brandis. Berl. 1823. 2 vols. 8—E t h i c s, Wilkinson, Gr. 4 Lat. Oxf. 17W

65
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Repr. I81S. 8.—* C. Zdl, Gr. & Laf. Heidelb. 1820. 2 vols. S.—C. L. MicheUt. Berol. 1835. 2 vols. 8.—?o Iff i cs, X G. Srhnei.

der, Gr. & Lat. Traj. ad Viad. (Franckf. on Od.) 1809. 2 vols. 8.—;^. Stafir, Lpz. 1840. 4. a neat text, with criliral notes on the-

readings, a German translation and exegetical commentary.—Z)e Anima, * F. Trenddenburg, Jen. 1838. 8. pp. 1-109, text;

110-560, commentary; "very learned and valuable aid for understanding Aristotle's metaphysical writings."—Categoris, E.

A. Lewald, Gr. & Lat. Heidelb. 1824. 8.

4. There were numerous Latin TVansfah'orw of different treatises of Aristotle {SchSIl, iii. 299), and also many Commenfan'e*

{Dibdin, i. 327. Mosi, i. 150-173). We will only mention here some of the later translations.—German.—£(Aics ^ Politics by C.

Garue. Bresl. 1801 , 1802. 8.—Organon, &c., by K. Zdl. Stuttg. 1836. 8.—De Anima, C. H. JVeisse, Lips. 1829. 8. " with learned

notes, but Hegelian in spirit." French.—Politics, by C. Millon. Par. 1803. 3 vols. 8. English.—/"oJtfics, JV. Ellis, Lond.

1776 i.~Elfiics and Politics, by /. Gillies^ Lond. 1797. 4. with introductions and notes, repr. Lond. 1813. 2 vols. 8.— Meta^-Ai/-

sics, by Th. TUylGr, Lond. 1801. 4. with copious notes.

—

Virtue and Vice, by IV. Bridgemann. Lond. 1804. 8.—Etliia and
Rfitloric, by Tfi. Taylor. Lond. 1817. 4. 2 vols. 8.

5. Illustrative.—*./3. Stahr, Aristotelia (in German). Halle, 1632. 2 vols. 8. Vol. i. Life of Aristotle; vol. ii. writings and

followers of Aristotle.-jj. Stahr, ATistolelp.s bei den Romern. Lpz. 1834. 8.—F. N. Titze,Ue Aristotelis Operum serie et dislinc-

tione. Lips. 1S26. S.^F. A. Trendelenburg, De Arist. Calegoriis. Berl. 1834. S.—C. H. IVcisse, Cwmment. de Platonis et Aristotelis

in constituendis summis philosnphiae ditferentia. Lond. 1826. 8.

—

G. Pinzger, De lis quse Aristoteles in Platonis Polilia repre-

hen'lit. Lips. 1822. 8.—£. A. G Grdfcnhati, Aristoleles Poeta. Mulhus. 1831. 4.—K. L. Micheld, Die Elhik des Arist. in ihrem

Verhii-llnisse zum System der Moral. Berl. 1827. 8.

—

A. Kapp, Arisloteles Staatspadagngik als Erziehungslehre far den Staat und

die Eiiizelnen. B-rl. 1837. 8. pp 312.—/. tV. Blakesley, Life of Aristotle. Lond. 1838. 8. not very valuable.—A Lexicon of

Aristotle is a desideratum ;
" until there is one," said Hermann in 1834, •' there cm be properly speaking no Thesaurus of the Greek

Language." A Lexicon Aristotelicum Grseco-Anglicum for the Ethics of A. was announced by J. IV. Moss. Lond. 1837. 8.

—5ee references §§ 176, 115, 183, 274.

§ 193. Tkeophrastus, of Eresus in the island Lesbos, about B. C. 321, was
a scholar of Plato and Aristotle, and on the death of the latter became public

teacher to the Peripatetic school.

1 n. He possessed eminent powers both in eloquence and philosophy ; distinguished

for watchful observation, he placed more reliance on experience than on speculation.

We have treatises from him, which place him among the writers on natural history

(cf '^ 275). His ethical pieces, styled 'HdiKol xapaK-rnpeg, possess great worth, being
written with brevity and eloquence, and stamped with truth, and evincing much know-
ledge of human nature. They have the appearance, however, of being merely ex-

tracts from the moral M-ritings of Theophrastus, made subsequently to his times.

2. His original name was Tyrtemus, which was changed into Euplirastus, the good
speaJ^er, and Theophrasivs, the divine speaker, probably by his disciples. He was
attentive to the graces of elocution, and always appeared in elegant dress.—Besides
the works al)ove mentioned, we have also under the name of Theophrastus, a Book of
MefapJiysics, and a treatise Tl^pl alcOimoi;, On perception. Several works by him are

lo.et ; of which the most regretted are three treatises on Laws.—Schdll, iii. 303.

3 Kd'tions.—W hole Work s.—R.—/. G. Schneider and H. F. Link, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. I81S-21. 5 vols. 8. T.—Princeps,

iy Aldw ; with Aristotle (§ 191. 3).—0porimis. Basil, 1541. fol.—Z). fletJinw, Gr. & Lat. Leyd. I6I3. 2 vols, fol.—Charac-
ters; Best, Fischer, Gr. & Lat. Coburg. 1763. S.—Schjuider, Gr. & Lat. Jen. 18''0. 8. "Perhaps, critically speaking, the

best." (Dihdin.) Metaphysics; C. ^i. Braiidis, (with Eihics of Aristotle). Berl. 1823. 8.

4. Translations of the C/iarac(crs.—German.— /. 1. Hottinger. Munch. 1821. 8. French.—The most celebrated is Bruyere.

Par. 1696. 12. Ed. by Schweighiluser. Par. 1816. 12.—Corov- Par. 1799. 8. With Gr. text and notes. English.—S. Bud-

ddl. Lond. 1715.-ff. Gaily. Lond. 1725. 8.—F. Howell, (Gr. & Eng.) Lond. Iffi4. & with notes, and plates containing 50

])ortTai's.

5. Illustrative.—S: E. Fa's, De Theophrasti notationibus morum. Halle, 1833. 5.—C. Zdl, De Theophrasfeorum Characterum

indole. Frib. 1825. 4.

§ 193. Epidetm, of Hieropolis in Phrygia, lived about the beorinning of the

Christian era. He vt^as orisfinally a slave of Epaphroditus, the freedman and
chamberlain of Nero. Havins" obtained his freedom, he resided at Rome until

he was banished with the other philosophers by Domitian, and then he retired

to Nicopolis in Epirus.

1 ??. He M-^as a Stoic*, of the severest principles and most undisturbed equanimity.

His views are exhibited in the Manual, 'E^'Xftpi'fJioi/, which is ascribed to him. I'his was
not written by hirn. but collected by Arrian from his lectures and conversation ; it is

disfinsuished more for its contents than for its style and manner.
2. The ISIanual was much read by Christians as well as pagans^ There are two

paraphrases of it, which were designed for use among the former.

SJi'oll, V. 184 —Ganitcr, On Epiclelus, Mem. de VAcad. des Tnscr. vol. xlvili. p. 408.—C. .5. Hcumann. De Philosopbia Epicteti.

Jen. 1703. 4.—/. F. Beyer, Ueber Epiktet, und sein Handbuch. Marb. 1795. 8.—/. A. Brieglieb, Sehule der Weisheit nach

Epiktet. Cob 1805. 8.

3. Editions.—B.—/. Schwcigh'diiser, Gr. & Lat. with the comment, of Simplicius, and the paraphrases, under the title, Epictetex

philosophic Mo7iumenta. Lpz. 1799. 5 vols. 8. V.—Princepi, hy Ant. de Sabio. Ven. 1528. 4.—Upton, Gr. k Lat. Lond.

1739. 4.—Heyiu, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1776. 8. R.—A. Corny. Par. 1826. 8. with the Table of Ccbes nnd the Hymn of de-

unthes ; and a modern Greek and a French version.—J. Simpson, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1804. 8. with the Table of Cebes, the Hercules

of Prolicus, and the Characters of Theophras'us.

4 Translations.—German.— r/itcZe. Frankf. 1790. a—Best, J. A. Brieglieb. Lpz. 1803. 8. Italian.—In the ed. of 5o<fo'»ii

Gr. & Lat. Parm. 1793. 8. French.—v4. G. Camus. Par. 1799. 2 vols. 13. English.—£ZiMi. Carter. Lond. 1759. 4

1807. 2 vols. 8.
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§ 194. Flavins Jrriajius, of Nicomedia in Bithynia, under the emperor Ha-
drian and the Antonines, in the 2d century, was a Stoic, and a disciple of Epic-
tetus. On account of his merit, he was presented with citizenship both at
Athens and at Rome, and at the latter place advanced even to Senatorial and
Consular honors. The emperor Hadrian conferred on him the government of
the province of Cappadocia.

1 u. Besides the Manual above mentioned {% 193), and the historical works to be
noticed on a subsequent page (§ 250), he wrote a philosophical worii, entitled AiaTpiSal

'E~iKn'i on, ciied by Fhotius as consisting of 8 books. The four books, commonly called
Vissenations of Epictttus, are supposed to have been a part of the work.

2. In these books he professes to preserve, as far as possible, the very language of
his master. Two other works of Arrian pertaining to philosophy, have wholly perished,
viz. 'OpiiXiai 'EiriKriiTOi), Familiar discourses of Epictelus, and n^P' ^"^ Z^'O" ~o'j 'Etukti'itoii

Kul rrii avTov Te\r.i)Tfjg, Of the life aud death of Epictelus. Two astronomical pieces men-
tioned by Photius, on comets aud on meteors, were probably Irom this philosopher.

—

SchoU, vol. V. 185, 239.

3. The best edition of the Dissertations is in Schweighauser, cited § 193. 3 —That of Upton, Load. 1741. 2 rols. 4. is good.—
Princeps, that of F. Tmuavelli. Ven. 1735. 8.

4. Translalions.—German —Best, by J. M Schultz. Alton. 1801-3. 2 vols. 8. English.—A/iJS Carter, as cited § 193. 1.

French.—.4. Coray, Gr. & Gall. Par. 1827. 2 vols. 8.

§ 195. Plutarch, of Chseronea in Bceotia, flourished at the close of the 1st and
beginning of the 2d century. His instructor at Athens was Ammonius. After-

wards he himself taught philosophy at Rome, by public lectures, yet without
attaching himself to any sect exclusively.

1. Plutarch returned from Rome to his own country while young, and appears to

have discharged with fidelity difi'erent offices in his native city. He is said also to have
served as a priest of Apollo. As a philosopher, he rather favored the disciples of Pla-
tonism, and may be ranked among the New-Platonists.

—

SchoU, iv. 118; v. 76.—
Cf S^ 249.

2 u. He was a warm opposer of the Stoics and especially the Epicureans. In his
numerous philosophical pieces we find an eloquent diction, and a rich iierlility of thought,
together with various knowledge and real prudence. They are important sources for

learning the history of philosophy and of the human mind. Yet they are often sur-
charged with erudition and mysticisms, unequal in point of style, and sometimes even
obscure. Although upon very various topics, they are usually all included under the
common name of moral writings {moralia), under which are comprised 84 small trea-

tises. Some of the more distinguished among them are those on education {lUpl -ai^wv

dyoiyrii), on reading the poets (n.'^>s ret tod vtov Troirnxdrcov dKovetv), and on distinguishing the

friendfrom the flatterer, and the Table Questions {Y"ixT:o(TiaKa TrpoSXiinaTa).

3. Among them is usually ranked a treatise, o?i the opinions of philosophers (Uspi tmv

'ApeaKouTMv roTf <pi\oa6(pois), in five books ; but there is doubt, whether it is the treatise

written by Plutarch under that title
;
yet it is an important help in studying the history

of ancient philosophy.

For an analysis of the philosophical pieces, see ScfiSU, Hist. Litt. Gr. vol. v. p. 76, ss.—Cf. G. Fachse, Observ. Crit. in Plut. Mo-

nlia. Lips. 1820. 4. and, Animadv. in Plut. Opera. Lips. 1825. 8.

4. Editions.-Whole W orks.—B.—Reiske, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1774-79. 12 vols. S —Hiitten, Gr. only. Tabing. 179I-1S05.

14 vols. 8. Best text ; with valuable selection of notes by various editors. F.—Priiiceps, by H. Stcpfianus, Gr. & Lat. Par.

1572. 13 vols. S—Crusiriiis. Gr. & Lat. Francof. 1599. 2 vols. {o\.—Xylander, Gr. & Lat. Franc. 1620. 2 vols. fol. Mo-
ra 11 a. Be-t, D. iVytlenbach, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1795-1800. 6 vols. 4. and 10 vols. 8. followed by Animadversimes, &c. 2 vols. 8.

Cf. Edinb. Rev. April, IS03. Dibdin, ii. 343.—.4. G. JVinchelniann, Plut. mnralia selecta. Turici, 1836. 8. (vol. 1st.) Supple-

ment to Wyltenbach.— 7)irfo< (printer; editor F. DUlnur), Gr. & Lat. Par. 1S39, ss. "correct reprint of Wyttenbach's recension,

with a few emendation?." The Princeps or first, by Aldm (ed. Dcmet. Ducai), Flutarchi Opuscula Ixxxii. Ven. 1509. fol.

Sinerle Pieces. On Educatim ; Schneider. Sirasb. 1765. 8.—On reading poetry: Krebs. Lips. 1779. 8 —On distinguish-

ing the flatterer and friend ; Krigel. Lips. 1775. 8.—On opinions of the philosophers; C. D. Seek, Lips. 17S7. S.~Consolatio

ad Apollonivm, by £ Usler, and ./. C. Orclli. Turic 1830. 8.

5. Translations.—Gernnan.—.'Vforoiia, by Kaltwnsser. Frankf. 1783-1800. 9 vols. 9.—J. Ch. F. Bdhr, in Ihe Coll. o( Tafel,

Otinnder, kc. French.—H7io/c wtrhs. by J. Amyot. Par. 17S7. 22 vols. 8. Augna. par C. Clavier. Par. 1SC6. 25 vols. 8

Miyrnlia. by Ricnrd (with notes). Par. 1783-95. 17 vols. 12. English.—Moralia, by Th. Creech, M. Morgan, and others. Lend.

1681. 5 vols. 8. 5^h ed. Lon!. 1718.

§ 196. Marcus Jureh'us Antoninus, surnamed the Philosopher, and known as

a Roman emperor in the 2d century, is also worthy of remembrance as a writer.

His 12 books of Meditations, TCjv h^ Jarrov j3i}3%La t|3', consist of instructive

philosophical maxims and observations, relating to morals and the conduct of

life, and exhibiting the practical principles of the Stoics.

1. Hp was senerally a mild and excellent prince, but throush a blind devotion to paganism he
allowed The pprpecnlion of Christians diirine his reisn. He died of a pestilential disease at Vin-
dobona (now F7>7?77n\in Pannonia, while eneased in war with the revolting tribes in that region,

A. D. 180.—A remarkable deliverance of Aurelius and his army in a previous war is recorded by
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Eusebius, and ascribed to the prayers of Christian soldiers constituting one of his leeions (12th),

to which, as a marl? of distinction, he is said to have given the name of the ''Thundering Le-
gion.'' Whiston, in the last century, strenuously defended the story ; it was as strongly contro-
verted by Moijle.

Scholl, V. 193. Cf. Gibbon, Hist. R. Emp. i. 83; ii. 42. (ed. N. T. 1822).— afirocZe of the Thundering Legion, &c., the Letters

between Mr. Movie and Mr. King. Lond. I72S. 8. contained also in /. L. Mosfieim, Dissertationum ad Sanctiores Disciplinas perti-

uentium Syntagma. Lips. 1733. i.—H. IVitsius, Diatribe de Legione Fulminatrice, in his Egyptiaca. 3d ed. Herb. Nass. 1717. 4.

^Thomas, Eloge de Marc-Aurelius. Par. 1773. 12.

2. Editions.—The Princept edition was by Xylander, Gr. t Laf. Tigur. I55S. 8.—One of the best is Gaiaker't, Gr. & Lat.

Canib. 1632. i.—Stanhope's, Gr. & Lat Lond. 1707. 8, and Wolf's, Gr. & Lat Lips. 1729. 8. are good.—Better, Schulz, Gr. &
Lat. Schlesw. 1B02. 8.

3. Translation?.—German.—Best, Schuliz. Schlesw. 1799. 8. French.—T. P. de My. Par. 1803. 13. English.—B.

Graves. Bath, 1792. 8. Lond. 1811. 12.—/. Collier. Lond. 1702. 8.

§ 197. Sexius Empiricus ('E/^Ttftptxoj, so called from his profession as a

physician) was a Skeptic or Pyrrhonic philosopher, under Cornmodus, about

A. D. 190.

1. He was a native of Mitylene, as Visconti has inferred from a medal of that city. Very little

is Itnown of his life.

Visconti, IcoDographie, cited P. IV. § ]S7.—Johnson's Tennemann, sect 189. SchSll, vol. v. p. 202.—Cf. St'dudlin, Geschichte

nnd Geist des Skepticismus. Lpz. 1794. 2 vols. 8.

2 u. He left a work in three books, comprising the theory and principles of the

Skeptic sect, entitled llvppcoi'Eiat 'XTrorviiwasig, J/ cke-tlko. 'Yiroixvfi^ara ; and another in eleven

books against the Mathematicians, IIp'?? roii; MaOripLa-LKovi dvTippr,riKo\, or rather against

those teachers who professed positive knowledge ; the last five being particularly op-

posed to the logicians and other philosophers. These works are very valuable in

illustrating the history of philosophy, especially that of the Skeptical school.

3. Editions.-The first was printed at Paris, 1621. fol.—Latin versions of both works hal been previously published. The next ed.

was by Fabricius. Lips. 1718. fol. Another commenced by /. G. Mund. Ha.". 1796. 4.—Best, Strove. Begiomont 1823.

2 vols. 8.

4. Translations.—German.-BuHc. Lemgo, 1801. 8. French.—Of the Hypotyposes {anonymous). Par. 1725. 12.

§ 198. Plottnus, of Lycopolis in Egypt, in the 3d century, was one of the

most celebrated among the New-Platonists, and taught at Rome in the latter

part of his life.

1. He was very enthusiastic and eccentric; yet was much admired at Rome, and patronized

by the emperor Gallienus. The latter even meditated the scheme of establishing for him, in

Campania, a colony of philosophers, to be named Piitonopolis, where the imaginary republic of

Plato should be realized. Plolinus died in Campania, at the age of 66. We have his life written

by Porphyry.

y Schijll, V. 121.—/. Steinhardt, Quaestiones Plotineae. Lips. 1830. 4.—Johnson's Tennemann, § 203.

2 71. His writings are deficient in method, solidity, and purity of style, yet exhibit

many signs of acumen and research. They consist of 54 books. These books one

of his pupils. Porphyry, distributed into 6 Enneads or divisions, containing 9 books

each. Porphyry endeavored also to improve the style, and indulged himself in inter-

polations and additions.

3. Ediiinns.—Best, F. Creuzer, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1835. 3 vols. 4. with prolegomena and notes.—The only edition of the com'

plete works h \hn\ printed at Basle (Bale), 15S0. and 1615. fol. with the Lat version of M. Ficiniis, which was first published

without the original. Flor. 1492. fol.—The treatise on Beauty, separately by Creuzer, Gr. & Lat Heidelb. ISU. 8.—The Liber

ad Gnosticos, by G. A Heigel. Ratisb. 1832. 12.

4. Translations.—A German translation commenced by Engelhardt. Erlang. 1820. 8. (I vol. containing 1st Ennead.)

§ 199. Porphyry was born A. D. 233, at Batanea, a Syrian village near Tyre,

and from this circumstance he was often called the Tyrian. His Syrian name

was Malchus (Melek).

1 u. At Rome he became a scholar of Plotinus and an advocate of his philosophy.

His writings were very various and numerous. Besides the Life of Plolinus and of

Pythagoras, some of the more important are the pieces styled as follows: O71 absti-

nence ^rom animal food; (Hrpl aTroxrjg rcov i^-4nxM-')^ ; Introduction to the categories of

Aristotle {Ehayioyri, fi mpl rwi/ TrfiTf ^wvw -) ; Homeric Investigations ('0/.irpix-a i^rirfiixara)
;

and On the Cave of the Nymphs {TlepX tov h 'Okvcreia riov Nu/x'/iw;/ avrpo").

2. Porphyry was instructed by Origen the Christian Father, probably at Cesarea ; afterwards

oy Lonainus at Athens. He was a violent opposer of Christianity, and wrote against it several

treatise's which are lost. His wife Marcella is said to have been a Christian. A letter from him

to her was found and published by Mai, in 1816 ; it exhibits his practical philosophy^.

» An analysis of the four books of this treatise is given by Ricard in his Transl. of Plutarch, as cited § 195. 4. a This was

published by A. Mai, Mil. 1816. 8. with the piece respecting the philosophy from oradet. Cf. SchSll, vol. v. p. 129, ss.—Hitter,

as cited § 183.

?. Editions.—Tliere is none of his whole works; and many of the pieces of Porphyry are as yet unpublished. Fnhrmann, Kl.

Handb. p. 434.—The best ed. of the treatise on Abstinence is that of /. de Rhnr. Utrecht, 1767. 3. repr. Leyd. 1792. 4. containing

also the Cave of the Nymphs, as eJ. by Van Gofns. Utr. 1765. 4.—The Life of Plotiniis is found in the eJ. of Plot cited § 193. 3.

—The Life of Pythagoras by T. Kiessling, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1816. 2 vols. 8.
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§ 200. lamMkhus, of Chalcis in Coelo-Syria, in the beginning of the 4th
century, was a New-Platonist, a scholar of Porphyry. He had the reputation

of working miracles. We have a part only of his many writings. Notwith-
standing the extravagance, mysticism, and fable with which his works abound,
they are yet a valuable help in getting an idea of the philosophy of the later

Platonists.

1. While Plotinus and Porphyry must both be called enthvsiasts, lamblichus may be stigma-
tized as an impnstor. He was a warm advocate of paganism. A treatise by him, frequently
cited un(ier the title of Etryptian jVystfries, professes to he an answer from one Ahgammon Ma-
gister to a letter which Porphyry had addressed to an Egyptian named Anebo, and which con-
tained inquiries respecting the gods of the land.

Scholl, V. \ii.—Cousin's Tenneniann, § 2\-.—Ritttr, as cited § 1S3.

2. There has been no edition of his e7i(ire works. Of separate parts, we notice the following: Mysteries of the Egyptians, by Gale.

OxS. 1678. lo\.—LiJe of Pythagoras (with that by Porphyry), in Kiessling, cited § 199. 3—The Adhirtatio ad Philofophiam, by T.

Kiessling, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1813. i.—Theology of Arithmetic (Ta fltoXoyov/ttva Tj); 'Apie^TjTtK^S), d'echel. Lpz. 1817. 8.

3. Translations.—English.—rAoj. Taylor, English Translation of Janiblichus on Mysteries. Riswick, 1821. 8. Cf. Class.

Journ. xvii. 213.—See also Thos. Taylor, Theoretic Arithmetic, containing the substance of all that has been written on the subject

by Theo of Smyrna, Nicomachus, Janiblichus, Boethius, &c. liOnd. 1816. S.

§ 200 b. Proclus, a philosopher of the school of New-Platonists, was born at Con-
stantinople, A. D. 412; he lived at Xantiuis in Lycia, at Alexandria, and at Athens,
and died A. D. 485. Several v/orks by him are extant ; of which the most important
is the Commentary on the TimcEus of Plato, written at the age of 28. At Alexandria
he attended the lectures of Olympiodorus the Peripatetic, who is to be distinguished

from Olympiodorus the New-Platonist, belonging to the close of the 6th century. The
latter was the author of commentaries on four of Plato's dialogues.

See Schctl, vol. vii. p. 102, 106.—Cousin, Nouv. Fragm. Phil, (cited § 171) p. 264, ss.—£iarigny. La Vie du Philos. Proclus, in the

Mem. Acad. Inscr. xxxi. 139.

—

A. Berger, Proclus ; exposition de sa Doctrine. Par. 1840. 4. pp. 127. " the system of Proclus me-

thodically exhibited and supported step by step by references to his writings."

1. Editions.—f. CrtiLZer, Proclus & Olympiodorus, Gr. & Lat Francof. 1S20-25. 5 vols. 8.—K. Cousin, Procli Opera, Gr. & Lat.

Par. 1820-27. 6 vols. 8. with Notes.

2. Translations —English —7/^01. Taylor, Commentaries of Proclus on the Timaeus of Plato, in five books. Lfjud. IS20. 2 vols. 4.

§ 201. StobaEus {Johannes) a native of Stobi in Macedonia, probably flourished

about A. D. 500.

1 u. He collected from a multitude of writers in prose and verse a mass of philoso-

phical extracts, which he arranged according to their subjects, in a work entitled

'AvdoXoyiov EKXoyCiv, d.-ocpdeyi^ircji' , v-oOriKdv, in 4 books. They are perhaps more correctly

considered as tiro works : one, Eclogcs pliysiccB et etliiccp, in 2 books ; the other, Ser-

mones, also in 2 books. The whole collection is valuable, both on account of the con-

tents in themselves and also of the numerous passages rescued from destruction only

by being inserted therein.

2. John of Stobi cultivated the habit of reading with a pen in his hand. The selec-

tions which we have, were arranged, it is said, for the use of his son. Each chapter

of the Eclogce and oi^ the Sermones, has its title, under which the extracts are placed,

the sourceswhence they are drawn being noted in the luargin. More than five hun-
dred authors are quoted, whose works have mostly perished.

—

Scnoll, vii. 133.

3. The lest edition of the Edogx is Hecren's, Gr. & Lat. Gott. 1792-1801. 4 vols. 8. with dissertations and notes.—Of the Dm-

courses, Gaisford's J. Stobsi Florilegium. Oxf. 1822. 4 vols. 8. 2d ed. 1823-25. with the Lat. vers, of H. Grotius, prolegomena

and notes.—The Eclogx and the Serinvnes were published by Fr. Fabrus (Favre, books, of Lyons), Gr. & Lat. Genev. 1609.

fol.—The poetical extracts were collected and edited by H. Groltus. Par. 1623. 4. with a translation in Latin verse. Cf. SchStt,

»ii. 159.

VII.

—

Mathematicians and Geographers.

§ 202 ti. The very name of Mathematics {ixaBnuara, naennariKa) is an evidence that their

scientific form originated among the Greeks, although the Egyptians and various

eastern nations, in earlier times, possessed arithmetical, geometrical, and particularly

astronomical knowledge. Arithmetic was in a very incomplete state in Greece before

the time of Pythagoras. He was the first who considerably cultivated it ; but it was
left especially to Euclid to treat the subject scientifically and unite with it the study of

geometry. The elements of geometry the Greeks seem to have derived from the

rhopnicians; although the knowledge which Thales acquired in Egypt is not to be

overlooked. The science was afterwards considered as a special means of improving

the intellect, and an essential preparatory study for every philosopher. (Cf § 175.)

Hence its great estimation and high cultivation among the Greeks. There are many
indications of the use and encouragement which the practical mathematics found amonjj

2X
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them, especially in connection with mechanical sciences, as Statics, Hydrostatics, and
Hydraulics. I'hat the Greeks applied mathematics to architecture, and with the

most happy success, uniting the rigid principles of science with the rules of tasce, we
have sufficient proof in the descriptions of their temples, palaces, porticos, and other

edifices, and in the still remaining monuments of that art. Astronomy was introduced

by Inhales from Egypt. Pythagoras established several principles of this science.

Other philosophers exhibited them in a written form.
*5> 203. It is obvious, from what has been said, that mathematical studies in Greece

can be traced back only to the two primary schools of philosophy, the Ionian founded
by Thales, and the Iialic by Pythagoras (cf § 168).

From tile time of Pythagoras, mathematics, as has been suggested, formed an
essential part of philosophy. In the Academy they were specially cultivated ; this

may be inferred from the inscription (cf $ 175) placed by Plato himself over the door

of his school. To the philosophers of this sect the science is much indebted. But in

the want of historical evidence, it is impossible to give a definite account of the state of

mathematical knowledge during the time preceding Alexander. The names of several

matiiematicians and asFronomers are recorded. The most important are Archytas of

Tarentum, inventor of various machines which astonished his contemporaries ; Meton
of Athens, author of the celebrated lunar cycle (cf P. I. § 194); and Autolycus of

Pitane, the most ancient mathematician whose works are preserved.

The works of Ajxlolycia were first published by C. Rauchfuss (Dasypodius). Strasb. 1572. 4. In Lat. transl. by /. Anna.

Rom. I5S7. 2 vols. 4. A fragment of a treatise by Archytas, on maXhematical science, is found in Porphyry ; it was published

by J. Gramm. Copenb. 1707. 4.—Cf. Plutarch, Sympos. vii. and Life of Marcellus.

§ 204. After the time of Alexander, mathematical studies became more prominent
than before. Mathematics were no longer merely a part of philosophy in general, but

held the place of a science by themselves. They were cultivated in all the schools

which flourished in this period. The mathematical school of Alexandria was rendered
illustrious by the reputation of Euclid, who had a numerous class of disciples, and
among them Ptolemy I., the king of Egypt. One of the most distinguished names in

this period, and indeed in all antiquity, is that of Archimedes of Syracuse, celebrated

not only for his successful research into abstract principles, but also for his curious and
wonderful mechanical applications and inventions. A third memorable name adorns
this period, Apollonius of Perga, whose work on Conic Sections formed an epoch in

the history of mathematics. Euchd, Archimedes, and Apollonius, with Diophantus,
who lived in the third and fourth century after Christ, may justly be regarded as the

great foimders of mathematical science. Other names belong to the period between
Alexander and the capture of Corinth ; as Heron of Alexandria, author of several trea-

tises on branches of mechanics ; Atheneeus and Biton, who wrote on mihtary engines

and missiles; and Philon of Byzantium, who wrote on the same subjects,. and to whom
is ascribed a work on the seven ivoiiders of the world. Astronomy was cultivated

with success in this period, and, according to some, an important influence was exerted

by the intercourse with the Babylonians in the expedition of Alexander. Aristarchus

of Samos, Eratosthenes of Cyrene, and Hipparchus of Niceea, are the principal authors

of whom we have remains.

Marcoz, Astronomie solaire d'Hipparque. Par. 182S. B.—Wanis, Aristarchus. Oxf. 1688. 8.

In the next period, i. e. between the fall of Corinth and the time of Constamine, we
find no eminent authors in the pure mathematics. Several writers on astronomical
subjects are mentioned ; Claudius Ptolemy, in the age of the Antonines, was celebrated

above all others. His system of astronomy, as is well known, was much in vogue,
and exerted a great influence. Several authors on music, of whom fragments are still

extant, are referred to this period; some of them were among the mathematicians of

the age.

The remains of these authors are found in the collection of Meihomiiu [cViei § 208 <. 1.)—Cf. SchUl, bk. vi. ch. xliv.

§ 205. Between the time of Constantine and the overthrow of Constantinople, the

list of Greek mathematicians is much larger, but contains few names of great eminence.
Diophantus. a contemporary of the emperor Julian, and already mentioned as one of

the four ancient fathers of mathematics, is the most important. Pappus and Theon of
Alexandria, at the close of the fourth century, may be mentioned next. Hypatia, a
daughter of Theon, inherited her father's love of mathematical science; she became
a public teacher, and wrote several works which perished in the destruction of the

Alexandrian library. Proclus the philosopher wrote on mathematics and astronomy.
Leon of Constantinople, in the latter half of the ninth century, is spoken of by the By
zantine historians wiih much admiration. He was solicited by the Arabian Caliph,

Al-mamoun, to remove to Bagdad; the emperor Theophilus, refusing to permit this,

opened a public place for Leon to give instruction, and bestowed many honors and pri-

vileges upon him. He has left nothing by which we can judge of his merits. We will

add only the name of Anthemius of Tralles, in the sixth century, employed by Justi-

uian to construct the church of St. Sophia, of which, however, he only laid the fouxi-
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dation, not living to complete the work. There remains a curious fragment of his
work Ucpl napaooico'^ /^ifXai'/j/zdroj:/.

Cf. Schiill, bk vi. ch. xci.—The fragment of .Inthemitu was published inthe Mem. de TJlcad. Inicr. et Belles Lettres, vol. xlii. by

ZJujwy, and separately. Par. 1774. 4. R-.-spectiiig the celebrated tfypatto, see Menage, Hist. Mulier. Pbilosoph.—ZJcnngnoZef,
Pisserl. in Bibl. Gernjan. vol. iii.

—

ilbi Goujet, Lett, id Contin. des Memoires de Litt. by Dtamoleta, vol. v. \\.~Socratu, Hist.

Eccles. vii. 13.

§ 206. On the subject of Geography, the knowledge of the Greeks w'as very limited
and iniperi'ect

; yet they had writers on the subject of much value in illustrating the
condition of ancient countries. The Periplus of Hanno is the earliest work extant.
HicatcBus of IMiletus, in his lIfpi>?yr;,T(s )/rjj, described the countries known at the time he
wrote, in the reign of Darius, about 500 B. C. The Periplus of Scylax has been com-
monly referred to nearly the same period. The Anabasis of Xenophon may properly
be mentioned among the geographical works anterior to the time of Alexander, being
of great value in relation to upper Asia. Fythcas, of IMassilia, a voyager and geo°
grapher, probably belonging to the same period, before Alexander, was the autho'r of
two works, a description of (he ocean and a Periplus. The little now known of them
is derived from Strabo and Pliny. It was not until the period between Alexander
and the Roman supremacy, that geography was elevated to the rank of a science.
The honor of effecting this is ascribed to Eratosthenes, a very eminent mathematician
and scliolar, who flourished at Alexandria, B. C. about 230.

Cf. Schhll, bk. iii. ch. xviii. ; bk. iv. ch. xlv.

^ 207. After the supremacy of Rome, greater advances were made in geographical
knowledge. The first distinguished geographer of this period is Strabo, born about
60 B. C, whose work sryled rsioypa(piKa is a thesaurus comprising nearly the whole
history of geography from Homer to Augustus, with all then known upon the subject,
'Phe geographical poem of Dionysius of Charax belongs to the age of Augustus. We
have a Iragment of a work on Parthia, by Isidorus of Charax ; published in the reign
of Caligula. There are also some geographical pieces under the name of Arrian, who
flourished in the reign of Hadrian and the Antonines. But a more important work is

that of Pausanias belonging to the same age, and entitled, Itinerary of Greece. The
most celebrated of all the ancient writers on geography was Claudius Ftolemy, already
mentioned as a mathematician and astronomer about the middle of the second century
after Christ. His system of geography remained the only manual in vogue for fourteen
centuries. After Ptolemy, the history of Greek letters presents no author of much
importance in this department of study. Before the time of Constantine, Agathar-
cides of Cnidus, in the latter half of the 2d century, is said by Photius to have written
several geographical works ; and some extracts are preserved by Photius. We have
also a fragment of Dionysius of Byzantium in the second century, and a sort of geo-
graphical epitome by a certain Agathemerus, probably of the third century. Of the
Byzantine geographers, or those subsequent to Constantine, we may mention as the
principal, Marcianus of Heraclea in Pontus, Stephanus of Byzantium, and Cosmas the
Egyptian monk.

Cf. Scholl, vol. V. p. 275 ; vii. p. 33.—S. F. IV. Hoffman, Periplus of Marcianus, Menippns, &c. Lips. 1841. 8.

"S 208. There are some Greek writers on Tactics, who may be mentioned in this

place. The most eminent is Onosander, or Onesander, who lived probably about the
middle of the 1st century. He left a work on the military art, in a style remarkably
pure for the age ; it was a source whence all the later writers on the subject drew
materials. Polyasnus, a native of Macedonia, a rhetorician or advocate of the 2d cen-
tury, should probably be mentioned as next in rank, although his work is rather
an historical collection of stratagems than a treatise on tactics. Apollodorus, an archi-

tect in the time of Trajan, left a work entitled UoXiopKTjTiKa., on military engines. The
emperor Adrian is said to have composed a military treatise called 'Emr/jrn'fia, a frag-

ment of which is still extant. Arrian and .^Elian also left works on the subject of Tac-
tics. The emperor Mauritius, of the 6th century, wrote a treatise on the miUtary art.

There are also some treatises written at a later period, which it is not important to

specify.

Cf. Sdiai, vol. V. p. 261. vii. 67.—flaoje, in Jahn's Jahrl. far Philol. 1835.

§ 208/. We will now introduce some jgrpneral references, and then speak of a
few distinguished individuals, nanriing first the mathematicians and after them
the geographers.

1. On the h story of .Mathematics amone: the Greeks, see references P. IV. \\ 24, 25.-7;. LUders, Pythagoras und Hypatia, oder

die Mathemalik der Alten. Lpz. 1809 S.—nelambre on the Arithmetic of the Greeks in Pt.yrard's Archimedes, cited § 210. 5.—G.
Costaid, Letter on the Rise and Prneress of Astronomy among the Ancients. Lond. 1746. 8.—G. Costard, History of Astronomy.

Lend. 1767. 4. The principal Mathematical Cullections are, that of Thevenot, Vet. Mathemat. Opera. P^r. 1693. foL

and that of Jfallis, in 3d vol. of his Opera Math. Oxf. 16S9. fol.—Cf. E. Bi-mard, Vet. Mathematicorum, Gr. & Lat. & Anb.
Synopsis. Lond. I "04. 8. The following coUec'ions of writers on subjects connected with maihematics may be cited.—As t ro-

nomical, by .ildus. Ven. 1429. fcil.-By Pcfai'i'uj, Uranologinn, &c. Par. 1630. Amst 1T03. fol.—Mus i cal, by Mei;r««*,

Lugd. Bat. I6I6. 4.

—

By Meibomius, Aniiq. Musicae auctores, Gr. & Lat. Amst. 1652. 2 vols. 4. On Tactics, by Meurnui.

Gr. & Lat. Lugd. Bat. 1613. i.—P. Scriverius, Scriptores rei militaris. Vesal. 1U70. S.—Jl. H. Eaumg'drtner, Samml. allef

Ej-iegsschriftfteller der Griecb. Qbertetzt, &c Manoh. 1779. 2 vols. 4.
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2. On the history of Geography among the Greeks, Gossclin, Geographic des Grecs. Par. 1793. 3 vols, i.—Stair, cited P IV

i 27.—We may also refer to Matte- JiiMii, aiid lo Mannert and Uletl, cited § 7. 7 {l).—H. Murray, The Encyclopedia of Geo

graphy, ed. by T. G. Bradford. Phil. 183S. 3 vols, large 8. Part I. is the History of Geography. Geographical CoiZefr

iiofii.—The first collection of Minor Greek Geographers was that of [JSschd. Augsb. 1600. 8.—The second, Groncvitts. I^cyd.

1627. 4.—The third, more complete, Hudson. Oxf. 1698-1712. 4 vols. 8.—Much preparation for a new edition was made by £re»

dcrw, before 1S!2. On his death his apparatus passed into the hands of Spohn and Priedemann, from whom is expected an edition

containing all the Greek Geographical remains, excepting those of the four authors sometimes denominated Major, viz. Strabo,

Pausanias, Ptoterny, and Stephen of Byzantium.—G. Bemhardy, Geographi Graeci Minores, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 182S. 8. not

finished ; but very good.

§ 209. Euclid lived at Alexandria B. C. about 300, in the time of the Egyp-
tian kinor Ptolemy Soter. His native place is not known. He was a teacher

of mathematics, particularly oi geometry , in which branch he was the most dis-

tinguished scholar among the Greeks.

1 u. His Eleine7ds (SroiVEia), in 15 books, were drawn up with great ability, and in

a very perspicuous manner. There are two Greek commentaries upon this work, by
Proclus and Theon. The latter flourished at Alexandria, in the 4th century (cf. "^ 205),

and it is only according to his revision of the woriv that we now possess the Elements
of Euclid. The 14th and 15th books are ascribed, and with great probability, to Hyp-
sicles, who lived about tlie middle of the 2d century. Besides the Elements, we have
also several other mathematical pieces ascribed to Euclid.

2. The principal works allowed to be genuine are the Data (Asf^o/isi'a), containing geo*

metrical theorems, and the Phenomena (<l>aii/o/ii:i/a), relating to astronomy.
ScMlt, iii. 352.—Fuhnnami, Kl. Handb. p. 33D.

3. There have been five editions of the Works of Euclid.—Prtncepj, by 5. Grynsna. Bas. 1533. fol.—Bas. 1559. fol.—C. Da-

typodius iRauchfuss), Gr. & Lat. Strasb. 1571.—D. Gregory, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1703. fol.—Best of all, PeyrarJ, Gr. Lat. & Gall.

Par. 1814. 3 vols. 4.—Of the E 1 e m e n ts, .4. Calino, Gr. & Lat. Rom. 1545. 2 vols. 8.—C/i. Melden. Leyd. 1673. 12.—TA. Ha-

telden, (with the Data). Lond. 1732. 8.—Best, Camerer, Gr. & Lat. Berl. 1824. 8. (Isf vol. containing 6 books of the Elements,

with Excurs. and Plates.) 2d vol. continued by C. F. Hauler. 1726.—/. C. Neide. Hal. 1825. 8. good, containing first 6 books, with

.0th and 12th.—S. F. August. Berl. 1826-30. 2 vols. 8. critical text.

4. Translations.—There have been many editions of the Elements in Latin; among the best, B'ormayjn, Lpz. 1769. 8 —S. Bon-

,ey. (12 bks). Oxf. 1802. 8. also the Data. Oxf. 1803. 8. English.—fl. Simpson (bk. 1-6, II, 12). Glasg. I7i6. 4. and often re-

printed.—/, mitiamson (whole 15). Lond. 1731-88. 2 vols. 4. German.—/. F. Lorcnz. Hal. 1818. 8. Fieach.—Peyrard,

above cited.

§ 210. Jrchimedes was born at Syracuse B. C. about 287, and was put to

death by a soldier during the storming and capture of that city by the Roman
general Marcellus, B. C. 212. He was celebrated especially for his skill in

mechanics ; but his inventive genius enriched almost every branch of mathe-
matical science.

1. The sepulcher of Archimedes was near one of the gales of Syracuse, but was forgotten and
almost overgrown with briars in the time of Cicero. It was discovered by ihe exertions of the
latter, while Quaestor in Sicily, marked by a small pillar bearing an Iambic inscription and the
figures of a cylinder and sphere.

Melot, Vie d'Archimede, and Fraguier, Du tombeau d'Archimede, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. ii. 321. xiv. 128.

2 u. He acquired his greatest celebrity by discovering the relation between the Cy-
hnder and Sphere, and by contriving several military engines, by the aid of which the
Syracusans defended themselves for three years against the Romans. We have several
works from him; Utpl rfjg T.ipaipai koI Kv\[v6pon^ On the Sphere and CyVnider; KvkXov
fi€Tpr]ci;, The Measuring of ihe Circle; Tlepl tcoi> 'Oxov^ihiov, Of floating bodies; 'ifaufi'iTrj;,

Are7iarius, and others. In general it may be remarked, however, that we possess the
works of Archimedes only according to the recensions o\ Isidorus and his pupil Euto-
cius in the 6th century.

3. Polybius, Livy, and PliUarch, speak of the engines invented by Archimedes to harass the
Romans, but say nothing of his destroying their fleet by means of re'flecting-mirrors, or burning-
glasses, contrived for setting fire to the vessels. Lucian is the first author who mentions the
burning of the fleet, biU he does not tell the means. Tzetzes and the writers of the Bas-Empire,
state that it was by the aid of mirrors. The story has been treated as a mere fable, although the
possibility of the thing has been proved by J5(//o7ii.—Archimedes is said to have invented an
instrument for representing the movements of the heavenly bodies^; noticed by Claudian in an
episram.—A magnificent vessel is described as having beenconstructed for the king of Syracuse,
under the care of Archimedess.

1 Scfi'oU, iii. 360. vii. 57.—Cf. Foreign Rev. No. i. p. 305.—Edinb. Rev. vol. xviii.—iond. Quart. Rev. iii. 89, 108.—Giifcon,
Rom. Emp. iv. p. 74. ed. N. York, 1822. a Cf. D. Stewart, Elem. of Philos. of Mind, vol. ii. j. '.06. ed. N. York, 1814, 3 CC
Scholl, vii. p. 446. cf. P. IV. § 167. 2.

4. There have been four editions of the W o r k s of Archimedes.—ft-tnceps, by T. Gechauff (printer Hervag). Gr. & Lat Bas.

1344. {nl.—Rivaidt (printer Morel), Gr. & Lat. Par. 1615. fol. repr. 1646. ed. Richard.—Borelli. Messina, 1572. fr.l. repr. Palerm.

1685. fol.—Best entirely, jji/r. Robertson (begun by Torelli), Gr. & Lat Oxf. 1792. fol. with the commentary of Eutocius.—Of the

Dimensio drcuti (with the Arenarivs), IVallis. Oxf. 1676. 8.—S. Horsley, Lat version, with Euclid's Data, as cited § 209. 4.-

Are^iarius, with Engl, transl. by G. Andcrsoru Lond. 1784. 8.

5. Translations.—German.—Stttnn (of the whole Works). Nlrnb. 1670. io\.—Bauber, the Sphere and Cylinder. Tub. I79S. 8
—KiUger, the Arenarius. Quedl. 1820. 8. French.—Petard, of whole Works. Par. 1807. 4. 1808. 2 vols. S. English.

Anderson, as above cited.
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§ 211. Jlpolhnius, surnamed Pergseus from his birthplace Perga in Pampliy-
lia, lived at Alexandria about B. C. 250, under Ptolemy Euergetes. He studied

mathematics under those who had been pupils of Euclid.

1 M. As a writer he is known by his work on Conic Sections, KcjviKa "ErotXiTa, in 8
books. Only the first 4 books, however, are in the Greek ; the 3 next are in a Latin
translation horn an Arabian version, and the 8th exists only as restored by Halley from
hints found in Pappus.

2. The 4th, 6th and 7th books of the Conic Sections were translated from the Ara-
bian ab' ut the middle of the 18th century, by /. ^. Borelli.—The other works of
Apollonius were lleyl 'E-raipoii', De Tactionibus, or Contacts of hues and circles, and
'F.nim^i TijTTOt, Plftnes, which have come to us in a very mutilated state ; TUpl ISaiaeMv,

De IncUnationihus, of which scarcely anything remains; lUpl xwpiov 'ATrorofirjg, De
Sectione Spatii, of which we have nothing ; and Ilepl Aoyov 'AnoToiujs, De Sectione
rationis, which is preserved in Arabic.

3. The only e<litioD of the Coiiics is that of E. Halley (begun by Gregory), Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1710. fol.—Aftenipis have been made

to restore some of the other treatises.—Cc TacliomLus ; by Camerer. Goih. 1795. 8.—By Haumann. Bresl. 1817. S.—/. Lawson,

(he two books of A. concerning Tayi^encies, &c. Load. 1795. 4.—On Planes, by R. Simpson. Glasg. 17-19. 4.—On hiclinaticms,

by S. Horsley, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1770. 4.—By R. Barrow. Lond. 1799. i.—De Seclioiu Spatii; by E. Halley. Oif. 1706. 8. with

a Latin Iransla ion, from the Arabic, of the treatise De Sect, rationis.—By A. Richler, Des Apollonius zvvei Bacher von Verhiltuiss-

Schnilt (from the Latin of Halley). Elb. 1836. 8.

§ 212. Pappus, an Alexandrine philosopher and mathematician, flourished in

the 4th century. His principal work, known to us, is entitled MaOr^/xatLxal,

(Svvayi^yai, Mathematical Collections, in 8 books.

1. This work is chiefly interesting on account of the extracts it contains from mathematical
writings, which are lost. Other works are ascribed to him ; as, a treatise on military engines,
a commentary on Aristarchus of Samos, a work on geography, &c.

Cf Scholl, vii. 49.—.am. Quart. Rev. No. xxi.

2. Only fragments of the Greek text have yet been published.—A frafment of the 2d book was published by J. JTalHs, in his ed.

<if.3ristarLfius of Samos. Oxf. 16S8. 8.—The second part of tlie sih book, by Eisenmann. Par. 1824. fol.—The preface to the 7th

book, by Halley. Oxf. 1706. 8. (with a treatise of Apollonius, as cited § 211. 3).—Some lemmas from the 7th book, in Mtibomius,

Dialoe. de Proporlionibus. Hafo. 1655. fol. A Latin version of 6 books (3-S), by Fr. Commandini, an Italian mathematician

of the 16th ccntur>-, printed, Pesaro, 1583. fol. and (ed. Manolessiiui). Bolog. 1660. fol.—A fragment of the 4th book, not in this ver-

sioji, is given by Ertdow, Epistolae Farisienses. Lpz. 1812. 8.

§213. Dinphantus or Diophantes, of Alexandria, lived probably in the 4th

century, under Julian. He composed an Arithmetic, 'ApLOixr^ttxri, in 13 books,

of which 6 are now extant. A work styled Hipl TtoKvyJ^vi^v apiOfxiZp is also as-

cribed to him.

1. The Arithmetic of Diophantus is not only important as contributing to the history of Mathe-
matics, by making known the state of the science in the 4ih century, but it is also interesting to
the maiheinaiician himself, as it furnishes luminous methods for resolving various problems. It

presents also the first traces of that branch of the science which was called .Algebra, in honor of
the Arabian Gtbtr, to whom its invention is ascribed.

—

Scholl, vii. p. 43.

2. Editions.—A Latin version of all his remains was published by Xylander {Holzmann). Bis. 1575. fol.—The first edilion of the

text was by C. G. Eachet {de Meziriac). Gr. & Lat. Par. 1621. fol. repr. Tolosm (Toulouse), 1670. fol. with notes of P. de Fermat.

3. Translations.—A German translation of the treatise Uif,l noX. igi9. (von den Polygonal-Zahlen) by Poselger. Lpz. 1810. 8.

—Of the Arithmetic, by Schultz. Berl. 1822. 8. (containing also Posdger's).

§ 214. Hanno, the first name we mention among the geographers, probably

lived B. C. about 500. He was a Carthaginian general.

1 u. He is supposed to have written in the Punic language the Voyage, which,
either during his life or shortly after, was translated into Greek, under the title ii€p'n:\oog.

What we possess is considered by some as only an abstract of a greater work.
2. The full title is "Awuivdi; KapXricoificjv PaaiXicos wpt'-Xoof tu)1> vrrsp roj 'HpavAro-'j (rnj\as

Ai(i"Ku).' ras y(ji fizpt^v ov Koi dveOriKev iv no tov K-pofov rtiizvu 6r]\ovi'Ta tulSc. Haiino is repre-

sented as sent with a fleet of 60 vessels and 30,000 colonists to explore the western
coast of Africa, and as having continued his voyage until his store of provisions failed.

How far he proceeded' has been a theme of much discussion.—The age and authen-
ticity of the Periplus have also been a subject^ of dispute.

1 Rennell, Geogr. of tterodotus, § 26.—Cf. Vierthaler, on the Peripl. of Hanno. Salzb. 1798. 8. 2 Dodwell, Diss, in Hudson'*

Geogr. ftlin. cited § 208 1. 2.—Bougainville, Sur les Decouvertes fails par Hanuon, in the Mem. de Pjlcad. des Iiucr. xivL anJ

ixviii.

3. Editions.— Ge/CTift« (with .^nan). Bas. 1533. i.—Berhel, (with Stephanus Byzant). Leyd. 1674. 12.—In Si/^Jon, Geog.

Min.— Separately, /. H. Bohler. Strasb. 1661. i.—Th. Falcontr, with an Engl, transl. Oxf. 1797. 8.—/. /„ Hug. 1808. 4. with

t list of authors on the subject—An Engl, transl. is gi\en in Anthon''s Lempriere, Hanno.

4. There is extant another Peri>?us of an early date, that of SryZaiof Caryanda', placed by
some B. C. about 500. Pytheas, of Massilia, at a later period^, also wrote a Periplus.—That
of Marcianuss belongs to a still later period.

« Cf. Scholl, Hist. Lilt. Gr. vol. ii. p. 193.—It is contained in Hudson's Collection, cited § 208 f. 2.—Separately, by /. Vo^sixis, Gr

k. Lat Am?t. 1632. 4. 2 See Murray, as cited \ 208. 2.—Eoitgamville, La vie et les ouvrages de Fytheas de .Marseille, in the

Q6 2x3
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Mem. Acad. Inscr. xix. p. HG.—D'Anville, Navig^ition de Pytheas a Thule, &c. in same Man, Sfc. xxxvii. 436. 3 cf. Eoff'

matin, ciled § 207.

§ 215. Eratosthenes, of Cyrene, flourished B. C. about 230. He was a pupil

of Callimachus and the philosopher Ariston, and distinguished as a mathema-
tician and the first founder of scientific geography.

1 71. He was also known as a poet, interpreter of the old comic writers, a chrono-
logist, and author of popular philosophical writings. In youth he lived at Athens

;

afterwards at Alexandria, having the charge of its famous hbrary. Of his numerous
writings, pertaining to the mathematical sciences, we have only some imperfect frag-

ments, 'i'hese belong chiefly to the work entitled Ta yzbiypa^^ovntia, which consisted

of 3 books, and contained the first attempt at the measurement of the earth. The loss

of this work is much regretted.

2. In the 1st book, Eratosthenes treated of phi/sical geography; in the 2d, ofmaltie-

niotical; and in the 3d, of political. Vv'hat remains is preserved chiefly by extracts

made by Strabo.—A treatise called Ka-anrepiai.101, explaining the constettations, has
p:ipsed under his name, but on various grounds it is considered as not genuine.

—

'Scholl.. iii. 375, 385.

3. Editions.—The fragments of Eratosthenes were published by Anchor. Ghtt. 1770. 4.—T.Iore comple'e, G. C. F Seiiel. Gr. &
Lat. Gott. I7S9. 8.—Most full, and best, Bcrnhardy, Eratostheiiica. Berl. \Hi. 8. The Catasterismi were published first by

J. Fjl. Oxf. 1672. 8. Ci^. § 71. 3.—Gale, in his Opusc. Myth. Amst. I6S8. 8,—Best, /. C. Schauback. Gott. 1795. 8.

§ 216. Strabo was born at Amasea in Pontus, and lived about the time of

Christ, under Augustus and Tiberius. By his travels through Egypt, Asia,

Greece, and Italy, he was the belter qualified to write his great work on geo-

graphy.

1 u. This is entitled Tecoypa'piKa, and consists of 17 books. It is not a mere register

of names and places, but a rich store of interesting facts and mature reflections, and is

of great utility in the study of ancient hterature and art. The first two books are a
sort of general introduction ; the rest are occupied in descriptions of particular countries,

their constitutions, manners, and religion, interwoven with notices of distinguished

persons and events.

2. The 3d book describes Spain and the neighbouring islands ; the 4th, Gaul, Britain,

and the islands adjacent, and the Alps with the tribes occupying them; the 5th and
6\h treat of Italy, concluding with a survey of the Roman power; the 7th gives an
a'^count of the northern countries, and the nations on the Danube ; the 8th, 9;h, and
lO'h are devoted to Greece; the next six, from the 11th to the 16th, contain an
nrcount of Asia; and the 17th describes the countries of Africa.—The 7th book has

come to us in an imperfect state ; the rest complete. There is an abridgment or Cfircslo-

7/ta;Iii/ of this work, made probably in the lOlh century by some unknown Greek.

There are also several collections of extracts from Strabo in manuscript.—Strabo wrote

a continuation of Polybius under the title of 'Y7ro;ii'!7,uaro 'lanpiKa.

.Scholl, V. -27?.—Lonrf. QiLart. Rev. vol. v.—.3. H. L. Heeren, De fontibus Geographicorum Strabonis. Gott. 1S23. S.—Gosselin,

Gengraphie des Grecs, cited § 208. 2.

8. Editions.—Prtnreps, (in sed. Aldi). Ven. 1516. fol.—ft. Casaubon (2d ed. by MoreT). Par. 1620. fol. Gr. & Lat. Considered

Sr>od.—.4/n.'i/otieen, Gr. & Lat. Aiii^t. 1707. fol. Repr. of Casaubon, with additional notes.

—

Siebeitkees (continued by Tzsr.hitche

i.id FHcdemaun), Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1796-1819. 7 vols. S.—Th. Falconer, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1807. 2 vols. fol. The most ample ed.

(yet cen^nre.i). Cf. FdiDh. Rev. vol. xiv.

—

Class. Jour>i. vi. 45; vii. 152, 445.

—

Coray. Par. 1816-19. 4 vols. 8. Best text; pre-

f.icf ni.d nrles in Greek.—C. G. Groskurd, Iberia (the 3d book of the Geography). Strals. 1819. 8. The Chrestomathy is found

in Hurlsvn-s Geograph. Min. cited § 2081. 2.

4. Trans-latioiis.— Gernian.-fe/irei. Lemg. 1775-77. 4 vols. &.—K. Kdrcher, in the Collec. of New Transl. by Tafel, Osiander,

^c. Trench.—La P^rte duThed and Coray, (under patronage of Fr. (Jov.). Far. 1805-14. 5 vols. 4. Cf. Land. Quart. Rev.

vol. V. 273.

§ 217. Dionysius, of Charax in Persia, was a contemporary of Strabo. He
was sent by Augustus into the East in order to prepare a description of those

regions for the use of his adopted son.

1 u. We have from him a geographical treatise in Hexameter verse, entitled Ucpiii-

yrjuii OUvjihr];, a (iescripiion uf ttte habilable world. From the title of this piece he has

received the surname oi Feriegetes. Cf. ^ 32.

2. We have a learned commentary on the Periegesis, written by Eustathitis.—The Periegesis is in the 4th vol. of Hudson, as cited

§ 208 1. 2. wilh the Conmuntary.—A\so in Matlhix^s Aratus, cited § 71. 3.—Separately, an improved edition, Hudion, Gr. & Lat.

Oxf. 1717. 8. wiih H. DodwdVs Di;s. de a;tate et patria Dionysii.—£. IVells, Gr. & Lat. Lond. 1726. 8.

§ 218. Claudius PtoJemseus, of Pelusium in Egypt, flourished in the middle

of the 2d century, at Alexandria. He acquired great distinction in the sciences

of geography, astronomy, and music.

1 u. Among the writings left by him, the two most important are the MeynXfj avvra^ig,

Great Con^iruction, and the TeixyypaipiKii v<pfiyr](ng, a System of Geography. The former,

cmisisiing of 13 books, now called the Almagest, is the earUest formal svstem of
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astronomy. The latter, in 8 books, gives a geosraphical account of coun'ries and
places, with a designation of their Latitude a7td Longitvde, for which the labors of
Mariniis of Tyre had laid the foundation. Of the" other works of Piolemv now
extant we mention particularly his Ka.,<u:' Bamlhoi', Table of Kings, which is of' much
value in the department ot history and chronology.

2 Tlie astrnnomical observations of Ptolemy were probably made in the Serapeuw, or temple
of Serapi.<, al Ale.xnndria, and not in the Serapenni of Cano[)Us. The naii.e of jSlmo^est is de-
rived from the title which the Arabians gave to Ploleniv's astronomical work, to e.xpres.s their
admiration. It was translated into the Arabic in the 9th century, with the patronage and aid of
Caliph JIlmavioHn. From the Arabic it was translated into Spanish and into Latin, before the
Greek original was known in Europe. In the last hook of the Geography, Ptolemy states the
method of nreparing maps, and here are found the first principles of projection. The lasting re-
putation of liiis work has been mentioned (J 207).

SchOIl, tol. V. 240-260, 312-323

—

Goudm, Ptoleniy, Strabo, and Eratosthenes compared, Ac in Geographie, kc. cited § 20S. 2.—Bo-namy, Des Cartes geographiques des anciens. Sec. Mem, Jicad. Inscr. vol. xxv. p. JO.

3. Editions.—Almagest; 6'n,7iaH», Gr. & Lat. Pasil, 153?. 2 vols. fol. with the Comm. of Theon.—.9A1«! Haima, Gr. h
». far. IS13-15. 2 vols. 4. Geography; Princej>s, by Ercumw. Basil, 1.^33. fol. (There had previously been several

editions of llie I.alin. Of. Schmi, v. 319.)—3/o/iIamu, Gr. & Lat. Frankf. (and Amst.) 16 5. fol. with maps by G. Mercalar,
after those o( Jgathudsernoti, an Alexandrine of the Dih century —Fetter, P. JBerlius, Tbeairum Geographiae Veleris. Aniit. ISIS-
19. 2 vols. fol. with maps, and containing Ptoleiiiy's Geogr. Gr. & Lat. in the 1st vol. and the Itinerary of Antonine, tbe Tabula
Peutir.geriar.a, ,tc. in the 2d.—//a/ma. Par. IS28. 4. containing on'y 1st book and part of 7lh, with a French version —F. G. fra-
bsrg, Ptolem. Geogr. libri octo, Gr. & Lat. Es«end. 1812. 4 —Canon ; Perizonius. Lcy.l. 1745 S.—Halma. Par. 1820. 4.—The
Hypolhesis of the Planets, by Halma, Gr. & Gall. Par. 1820. 4. For other works of Ptolemy and editions, see SchSU, vol. v.

p. 255, S3.

§ 219. Paiisam'as, accor(]in^ to some born at Caesarea in Cappadocia, per-
haps however a native of Lydia, flourished in the 2d century. He traveled over
Greece, Macedonia, Italy, and a great part of Asia.

1 u. In advanced life, at Rome, in the reigns of Hadrian and the Anfonines, he com-
posed his Itinerary of Greece, 'EXXaro? Trcfjii'tynffi;. It consists of 10 books, which are
frequently named from the provinces described in them. The work is full of instruc-
tive details lor the antiquary, especially in reference to the history of art, as the
author makes a point of describing the principal temples, edifices, statues, and the
like. This gives his work an interest it would not otherwise possess.

2. The style of Pausanias is rather negligent ; sometimes his descriptions are ob-
scure ; but he displays much judgment and knowledge, and casts light on very many
topics of history and mythology.

—

Scholl, v. 307.
3. Editions —PriJicf;)!, by .ildus (ed. M. Munirus). Ven. 1516. fol—Xylander. Frankf. 1583. {o\.—KUhn, Or. & Lat. Lpz.

1696. fol.—Befer, Facius, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1791-97. 4 vols. 8.—/. Bekker. Berl. 1826. 2 vols. 8—Best, C. G. Siebeiu, Or. &
Lat. Lpz. 1822-28. 5 wis. 8.—/. H. C. Schubtrt^C. fVah, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1839. 3 vols. 8. "> critical text."

4. Translations.—German

—

J. E. Goldhagen. Berl. 1798. 5 vols. 8. French —E. Clavier (and others). Par. 1814-20. 6 vols.

with original Greek and notes. English.

—

Th. Taylor. Lond. 17S3. 3 vols. 8. Illustrated by maps and views.

5. Illuslntive.—f. .5. C. KCnig, De Paus. fide et auctoritate in historia, mythologia, artibusque Graecorum tradendis. Berl. 1832,

S.—Heyne, Ueber den Kasten des Cypselus, &c. nach dem Pausanias. Gott. 1770. 8.

$220?/. Stephanus of Byzantium was a grammarian and geographer, who lived
towards the close of the 5th century. He wrote a copious grammatical and geogra-
phical Diciionary, called 'EdviKa. Of the original work we have merely a frao-ment.
There is an abridgment, however, 'EOfiKtZi' imrofitj, styled also Uepl T:6\eo)v, madefy the
grammarian Ilermolaus in the time of Justinian.

The best editions of the Epitome; that of .4. Berhel (completed by Gronovius). Leyd. 1688. fol. Amst. 1725. fol. and that

by H^. DindurJ, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1825. 4 vols. 8.

'{> 220. Cosmos Indicopleustes was a native of Alexandria, who died about A. D. 550.
He traveled in Ethiopia and India. His geographical work, in 12 books, is entitled
yipicTtaviKr, To-oypafia. He supposed the earth to be of a plane surface, and in the form
of a parallelogram ; and thought this to be the only view consistent with the repre-
sentations of the Bible.

His Topography is given in B. de Mmtfaxicon, Collect. Nov. Patrum Grac. Par. 1706. 2 vols. fol. Gr. & Lat.—A Description

of Plants and Animals of India is given in Tlitvenol, Relations de Voyages Curieux (Par. 1666), as the work of Ckamas.—Cf. Gib'
ton, Rom. Enip.j.iv. 67, 42S.

§ 221. Onesander and Polycenus have been named as prominent writers on military
subjects. I'he work of the former is entitled Srpar;?yiwf \6yoi, in 42 chapters. That
of the latter is entitled 'ETpa-nyri^iaTiKa, in 8 books ; it is highly recommended by HaV'
wood, for beginners in Greek, on account of its easy style and entertaining matter.

1. Editions of Onesander,— F.Vj/, by A'. /J.gau ', Gr. & Lat. Par. 1599. 4.—X. Schwebel. Nuremb. 1761. fol. with the FrencU
version of Zurlauien, and engravings of ancient military engines.-Coray. Par.1822. 8. with Zurlauberi's version, forming the 5th
vol. of his Parerga Bibltothecs Grsecsc.

2. Editions of Polysuus.-/"irif, by /. Cataubon, Gr. & Lat Lyons, 1589. 12 Best, by Coray. Par. 1807. as the Itt voL of hM
Sibltollitca Graca.—There is an Engl, transl. by R. Sheplierd. Lond. 1793. 4.
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VIII.

—

Mythographers.

§ 221 u. The principal existing sources, whence the traditions and fables of the
Greeks may be learned, are three; the jpoets, who bring forward mythical ideas and
fabrications, either incidentally, or as the subjects of particular songs; the historians,

who weave into their narratives the popular faith and tales, and make known historical

circumstances which serve to illustraie the same ; and finally the mythographers, who
have made it their particular business to treat of mythological subjects and to present
connected views or specific details of the ancient fables.—Some of the principal writers

of the latter class will be named in the following sections.

The following Colleclions pertain to this subject.—.4Wi« (Fabulists). Ven. 1505. fol.— 7?!. Gale, Historiae pneticae scriptores an

tiqui. Par. 1675. 8.— By satne, Opuscula Mythologica, et Pbysica, et Ethica, Gr. & Lat. Camb. 1671. S.—Amst. 1688. 8,

§ 222. Palsephatus, an Athenian, probably lived about B. C. 320; some place

him in the time of Homer, but without sufficient grounds.

1 u. His book rirpl amarMv, On things incredihle, contains 50 Muthi, or fables, with
an explanation of them. It is probably but a corrupted abridgment of the first part of

the larger work, in 5 books, ascribed to this author, but now lost. The style is very

simple and easy, and the contents amusing and instructive ; it is often used as a reading-

book in teaching the elements of the Greek language.

2. Editions.—It is found in Mdus, and Gale, Opusc. cited § 221 u.—Separately, best, J /. F. Fischer. Lpz. 1789. 8.-11. N. Emesti.

Lpz. 1816. S. with a Lexicon; for schools.

3. Translations.—German.—j; D. BUchling. Hal. 1821. S. French.—PoZscr. Lausanne, 1771. 12.

4. Euhemerus, supposed to have been a native of IMessene, lived about the same
time with Palaephatus. He wrote a work entitled 'Ispa dvaypa(p^, the object of which
was to show that the mythological deities were mortals, who had conferred benefits

upon their fellow-men, and on that account were deified. This was translated by
Ennius into Latin. Both the original and the version are lost, with the exception of

some passages in Eusebius and Lactantius.

Of. Schijll, Litt. Gr. vol. iii. p. 2i9.—Dunlop, Hist. Rom. Lit. vol. i. 94. ed. Phil. 1827.—Seuin, and Foucher, in the Mem. de

VAcud. des Inscr. vol. viii. 107. xxxiv. 417.

§ 223. Heraclitus was a grammarian, whose epoch and history are wholly
unknown. He is to be distinguished from the philosopher of Ephesus bearing

the same name (cf. § 177).

1 u. He is mentioned as the author of two mythographical works ; one entitled Iltpl

d-rrianov, Of things incredihle ; the other, 'AXX?)yopta( 'O^r/ptK'ttt, Homeric Allegories. The
former seems to be a mere abridgment. The latter is a more considerable work, but

gives the most forced and unnatural explanations to the fictions of the poet. It derives

value from containing poetical fragments of Archilochus, Alcaeus, Eratosthenes,

and others.

2. The first work is given in Gale, Opusc. cited § 221 u.—Separately, by L. H. Teucher. Lemg. 1796. 8. school ed.—The other,

m Gale also —Separately, by C. Gessner, Gr. & Lat. Bas. 1544. 8. as the work of Heradides of Pontus.—Better, by A^. Sckow,

Gotl. 1782. 8. A German translation by /. G. Schulthess. Zar. 1779. 8.

3. There is another work extant with the title Tlepl dntarMv. It is from an unkvown author,
who is supposed to have lived much later, about the time of the emperor Leo the Thracian. It

contains 22 sections, and appears to be an abstract of a larger work.

Published by L. M'lalius. Rome, 1641. 8.

—

Gale, in Opusc. cited above.

—

Teacher, with Heraclitus cited above.

§ 224. Apollodorus, a son of Asclepiades, was a grammarian, who lived at

Athens, B. C. about 145. He was a pupil of Aristarchus and embraced the

Stoic philosophy.

1 M. According to Photius he wrote a History of the gods (Tlepi S'eoiv), in 24 books.

We have, however, only 3 books under the title of B'.p\io9fiKri, or Library, which may
be an abridgment of the forementioned, but perhaps is a wholly different work. It

contains a brief account of the gods and heroes before the Trojan war.

2. It is given in Gale, Hist Poet, cited § 221 u.—Separately, best, Htyne. Gott. 1802. 2 vols. 8. with excellent commentary.-£.

Clavier, Gr. & Fr. 1805. i vols 8.—For schools, C. L. Soinmer. Rudolst. 1823. 8.—German Translation, by F. Beyer. Herborn,

1802. 8.—Cf. SchiiU, V. 36. iv. 57.

§ 225. Canon, also known as a grammarian, lived at Athens in the time of

Caesar and Augustus, B. C. about 40.

1 u. He wrote 50 mythical Narratives, Airiyficeig, which are now extant only in the

abstracts given by Photius in his Bihliotheca (cf. § 142). They are addressed to

Archelaus, king of Cappadocia. Although containing little that is pecuHarly interest-

ing, ihey are yet of some value in illustrating ancient history, relating particularly 'o

Jie origin of colonies.

2. They are jiveti in Gale, Hist. Poet, cited § 221 u.—Separately, /. A. Kanne. Gott 1798. 8.—-French translation by Abit

Gedot/ne, in the Hem, de VAcad. des Inscr. torn. xiv. p. 170.—Cf. Scholl, v. 41.
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§ 226, Parthcnius, born at Nicea, lived under the emperoi Augustus, and is

said to have been one of the preceptors of Virgil.

1 u. He wrote a work dedicated to Cornelius GaJlus, and entitled Uepi ipwriKuiv Tradr]-

fiaroiv. On amorous affections, designed to furnish that poet with materials for song.
The narratives contained in it were drawn from the old poets, and clothed in an easy
and prosaic style. He seems to have written other works, both in prose and verse,
although the elegiac poet of this name mentioned by Suidas was perhaps another person.

2. The work is found in Gale, as last cited.—Separately, Comariu3. Gr. & Lat. ((irinler Frcben). Bas. 1531. S.— Teuclier. Lpz.

1802 8. with Conon.—Best, Legrand and Heyne. GolL 1798. 8. with Corum.—F. Passow, Lpz. 1S24. 8.—For the account of

Parthenius by Suidas, see SchSU, v. 42.

§ 227. Phurnutus, or more correctly Annaeus Curnufus, born at Leptis in

Africa, probably lived in the last half of the 1st century. He seems to have
been the teacher of Persius, and a disciple of the Stoic sect in philosophy.

1 u. We have from him a Theory of the nature of the gods, 6c(of,ia -epi rrj,- roiv ecojv

^weo);, in 35 sections. It is an attempt to solve the common fables by the help of
allegories, mostly of a forced and extravagant character.

2. Given in Gale, Opusc. Myth, cited § 221 ii.—Villoiton left the Apparatiia for a new edition ; now in the Royal Library of

France. (Schotl, v. 179.)—On Ccimutus see Enfield's Hist Phil. bk. iii. ch. ii. 5 1.—D. Martini Dispulatio de L. Ann. Cornulo.

Lugd. Bat. 1825. 8.

§ 228. Heplisestion (cf. § 134), often called Plokmeeus son of Hephaestion, was
a native of Alexandria, and lived in the 2d century under Trajan.

] 11. His mythological work bore the title nepl t??; el; ToXvjiaOeiav Kawrii [crropia^, Of new
history pertaining to erudition; it consisted of 7 books, but we have only the brief

extracts tbund in Photius.

2. Published by Gale, Hist. Poet, cited § 221 u.—By L. H Teucher, with Conon and Parthenius. Lpz. 18C2. 8.—Cf. SchSll, v. 43.

§ 229. Antoninus Liberalise of whom little is known with certainty, most pro-

bably lived in the 2d century under the Antonines.

1 u. His Collection of metamorphoses, Mera/jop^wfftwj' o-ui'aytoyr;, is a compilation ga-
thered from various writers, in 41 sections. The style is very unequal, and shows
that the author drew his materials from poetical sources.

On Antoninus and other mythr;raphers, see Bast, Letire Critique ; in Lat. transl. by Schafer. Lpz. 18C9. 8.

2. Editions.—Contained in GaU, Hist. Poet.—Given by /. G. n'aleli, in his Ph^drus. Lpz. 1713. 12.—Separately, Princeps by

Xylander (^Holzmann). Basil, 1568. S.—Munker, Gr. & Lat. 1676. 12.—Better, Verheyk, Gr. & Lat. Leyd. 1774. 8.—A school ed

by Teucher. Lpz. 1806. 8. with the Fables of Gahrias. Cf- § 184. l.-G. A. Koch, Gr. & Lat Lips. Is32. 8.

§ 230. Sallusiius, who was a Platonic philosopher in the time of Julian and
Jovian, and was Consul A. D. 363, may be mentioned here.

1 u. He must not be confounded with Sallust the Latin historian, nor with the Cynic
of the same name in later times. He lived at Athens and Alexandria, and acquired
much celebrity as a speaker. He has left a work entitled Ilcpl ieuv km Koapov, On the

gods and the world, in 21 chapters. It is perhaps a philosophical rather than mytho-
logical treatise, and seems to be directed specially against the system of Epicurus.
The author maintains the eternity of the world and the immortality of the soul.

2. Editions—Published first by Nawbeus, Gr. A Lat Rom. 1638. \2.~Gale, Opusc. Myth, above cited.—fbrniey, Or. 4 Fr

Berl. 1748. 8.-7. C. Orelli, Gr. & Lat. Zlr. 1821. 8.—The titles of the chapters are given in SchSll, vii. 80.

S. Translations. German, by SdiuUhess. Zarich, 1779. 8.

IX.

—

Historians and Biographers.

% 231 u. In very early times the Greeks, like other nations of antiquity, had few, if

any, regular historical records. The art of writing was not brought into that fre-

quent and general use which is requisite for such purposes. Oral traditions, visible

monuments, and commemorative festivals were the principal means of transmitting a

knowledge of important and interesting facts. The oral accounts were commonly
thrown into the form of verse and song ; and thus the poets were the first historians.

Their poems, in epic, lyric, and dramatic forms, presented the story of the fabulous

and heroic ages, and were impressed on the memory in youthful education ; were sung
at the festivals of the gods and the funeral celebrations of heroes, and afterwards cir-

culated by means of written copies. When afterwards the use of writing became
more common, and prose composition began to be cultivated, historical narrative was
the first and principal application of it. -Pherecydes. of the island Leros, and the

three Milesians, Dionysius, Cadmus, and HecatcEUS, who lived between 550 and 500
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B. C, are named as the earliest authors of history in prose. At this period truth

and fable were more carefully distinguished; the former was selected as the proper

material for prose and history, and the latter was left to the sole use of the poet. After-

wards writers began to record the history of their owq times and connect it with the

traduionary accounts of former ages. I'he art of writing was more sedulously culti-

vated. The theory of historical composition was investigated and fixed on philoso_-

phical principles. Ere long, Greece possessed historians who are even to the present

day viewed as masters in the art, in respect both of matter and manner.

G. F. Creuzer, Historische Kunst der Griechen. Leipz. 1803. 8.—G. J. Vossius, De Hist. Graecis, as cited § 240.—On early me-

thods 01 preserving knowledge, Du Pin, (as cited § 240), bk. i. sect. 2.—G. Hermann, De Hist. Gr. Primordiis, cited § 1. 2.

§ 232. It was in the earliest part of the period between Solon and Alexander, that

historical compositions in prose began to be produced. Some of the earliest writers

were natives of Asia Minor. Such authors were termed \oyoypa(poi, and their per-

formances \oyoypa'piai. These authors, besides drawing from traditionary accounts and
the works of poets, consulted all the monuments of antiquity ; inscriptions, altars, sta-

tues and edifices erected or consecrated in connection with particular events. The
lososmphies were the first fruit of this spirit of investigation. They were a kind of

writing holding an intermediate place between epic poetry and veritable history. We
have no entire specimen of them ; but there are many fragments, for which we are in-

debted to quotations made by historians and writers on mythology in later periods, by
the scholiasts and some of the Christian Fathers. The works of the prose writers

named in the preceding section belonged to this class. Cadmus is mentioned by
Pliny (Nat. Hist. vii. 56) as the most ancient author of the kind. There are extant

fragments of Pherccydes of Leros, Acusilaus of Argos, Hecataeus of Miletus, Charon
of Lampsacus, Xanthus of Sardis, and Hellanicus of Mitylene.

G. F. Creuzer, Hist. Gif c. an'iquiss. Fra?menta. Heidetb. 1806. i.—Ahhi Sevin, respecting Hecataeus and Charon, in the Mem.

de Vjlcad. des Inscr. et Belles Lett. vol. ri. p. 472 ; xiv. p. 56.—The fragments of Hellanicus collected and published by F. IV. Sturz.

Lpz. 1787. 8.—Those of Pherecydes and Acusilaus hy the Same. Ijjz. 17S9. 8. id ed. Lpz. 1824. 4.—C. D. Hullmann, Aufinge

d. Gr. Geschichte. libnigsb. 1SI4. 8.—fl. H. Kcausen, Hecatei Fragmenla. Berl. 1831. 8.

§ 233. The writers just mentioned are, however, scarcely entitled to the name of

historians. Herodotus is the earliest Greek author who gave a finished and connected

form to the narration of interesting events, and was with much justice styled by Cicero,

the father of history. After him, and partly contemporary, were Thucyd'ules and

Xe?iopho?i. These three are the most eminent of all the Greek historians, and their

works are among the most valuable remains of Greek prose composition. They all

belong to the most brilliant period of Grecian hterature. Their histories were chiefly

occupied with Grecian affairs, and are the grand source of our knowledge respecting

the Grecian states, in the periods to which they relate. There were several other

historians before the time of Alexander, known to us only by a few fragments of their

v.'orks, or by the judgment passed on them by ancient writers. The most important

of these were Ctesias, a contemporary of Xenophon, and Theopompus, who lived a

little later. We have shght fragments, likewise, of Fhihstus of Syracuse, and Ephorus
of Cumse in iEolia.

The fragments of Philisivs published by G'lUr, in his De Situ et or. Syraaisarum. Lips. 1818. 8. Cf. Sevin, on Philetus, Mem.

Acad Inycr xiii. p \ .—0{ Ephorus, by M. Marx. Carlsr. 1815. 8.—Of rfeoponipiM, by H. H. E. Wicheri. Leyd. 1S29. 8. Cf.

Jl. J. E. Pflu§h. De Theop. vita et scriplis. Berl. 1S27. S.—F. Koch, Proleg. ad Theopomp. Chiurn. Stett. 1603. 4. Of Clesias,

in Wts^eHns,'') Herodotus, cited § 241. 3. Cf. K. L. Blum, Herodot und Ktesias, die frUhesten Geschichtsforscher des Orients.

Heilelb. 1S36. 12.—Cf. Scholl, vol. ii. p. 170.

§ 234. It may be proper to notice here a class of writers who confined themselves

to the hisTory and antiquities of Athens. Their works are cited under the common
name of 'Ar9:'Jjj, or Treatises on Attica. As the materials for these works were drawn
not merely from loose traditions, but from various authentic sources, their loss is to be
regretted, although they were no doubt abundantly charged with fable and full of im-

perfection. Works of this description were written in the period before Alexander, by
Cliiodemus and Phanodemus, of whom httle is known. Four others of the same class

belong to the period following the time of Alexander, viz. Demo, Androtion, Philo-

corus, and Ister.

The fragments of these authors were collecte;! and published by Lenz and Sibelis ; <Philochorus and Androtion), Lpz. 1811. 8.

(Phanodemus and Clitodemus, Demon and Ister), Lpz. 1S12. 8 —Scliijll, ii. IS3 ; iii. 224.

^ 235. The principal historian in the next period, from Alexander to the Rornan
supremacy in Greece, is Poli/hhis of Megalopolis. He published several historical

works, which are all lost with' the exception of a part of his Universal History. This

was without a rival in its kind. In style and eloquence it is inferior to the histories of

the great masters of the preceding era ; but it may be considered as the first successful

attempt to exhibit in a philosophical manner the principles of morals and poHtics as

developed in the changes of human society. Polybius may justly be ranked among
the most distinguished of ancient historians. In this period there were numerous
writers who composed hisiorical performances chiefly relating to the life and exploits

of Alexander, although including often much other matter. Almost every thing from
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their pens, however, has perished. The following were some of the writers ; Cal-
hsthenes, Hieronymus or Jerome of Cardia, Diodotus of Erythae, Nearchus and
Nymphis of Heraclea.

SaiUe-Cruix Examen des Historiens d'AIexandre-Ie^rand. 2d ed. Far. IS05. S.—Clayton, Crit. Enq. into the life of Alexander the

Great. Lond. 1793. 4. Cf. Dibdin, vol. i. p. 330.—./Siie Sevin, Recherch. sur la vie et sur les ouvr. de Callisthenea, in the Mem. dt

r.icad. des Inner. &c. torn vii.; de Jerom de Cardie, in vol. xiii. ; de Diodote, in vol. xix.—./Jny. Mai, Julii Valerii res gestae Aleiandn
Macedonii, translalas ex .Ssopo Graeco. Mediolani, 1817. 8.—Fragments of \ymphis, in the collection of the remains of Memnoa
and other writers of Heraclea, by J. C. OreUius. Lpz. IS16. 8.—Respecting Nearchus, see under Arrian § 250.

—

StJidll, bk. iv. cb. 36.

§ 236. There were also in this period, between Alexander and the capture of Corinth
by the Romans, other historical authors, some of whom ought at least to be mentioned
here; as HecatjEus of Abdera, Berosus the Chaldean priest, Abydenus his disciple,

and Manetho of Diospolis in Egypt. We may name also Timaeus of Tauromenium,
who, on being banished from Sicily, resided at Athens, and is quoted by Cicero as a
model of the Asiatic style of eloquence {Brut. 95. De Orat. ii. 13); Aratus of Si-
cyon, already mentioned among the poets C^ 71) ; Phylarchus his contemporary

; and
Polemo Periegetes. Of only a part of these authors have we any remains. The most
important fragments are those of Berosus and Manetho.

See .Sclwll, bb. iv. ch. 37. The fngments of Hecatsus were published by P. Zorn. Altona, 1730 ; also in CreuzerU Hist. Gnec
cited § 232.—For those of Berosus, see Jos. Scaliger, De eniendatinne Teniporum ; also Fabricivs, Bibl. Gr. vol. xiv.—/. D. Richter

Chald. Historiae. Lips. lS2i. 8. with life of Berosus. A work on antiquities, under the name of Berosus, was published in Latin

by /. A'miits or Nanni, a Dnminican of Viterbo, who died 1502. This forgery, wilh other pieces, was printed by E. Silber. Rome,
!48?.—The remains of Manelho were also published by Scaliger in the treatise above cited. The discovery (in 1792) of the Anne-
Dian version of Eusebius has furnished the means of a more complete collection. Cf. Journal des Savans, 1S20. See § 2SS.—Sir

J. Marsltam endeavored to reconcile Manetho wilh the Scriptures in his Chronicun Canon. Loud. 1662. fol.— Cf. Shuchford, Sac
and Prof Hist. Connected, bk. xi. (2d vol. p. 133. ed. Phil. iS2i.)~The .Ancient Fragments, containing what remains of the

writings of Sanconiathon, Berosus, Abydenus, Megasthenes, and Manetho ; Translated by /. C. Cury. Loud. 1828. 8.

•^i 237. The period which comes next, the time of Roman supremacy, produced a
great number of historians, but all of secondary rank. We will name tirst those who
wrote before the Christian era. The two most important authors were Diodorus
S7ciilui< and Dio?it/sius Halicarnasseus, who flourishetd but shortly before the time of
Christ, and whose works are in part still extant. I'here were several authors whose
works are lost: as. Castor of Rhodes, a contemporary oi Julius Csesar; Theophanes
of Mi:ylene, friend and biographer of Pompey ; Timagenes of Alexandria, selected
by .Augustus as his historiographer, but discarded for ceriain imprudent sallies of wit;
Posidonius the Stoic ; and Juba, son of the king of Numidia, taken captive by Julius
Cacs^ir. and educated at Rome. Here may be mentioned also Nicolaus of Damascus,
and Meninon of Heraclea, who both hved in the time of Augustus, and of whom some
fragments remain.

/. Eake, Posidonii Rhodii Reliquis doctrinx, &c. Lugd. Bat. 1810. 8.—The fragments of Nicolaus, were published by Oreaitu,

Lpz. 1S04. with a Supplement, 181 1.—Those of Memnon, by H. Stephanus. Par. 1594; and by OreUius. Lpz. 1816. See

Sct.mi, bk. V. ch. 53.

% 238. Of the historians between the time of Augustus and Constantine, one of the
most interesting and important is Flavins Josephus the Jew. His history of the de-
strui-tion of Jerusalem, of which he was an eye-witness, is on many accounts of great
'value. It was written originally in Hebrew, or rather in the Syro-Chaldaic, and after-

wards by himself translated into Greek. It is a work full of tragic interest.

Plutarch, who flourished in the 1st century of the Christian era, must be included
among the historical writers, not only because his Lives partake so much of an historical
chaiacrer, but on account of several other works upon historical topics. After Plutarch,
the most important historians were Arrian, Appian, Dion Cassius, and Heiodian.
ilCIian is placed among the historians, but holds a low rank. Polyaenus ou£rht perhaps
also'o be mentioned here, as his work already noticed (i- 22!) is ^f an historical character.
There were some other historical writers in the times of which we are speaking, to

whom it may be suitable barely to allude. Herennius Philo of Biblus, in the 2d cen-
tury, is said to have written several historical works, particularly to have translated
into Greek from Phcenician the antiquities of Sanconiathon. Praxis or Eupraxidas,
the author of the work ascribed to Dictys Cretensis, lived in this period, probably in
the time of Nero. Phlegon of "^rralles in Lydia wrote, besides other pieres, a sort
of universal chronologv, most of which is lost ; in a fragment of this is mentioned an
eclipse of the sun in the 18ih year of Tiberius, which has by some been supposed to
refer to the darkness that took place at the crucifixion of Christ.

Rcfpectini" Sanconiathon, see R. Ciimberland, Sanconiathou's Phcenician history, translated from the ist bo^k of Kuseblus de

Piaepar. Evang. &c. Loud. 1720.

—

Christ. Meiners, Hist. Doct. de vero Deo, vol. \.—H. Dodwcll, Disc on the Phcenician History

of Saiicoriathon. Lnnd. 16S0. 8. also in his Warlm. Lond. 1723.

—

Cory's Ancient Fragments, cited § 236.—A wnrk entitled f/ie.

nix or a Col'ectinn of Frajmen's, &c N. Vorb. \h33. 12. containing Sanconiathon, Zoroaster, Hanno, hc—F. Wageyyfidd, Sancon.

Hist. Phoeo. Gr. & Lat. Brem. 1837. 8. Cf. Bibl. Repns. July, 1837. p. 249. April, 1838. p. 440.

The remains of Phlegon were published by Fra>iz. Halle, 1822.—Several publications appeared in England early the last cen-

tury,on the eclipse mentioned by him : e. g. .Sykes, Dissertation upon the Eclipse, &c Lond. 1732. S.—Whiston, Testimony of Fhle-

«,on, &c. Lond. 1732. S.—Chapman, Phlegon examined, &c. Lond. 1734 8.—Cf. Lit. 4- Thcol. Rev. No. v. p. 53, 57.

<i 239 a. In entering upon the long period from Constantine to the capture of his
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favorite city by the Turks, the first historian we meet is Eusehius, a Christian and
bishop of Caesarea, one of the most distinguished men of the age, and particularly pa-

tronized by the Emperor Constantine. The only work of this author which belongs
strictly to classical literature is his Chronicle or Universal History, UavToha-r) laropia.

(Cf. '^ 288.) After Eusebius, we find a long list of historical authors. There are,

however, only two names of much importance, viz. Zosimus and Procopius (cf § 256,

§ 257), until we come to the mass of writers still less celebrated, and commonly grouped
under the name of Byzantine historiajis. This series of authors, beginning with the

7th century, extends to the final overthrow of Constantinople. "They have little

merit, except that they are the only sources whence we can derive the history of the

middle ages. A few among them exhibit a degree of purity and elegance in style

;

but most of their works are desthute of taste and of method, and degraded by super-

stition and abject flattery."

The Byzantine writers have been divided into four classps. The frst included Zovaras, Nice-
tas Aconiinatiis, Nicephorus Oregoras, and Laonicus Chalcondylas, which four aiuhors form
what is termed the Corpus or Body of Byzantine historians, properly speaking. Taken together,

they give a complete history of the period from Conslantitie to the capture of Constantinople by
the Turks. A second class includes the writers that have been termed Chroniclers, who at-

tempted to give general histories, or annals extending from the beginning of the world to their

own times. Scholl mentions 15 or 16 names belonging to (his class.—The third consists of such
as confined themselves to the history of a short period, a particular event, or of certain individu-

als, and may rather be called bing^raphers. Above 20 names are given in this class; Jifralhias

was one of the more eminent auiong them.—The fourth class is composed of authors who occu-

jiiL'd themselves rather with antiquities and statistics. Of 10 or 12 included in this numlier, Con-
stantine Porphyrogenitus was one of the principal. Of this class also was Lydus, whose treatise

on the Roman magistrates, discovered in 1784, is considered by Niebuhr as a valuable source of

information.

The treatise of Lydus was published by fliise. Par. 1S12. 8. Tlie works of the By2aDtine authors were first published at

Paris, with the patronage of Louis I4th, under the title of Corps de VHistnire Byzantine, 1648-1711. 36 vols, fol.—They were

reprinted Ven. 1729, ss. 35. in 23 vols. fiil. the 23d vol. consisting of works not in the 1st edit.— Cf. Sch'CU, vi. 415.—A new and

more comple'e edition was commenced by Niebuhr, and continued after his dea'h by J. Behker and others, under the auspices of tha

Academy nf Sciences at Berlin, 26 vols. S. published, 1828-38. Cf. Bibl. Repos. ii 408. Much use of the Byzantine writers was

made by Gibboii, in his Decline aiid Fall of the Roman Empire.—A\so by L. Cousin, in his Histoire de Constantinople depuis le

regne de Tancien Justin jusqu'a la fin de I'enjpire traduite sur les originaux grecs. Par. 16S5. 11 vols 12.

'5> 239 b. In relation to Biography, we may remark that, as a department of compo-
sition, it seems to have been almost wholly overlooked by the earlier Greeks. In the

period between Augustus and Constantine it received more attention. The Lives of

Flutarch, already alluded to (§ 238), are the most valuable productions in Grecian

biograpliy. In the 3d century we find two biographical works, the Lives of Diogenes

Laertius and the Lives of Fhilostratus, which are important sources of information

respecting the ancient philo.<^ophy. We may also mention here the Lives of Moses and

some of the Patriarchs, by Philo the Jew. of Alexandria ; and likewise the biographical

pieces of Porphyry (cf. § 199).— After Cons'antine, we have the Lives of Eiinopius,

and the works of'a large number of the Byzantine writers, one class of them being,

as we have just remarked, denominated biographers.

§ 240. We now proceed to notice separately the most distinguished Greek

Historians, giving first some general references.

On the Greek historians generally.-G. /. Vo>sius, De Historicis Grscis. Lugd. Bat. 1651. 4. ed. by Westemmnn. Lips. 1838.8.

L. E. Du Pin, Universal Library of Historians. Transl. from French. Lond. 1709. 2 vols. 12.—./. G. Maisd. Bibliotheca Kisto-

rici. Lpz. n82-lS02. 11 vols. 8. This work contains a notice of the authors ancient or modern who have wri'ten on the history

of Grecian or Roman affairs, or on the history of any people ; wiih some account of their productions. The following is a valua-

ble collection. /. G. Eichhcm. Antiqua Historia ex ipsis vet. Scriptorum Grasc. narrationibus contexta. Lips. 1811. 4 vols. 8. It

forms a complete body of ancient history, composed of extracts from Greek authors, arranged in systematic order. On the margin

are indicated the argument, the bonk and chapter of the author whence each passaze is taken, and the dale. The 1st vol. is devoted

to the empires and states of Asia ; the 2d to Greece ; the 3d and 4!h to Italy. Eichhorn also published a similar Collsclion, drawn

from La'in authors, j^nh^ua Historia in ipsis vet. Scriptorum Lat. narratjonibus. Lips. 1811. 2 vols. 8.—A plan for reading the

ancient historians, is given in PriesVenfs lectures on History (lect. xx.-x.f iv); also in Tyller's Elements of History (pt. i. sect. 49).

We may mention here J. B.Gail, Le Philologue, ou Recherches historiques, militaires, gengraphiques, grammaticales, &C.

d'apres Herodole, Thucydide, Xenophon, Polybe, &c. Par. 1814-28. 21 vols. 8. with an Atlas of 107 plates, 4to.

§ 241. Herodotus, of Halicarnassus in Caria, flourished B. C. about 450. He
is the oldest Greek historian whose whole works are preserved.

1 u. His History, in 9 books, which have been named after the nine muse.f, was
originally rehearsed in part at the Olympic games, and at the Panathenaean festivals

of Athens, and ultimately improved and finished at Thurium in Lower Italy. Its main

subject is the history of the Greeks, whose conflicts with the Persians he details down
to the battle of Mycale ; but he also introduces much that pertains to the Egyptians

and Lydians. That he wrote in his 44th year, is a circumstance of some importance

in reference to his chronology. His style is characterized by dignity and simplicity

united, and presents a striking resemblance to the poetical drapery of Homer, the more

obvious perhaps from being in the Ionic dialect. The contents of the work are also

highly instructive and useful ; although some things in it have no sufficient evidence to
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support them. ,IIe too readily adopted as matter of fact whatever the Egyptian priests
related to him, either from traditionary reports, or possibly from their own arbitrary
inveniion. It must be remembered, that he offers many things merely as popular
traditions and rumors.
The names of the muses are said to have been given to the different books of Herodotus by the hearers, who admired their styla

-and mamet when rehearsed at the g:ime«. It was at one of these rehearsals that Thucydidtt was alfected to tears.—ScAftH, ii. 140, as.

RoUin, Hist, of Polite Learniog, ch. ii. art. I. sect. i.

2. Plutarch holdly assailed the veracity of Herodotus, in his piece styled rTtpt r/Jf 'llpo66rov
KaKUT]deiai. Tile Father of History is ably defended by a modern, the Abbe Oeinoz.

See Mem. .icad. histr. vol. six. p. U5. xxi. p. 120. xxiii. p. 101.—ZarcAo-, as cited below.—Gii/i«, Hist. Greece.—ScASa, iv.

162.—ff. Bstioine (H. Slephanus), Apoiojie pour Herodote. La Have, 1735. 3 vols. 12.

3. Editions.—B.—.SrAu'eijAatucr, Gr. & Lat. Strasb. IS16. 6 vols. 8. repr. Lond. 1817. 6 vols. 8. To this belongs 'be Lexicon

Berodoleum, by the same editor, published 1824. 2 vols. 8.—T. Gaisford. Oxf. 1824. Lpz. 1S26. 4 vols. 8. Gr. only; but "rich

in explanatory note^." The Notes may be purchased separately. F

—

Priiiceps, by Aldus. Ven. 15C-2. (nl—Gale, Gr. & Lat.

XiOnd. 1679. (nl.—fj'esseling, Gr. & Lat. Anist. 1765. fol. much celebrated. R.—Lai'jig-, Gr. & Lat. Ediob. I8C6. 7 vols. 8.

—Borlieck, Gr. Lemg. 1808. 3 vols. 8. "defiled with typographical errors."—ScAjrffi (the parts relating to the war with the

Persians). Halle, 1S09. 2 vols.—G. B. Sd.djer, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1825. 3 vols. 8.—/. C. F. Bdhr. Lpz. 1835. 4 vols. 8. Gr. only

;

Gaisford's text ; with dissertation, &c., and maps —5 G.Lons, with English Notes. Loud. 1832. 8. with a Summary of Herod, and

copious Inde«, published 1839. 9.—C. IV. Stacker, with Engl. Notes. Lond. 1832. 2 vols. 8.—§ Struve, in \ite £Mioth. of Jacobs

and Rost.—^ C. S. Ifheeler, Bost. 1842. 2 vols, text of Schweighauser, with Engl. Notes.

4. Translations.-German.— /)egen. Frai.kf. 17S4-9I. 6 vols. S. /. Latige. Berl. 1812. 1824. 2 vols. 8. "best fora philolo-

fian." French —Larcher. Par. 17S6. 7 vols. 8. 1802. 9 vols. 8.—In Gail's ei. Gr. & Fr. Par. 1821. 4 vols. 8. English.—

Beloe. Lond. 1791. 1812. 4 vols. 8. enriched with valuable notes. >^—/'. £. Lai/rmt. Oxf. 1837. 2 vols. 8.

5. Illustrative.

—

Parli Diction. lonicum Grseco-Lat. &c new edit. Oxf. 1821. 8. Slruve, of Konigsberz, has been preparing a

new Lexicon of Herodotus. Cf. § 7. 4. (/).

—

Bcrhech, Apparatus ad Herodotum iutelligeiidum. Lemg. 1795-99. 5 vols. 8.

—

Creuzcr, Con)ment. Herodotex. Lpz. 1819. if.—Const. Fr. dc Volney. Supplement a I'Hcrodote de Larcher, &c. P.ir. 1809.

2 vols. '^.—Rennell, Geographical System of Herodotus, &c. 2d ei. Lond. IS30. 2 vols. 8 with maps.—J5 G. yielnijtr, Dissertation

on the Geography of Herodotus, with Researches into the History of the Scythians, Gets, and Sarmatians; transl. from German.

Oxf. 1830. S.—£. IVaardenburg. Dissert de nativa siniplicitate Herodoti. Lugd. Bat. 1S30. S.—G. £. i/cr/se, de vita Herodoti.

Berl. 1827. S —F. HUzig, De Cadyti urbe Herodotea. Gott. 1829. 4.—P. H. Larcher, Notes on Herodotus, transl. from the French.

Lond. 1827. 2 vols. 8.

§ 242. Thucydides, an Athenian, flourished a little after Herodotus, B. C.
about 420. His master in rhetoric was Aniiphon. In the Peloponnesian war
he was a commander of the Athenian allies.

1 u. During his banishment from his native city, he prepared the materials for his

History, of which that war forms the subject. His work does not, however, contain

an account of the whole war, but terminates with the beginning of the 21st year. It

is characterized by an impartial love of truth, and a style noble and highly cultivated,

yet sometimes obscure from its very closeness and fullness of thought. The ancients

viewed him as a model of good Attic ; and Demosthenes formed his style upon Thu-
cydides. The History is usually divided into 8 books, sometimes 13. Of most of the

incidents related, he was himself an eye-whness ; the rest he collected wuh great di-

ligence and careful scrutiny.

2. On his banishment he retired to Scapte.syle in Thrace, where his wife owned a
valuable mine, and spent there 20 years, returning, it is said, near the time when
Athens fell into the hands of the Spartans under Lysander, B. C. 404.

SchStt, iL 15'.—Smith, Discourse on Ihe Life of Thucydides, in his Transl. cited below.—iSoHiJi, Polite Learning, ch. ii. art. I.

sect 2.

3. Editions.-n—£ciAer, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1824. 4 vols. 8. with Greek scholia and notes of Wasse and Duker.—Jfi. F. Pojrpo,

Or. Lips. 1821-38. 10 vols. 8. said to be very learned and complete.—Gottieier and Baxter, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1790-t>;04. 2 vols. 4.

Better as repr. (by Prieslky) Lond. 1819. 5 vols. S.—F. Goiter, 2J ed. Lpz. 1836. 2 vols. 8. with Latin notes ; considered as one

of the best for common use. f.—Prt-nce-ps, by Aldus. Ven. 15(S. foh—Junta. Flor. 1526. fol.—H. Step>ianus, Gr. & Lat.

Par. 1564. tol.—Hudsmh, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1696. fol. celebrated.—Z>uAcr, Gr. & Lat. Amst. 1731. 2 vols, fol.—The Bipont, Gr.

& Lat. 1788.. 6 vols. 8. R.—P. Elnuley, Gr. & Lat. Edinb. 1804. 8 vols. 12. accurate and very good.—/. B. Gail, Gr. Lat. &
Gall. Par. 1S07. 12 vols. 8. with maps and plates.—C. F. F. Haack. Lpz. 1820. 2 vols. 8. text, with brief notes.—Same, Gr. *
Lat. with scholia. Lond. 1823. 4 vols. S.—S. T Bloomfield. Lond. 1830. 3 vols. 12. a good school ed. with Engl, notes.—T. Ar-

ndd. Oxf. 1835. 3 vols. 8. with maps from actual survey; considered good.

4. Translations.—German.— fleii77ia7i7i. Lemg. 1760. 8. edit, by Bredow. Lemg. 1823. S.—Max. Jacohi, Dasseld. 1803.

4 vols. 8. Trench.—Levesque. Par. 1795. 4 vols. S.-Gai7, as above cited.—.5. F. Didut, Par. 1833. 4 vols. 8. with the Gr.

text. English.—SnuM. Lond. 1753. 4th ed. 1805. 2 vols. 8. Phil. 1818.—S. T. .B/o<mi,^£Z<t Lond. 1819. 3 vols. 8. Mo
dem Greek, by A^. Ihikas (Dcuha), with orig. text. Vienn. 1806. 10 vols. 8.

5. Illustrative.— r. F. Benedict, Comment. Critic! in Thuc Lips. 1815. 8.—E.F. Poppo, Obs. Crit. in Thuc. Lips. «15. 8.—

Creuzer, Herodot und Thucyd. Versuch einer nihern WOrdigung ihrer historischen Grundsatze. Lpz. 1798.—i. P. Bupeden, de

Periclis laudatione funebri Thuc. ii. 35. Lips. 1831. 8.—D. H. Meyer, Periclis ap. Thuc. oratio fun. expl. Osn. 1832. i.—Smith,

Discourses on Thucydides and his History, pref. to Transl. above cited.—ifl. Thucydidxtim, a Gr. and Engl. Diet. Lond. 1824. ?

—Maps and Plans illustrative of Thucydides and Herodotus. Oxf. 1829. 2 vols. %—F. GoUer, De situ et origine Syracusarum ad

explicandam Thucydidis hi.storiam. Lips. 1818. 8.

§ 243. Xenophon has already been named among the philosophers (§ 186),

He is also distinguished as an historian.

1 71. His style is peculiarly excellent in narrative, being uniformly simple, tasteful,

and agreeable. The work entitled 'EXX/jvtva comprises 7 books, and may be considered

as a coniinuation of Thucydides. It relates the closing scenes of the Peloponnesian

67 3Y
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war, and carries on the history of the Greeks and Persians down to the battle of Man-
tinea. The Expedition of Cyrus, Kvpov 'Avaiiaaiq, is also in seven books, and gives an
account of the attempts of the younger Cyrus, and the celebrated retreat of the 10,000
Greeks.

2. The Cyropcedia, Kvpov iraikia, is usually ranked as an historical work, although
some place it among the philosophical writings of Xenophon. It consists of 8 books,
unfolding the education and hfe of the elder Cyrus. Many, both ancients and moderns,
have considered it as a sort of historical and political romance. Cicero remarks (lib.

1. Ep. 1. ad Q.)that Xenophon's design was not so much to follow truth as to give a
model of a just government. There are several points of discrepancy between Xeno-
phon and Herodotus in giving the history of Cyrus, especially in reference to the cir-

cumstances of his birth, the manner of his umting the Median and Persian thrones,

and tlie occasion of his death.

Cf. Gillies, Hist. Greece, ch. vii. xixii. (vol. i. p. 315. and iii. p. 501. Lond. 1801.)—Mi7/ord, ch. xliii. sect. 1 (vol. vii. p. 150.

Bost. 1823).—Sc/ioiZ, ii. p. 172, and references there given.

3. Editions.—W hole W o r k s , see § IS6. H e 1 1 e n i c a. Best, /. G. Schneider. Lpz. 1821. 8.—Mona, Gr. & Lat

Lpz. 177S. 6.—£othe. Lpz. 1S23. S.—L. Dindorf. Oxf. 1831. 8. A n a b a s i s , Hutchinson, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1735. 8. often

repr. Best, Camb. 1785. 8. vv-ith Person's addenda.—iiorj. GOtt. 1822. 2 vols. 8.—C. G. KrUger. Hal. 1826. 8. with excellent

notes in Latin.—E. H. Barker, with En^l. notes. Lond. IS3I. 8. C y r o p se d i a, Hutchinson, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1727. 4. often

repr. Latest, Oxf. 1812. 8. (1st Am. Phil. 1806. 9.)—Pr/ppo. Lpz. 1S21. 8.—JVeckherlin. Stuttg. 1822. 8.—Bomemann, in Sosfs

Bibliotheca.—£. H. Barker, with En?I. Notes and Questions. Lond. 1833. 12.

4. Translations.—Gernian.-Ci/nvpaBdia, by Meyer. Frankf. 1813. S.—^lnalasis, by Halbcart, 2d ed. Bresl. 1822. %.—Bdle-

nica, by Borhcck. Frankf. 1783. 8. French.—Ct/rop. by Dacier. Par. Mll.—Anab. by Larcher. Par. 1778. 2 vols. 12

(Fuhrmarm, p. 218). English.—.4/inl. by E Spehnan. Lond. 1742. 8. By A^ S. Smith, Gr. & Angl. with notes. Lond.

1S24. i.—Hellmica, by W. Smitlu Loud. 1770. 4.—Cyrop. hv Ashley. (Am. ed. Pbil. 1810. 8),

5. Illustrative.—/^sfAt-r, Kon.mentar Uber die Cyrop. (ed. Kuinol). Lpz. 1800. S.—F. A. Bornemann, Der Epilog der Cyro

paedie erliutert. Lpz. 1819. 8.—C. H'ffmeistcr, De Cyro Xenophontis. Meurs. 1826. 4.—J. Klerk, De Vita Croesi, in Cyropaedia,

&c. Lugd. 1826. 8.—/. M. Hilzmann, Worterbuch zu Anabasis und Cyropaedie. Carlsr. 1818. 8.—CVewzer, de Xenophoute his-

forico. Lips. 1799. 8.—Rennell, Illustrations of the Expeditions of Cyrus and Retreat of the Ten Thousand. Loud. 1814. i.—Fra-

guier, also Banier, sur Cyropjedia, in Hist. Acad, des Inscr. ii. 45. vi. 400.

—

Freret, on Geogr. of Cyrop. in the Mem. Acad. iv. 588.

— IV. Atnswarth, On the Cilician and Syrian Gates (mentioned by Xenophon), in the Journal of Lond. Roy. Geog. Soc. vol. viii.

p. 185.— rf: Williams. E.':s3y on the Geography of the Anabasis. Lond. 1829.—Afapj and Plans illustrative of Xenophon and Foly-

bius. Oxf. 1829. 8.—K. W. KrUger, De authentia Anabaseos Xen. Hal. 1825. 8.

§ 244. Clesias lived in the same period, B. C. about 400. He was a native

of Cnidus in Caria, and a physician by profession.

1 u. He wrote a work on the Assyrian and Persian history (n^po-fx-wi'), in 23 books;
and also one book on India ('L'^ivwi'). He employed the Ionic dialect, and his style is

commended by the ancient grammarians. The credibility of his accounts has been
often questioned, yet there are many considerations that weigh in favor of it. The
loss of his works is much to be regretted. We have some fragments of both, however,
preserved in Photius.

2. Ctesins is at variance in many points with both Hprodotiis and Xenophon. His history of
India altoiinds with fahles, some oif wliich are supposed lo have arisen from nscrihinc; an actual
e.xisience to such hieroglyphical and emblematic figures as are still found on the ruins of Perse-
polis.

Scholl, ii. 174. vii. 436.—Gerfoyn, Mem. de I'Acad. des Inscr. torn. xiv.

3. The fragments of Ctesias are given in many editions of Herodotus.—Separately, H. Slephanus. Par. 1557.—.3. tion. Golt.

1S.J3. 8.—Bdhr. Frankf. 1S24.

§ -245. Polybhis, of Megalopolis in Arcadia, flourished between 200 and 150

B. C. distinguished as a statesman and a warrior. He lived many years at

Rome, where he became an intimate friend of the younger Scipio; the last six

years of his life were passed in his native land.

1 u. His work, entitled 'laropla Ka%\iKh, General History, consists of 40 books ; and
is a universal history for the period of 53 years, from the beginning of the second Punic
war to the the reduction of Macedonia under Perseus, B. C. 167. We have only the

first 5 books entire, and &ome fragments of the rest as far as the 17th. Polybius was
the author of a new method of treating history, expressed by the term pragmatic. His
details of military operations are more particular and interesting from his personal ex-

perience in the military art. His style is not pure and classical, yet it is vigorous and
maniy, and evinces both learning and reflection.

2. "Polybius," says Scholl, "gave a new character to history, and created a new
kind. Vhistoire raiionnee, or pragmatique {rrpayyiariKfi',. Not content with merely relat-

ing events, he unfolds their causes, and explains their consequences. He paints cha-

racters and passes sentence upon actions. Thus he forms the judgment of his reader,

and prompts the reflections which may prepare him for the administration of public

affairs {jrpaynara).''—Cf. Cicero de Or.'ii. 5.—Of the books after the 17th we have no
lemains, except what is found in two meager abridgments, which the emperor Con-
stantine Porphyroeenitus caused to be made.—Polybius was born B. C. 205; and died

B C. \2'i.—Scholl. iii. 226—230.
X Editions.—B.—Scftii/eigiCuier, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1789-95. 9 vols. 8. with a copious Lexicon Pclyhianum. Repr. Oxf. 1823.

I
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6 vols. 8. F.—Princeps. by Obscpisus, Gr. & Lat. Hagan. 1530. (ol—jirlenius, Gr. & IM. Bas. 1549. fol.—CfuauJon, Or. &
Lat. Par. 1609. fol. highfy commtnded.—Grmovius. Gr. & Lat. Amst. 1670. 3 vols. 8.—Ernetti, Gr. & Lat. Lpi. 1764. 3 vols. 8,

4. Translations—German.—f. IV. Beniheti. VVeim. 1820. 8. Freuch.—K. Thuillitr, with comment of Chev. Folard. Par
1727. 6 vols. 4. and with Suppl. Auist. 1733. 7 vols. 4. English.—£fam;yjOTi. Lend. 1772. 4 vols. 8. 1809. 3 vols. 8. Ct
Moii,\\. 630.

6. Illustrative.—LipjiM, Comment, ad Polybium, cited P. IIL § 275.—flei.Jc, Animadversiones ad Polybium. Lips. 1763. 8.—
/. Moor, Criticisms on Polybius, &c. Glasg. 1759. \2.—Drydcn'a Character of Polybius, &c.—See references, § 531. 4.

§ 246. Dlodorus Siculus, of Argyrium, lived under Julius Caesar and Augus-
tus. By his travels over a great portion of Europe and Asia, and also in Egypt,
and by a diligent perusal of the earlier Greek and Latin historians, he prepared
materials for his great historical work.

1 u. This is composed of 40 books, under the title of Bi/3\io9iiKri [aropiKh, extendino-
from the earliest times down to Caesar's Gallic war, B. C. about 60. A large part o?
the work is lost; we have only 15 books (viz. l-o and 11-20), with fragments of the
rest. It is marked by a careful indication of the order of time, but has'less merit in
point of style, or accuracy in other respects.

2. Diodorus employed 30 years in completing his Historical Library. For a view of the plan
and contents, we refer to Scholl, vol. iv. 81, and Rollin, Polite Learning, ch. ii. art. 1. sect. 6.

3. Editions.—B.—Z, Dindorf. Lips. 1S28-3I. 5 vols. S. "the most cri:ical and valuable."—/feync fy Eyring, Gr. & Lat. Bi-

pr)Dt, 1793-1807. 11 vols. S.—n'ttseUns, Gr. & Lat. Amst. 1746. 2 vols. fol. F.—Princeps, by Obsupseus. Bas. 1539. 4. (bkfc.

16-20.)—a SIcphanw. Par. 1659. fol. (10 bks. 1-5 & \\-l5.)—Rfwdomann, Gr. & Lat. Han. 1604. fol.

4. Translations.-German.—.S7ro(A ^- Kallwasser. Frankf. 17S2-S7. 6 vols. 8. French.—./Siic Ttraason. Par. 1777. 7 vols.

12. English.-G. Booth. Lond. 1721. fol.

§ 247. Dionystus Ilah'carnasseus has been mentioned among the rhetoricians

(§ 117). He lived 22 years at Rome, and there collected the materials for his
Roman Archaeology

.

1 u. This work, Wpxo-ioXoyia ''PutfiaiKrj , comprised 20 books, and was designed to
make known to the Greeks the origin, history, and constitution of the Romans. It

extends from the building of the city to the beginning of the first Punic war. There
are now extant only the first 11 books, and some fragments of the rest, in part recently
discovered by 3Iai. The extant books bring the history to the year of Rome 312,
B. C 442. His narrative is not wholly impartial, being often too favorable to the Romans,
and his style is not unexceptionable. Yet we may obtain from this work the best
insight of the Roman system and constitution, because the author was led, in explaining
to the Greeks a novel and strange subject, to enter into particulars much more than
the Roman writers needed to do.

2. We learn from Photius, that Dionysins made an abridgment of his work in 5 books. Mai
supposed he had discovered this abridgment in a maniiscript'in the Ambrosian Library at Milan

;

but the specimen published by him does not justify the opinion.

Scholl, vol. iv. p. 100.— A'. L. Struve, Ueber die von A. Maius bekannt geniachten Bruchstacke des PioDysius, &c. Konigsb.

18:0. S.

3. There have been three editions of the W h o 1 e W o r k s.—Pnnccpj, that of SyVmrs:, Gr. & Lat. Frankf. 1586. 2 vols. fol.

(there were editions in Latin earlier)

—

Hudson, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1704. 2 vols. iiA.—Reiske, Gr. & Lat 1774-77. 6 vols. 8.—

A

bet'er e lition wanteJ.-The Archaeology, /i. Stephanies. Par. 1546. fol. (with other works).—Gnrnm. Lpz. 17S6. 8. (but

containing only a part).—The frngment discovered in the Amb. Libr. was published by Mai. Mil. 1816. 4. Repr. Frankf. 1817. 8.

4. Translations of \he .^rchxology —German.—BmzLr. Lemg. 1771-72. 2 vols. 8. Freacb.—Jay ^ Sellajiger. Par. 1723.

2 vols. 4. 1SC6. 6 vols. 8. English.—£d. Spelman. Lond. 1758. 4 vols. 4.

5. Il'ustrati \e.—PttitRadel, and Raoul-Rochctle, on the authenticity of Dionysius, &c. in the Mem. de VInstilut, C 1 a s s e d^Hist,

et Litt. Anc. vol. v. p. 143.—A/ooie, Observat. on Rom. Senate, Dionysius Halve. &c. Lond. 1758. i.—E. Stanley, Review o(

ffookes Observations, &c. Lond. 1758. 8.—P. F. Schulin, De Dionys. Hal. historico, &c Heidelb. 1821. i.—JV. Busse, De Dio-

rysii HhI. vita et iugenio. Berl. 1841. 4.

§ 248. Flavins Josephus, the Jew, was born at Jerusalem A. D. 37. He pos-
sessed a larsje knowledge of the world, united to much familiarity with Greek
learning. Belonging to the sect of the Pharisees, and being a descendant from
the royal Asmonaean family, he held the prefecture of Galileea with much repu-
tation. He became a prisoner to Vespasian, but obtained his freedom and ac-

companied Titus during the siege of Jerusalem. Afterwards he lived at Rome.
1 u. His JevusJi Wars, in 7 books, he wrote originally in Hebrew or Syro-Chaldaic,

afterwards in Greek (loiKa'iKh luTopia vrpl (iXc'jo-fWs) in orcler to present the work to the
emperor. Subsequently he composed his Jewish Anticjuities (lovidiKn 'Apxa.oKoyia), in

20 books, containing the history of the Jews and their ancestors from the creation to
the 12th year of the emperor Nero. The genuineness of a passage of the 18th book
respecting Christ, is very questionable, and is by many considered as an interpolation.
We have also from Josephus a work in two books on the antiquity of the Jewish
nation, and an autobiography. With all their defects the writings of this author are
of great value in illustrating the Bible and the history of religion.

2. The work on the antiquity of the nation is in reply to Apion, a grammarian of
Alexandria.—A work styled Ei'j Ma/f/ca/?arouj \6yos (found in some editions of the apn
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cryphal scriptures as the fourth, book of Maccahees) has been erroneously ascribed to
Josephus.
An account of the discussion respectin? the disputed passage above mentioned, is given in SchUl (vol. iv. p, 116).—Of. N. Forster,

Dissertation upon the account supposed to have been given of Christ by Josephus. Oxf. 1749. 8.

3. Editions.—W hole Works, best, Budsm, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1 720. 2 vols, {oh—Havercamp, Gr. & Lat Amsf. 1726. 2 vols.

M.—Obcrthilr, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1782. 3 vols. 8. (promising to be the best, but not completed on account of the editor's death.)—

A u t o-B i g r a p h y, Gr. & Lat. Henke. Bruns. 1786. 8.—D eBelloJudaico. E. Cardwell, Gr. & Lat. Oxf. 1837. 2 vols. 8.

4. Translations.—Latin.—fluyintij (or Cassiodonu). 1470. German.—Hedion. Strasb. I53I. fol.—0«. ZQr. 1736. 6 vols. 8.

Spanish.—.41. de Paleiicia. Sev. 1492. fol. French— Ferajd (printer). Par. 1492. M.—Gillet. Par. 1736. 4 vols. 4.

Italian.-Florence, 1493. fol. English.— fFAuion. Lond. 1737. fol. often reprinted. Lond. 1841. 8. with Introduction by H.

Stebbing, and plates.

§ 249. Plutarch was named among the philosophers (§ 195), but also de-

serves a place with the historians.

1. In his Parallel Lives, Bioi TropaXX/yXoi, he exhibits and compares, in a very full and
instructive manner, the characters of the most distinguished Greeks and Romans.
There are 22 parallels, giving the lives and characters of 44 persons ; with which is

connected the biography of 5 individuals taken singly. The lives of several others,

said to have been written by him, are now lost.

The Lives of Plutarch have been universally considered as a rich treasure for the antiquary, the statesman, and the scholar. They

contain citations of a vast number of ancient authors, many of whom are wholly lost Beeren, de fonlibus et auctoritate vit. parol.

Plut. Commentationes. GOtt. 1820. S.—A. Lion, De ordine quo Plutarchus vitas scripserit. GOtt. 1819. 4.

2. We have several other works of an historical character from him ; among them,
Poman Questions {AiTiai 'Pw/^aiVai) and Grecian Questions {Airiai 'EWriviKai), in which
he discusses various points of Greek and Roman antiquities ; Comparison of a?ialogous

events in Greek and Roman history; On the fortune of Alexander, &c. I'he Lives of
the ten orators, ascribed to him (§ 99), is not considered as genuine.—A son of Plutarch,

named Lamprias, formed a catalogue of his father's works, styled nXv-dpxov BiPXiav

niva^, which is preserved in part, and given in Fabricius.

—

Scholl, vol. iv. llS-163.

3. The Lives are published in the editions of the whole works, cited § 1 95.—Separately, Princeps, by Junta. Florence, 1517. fol.

—Best, Bri;an S,- Du Sold, Gr. & Lat. Lond. 1729. 5 vols. i.—Coray. Par. 1809. 6 vols. 8. with notes in modern Greek.—§ G. H.

Sdiiifer (in Teubner's Coll.) Repr. Lond. 1829. 6 vols. 12.—5 F. Jacobs, in the Bibliotheca, 1836. Of editions of Particular Lives,

we mention the following. /. C. Held, a:milius Paulus and Timoleon. Solisb. 1832. 8.—/. C. F. Bdhr, Alcibiades. Heidelb. 1822.

8.—.4. S. Vogel, Brutus. Turic. 1833. 8.— C. Sintenis, Themistocles. Lips. 1832. 8. Pericles. Lips. 1835. 8.—Lives of the Tm
orat'rs, A. Walermann, Quedlinb. 1833. 8. with notes and an essay respecting the author.

4. Translations.—Latin.—Campanuj. Rom. 1640. 2 vols. fol. The Lives were published in Latin versions several times before

the first edit, in Greek. GermTi-a.—Kaltwasser. Magd. 1799-1806. 10 vols. ?.—Klaiber, in the Collection of Tafel. &c. ^French.

—Amyot, Whole Works of P. (rec. ed.) Par. 1784. 18 vols. 4. (cf. Fuhrmann, p. 394.)—Oacier. (rec. ed.) Par. 1S12. 15 vols. :

English.—/. 1^ JV. Langhome. Lond. 1770. 6 vols. 8. with notes and a Life of Plutarch. Several times reprinted. Lond. 1841.

large 8. with 50 portraits.

§ 250. Flavins Arrianus, of Nicomedia, in the 2d century, has already been
mentioned among the philosophers (§ 194). He was not without celebrity as

a writer of history, in which department he was a very successful imitator of

Xenophon.

1 u. He composed an account of the Expedition of Alexander in 7 books, 'laropiwt

dvaSaatiji; 'AXfJ.ir^pou /Ji/JXia ?, and a work on the Affairs of India, 'lv6iKa, which con-

tinues the history of Alexander. The latter has been considered as the 8th book of

the former, but without grounds, although there is indeed a connection by the subject.

The former is written in the Attic dialect ; the latter, in the Ionic. In the latter work,
he borrowed much from the Periplus of Nearchus.
The Periplus of Nearchus, here mentioned, is found in Hudson, Geogr Miu. as cited § 208. 2.—See also JV. Vincent, Voyage of

Nearchus, &c. cited below.—Cf. P. IV, § 27.

2. Arrian wrote also several other historical works, which are lost ; among them a
history of Parthia, UapdiKCL, in 17 books; of Bithxjnia, BtOwiaKa, in 8 books; of the

times subsequent to Alexander, To nera 'AXep^av^pov.—There are still extant, besides what
has here been named and his philosophical writings (cf § 194), a treatise on Tactics,

Texi'i raKTiKh ; another on the Chase, KwriyertKo; ; and a Periplus of the Black Sea,
Ucpi-Xovs Ev^dvo'j. A Periplus of the Bed Sea, 'Epv9pas daXaccrris, also bears his name.—
Scholl, iv. 166. V. 266, 306.

3. Editions.—Whole Works. The only edition, A. C. Borheck. Lemg. 1792. 1811. 3 vols. 8. not highly commended.—

Exped. ofAlex. Best, Schmieder, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1798. 8.—/. E. Ellendl. KOnigsb. 1S32. 2 vols. 8. Gr. only ; best text,

with explanatory notes. 1 n d i a, Schmieder. Hal. 1788. 8. A good edition of both these together, Raphel (by Schmid), Gr. &
Lat. Amst. 1757. 2 vols. 8.—Ta c t i cs.—Best, Blancard, Gr. & Lat. Amst. 16S3. containing also the Peripli and Chase. The

Peripli are also in Hudson, Geog. Min. cited \ 208. 2.—The Periplus of the Erythr. Sea, in W. Vincent, Voyage of Nearchus from

the Indus, and Perip' is of the Erythraean Sea. Gr. & Eng. Lond. 1797. 1810. 3 vols. 4.—The Chase, in Zeuiu's Polit. of Xenophon,

cited 5 IS6. 3.

4. Translations Alexander's Expedition German.—BorAec*. Frankf. 1790-92. 2 vols. 8. French.—CAatwMri. Par.

1S02. 3 vols. 8. Italian.-iaunw. Veron. 1730. 4. English.-^. Rook. Lond. 1729. rec ed. 1814. 2 vols. 8.—Periplus of S.

.Sea, by fincent, as alrave cited.

5 IMnstriti"?.- -P. 0. Chys, Comment, geograph. in Arr. de Expedit. Aleiandri. Lugd. 1828. 4. with maps.
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§ 251. Appianus of Alexandria flourished at Rome as a lawyer, in the 2d cen-

tury, in the reigns of Trajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius, and finally acquired

the office of imperial procurator.

1 u. He wrote a Roman History, 'laropia 'Pcojiaticn, in 24 books, of which we have
only 11, with some fragments. It extends from the destruction of Troy to the time of
Augustus. The order of narration is not chronological, but the events are arranged
with reference to the countries or the nations particularly concerned; thus in different

divisions he treats of different wars, in which the Romans were engaged, as e. g. the
Punic, Parthian, Iberian or Spanish, Syrian, Mithridatic, &c. In this work much is

borrowed from others, especially from Polybius and Plutarch. It is particularly ser

viceable in giving an idea of the Roman system of war and mihtary afiairs.

2. In his preface, Appian states the reason of his renouncins synchronism as a principle of
historical arrangement; viz. the weariness occasioned by beiiijj obliged to turn the attention
from province to province as the scene of events is changed; to hurry, for example, from Car-
thage to Spain, from Spain to Sicily, from Sicily to Macedonia, and thence again to Carthage.
The style of Appian is formed on that of Polybius, but is inferior to it. He is' charged with par-
tiality "in favor of the Romans.

Schijll, iv. p. 173-176 /. Schweigliiiuser, On Appian, in his Opuscula Academica. Argent. 1806. 8.

3. Editions.—The best, Sc'iioeislUiuser, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1785. 3 vols. 8. F.—Princeps, by C. Stephanus. F..r. 1551. fol

ff. Stephanus, Gr. & Lat. Gen. 1592. {oh—TolUus, Or. & Lat. Amst. 1670. 2 vols. 8. R.—Schafcr, in the Coll. of Tauchnitz.

4 vols. 18.

4. Translations.—German.—/)t7teni«i. Frankf. 1793, 1800. 2 vols. 8. French.-/. /. Combes-Daimous. Par. 1808. 3 vols. 8.

Italian.—£raocio e Dolce. Veron. 1730. 2 vols. 4. English.—Came*. Lond. 1679. 1703. fol.

§ 252. Bion Cassius, surnamed Cocceianus, of Nicaea in Bithynia, lived at the

close of the 2d and beginning of the 3d century, and was twice Roman Consul.

1 u. During a long residence at Rome he made himself familiar with the history of
the Eoma7is, on which he wrote a work in 8 Decades, or 80 books, extending from
^neas to his own time, A. D. 229. The first 35 books, however, are lost, excepting
some fragments; we have the succeeding books, from the 36th to the 54th, almost
entire, and the 55th in parts ; of the following, to the 60th, we have an abridgment by
an unknown hand ; and the remaining 20 books are in the abridgment made by Xiphi-

hnus in the 11th century. Dion details with much exactness, but his style is often too

much labored, and he is sometimes unnecessarily minute.

2. His name was properly Cassius, and he is said to have assumed the other as descended, by
his mother, from Dion Chrysostornus (cf. $ 118). JIuch of his life was spent in public official

employments. The remains of his work enable us to fill up many chasms in Roman history,

and form our njost important guide for the events of his own times. The abridgment by Xiphi-
linus, alluded to above, was drawn up by order of the emperor Michael Ducas, and extends from
the 35tli book to the end of the original.—ScAoZZ, iv. 160-187.

3. Edilicns.— Best, Reimar (beguQ by Fabricim), Gr. & Lat. Hamb. 1750. 2 vols. fol. Some fragments published by Mardlt

(1798. S.) .vere repr. (ed. Chardon la Rochet te). Par. ISOO. in folio, in order to be joined with this edition. F. G. Sturz, Gr. &
Lrit. Lips. I834-3S. 9 vols. 8. with notes of Reimar and others. T.—Pnnceps, by R. Stephania. Par. 1548. (ol.—H. Slep/ianus.

Gr. & Lat. Gen. 1592. [ol.—Leundaviiu, Gr. & Lat. Han. 1606. fol.

4. Translations.—German.—/. A. fVagner. Frankf. 1783-86. 5 vols. 8. Italian.—iV. Leonuxno. Ven. I54S. 12. English.

—

Manning. Lond. 1704. 2 vols. 8.

§ 253. Claudius .^lianus, of Praeneste in Italy, was a sophist of the 3d cen-

tury; but he is usually ranked among the historians.

1 u. He is thus ranked on account of his work entitled IlotVtXr; laropta. Various history,

in 14 books. It is a mere compilation of miscellaneous incidents, made without much
close scrutiny or discrimination

;
yet the narratives are very entertaining, although the

style is unequal and sometimes affected. iElian also wrote a history of animals (cf

1> 277\ The work on Tactics, which some have ascribed to him, was probably from
an earlier writer of the same name.

2. Although he was descended from Latin parents, and according to his own testi-

mony never went beyond the borders of Italy, he acquired such a knowledge of the

Greek language, that he was, according to Philostratus, considered worthy of a rank
among the purest Atticists, and according to Suidas, obtained the surname of IM^Xr./i-

Boyyo; {honey-voiced).—Besides the works above named, there are also ascribed to him
20 Letters on rural topics (AypoiKoX liriaroXaCj, of but little value.

Schm, iv. 195 Stollius, Int. in Hist. Lit. (Jena), 1728.

3. Editions Of the Variou s History B.—Gronomui, Gr. & Lat Amst. 1731. 2 vols. 4.—J". /acoij, Gr. only. Jena, 1S30.

8. with notes. Principal earlier; Scheffer, Gr. & Lat. Argent. 1685. S.—Perizonius, Gr. & Lat. Lug. Bat. 1701. 2 vols. S.

R.~Coray. Par 1805. a with notes in ancient Greek.—Lfinonann. Gott. 1811. 8. The Letters are found in the collections

of Aldus and Cvjas, cited 5 152. 1. Of the work on T a c t i c s (by the elder JEWao, A. D. !20), the best edition is that of S. Arct-

nns ( Elzevir- printer). Leyd. 1613. 4. The WholeWorksof both the ^Elians were published by Gessner, Gr. & Lat. Tiguri

(Zirich), 1556. fol.

4. Translations.—Fanoiu flu(orv.—German, by Meineche. Quedl. 1787. 8.—French, by/. Dacier. Par. 1772. 8.—English, b»

T. Stanley. Lond. 1665. 8. Tactics.—GeTm^o, by Saumgdrtner. Mannh. 1786. 4.—English, yiscaunt Dillon, Lond. I8I4. 4.

§ 254. Eerodianus the historian, not the same as .WJius Herodianus named
2 v2
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among the grammarians (§ 136), lived at Rome towards the middle of the 3d
century.

] u. lie wrote the history of those emperors whose reigns he had seen, from the
death of Marcus Aur. Antoninus to the accession of the younger Gordian, A. D. 180—

•

238, T'7f f.iETa IsiapKov fSaaiKeiag wnpiai, in 8 books. It is executed with much frankness
and love of truth, but with too httle precision in respect to chronology. His style is

pure, and in the discourses or addresses, which he has introduced, there is a great de-
gree of nobleness and dignity, without excess of labored ornament.

2. The best editinn of Herodian is that of G. W. Irmisch, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 17S9-1805. 5 vols. 8. with a vast mass of notes.—

A

better text is found in Wolf (Gr. only). Ha). 1792. 8.—A good ed. for common use is Weber (Gr. only). Lpz. 1816. 8.—Abo G.

Lans:e. Hal 1S24. 8.-7. BeUer, Berl. 1826. 8.

3. Translations.

—

iMm.—Ang. Politian. Rom. 1493. fol. This was made by order of Innocent 8th, and was greatly admired

anJ often reprinted. German.—/. G. Cunradi. Frankf. 1784. 8. English.—/. Hart. Lond. 1749. 8. French.—H. de

Monlgault. Par. 1712. 12.

^ 255 a. Diogenes Laertius flourished probably in the beginning of the 3d century.
Little is known respecting his life. He left a work entitled Ylepi /5iw^ koX SoyixaTiov riov iv

ipt\o(To-yia dioKifir]aavTu>v, in 10 books, which contains the biography of the principal philo-

sophers of the various sects, and their most remarkable apothegms. The whole of
the last book is devoted to Epicurus.

The contents are staled by Scholl, vol. v. p. 226.— Cf. G. TJ. Klippd, De Dicgenis Laertii Vita et Scriptis. Nordh. 1831. 8.

1. Edilions.—B.—ff. G. HUbner, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1S28. 2 vols. 8. A comment;iry on the first 5 books, by samt. Lips. 1830. 8,

¥.—Princeps, by Frolen (the sons of). Bas. 1533. i.—H. Stephaiius, Gr. & Lat. Far. 1570-94. 2 vols. 8.—t M. Aleibomiict,

Gr. & Lit. Amst. 1692. 2 vols. 4.—Lon?ohus, Gr. & Lat. (text of Meib.) Hof. 1739. 2 vols. 8. with engravings of heads.

2. Translations.—The work was first published in the Latin of Ambrosius {Traversari), before 1475. A 2d ed. Ven. 1475. fol.

—Waller Burley, in the beginning of the 14th century, translated or closely followed Diogenes, in the work styled De vita et ynori-

bus philosophorum, &c., which was printed at Cologne, 1472. 4. He is supposed by some to have had a better text of the original

than is now possessed (cf. Wolf's Analekt. Lit. ii. 227). German.—£. A. Barheck, Wien, 1807. 2 vols. 8. French.— (.5no7ij

moiu) Amst. 1758. 3 vols. 12. Par. 1796. 2 vols. 8. English.—By several authors. Lond. 165S. 2 vols. 8.

3. lUus'rative.—C. Jacobitz, I. Casauboni et A. Menagii Observ. et Emend, in Diog. Laerlem. Lips. IS34. 2 vols. 8.

§ 255 b- Flavins PhiJostrahis the elder, from Lemnos, lived in the 3d century,

and in the profession of sophist taught eloquence both at Athens and Rome.

] u. We have from him the Life of Apollonius Tyanensis, 'AttoXXwi/iot) tov T^avh^ (3iog,

in 8 hooks, full of the most extravagant encomiums, especially upon the miracles of
Apollonius, who lived about A. D. 70.

2. It has been thought by many that Philostratus designed, in his biography of Apol-
lonius, to ridicule the life and miracles of our Savior. In the time of Diocletian, less

than a century after Philostratus, his work was placed by Hierocles of Nicomedia in

opposition to the writings of the evangelists. The absurdity of this was afterwards
exposed by Eusebius.

Huet, Demonst. Evang. Prop. ix. c. UT.—Scholl, iv. 289.-Cf. \ 2S7, 283.

3 u. There is also a work by him entitled EiV-owj , in 2 books, containing fi6 descrip-

tions of paintings in a gallery, which was at Naples.—There is a work with the same title

by Philostratus the younger, who was nephew to the former and also of Lemnos. It

is in some respects valuable for artists, although wanting in precision and simplicity.

The bonks on painting have received attention from modern writers.—There is a work on statues, by Callistntus, of an un-

known era, which is usually joined with them.-Count Caylus, Mem. Acad. Imcr. torn. xx\x.—Beyne, in his Opvsc. Acad. vol. v.

—Fr. Jacobs, Animad. in Callistrali statuas et Philost. imagines. Lips. 1797. 8.—Rehfius, Qber den jOngern Philost. u. seine Ge-

mildebeschreib. Tab. 1800. 8.

4. We have other works by Philostratus. In a piece called 'HpwiVrt, he gives the
fabulous history of 21 heroes of the Trojan war. He has left also about 70 letters, and
an eivsrain found in the Anthologies. But a more interesting and valuable work is

his Lives of the Sophists, Bioi mtpianTw, in 2 books. One book gives the biography of
26 philosophical sophists ; the other, of 33 rhetorical sophists. It contains a fund of
anecdotes illustrating the manners and morals of these ostentatious pretenders, and
gives a vivid picture of the dechne of genuine eloquence.

—

Scholl, iv. 190.

5. Editions.—Of the compZe/croorAj, there have been two editions.— A/tweZ. Par. 1608. fol.—OZcari«f, Gr. & Lat. Lips. 1709.

fol. containing also Philostratus the younger, and the reply of Eusebius to Hierocles. After the edition of Olearius, no part

of Philostratus was published (according to S'-ktill, iv. 296) until the Heroica by Boissonade, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1806. 8. with the

Scholia and with notes —/magmcj, by F. Jacobs Sf F. T. Welcker Lips. 1825. 8. containing also Callistratus on statues.

6. Translations.—German —Whole works, by Seybold. Lemg. 1777. 2 vols. English.— Liuej of Sophists, by Edw. Benoick.

Lond. IS12. 8. Also Life of Apollonius. Cf. Lond. Quart. Rev. in. 4X7.—Taiemont, Life of Apollonius (from the French).

Lon<1. 17C2. 12. French —tj/e of Apollonius, by Castillotx. Berl. 1774. 4 vols. 12.

7. Illuftrative.—G. /. BAker, var. lect. et observ. in Philost. vit. Apollon. &c. Heidelb. I8I8.—C. L. Kayser, Not. crit. in

Philost. Vit. Sophistarum. Heidelb. 1831. 8.

§ 2.'55 c. Eunapv/s was a native of Sardis. He studied in Athens, and traveled in

Egypt, and afterwards officiated in Lydia as a pagan priest. He is named here on
account of his work entitled Biot (piXocrocfoiv koI cfxpiarwv, wh'ch contains notices of 23^^?-
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losophers and sopliists, who lived in his time, or not long before. It betrays his host:-

Uty to the Christian system.
Coiuin, Nouv. Frajm. Phil. (p. 2C0) cited § 171.

1. Editions.—Princept, by .id. Junghe (Junius), Gr. & Lat. Aolw. 1568. 8.—Best, /. F. Boissotiadt, Gr. only. Amst. 1S22

2 vois. S. with notes.—Scholl nienlions only two editions, besides the Princepi and that of Poissonade ; viz.—/. Commdin,
1596. 8. with the version of Junius.—and P. Etienne (Stephanus), 1616. S. Some catalogues give an ed. by Etienne, printed Col.

AHob. 1616. 12.

2. Illustrative.—Ccnuin, Nouv. Fragtn. Philos. p. 200, as cited § 171.—.See Sclibll, Hist. Litt. Gr. vii. 70.

§ 256. Zostnms flourished in the 5th century. He held the office of Comes
Find at Constantinople.

1 u. His Ntw History, Nta 'laropta, in 6 books, embraces the reigns of the emperors
from Augustus down to A. D. 410. The style is pure, perspicuous, and not destitute
ot ornament. But he is by no means an impartial writer, and appears to have been
strongly prejudiced against Christianity.

2. Polybius had exhibited the causes which contributed to the rise of Roman grandeur.
Zosimus, in imitation of this distinguished writer, proposed to trace the causes of hs
decline. His object and plan were good, but he had not the requisite qualifications for

the task. Among the causes he erroneously ranks the establishment of the Christian
religion.—5cAo/Z, vi. 338—348.

3. The best editions; Reitemeier, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 17S4. 8. (Fuhrmann.)—!. Bekker. Bonn, 1838. 8. in Mctufo-'i Corpus,

ciled § 239 a.—The first complete ed. was in Sylbiirg'.t collecticn, Scrijit. Hist. Rorn. Franc. 1590.

4. Translations.—German.—SeytoM and Heyler. Franlsf. 1S02. 2 vols. 8. French, by Cousin.

§ 257. Procopius, a native of Caesarea in Palestine, flourished in the 6th cen-

tury, as a sophist and lawyer at Constantinople. He was a friend to Belisa-

rius, and held for a long time the office of prefect of the Capital.

] u. He wrote a History of his own times, in 8 books, Toiv Kad' avrnv IcTopicJv 0iP\ia

oKToj. The work is divided into 2 tetrades, the first 4 books being called Persic, and
the last 4 Gothic, including a period of 70 years, A. D. 482—552. The former portion

describes the wars of the Romans, both with the Persians and with the Vandals and
JMoors in Africa ; and the latter, those with the Goths. He has left also a work styled

'AvUhra, w'hich is a secret history of the Court of Constantinople under Justinian; and
another called Kn'o-^ara, Buildi}/i:s, in 6 books, in which he describes the various works
constructed or repaired by Justinian. His style has the merit of accuracy and clearness.

Cf. SchoU, vi. 349, ss.—Gibbon, Hist, of Decl. of Rona. Emp. iv. 46. ed. N. York, \S^.—Levesque, in Mem. Acad. Inscr. a
B'lles Uttres, xii. 73.

2. Editi. ns.—The Corpus of Byz. Hist, (cited § 239) includes the thru works of Procopius, edit, by C. Maltrtt, Gr. & Lat

Far 1662 63. 3 vols, fol.—ed. by G. Dindorf, 1833. 3 vols. 8. in the Corpus, {/<: Cf. § 239 a.—The first or Princeps ed. of the

Parsic and Gothic Histor}', by D. Hoschel. Aussb. 1607. fo\.—Princeps of the Secret History, by N. JUemannus, Gr. & Lat.

Lujd. Bat. 1623. foi. Princeps of the Buildings, by B. Rhenaniu. Bal. 1531. fol.

3. Translations.—German.—The secret history, by /. P. Reinhard. Erlang. 1753. 8.

§ 258. Jgathias, of Myrina in jEolis, has already been mentioned as an au-

thor of Epigrams and editor of an Anthology (§ 34, 35). He was a Christian

jurist or advocate, of the Alexandrine school, and lived at Constantinople in the

6th century.

1 ;/. We have from him a continuation of the history of Procopius, through 7 additional

years, in a work entitled Iltpi rfj? 'lovanviavov /3a(n\eiag, Oji the reign of Justinian.

2. This work is divided into 5 books. His style has been thought to suflTer from the

author's habits as a poet. He speaks of himself as being especially fond of poetry from

his youth. His history derives much of its value from an account it contains of Per-

sian insthutions and usages drawn directly by him from Persian writings.

Schm, vi. 377.—/ur. Rev. ^fo. ii.—5/. Croix, Examen les Hist. d'Alex. &c. cited § 235.

3. The first edition was by B. Vulcanitis, Gr. h Lat. Leyd. 1594. 4.—Included in the Corp. Byz. Par. 1660. fol. with his ept-

frains.—Best by B. G. Niebuhr, Gr. & Lat. 1828. 8. in his ed. of the Cor-pus Byz. Cf. § 239 a.

§ 259. Zonaras {Johannes) flourished at Constantinople in the 11th and 12th

centuries. He was raised to distinguished honors in the court of the emperor

Alexius Comnenus, but resigned them and retired as a monk to Mt. Athos.

1 u. Of many works composed by him in the latter part of his life, we notice as be-

longing here his Annals, XpoviKov, 'in 18 books, including a general history from the

beginnins of the world do%vn to A. D. 1118. It consists of abridgments or extracts

from larg'er works, and exhibits great inequality of style. The history of the Jews is

given first, then that of the Greeks and of the Roman Republic, and lastly that of the

Roman Empire. In the latter part he closely follows Dion Cassius.

2. Another work of Zonaras wns an Eieo-esis on the Canons of the Apostles, Synods, and Fa-

thers. He left also a Le.xicon or Glossary, which is useful as a concomitant to that of Hesychius

SctiSll, vi. 288, 358. vii. 241.

3. The A n n a 1 3 v-ere first published by Wolf, Gr. & Lat. Bas. 1551. 3 vols, fol -Repr. in Corp. Byz. Ducan^e, ed. 1686.
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Belonging also to NUhuhrh Corpus Byz. The Exegesis is in Btvei-idge, Synodicon, sive Pandect, cannnum S. S. apost. coDcil. ab

pedes. Grsec. receptorum. 1672. 2 vols. fol. L e x i c o n, by Tiumann (cf § 142. 4). Lips. 1&08. 3 vols. 4.

§ 260. Dares the Phrygian, and Diclys the Cretan, may be mentioned in clos-

ing our list of names in the department of history. Their era is uncertain, and
their value trifling.

1. Homer (7Z. v. 9) mentions Dares as a priest of Vulcan at Troy. ^lian {Var.
Hist. xi. 2) states that an Iliad or history of the Trojan war by Dares was extant in

his times ;
yet this work was probably not from the Trojan priest, but the fabrication

of some sophist. There is extant a work in Latin, entitled Be excidio Trojce historia,

which has been taken for a translation made by Cornelius Nepos, from the Greek of
Dares. It is now admitted to be merely the prose outline of a poem in 6 cantos by
Joseph IscaniiLS, who was an English poet of the 12lh century, born at Exeter in

Devonshire, and called Isca7iius Irom Isca the ancient name of Exeter, and sometimes
Davonius from his native county^

2. There was a kindred fabrication in Greek, made by Praxis, in the name of Dictys
Cretensis, who is said to have served in the Trojan war, and to have kept a journal
{t'prifiepig) of its events^. The original Greek is lost; but there is a Latin version in

6 books. Cf § 238, § 522.

1 Camdcnh Britannia, p. 133, Publ. in Latin 1607. fol. English, by Gibson, 1617. 'i SehoU, Hist. Litt Gr. iv. 107.

3. The pretended works of Dares and Dictys are supposed to have been the original source of

the famous romance of chivalry by Guido dalle Colonne {de Cohimva),a. Sicilian lawyer and poet
nf the 13th century. This romance, the second tliat was written of the chivalric class, was trans-
lated from the Latin into all the languages of Europe, and received with universal enthusiasm.
The first romance of this class is traced to an eastern origin in a Persian tale of Alexander the
Great, translated first into Greek and then into Latin.

SchoU, vii. 3-5, 194-96.—Fatri'atw, Fibliotb. Lat. vol. i. p. 116.

—

JV. Ouselcy, on some extraordinary anecdotes of Alexander;

in the Traiisact. of the Rcy. Soc. of LUeralure, vol. i. Lond. IS29.

4. Editions.

—

Dares and Dictys have usually been published together. The first edition was printed, Milan, 1477.—The best edi-

tions ; that of Perizonius. Amst. 1702. 8. a reimp. of Madame DaderU (Far. 16S0. 4), and containing the poem of Joseph Isca-

niiis (cf. § 522), and that of .9. Dedaich, Rom. 1835. 2 vols. 8.

5. Traijslations.—These works were translated in the 16th century into the Italian, French, and German. A Russian version was

published, Mosc 1712. 8. Cf. Fabricius, above cited, p. 112.

X.

—

Writers on Medicine and Natural History.

^ 261 u. The science of Medicine is founded essentially upon observation and ex-

perience, and is one of those which were but imperfectly understood in ancient times.

Indeed, from the nature of the case, it could not be brought to perfection until later

periods. The same is true, to a considerable extent, of Natural History and Physics
in general. Yet these sciences were pursued among the Greeks not without some
zeal and success. But their success in them can by no means be compared with that

which they enjoyed so peculiarly and happily in literature and the fine arts. At first

the practice of medicine was limited almost wholly to the curing of external wounds.
The great renown which Msculapius ('Ao-k-Ajittio;, cf P. II. § 84) and his descendants
called the Asclepiades obtained, is a proof of the novelty and rarhy of the healing art

in those times, in which in fact it was considered as a miraculous gift from the gods.

The Asclepiades established several schools in ftiedicine, of which those at Rhodes,
Cos, and Cnidus were the most celebrated. It was not until a later period that the

Greeks became acquainted with anatomy. Hippocrates was the first who investigated

the science systematically, or wrote upon the subject.

There is a brief collection of rulef of health ascribed to the .Ssdepiades, entitled 'Aa-KKTjniaciuv iytiva TTapayyiA/iaTa.

Found in J. C. d\iretm, Beytrige zur Gesch. der Lit. vol. ix.—and in Scholl, Hist. Litt. Gr. vol. iii. p. 11.

'S 262. After Hippocrates, the physicians of the same period, between Solon and
Alexander, seem to have in a great measure abandoned the guidance of experience,

and plunged into the labyrinths of speculation. The school termed the Dogmatic was
now established, which attempted to unite the theories of the philosopher's with the

principles of Hippocrates. The sons of Hippocrates are named among its founders.

The most distinjiuished of this school were Diodes of Carj^stus in Euboea, and PraxU'
goras of Cos. Of the medical writings of the former we have a few fragments.

The fragments of Diodes are published in C. G. KUh7i, De Medicis Gr<ecis, &c. Lips. 1S20. 4.—Cf. Scholl, iii. 402.

"^ 263. It was by the physicians at Alexandria that the actual dissection of the human
body was first attempted. Among the earlier physicians of the Alexandrine school,

the most distinguished were Herophilus and Erasistratus, who lived under the first

Ptolemies, and were each the head of a class of followers. Among the adherents of
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the former sooa arose the Empiric scliool, founded by Fhilinus of Cos, and Serapion
of Alexandria. To this school most of the physicians of the period before the fall of
Corinth attached themselves. 'I'hey professed to follow the lessons of experience
(ijjL-s'.pla).—One of the most illustrious of the Empirics was Dioscorides, who will be
noticed below (§ 271). We may mention also Apollonius of Ciiium, and Xenocrales
of Aphrodisium, as of some eminence.—It was towards the close of this era that the
medical art of the Greeks was introduced among the Romans, by ArchagatJnis; it had
been, at first, chiefly practiced by Greek slaves. The physician that seems to have
acquired the highest celebrity at Rome, was Asdepiades ol Bithynia, B. C. about 100.
He may be assigned to the Empiric school, although he professed to have peculiar
notions of his own.

C. F. H. Buck, De Schola medicorum Alexandrica. Lips. 1810. A.—SchSll, iii. 404. v. 335.—The work of Xmoarata (on tht

nauriskitunt furnished by aquatic productions), by Coray. Par. 1814. 8.—The remains of Asdepiades of B. were published by

Gmiiptrt, Asclep. Bitb. Fragmenta. Vimar. 1794. 8.—The name of Asdepiades was borne by many different persons. Cf-

Harleis, Medicorum ret. Asdepiades dictorum lustratio, &c Eon. 1828.

^ 264. In the period succeeding the fall of Corinth a new school arose, called the
Mrtltodic or Methodist ic, founded B. C. about 90, by Themison of Laodicea, who was
a disciple of Asdepiades, and fixed himself as a physician at Rome. The svstem was
matured by Soranns of Ephesus, who practiced at Rome under Trajan and Hadrian
with brilliant success, and has left several works. To this school belonged Crifo7i,

also celebrated in the time of Trajan, and Moschion, the reputed author of a work on
Diseases still extant.—Within the limits of the same period, another medical sect was
originated, the Eclectic, which is generally ascribed to Archi^enes, another physician
in the time of I'rajan. AretcEus, whose works will be noticed below, was an eminent
advocate of this school. Eiifus of Ephesus was an eminent physician not assigned to

any of the sects ; his works are still considered valuable. But the name which is most
important, not only in the space between Augustus and Constantine, but in fact in the
whole history of the Greek physicians, is that of Gale7i. With transcendant genius he
broke from the restraints imposed by the different medical sects, and built a system
for himself upon the ruins of them all, and became and continued for many centuries
the oracle of the art.

The worljs of Soranns are in jlnt. Cocchi, cited below, § 269.—That of Moschion, separately, F. 0. Dewcz. Vienn. 1793. 8.—
Those otRufits, by IV. Clinch. Lond. 172S. 4.—Scholl, v. 338,

^ 26.5. During the long period from Constantine to the capture of Constantinople, no
progress was made in the science. Alexandria continued for a long time the chief seat

for the theory and science of medicine, while Rome and Constantinople furnished
ample fields for hs practice. Most of those who attempted to write on the subject,

contented themselves with commenting upon the works of Galen or some author of
times previous to their own. They formed what is called the School ofGale?/, although
thpy professed to be Eclectic, and to draw their principles from all tfie different sects.

There are but few names which are specially deserving of mention.— Oribasivs, in the
time of Julian, is the first writer of any note ; he has been called the ape of Galen, on
account of borrowing so much from him ; among his works was a medical compilation
from preceding wrhers, made by order of Julian, and called 'Ei3ioijr]KovTai3ii3\og, from its

comprisins 70 books, 8 or 9 of which yet remain in Greek, and several others in Latin
onlyi.

—

Mtius of Amida in Mesopotamia, was a physician at Constantinople, in the
6th century. He left a compilation from the earlier medical authors, under the title of
E(;'3Xtoi' larpiKoi', in 16 books^. Alexander, of Tralles in Lydia, flourished in the reign
of Justinian, and after much travel practiced in Rome with great celebrity ; his Thera-
peutics, 'Ei[i\iov ^epaTTcvTiKov, in 12 books, is extant.

—

Paul of ^^giiia may also be men-
tioned as a practical physician, and as the author of a compilation entitled an Abrids-'
went of all Medicine^.—We will add only the name of Constantine, surnamed the

African, a native of Carthage. He studied among the Arabians, Chaldeans, and
Persians, both medicine and astronomy, whh the kindred sciences. Returning to the
west after an absence of nearly forty years, he was regarded as a sorcerer, and finally

re'ired, in a rehgious habh, to Salernum in Italy, where the monks of Mont-Cassin
had established a medical school. Here he employed himself until his death, towards
the close of the 11th century, in making known the Greek and Arabian medicine, and
contributed much to the high celebrhy which that school attained**.

1 An edition of Oribafius in Latin was published, Bas. 1537. 3 vols. 8. but not complete. —The works o( .Alexander are given in

the collection of Hallcr (cf § 269). 2 The Latin version o{.S:tiiis by /. Comarius and J. McTitantis is also in Haller. ^Patil

of^?. was jiubUshed by Remusxiis. Bas. 1539. fol. There is an English version by F. Adania. * Constanline left numerous

works, but in the Latin language.—ScASiJ, vii. 247, ss,

J 265 h. It may be proper to remark here, that the Scievce of Medidvewns divided by some -'nt-i

five parts: 't>v(TtoXoyiKfi, Physiolnpy and Anatomy; ' AfrioXoyiKth iEtiolosy, or the doctrine f'
ihe causes of disease ; Uadv^oyiKii, Patholoory, oi- the whole doctrine of disease, its nattire an I

etft'cts ; 'Yyisivdv. Hyeiene, or the art of preserving health; 'ZrjueioTiK'n, Semeiology, or th"
knowledge and discrimination (Sinyiiua-K;) of the symptoms of disease ; and 9£oa:rfvri*,-f;, Thera-
peutics, or the art of healing. Aiatrjjri/ftj, Dietetics, was sometimes made a distinct division j

68
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and ^npixaKSVTiKfi, Pharmacy; also Xcip'jvoyta, Surgery; these last three, however, were ra-

ttier considered as subdivisions of QcpancvTiKT], or the general Art of Healivg.

For details on these subjects, see W. A. Greenhill, in Smith's Diet, of Antiquities, p. 219, 327, 722, 749, 756, 817, 961.—Cf. ChoU

lanl, Handbuch der Bacherkunde far die Aeltere Medicin. Lpz. 1841. S.—Sprengd, as cited P. IV. § 23.

§ 266 u. Physics, or Natural Science, formed a prominent object of many of the
first Greek philosophers, and furnished subjects for some of the earhest didactic poems.
The study of philosophy in later periods usually implied some attention to these
branches. But for want of sufficient observation, and of the necessary helps, many
errors were adopted and long retained in the Grecian schools.

§ 267- The merit of first treating these subjects systematically and scientifically is

universally ascribed to Aristotle. Alexander is said to have aided his studies in na-
tural history with a princely liberahty. Theophrastns, the disciple and successor of
Aristotle, pursued the same studies with considerable success. While Aristotle is

called the father oi Zoology, Theophrastus must be acknowledged to stand in the same
relation to Mineralogy and Botany.—Among the Alexandrine scholars, the subjects

of natural science seem to have obtained but comparatively httle attention. This could
not have been owing wholly to want of encouragement, because the Ptolemies are

said to have expended considerable sums in procuring collections of what was curious

in the three kingdoms of nature. Antigonus of Carystus is the principal Alexandrine
writer of whom we have remains pertaining to this department, and his work is chiefly

a collection of marvelous stories, and not a description of natural objects. -Nor
under the Roman supremacy, from the fall of Corinth even to the time of Constantine,

do we find any manifest advancement. The chief writers were Dioscorides, who was
distinguished as a botanist {piloTOjiog), as well as physician, and ^lian, who compiled a

considerable work on the history of animals.—The superstition and love of the mar-
velous, which prevailed both in this and in the preceding period, were probably a

hindrance to the real progress of natural science. We may refer, as evidence of theii

influence, to the works of Melampiis in the former, and Artemidorus in the latter.

Melampus wrote on the art of divination in several branches, and also a work on Prog-
nostics from the changes i?i the moon, which is yet in manuscript in the hbrary of Vienna
—Artemidorus left a work on the Interpretatioii of dreams, 'Oi'stpoKpirtKa, which, with
all its absurdity, is of some value in illustrating mythology and the symbolical and
allegorical figures of ancient sculpture.

It was published by /. G. Reiff. Lpz. 1805. 2 vols. 8.—Cf. SchOIl, iii. 393, ss. v. 277, ss.

^ 268. Under the emperors of Constantinople, all the sciences connected with the

study of nature were in a state of almost utter neglect ; in the whole time we do not

meet with a single name of any eminence, nor one work of special value. We find a
treatise of Epiphaiiius, Tlzpl tu>v ^dJisKu Xtdcov, On the 12 stones in the breastplate of the

Jewish high-priest'; and another, Ilfpt Xi'Sco;/ iwa^twv, 0?j the virtues of stones, by
Michoel Psellus, in the 9th century^. We have a large compilation on agriculture,

entitled Yzw-oviko., in 20 books, by Cassianus Bassus, in the 10th century''. We have
likewise a compilation on the veterinary art, in 2 books, entitled 'I:nriarp(*-a, collected

by an unknown writer-*, by order of the emperor Constantine VI. Porphyrogenitus.

There are also several works, yet in manuscript, on Chimistry, or rather Alchimy^, or

the art of mahing gold; especially one by Stephanus of Athens, in the 7th century,
n^pi xp'c^o'oit'af, in 9 books, and parts of another styled Xi'/zeun/ca, in 28 books by Zosi-

mus of Egypt. The latter author has left us a treatise^ on the maMng of beer, Uepl

^v9Mi' TToifiasMg. Such is the trivial list, with which we must close our view of the Greek
writers on natural science.—One discovery or invention of this dark period ought per-

haps to be mentioned, that of the celebrated Greek Jire (feu Gregeois), the composition

of which was so carefully kept a secret above 400 years. The recipe for making it is

given in a work ascribed to Marcus the Greek, a Latin version of which, in a manu-
script of the 13th century, was found in 1804''.

1 The treatise of Epiphaniitt was published by Gessner, De omnium fossilium genere. ZOrich, 1565. 8. Cf. P. IV. § 195. 3.

^ That of Pielhis, by Bernard. Leyd. 1745. 8. s The Geoponics of Bassus, best, by /. N. Nidas, Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1781. 4vols. 8.

* The Hippiatrika, Gr. & Lat. Bale, 1537. 4. 5 The MSS. on Akhimy are in the Libraries of Paris and Vienna.

K Oiveu in C. G. Gruner, Zosimi de Zythorum confectione fragmentum. Solisb. 1814. 8. ' Published the same year, by Laporle

riu Theil. Far. IS04. 4. Cf. Gihbcii, Dec. and Fall, &c. ch. Iii.

—

IVarton, Hist. Poetry, i. 169.—On the subject of this section, cf.

.<fcA6ZZ, vii. 197, ss. 211.

§ 269 L We give the following references to works pertaining to Greek medi-

cine and physics, before speaking of the authors separately.

I. H. Stephmms, Medicae artis principes post Hippocratem et Galenum. Lat. Par. 1567. 2 vols, (oh—Ant. Cocchi, Graecorcm

Chlrurgicorum libri, &c. Flor. 1754. (o\.—Femeliiis, Medic, antiq. qui de febribus scrips, collectio. Ven. 1594. M.—Halkr, Artis

medicae principes. (cur. Vicatii). Laus. 17S4-87. II vols. S. in Lat. version only.—C. F. Matthxi, Medicor. xxi. vet. Grsc.

Mosc. 1808. 4.—C. G. Kuhn, Opera med. Graec. quae extant. Gr. & Lat. Lpz. 1821-33. 26 vols. 8.—C. G. Gruner, Bibliotbek der

aUen Aerz'e in Uebersctzungen und Auszilgen. Lpz. 1780-82. 2 vols. 8.—See references given P. IV. ^ 23.—For some remarks on

the anatomical knowledge of the Greeks, see /. Ebnes, Annals of the Fine Arts, vol. v. p. 225. Lond. 1816 20. 5 vols. 8.—D.'Uo-

tack, Observations on the Surgery of the Ancients. N. York, 18lo. 8.

i. F'onz, Scriptores Dhv^iosnomoni^e veteres. Altenb. 1780. S.—/. G. Schneider, Eclogae pbysicas e script, praecipue Gnenis. Jen.
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1801. 2 vols. 8. confajnin? natural history and physics.-/: L. Ueler, Meleorolo?ia vet. Grsec et Romanorum. Berl. IS02. S.
Prolegomeua to his eJ. of Aristotle, citeJ ) 274.-X F. Pfaffius, De orlibus et occasibus BJderum apud Auctcres Classicos. Gott.
I7S6. S.-^. Libe>, Hisloire Je !a Physique. Par. 1810. 4 vols. 8.-Spr,7,gd, cited P IV. § 23, contains, particularly in vols. I and
2, DO-ices of the nilural sciences among the ancients.-Tl.e following old work gives the names of most of the arlides of the
vegetable kinsdom noticed by the Greeks ; !V. Turner, New Hertall ; wherein are contayned the names of Herbes in Greke, Latin,
and Englysh. Lond. 1551. io\.—Launay, also Moore, as cited P. IV. ) 195. 2.

§ 270. Hippocrates, of Cos, a descendant of ^sculapius, flourished B. C.
about 4-20. In philosophy he was a disciple of Heraclitus. He practiced the
medical art particularly in Thrace and Thessaly, and died at Larissa in the lat-
ter country.

1 w. With uncommon acuteness of intellect he combined a rich variety of knowledge
and experience which was increased by travels, and which gave to his writings a value
not limited to ancient times, but enduring even to the present day. Of the numerous
works that have been ascribed to him, many are spurious. Of those which are
genuine, the Aphorisms, or brief medical principles and maxims, are the most
generally known.

_
2. Besides the 'kppiafioi, the following works are by all acknowledged to be genuine,

VIZ. the E7r(%ia, Epidemics; WpoyvwriKa, Prognostics, in 4 books ; llcpi riaWm oltoyv.

Of regimen in acute diseases; n^f/l 'AEpwc, 'Y(5d-wi', Tdrrov, Of Air, Water ami Climate
.a work of general interest ; n^pi rdv iv Kc^paXr, Tpa)//a^w^', Of wounds of the Head; llspl
Ayfiow, Of Fractures. There are 12 or 13 others, which some of the critics receive;
and a much larger number of pieces, which all consider spurious.

Schsn, vol. iii. 12, 6s. gives a view of the various opinions of the criUcs. For remarks on Hippocrates, see £. Ruih, Intro-
ductory Lectures (medical). Phil. ISll. 8. lect. xii.

3. Editions.-W o r k s. The most convenient for use is that of KUhn. Lips. 1827. 3 vols. 8. belonging to bis Collection
cited § 269. 1.—The best previously

; Faaius {Fees) Gr. & Lat Frankf. 1595. Genev. 1657. fol. to which belongs, as a glossary

or leiicon, Fasii CEconomia Hippocratis. Gen. 1662. fol.—A Chartenis (Chartier). Par. 1679. 13 vols. fol. with Galen. (More
full than Fas.)—An ed. was commenced by A. M. Dortiier, Gr. Lat. & Gall. Par. 1827. vol. i.-xi. containing .iphorisms and Prog-
noitics, with a notice of Life and Writings of H. The Aphorisms have often been published separately; Berl. 1S22 12. a
reimp. of B'yidllon. Par. 17S5. wilh the Prognostics—J. JV Underwood, Gr. & Arg. Lond. 1S31. 12.—Of A i r, &c. Coray.
Gr. & Fr. Par. ISfO. 2 vols. 8. repr. ISI6.—An ed. of select wjrks was comn enced by De Mercy. Gr. & Fr. 1815.

4. Translations.— IPTio-'e m-j-^j.-Latin, by /cej, ed. by Pierer. Altenb 1806. 3 vols. 8. containing a good Notitia Literana,
Lips. 1S27. German.—Grimm. Alt. I7SI-92. 4 vols. 8. cf. Gruner, cited § 269. French.—Gordcit Toul. 1801. 4 vols. 8.

SeUct parn.—English.—/. Clifton, Lond. 1734. 8.

5. Illustrative.-Lemosii Judicium Operum Hippocratis, ed. /. G. Thierfeldcr, Miss. 1835. 8.—C. Ji. G. Berends, Lectiones in

Hippocr. Aphorismos, ed. A. G Siosch. Berl. 1830. S.—L. Wcrl, De Magni Hippocratis secundi Vita et Scriptis. Frib. 1^35. 8.

§ 271. Pedam'us Dioscorides of Anazarbus in Cilicia, flourished in the 1st

century. He was a distinguished physician, and in various travels in Europe
and Asia he studied the nature of plants, which he afterwards described for the
benefit of pharmacy.

1 n. We have from him a work, Uspi vKtj? iarpiKris, de Materia Medica, in 5 books.
Besides this there are ascribed to him a treatise on Antidotes, 'AXe^iipdpfxaKa, in 2 books,
and aporher U-pi eiTTdpiaTOiv (papixuKOii', On medicines easily prepared; but their genuine-
ness is doubted.

2. It has been mentioned that Dioscorides was celebrated as a botanist (cf. § 267)

;

for many renturies his work de Mat. Medica, above named, was considered as a sort of
oracle in Botany, although he treats of the subjects only in reference to medicine.

Scholl, V 332.—.Sp-er!?eZ, Hist, rei herb. Amsf. 1807. 8.

3. Editions.-Best, by C. Sprengel. Lpz. 1829. 2 vols. 8. in the CoU. of KUhn, cited §269. 1.—The best previous is that

of Saraceiius (Sarrann), Gr. & Lat. Frankf. 1598. fol.—Respecting the curious manuscript of Diosc. see P. IV. § 107. 2.

§ 272. Jrefasus, of Cappadocia, probably lived towards the close of the 1st
century, at least later than Pliny the elder, and Dioscorides.

1 7t.. He was one of the most distinguished of the Greek physicians, and left two
works : Ylepl AiViwi/ Kai -Zttfieuoi' uleuv koL xpovicov TraOCiv, On the Causes and Sigfis of acute
and chronic diseases; and the other, O71 the Cure of the same, Ucpl Qepa-eias o^lwu Kai

Xpovu.)VTra9tov. Both of them have come to us only in a mutilated state.

2. He is cnnsidererl as the most faithful observer of facts after Hippocrates. His works are
well written, and may be termed truly classical—ScAoZ/, v. 344.

3. Editions.—A good edition is that by G Dindoif, in the Collect, ol KUhn, cited § 269. 1.—Also by J. VPfggan, Gr. & Lat. Oxt
1723. fol —And by H. mrhave. Leyd. 1731, 1735. fol.

4. Translations.—German.—By F. 0. Dewez. Vienn. 1790. 1802. 2 vols. 8.

§ 273. Claudius Galenus was born at Pergamus in Asia, about A. D. 130.
He traveled much, and repeatedly took his residence at Rome. He wrote not
merely on medical topics, but also on subjects of philosophy, mathematics, and
grammar. IMany of the writings ascribed to him are undoubtedly spurious
especially such as are extant only in Latin.
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1 The name of Galen is justly associated with that of Hippocrates ; because to
these two, above all the ancients, the heahn^ art is indebted. The time of his death
is unknown. He was the confidential physician of the emperor Marcus Aurelius.
Some of his works composed at Rome are said to have perished by the burnins: of his
house

; yet there are extant 82 treatises of estabUshed genuineness, besides 18 com-
mentaries on Hippocrates and a number of fragments. In addition to these, there are
18 published under his name of doubtful genuineness, and a still larger number now
acknowledged to be spurious, and many still in manuscript in the Libraries. Among
the most interesting and important of his works are the following : Uspl dvaTo^nKCiv

'Ey\£(pi7J£&j;', Of anatomical manipulations, in 9 books (originally 15) ; Tltpl xp^iai; tCbv ev

d'Op^o^j a.'jua-t fiopiw. On the use of the different parts of the human body, in 57 books,
regarded as his chef-d'oeuvre, and containing a demonstration of divine wisdom and
design ; Tf\-ti7 iarpiKf}, The healing Art, cited also in the middle ages under the title of
Tegnum, 3Iicrotegnum or Michrotechnum, a work which was adopted in all the schools,
and familiarity with which was made a prerequisite for admission to practice ; and
Q<:pa^tvTiKr\; fieOooog, Therapeutics, in 14 books, called in the middle ages jMegalotechnum.
We may mention another work, which is rather curious, Uspl tuv ioiwv PiffXlcji/ Ypa<pr\, a
systemaiic enumeration of his own writings, with incidents of his life, composed when
advanced in age.

—

SchoU, v. 345, ss.

2. Editions.—There have been many ediiions in Latin ; Sch'dU speaks of ^.—He mentions two of the Greet text alone ; Andrt

d'Asola (in sed. Aid.). Ven. 1525. 5 vols. {o\.—A. Cratander (printer, ed. Gemusseus). Bas. 1538. 5 vols, fol.—There are two

also of the Greek with a Latin version ; R. Chartier. Par. 1679. 13 vols. fol. (cf. § 270. 2.)—Best, K. G. KUhn, in the first 20

vols, of the collection cited § 259. 1. We notice the following works, separately published : Tnat the bat pliysician is also a

philosopher, by Caray. Par. 1816. with a treatise of Hippocrates (§ 270. 3).—Exhortation to study of the sciences, IVilht, Leyd.

Ifcl2. 8.

3. Translations.—German.—Commenced by N'oldeche, (1st vol. publ.) Oldenb. 1805. 8.

§ 274. Aristotle must not only have a place among the rhetoricians (cf. § 115)
and the philosophers (cf. § 191), but also be ranked high among naturalists.

1 u. He was the first to bring both physics and natural history into a scientific form.
In these branches, he displayed fine powers of observation, with habits of close rea-

soning. Of his works pertaining to this department, we mention as the principal, his
^MiKn 'AKpoaaii, a work on general physics, in 3 books ; the History of Animals, Xltpi

Z'ocji/ Icropiag, in 10 books ; and the Meteorology, 'SlcreuipoXoyiKa, in 4 books. Some of
the others ascribed to him are not genuine, or ^at least did not come from him in their

present form; as e. g. the treatise Ihpl Sra^fiaaloi!/ 'Axovana-uyv, On wonderful reports.

2. These treatises are found in the editions of A.'s Works, § 191. 2. History of Animals, by /. G. Sch-neider, Gr. i Lat.

1811. 4 vols. 8. very satisfactory.— PTOTider/uZ Reports, by J. Scckmann. Gott. 17S6. i.— Three pieces pertaining to sleep and

dreams, by G. A- Seeker. Lpz. 1^3. S.—Mtttorologica, by /. G. Idiltr, Gr. & Lat Lpz. 1834. 2 vols. 8.

3. Translations.—French.—.4. G. Camus, History of Animals. Par. 1783. 8. with Gr. text and notes. German.—K Stradt,

His'ory of Animals. Frankf. 1816. 8.

4. Illustrative.—./?. G. £ Hmsc'^el, De Aris'otele botanico philosopho. Vratisl. 1824. 4.—A. F. A. Wiegmann, Observ. znologi

cs in Arist. Hist. Animal um. Lips. 1826. 4.—Cf. Schbll, iii. 283.—A brief analysis of A.'s History of Animals is given by Kidd,

Bridgewa'er Treatise, ch. x. sect. 3.

§ 27.5. Theopkrastus also stands among the naturalists, as well as among the
philosophers (cf. § 192).

1 u. The works which place him here, are principally the following: Tl^fH (pvrwv

toTopiaj, History of Pla7ifs, in 10 books; Ilfpi <pv-i<'7)v Airioii', On the causes of Plants,
in 10 books, of which only 6 remain; Uspl yiOoiv, Of stones. We have also from him
several other treatises, on Wijids, Fire, Odors, &c. and various fragments preserved
in Photius.

2. Schneider's ed. of the W h o 1 e W o r k s (cf. 5 192. 2) furnishes the best of these parts.—The Hist, of Plants, by /.

Stackhouie. Oxf. IS13. 8. hand=ome, but not correct {Fuhrmann).
3. Translations.—German.—ffisf. of Plants, hy Sprengel. Alton, 1822. S.—Stones, by Schmieder. Freib. 1806. 8. French.

—Stonft. (anin.) P?r. 175!. 8. Engli-h.-0/ stones, by /. HxH. Lond. 1746, 1777. 8.

4. Illustrative.—/. Slackhmise, Illustrationes Theophras'i in usum Botanicorum, &c Oxf. 1811. 8.—Cf. SchSll, iii. 395.

§ 276. Jnfigomcs of Carystus, in the island Euboea, lived about B. C. 284
under Ptolemy Philadelphus.

1 u. He compiled, from the works of other naturahsts, his 'Icrropicov irapaSS^utv cwaycoyfj

.

Collection of marvelous things. It consists of 189 sections, containing particularly aa
account of animals. The last 62 sections are the most important, being drawn from
authors tha^ are lost.

2 Th,» ivo'k was first published by Xylander {Holzmann). Bas. 1568. 8.—Another ed. by Meursius. Leyd. 1619. 4.—Best, bj

J Eeckmarin. 1791. 4.

§ 277. JElinnus has been named among the historians (§ 252). But we have
a work from him, bfiloncring to this place, on the peculiarities of animals., TIfpi

^wcji tScoTJjroj, in 17 books. It is chiefly a compilation from earlier writers^
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particularly Aristotle. The additions by iElian are mostly of a fabulous cha-
racter.

1. II i3 given in the editions of his loorks, cited § 252. 2.—Separately, Jibr. Gronov. Lend. 1744. 2 vols. i.—ScJmeider. Lpz.
17&4. 8.—Best, F. Jacobs. Jen. 1830. 2 vols. 8.

•2. The compilation of Apollonius Dxjscolus, stvied Wonderful Histories (cf. $ 135), might be
ranked in this department j but it is of little value.

Jewish and Christian Writings in the Greek Language.

% 278. Before leaving the history of Greek Literature, we ought to remark, that we
find in the Greek language tn^o classes of writings, which have not been noticed in the
preceding glance, and which ought not to be overlooked, although they are not com-
monly included in the range of classical studies.

Hhe first of the classes, to which we here refer, comprises those writings which may
perhaps properly be termed Hebrew-Grecian; being pubhshed in the language of the
Greeks, but of a Hebrew origin and character. I'hese are, the Septuagint version,
and the Greek Apocrypha, of the Old Testament. These writings breathe a moral
spirit quite at variance with that of pagan literature, and it cannot be doubted, that they
exerted some influence, when made known to the scholars of Alexandria. Indeed it

has been thought, that their influence is apparent in the style of some of the pagan
writers of the age (cf ^ 68. 3).—The most marvelous stories have been reported as to

the manner in which the proper hterature of the Hebrews, composed of their Canonical
Boohs and called by us the Old Testament, was first presented to the Greeks in their

native tongue. The true s^ccount is, probably, that the Jews of Alexandria, who had
lost the use of their national language, procured for their own benefit a Greek transla-
tion of these Books, in the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, B. C. about 280. This
translation received the sanction of their Sanhedrim, consisting, like that at Jerusalem,
of 70 or 72 members, and was from this circumstance called the Septuagint. This
version enjoyed a high reputation both among Greeks and Jews for many years; but
in some of the most interesting parts it fell far short of the spirit and force of the origi-

nal, and attempts were made at a later period to give to the Grecian reader, in a more
elegant dress, this body of sacred history and poetry.

For an account of the Septuagint, and of other Greek versions, we refer to Home's Introd. to Crit. Study of the Scriptures, as

cited P. IV. § 107. I.—Works of higher critical Authority are J. G. Eichhorn, Eiuleitung ins. A. Test. (4th ed.) Gott. 1824. 5 vols. 8.

and PV. M. L. De Wttle, Einleilung in die Bibel Alt u. N. Test. (3d ed.) Berl. 1829. S.

§ 279. The books termed the Apocrypha {dTT6Kpv(pa) were originally written, some of
them in the Greek, but most of them in the Hebrew or Chaldee. "They were all, or
nearly all, composed before the Christian era. Several of the pieces contain authen-
tic narratives of events, and are highly valuable in supplying the historical deficiencies
of the canonical books, and illustrating the circumstances of the age to which they re-
fer. A larger number must be viewed as mere historical fictions, having perhaps "their

foundation in matters of fact, but embellished according to the fancy of the author, often
ingenious and amusing

; yet framed wholly for moral and religious purposes. Some
of the books are more purely and directly didactic in character, consisting of proverbial
reflections, and maxims of prudence and wisdom. " The song of the three children"
is the only piece in the collection which can be justly called poetical ; in form and struc-
ture it almost exactly resembles the Psalms of David. What interest these apocry-
phal writings excited, or to what extent they were circulated, among the Greek hterati,
it may be impossible now to determine ; but it is manifest from the reply of Josephus
to the attack of Apion, that about the commencement of the Christian era, the antiqui-
ties and historical records of the Jews had become interesting subjects of inquiry among
pagan scholars. At first the Greeks very generally looked upon the Jews w'ith pro-
found contempt, classing them without distinction under the levehng epithet of barba-
rians. Occasionally they honored them with a tribute of derision for their proud claims
as a nation favored of heaven, and their bigoted adherence to a system of burdensome
ceremonies. But at length the Greeks became more acquainted with their sacred
books, and conversion from paganism to Judaism was not an uncommon occurrence.
Synagogues, composed in great part of proselytes, existed in many of the Grecian
cities, at the beginning of the Christian era.

On the writing? classed under the Apocrypha of the Old Testament, see /. A. Fabricius, Codei Pseud-epigraphus Veferis Testa-

rnenti. Hamb. 1723. 2 vols. S.—Home, Intro. &c. cited § 278. vol. i. p. 626.—Besides the apocryphal books above mentioned, there

are some other spurious productions, ascribed to biblical personages. The book of Enoch and the Ascension cf Isaiah have been

found in the Ethiopic language, in modem times. See R. Lawreiice, Book of Enoch, &c. Oxf. 1821. 8.— Same, Ascensio Isiii.

etc. Lond. 1819. 8.

^ 280. The otJier class, to which we alluded (§ 278), comprehends the numero-js

2 Z
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writings from Christian authors. After the time of Clirist, there began to appear in

both tiae Greek and Roman tongues, worlds totally different in their whole spn'it and
character from all that is found in pagan literature. In the notices already given of

Greek authors, a few names of professed behevers in Christ are found ; but they have
been presented only as their works related to the subjects strictly included in the com-
pass of profane studies. Independent of all such works, there was a body oi Christian,

literature, which deserves our notice here, and which in fact offers a spacious and most
interesting field of observation. Our limits confine us to a glance at the Christian

writings in the Greek language before and during the time of Constantine.

§ 281. The first object which appears as we enter this field, is the collection of sa-

cked WRTTi]Nr&s contained in the Neio Testament. These, considered in a literary point

of view, may be classified under the three heads of historical, epistolary, and prophetical

composition. Of the five pieces which are historical, four illustrate the life, death,

and character of the great Founder of the religion, while the fifth relates the circum-

stances of his followers for some time after his death, and details the labors particularly

of one apostle. They are written in a style of the most affecting siniplicity, and con-

tain an historical and biographical narrative, which, in whatever hght it is considered, is

altogether without a parallel in the literature of the world. The epistolary part con-

sists of letters from five of the first teachers, directed to companies of believers in the

Christian faith united together in churches, or to individual converts. Those letters

must of course be accommodated to the specific object of each, and contain many allu-

sions to the peculiar wants and circumstances of the times. But they were intended

for general instruction, and present it in almost every variety of form in which it can

be offered to the mind and heart of man ; in rigid demonstration of truth ; in clear expo-

sure of error ; in strong warnings against impurity of life ; in warm encouragements to

active goodness and benevolence ; all urged with sanctions drawn from the sublime re-

alities of a future eternal existence. One piece only is considered as prophetical, styled

the Revelation. It was composed last of the whole collection, and is marked by many
striking peculiarities. There is one trait in its style specially remarkable, to which
there is nothing similar in any department of pagan literature, the singular use of sym-
bolical language. This peculiar language was chiefly derived from the Hebrew pro-

phets, by whom it seems to have been employed as essential to the prophetical style.

It throws an air of mystery over the composition, but at the same time imparts to it an

overwhelming majesty and subhmity. The grand and simple object of this beautiful

vision of the venerable exile at Patmos seems to have been to show forth the hastening

overthrow of Judaism and Gentilism, the future general triumphs of Christianity on

earth, and the final rewards of its disciples in Heaven.
For whatever pertains to the editions of the New Testament, its interpretations, and kindred topics ; Home, as already cited.

—

Especially, J. L. Hu?, Einl. in a. Schriften d. N. Test. (3d ed.) Stullg 1826. 8. Transl. into English, by D. Fosdick, with notei

by M. Stuart. And. 1836. S.—H. A. Schott, Isagoge Historico-Critica in Libros Nov. Feed. Sacr. Jen. 1830. 8.

^ 282. It would be impious sacrilege to speak of the writings just named only as a

part of the general mass of literary productions. It must not be forgotten that they

constitute, taken in connection with the sacred books of the Jews, a series of authen-

tic communications from God to man; they are, if the expression can be allowed, the

second volume oi divine inspiration. There is irresistible evidence, that they are from

the pens of men who wrote as they were moved by the Holy Ghost, and contain the

infallible rule of faith and practice for us as the intelligent moral subjects of the Great

Ruler of the universe. By the principles of these books we are each to be tried at the

day of final judgment, and each to receive his eternal retribution. It is only by giving

earnest heed to these books, that we can cleanse our ways from sin, or obtain part in

the hfe and immortality which they and they only have brought to light. " The law

of the Lord is perfect, converting the soul."—Yet these writings should be noticed as

included among those mental productions of antiquity, which are presented to us in the

language of the Greeks, especially as the literary importance and influence of the New
Testament has been too generally overlooked. It is often interesting to the scholar to

consider how the writings of a distinguished individual, a Homer, a Plato, an Aristotle

or a Bacon, have given a cast to the general mind through distant ages; how a single

production has affected the thoughts and feelings, and modified the whole character, of

many successive generations. Viewed in this hght, no work of human genius suggests

so interesting a train of reflections as the inspired writings of Christianity. No work or

class of works has operated so powerfully or so extensively on the human mind, none

has effected so much in arousing the latent energies of intellect, in preparing it to put

forth splendid and successful efforts in the various departments of science and Uterature.

Cf. P. IV. % 83.

^ 283. The writings which next fall under our notice, following the order of time.^

are those which are ascribed to the Apostolical Fathers. Barnabas, Clemens Roma-
nus. Hermas, Polycarp and Ignatius, are included under this denomination. Bar-

nabas was a native of the island of Cyprus, was educated at Jerusalem, in the school of

Gamaliel, and was for some time a companion of the Apostle Paul. The letter extant

under his name is chiefly an argument addressed to the Jews, showing that the Mosaic
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law had been abolished by Christ, and a purely spiritual service substituted instead ot

their ceremonial rites and sacrifices. I'he work left by Hennas, is styled Fastor or

Shepherd, consisting of three Parts; viz. 12 commands, 12 similitudes, and 4 visions.

The commands are so many practical positions or principles laid down and illustrated.

The visions and similitudes are fanciful and puerile in the extreme, and little worthy of

attention except as they indicate the great sincerity and piety of the author. ^The only

genuine remains of Clemtnt of Rome are two epistles to the Corinthians, and concerning

the second of these there is reason to doubt. They are altogether of a practical cha-

racter, exhorting the Corinthians to cultivate the Christian virtues and to manifest in

their deportment the superior excellence of the Christian laith. Clement enjoyed dis-

tinguished reputation, and on this account several works by later writers were ascribed

to him in order to give them currency ; as the Apostolic Canovs, the Apostolic Consti-

tutions, the Eecognltions, and the Clementines. These works, although spurious,

afford much useful and curious information respecting the state of Christian society,

opinions, and views in the period to which they belong. Polycarp and Ignatius are

both remembered as venerable and heroic martyrs. The former at the age of more
than eighty years died at Smyrna, bound to the stake ; the latter, at about the same
age, was devoured by lions in the Amphitheatre at Rome. The only fragment of

Polycarp is an epistle to the Philippians, applauding their faith, enforcing the doctrine

of the resurrection, giving precepts to the different classes in the church, and warning
its members against errors in belief and sins in practice. A large number of epistles

are extant ascribed to Ignatius. Only seve?i of them are considered as genuine; one

of them was a letter of Christian friendship to Polycarp, and the others were pastoral

addresses to different churches, written after he commenced his fatal journey from
Antioch to Rome, a prisoner of the emperor Trajan. These various remains of the

Apostohcal Fathers were held in high estimation by the primitive Christians. Some
of them were occasionally read whh the Holy Scriptures in the religious assemblies on
the Sabbath.

The best edilicn of the writings of the Apostolical Fathers is that of /. B. Coteleriw (as emeoded by J. CUncus) Gr. k Lat

Amst. 1724. 2 vols, fol.—An English translation was published by Jlbp. Wake. Reprinted, Lond. 1817.—An account of their lives

may be found In Cave't History of the Primitive Fathers. Lond. 1697. fol.—See also Moaheim, translated by Murdoch, (New Ha-

Ten, 1832. 3 vols. 8.) IsL vol. p. 89. On the Apostolic Constitutions, cf. CoUman, ChrisL Antiquities, p. 36, 476.

% 284. In the 2d and 3d centuries, as was perfectly natural, there appeared a num-
ber of spurious productions, which claimed to be from the Apostohcal Fathers and
others, who had been active in the introduction and first promulgation of Christianity.

Many of these were undoubtedly wrhten with the best intentions, and perhaps were
understood by their first readers as asserting a fictitious origin not expected to be be-

lieved or allowed, according to a law which has existed in the republic of letters from
time immiemorial. Among the fabrications alluded to we must rank the Apostles'

Creed, a beautiful little summary of doctrine, which is still regarded whh great respect.

To the same class belong the books styled the Eevelatio7i and the Freachi7ig of St.

Peter, the latter of which contains, together with some interesting matter, many ridicu-

lous statements and anecdotes. A still bolder fiction is found in the two Edessan
Epistles, which purport to be a letter from Abgarus, king of Edessa, sent to Jesus

Christ, and the answer returned to him by the Savior. The story is briefly, that

Abgarus in a dangerous sickness wrote to implore relief, and that Christ sent back a

gracious reply, accompanied with a present of his picture, which was miraculously im-

pressed upon a handkerchief by Christ himself. Besides pieces of this description,

there were several professed biographies of the Savior, crowded with the most puerile

superstitions and absurdities, but in some instances exhibiting the marks of a hvely and
truly poetical imagination. The collection of writings termed the Apocryphal Tes-

tament is composed of such productions as have just been mentioned ; productions per-

fectly consonant to the circumstances of the age and the character of the times ; when
the Savior and the Apostles had been so long departed, that their lives and actions

might be embellished by exaggeration and fiction, and the reading class among Chris-

tians had become so numerous, and the general curiosity so awakened, as to create an
increased demand for writings relating to their common faith and the history of their

Founder and his companions.

Many of these works have perished. Those extant were collected and published by /. .4. Fabricius, in his Codex Jlpocryphvi

Kovi Testamenti. Hamb. 1719-43. 2 vols. 8.—An apocryphal book, purporting to be the .Sct3 o the Apostle Thomas, was lately

discovered at Paris, and was published by Jo. Car. Thilo, (Thomse Apostoli Ada). Lpz. 1822. S.—ThUo commenced an ed. of the

Ap'iCT. N. Tat. Lips. I S32. 8. learned and celebrated.—An English translation of most of these productions was published, entitled

Thi Apocryphal New Ttstamait, &c. Lond. 1820. 8.—Cf. Borne, before cited, vol. i. Appendix No. V.

^ 285. The works, which have thus far been noticed, proceeded chiefly from men
comparatively illiterate. But in the 2d century, and still more in the 3d, Christiana

could rank among their advocates and writers many distinguished scholars and philoso •

phers, particularly of the Greeks. Very early, however, arose two opposite opinion^

respecting the importance of human attainments. A considerable class of Christians

utterly disapproved of the study of science and philosophy, as useless and inconsistent
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with the design of Christianity. Another class warmly advocated such study as per
fectly proper and highly useful, especially to those who aspired to be public teachers

of rehgion. The latter opinion gradually gained the ascendancy, and the sciences,

which had been taught in the pagan schools, were at length to a considerable extent
introduced into the Christian semniaries. (Cf. P. IV. '^ S3.) But Philosophy constituted

the principal study thus derived, and nearly all the Christian writers, wlio remain to

be noticed in the glance we are now taking, will come under the general name of phi-

losophers. None of them wrote treatises expressly philosophical ; but many of them
were philosophers by profession before they were converted to Christianity, and after-

wards continued the same pursuits, while all of them studied more or less the pagan
systems, and employed the doctrines of philosophy in whatever they wrote in support
of their own religion.—The Fathers down to (Jrigen have been termed Platonizing,
because they generally preferred the system of Plato and adopted many of his views.
Justin Martyr and Irenaeus were the most distinguished of this class. Origen and most
of the early Greek Fathers after him have been termed Eclectic, because they em-
braced the system of Ammonius, to which we have already alluded (^ 181). Some of
the Fathers were partial to the doctrines of other sects, particularly the Stoics ; but the

Eclectic philosophy became altogether the most popular among Christians as well as

pagans. The views of the Fathers were, however, in many points pecuhar to them-
selves, and formed what might be called a Christian philosophy (cf § 183, 466). The
productions of the writers whose philosophical studies and partialities have thus been
hinted at, may be classed under the several heads of Biblical, Controversial, Doctrinal,

Historical, and Homiletical writings.

^ 286. The early Christians attached great importance to Biblical studies. The
writings of both the Old and New Testament they endeavored not only to explain to

their children and to those who attended their public assemblies, but also to circulate

among all the heathen around them. For this purpose, versions were very early made
into several of the diH'erent languages then spoken. Much care and labor were ex-

pended also in collecting various copies, in correcting the versions in use, and publish-

ing more perfect editions. iMany of the Fathers engaged in these efforts with ardor,

but the palm of pre-eminent zeal and diligence belongs to Origen. His Polyglott,

usually called the Hexapla, has been considered one of the most astonishing monu-
ments of philological industry, and the loss of it is still deeply lamented by every sacred

interpreter. Harmonies of the Gospils were likewise among the biblical compositions

of the age. That of Tatian, about the middle of the 2d century, is the earliest on
record ; it was called To ha Toraapiov or 'Mo^'ortaaapov. But the most important and
numerous productions of this general class were Cummentnries. In the 2d century,

Theophilus of Antioch wrote on the Gospels; Clemens Alexandrinus, on the Epistles;

Justin ]Martyr, on the Apocalypse. In the 3d century we find among the commen-
tators, Hippolytus, Gregory "^Phaumaturgus, and Origen, the most prolific and most
distinguished of them all. These authors understood but very imperfectly the true

principles of interpretation. Justin Martyr adopted the Jewish idea of a double mean-
ing belonging to one and the same passage, and made a constant endeavor in his expo-
sitions to ascertain a hiddeii and remote sense in addition to the literal. The same
princi{:>le was embraced by Origen, who incorporated it with notions borrowed from
the allegorizing Platonists, and spread it out into a system, which soon led its founder
and his followers into endless labyrinths of mystical extravagance.

Respecting the early versions, consult Home's Introd. P. i. ch. v. sect. 1. \i, i.—Gerard's Institutes of Bibl. Crit. Bost 1S2S. 8.

eh. iv. § 4, 5, 6.—An account of Origen's Hexapla is given by Home, vol. ii. p. 171. Cf. Stuart, Dissertations on studying the

Orig. Languages of the Bible, Note C.—A particular description of the six Greek versions in the Hexapla of Origen is given by

Epiphartius, who lived in the latter part of the 4th century, in his Treatise on IVcights and Measures ; a treatise which w as writ-

ten for the purpose of elucidating the Scriptures, and which isslill useful. II is given in D. Petavius, S. E piphani i Opera, Gr.et

Lat. Par. 1622. 2 vols. fol. repr. Col. 1682. 2 vols. fol. On the early harmonists and commentators. Home, ii. p. 479, 741.—Oq
the Christian poetical writings, cf. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetrj', iii. 193.—Poetae Christian! Grsci. Par. 1609. 8. Cf. Scholl, His-

toire Abregee de la Litterature Grecque Sacree. Par. 1832. S.

§ 287. The Controversial writings of the early Greek Christians constitute an inte-

resting part of their literature. They consist of books designed either for heretics, or

for Jews, or for pagan Gentiles. The errors of the various classes of heretics and
schismatics were opposed by a great number of writers whose books are lost ; but the

five books of Irenasus, in which he examines and refutes the doctrines of the whole
body of them, are still extant, partly in the original Greek and partly in a Latin version.

—The chief work from the Greek Fathers in controversy with the Jews, which now
remains, is the curious dialogue of Justin Martyr whh Trypho Judoeus; although Sera-

pion of Antioch and other Christian doctors wrote particular treatises against them.

—

The polemical writings intended for Gentile readers were chiefly apologies for Chris-

tians, or exhortations to pagans
;

great numbers of which were composed before the

time of Constantine. The most distinguished authors were Justin Martyr, Tatian,

Clemens Alexandrinus, Athenagoras, and Theophilus of Antioch. But the Fathers

were also called upon to answer particular attacks upon Christianity made by heathen
iiuthors* Origen puulished a triumphant reply to Celsus, Methodius to Porphyry, and
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Eusebius to Hierocles and Philostratus (cf. ^ 255 b. 2). In these compositions they
exposed the unsatisfactory and contradictory doctrines of the Greek philosophy, de-
monstrated the vastly superior nature of the Christian rehgion, and defended its dis-

ciples from the numerous aspersions cast upon their character ; thus they contributed
much to promote that mighty change which ultimately took place in the complete ex-
tirpation of the old mythology and the establishment of the Christian faith.

The best editions of Irenaeus are those of/. E. Grabe, Oi(. 1702. fol. and Ren. Masiutt, 2d ed. Par. 1734. fol.—Of the dia^

lofue of J u s t i n, a good edition is that of S. Jtbb, Lond. 1719. 8. with his apologies. It is given in the ediliou of his works by P.

Maranus, (Maran). Par. 1742. fo!.—Also iu F. Oberth.Ur, Opera Patrum Grxc. ("Gr. & Lst.) Wilrtzb. 1777-94. 20 vols. 8. This it

called poor by Prof. Sean, having often a " text corrupt and translation false
; yet it is " cheap, of very good type, and of conve-

nient form."—Ta lia n, by n'orth, Gt. k Lit Oxf. 1700. 8.—A th enagoras, by £. OecAatre, Gr. & Lai. Cxf 1706. 8.—CI »•

mens Alexandrinu3,by/. Potter, Gr. t Lat Lond. 1715. 2 vols, fol.—Th e o p h i 1 u s, by /. CAr. fVolf, Gr. & Lat. Hamb
1724. 8.—We may also refer to the work entitled Sanctorum Patrum Opera polemica de veritatis Rel. Christ, contra Gentiles at

Judaeos. W.trtzb. 1778. 4 vols. 8.—Cf. Murdoch's Mosheim, vol. i. 144.

English Translations.—"There is no English translation of Irenaeus." A. Clarke (as cited 5 293), vol. i. p. 108.—Justin"
The two .ipnlogies for Christians, by W. Reeves. Lond. 2d ed. 1716. 2 vols.—The Dialogue with Trypho, by H. Brounie. Lond.
1755. 2 vols. 8. The Exhortation to the Gentiles, by T. Moses. Lond. 1757. 8.—A t h e n a g o r a s, by Z). Humphries. Loud.

1714. 8. including both the Apology for the Christians, and the treatise on the resurrection.—C 1 e m e n s Alex. "No English

translation has yet been given of any part of St. Clement's works, which is much to be regretted. A translation of his Ptdagoiue,
would be particularly useful." CVoris, as above cited, p. 127.—Th eo p h i lus. 'By J. Betty. Oxf. 1722. 8.—Of r igen's eigh:

books against Celsus, there is a good French translation by Biiuhereau. Amst. 1700. 4.

§ 288. The chief Historical writer among the Christian authors, who come under
notice in the period before us, was Eusebius. He hved in the time of Constantine,
was one of the most accomplished scholars of the age, and left enduring monuments
of his learning and dihgenoe in different departments of study. His Universal Historv
has already been mentioned as falling within the circle of classical literature {% 239).
It was written, however, for the purpose of confirming the historical books of the Old
Testament, and is a very valuable help and guide in the perplexing labyrinths of an-
cient chronology. The Greek text is lost ; but we possess a Latin translation by
Jerome, and also an Armenian version (cf. § 236) as old as the 5th century. His Eccle-
siastical History, 'EKK'Xrjaiaa-iicri 'luropia, is justly ranked among the most valuable
remains of Christian antiquity, being our principal source of information respecting the
affairs of the church in the first centuries. It consists of 10 books., and extends from
the origin of Christianity to A. D. 324. His Life of Constantine, in 4 books, although
abounding with eulogium, is yet of much value. One of his greatest works is tliat

entitled Et'ayytXKc/lfj d-noki'^iijjs TrpotrapacrKEvij , Prepparatio Evangelica, in 15 books. Its

object is to show, how vastly superior the Gospel is to all the pagan systems. The
work styled F.vaYye\i>cfi drroSet^ig, Demonstratio Eva7igelica, is also celebrated, as con-
taining the proofs of the credibility and authority of the Christian religion. It con-
sisted of 20 books, of which only 10 are preserved. Both these works might perhaps
be ranked among the controversial writings, to which we have alluded.

The best edition of the Universal History is that of Mai and Zohrab, Mil. ISIS. 2 vols. 4. containing the Greek fragments, and a

Latin translation from the Armenian version.—The Armenian version, with a new Latin transl. was published by /. B. Aucher

Ven. 1818. 2 vols. 4—G. B Nieiuhr has a memoir on the Armen. version, in his Kleine Historische und Philologische Schriften,

- J. ScaKgcr attempted to reconstruct the Greek text, and published the collected fragments in his Thesaurus Temporum. (2d ed.)

Lugd. Bat. 1658. fol. The Ecclesiastical History; best, F. A. Heinrichen. Lpz. 1827. 3 vols. 8. with copious notes.—.Rearfing',

Gr. & Lai. Camb. 1S20. 3 vols. fol. Containing also the other early Greek eccles. historians, Socrates, Sozowen, Theodoret, fyc.—
A French translation is given in Cousin. Histoires de I'Eglise, ecrites par Eusebe, Socrale, Sozoraene, et Theodoret. Par. 1675.

4 vols. 4.—An English translation was published, Lond, 1683. fol.—A recent one, entitled 77!£ Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius

Pamphilus, translated from the original by the Rev. C. F. Cruse, A. M. Assistant Professor in the University of Pennsylvania, wa«
published at Philadelphia, 1S33. 8. Life cf Constantine ; best, Heinrichen. Lpz. 1830. 8. Prsep. Evangelica; Vige^Tjis, Gr.

i. Lat. Par. 162S. fol. Reprinted, Lpz. 1688. Demons. Evangel. ; Figerus, Gr. & Ut. Par. 162S. Reprinted, Lpz. 16S8.—See
SchSll, Hist. Litt. Gr. vii. 8.

§ 289. A few Doctrinal treatises made their appearance as early as the 2d century
;

but there seems to have been nothing like an attempt at systematic theology until the
third, when Origen published his /o?ir hooks of Elements or frst principles, flepl 'Apxuv,
illustrating the doctrines of the gospel after a philosophical manner. Other works of
a similar character soon followed, and essays and discussions altogether too numerous
to be m_entioned, on various points of faith and practice, of theology and of morals,
were given to the church.
The name of Athanasius must not here be passed in silence ; he has justly been

pronounced one of the greatest men of whom the church can boast. " His life, his

struggles, his genius," says an elegant French writer {Villemain), "did more for the
advancernent of Christianity than all the power of Constantine. Trained, as it were,
in the midst of rehgious dissensions, renowned while young in the Council of Nice,
chosen patriarch of Alexandria by the suffrage of an enthusiastic people, exiled by
Constantine, proscribed by Constance, persecuted by Julian, threatened with death
under Valens, he ended his life in the very patriarchate from which he had repeatedly
been driven. I'he writings of such a man, it is easily seen, are not the writings of a
mere theologian. If he often contended on points of deep obscurity, his aim was lo

establish that religious unity of which he well understood the value and the power.'
6y 2z'Z
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The chief theme of his doctrinal discussions was the subject of the Trinity, on which

he most vigorously opposed the notions of Arius. The celebrated compend or formula

of Christian doctrine long ascribed to him, and still usually called the Atha?ms2an

Creed, " is now generally allowed not to have been his, but to have been deduced from

his works."
The Greek text of 0ri?en'R First Principlet is chiefly lost; we have a Latin version made by Rufinus in the 4th century, first

ublished separately by E. R Rtdepejining, Lips. 1837. 8, with notes.— ri g e n's fVorliJ, by (the Benedictines Charles ^ Charles

Vincent) De la Rue. Par. 1733-59. 4 vols. fol. Reprinted, by OftcrfAWr. WUrtzb. 1780. 15 vols. 8. This has been ranked as the

best edition. A new ed. containini; the whole of De la Roe. and said to be better, is now in progress, by C. H. E. Tjmmwtzsck.

Berl. 1S3I-39. vol. i.-vii. 12. The best ed. of the works of A thanasius is that o( Bern, de Monte-Falconis {Montfatuon),

Gr. & Lat. Par. 1698. 2 vols. fol.—Some pieces (ofuscula), not contained in this, are given in the 2d vol. of Montfaucon-s Biblioth.

Fatr. Grac. Par. 1706.—Cf. Harks. Int. in Hist. Ling. Gr. vol. iii. p. 225.—yakmain, as cited § 292. 1.—/. A. Mohler. Alhanasius

&c Mainz, 1S27. 2 vols. 8. "The writings attributed to Athanasius may be divided into three classes, genuine, dubious, and

supposititious ; amounting in the whole to upwards of one hundred distinct treatises." Clarke, as cited § 293.

§ 290. The last class of writings mentioned, as included in the Christian literature

of these early ages, was the Homiletical. The Homily of the primitive church held nearly

that place in the public worship, which the sermon does at the present day ; it was the

address of the rehgious teacher to the audience assembled, and intended for their in-

struction and improvement. But it differed widely in its character from the modern
sermon. It was neither a labored discussion of a single subject, nor a critical inter-

pretation and illustration of a single text; but a rapid exposition of a whole context, or

a full chapter, or even a larger portion of scripture ; combining in a manner quite irre-

gular and accidental, the most various matter, ddctrinal, philosophical, critical, and
practical. The eloquence of the pulpit, contemplated in its origin, progress, and
effects, presents truly one of the most interesting topics of study in the whole history

of the human mind. The subject, however, comes before us in this place only so far

•jis relates to the remains of sacred oratory which exist in the language of the Greeks.

These, it is much to be regretted, are comparatively few until after the time of Con-
stahtine. Nearly every one of the authors who have been named was a preacher or

sacred orator. The great business of the Apostles was to address their fellow-men on

the sublime truths ofl-eligion and the momentous interests of eternity. The apostolical

Fathers were also chiefly employed in the same duty. The other writers mentioned

were pabhc rehgious teachers. Yet of the actual addresses of so many speakers, we
have scarcely any full and fair specimens, until we reach Origen. Their other writ-

ings, however, afford us some aid in judging of their oratory. The apostles imhated

the simple and powerful manner of the Redeemer himself, who spake as never man
spake. They practiced an easy, artless, moving eloquence, warm-hearted and pungent,

which was astonishingly efficacious to convince and to reform. The apostohcal Fa-

tliers and their contemporaries generally followed the same natural, unstudied, unosten-

tatious method of speaking. But an unfortunate change in taste soon made its ap-

pearance. The writings of the Platonizing Fathers, of whom Justin may be taken as

a representative, furnish plain evidence that in their public discourses they indulged to

a melancholy extent in feeble reasonings and frivolous allegories, in erroneous and even

puerile and ridiculous applications of Scripture. The oratory of Justin was strikingly

marked by these faults, but was nevertheless flowing and persuasive in its character.

On the preaching of the first centuries, see Bemh. Eschenburg, Versuch einer Geschichte der Offentlichen Religionsvortrige in

der griech. und lat. Kirche. Jen. 1785. 8.

—

M. G, Haruch, Abbildung der Predigten im ersten Christenthum. Frankf. 1725. 3.

§ 291. The principal genuine homiletical remains of the period under notice are from
the hand of Origen, wlio has already been mentioned as a writer of extensive acquire-

ments and extraordinary abilities. The homilies of Origen exhibit as one of their most
prominent characteristics the disposition for allegory and mystery, for which he was so

much distinguished as an interpreter of Scripture. Interpretation or exposition still

continued to be the essence of preaching. The speaker proceeded from clause to

clause of the passage before him, offering miscellaneous observations and reflections

as he advanced. This was the manner of Origen. His explanations were more full

and diffuse than those of earlier speakers, with more of studied oratory and a freer use

of human erudition. He had prepared himself for the highest duties of a sacred orator

by cultivating a thorough acquaintance with the Jewish and Christian Scriptures, with

the languages important to a bibhcal interpreter, and with the hterature, philosophy,

and arts, both of the Greeks and Romans. He possessed less ardor of rehgious feeling

than some others of the same age, but maintained a character of uncommon courage,,

independence, and decision, so as to be entitled to the name which was sometimes applied

to him, the man of adamant {ifaixavTivoi). Had he not been misguided by a lively and
fertile imagination, he would have secured a much higher place in the annals of sacred

eloquence.

Many of the homilies of Onjen are lost ; and of those extant a considerable number are only in the Latin translations ncade by

flvfinus or Jerome; those in Greek are chiefly included under his Exegetica or Commaitaria, and the Philocalia, a. collection of

ertracts from his works made by Basil the Great.— Cirtrftc, (as cited k 293) i. 162-166.

The best edition of Ori^en'i works has been named, § 2S9.—For a good account of Origen, see MurdocH't Mosheim, vol. i. p. 20^
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—Homilies from Ori^m, Athanasius, and others, are given in the Hnmiliarium Patritticum by Ehdmoaldl tf Fogt, commenced
lfe9-33. pts. i.-iv. S. "a fine work with notes historical and critical." S.

§ 292. Although confined by our plan and limits to the Christian writers before the
death of Constantine, we cannot forbear while speaking of the early sacred eloquence,
to mention the names of two or three, who lived at the close of the 4th century, and
who were highly distinguished as scholars and orators. We refer especially to Gre-
gory Naziarizen, Basil the Great, and Chrysoslom.
The published works of Gregory consist of about 50 orations or sermons, with a

large number of epistles and small poems. As an orator he exhibits a fertile imagina-
tion united with much strength and grandeur, but is charged with indulging in false
ornament and as deficient in method.

—

Basil was a contemporary, fellow-student, and
intimate friend of Gregory. He was a pupil of the rhetorician Libanius (cf. ^ 128) at
Constantinople. His education was completed at Athens, where Gregory and Julian
the Apostate were his companions in study. Among his numerous works are nearly a
hundred discourses and homilies. He is esteemed a fine scholar, an elegant writer,
and a good reasoner.—But both Gregory and Basil were wholly surpassed in elo-
quence by John Chrysostom, who was born at Antioch, A. D. 354, and was in early
hfe distinguished for his genius, Uterary acquirements, and piety, and in the year 398
was made patriarch of Constantinople, His works include above 300 discourses and
orations, and above 600 homilies, besides numerous letters and treatises. " For over-
powering popular eloquence, Chrysostom had no equal among the fathers. His dis-

courses show an inexhaustible richness of thought and illustration, of vivid conception,
and striking imagery. His style is elevated, yet natural and clear. He transfuses his
own glowing thoughts and emotions into all his hearers, seemingly without efTort, and
without the power of resistance. Yet he is sometimes too florid, he uses some false

ornaments, he accumulates metaphors, and carries both his views and his figures too
far." (.Murdoch.)

1. The best edition of Gregory o/ Kazianzua is that of Billius, Gr. & Laf. Par. 1630. 2 vols. fol. A better edition com
Bienced by the Benedictines

;
yet only 1st vol. executed, by Clemencet, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1771. fol. A 2d vol. (said to have been

executed by Clemencet, and lately discovered) was published in IS3S.

—

UUmann, Gregorius von Nazianz. Darnist. 1S23. 8. a good

biography.—B a s i 1, that of J. Gamier, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1721-30. 3 vols, fol—Didot (print.). Par. 1839.—C hrysostom.
iJontfaiccim, Gr. & Lat. Par. 1718-3S. 13 vols. fol. reprinted, Ven. 1756. Also Par. 1834-37. 13 vols, royal Svo. a beautiful

work.—F. FieU, Chrys. Homiliae in Matthsum. Lond. 1839. 3 vols. 8.—Ce Sacerdotio, by ,3. E. Meo. Lips. 1834. S.—Meander's
Life of Chrysostom (2d ed. Lpz. 1832, 2 vols.), transl. into English. Lond. 1838.—See a very interesting account of these orator* in

the Essay De I'Eloqueiice Chrelienne dans It quatrieme Siecle, by VtUemain in his NcuveaiLX Melanges, &c. Par. 1827. 8.

2. There have been English Translations of some portions of these authors. H. S. Boyd, Select passages from Gregory Na-

zianzen, St. Basil, and St. ChrysostCiD. Lond. 1810. 8. H. S. Boyd, Select Poems of Synesius, and Gregory Nazianzen. Lond.

I8I4. 12. "The Poems of Gregory, though principally the productions of his last years, betray nothing of the decay of either in-

tellect or imagination; they abound with the fire of genius, and the vigor of youth ; without the aid of pagan machinery, the ima-

gery is bold, the expressions strong, and the thoughts frequently mounting to the sublime "

—

W. Barker, St. Basil the Great, his

Exhortations to his kinsmen to the Studie of the Scriptures. Lond. 1557. 8.—" An Honielye of Basilius Magnus, howe young men
oughte to reade Pnetes and Oratours. Translated out of the Greke. Anno MDLVII. 8vo. Lond. J. Cawnod." (The original

Greek of this treatise or discourse (cf. P. IV. § 83.) was published by /. Potter, with the Lat. version of Groiius. Oxf. 1694. 8.

republ. by Mai. Frankf. 1714. 4.—A good edition of the text alone is F. G. Slurz. Gera, 1791. 8.)—/. Evelyn, C h r y s o s-

t o m 's Golden Book on the Education of Children. Lond. 1559. 12. H. HoUier, Chrysostom on the Priesthood. Lond. 1728. 8.

The same treatise translated also by /. Bunce. Lond. 1759. 8. and recently by H. M. Mason (Rector of St John's church, Fayette,

vilie, N. C.) Phil. 1826.

§ 293. For brief but very satisfactory notices of all the principal early Christian authors, or Fathers of the Church, both Greek

and Latin, we refer to the notes of Dr. Murdodi's Translation of Mosheim —For an analysis of their works ; Adam Clarke, Sue

cession of Sacred Literature in a chronological arrangenieut, &c. to A. D. 1300. Lond. 1830-32. 2 vols. 8. a convenient work.—The
following works are ranked among the authorities on this subject.—/. G. n'alchii Bibliolheca Patrislica. Jen. 1770. 8. As
edited by/. L. Danz, Jen. 1^31. it is one of the best works.— ff^ Cave, Scriptor. Eccles. Historia Literaria. Oxf. 1740-3

2 vols. fol. good. L. E. Du Pin, Nouv. Bibliotheque des Auteurs Eccles. Par. 1693-1703. 14 vols. 4.~Ant. Gallajidtis,

Bibliolh. Gr. and Lat. vet. Patr. Ven. 1778. in fol. " this is the most critical collection of the Greek and Latin Fathers-"

—

VAhl*
Tricalet, Bibliotheque Portative des Peres de I'Eglise, qui renferme I'histoire abregee de ieurs vies, I'analyse de leurs principaux

pcrits. etc Par. 1758-62. 9 vols 8. new ed. 1787. 8 vols. 8.—A work more extensive, Bibliotheque Choisie des Peres de I'Eglise,

ty GuiHon. was commenced P.ir. 1831. to consist of 20 vols. 8. "elegant and well spoken of."—A collection entitled Biblioth.

Sacra Patr. Grxcorum, containing the Greek text only, was commenced by Richter. Lips. 1826. in I2mo.—Many cf the Fathers

mentioned in the preceding glance, with the works of later writers, are found in De la Bigne, Maxima Biblioth. Vet. Patr. (ed. by
Despont). Lugd. 1677. 27 vols. fol. "this is the fullest collection, yet it does not contain the original text of the Greek Fr.thers,

but only a Latin version."—C. Fr. Rdssler, Biblioth. der KirchenViler, in Ueberselzungen und Auszflgen. Lpz. 1776-83. 5 vols. 8.

—A new German translation by Catholics is in progress, in ihe Sdmmtliche IVerhe der Kirchen-l^dter, tic. Kempt. 1830-36.

vol. i.-i. 8. There is a Collection of the Latin Fathers, by OberthUr, Opera Patrum Latinorum, in 13 vols. 8 ; not, however
complete. His collection of the Greek Fathers is cited above, § 287.—The Library of the Fathers, Oxf. 1838-40. 4 vols. 8. !S t

•eries of Engliah Translations by members of the Church of England, designed to be continued. CL Christian Rev. Dec. 1S4C.
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HISTORY OF ROMAN LITERATURE.

Introduction,

% 294 u. Next to the Greeks, the Romans deserve an honorable rank in the literary
history of antiquity. But in the first periods of their republic they were too much en-
grossed by war, and the prevaiUng taste was too much for conquest and for the ex-
tension of their power to allow any considerable leisure or patronage to the arts of
peace. Subsequently, however, when security and opulence were enjoyed, and the
Romans had by their very conquests been led to a knowledge of the arts and sciences
existing in the conquered countries ; when, especially, they began to have intercourse
with the Greeks, and became acquainted whh the productions of Grecian taste and art

(cf. P. IV. % 119) ; then they themselves imbibed a love for letters and the sciences,

and cultivated their language with greater care ; then also they imitated the best writers

of Greece with peculiar talents and happy success. Accordingly we find in their

literature master-productions of eloquence, poetry, history, and philosophy. The most
flourishing period of Roman literature and art was in the last ages of the republic and
the reigns of the first emperors, especially that of Augustus. Afterwards (cf. P. IV.
§ 121, § 128), under the withering influence of tyranny, luxury, and moral corruption,

there was a gradual and complete decline of letters.

VAbbe le Maine d'Orgival, Considerations sur I'origine et lea progres des belles-lettres chez les Romains et les causes de leur d^
cadence, {id ed.) Amst. 1750. 8. Transl. into Germ, by J. C. Stockhaicsen. Han. 1755. S.—C. Meiners, Geschichte, &c., as cited

P. rV. § 128.—7. H. Eberhardt, I'eber den Zustand derschOnea Wissenschaften bei den ROmern ; aus dem Schwedischen tnit Zu
Bllzen. Altona, 1801. 8. This work, siy's Dunlop, "contains in its original form only a superficial sketch of the subject; but

valuable notes and corrections accompany the German translation."

§ 295 u. From these remarks it is obvious that the study of the Roman language
and authors must be attended with many advantages. An acquaintance with both is

the more indispensable to the learned of every class, because the Latin language has
been so extensively employed as a general medium of written communication in the

republic of letters.

To the English and American scholar, the study of this language is highly important on account of the great number of English

words derived from it. Cf. § 29S. 2.—On the study of the Classics in general, cf. P. IV. ^ 29.

§ 296 u. Respecting the origin and progress of the Latin language, we have already

(P. IV. '^i 114) mentioned what is most important.

—

Four ages have been commonly
assigned to it ; these are also considered as periods of Roman literature, and in reference

to their relative character and value are denominated from four metals. But in this

assignment, the period of the rise and formation of the language is not included. The
golden age continued from the second Punic war to the death of Augustus ; the silver,

from the death of Augustus to the death of Trajan ; the brazen, from the death of
Trajan to the destruction of Rome by the Goths (A. D. 410) ; the iron, from this event,

during the whole of the middle ages, to the restoration of letters.—'Others divide the

history of this language into periods, which are denominated, according to an analogy
in human life, the infancy, the youth, the manhood, and the old age of the Roman lan-

guage and Hterature.

The last-mentioned is the division made by Funccius, in his History of the Roman Language
and Literature (as cited i 299. 6). The same is followed by Harles.—Dunlop (cited $ 299. 8)sug-
PRSts a division into three periods : the age before Augustus ; the age marked by his name ; and
the age after him, extending to the destruction of Rome. But we shall adopt another division,

hich is suggested by SckoU (cited } 299. 8), and appears more simple and e.xact (cf $ 301),

To the references given P. IV. § 114, § 128, we add the following; 0. Borrichius, Cogitationes de variis Lat. Ling, .^tatibus.

Hafn. 1675. 4.—J. Facciolati, De ortu, inleritu, et instauralione Ling. Lat. in his Oratories X de Optimia Studiis. Lips. 1725. 8.

—I. F. NoUenius, Quatuor Ling. L. .States, in his Lexicon Ling. L. Antibarharum. Berol. 1780. 2 vols. 8.-7. G. Walch, Historia

Critica Ling. Latinse, 3d ed. Lips. 1761. 8.—/. Oberlin, De Ling. L. medii aevi mira barb«ne. Argent. 1771. 4.

% 297. The true pronunciation of the Latin, Uke that of the Greek (cf. "S 5), cannot
be determined with certainty. There is no dispute among scholars repecting the prin-

ciples which are to guide us in locating the accent ; i. e. in deciding on which syllable

to place the stress in enunciating any word.

The following rule is adopted. In all words of only two syllables, place the stress always on
the first syllable or pennltima ; in all words of more than two syllablfs. place the stress on the
penultima when the penuUima is Ions in quantity, but on the antepenultima when the penultima
is short in quantity. This rule is thought to be supported by the authority of Quintilian. " Nam-
que in omni voce, acuta intra numerum trium syllabarum continelur, sive has sint in verbo solae^
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sive ultimo; et in his aut prnxima extremae, aut ab ea tenia. Trium pnrro, de quibus loquor,
media longa aut acuta aut flexa erit ; eodem loco brevis, utique gravem habebit soiium, ideoque
positam ante se, id est ab ultima tertiam, acuet. Est autem in onmi voce utique acuta, sed nun-
quam plus una; nee ultima unquani; ideoque in dissyilabis prior." Instit. Orat. L. i. c. 5.

But with reference to the sound of the letters, the vowels especially, there is not
such agreement. Many think it proper to adopt what are called the Continental
sounds of the vowels, while others choose to follow English analogy. The latter is

the custom at most of the seminaries in the U. States, particularly the northern.

It is worthy of remark that the FreDchman, German, and Italian, in pronouncing Latin, each yields to the analogies of his native

tongue. Each of them may condemn the other, while each commits the same error, or rather follows in truth the same general

rule. Erasmus says he was present at a levee of one of the German princes, where most of the European ambassadors were pre-

sent ; and it was agreed that the conversation should be carried on in Latin. It was so ; but you would have thought, adds he, that

all Babelhad come together.—Cf. C. MiddUton, De Latinanim lilerarum pronunciatione, in his Miscellaneous Worki. Lend. 1755.

5 vols. 8. (vol. 4th). See Andrews and Stoddard, Lat. Grammar, under Orthoepy.

§ 298. It is important that the study of this langttage as well as the Greek should be
commenced in early life. In the introduction to the History of Greek Literature, we
offered (§ 6) some remarks on the methods of teaching the languages. We will add
here a few particulars.

1. Besides the various exercises before alluded to (cf. § 6. 4), that of conversation
may be mentioned as a very valuable aid in acquiring famiharity with Latin or any
other foreign language. It may in fact be a question, whether the inconvenience of the
old regulation, which required the intercourse between ptipil and teacher in the higher
seminaries to be carried on in Latin, was not more than compensated by the know-
ledge of the language thereby acquired. Certain it is, that under our present systems
of study, languages are learned as it were by the eye rather than the ear ; and it often
happens, that a scholar would be quite puzzled by a sentence spoken to him, when he
could readily translate the same sentence pre.sented to his eye in a xi^rittin iorm. The
difficulty is, partly at least, that he has associated the meaning of the foreign word with
its visible form rather than its sound. Frequent conversation would remove this,

besides contributing in other ways to familiarity with the language.—A very useful
exercise, preparatory for more regular conversation, is to give orally in Latin (and the
same of course may be done in the case of any other language which one wishes to

learn) the name of each object that is noticed in a room, a walk, ride, or visit to a
place of resort, a store, a shop, or the like. This exercise is particularly calculated to

please youthful beginners, and might be practiced by several students in company,
either with or without a teacher.

Some aid in exercises of this kind may be derived from Vocabularies, in which the names of things belonging to the same class,

or of subjects related to each other, are brought together. The London Vocabulary, for the Latin, and Biward's Vocalulary, for

the Greek, are little works of this sort, of considerable merit.—Cf. Latin Phrase Book. Bost. 1837. 18mo. pp. 126.

2. Another amusing and useful exercise, in studying the Latin and Greek in parti-

cular, is to trace terms in our own language back to the Latin or Greek originals, from
which they were derived. It is also specially serviceable, in acquiring the mastery
of a language, to examine into the analogies estabhshed in it in the formation of deri-

vative words from their primitives, and of compounds from their simple constituents.

Special exercises for these objects may be devised by the teacher, besides directing the student's attention to them in connection

with particular words occurring in the daily lesions.—A very good introduction to etymological studies is furnished by the follow.

ing small works.—The Stxidenfi Manual, being an etymological and explanatory vocabulary of words derived from the Greek,
by R. H. Black, LL. D. Lond. 1834. 18. and the Sequel to the StiidenVs Manual, an etymolog. and explan. Dictionary of words

derived from the Latin, by the same author.—See also Oswaldh Etymological Dictionary of the English language, by /. M.

Keagy. Phil. 1S36. 12.

3. Some valuable remarks upon a Course of Latin Studies will be found in the .Sm. Quart. Rev.
vol. vi. p. 303.—See also T. F. Beynalz, Versuch eines Scliulstudien-Plans. (4ter Absch. von Er-
lernung der lat. Sprache.) Lpz. 1794. 8.

4. The following extract contains an account of the system of instruction in the Boston Latin School. It is from a. pamphlet,

which was kindly furnished to the writer by Mr, C. K. Dillaway, the present Principal (1S36), and which contains an interesting

account of the origin and history of that School.

" The fcholars are distributed into four separate apartments, under the care of the same number of Instructors, vii. a Principal,

or head-master, a sub-master, and two assistants. When a class has entered, the boys commence the Latin Grammar all together,

under the eye of the principal ; where they continue until he has become in some degree acquainted with their individual charac-

ters and capacities. As they receive credit-mnrks of 5, 4, 3, 1, or 0, at each recitation, and as these are added up at the end of every

month, and the rank of each boy ascertained, those boys will naturally rise to the upper part of the class who are most industrious,

or who learn with the greatest facili y. After a time, a division of from twelve to fifteen boys is taken off from the upper end ol

(he class ; after a few days more, another division is in like manner taken off; and so on, till the whole class is separated into divi-

sions of equal number ; it having been found that from twelve to fifteen is the most convenient number to drill together. In this

way boys of like capacities are put together, and the evil of having some unable to learn the lesson which others get in half the time

allowed, is in some measure obviated. The cl.iss, thus arranged for the year, is distributed among the assistant teachers, a division

to each.—When this distribution is made, the boys continue for the year in the apartment /n which they are first placed, unless some

particular reason should exist for changing them ; or when the divisions study Geography or Mathematics with the instructor to

whom these branches are comrnitted.—This method of studying each branch separately, is adopted throughout the school. The

same individuals do not study Latin one part of the day and Greek the other, but each for a week at a time. In this way the aid of

nxcitement from the continuity of a subject is secured, and a much more complete view of ihe whole obtained, than when studied iu

oetached oortions. and the grammar of neither language permitted to go out of mind. For it should ' be remembered, that i the
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grammar be the first book put into the learner's hands, it should also be the last to leave them.'—At convenient times the boys in each

apartment undergo a lhorou;;h examination in the studies they have been over. If any class, or any individuals, do not pass a satis-

factory examiiiition, Ihey are put back, and made to go over the portion of studies in vvhich they are deficient, till they do pass a

satisfaclcry examination.

" Boys commence with Adam's Latin Grammar, in learning vrhich they are required to commit to memory much that they do

not understand at the time, as an exercise of memory, and to accustom them to labor. There are some objections to this, it is true,

hut il has been found extremely difficult to make boys commit thoroughly to memory at a subsequent period, what they have been

allowed to pass over in first learning the grammar. It takes from six to eight months for a boy to commit to memory all that is

required in Adam's Grammar
; but those who do master the grammar completely, seldom find any difiiculty afterwards in commit-

ting to memory whatever may be required of them.—The learned Vicesimus Knox thinks it may be well to relieve boys a little

while studying grammar, ' for,' says he, 'after they have studied Latin Grammar a year closely, they are apt to become weary.'

—

VVhen hoys can write Latin prose grammatically, they are required to make notiscnse vnsts, or to put »vords into verses with regard

to their quantity only. When the mechanical structure of dillerent kinds of versification is familiar, they have given them a literal

translation, of a few verses at a time, taken from some author with whose style they are not acquainted, which is to be turned into

verses of the same kind as those from which it was taken ; and then compared with the original. Afterwards portions of English

poetry are given to be translated into Latin verse. Original verses are then required, which, with themes in Latin and English,

continue through the course. Considerable portions of all the Latin and Greek poets used m school are committed to memory, as

they are read ; particularly several books of Virgil ; all the first book of Horace, and parts of many others; the third and t«;nth

Satires of Juvenal entire ; all the poetry in the Greek Reader, and many hundreds of verses in Homer. This is an important exer-

cise to boys
;
and without it they can never write Latin prose or verse with the same facility as with it. It is in this way that the

idioms of any language are gained ; and in writing verses, the quantity and proper use of most words employed by the best writers

are instantaneously determined, by recalling a verse in which it occurs."

% 299 t. Here is the proper place to name some of the 'works which may serve as
aids in studying the Latin language and literature.

1. Chrestomathies and Reading-Books,

F. Gedike, Lateinisches Lesebuch, ISlh ed. Bed. 1820. 8.—By
tame, Lat. Chrestomathie. 4th ed. Berl. IS22. 8.

F. Jacobs (and F. JV. Doring). Lat. Lesebuch. Jena, 1818.

The latter has been published in this country under the title of

The Latin Reader edited by George Bancroft, in 2 vols. (Parts i.

and ii.) The first part of it also, under the title of Andrews'

Latin Reader, by E. F. Andrews. Bost 4th ed. 1833.

F. Eilendt, Lateinisches Lesebuch fUr die untersten Kla-ssen.

5th ed. Konlgsb. 1815. 8,

The Liber Primus (sereotyped 1827), Ktri Rorme (as pub-

lished for Boston lat. School, 1833), and Historic Sacrse, are

also used in teaching beginners.

The Excerpla Lalina (Bost. 1810. 8) was designed for stu-

dents more advanced.

—

Analecta Latina Majora, containing

selections from the best Latin Prose Authors, with English notes,

&c. on the plan of D 3.1 z eVs Analecta Grxca. Lond. 1831. 8.

The authors usually read fii-st after the Chrestomathy are Cor-

nelius Sfepos, Csesar, Virgil, Ovid, Cicero, Sallwt, Horace.

2. Grammars. Of the great number of grammatical helps

we mention the following.

G. J. Fosiius, Arislarchus s. de arte grammatica. Amst. 1632.

2 vols. 4. There is an ed. by Fortsch ^ Eckttein ; a " rich col-

lection of grammatical materials for the critical scholar." S.

Fr. Sanclius, Minerva s. de causis lingua? lat. Comment, (ed.

C. L. Bauer). Lips. 1793-1801. 2 vols. 8. (ed. Eb. Scheidius.)

Amst. etGoth. 1S09. 8.

A. F. Bernhardi, VoIIsf. lat. Grammatik. Berl. 1795-97. 2.

vols. 8.

/. G. Scheller, AusfJhrliche lat. Sprachlehre. Lpz. 1803, 8.

Translated into Eng. by G. Walker. Lond. 1827.2 vols. 8.

Cfu G. Br'dfr, Praktische Grammatik der lat. Sprache. (14tb

ed.) Lpz. 1S20. S.

H B. IVenck, Lat. Spracbl. (ed. G. F. Grotefend). Frankf.

1820-23. 2 vols. 8.

C. G. Zumpt, Lat. Gramm. (4th ed.) Berl. 1S24. 8. ranket

high.-Transi. into Eng. by J. Kenrich. Lond. 1S23. 8. Also

publ. N. Vork. 1S29. 8.

K. L. Schneider, Ausftthrl. Gramm. der lat. Sprache. Berl.

1819. 2 vols. 8.

Port Rnyal Lat Grammar (a new method &c. translated from

the French of the Messrs. de Port Royal) by T. Nugeiil. Lond.

1803. 2 vols. 8.

D. Ludw. Ramshorn, Lateinische Grammatik. Lpz. 1830. 8.

pp. 1165. good for advanced students.

0. Schtdlz has published a Lat. Gram, which is " one of the

best for schools." S.

m H. Blume, Lat. Schulgrammatik. 2d ed. Lpz. 1839. 8.

pp. iSO. " the best school-grammar." S.

I

P. Bullions, Principles of Latin Grammar, comprising the

substance of the most approved Grammars extant N. Yk. 1842.

12 pp. 303.

We may mention also ; /. Mihier, Gramm. of Lat. Tongue,

2d eJ. Lond. 1742. 8.—T. Ruddiman, Grammatics Lat Insti-

tutioues. 11th ed. Edinb. 1786. 12.—/. Grant, Institutes of Lat
Grammar. Lond. ISO*. i.—J. Smith, The New-Hampshire

Lat. Grammar. Bost IS12. 12.—The Grammar which has been

most usually adopted in our schools is that ol Adam; the best

editions of which are those of Gould and of Fitk. The Gram-
mar \>y Andrews and Stoddard is now (1S3S) most highly re-

commended. We miy here notice, as very useful helps in

studying the first principles of Latin grammar in the method sug-

gested on a former page (cf. § 6.2) the following: Goodrich'*

Outlines of Latin Grammar, kc—JVillard's Introduction to the

Latin Language. Bost. 1835. 12.

3. Dictionaries.

A. Catepinus, Lexicon Latinum variaram linguarum interpre-

tatione adjecla. Palav. 1681. 2 vols. fol. first ed. 1505. valuable.

J. M. Gessner, Novus LinguEe Romans Thesaurus, post R.

Stephaui et aliorum curas digestus. Lips. 1749. 4 vols. fol. the

most complete.

Facciolalus & Forcdlimu, Lexicon totius Latiiiitatis, Ac (auc-

tum labore variorum). Lips. 1835. 4 vols. fol.—The Universal

Latin Lexicon of Facciolalus and Forcellinus, edited by /. Bai-

ley. Loud. 1820. 2 vols. 4.

/. J. G. Scheller, Ausfahrliches lateinisch-deutsches u. deufsch-

lat Worterbuch. Lpz. 1S04-5. 7 vols. 8.—A smaller work of

great utility is Scheller's Handlexikon, verbessert und vermehrt

durch G. H. LUnemann, 5th ed. Lpz. 1822. 3 vols. 8.

/. E. Riddle, Scheller's Lex. linguje Latinas, with the Germ,

explanations translated into English. Oxf 1835. fol.

IV. Freund, Worterbuch der Lat Sprache, nach historisch

genetischen Principien. Lpz. 1S36-42. 4 vols. S. "considered in

Germany as one of the most perfect specimens of lexicography."

C. du Fresne du Cange, Glossarium ad Scriptores Mediae et

Infinite Latinitatis. Par. 1733-36. 6 vols. fol. exhibiting the coi^

ruptions of the later Latin, as his Gloisarium ad Scriptores Me-

dix et Infimx Grsecitalis (Lugd. 16?S. 2 vols, fol.) exhibits those

of the later Greek.—A supplement to Du Cange is P. Carpe/t-

tier, Glossarium Novum ad Scriptores Medii ^vi. Par. 1766. 4

vols. fol.

C. Labbseus, Glossaria Latino-Grseca et Graeco-Latina. Par.

1679. fol. Lond. 1817-26. fol.

We may name also, T. Holyoke, English & Lat Diet Lond.

1677. fol.—F. Gouldman, English & Lat. Diet 4th ed. Lond.

I6S7. \.—A. Littleton, Engl. & Lat Diet 4th ed. Lond. 1703.

4.-7. Entich, New Lat & Eng. Diet. ed. by W. Crackelt, Lond

1789, 2 vols. 12.—/. IV. Nibloch, Lat & Engl. Diet fo- scbooli
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—.T Dymock, Abridgment of Ainsworth ; ed. by AnthoD.

—

Ch.

H Domer, VVOrterbuch d. LaL Sprache, commenced Stuttg.

1S36. 8.

The Dictionaries, which have been most commonly used in

our schools, are jlinsworth's, MoreWs Abridgment of Ainsworih,

and Kounj'J.—In Germany much use has been made of Schd-

ler'i Kleines lat. Worterbuch, edit, by LUnemann, 5th ed. Han.

1816. 8. The best for common use, F. P. Leverett, A new

Latin-English and English-Latin Lexicon, abridged from the

Lexicon of Facciolati & Forcellini, wiih improvements drawn

from Scheller & LUnemann. Bost. 1836. 8.—There is an abridg-

ment of Leverett. Bost. 1810. 8.

For Grammars and Lexicons of the Latin and other languages,

»ee /. S. faler, Literatur der Grammatiken, Lexica, und Wor-
tersammlungen aller Sprachen der Erde, &c. Berl. 1815. 8.

4. We may refer also to a few works on particular branches

of Grammar or Lexicography,

(a) On Syncmymes.

J. Hill, The Synonymes of the Lat Language with crit. Dis-

•ert. upon the force of Prepositions. Edinb. 1804. 4.

/. B. G. Dumesnil, Synon. Lat. Par. 1777. 8.—Same, trans-

lated from French iulo German by /. Ch. G. Ernesti. Lpz. 1779.

3 vols. 8.—Engl. Trans), by /. M. Gosset, Lond. 1809. & 1S25. 8.

M. Lieber, Homonyma Ling. Lat. Lips. IS37. 8.

Ludw. DoderUin, I^teinische Synonyme, &c. Lpz. 1826-38.

6 vols. 8.

L. Rarmhom ; a valuable work, in which the Sanscrit is ap-

plied to the Latin.—Engl. Transl. by F. Lieber, Diet, of Lat.

Synonymes. Bost. 1841. 12. cf. N. Amer. Rev. vol. 49. p. 467.

E. C. Habicht, Synonymisches HandwOrterbuch der Lat.

Sprache, &c. Lemg. 1829. 8.

F. SchmaJJitld, I^teinische Synonymik. Lpz. 1839. 8. pp.

506. 3il ed. it has been highly recommended.

(6) On Particles.

Ch. G. Schiltz, Doct. particular. Lat linguae. Dessav. 1784. 8.

ffor. Tursdlinus, De parliculis ling. Lat. libellus, (cur. /. X
Emesli) Lpz. 1769. 8. ed. by /. BaiZey. Lond. 182S. 8.

T. Hand, Tursellinus sen De particulis Latinis Commentarii.

Lips. 1829-38. 5 vols. 8. "an original and splendid work, com-

pletely exhausting the subject."

(c) On Analogies and affinities of the language and Etymology.

G. Baxter, De Analogia Ling. Latinae. Lond. 1679. 12.

G. J. Vossius, Etymologicnn Ling. Latinae, Amst. 1695. fol.

Dunlar, Inquiry into the Structure and Affinity of the Greek

and Latin languages. Ed. 1827. 8.

N. Fork, Etymologisches HandwOrterbuch d. Lat. Sprache.

Lpz. 1S38. 2 vols. 8.

A'^ Salmon, Stemmata Lafinitat's, or Etymological Lat Diet

wherein the mechanism of the Latin tongue is exhibited, &c.

Lond. 1796. 2 vols. 8.

G. Shar-pe, Structure of Lat tongue. Lond. 1751. 8.

E. Palairet, Thesaurus Latin. EUipsinm. Lond. 1761. Lips.

1830. 8.

C. B. Prilfer, De Graeca atque Latina declinatione. Lips.

18!7. 8.

K. L. Struve, Ueber d. Lat Declin. n. Conjugation. Konigsb.

1823. 8.

F. A. Landvoigt, De tertiae declin. Gr. et Lat. generibus.

Merseb. 1S26. 4.

F- A. Landvoight, Ueber die Personformen und Tempuafor-

mend. Gr. u. Ijit Sprache. Merseb. 1831. 4.

/. A. Hartung, Ueber d. Casus, ihre Bildung u. Bedeutung in

d. Gr. u. Lat Sprache. Erlang. 1831. 8.

M. Schmidt, De pronomino Gr. et Latino. Hal. 1832. 4.

We may here mention also the following : /. Harris, Hermes,

a philosophical Inquiry concerning Universal Giammar. Lond.

1751. 8. also in his Works. Lond. ISOl. 3 vols. 8.—T. Browne.

Hermes Unmasked. Lond. 1795. 8.~J. Home Tooke, Diver

>ions of Purley. Lond. 1786. 4.

Here may be noticed works in comparative philology. See

Ihe references given P. rV. § 36, § 114.—G. Burton, J\.ctipava

•etBns Ling. Persicae ao. Graecos et Latinos. Lips. 1720. 8.—

F Griefius, Comm. qua Ling. Gr. et Lat. cum Sclavicis dialeo

tis in re grammatica comparatur. Petrop. 1S27. 4.—K. G. Als-

ton, Versuch das zuverliUsigste Unterscheidungszeichen der

Orient u. Occident. Sprachen. Lpz. 1798. 8.— C. G. T. Amdt
Ueber d. Ursprung u. d. verschiedenartige Verwandtschaft d.

Europ. Sprachen. Frankf 1S27. 8.

(d) Proiody and Meter.

J. Carey, Latin Prosody. Lond. 1808. 8.

Janxes Otis, Rudiments of Lat Prosody j with a Dissert, on

Letters, &c. Bost 1670. 12.

C H. Sinlenis, Gradus ad Pamassum, &c. ZOllich, 1816.

2 vols. 8.

N. A. Haden, Anleitung zur Kenntniss der Dichtkunst des

alten Roms. NQmb. 1815. 2 vols.

M. C. Kirchner, Prosodia Latina completa, &c Bas. 1&43. 4

T. Gaisjoid, as cited § 422.

5. In UTiling Latin, there are various useful helps.

Scheller, Pnecepta slili bene latini. Lpz. 1797. 2 vols. 8.

C. D. Beck, Artis latine scribendi praecepta. Lips. 1801. 8.

E. Valpy, Elegantiae Latinae ; or Rules and Exercises Illustra-

tive of Elegant Latin Style. 9th ed. Lond. 1831. Introductory

to this are the two works stjied Finl Latin Exercises and Se-

cond Latin Exercises, by E. Valpy.

The New Latin T^jtor, or Introduction to the making of Latin,

&c., is now much used in our schools.

W. Robertson, Dictionary of Latin Phrases, &c., for the more

speedy progress of students in Latin Cumpoiition. lond.

1830. 12.

TV. maker, Dictionarie of English and Latin Phrases and

Idiomes. Lond. 1685.

Al. Crombie's Gymnasium, or Symbda Critica. Lond. 1830.

2 \oIs. 8. Ct Class. Joum. x. 384. xi. 296. xii. 167.

E. H. Barker, Elements of Latin Prosody, with Exercises de.

signed as an introduction to the scanning and making lAtiu

verses. 6lh ed. Lond. 1830. 12.

S Bidler, Praxis on the Latin Prepositions, being an attmpt

to illustrate their Origin, Sigui£cation, and Government 3d ed.

Lond. 1832. 8.

We may name also as valuable in reference to idiom and style^

C. J. Grysar, Theorie des Lateinischen Stils. Col. 1831. 8.—

/. P. Krebs, Antibarbarus der Lateinischen Sprache. 2d ed,

Frankf. 1837. 8. pp. 515.—F. Hand, Lehrbuch d. Lateinisch.

Styls. Lpz. 1S39. 8. pp 502. not a book of exercises, but con-

sidered as an excellent work on Latin composition.

6. On Antiquities, consult P. IIL § 197.—For helps pertaining

to the subjects of Geography, Chronology, and Biography, con-

sult § 7. 7.—We add here,

A. Th. BischoffSf J. H. MSlkr, Vergleichung des WOrierhuchj

der alien, mittleren, und neuen Geographic. Gotha, 1829. 8.

Chr. MUUer, Roms Campagna in Beziehung auf alte Ge-

schichte, Dichlung, und Kunst Lpz. 1824. 2 vols. 8.

Cramer, Ancient Italy. Oxf. 1826. 2 vols. 8. with map.

C. KtlsaU, Classical Excursion from Rome to Arpinun.

Genev. 1820. 8.

Gorton, BiographicaJ Dictionary. Lond. 1828. 2 vols. 8.

Furike, Real-Lexicon (Geography, Biography, Antiquity,&c
Lpz. 5 vols. S.

/. £^(apro(/i. Tableaux Histor. de I'Asie. Par. 1826. 4. with Atlas.

7. Among the valuable helps of an historical character, we

mention the following.

Geschichte der Romer, zur Erkllrung ihrer klassischea

Schriftsteller. Lpz. 1787. 2 vols. 8.

F. Fielder, Geschichte des rOm, Staates und Volkes. Lpz

1821. 8.

Thns. Blackwell, Memoirs of the Court of Augustus (com-

pleted by /. Mills). Edinb. 1753-63. 4 vols. 4.

Ad. Ferguson, Hist, of Rise and Progress of Rom. Republic

Often reprinted. Transl. into German with additioue by C. D,

Beck. Lpz. 1784. 3 vols. 8.

0. Goldsmith, History of Rome. Lond. 1770. 2 vols. 8.

Often reprinted.—Same Work abridged ; one of the best editioM
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is by Pinnock (rcpubl.' by Key fy
Biddle). Phil. 1835. 12.—

Beiitzlcfs Gesch. der Romer (is a transl. of Goldsmith). Lpz.

1785. 2 vols. 8.

C. de S- Montesquieu, Considerations sur les Causes de la

grandeur et de la decadence des Rnmains. Par. 1734. 12.

R. A. de Vertol, Hisloire des Revolutions dans le governement

de la Rfipubl. R-iraaine. Par. 1796. 6 vols. 12.

C. Rollin, Histoire Romaine (froa the foundation of the city

to the battle of Actium) ; continued by /. S. L. Crevier, His-

toire des Etnpereurs Romains (from Augustus to Constantine).

Lond. 1754. 16 vols 8. The latter, transl. Engl, by /. Mills,

Hist, of the Emperors. Lond. 1761. 10 vols. 8.

G. B. Niebukr, Rom. Gesch. Berl. 1831. Transl. Engl, by

S. C. Hare and C. Thirlwall. Cambr. 1832. 2 vols. 8. Repr.

Phil. 1835. Cf. Amer. Quart. Rev. vol. iv. p. 367. 2f. Anier.

Rtv. xvi. 438.

N. Hooke, The Roman History from the building of Rome to

the ruin of the Commonwealth. 3d ed. Lond. 1771. 3 vols. 4.

Lond. 1806. II vols. 8.

Ed. Gibbon, Hist, of Decline and Fall of Rom. Empire.

Lond. 1776, ss. 6 vols. 4. Often repr. A French transl. by

Suard, with notes by Guizot. Par. 1812. 13 vols. 8. The in-

fidel insinuations of Gibbon are exposed and refuted in R. Wat-

ton's Apology for Christianity ; often reprinted.

Heiren, History of the Gracchi, in bis fermischte historische

Schriften. Gott. 1S31.

T. Arnold, History of Rome, 1st vol. Lond. 1838. 8. highly

commended in Blachwood^s Ma^. vol. xliv. p. 141.

T. Kngfitley, Hist, of Rome (to the reign of Augustus).

Lond. 1837. 8.

IV. C. Taylor, Overthrow of Rom. Empire (extending from

Constantine to the fall of Constantinople). Lond. 1838. 8.

Sismondi, The History ot^ Rome, and the Fall of Rome,

4 vols, in Lardner'a Cabinet Cyclopaedia.

HSch. Rom. Geschichte vom Verfall d. Republik bis znrVol-

lendung d. Monarchie unter Constantin. Braunsch. 1841. 8.

IV. Spalding, Italy and the Italian Islands, from the earliest

ages to the present time. 2d ed. Lond. 1 842. 3 vols. 8.

8. Works belonging to the class Histories of Latin Literature,

or Introductions to the same, are very useful helps. We have

already mentioned (5 7. 9) some which treat of the Latin au-

thors together with the Greek. Some others relating to the La-

tin may be added here.

/, AT. Funccius ; three portions of his History of Latin Litera-

ture are cited P. IV. § 1 14. 2 ; the other parts are the following

:

De virili aetate Linsuae Latinse Tractatus. Marb. 1727-30.

2 vols ; De imminente L. L. Senectute Tract. Marb. 1744 ; De

inerti ac decrepiti L. L. Senectute Commentarius. Lemg. 1750.

/. A. Fabricii, Bibliofheca Latina, rectius digesta et aucta dili-

gentia /. A. Ernesli. Lips. 1773. 3 vols. 8.

G. E. MUller, Hist. krit. Einleituog zu nOthiger Kenntniss u.

nQIzlichem Gebrauche der alten lat, SchrifUteller. Dread.

1747-51. 5 vols. 8. not completed.

J. C. Zeunii Introductio in linguam latinam. Jen. 1779. 8

M. C. Nahmmacher, Anieitung zur Kritischen Kenntniss der

Lateinischen Sprache. Lpz. 1768. 8.

F. A. Wolf, Geschichte der rom. Literatur ; ein Leitfiden far

akad. Vorlesungen. Halle, 1787. 8.

Th. Ch. Harles, Introductio in Historiam linguae latmae.

Norimb. 1781. 2 vols. 8.—By same, Notitia lileraturae Romanse,

in primis scriptorum latinorum. Lips. 1789. 8. with Supple-

ments i. & ii. Lpz. 1799, ISOI, and iii. (ed. C. F. H. King-

ling) Lpz. 1817.—By same, Notitia liter, ronianse, &c. acco-

mod. in us. schol. Lpz. 1803. 8. with Additammta by KlUs-

ling. Lpz. 1819. 8.

C. Saxitis, Onomasticum Literarinm, sen Nomenclator pr^

stantissimorumomnisaeviscripforuni. Traj. ad Rhen. 1775-1803*

8 vols. 8,

F. SchCll, Histoire Abregee de la Litterature Romaine. Par.

1815. 4 vols. 8. Cf. Ed. Rev. No. Ixxx. vol. xl. p. 375.

J. Dunlop, History of Rom. Literature, from the earliest pe-

riod to the Augustan aee. Lond. IS23. 2 vols. 8. Repr. PhiL

IS27. Cf. Ed. Rev. as just cited. A 3d vol. (Lond. 1828) con-

tinues the history during the Augustan age.

Charpentier, EtuJes morales et historiques sur la litterature

Romaine, depuis son oridne jusqu'a nos jours. Hach. 1S29. S.

G. Bemhardy, Grundriss der Romischen Literatur. Haile,

1830. 8.

/. Chr. F. Bdhr, Geschichte der ROmischen Literatur. 2d ed.

Carlsr. 1832. 8. This is probably the best work of the kind.

There is a valuable Supplement entitled, Die Christlich-romische

Literatur. Carlsr. 1836-38.—Other works of this class are cited

by Dunlop at the close of the Appendix to his History above

cited.

We may add here the following: F. Caun'arit, Storia delle

Scienze, lettere, ed arti, delliRomani della foiidazione di Roma

fino ad August Maut. 1823. 8.— CtaT-pe^itte?-, Etudes morales

et historiques sur la Litterature Romaine, depuis son origin

jusqu'a nos jours. Hachette, 1S29. 8.

9. On editions and translations, we refer to the works cited,

§7. 10.

F. A. Ebert, General Bibliographical Dictionary, transl. from

the German. Oxf. 1830, ss. 4 vols. 8.

A recent ed. of Blachwairs Introduction (cf. P. IV. § 29. 4).

Oxf. 1837. 12. contains some notices of editions of Class, authors.

On German translations the following may be added ; T. F,

negen, Versuch einer voUstindigen Literatur der deutschen

Uebersetzungen der Romer. Altenb. 1794. 2 vols. 8. Supplem.

Erl. 1799. 8.

Consult also Harles, Notitia, &c., above cited ; in which are

found likewise references on most of the subjects specified under

the preceding heads.

*S 300. In giving the history of Roman literature, we shall follow the same method
as in treating of the Greek. We shall first suggest a division of the whole extent of
time included into a few distinct periods, and designate the several departments par-
ticularly cultivated among the Romans; and then proceed to notice these departments
separately. In doing this, a general view of the department will be given first, and
then a brief notice of the most important authors in it, ranged in chronological order.

In speaking of individual authors, we shall advert to their lives and characters, to their

works, and to the most important editions and translations, and other useful helps in

studying them.

^ 301. The history of Roman literature, in its most extensive signification, compre-
hends a space of twelve hundred years, from the building of Rome, B. C, 752, to the
overthrow of the Western Empire, A. D, 476, It may be very conveniently divided
into FIVE distinct periods.
The first period e.xtends from the huildin^ of Rome, to the close of the first Punin

War, B. C. 240. It includes more than five centuries, during which the language con-
tinued in a state quite unpolished. The second period extends from the close of the

first Punic War, to the civil War of Marias and Sylla, B. C. 88, It includes about
one century and a half, during which the language was greatly improved and enriched
in consequence of intercourse between the Romans and the Greeks of Magna Graecm.

The third period extends //-oot the civil War of Marius and Sylla, to the death of
70 3 A
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Augustus, A. D. 14. It includes about a century, dunng which the language exhibited
the highest degree of refinement it ever attained. This may properly be called the

golden age of Roman Uterature. The fourth period extends from the death of
Augustus and accession of Tiberius, to the age of the Antoniucs, A. D. 160. It in-

cludes about a century and a half, during which the language lost something of its

elegance and poHsh. TYie fifth period extends from the age of the Antonines, to the

overthrow of the Western Empire, A. D. 476. It includes about three centuries, in

which the language became greatly corrupted and finally loaded with barbarisms.
"^s 302. In noticing the most important authors and prominent circumstances in the

Iherary history of the periods above named, we shall follow the order which we adopted
in treating of the Greek hterature. We shall speak first of the Poets; next of the Ora-
tors; then of the Mhetoricians, the Grammarians, the writers of Epistles and Fiction,

the Philosophers, the Historians, the Mathematicians and Geographers; here we shall

mention some, who may be called Economists, treating of practical arts, especially

husbandry ; then the Mythographers, and the writers on JSEedicine and Natural History.

We propose also to introduce a brief notice of the writers on Law and Jurisprudence.

i

I.

—

Poetry and Poets.

% 303. In the first centuries after the building of their city, the Romans were but little

acquainted with poetry. During the whole time, which we have designated as \\\e first

feriod of Roman Hterature (cf. § 301), they did not really cultivate any branch of letters,

t was not until B. C. 240, above 500 years after the founding of Rome, that they had,

properly speaking, any Uterature. At this time, the conquests of the Romans had
brought them into intercourse with the Greeks settled in the southern part of Italy,

and the influence was soon felt at Rome in awakening and cherishing a love of the arts

(of. P. IV. <5i 113). Dramatic poetry appears to have been the first form of literature

thus derived from the Greeks. Subsequently, the Romans looked to the Greeks for

their models, not only in poetry, but in every other branch of hterature.

?i 304. Previously to the introduction of the drama just mentioned, there were indeed

some compositions of a poetical kind, which were rehearsed on festive and comme-
morative occasions. wSuch was the hymn chanted by the Fratres Arvales, supposed to

be the earliest specimen of the Roman language now extant (cf. P. IV. ^ 114). —Such
also were the hymns (sometimes called axamenta) sung by the Salic priests (cf. P. III.

$ 215).—Such too were the Fescennine verses {versus Fescennini), rude and satirical

verses, that were rehearsed at certain festivals, in the time of harvest, and accompanied
with rustic gestures and dances. Their name was derived from Fescennium, a city of

Etruria, or from a deity termed Fascinus. They were also called Saturnian, from the

irregularity of their meter, or ihe\rfreedom from definite rules of structure. They were
of a very licentious character, which it became necessary to restrain by law. Traces
of this sort of poetical effusions were retained, in the latest times, at Rome, in the songs

of young men on nuptial occasions.

Cf. G. H. Heinrichs, Versus ludicri in Romanorum Caesares priores olim compositi. Hal. 1810. 8.—Cf. Hor. Ep. 11. i. 145.—-

Rfspectin? Fascinus, see FmcdUni, Lexicon Tot. Lat. Also cf. P. H. § 91. 2.—On the Saturnian verse, cf. Dunlop, as cited §299. 8.

(Phil. ed. i 63.)—On the Fescennine verse, Sdwll, Lit. Rom. i. 74.— T. Casaubon, De Satyrica G^a^c. Poesi et Roman. Satira. Hal.

1774. 8. (p. 177).—Cf. Hor. Epist. L. ii. Ep. l.—tV. Belham, Etruscan Literature and Antiquities. Lend. 1842. 2 vols. i.—F.

Stieve, Dissertatio de lei scenicae apud Romanos origine.

§ 305. Before the introduction of the more regular drama from Magna Graecia, there

were also practiced at Rome some performances of a dramatic nature ;
particularly the

plays of the Tuscan Histrio}ies, and the FahulcB Atellance.—The former were first in-

troduced about B. C. 364, in order, as is stated, to appease the gods, when their wrath
was felt in a prevailing epidemic. Players were invited from Etruria, and called

Histriones, from the Tuscan word hister; they danced to the music of a flute, with

which they also united singing and mimic actions. These performances were called

Lud) stcenici ; a phrase which was also used to include all the various forms of dramatic

exhibition subsequently introduced. The Fahulce AtellancB derived their origin and
name from Atella, a city of the Osci, lying between Capua and Naples. They were
a kind of rude irregular comedy or farce, in the Oscan dialect. Originally they were
probably in some measure extemporaneous performances, in which the actors after

previous agreement and preparation filled up the scenes according to their own skill and
pleasure. This species of entertainment was very popular at Rome, and continued to

be so after the introduction of the regular drama; and several writers composed pieces

denominated Atellane Fables. The exhibhions of these compositions, and also the

pieces themselves, were called Ludi Osci.

Livni, lib. vii. c. 2—ScASZi, Litt. Rom. i. lo.— Dunlop, Hist. Rom. Lit. i. 2?0. (ed. Phil. 1827).—/. Ca%auhon, (as cited \ 304i.

Xhf l\\ ! U SiUzei Allgemeine Theorie der schonen KOnote. Lpz. 1792. 4. vols. 8. vol. i. p. 518.
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§ 306. It should also be remarked, that in the early periods of Rome, there were
national ballads, which celebrated the praises of iiaiive heroes, and the victories gained
by Roman arms. Triumphal songs and pteans were sung by the soldiers marching in

procession through the streets of the city. At convivial feasts likewise, songs of the
same description were rehearsed accompanied with instrumental music. These bal-

lads were founded on the traditions respecting the kings and heroes and early achieve-
ments of the people. Niebulir and Schlegel suppose the stories, which Livy and
others relate in the regular history of Rome, to have been chiefly drawn from such
popular ballads and traditionary poems of the primitive ages. This idea was advanced
by Perizonius in the seventeenth century. It is ingeniously advocated by Macaulay,
who gives " a popular exhibition of the theory and of the evidence by which it is sup-
ported" in the Preface to his " Lays of Ancient Rome," in which he happily attempts
a reproduction of some of the ballads in an English poetical version.

Dunlop, i. 40, 79.—F. Schlegd, Hist, of Lit. led. iii.—G. B. Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome (trans, from Germ, by Hare ^ Thirlwall),

p. 193. vol. i. ed. ?hil. 1835.

—

Perizonius, Animidversiones Historieae, (c. 6).

—

T. B. Macaulay, Lays of Ancieol Rome ; coctained

iu his Critical and Miscellaneoiu Easayt. Phil, 1843. 4 vols. 12. vol. iv. p. 30.—Cf. Cicero, Tusc QusesU L. i. c 2. iv. c 2 ^ Bru-

tus, IS, 19.

^ 307. With the exceptions which have been noticed in the preceding sections

(304-306), the Romans had no poetry until their conquests in Magna Greecia. From
this period, they began to imitate the Greeks ; and most of the forms of poetry found
among the latter, were finally introduced at Rome. We shall have occasion to notice

in this sketch, the Dramatic, Epic, Lyric, Bucolic, Elegiac and Didactic ; also the
Fable, the Epigram, and the Satire.

§ 303.(a) Dramatic. It has already been remarked that the drama was the first form
of literature borrowed from the Greeks. Regular dramatic pieces were first exhibited

at Rome, by Livius Andionicus, B. C about 239 or 240, at the commencement of the
secnnd period before specified (§ 301). But the drama never reached a very high degree
of perfection among the Romans. The mass of the people. were more fond of the

public shows and spectacles ; and the higher ranks were engrossed in ambitious pro-

jects for power and wealth. Comedy seems to have been more congenial with the

native taste of the Romans than tragedy; such dramatic performances as preceded
the time of Livius seem to have been wholly of the comical species.—Under the Roman
drama we shall describe (1) Tragedy, (2) Comedy, (3) Atellane Fables, and (4) Mimes.

'J' 309. Tragedy. It has been disputed whether the first drama represented at Rome
by Livius Andronicus, was a comedy or a tragedy. However this may be, he is the
acknowledged founder of Roman tragedy. He was an actor himself, and for a con-
siderable time the sole performer of his own pieces. " Afterwards, however, his voice

failing in consequence of the audience insi-=ting on the repetition of favorite passages,
he introduced a boy who relieved him by declaiming in concert with the flute, while
he himself executed the corresponding gesticulations in the monologues, and in the
parts where high exertion was required, employing his own voice only in the conversa-
tional or less elevated scenes." Hence originated the custom by which the singing or
rehearsal in the monologues was separated from the mimic action, and only the latter

w^as assigned to the actor; a custom which continued in the Roman drama during the
most refined periods.

This chanje from the Grecian custom, iu which the tragic singing and mimic action were performed by one person, is mentioned

by Livy, L. vli. c. 2. The terms Canticum and Dioerhia, commonly interpreted as referring to the monologue or rehearsal, and

didlcgue or conversation, are otherwise explained by some. Cf. Scholl, Hist. Lift Rom. i. p. 108.

^ 310. During the period extending from the close of the first Punic war, to the civil

war of Marius and Sylla, B. C. 88, we find three other principal writers in tragedy
besides Livius Andronicus ; viz. Ennius, Pacuvius, and Attius. Ntevius was also the
author of several tragedies, but held a higher rank as a comic poet. All these authors
drew their materials almost wholly from Grecian originals ; their productions being
either translations or imitations of Greek authors. With a very few exceptions, their

tragedies were of the class termed paUiatcB, i. e. constructed of Grecian characters and
incidents ; only three or four (cf. '5> 353. 1. § 354. 1) were of the class called prcetexlatcB

or togafcB, i. e. composed of native materials.—It is worthy of remark, that these
authors could not avail themselves of personages and events already long celebrated in

epic song, as the Greek tragedians did. Roman poetry commenced with the drama,
and the poets were obliged almost necessarily to go to a foreign mythology and history

for subjects and scenes of a date sufficiently ancient to be employed with dramatic
effect. Whatever causes may be assigned, the fact is a striking one, that the Roinans
exhibit less originaUty in tragedy and in the drama generally than in any other species

of composition.

See T. Baden, De causis neglects apud Romanes tragoediae. Gott. 17S9. 8.—Cf. Dunlop, i. 219-227.—/'. Jacohi (remarks on the

same topic) in the Cftaraktere d. vornehmst. Dichter, iv. p. 332.

—

W. Schlegel, DramaL Lit.

$ 311. In the next period of Roman literature, extending from the civil war, B. C. 88.

to the death of Augustus, A. D. 14, regular tragedy was almost driven from the stage.

The taste for gladiatorial combats, and the shows exhibited by the aediles, had greatly
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increased ; and a simple dramatic representation became rather an insipid thing, unless
attended with a pageantry wholly inconsistent with its proper character. It was in
accordance with this taste, that a " thousand mules pranced about the stage in the
tragedy of Clytemnestra; and whole regiments, accoutred in foreign armoi, were mar-
shalled in that of the Trojan Horse."—The species of representation called Mimes,
was introduced, and was a novel kind of spectacle, which was more agreeable to the
Romans than any thing furnished by the Greek imitations in the regular drama.
Tragedy, however, continued to afford pleasure to many, and writers of merit occupied
themselves in this species of composition, although it was nearly banished from the
stage. C. Julius Ccpsar Strabo, who after having been chief pontiff, was put to death
by order of Cinna, is named as a good tragic poet. The dictator C. Julius CcBsar left
a tragedy entitled CEdipus, of which Augustus, it is said, forbade the pubhcation.
P. Asi?iius Pollio composed tragedies. L. Varivs, a friend of Virgil and of Horace,
named by the former among his heirs, and charged by Augustus with the duty of re-
vising the iEneid, was also a tragic poet. His Thyestes, in the judgment of Quintilian,
might bear comparison with the most perfect performance of the Greeks. Oi;?^ wrote
a tragedy called Medea, applauded by Quintihan, but lost. Mcecenas also left two
tragedies, which are lost, Augustus attempted a tragedy with the title of Ajax.
Towards the close of the last century, G. A^. Hearkens, a physician of Groningen, and author of an interesting account of a journey

made by him in Italy, announced that he had in possession a tragedy in manuscript, entitled Tereus, which was from Varius the

friend of Virgil. In the preface to a collection of poems entitled Icones, published at Utrecht, 1787, he gave some extracts from his

Tereus. But the Abbe Mordli, keeper of the library of St. Mark at Venice, in a letter dated 1792, exposed the literary imposture,

showing that the same tragedy had been published twice, first at Venice, 1558, under the title of Progne, and was written by G.
Corrario, a Venetian.—Sc/iSZZ, Lift. Rom. i. 2\2.—Charden- Larochetle, Melanges de Critique et de Philologie.—HarZaj, Brev. Not.

Lit. Rom. Suppl. i. 494.—.4. Weicheri, De Lucii Varii et Cassii Parmensis vita et carminibus. Grim. 1836. 8.

% 312. In the next period, from Augustus to the Antonines, A. D. 160, the same
taste for shows and for mimes and pantomimes continued among the Romans. Those
writers who composed tragedies, seem to have done it rather for the sake of rhetorical
exercise than with a design to furnish pieces for actual representation on the theatre.
The most distinguished name is that of Seneca; the tragedies ascribed to him have
occasioned much discussion among the critics (cf. % 374. 1). P. Pompoiiius Secundus,
a contemporary of Seneca, is mentioned by the younger Phny, and by Quintilian [hist.

Or. X. 1. 98), as a tragic author of great excellence. .El/nilius Scaurvs was the author
of a tragedy entitled At reus; he was put to death by Tiberius, who was incensed
against him by a passage of his composition, which the emperor imagined to be directed
against himself {Dion Cass. Ivii. 24). Curafius Maternus is cited as a tragic poet of
celebrity; and the titles of four tragedies, Medea, Thyestes, Cato, and Domitius, are
mentioned ; he was put to death by Domitian^ on account of his language in a decla-
mation (//fXirrj) respecting tyranny.—During the last period included in our glance, that
which extends from the Antonines, A. D. 160, to the overthrow of Rome, A. D. 476,
the history of Roman tragedy presents nothing that is worthy of notice^.

1 Cf. Dialog, de causis corrupt, eloquentiae, c. 2, 3. 2 ScfiSll, Lilt. Rom. ii. 266, ss.

There is extant a sort of tragedy, entitled Medea, composed (according to TertuUian, Hasret. c. 39) by Hosidius Gela ; of whom
nothing is known, except that there was a consul in the reign of Claudius by the name of On. Hosidius (or Osidius) Geta. It con-

sists of 461 verses, formed of centos or hemistichs of Virgil
; published in P. Scriverius, fragmenta vet. trag. cited § 348. 2 j also in

P. Burmann, Anthnl. Lat. ; and in Lemaxre's Poet. Lat. Minores.

For references on Tragedy in general, and Greek Tragedy, see § 40.—On Roman tragedy, see references under § 310 ; cf. ^ 374. I.

—Osann, Analecta critica, cited below, ^ 348. I.—iJoJC, Tragische Bahne der Romer. Anspach, 1777-81. 3 vols. 8.—Planch, De

orizine atque indole trag. ap. Romanos, in his ed. of the Medea of Ennius, cf. § 351. 2.

—

A. G. Lan^e, Vindicije trag. Rom. Lips.

1822. 4.

—

C. J. Ch. Reuvens, Collectanea seu Conjecturae in Attium, &c.—max. part, ad Roman, rem scenicam pertinentes. Leyd.

I8I5. 8. a specimen of an intended work to contain all the fragments of the Roman Comic, Tragic, and Satiric writers. On the

earliest dramatic pieces after the Roman, see H'arton, ii. p. 68. Cf. ^ 320.

^ 313. Comedy. It has already been remarked (^ 308), that comedy seems to have
been more agreeable to the native taste of the Romans than tragedy. The earliest

dramatic performances among them were comedies of some sort (cf. § 305). But Li-

vius Andronicus and Ncevius were the first authors of regularly constructed plays.

Plautus, however, may justly be styled the father of Roman comedy; he possessed
pre-eminent talents for this species of composition. Terence followed him, and has ob-
tained equal or greater celebrity. The comedies of both these authors were imitations

or copies from Greek originals. Indeed the regular comedy of the Romans was for

the most part of the kind termed palliatcE, because the personages and incidents were
Grecian. It is from the plays of Terence and Plautus, that we learn the character of
the new comedy of the Greeks (cf. '^ 43).

'?» 314. Plautus and Terence are the principal names in the history of Roman comedy.
But there are some other comic poets of the same period, known to us merely by being
mentioned in ancient authors ; or by sHght fragments of their writings ; as L. Quinctius
Atta, Cferilius Statius, Lucius Afranius, Sextus Turpihus, Quintus Trabeas, P. Lici-

nius Imbrex.
See Fah)-idii.<:, Bibl. Lit. L. iv. c 1. v.—Fragments of these poets are given in H. Stephanus, Comicor. Lat. Fragmenta. Par

1569. 8.—syi«;j, Litl. Rom. i. I3S—Cf. Hor. Epist. L. ii. Ep. i. 79 VeOeim Paterc i. n.—Aultu Gelliut, Noct. Att. xiii. 2,
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§ 315. In the next period, the third of our division (<J 301), we meet with the name
of a certain Titinius, who is spoken of by the grammarians as the author of several

comedies. Suetonius {De illust. grammaticis, c. 21) mentions Caius 31elissus, a freed-

man of Mogcenas, as the inventor of a new species of comedy called trabeata.—The
only other name which we have to notice, is that of Verginius Romamis, who belongs
to the following period; he is highly commended by Pliny {Epist. 21. Lib. vi.), as an
author both of mimes and comedies ; by his pieces of the latter class, he is said to have
merited a place by the side of Plautus and Terence. It may be remarked, that un-
der the influence of the love of spectacles and pantomime which has already been
mentioned as adverse to the regular drama at Rome, comedy after the time of Terence
seems to have been still more neglected than tragedy. The writing of comedies fur-

nished less improvement as a mere rhetorical exercise, and would therefore be less

practiced for such a purpose.

^ 316. Two particulars have been pointed out, in which the Latin comedy differed

from the Greek in form. The first, is that the Latin comedy had not the chorus, pro-

perly speaking. The place of the chorus was supplied either by interludes of music
alone, or by the appearance of the troop {grex or caterva), composed of all the actors,

or of the dancers, musicians and singers. The other particular is the use of the pro-

logue, which is not found in the Greek comedy. In Plautus and Terence the prologue
is pronounced in the name of the poet. But perhaps the few remains we have of the

Greek comedy will not justify the assertion that it never contained this sort of intro-

duction.

We have already alluded to different kinds of comedy among the Romans. Three
varieties are specified according to the rank of the persons represented ; the prcelextatcB,

in which the personages were civil magistrates ; the traheatcB, in which they were miU-
tary officers ; and the tunicatce or tabernarics, in which people of the lower classes

were represented.—There was also in comedy the same distinction into two kinds, as
in tragedy ; the palliotce, in which Grecian characters and manners were exhibited, so
called from the Grecian dress worn by the actors (palla, pallium) ; and the togatce, in

which Roman characters and manners were represented, hkewise denominated from
the national dress (toga). Quinctius Atta, according to the scholiasts, was the first

who produced a play belonging to the latter class ; and Afranius was the most distin-

guished among the authors in this kind of comedy.—The epithets motoricB and statarice

were also applied to comedies, according as their plot was more or less complicated.

Sulzer'>s Allg. Theor. der schOn. KUnste, i. 52\.—Schmi, Litt. Rom. i. Ug, \3^.—Dunlop, Hist. Rom. Lit. i. 228.—Of. Hor. Ar»

Poet. 228.—On the music of tlie flute in comedy, cf. P. IH. § 238.

§ 317. In glancing at the Roman comedy we must not overlook the two actors so
celebrated among the Romans, viz. ^sopus and Roscius. They were contemporaries
of Cicero, and lived in familiar acquaintance with him. iEsopus is said to have ex-
celled in tragic scenes. Roscius gained such a reputation, both as a comic and as a
tragic actor, that his name became a common term to designate a man of distinguished
excellence in any art or science.—No Grecian actor seems to have acquired a renown
equal to that of these Roman comedians. Yet in Greece, the employment was suffi-

ciently honorable to allow citizens to engage in it, while at Rome it was confined to

slaves or freedmen. The vast extent of the Roman theatres must have increased the
difficulty of performing successfully. We cannot easily conceive how a speaker, ob-
liged to make himself neard by 40 and even 80,000 persons, should be able to preserve
the tones and expression of voice which are requisite in order to touch the feelings.

Another thing added to the task of a Roman actor ; he was obliged to play a female
part sometimes, as women never appeared on the stage except in the character of mimes
or for the purpose of dancing. But the business of a comedian at Rome was very
lucrative ; both ^Esopus and Roscius acquired immense wealth.

Schdll, Litt. Rom. i. 217.—Cf. Cicero, Epist. ad Div. vii. \.—Valerius Max. viii. 2.—Plutarch, Life of Cicero, c. B.~Fliny, Hist.

Nat. X. 72. ix. 59. vii. 40.—Hor. Sat. II. iii. 239. x. 359.—Cicero, pro Arch. c. 8. For a sketch of the education of the Greek

and Roman Actors, see Will. Cooke, Elements of Dramatic Criticism. Lond. 1775. 8.

'^ 318. Atellane Fables. The introduction of the regular drama by Livius Andro-
nicus did not banish, except for a short time, the Atellane Fables. When the poets

ceased themselves to act their own plays and committed them to a set of professed
comedians, the free Roman youth were allowed to perform pieces of this description.

By appearing in such representations, the young patricians were not considered as

reducing themselves to a level with mere stage actors. The Atellane farces were so

popular that several writers engaged in composing them ; and the Oscan dialect, which
was at first employed in them, was gradually abandoned for the Latin. These pieces

consisted of detached scenes following each other without much connection. One of

the characters usually exhibited had the appellation of Maccus, " a grotesque and fan-

tastic personage with an immense head, long nose and hump back, who corresponded

in some measure to the clown or fool of modern pantomime." Pappus was another

character introduced ; a personage, perhaps, of Greek origin rather than of Oscan,

and derived from Ilawnos, the Silenus or old man of the Greek dramatic satvre.—The
3 a2
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most approved writers of these fables were Quintus Novus and L. Pomponius Bono
niensis; the latter composed them wholly in Latin, and so much improved them as tc

be called the inventor. Memmius and Sylla are said to have imitated him by writing

piecas of the same kind. There was another species of comic performances prac-

ticed by the Roman youth, called Exodia. These were short pieces of a more loose,

detached, and farcical character even than the Atellanae. They were acted in con-

nection with the Atellane Fables, being introduced at the close, as a sort of after-piece.

Sidzcr, All?. Theorie, i. 518.—ScAoiZ, Litt. Rom. i. 140.—DuJiZop, i. 230.—Vdleius Paterc. lib. ii. c. 9.—f^alerius Max. lib. ii.

C i.—Mhen^is, lib. vi. c. M.— Macrobius. Sat. lib. i. c. 10.—Juvenal, SaL vi. T \ .—Siutoniiis, vit. Galb. c. 13. Seme frasments

of L. Pompouius are found in R. 4- H. Stephaints, Fragmenta vet. Poet. Lat. Par. 1564. 8; also in H. Stephamis, Com. Lat.

Fragm. cited § 314.

§ 319. Mimes. It has been already stated that the regular drama, borrowed from
the Greeks, did not greatly flourish among the Romans. One ground of hinderance

existed, it is believed, in the fondness for a peculiar species of comic representation,

called Mimes, which became very fashionable before the time of Cicero. The Latin

IMimes were considerably different from the Greek Mifioi (cf. § 46). The latter repre-

sented a single adventure taken from ordinary hfe, not having incidents and duration

sufficient for a whole comedy, and not requiring more of gesture or of mimetic arts

than any other dramatic piece. The Mimes of the Romans, on the other hand, had
more of the dramatic character, although they did not contain a full or complete comic
fable, and were represented whh mimetic gestures of every sort except dancing, and
also often exhibited grotesque characters which had no foundation in real life. They
were too generally mere exhibitions of gross and licentious buffoonery. Notwith-
standing this, women sometimes took part in them ; sometimes, according to Valerius

Maximus, submitting to great indecencies; Cytheris is mentioned as a celebrated

actress in these plays. The actor in the Mime, as in other forms of comedy, wore the

soccus, which was commonly of yellow color. Originally the Mimes were employed
merely as afterpieces or as interludes to more regular performances; but subsequently

usurped the principal place themselves, and in a great measure superseded other forms

of the drama. They were warmly patronized by Sylla and Julius Caesar as a public

amusement. The most distinguished authors o{ mimes {?mmographi) were Laberius,

Publius Syrus, and Mattius (cf. § 368); and it is important to remark that these writers

greatly elevated the style of this species of plays, purging them from much of their

grossiiess and ribaldry. Verginius, of a later period (cf. *$> 315), is also celebrated as a

writer of mimes.
SchSU, Litt. Rom. i. 203.—D««iZop, i. 32i.—Becker ^ Zie^ler, as cited § 368. 6.—Cicero, Epist. lib. ix. c. 16.—Ovid, Tristia, lib.

ii. V. i<fl.—Valaim Max. lib. ii. c. 5.

J 319 b. The JMime must not be confounded with the Pantomime. In the former the gestures

were accomi>anied with lansnaire ; but in the latter everythinir was expressed without words.
The paniouiiine was a son of hallet, in which a whole story or drama was represented by means
of attitudes, srestures (loqiiaci manu), and dancing. This species of representation was not in-

vented in the time of Augustus, as is sometimes stated, but was then carried to its greatest

perfection hv the celebrated performers (pantomimi. chironomi) Pylades & Bathyllus. The pan-
tomime was sometimes accompanied with music and songs. The taste for pantomime was dif-

fused from Rome through the provinces ; and although the amusement was repeatedly prohibited

by the emperors, it seems to have continued even after the downfall of the city.

Oct. Fcrrarius. De Min.is el Pantominiis. Guelph. 1714. 8.—A': Calliachus, De Ludis seen. Mim. et Pantomim. Patav. 1713. 4.

Both contained in the Novus Thesaurus of Salience (cited P. III. § 197).—/. Meursius, De Sallalionibus veter. contained in the

Thesaurus of Grmrivius, cited P. III. § 13.—De Lliiilnnye, Sallat. Theat. with plates.—/. Weaver, History of the Mimes and Panto-

mmies Lond 1728. ^.—BiiOaneer de RIvery. Reclierches histor. et crit. sur les Mimes et les Pantomimes. Par. 1751. \2.—Burette,

in the Mem. Acad, Inscr. i.—Zi(eler, cited § SiS.—SvIzer, All?. Theorie, i. 523.

For references on coiiie:ly in generil. and the Greek comedy, see § 43.—On the history and various forau of comedy, Sulzer, Allg.

Theorie, i 48'i, ss.—On Roman comedy, see references given in the preceding sections (314-318).—VVe may add Ch, Duclos, Sur les

Jpiix sceniqiies des Romains, in the Mem. de T.icad. del hiscr, vol. xxvi.—Osann, cited § 348. 1.— C. F. Flogel, Geschichle der

fenmisclien Literalur. Liegnitz u. Lpz. 1784. 6 vols. 8.—/. C. BuUenser, De ludis scenicis eorumque apparatu tam apud Grascos

quam R-manos, in his Oyiisc Lu?d. Bat. 1621. fol. and the 9th vol. of the Thesaurus of Grsvius (cf. P. III. \ 197).—foote, The

Roman and Enelish comedy considered. Lond, 1747. 8.—For references on the Drama in general, its history in different ages and

nations, Stc. SxCzer, AUg. Theorie, i. 711. On the structure of theatres, decorations, masks, &c. among the ancients, P. IV. § 235.

P. III. § 89, 23%

J 320. It is not improbable that the dramatic exhibitions of modern times grew out of the Ro-
man mimes and pantomimes. Cassiodorus, who lived in the 6th century, makes mention of the

plavs of pantomime. In the reisn of Charlemagne, in the 8th century, the Mimi and Histriones

are spoken of as still acting in their profession. At this period, trade was carried on chiefly by
means of fairs, held fi)r several days in different places, where merchants brought their goods,

and people from various quarters assembled for the occasion. The attendance of musicians, buf-

foons, and histrionic performers of every sort, would be very natural ; and it was by this means,
as some have supposed, that the foundation was laid for modern comedy and theatric represen-

tations in general. The Christian clergy are said to have condemned these amusements at first j

but, findins their opposition fruitless, to have afterwards auempted to turn the taste for such
•shows to the best account they could, by taking scenic exhibitions into their own hands ; they
became actors themselves, and instead of profane fables and stories derived from pagan history

and mytholocy, made use of the legends of the church, or the incidents recorded in the Bible.

Thus orisinated a kind of sacred comedies, or holy farces, which were acted in the chapels of the

. innaeieries, by the monks themselves, accompanied by music and scenic decorations. Partieu-
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lar seasons or festiVals seem to have gained a special notoriety and popularity from a connection
with such exhibitions ; as, e. g. the Feast of Fools (Fete de Faux) or Jesters, Festival of the Ass
(De VAne, Fcstuni Jisinoriim), &.C.

Other writers have supposed that the religious plays, which were in vogue in the middle ages
under the name of Mysteries, and Moralities, had their origin more directly from the Greek stage
at Ci)nstantinople. There the tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides continued to be represented
until the fifih century. The fascinations of the pagan theatre occasioned much anxiety to the
Greek Bishops and Fathers; they petitioned the Emperor to suppress dramatic exhibitions, at
least on the sacred days of the church; and they often denounced such amusements in their
preaching and writings. Yet some of them composed sacred dramas, founded on the Old and
New Testament, for the purpose of public representation. Gregory Nazianzen, who was a
l)isht)p of dmstantinople in the lattpr part of the fourth century (cf. J 292), is said to have intro-
duced such pieces upon the stage instead of the pagan trasedies. One of his own plays, written
f >r this use, is still extant, entitled Xptcrrdj Trdo-xwi'. Apollinaris, bishop of Laodicea, is said to
have written tragedies adapted to the stage, after the manner of Euripides, on most of the grand
events related in the Old Testament, and also comedies in imitation of Menander, on sotne of
the domestic stories of the Bible. The introduction of histrionic farces, with singing and danc-
ing, into the churches and houses of religious worship, is ascribed to Theophylact, patriarch of
Constantinople in the 10th century. The religious spectacles and plays thus introduced might,
without ditRculty, be carried thence to the west by the commercial intercourse which existed
between Constantinople and Italy.

See J. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poeiry, vol. ii. 73. iii. 193. ed. Lend. 1824. 4 vols. 8. There is an improved ed. Lond. 1840. 3 vols. 8.

—M. du TtlHot, Memoires pour servir a I'histoire de la Fete de Foux, &c Laus. & Genev. 1741. 4. 1751. S.—Ftosel, Geschicht*

des Groteske-Komischen. Liegnilz, 1788. S.—J. G. Sulzer, Al!g. Theorie, i. 524, 726. The views of the Christian Fathers respect-

ing the theatre may be gathered from the treatise of T er t u 11 i a n on Theatrical Shows (de Spectaculis, in the 1st vol. of his Works
by OberthUr. Wire. 1780. 2 vols. 8) ; that of Cyprian on Theatrical Representations (in the 2d vol. of his Works by Obtrthllr,

Wire. 1782. 2 vols. 8); the 4th homily of Basil (cf. § 292), and the 15th of Chrysostom to the Antiochians (cf. 5292).—On
this subject see A. G. Wakh, De theatre primis Christianis exoso. Schleus. 1770. 4.

^ 321. (5) Epic Poetry. The honor of being the earliest epic poet of the Romans is

usually ascribed to Ennius. It should not be forgotten, however, that Livius Andro-
nicus made a translation of the Odyssey of Homer; that the grammarians speak of an
historical poem by him on the exploits of the Romans, in 35 books ; and that Naevius
composed an historical poem on the first Punic war. The songs and ballads (already

spoken of § 306), respecting various incidents of the national traditions, also existed

long before the time of Ennius. Niebuhr has imagined that Ennius borrowed much
from a great poem on the traditional history of the Romans, beginning with the reign

of L. I'arquinius Priscus and ending with the battle of Regillus; "an epopee," he
says, " which in force and brilliance of imagination leaves every thing produced by the
Romans in later times far behind it ;" but he adduces no proof or authority to sustain

this idea. However this may be, there can be httle doubt that Ennius made use of
the old national lays, which were in Saturnian verse, molding them into hexameters in

his own poem. How far his Annals were framed conformably to historical truth,

may be a question impossible for us to answer; Vossius maintains an opinion entirely

opposite to the views of Niebuhr. and ascribes general historic verity to the whole work.
Nor can it he denied, however popular this production was among the Romans, that

it was deficient in the peculiar embelhshments of fancy, and might be called a Chro-
nicle in verse, more justly than a proper epic poem.

Cf. § 351.—Sc/iO/7, Litt. Rom. i. 141.—DunZop, Hist. Rom. Lit. i. IS.—Niebuhr, Hist Rom. (transl. by Hare & Thirlwall) p. 196.

vol. i. ed. Phil. 1835.— Foistu-!, de Historicis Latinis, L. i. c. 2.

^ 322. After Ennius, we find no epic poet until we reach our third period (cf. ^ 301),

the golden age of Roman letters ; and here, although we meet with several names,
there is one which ecHpses all others in this branch of Roman poetry ; it is that of

Virgil. 1'he author of the jEneid obviously imitated the author of the Iliad and the

Odyssey, yet he produced a poem strictly national; and if the work is not so strongly

marked with the impress of original genius as its models, it is yet full of beauties and
signs of cultivated taste.

§ 323. Of the other epic writers in this period, Lucius Variiis was most highly com-
mended by the ancients. He has already been noticed (^ 311) as a dramatic author.

Before the appearance of the ^neid, the first rank in epic poetry was assigned to him
(cf Hor. Sat. I. x. v. 43). Varius sung the exploits of Augustus and his son-in-law

Agrippa ; and his poem, which is wholly lost, must therefore have had more of the

historical than of the epic character. The other names to be mentioned in speaking

of the epic poetry of this period, are the following: Cneitis Mattius, the mimographer
(cf ^ 319). who translated the Odyssey ; P. Terentius Varro, surnamed Atacinus. who
translated the Argonautics of ApoUonius, and composed a poem on the war of Julius

Caesar against the Sequani ; Hostius, author of a poem on the war oflstria, C. Rabi-

rius, who wrote on the battle of Actium ; and T. Valgius Rufus, highly eulogized bv

TibuUus (El. IV. i. 80) : their works have perished. Pedo Albinovanus is also said to

have composed epical pieces. Cornelius Severus commenced a poem upon the Sici-

lian war. SchoU, Litt. Rom. i. 225.

§ 324. In the fourth period of our division (cf. § 301), after the death of Augustus,

there were four poets who must be ranked among the epic writers ; but no one ap-

peared who coulii rival or equal Virgil. Although they imitated him, yet they all fell
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far below him. They were well informed and well disciplined, but were deficient in

native enthusiasm. Two of the number chose national subjects ; and their poems
may be said to belong to the historical class rather more properly than to the epic—
The first in order of time was Lucan, who celebrated in his Pharsalia the civil war
between Pompey and Caesar (cf § 375). Valerius Flaccus, next in order, took the
Argonautic expedition for a theme, and in the estimation of some critics even surpassed
his Grecian model, ApoUonius of Rhodes (cf. § 73). Silius Italicus selected a national

subject, the second of the Punic wars ; and his work is much valued as a help in

illustrating the history of the period (cf. § 377). Statins left two performances in epic

verse, the Thebaid, and the Achilleid ; the latter in an unfinished state on account of
his premature death (cf. S> 378). All these poets flourished within the 1st century;
af;er which the history of Roman hterature presents no important name in the depart-
ment of epic poetry.

^ 325. There were, after the 1st century, many versifiers; and they composed many
pieces, of an historical or descriptive character, in the heroic measure ; but the only
one that can claim any notice as an epic writer is Claudian, who flourished at the close

of the 4th century. His poems (cf. % 386), with all their blemishes, show a genius
worthy of a better age.—The elder Gordian, who became emperor of Rome, A. D.
238, is said to have been a poet in his younger days, and to have composed a poem in

30 books, entitled Antonias, of which Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius were the

heroes.—Some of the descriptive pieces of Ausonius (cf ^ 385), a poet of the 4th cen-

tury, were of the heroic kind. We might also rank in the same general class some of
the productions of several of the Christian poets (cf. % 329) of the same century, as e. g.

Juvencus, Victorinus, and Sidonius Apollinaris.

On the Epic Poetry of the Romans, see Bdhr, Geschichle der Rom. Lit pp. 120-163.

—

Charaktere dor vomehrmten Dichta,\\a.

378, ss.—For references on Epic poetry in general, cf. 3 20.

^ 326. (c) Lyric Poetry. While the dramatic and epic productions of the Greeks
were translated and imitated by the Romans as soon as a sufficient degree of inter-

course existed between the nations, it was not until many years had elapsed that the

Romans made any attempts in lyric verse. This was a form of poetry in which trans-

lation is less likely to be successful; in which originality is perhaps more indispensably

essential to merit. The early circumstances of the Romans, and their peculiar habits

and traits of character, were such as to render them less susceptible to the lively im-
pressions of lyric poetry. It was not until the third period of our division, i. e. after

the civil war of Marius and Sylla, that this form of poetry began to be cultivated.

Cf. Dunlop, Hist Rom. Lit. vol. 3d. Lend. ed. 1828.

§ 327. Catullus, born B. C. 86, was the first to open to his countrymen this new
field. Only four of his pieces now extant are called odes, yet in others there are pas-

sages of a lyrical cast. The third of the odes is a translation from Sappho. These
few productions, however, have secured him a place in the catalogue of lyric poets

(cf. <^ 358).—But the first rank in Roman lyrics belongs unquestionably to Horace, to

whom the Greeks themselves can present a superior only in the bold and lofty Pindar.

That Horace borrowed freely from the Greeks, the critics have clearly shown
;

yet

the universal admiration which his odes have awakened, demonstrates the power of his

genius (cf. •§ 363).

§ 328. From the time of Horace, lyric poetry held an honorable place in the amuse-
ments of society ; but a writer who should rival or equal Horace himself was not to be
expected. Quintilian {Inst. Or. x. 1) names Ccpsius Bassus, in the next period after,

as approaching him ; but we have no means of judging for ourselves. Vestritius

Spiiriniia, who is repeatedly named in the history of Tacitus, is said to have written

lyric pieces both in Greek and Latin. F Vwy {Epist. iii. 1) highly commends them'.
Statit/s is also sometimes named among lyric poets, on account of two odes contained

m his SylvGs; one of them is addressed to Septimius Serenas. This Serenus, we may
add, is cited by the grammarians as the author of a lyric poem, or a collection of lyric

pieces, entitled Falisca, written in a peculiar meter invented by him^.—There is ex
tant, probably from some author in this period, a poem of about a hundred lines, en
titled Pervigilium Vtiieris, in imitation of the Carmen Sceculhre of Horace ; it was
formerly ascribed to Catullus^,

1 Gaspar Barth published in 1613, in the collection entitled Poets Latini vtnatid et bucolici, four odes, said to have been found

by him in an old MS. at Marbour?, which he ascribed to Spurinna ; they were the production of a later age. ^ Serentu is also

said to have written several small poems on the various labors of the field, opuscula ruralia ; of which the Moretum, commonly

ascribed to Virgil (cf. ^ 362. 2), is supposed to be one. 3 The Pervigilium Veneris is a hymn in honor of Venus, and takes its

title in reference to the festival of Venus in April, held during three successive nights, which were devoted to music, dancing, and

pleasure (nocturrue pervi^ilaf tones, cf. Ovid, Fast iv. 133) ; it has been ascribed to various authors j the piece is given mLemaireU

Minor Latin Poets (cited § 348), 2d vol.—See SditU, Litt Rom. iL 340. iii. 24.

^ 329. After the 2d century, although a few lyric pieces may be found among the

remains of the minor poets, there is nothing worthy of particular notice, within the

remaining period included in our division, except the songs and hymns of the Christian

poeta Among the earhest of these authors of Christian hymns were Hilarius and
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Prudentiiis (cf: '^ 3S7). Those of the former were expressly designed to be sung; and
are said to have been set to music by Hilary himself. Damaaus, who attained'^to the
Pontificate in the 4th century, left a number of hymns, among which is one in rhyme.
The works of A7nhrosc, bishop of Milan, in the latter part of the same century, contain
a collection of sacred hymns.
The collections of the Minor Lalin PoeU contain the lyric pieces above referred to : e. g. in Lemaire's (cf. § 348. 2) are the Car-

men de fiirtuna, by Syniposius ; de beata vita, by Pentadius ; rfe letale, by Lindinus.—On the Christian poets who wrote in Latin,

we refer to the SuppUnitnt of Bdhr, ciled § 299. 8.

For references on the subject of lyric poetr>' generally, and that of the Greeks, see § 26.—On Roman lyric poetry, Dunlop, as cited

§ 299. S.—Chnraktere der vorn. Dichter. v. 301, sa.—R. Schomberg, The character and writings of Pindar &. Horace. Lend. 1769. 8.

—Cf also § 363.

^ 330. (d) Bucolic or Pastoral Poetry. Virgil appears to have been the first among
the Latin poets to attempt the composition of pastorals. He commenced, as did the
poets in every other department, with an imitation of the Greeks. The Eclogues of
Virgil are, in a great measure, borrowed from the Idyls of Theocritus. If thelloman
poet has less of natural simplicity, and of that minute accuracy and vividness which are
the result of original observation; he has, on the other hand, the merit of a more
judicious selection of incidents, and a greater freedom from what is gross and ofTensive.
The Bucolics were among the earliest of the poetical compositions of Virgil, and were
greatly admired by the Romans. The 6th Eclogue, entitled Silenus, was recited in
the theatre, shortly after its composition, by Cytheris, the celebrated actress of mimes.

'^ 331. After Virgil we find no pastoral writer until the latest period included in our
view of the Latin authors. CoJpnrniits, who lived in the latter part of the 3d century
after Christ, composed eclogues in imitation of Virgil and Theocritus. He was pro-
bably the author of the pastoral pieces which have sometimes been ascribed to Neme-
sian, a poet of the same period. The eclogues of Calpurnius are not without merit,
but he is far inferior to his models (cf. § 384).—The name of Idyl is given to a number
of the poems of Ausoriiufs (cf. § 385), who flourished in the next century ; but the sub-
jects and style of these pieces are not such as to bring them properly under the head
of pastoral poetry. The same remark is applicable to the Idyls of Claudian (cf. ^ 386).
There is a performance from Severus Sanctus, a Christian poet of the same century,
which may perhaps more justly be considered as a pastoral poem, and which is not
wholly destitute of merit.

The Poem of Seuertt?, entitled De mcrtibus bmim, is given in Lemairc's Poetae I^t, Minores, cited § 348. 2.

On the Pastoral Poetry of the Romans, see Charaklcrt der vorn. Dichter. vii. 242-256.—.ScAoi;, Litt. Rom. i. 3S2.—Harrington,
Essay upon Virgil's Bucolics. Lond. 1658. 12.—Diss, de Carmine Bucolico, in LemaireU Virgil, vol. i. p. 53. On the Greek
Pastoral Poetry, see references given § 30.

About the time of the revival of letters there seemg to have been a great fondness for pastoral poetry, and many pieces of this kind

were composed in Latin. Before the middle of the 16th century, a Collection of no less than thirty -eight bucolic authors was pub
lished by /. Oporinus (in his .iutor. Bucol. Basil, 1546. 8).—Cf. Sulzer, Allg. Theorie, ii. p. 592.

§ 332. (e) Elegiac Poetry. In this variety of poetical composition, the Romans had
many successful authors. Like the other departments of poetry and hterature gene-
rally, it flourished most in the age of Augustus. It commenced with CatuUus. whom
we have noiiced already as the first author of lyric pieces (§ 327). Cornelias Gallus
succeeded and excelled him in the elegy; he was ranked among the best poets of this

class (cf. § 3.59).—But Tihullus and Propertius (cf. ^ 3G0, 361) are more celebrated
names. " With reason did the ancients doubt to which of them to ascribe the first

rank among the Latin elegists. Both possess many qualities which raise them a'.iove

ordinary poets to a place of eminence ; while each has peculiarities of distinsfuished
excellence. Tibullus has a high degree of elegance and propriety of expression ; Pro-
pertius a great richness, a great variety of poetic erudition. In the one the purity of
his language shows a writer born and educated in the Roman capital ; in the other,
the character of his diction indicates an author deeply versed in Grecian productions.
The one is more delicate ; the other more nervous. The first has the appearance of
having written with ready simplicity; the other of having thought what he ought to
write ; if the one is more natural, the other is more careful. You may love the' one,
and admire the other."

§ 333. There was another elegiac poet of the Augustan age, scarcely less eminent •

by some even considered as the superior. Ovid is less tender than Tibullus, and less
chaste than Propertius ; but more original, and of a more free imagination, than either.

His works generally are characterized by Httle imitation of the Greeks, and by inde
pendent reliance on his own resources. Ovid was one of the greatest versifiers "among
the Latin poets : his verse is like the flowing of the stream from a full fountain : iii this
respect both Tibullus and Propertius must be confessed to stand below him. Three
of his works, the Amores. the Tristia, and the Letters from Pontns. belong to the head
of elegiac poetry (cf. § 364).—C. Pedo Albinovanus, a friend of Ovid, is usually placed
in the hst of elegiac poets, although it is not agreed by all the critics that he was the
author of the elegies by some ascnbed to him^'cf. § 366). After the Auffustan age
we find nothing important in this branch of poetry. Arhorius, in the 4th"'century, a

relative of Ausonius {^ 385) is said to have imitated Propertius • an extant elegy as

71
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cribed to him is far inferior to its model. The Itinerary of RutiHus, in the 5th century,
is in elegiac verse (cf. "^ 389).—Some of the Christian poets (cf. § 329) composed pieces
in elegiac verse.

The elegy of Arborius (ad Kympham nimis cultam) is found in Lemaire's Poet. Lat Minores, vol. ii.—There is extant an elegy

(dt cupiditate) by a writer named Lupercus Servasius, of the 5th century, given in the same vol. of Lemaire.

$ 333 b. Before leaving this topic, it may be proper to allude to the songs called nwnitp. They
were sung to the fluie, in funeral processions (cf. P. III. $ 340) ; but seem to have been more
of a panegyrical than of an elegiac character. " We are not to suppose them," says M'iebiikr,
"like the Greek threnes and elegies ; in the old times of Rome, the fashion was, not to be melted
into the tender mood and to bewail the dead ; but to pay him honor. We must therefore ima-
gine the nxEnimlQ have been a memorial lay, such as were suns at banquets (cf. $ 27); indeed,
the latter were perhaps no others than what had first been heard at the funeral." Perhaps we
h^ive some specimens or fragments of the iiccnicr,\n such inscriptions as are found on tlie stones
belonging to the sepulcher of the Scipios (cf. P. IV. $ 133. 2).—Mebuhr's Hisi. Rom. 1st vol. p.
194. Phil. ed.

On the origin of elegiac poetry, &c., see references § 29. Respecting the elegiac poetry of the Romans, Scholl, Litt. Rnm. i.

324.—fr. .^Jig. IVideburg, Ue Poetis Roman. Elegiacis. Helmst. 1773. 4.—F. G. Bartfi, super Elegia, maxime Rnmanorum, in

his ed. of Propertius, cited be'ow § .161. 3.

—

Pack, Essay upon the Roman Eleeiac Poets, in MdistrrCs Dissertation upon the most

celebrated Roman Poets. Lond. 1721. 8. Cf. Class. Journ. ix. 346.—£. C. Chr. Bach, Geist der rOm. Elegie. 1809. S.—Fraguier,

as cited § 29.—Smichay, on Latin elegiac poets, Mem. Acad. Inscr. vii. 384. xvi. 399.— Dun"»if, Dissertatio de carm. eleg. natura,

&c., in the C I I e c t of C. Mkhaler, cited § 348. 2. ^A collection of the modem Latin elegiac poets was published by

MichiiUr. Vindob. 1784. 2 vols. 8.

?i 334. (/) Didactic Poetry. The Romans paid but little attention to didactic poetry,

until the third period of our division ; i. e. from the civil war B. C. 88 to the death of
Augustus, A. D. 14. In the previous period Ennius had indeed composed a poem on
eating (cf '^ 351), and translated a Greek philosophical poem. But the first who gained
any distinction in this kind of poetry was Lucretius; his poem on the nature of things

has ever commanded especial notice as a didactic performance. Cornelius Severus is

ranked among the didactic poets, on account of his poem entitled jEtna, although it is

by some ascribed to a later author (cf ^ 335, 365).

The most finished didactic poem is found in the Georgics of Virgil. It was composed
on the suggesiion of Maecenas ; the four books treat of agriculture, the culture of trees,

the training of animals, and the keeping of bees. "It is in this work," says Schbll,

"that Virgil shows all his genius. He commenced it at the age of 34, and did not
cease to amend it until the end of life. The Latin language does not contain a more
perfect work." It has been a model for imitation to modern poets of all nations. •

The name of Ovid must not be omitted in this place, as several of his works belong to

the didactic class. His eminence in elegiac verse has already been noticed ; he is to

be considered also as one of the great didactic poets of the Augustan age.—Some may
perhaps consider it proper to put Horace in the hst of didactic authors on account of his

Art of Poetry.

There were in this period several poets of inferior grade who composed didactic

verse. Gratius Faliscus wrote a poem on hunting, a fragment of which is still extant

(cf § 367). Caesar Germanicus (cf <$> 370), ./Emilius Macer (§ 371), and Marcus Ma-
nillas (§ 369), are included among the didactic poets of the Augustan age. We may
mention also Varro Atacinus, the author of a work entitled Chorographia, which was
a sort of description of the universe, and another on navigation entitled Libri Navales.

The fragments of various poems of fano Atacinus are given in Lemaire's Poet. Lat. Min- vol. 4th.—Cf. also Harltx, Brev. Not.

Suppl. i. 165.

% 335. In the next period, extending from the death of Augustus to the Antonines,

there was no very eminent production in this branch of poetry ; although we must as-

sign to this period Terenti<nms Alaurus, author of a poem on letters, syllables, feet,

and mtlers, which Schbll pronounces ingenious and elegant'. The ancients cite a poem
on meters as the work of Csesius Bassus^, who was much commended for his lyrical

pieces (cf. § 328). There is extant a poem on weights and measures, by some ascribed,

to Rhemnius Fannius Palaemon, said to have been a grammarian of the 1st century,

but by others ascribed to Priscian, of a much later age^. Lucilius Junior'^ is mentioned
by Seneca {Qucest. Nat. iii. 26) as a poetical friend, and is by some supposed to be the

author of the poem entitled JEf7ia (cf $ 334). We may perhaps properly name here the

tenth book of Columella (cf *5i 500 a). which is in hexameter verse, and is entitled Cultus

hortorum; it seems to have been suggested by a passase in the Georgics of Virgil (iv.

147), where he expressly says he shall leave the subject of horticulture for another

writer.

t The poem of Terentianus is given in the Grammatical Collect, of PutscJiitis, cited § 422.—Cf. Fr. Reinert, De vita Terent

Mauri Lt-mg. :80S. 4. 2A fragment of Basius is given in the same Collect. 3 The poem on Weights, &c. {de ponderibus et

inenniris) is given in the 4th vol. of Lemaire's Poet. Lat Minores. Cf. Harles, Brev. Not. p. 353. Suppl. i. p. 12. * Frag-

ments of LiuAHus are also found in Lemaire's Minor Poets, vol. 3d.—The 7th vol. of the same also contains Columella on garden-

ing.—Cf. Schdll, Litt Rom. ii. 306, ss.

§ 336. The last period included in our view of Roman hterature is not without names
of didactic poets; but none of them are of special celebrity. Nemesian, of the 3d cen-

tury, is probablv the most imoortanl (cf. '5> 383). Sainmonicus, whom we shall have
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occasion to notice as a physician (^ 555), was tlie author of an inferior poem on dis-

eases and their remedies. The last book in the treatise oi Palladius on agricuUure is

a didactic poem in elegiac verse, upon the art of grafting (cf '^ 500 b). The principal

work of Avienux (§ 3S1. 4) was a didactic performance. Several of the Christian poets,

as Commodian, Prudentius, and others, composed didactic poems.
It may be suitable to remark, before leaving this topic, that we find among the Ro-

mans a few specimens of that kind of poetry which the Greeks termed Gnomic; in

which the composition consists of moral sentences or maxims (cf ^ 31). The principal

gnomic author of the Romans was Dionysius Cato, who hved in the 2d century (cf.

^ 382). The remains of Publius Syrus, a celebrated mime of the Augustan age (cf. §

319), may be ranked perhaps in the same class.

For references on Didactic poelry generally, see ^ 32.—On the Roman didactic poets, Sch'U, Lift. Rom. i. 246, ss. ii. 306.—Dun-

lop, vol. iii. Lond. ed. particularly on the Georgics of Virgil, and the didactic parts of Ovid.—See also the sections below, in

which the poets above mentioned as didactic are noticed separately—On the sententious poetry, J. ^pliinstone, as cited below,

§ 368. 3.

^ 337. Since the Fable may be considered as a form^ of didactic poetry, it may be

proper to notice it here. "The jEsopian fable," says Scholi, "gained Httle attention

from the Romans. The Roman orators either did not know the use made of it by the

Greeks, or from their serious turn of character they rejected it. The fable of Mene-
nius Agrippa (see Livy, ii. 32) is a sohtary instance, where it is employed for the purpose

of rhetorical ornament. Aulus GelUus {Nod. Att. ii. 29) relates that Ennius inserted

adroitly, in one of his satires, the fable of the lark (cassita). His example was followed

by Lucilius. Bui the first who treated the fable as a form of poetry having its appro-

priate rules, was Horace. His fable of the city-mouse and country-mouse {mits urha-

nus and rustkus; Sat. ii. 6) is well known. After him, Roman hterature presents us

with no fables until the reign of Tiberius."

In his reign flourished Phaedrus, who received his freedom from Augustus. He was
the principal author of fables among the Romans (cf. % 372). "He had the merit of

first making known to the Romans the fables of ^sop ; not that all his fables are

translations of those of the Phrygian philosopher (cf ^ 184); but those which seem to

be properly his own, or of which at least we do not know the Greek originals, are in

the manner of .Esop. He is as original as La Fontaine, who Uke Phaedrus borrowed
the subject in a great number of his fables."—The next author of fables in Latin verse

is Flavins Avianus (cf •§ 381), who employed the elegiac meter instead of the iambic

(cf. § 372). Julianus Titianus, who lived under Caracalla, wrote fables in prose, or

rather translated into Latin prose the fables of Babrius (cf § 31, 184). We find no
other fabulists within the period included in our notice.

There are extant SO fables in Latin prose, under the name of Romulus, of whose person and age nothing is known ; Warton

(Hist Eng. P.3elry, i. 2i6) says the work was probably fabricated in the 12lh century. They were published in the C/Vm Col-

lection, which was the earliest collection of Latin fables, printed at Ulm, 1473. fol—There is also a collection of 60 fables, in ele-

giac meter, which are but so many of the fables of Romulus, versified by some unknown author; Fuhrmann (Klein. Handb. p.

727) says probably by Hildelert, bp. of Tours, who died A. D. 1136. They were published under the title Anonymi Falula:, by

I. Nic NtveUt, in his Mytholog. ^sop. Francf. 1618. 8.—There is likewise a collection of 67 fables in pro^e, which are merely

varia'ions or mutilations of those of Romulus. These were published by /. F. Nilant, in his work styled Fabulx .Iniiqus. &c.

Lugd. Fat. 17t'9. 12.—There are also 95 fables in Latin, considered by some as translations from a lost collection in Greek by Cyri!-

lus, called also Constantino the Philosopher, bishop of Thessalonica in the 9th century ; they were in 4 books, and the Latin title is

Quadriparlitu! Jl/iolo^icus, or Speculum aapientis ; published by B. Cordier, with the tit\e Apologi Mi/rales. Vienna, 163a 12,

Cf SchoU, Litt. Grecque, vi. 214.

For notices of other fabulists, and of Collections of Latin fables, see Sulzer, AUg. Theorie, vol. ii. p. 182, sa. Cf. also Lessing,

Simmtliche Schriften, vol. viii. as cited P. IV. § 168. On early German imitations, &c., see brief notices in T. Carlyle, Essays,

&c., vol. iii. p. 393, ss. ed. Bnst. 1838. 3 vols. 8. On the Roman fabulists, see references given in § 372.

§ 338. (g) The Epigram. In this form of poetry the Romans appear to have been
very successful in the fime of their first attempts in literature. Several epigrammatists
flourished in the period preceding the war of Sylla and Marius (the second of our divi-

sion, cf § 301). Aulus Gellius (xix. 9) speaks of three in particular, viz. Porcius Lici-

nius, Q. Lutatius Catullus, and L. Valerius ^dituus; and remarks that some of their

epigrams are not surpassed in elegance by anything known to him in Latin or Greek
poetry. L. Pomponius, perhaps the same that has been noticed as an author of Atel-

lane comedies (cf 318), is also mentioned as an epigrammatist by Priscian.

^ 339. Many of the small poems of Catullus are properly regarded as epigrams.
The Garland of Meleager (cf § 35) had been compiled before his time, and thus he
might easily become familiar with the style of the Greek epigrams. Some of his pieces

are allowed to possess distinguished merit ; of 'he crowd of epigrammatists whose
names occur in the period before the death of Augustus, he is decidedly the best.

Among these names we find those of Virgil, and Cicero, and his brother (^uintus ; of
Julius Caesar, Augustus, and Maecenas ; from each of whom some remains are pre-

served in the Latin Anthology. Licinius Calvus was celebrated for the sarcastic tone

of his epigrams ; in the only one now extant in full, he satirizes Pompey's mode of

scratching his head. Domitius Marsus was ranked among the best epigrammatists in

the time of Augustus ; there seems to have been a collection of epigrams t y him, en
titled Cicuta; only two pieces now remain.
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^ 340. Passing by others of this period who have a place in the Anthology, we come
to Martial, in the succeeding period of Roman literature ; to whom the critics, almost
without an exception, have awarded the palm in preference to Catullus and every other
Latin epigrammatist. His pieces are marked by something of that jpoint which is con-
sidered essential in a modern epigram (cf % 34). Several less important names belong
to this period. A number of epigrams are contained among the remains of Petronius
Arbiter. The pieces in the Greek Anthology ascribed to an author called TanovWiog

and TaiTovXiKiog, are supposed by some to be the productions of Cornehus Lentulus
GaetuUcus, whom Suetonius cites as an historian, and Martial names as a poet. L. Asi-
nius Gallus, son of Virgil's friend Asinius PoUio ; Alfius Flavus, mentioned by Seneca
the rhetorician as an eminent orator of his time ; Septimius Serenus, surnamed Falis-

cus (cf. § 328) ; Vulcatius Sedigitus, so called from the number of his fingers ; and
Sentius Augurinus, lauded by Phny the younger (£p. iv. 27. ix. 9) for the delicacy and
irony of his pieces; must be included in the catalogue of epigrammatists. We may
add Pliny himself, and Seneca the philosopher, unless we suppose the epigrams con-
tained in the wrhings of the latter to be interpolations by some scholastic author. The
emperor Hadrian or Adrian w^as the author of epigrams in Greek as well as Latin.

There are some pieces from a poet by the name of Florus, who was living in the time
of Adrian, and is by some supposed to be the same as L. Annaeus Florus the historian

(cf § 536).

§ 341. In the last period included in our glance, from the Antonines A. D. 160 to the

overthrow of Rome A. D. 476, there were many productions of an epigrammatic kind.

The more distinguished authors w^ere Ausonius and Claudian. In the works of the

former (cf § 385) we find about 150 epigrams, generally framed after the manner of

Martial, but inferior to their model in force and point. About 40 epigrams are ascribed to

Claudian ; 2 are in Greek ; but some of these pieces are not considered as genuine (cf.

^ 386). Several of the Christian poets might be mentioned among the epigrammatists.

It is perhaps worthy of notice here, that in the later ages some of the Latin poets imitated the
frivolous devices that were invented by certain Greeks of the Alexandrine school, who amused
themselves in composing little poems, in which the verses were so formed and arranged as to

present the tigure of an altar, egg, musician's pipe (cf J 68. *i), or other object. A specimen of
this sort of effort is given in a Latin poem by P. Optatianus Porphyrins, who lived in the time
of Constantine the Great. He had been banished by that emperor; but he regained his favor by
the poem here mentioned. It was a eulogy on the emperor made up of a series of poems, having
something of the epigrammatic character, but representing by their form ditferent objects, one an
altar, another a flute, another a sort of organ (cf. P. III. $ ISO. 2). It included also other devices ;

e. g. in one poem the first line was composed of words of two syllables, the second of words of
three syllables, and so on ; another poem was a complicated acrostic of 20 lines, the first letters

of which, taken from top to bottom, formed the words Fortissimus Imperator ; the letters in the
14lh place formed the words Clevientissimus rector; and the last letters, Constantinus inoictus.

^ 342. Anthologies. This term has been applied to collections of Latin epigrams as

well as Greek. They include many epigrams from unknown authors. It should also

be remarked that they include not only such epigrams as were preserved in ancient

manuscripts, but many others which are epigrams in the original sense of the term,
i. e. inscriptions, placed on pubhc or private monuments. The latter class have been
drawn from monuments scattered over Italy and the Roman provinces, but found in

greatest number in the region of Rome itself Collections of the Greek epigrams
began to be made more than 100 years before Christ (cf § 35). But it does not ap-

pear that the Romans thought much of similar collections of Latin epigrams. Per-
haps we may consider the Priapeia as being something of the kind, since it consists

of little poems pertaining to the god Priapus, very probably written by different authors,
although sometimes ascribed to Virgil (cf *5i 362. 2).

1. The modern Latin Anthologies seem to have originated in the collecting and publishing of
actual inscriptions found on ancient monuments. An Italian of the 15th century, Piziocolli,
known also by the name of Cijriacns Anconitainis, is said to have been the first to enter upon
this work. Under the direction of Nicolas I he traveled in Italy, Hungary, and Greece, for tha
purpose of copying inscriptions both Greek and Latin. He prepared a volume of prose inscrip-
tions, and another of inscriptions in verse ; and although no part of his collection was printed
until about 20O years afterwards, yet his example influenced other scholars to pursue the study
of inscriptions, and a number of collections were published during the 16th and 17th centuries.
Ten or twelve such works, ai least, preceded the first edition of Gruter's Collection (cf. P. IV.
5 130).

2. The Anthology differs from the mere collection of inscriptions, not by excluding epigrams
jireserved only dn monuments; for, as has been observed, many such are admitted. But the
Anthology properly admits only those pieces which seem to possess some merit as literary pro-
ducticins, while the collection of the other kind will receive the most insignifiiaMi or trivial in-
scription, although it may contain merely detached words, or proper names. Several collections
of these more select and choice pieces were published in the 17th and 18th centuries. The one
which is considered the must complete, and the best in arrangement, is the Latin Anthology of
Burmann (cited $ 348. 2). The first volume of this is d^'voted chiefly to epigrams and smaU
poems, drawn from manuscripts; while a great part of the 2d volume is occupied with inscrip-

tions properly so called, and originally taken from existing monuments. The pieces contained
in the work are arranged in 6 hooks.

Of Ihe collections that come under the class of the .iiUholngies, the earliest that is mentioned by Fabricius is that of P. Pithoew

aitiUed Epigrammatavete)a,kc.). Par. ! 390. 12.
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On Latin epierams, see Bahr, Gesch. Ram. Lit p. 32(l.—<!chSlI, Lit(. Rnm. i. 153, 365. ii. 349. iii. 124.—Durdop, Roin. Litf. L

SI9. ed. Phil. 1 827.—StJcer, AUg. Thenrie, iv. 398.—£ui-nia/m, as cited §348. 2.—On the epigram generally, see references

§ 34, 35. On the subject of Latin Inscriptioni, cf. P. IV. § 130.

_
$ 343. {7i) Satire. There has been much disputing among the learned on the ques-

tion whether the Satire of the Romans was borrowed from the Greelvs, or was of their

own invention. The word is derived differently by those who take the opposite sides

on this question. Those who suppose that satire descended from the Greeks, derive
the word from Sar'pa;, Satyrus, the imaginary being said to be composed of a man and
a goat. Those who maintain the native origin of satire, generally derive the word from
sattira ; this term was apphed to the platter or vessel filled with all sorts of fruits (/a «j;

saliira), which was offered to Bacchus at his festivals ; and it might easily be thrnce
transferred and employed to designate a composition written in various meters and
comprehending a medley or farrago of subjects- >But whatever may have been the
real derivation of the term, satura or satira, and whatever may have been the fact as
to the question whether the Roman satirists imitated the Greeks and borrowed from
them, two things may be here asserted. The first is, that the Roman satire was quite

different in its character from the Greek dramatic satyre (cf. '5i 45). 'J'he other is, that

the Romans exhibited in very early times the beginnings of their satire, in the rude
taunts and railleries which were practiced at the festivals of their rural gods.

^ 344. The invention of the Roman Satire is commonly ascribed to Ennius. He
composed satires, which were not designed to be recited like the rude jests at the festi-

vals, but to be read more privately. He employed a diversity of meters. Pacuvius
imitated Ennius. Lucilius, who follows them in order of time, gave to satire some-
thing of a new form and character, and is therefore spoken of by some of the ancients

as its inventor. He aimed less at mere comic effect, and more at the castigation of
vice, and thus rendered the composition more didactic ; he also confined it much more
to one kind of verse, particularly the hexameter. Of the satires of these authors mere
fragments now remain.—M. Furius Bibaculusi was another satirist of this period ; by
some of the ancients placed by the side of Horace.—The name of Valerius Cato may
be perhaps properly introduced here, on account of the poem enthled DircB in Bat-
tarum?.

• Two fragments from him are preserved in a work ascribed to Suetonius (De illust. gramm. c 11 j cf. below § 537). ^ It is

given in Lemaire's Poet. Lat. Minores, 2d volume.

^ 345. In the next period, that including the Augustan age, most of the writers who
composed satires followed the manner of Lucihus. One author, M. Terentius Varro,

whom we shall have occasion again to notice, preferred the manner of Ennius, espe-

cially in the use of various meters. He also mingled prose and verse. His satirical

compositions were termed 3Ienippean, from a certain Menippus of Gadara, not because
Menippus had written pieces of this kind, but because Varro imitated his humorous
and pungent style. These writings of Varro were not professed satires exactly ; al-

though thev may be ranked under this better perhaps than under any other denomina-
tion (cf § 423). Peculiarly eminent in the department of satire is the name of Horace
(cf. ^ 363). He gave the finishing hand to the method introduced by Lucilius. The
satires of Horace are wholly in the hexameter verse, of a familiar style, not much ele-

vated above that of prose, and not unfrequently assuming the form of dialogue. Ridi-

cule of foibles is a pecuhar characteristic of his pieces, a trait well suited to the age in

which he hved, which was marked by luxury, folly, and extravagance, rather than by
the gross crimes and enormities which called forth the keener severity of later satirists.

—Perhaps the Ibis of Ovid (cf. '^ 364. 4) may require the mention of him as a satirical

writer. It is a sort of imitation of the poem of CaUimachus under the same title (cf §

70. 1), written during his banishment at Tomi, and containing a series of imprecations

against his enemies. It is like the Diroe of Cato.
"5> 346. In the following period there were two authors of distinguished celebrity for

the composition of satires; Perxius and Juvenal. The circumstances of their times

were such as demanded the strong tone of reproof and fearless censure, with which
they assailed the prevalent vices of Rome. They employed the meter and external

form which the example of Horace had settled as appropriate to satire ; but neither of

them retained the ease and simplichy of his language ; yet in point of merit they are

by no means unworthy of comparison with him (cf. % 380. 2). There are some other

names which ought to be mentioned here. Martial {Ep. xi. 10) and other writers speak

of a Turnus as an eminent satiric poet in the times of Nero and Vespasian. An ex-

isting fragment of a satire against Nero has been ascribed to him by a modern critic.

AVe have also a satirical poem from a female author, Sulpicia, who Uved in the time

of Domitian and after. The production of Petronius Arbiter, entitled Satyricon (cf.

^ 472), was a sort of romance made up of satirical pieces, after the manner called Me-
n>pp''an or Varronian. in mingled prose and verse. There is a Menippean satire, as-

cribed to Seneca (cf. "5> 374. 2), but its genuineness has been doubted.

Of. Schsn, Lilt. Rom. ii. 337.— Ifemsdorf gives the fragment by him ascribed to Turnus in his Poet. Lai. Minora. It is also

contained in Lemaire's Minor Latin Poets, vol. 2d. The same vol. of Lemaire likewise contains the satire of Sulpicia, which treaU

of the banishment of the philosophers from Rome by Domitian.

.3 B
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^ 347. In the subsequent history of Roman hterature, we find no productions strictly

belonging to the class ot^ satires. Two pieces of Claudian in the 4th century, consider-

ed among his best performances, the invectives against Rufinus and Eutropius (cf.

•J 386), are commonly ranked here; they are however quite different from the satire

of Horace or Juvenal, the manner of treating the subject being more full, and more
conformed to epic description. The Satyricon of Marcianus Capella, of the 5th
century, is a work composed partly in prose and partly in verse, and thus in form re-

sembles what is called the Menippean or Varronian satire ; but it is a philosophical

medley, or a sort of encyclopaedia, rather than a satirical performance (cf. 'ji 473).

On Reman satire and satirists ;— /. Ant. Vvipius, De Satyrse Latinje natura et ratione, ejusque scriptoribus. Patav. 1744. 8.—/o.

Gerber, Diss, de Ronianorum Salira. Jen. 1756. 4.—G. L. Konig. De Satira Romana ejusque aucloribus praecipuis. Oldenb. 1796. S.

— /. Camuban, De Satyrica Graecorum Poesi et Romanoruiu Satira Hal. 1774. S.—A. Dacier, Discours fur la Satire, in the Pref.

to trans), of Horace, cited below § 363. 5 ; also in the 2d vol. of the Mem. Acad. Inscr. et Belles-Lellrei, p. 187.—J. Diyden, His-

course concerning the origin and progress of Satire, in his vers, of Juvenal, cited § 380.

—

Du SatUx, Satyriques Latins, Mem. Acad,

Inscr. vol. xliii. p. 157.—Cf. SchGll, Litt. Rom. i. 143. ii. 311.—See alsc references under § 363, 380.

§ 348. Before proceeding to notice the poets singly, we will refer here to a few
works, which relate to them collectively, or to classes of them.

1. Gyraldixs, Historiae Poetarum, &c., cited § 47 t.—G. J. Vossivs, De vet. poet. GrJEC. et Lat. temporihus, cited § 47 t.—L. Cm-

tins, Lives of the Roman Poets. Lond. 1733. 2 vols. S. Translated into German, by C. T. Schmid. Halle, 1777. 2 vols. S.—F.

Jacobs, KurZtT Abriss der Geschichte der romischen Poesie, in the work styled Charahtere der vomehmsten Dichter, &c., cited

§ 47 (. /. C. F. Manso, Ueber Horazens Beurlheilung der allern romischen Dichter, in his Femiischten. Abhandlungen und

Aufs'dtzen. Breslau, 1821. 8.—OsanJi, Analecta Critica, Poesis Ronianorum scenicae reliquias illustrantia. Eerl. 1717. cf. p. 59

of Appendix to Dunlop^s Hist. Rom. Lit. cited § 299. S.—Ziegler. de Mimis Ronianorum. Gotlin?. 17S9.—/. C. Wermdorf, Dissert,

de poelis lat. satyricis, elegiacis, lyricis, &c., prefixed to the 3d vol. of his Poet. Minor, below cited. Altenb. & Helmst. 1780-99.

6 vols. 8.—Connoissance de Poetes le plus celebres. Par, 1752. 2 vols. 8.—A'. A. Heiden, Anleilung zur Dichtk. des alten Roms

und dessen vorzaglichster Dichter. Trans, from the French (Elrenius du Paillasse). Nurnb. 1815. S.—Hawkii.s, Inquiry into

the nature of Latin Poetry. Lond. 1817.—PoJyc Leyser, Hist. Poetarum et poematum medii aevi. Hal. 1721. 8.—/. Spence, Poly-

metis. &c., cited P. IV. § 151.

2. The following are some of the various collections of Latin j>oe\ry.—Stej>hanus {R. ^ H.), Fragment. Vet. Poet Par.

1564. S.—H. Stephanus, Comicorum Lat. Fragmenta. Par. 1569. S.—Almeloveen, Fragmenta comicorum Lat. Amst. 1686. 8.—

M. A. Df7ri7«, Syntagma tragCEdise Lat. Lutct. (Par.) 1607. 4.—P. .Scriverius, Fragmenta vet. tragicoruni Lat. Amst. 1720. 8.—

F. H. Bathe, Poetse sr»nici Latiiiorum. Halberst. 1822. Lips. 1^34. 6 vols. S.—J. B. Levet (and others), Theatre complel. dej

Latins, 15 vols. Gasp. Barth, Poets Lat. Venalici et bucolici. 1613.—Poetae, Lat. rei venatics scriptorea et bucolici antiqui,

Lugd. 172?. 4.—C. Michaler, Collect. Pnctar. Elegiac. Aug- Vind. 1776. 2 vols. 8. M. Mattaire, Corpus Poe'arum Lat. (opera

et fragmenUvet. Poet. Lat Profan. et Ecclesias). Lond. 1713. 2 vols, fol—ijicc. Malatesta If Ph. Argdati, Corpus omn. vet.

poet. Lat. cum Italica versione. (Raccolta, di tutti gli antichi, &c.) Mediol. 1731-1765. 35 vols. 4. cf. Novdie ddla Rcpubl. delU

Letlere, Anno 1736. p. ?S.—CoUeclio Pisauriensis (omn. poematum omn. poetarum, &c.) Pisaur. 1766. 6 vols. 4 —F. Burmann,

Antholo'. vei. Lat. epigramniaiuin, &c. Amst. 1759. 1773. 2 vols. 4. (cf. § 342. 2.)—There is a recent edition of this, by H. Meyer.

Lips. 183^ 2 vols. 8. "edit. Burmaunian. digessit et auxit."—/. C. Wermdorf, Poetae Lat. Miuores. Altenb. 1780-99. 6 vols. 8.

A'. E. Lemaire, Poetae Lat. Minores. Par. 1824-26. 7 vols. ?.— G. S fValker, Poetarum Latinorum Corpus. Lond. 1827.

royal S.—Poela? Lit. veteres, in unum vol. redacti. Flor. 1829. 8.—G. £. H'eber, Corpus Poet. Latinorum. Frankf. 1833. 8.—

Various translations from Rom. Poets are found in A. Chalmers, Works of the English Poets from Chaucer to Cowper. Load.

1810, 21 vols. 8,

"^ 349, Livins Andronkus, who flourished about B, C, 230, was a Greek, born at

Tarentum, and a freedman of M. Livius Salinator, He was the first dramatic poet

among the Romans, and brought the first play upon the stage, about B. C. 239. His

style had a degree of roughness, and was in part unintelligible to the later Romans.
He wrote many poems of different kinds ; among them was one on the Roman histo-

ry, and a translation of Homer's Odys.sey. We have merely a few fragments of his

writings.

1. It is asserted, that when his country was conquered by the Romans, he was
taken captive and carried to Rome, where he became the slave and afterwards the

freedman of the consul Livius Salinator, from whom he took the name of Livius. He
is supposed to have lived at least until about B.C. 220. In Cicero's dialogue De Se-

nectule (c. 14), Cato is introduced saying that he had seen old Livius, while he himself

was a youth, Livius composed both tragedies and comedies. Some of the titles which
have been collected by Fabricius and others, are Achilles, Adonis, ^gisthus, Ajax,
Andromeda, Antiopa, Cevtauri, Equus Trojanus^, Hellene, Hermione, Ino, Teucer.

They indicate that most of his dramas were translated or imitated from the works of

his countrymen of IMagna Gra^cia, or from the great tragic writers of Greece^. A
building was assisrned to Livius on the Aventine hill, which served also for a theatre,

and was inhabited by a troop of players.

1 Fuhrnmnn, Klein. Haiidh. p. 549. 2 C"f. Dunlap's Hist. Rom. Lit. p. 54. vol. i. ed. cited § 299. %.—Casp. Sagittarius, De

vita et script. L. Andronici, Na;vii, etc. Altenb. 1672. ^.—Osann (cited § 34S. 1), cap. 2.—Quint\lian, L. x. e. 2.

2. The fragments of L. Andronicus are given in the collection ol Mattaire, vol. 2d, as cited § 348. 2.—Also in those of Delrius, anQ

Scriverius, as there cited.

^ 350. Cneitis Ntpviiis, a native of Campania, flourished about the same time.

Having been banished from Rome, he died in Utica, about B. C. 200. He wrote an

historical poem on the first Punic War ; also tragedies, comedies, satires, and epigrams

;

uot without wit, but in a very rude style. A few fragments only are preserved. This
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poet must be discriminated from a later author by the name o( Novius, who composed
pieces belonging to the class ot writings called Atellane plays {Fabulcp. AtellancE).

1. The tragedies of Neevius were all translations from Greek dramatists, or close
irnitations: the following titles are preserved; Alcestis, Danae, Duloresles, Hesionu,
Hector, Iphigoiia, Lycuigus, PIkbhIsscb, Protesilaus, Telepkus. Ktevius was consi-
dered a better comic than tragic poet. His comedies partook of the personal satire and
invective, which characterized the old comedy of the Greeks (cf. § 41), and which are
seen in the plays of Aristophanes. His reproaches against the chief men of the ci;y
caused his imprisonment, and perseverance in the same after a release, led to his banish-
ment.—His Poem on the Punic War was in the Salumian verse (cf. ^ 304), and his
style, in all his productions, is said to have been more rugged than that of L. Andro-
nicus.—xXtevius has generally been considered as the author of the Cyprian Iliad, a
trinslaiion from a Greek poem called the Cypria {rh Kvnyio.), a work of amorous fiction

in 12 books.

S^me, however, a5cribe the Cyprian Iliad to a later poet named Lsvius. Cf. Heyne, Excurs. i. ad Lib. II. ^Eneid. On Nac
vius, cf. Dunlop, i. p. 59.—£a/ir, p. 7b.

—

Sagitlanw, as cited § 3-18. 1.

2. The fragineii'.s of Najvius are found in the Collections referred to above, § 349. 2, and in others cited § 348. 2.

^ 351. Quinftis Envius was born at Rudise in Calabria, B. C. about 240. The elder
Cato broutrht him from Sardinia to Rome, where he was employed as a teacher of
Greek. He contributed much to the improvement of the Latin language. He was the
earliest epic poet in that tongue, and was highly valued by the later and better writers,
paiMicularly Cicero and Virgil. Eimium, sicnt sacros vetustate lucos, adoreinus, in
qitihiis grandia et a7itiqi(a rohora jam non tanlam liah nt i^peciem quantam religionem
(Q u i n t i 1. X. 1). He composed an historical poem of Roman Annals, in 18 books ; an
epic poem called Scipio; many comedies and tragedies; also satires and other pieces.
Of all these we have but brief and scattered passages, occasionally quoted by other
authors.

1. Ennius hved until about B. C. 170, when he died at the age of 70. of a disease
{morbus artiailaris) probably brought on by intemperate drinking {Hor. I. Ep. xix. vs. 7).

But he is said to have hved generally in a frugal manner. His residence was on the
Aveniine hill. He enjoyed the friendship of many patrician families, and particularly
of Scipio Nasica.

A bust of him "as placed (Ctc. pro Avchia, c. 9) In the family tomb of the Scipios (cf. P. IV. § 133. 2) ; "a laureled bust of Pe-
perioo -tone, which was found in ihis tomb, and which now stands on the Sarcophagus of Scipio Barbatus in the Vatican, is supposed
to be ihat of Ennius." Cf. Rome in the 19th century, Letter 36.

2. Ennius surpassed his predecessors both in poetical genius and in versification, and
is said to have been the master of three tongues, Oscan, Latin, and Greek. He pro-
fessedly imitated Homer, whose spirit he pretended to possess, by a Pythagorean trans-
migration through the medium of a peacock, if we may rely upon a satire of Persius
(vi. 10) ; destcrluit esse—McBonides Quintus pavone ex Pyihagoreo.—In his tragedies
he imitated from Euripides more than from the other Greek dramatists; perhaps, be-
cause the Romans preferred such plays as were crowded with action and the bustle of
a complicated fable. The titles of some of these pieces were Ajax, Alcmceon, Alexan-
der or Paris, Andromache, Erectheus, Hectoris Lustra, Hecuha, Iphigenia. Medea,
Tflamon. Ttlephus, Thyestes. Most of these were evidently borrowed from Euripides.
The Medea was considered as one of the best productions of Ennius, and was very po-
pular. Attius, Varro, Ovid, and Seneca, successively imhated from this tragedy.—Of
the satires of Ennius little is known, the remaining fragments being very short and
broken.—The Annals seem to have been the great work of this poet; written in hexa-
meter verse, and devoted to the celebration of Roman exploits from the earliest periods
to the conclusion of the Istrian war ; not completed until within a few years of his
death. It was a work highly gratifying to the national pride, and continued long po-
pular at Rome ; much relished in the age of Horace and Virgil, and even down t'o the
time of Marcus Aurelius, recited in the theatres and places of public amusement.

—

Ennius wrote a didactic poem on eatables, entitled Phagetica; and another entitled
£p/c/(a?v«Ms, being a translation from the Greek work of Epicharmus the comedian, on
the nature of things. He also left a prose translation of the work of Euhemeres (cf.

§ 222. 4), on the ancient mythology; some passages of which are preserved in
Lactantius.

Dunlop, i. &U—IV. Fr. Kreidmann, Orat de Q. Ennio. Jen. 1754. 4.—SchSll, Hist de la Litt. Rom. L 114, 141, 145.—SaAr,

p. 94, 120.

3. The fmsments of Ennius were first published by IT. Columna, Fragm. poet, veter. Lat. Nap. 1590. 4.—A full and good edi-

tion, by Fr. Hes'el. Amst. 1707. 4—Recent, by /. A. Giles. Lond. 1835. 12.—The Medea separately, by H. Planck. Gott. 1807. 4

with a commentary.

"S 352. M. Accius Planfus, a native of Sarsina, in Umbria, also flourished about
B. C. 200; being born B. C. 227 and dying B. C. 184. He became so straitened m
his circumstances, that he worked for daily wages at a hand-mill. He possessed emi-
nent talents for a comic writer, a rich vein of cutting wit, a happv invention, and Erreat

force of humorous expression. The Greek comic writers Epicharmus and Diphilus
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were his chief models. He was particularly successful in the low comedy ; but in this,

out of compliance with the taste of the age, he oiten transgressed the hmits of pro-
priety. From the multitude of his comedies, which Gellius numbers as high as 130,
only twenty now remain ; these have frequently been used and imitated by modern
dramatists.

1. Plautus was the son of a freedman, and received his name from his splay feet (a

pedum plunilie sive Trkarvrfiri). He is said to have realized a considerable fortune by
the popularity of his plays, and to have lost it in speculation, or expended it in splendid
decorations as an actor ; thus he was reduced to the necesshy of laboring hke a slave,

when a famine at Rome diminished the general resort to theatrical amusements. Plautus
like his predecessors borrowed from the Greek writers ; from Philemon and Menander
as well as from those named above (Epicharmus and Diphilus). Although he took his

plots and incidents freely from the middle comedy, his spirh and manner in execution,

his coarse wit and personal satire, agreed more fully with the character of the old{ci.

§ 41). Many of the comedies which passed under the name of Plautus, were proba-

bly spurious. Aulus Gellius {Noct. Aft. lib. iii.) quotes a work of Varro, Qacestiones

Plauiince, much of which was devoted to a discussion concerning the authenticity of the

plays commonly ascribed to Plautus; twenty-one were admitted in this discussion to

be unquestionably genuine. These were subsequently termed Varronian, and included

the twenty still extant. The thles of these, with an analysis of each, and a notice of

the principal modern imitations, may be found in Vunlop's Roman Literature. Am-
phitryon, 3IencEchmi, Capteivei and Miles Gloriosus, are among the most distinguished

of the plavs ; some of the others, however, were more popular on the Roman stage.

The wit, drollery, and buffoonery of Plautus were so captivating to the people, that his

plays were still favorite pieces on the Roman stage, even after those of Terence began
to be represented.—Moliere, Shakspeare, and Dryden, may be named among the mo-
derns who have copied from Plautus.

2. The comedy entitled Pccnulvs (or Little Carthaginian) has furnished occasion for much phi-
lolosical speciilatinn, in the specimens of the Punic language, which it contains. In these scanty
remains, commentators have found traces of various different tongues, according to their fancy,
or favorite system.

/. /. Bdlermann published three Prosramrm on the subject; Einen Versuch die punischen Stellen in Ponulw des Plautus zu

erliUren. Berl. 1S09. 8.—Cf. Schmi, Hist. Litt. Rom. i. XlZ.—Vanancty, Essay on the aDtiquity of the Irish language. Dubl.

1772. 8. Cf. P. I. § \iG.—Southern Review, Aug. IS29, p. 37, where are given several versions of the Punic Monologue.— JV. Ge-

unius, Qber Phcenicische und Punische, &c. as cited P. IV. § 45. 2.

3. Editions.—Best ; F. H. Bothe. Berl. ISIO. 4 vols. 8. "Beautiful and truly admirable." (Dibdin).—By same. Halberst.

1821. 2 vols. 8. and Slutlg. 1S29. 4 vols. \2.—S. F. Schmieder. Golt. li-04-O.i. 2 vols. 8. with a commentary, which may be had

separately from the text.—Primepi or earliest; G. Menda (l^iridehn de Spira). Ven. 1472. fol.—Second ; Paul de Ferraria.

Tarvis, 1482. fol.—Of many others, the most important are, /. Camerarius, Bas. I55S. % —D. Lamlinus. Par. 1577. fol.—/'.

TUubmann. Wittenberg, 1622. 4. with a good commentary.

—

Variorum (ei. J. F. Gronovius). Amtt. 1684. S.

—

Miller. Berl.

1755. 3 vols. 8. with a Lemcon Plautinum. Editions of single plays have been numerous ; we mention on account of their

emendations in reference to meter, F. W. Rdlz, the R u d e n s. Lpz. 17S9. 8. and G. Hermann, the T r i n u m n u s. Berl. 1800. 8.

— F. GoJZer.theTruculentus. Colon. 1S24. 8. There isa neat ed. of the Cap t i v i (mere text), Cambridge, 1832. 12.

4. Translations.—German.— CA. KUjfner (metrical). Wien, 1806-7. 5 vols. 8.—* G. G. S. KSpke. Berl. 1809, 1820. 2 vols. 8.

/. T. L. Dam, Lat. & Germ. 1S06-1I. 4 vols. 8. French.—A/icA. Marolles. Par. 1658. 4 vols. 8.—ft PA. De Limie:)S, Lat. &
Sail. Amst. 1719. 10 vols. 12—ff. Giiedeville. Leyd. 1719. 10 vols. 12. English.—iaior. £cAard. I^nd. 1716. 12.—B. Thorn-

on (blank verse), 2d ed. Lond. 1769. 2 vols. 8.—R. Warner. Lond. 1772-74. 5 vols. 8.

5. Illustrative.

—

D. Chr. U Schmid, Anweisung der vornthmsten Bacher in alien Theilen der Dichtknnst. Lpz. 1781.

—

Lessing,

Abh. Qber Playtus Leben und Schriften, in his JVbrks, cf. P. IV. § !68. 2.—Thos. Cnoke, Amphitryon, (Lat. et Angl.) with a Dissert,

and the Life of Plautus. Lond. 1750. 12 .Hurd, The opinion of Cicero and Horace respecting Plautus compared, in his Commen-

tary on the Art of Poetry. Lond. 1766. 8. (p. 214. vol. i.).— Cf. Sulzer's Allg. Theorie, &c. vol. iii. p. 706.—G. £. Rost, Opuscula

Plautina. Lips. 1836. vol. i. Commentationes. 1837. vol. li. Translationes.

^ 353. Marcus Pacuvius, of Brundusium, was a nephew of Ennius, born B. C. about

220. He was celebrated at Rome both as a painter and a tragic poet. Quintihan

praises the dignity of the thought, expression, and characters in his tragedies. Of these,

however, we have but a few unimportant fragments.

1. Pacuvius in advanced Ufe retired from Rome to Tarentum, where he died at the

age of nearly ninety. The epitaph inscribed upon his tombstone, placed by the side

of a public road, is quoted by Aulus Gellius (Noct. Att. 1. i. c. 24).—The ancients speak

of 19 tragedies written by him ; the titles are given by Dunlop. Pacuvius, like his

predecessors, chiefly borrowed from the Greeks. " His Pauhis, however, was of his

own invention, and was the first Latin tragedy formed on a Roman subject;" only

five lines of it are extant. The tragedy entitled Antiope was one of the most distin-

guished of his pieces. A scene in the Iliona, where the ghost of Polydorus who had

been assassinated appears to his sister Iliona, was greatly admired by Roman audi-

ences.—Pacuvius was one of the earliest of the Romans who attained any eminence in

the art of painting (cf. P. IV. § 224).

Dunlop, i. p. 209—ScASM, i. p. 115.—Cf. Cicero, Brut. 64, 74. De Oral. i. 58. ii. 37. De Divin. i. 57. ii. 64.—Qutnffi. x. 1. 97.

-H'V. Ep. lib. II. i. 55.—Also Annibal de Leo, Delle Memoire di M. Pacuvio, anticbissimo poeU fragico, dissertazione. Napl.

736. 8.

9 The fragments of PacuvJus may be found in the collections, already cited (§ 348. 2), of Stephanw, Ddrio, Scriver, Mattaire.
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§ 354. Lucius Accius, or more correctly Althis, a native Roman, was a tragic poet,
a contemporary of Pacuvius, but younger. He also wrote, in verse, Annals of the
Roman History. Of his tragedies a few remaining fragments are found.

1. Attius is said to have brought forward his first play at the age of 30, B. C. 138,
the same year in which Pacuvius gave to the pubhc ijis last, at the age of 80. The
story related by Valerius Maximus (iii. 7), of Attius refusing to rise on the entrance of
Julius Caesar into the College of poets, is supposed by some to show that this poet did
rot live so early ; others suppose that this anecdote refers to another poet, or to a Julius
Cajsar earlier than the conqueror. Attius is exposed to the charge of vanity ;

" though
a person ot diminutive size, he got a huge statue of himself placed in a conspicuous
niche in the temple of the Muses." He was highly esteemed by the Romans. He
wrote many plays ; the titles of above fifty have been collected. Most of these were
drawn from Grecian sources; two, however, his Brutus and Decius, were founded on
Roman subjects ; written probably m honor of Decius Brutus, consul B. C. 137, who
was his warm patron and friend.

Dunlop, i. 2\'l.—Scholl, i. \\6.—Fabricius {cited § 299. S), iii. 235.—Cf. Ciciro, Brutus, 28, 63. Pro Archia, W.—.9idus Gdlius,

Noct. Alt. xiii. 2.—Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxxiv. i.—Quintil. v. 13.—/for. Ep. II. i. 55.

2. The fragments of Attius are contained in the collection of Scriver, and others, before cited.

% 355. Puhlius Terentius Afer was born B. C. 192, in Africa, perhaps at Carthage,
and died B. C. 159. He was a freedman of the senator Terentius Lucanus, and lin
intimate friend of Laelius and the younger Scipio Africanus. As a dramatist he was
an imitator of Menander and ApoUodorus. His six comedies still remaining are of
remarkable excellence, in respect to the characters, the truth and refinemeiu of the
dialogue, and the management of the plot. He possessed less invention, and less of
comic power than Plautus ; but on the other hand he had more taste, a better style,

and a finer knowledge of human nature. We find no trace of any other than the ?ix
comedies now extant

;
yet it is related that he lost 108 plays in a shipwreck. Of the

ancient commentators upon Terence, the most worthy of notice are Xlius Doiialus,
a grammarian of the 4th century, and Eugraphius, of the 10th century.

1. It is not known how Terence was brought to Rome, or became the slave of the
Terentius whose name he has preserved from oblivion. After giving to the Roman
stage his six comedies, he made a visit to Greece, whence he never returned. Accord-
ing to one account, he perished at sea, on his voyage from Greece to Italy, with the
108 comedies he had translated from Menander; others state, that having sent the
same comedies before him by sea to Rome, and they being lost by shipwreck, he died
of grief in Arcadia.

Suetonius, Vita Terentii. Cf. p. xxiii. 1st vol. of iemairc'j ed. of Terence, cited below.

2. The titles of the six plays are Andria, Eunuchus, Heaufontimorumenos {sav-ovTi-

ixwpjvijhoi), Adelphi, Hecyra, Phormis. An analysis of these is given by Dunlop, with
a notice of the imitations by Moliere and other modern dramatists. The Andrin was
the earliest and is usually called the best of the pieces. In respect to style Terence
has been regarded as a model of correct composition. " It is a singular circumstance,
and without exaniple in the literary history of any other country, that the language
should have received its hiirhest perfection, in point of elegance and grace, combined
with the most perfect simplicity, from the hand of a foreigner and slave. But it so hap-
pened, that the countryman of Hannibal and the freedman of Terentius Lucanus gave
to the Roman tongue all those beauties, in a degree which the courtiers of the Augustan
age itself did not surpass." As to versification, it is generally allowed, that Terence
used very great liberties.

Cf. Dunlop, \. 175-209.—BaAr, i. p. 104, iS.—Sulzer'i Theorie der SchOnen Kanste, iv. 522.—Jl WVllner, De Terentii Vita e(

Scriptis. Monsst. IS29. 4.

3. Editions.—Best ; N. E. Ltmaire. Par. 1S27. 3 vols. 8. Included in his Bibliotheca Clati. Latino.—Zeiiniui (republished

with additions, by Priestley). Lond. 1820. 2 vols. 9.—lVesterhoviui. Ha?. Com. 1726. 2 vols. 4. " In his account of the various

editions of Terence, he has enunjerated not less than 24S."—G. Stallbaum. Lips. 1830. 8. commenced ; the ed. of Westerhovius

with additions.—BeJitJo/. Amst. 1727. 4. specially valuable in reference to meter.—Pnnceps ; an edition printed at Milan, 1470. fol.

is generally called the first; Dibdin decides for the following, Mmtelin (pr.), Argent, supposed before 1470. fol. Valuable edi-

tions of the present century ; F. H. Bothe. Berl. 1806. 8. also in the 4th vol. of his Poetse Scenid (cf. § 348. 2).—Bruns. Halle,

1611. 2 vols. S.—SchmieJer. Hal. Sax. 1819. 8.—J1. Rossi. Mil. 1820. 2 vols. S.—F. C. G. Perlet. Lpz. 1S2I. 12. (text highly

valued), ed. auctior. IS27. 8.

—

i. J. Valpy. Lond. 1823. 8.—The various editions of single plays cannot be mentioned.

4. Translations.-German.—/. C. G. Ntide. Lpz. 1784. 2 vols. 8.—X J. Roos. Giessen, 1794. 2 vols. 8 (most eminent accnrd-

ir e to Fuhrmanu).—F- H. Von Eindtsel (metrical). Lpz. 1806. 2 vols. 8.—Five other Germ, translations cited by Lernaire.—

There is another, byjj. F. IVolper, in the Prenzlau collection of translations. French.—A/ad Dacier. Par. (with orig. Laf.)

I68«. 3 vols. S—^iiionymous (metricEl). Far. IS06. 2 vols. 8.—Six others named by Lernaire. Italian.—.?n( Ce^ari. Vemn.

2 vols. S.—Lemaire cites three others. English.- C. Hoole (Lat. & Angl.). Lond. 1676. 8.—G. Colman (metrical), Lond. 1765.

2 vols. 8 —S. Patrick. (Lat. & Angl). Lond. 1767. 2 vois. S.—T. Mitchell. Phil. 1S22. 2 vols. 12. with Aristophanes and Persiua

— Cf. Harles, Brev. Not. Supp. i. p. 145.

5. Illustrative.-£. Burton, in his .4ncien/ Characters deduced from Classical Remains. Lond. 1763. S.—L Echard^ Compari-

son of Terence and Plaulus, in his translation, cited § 352. 4.—/. C. Bnegleb, Programmata de lectione Terentii, philosopho noo

indigna. Coburg, 1769-78. 4.— £,. Schopen, Diss. Crit. de Terenlio et Donato ejus interprele. Bonnasad Rhen. 1821. S.—D. Hein

lua, Diss, ad Horatii de Plauto et Tereotlo judicium, Amsf. 161*. 12. given in Lemaire's edition above cited.—Gai/iere, Apologi*

72 3b 2
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de Terence. Far. 1728. 12.

—

J. M'Caul, Remarks on the Terentian Meters, with a sketch of the History of anc. Comedy, llond,

IS28. 8.

§ 356. Cdius Liicilius, of Suessa in Campania, was a Roman knight, born B.C. 150.

With a great knowledge of language he combined a great talent ibr satire. He was
the first among the Romans to cultivate satiric poetry in the more didactic form. He
wrote 30 books of poetry, or more probably 30 single pieces, rich in wit, and keenly
severe, although in some measure deficient in accuracy of style. He also wrote hymns,
epodes, and a comedy.

1. Lucilius, in early youth, served at the siege of Numantia, in the same camp with
Marius and Jugurtha, under Scipio Africanus the younger. He afterwards resided at

Rome in the house which had been built at public expense for the son of Seleucus
king of Syria, when that prince was a hostage at Rome. Little is known of the hfe

and manners of this poet. He died at Naples, at the age of 45, as is commonly stated.

He enjoyed the friendship and protection of Scipio Africanus and Laelius.

Of his writings only detached fragments remain ; these however are sufficient to

show something of his spirit and manner. His peculiarities are also frequently men-
tioned by ancient writers; one of the most striking was his vehement and cutting

satire. Horace acknowledges his merits, yet censures his versification as loose and
prosaic. The third book of Lucilius contains an account of a jotirney along the coast

of Campania to Naples, and thence to Rhegium and the straits of Messina, which Ho-
race seems to have imitated in his description of a journey from Rome to Brundusium.

Durtlop, i. 238-248—Sc/iSH, Hist. Abrei. de la Litt. Rom. i. \iS.—CharaUere der vontehm. Dichtar, iv. 419.—Cf. QiiiTi/tZ. x.

I. 93.—Hor. i. Sat. iv. 1-13. x. 1-6. i&-49.—Mul. Gdl. vii. 3. xvii. 2\.—Juven. i. Sal. i. 165.

2. The fragmeuts of Lucilius were published by F Dousa (Douza). Lugd. Bat. 1597. 4.—^nt. Vulynus. Patav. 1735. 8.—

Haverhamp fannexed to Censorinus). Lugd. Bat. 1743. 8.—Found also in the Bip<jnt edition of Juvenal and Persius. 1785. 8.—

also in C. J. Christ. Reuvtns, Collectanea lileraria seu Conjecture in Attium, Lucilium, et cet. Lugd. Bat 1815. 8.

•?> 357. Titus Lucretius Cams, a Roman knight, born about B. C. 95, ended his life

by suicide. His philosophical poem. On the nature of things (De rerum natura), in six

books, contains the principles of the Epicurean school, of which he was a zealous

disciple. These principles are here combined and arranged with much art, and set

forth in their most dazzhng and imposing features.—The work is not wholly free from
monotony and dullness ; but this is the fault of the subject rather than of the author,

whose poetry in particular passages is very florid and rich in imagery.—Cardinal Po-
lignac wrote a poem in opposition to it, called Ant i-Lucretius, which, although more
correct in its views of God and of providence, is inferior in poetical merit.

L Lucretius lived in a period full of important political events, but seems to have
kept himself retired from public affairs. He was sent, according to a prevailing custom
at the time, with other young Romans of rank, to study at Athens, where he attended

on the instructions of Zeno and Phsedrus given in the Gardens of Epicurus. Cicero

and his brother Quintus, also Cassius and Pomponius Atticus, and Memmhis, after-

wards governor of Bithynia, are said to have been at this lime his fellow-students. Lu-
cretius was specially attached to the latter, and it is supposed accompanied him to Bi-

thynia. His poem is dedicated to Memmius. He is said to have committed suicide,

in the 44th year of his age, in a paroxysm of insanity ; produced, according to some,

by a philtre or love potion given him by Lucilia, his wife or mistress ; but according to

others, caused by melancholy resulting from the exile of Memmius and other calamities'.

2. Directly opposite judgments have been passed upon the poem of Lucretius ; some
pronouncing it " dry, prosaic, without interest, and without imagination ;" others calling

it an elegant and almost unrivaled production'^. An analysis of it is found in Dunlop
and copied in Anlhon's Lempriere.

» Lambimis, Life nf Lucretius, in the Bipont Edition, cited below (3).—Gooii, in his translation below cited (4). ^ Diinlof

i. 250.—Schbll, i. 2A6.~Charaktere der voniehm. Dichter, vii. S\0.—ViUemain, Nouveaux Melanges (p. 189). Par. 1827. 8.-

Bushy, below cited.—./i. Forhiser, De Lucr. carmine a scriptore serioris aetatis perlractato. Lips. 1824. 8.

3. Editions.-B.—Gi7ierr IVakeJuld. Lond. 1796. 3 vols. 4. censured by some of the Reviews, but highly commended bj

some German critics {Dibdin, ii. 205).

—

Duncan. Glasg. 1813. 4 vols. 8. chiefly a reprint of Wakefield's; " the best critical edi-

tion extant" (Dibdin, lS2').—Eiclisrddt. Lpz. 1801. 8. based upon Wakefield's, containing the text of the six books in the 1st

volume ; but the 2d not published.

—

A. Forbiger. Lips. 1828. 8.—Of earlier editions, the best is that of Bavercamp. Lugd. Eat.

172.5. 2 vols. 4. pronounced by Dunlop (1S23) the best edition that had appeared.—The JBipontine, reprinted, Argent. 1808. 8, is

considered good.—The Oxford, 1816, is a reprint of Thomas Creech, first published Oxf. 1695. 8.—Princeps, Ferandus. Bresciae,

1473. fol.—The first MS. of Lucrelius known to the moderns was discovered by Poggio Bracciolini, in the Monastery of St. Gal.

about 20 miles from Constance, in 1414.

4. Translations.—German.—/. H. F. Manccfte, metrical, with the original and notes. Lpz. 1795. 2 vols. 8.

—

K. L. Vcn Krebd,

with the original, Wakefield's text. Lpz. 1821. 2 vols. 8. French.

—

D. La Grange, prose. Par. 1799 2 vols. 12.— te Blane

de Guilkt, metrical, with Lat. text. Par. 1788. 8. Italian.—.^Ica;. Marchelli. (best ed.) 1779. 4. English.—T/i. Cre'j:h, in

verse. Oxf. 1683. 8. Lond. 1776. 2 vols, 8.— 7Vi. Busby, in verse, with the original. Lond. 1S13. 2 vols. 4. with " enormous pro-

legomena on the Life and Genius of Lucretius, and Ihe Philosophy and Morals of his poem" (Dunlop) ; cf. Lond. Quart. Rev. xi.

88.—/. M. G'Kid, blank verse, with the Latin (Wakefield's text). Lond. 1^05. 2 vols. 4. containing a life of Lucretius, a id an

account of his philosophy (cf. Gregon/s life of Dr. Good, p. 103. Bost. ed. 1^9). For further notices of translations and edi-

tions, see Dunlop, ii. Appendix, p. 35-39, and the Eipontine edition of Lucretius.—Cf. Drakt't Literary Hours.

—

Liydeu^s Poeti-

1^1 MiEceilanies.

5. The ,inli-Lucretius (siia de Deo et Natura) of Pnlignac was published at Paris, 1747. 2 vols. 8. It consists of nine booki.

01 about 130O lines each, in Latin hexameter. The author studiously imitates Lucretius. An English translation was published by
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6. Canning, Lond-1'66. 8.—There is another poem, writteo in opposition to Lucretius, De animi immortalitatt, by Aonius Vx-

l«trius (Lyon, 1536. S), which is " almost a cento made up from lines or half lines of the Roman bard " The same imitation of

Lucretius is seen in various Latin poems composed by the French Jesuits of the 17th century to illustrate different phenomeaj

of nature. Several are published in the Poemala Didascalica. Paris, 1SI3. 3 voh.—Dunlop, i. 270.

^ 358. Caius Valerius Catullus was born in the peninsula Sirmio, in the territory

of Verona, B. C. 86. Little is known of the circumstances of his hfe, excepting hi?

intimate friendship with Cicero, of which a proof is given in one of his poems. As a

lyric poet he has much that is excellent in the softer kind of writing, much refinement

of feeling and expression. But he yielded too much to the already corrupt taste of

liis age, and not unfrequently sacrificed both propriety and morahty. Many of hia

poems are lost.

1. Catullus was invited to Rome in early youth, and there wasted much of his for

tune in dissipation. He accompanied Caius Memmius, the patron of Lucreiius, to rho

province of Bithynia ; but did not derive the pecuniary or other benefits which he had
expected. After his return to Italy, his time seems to have been passed in idleness or

in licentious amours, in his costly residence at Tibur, or his delicious villa on the pen-

insula of Sirmio. He died when not far from the age of 30.

—

Scholl, Litt. Rom. i. 310.

2. The numerous small pieces extant, that are ascribed to Catullus, consist of odes,

songs, satires, elegies, and epigrams. Some of these are not considered as genuine
;

the editions usually contain 116 pieces. Although once distributed into three classes,

they are now generally published without any attempt at systematic arrangement ; and
their nii.«cellaneous character renders any such arrangement almost impossible. 1 he
poetry bears evident marks of close imitation of Greek authors, especially of Calli-

machus
;
yet all the critics award to Catullus the praise of much originality and of great

elegance. In respect of literary merits, he has been ranked above all the Latin poets

except Virgil and Horace.—One of the most pleasing of his pieces is that (xx.\i.) ad
dressed to Sirmio, the peninsula where his favorite villa was situated.

Dunlop, i. 271-321.—A/a?uo in the CharaUere dervoni. Dkhter, i. 158-171.—also ZJ'.4r7iat«f« Essay »ur Ca(t/flf, annexed tc

the edition (.p. 410) of Naudet, cited below.—jJniauM in the Mem. Acad. Inter, vol. ilii. p. 239.—£iW. Rtjios. No. xxii. p. 495.—

Bdhr, p. 253.

3. Editions.—B.—/: W. Dorxng. Lpz. 1788-92. Repr. in Lond. 1S20. (.4n(Aon.)—C. /. StTZ.j. Golt. 1823. ?.—Especially, /
Naudet. Par. 1826. S. forming vol. Ixxv. of Lemain's Bibliotheque Chssique Laline.—Of earlier editions, the best is that of A'ui

plus. Patav. I73T. 2 vols. 4.—Princeps, CoralUis. Farm. 1473. fol.—An excelleDt edition for schools, f. M. Butbard. Bost,

1836. containitis select pieces, with notes.—C a t u 1 1 u s has often been published withTibullus &Fropertius; one

of the latest editions, A. J. yalpy. Lond. 1S22. 8.—For further account of editions, see Naudet above cited.

4. Translations.—German.—B.—ffl W. Ramler. Lpz. 17S3. 8. 1810. 8. French.—f. /. Noel. Par. 1805. and 1813. 2 vols. 8,

containing the original Latin, and a Discours Preliminaire on the life, poefrv-, editions and translations of Catullus.—C. L. Moile-

vaut (in verse, with TibuHus and Propertius). Par. 1816. 4 vols. 12. Exi^hsh.—Anonymoiu (supposed Dr. Null), with LaU

teitanii notes. Lond. 1795. 2 vols. S.—G. Lamb. Lond. Is21. 2 vols. 12. cf. Dunlop, ii. App. p. 42.

^ 359. Cornelius Galh's, a native of Gaul, flourished about the same time wth Pro-
pertius. He was a friend of Virgil, who addressed his 10th eclogue to him. He was
one of the most happy poets in elegy, although in his diction less pleasing than Pro-
pertius or Tihullus. His poems, however, are lost ; the six elegies, which have been
ascribed to him. are certainly from a later and inferior poet

;
probably from Cornelius

JSIaximiaims Gallus, who lived under Anastasius, about A. D. 500.

L Gallus was born of poor parents, probably at Forum Julii, in Gallia Narbonensis,
about B. C. 70. He first came into notice as a follower and partisan of Octavius, in

his measures to avenge the assassination of JuUus Caesar. He seems to have soon
obtained the confidence of Octavius, and was one of his counsellors after the battle of

Philippi. After the battle of Acfium, Gallus was intrusted whh an important command
in the invasion of Egypt against Antony, and it was by an artifice of Gallus that

Cleopatra fell into the hands of Augustus. Egypt being reduced, Gallus was appointed

praefect or viceroy over it. His successes rendered him vain ; his government of the

province was soon marked by mismanagement and plunder ; and in the fifth year of

his authority he was recalled, charged among other ofliences with having plotted against

the life of Augustus. His property was confiscated, and he was sentenced to perpetual

exile. Thus disgraced, he committed suicide in the 43d year of his age, B. C. 26.

2. The elegies of Gallus consisted of 4 books. He is said to have translated several

pieces from the Greek epigrammatist Euphorion. He is by some considered as the

author of the poem called Ciris, falsely ascribed to Virgil.

Fnh-miann, Handbuch, p. 59j.~Schm, i. 326.—BaAr, p. 273 —Jfarton, Hist, of En?!. Poetry, tend. 1824. 4 vols. (4tli,

p. 233.)—C. rolker, Commentitinnes de C. Cornelii Forojuliensis vita et scriptis. Bonn. 1841. 8.

3 The eleeies ascribed to Gallus are found in the Collections of the Minor Latin Poets by Mattaire, and by fVemsdorf; also ia

Ijcmairc'^ Biblioth Poet. Lat. Minora, vol. ii. & vi.

4. The Impotent Lover, accurately described in six elegies upon old age. Made English from the Latin of Comditis GaUu3, by

B. Walker. Lond. 1693. 8.

% 360. Alllus Tihullus, born at Rome, and belonging to the order of knights, flou-

rished about B. C. 30. He was a favorite of Messala Corvinus, and esteemed by

Horace, Ovid, and other poets of his age. According to Quintilian. he is entitled to

tne first rank among the Roman elegiac poets. He combines soft, tender feeling with
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a noble and accurate expression, with a charming variety of invention, of images and
turns, without labored, far-fietched, or unnatural ornaments. His elegies are arranged
in 4 books; those in the last, however, are ascribed to Sulpicia, and other authors.

1. The time of his birth is not known, but supposed to be about B. C. 54 or 56. He
is said to have died about the same time wuh Virgil, B. C. 19. He inherited a con-
siderable fortune, which was greatly impaired, partly by the partitions of the lands in
Italy made to the soldiers of the Triumvirs, and partly perhaps by his own extrava-
gance. He accompanied Messaia in several military expeditions, in the last of which
he suffered a dangerous sickness that detained him at the island Corcyra ; but on his
recovery he visited Syria and Egypt. After his return from the east, he hved on his
paternal estate at Pedum.

2. We have, in the 4 books under the name of Tibullus, 35 elegies and a panegyric
addressed to IVIessala. The genuineness of the 3d book as well as the principal part
of the 4th, has been doubted. According to Scholl, only the first two books and the
panegyric in the commencement of the 4th, and the two elegies at its close, are indis-
putably the production of Tibullus. De Golbery denies the genuineness of the pane-
gyric. The elegies in the 3d book are ascribed by Foss, to a poet called Lygdamus.
But Fulirmann remarks that Lygdamus as a poet is unknown in Roman literature, and
is wholly an imaginary person. Tibullus evidently had studied the Grecian elegiac
writers ; but was not a close imitator. A melancholy tenderness is a prominent trait

in his poetry.

Scholl, Lift. Rom. i. 32f!.—De Golb;ry (in his edition cited below) De Tibulli vita et carmmibus.—Charaht. vom. Dicht. ii. 190.

—Dissenius, de vita et Poesi Tib. in his ed. below cited.

3. EditioDs.—B.— C. G. Heyne (4th ed. by F. E. JVunderKch). Lpz. 1817. 2 vols. S. to which belongs the Supplement entitled

TibicUi carmmum editianis Heyiiia-lVunderlichians Sapplementum (ed. L. Dissenius). Lips. 1819. 8.—/mm. G. Huschhe.

Lips. 1819. 2 vols. 8. very valuable {Fuhrmann) ; of. Harles Supplem. Klil^lin^, p. 175.— Dc Golbery. Par. IS26. 8. formin? the

78fh vol. of Lemaire's Bibliolheque ; conlaining an Essay on the life and writing of Tibullus, Mythological Excursuses, and an ac-

count of MSS. and editions. Among the best of earlier editions, are Broukhiisius (with Catullus). Amst. 1727. 4 and I'ldpiul

{yolpi). Patav. (Padua) 1749. 4. We can only mention furlLer, /. H. f^oss. Tibullus & Lygdamus. Hiedelb. 1811. 8. two edi-

tions the same year, one with a critical commentary. See enumeration by Golbsry, above cited.

—

L. Disseniiu. (Jott. 1835

2 vols. 8.

4. Translations.—German.—Best, by J. B. Voss. Tobing. 1810. 8—metrical, by F. K. v. Strombeck- Gotf. 1799. 8.^—
French.-Best, by C. L. MoUevavt, metrical. Par. ISOS. 12. English.—/amcj Grainger (with orig. Lat.). Lend. 1759. 12.—

S. BenUy. 1792. 8. a specimen of a proposed edition j one elegy, with Lat. text, and Eng. notes.— G. iamfc. Lend. 1821.

2 vols. 12.

5. Illustrative.-/. A. Gdrentz, Tentamen Criticum in loca qujedam carm. Tibullianorum. Zwick. 1S06. i.—E. C. Chr. Bach,

Epistola critica in Tibullum et Propertium. Goiha, 1812. 9.—Pr. A. Tnih. Spohn, De Tibulli vita et carminibus. Lips. 1819.—

Cf. tVoipt Liter. Analekten. i. p. 164.—/. Jortin, Tracts, Philological and Critical. Lond. 1790. 8. vol. 2d. p. 448.

§ 361. Sextns Aurelius Properttns, a native of Umbria, was a favorite of Maecenas,
and died in the year B. C. 15. From him there are also 4 books of degiac poems yet
remaining. Their chief merits consist in pathetic expression, with rich poetic feeling,

and correctness of style. But he often transgresses the limits of nature and propriety,
and is too profuse in poetical ornament. Phileias, whose Greek elegies are lost, and
CaUimachus, were especially his models.

1. Of seven towns claiming the honor of being the birthplace of this poet, ISIeiania
IS by some supposed to be entitled to the preference. Others give the preference to His-
pellum, on the ground of an inscription there found, which is inserted in the edition of
Burmann cited below. The time of his birth is uncertain, probably about B. C. 53.

Having lost much of his inheritance, as Tibullus did. by the distribution of land made
to the soldiers of the Triumvirs, he went to Rome in early life to qualify himself for a
civilian. But poetry was more congenial to his taste. He seems to have been a friencJ

of Cornelius Gallus, Virgil, Tibullus, and Ovid. His elegies procured for him the
patronage of Maecenas. He is supposed to have gone to Athens in the train of Mae-
cenas and Augustus ; after which, little is known of his life'. The elegies of Propertiua
are nearly 100 in number. Three of the four books he made public in his lifetime;

the fourth is less occupied with amatory subjects, the elegies being chiefly of an heroic
character, more didactic and moral. Mythological story and fable are frequently intro-

duced^.
J GilUt de Moiwe, La vie de Properze. Par. 1754. 8. 2 See Manso's description in the Charakt. d. v. Dichter, iii. l.—Sou-

chay. in Mem. Acad. Inter, et Belles-Lettres, vol. vii. p. 3g6.

2. Editions.—Best, Pet. Burmann, completed by Santenius {Santen). Ultraj. (Utrecht) I7S0. 4. " the best yet published"

(Dihdin. 1827).—CAr. Gotfl. (rAecpA.) Kuinol. Lpz. 1805. 2 vols. 8. commended by Dibdin ; less approved by Eliigliyig.—r.

Jacobs, 1827. 12. in Teubner's Collection.—In Lemaire's Bibliolheca.—Also C. Lachmann. Berl. 1828. 8. with good text.

Among the best of earlier, Bronhhusius (Broukbuis), Ams. 1727. ^—Vulpius. Patav. 1755. 2 vols. i.—F. G. Earth. Lpz.

1777. 8.

3. Translations.—German.—JT. L. von Krebd. Lpz. 1798. S.—F. K von Strombeck. (2d impr. ed.) BrauBschw. 1822. 8. with

original French.—/». B. Baroji, metrical. Par. 1813. 12. English.—.^ntmvmowj; Lond. 17S2. 8.

§ 362. PiihJ.ivs Virgiluis Mara, of Andes near Mantua, hved from B. C. 70 to

B C. 19. He was the greatest of riie Roman poets in pastoral, didactic, and epic
poetry. His 10 Eclogues are imitations of Theocritus, but are full of peculiar beauties.

His Georgics, in 4 books, are rich in instruction and elegance. His Mneid, in 12 books
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although an imitation of Homer, is nevertheless the production of nature, genius, and
taste ; its diction is more finished, and better suited to a refined age, than that of
Homer, although the latter may be more original in itself Virgil's easy and most
agreeable versification should especially be mentioned ; and his remarkable skill in
making every thing he borrowed completely his own, and weaving it all with the rest,

so happily into one whole.—There are also several other poetical performances ascribed
to him, usually included under the name of Calalecta VirgiUi; but their genuineness
is altogether doubtful.—Of the older commentators on Virgil, the grammarian S er-
vius Ho7ioratus Maiirus and Tih. Claudius Donatu s are the most worthy of notice.

1. Virgil at an early age studied at Cremona, but was chiefly educated at Naples,
where he is said to have been instructed in Greek letters by Parlhenius (cf ^ 226), and
in the Epicurean philosophy by Syro. He was deprived of a paternal farm at Mantua
by the Triumviral partition of lands ; but recovered his property by the favor of Mae-
cenas and Augustus. He was introduced to them, it is said, by Cornelius Gallus.
Virgil afterwards resided at Rome, on the EsquiUne hill. Subsequently he retired to

a villa, owned by him, near Nola, about 10 miles from Naples. He visited Athens,
intending to devote three years in Greece to a revision of the .^Eneid, which he had not
yet published. But ill health soon compelled him to return, and he lived but a few
days after landing at Brundusium, B. C. 19.—His tomb is supposed to he about two
miles to the north of Naples, on the hill of Pausilippo.

Several biographies of Virgil are given in Lfmat're'j edition (cited below) vol. vii.—A Life of Virgil, by William JTaisA, pre-

fixed to Drydeiis Trauslation.—On the fictitious Virgil the Necromancer, cf. IVarton^s Hiit. of Poetry, iii. p. 62 (cited § 359. 2).

2. The title of Catalecta (fcaruXEKra) is given to a collection of 14 httle pieces ascribed
to Virgil, including several epigrams and an elegy addressed to Messala. Several
larger pieces are extant, which are also ascribed to Virgil, and sometimes compre-
hended under the general name Catalecta VirgiUi. Their titles are Culex {the Gnat),
Moretum, DircB in Battarum, Mtna, Ciris (cf ^ 359. 2), Copa, Priapeia. Some have
endeavored to vindicate the genuineness of these pieces by supposing them to have been
composed while Virgil was young.

Cf. Fuhrmann, p. SSi.—Lcmaireh ed. vol. v.—Scholl, i. 360, 375.—Also respecting Virgil, see Manso's treatise in the Charaht.

i. V. DicJiter, vol. vii. p. 2i\.—Dunlop, 3d vol. Lond. \828.—Biihr, p. 127.

3. In Virgil's 4th Eclogue, addressetl to Pollio, there is a very striking resemblance in thought
and figures to certain passages in the prophecies of Isaiah and Ezekiel. This coincidence is an
interesting fact, and has excited much curiosity.

See S. Henley, Observations on the subject of the 4lh Eclogue, &c Lond, 1788. 8.—R. Lowlh, Lectures on the Sac. Poetry of

the Hebrews, lect. xx\. (p. 299. ed. Bost. IS13 )—/ordn'j Remarks on Ecclesiastical History, vol. \.—Cudworlh's Intellectual Sys-

tem, ch. iv. sect. \S.—Schm, Hist. Litl Rom i. 37?.—Class. Jnurn. vol. v. 55.—La Nauze, Mem. iu the Hisloire de I'Acad. des

Inscr. et Bel'.es-Lettres, xxxi. 1S9. On the Eclogues generally, cf. § 331.—The grammarian Probus left scholia, on the Eclogues

and the Georgics (cf. ^ 419).

4. Editions—Best ; Heyrie, 3d ed. Lips. 1800. 6 vols. 8. Repr. Lips. 1803. 4 vols. 8. Also (by Priestley) tind. 1821. 4 vols. 8
— Lertiaire. Par. 1S20-22. 8 vols. 8. coutainiog the whole of Heyne, with the commentary of Servius and other additions.—G,
P. E. JVagner. Lips. lS-34. 4 vols. 8. a revision of Heyne's. Also Lips, 1836-39. S vols. 8. with 200 vignettes; ''splendid."—

jO. Forbiger, Lips, IS36-39. 3 vols. 8. said to be very good; containing what is most essential in Wagner's—Of the earlier edi.

•ions, the following may be named; Baskerville. Birmingh. 1757. 4to. of beautiful typography.—Surmann. Amst. 1746,

4 vols. 4. once highly extolled.—/'. Marmoreits (ed. Bottarius), Rom. 1741. fol. a fac-simile of the famous Codex-l'alicanus (see

P. IV. § 143), with plates engraved by Bartoli.—Princeps. Rom. 1469.—Not fewer than -ninety editions have been enumerated,
which were published before the year 1500 ; to name those since published would require a volume.—See the yoHce Raisonnee in

LemaireU Virg. vol. vii.—Many school editions have been published in this country ; that of J. G. Cooper, N. York (5th ed.) 1835. 8.
is among the best ; that of B. A. Gould, Bost. 1834. 8. is good ; also F. Bowen, Bost. IS42. 12. with Eng. Notes.—The Delphin
ed. by C. Ru^tus, a truly valuable ed. has been repeatedly reprinted for schools ; the reprint, Phil. 1817. 8. is on very bad paper,

but has a very useful Clavis Virgiliana annexed. The Catalecta and Minor poems have been published separately; the best

edition, by F. Lindenbrogius (Lindenbncch) entitled P. V. Mar. Appendix. Lugd. Bat. 1617. 8.—These pieces are given in Seyxie.

—The separate editions of the Bucolics, Georzics, or JEntid, we cannot notice here.

5. Translations—German.—y. H. l-^oss, in hexameter verse, Brunsw. (2d ed.) 1821. 3 vols. 8. highly esteemed.—His translations

of the Bucolics and Georgics were first published separately (Germ. 4" Lat.) Bv/:olics, Altona, 1797. 2 vols. 8 ; Georsics, Altona, 1 eOO,

2 vols. 8. French.-iJene Binet, prose. Par. 1804, 4 vols. 12. " celebrated" (,f/arles).—Malfiatre, verse (.Mara lau, printer). Par.
ISIO. 4 vols. 8. the translations of different parts by different authors; with notes by S. .i. M. Miger, and Extracts from Le-
mair^s Lectures on Latin Poetry Italian.—FiHorio Alfieri, verse (.Eneid). Pisa, 1804. 2 vols. S.—Gius. Solari, verse. Geneva,
1810. 3 vols. 8. English.—Z)n/(fen, verse. Lond. 1697. fol. often reprinted—Dandson, prose. Lond. 1743. 2 vols. 8. often
reprinted with the Latin, for schools.—/. Martyn, Bucolics and Georgics. Lond. 1749. 2 vols. S. with Latin text, and notes spe-
cially illustrating the botany. Oxf. 1826-27. 2 vols. 8. with colored plates.—fK Sotheby, Georgica Hexaglotta (Angl. Lat. Ital,

Hispan. et Gall). Lond. 1827. fol.—For an enumeration of the various versions in different languages, see Lmxaire's ed. vol. vii,

549-574; where are noticed translations into not only the German, French, Italinn, and Enzlish, but also the Spanish. Portuguese,
Dutch, Hungarian, Polish, Swedish, Danish, and Greek ; besides Dumerous travesties or burlesque versions of the .Eneid, or parts
of it. The number of French versions, of which the list is most complete, is as follows: of the whoU of Virgil, 5 in verse, and 12

in prose
;
of the Bucolics, 26 in verte, and 7 in prose ; of the Georgics, 8 in verse, and 3 in prose ; and of the .Slneid, 12 in verse,

and 10 in prose ; besides many of particular books.

6. We can name but a few of the vast number of other volumes and treatises illustrative of this author.—f. Ursinus. Virjilius
cum Gr^is Scriptoribus collatus, &c Leov. 1747. S.-S MuUer, Homer und Virgil, eine Parallele. Erf. IS07. 8.-/. Martyn,
Dissertations and critical Remarks upon the .aSneid. Lond. 1770. 8.—Spence, Remarks and Dissertations of Mr. Holdsworth on
Virgil, with notes, &c. Lond. 1768. i.-HeUiez, Geographie de Virgile. Far. 1771. 12 ; reprinted Par. 1-20, with •'G.ographm
d'Korace" added, and 4 maps.—iW, Gibbon, Critical Observations on the 6th book of the Slae\d. Lond. 1 ;70. S. (^io in his Afu

tVorki. Lond. 1796. 2 vols. 4); with which cf. Warburlon, Divine Legation of Moses, vo . i. bk. ii. sect. 4; alic
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Beyru^t Excursus x. ; »1so /. IVhiston, Six Dissertations on different subjects. Lond. 1755. S. (6th Diss )—C. Lamotte, History

of the works of the Learned, &c. Lond. 1737. 8. (on the question whether ;Eneas ever was in Italy.)—Cf. AlelAihr's Hist, of
Rome, p 136. vol. i. ed. Phila. ISSJ.—Ficaire (Prof, d' Eloq. et Rect. de V Univ. de Paris), Plan de I'Eneide de Virgile. Par.

1788. 12.—v4iie Froffuiei; Discours sur la maniere dont Virgile a iniite Hoiiiere : in the Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. vol. ii. p. 141.

— S-'atry, La fable d' Eneide, Mem. AcaA. Inscr. xix. 3S5. We may add R. Schombtrg, The life of Maecenas, 2d ed. Lond. 1766. 8.

—Some remarks of Nitbtihr on the S.v.e\i (Hist, of Rome, vol. i. p. 149. ed. Phil. 1835), and of Dunlop, (Hist. Rom. Lit.

vol. 3d. ed. Lond. 1828) are given in Aalhnn's Lempriere, under .^neis. The following are pictorial illustrations ; L'Eneide
dipinta in Scandiano dal celebre pittore Niccolo Aljati ; In disegni incisi dal A. Gajani ed illustrati con una memoria del G. Venturi.

Modena, 1821. 4 pis. fol.—Fanfzig Bilder aus Virgils .Sneide mit einem Panorama von Rom, einer Charte und erlaulerndem
Texte. Carlsr. 1828. 8 pts. 12.

§ 363. Quinhis Horatius Flaccus, a native of Venusia, a municipal town in Apulia,
was born in the year B. C. 65. He passed the greater part of his hte at his country-
seat in the Sabine or Tiburtine territory, and died B. C. 8. He was a particular
favorite of Augustus and Maecenas. His moral character has often been censured ; the
best defence of him, that has been made, is by Lessing. The greatest power of Ho-
race was in lyric poetry. His four books of Odes and book of Epodes, now extant,
continue still to be surpassing models in this species of composition. In his Satires
and poetical Episdes there reigns a noble earnestness seasoned with the most refined
pleasantry and humor. Of the Epistles, that addressed to the Pisos, on the Art of
Foetry, is the most finished and instructive.—The most noted of the earlier interpreters

of Horace are Acron and Porphyrio(cf '5> 421).

1. When Horace was at the age of 9 or 10, his father, who was a freedman, and in
low circumstances, removed to Rome, in order to afibrd his son advantages for study.
At the age of 21, Horace was sent to Athens for the purpose of completing his edu-
cation. He was a pupil at the Academy, but the Epicurean philosophy was more
congenial to his feelings. When Brutus and Cassius attempted to restore the republic,
Horace with others of the Roman youth, then studying at Athens, joined their standard.
He was at the battle of Philippi and shared in the defeat and flight of the party. Virgil
was a kind friend and recommended him to the notice of Maecenas. Horace soon was
admitted to the intimate society both of Mascenas and Augustus. He survived the
death of the former but a few months.

/. Masson, Vita Horalii. Lugd. Bat. 1708. S.—L. Walch, Horaz, als Mensch und Barger, &c., from the Dutch of Rich. Van
Omnuren. Lips. 1802. ^.—G. F. Stiz, Q. Horatius Flac. nach seinen Leben und Dichtungen. Numb. 1815. 8.—/. H. M. Et-

nesti, Parerga Horatiana, quibus continentur vita, etc. Hal. Sax. 1818.—The life of Horace ascribed to Siutonius is found io

many of ihe editions of Horace. Separately by E. J. Richter. Zwickav. 1832. 8. with notes and chronolog. synopsis.—Respecting

the residence of the poet, Aiilhon's Inquiry relative to the Tiburtine Villa and Sabine Farm, p. 9 of his ed. below cited. Let-

j(;i?'j defence of Horace (Reltuneen des Horaz) is found in his Fomischlcn Schrifteti (Miscellaneous Writings). Berl. 17S4. 8.

—

Cf. M. Au^. IVeichert, Commentatio de Q. Hor. Flac. oblrectaioribus. Grimm. 1821. 4.—P. F. Boost, Uutersuchung Uber eiue

Anklagc des Q. Horatius Flaccus. Frankf. ISO". S.—Klotzius (Klolz), Lecliones Venusinae. Lips. 1770. 8.

2. "The lyric poetry of Horace displays an entire command of all the graces and
powers of meter. Elegance and justness of thought, and felicity of expression, rather
than sublimity, seem to be its general character, though the poet sometimes rises to

considerable grandeur of sentiment and imagery. In variety and versatility his lyric

genius is unrivalled by that of any poet with whom we are acquainted'."—The odes
of Horace are of a very miscellaneous character, and not capable of being reduced to

any systematic classification ;
yet most of them may be included in a division into four

classes, which has been proposed^ ; viz. Amatory, Convivial, Moral, and Political. By
far the greatest number will come under the first class.

J From Ellmi. in his Specimens nf the Classic Poets, cited § 47. 1. ^See Dunlop, in his Rom. Lit. 3d vol. ed. Lond. 1828.

Cf. Ch.A. Klutz, De felici audacia Horatii. Jense, 1761, found also in Classical Journal, vol. xiii.—On the lyrical poetry

of Hoiace, see also Mansos remarks in Charaht. d. vom. Dichter, vol. v. p. 30\-33i.—Sch.mi, Hist, de la Litt. Rom. i. p. 322

Schoml^rg, as cited § 362. 6. On his Satires and Epistles, Mn7iso in the Charaklere, &c., vol. iv. p. 409 496. Cf. vol. vi. 395

G. Lud. Konig. 0. Satira Romana. Oldenb. 1796. S.—D. C. Morgenslern, De Satirse atque Epistolae Horatianae discrimine. Lips.

1801. i.~Bosca.uxn, in his translation below cited.—Cf. Sulzer's AUg. Theorie, &c. iv. 142.

3. There has been much discussion among the learned respecting the real design
of Horace in the Letter to the Pisos which has borne the title of the "Art of Poetry,"
from the time of Quintilian. One of the most celebrated theories is that of Hard,
who considers the whole piece as referring solely to the drama, and forming a regular
and connected treatise on the subject. Wieland, and other modern critics, interpret

it as not being restricted to the drama exclusively, and as chiefly designed to dissuade
the elder son of Piso from devoting himself to poetry.

Cf. SchUl, Hist. Litt. Rom. i. p. 305.— Z>r. i/urifj Commentary and Notes on the Art of Poetry (with Latin text). Camb. 1757.

Z vols. 8. transl. into German by J. J. Eschenburg. Lips. 1772. 2 vols. S.— lVieland's German translation of the Efislks, with In-

troductions and Notes. Lpz. 17^7. 1818. 2 vols. H.—G- Coimaii, The Art of Poetry, Translated from Horace, with Notes. Lond.

1783. 4.—C. G. Schreiler, De Horatio Platonis aemulo (ejusque epistolas ad Pisones cum hujus Phaedro comparatione). Lips. 1789. 4.

—Jerome de BcsC.i, vol. 4. p. 139 of his Greek Anthology cited § 35). Cf. H. C. A. EichstddtjCeosan novissimarum obs. in Hor.

Epist. ad Pisones. Jenae, 1st Prog. 1810. 2d Prog. 181 1. So\.—f{ieron. (Jer.) de Bosch, Ctirae Secundae in Hor. Epist. ad Pisones.

Jenae, 1812. fol.— C. G. Schelle, Q. Hor. Flac. de Arte Poetica liber, pra;missa disput. de consilio, etc. Lips. 1806. 8

4. Editions.—One of the best is T. W. Daring's. Lips. 1824. 2 vols. 8. Reprinted Glasgow, 1826. 8.—That cf C Fca. Rome,

1811. 2 vols. 8. is highly commended by some (cf. Klilglingh Suppl. p. 196), but less approved by others (Dibdin, ii. 121) ; the

reprint by F. H. Bothe. Heidelb. 1820. 2 vols. 8. is considered preferable.—That of Baxter (Lond. 1725) as improved by Gestner
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(Lpt I7-.2) and Zeune (tpz. 1S15) and especislly F. H. Boihe, Lpz. Iffi2. 8. is we!l spoken of.—Amon? the editions which have

been highly celebraled, R. Btnllry. Amst. 1723. 4. (first publ. Canibr. I'll).—Cuninramius (Cunningham, bitter opponent of

Bentley). I^nd. 1721. 2 vols. 8.-Cr«qwit,i. Antw. 1611. 4.—/). iamfciniit. Par. 1567. 1596. fol.—G«). /"atriduj. Bas. 1555.

2 vols. fol. with the commentaries of Acron and Porphyrio and others —The supposed Prtncepi is a 4lo vol. without prin'er's name,

(Jjle, or place of publication.—Above 600 editions of Horace have been printed.—In our coun'ry there have been three impressions

of the Ddphin edition (i. -Dtrpra. Par. 1691. 4) ; stereotyped Phil. 1823. 8. This is valuable chiefly for its ludzz Vxabulorum ;

the notes, in Latin, are often very ?ood ; the text is not approved.—The edition of B. A. G<Aild, Bost. 1831. 12. has bten much used

in schools ; the eiceplionable parts of the original being omitted.—That of C. Artlhcm, N. York, 1830. 8. has been ranked among the

best editions of Horace. It contains full notes, with valuable prolegomena and excursuses. Cf. Amer. Quart. Rev. vol. viii. p. 72,

Valuable editions of the Odes ; C. D. Jani. Lpz. (ed. Schafer) IS09. 2 vols, g.—C. IV. MiUcherlich. Lpz. ISOC. 2 vols. 8.—

C. VaitdalouTS, Latin and French. Par. 1812. 2 vols. Of the Satires, L, F. Heindarf. Brcsl. 1815. 8. The Epistles, F. E.

T. Schmid. Halb. 1830. 2 vols. 8.

5. Trans'a'ion^.—German.—Best, of whole works. /. E. Voa. Brunsw. (2d ed.) 1820. 2 vols, a—Of Odes, RamUr. Berl. I80Q.

2 vols. 8.—<)f Epistles and Satires, tritland. Lpz. 1818-19. 4 vols. 8. French.—whole, Darji, verse. Par. (5th ed.) 1^0
4 vols. 8.

—

And. Dacier, prose. Par. 1681. 10 vols. 12. often reprinted : now esteemed less than formerly.

—

Sanadcm, prose. Par.

1728. 8 vols. \2.—randerb(mrg, above cited. Enslish—Phi/. Francis (metrical). Lend. (7th ed.) 1773. 4 vols. 8. ed. by Du
Boia. 1S07.—The English of Fraiuxi is given in the Edition Polyglotte, Par. 1S31. impr. 8. conUiniug also besides the Lat. text,

the French by Monjalcon, Span, by Burbot, Ital. by GargaUo, and Germ, by IVieland ^ (^ost ; with a Life of Hor. and biblogr.

notices.— C/ir. .Smart, prose. Lond. 1767.—fFafjon, prose. Lond. (5th ed.) 1762. 2 vols. 8. containing Dr. Douglat'i catalogue of

about SCO editions of Horace ; this gentleman, a physician in the time of (Jeorge II., had a curious library consisting wholly of edi-

tions and translations of Horace.— fV. Boscawen, verse. Stockd. 1793-97. 2 vols. 8. Some years ago, a translation of Horace

into Bibrew was announced as about to be printed in Germany (Anthon's Hor. p. 95.—Cf. Mots, Class. Bibliogr. ii. p. 109).

6. Uluslraiive.—H IVagner, Carmina Horatii Collatione Scriptorum Graecorum illustrata. Hals, 1770-71.—Ct AnlhonU Ori-

ginality of Hor. p. iixi. of his ed. above cited.— /. E. Imm. Walchiut, Diss, de philosophia Horatii Stoica. JensE, 1764.

—

P. F. A.

NUsch, Vorlesungen (iber die klassischen Dichter der Romer. Lips. 1792. 4 vols. 8.

—

Henrici Progr. de Grseca dictione poeseos

Horatii lyricse omatrice. Witteb. 1791. i.—Gaillard, in the Mem. Acad. Inter, vol. xlix. p 2(2.—/. A. IVhidd, Vorlesungen Qber

die Horazischen Oden und Epoden. Cob. 1^5. 8.—C. Beck, Introduction to the Meters of Horace. BosL 1839. 12.

§ 364. Publiiis Ovidius Naso, of Sulmo in the territory of the Pehgni, was of an
equestrian family. He flourished in the reign of Augustus, and died A. D. 16. His
personal history is given by himself (TT-i'sf. iv. 10).—The most remarkable incident is

his banishment from Rome to Tomi on the coast of Thrace ; the real cause of which
cannot be certainly determined. As a poet, he is distinguished especially by a very
fertile imagination and a lively blooming wit ; this, however, too often degenerates into

wantonness, and thus detracts from the just e.xpression of feeling. He also had the

talent for easy and agreeable versification. His largest and most beautiful poem is the

Metamorphoses, or mythical transformations, in five books. Besides these, we have
irom him 21 pieces styled Heroides; 3 books on the Art of love {de Arte amandi); 3

books oi amatory Elegies {Amores) ; 1 book on the Remedy for love {De Hemedio Amo-
ris,; 6 books styled Fasti, a poetical description of the Roman festivals in the first half

of the year; 5 books of elegiac Complaints {Tristia); 4 books of Epistles {Epistolce e

Ponto); and some doubtful smaller pieces. Of his lost productions the tragedy entitled

Medea seems to have been the most important.
1. Ovid was at an early age brought to Rome with an elder brother to be educated

for an orator and civilian. He had a preference for poetry, but by the wish of his father

studied and practiced according to the usual methods in the rhetorical schools at Rome
under eminent teachers. He afterwards went to Athens. Subsequently he visited the

chief ciiies; of Asia, with ^Emilius Macer, and at^terwards spent some months at Syra-
cuse in Sicily. On his return to Rome he for a short time engaged in legal and civil

business, but soon renounced it for the .'service of the muses. Horace and Propertius

were his familiar friends. He enjoyed the favor of Augustus for many years, until very
suddenly, at the age of 51, he was banished. Ovid had adopted and practically fol-

lowed ihe Epicurean philosophy. He betrayed much weakness of character under his

banishment, and employed much adulation to procure a recal, but m vain. He died at

Tomi at the age of 60.

/. Maston. Vila Ovidii. Amstel. 1708. 8.—Aug. S. Gerber, Ovids Schicksale wihrend seiner Verbannung. Riga, ISO. 8.—

Dunl'p's Hist. Rom. Lit. vol. ni.—Rosmini, Vita di Publio Ovidio Nasone. Ferrarae, 1789. 8.

2. Diff'TPnt conjectures have been formed respecting the cause of Ovid's banishment. The
ost<*nsiblp reason was the licentious tendency of his poetry; but the true reason was something
else. Some of the earlier critics imagined that it was because Ovid cherished an illicit attach-
•lent for .Tiilia the daughter of Aiigusliis. Dryden conjectured, that Ovid had intruded into the
bath of l.ivia. the wife of Augustus. Tirabnschi supposed that Ovid had observed accidentally
lome instance of eross immorality in Julia the emperor's daughter. Scholl adopts the idea that
it was bpcause Ovid had witnessed some scene, which revealed to him a state secret relating to

Jlie domestic jealousies in the family of Augustus.

See Schm. Kist. Li't. Rom. i. 240.—iL Ouvent, Noctes Haganae. Franek. 1780. 4. Oib- •"• c. 5).—Cf. Harla, Suppl. ad Brev.

Notit Lit. Rom I. P. p. Ho.—Bayeux, in his translation, below cited.

3. The Metamorphoses of Ovid were chiefly derived from Greek books, which are

lost : the work is highly valuable as a record of ancient mythology. The Fasti mn.y

be viewed as a sort of continuation of the ^letamorphoses, furnishing a store of infor-

mation respecting the superstitions of the Romans and the Greeks.
/. TV. L. yftilman. Comment, de causis et auctoribus narralionum de mutatis formis. Lips. 1786. S.—The Mttamorphota

.

wiih Abbe Binier's Explanation of Ihe His'ory of Mytholosy, in English. Lond. 1747. 8 Abbe Banitr, Remarqces, ac in h.»

translation below oiled.-Gieriir, Diss, on the Fasti and Metam. in his euitious below cited,—£dui. Gibbon in his MiscellaneoD*
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Works fcited § 362. 6).—SchSll, Hist Litt. Rom. i. 266.— Baftr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. p. 171.—P. H. G. Geseniw, Symbols obseira-

tioDum in Ovidii Fastos. Alton. 1806. 8.

—

Rob. Hooke, Physical Explanations of several Fables in Ovid's Metamorphoses, &c. in

bis works ed. by Rich. Waller. Lond. 1"05. 8.

4. Other pieces ascribed to Ovid, besides those already named, are the This, the Halieutica, on
Fishes, and the Medicamina Faciei, or vieans of preserving beauty. The Ibis, or Dira in Ibis, is a
poem of above 600 lines, a sort of imprecation upon an miEratefiil friend (cf. $ 345), supposed to
be directed asrainst Hysinus ; and written during the author's exile. The genuineness of the
Halieutica is doubted. Of the third, a mere fragment remains. An Elegy entitled JVux has also

been ascribed to Ovid, but its claims to such an authorship are doubted.—There are several pro-
ductions that have been falsely ascribed to Ovid (Supposita Ovidio) ; among them, three books
entitled de Vetula, fabricated in the middle ages, and said to have been brought from the tomb of
Ovid to Constantinople'. The name of ^!(/«s Safcinws should be mentioned here. He was a
contemporary and friend of Ovid. He commenced a work, which death hindered his finishins,

entitled Dies, and which perhaps suggested to Ovid the idea of his Fasti. Sabinus composed
three Epistles in answer to three of Ovid's Epistolm Heroidnm; which are commonly published
with those of Ovid ; and some critics have considered Sabinus as the author of siz of the twenty-
one in the collection commonly ascribed to Ovid^.

1 Cf. Fah-icius, Biblioth. Lat. i. 463-469.—fliirZei, Supplem. ad Brev. Not. i. 478. 2 See ScKoll, Litt. Rom. i. 345.

5. Editions.—W hoi e VV rks.—Best ; P. Burmann. Amst. 1727. 4 vols. 4. Oxf. 1825. 5 vols. 8. with selected notes.—/.

A. Amar. Par. 1820, ss. 9 vols. 8. in Lemaire's Bibl.—C/i. IV. Metschcrlich. Goll. 1819. 2 vols. 8. Good; N. Heinsius.

Anisl. 1661. 3 vols. 12.—/. F. Fischer. Lpz. 1758. 2 vols. S.—Bip07iline. Argent. 1811. 3 vols. 8. Princeps, Azoguidi.

Bonon. 1471. fol. no perfect copy known to exist. M e tam orph oses.— G. £ Gierig'. Lpz. 1806. 2 vols. 8. 3d ed. impr. by

/. C. Jahn. Lpz. 1821. 2 vols. 8.—£. C. Ch. Bach. Han. 1832-36. 2 vols. 8. F a s t i.—G. E. Gierig. Lpz. 1812-14. 2 vols. 8

T r i s t i a and Epistolse e Ponto.—/. /. Oberlin. Strassb. 1778. 8. ed. F. T. Platz. Hann. 1825. 8. E pistols Htroidvm.

—D. J. Van Lennep, 2d ed. Amst. 1812. 12.— F. Loers. Col. 1831. 2 vols, 8. A more s.—CA. G. Wernsdorf. Helmsl. 1788.

2 vols. 8. Numerous editions of the Metamorphoses, and of selections from Ovid, have been published for schools.—We mention

B. A. Gould, Excerpta ex scriptis P. Ovidii Nasonis. Best. 1835. 8.

6. Translations.—German.—Whole Works, by N. G. Eichhoff. Frankf. 1796-1823. 5 vols, 8.—Metamorphoses, by /. B Vast.

Berl. 1798. Brunsw. 1S29. 2 vols. 8. French.—Whole works, by Fran, de Pompignan. Par. 1799. 7 vols. 8.—Metamorpho-

ses, Abbe Banier (avec des Remarques et des explications, et figures gravees). Par. 1767-71. 4 vols. 4.—G. 77i. VMeneuve. Par.

1806. 4 vols. 8.—Fasti, by F. Desaintange (de St. Ange), verse. Par. 1804. 2 vols. 8.—by Bayeux, avec des Recherches d'Histoire,

&c. Par. 1783-88. 4 vols. 8. Italian.—G. Solori. Gen. 1815. 3 vols. 8. English.-Fasti, W. Massey, verse, Lond. 1757. 8.

not highly approved.—Tristria, /. Sterling, {Lsl\. &. Engl.) Lond. 1752. 8 —Heroides, /. £t«m, verse. Lond. 1787. S.—Cl. Sulzer,

AUg. Theor. ii. p. 572.—Metamorphoses, by Pope, Gay, Philips, and others. Lond. 1732. 12.

—

Jos. Davidson, prose. Lond. 1759. 8.

—Cf. Sulzer, ii. p. 123.—.4. Golding. Lond. 1575.—Cf. Warton's Eng. Poetry, iv. 235, of ed. cited § 359. 2.—N. Bailey, Lat. ft

Engl, with notes. Lond. 1822. 8. There is a Greek version of the Metamorphoses, made by Manuel Planudes, first published

by Boissonade. Par. 1822.

7. Illustrative.-£rfm. Burton, Genius and writings of Ovid ; in his Ancient Characters deduced from Classieal Remains. Cambr.

1763. 8.—/. Jwtin, in Tracts Philological, &c. cited § 360. 5.—/. Fr. Pfaffius, De Ortibus et occasibus siderum, &c. cited § 269. 2.

— Mamo. on the poelrj' of Ovid, in the CharaMere d. vom. Dichter, iii. 325.

—

Gaillard, in the Afcm. Acad. Inscr. vol. xlix. p. 279.

—D. T. Ruhnhen, Dictata ad Ov. Heroides, ed. by E. F. Friedemann. Lips. 1831. 8.

•Ji 36.5. Cornelius Severus was a poet or rather a versifier of the same period, who
died very young, B. C. ]4. Had he hved longer, it is ahogether probable that he

would have risen to the rank of an acknowledged poet. For in the poem entitled

JEtna, the only production by him of which we have the whole, there are various hap-

py passages, that indicate a lively fancy ; this work is by some, however, ascribed to

the younger Lucilius. The fragment upon the death of Cicero is perhaps a part of his

poem on the Sicilian War, of which he had completed the first book.

1. This youth was a friend of Ovid, and is mentioned by Quintilian (x. 1) as of very

promising genius. Ovid alludes to a poem of Severus, which he calls carmen regale

[Ep. e Ponl. iv.); of its character and design nothing is known.—The .Xtna consists

of 640 verses, on the eruptions of that volcano. Scholl assents to the criticism which
ascribes this poem to an author in the time of Nero.

Cf. § 334, 33i.—Scholl, Hist. Litt Rom. ii. p. a06.—lVemsdorf, vol. 4. of Poet. Lat. Min. cited § 348. 2.—Schmid, Meinecke,

and Jacobs, as cited below.

2. Editions. In Stephani Frag. vet. poet, cited § 348. also in Wernsdorf, above cited, and in Lemaire's Poet. Lat. Min. vol. iii.

—Separately, Th. Corallus (,J. Clericus). Amst. 1715. S.—C. A. Sclimid, (with Germ. Trans.) Brunsw. 1769. 8.—/. H. F. Mel-

neche, (n-ith Germ. Trans.) Quedl. 1818. 8.—F. Jacobs. Lips. 1826. 8. ascribing the poem to Lucilius Junior.

3. Translations.—French.—/. Accarias de Serionne, V Etna de P. C. S. et les sentences de Publ. Syrus traduites, etc. Par.

1736. 12.

§ 366. Caius Pedo Albinovanns, a contemporary and friend of Ovid, is ranked

among the elegiac poets. There is extant a poem entitled Cojisolatio ad Liviam, ad-

dressed to Livia Augusta in condolence upon the death of Drusus Nero, which is

supposed to be from this poet, but which some ascribe to Ovid ; there is also a frag-

ment on the voyage of Drusus Germanicus in the North Sea. His epigrams are lost.

Both of the elegies by some attributed to him, that on the death of Maecenas {Be ohitu

3I(Bce7iatis) and that on the last words of Maecenas {De McBcenate morihundo), do not

appear worthy of this author.

1. Nothing" is known of the hfe of Albinovanus. He seems to have been distin-

guished for his etforts in heroic verse. Ovid appUes to him the epithet sidereus. The
Consolutio nd Liviam, of 64 lines, is preserved in Seneca the rhetorician (cf. ^ 414),

and is .considered a production worthy of the Augustan age.

Respecting the pieces ascribed to Pedo Albinovanus, cf. Burmann, Anthol, Lat. cited § 348. 2.—Bech, as below cited (2).—iwn

atecenauaaa. Gott. 1824.—SeAo«, Litt. Rom. i. 342. Cf. Falrricius, Bibl. Lat. i. 376.
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2. Ml the pieces are,found in some editions of Virgil, among the Catalecta. Also in LematVe's Poet Lat. Min. vol. 2d and 3d.—

Separately, Th. drrallm (i. e. J. Clericus.) Amsl. 1715. S.-J. U. F. Maiiecke, with Germ, trans, in verse. Quedl. 1819. 8.—The

elegies, by /. C. Bremer. Helmst. 1774. 8.—Cm>solalio nd Liviam by CA. D. £tck. Lips. ISOl. 8.

^ 3C7. Gratius Faliscus, a Roman poet of the first century of the Christian era, is

mentioned by Ovid in his Epistles from Pontus, but by no other ancient writer. We
have from him a didaciic poem on Hunting {Cynegelica), which was first discovered
by San7iazaro in France.

1. From a passage in his poem, Gratius is supposed to have been born in the ter-

ritory of the Falisci. The portion of the poem now extant consists of 540 hnes in

hexameter. It is not without merit. There is also a fragment on Fishing, which has
been ascribed to him.

Cf. .ScA H, Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. i. p. 273.-BaAr, p. 204— fTmudor/, and Lemaire, as cited below.

2. Editions,

—

Pmiceps, by G. Login {apud lieredei Aldi). Ven. 1534. 8. with Nemesian and Calpurnius.—It is found in Wemf
dorf's Collection (ciied 5 248) ; also in Lemaire't Min. Poels, vol. i (cf. ) 248).—See likewise. Poetx Latini rei venalitx Scrip-

lart-'!, &c , cited ^ 248. 2 —Cf. § 383. 2.—Also, with fraffmentson fowling, by R. Stem, Hal. 1832. 8.

3. Translations.—English.—CArtJf. Wase. The poem of Hunting by Grat. Faliscus; transl. into English verse. Lond.

1654. 12.

^ 368. Puhlius Syrus, a Roman slave from Syria, lived in the time of Augustus.
He obtained his liberty on account of his peculiar talents. His Climes, or mimic plays
of the kind which Cicero calls ethological or moral, were highly valued by the Ro-
mans. We have only some detached passages and sentences, which are in general
recommended by their own moral excellence.

1. Having obtained celebrity by his representations in the provincial towns of Italy,

he was invited to Rome to assist in the public spectacles given by Caesar. His popu-
larity was very great, and enabled him to live in splendor and luxury. The names
of none of the Mimes of Publius have been preserved. 1 heir nature and subjects are

not precisely known. The sentences or maxims now extant are most of them brief,

seldom exceeding a single line ; they amount to eight or nine hundred in number.
La Bruyere, in his Characteristics, has made a free use of the maxims of Publius.

Cf. Dunlop, i. p. 232.—Schm, i. 208.-£a/ir, 116.

2. Editions.-Often given in the editions of Phxdrus, e. g. in Benlley's (cited § 372. 2).—Separately ; /. Gruter (as ed. by S.

Havercamp). Lu?d. B.il. (Leyden) 1727. 8.—/. F. Krenisier. Lpz. IS09. 9. with the comm. of Erasmus, and Germ, version.—

Probably best, J. C. Orelli. Lpz. 1822. 8. with a Supplement Lips. 1S24. Cf. B'dhr, p. 776. The Princeps, by Des. Erasrrmt.

Bas. 1502. 4.

3. Translations.—German.—%7. C Schwartz. Gott 1813. 8. metrical. French—J. Accarias de Serionne. Par. 1736. 12.

with the ^Ina of P. Corn. Severus. English.-/. Elphinstone, in his Poetic SenlentioH Latini. Lat. & Engl. Lond. 1794. 12.

4. There were two writers of Mimes, contemporary with Publius Syrus, who may be men-
tioned here, Decimus Laherius, and Cneiits Jt/afa'us.—Laberius was a Roman i<nipht, who at the
age of sixty was requested by .Julius CEes;ir to act on the stage the ISlimes, which he had written
merely for amusement. Mortified by the preference given by Caesar to Publius, he retired from
Rome to Puteoli. where he died not long after the assassination of Caesar. Tlie titles and a few
inconsiderable fragments of43of his mitn^s are still e.xtant. The principal fragment is the Pro~
locrne to the first piece he acted ; it consists of 29 lines, preserved by Macrobius. Jilaltius or
Matius wrote chiefly in iambic meter, whence his pieces were termed Miwiambi. Only a few
lines from (hem are preserved. He is said to have translated the Iliad of Homer.

Respecting ~^e ' writers, cf. Dunlop, i. 330, ss —SchSU, i. 20S.—IV. C. L. Ziegler, De Mimis Romanorum. Gott. 17S9. 8. con.

taiuing the (i\x uts of Laberiut if Matius.—F. L. Becker, D. Laberii Mimi Prologus. Lips. 1787. 8.

§ 369. A^arcns Manilius, a native Roman, probably belongs to the age of Augus-
tus, but litti? is known of his history. A poem which has come down from him to

us, is entitled Astronomicon; treating of the supposed influence of the stars on human
destiny. It consists of five books ; the fifth, however, is imperfect, and probably was
not the last of the poem. It is more valuable for the history of astronomy than for

poetical merit ; to which only a few passages, chiefly the introductions to the several

books, can hold a claim. The obscurity of many passages is owing to the defective

state of the manuscripts.

1. In two verses Manilius speaks of Rome as his own city, but Bentley the Cele-

brated English critic, pronounces them both interpolations, and maintains that he was
born in Asia. Some critics have assigned this writer to an age later than that of Au-
gustus.

Schmi, Hist. Litt. Rom. i. 276.—Pingre, as below cited.—M. Dan. Ruber, Observ. in M. Manilii Astronom. Bas. r89. 4 —
Jcrrlin's Tracts, &c., cited § 360. 5.

2. Editions— Best ; A. G. Pingre. Par. 1786. 2 vols. S.—R. Bentley. Lond. 1739. 4. Bentley's criticisms are opposed .B the

edition (not highly approved by //ojto) of £. S?<rton. Lond. 1783. 8.—Contained also in the £ipon(t7i« Virgil, Bip 17S3. 8 and

in Letnaire's Poet. Lat. Mio. vol. vi.—The Princeps by Jo. Resiomantaiivj. Norimb. (probably) 1472. 4.

3. Translations.—French —By Pingre, in his ed. just cited. English.—fid. Sherburne. Lond. 1.675. fol. metrical.—T^omoJ

Creech. Lond. 1697. 8. inetrical.

§ 370. Ccpsar Germanicvs was grandson to Augustus, being the son of Drusus who
was a son of Livia. the wife of Augustus. He was adopted by Tiberius, but after-

wards, l)y command of this emperor, was poisoned at Antioch. His bodily and men-
tal endowments are highly celebrated in history. He is known as a poet, by his

translation of the <^aiv6ntva of Aratus, and bv some fragments, particularly of a poem
73 3 C
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called Dioftemeia or Pro^nostica. There are also some epigrams from him, included
among the Calalecta of Virgil.

1. The name Germanici/s was derived from his celebrated victories over the Ger-
mans. Tiberius was jealous of his popularity, and on this account, after calling him
from Germany under pretence of granting him a triumph, sent him on a mUitary
expediiion into Syria. Germanicus died at the age of 35, A. D. 19.—He was well
acquainted with Greek letters, and was a good orator. We have a considerable frag-

ment of Aratus, accompanied with Latin scholia drawn from the Catasterisms of Era-
tosthenes ; the translation is not exact. Of the Diosemeia, four fragments are extaut

;

it was derived from several Greek works of different authors.

Schmi. i. 2H.—Encydop. Americana—L. D. B. (Lmiis de Beaufort), Histoire de Cesar GennaD. Lugd. Bat. I74I. S.—J. C.

Schauhach, De Arati Solensis interprelibus Romanis (Ctc., Cia. German., el R. F. Avieno) Commenlalio. Meining. 1817. 4.

2. Editions.—/. C. Schwartz, Coburg, 1715. 8.—Given in Lemaire't Min. Lat. Poet vol. v'l.—Princeps, (with Manilius)

Bonon. 1474. fol.

^ 371 *. Mmilius Macer, a native of Verona, was a friend of Tibullus and Ovid.

He died in Asia, B. C. 17. He wrote a poem, entitled Theriaca, an imitation of that

of Nicander (cf. ^ 74); a poem on birds {O rnitho^onia) ; and another on the war of

Troy, a completion of the Iliad. The ancients also speak of annals wrUten by him.

A few lines only are extant of all his works.—Some consider the friend of Ovid, and
author of the completion of the Iliad, to have been a different person from the author

of the other pieces.

1. The poem De Btrbarum virtutilus, in 5 books, by some ascribed to Macer, is a production of the middle ages.—Cf. B'dhr

p 176,202.

2. Editions.-TJie fragments of Macer are given in MatlaireU Op. et Fragm. vet. Poet. Lat. vol. ii.—Cf. fVemidorf, Poet. Lat,

Min. vol. iv.—The fullest edition of the De Herb. Virtutibua. Bas. 1581. 8. {cum G. Picturii eiposilione.)

§ 372. Phcedrus, according to the common account a native of Thrace, and a freed-

man of Augustus, is celebrated for his five books of M.sopia7i Fables. They are in

Iambic verse of six feet, related with much natural ease and simplicity. Notwithstand-

ing the slightness of the accounts we have of him. and the silence of the ancient

authors concerning him, his existence cannot justly be questioned, as has been done
by some.

1. Phaedrus is not mentioned by any ancient writer, unless by Martial (iii. 20), down
to the time of Avienus; and all that is known of him is drawn from his own writings.

His fables were unknown till 1595, when Fr. Pithou discovered a copy in the library

of St. Remy at Rheims and sent the manuscript to his brother Pet. Pithou, who pub-

lished the first edition. This is supposed to be the only manuscript in existence, an-

other at Rheims having been consumed by fire in 1774. But there is a manuscript of

Nicolas Perotto (who was archbishop of .Alanfredonia, about the middle of the 15th

century), containing a collection of fables for his nephew, which includes all those that

benr the name of Phaedrus. Prof. Christ, of Leipzig, in two treatises, published in

174S and 1747, questions the existence of Phosdrus, and ascribes the fables to Perotto.

Sc/toll, Hisi. Litl. Rom. ii 343-3^8.—/. F. Christ, De Phaedro ejusque fabulis Prolusio. Lips. 1746. 4.—/. N. Funk (Funccivi),

Apiilogia pro Phaedro. Rintel. 1747.—CAmf (in answer to Funccius), Expositio ad eruditos de Phxdro, sc. Lips. 1747. 8.—

Schwabe, in his ed. below cited.

2. Editinns.-Best ; /. G. S. Schwabe. Brans. 1806. 2 vols. 8. containing also the fables of Romulut. This is the basis of the

ed. by ^^alpy. I/ind. 1822. 9.—J. B. de Xivrey. Far. 1S30. 8—That of P. Burmann, Leyd. 1727. 4. is celebrated. -Dtserving

of mention •Isn, R. Bentley. Lond. 1725. 4. with Terence and the Mimes of Svrus. Cf. Fr. Bare, Epistola Crilica, &c. Lond.

1726. i.—Dibdin, ii 2S1.-A good school edition, W. Langt. Halle, IS23. i.—\C.J. Brffmanru Berl. 1836. 8. Princepi,

by Pi(-CEtt'(Pilhnu). Augostod. Tricars 1596. 12.

3. Translations.—German.-C. A. Vogelsang, metrical, 2d ed. Lpz. 1823. 8. (ceteris facile palmam prsecipit, KlUgJine).

French.—7. B. Gail. Par. 1798. 4 vols. 12. with .Esop and La Fontaine. English.—7%. Dyche. Lond. 1715. 8.—SdrKng.

Lond. 1771. 8 —J. P. Sattler, iambic verse. Norimb. 1798. 12.

4. Illustrative.—/. F. Gntner, Spiciiegium Observ. ad Phasdri priores libros duo. Jense. 1745. i—Th. J. A. .'khillz. Obs. crit.

in Phapdrum. Laub. 1770. 8.—L. Bij'stel, Grammatisches Lexiccm. Uber den Phaedrus. Lpz. 1808. B.~A. C. Meinthe, Worter-

buch 7* Phadri Fabeln. Lemg. 1801. S.—Jacobi, Lat. Fabulisten, in Charahtere d. vom. Dichler, vi. 29.

5. Tn 1808, a supplement to Phsrlrns was piihlished at Naples by Casfffo, consisting of 32 fnhles,

f"i!nd by him in the manuscript of Perotto above mentioned, wfiich was deposited in the Rnyal
lihrHry at 1 1. at city. About .30 of the fables however had been discovered in the same manuscript
by J Ph. DnrviUe, and by him transcribed and submitted to Burmann, before the publication of
his edition of Phaedrus. Burmann viewed them as spurious (cf. Pref to his ed. above cited).

DnrriJie's copy seems to have been lonff forponen, btit at leneth it came into the hands of Prof.

F.irli<tat!t ai Jena, and was used by him in preparins his edition of the new fables in 1812. In

1811. the discovery of the same fables was claimed by Janeih or Gianelli, in an edition of the
manuscript of Perotto.

KlUeliiig. Suppl. to Harles, p. 2'^5.—EiehHiidt. Phaedri quae feruntur Fabulae xxzii.. &c. Jen. 1812. fol. denying their genoine-

nei-s ; which is defended in the ed. en'itled Pluedri Fabulae novae et veteres, &c. Par. 1812. 8.—The ed. of Janelli is entitled

Cnder. Peirolliuuj, &.C. Niples, ISII. 8. In ihe same year, Casilto published his 3d edition.—Cf. Vandcrbovre, on the fables

lately ascribed to Phasdnis, &c., Mem. de Vhvitilut, Classe d' Biit. et Lit. Aruu vol. viii. p. 316.—.5. Mai, Fabi/lae novae xziii.

cod. Vaticiano redintegratae, &c Zurici, 1832. 8.

•S 373. Auhis Persius Flarnis, a native of Volfenae in Etruria was a pupil of the

Stoic Annaeus Cornutus, about A. D. 50. He died in the 28th year of his age. We
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have from him only six satires, and Quintilian speaks of him only as author of one book
of satires, by which however he has acquired much celebrity. They are specially

remarkable as containing earnest and impressive casiigaiions of the then prevalent cor-

ruption of morals, enforced witli rather more of Stoic ^everity than of true poetic spirit.

The frequent allusions and references to pecuharities of his own age render many
passages obscure to us ; and this difficulty is the greater because the style in general is

concise and hard.

1. Persius is said to have commenced his studies at Rome at the age of 12. A fine

personal appearance and an excellent character are ascribed to him ; his health was
delicate. On his death, A. D. 62, he left his library of 700 volumes and a sum of
money, to his preceptor Cornutus; who accepted, however, only the books.—Cor-
nutus, from regard to the reputation of his pupil, advised the mother of Persius to

destroy all his writings except the satires, which were committed to CcBsius Bassus,
himself a lyric poet, for the purpose of publication.

Respecting the character and Poetry of Persius, cf. Scholl, li. 3\3.—Selis, Dissertation sur Perse. Par. 1783. 8.—f'. Pasioio,

Ceber das Leben und die Schriflen des Persius, iu his ed. below cited.

—

Manso'i Character, &c., id Cltarahtere d. vorn. Dic/Uer,

»L 81.

—

Gamier in the Mem. de VJicad. da Inscr. vol. xlv.

2. Editions.—ftrriuj is very commonly printed with Juvenal. Separately, Best; G. L. Konig. Gott. 1804. 8. with i com-

mentary in separate volume.— Basis of that by A. J. f^alpy. Lond. 1820. S.—F. Plum. Havn. 1827. ^.—^F.DUbner. Lips.

1833. i —Achaintre. Par. 1812. 8— In I.emaire'a Coll. That of Casauboru Par. 1605. 8. celebrated for CaJat/i</?i'j Com
mentary. Republ. Lond. 1647. 8. —/Vtnceps, by Uldaricus GaUus, probably Rome, I46S or "0. small fol. {Fuhrmann.)

3. Translations.—German.—.?VajiZ. Passow, metrical, with Lat. text. Lpz. 1809. 8.—/. Fr. IVagner. LUneb. 1811. 8.—

•

French.—Se/ts, metrical. Par. 1775.—/>. Pieire. Fir. ISOO. 8.—RaouL Par. 1812. 8. Uali^o.—Marc. Aurel. Soranus. Vea.

1778. 8. Emnsh.—Dryden. Lond. 1693. fol. with Juvenal.— £. Owen. Lond. 1786. S.—IV. Drummond. Lond. 1793. 8.—

Also by Sheridan, by Gifford, and by Madan. Cf. § 380. 4.—T. Mitchell, as cited § 355. 4.

§ 374. Lucius Annans Seneca, son of the rhetorician IVr. A. Seneca (cf. ^ 355. 4.

§ 414), flourished about the middle of the 1st century, and was celebrated as a philo-
sopher. He was a native of Corduba in Spain, but was removed to Rome while yet a
cliild. After many vicissitudes he became the instructor of the emperor Nero, by
A'horn he was finally sentenced to death, under the charge of having participated in the
conspiracy of Piso. Seneca was allowed the privilege of determining himself the mode
•if his execution, and chose to have his veins opened ; but as the blood did not readily
flow, he took poison (cf. ?> 469. 1). That he was a poet is well known from the testi-

mony of other writers. The ten tragedies which are ascribed to him, are certainly in

part the production of others, as their style is extremely unequal. The last of them,
entitled Ocfavia, cannot be from him. as is evident from its subject and contents. In
general, these pieces are far removed from the noble simplicity of the Greek tragedies,
and are defective in plan and execution, although by no means destitute of particular
beauties.

1. The tragedies ascribed to Seneca have afforded for the critics much matter of
debate, on the question of their genuineness and their merits. Among the testimonies
that Seneca was a poet, are Quintilian (hist. Or. x.) and Tacitus (Ann. xiv. 52).
'^ Lipsius maintained that the ISTedea, regarded by him as the best of the 10 tragedies,
was the genuine production of Seneca the philosopher; but that the other 9 were from
another Seneca, who lived in the time of Trajan. The majority of critics attribute to
the philosopher not only the Medea, but also Hipipolytus, Agameimion, and The Tro-
jans (Troas or Troades): and some consider the last as the best tragedy. The six
other pieces, Hercules Furens, Tlujesles, Thebais or PhoenissaB, CEdipiis, Hercules
CElo'us. and Octavia, they do not regard as being the work of one poet ; but
think them to have proceeded from several authors, and to have been added to those
of Seneca by copyists. The last mentioned, Octavia, is the only one constructed of
materials furnished by Roman history, and is an instance of the fabtila tosata (cf.

'5i 316); all the others are founded in Greek traditions." In this piece Xerosis intro-
duced as a speaker, and in one passage (vs. 732) there seems to be a plain allusion to
the mode of his death.

Schmi, His*. Litt. Rnni. ii. 257.—H. G. PU^amm, De viliis trajoediarum, qua- tu1?o Senecse tribuuntur. Gott. 1765. i.—Sclde-

gel, Lect. on Dramat. Literature.—7 G. C. Klolz-ich, De Annaeo Seneca, uno tragcediarum qus supersunt omnium auctnre. Viteb.

1802. 8.—Bee*, in Pref. to his ed. below cited. -F. Jacobs, in the Charakt. rf. v. nichter, iv. 332.—/. Jarlin, Remarks on Seneca, in

Tracts, &c., cited § 360. 5.—/. /. Scaliger, Animadv. crit. in his Opuscida. Par. 1610. 4.

2. There is extant a satirical piece ascribed to Seneca, entitled 'A-o.foXox-{ivrM7i? (Jle-
tajnorphosis of a Gourd), or more properly Ludus de morte Claudii. It is a mock apo-
theosis, a satire on the emperor Claudius, partly in prose and partly in verse; consi-
dered as unworthy of Seneca, and probably spurious. Several epigrams are found also
in his name, but they are not received as genuine.—The Prose writings of Seneca are
noticed in another place C?* 442, 469).

3. Editions.—W hole W o r k s. see § 469. 4.—T r a 5 e d i e s —Best, Fr. H. Bothe. Lpz. 1819. 3 vols. 8 —J rrhtrf ffa-

den. Lpz. 1821. 2 vols. 8.—Noted amoni the earlier, /. C. Schrsedr. Delphis (Delft), 1728. 4.—/. Fr. Gronoviu-s. Amst. 16S2. ».

[This is called by Dihdin a reprint of the 3d edit, of the Variorum. Lu»d. Bat. 1651 ; it his an engraved frontispiece representin?

the subjects of the several plays. I have before me a copy of it which was given in the year 1694 (0 a pupil of the Gymnasium of

Dort (Gymjuwtt Dordraceni) as a " Prstmium literarium" (" boni profcctus tut hottimentum^ ; the testimonial is in a printej
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Latin formula, with the actual signatures of the Examiners and Rector; on the outside of the cover is an impression in gold leaf

representing the goddess of letters, with her ancient symbols, in the act of presenting a book of modern form, surmounted by the

inscription Minerva Dordracma.^—Plantin. Antw. 15S8. S.—Jlldva. Ven. 1517. S.—Princeps, A. Galluf. Feirara, 14S4. fol.

Of single plays we can only mention here Hercules, T. Baden. 1T9S. S.—T h y e s t e s, /"r. Horn, with Germ, version.

Penig. 1802. S.—M e d e a, Charks Beck (Prof Lat. in Harv. Un.), Bost. 1S34. 18.—The epigrams and the Satire are found in some

of the editions of the Tragedies ; also in the editions of whole wO'ks.—The Satire {Ludiis, &c.), Fr Ch. Neubur, Lit. & Germ.

Lpz. 1729. 8. It was first published about 1515 by Rhenanus (cf the Notilia LiUraria, of the Bipont edition of Seneca, p. lix.).

—

Ft. E. Guascus. Vercell. 1787. 8.—Cf. Dan. Heinaius, De Senecae Apocolocyntosi, iu his Grationea. Lujd. Bat. 1627. 8.

4. Translations.—German.—7. JV Rose, in his Tragische Bilhne, cited § 312. French —L. Couyd, Theatre de Seneque. Par.

1796. 2 vols. 8.—/. J. Rmisseau, of the LvJtis de morte Claudii, in his Worlis, cited P. IV. § 12. I. vol. 14th. English.—Sfud-

ley, Heywood, and others. Lond. 1581. See an account of this curious version in T. IVartcn's Hist. Eng Poetry, p. 205, vol. iv.

ed. Lond. 1824.—£. Sherlnime. Lond. 1708. 8.—A gamemnon, Blachmore, in his Miscellaneous Poems. 1718. 8.

^ 375. Marcus AnncBUS Lucanus, a poet of the 1st century, was a native of Corduba.
He was born A. D. 38, and died A. D. 65. His father was a brother of Seneca the

philosopher. Nero was jealous of his poetical talents; and Lucan, having taken part

in a conspiracy against Nero, was by him condemned to die. The subject of his poem
enliiled Pharsalia, in 10 books, is the civil war between Ceesar and Pompey, which
was terminated by the battle fought in the plain of Pharsalia. It is historical rather

than epic; too strictly limited to real occurrences, and too uniform in the style of nar-

rative. But h contains excellent delineations of character, and finely wrought speeches.

1. Lucan was educated at Rome and Athens. At the early age of 14, he was
accustomed to declaim in Greek and Latin verse. By his uncle Seneca, the preceptor

of Nero, he was brought into some intimacy with that prince. Nero bestowed on him
the offices of quaestor and augur. Lucan imprudently became a competitor with the

prince in a poetical contest, and received the prize ; but he was soon forbidden to de-

claim again in public. This perhaps instigated him to join the party of Piso. Lucan is

charged by Tacitus {Ann- xv. 56) with having betrayed his mother Anicia as an accom-
plice in the conspiracy, for the sake of propitiating the favor of Nero. But he did

not thus secure his own life ; Nero only allowed him to choose the mode of his death.

He left a widow named PoUa Argenlaria, highly praised for her character.

SchTU, Hist. Lilt. Rom. ii. 286.—The Life of Lncan, ascribed to Sueloriius, is found in several editions ; also in some another

Life drawn from a very ancient commentary.—Cf. Murphy, Note to Tac. Ann. xv. 56. containing an apology for Lucan.

2. We have the titles of several pieces by Ltican, which have perished; among which are,
Saliirnalia, Burning' of Rome, Medea, an unfinished tragedy, and Combat of Hector and Jichilles

,

composed at the aee of 12.—There is extant a poem in 201 verses, containing a Eulogy on Piso,

author of the conspiracy against Nero, which has been ascribed by some to Lucan, by others to
Ovid, but by most critics to Saleius Bassus.

Schbll, ii 292.—Fabricius, vol. ii. p. 150.— (ftrnsrfor/, Poet. Lat. Min. 4»h vol.—Lemaire, Poet. Lat. Min. 3d vol. Respect-

ing Lucaii's works, see also the Charaht. d. v- Dichter, vii. 340.—G. Meusel, Diss, de Lucani Pharsaliis. Hala;, 1763. 4.—G. Wad-

del, Animadvers. critics, &c. Edinb. 1734. S.—Jortin, as ci'ei § 360. S.—Marmontel, in Preface to his transl.'below cited.—La
Harpe, in his Melanges Litteraires. Par. 1765. \2.—H. Blair, Lectures on Rhetoric, &c., lect. xliii.

3. EJitions.—Best, C. F. Webir. Lpz. 1821-31. 3 vols. 8. On the basis of G. Carte. Lips. 1726. 8. which was published be-

fore the editor's plan was coniideled {Dibdin, ii. 186).—ij. Benlley (published by his grandson R. Cumberland, ifter B.'s death).

Strawberry Hill, 1760. 4. celebrated for its beauty chiefly (ZWMih). Reimpr. Glasg. 1816. 8.-§ C. H. IVeist. Quedl. 1835. 8.—

Noted among the earlier, P. Burmann. Lugd. BaL 1740. 4. The text of Burmann is partly followed in the Biporitine. Sirassb.

(Argent.) 1807. 8.—Fr. Oudendorp. Leyd. 1728. 4.—H. Grotiua. Ant. 1614 8. Grotius was a great admirer of Lucan, and if

said to have carried a copy always with him {semper in »tnu).—The Princepi, by Sweynheym If Pannartz (print.) Rom.

1469. fol.

4. Translations.—German.—PA, L. Haus. Mannh. 1792. 2 vols. S.—Clu B. H. Piitcrius, of the 7th book, describing the battle.

Berl. 1802. S. French.—/. F. Marmontel (prose). Par. 1766. 2 vols 8. also in his (Euvres Completes. English.—iVtc Roux

(verse). Lond. 1718. fol. 1807. 3 vols. 12.—r. May, 2d ed. Lond. 1731. 12. verse, cf. Tytler, on Translation.

§ 376. Caius Valerius Flaccus, probably a native of Patavium (Padua), lived in the

reign of Vespasian and Domitian, and died while young, A. D. 88.—After the example
of Apollonius Rhodius (cf. '^ 73), he selected the Argonautic expedition as the subject

of an epic poem, of which 8 books are now extant. The conclusion of the 8th book is

wanting ; and the work probably included several other books. The general tenor of

this poem is not sufficiently animated and interesting; and the style is also frequently

obscure and abrupt.—Some of the descriptions, however, are not destitute of poetic,

merit ; and it contains particular passages that are beautiful.

1. The idea that Valerius was born at Patavium is founded on passages in Martial

{Ep. i. 62, 77).—The name of Setinus Balbiia is added to the other names of this poet,

in the manuscripts. Hpuce some have supposed his birthplace to have been Setia in

Campania. Others suppose that Setinus Balbus was a grammarian who revised the

text of Valerius, or perhaps owned a remarkable manuscript.—Some critics rank the

Argonautica of Valerius next to the .^neid. Quintilian {Inst. Or. x. 1) speaks of Ills

death as a great loss to letters.

Cf. § 73.—Scftrn, Hist. Lilt. Rom. ii 29i.—Chara\tere der vpmehm. Dichter, viii. 296. The Prefaces of Burmann and Wagner,

given in Lemaire's ed. below cited.-/. A. fPeichert, Epistola Critica de C. Val. Flac. Argonaut. Lpz IS12. 8.

2. Editions.—Best; Lemaire. Par. 1821. 2 vols. 8. (in his BiMiolh Class. Lat.) It contains the Prefaces of the most important

previous editions.—/. A. Weichert. Meissen, 1818. 8 — /. A. Wagner. Gott. 1805. 8. 2 vols. 8.— Earlier editions noted, P. Bur-

t-iann Leyd- 1724. « — /. Bapt. Pius (or Pio). Bonon. 1519. fol. containing 2 books, 9th and 10th, fabricated by the editor.
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{SchSn.) The Princept, (print, by) U. Ru^eritis ^ D. Bmtochus. Bonon. 1474. fol.—Porgio first discovered a MS. of Valerius

containing the first three book only, in the convent of St. Gall, near Constance.

3, Translations.—German.—£. A'. /; IVundtrlic/i. Erfurt, ISu5. 8. verse, with orig. text. Italian.—7'/. iSu:iu» in the Cor

jjtif, &c., of Malatesta S/- Argelati, cited § 348.—A/. A. Pindetnonle. Verona, 1776. 8. French.—vJ. Bureau De LamalU,

verse, with Lat. text. Par. ISll. 3 vols. S.—J. J. A. Causin de Percival, prose, with Lat. text. Par. 1818. 8.

§ 377. Caius SiUus Italicus, whose birthplace is not certainly known, was a poet
of the first century. He seems to have received his surname from the place called

Italica, in Spain. Under protracted disease, having become weary of life, he ended it

by voluntary starvation, A. D. 100. In oratory he was an imitator of Cicero ; in poetry

of Virgil. iBut in his epic poem, entitled Punica, on the second Punic war, in 17 books,
he has fallen iar short of Virgil. It is properly an historical poem, and a work of dih-

gence rather than of genius. On account of its historical fidelity, many circumstances
pertaining to the period to which it refers may be learned or illustrated from it.

1. Some suppose Silius to have been a native of Corfinium, in Italy, which was
sometimes called Italica. He is said to have acquired great reputation as a speaker, at

Rome. He rose in the regular course of offices to the rank ot consul, and under Ves-
pasian was proconsul of Asia. Having received these honors and acquired an ample
fortune, he retired to Campania, where he composed his poem. He had purchased
the estate that belonged to Virgil, near Naples, as also that of Cicero at 'I'usculum.

He lived to the age of 75.

SchSll, Hist. Litt. Rom. ii. 296. Biihr, p. lo\ .—Gentleman's Magazine, vol. xlii. p. 200.— Cellariiu, Heyne. and Ruperli, in the

editions of Ritperti and Lemaire, below cited.

—

Eme-ili, De Carmine Siliano, in bis edition below cited.

—

Charaktere d. vurn.

Vichter, vii. 369.

2. Editions —Best ; G A. Ruperti. Goll. I795-9S. 2 vo's. ?.—Lemaire. Par. 1823. 2 vols. 8 (in his BiM. Class. Lat.).—

Valuable, /. Eimesti. Lpz. 1791. 2 vols. S.—A. Drahenborch. Utrecht, 1717. 4. The text of this is followed by 7. P. Schmid.

Mitau, 1775. 8. and in the Bipont, 17S4. S.—G. H. LUnemann, Gott. 1824. 8. with good text.—The Princepa, hy Sioeynheym ^
Paimartz (printers). Rnm. 1471. fol.—The ed. of D. Heinsius, Lugd. Bat. 1600. 8. (republ. Camb. 1646. 12.) contains notes

of some value under the title of Crepundia Siliana,

3. Translations.—French.—/. B. Lefebure de Villebrune, with the Latin. Par. 1781. 3 vols. 12. English.—rA. Ross. Lond.

1658. 1672.—Also by .ihop.—H. IV. Tytler. Calcut. 1828. 2 vols. 8. verse.

4. At the revival of letters there was a general conviction that the poem of Silius was lost. Under the idea of replacing if, the

celebrated Petrarch composed his Africa, the subject of which is the second Punic war. Villtbrune, however, has imagined, that

Petrarch had a copy of Silius and concealed the fact in order to add to the glory of his own work. Poggio found a manuscript of

Silius, probably in the convent of St. Gall, during the sitting of the council of Constance. A copy of this, taken by himself and one

of his friends, was the original from which the first editions were drawn. About 1575, Louis Carrio discovered another manu-

script at Cclogne, of the age of Charlemngne as he supposed. A third, of less ancient date, was found at Oxford.—Cf. Scholl, ii.

302.—Respecting the MSS. found by Poggio, near Constance, see Fabricius, Biblioth. Lat. ii. p. 259.

§ 378. Piiblius Papinius Statins, of Neapohs, flourished in the last half of the first

century and was a favorite of Domitian. His greatest poem is an epic, entitled Thehais,

the subject of which is the contest between the Theban brothers Eteocles and Poly-

nices, and the capture of Thebes by Theseus. 'We do not find in it richness of inven-

tion, consistency, or conformity to nature ; and the language is deficient in classical

excellence. 'V\\e Achilleis, which is another epic poem, on the adventures of Achilles

before the Trojan war, is incomplete. Besides these, there are extant five books of

miscellaneous pieces under the title of Sylvcp, which are of very unequal merit.

1. Statius was educated at Rome, where his father became a preceptor of Domitian.

He had a great facihty in composing verses. Three times he gained the prize in the

Alban games. Yet he is said to have been poor, and obliged to sell dramatic pieces

to the actors for means of subsistence. He retired from Rome, to a small estate,

given to him perhaps by the emperor, and there died, while young, A. D. 96.

SchW, ii. ZOZ.—B'dhr, p. 155.—Z,. G. Gyraldus, Life of Statius, in his Hist. Dial, cited ^ 348, and in the ed. of Lemaire below

cited.

2. The Thehaid consists of 12 books : it is an imitation of Antimachus, whose poeip

in 24 books, under the same title, is chiefly lost (cf. § 19). Of the Achilleis there are

but two books, although sometimes divided into more. The collection termed Sylvas,

includes 32 pieces, chiefly in hexameter, on various subjects, composed hastily.

See the Testimonia et IvAicia de Slatio, in Lemaire's edition.—iZoHi/i, Polite Learning or the Belles-Lettres, in his Anc Hist

p. 491, ed. N. Y. \S3d.—Charaktere der vrrni. Dichter, viii. 344.

3. Editions -Best ; Whole Work s.^Amar ^ Lemaire (in Lemaire's Bibl. Class.) Pai 1825. 4 vols. 8.—The Bipontint,

1785 8. and thM of J. Aiken. Warrington, 1778. 2 vols. 12. are considered as respectable.—Of the eirlier; most noted. Carp.

£aTthius(ed. by Ch. Daum). Cygnas (Zwickau), 1664. 3 vols. 4.-7. F. Gronoviiu. Amst. 1653. 8. republ. Manheim, 1782.

2 vols. 8.—The Princeps (according to Harks). Roniae, 1475. fol. without name of printer; (according to Dibdin) Scotus. Ven.

I4S3. fol. Separate poems were printed earlier.-S y 1 v a;, /. Markland. Lond. 1728. 4

—

F. Band. Lpz. 1816. 8. intended to

be followed by the other works.—Si»ig. Dresd. 1827. 4.

4. Translations —French.— AficA. de MaroUes. Par. 1658. 3 vols. S.—P. L. CormiUiole. 2d ed. Par. 1805. 4 vols. \2.—Rinn,

Achaintree, fy
Boutteville (Lat. & Gall.). Par. 1832. 4 vols. ?.—Cournard (Achilleis). Par. 1800. 12.—Ce la Tour (Sylva;, with

Li', text). Par. I8''3. 8 English.—i?oi. Howard, Achilleis. Lond. 1660. 8.—T. Stevens, 5 books of the Thebaid. Lond.

1648. S.— TV. L. Lewi^. Thebaid. Oxf. 2d ed. 1773. 2 vols. 8. in verse, with a dissertation on Statius prefixed. German.—/. 'J

D'nlling, Die erste Sylve Ubersetzt und erlautert. Plau. 1838. 8. 32 pp.

5. Illustrative.—/ M. Lochmann, Programma de P. Statio. Cob. 1774. i.—Dodwell, Annates Satiri, &c. Oxf. 1698. 8—

J

Tortin, as cited h 360. 5.-7. Fr. Gronovii, in Statii Sylv. librns v. Diatribe, etc. ed. by F. Hand. Lpz. 1812. 2 vols. 8. Tbii

work contains the literary controversy between Gronovius and Cniceus, including the Diatribe (first publ. 1637. S), the Antidiu

3c2
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tribe of Cruceus (1639), the FJenchua Aniidiatribes, by Gronovius (1640), aod the Muscarium, by Cruceus (1640). Cf. Fahridiu,

Bibl. Lat. ii. p. 335.

^ 379. Marcus Valerius Martialis, of Bibilis in Celtiberia, was a poet of the same
period. He wrote his Epigrams in the reign of Titus and of Domitian. These pieces
are arranged in 14 books. Prefixed to them is a separate book on the pnbhc shows or
spectacles ; but the pieces in it are perhaps the productions of several authors. Most
of the epigrams are uncommonly ingenious and appropriate ; their multitude and ex-
cellence cause us to admire the ever lively and almost exhaustless wit of this poet.

1. Martial was obliged to obtain subsistence by his personal exertions, and preferred
to devote himself to poetry for the purpose, rather than to oratory and pleading. Ai
about the age of twenty-two he fixed his residence at Rome. Having passed there
thirty-five years he returned to Spain, having received from Pliny the younger the
means of defraying his travehng expenses. In Spain he married a woman named Mar-
cella, who had rich possessions on the river Salon, a branch of the Iberus. His birtn

has been dated A. D. 43, his death A. D. 101.—The epigrams in the 14 books amount
to about 1200 in number. The 13th book is styled Xenia as containing niottos or de-
vices for presents bestowed on friends ; and the 14th, Apophoreia, containing mottos
(or such presents as were distributed at various festivals. I'here are some other pieces
ascribed to this poet. Many of Martial's epigrams are very obscene.

Schtill, Rom. Lilt. ii. 345.—Bdhr, p. 327.— Cf. Pliny, Epist. lib. iii. e. 21.

2. Editions.—Best ; Lemaire (in his Bibl. Lit.). Par. 1S28. 3 vols. S.—L. Schmidt, Amst. 1701. 8. An ed. publ. at Vienna

(Vindoli.), If04. 2 vols. 8. is considered good {KUIgling) ; another, Lond. 1816. 12. (Fuhrniann).—The more important of the

earlier, C. Schrevel. Leyd. 1670. 8.—P. Scriver. Leyd. 1619. 12. Amst. 1621. followed in the Bij)C7Uine, 1784. S.—M. Rader,

Moguntiacum (Maynz), 1627. fol. with a commentary highly valued.—/"rincepj (according to Moss, ii. p. 296), was by A. Galltts,

Ferrar. 1471. 4. (according to others) by Laver, Rom. without date. 4. (cf. Dibdin, ii. p. 226.)—For the epigrams not included in

the 15 books, see Burmann, Anthol. Lat. vol. i.

3. Translations.-German.—C. IV. Ramler, select epigrams, with the Lat. text. Lpz. 1787-91. 5 vo's. 8. with a supplem. vol.

entitled Nachlse. Berl. 1724. 8. French.—CoXar (selection). Toul. 1689. 2 vols. 12.—£. T. Simcm, with orig. Par. 1819.

3 vols. 8. English—Tim. Ki-ndal. Lend. 1577. 12, Cf. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, iv. 259.—TA. May, 1629. 12.—77i. Scolt.

1773. 8.—/. Elphiiistm. Lond. 1782. 4.

4. Illustrative.—/". Zo7nuts, Diss, de Scholis publicis antiq. Jtidseorum. Plsenae, 1716. containing a notice of various explana-

tions of the term Anchialu! in Martial, ii. 94.—A M. v. Goens, Epist. Grit, de locis quibusdani M. V. Martialis. Traject. 1764. 8.

^also in Harlts, Brev. Not. Suppl. ii. p. 126).—^nl. de Rooy, Aniniadv. Crit. in M. V. Martialis Epigram. Harderovici. 1788. 8.

—A'l'c. Perotli, Cornu Copiae (a commentarj' on Martial), first publ. Ven. 1489. fol.

—

J. G. Dalzell, some account of an a- cient

MS. of Martial's Epigrams, illustrated by an engraving, and occasional anecdotes of the manners of the Romans. Edinb. 1813. 8.

^ 380. Decimvs Junius Juve7ialis, a native of Aquinum, applied himself first to elo-

quence, and afterwards to poetry. He lived from A. D. 3(S to A. D. 119. He pub-
lished his satires but one year before his death, in the reign of Hadrian. Sixteen of

these are now extant, which are sometimes unnecessarily divided into five books. With
a noble and animated spirit he inveighs against the vices and follies of his times, but

he paints them with too great freedom. His style is less elegant than that of Horace,
and less difficult and obscure than that of Persius.

1. Our knowledge of Juvenal's history is derived from a short biography ascribed

to Suetonius. He is supposed to have employed his talent for satire first, at about the

age of 40, in the reign of Domitian. Most of his satires were composed in the reign

of Trajan. Two of them, the 13th and 15th, were written after Hadrian received the

empire, when Juvenal was in his 79th year. On reciting his satires publicly, which
he did now for the first time, he excited great admiration. His 7ih satire, which was
the first composed by him, and which was directed against a favorite of Domitian, awa-
kened the jealousy of Hadrian. Under pretext of bestowing an honor, the emperor
appointed him to a military command at Syene in Egypt, according to some, or accord-
ing to others at the great Oasis (cf. P. I. § 176), w hich was a residence for exiles ; here
Juvenal died a few years after.

J. F. Fraiike, Exam. crit. D. J. Juvenalis vitae. Lpz. 1820. 8.—Also, »ame. Brief an Cramer, ttber ein Einschiebsel Triboni-

ansbeym Ulpian.die Verbannung nach der gros,sen Oase betreffend. Kiel, 1819. S.—SchSU, Hist. Litt. Rom. ii. 329—G. Jl. Rupeit,

in Prolegomena to his ed. below cited.

—

Manso's Character of Juvenal, in the Charaktere der ooni. Dichter, vi. 294.

2. Horace, Persius and Juvenal form the illustrious trio of Roman satirists. Most
of the critics and translators of either have made comparisons, in which each writer

has labored apparently to show the superiority of his favorite. Heinsius and Dacier
(ixalt Horace; Scaliger and Rigaltius plead the cause of Juvenal ; while Persius finds

a defender in Casaubon. Dryden has attempted a comparison wiih these various

opinions in view ; and Gifford, with the Dedication of Dryden, the preface of Dussaulx,

and the prolegomena of Rupert before him, has endeavored to exhibit in a complete
manner the characteristics of each poet.

Burgess, Tractatus var. Lat. (containing Rigaltiiis de sat. x. Juv.) Lond. 1788. S.—Heintius, De Sat. Horatiana, first published

in his ed of Horace. Lug. Bat. I6l2. 8.

—

Dtis<,aulx,Sar les Satyriques Latins, in liis ed. and version belnw cited.—/. F. Laharpe,

Lycee, ou Cours de Litterature (lom. 2, § 9). Par. 1799 (An T).—Dryden and Gifford, in translations below ciied.

3. Edilions.—Best ; G. A. Rupert. Lips. 1S20. 2 vols. 8. (first ed. 1801). The commentary may be purchas d feparaleh trom the

<cxt.—That of N. L. Mhaintree, Par. 1810. 2 vols. 8. is highly commended. It is in Lemaire^s BiW.—C. F. Heinnch. Lpj 1839.

I vols. 8. 1st vol. containing the text, scholia, and notes on the scholia, pp. 440 ; the 2d vol. containing, " Einleituns und Erkllri'iig

Mimmt Register," pp. 558 ; said to be " rich and valuable yet often faulty." CE, Wel/er in Jabn's Jahrbacher, 1841. Aniocg ear-
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,ier edilbns noted, Hentiinhxs. Traject. I6S5. i.—Pilhceiis. Lutet. 1585. S.—Aldus, Ven. !50l. 8.—There were many editions

before 1500, usually including Persius.—The Princtpt, by y. de S^'iTa Ven. 1470. fol. (fuArmann).—The Ddpliin ed. by L. Pro-

tau, 1st ed. Par. 1634. 4. has been reprinted in this country. Phil. 1S14. 8. containing Persius.—Some of the approved edition*

as containing both Juvenal and Persius; Bipoutine, Z-veibriicken, (Bip.) 17S5. 8.—So/idfcy. Camb. 1763. 8. wilh plates.—rh.

Marshall. Load. 1723. S.—C. TV. Slacker. Oxf. 1*37. S. with English notes.

4. Translations.—German.— C. F. Ba^rdl. NJrnb. 3d ed. 1821. 8.—/. /. C. Dorrur. TJbin;. 1821. 8. French

—

J. Ihti-

ttri'T, «i!h orig. text. Par. 1796. 2 vols. 4. Reprinted (A'. L. Achaintrtt ed.). Par. 1!!20 2 vols. ».-/,. V. Raoul. Tournay,

1818. 2 vols. 8. English.—/J. Slofltlotu Oxf. I6J4. fol.— If. GifforJ, in verse. Lond. 1802. 4. improved ed. Lond. 1817. 2

vols. 8.-C/L Badham. Lond. 1SI4. 8. Cf. Lond. Qaiirl. Rev. xi. 377.—Saiciair. Lond. 1815. Il.—Drydcn,c{. 5 373. 3.—T.

Sheridan. Lond. 1729. S.—Madan. Oxf. IS07. 2 vols. 8. with Persius.

5. Illustrative —C. Fr. Heinrich, In his three Commenlationt!, printed successively, Kilon, IS06, 1810, 1811. 4.~J. C Fr. ."^anso,

Observ. in loca aliquot difRcil. D. J. Juvenalis. 1812, 4.

—

A. G. Cramer, in Juvenalis satiras Commeatarii vetusti. Hamb. 1823. 8.

—Cf. Moss, Manual of Bibliogr. ii. 165.

"^^ 381. Flnvlus Avianus lived probably in the 2d century, in the reign of the An-
tonines. We have, under his name, 42 tables in elegiac verse. The text is in a very

imperfect state; and, in natural ease of expression, the fables are far inferior to those

of Pheedrus.

1. Avianus, from his censure of idolatry in one of the fables, is by some supposed to

have been a Christian. Respecting the age in which he lived, the critics are not

agreed ; some assign him to the 4th century.

See Canne^ieter, Diss, de aetate F. Aviani, in his ed. below cited.—.ScAtZZ, Lift. Rom. iii. ^.—Harlea, Brev. Not. Suppl. ii. 333.

—Pr. HuUemann, De cpdice Fabularum Aviani Luuensi, &c. GO!t. 1807. 'A.—Sch'oU, Litt Rom. iii. 61, ss—f. A. Ukert, Geograph.

derOrieoh. und Rom. Weim. 1S21. S.—lVeriisdorf, Commenl.de R. F. Avieno, in his Poet. Lat. Min. vol. \.—Suhle, in Pref. to

nis e.1. of Aratus (cf. ^ 71).—Sc'iaudacA, cited § 370.

2. Editions.-Best, /. A. Noddl, Aujst. 1787, 8.— ff. Cannegieter. Amst. 1731. 8.—Found also in the Bipmtine ed. oi PhxdruA.

17Si. 8.—and in MaVaire's Phsdrus. Lond. 1773. 12.

3. Translations.-lulian.—G. C. TrcmiUlli (with the fables of Gabrias, cf. § 184). Ven. 1735. 8. English.— fT. Caxtoru

1484. fo!.

4. The fables have sometimes been ptiblished under the nawe of Ritfus Festus .Bvienvs, who
was a different person frnin Avianus, although often confounded with tiim. .^ rien us prnbdUiy
flourished about A. D.400; most that is ktiown respeciin? him is drawn from his writinirs, espe-
cially an inscrirition found at Rome, and contained in Burmanns Latin Anthology, consisting of
eight verses addressed by Avienus to J^ortia, an Eln:scan deity.—The principal work of Avienus
was a translation of the •fdii/df/Eca of Aratus (cf. $ 71); sometimes entitled Carmen de .^stris.

He also translated the Tle()n}yri<Tiq of Dionysiiis of Charax (cf. J 217), in a poem of 1394 he.xame-
ter lines, entitled Descriptio orbisterrm. Another produclion was called Ora Maritiiiia,a. poetical

description of the Mediterranean coast from Cadiz to the Black Sea; a fragment only remains,
of abfiut 700 lines. There remain also three other short pieces by Avienus. He is said likewise
to have reduced the History of Livy to iambic verse.—There is a poem in about 1100 hexameters,
called Epitome Iliados Horneri, which some have ascribed to Avienus.

5. Editions of Avienus. The Frir'ceps, G. Valla. Ven. I4S8. 4.—A more complete ed. P. Mdian. Madrit. 1634. 4.—Best,

in Lemaire, PoeL Lat. Min. vol. v. (Par. 1826) and in Wemsdorf, above cited. The smaller pieces are found in Bumiann, An
thol. Lat.

•^ 382. Dionysius Cato, a writer of whose history nothing is known with certainty,

belonged, as some suppose, to the same age with Avianus. He was the author of
moral maxims or sentences, which are composed in Dislichs, and are chiefly valuable

for their instructive character. It is not impossible, however, that they were of a

much later origin, and were marked with the name of the Roman moralist Cato, on
account of the sentiments contained in them.

1. The chief authority for assigning D. Cato to the age of the Antonines is a pas-

sage, in which 'M. Aurelius Antoninus (cf ^ 196) appears to speak of him. Some
have supposed the Distichs (Distkha de moribus, in 4 books) to be that work of Cato
the censor which is mentioned by Phny and Aulus GeUius. The work was held in

very high estimation in the 14th and 15th centuries. "

SchijU. Hist. Lilt. Rom. iii. i\ .—Benihold, in Pref. to hised. below cited.—Dissertations o( Boiftam, Canriegieto-, and WUhof, in

the ed. of jjrn/::€n below cited.— rPhrfoii, Hist Eng. Poetry, iii. 2.

2. Edition?.—.Most complete, Kimi? & Kooigsfeld. Amst. 1759. 2 vols. 8.-7. M. BemhoM. Schweinfurt (Marcbr.) 1784. 2 vols.

8.—0. Arnlzen. Amst. 1754. 8.—The P!-i>i££pj. Sermones super. Catonis Ethica, &c Augustje, 1475. {Hctrles, Brev. Not. p. 697).

3. Translations.-German.

—

C. B. H. Pislorius, metrical. Slnilsund, 1816. 8. French.— Maturinus Corderius (Corderoy),

dedicated to Rob. Stephens, Lat. el Gall. Par. I56I. 8.—^ M. H. Boulard (ed.), Lat. French, and Greek. Par. 1802. 8. The
Distichs were translated into Greek by Maximus Planudes at Couslautinople; bis version was printed wilh the orig. text, Antw.

1568. English.— rr. Caxlon. Lond. 1483. in the preface, he pronounces Calo'g Morals " the liesl boke for to be taught fo yocge

children in schole." {IVarton.)

§ 3S3. 3Iarciis Aurelius Olpnpius Nemesianus, a native of Canhage, lived in the
latter part of the 3il century. He strove successfully for the prize in a poetical contes'
with the emperor Numerianiis. We have from him a poem on Hunting (Cynegetica),
•which in point of style and skill in execution appears to great advantage among the
works of that age. There also remain two fragments of a poem by him on Fowling
{De Aucupio). The iour pastorals ascribed to him were probably written by Calpur-
nius.

1. Little is known respecting the hfe of Nemesian ; the chief notices are found in the

life of Numerian by Vopiscus (cf. § 542. 6). Vopiscus states that he composed poems
entitled Cynegetica, Ilalieutica, and Nautica, and that he gained various prizes.
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There is a small poem in honor of Hercules, De laudibus Herculis, which some as-
cribe to Nemesian.
Schmi, Litl. Rom. iii. 34. Respecting the Pastorals {Bucolica, Eclogs); cf. Wenitdorf, in his Poet. Lat. Min. and MUller, in

his Eiiileitu7ig, &c. cited § 299. 8. They were first ascribed to Neniesiao, in the ed. o( Angdus Ugoletus, Farm, without date

(about 1-193), fol.

2. Editions.—Best; Whole Remains, Lemaire, Poet. Lat. Min. Ist voU—fVemsdorf, Poet. Lat. Min.—The Cy negetica;
often printed with Gratius Faliscjts, as in the Princeps ed. by Loguii. Ven. 1534. 8. (cf. § 367) ; ttiis contained also the Bitcolics,

first printed by Schweynhtim Sf Pannartz. Rom. 1471. i.—K.,i.Kmtner. Miltau. 1775. 8. with Gratius.—Bucoli ca, with

notes of P. Burmann and others. Milt. 1774. 8 including also Calpurnius.—R. MUller, Lat. & Germ. Zeit. 1843. 8.

3. Translations.— French.—Of the whole Remains, by S. M. de la Tour. Par. 1799. 8. Italian.—/. G. Farsetti, in his Diicorso

scpra il Trattato della Natura dell' Egloga di FontenelU. Ven. 1752. 8.

^ 384. Tihis Julius Calpurnius, born in Sicily, was a contemporary of Nemesian.
There are extant seven Eclogues by this poet, composed in the manner of Virgil, and
distinguished by an easy versification. They are dedicated, as some suppose, to Ne-
mesian.

1. The Eclogues themselves furnish what we know respecting Calpurnius. The
protector and friend to whose honor he seems to have dedicated his poems was not,

probably, the poet, Nemesian ; as this protector was a man in high rank at the empe-
ror's court {magisler ojjiciorum, Eel. iv. 150, 159).—The foitr Eclogues, sometimes
ascribed to Nemesian, there is httle doubt, belong to Calpurnius, making the whole
number eleven; which were all published as his, in the editions preceding that of Ugo-
letus (cf. § 383. 1).

Scmil, Lilt. Rom. iii. 36.—BaAr, Gesch. ROm. Lit. p. 302.

2. Editions.—Best ; C. D. Beck. Lpz. 1S03. S.—Lemaire, Poet. Lat. Min. Ist vol.—Contained also in fferjudor/. Poet. Lat. Min.

Princeps, by Schweynheim S,- Pannarlz (print.). Rom. 1741. 4. Cf. \ 3S3. 2. •

3. Translations.-German.—Best (according to Fuhrmann) by G. E. Klmisen, Allona, 1807. 8. with original.

—

Fr. Adelung.

Petersb. 1804. 4.— C/i. G. M'lss. Lpz. IS05. 8. French.— A/airawf. Bruxelles, 1744. 12. Italian.—G. Fanetti. Ven. 1761. 8.

§ 385. Vecimus Magnus Ausonius, a native of Burdigala (Bourdeanx), and probably
a Christian, was a grammarian, rhetorician, and poet, of the 4th century. He was
preceptor to the emperor Gratian, under whom he afterwards held the office of consul
at Rome. Subsequently, he lived in literary ease in his native city. Some of the

smaller poems, which we have under his name, belong to the general class of epi-

gramfi; others are mere epitaphs and memorial verses ; the 20 Idyls may be entitled

to the name, because they are truly little pictures, short pieces of a descriptive charac-

ter ; but they are not, properly speaking, pastoral poems.

1. The evidence that .^usovius was a Christian is drawn from his pnemg, particularly the first

Idyl. Yet some have questioned whether he really was. on account of the manner in which
pasan mytholoi»y is etnployed in some of his pieces, and especially on account of their licentious
character.—The memorial verses, in honor of the Professors of BiirdigMla (commevwralio pmfes-
sornm Btirriicrolensiujn), are of considerahle interest to literary history ; they celebrate several
teachers of rhetoric and grammar otherwise unknown —Among the epitaphs are snnie upon
Grecian heroes, which are supposed to have heen drawn froin the Tlir;\t^ of Aristotle (cf J 191.

2). After these, are epita;ihs upon the Roman emperors. We find some valuable information
in the poem, or poems, entitled Ordo vot>iIiiim nrbiuw, eivins a description of IT principal cities of
the Roman empire.—The lOih Idyl, on the river Moselle, is considered as one of the best pieces
of Ausonius. The 13th, cento nn'ptialis, is composed of verses or hemistichs taken from Virgil ;

it does no honor to the purity of the author's imagination.

Echfill. iii. 45

—

J. L. E. PUttmann, De Epocha Ausoniana, &c. Diatribe. Lips. 1776. 8. (containing also E. Corsinus, De Au-

sonii Cansulatu Epistola. Pis. 1764).—CA. «. Heyne. Censura inzenii et niori.ni D. M. Ansonii. &c. Golt. 1802. foL Also in hii

Opusc. .^cad. vol. vi. GOtt. \S\2.—De Labastidt & D'Uf'Sinix, Histoire de la Litlera'ure Francoise. Par. 1770.

2. Ediions.—Among the best; /. B. Snichay, (in usum Delph.) Par. 1720. 4. Valpy, in his Deiphin S,- Variorvm Classics.—
The Bipontine. Bip. 17S5. 8. is correct, and its Notitin Literaria valuable.—/. TMius. Amst. 1671. 8. the Varic/rwn; valued

highly.—The Princeps, B. Girardinus. Ven. 1472. fol. containing also Calpurnius & Proba Falcania.—Some of the poems are

given in Lemairc's Poet. Lat. Min.

3. Tr-mslations.-German.—Of the lOlh Idyl, by £. Tross, metrical, with orig. I>at. Haiiim. 1S24. 8. French.—Of whole

works, by Joubtrt, Par. 1769. 4 vols. 12. English.—Of some of the epigrams, by T. Kendall, Flowers of Epigrammes out of

sundrie the most singular authors, &C. Lond. 1577.

4. Prnba Falcovia was a native of Horta, and lived at the close of the 4th century. She ia

mentioned here on account of her Biblical History, composed (like the 1.3th Idyl of Ausonius) by
uniting centos of Virgil, employed so as to designate events related in the Old and New Testa-
ment.

The Centos were published by L. H. Teucher. Lpz. 1793. 8. with a Greek work styled ' firic»iiccvTpa (cf. 5 78. 5).—Cf. /. Fan-

tanmus, De Aniiquitatibus Horta:. Rnm. I7ii8. 4 containing a DissertaUon on Probi.-/. Chr IVolf, Mulierum Graecarum, quae

oral, prosa usae sunt, frajr^^nta. Lond. 1739. 4. containing a catalogue of ancient distinguished women. Several works of similar

device, i. e. composed of lines or clauses taken from Virgil, have been preserved. Cf. ScliSU, Litt. Rom. iii. 53.—P. Burmann,

Anthol. Lat. cited \ MS.

^ 386. Claudius Claudianus, of Egypt, was an author of Greek and Latin poetry,

under Honorius and Arcadius, in the 4th and 5th centuries. Besides several panegy-

rical poetns, we have from him two small epic productions; one entitled De Eaptu
Proserpincp, in 3 books ; the other, Gigantomachia, or the War of the Giants, not com-
pleted ; and also two historical poemsr De hello Gildonico and De hello Getico. There
are likewise two satires, each divided into two books, written by Claudian against
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Rufinus and Eutropius, rivals of Stilicho. Among his epigrams and other smaller

pieces, some are happy performances. In general, however, his thoughts, images,

and expressions, bear the marks of the unnatural and artificial taste belonging to the

age, although his own genius and poetical ability shine through them.
1. Claudlan was born probably about A. D. 365, at Alexandria, where he was edu-

cated. Subsequently he lived for a time at Rome, and at Mediolanum, which was
then the residence of Honorius, the emperor of the West. He enjoyed the patronage

of Stihcho. the guardian and minister of Honorius ; and was elevated to important civil

offi'"es. His wife was a rich heiress from Alexandria. He continued iri favor at court

xiniil the ruin of Stilicho, who was accused, perhaps unjustly, of a design to place his

own son on the throne, and was put to death A. D. 408. How far the poet suffered

from this catastrophe is not certainly known ; but he did not long survive it.

Cf. £. Gibbon, Decline and Fall of Roman Enip. ch. 30. A statue n-as erected to Claudlan durin; the time of his prnsperify,

in the forum of Trajan, on the request of the senate, by Arcadius and Honorius. The pedestal, with an Inscription, was discovered

at Rome in the 15th century ; there are, however, doubts respecting the authenticity of the monument. The inscription is given by

Schsa, Hist. Litt. Rom. iii. p. 82.

2. The first compositions of Claudian are said to have been in Greek ; the G'uxaiito-

machia was originally written in that language; a few verses of this poem and two
epigrams, with some other trifling fragments, are now extant in Greek. Besides the

poems named above, we may mention fwo Epilhalamia, one on the marriage ot Hono-
rius with Maria, daughter of Stilicho

; five poetical epistles, and seve?i descriptive pieces

termed Idyls. Several of the epigrams under his name are considered as the produc-

tions of some Christian author; from the contents of these, it has sometimes been
imagined that Claudian was a Christian ; but Augustine and Orosius state with regret

that he was a pagan.
For a view of his writings and character, see Gibbon and Scholl, as just cited atmve.—Also, Classical Journal, vol. rxiii.—5.

G. IVaJch, Comment, de Claudiani carmine, etc. specimen. Gott. 1773. 4.—Gamer, Merian, and Konig. as cited below.

3. Editions.—Best ; P. Burmann. Amst. 1760. 4. the text of this followed by .i. J. falpy. Lbnd. 1S2I. 3 vols. S.—In Lemairt't

Bibl.—fl. Hcber (finished by H. Drury). Lond. 1S36. 2 vols. 12. also on large paper.—/. M. Gesmer. Lpz. I7i9. S. 2 vols.—G.

L. Kd'iig. Golt. 1808. 8. 1st vol. oniy published; containing valuable prolegomena.—More celebrated of the earlier editions; C.

Barthius. Frankf. 1650. 4. with a distinguished commentary.—.Vic Heinsius. Amst. 1665. !<. " the best variorum edition" (Dib

im)—Princeps, B. Celsanus. Vinceotise, 1482. fol. not containing the epigrams ; which were first published by Thad. Ugoklus.

Farm. 1494. 4.

4. Translations.-German.—Cft. II. SchUtze, Raub der Proserpine (metrical). Hauili. 1784. 8.—/. F. Ratschky, Gedicht wider

Rufin (with Lat. text). Wien, 1^08. 8. Italian —N. Berengaiii. Ven. 1716. 2 vols. 8. also in the Corpus of Malarena ^ j9r?e-

'aii, cited § 348. French.—// B. Merian. L' enlevement de Proserpine, avec un Discours, &c. Berl. 1767. '^.—.i. >I Del'cil,

CEuvr. diverses de Claudian, Ut. & Franc. Par. ISIS. 2 vols. 8.—/)£ la Tour. Par. I79S. 8. English.—/. G. StruU (De rapt.

Pros.). Lond. 1814. 8 —.i. Hawkins (verse). Lond. 1817. 2 vols. 9.— lVm. King (Sat. in Rufinum el Eutroplum). Lond. 1730. 8.

—Hughis. the two books against Rufinus, in his Miicellanie^, Lond. 17.'?7. 8.

5. The AntiClauiiianus is a Latin poem of 9 books, by Alanus I^Alain) of Lille, who died A. D. t2(S ; it was written In defence

of divine pioii.lence, in reply to a passage in Claudian's satire on Rufinus, and was a famous book in the middle ages.

—

IVarton,

Hi>t. Eng. Poetry, i. 169. U. 227. ed. Lond. 1824.

"Si 387. Aurelius Prudentius. surnamed Clemens, was a Christian poet of the 4fh

century, a native of Spain. His Hymns are not destitute of good poetical expression,

but are more distinguished for their pious and devotional contents.

1. He was born A. D. 348, at Calagurris, now Calahorra, or according to some at

Caesarea Augusta, now Saragossa. After practicing as a lawyer, and holding some
civil offices, he obtained a rnilitary rank, which brought him near the person of the

emperor. When above fifty years old, he retired from the world and passed the rest

of his days in habits of piety.

I'he Hymns or lyric pieces of Prudentius form two collections ; one entitled Ka9.
r/urptwoj/ liber, containing 12 hymns on certain days of festival or certain parts of the

day; the other, Uspi a-e^avMv, De coronis, containing 14 hymns in honor of as many
martyrs.—Besicles these, we have from him the following poems; Apotheosis, written

against the Sabellians and other heretics; Hamartisenea {'-f.iapnyhsa), on the origin of

Mn ; Psydiomachia, on the conflict between virtue and vice in the human soul ; Adver-
kus Symmnchiim, in 2 books, occasioned by the controversy between the Pagans and
the Christians respecting the altar dedicated to the goddess of Victory (cf. <i 444. 1).

To this author is also commonly ascribed the work entitled Diptychon seu Enchiridium
utriusque Testamenti. a metrical abridgment of the sacred history; although some have
referred it to a Spanish writer of the 5th century by the name of Prudentius.

Sch'U, Litt. Rom. iii. 72.—/. P. Lwlomcus, Diss, de vita Prudentii. Viteb. 1692. 4. also found in his Opusc. M-sc. Hal. 1720.—

Teoli. SfArevalli. in Proleg. to their editions below cited.—ijoi/in, Polite I^earuiog, art. ii. sect. 3.—£a/ir. Die christlich-romische

Literatur. Carls 1836. 8. p. 41.

2 Editions.— Best ; F.Artvalh (Arevalus). Rom. 1789. 2 vols. 4. These two volumes in connection with three others, in the

same form and by the same editor, contain the works of the Ancient Christian Poets.—Variorum in Valpy's Latin Classics.—This

Parma ed. is splendid and valuable, by Teoli. Farm. 1788. 2 vols. 4.—Noted among the earlier; Ch. Cellarius. Hal. 1703. 8. —

A'. Hemsiut. Anjst. 1667 12. the Elzevir.—Aldus. Ven. 1501. 4. forming the Isl vol. of his Pnetas Christ. Vete,-es. Ti.is ha»

been called the Princeps; but those of /J. Langius were earlier, the 2d, Djivent. 1495, the 1st, ib. about I49i5. 4. (Dibdin and UarUt

tomp.)

3. Translations —German.—/. P. Silbert, the Hymns (Fdergcsdnge und Sicgtskronen). Wien, 1820 8
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^ 388. Ccellus SeduUus, who lived in the 5th century, was probably a native of Scot-

land, or rather of Ireland, which at that time was included under the same name. He
was an elder or presbyter in the church. His poems are ranked higher in respect to

religious and moral worth than in respect to poetical merit.

1. The principal work of Sediiliiis is entitled JUirabilia divina, or Carmen pasehale, a poem of 5
cantos in hexameter. It is preceded by a letter in prose addressed to the Abbe Macedonius, in
which Sediilius explains his design.—There is also a piece in elegiac verse entitled CiUatio vete-

ris et vovi Testamenti, marked by the structure called epavalepsi.-; in which the first words of the
hexameter lines are repeated at the end of the pentameters There is likewise a hymn to Christ
in 23 strophes, each of which begins with one letter of the alphabet.—Another piece, a fragment
in 12 lines, under the name of this poet, is preserved by Dicuil, a monk of Ireland in the 9th cen-
tury ; the fragment is interesting only as it refers to a map of the world derived from materials
furnished by officers employed by Theodosius 2d.

Schmi, Hist. Litt. Rom. iii. 103, 2i'<.—ArevaUi, Preface to ed. below cited —BaAr (as died § 3?7. 1), p. 54.

2. Editivjiis.—Best ; F. ArevaUi. Rom. 1794. 4. Cf. § 387. 2.—H. F. Arnlzm. Leuwarden, 1761. 8.—Containei also in the

Poet. Christ. o( Aldus. Ven. 1501.—The Hymn (in natalcm Chrisli) is contained also in M. J fVtitzius Heoriologium, s. Hymni

festivales. Francof. 1643. 8.—The writings of Sedulius are supposed to have been »iven to the public afler his death, by J\tTciu3

Riifinus Afroniamis Asteriiu, who was consnl A. D. 494 ; there was formerly in the library of Rheims a manuscript of Sedulius

corrected by Asterius.—Cf. Scholl, i. 363. ArevaUi, p. 71.

§ 389. Claudius Eutillus Nnmalianus, a poet of the 5th century, was a native of
Gaul, and a consul at Rome under Honorius. He at length returned from that city to

his own country. This return, by a voyage along the coasts of the Mediterranean, he
described in a poem, entitled Itinerarium, or De HedUu, consisting of 2 books in ele-

giac verse. It has come to us in a defective state, but is not without intrinsic value.

1. Tolosa {Toulouse) is supposed to have been the birthplace of Rutilius. His
Itinerary confessedly entitles him to a high rank among the later Roman poets. Gib-
bon honors him with the designation of " an ingenious traveller;" but the infidel his-

torian seems always ready to praise an author who affords him an opportunity for a
thrust at religion; and he quotes, with manifest pleasure, this poet's "hideous por-

trait" of the monks of Capraria. Rutilius is also violent against the Jews.
Schbll. Hist. Litt. Rom. iii. S3.—Gibbon, Dec. and Fall Rom. Emp. eh. xxiv. cf. his MisaU. Works, vol. iv. p. 345.—/. Jartin,

Tract?, Plulolosical, &c. Loud. 1790. 2 vols. S.—Lemaire, as below (2) cited.

2. Editions—Best; Wemsdorf. in vol. v. of his Poet. Lat. Min.—L«maire, in vol. iv. of his Poet. Lat. Min. The poem has

been published separately often; one of the latest and best,/. G. Gruber. Narnb. 1804. i.—The PrincefS, (probably)/. Bapt.

Piiu. BonOQ. 1320. 4.

II.

—

Orators.

^ 390. In tHe earliest ages of the republic, the Romans had many occasions for the

exercise of eloquence. The Antiquities of Dionysius (cf ^ 247), and the History of
Livy, present us with debates and harangues of inany speakers ; but we cannot consi-

der them as accurate specimens of the early oratory of the Romans; they are chiefly

the productions, so far at least as respects style and manner, of those historians them-
selves. Whatever eloquence was exhibited in these ages was the gift of nature, and
not acquired by study or practice in schools.

We find no speaker mentioned as having any peculiar charms of oratory until the

second period of Roman literature (cf. 301), beginning with the close of the first Punic
war, B. C. 240. One of the earhest thus celebrated was Cornelius Cethegus, who
flourished during the second Punic war, and was consul about B. C. 224; he is lauded
by the poet Ennius his contemporary as a speaker of great sweetness of elocution

{orator sitaviloquenli ore). Cato the elder is said to have been an energetic, although
unpolished orator ; many of his orations were extant in the lime of Cicero, who valued
them highly, although they were not much read by others.

'$> 391. In the time of Cato, the Roman youth were first specially drawn to study
the art of speaking, under the influence of the philosophers and rhetoricians connected
with the famous embassy of Carneades, about B. C. 155. Cato and others anticipated

fatal results from the introduction of Grecian principles and manners ; and in a short

time the schools of the Greek teachers were prohibited (.4mZ. Gelt xv. 11). The pro-

hibition was renewed subsequently in the year B. C. 92. in consequence, it is stated, of

the aouse of eloquence on the part of the sophists. It was however impossible to check
the ardor awakened among the young Romans to imitate the Grecian speakers ; and
before the close of the period now under notice (the second, ending with the war of

Sylla and Marius, B. C. 87), we find a number of eminent speakers who had availed

themselves of the Grecian models, and whose oratory and rhetoric were modified by
the Grecian systems and rules.

•5> 392. Sergius Galba and Laelius are named as the first who made important ad-

vances upon the style and manner of previous orators, in respect to embellishment and
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elegance. Scipio JEmilianus, called also Africanus the younger, and M. jEmilius
Lepidus(who was consul B. C. 137), departed still farther from the ancient diction,
and more sedulously cultivated smoothness and harmony of language and the grace?
of style. In the same age with Lepidus were otiier eminent men whom Cicero repre-
sents as distinguished orators, particularly Scipio Nasica and Mutius Scaevola. In
Rome, as at Atheris, eloquence was a means of gaining preferment, and we find that
scarcely an orator is named, who did not rise to the highest offices of the state.

§ 393. The incessant struggles between the patrician and the plebeian parties
gave frequent occasions for the efforts of popular oratory. The two Gracchi acted
a very important part in this controversy, and theirs are the names ne.xt to be noticed
in a glance at the history of Roman oratory. They were both speakers of extraordi-
nary power. Tiberius, the elder, in boyhood, was instructed carefully in elocution by
his mother Cornelia; afterwards, he had the instruction of the best Grecian masters,
and diligently practiced exercises of declamation. His manner was bold, decided, and
composed ; a slight specimen is given by Plutarch (in Ttb. Grace). Caius was more
vehement and full of action; he is said to have been the first of the Romans who in-
dulged in such freedom as to walk to and fro in the rostrum while speaking. Cicero
(De Ora'. iii. 56) cites a passage of great pathos from a speech uttered by him after
the death of his brother. But Aulus Gellius {Nod. Att. x. 3) quotes a passaore from
him, which he censures as cold and tame. Caius is said to have always kept a slave
behind him with a flute, to give him notice when to raise or lower his voice.

^ 394. The names of a great number of public speakers beloneing to this ao^e are
recorded ; but it is not iinportant to repeat them here. The two most illustrious, who
fall within the period now before us, were Marcus Antonius, the grandfather of Antony
the triumvir, and Lucius Licinius Crassus. The latter commenced his oratorical career
at the age of 19 or 20, about the time of the death of Caius Gracchus, B. C. 121, by
a speech highly celebrated against C. P. Carbo ; he closed it, B. C. 92, liy his speech
in the senate against Philippus, which was still more celebrated, but which, from the
great excitement attending it, threw him into a fever that in a few days terminated his
life. Antonius, surnamed Orator, was the contemporary and rivalof Cra?sus. and
survived him only to be a victim in the proscription of Marius, who (B. C. 87) affixed
his head to the rostrum, where he had eloquently defended the republic and the lives

of many of his fellow-citizens {Cic. de Orat. iii. 3). I'hese orators are commemorated
as having first raised the glory of Roman eloquence to an equality with that of Greece.

"^ 395. The repeated interdiction of the schools taught by Greek masters has been
mentioned (§ 391). Crassus, the orator just noticed, is said in one instance to have
used his authority as censor against them. But the art of speaking had come to be
universally regarded as an essential requisite in preparation for public life and civil

office. It was already a custom, that if a youth had public life in view, he was com-
mitted, at the age of 17, to the special care of some eminent orator, on whose perfor-
mances at the bar and in the assemblies, he constantly attended. Other means of
improvement were also employed (cf. P. IV. § 125). Schools for instruction in rhetoric
were opened by Roman freed inen, in the place of Grecian masters, towards the close
of the period now before us (cf. § 409). The study of rhetoric and eloquence soon be-
came a part of regular education, and continued to be so in subsequent times.
Of ttip oratnry nf this period we have no remains, except a few scattered passages quoted by later authors. A frajment of a speech

of Cams Gracchus (Dt legibus promulgatis) is said, however, to have been found, at a recent period, in the Ainbrosian library at

Milan.

^ 396. There were two younger orators who rose to distinction before the death of
those just named; these were PubHus Sulpitius and Caius A. Cotta. Sulpitius was a
violent partisan of IMarius and is charged with having greatly abused his political
power. He lost his hfe when comparatively young, on the ascendancy of Sylla, the
same year in which Antonius was beheaded by the opposite party. Cotta was banished
at the same time but was recalled, after Sylla assumed (B. C. 84) the authority of
dictator, and subsequently held the office of consul; he lived, it is said, to an advanced
age. Cicero, in his Bni'/us. describes the oratory of these speakers. Sulpitius was
vehem_ent, yet dignified and lofty, with a voice powerful and sonorous, a rapid elocu-
tion, and action earnest and impressive. Cotta had a feebler voice, and in his manner
was mild and calm, with an invention remarkably acute, a diction pure and flowing,
and a peculiar power of persuasion.

§ 397. In our next period, we have to notice the speakers, who eclipsed the fame
of all preceding orators of Rome. Cotta continued to shine in this period; but the
palm was soon taken from him by Hortensius. The first appearance of the latter in
the Forum was at the age of 19, in an important case, in which Scaevola and Crassus
were judges, a few years before the close of the period at which we have just taken
our glance. He gained immediate celebrity, soon rose to the head of the Roman bar,
and continued the acknowledged master of the Forum for 13 or 14 vears. He is said
to have possessed almost every quality essential to a distinguished speaker. His ima-
gination was fertile, and his language rich even to exuberance ; his industry and aijpli-

cation iii the former part of his Ufa intense, his acquaintance with literature extensive.
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his memory powerful and ready. He indulged in a showy species of rhetoric, and in
artificial and studied gesture. He acquired immense wealth, and lived in great extra-
vagance and luxury, being peculiarly fond of ostentatious display. None of his
speeches are preserved ; and were they extant, they would give but an imperfect idea
of his eloquence, as much of his excellence consisted in action and delivery.

Horiensius was for many years without a rival' at Rome. Licinius Calvus, already
mentioned as an author of satirical epigrams (§ 339), was an orator of some distinction,
but died at the age of 30; had he hved longer, it is not probable that he could have
surpassed Hortensius; he left a number of orations^, which were studied as models by
the younger Pliny. Juhus Caesar exhibited talents for speaking^, which probably
would have .secured to him very high celebrity as an orator had he pursued the pro-
fession. Other individuals, of the same times, are mentioned as eminent speakers

;

and some years later were Messala, Brutus, and others, who are said to have displayed
great oratorical powers.

But Cicero alone was able to emulate Hortensius with success. The first oration
pronounced by him (the first at least of those now extant, cf. ^ 404) was in a case, in
which Hortensius was his opponent. It was in the year B. C. 72, when Cicero was
about 26 years old. It is worthy of remark, that Cicero and Hortensius, although
rivals, seem to have been always on terms of mutual friendship. Cicero was several
years younger than Hortensius, and ultimately bore away from him the honor of being
the greatest orator of Rome

;
yet Hortensius generously used all his influence in pro-

curing Cicero's recal from banishment. It is needless to say that the name of Cicero
is always coupled with that of Demosthenes as synonymous with eloquence, or that his
orations and other works are imperishable monuments of genius, learning, and refine-
ment. Wiih him, Roman eloquence and oratory gained the highest degree of cultiva-
tion and power; the age of Cicero was emphatically the golden age of the art of
speaking.

1 Sallier, La vie de Q. Hortensius, in the Mem. dt VAcad da Inter, vol. vi. p. 500. a Cic Brut. 82.—ZKa/. dt Caut. corr. doq.

2l.—»''eicherl, De Licinio Calvo. oratore, et poela. Gimm. 1825. 4.—Burigny, De Calvus, in the Mem. de PAcad. Inicr. vol. xxiL

p. 122. 3 quint. InsL Or. x. 1.—Cic. Brut. 72. •

§ 398. It may be remarked, that the Grecian division of oratory into three kinds
(cf. j> 98) was recognized among the Romans; Cicero (De Oral. i. 31. ii. 10) specifies

distinctly that of trials {judicia), that oi deliherafio?is {deliheraliones). and that oi pane-
gyric Quudationes). It is in the two former kinds, that the Roman orators in the period
now under notice had most frequent occasion to display their ability. The constitution

of the Roman courts ofjustice and their method ol jiujicial procedure (cf P. III. "c* 261)
were better adapted to exerci.^e the powers of eloquence than to secure the administra-
tion of justice; they were such, that law, truth, and equity, might be loo easily over-
come by the skill, wit, or pathos of the orator. The questions broucrht into trial also

were often of a character that furnisiied grand opportunities for the displnv of oratory;
such especially were the accusations against high civil and provincial officers for mal-
administration. Highly exfiting occasions for the deliberative argument or harangue
were constantly presented in the Senate, and the comitia. The circumstances of Ci-

cero's life brought him fully under these and other influences calculated to stimulate

his efforts, and he has left splendid performances in both judicial and deliberative

eloquence.

§ 399. The history of Roman eloquence may be said to have ended with Cicero, or
at least with the Augustan age. The decline of liberty was unfavorable to the art.

The theatre for eloquence hitherto furnished by the assemblies of the people, was
chiefly closed. The debates of the senate degenerated, in a sad degree, into mere
eulogies of the reigning emperor. Even in the courts of justice, the pleader felt the
restraints of arbitrary power. The custom of reciting literary productions in meetings
of select friends, had been previously established. It now became common for orators

to declaim on imaginary subjects at such meetings, a practice calculated to cultivate a
fondness for sho%vy ornament rather than to foster the spirit of genuine eloquence.
Schools of rhetoric were still sustained, but they produced declaimers rather than great
orators, and contributed, it is said, to deprave the general taste and corrupt the lan-

guage (cf P. IV. § 128. 3. 5).

^ 400. The principal persons, who are commonly named among the speakers of this

oeriod, are Seneca. Quintilian, and Pliny the younger. But the two former may be
more properly considered as rhetoricians ; as their chief employment was that of
ieaching. The oratorical performances extant under their names are merely a sort

of school-exercises, of the class called declamations. Pliny was a pupil of Quintihan.
Before the age of 20, he appeared at the bar and soon acquired great distinction, con-
tipssedly surpassing every other speaker of the age. INIultitudes crowded to hear him

;

and he is said to have spoken sometimes seven hours without tiring any one in the

assembly but himself AH his orations are lost excepting the Panegyric (cf § 40.5).—

The only speaker who seems to have been in any decrree a rival to Pliny, was Taci-
tus, more generally known as an historian. While quite young, he obtained a high re-

putation by his eloquence at the bar. He continued to plead in the forum from the
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years of Vespasian's reign until the accession of Trajan, shortly after which hedevoted himself wholly to the work of writing history. Pliny and Tacitus were inti-

;jnnVr/,'{ ; -^1 r
'^ former, in one of his letters (£;,. ii. 11), gives an interesting ac-count ot the trial of a provincial officer before the senate, in which Tacitus and hiniselfwere employed to advocate the cause of the people of Africa against their proconsul

iviarius ^riscus
; Tacitus replied to his opponent Salvias Liberalis, a subtle and vehe-ment orator, says Phny, most eloquently, and with that majesty which is an illustrious

11 ait in ins speaking {eloquent issime, et, quod eximium oralioni ejus inest, aru.w,-).
J here is another name which ought to be here introduced, that of Cornelius Fronto

or rhronto, who flourished at the very close of the period under notice. He was apieceptor to Marcus Aur. Antomnus, and was honored, probably after his death, witha statue erected by that emperor. He seems to have enjoved some distinction as anadvocate and orator, and is mentioned with commendation bv his contemporary Aulus
Grelluis i^oct. Att XIX. 8). He is said to have been the chief of a sect of orators or
rtietoricians cajed Frontomans, who wished to revive the simple style of eloquencewhich prevailed in Rome before the time of Cicero.
The only remain, of the orator}- of this period now extant consist of the Panegj-ric of Pllny already named ; a number of paj-

iBges which Seneca has introduced into his declamations, fron, other speakers of comparatively liltle celebrity ; and a few fragmenU
of Fronto. The chief remains which we have of Fronto belong to the class of Letters (cf. § 443).

§ 401. In the last period of our glance, we find no orator of any distinguished emi-
nence. Apuleius, who was a pleader of some reputation, has left a singular specimen
ot his talents in his apology, delivered in self-defence on his own trial under the accusa-
tion ot having emploved magical arts to gain the affections of a rich widow whom he
had married. Of Calpurnius Flaccus, belonging to the same age (the latter part of the
^(l century), and called an orator, nothing is known except from a collection in his name
ot Declamations composed by different authors. In the latter part of the 3d century
lived Metius Falconius, or Voconius. who has received the title of Orator, and seems
to tiave been a speaker of considerable ability and address. An oration uttered by him
in the senate on the election of Tacitus as emperor, is preserved.—After this orator
It we may allow him the appellation, the history of Latin oratory furnishes nothing im
portant to be noticed, except the performances of the later Panegyrists.
The oration of Falconius is given by Vopiscus (^ 542. 6) in his Life of Tacitus ; also found in Chr. Thec^h. (Gctll.) Schwartz,

Miscellanea politioris humanitatis. Norimb. 1721. 4. The work of Calpurnius is entitled, E:tcerpt^ rhetarum min^m decla-
tnahones

;
and conlains fifly-one pieces from ten orators ; it was first published with the minor declamatimu of Quintilian, by P.

PMceu, (ci-eJ
§ 415. 4) ;

and is found in P. SunnaniVs ed. of Quintilian, and in others.-The apology of Apuleius is included in
the editions of his works (cf. § 471. 4).

f& Inr^' W ^^^ Panegyrists just mentioned, a slight account will be siven below
(v> 4Uo). Here we will merely advert to the nature and occasions of panegyrical orato-
ry. It was the same with what the Greeks called demonstrative ^iiniziKriKo;), a term
wmcti was applied to discourses that were designed to be delivered before assemblies
either ot triends specially invited for the purpose of literary recitals and hearintrs {iKpoa.
ctLi), or ot people promiscuously gathered for entertainment. The subjects were often
imagmary, and seldom could the subject or the occasion highlv excite the passions or
emotions. In order to remedy this deficiency and awaken admiration in the hearers,
It was natural to resort to rhetorical ornaments and a studied and artificial stvle.—Such
declamations were pronounced before large assemblies, sometimes before the crowds
collected at those public games which brought together all the Greeks ; and it is from
this circumstance, that they seem first to have received the name oi pane'r^rics, a terra
derived trom nav and dyoph. As the orators, with the desire of pleasing the multitude,
very Irequently took for their theme the praise of some god, hero, or city, the termpanegync gradually came to be synonymous with eulogy. Hence Cicero in specifvin<T
this kind of oratory designates it by the Latin word laudatio.
Among the Romans this kind does not appear to have been very much distinguished

Detore the time of the emperors. It is worthy of remark, howeVer, that the custom
ot delivering funera eulogies in the Forum must have presented many fine occasions
tor its exercise. There can be no doubt, that Cicero would have excelled in any at-tempt in panegyric

; indeed, it has been with much propriety remarked that bis oration

1
*"|. ,^^^"'''an law is a finished masterpiece of demonstrative eloquence, beino- but a

splendid panegync on Pompey. The oration for the poet Archias is of a similar cast.
Under the emperors, as has been before observed, the loss of freedom occasioned the
dec ine ot genume eloquence. But the studv of rhetoric and the practice of speakincr
could not he renounced

; the schools were continued, and the declamations, which hadm earlier times usually been upon such subjects as might be brought into the actual
biisiness ol the forum or the senate, were now more frequently on imaginary themes.
1 his would naturally lead to the panegyrical style and manner of the Greeks. How
soon the praise of some emperor was made a formal theme is not knoun; perhaps the
panegyric on Trajan by PHny was the first of the kind. There can be little doubt thai
such themes were frequently taken ; although we have no specimens from the time of
I hny down to the authors of the twelve panegyrics, a space of nearly two centuries

o L)
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^ 403. We give here a few additional references on the general subject.

On Roman oratory, SchW, Lill. Rom. i. 166. ii. 65, 395.— Duniop, Hist. Rom. Lit. ii. 109. ed. Phil. 1827.—RoJHn, Polite Learn,

ing, ch. iii. art. 2.—Ck. ^ug. Clodius, De Pr^idiis Roman. Eloquentise, in his Dissertat. Lips. 1787. S.—Burigny, L'eloquence

Chez les Romains, Mem. MaA. Imcr. xxxvi. 3^1.—Cicero De Claris oratoribus (cf. § ii3).—BiUtr, Gesch. Rftm. Ijt. p. 478. On

panegyrical oraiory, /. G. IValch, Diss, de orat. panegyr. veter. Jen. 1721. 4.

§ 404. Marcus Tullm.t Cicero was the most distinguished of the Roman orators.

He studied closely the Grecian models, and combined in himself the strength of De-
mosthenes, tlie copiousness of Plato and the suavity of Isocrates. He was born at

Arpinum. B. C. 106, and was put to death B. C. 43.—The poet Archias was his first

teacher; he was instructed in oratory by Apollonius Molo of Rhodes ; he also visited

Athens. After his return, he was appointed Quaestor, and at last Consul; in the lat-

ter office he rendered the stale the greatest service by suppressing the conspiracy of

Catihne. Yet he was subsequently banished through the influence of P. Clodius the

tribune ; he voluntarily retired to Greece, and was soon recalled in the most honorable

manner. He afterwards undertook the praetorship of Cilicia. In the civil war between

Caesar and Pompey, he followed the party of the latter, but after the battle of Pharsa-

lia was reconciled to Caesar. Not long after this, he was included in Antony's pro-

scription, and was beheaded by an emissary of that triumvir.—The works of Cicero,

which remain to us, have beeii distributed into four classes; Orations, Letters, Rhe-

torical treatises, and Philosophical treatises. We consider him here merely as an

orator, and certainly in this capacity, his merit was the most splendid. We have 59

orations from him, mostly judicial, some accusatory, and some defensive; they are the

finest models of Roman composition and eloquence.

1. Cicero was too easily afiocted by outward circumstances; elated by prosperhy,

and depressed by adversity; his disposition was amiable and his conduct generally

praiseworthy, yet he was wanting in firmness of purpose and consistency.

Cc7iyers Middhton, Life of M. T. Cicero. Lond. 1741. 2 vols. 4. Bost. ISIS. 3 vols. 8. the best and fullest biography of Cicero.

—Tr. Into Germ, by G. K. F. Sddel. Dantz. 1791. 4 vols. S.—Mtrrabiru Histoire de Cicero, ic. Par. 1748. 2 vols. 4.—/. ff.

Mtierotto. M. T. Cic. vita (drawn from C.'s writings, in his own words). Berl. 1783. 8.—.4. Fergusou, on Cicero, in his Hist, oj

Rom. Rcpull. cited \ 299. l.—F.. Burton, Account of the life and writings of TuUy, in bis Ancienl Characttri deduced from Clas-

sical Renjains. Camb. 1763. 8.—Cf. also Scholl, Litt. Rom. ii. 68.—Bdhr, p. 489 —JlUhtn, cited § 440. 5.

2. SchoU and Dunlop enumerate only 56 orations ; Fabricius enumerates 59, but

includes ikree, of which there remain merely fragments with the scholia of Asconius

Pedianus. Some fragments of si.x different orations %vere discovered in or about the year

1814. by Moi in the Ambrosian library at Milan'. Besides these, Cicero delivered many
orations which are wholly lost.—Of ihe 5G complete orations extant, 14 are called P/tt-

lippica, beiner directed against Antony, and deriving their name from that applied to the

oration.s of Demosthenes against Philip; the epithet is said to have been first applied

by Cicero himself in a jocose manner.—There are 6 which are termed Verrine, being

ail intended for dehvery against Verres, although only the first of them was pro-

nounced ; for Verres fled into voluntary e.xile.—The 4 Catilinarian orations, against

the conspirator Catiline, are well known.—There are 3 orations in opposition to the

Jirrarifiv law, the success of which, in turning the inchnations of the people off from a

darlins object, has been considered as among the strongest examples of the power of

eloquence.—Some of Cicero's orations were studied and written before delivery ; but

most of them were first spoken and afterwards written out, with such additions and
corrections, retrenchments and embellishments, as seemed proper^.

t See Mai's ed ition, cited below (5). ^ Cf. Pliny, Ep. i. 20. A brief account of each of the orations is given by SchSU, Litt.

Rom. ii. 97,s=.,aiid hy Z)un;i'p,Hist. Rnm. Lit. ii. 152, ss.—See also£dAr, p. 511.—A minute analysis of that /or CZuenlitM is offered

b) B!air, Lect on Rhet. vol. ii. lect. 28.

3. There are extant several orations, which have been falsely ascribed to Cicero, as

is now generally believed. And of those still commonly ascribed to him there are Jive

whose genuineness has been questioned by some writers.

Among the former are the orations styled. In Sallustium responsio. In pace, Antequam iret in exaium, and Contra i^alerium.

—Sch'olL ii 23, 114. cf. Harles. Brev. Not. p. Ii7. The latter are the oration Pro Marcello, and the four orations supposed to

hive been delivered soon after Cicero's recall from banishment, entitled Post rvtitum in Senalu, Post reditum ad Quirites, Pro

iomr sua ad Pontifices, De Hantspicum rerpcnsis.—Respecting Ihe last four, Markland seems to have been the first to start fbe

doubts, in a Dissertation which was published in 17-15, in his •' Remarks on the Epistles of Cicero to Brutus'' (cf. § 440. 2). A dis-

cussion ensued, in which Ross in England and Gessner in Germany took part against Markland ; and the orations were still generally

received as senuine. But in 16C1, HW/ published an edition (cited below) of these four orations, to which he prefixed an account

of the controversy, advocating the views of Markland. The notions of Wolf are adopted by Schatz and by Beck in their respective

editions of Cicero.—Wolf also questioned the genuineness of the oration for Marcellus, in an edition of it published in 1802. The

opinions of Wolf were controverted by H'eiske, in a commentary on that oration (in his edition below cited), and advocated by

Sralding in an essay which is contained in Wolf's Museum Antiqiiitatis S'.udiorum (vol. i.). In 1813, Aug. L. Jacob published a

disserlati-n in which he maintained (hat the oialion «as par'ly genuine and partly composed of interpolations by some rhetorician.

—Cf. KJilgling, Suppl ai Brev f ot. &c. p. 88-91.—Z)unZop, ii. 185-190.

4. Cicero and Demosthenps have often been cotnpared as orators ; by Plutarch, Quintilian,

and Lonaitius among the ancients ; and l)y nutnernus critics and writers on rhetoric and oratory

anion? the moderns.—See Jenisrh. Parallel der beiden grossten Redner des Allerthums. lierl.

'•^'21. 8.—H. Blair, Lect. on Rhet. and Belles-Lett. lect. .xxvi.
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5. E litiona —We shall notice here edilions of the loorij of Cicero, and of bis Oratioru.—W h o I e W o r k s.—The following are

ranked amongst Ihe best, ycrburg. Amst. 1724. 4 vols. 4. Repr. Ven. 1731. 12 vols. 8.—/o-t. Olivet. Par. I74C. 9 vols. 4. Repr.

Oxl. I7S3. 10 vols. 4. the 10th vol. contains Ernesti's Clavis ; an llth vol. was subsequently published containing notes.—/. Jiug.

A>nesft. Lpz. first, 1737. 5 vols. 8. 1776. 8 vols. 8. containing the valuable damn Ciceroniana. Repr. Osf. 1810. 8 vols. 8.

Lond. 1819. 8 vols. 8. Bost. 1816. 20 vols. 12. very neat. Berl 1S20. 10 vols. S. this Berlin ed. contains the fragments discovered

by Mai. The Prefaces of Ernesti have been published separately ; J. A. Emesti, Prasfationes et Notas in M. T. Ciceronis Opera.

Hal. 1806. 2 vols. S.—Ch. D. Beck. Lpz. I795-1S07. 4 vols. 8. not complete, these volumes including only the oralicns.—Chr. G.

SchWz. Lpz. 1814-21. 20 vols. 8. containing the frapnents discovered by Mai, Bummaries prefixed to each oration and treatise,

with a few no'es subjoined to the tent, and a useful Lexiam Ciceronianum ; this edition is much commended by KlUgling (Supp.

ad Brev. Not. &c. p. 82).—/. C. Ordli. Turici, 1826-36. vols, i.-vi. 8. This is said to contain the best text, as far as published.

The earliest or Princeps edition was by Mex. Minucianus. Mil. 1498-99. 4 vols. fol. a work executed with great toil and

expense (cf. Xdfcrfin, Introd. i. 390).—Among the celebrated editions ; Victoritu. Ven. 1534-37. 4 vols. M.—Pavl. Manutiua.

Ven. 1540-44. 10 vols. S.~Lambinus. Par. 1566. 4 vols. M.—Elztvir. Lug. Bat. 16t2. 10 vols. 12. Orat i on s.—The best

;

Grxvius. Amst. 1699. 6 vols. 9.—C. D. Beck. Lpz. 1795-I8C7. 4 vols. 9. the [ art finisheH of hi^ designed ed. of C.'s whole works.

—ij. Klolz. Lpz. 1835-37. 2 vols. 8. "excellent text " The Princeps by Sweyyiheym 4- Pannartz. Rnm. 1471. fol. containing

all. Of select orations there have been a vast multitude of editions. We notice here Ihe following; G. Ch. Charles (The Verrine

orations). Eriang. I7~4. 2 vols. 8.—G. G. IVernsdor} (The Philippics). Lpz. 1821. 2 vols. 8.— i. Mhller (the orations against

Catiline). Hafn. 1803. 9.—A. Mabiui (Orat. 12 Select.). Hannov. 1822. 2 vols. 9.—Fr. Aug. Wulf (\be har suipected aratima)

Berl. 1801. 8.—by .'ar/ie (Oration for Marcellus). Berl. 1802. 8.—B. JVeishe (Orat. for Marcellus, with a Commentary). Lpz.

1805. 9.—Aug. Mai, M. T. Cic. trium. orat. pro Scauro, Tullio et Flacco partes, he. Miian, 1814. 8.—By same, M. T. Cic. trium

orat. in Clodium, de acre alieno Milonis, de Rege Alexandrino Fragmenta, &c. Milan, 1814. 8.—By jame, M. T. C. sex orationum

partes, &c (a 2d ed. of the two publications just cited). Mil. 1817. 8. Respecting these fragments, cf. KlUgling, Suppl. Brev.

Not. p. 94, 355 ; Dibdin, Introd. to Class, i. 443 ; Dunlcrp, Rom. Lit. ii. 182.—B. G. IViel/uhr, Cic. orat. pro Fontei. et Rabir.

fragm. Berl. 1820. S.—C. T. Zumpt, Orationes Verrinae. Berl. 1830. 8.—/. C. OreUius, Select Orations, edited from M3S. now
first collated. Zurich, 1837. Several editions of Select Orations have been published for use in our classical schools ; that of C.

Anthem (N. York, 1836. 12.), is good.

6. Translations.—Of W h o 1 e Work s.—French.—.inonymoia. Par. 1SI9. 26 vols. 8. German.—ij. Klotz, editor; the

translations, by different scholars, still in progress ; the philosophical works already published, by Jacobs, Drysen, Zumpt; with

introductions and notes. Of Orat i ons.—German.—/. B. Schmitt (all). Wilrzb. 1787-94. 8 vols. 8. {*' nee fide tuc ehganter."

KlUgling.)—F. C. Wolff (select). Altona. 1805-19. 5 vols S. with a continuation, Alt. 1823. 2 vols. S. Fre7ich.—De Villefore

(all). Par 1731. 8 vols. 12.—Auger (select). Par. 1787. 3 vols. 12.—OhueJ (against Catilme). Par. 1771. 12. English.— fT.

Guthrie (all). Lond. 2d ed. 1745. 3 vols. 8. 1806. 2 vols. 8.—/. Ruthoford, The principal orations of Cicero, with notes, &c
Lond. 178'. 4.—/. fVhite (against Verres). Lond. 1787. 4.—Duncan (select). Lond. 1771. 8. ed. by C. Whitvoorlh. Lond.

1777. 2 vols. 8.

7. It would require a volume to name the various works illustrative of the writings of Cicero. Among those illustrating the

Orations, we advert to the Commentaries (enarrationes, scholia) of Q. Asconiiu Pedianus, a Roman grammarian of the 1st cen-

turj' (cf. § 424).—The commentary of Paulus .Manutius is also worthy of notice ; a new edition was given by Ch. G. Richter.

Lpz. 1783. 8.— .\f. Anton. Ferralius, Epist. in Orat. Cic. libri sex. Ven. 1733. 4. " in qnibus omnia fere, quje in orationibus iL
Tullii dubia. occurrunt, polemica illustrantur." (Harles. Suppl. Brev. Not. i. 2(K). cf. Fabricius, i. 170).—S. C. Schirlitz, Vorschule

zum Cicero, Sic. VVelzel. 1836. 8. containing biographical and other notices, and designed as an introduction to the study of Cicero.

8. A. singular literary contrnversy arose in the 16th century, out of the extravagant veneration
fur Cicern which was tiipn cherished. It began at Rome, where Leo X. was one of the most
zealotis admirers of the Roman orator, and exerted all his influence to proscribe every other
model of Latin style. But the great champions in the war were Erasmus and Julius Cffisar
Scalisrer. The former cnuinienced his attack upon the admirers of Cicero in a book si\ led Cice-
ronianvs. He charged them with exalting pagani.sm over Christianity, and deifying a heathen
lawyer; asserting that they preferred Jupiter Optimus Maxiiiuis to Christ the Redeemer of the
world, and held cimscript Fathers in higher estimation than inspired .Apostles. His book was
filled with that lively wit and pungent irony, which Erasmus knew so well how to employ. A
defence was made by Scaliser in two Satires, characterized by the grossest severity and bitter-
ness. fScalis'^r was a more profound scholar than Erasmus, but a much less brilliant writer.
The wit of his adversary he found it easiest to repay with abuse ; and he most unsparingly
heaped upon the author of Ciceronianus hard names and reproachful epithets, calling him a
monster, a parricide, a second Porphyry.

Burigny, De la question, &c., par rapport a I'estime due a Cicero, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. vol. xxvii. ISa.

•^i 40.5. Caius Flinius CcBciliiis Secundus, a native of Comum, not far from MecJiola-
num, Yived in the latter part of the first century and the beginning of the seconti. He
was a nephew of the elder Pliny, and adopted by him. He studied eloquence under
Quintilian ; and acquired great celebrity and influence at Rome as a judicial orator.

Under Domiiian he held the office of praetor, and under Trajan that of consul. His
eulosy on Trajan is a tribute of thanks for the latter dignity. It is the only specimen
of his eloquence that has come down to us ; it exhibits many undeniable beauties, but
is too lavish both in praise and in rhetorical ornament.

1. He was a son of L. Caecilius by the sister of the elder Pliny; he assumed his
uncle's name and inherited his estate. At the age of 41 or 42 he was sent to eovern
the provinces of Bithynia and Pontus, whence he wrote his interesting epistle respect-
ing the persecution of Christians. He died at the age of 52, about A. D. 110, and left

the reputation of a liberal and amiable man. There is a groundless legend that he
was converted to Christianity by Titus in Crete, and suffered martyrdom.
G. E. Gierig. Leben, Charakter, &c., des jangeren Plinius. Dortm. 1798. S.—J. A. Schafer, Progr. Qber den Char, des jQng

Flinius. Onolzbach (Ansbacb, Onoldi). 1786. 4.—On the story of Pliny's conversion, cf. Fabriciiu, Bibl. Lat. ii. 419.

2. Plinv published many of his orations and harangues, and wrote other works, the

loss of which is matter of regret. The Panegyric {Panesyricus Trajnno dictus) and

the Letters (cf. ^ 441) are the only genuine remains; although othfcr works extant
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have been ascribed to him, as the dialogue de causis corruptcB eloquent icb (§ 415. 3),

and the book de viris illustribus.—1'he Panegyric was addressed to Trajan on hia

naming the author for consul A. D. 100, and was afterwards publicly recited ; he re-

fers to It in two of his letters {Ep. iii. 13. 18). In another letter (£p. vii. 17) he speaks

of his great labor and care in composhion (cf. P. IV. '^ 125).

Schoil, Lit. Rom. ii. 411.

—

Fabricius, Bibl. lat. ii. 421. Fabricius is copied in Lemaire's ed. of Pliny, 2 vol. p. 394, ss.

3. Editions.—The Panegyric is given in many editions of the Letters (§ 441). Separately, the best; C. G. Sc/iwartz. NDmb.

(Norimb.) 1746. 4. with a learned and useful commentary.—G. £. Gierig. Lpz. 1796. 8. "wiih notes copious and instructive;"

subsequently united to his edition of the Letleri, with some alterations. Lpz. 1506. 2 vols. 8.—The Princeps, by Putedanxa, cited

5 406. 3.

4. Translations.—German.^/. .«. Sch&fer. Ansbach (Onoldi). 1784. 8.—D. L. Wisand. Lpz. 1796. 8. French.—touij d«

Saey (Ludovicus Sacius). Par. 1709. 8. cf. § 441. 3. Enzlish.—fK Kennet (Bp.). Lond. 16S6. 8.—G. Smilh. Lond. 1702. 8.

-With the Epistles (by "several hands") and a Life of Pliny by Mr. Henley. L.ond. 2 vols. 8.

^ 406. Besides the oratorical works above noticed, there are the twelve enJogies

(Pa?iegyrici) on the Roman emperors in the 3d and 4'h centuries. They are worthy
of notice chiefly as literary monuments of the times, and as subservient to historical

research, and not as specimens of oratory ; since in that period there was an almost

total loss of pure taste, of good style, and of the free and noble spirit of genuine elo-

quence. The principal authors are Claudius ISlamertinus, Eumenius, Nazarius, and
Latbius Pacatus.

1. " These panegyrics are melancholy monuments of the decline which oratory had
suffered since the time of Plinyi. They consist of eulogies upon different Roman em-
perors and princes, which were pronounced on various public occasions, and not unfre-

quently delivered as complimentary addresses in the actual presence of the imperial

sovereigns. The chies in different parts of the empire seem to have employed thi.s

adulation as a means of securing the favor of the reigning prince ; for which purpose

they selected their most eloquent and insinuating speakers to prepare and utter such

panegyrical discourses. The cities of Gaul appear to have gone beyond all others in

this sort of flattery ; since all the eulogies of the collection here described were com-
posed by GaUic orators. These performances are but poor imitations of the panegyric

of Phny. They contain revolting flatteries and frigid declamation mingled with ex-

aggerations and subtleties, and are wanting in genius, delicacy, and regard to truth.

Bui, although they can scarcely fail to produce disgust in the reader, they are highly

valuable as historic monuments illustrating the customs and spirit of the times." Nor
are they utterly worthless in rhetorical chawicter. "There is considerable talent m
these discourses^, with very fine thoughts, happy turns, lively descriptions, and just

commendations."
t The quotation is from SchSIl, Lift. Rom. iii. 191. ^From Rollin, Polite Learning, as cited § 412. Cf. C. G. Heyne, Cen-

sura duodeclm Panegyricorum veleruin. Gott. 1S05. fo!. ; also in his Optisc. Acadtm. p. 80 vol. vi.

2. Claudius Mamertinus was the atithor of two of the discourses' ; one of Ihem, eiiloeizing the

emperor Ma.xiinian. was pronounced at Treves, on the 20Ui of April, A D. 292, at a c^-lehration

of the founding of Rome ; the other, perhaps of an earlier date, was pronounced on the birth-

day of Maxiniian. Another of the panegyrics, delivered about 70 years later, is ascribed to a
Claudius Mauiertinus, snppo.«ed to he a son of the former.—Eumevius was a professor of rheto-

ric in the school of Auifustodununi, where he enjoyed a very liberal stipend from the emperor
Constantius Chlorus, whom he had previously served as secretary. Four panegyrics are from

him ; the last of them was delivered at Treves, A. D. 311, to Constantine, by appointment of the

citizens of Aueustodnnum, as an address of thanks for favors bestowed on them by that empe-
ror.—Aa:ar!«s was a professor at Burdisala (cf J 3S5) ; his panegyric was pronounced at Rome,
A. D. 321, and eulogizes Constantine th^ Great.

—

l.atiiius Pacatus Dr^pavius, author of another

of the Discourses, was a professor of the same place, who was sent to Rome A. D. 391, to con-

gratulate the emperor Theodosius. Optatiavus Porphyrius (cf $ 341) is included by Fuhrmatmo
among the authors of what are called the twelve Panegyrics; and also Ausunius, among whose
works is found a eulogy in prose on the emperor Gratian.

1 Respecting the authors, see Scholl, iii. 1S8, ss.—Fatrriciuf, BIbl. I^t. ii. 424. 2 Klein. Handbuch, p- 745, as cited § 7. 8.

3. Editions.—The best, by C. G. Schwartz, completed by IV. Jager (Jsgeriu). Norimb. 1779. 2 vols. 8. with an Appendix

(.Ippaidix oljstrvatimum, kc.) Norimb. 1790. 8.—In ralfy's \'3.t. k Dclph. Classics, No. 120-124.—The Pniiceps, by /Vane.

PiUeolanus, without name of place, 1476. 4. containing the Pinegyric of Pliny and devtn others. Those now commonly called

the twelve do not include Pliny's.—Cf Harles, Brev. Not. p. 40, 413. Fahricivs, Bibl. Lat. ii. 428.

4. Several Panegyrics were composed by Symmachvs, an orator of some renown in his times,

whose letters will be noticed below (5 444). Fragments of eieht orations by him were drawn
by Mai from the palimpsest manuscript of Pronto (cf. $ 443); three of them are imperial panegy-

rics (oratimies Augustales).

Mai published the same under the title Q. Aur. Symmachi octo orationum partes, &c Mil. 1815. 8. with a specimen of th«

chirography of the MS.

III.

—

Rhetoricians.

*} 407 u. It IS worthy of remark, that the Roman Rhetoricians had reference chiefly

to the art of the orator, and not of the prose writer in general. The beauties of style
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in other species of composition, except orations properly so called, were investigated

by the grammarians and taught both orally and by written works.
§ 408. It has already been mentioned, that the attention of the young Romans was

first specially drawn to the art of speaking as such, by the Greek rhetoricians who
came to Rome with the embassy of Carneades, about B. C. 155. Lectures on rheto-
ric and grammar had been given somewhat earlier by one Crates, who had come to

Rome in the suite of Attalus an ambassador from Eumenes 2d, king of Pergamus.
Crates, being detained by tbe breaking of a leg, employed himself for amusement in

giving lectures {aKpoaaeXi) which attracted considerable attention. But much greater
interest seems to have been awakened by the embassy from Athens. The three men
(Carneades, Diogenes, and Critolaus) who composed this embassy^, were teachers of
rhetoric and philosophy. They introduced among the Romans schools, in which in-

struction in rhetoric was given after the manner taught in the Greek books. Some
of the Roman Fathers apprehended danger to the state from the new schools, and
at length the following edict against the rhetoricians^ was given by the Censors

:

" Whereas we have been informed that certain men who call themselves Latin rheto-
ricians have instituted a new kind of learning, and opened schools in which young men
trifle away their time day after day ; we, judging this innovation to be inconsistent with
the purpose for which our ancestors established schools, contrary to ancient custom,
and injurious to our youth, do hereby warn both those who keep these schools and
those who frequent them, that they are herein acting contrary to our pleasure."

1 Cf. p. IV. § 120. 2 Cf. Suelonhis, De Rhetoribus.

•^i 409. But the art of speaking was so highly valued at Rome, that instruction in

rhetoric could not be wholly interdicted. Schools were opened, as has been mention-
ed {% 395), by Roman freedmen, when the Grecian masters were excluded. The ear-

liest of this description, in which rhetoric was taught in the Latin language, is said to

have been commenced about B. C. 90, by L. Ploiius Gallus, who was afterwards the
teacher of Cicero. L. Otacilius Pilitus is mentioned as another noted teacher. The-
oretical instruction in rhetoric became more and more valuable in the general estima-
tion, and the employment of rhetorician, it is stated, became highly Iflcrative.

•f* 410. The earliest works which we have in Latin, belonging strictly to the class

here denominated rhetorical, are from the pen of Cicero ; who, although his profes-

sional employment was that of the orator and not the rhetorician, devoted himself,

with the greatest assiduity, to study and explain everything belonging to the theory of
his art. The merit of his several treatises (cf. 'i 413) is universally acknowledged;
they are the only rhetorical works that we can refer properly to the Augustan age.

—

The next important name in this department is that of Marcus Seneca, the father of
the philosopher. He was employed at Rome as an actual teacher of rhetoric and ora-

tory, and left some works which have come down to us (cf § 414). We refer them to

the 4th period of our division, although Seneca was born many years before the death
of Augustus, because they were chiefly written in the author's old age. M. Porcius
Latro was a contemporary and friend of Seneca, and also a professed rhetorician at

Rome ; two or three declamations ascribed to him (cf S> 414. 3) are extant.—Ruiilius

Lupus is another rhetorical writer belonging probably to the same age, although by
some assigned to a later time ; we have from him a treatise on figures (cf. % 414. 4).

% 411. The schools of rhetoric were sustained in the period following the time of
Augustus, although genuine eloquence declined. Many teachers of rhetoric are men-
tioned ; as Hermagoras, and Gabinianus, celebrated both at Rome and in Gaul ; Vir-

ginins Rufus, who wrote a treatise on rhetoric ; and others, whose names it is of little

importance to repeat. They are all entirely eclipsed by Quintilian, whose reputation

was deservedly very high as a living teacher, and whose treatise on the art of the ora-

tor (cf. § 415) has secured him lasting honor.

After Quintilian, we find no author of any eminence in th>s branch of literature.

—

In our last period, subsequent to the Antonines, there were still numerous teachers of
rhetoric, both at Rome and elsewhere (cf P. TV. <5> 128. 5) ; but if they produced any-
thing of great importance, it is buried in oblivion. From several of them, however,
something is preserved.

We barely note tbe following remains of rhetoricians belonging to the latest period. Cnrius
Fortuva'ianus, about A I). *240 ; a work entitled v-Srs rhetorica scholica, in 3 books, by question
and answer; found in Pithccii/', as cited $ 412.

—

Jiquila Rnmanus, about A. D. 260; a Latin trans-

lation of the Greek treatise of Nnmeniiis (cf $ 112) Defa-uris sententiarum. Sec. found in Riihn-
ken's ed. of R. Lupus, cited } 41 1. 4.—Julius Kufininnus, Tibout A. D. 330 ; a continuation of the

work of Aquila ; also given in Ruhnken's edition just named.— F'ir.torin us, -a. lencher of rhetoric

at Rotnp, driven from his school on account of his being a Christian, by Julian (cf. P. IV. $ 128.

2), A. D. 362; a comnientarv (expnsitin) on Cicero's treatise de invtntione ; found in the collection

of Pithaus, above cited.—Cf. Scholl, Litt. Rom. iii. 197.

"5> 412. We insert the following for references on the subject of the Roman rhetori

cians.

Franc. Piihczus, Antiqui rhetores Latini. Par. 1594. i.—CIawHwi Capperrniiv*, Antiqui Rhetores Latini. Argent. 1756. 4. an

iniprovel e.t. of the preceding ; a col'ection containing the liier rhetoricians men:ione(i almve (i 411) and several others. F. A,

Hltdt-i/wg, Praecepta rhetorica. Brunsw. 1786. S. (cf. § 1 1^).—/ CA. Theoph. Emesti, Lexicou lechnologiae LalinoruQi rhetorical

75 3d3
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Lpz. 1797. 8. con'ainin? pxplanptions of tlie teclinical language of the Latin Rhetoricians and Grammarians.—Cf. also Sulzer,

A\\%. Theorif, &c., iv. iT.—Rollin, Polite Learnini;, ch. iv. art. 2 ; in his Anc. History, p. 543-554. vol. 2d. ed. N. York, 1S36 —
Siutmiiiis, De Claris rhetoribus (cf. § 537. 2) —Quinlilian, lust. Oral. lib. ii. respecting the Roman schools of Rhetoric—/uucnal

S.il. vii. illustrating the state of learning, and particularly the rhetorical schools in the tinie of Domitian.— /. Harris, Philological

Ii'.quiries. Lond. 17SI 3 vols. 8.

—

<-G. D. Koler, Vergleichung d. alten und neuen Redekunst. Lemg. 1783. 8.

—

J. IMlebrand,

.^slhetica literaria antiqua Classica. Mngunt. 1828. 8.

§ 413. 31. T. Cicero, already named as a practical orator ($ 404), was likewise a
most thorough, copious, and instructive writer on his art. The following are included

in his rhetorical works : 1. Elietorica, ad Herennium, in 4 books, which is now thought
to he the work of another rhetorician, perhaps of Gnipho, one of Cicero's teachers;

2. De inventione rhetorica, in 2 books, a work said to have been written in his 18th

year in 4 books, of which only 2 remain ; 3. De Oratore, in 3 books, addressed to his

broiher, in the form of a dialogue ; 4. Brutus, or De Claris Oratoribus, being an ac-

count of the most distinguished orators ; 5, Orator, an ideal picture of a complete
speaker, addressed to M. Brutus ; 6. Topira, or the doctrine of evidence, addressed to

the lawyer Trebatius ; 7. De partitione rhetorica, a dialogue between himself and son
on rhetorical analysis and division ; 8. De optimo genere oratontm, designed as a pre-

face to his translation of the rival orations of vEschines and Demosthenes in the case

of Ctesiphon (cf. ^ 106. 3. "S> 107. 2). The most valuable of these works are the 3d,

4th, and 5th.

1. Various conjectures have been made by the learned respecting the real author of the books
addressed to Ilerenvius. Thai which ascribes the work to Cicero's master, Gnipho, was first

advanced by Scbiiiz, one of lh'» best editors of Cicero.—The treatise de claris oratnribus is a
most valuable iielp in learning the history of Roman eloquence.—In the book entitled I'upica,

Cicero treats of the method of finding proper arguments. The sources from which arguments
maybe drawn are called loci communes, cummos places. The work is based on that of Aris-
totle by the same title.

Cf. /. Q. Adams, Lectures on Oratory. Cambr. ISIO. 2 vols. 8.—For a further notice of the several works above named, sea

Dutdop, Hist. Rom. Lit. ii. 194, ss—Sdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. p. 501, ss.

2. Editions.—R hetorical Works collectively, the best ; C. G. Schdtz. Lpz. 1804-8. 3 vols. 8.—Princep>, by jJZrftM

(the. elder). Ven. 1514. 8.—R het. ad Herennium, best ; P. BHrmann ( jun.). Leyd. 1761. 8.—D e O r a t o r e, best

;

G. Ch. Hnrles (first published 1776 ; but a new impr. el. just before his death). Lpz. 1816. 8. with notes of Z. Pearce.— 0. H.

MUUer. l.pz. 1819. ?. pronounced by Dibdin (IS27) the best extant —Z. /. Billabtch. Hann. I82S. 8. " Zum Gebrauch for

Schulen, mit den nothwendigsten Worlund Ssch-Erl.iuterungen."—B r u t u s (de Claris oratoribus), /. C/l G. JVeliel. Hal.

1793. 8. and Brunsw. 1796. S.—F. Ellcndt. Reiiomnnf. lS-2.5. S. with notes of Ernesti and others: and a brief history of Roman

c\T7i\<ry.—Charles Beck. Canib. 1837. " well worthy of its author, one of the most accurate Latin acliolars in our country." BiU,

Rep. No. xxviii. p. 498.— ritor,J. G. H. Richler. Hal. 1816. 8 —/. C. Ortllius, Turici, 1831. 8. with Brutus and Topica.—

T o p i c a, /. Ch. F. Wetzel, M. T. Cic. opera rhetor, minora, impr'd 6A. Lpz. 1823. 8. containing the Witturica ad Herenniumt

de htven'ione, rfe jiartilione, and de optimo genere oratorum.

X Translations—German.—f. C. IVulff, De oralore. Alton. 1801.—/. L. H. Woller, Brutus. Hamb. 1787. 8. French.—

Abbe Cfi/in, De oratore, \vith the Utjn. Par. IS05. 12.—Ce VilUfort, Brutus. Par. 1726. 12. English.— fT. Guthrie, De Ora-

lore. Loud. 1742. 8. often repr.—£. Junes, Brutus. 1776. 8.

§ 414. JSLircus AnncBus Seneca, of Corduba in Spain, father of Seneca the poet (cf.

^ 374) and philosopher (cf. ^ 469), was a celebrated rhetorician under Augustus and
Tiberius. He wrote a work entitled Cont roversice, or civil processes, or law-suits, in

10 books, of which we have only a part ; viz. the 1st, 2d, 7th, 9th, and lOth ; and these

not in a perfect state. It was a sort of Chrestomathy, and is properly ranked in the

class of rhetorical works, as it contains a review and comparison of Greek and Roman
orators with regard to invention, application, and style. We have also another work
by him, entitled Siiasoricp, consisting of declamations and discourses on imaginary
themes. It is an appendix to the former work, and also incomplete. The style in

both is concise, sometimes even to constraint.

1. Seneca was born B. C. 58, and died A. D. 32. Under Augustus, he lived at

Rome and taught rhetoric. At the age of 52, he returned to his native country, and
married Helvia, a woman of distingfuished beauty and talents.—By her he had three

sons ; Lucius, the philosopher ; Mela, father of the poet Lucan ; and Novatvs, who
afterwards took the name of Junius Gullio, and was the Gallio mentioned in the

history of Paul {Acts xviii. 12.) In both the works of Seneca, we find quesiions

which were discussed in the rhetorical schools for the sake of exercising the talents of

the speakers.

SchSU. Lilt. Rom. ii. 395.—SnAr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. p. 551.

2. Editions.—Both works are commonly given in the editions of his son L. Ann. Seneca (cf. § 469. 4). Separately, M. Jinn. Se-

neca rhel. Opera. Eip. 1783. 8. Repr. Bip. 1810. 8. The Controcersia was first printed, Ven, 1490. The Suajoria added, Ven.

1492. fol. Cf. Harles, Brev. Not. p. 320.

3. Besides the declamations of Seneca, we have some other specimens of the decla-

mations or discourses which the rhetoricians required of their pupils in order to train

their minds for argument and debate; and which were practiced by the most eminent
orators long after leaving the schools (cf. P. IV. ^ 125). Of this kind, are a declama-

tion in Ciceronem, and another in Catilivam, ascribed to 31. Dorcius Latro, who was
a professed rhetorician of some celebrity {Quint. Inst. Or. x. 5).

4. Ixutilius Lupus probably lived in the time of Augustus and Tiberius, and was,

perhaps, the son of the tribune and praetor of that name mentioned by Cicero. His
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treatise, in 2 books, De figuris sententiarum et elocutionis is an extract and translation
from a Greek work composed by one Gorgias ; not the celebrated sophist of Leon-
tium (cf. '^ 114), but probably the teacher at Athens, whom the son of Cicero left at
the command of his lather. The work contains passages which were drawn from
Greek orators, and some which are not elsewhere preserved.
The first edition was by Nic. Rnsdus Ferrarienni. Ven. 1519. 8. (Bahr).—A better, by R. Stephanu). Par. 1530. 4.—The

best ; D. Ruhrihcn. Lugd. Bat. 1768. 8.—C. F. Frotscher. Lips. 1831. 8. with Ruhnken's notes.

§ 415. 3rarcus Fahius Qui?itil{anus, a contemporary of the younger Pliny (cf. ^ 405),
was a native of Calagurris in Spain, but was brought to Rome in hfs infancy. He was
for 20 years an eminent teacher of rhetoric. The most noble of the Romans were
among his pupils. He instructed them by example as well as by precept, being him-
self a speaker, although his chief merit as an author is founded on his attention'^to the
theory of eloquence. His work, entitled De Institictione Oraloria, in 12 books, is ex-
ceedingly valuable ; highly conducive to the formation of good taste ; compri'sino- at
the same time the best rules and a specification and critical notice of the best models.
The 10th is one of the most instructive books in the work.—There is a collection of
oratorical exercises, Dedamationes, consisting of 19 termed smaller declamations, and
145 called larger, which have been generally ascribed to Quintilian. They are very
unequal in respect of style and value, and are chiefiy unworthy of this author. 'J'hey
are probably the productions of several different writers, mostly of a later period.—
The dialogue, De causis coM-uptcs eloquenticB, by some ascribed to Tacitus, and by
some to Pliny (cf. % 405. 2), is by others referred to Quintilian.

1. Quintilian opened his school at Rome under Vespasian ; he was the first rhetori-
cian who received a salary from the imperial treasury. His Institutes were written
about B. C. 92, after he retired from the business of public instruction.

Cf. Schm, Litt. Rom. ii. 39S.—A fuller account of his life, in RoUin, as cited § 412.—Cf. Preface to Spalding's edition below
cited H).—Dodwdl, Annales Quintiliani, &c. Oxon. 169S. 8.

2. The Institutes of Oratory are designed to form a complete orator. The author
therefore begins with him in his infancy, and goes on with him through his prepara-
tory education, his professional practice, and his retirement from active life. The 1st
book is of special value as informing us respecting the manner in which children and
youth were instructed before entering the schools of rhetoric. The 2d book gives
rules to be observed iri these rhetorical schools. The 10th book, mentioned above as
very instructive, contains a notice of the Greek and Roman classic authors.
The only complete manuscript of this work preserved to modern times was one found by Po^aio of Florence, at the time of the

council cf Constance, A. D. 1417, in a tower of the Abbey of St. Gall j what has become of this MS. is not known; but a copy of it

taken by Poggio, is now in England. ScfiSll, Litt. Rom. ii. 400.

3. Quintilian says expressly ilnst. Or. vi. procem. viii. 6), that he wrote a treatise on the
causes of the corruption if eloqitence. This is one of the grounds, on which some nf the critics
have ascribed to him the dialoo've now extant on that subject, as Gravius, Henry Stephens
Saxius and others, have done. The title of the dialogue, however, in the manuscripts and early
editions, is simply de claris oraturibus ; the other part, sew de cait.^is corruptee eloquevti(f, was
added by Lipsius. Spal<ling (in his edition named below, 4) has cited passages which he thinks
prove that thp dialogue was not the work of Quintilian.—The principal writers who ascribe the
dialogue to Pliny are J^ast and Melmoth, aiuhors of the translations cited below (5).—The early
editions and the manuscripts ascribe the dialogue to Tacitus. Brotier and other critics follow
this authority.

SclioU, Litt. Rom. ii. iOi.—Murphy, Trans, of Tacitus (cited § 534. 5), p. 258. vol. vi. ed. Best. 1S22.— FT. Melmoth, Letters of

Sir Thos. Filzosborne ;
with a Dialogue on Oratory, 6th ed. Lond. 1763. S. 1st Am. ed. Bost. 1815, 12.

4. Editions—De Ins tit. Or.—Best; G. L. Spalding. Lpz. I798-1S16. 4 vols. 8. The 4th vol. prepared by Bu«man7i after

Spalding's death. These vols, contain the text. A 5th vol. containing notes and index, by C. F. ZumpI, and a Lexiccji Qidntilia-

neum fnrming a 6th vol. ty E. Bonndli, have been since added.—G. H. LUnemann. Han. IS26. 2 vols. 8.— Q.'s Wo r k s are

given in Ltmaire's Bibl. Class. Earlier celebrated editions ; P Burrnann, De Inst. & Declam. Lugd. Bat. 2 vols. 4. Cappe-

ronim, De Inst. Or. Par. 1725. fol.—/. M. Gesmer. Gott. 1738. 4. Oxf. 1806. 2 vols. 8.—C. floJZ.n, De Inst. Or. 2d ed. Par.

1734. 2 vols. 8. Altenb. {Harles ed.) 1772. Oxf. {Ingram ed.) 1809. valued for the preface of Rollin.—/>. PithcBus, Declam. Mix
Par. 15S0. S.— Extracts ; by J. Aldtn, M. F. Q de Inst. Or. e Libris Excerpta. Bost. I&40. 12. Cf. A^ .imer. Rev. vol. lii. p. 266.

De causis cot t. e^oq—Good ; J. H. A. Schulzs. Lpz. 1788. 8.—J. Seebode. Gott. 1815. 8.— ff. £oHif/icr. Berl. IS32. 8.

—^ F. RitUr. Bonn, 1836. 8.—C. S. Pabst, Dial, de Orat. Lips. 1841. 8. pp. 128 —It is given in most editions of Tacitus, and of

Quintilian. In Brolier's edition (cited § 534. 4) a chasm in the dialogue is elegantly supplied by that editor.

5. Translations.—French.—jjtie Gedoyn. Instil. Orat. Par. 1718. 4. 1803. 4 vols. 12. English.— r^arr, Declamations. Lond.

1686 8 —IK G. Guthrie. Instit Orat. 1756. 2 vols. 8.—/. Palsall, Inst. Or. Lond. 1774 8 — fT'. Melmoth, De caus. corn eloq.

Lond. 1754. 8. Cf. his Letters, above cited.—jJrfAur Murphy. De caus. corr. El. (with valuable notes) in his transi, of Tacitus, cited

§ 534. 5. German.—£f. P. C. Hencke, Inst. Or. Helmst. 1775. 3 vols. 8.—/. J. H. Nasi, dialogue de catuis, &c. Halle, 1787. S

IV.

—

Grammarians.

^ 416 u. The language of the Romans gained in copiousness, refinement and ox.

cellence, as the arts and sciences began to find patronage among them (cf. P. IV. ^ 114).
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Patriotic and acute men, who had studied and admired the Greek language, now ap.

plied themselves to a more particular investigation and improvement of their native

tongue. These were the Grammarians, who made the study of language their prin-

cipal business, and gave the Roman youth instruction in respect both to accuracy and
to beauty ot style. And subsequently, when Roman taste was declining, these men
endeavored to sustain the classical reputation and influence of the older writers, espe-

cially the poets and orators, by exhibhing them as models, and illustrating their

beauties. In the later periods, the grammarians and philologists were almost the sole

possessors of the literature. Their industry, however, did not always take the best

direction. They often deviated into useless speculations, prolix discussions, and arbi-

trary technicalities, which gave to their pursuits a dry and forbidding aspect. Some of

them put their researches into a written form, and various essays from them have come
down to us.

§ 417. It has been before remarked {§ 407), that the grammarian gave instruction

respecting language and style generally, while the rhetorician confined himself to the

style and other qualifications of the orator. The Romans at first applied the term
liieratus to the grammarian, meaning just what the Greeks did by ypa^aariKog (cf. P.

IV. § 71), one who was well instructed in letters. Afterwards the term grammaticus
was introduced by the Romans in the same sense. We translate it by the word gram-
mnrian. but the term philologist would be more appropriate ; because the studies and
instructions of the grammaticus were not limited to the mere forms and syntax of lan-

guage in accordance with the modern Umitation of the term grammar, but were ex-

tended over the whole field of interpretation and literary criticism.

^ 418. It is commonly stated, that the first who awakened any interest at Rome in

the studies of the grammarian was Crates of Mallos, who came to Rome in the embassy
of Attains, B. C. 168. His lectures probably were in reference to Greek authors, but

served to direct the attention of the Romans to productions in their own language.

Latin grammarians soon appeared ; among the earliest Suetonius mentions two Roman
knights. They were, however, generally slaves or ireedmen, and probably of Greek
origin. Some of the more eminent of the early grammarian? were the following;

Aurelius Opilius, who composed a commentary in 9 books on different authors ; Vale-

rius Cato, authoi- of a poem before mentioned [^ 344) and of various oiher works; An-
tonius Gnipho, who left a treatise on the Latin tongue. These flourished in the time

of Sylla; Gnipho continued to teach for a long period and seems to have finally opened
a rhetorical school, where Cicero attended on his lectures (cf. § 413). Nothing of their

grammatical works now remains.

In the opening of the next period, which extended from the war of Sylla, B. C. 88,

to the death of Augustus, we find one author of special value and celebrity in this

department, M. Terentius Varro (cf. ^ 423), who was celebrated as the " most learned

of the Romans;" he made most extensive researches in grammar and philology,

of which some valuable remains are preserved to us.—Another grammarian of some
note was Verrius Flaccus, who was employed by Augustus to teach in the imperial

palace ; of his principal work we have an abridgment (cf. ^ 42S).—Julius Hyginus, a

freedman of Augustus, and keeper of the Palatine Library (cf. P. IV. ^ 126). was also

a professed grammarian, and left a commentary on Virgil with other writings ; his

philological works are, however, all lost.

§ 419. In the next period, extending from the death of Augustus, A. D. 14, to the

Antonines, there were many writers belonging to the class now under notice. In the

preceding period, a chief object of attention among the grammarians was to inquire

into the origin and structure of the Latin language. But in this, their attention was
directed to the interpretation and criticism of authors, especially of the works, which
appeared in the age of Augustus; as the grammarians of Alexandria employed them-
selves much in commenting on the classic authors of Greece. Asconius Pedianus in

the 1st century (cf. § 424) gained some celebrity by commentaries on Virgil, Sa'llust,

and Cicero. There were two grammarians by the name of Valerius Probus', one
under Nero and Vespasian, and the other under Adrian. Rhemnius Palaemon^ was a
celebrated teacher of grammar in the reigns of Claudius and Nero. Annaeus Cornu-
tus, who has been mentioned as author of a treatise in Greek (§ 227), is supposed to

have exerted a considerable influence on the literature of his age by his instructions at

Rome, and by his writings, among which was a lost commentary on Terence ; he
taught philosophy as well as grammar, and was finally banished by Nero. Velius

Loneus'' is the name of another grammarian of this period, w^ho left a treatise on ortho-

graphy, still extant, and a commentary on the .^neid, which is lost. We have hke-
wise a treatise on orthography ascribed to Terentius Scaurus^, who lived in the time
of Adrian, and was preceptor to the emperor L. Verus ; he wrote also a grammar and
a commentary on Horace's Art of Poetrj'. Cornelius Fronto, named among the episto-

lizers (§ 443), should also be mentioned here, as he was an eminent grammarian and
teacher, and left a treatise, still extant, on the different meanings of words commonly
vailed synonymous.

But one of the most valuable and interesting authors in the department before us is
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Aulus Gellius, who flourished at the very close of this period ; his miscellaneous pro-

duction, entitled Nodes Alticas, will be noticed below (^ 425).

1 The extant (realises ascribed to Valerius Probua are, (1) a grammar, grammaiicarum instil, lib. duo ; (2) an account of Roman
stenography, de 7io<is iJumajioru/n ; (3) Scholia on the Georiics and Bucoiicsof Virgil, found in the collection o( Putsch, cited

below (§ 422) ; separately, H. Ernst. Sorae, 1647. 8. The scholia on Virgil (with other couinienlaries), by A. Mai. Mil. 18IS. 8.

-^'» The only work of Palaemon extant is his Summa Grammaiices, or sketch of grammar; given aiso by Putsch. 3 The

grammatical pieces remaining from Longus, Scaurus, and Fronto, are giveo by the same; that of Frouto likewise by Mai (cf.

§ 443. 2).

"$> 420. In the last period included in our glance, the studies of the grammarian and
philologer continued to be held in honor. In the eastern empire an imperial ordinance
in the beginning of the 5th century contained the provision that all Greek and Latin
grammarians, who had been employed in teaching their science for twenty years,
should hold the rank of Vicars {vicarii). The Vicars were governors of extensive pro-
vinces, and belonged to the class of dignitaries who were styled Speclabiles, and were
addressed in the words Vesfra Spectabilitas or Vestra Clarilas.

% 421. Of the numerous grammarians of this period, the following may be named as
the principal ; Nonius Marcellus, Censorinus, and Pomponius Festus of the 3d century

;

^Hus Donatus of the 4th century; Macrobius, Diomedes, and Charisius of the 5th
century ; whose works are mentioned in the following sections (§•$> 423—432). Mar-
cianus Capella may properly be named here, although the peculiar character of the
work left by him to posterity is such as may justify our placing him among the philo-

sophical writers (cf. ^ 473). There were others, of whom some remains are preserved
;

as Flavins Caper, Victorinusi, already mentioned as a rhetorician, Lucius Ampelius'^,
Mallius Theodorus^, Pompeius'*, Servius the commentator on Virgil^, and Acron and
Porphyrio^, commentators on Horace.

Priscian of Caesarea (cf § 433) does not fall chronologically within our glance, as he
lived after the overthrow of Rome, A. D. 476 ; but he must not be omitted, being one
of the most celebrated of all the Latin grammarians. Isidore of Seville, who lived

still later, is also deserving of mention here on accoum of his labors in grammar and
philology (cf § 434).

I The remains of Caper, and the grammatical pieces of Fictorinus are given in the collection of Putsch (cf. § 422). 3 From
Arnpelius we have a work entitled itfccr memorialis, in 50 chapters, on various topics, many of them historical ; it is commonly
given in the editions o! Fimtis (cf § .136. 5) 3 Mallius Theodoras, at the close of the fourth century, left a work De Metris; pub-

lished first by/. F. Htusirigcr. 1755. Repr. Lugd. Bat. 1766. 8. * The works of Pompeius are two pieces which are cora-

icentaries on Donilus (cf. § 429) ; first published by Fr. Liiidemann. Lpz. 1820. S. s The purely grammatical pieces of Ser-

vius are given by Putsch (cf. § 422). The commentary on Virgil is given in Ltmairt's Virgil (cf. § 362. 4) and other editions.

6 The comments of Acron and Porphyrio are given in sorae of the editions of Horace (cf. § 363. 4) ; these grammarians are placed

by some as early as the second century.—See Scholl. Litt. Rom. iii. 311, ss.

^ 422. We give here some references on the subject of the Latin grammarians col-

lectively.

1. Collections.—/. Theod. Sellovacus, Gmmmatici illustres, xii. Par. 1516. (ol.—Dimys. Gothofred, Auctores Latinse LingDse,

in unum redac'i corpus. Genev. 1595, 1622. 4.—H. Pvischius (Putsch), Gramnia'icje Latinas auctores antiqui. Han. 1605. 4. in-

cluding the remains of about thirty writers.—An account of the contents of these Collections is given by Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. iii.

318, ss. Cf. also F. A. Erbert, Allg. bibliograph. Lexicon, i. 700, ss.—P. Lindemann, Corpus Grammaticoruin Latinorum. 1831. 4.

commenced and to be continued ; Ist vol. said to be well executed.—We may add here, T. Gaisfcrd, Scriptores Latini rei metrical.

Oxf. I *37. 8.

2. Respecting the grammarians; Suetonius, De illustr. grammaticis (cf. § 537).—Quintilian, Inst. Or. lib. i.—Bo«tn, of Gram-
marians and Philologers, in Anc Hist. p. 457, ss. vol. ii. ed. N. Y. ]SZ5.—Scholl, Litl. Rom. i. 164. ii. 237, 485. iii. 307.—/. E,

Im. IValchius, Diss, de ortu et progressu artis crit. apud veleres Rominos. Jen. 1747. A.—Dunlop, Hist. Rom. Lit. ii. 35.—Biihr,

p. 709.

§ 423. Marcus Terentius Varro, who was born B. C. 117 and died B. C. 27, was
an uncommonly fruitful writer. In his youth he followed the profession of war and
was on the side of Pompey ; he afterwards went over to the party of Caesar, who gave
him the charge of his library. By Antony he was banished; but under Augustus he
returned with the other exiles. He closed his life in literary ease, at the age of 90.
His work on the Latin totigue consisted originally of 24 books ; but we have now only
the 4th, 5th and 6th, which treat of etymology, and the 7ih, 8th and 9th, which treat

of the analogy of language ; of the other books merely detached fragments remain.
On account of the antiquity and the accuracy of these writings, they doubtless are
worthy of the first rank among the grammatical productions of the Romans. Varro,
however, often went too far in his etymological speculations, and was too partial to the
domestic derivation of Latin words.

1. Varro was an historian, poet (cf. $ 345) and philosopher, as well as erammarian. His works
are said to have amounted to nearly 500 in nuiriber. Of theye nothing remains but the parts of
the work already named de Lin<rua Latina, a treatise on husbandry (cf $ 499), and some slight
fratriiienls of other performances.—The titles of many of the lost treatises indicati^ that they be-
iDiieed to the class properly denominated critical or philolocriciil. Others were on niythnloa-ical
subjects; e 2. the treatise Dc cultu Deorum (cf $ 503) .—Others were biosrapbical and historical;
amotiij which were a work entiiled ./f/i??aZes, and -Annxher De initiis urbis Rovke ; also a work
enlilled Hebdomudum or De imaffinib^is, containins notices of seven hundred eminent men. Cf
jiiil. Gell. Noct. Atl. iii. 10. xvi. 9; Plin. Hist. N. xxxv. 2.—A few were philosophval; that de
Philugophia contained a comprehensive view of all the ancient sects with tl^eir eubordinate
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schools and parties. He wrote many satirical pieces (cf. J 345). There is a collection of maxima
extant, which is said to have been drawn from the works of Varro; they are given in Schnei-
der's collection cited $ 489. 3.—Augustine in his work Decivitate Dei, ofien refers to the work of
Varro ; and there was a groundless story that Pope Gregory caused the writings of Varro to be
burned in order to shield Augustine from the disgrace of having borrowed too freely from them.

For a view of the life and writings of Varro, see Dunlop, HisL Rom. Lit. li. 23-53.—Schneider, de vita T. Varronis, &c., in his

Collection just named.

—

V. Maurus, De vita Varrnnis, &c. Lugd. 1563. 8.

2. Editions.—W hole Work s.—Princep!, by H. Stephanus Par. 1569. 8.—Most complete, Dordrecht (Dort, Dordracum),

1619. Repr. An.st. 1623. 8.—D e Latina Lingu a.—Best; BiponI, 1788. 2 vols. 8.—Cf. G. D. KSler, Literae Cril. iu Var-

ron. de L. L. (ad V. C. Heyne). Duisb. 1790. 8.

§ 424. Asconius Pedianus, a native of Padua, was a grammarian of the 1st century.
He wrote annotations on some of the orations of Cicero ; fragments of which are still

extant.

1. These fragments or extracts were found by Poggio in the convent of St. Gall near
Constance ; they are styled Enarrationes in M. T. Cic. Orationes. Some additional

notes were discovered by Mai in the Ambrosian library at Milan. The commentaries
of Asconius on Virgil and Sallust are entirely lost. There is an historical work entitled

Origo genlis Bomance, which has by some been ascribed to him ; but is usually ad-

mitted to belong to Sextus Aurehus (cf. % 539).

Cf. SchoU, Litt. Rom. ii. 485. iii. 160.—SaAr, Gesch. ROm. Lit. p. 539.

2. Editions.—Princ«pj (cura Pogsii). Ven. 1477. fol.—Latfst named by E^hr (cum not. Crenii). Leyd. 1698. 12.—Given with

C.'s orations in the ed. of Grxviut (cited § 404. 5).—The fragments discovered by Mai were published by him in 1814 (cf. § 404. 5).

^ 425. Aulus Gellius, born at Rome, lived in the time of the emperor Antoninus
Pius. His work entitled Nodes AtliccB, is a collection of various observations, which
he had gathered from the best Greek and Latin authors for the improvement and en-

tertainment of his children. The collection was made in the winter nights, during his

residence at Athens. It consists of miscellaneous remarks chiefly on grammatical,
historical, and antiquarian topics, and contains much valuable matter for the philologer

and critic. There were originally 20 books ; the 8th and the beginning of the 6th
are lost.

1. He is called Asellitts in some manuscripts, and the French write his name Aulu-
gelle Cornelius Fronto (cf § 443) was one of his early teachers before he went to

study at Athens. After his return to Rome he was appointed one of the Centumviri,

or member of the centumviraJ court (cf. P. HI. % 262). His death is supposed to have
occurred before A. D. 164. The Nodes Atticce contain a number of extracts from lost

works. The arrangement of the contents is not methodical, and the style is not free

from impurities.

Schmi, Li't. Rom. iii. 309.—Prefaces and Eicurs. in the editions of Longoliut ^ Conradi below cited.—On the age of Gellios,

Hen. Dodw II, in the Diss, de sstate Peri|)li maris Eiixini, given in Hudson's Minor Greek Geographers, cited § 2081 2.

2. Editions.—Best ; A. Lion, Gatt. 1824. 2 vols. h.—Gronovim, Lugd. Bat. 1706. 4 —J. L. Conradi. Lpz. 17: 2. 2 vols. 8. a

reimpressinn of Gronrrv's.—The Bipont ed. 1784, is based on the same ; as is that of P. D. Lon^oliw. Curias Regnil. 1741. 8.

—

Princrpf. by Swfynheym fy
Pannartz (printers). Rom. 1469. fol. ed. J. Jindrias Aleriensis, bishop of Ateria ;

" esteenied

among the rarest of the Edilioms Principen.''—An improved ed. of Aul. Gell. seems to be a desideratum. Cf. Foh'iciiis, B.bl. Lat.

iii. \0.—Dibdi7i, Intr. Gr. & Lat. Class, i. 342.—P/iiJ. Caroltis, Animadversiones in Agellium, &c. (Ch. .Arnold, ti.) Norimb.

1663. 8.

3. Translations.—German.

—

B. fV. von WalUnttem. Lemgo, 1785. 8. French.—JoJ. Douze de Vertevil. Par. 1789. 3 vols. 12.

English.— >r. Belot. Lond. 1795. 3 vols. 8.

§ 426. Censorinus, a grammarian of the 3d century, is known by his work entitled

De die natali. It was addressed to his friend Quintus Cerellius on the occasion of his

birthdav, and contains much learning. It treats of the diflerent periods of human life,

of the divisions of time, days, nights, months, years, &c. mostly in a philological

manner. He wrote also a work on accents, which is lost excepting a few passages

quoted by Priscian.

1. The work of Censorinus treats also of music, astronomy, of periodical games
and celebrations, and other topics. It consists of 25 chapters ; and is of considerable

value in determining various questions in chronology and antiquities.—The early edi-

tions of Censorinus contained 15 additional chapters, which Louis Corrio. in his edi-

tion, first separated from the rest as forming a separate work, entitled De naturali

instititlione, and probably not belonging to the same author. They treat of geometry
and versification.

Schmi, Litt, Rom. iii. 3\2.—Fal>ricius, Bibl. Lat. iii. i\l.—B'<ihr, p. 661.

2. Editions.-The most complete; S. Havercamp. Leyd. 1743. (with new title 1767.) S.—J. S. Grilber. NQmb. (Norimb.)

1805. rep- 1810. 8—The edition of L. Carrie, mentioned above, was printed Par. 1583. 8. repr. Leyd. 1603.—The Prrncepi, with

the Tabula Cebelis (cf. § 18S). {Bened. Hector, printer) Bonon. 1497. fol.

^ 427. Nonius MarceUus, a native of Tivoli, lived probably in the 4th century, but

is placed by some at the close of the 2d. We have from him a work styled Compen-
diosa doctrina de proprietate sermonum, in 19 chapters, written for the use of his son.

They are valuable on account of the subjects treated, and the fragments of ancient

wrhers which they contain.

1 . He is .surnamed in some manuscripts Peripateticus Tihuriensis. The critics have
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passed very different opinions respecting the merits of this work^. " It is certain, how-
ever," Si^ys SchblP "that no ancient grammarian is more rich in his citations from
previous writers."

« Cf. £ahr, p. 720—6. /. Vosaitu, De Philolog. cap. 5.—/. Lipsius, Antiq. lect. ii. c. 4. ».ScASH, Litf. Rom. iii. 312.

2. Editions.—/. Mcrctrus, (Josias le Mercier). Par. 1614. 8. with Fulsentiis dt priico sennone. Repr. Lips. 1826. 8.—Prtn-

ffjjj (according lo some) fompoiiiui ed. Rom. 1471
;

(others) N. Jaison, printer, Ven. 1471 —It is found ja some editions of

Varro. cf. § 423. 2 —Illustrations of the dramatic fragments found in Nonius, by Reuvens, as cited § 312.

<§> 428. Sextus Pomponms Festus, who lived probably in the middle of the 4fh cen-

tury, left a work entitled De verhonim signijicahone, in 20 books. It is, properly

speaking, an abridgment of a larger grammatical treatise of Verrius Flaccus (cf. ^ 418.)

From this abridgment another was made by Pauliis Diaconus or Winifrid, in the 8th

century, which is the only one that has come down to us.

1. The words are arransed alphabetically, and each book of the atiridjment contains a letter.

"The abridiriTient of Festtis is a work very useful in arquiring a knowledge of the Latin tnngtie,

but it has experienced an unhappy lot. It existed entire uniil the 8th century, when Paul Wini-
frid formed from it a meager compilation, which from that time supplanted in the libraries the
work of Festus. The latter is indeed lost, excepting thai in the I6ih century a single imperfect
manuscript was found in Illyria. This manuscript, commencing with tlie letter .V, fell iiiio the
hands of Aldus Manutius, who incorporated it with the compilation of Winifrid, and made of
them one work ; which he printed, in 1513, at the end of the Cornucopm of PeroUo."

Scfioll. Litt. Rom. iii. 3[o.—Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. p. 721.—Respecting Perotto, cf. § 372. 1. 5.

2. Eililions.—The best, A. Dacier (in us. Delph. Par. 1681.) iaipr. by J. Circe Amst. 1699. i.—Princeps, by Zarotti (printer).

Mil. 1471. fol.

^ 429. Mlius Donatus, a celebrated philologer of Rome, in the 4th century, is also

known as the instructor of Jerome. We have from him several grammatical essays,

which have served as the basis, in some respects, for modern authors on Latin Gram-
mar. They treat partly of the elements of language and of prosody, and partly of
syntax and diction. He left also a valuable commentary on five comedies of Terence,
in which he not only illustrates the meaning of the words, but comments upon the

plan and the dramatic character of the pieces.

1. The two principal grammatical treatises are styled Editio prima de Uteris, sylla-

hisqw-, pedihus, et tofiis, and Editio secunda de oclo pnrtibus oralionis ; they are some-
times termed Ars Donati. They form, when united, something hke a complete
grammar, being the earliest systematic Latin grammar known to have existed.

—

I'here is another treatise by him, De barharismo, solacismo, schematibvs, et tropis.

A brief life and description of Donatus which Peter Daniel copied from a manuscript in the Royal Library of Paris is given by

Fahricius ; it represents him as of a mean and disgusting personal appearance ; but it is an absurd document of no authori'y.

—

Fa-

briiiut, Bibl. I^t. iii. i06.—Scholl, Ltt. Rom. iii. 317.—See L. Schopen, Diss. &c., cited § 355. 5.

2. Editions.—The Grammatical essays, by Rob. Stephiimu. Par. 1543. 8. containing the commentaries on them by Sergius and

Servius. Also given in the Collection of Putsch, ciied \ 422. and in that of Lindtmann,—For the comments of Pompeius on Do-

natus. see § 421.—The commentary on Terence is given in the more complete editions of that author (cf. § 355. 3). A German

Irauslation of a part of it, Petersb. I7S2. S.

3. There is extant a commentary on Virgil ascribed to Donatus ; but it is generally considered
lo be the production not o{ ^lius, but of Tiberius Claudius Donatus, who lived perhaps in the
same period.

Printed Ncapol. 1535. with Probus on the Bucolics (cf. § 419).

<5> 430. Macrobius Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius, of uncertain origin, lived pro-
bably in the first part of the 5th century. His commentary on Cicero's Dream of Sci-

rtio, in 2 books, contains much that is useful in reference to philosophy and to mytho-
logy. His seven books of Saturnalia or Table-talks, are specially valuable in philo-

logy, although they consist chiefly of compilations from other authors, Greek and
Latin. Much is taken from Gellius, and the 7th book is almost entirely from Plutarch.
Of another work by him, strictly grammatical, on the difference and affinity of the

Greek a?id Latin verb, we have an extract made by an unknown Johannes, perhaps
the celebrated Scottish John Erigena.

L Some have supposed that Macrobius was born in Greece ; in the manuscripts he
is styled Vir consular is et illustris. Some have also thought him to have been a
Christian.—The full titles of the three known works are given as follows : Commenta-
riorum in Somnium Sriplonis a Cicerone descriptum Lib. II.;—Saturnaliorum convi-

riorum Lib. VIL;—De differentiis et societatibiis Grceci et Latini verbi.—The second,
the Saturiialia, is in the form of dialogue, purporting to be the transcript of conversa-
tions held at table during the festival of the Saturnalia (cf. P. III. ^ 230); it includes
discussions of historical and mythological topics, explanations of various passages in

ancient authors, and remarks on Roman manners and customs.
Sch'dll, Litt. Rom. iii. 323.— A/aAnZ, Diss, sur la vie de Macrobe, in the Class. Joum. vol. «. p. 105.—On the plagiarism by

some charged on Macrobius, /. Thomasius, Diss, de Plagio liter. Lips. 1679. 4.

2. Editions.—The rariorum ed. by /. Gronovius. Lugd. Bat. 1670. 8. is said to be still the best. Repr. Lond. 1694.—That

of /. C. Zevne. Lpz. 1774. 8. is valued only for the notes.—The Bipont, 1788. 2 vols. 8. has no notes, but a correct text, and a

useful Notitia Literarm —Princepa. according to Dibdin, Jnuon (pr.). Yen. 1472. fol.—The tract on the Greek and Latin verb is

given in the collection of Putsch, cited S 422.

§ 431 t. Flavius Sosipater Charisius, who flourished probably at the commencement
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of the 5th century, was a native of Campania, a Christian, and a professed grammarian
at Rome. He compiled lor the use of his son a work entitled Institutiones Gramma-
ticce, in 5 books : it is still extant, but the 1st & 5th books are in a defective state.

1. Charisius is by some placed in the 6th century.—ScASn, Litt. Rom. iii. 326.

2. Editinns.—Contained in the grammatical collectio.is of Putsch, cited § 422.—Also by G. Fabriciui. Bas. 1551. 8.—Princepi
Neapol. 1532. fol.

"
'

§ 432 f. Biomedes, although the time when he flourished is not certain, was pro-
bably of the 5th century; he is quoted by Priscian. He left a grammatical work, in
3 books, De oratione, de partibus oralionis, et de vario rhetorum genere. Nothing is
known respecting him ; but his Greek name may perhaps be considered as indicating
that he was a slave.

Editions.—/. Cssarius. Ha?anoa;, 1526. 8. Far. 1526. 8.— Fir^t printed, by Nic. Jenson. Ven. fol. (vithout date.—Given in

the collection of Putsch (cf. § 422).

§ 433. Priscianus, a Latin grammarian of Constantinople, w^as a native of Ceesarea,
or according to others a native of Rome educated at Caesarea. He flourished probably
in the first half of the Cih century. His Grammatical Commentaries, in 18 books
(ConuneJifariornm grammaticorum libri xviii.), form the most extensive ancient work we
have on the grammar of the Latin language ; and are considered as holding a classical
authority on that sutiject. The first 16 books, treating of the several parts of speech,
are commonly called the Larger Friscian, and the 2 last, which treat of syntax, are
called the Smaller Priscian.

1. The Commentaries are addressed, or dedicated, to Julian, not the Apostate (cf.

^ 127), but a man of consular and patrician rank.
Fahricivs meDlions a Hamburs manuscript containin? this work {codex vetuttus membranaceus), which professes to have been

written at Constantinople during the consulship of Olibrius ; the copyist, one Theodonis, calls himself a disciple of Priscian. The
consulship of Olibrius, which is given for the date of this manuscript, was A. D. 526.—See Fabricixu, Bibl. Lat. iii. 398, Emati't
ei.—Schm, Litt. Rom. iii. 329.

2. We h.ive other grammatical works from Priscian ; among which are treatises
with the following titles, De accent Ihits, Be versihus comicis. Be declinatione nominum
Be praexercitamentis rhetoricce.—Priscian was also probably the author of three poems,
which have sometimes been ascribed to Rhemnius Fannius; viz. one entitled Perie-
sesis e Bionysio, a version or rather imitation of the Greek of Dionysius (cf. % 217), in

1087 verses ; another entitled Be Siderihus, in 200 verses, little else than a dry nomen-
clature ; and the poem Be ponderibus et me7istiris, of v.'hich we have only 162 verses.
Schm. Lilt. Rom. iii. 113.—BoAr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. p. 181, 188, 575. 731.

3. Editions.—The Commentarie s.—Best, by A. KreJiL Lpz. 1819. 2 vols. 8. coniaiirn? also all the other works.-The
other grammatical treatises, Fr. Lindemann, Prisciani Opera minors. Leyd. & Lpz. IS18. 8.—All the g'^ammatical works are in

Putsch (5 422) —The poems are given in fVermdorfU Poet. Lat. Min. cited § 318. 2.—The poem on Weights, kc., by EndUcher.

Vien. 18-28.

^ 434*. Isidon/s I]ispal(7isis, commonly called Isidore of Seville, was a native of
Carthago Nova (Carthagena), and held the office of bishop of Seville. He died A. D.
636. His principal work is usually cited by the title Origines; sometimes by the title

Etymologiee; it consists of 20 books, and contains a great variety of matter, being
indeed a sort of Encyclopaedia. The last 10 books are chiefly occupied with the ety-
mology and explanation of words.

1. fie wrote also several treatises on grammatical subjects; a chronicle, or history
of the world, from the Creation to A. D. 615 ; and brief histories of the Goths and
Visigoths. Besides the works already' named, on account of which he is mentioned
in this place, he likewise composed various treatises on sacred and ecclesiastical

subjects.

/. A. Falricius, Bibl. Lat. mediae et infimae atafis. &c., vol. iv. p. 183. ed. of Mansi (Palavii, 1754. 6 vols. iy—SchSll, Litt

Rom. iii. 334.—CZarie, Succ. of Sac. Lit. vol. ii. p. 364. as cited § 293.

2. Editions.—W hole Work s.— Best,.3n't;aii. Rome, 1797. 2 vols. fol.—The Origines were first published separately

by G. Zanner. August. Vindel. 1472. fol.—With notes by S. FiUeaniiu. Has. 1577. fol.

V.

—

Epistolizers and Romancers.

^ 435. A large number of Letters or Epistles is presented to the student in Roman
Literature ; and in this department the language is justly said to be rich. We find

two classes of letters ; those which were actually sent to individuals in the real inter-

course of life, and those which were merely put into the form of letters on account of
a preference in the authors to express in such a form, what they originally designed
tor publication. The earliest letters in Latin, of which we have any notice, were cf
the former class, and belong to the third period of our division, extending from the

civil war. B. C. 88, to the death of Augustus, A. D. 14.
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Tlie principal and most important are those of Cicero, particularly ncticed in a sub-
sequent section (cf. § 440). But in the collection of Cicero's letters are preserved
letters from many others, one or more from about 30 different writers. Among these
writers are the following; Quintus, the brother of Cicero; Marc Antony, the trium
vir; Julius Caesar; Brutus and Cassius, his murderers; jMarcus Ccelius Rufus;
Cncius Pompey ; Marcellus, for whom Cicero pronounced the celebrated oration;
and Munaiius Plancus, who obtained a disgraceful celebrity at the court of Cleopatra
in Egypt.

§ 436. Julius Caesar was the author of many letters. Pliny (^Hist. N. vii. 25) relates
that he was able to dictate to his amanuenses as many as four and sometimes even
seven letters at a time. A considerable number of Caesar's letters were published.
Suetonius {Vil. Ccbs. 56) speaks of three collections; one of letters to the senate,
another of letters to Cicero, and a third of letters to various friends. But none remain
to us excepting the few included among those of Cicero. One book in the collection
of Cicero's letters is composed of letters from M. Ccelius, who, at the age of 16, had
been committed to the care of Cicero, in order to be trained for the bu^siness of the
Forum (cf. P. IV. ^ 125). His licentiousness exposed him to a prosecution, 'and
Cicero uttered an oration in his defence. He obtained much reputation as an orator,
and rose to the office of proBtor. His letters were written from Rome to Cicero while
the latter was governor of Cilicia.

§ 437. In the period from Augustus to the Antonines, we meet with two important
authors in this species of composition, Pliny the younger and Seneca. Most of Pliny's
letters (cf. § 441)w^ere probably not designed for publication, but written merely for

the persons to whom they are addressed ; a few of them perhaps were composed with
reference to their being ultimately made public. The letters of Seneca (cf. <$> 442)
were evidently composed on purpose for publication, and it is even a matter of doubt
whether they were ever sent to the persons to whom they are addressed.—A third

writer belongs to the close of the same period, Cornelius Fronto (cf. § 443), whose
letters seem to have had place in an actual correspondence.

'5 438. In the last period included in our glance, Symmachus (cf. § 444) of the 4th
century, is the only pagan writer who is worthy of notice as an author of letters. Si-

donius, who was later still (cf. § 445), was a Christian.

other Christian acthors composed epistles in the Ijtin tankage. We ought, perhaps, to mention particularly, as belonging to

this late period, Paulinus, bishop of Nnla, and Camodorus, who held high civil ofBces under Theodoric, A. D. 490, and after-

waids retired to a monastery founded by himself in Calabria.—Cf. £ahr, Gesch. Rom. Lit p. 601.—The SupplemeiU lo Ihe samej

p. 51, 107, \29.—Clarke, as cited § 293, vol. ii. p. 1 16, 328.

^ 439. In treating of Greek literature we spoke of romancers and epis^olizers in con-
nection. In the Roman literature we find little that can very properly be ranked
under the denomination of romance. There are, however, two works which have
very much of the character of romance, although they are at the same time of such a
turn and aim as may justify the placing of their authors where we shall notice them,
in the list of philosophers. The works we mean are the Satyricon of Petronius Arbi-
ter (cf. § 472). and the Asinus aureus or Golden Ass of Apuleius (cf § 471) ; and the
Ifitteris considered as belonging properly to the variety of fiction or romance termed
tlie Milesian tale (cf. § 150).

On Epistolojraphy and Romance, see references given § 152.—On the Romance and Epistles of the Romans, Biihr, Gesch. Rom.
Lit. p. 577, SSj.—Scholl, Hist. Litt. Rom. ii. 123, 413. iii. 200.

•^ 440. ]\r. Tullius Cicero, whose history has been noticed in a preceding section
(<5i 404), left a large number of letters. They consist of 1. sixteen books partly of
epistles from him to relatives and friends, ad familiares or ad diversos. and partly of
epistles from them to him (cf § 435) ; 2. sixteen books to Atticus, ad T. Pompon. At-
ticum, replete with instructive anecdotes from the history of the times, yet often ob-
scure in expression; 3. three books to his brother, o^f Quintum frot rem. chieflv im-
partmg advice and counsel respecting his conduct in the Quaestorship with which he
was intrusted ; 4. ofie book to Brutus, of which the genuineness has been brought
into doubt.

1. It has been supposed that after Cicero's death, his freedman Turo collected the

letters, and formed them into three or four collections, as above designated. The
first collection comprises 421 letters ; the second 396 ; and the third 29. This arrange-
ment has been disapproved by many, as breaking up the chronological order of the

letters, and rendering some passages more difficult to be understood. In the edition

of Schiltz (cited below) the letters of these three parts are placed in the order of
time.

2. The 4th collection consists of letters of Cicero to Brutus and of Brutus to Cicero.

It is ascertained that a collection of such letters, extending to not less than eight books,

existed for many years after Cicero's death. Yet from about the 5th century, all trace

of it is lost until the 14th century, when some of the letters now extant came into the

possession of Petrarch. In 1470, at Rome, 18 of these letters were published, being

all that were then known.—Several others were ai'terwards discovered in Gernianr
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and are now included in the collection. Erasmus suspected the whole to be the com-

position of some sophist, but they were universally received as genuine remains of the

ancient collection, until they were attacked in the famous letter oi Tunslall to iMiddle-

ton. Since that there has been doubt ; several of the German critics decidedly reject

them.
Middlcton, iiJ his Life of Cicero, had used the letters in question as genuine ; Tunslall in a Latin epistle to him (£p. ad MiddU-

inn. Camb. 1741. 8.) alleges that they are wholly spurious.—.WiddWOTi vindicated their genuineness in a Dissertalion prefixed to

his Translation of them cited be\ow.—Tmislall replied in his Observatimu, fic. Lond. 1744. S.—Jer. Marhland, in his Remarks

on the Epistles of Ctcero to Brutw, l^-c, Lond. 1745. 8. took side against their genuineness. Ruhnken was of the same opinion.

Schiltz rejected them, in his edition of C.'s Letters (below cited).—Of. Dunlcp, li. 2ii.-Scholl, ii. 138.

3. Editions.—CA. G. SchUtz. Halle, 1809-12. 6 vols. 8. (including the Ep. ad diver sos, Ep. ad Atticum, and Ep. ad

Quintum.)—A.Thorpann, Ciceronis et Virorura clarorum Epistolae Lips. 1S33. 1 vol. 8 commenced.—The ed. of/. L.

Billerheck, includes " the whole body of epist:es, with explanatory notes, in a cheap form." S. The Epist, ad diver sos only;

/. Chr. Fr. JVttzd. Lignitz, 1794 8. one of the best.—T. F. Benedict. Lpz. 1790-95. 2 vols. 8.—Princeps, by Sweynheym tr

Pannartz. Rom. 1467. fol.—The valuable Commentary of Pauliis Manutitis on these letters was republished by C/i. G. Richter.

Lpz. 1779-80. 2 vols. 8.—The letters written by Cicero's friends are given separately by B.nj. n'eiske, Clar. Virorum Epistols, quae

inter Ciceronis Epist. extant Lpz. 1792. 8. Ep. adAtticum; I. G. Grmvim. Amst. 1684 2 vols. S.-X Vtrburg. Amst.

2 vols. 8.—i^in^fps, ex recog. I. Andres, Rom. 1470. fol. couUlmng the Iptlers lo Brutus and to Quintus. Ep. ad Quintum;

cum notis Va<iO'-um. Hagae Comitum. 1725. 8. containing also those to Brutus, and likewise that of Quintus to Cicern, entitled Z)e

Petitiam Consulatus. Ep. ad Brutum; C. Middleton, wiih English translation, notes, &c. Lond. 1743. 8. Selec-

tions from M \he I eUers ; F. A. Stroth. BtT\. nSi. S.—A. Matlfiise. Lpz. 1816. 8. Repr. 1829.

4. Translations.-Germ-in.—C. M. meland. Zurich, 1809-12. 5 vols. 8. completed by F. D. Grater. ZQr. 1818-22. 2 vols. 8.

all the letters collectively, and in chronological order.—.4. G. Borhech. Frankf. 1782-S9. 5 vols. 8. the letters ad di ersos.—E. C

Beichard. Halle, 17S3--85. 4 vols. 8. the letter? ad Atticum. French.—Prevost ^- Montgault (ed. Gcujon). Par. 1801-3.

12 vols. 8. including all the letters. English.— H'i/ham Mdmolh, the letters ad familiares. 4tli ed. Lond. 1789. 8 Lond.

1573. 3 vols. 8. Repr. Lond. 1814.— li^ Guthrie, letters ad AUicunx Lond. 1752. 2 vols. 8. ; 1806. 3 vols. 9.—C. Mtddleton,

the letters ad Briiium. Lond. 1743. 8. with Lai. text, and nnles—a berden, Letters to Atticus, (in a vol. containing also Cicero'i

Life by Middleton, and Melmoth's transl. of the Letters to Friends.) Lond. 1810. 8.

5. Illustrative.-5 H. Abehen, Cicero in seinen Briefen, mil Hinweisung auf die Zcilen, in denen sie geschrieben worden. Hann.

1835. 8. 3 sort of historical commentary which has been highly commended.—/. A. Liebmann, Dicta in Seleclas Ciceronis Episto

las. Hal. 1834. 4.

§ 441. C. PVmhts Secundus, already mentioned as an orator {% 405), is the author of

the greatest part of a collection of letters, consisting of 10 books. Many of them ap-

pear'^not to have been elicited by any actual occasion, but to have been written only

with a view to their publication and addressed to his friends. Although they have not

so much of naturalness and simplicity as the letters of Cicero, yet they possess great

merit in respect both of matter and style ; the noblest teelings are expressed in elegant

languao-e. and they mav be considered as furnishing a model in epistolary writing'

One of the most remarkable books is the tenth, which includes also letters of Trajan

to PlinV.
, , . rr,.

1. The first nine books contain about 250 letters ; the tenth contains 122. They
furnish much valuable information respecting the age to which they belong. Among
the more interesting letters are the two which refer to the life and death of his uncle,

tlie elder Plinv (iii. 5, vi. 16) ; two others in which he describes his villas^ (ii. 17, v. 6)

;

and that in whioh he addresses the Emperor Trajan respecting the Christians (x. 97),

to which TertuUian alludes in his Apology (cap. 2), and which has justly attracted

much attention^.

tOnthe epi^to'ary stvle of Pliny and Cicero; Eraxm. MWltr, Deeo,'quod interest inlerdicendi genusepist. Cic. el Plinii. Hava

1790. 8.—Cf / Hd'l. Ueber den Werth der Briefsamml. d. Piin. Berl. IS33. 8.

2 Respectins Plic.y's viHas ; /. F. Felibenius (Fdibien), Les Plans et Descriptions de deux das plus belles maisons de compagne de

PUne. Lnnd. 1707. 12.—Delle Ville di Plinio il giovane, fee, di D. Pittro Masquez Massicano. Rom. 1796. 8.—A German ver-

si'in of the two epistles (ii. 17, v. 6) with explanations, by Rode, in his Trans, of Vitruvius (cf. ^ 190. 4).—An English version witft

notes and plates in CaslelVs Villas of the ancients illustrated. Lond. 1728. fol.—Cf. Slunrl's Diet, of Architecture.

3 This le'ter and Trajan's answer were published separately, with a commentary, by Gerh. Fossivj. Amsl. 1655. 12. Other

authors have illustrat&i the letter; /. H. Ebhmer, Dissertaliones Juris eccles antiqui. Lips. 1711. 8.—Chr. A. Htuinann, Disp. de

persecutione Chris'ianorum Pliniana. Gotl. 1731. A.—MWiam Mdmolh. The translator of Pliny's Epistles vindicated from the

objections to his Remarks respecting Trajan's Persecution, &c. Lond. 1794. 8.—A vain attack upon the genuineness of this epistle

was made by Semler, Hisfnriae eccles. Selecia Capita. Halse, 1767. 3 vols. 8.

2. Edi'i lis. Best. G. E. Gieri^. Lpz. 1800-2. 2 vols. 8. Afterwards abridged somewhat and united with the Panegyric (cf.

§ 405. 3).—G. H. Schdfer. Lpz. 1805. 2 vols. 8. containing the Panegyric also.—.V. E. Lemaire. Par. IS23. 2 vols. 8. containing

the Panegyric; with a full Nolilia Literana.—Princeps, by Ludov. Carlo, without name of place, 1471. fol.—Among the cele-

brated editions, P. D. LtmgoHits. (begun by G. Corte) Amsl. 1734. 4.—/ M. Gessner. Lpz. 1770. 8. Schdfer's above cited is

based on this.—The ed. of F. N. Titze. Prag. 1820; Lpz. 1823. 8. was founded on a MS. recently discovered at Prague, and is said

by Dibdin to be important.—School editions; G. H. LUnemaiin. Gott. 1819. 8.—Select Letters, with Notes, &c Bost. 1835. 12.

good.

3. Translations—German.— r. A. Schiifer. 2d ed. Erlang. 1824. 2 vols. 8 —F. A. Schott, in the Coll. of Osiander, &c.

French.—iOT/is de Sncy. 3d ed. Par. 1711. 3 vols. 12.—This and his trans, of the Panegyric given with the Latin text, by /. F.

A-lry. Par. ISOS. 3 vols. 12. and by/. Pierrot. Par. 1833. 3 vols. 8. English.—/oAn Ear! of Orrery. Lond. 1751. %.—Wil-

liam Melmoth. 5th ed. Lond. 1763. 2 vols. 8. Ist Amer. ed. Bost. 1809. 2 vols. 12,

^ 442. Lucius Annc^ts Seneca, named among the poets (<5> 374). is here introduced

on account of his epistles. They are 124 in number, addressed to Lucilius, who was
Prcetor in Sicily, and was himself an author (cf. § 335). These letters are very in-

structive ; they" refer chiefly to practical philosophy according to the Stoical principles.
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The 8Sth epistle especially deserves the attention of young students. They are less

valuable in point of style, being composed with a tiresome and artificial beauty, and
abounding with sententious antithesis. It is probable that these letters were composed,
at least in great part, with the design of making them public.

1. The letters of Seneca were written in the last years of his hfe. Many are sup-

posed to have been lost {Aid. Gell. Noct. Att. xii. 2). The 88th letter is entitled de
studils liberalibus. They are all of them philosophical or moral treatises or declama-
tions, rather than actual letters. But some of the pieces usually placed among his

philosophical writings seem to have been letters addressed to relatives or friends (cf.

§ 4G9. 2).

2. There are extant 14 letters purporting to be a correspondence of the Apostle

Paul, which were once considered as genuine. There was a tradition that an acquaintance
and intimacy existed between the apostle and the philosopher. Some writers have
pointed out what they consider as remarkable coincidences of thought and expression

in the writings of Paul and Seneca. Certain words are also said to be used by Seneca
in their Biblical rather than their classical sense.

Cf. Schmi, Lilt. Rom. ii. 4io.—Fabricius, Bib). Lat. lib. ii. c. 9. vol. ii. p. 120.—fr. Ch. Gelpke, Tractatiuiicula de Familiarilate

quae Taulo cum Seneca intercessisse traditur. Lips. 1813. 4.

3. Editions.—Given in the editions of Seneca's Works, (cf. § 469. 4).—Separately, F. Ch. Matthix. Fnnkf. 1S08. 8.-7.

Schweighiiuser. Strassb. 1S09. 2 vols. 8. the best.—The spurious epistles (£pi»« (%) Senecs ad Paulum et ifi) Pauli ad Seriecam)

are given in Fabricitu. Cod. Apocryph. Nov. Test. ; also in the ei. of Seneca's works by Erarmus (§ 469. 4), and in others.

4. Tran^laiinns.—German.—y. W. OUhausen. Kiel, 18M. 2 vols. 8.— C. G. fV. Uhmann, ('he S8ih letter). Quedl. 1816. 8.

French.—f. Sablier. Par. 1770. 12. English.—TTiomoj Morell, Seneca's Epistles, with large Annota'ions, wherein parti-

cularly the Tenets of the ancient Philosophers are contrasted wiih the Precepts of the Gospel. Lond. 1786. 2 vols. 4.

^ 443*. 3Iarcus CorneUus Fronto, a native of Corta, in Numidia, was born probably

in the reign of Domiiian or Nerva. He is supposed to have studied at Alexandria
before he commenced business as a pleader and teacher at Rome, in which character

he has been already mentioned (§ 400). By a remarkable discovery of ISlai. in the

present century, considerable parts of a collection of letters by Fronto were brought
to light.

1. Some of them were found by Mai in the Ambrosian library at I\Iilan, in 1S15, on
a pallmp.iext or rescript manuscript, which contained the acts of the first council of

Chalcedony. Among these are letters of Fronto to the A^tonines and several other

persons, and also letters of Marcus Aurelius to Fronto. Most of them are in Latin,

but several of them are in Greek. The state of the manuscript was such that there

are many chasms in the letters. Mai, having subsequently the charge of the library

of the Vatican at Rome, discovered in that another part of the effaced manuscript of

Fronto. containing above a hundred additional letters.—Some fragments of orations

were also found by Mai. The grammatical treatise, de differenliis vocabulorum, was
previously known.

2. Editions.

—

.3ni;elus Mai. M. Com. Frontonis Opera, &c. Mil. 1815. 2 vols. 8. containing the letters found in the Ambmsian

palimpsest, parts of a few orations, the treatise de diff. vocafndorum, and various fragments. Reprinted Frankf. I8I6.

—

B. G. Nie-

buhr, M. C. Front. Reliquis, &c. Berl. 1816. 8. containing also fragments of the orations of Symmachus, (cf I) 406. 4).—After his

discovery of the Va'ican MS., Mai published another edition of Fronto. Rom. 1823. 8.—Cf. KlUgling, Suppl. to Harles, p. 320.

—

ScfiSU. Hi't. Litt. Grecque, vol. iv. p. 259.

3. Translations.—French.—jj. Cassan, Lettres de M. Aurele et de Fronton traduites, &c Par. 1830. 2 vols. 8. with the latin

test and notes.

. S* 444. Quintu.t Aurelivs Symmachus, a native of Rome, lived at the close of the 4th

century. He held the office of Proconsul for Africa A. D. 370, of Praefect of Rome
A. D. 384, and of Consul A. D. 391. He was a warm opposer of Christianity. His
remaining epistles were collected by his son in 10 books. We observe in them an
imitation not altogether unsuccessful of the younger Pliny, but discover also many
traces of the more degenerate taste of the age in which the author flourished. The
Gist letter of the 10th book is the most worthy of notice.

1. Symmachus was a speaker of some reputation, and fragments of several of his

orations were discovered by Mai along with the letters of Fronto (^ 443. 1).—The
letters of Symmachus are nearly 1000 in number. Gibbon remarks that "the luxu-

riance of Symmachus consists of barren leaves without fruits and even without flowers
;

few facts and few sentiments can be extracted from his verbose correspondence."
Symmachus witnessed the downfall of Paganism, notwithstanding his very zealous

efforts to sustain the sinking cause. The 61st letter of the 10th book {relatio pro ara

VicloricB)ha!i special reference to this subject; it is a sort of argum.ent or petition to

the emperor Valentinian, urging that he would allow the statue and ahar of Victory

to stand in the hall of the senate. Ambrose, bishop of Milan was a successful anta-

gonist of Symmachus, and one of his epistles is a formal reply to the petition. The
poet Prudentius also wrote aga'nst him (cf. ^ 387).

Cf. Ambrose, Episl. 17, 18, in S. Ambrosii Opera, cura Mon. Benedict. Par. 1690. 2 vols. M.—B. Fr. Schmieder, Des Sveb-

machus Grande firs Heidenthum und des Ambrosius GegengrQnJe. Hil. Sax. 1790. 8.—Lardner, Heathen Teslimonies, vol iv

p. 372. ss. On Symmachus, cf. SchSU, Lilt. Rom. iii. 201.—SaAr, p. 599— £. Gilbou, Decl. aud Fall of Rom. Emp. ch. xiviii

(vol. iii. p. 214. ed. N. Y. 1822).—C. G. HeyJie, Censura ingenii et morum Q. Aur. Symmachi, &c. GotU ISOI. fol. also in UN

Opttt. Acad. Gott. 1812. 8. 6th vol.
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2 Edi'.ions.—Tlie best ; /. P. Pareas. Frankf. 1651. 8. first published at Neustadt, on the Hart {Neapoli Nemetum), 1617.—
Pnnceps, accordiug to Fabricius, ex officiana /. Schotti. Argentor. 1510. 4. Others mention as earlier, a dateless ed. printed at

Fenice.

§ 445. Sidonius Apollinaris, horn at Lugdunum in Gaul, flourished after the middle
of the oth century. He is known as the author ot a series of letters, and also as a poet,
and is worthy of notice, especially considering the age in which he hved. In his poems,
among which are four eulogies, there is mach animation and spirit, although there is

also much that is unnatural and overstrained. We have from him 9 books of letters,
which are more valuable for their historical matter than for their style. We find in
the collection an address by him on the occasion of the election of a bishop of Bouro-es.

1. His lull name was Cants Sollius Apollinaris Modestus Sidonius. He married the
daughter of Avitus, who was named emperor A. D. 455. Amid the changes of the
times he repeatedly rose to office and rank at Rome, and again repeatedly retired to
Gaul. At length, A. D. 472, he became bishop of Clermont {Augustunometum), and
died in that station A. D. 484.

Scholl Litt. Rom. i;i. 96

—

Gibbon, Decl. and Fall of Rom. Emp. ch. xxxvi. p. 37S. vol. iii. N. T. 1822.—C/a>*c, as cited § 293.

vol. ii. p. 256.

2. Editions.—The best, /. Sirmond. Par. 1652. 1. contaiuing the letters and the poems—The Poems are also given in Mattair^$

Corp. Poet. Lat. cited § 348. 2.

VI.

—

Philosophers,

M_46?/. The Roman philosophy was derived from the Grecian. Antecedently to
Grecian influence, the traces of philosophical speculation among the Romans are of no
great importance. During the first five centuries, such pursuits in general were not
regarded with favor, being considered as at variance with the prevailing desire of con-
quest and destructive to military zeal and prowess.

§ 447. During the first of the periods, which we have regarded in our glance at

Roman Literature, the only name which can have the least claim to be admitted to
the list of philosophers is that of Numa, the second king of Rome. He is supposed
by some to have borrowed the wisdom displayed in his civil institutions from Grecian
sources (cf P. HI. % 202). He seems to have cultivated a sort of religious and poh-
tical phir sophy, like Lycurgus and Solon among the Greeks (cf % 167) ; but like each
of them must be considered as a lawgiver of practical sense and wisdom, rather than
a philn.anplier in the strict meaning of the word.—There may have been other men in
this period, who were (not unlike the seven sages of Greece) distinguished for their

prudence, and able to propound useful maxims for the conduct of others.

On llie iristi<ulinns of Numa, Plutarch, Vit. Vnm.—Niebukr's Rome (cf. 5 299. 7), vol. i. p. I?l. of Am. ed. Phil. IS35. 2 vols. 8.

—Dicmyt. Hal. ii. 59.— Cf. A. Smith, On the Character and Theolog)' of the early Romans, in Sill. Repos. Apr. 1K3.

•^ 448. The first distinct intimations of any considerable inclination to philosophical
studies at Rome, we find shortly after the conquest of Macedonia by Paulus jEmilius,
B. C. 167. This conqueror took with him to Rome the philosopher IVIeirodorus, to
aid in the instruction of his children ; and other philosophers, who had been patronized
a. ...e Macedonian court by king Perseus, are said to have followed Metrodorus into
Italy. The Stoic philosopher Panaetius, from Rhodes, was also introduced to Rome
by Scipio Africanus. Yet a few years after the arrival of the philosophers from Greece
and the east, they were banished from Rome by a formal decree of the senate,
B. C. 162.

§ 449. The rise of philosophy at Rome is. however, commonly dated from the em-
bassy of the Athenians, already mentioned in our remarks on the Roman orators and
rhetoricians (§ 408). This embassy was sent by the Athenians to deprecate a fine of
500 talents which had been inflicted on them for laying waste Oropii, a town of Sicyo-
nia. The three envoys employed on this occasion were at the time the heads of the
three leading sects of Greek philosophers ; viz. Diogenes, the Stoic ; Critolaus, the
Peripatetic; and Carneades, the Academic, considered as the founder of what is called

the Nfw Academy (^ 175). The display of eloquence and wisdom made by these men
served to excite in the Roman youth of all classes an ardent thirst for knowledge, and
turn their minds to the study of rhetoric and philosophy. Cato and others were alarm.ed
ot the influence exerted by these philosophers; and insisted that they should depart
from Rome. But the love for such studies now awakened could not be destroyed,
and philosophy began to make progress in the city ; and ere long most of the Grecian
sects found followers or patrons among the higher class of Romans. The library of
Aristotle, which was brought to Rome by Sylla on the capture of Athens, B. C. 147,
contributed to promote the study of philosophy.

On the fuhipct cf eJiication among the Romans, see P. IV. §5 123-136, and references there given ; to which may be added the fol-

lowing :— /. G. Wnlch, de variis modis lileras colendi apud veleres Rnmanos. Jen. 1807. 8.— C. Budde, De studiis liberalibus apod

Ronianos. Jen. 1700. 4.—Hcgewi^ch, Qber die Entslehung des gelehrten Standes bei den ROmern, in his Klein. Scliriftm. Schleisw

me. 8.
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^ 450. It is worthy of notice, that the Romans seem never to have made philosophy

the business of Hfe, as did many of the Greeks; but they pursued it either as a part of

elegant and refined culture, or as adapted to promote their advancement in the state.

Hence, although they applied themselves to Grecian philosophy, and transferred into

their own language some of the Grecian treatises, and improved by this means both

their jurisprudence, their rhetoric, and their general literature, they yet made no ad-

vances in discovery. They cherished no ambition to start new sects, or theories, but

willingly adopted those already formed by the Greeks.

^ 451. The number of Roman authors in the department of philosophy is also conri-

paratively small, for the same reason. The names of the principal votaries of phi-

losophy, in the time which forms our second period of Roman Literature, were the

following : Scipio Africanus, Caius Lajlius, L. Furius, P. Rutilius Rufus, Sextus Pom-
peius, uncle to Pompey the Great, Quintus Tubero, and Q. Mucius Scaevola. The
last four were distinguished jurisconsults. We have no written remains of the philoso-

phy of this period.

§ 45-3. Early in the next period, beginning B. C. 88, we find the celebrated Lucullus

patronizing and encouraging very zealously the study of philosophy. Whilst he was
Quaestor in Macedonia, and afterwards while conducting the war against Mithridaies,

he became acquainted with some of the Greek philosophers, and acquired a strong

relish for their speculations. On his return to Rome, B. C. 67, he established a cele-

brated library (cf P. IV. § 126), with galleries and schools adjoining, and made it a
place of free resort to all men of letters, where they could enjoy the benefits of reading

and conversation ; and here, as well as at the house of the philosopher Antiochus, he

frequently engaged with ardor in philosophical discussions. Among those who culti-

vated philosophy in this period, we find the names of Marcus Junius Brutus, M. Te-
rentius Varro, Piso Calpurnianus, Lucretius, and Pomponius Atticus. To this place

belongs also the name of Cicero, who must be considered as altogether the most emi-

nent of the Romans in philosophy.

?! 453. In the period following the reign of Augustus, from A. D. 14 to A. D. 160,

philosophy was still considered an important study as a part of hberal culture. But
the progress of despotism under the emperors was not propitious to any branch of

learning, and philosophy of course did not escape the blighting influence. In the reign

of Domitian, the philosophers were actually banished from Italy, under a mock decree

of the senate. The principal Roman philosopher of this period was Seneca; Pliny

the elder is also worthy of particular noiice; and the younger Pliny and Tacitus may
properly be mentioned in the list of philosophers. PUny in one of his letters (Ep. i. 10)

mentions in terms of high commendation a philosopher by the name of Euphrates, who
gave public instruction at Rome.

In this period Oriental notions obtained currency at Rome. " The vain superstitions

of the east, the magic and the occult sciences which have such charms for the ignorant,

found at Rome more zealous friends than did the abstractions of speculative philoso-

phy, or those principles of morality which are the proper end of all true philosophy.

Every religion that existed on the globe, found a residence at the imperial capital ; the

mysteries of Egypt and of Svria were introduced, and the titles of Mystagogi and Magi
were in higher estimation than that of philosopher." SchdJf, Litt. Rom. ii. 4-27.

^ 454. At the commencement of the last period, A. D. 160, IMarcus Aurelius re-

ceived the imperial throne, and was himself a zealous philosopher of the Stoic school

(cf. "Ji 196), a circumstance which might give a new impulse to philosophical studies as

well as impart a temporary importance to that school. After his reign philosophy was
still cultivated, and new sects began to be formed, by philosophers who professed to

make improvements by rejecting the errors and retaining the valuable truths and prin-

ciples of others; such were the New-Platonists and the Eclectics. The progress

of the Christian religion, in the 3d and 4th centuries, exerted a considerable influence

on the character of Roman philosophy ; and the Latin fathers employed themselves in

studying the pagan philosophy for the purpose of opposing the pagan religion and sup-

porting Christianity. This occasioned a singular admixture of notions, drawn partly

from the pagan sects and partly from the sacred writings. The principal Latin au-

thors, who mav be classed among the philosophers of this period are Apuleius (?> 471)

and Boethius (§ 474). The Latin father Augustine, bishop of Hippo, who died A. D.
430, at the age cf 76. may also with propriety be named here. Petronias Arbite*"

(i 472) and ]\farcianus Capella (§ 473) are sometimes ranked among the philosophers.

—Schdn.\u.2ll.
§ 455. It seems desirable, in addition to the rapid sketch above given of the progress

of philosophy among the Romans, to elance separately, although slightly, at the prin-

cipal sects, which found advocates and follower? at Rome.
It has been mentioned (^ 449) that Roman philosophy, as the subject is commonly

viewed, had its origin in the embassy of the three philosophers from Athens, who were

at the rime leaders in three of the Greek sects, the Stoic, Peripatetic, and Academic.

^ 456. The Academic was represented and advocated by Carneades, who was the

most able man and the most popular sneaker of the trio ; and of course awakened a

3 E 2
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partiality for the doctrines of his sect.—The inimedia:e successor of Carneades in the
Academy at Athens, CHtomachus (who, according to Cicero, wrote 400 treatises on
philosophical subjects), is said also to have given personal instruction at Rome. CH-
tomachus was succeeded by Philo, who in the Mithridatic war fled from Athens to

Rome. Here Cicero attended on his lectures, and imbibed the principles of the New
Academy, which were maintained by the followers of Carneades. The doctrines of
the New Academy had been favorably received at Rome from their first introduction;
the example and choice of Cicero no doubt gave them greater vogue among those wlio
cultivated oratory.—But the peculiar tenets of the Old Academy had their advocates,
among whom were Brutus, Varro, and Lucullus.
Dunl,p. His! Rom. Lit. vol. ii. 21 1, ss. ed. Phil. ]S2-.—Enfidd, HpsI. of Philosophy, bk. iii. ch. ].—MiddUt(m, Life of Cicero,

»ol. iii. p. 328. el. Bost. 1818.—C. .1. Brandis, Handbuch d. Gesch. d. griech.—rem. Philos. Berl. IS35. 8.

% 457. The Slok school had many disciples at Rome. Its rigid doctrines were suit-

ed to the stern civil policy of the Romans, and the most distinguished jurisconsults and
magistrates of the repubhc were generally inclined to this sect ; thus Rulilius Rufus,
Q. Tubero, and M. Scaevola (cf §562), were Stoics; as were also Laslius and Scipio
Africanus. Especially must we mention Cato of Utica as a zealous Stoic; he carried
his principles into full practice, and finally, after the defeat of Pompey at the battle of
Pharsalia. despairing of the liberiies of his country, he put an end to his life with his
own hand.—The ardent patrioiism manifested by many who were professedly of the
Stoic sect, tended to promote its popularity. Some of the poets, particularly Lucan
and Persius, embraced and commended its doctrines. The prevalence of Christianity
is also supposed to have contrit)uted to the success of the Stoic philosophy, as the views
of the later advocates of Stoicism agreed better than the doctrines of the other pagan
sects with the high morality of the gospel.

One of the most distinguished philosophers of the Stoic sect at Rome, and the only
one who has left any philosophical writings in the Latin tongue, was Seneca (cf "ji 469).

But there were other eminent teachers and advocates of the system ; as, Musonius
Rufus, Annseus Cornufus (cf. % 227), Chaeremon, a preceptor of Nero, Dion Chrysos-
tom (§ 118), Epictetus {% 193), and Sextus a native of Chaeronea, who became preceptor
to Marcus Antoninus. The name of Antoninus is the last which is specially worthy
of notice ; at the early age of 12, he manifested a partiality for the Stoic philosophv,
and when emperor he zealously patronized it. He wrote in Greek (cf <^ 196). as did
the others just named. Public schools of the Stoic sect were continued from his time
until that of Alexander Severus, A. D. 230; but they greatly declined under the in-

creasing prevalence of the Eclectic system.

Enfidd. Hist, of Phil. bk. iii. ch. I. and ch. 2. sect T —Ti-nnemnnn's Manual of Hist, of Phil, translated by A. Johnson (Oxf.

1S32. f-). \ ]Si.—Bdhr, Gesrhichte der Rom. Lit. ^ 306, 207.—G. P. Hollenberg, De Praecipuis Stoicae Philosophiae Doctoribus et

Patrouis apud Roni-inos. Lips. 1793. 4.

§ 458. The Peripatetic philosophy does not appear to have found very warm admi-
rers amonrr the Romans. The writings of Aristotle and Theophrastus were brought
to Rome from Athens by Sylla ; they were, however, very difiicult for the Romans
to understand. Yet this sect had its advocates ; and its doctrines were taught in the

public schools under the emperors, and numerous commentaries and treatises were
written upon the works of its original founder. These writings, however, seem to

have been entirely in the Greek language. The most eminent Peripatetics after the

Chris'ian era, did not reside at Rome; Themistius, who illustrated several of the

treatises of Aristotle, gave instruction at Constantinople (cf § 125) ; Alexander Aphro-
diseus. author of several works still extant, and called by distinction the Commentator,
taught at Athens or Alexandria, about A. D. 200.

Enfield, bk. iii. th. I. ch. 2. sect. 5.

—

JohmonU Tennemann, § 183.

"Js 459. The Cyiiicx seem never to have enjoyed any reputation at Rome. The
opinion of Cicero respecting them, was. that the whole body ought to be banished from
the state. Julian (§ 127) pronounces the Cynics of his day to be troublesome and mis-

chievous. In the reign of the Antonines philosophers of this sect were forbidden to

maintain any public schools. Lucian treats them with great severity, particularly in

the piece on Peregrinus (cf. % 121).

Enfidd, bk. iii. ch. 2. § 6.

§ 460. The Epicurean philosophy had sunk into great discredit on account of the

improprieties indulged by its advocates, before its introduction to Rome. Notwith-
standing this disadvantage, it soon obtained admirers. The free indulgence of the in-

clinations which it allowed, greatlv conduced to its popularity. Cicero condemned
and opposed it ; but Atticus, his intimate friend and correspondent, embraced it.

Horace, if not an Epicurean entirely, yet found the lightness and gayety which it

cherished very congenial to his feelings. The poet Lucretius (cf. § 357) was the first

who gave the Romans, in their own language, a full account of the doctrines of Epicu-

rus ; and the reputation of his poetry no doubt contributed in an eminent degree to

p^ive currenc " to these doctrines. Pliny the elder (cf § 470) is sometimes ranked among
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the Epicureans, but he did not rigidly adhere to any sect. Lucian the satirist, and
Celsus the early adversary of Cfirislianity, are also included by some. Diogenes
Laertius (cf. § •255a) Ukewise is thought to manifest plainly his predilection for the

iiloctrines of Epicurus.

Enfield, bk. iii. cti. 2. sect. 8.—/oAnJon'j Tennemanu, § 181.—Account of the philosophy of Lucretius, in the translations oi Biishy

and Good, cited § 357. i.—ScKoU, Litt. Rom. ii. 155.

^ 461. The school of Slippliat or Pyrrhonhts gained no celebrity among the Romans,
The peculiar doctrines of the Skeptics corresponded, in some degree, with those of the
Academy. Pyrrhonism, however, had avowed abettors and supporters; among them
were particularly several physicians.—We have no written remains from any of them
in the Latin language ; and the only author that specially deserves notice here, as an
advocate of Skepticism under the Roman empire, is Sextus Empiricus, who flourished

about A. D. 200, and wrote in Greek (cf. '5^ 197).

Enfield, Hist. Fhil. bk. iii. ch. 2. sect. 9.—Johna'j7i's Tennemann, \ 1S6-193.—r/wTrfcccJie, De discriniine inter Acad, et Sceptic

Lug Bat. 1820.

§ 462. It will be recollected that the four sects, which we have here mentioned first,

the Academic and Peripatetic, Stoic and Cynic, were derived through Socrates from
the old Ionic school (cf. § 171-173) ; and that the two last mentioned, the Epicurean
and Skeptic, descended from the old Italic or Pythagorean school (cf. ^ 170, 177).

As the Pythagorean school in Magna Greecia was so celebrated among the Greeks,
we might suppose that it would have attracted great attention among the Romans, as
soon as they learned any thing of the Hterature and philosophy of the Greeks. This
however does not appear to have been the fact, although the name of Pythagoras was
ever regarded with great reverence {Cic. de Senect. c. 21). The poet Ennius is said

to have embraced the doctrine of metempsychosis, and a friend of Cicero, by the name
of Publius Nigidius Figulus, is mentioned as an advocate of the doctrines of Pythago-
ras. But after the establishment at Crotona (cf. ^ 170) was broken up, no school was
farmed in Greece or Italy that adopted the principles and institutions of Pythagoras.
ScKoU, Lilt. Rons. ii. \il.—Buri^ny, Vie et ouvrages de Publ. Nigid. Figulus, in the Mem. Acad. Inscr. xxix. 190.

^ 463. There were however a number of philosophers, who are sometimes termed
the New Pythagoreans, and who professed to be supporters of the real Pythagorean
doctrines, although they in fact blended with them many notions derived from other
sources. A leader in this class of philosophers was Q. Sextius, a Roman of the time
of Augustus, who wrote in Greek. To the same class belonged Sotion, of Alexan-
dria, who was preceptor to Seneca at Rome ; and also the famous impostor ApoUonius
of Tyana, whose life is given by Philostratus (cf. 255 b). Moderatus of Gades was
another; he flourished in the first century; and in several different treatises he col-

lected and illustrated the remains of the Pythagorean doctrines.

Enfield, bk. iii. ch. 2. sect. 2.—To/inson's Tennemann, § ]S4.—PTideaux, Life of ApoUonius.

Some of these philosophers eu'ieavored to discover a sublime and occult science in the Pythagorean doctrine of Numbers. They
seem to have supposed thit an explanation of the system of the physical world was to be found in the mysterious properties of ma
Hiematical figures and numbers. An essay on this occult science is found in the works of Sextus Empiricus against the mathemct-

(icr'anj (x. 24*. cf. § 197).—The celebrated Kepler is supposed to have been influenced by such speculations, when he wrote his trea

tise entitled Mytterium Cosmo^aphicum, 1598.-Cf. Madavrin, Account of the Discoveries of Newtcn.

"5> 464. A school of New-Platonists also appeared under the Roman emperors (cf.

§ 181). Most of them wrote in (ireek, in which language we have fragments from a

few of the number. The principal Latin writer commonly referred to this school was
Lucius Apuhius, who flouri.^hed, as is supposed, about the time of the latter Anto-
ninus, and whose work entitled the Golden Ass has been mentioned under the head
of Romance. These philosophers blended with their Platonic notions many derived
from the Pythagoreans and the followers of Aristotle, and were therefore in reahty
Eclectics.

Enfield, bk. iii. ch. 2. sect. 3 Johman'i Tennemann, § 185.

§ 465. The Eclectics, however, although often mentioned under the name of the
later Platonists, are usually distinguished from the last mentioned school. Their
founder (cf. "5i 181) is said to have been Ammo?iius of Alexandria. He was a man of
low birth, obliged to gain his livelihood as a porter, from which circumstance he de-
rived his surname Saccas. With much enthusiasm he and his followers labored to

reconcile the doctrines of Plato and Aristotle. We have in the Greek language the
writings of several of the most eminent philosophers of this school; but nothing Is pre-
served in the Latin, unless we except the commentary on Cicero's Dream of Scipio,
by Macrobius (cf. '5> 430. 1), who seems to have been a disciple of the Eclectics. The
emperor .Tulian was a warm patron of this sect, perhaps on account of the hostility of
its principal advocates towards the Christian religion.

Cf. § 182.—En/eW, bk. iii. ch. 2. sect, i.—Johnson's Tennemann, § 203-221,

^ 466. A species of philosophy also grew up gradually among the Christian Katneis,
although the study of philosophy was at first deemed superfluous and even dangerous
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by some of them (cf. P. IV. § S3), especially some of the Latin church. The chief Latin
writers illustrating this Christian Philosophy are Terlulliaji, Arnobius, Laclanlius,
Ambrose, and Augustine.

Cf. § 1 ^2.—Johnson's Teunemanu, \ 222-235.—On the writings of the Fathers above named, cf. CUarht, Murdoch, &c. as cited § 29%

§ 467. In accordance with the method followed in this work, some general sources

of information respecting the Roman philosophy should be mentioned before noticing

the individual authors.

1. The principal ciri^nal sources are the same as those from which is learned the philosophy of the Greeks, cf. § 183. To the

modem works on the history of philosophy there cited we also refer.

2. More particularly on the Roman, »e add the following.—^ F. Renner, De impedimentis quae apud veteres Romanos Phi-

losophJE negaverint successum. Hal. \t25.— Pa^anintis Gaudcntius, De PhilosophiEE apud Romanos origiiie et progressu. Pisa,

1643. 4. Reprinted in the Nova rariorum Colhclio, Hal. 1717.—7. L. Blessi^, Diss, de Orizine Philosophic apud Romanos. Strassb.

1770. i.—Bdhr, Gesch. ROm. Lit. p. 604-664, as cited 5 299. 8—See also references under § 449, § 456.

§ 468 f. 31. T. Cicero, chief among the orators of Rome, was also eminent in philo-

sophy. He was a Platonist, and is commonly considered as a disciple of the New
AcatJemy, although in questions of morality he preferred the more rigid principles of
the Stoics. In his philosophical writings he sets forth the notions of all the various

sects, and seems to be favorable to them all excepting the Epicurean. I'hese writings

are a most valuable collection, and have proved a mine of information to succeeding
ages.

1. "The general purpose of Cicero's philosophical works was rather to give a his-

tory of ancient philosophy than dogmatically inculcate opinions of his own. It was his

great aim to explain to his iellow-citizens, in their own language, whatever the sages

of Greece had taught on the most important subjects, in order to enlarge their minds
and reform their morals.—He was in many respects well qualified for the arduous and
noble task which he had undertaken of naturalizing philosophy in Rome, and exhibit-

ing her, according to the expression of Erasmus, on the stage of life.—Never was a

philosopher placed in a situation more favorable for gathering the fruits of an experi-

ence employed on human nature and civil society, or for observing the effect of vari-

ous qualities of the mind on public opinion and on the actions of men.—But he appears
to have been destitute of that speculative disposition which leads us to penetrate into

the more recondite and original principles of knowledge. He had cultivated eloquence
as clearing the path to political honors, and had studied philosophy as the best auxiliary

to eloquence. But the contemplative sciences only attracted his attention, in so far as

they tended to elucidate ethical, practical, and political subjects, to which he applitid a

philosophy which was rather that of life, than of speculation.—His philosophic dialogues

are rather to be considered as popular treatises, adapted to the ordinary comprehension
of well informed men, than profound disquisitions, suited only to a Portico or Lyceum.
They bespeak the orator even in the most serious inquiries. Elegance and fine wrinng
he appears to have considered as essential to philosophy.—Although it may be honor-

ing Cicero too highly to term his works, with Gibbon, a Repository of Reason, they
are at least a Miscellany of Information, which has become doubly dear from the loss

of the writings of many of those philosophers whose opinions he records."—The greater

part of the philosophical writings of Cicero were composed during a single year; and
this rapidity of execution has led many to suppose that they must have been chiefly

translations from Greek works, an idea that is thought to be sanctioned by a passage
in a letter to Atticus {Ep. xii. 52, " a-Toypwpa sunt").

Dunlop, Hist. Rom. Lit. ii. 218. ed. Phil. 1827 On Cicero's philosophical writings, see also £ahr, as cited §299. 8.—Also

references given below ( 3 & 4).

2. The following may be properly ranked among the philosophical works of Cicero.

—(a) Academica, or Qucfsfiones Academicce, in two books; so called probably, be-

cause the work relates chiefly to the Academic philosophy. These two books are

supposed by many critics to be parts of two difierent works of Cicero, or rather of two
different editions of the Academica. The first edition is said to have consisted of two
books, inscribed Catulus and Lucullu^ ; the former of which is lost ; the latter is one
of the books now extant. The second edition is said to have consisted of four books,

the first of which is one of the two books now extant, while the other three are lost;

in the extant book, Varro is the chief speaker and gives an account of the origin and
progress of the Academy. (b) De Finibus bonorum et malorum, in five books, an
account of the various opinions entertained by the Greeks respecting the supreme good
and extreme evil ; and considered one of the most subtle and difficult of Cicero's phi-

losophical writings. (c) Tusculance Disputatiu7ies, in five books ; they are so named
by Cicero, from having been held at his favorite seat near Tuscidum. On a certain

occasion, Cicero spent five days at this villa in company with friends taken with him
from Rome, and on the afternoon of each day, held a conference, or rather gave a sort

of discourse on some topic suggested by them; these were afterwards committed to

writing, and formed the Tusculan Disputations. The first book or dialogue is entitled,

De co7itemnevda morte ; the second, De tolerando dolore ; the third, De agriludine le-

nienda ; the fourth, De reliquiis animi perturhationibus ; in the fifih Cicero maintains
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that virtue alone is sufficient for perfect hajrpiness. (d) Z?e Natura Deorum, in three
books; containing an exposition of the doctrines of three of the celebrated sects of phi-

losophers, viz. the Epicureans, the Stoics, and the Academics, respecting the Essence
of the Divine Being, and his government and providence. In this work Cicero betrays

a melancholy degree of uncertainty and doubt in reference to the administration of

God in guiding and controlling human affairs. (e) De Divinatione, in two books;
forming a sort of supplement to the treatise on the nature of the gods. In the first

book, Quintus, the brother of Cicero, states the considerations urged by the various
philosopliers in defence of the art of divination; in the second, Cicero refutes all the

argumeius, and shows the complete absurdity of the pretended science. (f) De
Falo, one book, or rather a fragment. The part now extant contains a refutation of
the doctrine of Chrysippus the Stoic, which was that of fatality. (g) De Legihus, in

three books. It has been supposed that the work originally consisted of six books;
Macrobius quotes a fifth {Satumal. vi. 4) ; in the three now extant considerable chasms
occur. In the first book, Cicero speaks of the origin of laws and the source of obliga-

tion ; and in the others, sets forth a body of laws conformable to his plan of a well
ordered state. The work seems to have been intended for a supplement to that en-
titled De Repuhlica. (h) De Eepublica, consisting originally of six books, of which
considerable fragments are now extant. [See below under 3 (h).] This work was
begun by Cicero in the fifty-second year of his age, before any of his other philosophi-

cal writings ; it was made public previously to his departure fur the government of
Cilicia, and appears to have met with very flattering success at Rome (cf. Cic. Epist.

Famil. viii. 1. Ep. ad Att. vi.). In this work Cirero presents a discussion supposed to

have been held between Scipio Africanus, Quintus Tubero, P. Ruiihus Rufus, and
others, "in which," says he, "nothing important to the right constituuon of a com-
monwealth appears to have been omitted." According to Mr. Dunlop, the chief scope
of Cicero was a eulogy on the Roman government, such as it was, or as Cicero sup-

posed it to have been, in the early ages of the commonwealth; the same writer re-

marks, " although the w^ork will disappoint those who expect to find in it much
political information, still, as in Cicero's other productions, every page exhibits a rich

and glowing magnificence of style, ever subjected to the control of a taste the most
correct and pure."—In this work was inserted the beautiful fiction entitled Somnium
Scipionis, which implies, and seems indeed to have been intended by Cicero expressly

to teach, the doctrine of the soul's immortality. (i) De Ojjiciis, in three books, ad-

dressed to his son. In this Cicero treats of moral obligations and duties ; and in some
parts of it he is supposed to have closely followed a treatise entitled Xl^pi KadfiKovTo^,

written by a Greek philosopher named PancBtius, who resided at Rome in the time of

Scipio. (j) De SemctHte, entitled also Cato, because Cato the Censor is represented

as delivering the discourse. It was written in Cicero's 63d year, and is addressed to

his friend Atticus. The supposed evils of old age are considered under four heads ;

and the refined pleasures, which may be secured notwithstanding all the losses and
deprivations resulting from advanced years, are pointed out. It is an exceedingly in-

teresting piece, containing examples of eminent Romans, who passed a respectable

and happy old age.—It is the model of the dialogue by Sir Thomas Bernard, entitled

Spurinna or the Comforts of Old Age, in which illustrations are drawn chiefly from
British history. (k) De Amiciiia,ca\\ed also LcbUus, who is represented as holding

a conference with Fannius and Scaevola his sons-in-law, shortly after the death of his

very intimate friend Scipio Africanus. (1) Paradoxa, a piece containing a defence of

six pec\iliar opinions or paradoxes of the Stoics ; designed perhaps merely as a humo-
rous effusion, rather than a serious philosophical essay. (m) Cicero composed seve-

ral other works that would fall under the head of philosophical, which are lost ; as, De
Consolatione, written on the death of his daughter Tullia ; De Gloria, in two books,

written while sailing along the coast of Campania on a voyage to Greece ; De Philo-

Sophia, or Hortensius, on the comparative value of eloquence and philosophy, a piece

often cited and highly cominended by Augustine.—Some of the works falsely ascribed

to Cicero might also be named among the philosophical; e. g. Orpheus, or De adoles-

cente studioso, purporting to have been addressed to his son while at Athens.

3. Editinns.—For Whole Works, see ^ 404. 5.—Here we notice only the Philosophical Worio.— ,A) Coi/ec-

tively.—Bes', R. G. Rath (and Ch. G. Schutz). Halle, IS04-II 6 toIs. 9. li^ed on the editions of separate tracts by DavUs, arid

containin' the text and commentary of Davies, with additional notes.—/. A. G'ortnz. Lpz. 1809-13. 3 vols, designed to be com

pleted ill 6 vols. 8. The first 3 vols, (con'.ainin; the pieces noticed under the letters a, 6, e, aw! g-,) are highly commended. —
The Princef^, by Sweynhtym & Pannartz. Rnni. 1471. 2 vols. fol. There is a French translation of the Phil. TVorla hf

B'^rett, Bcxihier and others. Par. I7P6. 10 vols. 12.—A German translation, by Jacobs and others, has been named § 404. 6.—

-

(B)Sepa^aldii; wp must not omit to notices me of the works sngly ; but to avoid repeating the titles, they will be designated merely

by the letters prefixed to them severally in the descriptions given in the preceding paragraph (2). (a) /. Daoies (Dnvisius)

Camb. 1736 ».-J C. OreUius. Turici, 1827. 8. Translations.—French ; O. Pwrand. Par. 1796. 2 vols. 12—English; fV

Gutftrie (The Morals of Cicero). Lond. I"44. 8. Illustrative.—.4 C. Ranilz, De libr. Cic. Academicis Commer;tstin. Lpt

1809. 4.-.S. Pnrker, Disputationes de Deo et providen'is. Ox 17(3. 4 =(b) / Daviis. Camb. 3d ed. 1741. S. Repr. 0»f.

1809. i.—Fr. G Cito Lpz. 1831. 8 Translations -English ; S Parker. Lond. 1702. 1812. 8.=(c)7. Davies. Camb.

4th ed. 1738. 8. Repr. Oxf. IS05. 8.—R. Kilhner, Jen. 1829. 8 good. rev. by J. C. Orelli, Jen. 1835. 8.—* G. H. Moser. Haa

1836-38. 3 vols. 8. Translations.—Enslish . /. CoHman/i. Lond. 1561. S.—Jlnonymous. Lond. 1758. 8

—

G. A. Olit, Boi»

77 '
.
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1839. 8. prepared on the susgeslion of J. Q. Adanis.==(d) /. Davie!. Cantab. 1718. 8. Repr. Oif. 1807. S.—L. F. Hdndorf.

Lpz. 1815. 8. critical and good— G. H. Meter. Lips. 1821. 8. good.—ff. E. Mien. Lond. 1S36. 12. from a collation of several

MSS. of the Brit. Museum. Translations.—German ; J. F. von Meyer. Fraukf. 1806. 8—English; Thorn. Franklin (with

notes). Lond. 1741. 1775. 8. Illustrative.—CA. I'. Kindervatir, Anmerkangen und Abhandlungen, &c., Qber Cic. Bacher von

der Natur der Gotter. Lpz. 1790-92. 2 vols. 8. commended by Harlts, Suppl. to Brev Not. i. 287. partly incorporated, in Latin,

in Kiiiilervaters edition of these Books. Lpz. 1796. 8.— G. S. Franhe, Geist und Gehalt der Cic. Bilcher von der Nat. der Gutter.

All. I8C6. 8.—Perhaps here ought to be named a fabrication, purporting to be a fourth Book of Cicero's De Nat. Deorum. It was

published by an unknown author (.IV. M. L. de IVelte has been conjectured), under a fictitious name, with the following title : M.

T. Cic. de aat. Deor. liber quartus; e pervetusto codice ms. membranaceo nunc primum edidit P. Seraphinua. Bononias, 1811. 8.

Republ. Oxf. 1813. The real design of the author is not apparent; the purity and elegance of Cicero are not preserved in ths

style.-Cf. IhcJilop, Hist. Rom. Lit. ii. 250. (e) /. Daviei. Camb. 1741. S.—H G. Moser. Franc 1828. 8. Translations.-

French.— R. Desmarais. Par. 1710. 12. also lS!0.^=:(f ) H. G. Moser, in the ed. of De Div. just cited.=(g) /. Davies. Camb

2d ed. 1745. 8.— f. F. IVagner. Golt. 1804. 2 vols. 8. The 2d vol. a commentary.—G. H. Moser if F. Crcuzcr. Frankf. 1824. 8.

the ed. with the notes of Davies »id others.==(h) jJ. Mai. Rom. 1S22. 8. also in fol. and in quarto. It contains a facsimile

of the palimpsest in which the work was f^und. Repr. Stuttg. 1822. Lond. 1823. 8. (Also Bost. 1823. but without the introduc-

tory mailer.) It is also in the 1st vol. of the work entitled Cloisic. .Sudor, e codd. rat. edit. Coll. (curante A. Maio.) Rom.

1828. 4.— G. H. Moser If F. Creuzer. Frankf 1K6. 8. Translations.—French ; f'illeinain, with original Latin, and Notes and

Dissertations. Par. 1823. 3 vols. 12.—English; G. W. Featherstonhau^h. New York, 1829. much censured in the South. Re-

view, No. vii. The whole work De Republica was extant, it is said, as late as the Uth century, after which it disap-

peared, and ihe loss became a theme of constant lamentation among the admirers of Cicero and all lovers of classical literature.

About the vear 1821, Angelo M 'i. in examining the palimpsests (cf. F. IV. § 84. 2) of the Vatican, discovered a considerable por-

tion of it, which had been expunged (in the 10th century, it is supposed) and crossed by a new writing, that contained Augustine's

commentary ou the Psalms. Mai published the portion thus recovered, in the ed. just cited.—Of the^rJf book, we now have

about two-thirds in the part recovered by Mai and two fragments preserved in Lactantius and Nonius; we have about the same

proportion of the second, drawn from the palimpse-t ; of the f'ltrd, the part obtained is interrupted by many chasms ; only slight

fragments were found of the fourth and fijth ; and of the sixth, the palimpsest presented nothing ; but this book contained the Som-

nium Scipionis, which is pre'erved by Macr. bius (cf. 5 430) ; we have also a Greek version of it, which has been ascribed to Theo-

dore Gsza, and with n ore propriety to Planudes. For an analysis of the Republic, see Southent Review, No. vii.— Cf. also, N.

Am. Rev No. xl —For the Greek version of Scipio's Dream, see the ed. of Cato by Got;, cited below.—Cf. Tlie Ttieolofy and Phi-

losophy In Cicero's Somnium Scipionis explained ; or a brief attempt to demonstrate that the Newtonian System is agreeable to the

Notions nf the wisest Accien.s. Lond. 1751. 8.= (i) C. Beier. Lpz. 1820. 2 vols. S.—J. M. 4- /. F. Heusinger, Bransw. 1820. 8.

ed. by C. Hnninger, Oxf. 1821. 12. Lond. 1824. 12. since also rev. by Zumpt.—There have been many school editions.—^sAn-

ton. Lat. & Engl. Lond. 1828. 8.—C. K. milaway- Bost. 1837. 12. Cf Bibl. Rcpos. No. xxviii. p. 497.—Translations : Gei^

nian ; CA. Gnrve. Brest. 6ih ed. 1S19. 4 vols 8. wi'h a commentary ; conimended by SchM, LitL Rom. ii. 174.—English ; fV, M.

Carlney. Lond. 1798. 8.— »'. Guthrie. Lond. 1755. 8.= (j & k) J. A. Gotz. Lpz. 1816. 8. with Somn. Scipionis.—C. K.

Dillaway. Bost. 1837. 12 —Tian'hiions.—English ; W. Guthrie, as just cited (i).— IF. Melmoth. Lond. 1777. 1807. 8. in-

cluding a!so Paiadoxa (I) and Scipio's Dream.—/. Denham, Cato ( j), a Poem, in 4 parts. Lond. 1648. 12. :^(ni) Attempts were

ni.ade, after the revival of letters, to collect the scattered fragments of the lost works.— C. Sigotiiiu, Fragmenta Ciceronis. Ven.

1559. 8. Han. 1606. 12.—The same .Siyojitiu published the fragments of De Consolatioiu connected together by sentences interpo-

lated by himself. Bon. 1583. 8.—An English translation, in the work entitled Paracusis, or Consolations deduced from Natural

and Reve-iled Religion ; two dissertations, the first supposed to have been composed by Cicero; the last originally wri'ten by Thos.

S'nckl ck, D. n. Lond. 1767. 8.—Cf. C. F. Kolbe, Programni. de frajmcnt. libror. Cic. incertorum. Lpz. 1827.—The work enti-

tle.! Orpheus was first published, Ven. 1593. 8. republished by /. A. Folierini. Ven. 1793. 4.—Respecting lost works of Cicero,

and works falsely ascribed to him, cf. Bdhr, p. 630.—Hailes. Brev. Not. Suppl. i. 247.—fafcriciiu, Bibl. Lat. i. 212-216.

4. There are works (besides those already mentioned) illuurative cf Cicero's philosophical writings, loo numerous to be cited

here ; we name a few —/. CA. Brie^litb, De philosoph. Ciceronis. Cob. 17S4. 4.—CA. F. Hulsemann, De indole phil. Ciceronis.

Luneb. 1799. 4.—R. Kllhner, Cicer. in philns. ejusq. partfs merita. Hamb. 1825. S.—H Dodweli, Apology, &c., in Parker's trans-

lation, cited above (b).—Gautier de Sibert, Examen de la Philos. de Ciceron, in the Merru Acad. Inscr. xli. 466. xliii. 101.

^ 469. L. AnncEus Seneca was a zealous adherent of the Stoic philosophy, although

he had previously made himself acquainted with the doctrines of all the schools. In

his philosophical writings there is much acumen, and much matter to nourish a reflect-

ing mind. The style, however, like that of his epistles (cf. § 442), is too elaborate,

and on account of the frequent antitheses, is tiresome.

1. Seneca v.-as born at Corduba in Spain. A. D. 2 or 3. In the reign of Claudius

he was banished to the island of Corsica, where he remained eight years. After he
became the instructor of Nero, he obtained great wealth (cf. Tac. Ann. xiii. 42), and
was charged with practicing exorbitant u.sury (Dio Cass. Ixi. 10). His death, by the

sentence of Nero (cf. § 374. Tac. Ann. xv. 60-64), occurred A. D. 65.

J. Lipsius, Vita Senecae, in his Opera Omnia. Anfv. 1637. 4 vols, fol

—

Diderot, Ess. sur la vie et les ecrits de Seneque. Par.

1779. 12. given in La Grange's trausl.—C. /'. Conz, Qber Seneca's Leben, &c., in his translation below (5) cited.— TVi. F. G. Rei}i

hard, de Senecse vita et Script. Jen. 1817. S.—Enfield's Hist, Phil. bk. iii. cb. ii. sect. 7.

—

Mongez, Iconographie Rom. i.

p. 419 (cf. P. IV. § 187).

2. The following are his philosophical works: De Ira, in 3 books; De consolaHone,

in 3 books; the 1st addressed to his mother Helvia, during his own banishment to

Corsica; the 2d addressed to one Polybius, who had lost a young brother ; the 3d ad-

dres.-ed to Marcia, a friend who had lost her son ; the genuineness of the 2d has been
questioned: De Provident ia, discussing the question, why evil happens to the good:

De animi Irantjuililate, in reply to a letter from Annoeus Serenus respecting the trials

of life ; it has been compared with Plutarch's treatise Ilfpi ivdvuia;: De Consfantia sa-

pientis, supporting the stoical paradox, that the wise man can suffer no ill : De Cle-

menlia. adtiressed to Nero, in 3 books, of which the 3d and a great part of the 2d are

lost : De brevifafe VilfB : De vita beata. on the manner of living happily, in which Se-

neca takes occasion to notice the reproaches cast on him by his enemies on account oi
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his wealth: De Otio sapientis, of which the first 27 chapters are wanting: De Bene-
Jiciis, in 7 books, composed in the last years of his life, and considered one of the most
valuable of his performances; it treats of the manner of conferring benefits and of the
duties of those who receive them.
On the philosophical writings ami opinions of Seneca, we may mention, besides the works named above, the following: /. Ltp"

t!«s, Manuductio ad Sloicam Philosophiam. Lugd. Bat. 1644 12.—£. /. Werner, De Senecae Pbilosophia. Berl. 1825. &
Vratislav. 1826. S.—Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit p. 645

—

J. G. Heinecdus, De philosophis semi-chrisiianis. Halae Sax. 1714. 4.

3. There is another work of Seneca which should be named here, entitled Quastio-
num naluj-alium lihri VII., and treating of various subjects of physical philosophy. In
the 1st book he treats oi fire; in the 2d, of lightning and thunder; in the 3d, o{ water;
in the 4th, of hail, snoio, and ice; in the 5th, of wifids; in the 6th, of earthquakes; in the
7th, of comets. This work is valuable as furnishing means to judge of the attainments
of the anrients in physical science ; it exerted an important influence in the middle
ages, holding a rank and authority second only to the treatises of Aristotle on physical
subjects, even down to the 16th century.

It has been asserted by a modem writer, that Seneca's theory of earthquakes " contains the germ of all that has been stated in otir

own times concerning the action of elastic vapors inclosed in the interior of the globe." (Cf. Humboldt & Bonplaiid, Voyage auz

contrees equinoct. Par. 1814. 4. vol. i. p. 313.—.See K< ler's Disquis. de Senecae Quaw. Nat. given in his edition below cited.

Several other works, not now extant, were ascribed to Seneca (cf. Quint. Inst. Orat. x. 1. Jul. Gell. xii. 2). S^nae fragments

of a treatise on friends^iip were found in the Vatican, and published (Rom. 1820) by B. G. Xiebuhr. Several works also have

been falsely ascribed to him ; as e. g. De virtutibus cardinalibus, De paupertate, Proverbia, and others, besides the letters lo Paul,

which have been before noticed (§ 442. 2).—Falricius, Bibl. Lat ii. p. 118, i23.—Bahr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. p. 648.

4. Editions.—The Philosophical Works {opera philosophica), by jB. F. Vogel. Lpz. 1830. S.—N. BouUlet. Par.

1829. in Lemaire's Bibl. Lat.—The Questicmes Naturales, by G. D. Koler. Gott. 1818 8. We notice here editions of the

Whole Works of Seneca.—?. E. Ruhkopf. Lpz. 1797-1811. 5 vols. 8 considered excellent; but it A'as not completed.—

P. R Fkkert is preparing a " new critical ed. expected to take the highest place.'—Among the best of preceding editions ; the

latest Bipoiit edition, Argentor. 1809. 5 vols. 8.—the edition cum notis variorum, AmsL 1672. 3 vols. 8 —that of /. Gruter (Com-

melin, pr.), Heidclb 1604. fol. containing the notie used by the Roman short-hand writers (cf. P. IV. ^ 117. 2).—and that of LiptiiUj

Antw. 1652. fol.—The ed. of Erasmus, Bas. 1529. fol. was celebrated.—The Princepi, Naples, 1475; cf. Harles, Brev. Not.

Supp. i. 506.

5. Translations.—French —ta Grange, whole works. Par. 1777. 1795. 6 vols. 8. German.—/T. Ph. Conz, philosophical

pieces. Stuttg. 1790-92. 3 vols. 8.—F. E Ruhkopf, "questions on nature." Lpz. 1794. 8. English.—.3. Golding, De Bene-

ficiis, Lond. 1558. 4. entitled '-The woorke—concerning Benefyling, that is lo say the dooing, receyuing, and requyting of good

Tumes."—r/win. Lodge. Lond. 1620. fol.

§ 470. Caius Plinius Secundus, surnamed the elder (major) to distinguish him from
his nephew, who was commonly called Phny the younger (cf. § 441), lived in the first

century, from A. D. 23 to A. D. 79. He was a native of Verona, or according to others

of Comum, and was one of the most learned men among the Romans. His Natural
History is rather a sort of encyclopaedia, a work full of erudition, and one of the most
considerable monuments of ancient lirerature. It is important to the geographer and
the amateur in art, no less than to the nafiirahst ; although it may not be throughout
entirely consistent or entitled to implicit reliance. According to his own account, it is

a compilation drawn from nearly 2500 authors ; of which the greatest number are now
lost. The younger Pliny justly calls it a work ample, learned, and scarcely less vari-

ous than nature herself {o\ius diffusum, erudilum, nee minus varium quam ipsa iwtura).

1. At an early age he went to Rome. About his 22d year, he resided for a time on
the coast of Africa. He also served in the Roman army in Germany, and held a com-
mand in the cavalry (Prcefectus alee) under Lucius Pomponius. Afterwards at Rome
he practiced the pleading of causes. Some time also he passed at Comum, where he
attended to the education of his nephew. He subsequently held the office of Procurator
of Spain, where it is supposed he remained during the wars of Galba, Otho, and Vitel-

lius. Returning to Rome he enjoyed ihe favor of Vespasian, and at the time of his

death, under Titus, was commander of the Roman fleet at IVIisenum. He lost his

life by the celebrated eruption of Vesuvius, A. D. 79 ; the particulars are described by
his nephew in a letter to the historian Tacitus. He maintained through life habits of
unremitted application to study.

Cf. Life of Pliny ascribed to Suetonius (cf. ^ 537. 2) —Plin. Min. Ep. iii. 5. vi. 16, 20.—,/J joMon de Grandsagne, De la vie et

des ouvrages de PliLe, in his trans, cited below.

—

Univers. Biog. vol. xxxv.

—

J. Masscm, C. Pliuii Secundi Vita. Amst. 1809. S.

2. His principal work, the Historia Naturalis, was finished only a short time before
his death, and dedicated to Titus. It consists of 37 books. The first is a sort of index
or table giving a general view of the contents of the whole work ; its genuineness has
been questioned by some, but without sufficient reason. The 2d treats of subjects

belonging to cosmography and astronomy; the 3d. 4th, 5th and 6th contain a descrip

tion of the earth, its countries and inhabitants, forming a sort of universal geography
the next 5 (from 7th to 11th inclusive) relate particularly to animals or zoology; the

following 8 (from 12th to 19th) treat of plants or botany; with the 20th begins a de-

scription of medicines, which is continued through 13 books, treating first of the vege-

table kingdom (from 20ih to 27th), and then of Ihe animal {from 28th to 32d) ; the re-

maining 5 books (from 33d to 37th) are devoted to the mineral kingdom, comDrising
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notices of the medicinal properties of metals and stones, and to the Jlne arts, painting,
sculpture, &c. with notices of the principal ancient artists and their productions.
Respecting the value and character of this work, cf. Biifir, Rom. Lilt. p. 653.

—

Schbll, Lilt. Rom. ii. 463.—Cayhts, Memoir io

the Mem. .Scad. Inscr, et Bellee Lettres, vol. xxv.—ffei/ne, Autiquar. Aufs.1lze. Lpz. 1779. S.—Ajasson de Grandsapie, as below

citerl.—For a very ample commentary on the works, see (Ant. Joseph, comes a Turre {Rezzcnico, Disquisitiones Plinianae. Parma,

1763. 2 vols. fol. containing a view of the question respecting Pliny's birthplace, with notices of manuscripts, editions, iic.—Ji. L.

A. Fie, Commentaires sur la Botanique, &c de Pline. Par. 1S33. 3 vols. 8.

3. Several other works were written by the elder Pliny, which are lost. The followine are
mentioned: Dejaculatione equestri ; Stzidiosus, in 3 bonks, treating of the studies and discipline
requisite to form a perfect orator; Dubii sermonis, in 8 books, a graniniaiical work ; Vita Pom-
ponii, in 2 books ; also a History of his own times, in 31 books (cf. $ 518). Besides these he wrote
160 pieces or books termed Excerpla or Commentarii, which were left to his nephew.—5a/tr,
p. 650.

4. Editions.—Best ; An^ird. Par. 1829. in Ltmaire's Bibl. Class.—/. Saiig. Lpz. 1831-36. 6 vols. 12. in Teulner>i Classics.—

Dnder the care of Sillig (of Dresden;, who has devoted many years to the study of P.'s Nat. Hist, a large and splendid edirion is in

progress, by the Deutsche Nalurforschungsversammluns —T. G. Frajizius. Lpz. 177S-91. 10 vols. 8.; iiiaccuralety printed, yet

pronounced by Dibdin "excellent and critical."—The Biporit, I7S^3. 6 vols. 8. is good.

—

DaUcamp. Lugd. 178". fol. and espe-

cially ffardwm, Par. 1723. 3 vols. fol. had celebrity.—The P/tnceps, by John de Spira (priuter). Ven. 1469. fol. lauded by Dib-

din as a beautiful specimen of ancient typography.—That of Feyerabendt, Francof. 15S2. fol. is ornamented with woodcuts, "as

bold and spirited as they are singular." Select portions have been published ; Ch. G. Heyne, Ex. Flin. Hist. Nat. excerpta, &c.

Gott. 1790. 8. with another volume (de pictura). Golt. 1810, 8.—/. M. Gessner, Chrestomathia Pliniana. Lpz. 17-23. 1776. 8.—

/. AMn, Selecta qusedam ex PUn. Hist. Nat. &c. Lont. 1776. 12.

5. Translations.—German.—G. Grosic Francf. 1781-88. 12 vols. 8. French.—i. PoinsincK de Sicr^ (with the orig. Latin).

Par. 1771-82. 12 vols. 4.—C. B. Guerolt. Par. 1802. 3 vols. 8. Better, but containing only the part of Pliny pertaining to zoology.

—Ajasson de Grandsagne, with the Latin, and notes of various authors. Par. IS29. 8 vols. 8. English.—PAiZ. Holland. Lend.

1611. 1634. 2 vols. fol. a copy of this is valued at IL 10s. on the catalogue of 0. Rich (London) for U37.

^ 471. Lucius Apuleius, a native of Madaura, a Roman colony in Africa, lived

about the close of the 2d century. He was lawyer at Rome, and a philosopher of the

Platonic school. From circumstances connected with his extensive travels, he ob-

tained the reputation of a magician and performer of miracles. His writings, although
characterized by a style deficient in accuracy and often unnatural, contain frequent

turns of wit, and are on the whole very entertaining. The principal work is the Golden
Ass, in 11 books, a sort of satirical romance, of the class called Milesian Tales (cf.

$ 150). His other productions relate chiefly to the Platonic philosophy.

1. Little is known of the life of Apuleius besides what is drawn from his own
writings. He married a rich elderly w-idow, of Oea (Tripolis), where he was taken
sick on a journey from Carthage to Ale.xandria. He was afterwards prosecuted by a
brother of her former husband, on the charge of having employed magical arts to ob-
tain her affections. His defence or apology on the trial is e.xtant.

SrMll, Litl. Rom. iii. p. 202.—Bdhr, p. 581.—D. G. MoUer, Diss, de L. Apuleio. All. 1691. 4.—.3. Rode, Leben des Apuleiuj,

in his translation below (5) cited —il/ongei & Visccnti, Iconograph. Anc. cited P. IV. § 187.

2. The full title of the romance of the ,^ss is as follows : Metamnrphosedn seu de Asino aureo li-

bri XT. Apuleius paints in this work, with great spirit and keen satire, the vices and crimes and
the wide-spread superstition and delusions of ihe age. Respecting his real design, there has

been a difference of opinion. "The hero of the tale is a youth named Lucius, who wishes to

learn the magic arts of Thessaly, but in punishment for his curiosity and lusts is changed into

an ass. Sunk in vice, he passes through various adventures, until at lenglh, di^^covering the

deep degradation of his state, he resorts to the Mysteries for relief, and again becomes a man,
renewed and improved. The work is rich in episodes, and closes with a description of the Mys-
teries of Isis."—One of the episodes is the beautiful allegory oi .Amor avd P.-<yche (cf P. II. } 50.

P. IV J \98.— JVarburton conceives the work to have been written in opposition to Christianity,

and intended to represent the pagan Mysteries as a remedy for vice. Bayle and others have
considered it as merely a satire upon the frauds and tricks practice<l by the priests and other

pretenilers to superiiatiiral power. Those who hunted after the philosopher's stone imagined
this work to contain valuable secrets.

See Le Beau, sur I'ane d'Apulee, in the Mem. Acad. Tnscr. xxxiv. 48.—Zicg-Zcr, Disp. de L. Apuleio jEgypliorum mysteriis ter

initiato. Argentor. 17S6. 4 —IVarburton, Divine Legation of Moses, ii. m.—Bayle, Dictionn. histor. et crit. article Apulee.

3. The works of Apuleius, which are more strictly philosophical, are the follow^ing:

De Deo (or dcEmonio) Socratis, treating on the question, to which of the various classes

o( damons or genii that of Socrates belonged: De dogmate Flatonis, or, as sometimes

given. De habifudine, doctrina, et nntivitate Flatonis, in three books, a sort of intro-

duciion to the Platonic philosophy: De mundo, a translation or paraphrase of the book
vepl KoojioM, ascribed to Aristotle.

There are two works ^^ hich mijht properly be called rhetorical ; Apologia seu Ora(«o de Magia, spoken in his own defence when

prosecuted for using magical arts ; Florida, a sort of anthology, consisting of selections from his speeches and declamations, in 4

books.—We have the titles of many other works by hi.-n, now wholly lost.—The treatise De herbis and Ihe piece enlilled Hermetis

trismegisli Asclepius are not accounted genuine. Schill, LItt. Rom. ii. 21 1.—SaA>-, p. 660. cf. p. 569, ^82.

4. Editions.-Whol e Works; the best, Fr. OudmdorpS,- J. Boscha. Leidse (Leyden), 17S6-1823. 3 vols 4. Oudendorp

4ied just after completine the first volume, which coniains 'he Mttamurph.ses with the notes of various critics, and a preface by

Ruhiiktn. The 2d and 3d volumes were edited by Boscha ; they include the other u-orhs of Apuleius and a valuable Appendix

Apuleinna.—G. F. HiMehrand (commenced, and 1st vol. execute'). Lips. 1842. 8—The more important of preceding editions;

tlieB;po?jr, 17S8 2 vols 8 —/. /V'Jn:fus (Fleurv), in usum Delphini. Par. 16S8. 2 vols. 4.— rartorum. Gourfse, 1650. 8.—Tlw

Princeps. by Sweynheym fy Panuariz (print. J. Andrea ed.). Rom. 1469. fol. The treatise De herbia, by /. C. G. Achermann.

AliTt i'SS. S -Cupid fy Ptyche, by J. C. Orellius. Turici 1S33. 8.
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6. Translations.—German.—J. Rode, the Golden Ass. Berl. 1690. 2 vols. 8 J. J. v. Linker, the fable of Psyche, in •irse.

Jen. 1805. 4. French.—.^iic Compain de St. Martin, the Ass (retouchee pAT Bastien). Par. 1787. 8.—J.F. C. BlanviUain,

Psyche. Par. 1796. with the original and notes. English.—C. Monde, Lond. 1724. 8 Taylur. Lond. 1795. S.—Animy.
mow, Cupid and Psyche, in verse. Lond. 1799. 8.

§ 472. Tifus Petronius Arbiter, a native of Massilia, might be classed with the
entertaining writers (cf. ^ 439) perhaps more properly than with the philosophers. He
received the surname of Arbiter, as director of public amusements. His Satyricon is

a representation of the prevailing licentiousness of his age ; often offensive in its

pictures, but not destitute of wit and animation. It is interspersed with metrical pas-
sages, of which the most remarkable is a poem on the civil war.

1. The author of the Satyrico7i is commonly supposed to be the Petronius, who is

described so graphically by Tacitus {Ann. xvi. IS). Tacitus gives him the praenomen
of Caius, while Pliny {Nat. Hist, xxxvii. 7) calls the same person Titus. Although
born, according to some, at Marseilles, he was educated at Rome. He rose to the
rank of consul and held the office of governor of Bithynia. He was a favorite of Nero,
who, according to Tacitus, cherished him as a chief and leader among his chosen
companions {inter paucos familiarum assumpttis, elegantiae arbiter). This ex-
posed him to the envy of 'I'igellinus, who accused him of treachery, and thus Petro-
nius was constrained to destroy his own life, which he did by a gradual letting of blood,

A. D. 66.—Some writers have thought the author of the Satyricon to be a different

person, who is by some placed in the reign of Augustus, but by others in the time ot

the Antonines.
Gyraldus, De Petr. Vita.-ScASH, Litt. Rom. ii. 416-427. The account of SchM is given in AnthonU Lempriere.—^SAr, Gesch

Bom. Lit. 577.

—

Jiddison, in his translation below (4) cited.

2. The Satyricon (or Satyricdn liber) belongs to the class of writings called Menip-
pean or Varronian Satire (cf. § 345). The work purports to be an account of the love-

adventures of a certain Encolpius, a young freedman whose story enables the author
to portray the character of the times. We have only some fragments which formed
episodes of the work, although it is said to have existed entire in the 12th century. The
poem on the Civil War consists of 295 verses, describing the fall of the Roman
republic. The other most noted parts are the Matron of Ephesus, and the Banquet of
Trimalcion.

The latter was found in 1662 at Trau in Dalmatia, In a private library, and was first published
at Padua iti 1664. The manuscript, after being sent to Rome, was conveyed to the Royal Libra-
ry at Paris. The genuineness of the piece was at first denied by some critics, but isnow uni-
versally adiTiitted.—Cf BiLhr, p. 579; Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. vol. ii. 157.

3. Editions.—Best ; P. Burmann. Utr. 1709. 4. (ed. by his son Casp. B.) Leyd. 1743. 4. It contains the Dissertations of

fT'a?e)i*eiZ S/- De foifij, o( P. Petit (under the assumed name of Statileius) , & Scheffer, respecting the authenticity of the fragment

discovered at Trau {fras;men1um Traguriie invent.), besides the notes and comments of several editors.—AT. G. Anton. Lpz. 1781.

8. coiisiiered best by Dibdin —That of Renouard, Par. 1797. 2 vols. 12. is said to be accurately printed.—Earlier ; Gcmfalis de

Solas. Francc.f. I«29. 4 —Goldasti. Helennp. (Francof.) 1610. 8.—The Pnnceps, by Putcolanus, 1476, with Pliny's Panegyric,

as cited § 406 3. The poem on the Civil War (De Mutatione Republics) is given in the 2d vol. of the Poet. Lat. Min. of Le-

rnaire (cited § 348. 2). Fr. Nodot, a French officer, published a volume (Par. 1693. 12. it. 1694. 8.) which purported to be a

complete and perfect copy of Petronius, said to have been found at Belgrade in 16S8 ; the fraud, was, however, soon delected. Cf.

Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. ii. 160.—In ISOO, a Spaniard, by the name of Marchena, published a pretended fragment said to have been

found in the library at St. Gall. Cf. ScholVs Repertoire de Litt. Anc. i. 239.

4. Translation?.—Ger/i an.—.4. Groninger (including the interpolations of Nodot). Lpz. 1804. 8. French.—Ci«. D. Par.

1803. 2 vols. 8. followed by " considerations sur la Matrone d'Ephese et un conte Chinois sur le meme sujet").—iauaur, Banquet

of Trimalcion. Par. 1726. 2 vols. 12. English.—/oAn Addison, The works of Pet. Arb. in prose and verse, with his Life,

Lend. 1736. 12.

M73. Marcianus Capella, ofMadaura or Carthage, lived m tde 5th century, and
was a grammarian rather than a philosopher in the strict sense of the word. In ad-
vanced age, probably in the reign of Leo the Thracian, he wrote the work entitled

Satyra or Satyricon, consisting of nine books, of miscellaneous contents. The first

two books contain an amusing allegory, in mingled prose and verse, describing the
marriage of Mercury with Philology. The remaining seven contain a view of the prin-

ciples and the value of Grammar, Logic, Rhetoric, Geometry, Arithmetic, Astronomy,
and Music. The language is unpolished and inaccurate

;
yet this author is not to be

altogether condemned in regard to the ornaments of taste and wit.

1. He was probably educated at Carthage, thence styling himself the "foster-child

of the city of Elissa." He is said to have composed his work at Rom.e. He held the

rank of proconsul {vir proconsularis) ; and by some he is supposed to have been a
Christian.

Scholl, Litt. Rom. iii. 9S.—Bdhr, p. n28.—Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. iii. 215.—Life of Capella in Barth, Adversaria, L. cxx. c 13.

2. The title of Safyra may have been given to his work on account of the variety of

its subject matter, rather than because the two first books which form the introduction

to it, are in the form of the Menippean Satire (cf '5» 345). The seven sciences or hberal

arts treated in the other books constituted the whole course of education for a consi

derable period in the middle ages. This work was used in the schools as a classic,

was often transcribed, and made a subject of expositions and commentaries. It is sup

3F
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posed to have exerted no small influence on the state of science and learning. Coper-
nicus is said to have gathered from it some hints of his system of astronomy.

3. Editious.—The best ; H. GroMxu (in the 15th year of his age). Leyden, 1599. 8.— C^. F. Kupp. Franc, ad M. U37. 4. pp. 636.

with a commeutary and notes of various eds. The earliest, by Fr. ViX. Bodianus. Vicent. 1499. fol. The firit two books

(the Allegory, rfcnupdw/'AiioZojiascfAfcrcurn; L. IValthard. Bern. 1763. 8.-^. .4. G'dtz Norimb. 1794. 8.—The ninth book

(rfe Musica) is given also by Meibninius, cited § 208 t. 1. Manuscript copies of some of the commentaries above alluded to are

preserved ; one of the 11th century, by Duncant, an Irish bishop, is in the British Museum. Of fVarlon, Hist. Eng. Poetry, ii. p. 384.

^474. Aricius JSIanlius Torquatus Severinus Boeihius, a native of Rome or

Milan, flourished at the close of the 5th century. His education was finished at

Athens, and he became highly celebrated for his learning and integrity. He was a
poet, a philosopher, and a theologian. Of his numerous theological and philosophical

works, that which has gained him the greatest celebrity, is the one entitled De couso-

lalione philosophic, in 5 books, partly in prose and partly in verse ; composed while he

was in prison. His style is not perfectly pure, but far better than that of his con-

temporaries.

1. Boethius was born A. D. 470, and lived until A. D. 526, considerably beyond the time which
we have inclnded in our glance at Roman Literature. He was raised to the highest hnnors and
offices of the empire, by Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths ; but finally, through the artifices of

enemies who envied his reputation and hated his virtues, he lost the favor of tliis monarch, and
was imprisoned in the tower of Pavia, and at length beheaded by the king's order.

E. Gibbon, Decl. and Fall of Rom. Emp. ch. xxxix. oa the character, studies, and honors of Boethius.—Cf. Le Clerc, Bibliot

Choisie, tonje xvi. p. t6S-275.-C7a7*e, as cited § 293, vol. ii. p. 284.

2. The work on the Consolation of Philosophy is a dialogue between the author and Philoso-

phy, who appears to him in prison. In the Istbook, Boethius utters his lamentations, comparing
liis former with his present state ; in the 2d, Philosophy portrays the folly of complaining of For-

tune, who has no valuable or durable blessings to bestow ; in the 3d, she shows in what true

honor and happiness consist ; in the 4th, it is proved that virtue alone can make happy; the 5lh

treats of the sulijpct of an overruling Providence, and the agreement of God's omniscience with

man's free agency.—The work was held in great estimation in the middle ages. At the com-
mencement of the 14th century, there were but four classics in the royal library at Paris ; viz.

one copy of Cicero. Ovid, Liican, and Boethius. It was early translated into French, German,
and English: the earliest was the Saxon translation by king Alfred, who died A. D. 900. A
Greek translation e.xists, which is said to have been made by Ma.ximus Planudes, a monk of

Constantinople, in the 14th century.

Schdil, Litt. Rom. iii. 2l3.—Warton, Hist. Ene. Poetry, i. cxiii. cxxvi. ii. 342. ed. Lnnd. 1824.—Cf. Cottle's Alfred. Eeynt,

Censura Boeth. de Consol. Philosophia:. Gott. 1805. 8. also in his Opxac. Acad. (6lh vol. p. 143). Golt. 1812. 8.

3. The other works of Boethius, which belonged strictly to the class of philosophical, were
principally commentaries or translations; illustrating the works of .Aristotle, Cicero, and Por-

phyry, lie composed, however, several orisinal works pertaining to the subject of logic and

rhetoric. The piece entitled De Disciplina Scholarum, coiumor\\y ascrih-id to him, is the produc-

tion of Thomas of Brabant, a monk of the 13th century.—Boethius left some mathematical works,

chieflv translations or is litaiions of Greek originals ; as, .Brilhwetira, in 2 books ; Dt Jilt/sica, in

6 books ; and De Geomrtria, in 2 books, the first of which is a mere translation of Euclid ; the

second treats of the utility and applications of the science'. Boethius was not without cele-

brity as a Christian author, having composed several controversial works, among which were
treatises on the Trinity and the twofold nature of Christ. It has been said, that he led the way
to the introduction of the Aristotelean method of reasoning in controversial theology a.

1 Of. Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. p. 664, 675. 2 Clarke, 3S}mt cited above.

4. Editions.—W hole Works. Best ;
(ex recens. Glareani). Basil, 1570. fol.—De Cons. P h i 1 o s o p h i ae ; of (he

very numerous editions we mention only the following; Gruninger. Argent. 1501. fol. "full of cu<s, and therefore may be

looked upon as a great curiosity."—P. Eertius. Leyd. 1671 ; Lpz. 1753. 8. considered very good.—rA. B. H Ifrecht. Hof. 1797. 8.

—B. Varchi. (Bodoni, pr.) Parma, 1798. 2 vols. 4. Lat. & Ital.—In ^alpy's Delphin Classics. Ang. Mai discovered in a Va-

tican MS. a sort of commentary on some of the metrical pass:iFes of the Consol. Phil. ;—also two previously unknown treatises

of Boethius ; they are given in the work entitled Clastic. Auclor. a Vatic, codicibus edit. (vol. 3d). Rom. 1831. 8.

5. Translations.- Of the Consol. of Philosophy.—German—fr. K. Ireytng Rig. 1794. i.—A. Kobureer or Coburger (printer),

Lat. & Germ. Norimb. 1473. fol. with a commentary ascribed to Thomas Aquinas. French.—7o/m of Meun (metrical). Lyoni,

1483. This and two others are mentioned as existing before A. D. 1350; one by De Cis or Thri, an old French poet ; the other, in

prose, by John de Langref. Cf. IVarton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, ii. 204, 293, 343, 417. Enzlish.-King Alfred, " Augb-Saionice."

Printed (ed. Ch. Rawlinton). Oxf. 169S. 8. An ed. of Alfred's version of B. with an English translation was published by Mr.

Cardale of Leicester (Eng), 18-29; a work valuable to the student of Anglo-Saxon literature (on which subject, cf. Bibl. Repos.

Jul. 1841. p. 196-211).-Ger^. Chauctr. Printed by CozfOTi, at Westminster, without date; the Latin and English are given alter-

nately ; a period or p-art of a period in Latin being followed by the corresponding period in English, in smaller type.—/oAannc*

Capellanus, or John the Chaplain (John Walton), " The Bake of Comfort, called in Laten Boecius de Cons. Plains., trinslated into

Englesse Tonge ; in verse." &c. translated in 1410. printed in 1525. 4.—Richard, Lord Viscount Preston. Lond. 1695. Bepr.

Lond. 1712. S.—Phil. Ridpath (with notes and illust.). Lond. 1785. 8.—Many curious editions and translations are named by

I^ser, on the Poetry of the Middle Ages, cited § 348. 1.

i

VII.

—

Mathematicians^ Geographers, and (Economists.

% 475 u. In regard to mathematical science the Romans cannot be said to have had

an> peculiar merit, although when they began to patronize and cultivate the sciences
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generally, this was not entirely neglected. The practical applications of the science,
especially in architecture and the military art, were very favorably received and en-
couraged by them, because thereby their love of splendor and their desire for conquest
were cherished and strengthened.

f 476. It was not until B. C. 262, that a sun-dial or gnomon was introduced at Rome,
being brought from Catana ; and this very dial, although not adapted to the latitude
of Rome, was the only guide they had in determining the time of day, for nearly 100
years subsequently (PZmy, Nat. Hist. vii. 60). About the year B. C. 164, the firsc

dial for the meridian of Rome was constructed. And it was several years later that
the Romans received their first instrument for measuring the hours of night, which
was the clepsydra, imported by Scipio Nasica, B. C. 159 (cf. P. IV. '^ 23.S). In the
year B. C. 168, a military tribune, C. Sulpitius Gallus, announced to his army an
eclipse of the moon ; this occurring as it was predicted, Gallus was regarded by his
soldiers as a man inspired by the gods {Livy, xliv. .37).—These facts are mentioned
to show how little progress had been made in sciences and arts connected with ma-
thematics.

^ 477. The Romans derived all their knowledge of mathematics from the Greeks;
and it was but shortly before the time of Augustus that the exact sciences seem to
have been much cultivated among them, although they must have known something
of the discoveries of Arcliimedes and of the mathematicians at Alexandria (cf ^ 204r.
In the period designated as the fourth in our glance (from the war of Marius and Sylla,
B. C. 88. to the death of Augustus, cf § 301), we meet with the first name specially
noticeable. Publius NigidiusFigulus, who joined the party of Pompey against Caesar,
and was afterwards exiled by the latter, is mentioned as an eminent mathematician
and astrologer, and a man of great learning'.—Marcus .Alanilius is known to us merely
by his poem on astronomy, or rather astrology (cf. § 369).—The three geometers com-
missioned under Julius Caesar to survey the Roman Empire (cf. § 480) must have had
some reputation in practical geometry.—But the most distinguished name is that ot'

Vitruvius, whose writings we shall more particularly notice in another place C^i 490).
His celebrity, however, was the fruit of his skill and success in architecture rather than
from any contributions made by him to mathematical science.

> Ni?idius was a friend of Cicero (cf. Ep. iv. 13), and is said to have composed a great number of works, all of which are lost.

(Cf. Aid. GfU. Noct. Atl. iv. 9 ; xix. 14.) The fotlowinj are amon? the titles preserved ; De Sphsera barbarica el ^scanica ; Dt

vent is ; De Diis ; Deauguriis. He is said to have predicied future events (Suet, in Aueust. 24, 94; Dion Cass. xlv. \).~Bd/ir,

Gesch. Rom. Lit. p. S66.—Biirigny, in the Mem. Acad. Iiiscr. xx'ix. where all that is known of him is collected.—Fragments of

Dis writiogs are given in /. Rutgersius, Var. Lectiones, Lugd. Bat. 1618. 4.

^ 478. In the period following the death of Augustus, mathematical science did not
flourish with any new vigor. The principal writer that is placed in this department
is Frnntinus (cf ^ 491), who appears to have been interested in mathematics chiefly as
applicable to architecture and mihtary science. Mention is also made of Hyginus, sur-

nanied Gromaticus, and of Siculus Flacus ; the former of whom left a book on castra-

metaiio7i\ and the latter some treatises pertaining to the survey of lands^.

1 The book Hyginxis is given in Grsvius, Thesaur. Antiq. Rom. (cited P. IV. § 179), vol. x. 2 The treat, of Flaccus,\>y J,

C. Schwartz, Cob. 171 1. 4.—The works of both by Goenz, cited § 4S9. 4.

"5> 479. In looking over the last period, which is included in our view of Roman letters,

we find but scanty gleanings in the department of mathematical science. The works
of Firmicus Maternus (cf ^ 493 and of Boethius (§ 474. 3) are the chief productions

;

but the treatise of the former is filled with the reveries of astrology, and those of the
latter are, as has been noticed, principally translations from Greek authors. Some
writers on military afi'airs belong to this period, of whom the most important is Vege-
tius(of § 492). There is a treatise, entitled De vocahulis rei militaris, composed by
one Modestus' ; and another, from an unknown author, entitled De rebus belUcis,

which contains also something on financial matters, and other subjects^.

1 The piece of Modestus is said to have been composed by order of the emperor Tacitus, A. D. 275 ; Harles says of if. "iftZuietf

putidus ;" it is given in the collection Ft(. de re mil. Script, cited § 489. 1. 2 The work de rtbus bell, is found in Sigifm. Gt-

lenius, Notitia utriusque imperii. Bas. 1552. foL

§ 480. In Geography, the knowledge of the Romans was extended by their con-

quests ;
yet they accomplished in this science little compared with what we might have

expected. We find no Latin writer on geography until the time of the Emperors.
JuUus Caesar conceived the idea of a complete survey of the whole empire. For this

purpose three geometers were employed ; Theodotus, intrusted with the survey of the

northern provinces ; Zenodoxus, with the survey of the eastern ; and Polycletus, of

the southern. It is stated, that this survey was finished B. C. 19 ; and that the results

were laid down upon a sort of map or chart, by the care of 3f. Vipsanius Affrippa, who
was hindered by death from pubhshing a great work from the materials collected.

The survey of the eastern part is said to have occupied over 14 years ; that of the northern, above 20 years ; and that of the south-

ern, above 25 years. SchSU (Litt. Rom. ii 221) gives the numbers still hiiher—The materials collected by Aerippa were lodged io

the public archives and there consulted by Plii.y (cf. Hist. Nat. iii. 2, 3, 29, 126 ; iv. 24, 26). The chart or table is said to have

been preserved, an4 to have received from time to time marks and notes to designate the various changes in the provinces. T)te
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numerous changes at length required the construction of another chart with corrected measurements, which was effected about

A. D. 230, under Alexander Severus. Of this chart the celebrated document called Tabula Peulingiriaiia (cf. § 497. I) is sup-

posed by sonje modern critics to be an imperfect copy.

§ 481. How much the want of some comprehensive work on geography was felt at

Rome may be conjectured from the fact that Cicero, as appears by a letter to Atticus,

once contemplated such a work himself. He had a deep sense of the magnitude and
difficulty of the task, and on that account shrunk from it. No Latin writer seems to

have attempted a work of such a character ; but we have something hke it in the geo-
graphy of Strabo in Greek (cf § 216). The first writer in Latin on this subject was
Pomponius Mela (cf '$> 494) in the reign of Claudius; unless we except Juba the

younger', who composed a geographical account of Libya and Mauretania, which is

quoted by Pliny in his Natural History. Pliny may be mentioned as the next author
in this department, as four books of the work just named treat of geographical sub-

jects (cf. § 470. 2). Tacitus, who falls within the same period, should also be mentioned
here, as his treatise on the Germans (cf. § 534) may be placed under the head of geo-

graphy perhaps as properly as under that of history.

» The Juba here noticed, who was king of Mauretania, wrote also a history of Rome, in Greek.—See Sevin, Recherches sur la

vie et les ouvrages de Juba le Jeune, in the Mejn. Acad. Imcr. vol. iv. p. 457.—Cf. G.J. k'ossius, de histor. Graac. (ii. 4) cited ^ 231.

§ 482. We find no other geographical works to notice until after the time of the

Antonines. In our ffth and last period (cf § 301) occurs the name of Julia7tus Titia-

nus, who at the commencement of the 3d century composed a description of the Roman
proviyicea, which is lost'. SoU7itis probably belongs to the same century, a considerable

part of whose Polyhistor (cf. § 495) consists of geographical notices. In the 3d or 4th
century, it is supposed the extant works called Roman Itineraries {Romanoruvi Itine-

rarin) were constructed (cf. § 497); those designated as Itineraries of Antonine being
ascribed by some critics to a writer named iEihicus Ister, the author of a work en-

titled Cosmographia. Sextus Rufus^ and Vibius Sequester (cf. § 496), of the 4th cen-

tury, should also be noticed, having left some geographical or chorographical writings
;

which are the latest that fall within the period included in our present sketch of Roman
Literature, except the poetical performances of Avienus (cf § 381. 4) and Rutilius (cf.

^ 389).—It would seem, therefore, that there existed in the Latin language no general
system of geography except that of I\Iela, unless the treatise of Pliny may be consi-

dered as entitled to the same rank. The earliest modern system appears to have been
that of Dicuil, an Irish monk of the 9th century''.

» Tilianus is sometime? named among the historians ; see G. /. Vosniu, de hist. Lat. (ii. 1) cited § 527. I. ^.S^xhtJ Rufus, or

Festus Rufii.1 as he is sometimes called, is also placed among the historians ; we have two works by him ; one styled BTcvinrium

rerum geslarwn pop. Romani, or otherwise Eremarium de victcrriia et provinciis pop. Romani, composed, it is said, by order of the

emperor Valentinian ; the other, De resicmibus urbis Roms, a topographical description of Rome. The former of these works is

given in some editions of Eutrapius ; e. g. in VerheyVs, cited § 540. 3. Both separately, by C MUnnich, Hannov. 1815. 8. with a

map of Rome, and forming the I5th vol. of the Corpus IRstor. Lat. by Ruhhopf and Seebode (cf. § 527. 2). The description of

Rome is commonly joined with a piece under the same title by Publius Victor, De regionibus Rums, and another, entitled LibtUtis

promncitirum Romanarum, by some writer in the time of Theodosius; given in GnevinSy Thesaur. Antiq. Rnm. cited P. UI.

§ 197. I. 3 The work of Dtciirl, entitled De Mensura orbis terrx, was published by A. Letronne, Par. 1814. S. consiJered better

than the ed. of IVatken'dr, Par. 1807.—In the same century with Dicuil (ihe 9th) probably lived the writer called Geographux Ra-

venvx, author of a work of little value, with the title De Geographia seu Chorographia ; it is appended to the ed. of Mela by Gro-

nov, cited § 494. 2.

^ 483. Under the name of CEcojiomists are included a class of writers, who treated

particularly of the subject of Husbandry or Agriculture. Agriculture was from the
beginning an honorable employment among the Romans. Patricians and the most
distinguished citizens engaged in it. Cincinnatus was laboring in his fields when
informed of his election to the dictatorship. Regulus asked leave to retire from the
senate to cultivate a little farm suffering from neglect. The names of some illustrious

families are said to have originated from the agricultural employments of tb.eir founders;
e. g. the Fahii, Leiituli, Asinii, &c. This attention to the actual cultivation of the
lands by the ablest and best informed men occasioned an advancement in the art of
agriculture such as the Greeks never attained. It is indeed stated that there were
numerous works written in Greek on the subject ; Varro mentions about fifty authors

;

ahhough of the Greek works composed before his time, we have now only the CEco-
nomics of Xenophon (cf § 186. 2). and the JVorhs and Days of Hesiod (cf. ^ 51); the
pieces in the collection of Greek Geoponics (cf. § 268) were' of later origin. But what-
ever might have been written by the Greeks, the Romans were not in this branch
mere imitators or borrowers. The maxims and precepts which are given by the Ro-
man oeconomical writers were drawn from the experiments and observations of the

Romans themselves. The principles are not extensively applicable in modern agri-

culture ;
yet the writings abound in useful hints and remarks, and have always been

regarded as curious and^ interesting compositions.

^ 484. The earhest Roman writer on husbandry, so far as we know, was Cato the
Censor (cf. § 498), whose history belongs to the first part of the second period in the
division adopted for our present glance (cf § 301). The next author in this department
was Varro (cf. § 499) ; he was born many years before the close of our second period.
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but his treatise on agriculture was not written until after the middle of the following
period, when he was above eighty years old.

^ 485. Columella, who was a contemporary of Seneca, in our third period, seems to
have been less regarded among the ancients than his two predecessors; but he has so
adorned his subject by the purity and elegance of his style, that his work (cf § 500 a) is

still agreeable to the man of letters. One of the books is an hexameter poem on gar-
dening, a topic which was purposely omitted by Virgil (cf. 'i 362), whose Georgics may
properly be adverted to as illustrating the agriculture of the Romans.—Partialis Gar-
gilius was a writer on agriculture and gardening, who probably belonged to the same
period ; only slight fragments of his works remain (cf '^ 500 b. 4).—The last author we
have to name is Palladius, whose treatise, although consisting of 14 books, is chiefly

drawn from previous writers. The time when he Uved is differently stated by the
criiics.

§ 486. The modern writers on Roman Literature have usually placed in the class of
oecononiists an author called Coelius Apicms of whom httle is known (cf § 501), but
to whom is ascribed a curious work on the culinary art, or what may perhaps be
termed the oeconomy of the kitchen. It is perhaps worthy of remark here, that direc-

tions as to domestic affairs are not unfrequently introduced by the writers on agricul-

ture. Cato gives recipes for making cakes and puddings; and indeed a considerable
part of his work is chiefly appropriate to the housewife.

% 487. There is another class of writings, which may be spoken of in this place per-
haps as properly as elsewhere; although from their peculiar character, it may perhaps
be a question, whether they should be noticed under the head of agriculture, of juris-

prudence, or of mathematics ; we refer to the works of the Roman Agrimensores or
measurers of land. These writings are sometimes termed Gromatic iGrotnatici), as
Gromatice was a word employed to designate the art of surveying.

The Romans had peculiar laws and customs in respect to the division of their lands,
and the determining and marking of boundaries. Ample business was furnished for

professional surveyors, in dividing and measuring districts assigned by the state for colo-

nies ; in measuring lands belonging to the public domain ; and in setthng the limits of
private estates (cf P. II. '^91. 1). It is obvious, that these men would need an acquain-
tance with practical geometry, with former and existing agrarian laws, and with all the
ancient customs in the distribution and use of lands. In the latter periods of the em-
pire, if not before, they held a high rank in the state, and received a handsome public
salary ; and schools existed expressly for their education.

^ 488. It would seem that numerous treatises were written on the different branches
of the art of the agrimensores. A body of curious but obscure and difficult fragments
prill exists ; some of them are ascribed to Siculus Flaccus and Hyginus (or Hygenus)
Gromaticus already named (>5i 478) ; but there is much uncertainty respecting their

authors. The collection now extant (cf § 489. 4) is considered by Niehuhr to be an
aiistract from an older collection, with additions, made by an ignorant compiler of the
7th century.

—

Niehuhr, the distinguished author of the History of Rome, was led by
his speculations respecting the agrarian insthutions among the Romans, to study these
remains. " We lose ourselves." says he, "in the contemplation of the destinies of
Rome and the changes that Italy has undergone, in reading these singular books. All
the epochs of Roman history stand here side by side ; the ancient aruspicy and religion

and Christianity; ordinances of the plebs, and sections of the Theodosian code, and
the Pandects ; the Latin of the earhest ages and the embryo Italian of the seventh
century."

Niebuhr, Diss, on the Asrimemorei, in Appendix to liis History of Rome, vol. ii. p. 474. Eng. Transl. republished Phil. 1835.

^ 489. Our prescribed method requires here a specification of works pertaining to

the classes of authors just reviewed.

I. Mathematical writers.—MmfucZa, Hist, de Math. p. iii. 1. \.—Biihr, Rem. Lit. p. 665, ss. Collections.—^W?;t, Astrono

Biiconim Latin. Opera. Ven. 1499 fol. Rhe?ii Lingnbirdias, 1503. fol. containing Greek and La'in astrologers —£. Bernard,

cited § 208. On military affairs ; P. Scriver, Script. Rei Milit. Lugd. Bat. 1644. 12.—Ve'eres de Re mil. Scriptores, with com-

ments of /. Stewechiux, &c. Vesalias (Wesel), 1670. S.—J. IVcddehe, Index mililaris Scriptor. Vet. Gneco-Latinorum. Sorose,

1752. 4.

2 Geoeraphers.-£. L. W. DacheiMen, Vnn den Verdiensten der Romer um Ausbreitung und Berichtlgung der Erdkunde Oder

Gengraphie. Erlang. 1780.—fi. Mamiert, as cited § 7. 7 (i).—Sdhr, ROm. Lit. p. 675. Collections.—.?idi«, Geographi Latini.

Ven. 1518. 8.

3. CEcinomisls.-;>«nZpp, Hist. Rom. Lit. ii.—B. Bradley, Survey of ancient Husbandry and Gardening; from Calo. Varro, &c
I,ond. 1725. 8.—jj. Dickson, Husbandry of the Ancients. Edinb. 1788. 2 vols. 8—fioMiu. Arts and Sciences of Ancients, in Anc.

Hist. ed. N. Tnrk, 1835. vol. ii. p. 357. Collections—ft-i/icepj. by G. Merula (ed. iV. Jenson, pr.) Ven. 1470. fol.—Several

others bef )re that of /. M. Gessrter. Lpz. 1735. i.—Gesmer's. republished (Ernetti ed.) Lpz. 1773. 2 vols. 4—J. C. Sch7ieider

Script, rei rust. vet. La'. &c. Lpz. 1794-96. 4 vols. 8. considered the best. Didot (print.), Traduct. d'anriens ouvrages La»
relatifs a I'agriculture, &c. Par 1775. 6 vols. 8.

4. Groma'ic writers, or A^imensoret.—Nitlnihr, as cited 5 iSS.—SchSU, Litt. Rom. iii. 221.—Bnhr, ROra Lit. p. 6-2. C).

lections.—Pnncfpj, by A. Tumebus. De agror. condit. et constit. limit. Par. 1554. i.—N. Ri?aUius, Auctores finium regund

1613. i.—Gvl. Goensius (or Gaetiiis). Rei agraria- auctores, &c. Amst. 1674. 4. The contents of this are given by Fabricius, Biht

Lat. iii. oil, "ho remarks that these writings were first found in MS. in the monastery of Bobbio, A. D. 1493.

78 3f2
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^ 490. Marcus Vitruvius Pollio, of Verona, flourished about the time of the Chris-
tian era. He performed military service under Caesar. By Augustus he was appointed
to the oversight of military engines and public edifices. The city of Rome is said to

have been greatly adorned by the buildings projected by him. His work on Archi-
tecture, in 10 books, has been preserved eniire, with the exception of the plans, which
originally belonged to it. Only the first 7 books treat of Architecture, properly speak-
ing ; the Sth is on Aqueducts ; the 9th on Dials ; and the 10th on Mechanics. His style

has often been censured as wanting in elegance ; this charge is made without adverting
sufficiently to the peculiar nature of the subjects treated by him. The text also needs
various corrections.

1. Newton, in his translation, cited below, places Vitruvius in the rei»n of Titus. NewlonU arguments are answered by Hirt, at

the close of his Disserlatiou on the Pantheon.—See IVolf k Suttmann, Museum der Alierthumswiseenschaft, vol. i. Berl. 1S07. 8.

—Also Scholl, Litt. Rom. ii. 1S9.—The Prolesomena in the ed. of Schneider, cited below.

2. The work of Vitruvius, entitled De Architectura, is said to have been the first

written on that subject in the Latin language ; and is the only one on the subject which
is preserved to us from ancient times. Its contents are drawn in part from Greek
authors now lost. It is therefore a work of the highest importance in the history of the

art. The loss of the designs, which originally accompanied it, is much to be regretted.

The 1st book treats of the art in general ; the •2d, of the materials employed in building;

the 3d, of temples ; the 4th, of the several orders of architecture; the 5th, of public

edifices; the 6th, of villas and country residences; the 7th, of decorations.—Cf. Bdhr,

p. 667.

3. Editions.—Best—7. G. Schneider. Lpz. 1S07-8. 4 vols. S.—Aug. Rode. Berl. 1?00. 2 vols. 4. to which be!ons:s a volume

of plates (Kupfer zu Vitmvs X BUcher, &c.) publ. Berl. 1801 . fol.— S. Stralico. Utini. 1825-29. 6 vols. fol. with the excrcitations

of Poleiius (Erercit. ntruvianx, kc. Patav. 1739. 4), and notes of various others, and 140 plates.—More celebrated amnn; the

earlier
J

/. de Lad. {Elzevir, pr.) Amst. 1649. fol. with plates and the Lexicon ^'ilruvianum of B. Baldi.—The Princepi, by /.

SuLpicius, along with Frontinus, without name of place or date (probably Rome, before 1490) fol.—There is an abridjmeni of Fi-

truvius extant, Epitome Vitruvii, found in the monastery of St. Gall by Poggio ;
published by Gidiel. PotUUta. Par. 1540. 4.—

Cf. Fabridm. Bibl. Lat. i. 483, 493.

4. Translations.—German -4i'?- Rode. Lpz. 1796. 2 vols. 4. French.-C. PerrauU, 2d ed. with orig. Par. 1684. fol. PeT'

rauU also published an abridgment in French ; which was reprinted Par. 1768. 8. ; and translated into English, Lend. 1703. 8.-^

Italian.

—

B. Galiani. Nap. 1758. fol. much commended. Spanish.—/. Ortiz y Sanz, Madr. 1787. fol. with platt-s. Eng-

lish.—S. Cd'tel, with orig. I^t. Lond. 1730. fol. with notes of Inigo Jones and others, and numerous plates.— fT. Newton. Lond.

1771. f..l. 1792. 2 vols, fol.— W. Vfnihins, as cited P. IV. ^ 243. 4.

5. lllustralrve.—H. Ch. Gentlli, Exegetische Briefe Qber Vitruv. Berl. IWl. 1804. 2 Parts, 4. with plates.—/. F. ». fl8«A,

Erliuierungen zu Vi'ruvs Baukunst. Stuttg. 1S02. 8.—C. L. Slieglitz, Archlologische Unlerhaltungen. Lpz. 1820. 8. (The 1st

Mtheiluns; is o;i Vitruvius, with plates).—Ktlruiniu, on the Temples and lotercolumniatioDS of the Aucieutg ; with a Dictionary of

Terms. Lond. l';94. 8. with ten plates.

% 491. Sextus Julius Frontinus, who was consul A. D. 74, and died in the office of

augur, A. D. 106, was the author of two works still extant. The one first written and
most celebrated is enthled Strategematica, in 4 books; containing notices of the mili-

tary manceuvres and remarkable "speeches of the Greek and Roman heroes; the 4th

Dook treats particularly of military science. The other was on the Aqueducts of Rome,
of which the author had the superintendence under the emperor Nerva.

1. The treatise on the Roman Aqueducts, in two books, is considered as a valuable

work on account of its description of those remarkable specimens of architecture ; it is

written with ease, but without elegance.—I'he other work (entitled sometimes Slrale-

geticon libri IV.) is a compilation, bearing marks of negligence, yet contahiing informa-

tion not elsewhere found.

There are some treatises attributed to Frontinus, which evidently belong to a later age ; e. g. the pieces entitled De azrorum qua-

lilate, De limititAis, and De Coloniis, found in the collection of Gromatic writers by Goesius (cited § 489. 4). Mention is a'so made

of a lost work, De tactica Homeri.—Schbll, Litt. Rom. ii. 453.—Polentis, Vita Fronlini, in his ed. and also that of Oudendurp, b».

low cited.— D. G. Moller. Diss, de Frontino. Alt. 1690. 4.

2. Editions.—B o t h Works; Frontini Opera. Bipont. I7SS. 8. " Editio accurala" {Harlit). D e Aquxductibus;
best, G. Ch. Adler. Alton, 1792. 8. with plates.-/. Polenus. Patav. 1722. 4.—Given also in Grarjius, cited P. IH. § 197.

Strategematica; best, F. Oudendorp. Lugd. Bat. 2d ed. 1779. 8.—A^ Schwetiei. Lpz. 1772. 8.—Given also in the C<^

kctian of m\]\tiry writers cited § 489. \.—Princeps. Rom. 1487 4.

3. TranslationF.-German.—Of the Strategetics ; /. Ch. Kind (with transl. of Polyasmis). Lpz. 1750. 8.—Better in the work en-

titled Kriegswisseiischaftl. Anecdolen von berUhmten Fddherren. Gotha, 1792. 8. French—5ourrfon de S'grais, Strategetica,

Par. 1759. 8.—/. Rondelet, Aqueducts, with orig. Lat. and plates. Par. 1720. 8. English; unknown author, Lond. 1686. 12.

"5> 492. FJavius Vegetius Renatus, probably a native of Rome, lived in the 4th cen-

tury at Rome or Constantinople. It has been supposed that he was a Christian. He
wrote a work on the military art, in five books, addressed to Valentinian II. It is

drawn from earlier writers, and from the constitutions and ordinances of some of the

emperors.
1 . Vegetius is styled, in the manuscripts, vir illustris, and comes. His work, written

about a! D. 375, is entitled Epitome institutionum rei miJitaris. The first book treats

(if the forming and training of soldiers; the 2d, of the discipline and rerrulaiion of an

army ; the 3d. of the various arts brought into requisition in military affairs ; the 4th,
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of machines employed in attack and defence ; the 5th, of naval affairs. Cato, Celsus,
Paternus, and Fronlinus are among the authors from whom matter is collected.

B'dhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. 671.

—

{I'aldeke, Index militaris, ciled § 4S9. 1.—Comte Turpin (U Criiit, ComineDtaires sur les institu-

tions militaires de Vegece. 2d ed. Par. 1783. 2 vols. 4.

2. Editions —Best.—A'. Schuxbd. Norimb. 1767. 4. with plates.—The Bipontint. Argentor. 1806. S.—B. Giamboni. Flor.

1815. S.—Priticeps, either that printed at Rome, 147S. 4, or one, without date or name of place, but supposed, Oxf. I4ti8. 4 —Con-
tained also in the Collections of writers on military alfairs cited § 189. 1.

3. Translations.—German.—iJ. Meinehe. Halle, 1799. 8. French.—Chevalier de Bongan. Par. 1772. 12. English J.

Clark. Lond. 1767. 8.

4. There is a work extant, entitled De Mulomedicina, seu de arte veterinaria, in four boolts,
whicii lias someiiines been ascribed to tliis author. It is now referred, however, to a latet
writer, named Publius Vegethis.

Cf. Schmi, Lilt. Rom. lii. 222.—Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. iii. 177.—First printed, Basil. 1548. 4.—Contained in Scltneidcr^a Collection,

cited § 489. 3.—A French translation is given in the Collection of Didot, cited § 4S9. 3. English translation j Lond. 174S. 8.

^ 493. Julius Firmicus Maternus, a native of Sicily, lived in the first part of the 4th
century, and was a lawyer under Constantine. He wrote a work entitled Mathtstos
lihri VIII. ; which is an astrological rather than a mathematical performance. There
is also a treatise on pagan errors, composed by him after his conversion to Christianity.

1. Some have considered the works above mentioned as the productions of two
diiTerent authors by the same name. The author of the mathemaiical or rather astro-

lo^ical %vork seems to have been evidently a pagan at the time of writing it. The time
when this was composed is fixed by an allusion to an eclipse that occurred A. D. 334.

Cf. ScAo//, Litt. Rom. iii. iib.—Falricius, Bibl. Lat. iii. \\i-\2l.—Mo)igitor, Bibl. Sicula, as ciled by HarUs, Brev. Not. Lit. Rom.

Supplem ii. 226.

—

Munler, in his ed. helow ciled.

—

Heriz, Diss, de Julio Firinico, &c. Havniae, 1817.

2. Editions.—M a t h e s i s ; best. A'. Pruckner Bas. 1551. fol. with other astronomical writers.—Pnncqsj, by Petcennius Fr.

Niger. Ven. 1497. fol.—Conlained in .?M«s, cited § 4S9. 1. DeErrore profanarum religionum; best, J". JlUnler.

Havn. 1826. 8.—Cum notis Fa>io>-um. Rotterdam, 1743. 8.

•S 494. Pomponius Mela, who lived in the first century, was a native of Spain. His
geographical work, entitled De Situ Orbis, in three books, is commendable for the
good style, and the union of brevity and accuracy by which it is characterized. It is,

properly, a compend, after the system of Eratosthenes, and is drawn chiefly from
Greek sources.

1. His name, according to some, should be Mella. The place of his birth is men-
tioned by him, lib. ii. c. 6 ; but the critics do not agree as to the genuine reading; Tin-
aentera, or Ci?iseulera, is perhaps the most authorized. He is supposed by some to

nave been the third son of the rlietorician I\Iarcus Seneca; and to have belonged only
by adoption to the family of the Fompo7iii, who traced their origin back to Numa.
A passage in his work (lib. iii. c. 6) is considered as evincing that he lived in the reign
of Claudius.—His geography, which is entitled in some manascnptsBe Chorosraphia,
commences with a brief glance at the world in general, and the three ancient divisions,

Europe, Asia, and Africa. The author then proceeds to notice particular portions, in

the following order; Mauretania, Africa Propria, Cyrenaica; then Egypt, which he
includes under Asia; next Arabia, Syria, Asia Minor; then, in the 2d book, he no-
tices Scythia, Thrace, Macedonia, Greece, lUyria, Italy, Gaul, Spain, and the isles of
the Mediterranean ; in the 3d, he again touches upon Spain and Gaul, and proceeds to

Germany, Sarmatia, the Northern and Eastern Oceans, India, Persia, and then passes
to Ethiopia and finally to the western coast of Africa.

Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. 67^-G. /. rosi, lib. i. c 25, as cited § 527. l.—Tzschiuhe, Diss, de Pomp. Mela, in his ed. below cited.

—FiUirman, Kl. Hindb. 776, and references there given.—/. A. MilUer, Animadversiones in Pomp. Melam. Misn. 18.2. 8.—G.

G. Kirich. Progr de vera Africae figura secundum Pomp. Melam. Hofae, 1791. 4.

2. Editions—Best, K. H. Tzscliucke. Liiz. 1807. 3 vols. 8. with maps. A reduction of this for use of schools by A. fVeichert.

Lpz. 1816. 8.—The Bipontine, Argentor. 1809. 8. is good, and contains also yibius Seijuesler, Claudius Rutilius, Sc—Of previous

eJitions, the betler; J. Kapp. Hof. 1781. S.—Abr. Grcniov. Leyd. 1748. 8.—/. Reinold. Lond. 1748. 4. (1st ed. 1711.) Repr.

Eton. 1761. 4. and Lond. 1814. 4. with maps.—/M/ictpj, Milan, 1471. 4.

3. Translations.—German.-/. Ch.. Dietz. Giessen, 1774. 8. French.—C. P. Fradin. Par. 18:4. 3 vols. 8, English.—v3.

Goldiug. Lond. 159a 4.

§ 495. Caius Julius Solinns, of an uncertain age, although probably of the 3d cen-

tury, wrote a collection of miscellaneous curiosities, to which on the second publication

he gave the title of Poli/histor. It consists chiefly of geographical accounts, and is

taken almost entirely from the elder Pliny (cf § 470). Many passages are in ihe

exact words of that author; and the extracts are not made with remarkable judgment
or taste.

1. The author is supposed to have published two editions of the work ; the first un-

der the title Collectanea rerum memorahilium. It consists of fifty-six chapters.—There
is extant a small portion of a poem entitled Fragmentum Ponticdn, which has some
times been ascribed to Solinus.

Scdmasi^is, Prolegomena to his ed. below cited.—C G. Moller, Diss, de Solino. Altorf. 1693. i.—Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. p. '557

2. Editions.— Best ; CI. Salmasiut (Saumaise). Plinian. Exercitat. in C. J. Solini Polyhist. 2d ed. (cura S. Piti'ci). Trairol

id Rhen. (Utr.) 1689. 2 vols. {o\.~A. G6lz. Lpz. 1777. 8.— Bipont. 1794. S.—Princeps, by iV. Jeiuon (printer). Van. 1473. fc..

—The Fragnunlum Ponlicon is given in Lemairt's Poet. Lat. Min. vol. i.
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§ 496. Vibius Sequester, whose native place is unknown, is supposed to have lived

towards the close of the 4ih century. He composed a geographical catalogue of rivers,

lakes, monntains, forests, &c. for the use of his son \'irgihanus. Many illustrations

of other authors, particularly the poets, may be derived from this performance.

1. Tliis author is placed by Oberlin (in his ed. below cited) much later. The title of his work
is Deflnminihus, fiinlibus, lacubus, vtevioribiis, paludibus, montibus, gevtibus, quorum mevtio apud
poelas Jit.— Boccac'xo composed a similar work, in preparing which he made use of Vibius, al-

though without acknowledgment.

—

Scholl, Lit. Rom. iii. '262.

2. Editions.—Best. Jer. J. Obaliru Argentor. {Strasfb.) 1118. 8.—Fr. Hessel. Rotterd. 1711. S.—The £!>ona'ne, with Mela,

as cited § 494. 2.—Pniiceps. Pisaur. 1512. fol. with Solinus.

^ 497. The Boinan Itineraries it may be proper to mention here. These were
either topographical delnieutio7is, a sort of chart {itinerariapicta), or descriptions or spe-

cihcatioiis of the most important places {itineraria scripta or adnotala). The monument
called Tabula Ptntingeriana is a specimen of the former: and the Itifieraries of An-
ionme are examples uf the latter. Besides these, which are the most important, we
have what is called the Itinerary of Jerusalem, and another called the Itiiierary of

Alexander.

\. The Tabula Pentingeriava " may be considered, probably, as a specimen of the painted roads

of the ancients. It forms a map of the world, constructed on peculiar principles. Its dimensions

being twenty feet in length and one in breadth, an idt^a may be formed of tlie correctness with

which the proportion of the different parts is exhibited. The high road which traversed the

Roman empire in the general direction of east and west is made the first meridian, and to this

every other part is sutijected. The objects along this line are mituitely and faithfully exhibited

;

of those lying to the north and south of it only some general notion can be conveyed ; these are

all represented, of course, most enormously extended in length and reduced in breadth."—The
Peutingerian Table has commonly been considered as the copy of a chart or table constructed in

the tinre of Theodosius the Great, and from that circumstance it is sometimes called the Thendo-

sian Table.— B\tl it is siippo.=ed by some modern critics, particularly Manvert, to hie an imperfect

copy of a chart constructed in the beainning of the third century, under Alexander Severns (cf.

$ 480); they think it was executed by some monk of the thirteenth century, and taken not from

the ordinal chart of Severus but from another copy, with omissions and additions-—The Italian

portion'of this table is given in our Plate on page 58; the reader will notice that two portions of

the length are given, each with their whole width ; what is called in the plate the J\''orth Part

being a portion extending from Rome in a northwest direction, and that called South Part a por-

tion extending Ironi Rome in the opposite direction; for explanation of the figures, <Stc. see De-
scription of Plates, p. XXV.

It was found in a German library in the fifteenth century, and came into the possession of Conrad Peulinger o( Augsburg, who

died A. D. 1547. It was sent to the fanious geographer Orlelius, who died at Antwerp, A. D. I59S. After a various forlune, it was

lodged. A. D. 1738, in the Inifierial Library at Vienna, where it still remains. It is upwards of twenty-one German feet in length

and about one foot in breadth, formed by united pieces of parchment. It was fiist published (afri iiiciia). by F. Cfi. de Schcyb.

Vien. 1753. fol.—Republished, with an Introduction by C. Mannert. Lpz. 1S24- fol.—Also in M. P. Katanisich, Orbis Antiquus.

Buda, 1825. 4—Cf. SclwU, Lilt. Rom. iii. 251 J G LolUrus, De Tab. Pcutin»er. Commenlarius. Lpz. 1732. 4.—G. Mtermann,

Conmientar. in eiigramnia Sedulii, given in Burmann's Anthol. Lai. vol. W.—Mamurt, as just cited, and also in his treatise enti-

tled Ra Trajani ad Dauub. ges'ae. Nori[iib. 1793. 8.—F>irtt, in the iV/tm. Jicad. Itiscr. xiv. 174. xviii. 249.

2. The Itineraria Jlninvini are two; one designating routes by land, and the other routes by

sea. They merely specify the distances between the different posts. It is well known that they

are not the work of the emperor Antoninus ; nor were they composed by his order; they were
posterior to the time of Constantine the Great. Yet it is not improbable that they grew out of

official sketches or draughts, which were preserved in the imperial archives, and successively

changed as new routes or new stations were established. There are two authors to whom these

Itineraries have been ascribed; one is Julius Honurius, from whom we have an insisnificant

fragment usually joined with the Itineraries; the other is .Mthicas Ister, a Christian of the 4th

cen'tury. The latter is also the supposed author of the work entitled Cosmographia, which pre-

sents a geographical table or nomenclature of the ancient world, under four divisions, styled east

and toest, north and south. The Jtinerarium Hierosolymiianum was constructed by a citizen of

Bordeaux, in the fourth century ; it traces the routes of travel from Bordeaux to Jerusalem, and
from Heraclea by Rome to Milan. It is called also Itinerarium Burdigalense.

The best edition of these Itineraries is that of Pt'er fVtssding, Vetera Roraanorum Itineraria. Amst. 1753. 4.—The best edition

cf the CMinop-apliia is in A. Gronoo") Pomponius Mela, cited § 491. 2. I he first ed. was by/. SirrUtr. Bas. 1575. 12. CL

SchUl, Litt. Rom. i i. 258, ss.

3. The Itinerarium Mezavdri is a curtailed account of the route of Alexander the Great in the

invasion of Persia. It was constructed by an unknown heathen author, about A. D. 340 or 350,

for the benefit of the emperor Constantitis, in his war with the Persians. A part of this work
was inserted by Muratnri, in his Italian ..Antiquities; but the whole was first published by Mai,

from a manuscript found in the Ambrosian library at Milan.

Bdhr, Ges. Rom. Lit- eSl.—Fuhmiann. Kl. Hindb- 779—Murafort, Antiquit. Ilal. medii .a^vi, vol. iii. Diss. lUv.—A. Mai,

Itinerarium A.cxaudri, ad Conslantium Augustum, &c. Mil. 1817. 4. Reprinted. Frankf. 1818. 8.—This contains also a treatise

found in fne same manuscript, wilh the following title ; Julii Valerii .Res ?€itffi Alexandri Macedonia translals ex

JBSsopo Grsc.—Ci Class. Journ. xix. 374.

^ 498. Marcus Fortius Cato, of Tusculum, was illustrious in the earlier times of the

Roman republic, about B. C. 200. He was distinguished as a general, consul, and

cpnsor; as an orator, civilian, historian, and ceconomist. He is discriminated from

Cato of Utica, who was his great-grandson, by the epithet elder {major); and, on

account of his rigid moral principles, he was also called Censor. Of his numerous

writnigs we have merely fragments, excepting the book on Agriculture. Respecting
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the genuineness of this there have been doubts ; and if it be his work, it must have
been greatly mutilated and marred by transcribers, as it does not correspond to the

genius of his style nor to the testimony of the ancients.

1. He was born B. C. 235, and died B. C. 149, according to the common statements.

He is said to have been present in a battle against Hannibal, at the age of seventeen,

and to have behaved with great valor. He was called to all the more uiiportant offices

of the sta'e. But when not kept abroad by military duty, or employed in civil and
forensic business at Rome, he chiefly spent his time at a larm in the Sabine terrhory,

which he inherited from his father. His opposition to the learning and refinement of

the Greeks has often been noticed (cf. 'S 391); yet in his old age he took pains to

acquire the Greek language.— VV^e have his life by Nepos (cf. § 530) and by Plutarch
(cf % 249).

2. The book Be Agricultura or De re rustica, is destitute of method. It consists

of 162 chapters, and seems to be merely a sort of journal containing rules and obser-

vations recorded in the order of accidental suggestion.

3. Of the lost works of Cato, the one most regretted is that entitled Origines, or De Originibus,

in seven books; a work treating of the history and antiquities of Rome. The 1st bonk con-
tained the history of the kings of Rome; the '2d and 3d gave an account of the origin of the
states of Italy ; the 4ih and 5th described the first and second Punic wars ; and the 6tti and 7th,

the Roman affairs down to the victory of Servius Galba over the Lusitanians, B. C. 152. The
work was held in high estimation; Cicero {Brutus, c. 17,87) praises the corjciseness and sim-
plicity of the style. We have a few genuine fragments of it; those publiihed by J<'anni are
spurious.
Among the lost works of Cato are mentioned 150 orations, which were extatu in the time of

Cicero. Nearly a third of them are said to have been spoken in his own defence ; accnniing to

Plutarch he was accused about fifty times and as often acquitted.—Cato also wrote a book De re.

viililari, of which Vegetius (cf. $ 492) made a free use. He also left a treatise on medicine (cf.

$ 547 a). The following titles of works by him are likewise given ; Carmen de moribus, a prose
performance, which must not be confounded with the verses called Disiicha de JMuribns (cf.

$ 382) ; Libri Quatstianum Epistolicarum (cf. jJuZ. Gell. vii. 10) ; De Orature, ad fiHuiii (cf. Qujn-
til. iii. 1); Deliberis educandis (cf. Macrob. iii. 6); Aputhegmata (cf. Cic. de OlT. i. 29;.

Schneider, De M. P. Catonis vita, studiis et scriptis, in his Collection, cited § 489. 3 —/. Hu!;o Van Bolhuis. Diatribe in M. P. Ca-

touis sciipla et fragn.enta. Ulrecht, 1S26.— f^. E. Wtier, De M. P. Cat. vita et moribus. Brem. 1831. 4.—J. Fosriu!, De Hist. Lat.

i. 5.—Bahr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. p. 347, lOO.—Dunloji, Hist. Rom. Lit. ii. U.—SchSll, Litt. Rom. i. 18S.—Plutarch, and Aepos, Vit

Cat. Cf. Cic. Brut, c 20.—Plin. Nat. Hist. six. \.—Liv. xxxix. 40.—Fakr. Max. viii. 7.

4. Editions.—The Book De re rustica is given in the Collection cited § 4S9. 3.—First published in that of N. Jenscm.—Separately,

Alls. Popma (with pref. by Meursius) Franequer. 1620. S.—/. Ch. Hayniich. Schleiz. 1743. 8.

—

Fragments of lost worts, by

Alts. Popma, in his ed. just cited.—The fragments fabricated by Nanni, or Annius Vitfrbieiisis, were published in his Antiqui-

tales Vans. Rom. I49S. Cf. Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. i. 35.

5. Translations.—German.—G. F. Grosse. Halle, 1787. 8. French.—Saiouretu: de la Bonruterie, in the collection of IHdot,

cited § 489. 3. English, of considerable portions, in Dickson, cited § 489. 3.

6. The following works are mentioned here as illustrating passages in the work on agriculture ; L. F. Meisier, De torculario Ci-

tonis. Gott. 1765. 4. Cf. Schneider's coll. above cited, vol. ii.

—

J. A. Markussen, Des M. P. Cat. Beschreibung eines Wein- und

Oel-Kellerhauses, &c. Lpz. 1805. 8. with plates.

§ 499. M. Terentius Varro, who has already been mentioned among the Gramma-
rians (§ 423), wrote, in advanced life, three books 07i Hushandry, which deserve the
highest rank among the similar works of antiquiiy. They contain muchthat is valuable
not only as pertaining to the particular subject of agricuUure, but also in reference to
Uterature in general.

1. The first book of Varro's work treats of the object and the rules of agriculture
;

occasion is taken to speak of the soil, climate, and productions of Italy, of the proper
situation and construction of villas, and of the culture of flowers. The 2d book dis-

cusses the proper management of flocks and herds (De re pecuaria). The 3d treats of
poultry, fish, and game, which are all included under the denomination Villiccc pastio'

nes.—'The work is constructed in the form of dialogue. Varro treats his subject much
more methodically than Cato, exhibiting less of the practical farmer and more of the
scholar and antiquary.

See Bahr, Gesch. Rom. Lit. p. 703.—References given § 423. I.

2. Editions.—The treatise on Husbandt-y is given in the editions of V.'s works, cited § 423. 2.—Also in the agricultural collee

lions citc-d § 4S9. 3.—It was published separately, Halle, 1730. 12.

3. Translations.—German—G. Grosse. Halle, 17SS. English.—Ow>e?i. Oxf. 1800. 8.

"§ 500 a. L. Junius Moderatus Columella, a native of Gades (Cadiz) in Spain, lived

in the first century. He composed a work o7t agriculture, in twelve books, to which
is added a thirteenth book on the cultivation of trees. The latter book may have been
originally an appendix to the work, or it may be the remnant of another distinct pro
duction. The tenth book is in verse, and contains rules for gardening. The work
possesses value both from the beauty of the style and the richness of the" matter.

1. Little is known respecting his life. He was born in the reign of Augustus or 7i
berius. He speaks (iii. 3) of Seneca as a contemporary, and is repeatedly named by
the elder Pliny. Some critics (particularly the two Spanish brothers by the name of
Mohedano, cited below) have maintained, that he was the same person with the 3Io-
deratus, who wrote in Greek on the Pythagorean philosophy (cf § 463).—In the first
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of the twelve books De re ruslica, Columella treats of the utility and the pleasures of
husbandry; in the 2d, of fields, of sowing, and of harvesting ; in the 3d and 4th, of
vineyards; in the 5th, of dividing and measuring time ; in the 6th, of cattle and their
diseases; in the 7lh, of sheep and swine ; in the «ih, of the inner-yard ; in the 'Jth, of
bees; in the 10th, of gardening, as above noticed ; in the 11th, of various duties of the
farmer; the 12th, which is the longest, contains miscellaneous instructions and pre-
cepts in rural economy.—The book De arhorihus, is supposed by some to have be-
longed to a work in four books, which formed the original of the one afterwards
published by him in twelve; and that, in this way, there was reason for the remark of
Cassiodorus, that Columella composed a work on agriculture in sixteen books.
ScKdU, ii. 468.— Bd/ir, IQo.—Raph. S( Pelr. Muludano, Histor. Lit. de Espanoi (ia vol. Stti). Midr. 1781. 4.—J. R. De Cat-

fro, (in 2d vol. rf ) BiUiotlu His,<anica (in Spaiiisli). Madrid, 1786. fot.

2. Editions.—Best, in Itie Collectious of Gtssner ^ Schiuider, cited § 489. 3 —/. B. Rest, Flensburg, 1795. 8. Ist vol. only exe-

cuted, including 4 boolis.—The 10th book, in the Poet, Lot. Min. by JVinudorJ, nad by Lemaire.

3. Translations.—German.—A/. C. Carlius (De re nisHca). Brem. 17b9. 8.—/. Rian (De artoribm). Dresd. 1791. 8.

Italian.—G. Pagianio. Ven. 1793. 8.— English; Lond. 1745. 4.

^ 500 b. Palladius Eutilius Taurus ^milianvs, probably a Roman, who lived about
the clo.^e of the second century, was a man of much information, especially in Grecian
literature. We have from him a work on Husbandry, in fourteen books, in which he
evidently makes use of the earlier writings of the Greeks and Romans on the same
subject. It is written with considerable, yet by no means uniform, correctness and
simplicity. The last book is in elegiac verse.

1. The critics have not been agreed either as to his native country or the time when
he lived. He bears, in the manuscripts, the title oi vir illustris.—Among the authors
from whom Palladius derived his materials are Columella, Martialis Gargilius, and
Vitruvius. The style is inferior to that of Columella, and indicates an author belonging
to a later age. The first book contains general precepts on the cultivation of land

;

the twelve following detail the various agricultural labors of the year, in the order of the
months, so that a book is devoted to each month; the 14th is a didactic poem, on the
grafting of trees {de insitione).

Bdltr. 706.—ScASa, iii. 243.—FaMicitu, Bibl. Lat. iii. 69.—CeHaniM (in the Proles, to his) Curse Posteriores. Jenae, 1735. 12.

2. Palladius seems to have been much read in (he middle ages. Two writers of the thirteenth century are mentioned particularly

as haviiiit drawn from him ; yinctns de Beavais, or f^inceiitivs, in his Speculum Histcriale. Ven. 1494. fot. ; and Cretcentitis,

in a work called Commoda Ruralia, in 12 books. Bas. 15)8. M.—Edhr, 'O'.—HarUs, Brev. Not. 782.

3. Eiiitions—P(iZ;arfit« is contained in the Collections cited § 489. 3.— Separately, Heidelb. I.i98. 8.

4. One of the lost works of il/ar<?o//s Gargilius, from which Palladius borrowed,
was entitled De horlis. A fragment of this was discovered by Mai, in a palimpsest
manuscript formerly belonging to the monastery of Bobbio ; it is entitled de arhoribus
pomipheris, and treats, in tour sections, de cydo?ieis, de persicis, deamygdalis, and de
caslaneis.

It is published in the work entitled Classic .luctor. e eodd. Vatican (by A. Mat). Rom. 1S28. 8.—Another Fragment which has

been ascibed to Garglius, entitled De cura bourn, is usually joined with the veterinary treatise of Vegetius (cf. § 492. 4) j but the

critics now ascribe it to a later author.

•5> 501. Coelius Apicius, of whom very Httle is known, is named as the author of a
book still extant o7i coohery {De arte coquinaria), in ten books. Some place him in the
third century, and think that his name was simply Coelius, and that he put forth his

work, on account of the nature of the contents, under the name oi Apicius, who was a
famous Roman gourmand.

1. There were three known epicures by the name of Apicius. A\.her\?e\is(Deipno-

soph. iv. 19) mentions ]\larcus Apicius, a contemporary of king Nicomedes, and also

(Deipjios. i. 6. 12. cf. Flin. Hist. Nat. ix. 17) M. Gavius Apicius, who lived under
Augustus at^d Tiberius, and after whom certain kinds of cake bore the name 'AniKia.

A third of the name lived under Trajan.
2. The work is sometimes entitled De re culinaria, or De opsoniis et condimentis

;

those who consider the name Apicius as part of the title, would give it as follows:

C o e 1 i i Apicius, sive De re culinaria.—The books have each a separate title in Greek,
indicating in general the contents ; the titles are the following : 'ETnueXrjs, the careful;
Y.apKOTTTr]; , the carver; KrjvovpiKa, things pertaining to the garden; UavSsKTris , the all-

receiving; 'OoTT/jtof, relating to pulse; 'Acpone-ris, the flying; UoKvrtXng, the sumptuous;
TcrpuTToyf, x\\e four-footed; QaXaaca, the sea; 'AAjfuj, \he fisherman.

Scholl, Iii. 2i2.—Bdhr, lOS.—Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. ii. 3; 5.

3 fldiili, rii. -Besi; Th. J. abAlmeloveen. Amsl. \'09. S.—J. M. Bemfiold. Onold. (Ansb.) 1787. 8. 1800.8.

VIII.

—

Mythographers.

^ 502 tt. The system of gods among the Romans, and their fabulous stories, taken

as a whole, had a close resemblance and relationship to the mythology of the Greeks,
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and indeed differed from it merely by some changes and additions. (See P. II.) The

Roman mythoaraphers accordingly drew chiefly trom Grecian sources, and theretore

they present htlle that is new or pecuhar, either in the tales themselves, or m the appli-

cation and interpretation made of them. The domestic mythology of the Romans, the

later additions to their system of deities, and their whole scheme of rehgion, may be

learned more correctly and fully from their historical and antiquarian writers than

from these collectors of fables.
, . ,. , • i_

•
i, i

<> 503 The few writers that are usually placed in this class, might with equal pro-

priety perhaps be ranked among the grammarians. And, in fact, only one ot them,

Hus'niu^^ falls within the time included in our present sketch; as the others whose

names are given below, lived after the close of the fifth century ; and no one of the three

mytholoo-ical works discovered by Mai in the Library of the \ atican (cf. % o06 2) be-

longs to a period earlier than that century.—The lost mythological writings of Varro

(cf.l> 4-23) would, it is beUeved, be of more value than all the \vorks of these authors.

The' following are the principal C o 11 e c t i o n 3.-r/.om. Muncktr. Mythoer. Lat. Amst. 16S1. 8. with fi?ures.-More

complete, Aug. F. Slaveren, Auct. My-hog. Latini. Leyd. 1747. 2 vols. 4.-The 3d vol. of .3. Mai's Class. Auctores e Codic Vat.

(Rom. 1831) contains the three mythographical works discovered by him as above mentioned. These were republished by G. 3.

Bodt, Myibographi Auct. Lat. e Vat. Codicibus, Zell. 1834. 2 vols. 8.

% 504. Caius Julius Hyginus, whose native country is not known, was a freedman

of the emperor Augustus, and the keeper of the Palatine Ubrary (cf. P. IV. % 126).

Little else is known respecting his Ufe. Perhaps the mythographer named Hyginus

was a later author, who lived in the time of the Antonines. The work ascribed to

him called Fahularum Liber consists of a collection of 277 brief mythological tales. It

is a mere compilation from ancient grammarians and scholiasts, and is written in a

style not entirely pure. The work seems to have contained a greater number of fables,

and to have been divided into two books. We have also, from the same author, a

work entitled Poelicon Astronomicdn, in four books, illustrating the constellations as

represented by the poets. Much of it is drawn from the Catasterisms of Eratosthenes

(cf. § 215).

1 The Hyiniis, who lived in the time of Augustus, was a distinsuished grammarian, and ia

named as the author of several other works ; particularly one en\n\pd De urbibushahas ; an-

other entitled /)e vita rebusque illiistrium virorum.—The laneuajre and style of the Fa6/es are

considered as evidence that the work was not written by this author. Some have supposed it

to be a compilation or a translation from Greek, made even later than the time of the Antonines.

—A mvlholo^ical Frasment discovered by Niehuhr (fracrmentum de rebus Thebanis mythologicis)

is coniidered"" by him as a section from the orisinal book'out of which, as enlarged by the addi-

tions of later tinies, the work now passins under the name of Ilyginiis was constructed. The

first of the three mythological works discovered bv Mai contains an intimation (hat it includes

the second book of Hyginus ; but notwithstanding this (cf $ 506. 2), Mai considers it as the pro-

duction of a writer iii the fifth century.

J. ScJiefftr. De Hygini script, tab. setate atque siylo, in his ed. below cited.—77i. Muncker, De auctore, stylo et astale Mythologias-

qu£E C. J. Hydui no.i.en prsfert, in his Collection cited ^ 603.—Nielmhr, Orat. Cic pro Rabir. etc. Fragm. Rom. J820. S.—Bdhr

713.—>/o/iedajio. ciled § 500 a. I.

2. Editions.-Hy?>ni p e r a, bv /. Mycittus. Bas. 1535. fol. Lugd. Bat. 1608. 8. Liber Fab ul arum; best, in the

Collection of Stave^en, cited § 503.-/ Schefftr. Hamb. 1674. 8. P oel. Aitr onomicon; \n same Collection of Sta-

veren.— HlU. MoreU- Par. 1559. 4. with the Phenomena of Aratus.

<!> 505. Fahius Planciades Fidgentius, a native of Africa, ofwhom also Uttle is known,

probably hved in the sixth century. His most important production is a mythological

work, in three books, addressed to Catus, a Presbyter of Carthage.

L The work is entitled ^[ytholosicdn sen Mylhologiarum libri tres; also Mytholo-

gicum. The first book treats of Saturn, Neptune, Pluto, Cerberus, the Furies, the

Harpies, Proserpine, Apollo, the Muses, Mercury, &,c. The 2d of Minerva, Juno,

Venus. Hercules, Ulysses and the Sirens, Scylla, Bacchus, Ixion, &,c. The 3d, of

Bellerophon, Acteon, Psyche and Cupido, Myrrha and Adonis, &c.—There are two

other works, both of a philological character, ascribed to the same Fulgentius ; one

enlhledExpo.'^itio sermonum antiquorum, and the other, De expositione VirgiliancB con-

tinenticB, or De aUesoria Ubrorum Virgilii. Some, however, ascribe these to another

Fulgentius ; five different individuals of this name have been pointed out.

ScAoU, ill. 331.—Muncker, Prsf. ad Ful?ent. in his Collect, cited § 503.-6. /. Vosiius, De Philolog. c. 5.

2. Editions.—The three worki of Ful;entius are contained in the Colleciions cited § 503. Published also by /. Locher, under

the name of Philomums. Augsb. 1521. fol.—The Expositio iermmmni antiquorum by J. Mercer, in his ed. of Nonius, cited

§ 427. 2.

3 u. We have a mythological work by Albricus, which is almost entirely a compila-

tion from Fulgentius. The name of this author is sometimes written Alhericus, and

also AJfricus; he lived in England, at the commencement of the thirteenth ceiitury.

His work is entitled De Deorum imnsinihus, and in some manuscripts Poelnca or

Poetarium; it relates chiefly to the mode of representing the gods in images, and gives

brief explanations of the reasons for the various representations.

The Poetarium of Albricus is given in the Collection of Slaveren, cited § 503. It was first published in the 15th century, with

•he treatise De ma^islratibiu Ronwe, written by Fiochi, or Flocco of Florence, and falsely ascribed to FenuteOa, who lived and«

the emperor Augustus. Cf. Barks, Brev. ^"otit. p. 210. Suppl. u. p. 466.—Also, Rem. I5I7. 4.
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§ 506. Lactanftus Placidus is also of an uncertain age. He is generally supposed to
have been tlie same person as Lutatius, a Chrisiian grammarian of the sixih century,
who wrote a commentary on the Thebaid of Statius. We have from him a briei
abridgment, in prose, of Ovid's Metamorphoses.

1. Editions.—1 he Argumenta Metam. Ovid, are given in the Collect, cited § 503.—They are also found in various editions of

Ovid, introduced together by themselves, or separately as introductions to the several books of the Afe/amorpAo»M.—The Coinmm-
tary on the Thehaid is given m many editions of Statius (of. § 378. 3).—Cf. B'dhr, p. 790.

2. To LactanUits Plaridus, Mai ascribes by coiijettiire thf second of the three mytholosical
works discovered by him in the Vatican library. The firtt ofihese works consists of -234 fables,
Greek and Roman, promiscuously thrown together and divided into three books ; at the end of
the 2d book stands the following note ; Explicit liber secundiis C. Hygini fabularum, i. e. Here
closes the second book of the fables of C. Hyginus. Cf. !> 504. 1.—The second work consists of
225 chapters, besides a proem ; the contents oftt-n aeree verbatim with those of the first-n)en-
tioned, although they are also frequently very different ; this Mai conjectures to be the work of
Lactantius.—The third writin? bears the title De Diis genfivm et illorum aUegonis ; it consists
of a number of sections, which were found in diff'(-rent nianiiscripts ; each section treating of a
single deity or mythical personage. It is ascribed by Mai to a Christian writer of the ninth or
tenth century, by the name o( Leontius.

'1 hese works are given in the pijblication of Mai, cited § 503 ; which also contains some other mythological fragments.

3. The Lactantius here noticed must not be confounded with the eminent Christian Father
named Firmiavus Lactantius, who lived in the fourth century, and in some of whose writings,
especially in his Divine Institutions and in the Epitmne of the same, ancient mythology is con-
siderably illustrated. In the first two books of the former (treating de falsa religiune) are long
quotations from the lost work of Euhemerus (cf. $ 222. 4) on the gods. There is also a kind of
niyihological poem e.\tant, which is ascribed to Firniianus Lactantius, entitled De Phanice ; and
the subject of which is the Egyptian fable respecting the bird called rheni.x. The mythus is
given by Herodotus (ii. 73) with a declaration of his disbelief of the story. A modern writer,
Jifarcoz, has attempted to resolve the whole into an astronomical fiction, intended to describe
the Great Year (.'Snni/s Magnus) of the fixed stars, or period of nearly 26,000 years that elapses
during the precession of the equinoxes through the circle of the ecliptic.

A. Martini, Lactantii carmen De PhcEnice. Lunaeb. 1825. S.—Marcoz, Astronomie, &c., cited § 204.—Mem I.iHilut. Royal,

Classe d'Hist. et Lit. Anc. vol. i. p. 166. "sur le Phdnix, ou Recherches sur les Periodes astron. des Egypliens."—wfl/it. Mclral, Xat

Pbenix, ou POise au du Sobeil. Par. Ib24. containing the accounts of all the ancient authors.

IX.

—

Historians and Biographers.

% 507 ?«. The Romans, even in the earliest periods of the state, began to record in

writing the most remarkable events. These first historical writings were, however,
merely dry registers of the principal circumstances, although they were sometimes
composed in a metrical language and arranged in the form oi Aniials.

^ 508. The following are among the earliest historical records of the Romans of
which we find any notice; the Aimules or Commeiilarii Pontijicum, the Fasti Ma-
gistraluum, and the Lihri Lintei.—The first mentioned were the records which it was
the duty of the Pontifex Maximus to make of the leading events of each year, upon
tablets that were to be hung up in his house for the use of the people. I'hey were also

termed Annales JMaximi ox PuMici. The custom was commenced as early at least as
the time of Numa, and according to Cicero {De Or. ii. 12, 13), with the very founding
of the city. It was continued, with some inierruptions, until the Pontificate of IVIucius,

B. C. 125.—The Fasti Magistratuiim (Liv. iv. 7. ix. IS) were the hsts of magistrates,

especially of the consuls, whose names it was customary to insert in the Calendar of
each year, which it was the business also of the Pontiff and his college to construct.

—

The Lihri Lintei {Liv. iv. 8, 23. x. 38) were writings on linen, kept in the temple of
Juno Moneta, containing public records, which were of comparatively minor value;
as the more important were inscribed on tablets of lead.

M. Kalm & C. A. Gruuer, Diss, de libris linteis. Abose. 1815. 4. Cf. Dodwcll, de libris liuteis, &c in his Pralect. Acad. p. 651,

as cited § 542. 7.

<5i 509. We may also mention, as a sort of historical documents, the laws of the

kings (leges region), which were collected by Papirius (cf § 561). There were like-

wise the treaties of the kings {foedera regum, Her. Ep. ii. 1), which were kept in the

temple of Jupiter Capitolinus {Poh/b. iii. 22, 25, 26). The laws of the twelve tables

i^ 561) ought perhaps to be named here also.—At a comparatively early period there

were memoirs of the ce7isors {Commentarii censorvm), which were journals of persons
who had held that office ; they were but a variety of the class of writings termed fa-
mily memoirs, which ere long became common, and which effected much, it is said

[Liv. viii 40), in corrupting and falsifying history, by embellishments and exaggera-
tions designed to exalt particular individuals and families. There were also the Lau-
dationes funehres (cf. P. III. § 340), which for the same reason could not be relied on
as accurate historic statements {Cic. Brut. 16).—The early ballads already mentioned
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(^ 306) may likewise be noticed among the sources of Roman history, ahhough it may
be a question how far such productions were ever committed to writing.

% 510. But whatever may have been the early historical records and monuments of
the Romans, they were almost entirely destroyed {Liv. vi. l)in that conflagration by
which the whole city of Rome was laid in ruins on its capture by the Gauls, B. C. 385.
Efforts were made to recover and replace these records and monuments, as far as pos-
sible ; but it cannot be doubted that much was irretrievably lost ; and it is supposed
that the earliest writers afterwards depended chiefly on tradition as the authority for

their narratives. Hence the authenticity of the common accounts of the early history
of Rome has been much questioned.

The literary controversy respecting Hie authenticity of the early Roman History seems to have commenced in France. It has been

long continued auJ ejrnes!. In 1722, Pouilly brought forward argumeots against its authenticity, in the Memoires de VAcad. det tn-

icnptitms (cf. vol. vi. p. 14. vol. viii.), and was soon opposed by Sallier in a memoir published in the same work (vol. vi.). L. di

Beaufort defended the argument of Pouilly, in another Memir, and more fully in a treatise published separately, tier Vlncertiludt

its cinq premiers siula de VHist. Roniaine. Utrecht, I73S. 8. The total uncerUinfy of the early history has also been n.ora

recently maiuiained, in the Memuirs de PlnstituJ, by Levesque ; while its credibility, on the other hand, has been strongly advocated

by /.arc/ier. Cf. Afern. de r/nj(. flcyaZe, Classe d'Hist. el Lit Anc vol. ii. p. 394. (Par. 1815). The views of /.etjej^u^ are alsa

given in his Histoire Critique de la Rep. Rom. Par. 1S07.

—

Gibbon has argued for the certainty of the history (cf. Miscdl^neouM

trorhs, iv.). Kicbuhr considers much of it as entire'y fabulous (cf. Rom. Gesch. cited § 299. ').—Beck vindicates the authenticity

in part, in the introduction to his Translation of Ferguson's Ronian Republic (cf. § 299. 7); see also his treatise entitled Epicnsis

quxsticniis de Hist. Rom. antiq. veritate. Lips. 1812. Ftedtcr (cf. § 299. 7) maintains that much was rescued from ruin in the Gallic

coiiflagraiioc, and that valuable documents existed in other states of Italy, of which the early Roman historians made use. Sd?n;

Ho.—Dunlfp, p. 56, ss.—It may be worthy of remark, that the portions of Cicero's treatise De Rcpuhlica lately discovered [ct

1 468 (. 2. (h) ] evince that orator's belief in the common accounts.

^511. In the second period of Roman letters, according to the division we have
adopted, which extends from B. C. 240 to B. C. 88, the Ronian history was treated
by a number of authors that are included under the name of Aiinalists. The metrical
annals of Naevius and Ennius have already been noticed (cf § 350, 351), and we here
refer to annalists who wrote in prose. 'I'he earliest of them was Q. Fahius Pictor^.

Cato the Elder is included among them on account of his Origincs (cf '5> 498. 2). Se-
veral of these authors are said to have written the history of Roman affairs in the
Greek language. The works of the Annalists^ are almost entirely lost ; a few frag-
ments have been collected, and pubhshed^.

1 Respecting Fabius Pictor, see D. G. MoUer, Diss de Q. Fab. Pictore. St. 1689. i.—Emesti, Fro Fabii Fide adversus Folybium,

in his Opusc Phtlolo^ica. Lips. 176).—iii'. i. 44, 55. ii. 40.—Polyb. i. 14. iii. 9.—Dionys. Hal. Ant. Rom. iv. 30. vii. 70, 71.

2 From Cicero and .lulus GtUius, we gather the names of ten or twelve besides Fabius and Cato, belonging to this period ; among

them is Valerius Antias, whose work must have been large, is the 74th and 75th books of it are cited ; and L. Cornelius Sisenna,

whose work seems to have been continued by Sallust. 3 Tnese fragments are given in the collect, of Popma, cited § 527. 2.

On the Annalists, see Vossius and Hankius, as cited 5 527. 1-

—

Heeren, as cited § 249. 1.

—

Lachmann, De font. Liv. as cited §531. 3,

~-Dunlop, ii. p. 267.—Sa/ir, p. 345, ss.—Cli7Ucn, FasN, vol. 3d, as cited § 7. 7. (c).

^ 512. These authors generally followed the account of Fabius Pictor respecting the

affairs of Rome previous to its destruction by the Gauls. But in reference to the his-

tory of events subsequent to that catastrophe, they enjoyed ample means and helps

;

e. g. the decrees of the senate, treaties, tables of triumphs, official despatches, and the

hke. The vast number of documents or monuments, which were found among the

ruins of the capitol when it was restored by Vespasian is an evidence of this fact ; ac-

cording to Suetonius (cf Vespasian, c. 8), 3000 brazen tables were gathered from these

ruins. Besides all the help derived from such sources, most of the annalists were ac-

tually engaged, to some extent, in the affairs respecting which they wrote.

^ 513. The writers termed Annalists were not confined to the period above noticed

(^ 511); in the next period, extending from B. C. 88 to A. D. 14, we find the names
of several. Among them^ were M. Terentius Varro, the learned grammarian (cf.

^ 423), and Q. Hortensius Ortalus, the rival of Cicero in eloquence (cf ^ 397).—The
difl^erence between amiales and hisloria, as the terms began in this period to be dis-

criminated, is described by Aulus Gellius (v. 18) as consisting in the circumstance, that

in a7mals the writer observes the exact order of time, narrating under each year all the

events that happened during that year; and Cicero (cf Orator, 20; Deorat. ii. 12;
De Legib. i. 2) speaks of history as an ornamented mode of narration, including de-

scriptions of countries and battles, with speeches and harangues, in a ffowing style,

and as a sort of oratory which had not been much cultivated by his countrymen^.
In this period some of the Roman writers began to compose universal histories ; Q.
Pomponius Atticus^ is mentioned as one of the earliest that attempted this. The prin-

cipal writer of this class was Trogus Pompeius, of whose work we have an abridgment

made by Justinus C^ 538).—In this period also we notice the class of works styled Com-
mentarii, a sort of auto-biography, in which the authors relate the history of events

that occurred in connection with their own civil or military life. The most noted are

the Commentaries of Caesar (cf § 528). Tho?e of Sylla, in 21 hooks, are lost ; so are

those of ^milius Scaurus, in 3 books, and those of Rutilius Rufus; the two latter,

however, belong to the preceding period. The history, which Cicero wrote of hid

own consulship, might with propriety be assigned to this class'' ; and Ukewise the work

79 3 G
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of Auc^ustus the emperor, who wrote memoirs of his own hfe, ia 13 books^ M. Vip-

sanius°Agrippa, a friend and general of Augustus (cf. ^ 480), wrote memoirs of himself.

I M. Pompilius Audronicus (cf. Siulrni. de illust. gram. 8) ; Procilius (cf. Plin. Hist. N. viii. 2) ; and Cjecina (cf. Cic. Ep.

Famil. vi. 7) are also included, with others, in the list of annalists of this period. 2 On the diBFerence between annates and histo-

Ha, see Nieluhr, in the Rheiniaches Museum, ii. 2. p. 2S3. transl. by TkirlwaU, in the Phaological Museum, vol. ii. p. 661.

3 Rrspccting Pomponius Altiau, see /. C/i. F. Stuss, T. Pomp. Alliens, eine Apoiogie. Eisen. 1784. Cf. Veil. Paterc ii. 16.

< Respecting the history by Ctcero, cf. De Leg. i. 1. 3. Ep. ad Fam. i. 9. v. 12. It was written in Greek, in a style iuiiUting that

of Isocrates ; and was sent to his friend Atticus, to be published at Athens. He also composed a work on the same subject in Latin

yeree. 5 The memoirs of Augustus, extending to B. C. 26, are wholly lost He is said to have drawn up a mmmary of his life

to be inscribed upon tablets and placed by his tomb. The Monummtum Ancyranum (cf. P. IV. § 133. 5) is supposed to furnish,

partially at least, a copy of this.—Cf. Sutton, in Aug.—Dio Cass. (vi. 32).—/ac de Rhoer, D\=s. de Studiis C<es. Augusti. Gron.

1770.

—

VcssiuSf as cited § 527. I.

§ 514. In the period now before us, the third of our arrangement (cf. § 301), there

were three writers of special eminence in the department of history. Julius Caesar has

already been named ; he is the earliest that is ranked among the great Roman histo-

rians. Next in order of time is Sallust (cf. S^ 529), who is by many considered as the first

among the Romans who truly merited the title of historian, 'i'he third distinguished

name in this period is that of Livy (cf. § 53i). The first is remarkable for simplicity,

clearness, and purity of style ; he is often compared to Xenophon. The second excels

in force and in the apt delineation of character ; he appears to have imitated Thucy-

dides. Livy has less of simplicity than Caesar, and less of discrimination perhaps than

Sallust ; and is more ambitious o'f rhetorical ornament and effect than either.

§ 515. Many other writers, in this period, composed historical works. The follow-

ing should not be omitted here ; A. Hirtius (cf. S> 528. 3), who added a continuation to

the works of Cajsar ; Cornelius Nepos (cf. § 530), who, besides his lives of illustrious

men, composed an historical work entitled Chronica; and Verrius Flaccus, who was the

author of several works on history and grammar'. Among the historical wnters we

also find Lucius Lucceius^, whom Cicero requested to write the history of his consul-

ship ; and Asinius PoUio^, to whom is ascribed the honor of founding the first public

library at Rome (cf. P. IV. % 126). The names of Valerius Messala CorvinusS Lu-

cius Fenestella^, ancl Aufidius Bassus^, may be added.

1 The wriiings of f. Flac^t are lost ; some portions of the Calendar (Fasti Kalendares) , which he caused fo be inscribed at Prse-

ncite are preserved ; cf. P. IV. § 133. 6. ^ Lucaius wrote a history of the Social war, and of the civil wars of Sylla. cf. Cic Ep.

Famil. v. I2. ad Alt. iv. 6. 3 c. A. Pollio compoied a history, in 16 books, of the civil war beiween Caesar and Pcmpey, and the

events succeeding it until the reign of Augustus. See J. R. Tharbecke, Comment, de A. PoUionis vita et studiis. Lugd. Bat. 1820.—

i<chm. Lit. Rnin. ii. 29. * Messala Corsmus was the author of a »vorb entitled De Ronianis famaUt, which is lost. The book

imw exlint in his name, De progenie JtuguUi, is a meager skeich of Roman his'ory from MaeAi to Augustus, and is a production

of the middle ages. It is published in ^ylburg S,- F^tdkr (cited § 527. 2), and separately by C. G. Tzschucke. Lpz. 1793. Cf. D. G.

Moller, Diss. de'w. Messala Corvino. Allorf. liSS.—Burigiiy, in the Mem. Acad, hiscr. torn, xxiiv. 5 FennteOa wro»e a his-

fn,y entitled .innalet, which was freely used by A^conius Pedianus (cf. § 424). « The life o( A. Basna eilendei inlo the next

period ; he wrote a history of the civil war, and cf the wars in Germany ; both works are lost. He is highly commended by Quin-

tili:in. See Quint. Inst. Orat. x. 1. Cf Dial de causis corr. eloquentiae, 23. To these may also be added the names of several

others, w hwe historical writings are lost ; Volumnius, wl.o wrote a history of the war between the murderers of Cssar and his

avengers ; Anuntius, who wrote a history of the first Punic war ; Hyginu! (c(. § 504), who wrote an accoimt of the liaiian cities,

.-nd other historical pieces ;
Labienus, who composed an historical work so free and seditious in its character, that it was condemned

10 be burned, by a decree of the senate, under Augustus.-Cf. ScimU, ii. 32, ss.-BaAr, SaO, 390, iW.-Vosiius, as cited § 627. 1.

<5( 516. Before leaving this period it may be proper to advert to the peculiar means

which the writers enjoyed for learning the course ot public affairs. The official annals

of the chief Pontiff ceased, as has been mentioned (§ 508), about B. C. 125 ;
perhaps

because this method of keeping the records was found inadequate in the increasing

muhipUcity and variety of events. When Caesar was consul tor the first time, B. C.

60, he ordered the acts of the senate {acta senatus) and also those of the people (ac<a

povuli) to be committed to writing daily, and to be published. Augustus prohibited

the publishing of the acts of the senate, and appointed a particular senator to the duty

of recording "them, or in other words, of keeping the journals ; this senator received

the title a cura actorum, and the copyists or secretaries employed by him were called

actuarii. These journals were preserved in the Archives ot the slate, and were a

source of information to the writers of history, in addition to all that was freely pub-

lished.

The journals of the senate were sometimes styled cowrnentarii (cf. Tac. Ann. xv. 74 ; SuefoTi. J.

Cxs 20. Oct. 36; Tac. Ann. v. 4, 5). The other journals, aefa populi, seem also to have been

termed arra publico, acta urbava, and acta cliurna (cf. Sueton. Tib. 5 ; Tac. Ann. in. 3; xvi. a'i).

liut the journals thai are frequently cited bv the simple name of ./?ci'a, or of L)i(/rwa, con-

tained miscellaneous information f t the use of all classes of readers ; nd merely the votes of

tirtj people in assembly (cf. P. III. 5 259), but notices of the courts and judicial proceeding.^, of all

,„petin-« «uch as eames, spectacles, and the like, of public %vorks, marriages, births, and deaths,

—Be*id'es these in Uie Latin toneue, there seem to have been journals or daily papers, published

.n Greek containing anecdotes and accounts of political aff^iirs and passing events. Perhaps

both lhe«e and those in Latin are included under the r.od^i/^ara crineia mentioned by Dion Cas-

^ius —Tiiere appears also to have been another kind of journal, called acta Casaruvi, which had

respect more particularly to the atftirs of the imperial court and family. "Under the empe-

rors four diff.-rent records srew into use; namely, first, the acts of the prince; secondly, the

proceedin''s of the senate; thirdly, the public iransacii.ms of the {.eople; and fourlhly, the daily
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occurrences of the city, called the Diurna. The last were sent into the provinces, and were
there received as the Roman Oaiette."

See Murphy, Note on Tac. Ann. v. 4. in hia Translation cited § S34. 5.—Cf. Lipsius, Excursus on the same passage. See alio

G. LubtrkUlin, De Diurnis Romanorum Actis. Viniar. 1841. 4 Fr. Ch. Schlossar, Archiv fQr Geschichte. Fraukf. 1830. (i. p.

SO.)—B. Dodwell, Pwelect. Acad. p. 665. Oxf. 1692. S.—Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. iii. 3li.—Hitt. of Borne, in Lardner't Cabinet

Cyclopaedia, bk. v. ch. 6. p. 402, as republ. separately, Phil. 1837. 8.

^ 517. In our next period, from the death of Augustus, A. D. 14, to the time of the
Aiitonines, the writers in the department of history were not so numerous

;
yet the

department was by no means neglected. The pre-eminence among them is generally
conceded to Tacitus (cf. § 534). Suetonius holds a high rank, although his principal
work, (cf "ji 537) is biographical rather than historical. Velleius Paterculus (cf <> 532)
and Fiorus (cf. § 536) are authors of considerable merit

;
yet their works are merely

compends. The four writers just named all confined themselves to Roman affairs,

except that Paterculus appears to have designed to give in his introduction a glance
at general history. Two other authors of this period have obtained some celebrity

;

namely, Valerius Maximus (cf ^ 533) and Quintus Curtius(cf. ^ 535). The former in

his relations includes events of Grecian as well as Roman history. The latter is oc-
cupied wholly with the achievements of Alexander. The works of these several au-
thors will be separately noticed.

§ 518. There were other historical writers, whose names ought perhaps to be pre-
sented here, although time has spared none of their productions. Cremutius Cordus'
published a series of annals, which the senate, under the influence of Tiberius, sen-

tenced to the flames, because the author had dared to call Brutus and Cassias the last

of the Romans. Cneius Lentulus^ already alluded to as an epigrammatist (§ 340), is

cited by Suetonius as an historian. Claudius^ the emperor is said to have composed,
besides his own memoirs, a history of Rome, beginning with the victory of Augustus
over Antony, in 41 books. Cluvius Rufus, who was consul under Claudius, wTOte a
history of the reign of Nero. Pliny the elder (cf. § 470) vv'rote a work in continuation

of the history of Bassus (cf. 515), and another, in 20 books, on the Roman wars in

Germany. Pliny the younger is also mentioned as an historian.—Several authors also

composed commentaries or memoirs of the class already described (§ 513). Those of
Claudius just named consisted of 8 books. Tiberius^ is also said to have written a
memoir of his own life. Cn. Domitius Corbulo^, who commanded in Germany under
Claudius and in Armenia and Syria under Nero, composed memoirs which seem to

have been frequently used by Tacitus. C. Suetonius Paulinus^ wrote an account of
his campaign in Africa. The memoirs of Crassus Mucianus, w ho held a command in

Syria and took an active part in securing the empire to Vespasian, are often cited by
Phny. The emperor Nerva, it would seem, prepared a journal of his wars in Dacia.
—To these may be added several names ; C. Balbillus', who wrote an account A
Egypt, where he commanded under Nero ; Servilius Nonianus mentioned by Quin
tilian*; J\[arciis Servilius noticed by Tacitus^ as author of a well-digested history of

Roman aflairs ; also Herennins Seiiecio, Junius Eusticus^'^ and others who wrote indi-

vidual biographies (cf *& 526).

1 The. Ann. iv. 34, Zi.—Sueton. Tiber. 61. a Or Cneius Cornelius Lentulus Gaefulicns. Cf. Sutton. Calie. 8. 3 SueXm
Claud. 41. *Sutton. Tiber. 61; Dom. 20. 5 7bc. Ann. xi. 18; xiii. 8. 35, ss.; xv.5,ss. ^ Plin. Hist. N. v. 1. 'Cf.

Sen. Qu£s. Nat. iv. 14. 8 Quint. Inst. Oral. x. 1, Plin. Ep. i. 13. 9 Ta£. Ann. xiv. 19. to SiuU Domit. 10. Dio Coat,

67, 13. See Fosriuj, as cited § 527. \.—Biihr, 456.—SchoU, ii. 390.

^ 519. In the last period we have to notice, from the time of the Anlonines, A. D,
160, we may observe the same decline in history as in other branches of literature.

Writers were not wanting, it is true ; but the spirit which should penetrate and enlivt!ir

history was wanting. The danger which under the imperial tyranny threatened every
independent and faithful inquirer after truth, exerted a fatal influence upon historical

studies. It rendered the exhibition of the real causes and consequences of events al-

most impossible. The disposition to flattery was cultivated in a degree wholly incon-
sistent with impartial history. It is not strange, therefore, that we find in this period
nothing specially eminent in the department now under review. IMost of what was
written related to the Roman emperors, and comparatively httle of the whole amount
of productions has been preserved to our times.

i 520. The first author to be mentioned in this period is Justin (cf. § 538), who is

commonly supposed to have lived in the reign of M. Aurelius Antoninus; he is known
by his abridgment of the general history of Trogus Pompeius.—Of writers who at-

tempted to give a view of the whole Roman history, Aurelius Victor (cf S> 539) and
Flavius Eutropius (cf. ^ 540) were the principal. An author by the name of Sextus
Rufus (cf *5> 540. 5) has also left us a compend of the Roman history. We have a

much more important and valuable work in the history of Ammianus Marcellinus (cf.

^ 541) ; with greater fullness he treated of a definite portion of Roman history, com
mencing with the reign of Nerva, where the history of Tacitus closes, and extending

to the death of Valens. He wrote at the close of the fourth century, and is considered

as the last of the Roman historians, that truly deserved the name.
^ 521. Nearly all the other writers that can be properly included in this department
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belong to the class of biographers. The principal are those commonly styled Scrip-

tores HistoricB AugustcB, or ivrilers of the imperial history; these were particularly

iEhus Spartianus, "Julius CapitoUnus, TrebeUius Pollio, and Flavius Vopiscus. Of
their collected writings we shall speak below (<$» 542).—It is worthy of notice, that these

writers cite twenty-five different authors, who lived in the second century, and com-
posed the biography of one emperor or more ; but whose works are novv wholly lost

;

their names it is of no importance here to repeat. The emperor Septimius Severus is

also cited as having written his own memoir.
'i 522. We close this glance by adverting to a few other writers, that are sometimes

named among the historians of this period. Quintus Septimius' is mentioned as the

translator of the Greek work of Praxis purporting to be the journal of Dictys Cre-

tensis. Juhus Exsuperantius, probably at the beginning of the fifth century, wrote a

tract entitled De Marii, Lepidi et Sertorii, bellis civilibus'^.—Hieronymus Stridonensis,

or as he is commonly called, St. Jerome, who died in the beginning of the fifth cen-

tury, left, with numerous other works, a translation of the Universal History or Chro-

nicle of Eusebius^. Two other Christian writers, belonging to the fifth century, may
be mentioned here as chronologists : Flavius Lucius Dexter dedicated to St. Jerome a

work entitled Historia Omnimoda, which was a general chronology extending from the

birth of Christ to his own times*; Prosper Aquitanus composed a work entitled Chro-

nicon^, reaching from the creation of the world to the capture of Rome by Genseric,

A. D. 455.

» Of. 5 238, § 260. 2.—This transtation, in six books, is entitled De Bella Trojano, or Ephemeris Belli Trojani. It contains some

things drawn from lost works, and embraces a greater compass than is taken by Homer. It commences with the elopement of Helen

and ends with the death of Ulysses. It appears to have been much nsed by the later Byzantines ; cf. Heinrichsen, De Carmm.

Cypriis. Havn. 1823.—Editions; by L. Smids. Amst. 1702. 4. containing the Dissertation of Perizonitis on the original and the

translator—In Valpy's Delph. and Var. Classics.—By .4. Dederich. Bon. IS33. S.—SchSll, Litt. Rom. iii. 158.— Ba/ir,453. 2 The

work of Exsuperantius is supposed to be an abridgment of a lost work of Sallust ; it is given in many of the editions of Sallust, e. g.

GerlacVs, cited § 529. 5. 3 This translation is given in the edition of Jerome's works, by Vallarsi, Veron. 1734, ss. 11 vols. fol.

reprinted Ven. 1766. II vols. 4.—Also by T. Roiicalli, Vetusl. Lat. Scriptor. Chronica. Pav. 17S7. 2 vols. i.—Bakr, Gesch. Rom.

Lit. Supplem. p. 95. * A Jesuit named Jeronimo de la Hisuei'a, at the beginning of the 17lh century, fabricated a work pur-

porting to be the lost Chronicle of Lucius Dexter, and pretended that the manuscript had been found in the monastery of Worms.

It was published afler his death, by /. Calderon, Caes.-August. (Saragossa,) 1694. 4.—Schott, iii. 169. 5 The Chronicon of Pros-

per is contained, with the chronological writings of some others, in the work entitled Chronica medii xvi, by Ch. F. RSssler. Tu-

birg. 1798.-ScABH, iii. 112.—Biihr, as last cited.

^ 523. It may not be amiss to advert here distinctly to the biographical writings of

the Romans, although the most important of them have already been named in glancing

at the historians. This form of historical literature seems to have been cultivated much
more among the Romans than among the Greeks; at least we have evidence that

there were many biographical writings at Rome, earher than those of Plutarch (cf.

•S 249). whose series oi parallel lives is the most important work in the Greek language
belonging to this branch of letters. Indeed there is no doubt that Plutarch derived

mucirassistance from Roman sources.—I'he earliest of these biographical writings

which are distinctly noticed are the memoirs of the censors, already named (§ 509). The
censorial office was established B. C. 442, which was above 50 years before the burn-

ing of Rome by the Gauls. Dionysius Halycarnasseus appeals to certain of these

memoirs {nur^TiKa monufinara, cf. his Eorn. Ant. i. 74), as monuments examined by him-
self, and confirming his statements as to this early period. The family memoirs (cf.

Plin. Hist. N. XXXV. 2) and the funeral eulogies already mentioned C^i 509), belong also

to the department of biography.
"5> .524. There were very numerous biographical works of another class, viz. the Com-

mentaries or Memoirs, which have been before spoken of (§ 513) as a species of auto-

biography. Among these we find the memoirs of generals, detailing their own military

achievenients ; e. g. those of Scaurus, Rutilius Rufus, Sylla, Julius Ccesar, Corbulo,
Mucianus, and others ; of which time has spared to us only the Commentaries of Cae-

sar. We find also the memoirs of consuls and civil governors describing the events of

their official life ; e. g. Cicero's memoirs of his consulship (cf § 513), which he wrote
first in Greek prose, and afterwards in Latin verse. There were hkewise in this class

a number of imperial memoirs, none of which, however, are preserved ; those of Ti-

berius, Claudius, and Nerva have been mentioned. Here may be named the work of
Agrippina, Nero's mother, whose memoirs of herself are cited by Tachus {Ann. iv.

53) and commended by Pliny {Hist. N. vii. 8).

% 525. A difierent class of biographical writings is presented in collections including

the lives of a number of eminent persons. The earhest, probably, was that of Varro,

whose collection (cf § 423. 1), is said to have contained a notice of seven hundred dis-

tinguished men. Here belong the biographical works of Suetonius (cf § 537), of which
the lives of the Ccesars. and the lives of the Grammarians are specially valuable. In

the same class are the biographical collections of Cornelius Nepos (cf '?> 530) and Aure-
iius Victor (.cf. ^ 539).—There was a work of the grammarian Hyginus (cf. § 504), on
the achievements of eminent men, which would be ranked under this kind. Cains Ap-
iiins is mentioned as having written the Lives of illustrious Comvianders. Here also
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belong the ijiographies included in what is called the Augustan History {d. ^ 542). It

may not be wholly out of place here to advert to a work of Jerome, entitled Liher de
Scriptoribus tcdesiaslicis, which contains brief notices of more than a hundred Christian
authors.

<5, 526. Finally, we have to mention in this glance several works which were simply
individual biographies. I'he history of Alexander by Quintus Curtius (cf. 'J* 535) may
be put in this class. We have one beauiilul specimen of the kind iiere designated in
the life of Agricola by Tacitus (cf. ^ 534). The classical writers refer to several other
single biographies, which are not extant. Muratius Rufus' is said to have written a
life of the younger Cato. Thraseas Paetus^ published a biography of the same illus-

trious person. Bibulus wrote the life of M. Brutus. Brutidius JSi^er composed an
account of the closing scenes of Cicero's life^. Pliny the elder is said to have given a
life of Pomponius Secundus, a poet and general, who was honored wiih a triumph
under Nero. Herennius Senecio wrote the biography of Helvidius Priscus ; a work
which cost him his life, through the jealousy of Domitian'*.

1 Cf. Hteren, De Fontibus Plut. cited § 249. I—Rufus and Bibulus are among the Roman bio?raphere of whom Plutarch made
use. a Cf. Tac Ann. xv. 23. ivi. 21, ss. 3 Cf. Tac Ann. iii. 66

—

Senec. Suasor. vii. * Tac Vit. Agric. 2, 3.—Plin. Ep.
iii. 33.

§ 527. We here mention some of the works which illustrate the general subject

;

and some of the collections.

1. G. /. rotsius, De Historicis Latinis. Lugd. Bat 1651. 4. witli the Supplement to the same, by /. A. Fabricius. Hamb.
1709. S.—M. Hankiur, De Rom. rerum Scriptoribus. Lips. 1688. 4.—Bait. Bmijacius, De quadraginia Roin. Hist. Scriptoribus.

Helmst. 1620. 4.—S. K Pishius, Annates Romanorum, qui commentarii vicem supplent io omnes vereres Hist. Rom. Scripiores

(ed. by .4. Scholt). Antv. 1615. fol.—MeteroHo, De praecipuis rerum Romanorum Scriptoribus. Berl. 1792.- fol.—Cf. Fabricius,

Bibl. Lat. iii. 287.— ScAoi/, Hist. Litt. Rom. i. 160, ss. ii. 2, ss. 337, ss. iii. 139, ss.— BizAr, 33^4'S.—Rdlin, Of Polite Learniug,

ch. ii. art. 2. (vol. ii. p. 607. in ed. N. York, IS35).—G. L. IValch, Abhandlung Uber die Kunstform der aniiken Biographie, in his

ed. of Tac. cited § 534. i.—Frertt, Sur I'etude des anciennes bistoires, &c. in the Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr. vol. vi. p. 146.—Aftu-
tel, 9S cited § 240.

2. Collections.—F. Sylburg, Hist. Rom. Scriptores Lat. et Graec. Frankf. 1588-90. 3 vols. (n].—jitu. Popma, Fragm. hist.

vet. Lat. &c. Amst. 1620. 8.~Kkltenberg & IVilder, Scriptores Hist Rom. Lafini Veteres (ed. B. C. Haurisius). Heidelb. 1743-

48. 3 vols. fol. with notes and figures.—iZuAftop/ & Seebode, Corpus Hisloricorum Lalinonim. Lips. 1815. 8. commenced.—/V.
Fiedler, Scriptores Hist. Rom. niinores sex. Lips. IS33. 8.—Eichhom, as cited § 240.—Conciones et OratioDes ex Historicis Latinis

Eicerptae. Oxf. 1820. 12.-^. Kraute, Vitae et Fragm. vet. hist. Rom. Berl. 1833. 8.

^ 528. Julius Ccesar, whose life and character are prominent in the political history
of Rome, is also conspicuous as an historical author, on account of his works called
Commenfaries or Memoirs {v-onvrj^iara). The Commentaries on the Gallic tVar {De
hello GalJico) consist of seven books, treating of the events during as many years; the
eighth book (usually added to these) is ascribed to Aulus Hirtius, who was Csesar's
lieutenant {legatus) and confidential friend. The Commentaries on the Civil War (De
hello civili) consist of three books. These two works are of great value, both from the
fact that Caesar was principal actor in the events related, and also from the style in
which they are composed, which is simple yet perfectly appropriate, and brief without
becoming dry.

1. Caesar was born at Rome B. C. 99, and was assassinated B. C. 44. He was
eminent for his learning and his eloquence, as well as for his military talents.—We
have his life by Sueto?iius and by Plutarch. There is also a biography formerly
ascribed to J. Celsus, but now considered as the work of Petrarch.

Cf. S. H. Doduxll, Diss, de J. Caesaris vita per J. Celsum, annexed to his Annates Qui7itilian. &c. Oxon. 169S. 8.—C. E Ch.
Schneider, Pelrarchae Historia Jul. Cacsaris, &c. Lips. 1827. 8.—The life of Caesar has also been treated by modern writers ; A. G.

Meissner, Leben des J. C.lsar (finished by /. C. L. ffahen). Berl. 1812. 4 vols. 8.—F D. Grater, Ueber Clsars Ermordung, &c
Zir. 1820. 9.—C. Coote, LL. D., Life of C. J. Caesar. Lond. 1796. 12.—Oudendorp, Orat. de J. C. Caes. lileraUs studiis. Lugd. Bat.

1740.— D. G. MoUer, Diss, de J. Caesare. Alt. 1687. 4.

2. The Commentaries of Caesar are chiefly occupied with the detail of military ope
rations. The military spirit of the Roman character and institutions is everywhere
exhibited ; and almost every thing which the scenes of war can offer to awaken and
sustain our interest in a narrative is found in these writings.

Dunlcp, ii. 95.—F. Schlegel, Lect. on Hist. Lit.—On Caesar's style, cf. Cic Brut. ^^.—Quint. Inst. Or. i. I.—7bc Ann liii. 3.—
Jacob, Diss, de uberlale et verbosilate Cssaris, in the Quxst. Luciann. ad Toxar. cf. his edit, cited § 121. 3.—Bcrger, De naturaii

pulchriludine orationis. Lirs. 1720. 4.—On his credibility, cf. Suelon. Jul. Cxs. 56.—C. H. Eckard, De C. A. Pollione iniquo

opt. Lat auctorum censore. Jen. 1743. i.—H. O.Duysing, De fide C. J. Caesaris dubia, &c Marb. 1784.—There is a Greek versioo

of l)ie Gallic u-ar. by a certam Planudet, which is of some value in settling the Latin text. It is given in the ed. of Lemaire, cited

below. Cf. Flad, Comparatlo Jul. Caesaris Grici c. Latino. Freib. 1815.

3. To the Commentaries of Caesar are usually subjoined the book De hello Hispa-
iiico, relating Caesar's second campaign in Spain, and the books De hello Alexandrino
and Dr^ hello Jfricafio, relating Caesar's expeditions in Egypt and Africa, after the

battle of Pharsalus. The last mentioned books were written by Aulus Hirtius, wiio

collected the principal events from the lips of Caesar and the officers that accompanied
him. The other book is suppo.sed to have been written by Caius Oppius, who was a

3g2
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companion and confidential friend of Csesar. There was doubt, in the time of Sueto-

nius, respecting the authorship of these worlis.

Of. Suetm. Jul. Cses. 56.—B. Dodwell, Diss, de autore Bell. Alexand. &c., given in Ovdendarp'a edition below cited.—foMitiJ,

as cited § 527. \.—Bahr, p. 360.

4. Caesar wrote other works, which are lost. The treatise Be Analogia, on the

analr>5ies of the Latin tongue, in two books, addressed to Cicero, was written^ while
crossing the Alps. The works entitled Auguralia and De Auspiciis, treated of topics

belonging to the art of divination ; as did also the treatise De Motu sideninfi.—A col-

lection of anecdotes called Apophlhegmata is said to have been made by him ; the pub-
lication of which was hindered by Augustus.—He composed a work entitled Aniicato,

in two books, consisting of a sort of rhetorical declamations, somewhat in the manner
of speeches before a judicial tribunal; said to have been written^ in reply to a work of
Cicero entitled Tmus Catonis.—Ancient writers speak of a work of Caesar called Ephe-
meris ; respecting which there is a dispute among critics whether it was, or was not,

the same work as his Commentaries.
• Cf. Suctm. J. Caes. 56.—.^ul. Gell Noct. Att. i. 10. vii. 9. ^ Cf. Plin. Hist. Nat. xviii. 26. 3 ct Cic. Ep. ad Att. xii. 40.

—Aul. Gdl. N. A. iv. l6.—Dunlof>, ii. 100, as.—Mdhr, SbS.—Sch'dll, ii. 6.—A collection of the Fragments of Cisar is given in

the ed. of Oudendorp, below cited.

5. The name of Caesar is connected with several scientific improvements among the

Romans. It was by his counsel that the geometrical survey of the whole empire was
decreed by the senate (cf § 480).—He also greatly amended ihe Roman Calendar, and
introduced a method of computing time which is still retained as the basis of the mo-
dern calendar (cf P. I. § 192).

Blondel, Hist, du Calendrier Romain. Par. 1682. i.—Bianchinu3, Diss, de Calendario et Cyclo Caesaris. Rom. 1703. fol.

6. Editions.— per a.—Best ; N. L. Achaintre ^ N. Z Lemaire. Par. 1819-22. 4 vols. 8. in Lemaire's Bibi. Lat.—/. /. Oher-

lin. Lpz. IS05. 1819. 8. Lend. 1825. 8. Vien. 1825. 3 vols. 8. The text of Oberlin is followed in Falpy's ed. Lond. 1819.

No. 8-12 of the Ddfhin and Variorum Classics —Fr. Oudendorp. Leyd. 1737. 4. Repr. (ed. F. N. Afonts). Lpz. 1780. 8. and

Stuttg. 1822. 2 vols. 8.—More recent editions; J. B. Giani. Mil. 1820. 3 vols. S.—J. Ch- Ddhne. Lpz. \Ho. i—F. C. Potticr.

Par. 1826. 3 vols. 8.—.5 Baron. Brux. 1827. 2 vols. 8.—C. Jlnthon. New York, 1823. 12. school ed. Of earlier editions;

5. Clirke. Lond. 1712. fol. with 87 copperplate engravings; "magnificent and celebrated."—Cansius (Oayi'ej). Camb. 1706, 4.

with the Greek version of the Bdl. GaU.—The Princeps, by Sweynheym ^ Pannartz (printers). Rom. 1469. fol. Moss mentions

eUht o:her folio editions in the 15lh century. De Bella G a 1 1 i c o ; A. Mbbius. Hannov. 1830. 2 vols. 8. containing also the

Alex. Afr. & Span, wars.—De Bdl. C i v i 1 i , C. G. Herzog. Lpz. 1834. 8.

7. Translations.—German.—.4. IVapier. Hof, 1815. 2 vols. 8. French—rwrpin de Crissi. Montarq. 1785. S vols. 4. with

40 plates; Lat. & Fr. with notes. English.—Best, JV. Duncan. Lond. 1753. fol. 1755. 8. 1819. 8. with a discourse on the

Rom. art of war.—For others, cf. Moss, Bibliogr. i. 240.

8. Illustrative —In addition to works already named ; /. F. RSsch, Qber die Comm. des Casar. Halle, 1783. S.—F. Brown, Diss,

on the Mona of Caesar, &c. Lond. 1702. 12.—Diss, on Caesar's passage of the Thames (by S. Gale), and other Pieces, in Ihe work

entitled .4rc/iaEoZo?ia, publ. by the Society of Antiquaries of London.—Guiscarrf, as cited P. IlL § 215.~Elberling, Obs. Crit. in Cass.

Havn. 182S. 8. containing notices of manuscripts.—Cf. HarUs, Brev. Not. Suppl. i. 279.—X vmi Hefner, Geograpliie des Transalp.

Galliens, &c. Mancb. 1836. 8. with a map.—By same, Geographic zu J. C. Comm. de bellocivili. MUncb. 1837. 8.

§ 529. Cains Sallusthis Criapvs, of Amiternum in the Sabine territory, was a con-

temporary of Ceesar. His character as a writer is more reputable than his morals,

according to the common account, which appears to be not without foundation. In

history he adopted Thucydides as his model. A noble brevity and a vivid manner of

representing events were the happy fruits of this imitation. He indulges, however,

too often in expressions which are unusual and obsolete. The works which we have

from him relate to two very important events in Roman history; namely, the Co7i-

spiracy of Catiline, and the war of the Romans with the Numidian king Jugurtha.

Of his Roman History, extending from the death of Sylla to the conspiracy of Catiline,

only a few fragments are extant.—We may doubt the genuineness of the declamations

which are ascribed to him, and also of the two treatises or letters addressed to J. Cjesar

on the administration of the state.

1. Ralliist was born B. C. 85, and died B. C. 35. In the year B. C. 48 he was excluded from tlie

senate on the charge of ininiorality (Aid Qdl. Noct. Att. .wii. 18). He embraced the side r.f

Pfesar against Pompey, and was made by him fjovernor of Numidia, where he enriched himself

by plundering the province. When he returned to Rome he built a magnificent palace near the

chy, which was surrounded bv the delightful pleasure-grounds afterwards celei)rated by the

nam'e of the Gardens of Sallust {Horti Sallustiani) ; this palace became the residence of sever;)!

nf the emperors, and was consumed by fire when Alaric took the city.—A life of Sallust, full of

hostility towards him, was written by Levcrus, the freedman of Pompey ; and another by Asm.
nius Pedianus : both of them are lost. There is extant a declamation against Sallust, which

was once ascribed to Cicero, (cf. $ 104. 3) but is now generally ascribed to Porcius Latro, a rhe-

torician in the time of Claudius. The charge of excessive licentiousness upon Sallust is sup-

posed by many to be a calumnv occasioned by confounding him with his nephew, mentioned by

Horace (Sat. i. 2. 48. cf. Od. ii. 2).

On the Life of Sallust, see D. G. Mailer, De Sallu^tio. Alt. 1684. 4.—De Brasses, in the Mem. Acad. Jnscr. vol. xxiv. ; also m his

Transl. below cited.—0. M. MUller, .Sallustius, oder hist. krit. Untersuch. der Nachricht. von S. Leben, &c. Zullich, 1817. S—J.

tV. Lobell, zur Beurlheilung des Sail. Bresl. 1818. 8. written in answer to the preceding.—Le Clerc, Sallustii Vita, given in the ed.

3f Havercamp, cited below.—meZand, on Hor. Sat. i. 2, 48. in his Trans, cited § 363. b.—Hoos, Bemerk. Uber d. mora). Charakt.

i Sallust. Giess. 1788. i.—Ristoire de Catiline par Piutarque, &c. trad, en Franc. Amst. 1756. 8.

2 The two histories now extant are supposed by many of the critics to have been
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written after Sallust's return from Numidia to Rome. The Jugurthine War certainly
was. In relation to this, he consulted the documents preserved in the archives of
kuig Hiempsal.
Ikmlop, ii. 85, ss.—Bdhr, 378.—ScAofl. ii. 20.—Respecting fhe authorities used by Sallust, of. Grrlach, in his ed. below cited.-On

his style, &c. A'ast, De virtutibus List. Sallustianae. Slutg. 17b5. ajid in his Oyusc Lat. Tub. }S2\ .—Gerlach, Progr. Uber den
Geschicbtschr. C. Sallust. Bas. 1831.

3. The Eoman History consisted of only/j;e books, as modern critics show, instead
of SIX as tormerly believed. It included a period of thirteen years, beginning where
the annals oi Sisnuia (cf ^ 511) ended; its loss is much rcErretted. iMany brief and
disconnected fragments have been collected' ; but the mostlmportant remains of the
work are four orations, and tivo letters, found by Ptimponius Laelus in a MS. of the
Vatican, containing a collection of speeches from Roman history.—The two declama-
tiofis above mentioned are entitled JecZuma/io in Calilinam and deciamat io in Ciceronem;
supposed by some to be the work of Porcius Latro.—The two letters to Ccesar, ora-
(tones or epistulcE, de republica ordinanda, are also considered as rhetorical fabrications-.

» The frasnients are given in De Brossts {Brosss:iiJ k De Bwssiia), Fragnieuta Sillustiana, kc. Dijon. I7S0. Repr. Lun^h.
IS28 8. The same author, in a French work, entitled ff<iloire de la Republ. Rom. par SiUuste. Dij .n. 1777. 3 vols. 8. had attempted
to reconstruct the work of Sallust by a translation of the fragmen's and by additions ; this work was translated into German by /.
C. Schimr. Osnab. 1799-1804. 6 vols. 8.—Of. F. Kritz, De C. Sail, fragra. a C. Oe Brossio diges'. &c. Erf. 1829. 4.-AIso J. G.
KreyanS,C. Sail. Historiarum iii. (tertii) Fragni. e cod. Vat. edita ab .4. Maio, kc. Mis. IS30. 8.-/. C. Orelliua, Oral, et EpisU
ex Sill, hist libris deperd. kc. Turici, 1831. 8. Cf. OrtUius (same), Hist. crit. Eclogarum ex Sail. &c. Tur. 1832. 8. ^ Fa-
bricius, Bibl. Lat. i. 240, 241.—£a/ir. 3SC.—Cf. Quint. Inst. Or. iv. I. ix. 3.

4. Editious.— VV hole W o r k s j best, f. Z>. Gerlach. Bis. IS23, ss. 3 vols. 4 -C. H. Frotscher. Lpz. 1825-30 3 vols. 8.—
E. J. RicMtr, commenced Mon. 1836. 8. al.^o in the BihUothica Commenlariorum in Scriplores tam Grsecos quani Latinos.—Best
of the last century, J. IVoMe. Cambr. 1710. 4. formed by a collation of nearly 80 .MSS. and containing a Lexicon Sallustianurn.
—G. Corte (Cortius). Lpz. 1724. 4.-S. Havercamp. Amst. 17<i2. 2 vols. 4.—There are many other good editions: H. Hutner.
Loud. !7?9. 9.-IV. Laijge. Hal. 1815. 8.-C. G. Hirzos. Lpz. 1828. 8.-F Kritzius. Lpz. 1835. 2 vols. 8. with an Appendix.
-.a Pappuar. Vien. 1837. 2 vols. 8.—The Princeps, by K De Spira. Ven. 1470 f,.l. {Moss, ii. 555,)-There have been many
school editions of the two histories; /. Seibt. Prag. 1S22, 1S33. 8.-C. Anthm. N.Vork, K-35. 12.-a S. Cleotlatid, BosL
1839. 12. text of Gerlach, with Engl. Notes.

5. Transiations.—German.—Among the best; /. C. SchlUler. Mlnst. 1806, 181". 2 vols. S..-K. L. von Woltmann. Prag,
1814. 8. Fr^nch.-xVtc Beauzce. Par. 1769. Vl.-Dur. de Lamalle. Par. ISO". 8. For a uot,ceof this and other French
versions, cf. DmsauWs Annales Lilt. 3d vol.—C. de Rozoir. Lat. & Gall. Par. 1833. 2 vols. 8. English —Earliest, by "Syr
Alesander Barclay preest," Lond. fol. without dale. Reprinted Lond. 1557. 8 cf. Moss. ii. 564.-iNot iLs than 12 other English
versions are named. The belter among them

; W. Ruse. Lond. 1757. S —/. Mair, with LaL Ediub. 1774. i.—lV. Stewart.
Lond. 1806. 2 vols. 4 —A. Murphy. Lond. 1807. 8.

_
^ 530. Cornelius Nepos, a native of Hostilia in the territory of Verona, lived a short

lime before the Christian era. Respecting the circumstances of his life little is known.
He was a friend of Cicero and Atticus. Of his writings we have only a work entitled
Vitce excelhntium imperatorum. Some have ascribed it to ^Emilius Probus, who lived
in the time of Theodosius the Great, and was probably only a transcriber of the work

;

others have considered it as an abridgment made by Probus from a more complete
production by Nepos. These lives are models of biographical composition, in respect
of simplicity and beauty, although too brief and not wholly satisfactory as to their con-
tents. Nepos was author of several other works, which are lost.

1. There is some doubt even respecting the place of his birth. The statement that
he came to his death by poison received Irom his freedman is a mistake.
Cf PUru Hist. N. iii. 18. Ep. iv. 28 ; v. 3, &.—Plut. Vit. Luculli, iZ.—Moller, Diss, de Corn. Nepote. AlU 1633. 8.—C. F. Ran-

kius, Comment, de C. Nep. vita et scriptis. Quedl. 1827. 4.

2. Modern critics have pointed out many mistakes in the work entitled VitcB impe-
ratornm. It contains the hves of twenty-two generals (nineteen Grecian, one Persian,
and two Carthaginian)

; and also a brief notice or catalogue of the Grecian and Persian
kings. In some manuscripts are also contained a life of Cato Major and a life of Atti-
cus

;
which however must have belonged originallv to a separate production.—Those

who consider the work to be an abridgment made by Probus, suppose it to have been
drawn from the work ascribed to Nepos, by the ancients, under the title oi Libri Vi
rorum illustrium.

Cf. Aid. GcU. Noct. Att. xi. 8.—Bahr, 366.—Respecting the origin of the work, see /. W. Mosche, C. Nep. liber etc. utrum opus
integrum an operis maj. pars quaedam sit. Lub. I807.-G. F Pauck. Saggio di un Esame crit. per restituire a Emil. Prob. il iibr. de
nt. fxc. imper. kc. Ven. 1818 8. Trans, into German by D. H^mann, with the li'le, Versuch einer krit. PrOfung des .Em. Prob.
&c. Lpz. 1SI9. 9.-Ddhnc, De vit. txc. imper. C. Nep. non -Em. Prob. attribuendis. Ciz. 1827. Respecting the authority, &c , see
Dunlop, vol. 3d, as cited §299. 8.-7. J. Rifely, Diss. Crit. de fontibus et auctor. C. Nep. Delph. Bat. IS27.-J-. ffcld, Prolegom. ad
vitam Attici, quas C. Nep. adscnbitur. Vratisl. 1826. 8.

3. Works under the followin? titles are ascribed to Nepos bv the ancients; Chronica m Jln-
nales,\n d bonks; Exemplontm Itbri. of which a 5tii book is cited ; Libri vir. illustrium, already
named; De htstoncis, including both Greek and Roman historians. Letters to Cicero are also
mentioned, and Pliny speaks of Cornelius as having cultivated poetry.—The composition extant
under the title De vtrts ilbistnbus, formerly ascribed to Nepos, is now acknowledged as the work

d 26oT^
"^^°'' '^'^^ pretended translation of Dares is an admitted fabrication (cf.

AuZ. Gen. NocL Att. xvii. 21 ; vii. 18; xi. 8; iv. 28.-Com. 2Vrp. Vit. Dion. 3.-Ladant. las'. Div. iU. 15.-PJ.n. Ep. v. 3
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E'dti), 363.—Sarrfth" and Tzschuclie, in their editions btlow ci!ed.—Some fragments of The lost works were collected by ^. ScJwU,iB

the eclilion of Nepos, publ. Frankf. 1608. fol.—They are given in the editions of Bardili and others.

4. Editions.— Best ; W. H. Barddi. Stuttg. 1820. 2 vols. 8.—^. H. Tzschucke. Gotl. 1804. 2 vols. 8. with a commentary.—/.

F. f^Mhar (ed. by Hatles). Lpz. 1806. 8.—J. Ch. Dahne. Lpz. 1827. 8. The Princeps, by N. Jenson. Ven. 1471. 4.—Very
numerous are the editions specially designed for schools ; jj. Slewart. Edinb 1819. 8.— C/i. F. UlUmann, with a Lexicon. Lpz.

1816. 8.-Z,. J. Billcrbeck. 3d ed. Han. 1838. 8. with a German Lexicon.—/ H. Brtmi. Zur. 1827. 8. with Germ. Notes.

5. Translations.—German.—/. A. B. Bcrgslriisser. 3d ed. impr. by G. Eic/wff. Frankf. 18i5. 8. French.—Abbe Paul. Par.

1781. 12. Italian.—./J. Bandiera, Ven. 1743. 8. English.—Sir Matt. Hale, with observations. Lond. 1677. S.—T. Creech,

and othere. Oxf. 1684. 12.—7. Clarke, (exactly literal, with orig. Lat.) Lond. 1722. 8. often reprinted.

6. Illustrative.-//. L. Hartmann, Animadvereiones in C. Nepotem. Frankf. 1805-8. i.—C. H. Paufler, De rebus quibusdam

dubiis in C Nep. &c. Dresd. 1815. 4.-7 H. Schlegel, Observ. crit. et hist, in C. Nep. Hafn. 1778. 4.—/. Jortin, in bis Tracts

philological, &c. Lond. 1790. 8.—Fir others see KlUgling, suppl. to Harks, p. 135, ss.—Ma«J, Bibliogr. ii. 323.

§ 531. Tilus Livius, a native of Patavium (Padua), was living at Rome at the time
when Augustus died, having enjoyed that emperor's patronage. Afterwards he resided
at his native city until his death, A. D. 18. He deserves the first rank among the
formal historians of Rome. His history, in its whole compass, extended from the ar-

rival of ^neas in Italy until the deaih of Drusus, B. C. 8 or 9, the year 744 from the
building of the city. It consisted of 140 or 142 books, of which only 35 are now ex-
tant; namely, the first ten and the twenty-Jive from the 21st to the 45th. There la,

however, an abridgment of the whole work, from which Freinsheim attempted to

restore it, by forming supplements to replace the lost books. Livy is characterized by
truth and precision, a talent for observation, and a masterly style ; combining all the
qualities of a dignified practical historian.

1. Livy was born B. C. 58. It is not known when he removed to Rome, but he
devoted 20 years to writing his history, most of which were spent in the city.—His
grave, as was thought, was discovered from an inscription found at Padua in 1413, and
a splendid mansoleimi was erected in 1548; but it was afterwards ascertained, that the
inscription did not refer to the historian.

J. Ph. Thomasinus, T. Livii vita. Patav. 1630. also in the ed. of Drahenborch below cited.—/). G. MolUr, Disp. de T. Livio.

Alt. 168?.—The inscription is in Gruier, cited P. IV. ^ 130.

2. The history of Livy, which he termed Annales, was by the copyists arranged in

Decades, or portions consisting oi ten looks; a circumstance which perhaps contributed
to the loss of so great a part of the work, as the decades were separately transcribed.

The loss is sometimes ascribed to Gregory I. who is said to have caused all the copies
of Livy he could obtain to be burned. Much research has been made since the revival

of letters to obtain a complete copy of the work, but in vain. The supplements of
Freinsheim, the abridgment above mentioned which is commonly ascribed to Florus,
and a few fragments, are all that we have in addition to the 35 books that have been
named.
Bdhr, 393.-7. Freintheim, Supplenaenta, &c. Argent. 1654. 4. given also in the ed. of Drakenborch.—Niebuhr. CIceronis,

Livii, he, fragm. Rom. 1820.—/. Th. Kreyssig, Fngm. ex Livii libro xci. Chenm. 1807.—Same fragment in Xietuhr 3S cited

^ 404. 5. II was found at Rome by P. J. Bruits, and first printed Hamb. 1773. fol. On a fragm. of the l6th bk. cf. Hist, de VJcad.

da Inter, vol. iv.

3. There has been discussion among the critics respecting the materials employed by
Livy, and his fidelity in the use of them. He has been charged with mistakes, with
partiality, and with credulity.—The style of Livy was censured by an ancient critic,

Asinius Pollio, for what he cdXled Fatuvinity {'" quandam Palavinitateni''); wherein
this fault consisted has been a theme of dispute among the moderns.—Some writings

of Livy are mentioned which are lost ; the principal is a work entitled Fialogi, dia-

logues or philosophical and political questions.

SchSn. ii. 37, ss.—Dunlop, 3d vol. Eng. ed. p. 469.—Also, on the matter of Livy ; Lachmann, De fontibus Livii. Comment. I.

Gott. 1822. 4. Comment. II. Golt. 1828. i.—JScher, De Suspecta Liv. fide. Lpz. 1743. 4.—/. F. Eschenbach, Defensio fidei LIv.

Lips. 1777. 4.—/. H. Meitrotto, De testim. Liv. file. Berl. 1797. fol —C. Krose, De fiJe Liv. recte aestimanda. Lips. 1812. 4.—

Toland, T. Livius a Supers'ilione vindicalus. Hag. Com. XlO^.—Klotsch, Disp. de diligentia Livii in enar. prodig. recte sslimanda.

Wittemh. 1789. i.—Machiavel. Discorsi sopra la prima deca di T. Livio. Rom. 1531. 4. Also in his M'orfej printed, in 8vo,

Hasiue, 1726. Translated into Enelish, (by E. D.) Lond. 1674. 8. On the style; /. H. Parrddt, De lactea Livii ubertale. Lips.

1746. 4. " Laclea ubertas" is a phrase applied by Quintillan (lust. Or. X. i. 32). Cf. Dr. S. Parr, Characters of Ch- J. Fox, &c
Lond. 1809. 2 vols. 8. (vol. 2d, p. 594.)-// C. Crelliwt, De T. L. dictione. Francof. 1729.—/. //. Meierotto, de T. L. arte nar-

randi. Berl. 1798. M.—Morhof, De Liv. Patavinitale, in his Disputat. Madem. Hamb. 1699. and also in Drahenborch^$ ed. belotr

cited.

—

A. G. Ernesti, De paneg. Liv. eloquentia. Lips. 1787. 4 —Preface in Lemaire's ed. below cited.

4. Livy's account of Hannibal's passage of the Alps, compared with that given by
Polybius, has also afforded a theme for interesting discussion.

Gibbon, Miscellaneous Works, vol. 3d, p. 199. Baa. \196.—Folard, in the Trans, of Polybius by Thuillier, cited § 2«. 4.-7.

Whitar<er, Course of H. over the Alps. Lond. 1794. 2 vols. S.—De Lvc Hist, du Passage des Alps, &c. Par. 1818. 2d ed. im-

proved 1825.— /,c»ro7inc, in the Journ. des SavaTis, Jan. 1819—fiTfia d'C7rta?i, Diss, sur le pass, des Alps, &c Par. 1821—in-

rauza, Hist. Crit. du pass, des Alpes, &c. Par. 1836.—ff. L. fVichham If J. A. Cramer, Dissert, on the passage of Hannibal over

Ibe Alps. 2d ed. Lond. 1828. 8. with maps. Cf. Edinb. Rev. for Nov. 1825.

r.dilions.—Best ; A. Drakenborch. Amst. 1738-42. 7 vols. 4. superior to every preceding ed. according to Dibdin. Repr. (C.

F. Kldiher, ed ) Siuttg. ,820-27. 15 vols. 8.—B. L. Creincr. Par. 1735-42. 6 vols. 4. Repr. Oxf. 1818. 3 vols 8.—From the

Clarendon Press, Oxf. 1S21. 6 vols. 8. text of Drakenborrh ; notes of Crevier ; " best of all the Oxford reprints' (Dibdin).— I. G.

Krei/ssig I pz. 1823, ss. 5 vols. 8. Lemaire, in the Bibl. Ctast. There are several other (Dodem editions, much approved;
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H. Homer LonJs 1794. 8 vols. 8. wilhout notes, valued for its icilei.—^. TV. Emeiti, (as finished by Schiifer). Lpz, 180!-i

5 vols. S. cnntainin? a Glossmium Livianum.—F. G. Doring. the 2d ed. Goth. 1816--24. 7 vols. 8.—Besides these, we notice, G.

A. Rupert. Gott. 1807. 6 vols. 8. The commentary (not fully commended by Kla^Iing) was republ. Lend. 1825. 9.—C. G. Baum-

garten-Crusiiu. Lpz. 182 >. 3 vols. 8.—/. E. Raschi^. Berl. 1830. 3 vols. 8. Of ediiions in the 17lh cent, the best hJ. Gro

novhia. Amst. 1679. 3 vols. 8. The Princepa. by Sweyn'ieym /^ Pannartz. Rom. 1469. fol.—On the MSS. of Livy in the Li-

brary of the Escurial, /. Harris, in his Philological Inquiries, or Miscellaniea, vol. iv. p. 553.

6. Translations.—German.—AT. Huringer. Braunschw. 1821. 5 vols. S.—Klaiber, in the Collection by Osiander. Th/eZ, 4c.—

Five nihers are named ; one printed 130i. fol. French.—Guerin (retnuche par CoK.<»cm). Par. 1769. 10 vols. \2.—Dureaudt

la Malle et Nod. Par. 1812. 15 vols. 8. English.—P/i.Zem. Holland. Lond. 1600 fol. Repr. 16'6. fol. with cuts.—Several

anonym us authors. Lond. 1743. 6 vols. 8. Repr. Ediub. 1761. 8 vols. Vi.—Gordon. Glasg. 1783. 2 vols. 12.—G. Baker,

J/md. 1797. 6 vols. 8. the most popular translation ; often reprinted.

7. Illustrative.—y. Ch. Brieglieb, Diss, de Livio ejusque virtutibus. Cob. 1778. 8 —Rapin, Compar. de Thucydide et de T. Live.

Par. 1681. 12. Transl into En?, by Thom, Taylor. Lond. 1694. S.—T. Hunter, Livy as an historian compared with Tacitus, in

his Observation! on Tacitus. Lond. 1752. S.—R. Alves, Herodotus and Livy compared, in his Sketches of Literature. Edinb.

1795. S.

—

D. H. Hegewisch, Ueber den politiscbeu Charakter des Livius, in his A'eue Samml. Kleiuer hist, und lit. Schrifien. Alt.

1809. 8.

§ 532. Cains Velleius Patercidus, belonging to the same period, was a prefect of

horse under Augustus, and praetor under Tiberius. He was the author of a summary
history of Rome, in 2 books, extending from the origin of Rome down to the writer's

own times. The beginning of the first book is lost. The work has higher merit in

respect of style than it has in point of historic credibihty; since Velleius is evidently

swayed by partiality towards I'iberius and Sejanus.

1. Velleius is supposed to have been involved in the disgrace of Sejanus, A. D. 31,

and to have been put to death with others w-ho had followed the fortunes of that mi-
nister. His name is scarcely mentioned by ancient authors.

H. Dodwell, Anmles Velleiani, seu Vita Velleii pro temporum ordine disposita. Oxon. 1698. 8. given also in the ed. oi Ruhnken

below cited, and others.—iTraiuc, Proleg. to his ed. below cited.—Z). G. Moller, Disp. de Veil. Paterc. Alt. 1685. 4.

2. The work is entitled Historia Rmnana. But as the Roman history is preceded

by a notice of the Assyrian empire, of Greece, and of Macedonia, it would seem that

Velleius intended to give, in the first book, an outline of general history, although the

loss of the first part of the work hinders the reader from learning his plan. The style

is considered as generally pure. He is thought to have imitated the manner of Sallust,

whom he resembles in conciseness and energy.—Several critics have defended the

general credibihty of his statements.

B'dhr, 4\T.—Schmi, ii. 337.—X F. Herel, Betrachtun?en Qber die Gesch. des Veil. Paterc. Erf. 1791. 4.—Margenstem, Com.

crit de fide hist. Veil. Pat. &c Danz. 1798. Given also in Krause, in his ed. below cited.—JSSc?er, Characteres politlci in VelL

Pat. Argent. 1672. 8.—£. Burton, Obs. on Veil. Pat. in his Anc. Characters deduced from Classical Remains. Loud. 1763 8.

3. Editions.

—

The first edition was by Bealus Rhenanxis, {Frohen printer) Bas. 1520. fol. from a MS. found by him in the con-

vent of Murbach in Alsace. This MS. " Codex Murbacensis," was then in a b'd state, and is supposed to have been lost in a re-

moval of the library to another site. Cf. Scholl, Litt. Rom. ii. 358. The genuineness of the work was at first doubted. Cf. Dibdin,

ii. 523 —Th- best editions ; D. Ruhuhen. Leyd. 1779. 2 vols. S.—C. H. Froticher ed. Lpz. 1830. 8.—/. Ch. H. Krawe (begun b»

Jam-) Lpz 1800. 8.—ff H. Cludius. Hann. 1S15. 2 vols. 8. the notes of Ruhnken firm one of the vols.—.V. Lemaire. Par. 1822.

8.—/. T. Kreysng, Mis. 1836. 12. value not known.—C. Orelli. Lpz. 1835. 8. improved text.

4. Translations.—German —Fr. Jacobs. Lpz. 1793. S.—F. N. Walter, Lat. & Germ. Regensb. 1830. 8. Yrench.—Abbe Paul,

Lat. & Gall. Par. 1785. 12.—Despres, Lat. & Gall. Par. 1828. 8. English.—TAom. Newton. Lond. 1721. 12.—Patterson. Ediub.

1722.8. "best"(ilfos>).

^ 533. Valerius Maximvs, a Roman of noble family, flourished about the same time.

He made a collection, in nine books, of the sayings and deeds of remarkable men, which

he dedicated to Tiberius. The matter relates chiefly to Grecian and Roman history

;

it is drawn from various writers, and is arranged under certain heads. The work is

commendable for the contents rather than the style, which is pompous, affected, and
unsuitable to history.

1. The name has sometimes the prsenomen Publius. There is an anonymous life, which is ancient—See D. G. M.'ller, Diss, de

Valer. Maximo. Alt. 1681. 4.—Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. ii. 49.

2. The title of the work is Factorum dictorumque memorabilium lihriix. ad Tih. Cces.

Ausustum. The titles of the chapters are considered to be the work of grammarians

and copyists, not of the author. There is a fragment, entitled de nominihus, of an

abridgment of the Annals of Valerius of Antium (cf. § 511), made by Julius Paris,

which is usually annexed to this work, and in some copies as a tenth book.—There is

an abridgment of the work of Valerius Maximus, by the same Juhus Paris, lately

published by Mai.
Blhr, 420 —Scholl, ii. 364.

—

Kapp, pref. to his ed. below cited.—The abridgment of Paris is given in A. Mii, Script, vet. nova

Collectio. Rom. 182?. 4 —An abridgment by a later writer, Jnnuarius Nepotianus, is mentionel ; Januar. Nepot. Epitoma, &c

Cellis 1831. 4.—Another was made in the 15th century by /. Hmorius ; published, Lpz. 1503. 4.

3. Editions.—Best ; /. Knyp. Lpz. 1782. 8.—G. B. Hdfrecht. Strassb. 1806. 2 vols. S.—C. B. Hose. Par. 1822. 8. in Lematrei

Bibl. Lat.—Most celebrated of earlier, A. Torrenius. Leyd. 1726. A.—Chr. Cokrus. Francof. 1627. 8. collated with twenty MSS

by Gudius. Cf. Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. ii. b6.~Princeps, by Mentelin (printer). Argent, without date (about 1470) fol.

4. Translations.—Germau.—C. £. Weifp/ioZ. Lemg. 1780. 8—tfj/mann. Stultg. 1829. 8. French.— C. ./J fremion, LaU

6 Gall. Par. 1828. 3 vols. S.—Tarboicher. Par. 1713. English.—Speed. Lond. 1678. 8.

^ 534. Caius Cornelius Tacitus, born in the reign of Nero, flourished in the latter

Dart of the first century, and was Roman consul under Nerva. He was celebrated

80
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while young for his eloquence at the bar. His historical writings are characterized by
lemarkable political acumen, a noble freedom of spirit, a judicious arrangement of cir-

cumstances in narration, and very great richness of thought together with the most
condensed brevity of expression. It is much to be regretted, that his most important

works have come down to us only in an imperfect state. Of his History, which ex-

tended from the death of Nero to the death of Domitian, w^e have but five books, con-

taining httle more than the events of a single year. Of his Annals, which extended

from the death of Augustus to that of Nero, we have only the first six books, and the

books from the eleventh to the sixteenth inclusive ; and of these, the 5th and the 16th

are incomplete. We have from him also a treatise on the manners of the Germans;
and a life of Agricola, his father-in-law, which is a masterpiece of biography. The
dialogue on the^decUne of eloquence, before noticed (§ 415), has been ascribed to Taci-

tus, but without sufficient grounds.

1. Tacitus was born, it is supposed, at Interamna, about A. D. 47 or 50. He was
educated at Massilia. He began to rise in office under Vespasian, and gained the

highest honors of the state'. He is supposed to have survived the emperor Trajan,

who died A. D. 117. Marcus Claudius Tacitus, who became emperor A. D. 276,

claimed to be a descendant^ of the historian.

I /. Lipmis, Tac. vita.—D. G. Moller, Diss, de Tacilo. Alt. 16S4. 4.-7. S. Gestrich, Diss, de vita et script. Tac. Lund. 1805.

8.—G. IV. BUticher, Prole?, de Taciti vita, &c. iu his Lexicon, cited Ijelow.—A". Bach, Corn. Tac. eine biogr. UntersucliuDg. Sulz.

1831.—Br'jfie?-, in his edition and La Blaterie, in his translation below cited.—,J. Murphy, Essay on the Life and Genius of Tacitus,

prefixed to his translation. ^Cf. Fopisc. vit. Claud. Tac. 10.

2. The Latin titles of the wnriis above named are the following: Historiarum libri; Jimialea,

or as in some MSS. Mctorum seu ^c^iomivi diurnalium etc. libri ; Vita Atrricola ; De situ, moribus,

populisqiie Otrmavia. Besides these, we find mention made of his orations, Oratiunes, and of a
wori< called Liber Facetiaruvi ; which are wholly lost. Tacittis had a design (cf. Ann. iii. 24) to

write a history of the reign of Augustus, but seems never to have executed it.—The Antials and
History are not parts of the same work, although the latter commences where the former termi-

nates (Aul. Gell Noct. Alt. v. 18).—The Annals consisted originally of 16 books ; the History of

14 books ; hence Jerome {Comment in Zachar. 14) speaks of the thirty volumes of Tacitus.

On Tacitus as a biographer ; ITalcK in pref. to his ed. of Asricola belon- cited.— (fWrmaiin, in his trans, below cited. On his

historical works; Bdhr, i2d.—Scholl, ii. 367,ss.—Lipriits, Epist. ad Maximil. II. Imper. before his notes to Tac—/. Htll, Essays

on the Princ. of Hist. Compos, with an application to Tacitus, in Transactions of Slji/. Soc. of Edinb. 1786. vol. i. S6, ISl. Transl.

into Germ, by Buhle. Gntt. 17«9. 8. ; into Ital. with an Appecdii:. Pad. 17S9. S.—H. L. Meierotto, de Taciti moribus. Berl. 1790.

fol.—By same, Progr. de fonlibus, quibus Tacitus, &c. Berl. 1795. fol.—D. H. Ht^twisch, (Iber den schriftstell Charakt. des Tac

in h s Hir.torisch. und literar. .iufsalz. Kiel, 1801. S.— r. Hunter, Observ. on Tacitus. Lend. 1752. S.—F. Rath, Ueber Thucydidea

und Tacitus, verdeichende Betrachtungen, &c. Monich. ISI2. 4.—Especially Frisbic, in his Remains, p. 31. On the credibility

of Tacitus; R. C. Earth, Diss, de dubia Tac fide. Jen. 1719.—.tf. Justus, De file Taciti. Zittau. 1827. 8.—G. A. Jimdt, Disp.

quatenus Tac. de Gemi. libello fides sit tribuenda. Lpz. 1775. A.—VolUl, de fontibus, unde Tac. qua; de Germ. trad, hauserit, Sc

Marb. I7S9. 8. On the charge of impiety made against him ; Strada, in his Piolu^. Acaiemicx. Agripp. Col. 1617.—ff. Wolf,

Dedivina muudi moderatione e mente C. C. Taciti. Fuld. 1830. 8.—j«. J. Kynaslon, C. C. Tacitus a falso impietalis crimine vin-

dicatus. Oxf. Ib72. i.—S:dudlin, aber die Philosophie des Tacitus, in his Geschichte und Gei't des Skepticismus On his style;

Hill, as above cite!.—M. Lundilad, De Slilo Taciti. Lund. 1789.—/. G. Buhle, De C. C. Tac. stilo Obs crilicse. Bruns. 1SI7.—

fVemicke, De elocutione Taciti. Thorun. 1829. i.—Roth, Tac synonyma et per figuram Iv did d'uoiv dicta. Norinib. 1826.

—

Mur»

phy. Essay, &c., already cited.—G. fValchius, Djatr. de Tac. ejusdemque stilo, given in Hauff's ed. of Tac Lpz. 1714. 2 vols. 8.

3. There is an interesting passage in Tacitus CAnn. xv. 44) respecting the persecu-

tion of Christians by Nero, which lurnishes an early profane testimony to the credibi-

liiy of the gospel.

See £. GiUo}i-s Remarks on this passage, in his Dec. and Fall of Ram. Emp. ch. nvl—Monthly Rev. June, 1796. p. 199.—CA,

A. TiuUr, Exerc. historico-critica de Mar'yribus Christianis, &c. Bruns. IIU.—Foley, Evidences of Christianity, pt. i. ch. 2.—

Murphy, Note on the passage, in his Transl.

4. Editions.—Whole Works. Ranked among the best; G. Brotier. Par. 1776. 7 vols. 12. and 4 vols. 4.; it contains Slip.

plemaits by Brotier to supply the lost books of the Annals; also Disserta'ions. Repr. EJinb. 1796. 4. Lend, (by Falpy) 1823. 4

voU. ^.—J- J. Oberlin. Lpz. 1801. 2 vols. 8. Repr. Oxf. 1813. 4 vol.. 8. Lond. 1S23. 4 vols. 8.—/ A'aztrfeJ. Par. 1 8 1 9. 5 vols. 8.

in LemairtH BM. Lal.-G. H. IValther. Lpz. IS31. 4 vols. 8.—//?.. Behker. Lpz. 1831. 2 vols. 8. Later editions; F. Ritler.

Bonn, 1834-36. 2 vols. 8.—A'. Bach. Lpz. 1836. 2 vols 8.—G. A. Ru^erti, Hann. 1834. 4 vols. 8. " annotatione perprtua triplicique

indice" ; the annotations or commentary may be purchased separately. More celebrated among earlier editions ; /. 4- A. Gronov.

Traj. ad Rhen. 1721. 2 vols. 4.—X Lipsius. Antw. 1600. fo\.—Pli. 1^-oaldus. Rom. 1515. fol. ; in this, the first five books of the

Annals were printed for the first time, from a MS. purchased by Leo X. The Princeps (as supposed), by Find. Spira. Ven. 1470.

foj. Agricola & Germany have been printed separately veiy often; G. L. IValch, Agricola. Berl. 1828. 8. Germania.

Berl. 1829. 8.-X H- Bekker, Agricola. Hamb. 1826. 8.—/. Grimm, Germany, with extracts from other parts of Tac. pertaining

to Germany. Gott. 1835. S.—E. H. Barker, Germany & Agricola. Ivonu, 1324. 12.—C. K. Dillaway, Bost 1841. 12. with the Dial,

dj Oral. These treatises are often united with the H i s t o r y, to lorm a text-book for schools ; one of the best, is /. K., New

Haven, lf-27. 12. ccntaining also the Dialnsxu on eloquence.—For other editions of the D i a I o g u e, cf. § 415. 4.

5. Trinslalions.—German—Best; C. F. Bahrdt. Hal. 1781. 2 vols. i.—Fr. k. von SIrombech. Braunschw. 1816. 3 vols. 8.—

That of K L. t)P»i Woltmann, Berl. 181 1. 6 vols. 8. is considered inelegant, but valued for its notes and dissertations. French,

—La Blelterie {!f J. H. DottevtUe). Par. 1799. 7 vols. S.—Dur. de La MuXU, or ijamalU (Lat. & Gall, with the supplements of

brotier, transl. by A'oel). Par. 1S27. 6 vols. 8.—/. L. Burnouf {IsX. & Gill.) ?v 1833. 6 vols. ^.—C. L. F. Panckoucke (LaL &
GaU.) Par. 1830. 6 vols. 8. English.—Best, Arthur Murphy. Lond. 1793. 4 voU. 4. with an Essay on the life, ic. and notes

SHpiileminis, and maps ; often reprinted ; Boston, 18-22. 6 vols. 8. Phil. 1842. in one vol. 8. with a fine bust of Tacitus.—There

had be.-n three earlier translations; S:r H. SavHie 4; K. Greneuag. Loud. 1708.2 vol. to}.— Dryden, with others. Lond. ICM.

3 vol^. e.—T. Gordon. Lond. 1731. 2 vols. fol. with political discourses on Tac. Cf. Crit. Rev. June 1798.—J. Aiktn, G.Tmaiiy

and Aericola. Loud. 1778. 8.
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6. Illustrative:—Although so many references have been given, we select a few of the multitude that mi?ht be added.—G. C. Ge-

bauer, Vestigia juris Germanic! in C. C. Tac Germania, «JC. Goll. 1766. 8.—G. BSUicJier, Lexicon Tacireum. Berl. 1S30. 8 —
E. Ftrlel, Obserialions, &c. sur les hisioires de Tacile (with the Lat. text). Par. 1801. 2 vols. 12. « avec 6 cartt^s."-.5. Hoffmeultr,

Die Weltanschauung des Tacitus. Ess. 1831. 8.

'Ji 535. Quinfus Curtius Evfus, of whom little is known, probably lived about the

middle of the first century, perhaps at a later period ; so uncertain, however, is this,

that some critics, although without reason, have hesitated to class him among the an-

cient authors. He wrote a history of the adiievemcnls of Alexander, in 10 books. The
first two books and some other portions are wanting ; Bruno, Freinsheim, and Cella-

rius, have attempted to supply these parts. The manner of Curtius diflers very much
from the noble simplicity of most of the Greek and Roman historians, and olten sinks

into the e.xtravagant and romantic. His style is too elaborate and too much ornamented.

Yet his narrative is agreeable and entertaining.

1. Different critics have assigned Curtius to different eras; the reign of Augustus,

Tiberius, Claudius, Vespasian, Trajan, Constantine, and Theodosius, have each been

advocated.

J. Vosmis, De Hist. Lat. cited § 527. I.—D. G. Moller, Disp. de Curtii Etate. Alt. 1683. i.—BagnoU), Delle eente Curzia et

dell' eta di Q. Curzio. Bnlogn. 17'11.—^. Hirt, Uber das Leben des Q. C. Rufus. Berl. IS20. 8.—Buttmann, Uber das l.eben, etc

(written with reference to Hirt's treatise just cited). Berl. 1820. 8.—G. Pinzger, Qber das Zeitaller des Q. C. R. in Seebode's ArcUiv

fJr Philolo^e und Pidagogik. 1824.—B. Niel^uhr, Kl. Schriften. Bonji. 1828. 8.

2. The work of Curtius, De reJms geslis Alexandri masni, is considered as not pos-

sessing strict historical truth. The author is supposed to nave followed Greek writers,

who had adorned the story of Alexander with fabulous additions or exaggerations.

—

The Idters published under the name of Curtius, are wholly a fabrication made by
Hugo Rugerius.

Scholl, ii. 3S3.—Biihr, 444.

—

Perizrmiw, Curtius Rufus restitutus et vindicatus. Lugd. Bat. 1703. 8—S(. Croix, Examen, &c

cited § 235.

—

J. J. Sartorius. Curtius Rufus a quorund. reprehens. defensus. Erl. 1773. 8.

—

J. Ronk, Le Clerc's criticism on Q.

Curt. &c. pref. to his Transl. of Arrian, cited § 250. 4. On the style ; G. L. Waldi, Meletem. crit. specimen. Jena, 1809. 4.—

/. H Emtsti, usurpata a Curlio in partic. Latinitas. Lpz. 1719.—Cunzf, in his ed. below cited. Respecting the pretended let-

ters, cf. Fabriciiis, Bibl. La', iii. 355.—Harles, Brev. Not. Suppl. ii. 18.—ScAoiZ, ii. 3S7.—They were first published by Ruseriiu.

Reg. Lep. 1500 4. in five bnnks.

3. Editions-B?sl; H. Siiihmbiirg. Lued. Bat. 1724. 4.—/. T. Kume. Helmst. 1st vol. published 1802. 8. whether com-

pleted, not known.— /.ematrc P,->r. 3 vols. 8. in the Bibl. Lat. Class.—Good, F. Schmiedcr. Gott. 1804. 2 vols. S.—.i. B^tum-

Clark. Stuttg. IS29. 3 \oK 8. iu ZelVs Lat, Classics.—/. MUlzdl. Berl. 1841. 2 vols. 8. with Germ, notes ; for schools. The

Supplements alluied to ahnve were given in the following : C. Bruno. Bas. 1545. fol. Lugd. 1584. 12.—/. FnHruheim. Argent

16 JO. 2 vf.ls. S.-Ch. CtUarius. Lpz. 1688. 12.

4. Ti-anshtions.-German.—/. f'/i. Osttrtag. Frankf. 1799. 2 vols. 8. French.— rattfi-cZa*. Par. 1647. 4. V. is said to have

devo'ed thirty years to this translation, and to have left his corpse to the surgeons for the benefit of his creditors (Wlsradi's Curios.

of i;\\.).—Atie.S,-Jl'v>t- Trognon, (Lat. & Gall.). Par. 1S28. 3 vols. 8. English.—TA. Codrington. Lond. 1652. A.—J.Digby.

Lond. 1714. 12. revised by W. Young. Lond. 1747. 2 vols. 12.

<5. 536. Lucius AnncBus Florus, a native of Gaul probably, or of Spain according to

the opinion of some, lived at the close of the first century and beginning of the second.

He composed an Epitome of Roman History, in four books, extending from the founding

of the city until the general peace under Augustus. His style is not marked by any

very uniform or fixed character ; it rises sometimes far above the limits of prose, and

is not unfrequently overloaded with the decorations of idle learning.

1. A modern critic has maintained that this person was the same with the Julius

Florus, who was the friend of Horace (cf Ep. i. 3. ii. 2). But he is commonly sup-

posed to have written in the reign of Trajan.

Ft. N. Tilze, De Epit. Rer. Rom. quae sub. nom. L. Ann. Flor. fertur, jetate, etc Line. 1804. 8.—D. G. Mo'Jer, Disp. de L. Ann.

Floro. Alt. 1684. i.—Duher, in his ed. below cited.

2. The work of Florus is entitled Epitome de Ge.^tis Komanorum, or Eerum Eoma-
narum Lihri IV. It has been called a eulogium on th« Romans, rather than a history.

'I'he division into four periods, infancy, youth, manhood, and old age, is ascribed to

transcribers by some critics, who suppose the author to have made but three divisions.

—The abridgment of Livy, Argumenta librorum historice Liviancs, is commonly
ascribed to this author, but not with certainty.

Bdhr, 452.— ffetnfze, De Floro non bistorico sed rhetore. Vim. 1787.—C. H. Hausotier, Diss, de suspect. Flori fide. Lpz. 1747. 4.

3. Editions.—Best, C. A. Duker, 2J"ed. Lugd. Bat. 1744. 2 vols. S. Repr. Lpz. 1832. 2 vols. S.—F. N. Tilze. Prag. 1819. 8.

—/. jJ. Amar. Par. 1S22. 8. —That of /. F. Fischer. Lpz. 1760. 8. is good.—There are four editions, two in quarto and two iii

folio, printed without date or name of place, probably abnut 1470 ; which of them is the Princeps is doubtful.

4. Translations.—German.—C. F. Krelschrtiann. Lpz. 1785. 8. French —./Jiie Paul. Par. 1774. 12

—

J. L. Bel. Par.

1776. 1-2 English.—/. Davies. Lond. 1667. 8.—/. Clarke. York, 1727. 8 ; often repr.—/. Sterling. Lond. 1738. 8.

5. Since the edition cf Salmasius (Liiffd. Bat. 1638. 12), Florus has usually been accompanied
with the Liher Memorialis of Lucius Ampdius, a writer who lived perhaps under Theodosius, bui

of whom little is known; this work consists of excerpts pertaining to astronomy, geography,
and history, from various writers (cf. $ 421).

Ampelius has been edited separately ; C. H. Tzschucke. Lpz. 1793. 8.—f. A. Buk. Lpz. 1826. 8.

% 537. Cuius Suetonius Tranquillus, a grammarian, riietorician, and lawyer ai

Rome, flourished about the same time. Like Tacitus he was a friend of the younger
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Pliny. His lives of the first twelve CcBsars have the merit of candid impartiality, con-

scientious love of truth, and an admirable copiousness in the exhibition of important

circumstances. They are marked also by an easy and simple style. Yet there is a
vi'ant of historic art in the arrangement. Besides the work just named, we have from
him some smaller critical and biographical pieces, on distinguished grammarians, rhe-

toricians, and poets ; he v^-rote other works, whose titles only are known.
1. Under Hadrian, Suetonius was private secretary (Magister epistolarttm), but lost

the office, it is said, because he was wanting in respect to the empress Sabina. The
time of his death is not known.

Of. Plin. Ep. i. IS, 24 ; v. 11 ; ix. 34; x. 95, 96.—5«cfon. Olh. 10 ; Ner. 57 ; Dom. 12.—Z). G. MuUer, Diss, de Suetonio. Alt.

16S5. 4.

2. The imperial biography of Suetonius is entitled VitcB XIL imperatornm ; in some
MSS. it is divided into eight books, the lives of Juhus Caesar, Augustus, Tiberius, Cali-

gula, Claudius, and Nero, forming each one book ; those of Galba, Otho, and Vitellius,

the seventh; and those of Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian, the eighth. The situation

which the author held at the imperial court gave him access to the best authorities and
sources of information.—The work entitled De illustribus grammaticis, is said to have
been a part of a larger work, De viris illustribus; to which also belonged perhaps

another piece that is partly preserved unto us, entitled De claris rhetoribus. There are

extant several other biographies, which have been commonly ascribed to Suetonius,

and which may have belonged to a more complete work De poetis ; viz. Vita Terentii,—Horatii,—Fersii,—Lucani,—Juvenalis. The piece styled Vita Plinii is not allowed

to be the production of Suetonius.

Bdhr, 450.—f. A. L. Schwciger, de fon'ibus alq. auctorit. Vit. xii. Suetonii. Goft. 1930. 4.—E Burton, in his Ancient Charae

ters, &c. cited § 532. 2.—A. Browne, Ess. on the Compar. authentic, of Tacitus and Suetonius. &c. iu Transact, of Royal Irish Aca

detny; also in his Miscdlaneaus Sketches, &c. Dubl. 1798. 8.—G. H. Wallher, Obs. in Sueon. vitas Cassarium. Tor?. 1813. S—
R. Kravte, De fontibus et auctoriu'e Suetonii. Berl. 1831. 8.—/. Geel, De Ruhnken's scholia in Sueton. Vit. Cass. Lugd. 1836. 8.

3. There is a passage in the life of Claudius (c. 25) in which Suetonius states that the Jews
were banished from Rome because they were seditious under the instigations of a certain Chres-
tvs. This has occasioned an inquiry, of some interest, whether Suetonius here refers lo Jesus
Christ.

p. C. Hilschar, Programma de Chresto, cujus menlionem facit Suetonius. Lips, (sine anno).—G. C. Oettel, De Judseis, iiripulsore

Chresto, &c. Siif. 1799.—H. T. Tschimer, On allusious to Christianity in Greek and Romaa writers; traiisl. by H, B. Hachett, io

the Bibl. Repos. vol. xi. p. 2C3.

4. Editions.-Whole Worts. Best ; Ph. Burmann. Amsf. 1736. 2 vols. 4.-v4 fTo'/. Lpz. 1802. 4 vols. 8.-0. if. jr.

Baumgnrlen-Ctusius. Lpz. Ibl6-18. 3 vols. 8. the 3 1 vol. incluuini a Clavis.—J. H. Brcmi. Zar. 1820. 8. with Germ, notes.—

G H LUne^numi. Hann. 1S24. 8. " in scholaruni usum."—C. B. Hast. Par. 1828. 2 vols. 8. Best of earlier editions ; /. G.

Grsevius. Traject. 1703. 4. containing the conjmentary nf C. Patinus, who published Sueton. illustraied from coins. Bis. 1675. 4.

—S. Pitiscus. Leov. (Leuwarden), 1714. 2 vols. 4.—The Princeps. by Phil, de Lignamine (as is supposed). Rom. 1470. fol.

Select Lives ; H. Paldam. Hal. 1S29. 8.— Fi7a Hrralii, by F.. J. Richter (cf. § 306. 1).

.5. Tran'lations.—German.—A'. G. Eichhbff. 1821. 8. French.-.Waunc« Uvesipu (Lat. & Gall.). Par.1807. 2 vols. i.—Di

GoZicry (Lat. & Gail.). Par. 1832-33. 3 vols. 8. E:igiibh. Phikm. Holland. Lond. 1606. fol.-^ai. Hugha. Lend. 1717.

2 vo's. \2.—John Clarke (I^t. & Eng.). J^nd. 1732 8. 2d ed. 1739. 8.— Dr. Al. Thomson. Lond. 1796. 8. with observaliona od

the Government and Literature of the different periods. Cf. Mom, Bibliojr. ii. 637.

§ 538. Jiisti?nis, who is supposed to have lived in the second century under the An-
tonines, wrote an abridgment of the Universal History of Trogus Pompeius. Trogus
was a native of Gaul, and lived under Augustus ; his larger work is lost. The abridg-

ment of Justin is in 44 books, extending from Ninus to Augustus. The style is not

destitute of merit, and the work is highly entertaining in its character.

1: Nothing is known respecting the life of Justin ; his name is sometimes given 31.

Junianus Justinus, and sometimes Justinus Frontinus.

D. G. Moller, Diss, de Justine. Alt. 1684. 4 J. H St. Rzesiiiski, De Justino Trogi Pomp, epitomatore. Cracov. 1S26. 8.

2. The Epitome of Justin is entitled Historiaruvi Philippicarum et totius mundi et

terrce situs, ex Trogo Pompeio excerplarum libri xliv. '1 he subjects of the several

books are stated by SchoU. Much ot the original work of Trogus seems to have been
drawn from Greek authors^, especially from Theopompus (cf '5' 233).—There are Pro-

logi to the several books of the history, which are supposed to be the work not of

Justin, but of some ancient grammarian^.
« Scholl. Litt Rom. iii. i40.—Bahr, 410.—/. G. Gatterer, Plan des Trosrus, &c, in the Allgemeine IKstor. Bibliothek. vol. 3d.

Hal. 1767. S.—Koch's Proleg. cited § 233.—A. H. I., Heeren, De Trog. Pomp, ejusque epitomatoris font, et auctorilate in the

Commejit. Soda. reg. scient Golting. vol. xv. 1803. a G. H. Grauert. Trog. Pomp, hist Philipp. prologi. Monaster.

1827. 8.

3. Editions.—Best ; Abr. Grmiomiu, ii ed. Lugd. Bat. 1760. 8. Repr. ed. C. A. Frotscher. Lpz. 182S 3 vols. 8.^, F. Fischer.

Lpz. 1757. 8.-C. F. fVetzel. Leign. 1806. 8.—-V. Lemaire. Par. 1823. 8. There are other recent editions; J. Seiht. Prag.

IHTn.S—F. DUbner. hpz. \S3U S.~The Princeps, by Jenson (pr.). Rom. 1470. 4.

4. ']'raiislations.-German.— /. P. Oslertag. Frankf. 1792. 2 vols. 8. French.—.9i6e Favier. Par. 1737. \2 —AbU Paul.

Far. 1774. IS05. 1817. 2 vols. 12. with notes, and geograph. Diet. English -Arthur Golding. Lond, 1564. 4.

—

Phil. Holland.

Jond. 1606. fol.—rumfcua. Lond. 1746. 12. There are several oihers. Cf. ATosJ, ii. 135. -

"5i 539. Sexfus Aurelii/s Victor, a native of Africa, hved in the 4th century, and was
a lavorite of Julian, who raised him to honorable offices. Under Theodosius he was
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made consul at Rome. His history of the Orighi of the Eoman People extended,
according to its title, from Janus to the tenth consulate of Constantius; but the portion

now remaining extends only to the first year after the founding of the city; it contains

some things not mentioned by others, or at least not so minutely. The work entitled

De virts i/lustrihus Eornce, which usually passes under his name, is by some ascribed

to Suetonius, or to the younger Pliny.

1. Two other works bear his name; one entitled Ve C(ssaribus, from Augustus to

Constantius; the other, Epitome de Casaribus, from Augustus to Theodosius. The
latter is an abridgment of the former, and was made by a later author called Victor

junior, or Victorinus.—Some consider the first of the works above meniioned (that

entitled Origo genlis EomancB) to be the production of some compiler later than Aure-
lius Victor.

SckSll, iii. 159.—mhr, 466.— Vossius, cited § 527.—D. G. Moller, Diss, de S. Aur. Victore. Alt. 16=5. 4.—.imz(en, Pref. to hit

ed. below cited.

2. EdifioDS.-Best ; S. Pitisnis. Utrecht, 1596. 8.—/ Amzten. Amst. 1733. 4.-/. F. Gruner. Cob. 1757. 8. (cur. G. C.

Harla). Erl. 17S7. 8. (cur. F. Schonhergtr). Vindob. 1820. 8—f. Schroter. Lpz. 1831. 2 vols. 8.'

3. Traoslalions.—Germaa

—

T. H. Hildebrand. Lpz. 1795. 8. French.—Samn. Par. 1780. 12. Enjlish.-By several pu-

pils of Mr. MaidwdL Lond. 1693. 8.

^ 540. Flavins Eutropius, probably a native of Italy, lived in the 4th century. He
was private secretary (ETrioroXoypd'/ioj) under Constantine the Great ; afterwards he
accompanied Julian in the expedition against the Persians, and in the year 371 he was
proconsul in Asia. By the direction of the emperor Vaiens, he composed an Epitome

of Eoman History, in 10 books, from the founding of the city to the reign of Jovian.

It is written in an easy and plain style, but without critical acumen. We have a Greek
translation of it, although not quite complete, by a certain Paa7iius.

1. The title of Vir darissimus is given to Eutropius in the manuscript ; and he is

spoken of by subsequent writers with respect. Some have thought him to have been
a Christian, but without sufficient evidence. His epitome, Breviarium histories

Eoman<B, was a favorite work in the middle ages, and was often copied. It is inserted,

with some additions, in the work called Historia Miscella, the prodaction chiefly of

Paul Winfiid, called also Paul Diaconus.

Schmi. iii. 161.—Ba/ir, 469.— Kosriuj, cited § 527 —D. G. MoUer, Diss, de Eutropio. Alt. 1685. 4.—Tzsdntc1ie, Diss, de vit. et

Script Eutrop. in his ed. below cited. Respecting the Historia mUcella, cf. SchSll, iii. 178.—It is given in Muratcri, Script Rer.

Il.ilicarutn, vol. i.

2. There is extant a letter, purporting to be written from Jerusalem by Piiblius Lentulus and
containing a description of the person of Jesus Christ, which has been published as belonging to

Eutropius. It is given in the Ecclesiastical History of tl)e Ctniuriatores Mairdeburo-rnses (Bas.

1.^59. fill.), with this inscription " Lerituli epistola, &c. quffi apud Eutropium in antiHlibus .Senat.

Rom. extat." What Eutropius or what annals can here be designated is unknown. It seems
inadmissible to apply the passage to the Roman historinn, since no manuscript or copy of his

work exhibits the least trace of any such epistle.—Tiiis letter was pnblishf'd in England in 1817,

as having been recently discovered in a manuscript in the library of the Vatican and previously
unknown, although the existence of such a manuscript had been mentioned by Fabricius a cen-
tury before. The letter is generally and justly considered to be a mere fabrication.

See the Letter, and a full examination of its authenticity, by E. Robinson, in the Biol. Rtpou ii. p. 367, ss.

3. Editions.— Best: H. Verheyh. Leyd. 1793. 8.— C. H. Tzschiicke. Lpz. 17f6. 6. this pronounced by D bdin better than the

•eprint, Lpz, 1804.—Best school editions; F W. Groste. Halle, 1813. 8.—F. Hermann. Lab. I8IB. S.—F. Sch^nber^er. Vien.

1816. 8.—£ T. Hohler. Vien. 1819. 8. The Princeps, by G. Laver, pr. (as is supposed). Rom. 1471. fo!. eivin? the wort

U found in the Hutima miscella Abo\e named. The metaphrase of Pseanius, by /. F. S. Kaltwasser. Gotha, 17S0. 8.

4. Translations.-German.—PA. L. Hius. Frankf 1821. 8. French.—.5iie Lezean. Par. 1717. 12. English.—/. Clar^ie,

with orig. Lat. York, 1722. 8.—/ Sterling. Lond. 1726. 8.—/. Thomas. Lood. 1760. 8.

5. There is an epitome of Roman History (Breviarium rerum pestar-um pnpuli Romani) which
was written by Sextns Rnfus Festus, of whom little is known. The work is said to have been
drawn up by direction of the emperor Vaiens. From the same Rufus, we have under the title

De reeiovibus Romce, a sketch of the chief buildings and monuments of Rome.
The Breviarium is contained in VerheyH's ed. of Eutropius, above cited.—Also by C. MUnnich, Hann. 1815. 8. with the

description of Rome.—The latter piece is given in Grsmus, vol. iii. as cited P. III. § 197. 1.

§ 541. Ammianus Marcellinus, a Greek born at Antioch, lived in the same century.
He wrote a Roman history, in 31 books, from Nerva to Vaiens ; the first 13 books are
lost. The work may be regarded as a continuation of Tacitus and Suetonius. It de-
rives its merit not from the style, which is affected and often rough and inaccurate,
but from its various matter ; it is interspersed with numerous digressions and observa-
tions, which render it instructive and entertaining.

1. Ammianus devoted his early years to study ; then engaged in military service, in

which he passed many years and acquired reputation under Juhan and his successors

;

he finally returned to Rome, and there composed his history.—There is no proof tlia.

he was a Christian, although he relates events connected with the Christian religion

whh impartiality.

D G Moller, Diss, de Am. .MarF Alt. 16a5. A.—CI Chifflet, De Am. Marcel, vita, he. Lovan. 1627. also m the ed. of !>•

furdt betow cited.—For a specimen of his manner of speaking of Christianity, cf. bk. xxi. c. 16 ; xiii. 1 1.

2. Although SO many books of the Eeritm Gestarum of 3Iarcellinus are lost, vet the

3H
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18 bocks extant are the most valuable part. The whole work included a period of

above 280 years, from the accession of Nevva, A. D. 91, to the deaih of Valens,
A. D. 378; the lost books brought the history down to A. D. 352; the remaining
books are a sort of memoirs of his own times. Gibbon freely acknowledges his great
obligations to this author.

SchSll, iii. le^.—Bcihr, 413.—Ch. G. Heyne, Censura injrenii e( hislor. Ammiani Marcellini. Gott. 1802. also in his Opusc

^cadem. vol. \i.—Gibbon, T)ec\. and Fall of Rom. En p. ch. xxvi. vol. iii. p. 55. ed. N. York, 1S22.

3. EJiiions.—Best ; /. A. Ifagner, cojiipiled by C. F. A. Erfurdi. Lpz. 1808. 3 vols. 8. and io\.—A. W. Emesti. Lpz. 1773. 8

—Best among the earlier, /. Grcniov. Leyd. 1693. fol.—The Princeps, by A. Sabimis. Rom. 1474. fol.

4. Translations.—German.—/. A. lVai;ner. Frankf. 1704. 3 vols. 8.—£ TVoJS, in the Collection of Tafel, Osinnder, &c.

French.- .WicA. de MaroUes. Par. 1672. 12. English.—/'. Holland. Lend. 1609. fol.—An iuleresling passage on the chaiactei

of the Roman nobles is translated by Gibbon, Decl. and Fall of Rom. Emp, ch. xxxi.

§ 542 <. There is extant an historical or biographical collection, under the title of
Scriptores Histories Augusfoe or writers of the imperial history. It consists of the lives

of the Roman emperors from Hadrian to Carus, ascribed to six different authors, who
belonged to the 3d and 4th centuries. These biographies do not possess a high degree
of merit

;
yet they are of some importance to the careful student of history ; indeed

they are our only source of information in some particulars of the history of the
emperors.

1 11. The first writer in the collection is ^lius Spartianns, of the time of Diocletian. He is said
to have written the lives of all the emperors fmni Julius Caesar to his own day. We have under
his name the lives of Hadrian, ^lius Verus, Didius Jiilianus, Septimiiis Sevems, Pescennius JVi-
ger. Caracalta,9.\\A Geta. He also is considered by some as ihe author of the biograpliies ascribed
to Gallicaniis and Lamprnlius. His style has little merit ; his piect^s are deficient in proper ar-
ratgement, and are personal memoirs of the emperors rather than histories of their reigns.

2. Vulcaiius Gallicaviis, who also belonged to the age of Diocletian, is said to have desisned a
complete biography of the etnperors. The manuscripts assign to him the life oi Avidius Ciissius,
which some however ascribe to Sparlianus.

3 m. Julius Capifolinvs lived in the time of Diocletian and Constantine the Great. He is men-
tioned as the author of the lives of Jlntovinus Pius, Marcus Aurelius, Lucius Verus, Pertinax,
..i^lbivus, Jilacrivus, the two Muximini, the three Ourdiani, JIaiimus, and Balbinus. These are
compiisfd with little judgment. Some of them have been ascribed to Spartianus.

4m. Trtbellius Pollio was of the same period. He wrote the lives of the emperors from Phi-
lippiis to Claudius. We have the fallowing; a fragment of the life of Valerian the elder, the life

of Valerian the ijnuvger or the son, the lives of the two Oallieni, of the Triginta Tyraniii, and of
Claudius. His narratives are careless and diffuse.

5 JF.lius Lavipridius is mentioned by Vnpisciis as among his masters. He is considered by
some to have been the same person with Sparlianus, as if the nan)e of the latter were .^lius
Lainiiridiiis Spartianus. To him are ascribed the lives of Commodus, Diaduinenus, Heliogahulus,
and Ahxavdtr Severus.

Hji. Fliirii's Vnpiscus, of Syracuse, lived in the time of Constantine. From him we have the
lives of ./f»rfZ?an, Tacitus, Florian, Pv/bus, Firmus, Saturninvs, Prncidus, Bonosus, Cams, J^Tume-
riainis, and Carinus. He excels the other writers of the collection in method, accuracy, and
learning.

7. Respecing these writers, see SchVU, iii. 149.—5aAr, 460.— Foniu*, as cited § 527.— T^rlemonl, Hisloire des Empereurs. Par.

1697.

—

G. Ma^covivs, Orat. de usu et praestantia Hist. August, in jure civili. Harderov. 1731 4. and in his Opitsc. jurid. et phil,

edited by PMtmann. Lpz. 1776. 8.— C. G. Heynt, Ct-nsura sex Scriptor. Hist. Aug. Goll. 1803. and in his OpiLsc. Academ. vol.

vi.

—

De Monlines, .Mem. sur les ecrivains de Christ. Aug. in the Mem. de VAcad. de Berlin, an. MhO.—Dodwcll, Prslecliones Aca-

demicae. Oxf. 1692. 8. Besides the notice of the writers of the Historia Aurusta in the first part (p. 32-151), this work contains

essays on various topics suggested by particular passages.— D. G. Molkr. Diss, de ^1. Spartiar.o. Alt. 16S7. 4. ; de Volcat. Gallica-

DO. Alt. 1689. 4. ; de Jul Capitolino. Alt. 1689. 4. ; de jEl. Lampridio. Alt. 1688. 4 ; de Flav. Vopisco. Alt. 1687. 4.

8. Editions.—The Princeps. Milan, 1475. fol. cum notis var. Lugd. Bat. 1671. 2 vols. 8.—/. P. Schmid. Lpz. 1774. 6. with

jiref. by /'iWImaJi/i.—Bipont. 1787. 2 vols. 8.

9. Translations.— German.—/. P. Ostertag. Frankf. 1787. 2 vols. 8.

—

L. StorcJi, in the Preiizlau Collection of Translation*

(IS27,ss). French.—G. de Moulines. Berl. 1783. 3 vols. 8. ; Par. 1816. 3 vols. 12.

X.

—

Writers on Medicine and Natural Science.

% 543 7i. None of the sciences received less patronage among the Romans than that
of Medicine. They were not wholly strangers to the theoretical knowledge au.xiliary

10 it ; but the practical part, on the other hand, was in low estimation. Until the time
of Phny (cf. Hist. Nat. xxix. 1), the practice of medicine was not an occupation of any
of the more noble and cultivated Rom.ans, but was followed only by slaves, freedmen,
or foreigners.

•^^ 544. The early Romans supposed diseases to be healed only by special interven-
tion of the gods ; hence their first physicians were the ansures and hams-pices, and their

remedies in all cases consisted very much in religious rites #nd magical chants. In
epidemic maladies, it was customary to consult the Sibylline books; tind some cere-
mony or observance was prescribed for relief. It was thus that dramatic sports were
first introduced to remove a plague (cf. § 305). To alleviate a pestilence the Romans
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at another time erected a temple to Apollo Medicus (Liv. iv. 25) ; at another, Escu-
lapius, in the form of a serpent, was solemnly escorted from Epidaurus to an island in

the Tiber. Hence also divine honors were offered to deified diseases (cf. P. II. $ 92).

^ 545. But the Romans could not fail to discover that processions, lustrations, lectis-

ternia, and s-uppUcia (cf. P. III. ^ 211, 220), and other superstitious ceremonies were
not the natural remedies for diseases, which continued to increase in number and ma-
lignity with the progress of luxury. They were willing to receive medical prescriptiong
from the Greeks, from whom they had borrowed in almost every thing else ; and Greek
slaves became physicians to the mistress of the world. Eminent citizens sometimes
kept a slave in the sole capacity of family physician. The custom of thus employing
slaves no doubt tended to foster the notion that the medical art was ignoble ; but the
u?e of Grecian remedies and methods undermined the superstitious reliance on charms
and rites, and contributed to encourage a proper study of the science.—It is also sup-
posed, that the study was encouraged by a translation into Latin of the medical treatises

found in the library which was collected by Mithridates (cf. '5> 452, P. IV. $ 126); this

translation was made, under the patronage of Pompey, by his freedman Lenaeus {Plin.
Hist. Nat. XXV. 2, 3).

^ 546. The first freeborn Greek, who practiced medicine at Rome, is said to have
been Archagathus, who came to Rome B. C. 219. He received from the senate the
gift of citizenship, and was furnished with a medical or apothecary's shop (medkina).
His severe method of practice, however, became unpopular ; and h has been asserted
that he was stoned to death. After the conquest of Greece and the fall of Corinth,
B. C. 146, Greek physicians seem to have flocked to Rome in greater numbers.
Asclepiades, from Prusa in Bithynia, B. C. 110, gained great celebrity in the art {Plin.

Hist. Nat. xxvi. 3); and seems to have had many disciples (cf. '^ 263).—The question
has been started, whether the Greek physicians were banished from Rome along with
the philosophers (cf. *5> 449), and learned writers have contended on both sides. Cato
who was so hostile to the philosophers was no friend to the physicians; "if the
Greeks," said he, according to Pliny (if. N. xxix. 1), "impart to us their learning, we
are ruined ; especially if they send hither their physicians; they have sworn together
to destroy all the barbarians by medicine."
See MiddlUon, Span, &c. as cited § 552. 2.

^ 547 a. Cato is considered as the first Roman who attempted to write on diseases

and remedies ; he composed a work that might be called a book of domestic medicine;
but it exhibited no great knowledge of the subject'.—The next who is mentioned as
having written on the medical art in Latin was the freedman Antonius ^lusa. He was
a celebrated physician in the time of Augustus, and gained illustrious rewards for

curing that prince of a dangerous sickness. His genuine works are lost^.

1 The treatise of Cato was entitled Commentarhu quo medetur filio, aervis, familiaribus. Cf. Plutarch, Vit. Cat.—/"Zin. Hist.

Nat. XXV. 2; xxix. I. 2 There are two pieces extant, which have been ascribed to Musa ; namely, a treatise De herba bttonica,

and a metrical frasment De ttuiida valetuduic—C. F. Crell, Ant. Musa, &c Lpz. 1725. 4.—Flor. Caldanw, Ant. Mhsx, frag

ir.enta qu« extant. Bassano, ISOO. S.—Cf. .JcAermaji, Prol. de Ant. Musa. Alt. 1786. S.

<& 547 b. The next celebrated name in the list of Roman medical authors is Corne-
lius Celsus (cf. § 553), who is by many supposed to have flourished in the reign of

Augustus, although little is certainly known respecting his history. Apuleius Celsus
was a different person, a native of Centorbi in Sicily, who hved under Tiberius, and
WTote on agriculture and on plants ; but his works are lost.

In the commencement of the period extending from the death of Augustus to the
time of the Antonines most of the practicing physicans at Rome were Greeks ; and
until the time of Trajan they were chiefly of the Methodic School (cf. '& 264). Eudemus
was one of them, mentioned as a disciple of Themison, and cited as author of obser-

vations on hydrophobia. IVIenecrates is named as another, who composed upwards of
150 treatises. Andromachus from Crete was physician to Nero, and is said to have
been the first who was called archialer; this title however does not appear to have
been common until a later period. But it should be remarked, that under the first

emperors the medical art was patronized much more than previously, and that the

teachers in this branch were permitted to enjoy the same privileges and honors as the

teachers of rhetoric and philosophy. One of the most distinguished in this period,

that wrote in Latin, was Scribonius Largus (cf. <5( 554), who accompanied Claudius in

his expedition into England, A. D. 43. Vettius Valens is mentioned also as an author,

but Tacitus {An7i. xi. 31, 35) has consigned his name to infamy for his connection with
the wife of Claudius, the flagitious IMessalina. Coelius Aurelianus, a native of Sida or

Sicca in Numidia. probably belongs to the close of this period, being usually considered

a contemporary of Galen (cf. ^ 273) ; he has left two works', both of which were drawn
from Greek authors, especially from Soranus, a Greek physician who obtained great

distinction at Rome (cf. § 264), being a supporter of the Methodic School.—Perhaps
Pliny the elder should be mentioned as a writer on medicine, since in his Natural
History (cf ?i 470) he treats of the healing virtues especially of mineral substances.

I The two works extant are entitled, Tardarum sive Chrmiicarum passionum libri V., and Celerum sive acuiarum puntmnrn

libri Itl. Several other works, now los', were written by him. Cf. Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. iii. 531-35.—His works are ?iven in tbi
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collections of SfepftantM and of Ealler, cited § 552. 3. Separately, Mmeloveen, (e. recens. /. C. Amman, M. D.) Amst. 1709. 4.

Repr. 1755 4—There is a Latin tiYatise entitled Isago^t i)i artem mdicam, supposed by some to be a translation by Ccelius, from

a work of Sorauus ; by others considered the original work of some later Latin author ; it is in the Collection of Stephanus, cited

i 552. 3.

^ 548. In the fortner part of the last period included in our notice (from the Antonines

A. D. 160, to the destruction of Rome A. D. 476), lived Serenus Sammonicus, eminent
as a physician and a learned man, from whom we have a didactic poem on diseases

and their remedies (cf. ^ 555). I'his was perhaps preceded by the Greek poem on
medicine, called an epic, in 42 books, by Marcellus Sidetes (cf § 32), who probably

lived somewhat earlier. We have also a sort of medical epistle from Vindicianus',

who was physician to the emperor Valentinian, about A. D. 370. From his contem-
porary and disciple, Theodorus Priscianus, we have two works pertaining chiefly to

medical subjects (cf. ^ 556). Sextus Placitus is named as a medical writer of the 4th

century and author of a treatise on medicines derived from the animal kingdom^.
There is a compilation, in five books, De re medica, ascribed to Plinius Valerianus^,

who is commonly referred to the former part of the 4th century. Marcellus Empiricus,

who was physician to Theodosius Magnus, left a book on medicines, addressed to his

sons (cf. § 557). Finally we mention a treatise on the veterinary art, ascribed to

Publius Vegetius (as already noticed ^ 492. 4) ; it is however considered to be merely
a sort of translation from the Greek Ilippiatrica (iTnTiarpiKa, cf. § 268), made by some
ignorant monk of the 12th century.

• The epistle ascribed to Vindicianus is prefixed to the treatise of Marcellus as usually published ; cf. 5 557. 2. See Biihr, Rom.

Lit. p. 210. "^ The treatise of Sextus Placitut Papyriensis, entitled De medicnmentis ex aiiimalibus, is e;iven by S'ejj'.aims, and

Achetmann, as cited § 552. 3. 3 The compilation of Plinius Valerianus iJe re medica, or Medicina Pliniar.a, is drawn chiefly

from Pliny and Galen and Dioscorides; it is given by Slephantis as just cited ; also by Mb. Turinits, Basil, 1523. fol. Cf. Schm,

Litt. Rom. iii. 233. Fabricius, Bibl. Lat ii. 247.

^ 549. We have already remarked {% 547 b), that from the time of Augustus physi-

cians were held in higher estimation at Rome than previously, and were tlattered with

honors. The physician of Nero, it is said, was styled archiater. "It has been a

question," observes Sclioll (Litt. Rom. iii. 236), "whether this title designated the

one who was the physician to the reigning prince (larpo^ rov apxonTOi)^ or chief of the phy-

sicians of a city or town {apxiof rwv iarfMi/). The two opinions may be reconciled, if we
only suppose that both offices or characters were united in one and the same person.

F>ach city, or each quarter of a city, had its special physicians or arcliatri. Antoninus
Pius fixed the number at toi for the large places, sevefi for the middling, and fve for

those of the third rank. These were called archiatri populares; they were nominated
not by the governors of the provinces, but by the people of each place ; and they

formed a body by themselves, termed ordo or collegium. All other physicians were
subordinate to this body, which exercised over them a rigid inspection." Rome is said

to have had fourteen archiatri, besides one for the Vestal virgins and one for the Gym-
nasia. After the time of Constaniine the Great there were archiatri palatini, who
ranked among the high officers of the iinperial court ; and after the 5th century they
were placed on a level with the duces or vicarii (cf P. III. § 309).

^ 5.50. In no branch of Natural Science did the Romans make any great attainment.
" The vast conquests of the Romans, and the expeditions in which they penetrated to

the most remote regions of the globe, affiarded them opportunities for studying nature

and enriching the natural sciences by important discoveries. But the military spirit

stifled the curiosity which would have paused in their career in order to examine the

novel objects presented to their view. Rare animals brought to Rome by the con-

querors furnished studious men with means of making interesting observations, which
were to some extent improved. But, after all, the Romans generally had little ardor

for any such pursuits, and they accomphshed little in any department of physical

science." (SchoU.)—It is worthy of notice, also, that the notions entertained by the

Romans as well as the Greeks respecting philosophy were not favorable to improvement
in physical science. Experiments and practical inventions were considered as beneath
the true philosopher. Philosophy, in their view, had a higher and more noble aim than
the helping of men to make mechanical contrivances and devise means of physical

comfort ; she must teach them how to rise above all ills and to be indifterent to all

comforts. It was a drudgery appropriate for slaves to invent machines and fabricate

tools and furniture; wheelwrights {rotarumfahri) and shoemakers {sutores) were use-

ful, but their trade was not philosophy (cf. Seneca, Ep. 90).

•Ji 551. The principal writings, to which we can refer, that contain matter pertaining

to this department, are those of Seneca and Pliny already noticed (cf. § 469. 470) under
the head of philosophy. The former in his Quoistiones Naturales (L. iii.) expresses
his regret, that he had not paid more attention to subjects so interesting. Pliny must
be acknowledged to have had a love for the study of nature, and the work left by him
is of acknowledged value. These works present some facts worthy of our notice in

this connection: e. g. Seneca remarks, ihat small letters seen through a glass vesse
SUed with water appear magnified, and that a sort of wand made with several angles

and oresented to the sun in a certain manner wiP cause the colors of the rainbow to
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show themselves; and PHny observes (Hist. Nat. ii. 97, 64), that the tides are caused
by the influence of the sun and moon, and that the sun is Uke a supreme moderator
among the planets

; he notices also {Hist. Nat. xxxiv. 14) the properties ascribed to
the magnet {ferrum vivum, Mayviirii \idoi).—Yrom. Lucretius the poet (cf. % 357) some
information may perhaps be drawn respecting the attainments of the Romans in
physics.—Frontinus in his treatise on aqueducts has occasion to exhibit theoretic views
respecting the laws of fluids, and makes some just observations, but without scientific
precision. Vitruvius in his Architecture, we may add, brings forward some of the
principles of mechanics. Both these authors have been mentioned among the mathe-
matical writers. Indeed we find but a single name to mention here, that has not
found a plac^ in some other department. There was a work by JuUus Ohxequens,
entitled De Prodt^ns or Prodigiorum liber, in which the writer described the extra-
ordmary and wonderful phenomena of nature that had occurred at Rome The part
which IS now extant relates to the two centuries immediately precedino- the Christian
era, and contains much that is drawn from the history of Livy. I'his performance
which closes our notice of the attainments of the Romans in physics, althouf^h written
in a style considered by some as not unworthy of the Augustan age, is but a^collection
of marvelous tales rather than a book of science.
Of the person named Julius Obsequens and the time when he lived, nothing is known with certainty; some critics have assigned

him to the 1st century, others to the 4th. Cf. (^ossius, de histor. I^t. iii. Perizonius. Animadversiones Historicae, cap viii
Best editions; separately, F. Oudaidorp. Ludg. Bat. 1720. 8. Repr, (ed. /. Kapp,) Curis, 1772. 8.-Given also in JSlue'.'val
Maximus, cited § 533. J.

§ 552. We give the following as references on the class of writers just noticed.
1. Physical science amon? the Romans; Sprengel, as referred to in § 2m.—Meier, as there cited iUo.—Fee, as cited § 470 2 —A

Libes, Histoire Philosophique des Progres de la Physique. Par. 1810. 4 vols. 8. (L. i. ch. vi.)-Scmi, Litl. Rom. ii. 45i.-Comtl
de Caylus, Sur les connaisances des auciens, in the Mem. Acad. Iiiscr. xzvii. 58 -Mahudel, Du lin incombustible, &c. in the lame
work, iv. 63i.—Ameilhmi (the telescope not known to the ancients), in same work, xlii. 496. Cf. P. IV. § 207.—Falcmet Sur ce qua
les Anciens ont cru de I'Aimant, in thesanie, vol. iv. p. 613.

'

2. History of medicine among the Romans
; Good, Le Clerc, and Sprengel, as cited P. IV. § 23.-7. H. Schulze, Compend. Hist.

Med. Hal^, 1742 On the question as to the rank and treatment of physicians ; Gevers, De servil. condit. homin. artes Rom.
colent.-.^. G. Richter, Prisca Roma in medicos suos baud iniqua. Golt. 1764. 4.-KUIm, De medicin. militar. apud Graec. et Ro.
man. conditione. Lpz. 1827. i.-Cony. Middleton, De Medicorum apud vet. Rom. degenlium conditione. Lend. 1726. 4. also in his
MUcellaruom works, Lond. 1752. 4 vols. 4.-X IVard, Ad C. Middletoni, &c.. dissertationem Responsio. Lond. 1727. 8.-7. Spci,
(Diss, in) Recherches Curieuses de I'Antiquite. Par. 1683. i.-Sc/Uager, Historia litis, de Med. ap. Vet. Rom. deg. conditione.
Helms. 1740.

3. Medical Collections. The earliest by Critander, Bas. 152S. fol.-The second by Aldus. Ven. 1547. fol.-Next, by K Ste-
pkanus, Medicae Artis Principes. Par. 1567. 2 vols. fol. containing Greek and Latin. Cf. Fabridus, Bibl. JLat iii 522 —And.
Rimnuf, Vet. quorumd. Script. libri de materia medica. Lips. 1654. 8.-Haller, Art. Med. principes, and Gruner, Bibl. d. alter,
Aerzte, cited § 269.-7. Ch. G. Ackermann. Parabilium medicamentorum Scriptores antiqui. Norimb. 1788. 8.

"5> 553. AureUus or Aulus Cornelius Celsus, a native of Rome or of Verona lived in
the beginning of the first century. He wrote a comprehensive work, entitled De
Artibus, in 20 books

; it was a sort of encyclopaedia, treating of philosophy, rhetoric
rural oBconomy, the art of war, jurisprudence, and medicine. Of this we have only
the eight books on medicine, whicji are not unworthy of notice either in respect of their
contents, or the style in which they are written : the last two books treat of surgery.
_

1. Ihere is not an agreement among the critics as to the name of Celsus, wliether
It was Aurelius or Aulus; nor as to his birthplace, whether Rome or Verona: nor as
to the time of his birth, whether under Augustus, or later. There is no doubt that hewas a practical physician.
See J. Rkoiius, Vit. Celsi. Havn. im.-Morsasni Epist. in A. C. Celsum. Hag. Com. 1724. 4. given in the Bipmt ed he-

low cited.-L. Biancor.ii, Lett, sopre A. C. Celso. Rom. 1779. i.-M. G. Schaiing. Qusst. de C. Celsi vita. Lpz. 1S24 8 -Fa.
bricius, Bibl. Lat. ii. 36.

r
•

2 The books of Celsus De Medicina are ranked among the most valuable remains
ot the ancient physrcians

; he has been called the Latin Hippocrates, and the Cicero
ot the physicians The preface contains a notice of the various schools of medicine
betore his time

;
the first four books treat of internal diseases; the next two of exter-

nal diseases; and of the two last, one treats of dislocations and fractures, the other of
surgical operations. The author has drawn freely from Hippocrates.—There are two
letters, which have been ascribed to Celsus, but were probably written by Scribonius
Largus. J he treatise de Vetennaria, sometimes mentioned, is supposed to have been
merely the section on that topic included under the head of agriculture in his generalwork.— Ihere is extant a book de arte dicendi, which was once ascribed to Celsus.
but IS now referred to Julius Severianus, a wrher in the fifth century.
Z« OercftStAwize, as cited§ 552. l.-CAtappa, Intonnoalle operee alia conditione di A. C.Celso. Mil 1S19-G Matthix,

Diss^ de A. C. Cels, med.cina. Gott. 1766. A.-F. C. Oertel, Diss, de aqu^ frigid^ usu Celsiano. Monach. 1825. 4.-Respectiug
the book de arte dtceiidi, cf. Harles, Brev, Not. Suppl. i. 522.

"

3. Editiocs-Best; ZJ. Ruh,.ken. Lugd. Bat. 17S5. 2 vols. 4. based on that of i. Thrga {P*d 1769. 4), but more fulI.-B..
pontme. Argent. 1806. 2 vols. 8. Ex recau: Targx (cum Lexico Celsi). Verona, 1810. 4.-£. lUaiigan. Lond. IS2a 8. after
the text of Targa.-Cf. L. Choulant, Prodromus nov. edit. Celsi. Lips. 1824. 4 -Of previous editions, some of the more noted ;

y. A. van derLmden. Leyd. 1665. U.-Alrruloi^een. Amst. 1713. 8.-The Princeps, by Barthol. FoiUio. Flor. 1478. iol-Tim
81 3 n 2
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letters are given in the collection of Stephanus, cited § 552. 3.—The book en rhetoric is given in the collection of Pilhcau cited

6 412

4. Translations.—German.—G. Ch. F. Fuchs. Jena, 1799. 8. only the first book.-V. C. Jdger. Frankf. HSfl. 8. 7th and

8th books. French.—« Ninnir. Par. 1753. 2 vols. 12; (revue par Lepaee) Par. 1821. English.—/. Grieve. Lond.

1756. S.— Collier, with the Latin. Lond. 1829. 2 vols. i.—UndtTvoood, with the Latin. Lond. 1833. 2 vols. 8.—/.ee, Lat. & Angl.

Lond. 1836. 3 vols. 12.

§ 554. Scrihonius Larirus, a physician at Rome, lived in the first century, under Ti-

berias and Claudius. He is considered as the author of a treatise still extant, yet not

very valuable, on thepreparation of medicines. It has been conjectured that it was
originally written in Greek, and translated into Latin at some later period.

1. His full name was Scribonins Largus Besignatianus. His treatise De compo-

sifione medicamenlorum is addressed to Caius Julius Callistus. In the introduction he

alludes to medical pieces written by him in Latin {scripta Lafina medicinalia), which
Callistus had presented to Claudius the emperor ; language, which would seem to im-

ply that this or some other piece or pieces must have been in Greek.

ie Clerc, cited § 552. \.—Fal/ridVLS, Bibl. Lat. iii. i22.—Bemhold, Prsf. to ed. below cited.—Ba/ir, p. 696.

2. Editions.-Best, /. M. Bemhold. Argent. (Strassb.) 1786. 8.—/. Rhodixis. Pad. 1655. 4.—Contained also in Stephanus, as

cited § .552. 3. It was first published, operd /. Ruellii. Par. 1529. 8. along with two other pieces. Bepr. Bas. 1529. 8.

§ 555. Q. Serenus Sammonicus, who lived in the second and third centuries, was a

man of much learning, and a favorite of the emperor Severus. He was put to death

by order of Caracalla, on suspicion that he vyas on the side of Geta. \ye have from

him a poem on diseases and their remedies; it is probably not free from interpolations,

and is not complete, being defective at the close.

1. It has been doubted whether the poem was written by this distinguished physi-

cian, or by his son of the same name. The poem is in hexameter verse, and is en-

titled Carmen de 7norbis et remediis, or De viediciria pracepfa; it was much read and

frequently copied in the middle ages ; in this poem occurs, for the first time, it is said,

the famous Abracadabra (cf P. IV. ^ 200. 2). The materials are chiefly derived from

Pliny and Dioscorides.—There is also under the name of Serenus Sammonicus a poem
entitled Carmen de fi?igendis capillis. A fragment of another, entitled Ees reconditce,

is given by Macrobius {Sat. iii. c. 15-17).

Keuchm, Proleg. to his ed. below cited.—w^cftermann, Prsef. to his ed. below cited.—BSftr, p. 210, 780.—Fuftrmann, Kl. Handb.

p. 701.

2. Editions —Best ; /. Ch. G. Jlckermann. Lpz. 17C6. K—KeucAen. Amst. 1662 1706. 8.—Contained also in Burmann'i Poet.

Lat. Min.—Often in editions of Celsus.—The poem de ting', capillis, by BShmer, Programmata i—iv. Viteb. 1798—1800. 4.

^ 556. Theodorns Priscianns, of whose life we have no account, flourished in the

latter part of the fourth century. He appears to have been a physician of some emi-

nence, bearing the title Archiater. We have from him a treatise on dietetics, and a

larger' work, m 4 books, chiefly on medicine. The style is rough and corrupt.

1. The treatise is entitled Bieetn. or De rebus saluhribus.—The other work is en-

titled Euporiston, or PhcBnomendn Euporistos; it seems to be a sort of comperid, made
in Latin from a work written by him in Greek ; hence the Greek title, which how-

ever is rather the appropriate title of the 1st book {de medicina facile pnrabill). The
4th book treats of topics belonging to physical science generally. The work has been

erroneously ascribed to Q. Ociaviiis Horatianiis.—Priscianus Archiater must be dis-

tinguished from Priscian the grammarian (cf. <5> 433).

Fabricius, Bibl. Lat. iii. 538.—flaWes, Brev. Not. p. 600. Suppl. ii. 2ii.Sdhr. 698.

2. EJitions

—

E uporiston; the first by Hermannus Comes Nvmarius (Count of Nevenar). Ardent \S52. fnl.—Belter,

by S. Gdeinics. Bas. 1532. 4.—Also in ^Idm. cited ^ 552. 3.—/. M. Sernhold. Ansb 1791. 8 three vols, designed; but only two

prepared, and only the first printed ; Ihe work being interrupted by the editor's death.—D ista, by G. E. Schreirur. Hal.

1632. 8.—Also in Rivinus, cited § 552. 3.

§ 557. Marcelhts Empiricus, of Burdegala (Bordeaux), lived in the beginning of the

fifth century, under the emperor Theodosius I. The work left by him, on Medicines,

is a compilation from various Roman authors, made without careful selection or judg-

ment. • , 1

1. The work is entitled Medlcamentorvm liber. It is accompanied by an epistle ad-

dressed to his sons, in the title of which h^ is styled vir ivluster ex mnsiio officio Theo-

dnsii senioris. Respecting his work, he himself states that he had diligently read the

earlier Roman medical writers, and had also learned from the lower classes of the

people some simple remedies. He gives countenance to the superstitious belief in the

efficacy of charms, and recommends to suspend from the neck a copy of certain Greek

verses in order to relieve pains in the farices.

FaMciiis, iii. o21.—£dhr, 210, 6^S.—Sprengel, as cited § 5';2. 1.

» Editions.—First published by Janus Comarius. Bas. 1536. fol.—Given also in the Collect, of Stephanus, cited 5 952. 1
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XI

—

Writers on Law and Jurisprudence.

^ 558. The science of law was cultivated at Rome above all others. On no subiectwas so mucii written and published. Yet the existing remains are not proportionally
numerous and extensive. In addition to all the common causes that have eliected a
loss ot productions in other departments, we may perceive a special reason for the loss
ot uie e,irly worivs on the various topics included under the head of jurisprudence •

it
IS tound 111 the tact, that condensed collections were made in later times by public au-
thority. These collections superseded the previous works, which of course would
cease to be transcribed and would soon be lost.

^559. The works belonging to the department of jurisprudence were exceedinaly
various as well as numerous. Some were dissertations on existing rio-hts or lavvs •

some were treatises on the particular objects of a law ; there were commentaries on
the writings of earlier jurists ; inquiries respecting the foundation of ric^hts (h/slitu-
tiones)

;
miscellaneous compends or manuals {enchiridia) ; systems of general or ab-

stract principles {definitiones) ; collections or reports of law cases (responsa) or
opinions generally admitted {sentenlioB receptee) ; and in later times, regularly anai'iaed
compilations on the whole subject of jurisprudence (dlgesta). Among the writino-s
still preserved, we find but few fragments belonging to the better periods of Roman
literature; they are chiefly productions from the time of Trajan and after him But
there is a degree of purity in the language and excellence in the style, which is the
more remarkable because found in works of these later ages, and which can be ex-
plained only by considering that their authors had their attention constantly turned
upon the writings of the earlier jurists. As a matter of course, however, they must
contain many technical terms, with obsolete phrases, and some foreic^n words and ex-
pressions, especially Grtecisms.

°

§ 560. To enter upon a notice of the principles of the civil law, or a review of the
actual laws, would be foreign from the object of our sketch, and belomrs to the poli-
tical rather than the literary history of Rome. Indeed the Roman jurisp°rudence forms
ot Itself a theme, which has been found sufficiently ample for a separate history Allwe propose here is to glance at some of the principal writers and works.

§ 561. _
The eariiest production to which we find any reference is the Jus Pavirianmn

a collection of laws {Jeges regies) and usages, which was made in the reio-n of Tarouin
the ProLid. by a lawyer named Papirius.—The next is the collection called the L^ws
ot the Twelve Tables, which is said to have consisted partly of the pre-existino- customs
and regulations, and partly of principles and rules derived from Greece tlTroyr-h an
embassy which, it is said, was sent to examine the Grecian laws and institutions

^ The
Decemviii (cf. P. III. § 249) were charged whh the business of forming this collection,
and the chief labor is ascribed to Hermodorus, B. C. 448. These tables are hio-hly
lauded by the ancient writers ; they are mentioned by Livy (iii. 34) as the foundation
ot the whole R >man system of jurisprudence, and are said by Cicero (De Or. i 44) to
be more valuable than the writings of all the philosophers. A few fragments of them
are preserved.—We find next the Jus Flavianum, which was a collection containing an
account of the forms, rites, and days, necessary to be regarded in leo-al tran^^actio'iis •

constituting a body o^ formuU and jura, called collectively Lesls Acliones ; a proper
knowledge of these was confined to the patricians, it is said, until Flavius a clerk ofAppms Claudius Ca;cus, a descendant of Appius Claudius the Decemvir, published
(B. C. 312) the collection, which bears his name, but which is said to have been com-
posed by his master and stolen by the clerk.—The patricians devised a new set of forms
and rules tor the transaction of judicial business, which were expressed in writino- only
by certain sisns (nofcB); but a statement and account of these forms also was puhli«hed

V ^1^!"^ ^-"^^^^ PaBtus, about the year B. C. 200, in a collection afterwards termed
Jits JEliaiium.

Bespectin? the collections above named see the Hist, of Rom. Jurisprudence, by Bach, or others, cited § 571 -Of those who
have attempted to co'lect and arrange the fragments of the Ticelve Tables, the most eminent are /. Gr.thofredus (Godfrey) Frajm
sii. Tabnlarum. Heid. 1616.-/. iV. Funk. Rintein, 1744. 4.-^f. Jl. S.uchau^, Cor^mentaire sur la loi des XII tables P.r'
2d ed. 1803. 2 vols. 4.-And Dirksen, Versuch 2. Kritik und Ausler. d. Quellen des R. R. ; cf. Bahr, p. 340.-The onjin of the.e
laws has been a matter of much dispute; some denying and others affirming a Grecian origin ; cf. G,bbon Decl and Fall nf Rrm
Emp. ch. xliv.-A.- fcuAr. Hist. Rom. ii. p. 228. ed. Phil. I833.-S. S^namy, sur I'orig. des XII. tab. in 'the Mem. de V.irad d.',

rZ'lu t'T r ^''."'^;',f°'r ^'^TT !°" ''"'"'" "' ""^^ ^""^ ^"'"" "'"• *^- ^''°- >?^'-M.-a, Comment, de
l^,b XII Tab. rovan,, S27.-Camp, defends and Lelievre opposes the opinion .bat -he la^s were derived from Greece by means
of the embassy.-Cf. .3. Thysius, CoUat.o Legum A'heniensium et Romanarum. in Grcniovim, cited P. III. § 13. 2 -The principal
ancient authorit.es are Dionys. Bat. Rom. Ant x. 57.—itt). iii. 31.—Lydus, De Migist. i. 31.

« 5G2. The mention of the work of ^Hus has brought us within the second penoa
accordmg to our adopted division, that between the 1st Punic war, B. C. 240, and the
civil war ot Planus endmg B. C. 87. There were celebrated lawyers or jurisconsults
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m this period, of whom some of the principal have been already named among the

orators (§§ 392—396). Cato the elder and his son Porcius Cato Licinianus were both

eminent jurists ; and their memory was preserved by a work on the civil law subse-

quently known by the thle Catoniana regula}.—Three authors of this period are some-

times named as the founders of the science of civil law ; M. Junius Brutus, who left

seven books dejiire civili{Cic. de Or. ii. 55) ; Manius Manilius, consul B. C. 147, who
composed several works, one of which was afterwards styled Manilii Monumenta;

and Pubhus Mucins Scasvola, author of a work Dejure civili, in 10 books. The Mu-
cian family was celebrated for its hereditary knowledge of jurisprudence ; "the kindred

appellation of Mucius Scsvola," says Gibbon, "was illustrated by three sages of the

law." The father and the son of the one just mentioned, both bearing the name of

Quintus Mucius Scaevola, were iUustrious civihans^; there was indeed another named
Quintus, usually surnamed the Atigiir, who was a distinguished lawyer ; from whom
Quintus the son of Publius is usually discriminated by the surname of Pontifex. The
latter wrote several works; one of them, enthled Definitiones {opot), is said to be the

oldest, of which any part is included in the Digests of Justinian,

I E L. Hamier, De regula Catoniana. Heidelb. 1820. 8. a G. d'ArTiaud, Vitae Scasvolarum. Traject ad Rhen. 1767. 8

Cf. £ach, and others, as cited § 571.

§ 563. The next period is a brilliant one in the history of Roman jurisprudence.

Oiie of the most eminent writers was Servius Sulpicius Rufus, a disciple of Scaevola

and friend of Cicero; and author, it is said, of above a hundred books on the science

of lawi. Cicero should perhaps be named here, as some of his works, especially his

Laws and Republic (cf. "5> 468), illustrate the subject before us. " He declined the re-

putation of a professed lawyer ; but the jurisprudence of his country w'as adorned by

his incomparable genius, which converts into gold every object that it touches." Of

the many other wrhers in this department, before the death of Augustus, we can men-

tion only the following ; Alfenus Varus, author of a collection called Digesta, in 40

books ; C. Trebatius Testa, author of several works^, among which was one by the

ti'le De religionibus ; A. Cascellius, of whose writings the treatise styled Liber bene

dictorum is particularly noticed^; Q. Mlius Tubero, author of a work entitled De officio

judicis, and of others*; Q. Antistius Labeo, whe composed a great number of works^,

among which are mentioned one entitled Ueidaviov, Libri viii., and another entitled

Posterionnn Libri XL.; C. Atejus Capito^, ched as author of a work called Conjectanea,

and another Dejure Po7itificio; and iElius Gallus, of whose treatise on the significa-

f.io?i of terms pertaining to the civil law, some fragments are still extant^.

1 E. Otto, De vita, Studiis, etc., J. Sulpicii Rufi. Traj. ad Rhen. 1737. 8. 2 at. jj. Gnmdling, C. Trebatus Testa, ab inj. vet.

etc. liheralus. Halle, 1710. 4. 3/. f. Eckard, C. Treb. Testa Vindicatus. Isenac. 1792. 4.—E. G. Lagtmann, Diss. De A.

Cascellio. Lu?d. Bat. 1823. 8. • P. H. S. Vader, De Q. S.\\o Tuberone ejusque fragmentis. Lugd. Bat. 1S24. 8. s C. Van

Eck, De vita, moribus, etc. M. Antist. Labeonis et C. Atej. Capitonis. Franecq. 1692. 8. 6 C. G. Heimbach, Fragm. .Slii Galli,

De yerbai-um, qus ad jus civ. pertinent. Lpz. 1S23. S. See also works cited § 571.

§ 564. In the period which follows, from the death of Augustus to the time of the

Antonines, the historian who traces the progress of Roman law and poUtics finds many
changes. The civihans and legal wrhers continued to be numerous. Masurius _Sa-

binusi, who was honored with peculiar privileges by Tiberius, wrote a treatise Dejure

f/ii?7/. which was of such importance as to be the subject of many volumes of comments

bv subsequent civilians. It was after him that one of the two opposing schools of jurists

derived the name of Sabinians; while the other received that of Proculians, from

Sempronius Proculus, who composed notes on Labeo, and a work styled Epistolce; the

Proculians advocated an adherence to the ancient systems and principles of jurispru-

dence ; the Sabinians were more in favor of innovations which augmented the imperial

authorhy^. The following additional names are selected from the list of writers falling

within the period now in view ; M. Cocceius Nerva^,^ author of a treatise De usuca-

pionibus ; C. Cassius Longinus^. author of a work on civil rights, of which the sixteenth

book is cited in the Pandects ; Pegasus, w^iose nam^e is preserved by the law deno-

minated Senatxisconsultum Pes'asianum'^ ; P. Juventius Celsus, author ofvarious works,

particularly a collection called Digesta, in 39 books^ ; Neratius Priscus, among whose

wrhings was one entitled Regulcp., in 15 books^; Javolenus Priscus, vyhose writings

are said to have exerted an influence not inconsiderable on subsequent times'; L. Vo-

lusius Mfecianus, who instructed the emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus in civil law,

and is mentioned as author of a treatise entitled Libri X. Fidei Commissorum^.

1 D. G. Moller, Diss, de Masur. Sibino. Alt. 1693. 4.—P. iV. Amtzen, Diss, de Mas. Sabino. Traj. ad Rh. 1768. 4. 3/. ^.

Ahasvtr Diss, de M.CoccNerva. Brem. 1748. 4. 3 /. Steenimnhel, Diss, de C. Cassio Longino, Lugd. Bat. 1778. 8. < U.

r. Pa^mstecher, 3m Pegasianum. Lemg. 1741. 4. ^ Heineccius, Pr. de Juventio Celso. Francof. ad V. 1727. 4. 6/. C.

Sliekel, Diss, de Neratio Prisco. Lpz. 17S8. 4. > G. A. Jenischen, Diss, de Frisco Javoleno. Lpz. 1734. 4. 8/. Wuiiderlich,

Cionini. de L. Vol. Maiciano. Hanrib. 1749. 4. 8 Respecting the two sects, cf. G. Mascov, Diss, de Sectis Sabiniorum et Procn-

lianorum. Alt 1724. 4 I.pz. \S2S.—Gibbon, Decl. and Fall of Rom. Empire, ch. xViv.—Fabricius, Bibl. lat. iii. p 489. C£

«fer»jces giveu §
5'
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^ 565. Tl'iere are three other names which should be mentioned, belonging to this

?eriod, and particularly to the reign of Hadrian ; namely, Salvias Julianus, Sextus

'omponius, and Gaius or Caius. Salvius Julianus' was employed by Hadrian to

reduce to a settled and permanent form the principles and method by which the Prae-

tor should conduct all his judicial proceedings; the work or system of rules thus pro-

duced was called the perpetual edict {ediclu7n perpetuum)-.—Sextus Pomponius. who
lived later than Julian, composed numerous and voluminous works ; a history of juris-

prudence, De origijie juris libri II., is preserved in the Pandects-*.—Gaius, sometimes
with the appellation Titus, was also the author of numerous treatises; the principal

was the work entitled In*jtilutes {Libri Instil utioiium quatuor), which was designed

to communicate to the student of civil law its essential principles, and which served

as the model for the Institutes of Justinian; this work was discovered in the year

1816, in a Codex rescriplus or pahmpsest manuscript belonging to the Ubrary at

Verona*.

I Heinccciw, Pr. de Salv. Juliano. Hal. 1733. 4. ^See P. III. § 2i3.—JVia{ng, Frajmenta Edicti Perpetui Franek. 1733.

-vfl. G. S. Frayicke, De eiiiclo Prset. urb. prassertim perpetuo. Kil. 1830. i.—C. G. L. de IVeyhe, Libri tres E iicli sive de origine

fatisque Jur. Rom. prsesertini Edictorum Pra;torum ac de forma Edicti Perpetui. Cell. 1821. 3 The His'ory (ie orig. juris)

of S. Pomponius was published by C. A. Ruptrt. Jen. 1661. 12. * The worii of Gaius, previously to the discovery of the pa-

limpsest above mentioned, was known chiefly by a lifeless abstract or Epitome in what was called the Breviary of Marie, king

of the Visigoths (Breviarium Alarici).—The best edition of fhe Epitome, by .^3. C. G. Haubold. Lpz. 1792. 8—Of the original

work, drawn from the palimpsest, /. F. L. Goschen. Berl. 1825. 8.—Cf. H Diltmar, Ue nomine, state et scriptis Gaii. Lpz.

1820. i.—Bulklin des sciences HMoriques, vol. vii.

^ 566. In the remaining period of our sketch there were numerous civilians. As a

class or professional body they seem to have enjoyed high consideration until the close

of the reign of Alexander Severus, A. D. 235. But from that time until the reign of

Constantine, who was proclaimed A. D. 306, but not established as sole emperor un-

til A. D. 323, the jurisconsults were in much less estimation, and the business of the

lawyer was practiced by persons not suitably educated for the work. " The noble art

which had once been preserved as the sacred inheritance of the patricians, was fallen

into the hands of freedmen and plebeians, who, with cunning rather than skill, e.xer-

cised a sordid and pernicious trade. Careless of fame and of justice, they are described,

for the most part, as ignorant and rapacious guides, who conducted their clients through

a maze of expense, of delay, and of disappointment ; from whence, after a tedious

series of years, they were at length dismissed, when their patience and fortune were

almost exhausted."'

When Constantine formed his new arrangements for the government of the empire,

the credit of the profession was revived. The school of Berytus (cf. P. IV. § 128. 5),

which had existed it is supposed from the time of Alexander Severus, now flourished

with new vigor, and furnished the fourth century with distinguished civilians. Under

the system of Constantine, the civil magistrates were wholly or chiefly taken from the

class of lawyers ; and subsequently, even down to the time of Justinian, the youth of

the empire were stimulated to pursue the study of the law by the hope of being

rewarded ultimately by honorable and lucrative offices. The regular course of study

occupied five years. The degree of encouragement afforded by the prospect of honor

and profit may be inferred from the fact, that "the court of the Prtetorian prefect of

the east would alone furnish employment for one hundred and fifiy advocates, sixty-

four of whom were, distinguished by peculiar privileges, and two annually chosen, with

a salary of sixty pounds of gold, to defend the causes of the treasury." {Gibbon.)

% 567. Of the writers after the Antonines and before the death of Alexander Severus

(i. e. between A. D. 180 and 235), the most eminent were ^Emihus Papinianus, Domi-

tius Ulpianus. and Juhus Paulus. Papinian was appointed by IMaximus Severus to

the office of Magister libellorum, in which capacity it was his duty to reduce and arrange

the answers {rescripla) of the emperor to the petitions addressed to him. He was put

to death by Caracalla. Among his works are mentioned particularly two, entitled

QucFstiones, in 37 books, and Respo7isa, in 19 books'.—Ulpian was recalled from exile

and raised to the office of Prtetorian prefect by Alexander Severus; but having in-

curred the displeasure of the soldiers, he was by them slain in spite of the efforts of the

emperor and the people to save him. His Commentaries on Demosthenes, written in

Greek, are still extant (cf. "5i 106). The titles of above thirty other works are recorded,

among which we notice a Digest {Disesta) in forty-eight books, which is said to have

been The basis of the Digest of Justinian ; of all these productions nothing is now ex-

tant excepting twenty-nine chapters {tituli) of a work entitled ReguJce Juris^.—Paulus

was also made Praetorian prefect {prcpfectus prcetorio) under Alexander Severus, and

put to death by the soldiers, A. D. 230. The catalogue of his works exceeds that of

Ulpian's. and he w^as termed the most prolific of the jurists (rroXi'ypai/i-'irarof, juriscon-

svltorum). We have, as preserved in the Breviary of Alaric, a sort of abstract of one

of hi'? works, entitled Sp7iienticp. Recepttp^.—To the tliree names here given, perhaps

we oucrht to add those of Q. Septimius Florens TertuUianus*, iElius MarcianusS. and
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Herennius Modestinus^ ; the latter was a scholar of Ulpian, and characterized by the

humaneness of his prmciples.

1 E. Otto, de Papiniani viia, scriplis, etc. Lugd. Bat. 1718. Brem. 1743. 8. "^F. A. Schilling, Diss. Critica de Ulpiani Fragm

Vralisl. 1824. 8.—There have been several editions of U 1 p i a n ' s Tituli; the Princeps. Par. 1549. 8.—Cue of Ibe best, G.

Eugo. Gott. I78S. Repr. Berl. 1824. $.—E. Becking. Bon. 1836. 12. with other fragments.—There is a Fragment (de manu-

missionibus) ascribed to Ulpian, preserved by a granimarian named Dositheanus, first published in Pithceiis, as cited § 571 ; ef.

Schilling, Diss. Crit. de Fragm. jur. Rom Dosithean. Lpz. 1819. 8.—Oa the question respecting Ulpian's regird towards Christians,

see P. de TouUitu, Or. de Ulpiano, an Christianis infenso. Gron. 1724. 4. 3 Of P a u 1 u s, the Princffs edition was by A. Eou-

chardus. Par. 1525. 4. The best is by G. Hugo, Julii Pauli Sentent. Recept. ad filium libri V. Berl. 1793. 8. * J. H. Blum-

bach, Ep. de Q. Septimio Florente, Presb. el Juriscons. &c Lips. 1735. 4. 5 G. CEtrichs, Diss de vita, studiis, etc. M\. Mar-

ciani. Traj. ad Rhen. 1754. 4. K The chief monument of Herennius is the work entitled Excusationes, written in Greek,

IXtpl tiigrjiiaTiKuiv (Heurematicon) ;
published by H. £renana7in, De Heurematicis, etc. Lugd. Bat. 1706. 8.

"i 568. In the time of Constantine two jurists are particularly noticed as authors,

Gregorianus and Hermogenianus. The former made a collection of the imperial con-

stitmions {constituliones principales, cf. P. III. § 265) extending back to the time of

Hadrian. 'J'he latter prepared a supplement to it. These works, under the names of

Codex Gresorianus and Codex Htnnogeniaiius, were soon recognized as standard

authorities in the courts of justice'. Some portions of them are preserved in the Bre-

viary of Alaric.—Some other jurists in the time of Constantine and his immediate suc-

cessors are recorded ; but the next work specially worthy of mention here is the col-

lection termed Codex Theodosianus, which was reduced by the order of Theodosius

the second, and promulgated in the Eastern empire, A. D. 438. This Code the same
year was introduced to the Western empire under Valentinian the Third. It con-

sisted of sixteen books, of which the first five related to private rights, and the re-

mainder to public rights, and ecclesiastical affairs ; it contained, however, only the

imperial constitutions from the time of Constantine. Of the first five books we have

only an abridgment contained in the Breviary of Alaric. The Theodosian Code^ re-

taineti its authority in the Western Empire until the final overthrow of the Roman
government, A. D. 476. And" after this, Roman law still held sway, although modified

bv the institutions of the conquerors ; the Code of Theodoric^, and the Breviary of

Alaric^, both justify this remark.
I Ch. F. Pohl, tli's. de codd. Gregor. et Hermogen. Lpz. 1777. 4. ^ OftheTheodosian Code there have been seve-

ral editi.^ns; <he first by J Tdius. Par. 1550. 8.—/. D Rilter. Lpz. 1736. fo!. containing also some additional comliltMons by

Theodosius and succeeding emperors, under the title of Aoi'f/.'a.—Fragments before unpublished collected by IV. F. Closiius. Tub-

1824. 8. and by A. Pcyron. Aii-ust Taur. 1824. 4.—The first five books, by C. F. Ch. H'enk. Lj.z. 1825. 8.—Cf. /. A. IVulf, De

Latiuitate ecclesiast. in CoJ. Theo los. Lpz. 1774. 4. 3 The Code of Theodoric, Edirtum Tieodorici, was issued by

him, A. n. 500, after his eslablishn.ent in Italy as king of the Ostrogoths ; it consists o( fifty chapters, drawn chiefly from the

writings of Paulus.—It is given in Cancimiti-i, Legg antiq. Barbar. Van. 17S1. Cf. G. F. Rhm, Cnmnienlal. ad Ed.cl. Theodo-

rici. Hal. 1816. 4. * The Breviary of Alaric, Brev'arium legum Romanarum, is sometimes called the Breviary

of Aniantu, whoif> nanie is attached to it, not as having collected it, but as certifying its authority. It was made by order of

Alaric, king of the Visizoths, residing at Toulouse, A. D. 506 ; and is a compilation from the three Roman cnd^s above named, and

the writings of Gaius, Paulus, and Papinian First published by P. Pilhceus. Par. 1579. fol.—The best edi.ion, Madrid, 1815. foU

Cf. TUrh, Ueber das Westgoth. Gesetzbuch. Rost. 1829. 8-

^ 569. In the Eastern Empire the Theodosian code retained full authority until the

time of .Tustinian. Notwithstanding all the efforts of preceding emperors and jurists

to reduce the Roman jurisprudence to a satisfactory form and system, the vast variety

of laws, decisions, and constitutions, involved the subject in great confusion and per-

plexity. Justinian undertook the task of reducing the whole to order, and employed
for the purpose the most eminent lawyers of the age, with the celebrated Tribonian at

their head.

The first performance was a collection and reduction of the imperial constitutions

from the time of Hadrian downward, which was promulgated, as the Codex Justinia-

nus. A. D. 529, when all preceding codes were abrogated. But this first edition was
abolished A. D. 534, when a second edition, with some corrections and additions, was
promulgated ; which was called Codex repetitcp lectionis. The Code was thus corrected

and completed by Trihonian and four other lawyers ; nine had aided in the first pre-

paration.—The next labor was a collection and reduction of the writings of the juris-

consults of preceding ages, especially those who had hved under the emperors, and
whose works are said to have amounted to tvo tlioxisand volumes. For executing this

task, Tribonian was allowed ten years with sixteen associates; it was accomplished in

three years, and was published A. D. 533, under the tiile o{ Pandects or Digests. The
former title referred to their completeness, as comprehending the whole of Roman juris-

j)rudence (ttoj' and ci:x.vOai), and the latter to their methodical arrangement {dige.fta).—
At the same time was published, by the emperor's orders, a work on the elements or

first principles of Roman law, entitled Institutes (Tnstitutiones), prepared by Tribonian

and two others, Theophilus and Dorotheus.—There is another collection, consisting

of imperial constitutions and edicts which were promulgated after A. D.535; and
which are included under the title of Novels (Novellce sc. constitut tones). They were
chiefly written in Greek (in which they were called vtapaX diara^cis), but were first known
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to the moderns by a Latin translation.—The four works here described, viz. the Code.

the Novels, the Instilutes, and the Pandects or Bisests, constituted what is now called

the Body of Roman Law, Corpus Juris Romani Civilis.

Cf. references § 57!.—/. P. de Ludewig, Vita Justin, atque Triboniaui. Halle, 1731. i.—K. TVUte, Leges restitutae aes Justini

aniachen Codex. Bresl. IS50. S.—Dodujdl, Cur nulli legantur in Codice principes Legumlatores, nee uili in Faadec'is Juri»con-

sulli, antiquiares quam Hadriaiio, in his PrsUct. Acxui. Oxf. 1692. 8.

—

H. Brencmann, Historia Pandectarura. Traj. ad Rhen.

1722. 4. Respecting the Florentine MS. gf the Pandects, see P. IV. § 143.—f. A. Biener, Gesch. der Novellen Justirlans. Bert

1S24. On the system followed in the Jnstitules, see Th. L. MaziroU, De Ord. Insiit. Gott. 1S15. 4.

Best editions of the Corpus J u r i s.—Dionys. Golhofredus (Godefroi, Godfrey). Lugdun. 1627. 6 vols. fol. with glossary —
G. C. Gibaucr & G. A. Spangeiilerg. Gott. 1797. 2 vols. 4. with notes, without glossary.—/. U G. Beck. Lpz. 1S25. 4 vols. 8.

without glossary or notes, but "convenient for use."—An edition also by Sc/irarfer (and others). Berl. 1832. ist vol. 4 Edi-

tions of the Institutes, by C.Bucher. E:lang. IS26. 8.—G. Harris, Lat. & Eng. (2d ed.). Lond. 1761. 8. with notes. Eng-

l.sh Translation by Harris, also Lond. 1814. 8.—Thomas Cocrper. N. York, 1S35. 8. Latin & English, with notes.-There is a

Greek Paraphrase of the Institutes by a Theophilus, supposed to be the person associated with Tribonian; the oest edition is that

of W. 0. Rdz. Hag. Comit. (La H.\ye, Hague), 1751. 1 vols. 4.—A labored and learned analysis of the Institules is given by Gib-

bon, Decl. and Fall of Rom. Emp. ch. xliv.—A French traiulaticm, by M. Blondeau. Par. IS39. 2 vols. 8. The Novels, by

G. Holonnder. Nonmb. 1531. fol. Ba.sil, 1541. fol. The Pandects, by G. Holoaader. Norimb. 1531. fol. Bas. 1541.—

Cf. the French work entitled Pandectes de Justinien par R. J. Pothier traduites par M. de Breard, Neuville. Par. 1818. 24 vole. 8.

Respecting editions, &c., cf. £. Spangenberg, Einleilung in d. Justin. Rechtsb. Hann. 1817. 8.

^ 570. The system of jurisprudence established by Justinian remained in force in

the Eastern empire until its destruction and the capture of Constantinople, A. D. 1453.

The countries which formed the Western empire had, previously to the time of Justi-

nian, fallen into the hands of the barbarians; and although for a short time he reco-

vered from them Italy and other portions through the niiUtary talents of Belisarius,

yet his system of laws did not obtain much sway in the west. But in the former part

of the 12th century, Irnerius, a German lawyer who had studied at Constantinople,
opened a school at Bologna, and thus revived and propagated in the west a knowledge
ot'the Rqman Civil Law. Students flocked to his school from all parts, and by them
the Roman jurisprudence, as embodied in the system of Justinian, was transmitted to

most of the countries of Europe, and acquired a degree of authority in the courts

of justice, which "seems to promise" (as has been justly remarked) "the fulfill-

ment of the famous prediction of the ancient Romans concerning the eternhy of their

empire."

§ 571. We add here some references on the general subject.

J. A. Bach, Historia Jurisp. Rom. (as ed. by A. C. Stockmann). Lpz. 1S07. 8.—S. Zimnum, Geschichfe des R6m. Privatrechts.

Heidelb. I»26. 8.—C. A. Haubold, Institut. Juris Rom. histor. dogni. Lineament (ed. C. E. Otto). Lpz. 1S26. 8.—G. Hugo, His-

toire du Droit R^n.ain, traduite de I'Allemand par Jourdon. Brux. 1840. 8.—Hugo, and others, as cited P. 111. § 265. 3.-^3. Gu^-

rard, Ejsai sur I'histoire du droit prive des Remains. Par. 184 1. 8.

—

A. Dupin, Precis Historique du Droit Romain, depuis Romu-

lus jusqu'a nos jours. 8th ed. Par. 1824. 12. very concise.— G. Pandroli, De Claris leg. interpret. Ven. 1634. Lpz. 1721. 4.

—

IV. Grolius, Vilae Jurisconsultorum, quorum in Pandect, ext. nomina. Lugd. Bat. 1690. 4.—/. Bertrard, BCoi vonirciuv. Tolos.

1617. 4.—G. Majansitts, Comment, ad xxx. Jurisc. omnia fragmenta. Genev. 1764. 4 —Schulling, Jurisprudentia Aute-Justini-

anea. Lpz. 1737. 4. containing works of several of the jurisconsults. Cf. Fabriciia, Bibl. Lat. iii. 508.— /. G. Heineccius, Hist

juris civ. Rom. ac Germanici. Hal. 1733. Argent. 1763 8.—A. de Buchholz, Juris Civ. Ante-Justinianei Vatic, fragm. ab A. Mai
edita. KOnigsb. 1828. 8.—E. Spangenberg, Autiquititis Rom. Monumenta legalia extra libros Jur. Rom. sparsa, qus ia aere,

lipide, aliave materia etc. supersunt. Berl. 1S30. 8. /'iJtaus, Collatio Legum Mosaicarum et Romanorum. Par. 1573. 4. The

Cotlalio is the work of an unknown author of the fourth century; it is given also in Schulling, as above cited ; likewise in the

Crntici Sacri (8th vol.). Lond. 1660. 9 vols. fol. G. Pancirnli, Notitia dignitatum omnium tam civilium quam militarium in

pariibus Orientis et Occidentis. Ven. 1593. Genev. 1623. fol. This Notitia is a condensed summary or table presenting a view of

the orgaiiiz-tiion of the government, both civil and military, in the Eastern and Western empires ; it is a systematic nomenclature

of all the offices with their respective rank; and is of course of some value in studying the system of Roman jurisprudence. It con-

tains also a topographical notice of Rome and of Constantinople. It was drawn up, it is believed, about A. D. 450 ; the author is

unknown.—It is given, with explanations, in Sch'oWs Hist. Litt. Rom. vol. iii. Also in Grsoius, as cited P. III. § 197. Also by £•

Docmng, Bonn. 1840. 2 vols. 8. See, also, on Rom. Jurisp. Gibhtxn, Dec. and Fall of Rom. Emp. ch. xliv

—

SchBlt, Litt. Rom.

i. 177 ; ii. 221 , 478 ; iii. 265, ss.—Edhr, Gesch. Rom- Lit. p. 73&-770.—/"afcricitis, Bibl. LaL iii. in-aiQ.—Savigny, Geschichte des

Rom. Rechts im Mittelalter. Heidelb. 1822, ss. 4 vols. 8.

Christian Writings in the Latin Language.

§ 572. It would be useful and interesting, if the limits of this work would permit, to

take here a glance at the works of the early Christian authors who wrote in the Latin
language. The names of some have been introduced already on account of their hte-

rary performances. A number, besides Ausonius (cf. § 385), Sedulius (cf ^ 388), and
Prudentius (cf. ^ 387), might be mentioned as poets; Cyprian, Commodian, TertuU
han, Lactantius (cf ^ 506), Juvencus, Victorinus, Hilarius, Ambrosius, Gregorius, Co-
lumbanus, &c. Others are known as historical writers ; Hieronymus or Jerome,
Prosper, Cassiodorus, Marcellinus, Rufinus, Isidorus (cf. § 434), Beda, Gennadius,
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Jornandes, Gildas, Bonifacius, &c. Many might deserve notice on account of writings
of a Biblical, religious, or miscellaneous character, commentaries, apologies, or epis-

tles ; Sidonius (cf. § 445), Boethius (cf § 474), Minucius Felix, Arnobius, Augustine,
Pelagius, &c.—It has been remarked, that the influence of the pagan schools of phi-
losophy is less manifest in the writmgs of the Latin than in those of the Greek Fathers.
The style of the Latin Fathers is marked by Hellenisms and Orientalisms. Many of
them had occasion to address people less civihzed and cultiTated that those of the
East.

SchSa, Hist Litt. Rom. vol. W. p. \-\30.—B'dhr. Snpplement, &c as cited § 299. 8.—CZorfe, Murdoch, kc as cited | 293.-7 G.

A. Oebicht, Commeniarii de Scriptoribus EccIesisE Lat priorum sex ssecalorum. Lips. 1791. 8.

—

G. G. KeufftL, Historia Origicij

et proeressus Scholarnm inter Christianos. Helmst. 1743. %,—A. Fahricius, Eib'.ioth. mediae et infims setatis. Hamb. 1734. 6 vols. 8.

—D. Schramm, Analysis operum ss. Patrum et script Ecclesiaiticorum. Aug. Vind. 17S0. 18 vols. 8.—C. T. Sciuinemann, Bibli-

ith. hist, lit Patrum Latinorum. Lips. 1792. 2 vols. 8.



APPENDIX
TO THE HISTORY OF GREEK AND ROMAN LITERATURE.

I. COLLECTIONS OF CLASSICAL AUTHORS.

$ 573. It will be very proper to append in this place a slight notice of some of the

principal editions of the Classics in regular sets, or in uniform sizes.

1. The Editiones Principes are a set or collection, consisting of the first edition ever printed of

each author, at whatever press issued, or by whatever editor. They are of course not uniform

in appearance.
2. The Mdhie Classics include those issued from the presses of Aldus Pius Manutius and his

son and grandson, Paulus Manutius and Aldus Manutius. Aldus the elder was born at B.issano

in Italy, and early acquired the Latin and Greek languages, and in connection with two friends

fornfied the plan of printing the works of the ancients. His establishment was at Venice, where
the operations of his press were continued between twenty and thirty years, and his effDrts

were greatly patronized by the learned. He died 1516. The Aldine editions are still considered

as ereai ornaments to a classical library. They are marked by the vignette or rebus of a dolphin

nibbling' an anchor.

See Renouard Annales de I'lmprimerie des Aides, ou Histoire des trois Minuces et de leurs editions, et SupplemeDf. Par. 1803-

12. 3 vols. 8.

3. The editions printed by the family of Stephens enjoyed great celebrity. The labors of Henry,
the founder of the family, commenced at Paris in the beginning of the sixteenth century. Their
establishment was continued in that city about half a century, and then removed to Geneva,
where the reputation of the name was sustained more than half a century longer. The glory

of the house was shared by five successive generations. The most distinguished were Robert
and Henry, the second and third in the succession, the latter particularly in the department of

Greek.

B- Sears, B'roeraphical Sketch of Henry Stephens, translated from Passow, in the Christian Revitw, Dec. 1839. p. 534.—J/. Mat-

taire, Stephanorum Historia, vitas ipsoruni ac libros complectens. Lond. 1709. 8.

4. By the Variorum Classics is ustially designated a series of Latin Authors published in the
sevpnteenth century, with notes of various scholars (cum vofis varinrum) ; commenced by C.

ISchrevel, 1651. They were printed at Leyden (Luird. Bat.) chiefly in the octavo form. Some of

the series were printed several times, at ditferent places, and of different sizes. The at-.t in

quarto comprises about 160 volumes, and in octavo 426 volumes.
5. The £/: rir editions are those published by the celebrated printers of that name, in the

seventeenth century, at Leyden and Amsterdam. There were five brothers, all of distinguished

celebrity in the art The editions designated by their name are in the duodecimo form, and are
celebrated for typographical neatness and accuracy. They are much sought after by amateurs
in bibliography, and bring very high prices.

See Essai Bibliographique sur Its Editions Elzevirs. Par. 1829. 8.

6. The Delphin Classics consist of the Latin authors prepared in the latter part of the seven-
tnenth century for the use of the Dauphin or heir of the crown of France (in usnm Delphini).

The plan originated with B. P. Huet (of. Lond. Quart. Rev. iv. Ill), who, with Bossuet, was
appointed by Louis XIV. as a preceptor to the Dauphin. Besides critical observations on par-
ticular words and passages, these editions were furnished with a sort ofrunning note or ordo, to

exhibit in easier Latin the author's sense.—A complete set was sold at the Roxburghe sale in

1812, for above £500 —The set in quarto is usually bound in 65 vols.

7. The Bipontine editions are those published by a Typographic society originally established

at Deuz-Ponts (called in German Zwey-Briicken, in Latin Bipontium), in the last century. The
first work in the series was printed in 1779. The society continued their labors without in-

terruption until about 1795, when the French troops took possession of the place, and their

presses and magazines were seized and conveyed to Metz. The company determined to con-
tinue their impressions in Strasburg (Argentoratum) ; and finding this a more favorable location,

at length, in 1798, fixed their establishment here, and from that time prosecuted their work with
renewed activity. The Bipontine editions have scarcely acy annotations ; but the text is care-

fully corrected, and to each author is prefixed a J\''utitia Literaria, giving an account of his life

and works, of the previous editions of such as had been published, and the translations of them
into living languages. The volumes of both the Latin and Greek authors are in the octavo form.

A catalogue and description of the editions issued previously to ISI 1, is attached to No. V. of the Classical Journal. Cf. KlU^lias

Suppl. iii. to Harles, p. II, as cited § 299. 8.

8. Tn the year 1818 was commenced, by j?. J. Valpy, as printer and editor, a colleclion of the
Latin Classics, incorporating both the Delphin and the Variurum editions, and giving the various
readings, and also the Literaria jYotitia from the Bipont editions continued to the present time.

The execution has been in a high degree satisfactory. The collection, as issued, formed 141

vols. 8.; but was subsequently divided into 159 vols., the Small Paper, and 1S5 vols., the Largo
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Paper. The work was conducted under the patronage of ihe Prince Regent of England, and
was sometimes called The Re^renVs Edition.— \\. is important to distinguish between Valpii's edi-
tion, just described, and another edition of the Latin authors, previously commenced under the
name of 'The Regent's Edition,' which consists of 54 vols. ISmo., edited hy Dr. Carew, and
beautifully printed. Cf. Class. Jour. xvii. 213.

9. A very good collection of the Latin Classics, is that of Lew aire, published in Paris, 1819-1833,

styled Bihiiotheca Classica La'ina, ou Collection des auteurs Classiques Latins, avec des Commen-
taires anciens et nouveaux, des Index Complets, le Portrait de chaque Auteur, des Carles Geo-
graphiques, etc. Par Nicolas-Eloi Lemaire, Professevr de Pocsie Latine k la Facult6 des
Letires, jJcademie de Paris. It consists of 142 volumes in octavo.

10 Some years since a collection of the Latin atithors, entitled Scriptores Rowavi, was com-
menced in Boston. The works of Cicero and Tacitus were published (23 vols. 12), and then the

work was suspended, we believe, for want of satisfactory patronage.

11. The cheapest collection of Latin and Greek Classics, and one which can easily be pro-

cured, is that of Tauchniti (printer) of Leipsic. His Corpus Poetarmn Grtrcorum has been cited

already ($ 47 t. ~). Both this and his Corpus Avctor. Pros. Gracoruni, have been stereotyped, and
also his collection of Latin Authors, in a very small duodecimo form. They contain only the text;

but this is considered as very accurate, and the edition is much esteemed.

12. Valpifs School Classics are only a series of such authors or portions of authors as are more
commonly used in Schools and Seminaries. They are accompanied with English notes and
Questions for Examination, prepared by various editors, and published in a uniform size. The
design includes both Greek and Latin authors; and the work, in progress in 1S39, appears to

have been well received in England.
13. In 1824, a collection of Greek and Latin authors was commenced at Leipsic by Tevhner

printer, under the care of /. Bekker as editor. It is in 12mo, with excellent type; the text is

considered as pure ; with a preface to each author, and notes at the foot of the page. The
work, still in progress in 1640, is sold in London as Black Sf Arvistrojifr's collection.

14. The collection of Greek Classics by Jacobs 4" Rost has already been mentioned, $ 7. 1.

§ 574. There are also Collections of Translations of the classical authors, some of

which it may be acceptable to the student to find mentioned here, although our limits

will not allow a notice of the individual works comprised in them.

1. Three collections of German translations are recent.—That under the care of E. F. C. Oertel

was commenced at Munich, 1622, in 12mo; including Greek and Latin authors. — The Prenilau

collection was commenced in 1527, published hy Ragdzy,\r\ 16mo ; including Greek and Latin

authors. Many of the translations are from good classical scholars ; they are all accompanied
with notes for general readers. The collection edited by Tafel, Osiander, axtd ScAifoi, pub-

lished by Metzler, at Stuttgart, was commenced in 1827, in I2mo. This includes both Latin and
Greek authors ; the translations are all new ; many of them very good ; the translations of the

poets are metrical.—These collections were still in progress in 1640.

2. There is a collection of French translations of Latin Authors by C. L. F. Ptmckovcke (pub-

lisher), entitled Bibliotheque Latine-Francaise, ou Traductions Nouvelies des Auteurs Latins.

Par. 1625-39, in 160 vols. 8. The translations are by ditferent authors. Belonging to it is a

volume entitled Palaosraphie des Classiques Latins d'apres les plus beaux Manuscrits de la

Bibliotheque Roy. de Paris ; cf. P. IV. J 141. There is also a volume entitled Iconographie,

containiiiff busts and portraits ; cf. P. IV. $ 187.

3. A collection of English translations is given in the Classical Family Library, hy Jones (pub-

lisher), commenced Lond. 1S30. in 8vo. The Classical Library, by the Messrs. Harpers, New
York, in 12mo, is composed of English translations republished.—Many poetical translations are

found in collections of English Poets; cf. Chalmers, cited $ 348. 2; Anderson's British Poets

cited $ 49. 3.

II. HISTORY OF CLASSICAL STUDIES.

<5i 575. It would be useful to present here an outline of the history of classical studies

from the revival of letters to the present time. But the limits of the work forbid it

:

we can only give some references.

1. Relatiu? to Italy particularly.—G. Tiraboschi, Storia della Lefteratura Italiana. 2d ed. Modena, 1787-94. 9 (in 15) vo's. 4.

also Flor. 1H)5. 20 vols. S.—A. L. Muratori, Annali d'ltalia dal principio dell' Era Volgare sino all' anno 1750. Milan, 1753-56.

18 vols. 8. also witli a continuation to ttie year 1S27. Firenze (Flor.) 1827. 40 vols.—P. L Gtngueni, Histnire Lilteraire d'ltalie,

jusqu'a sixieme siecle inclusivenient Far. lSll-t9. 9 vols. 8 " he di-cusses points neglected by Tiratoschi.'— ;r. Rcocoe, Life of

Lorenzo de' Medici. Liverp. 1795. 2 vcls. 4. Phil. 1842. 2 vols. 8.— ir. Roscoe, Life and Poiitificate of Leo X. Liverp. 1805.

4 vols. 4. Phil. 1805. 4 vols. S.—Mill, Travels of Theodore Ducas. l^nd. 1827. 2 vols. 8.—Du7ilop, Hist. Rom. Lit (cited

§ 299 7), in the Appendix. Cf. P. IV. § 142. I. 2. Relating to France and England.—The work entitled Hisloire Li:ercirede

•a France (by the Bnudictines).—lVarton, Diss, on the Introd. of Learning into England, in his History of Eng. Poetry.—Rems,

Das gelehrle England. Berl. 1791-1804. 3 vols. 8.—S. Sammarthani, Elogia Gal orum Sasc xvi. doctrina illustrium. (ed. Hcu-

^anti). Isen. 1722. 8 3. Relating to Germany and Holland.-/. N. Paquot, Mem. pour serv. a I'hist. lilL de Pays-bM. Lieg.

1763. 3 vols, fol.—C. Burmann, Trajectum Eruditum. Traj. 1738. 4.—/. G. Buschke, De progressu humanitatis sludiorum in

Gerinania. Rost. 1811. 4. 4. More general, relating to several countries.-HaKam, Introd to the Literal, of Europe, &c. cited

P. IV. § 85. 1.—G. Bernhardy. Encyclopidie der Philologie, p. 395, as cited § 7. 11.—^ H. L. Heerm, Geschichte des Studiums der

griech. u. rom. Literatur, cited P. IV. § 53. The 1st vol. contains a general sketch of the fate of classical works and the condition

i)f classical learning during the middle ages, to the end of the t4th century. The 2d vol. contains the History of Classical Studies ia

(he I5th century.-r. G. F.ichhoni, Litterilrgeschichte. Gott. IS12. 3 vols. 8. In § 368-377 of his work, he treats of the history

of classical studies in Italy, France, Germany, Netherlands, and England ; making two periods, the first from A. D. 1450 to 1650,

the second from A, D. 1650 to the time of his writing.—f. SchSU (as cited § 7. 9), vol. vii. p. 351, ss. treats of Ihe introduction

of Greek learning into France, Germany, and Hungary, and of the influence of the art of printing on its progress.—See also refe-

rences, P. IV. § 9.9._Cf. likewise, B. Sears, on Learned Schools, in the Christian Review, ISSS, No. for Seplenjber.

^ 576. It may be remarked that a more full and exact history of modern classical

learnmg than yet exists is a desideratum, Tl:'he hiugraphy of individual scholars must
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farnish a great portion of the materials. We will here record the names of some of the
most eminent of those who have contributed to the advancement of classical learning.

(a) Italian: Poggio (born 13^0-died 1459) ; Politian (b. 1454—d. 1494); G. Meriila (1420—
1494); Aldus Maniitius (1447— 1516. cf. $ 57.^. 2); Landini (1424—1504); Ph. Beroaldus (1453—
1505); P. Victorias (1498—1585) ; Robnrtellus (1516—1567); F. Ursinus (d. 1600); L. Allatius
(d. 1669) ; C. Sigonius, Facciolatus, Laniiiis, Miiratori, Corsiniis, Spalletti, Rossi, Vulpiiis.

(b) French.—Turnebiis (1512—1.565); Lanibiniis (1526—1572); the Stephenses, cf. $ 573. 3;
Miireliis (1526—1585) ; Budwiis ; Casauboti (1559-1614) ; ,T. Scaliger (1540—1609^ ; CS. ^^alnlasin3

(1588—1653); Rigaltiiis, Morellus, Longolius, Pilhoeiis, Passeratiiis, T. Faber, Dacier; Bouhier
(d. 1746) ; CMpperonius, Brotier, Valerius, Harduin, Sallier, Coteleriiis, Montfaucon, Villf briine,

Larclier (1726—1812), Ballii. Bartheleinv, Biiiifiiiy, Anger, De Brosses, Vauvilliers, Villoison
(1.750—1805); J.B.Gail (1755—1829), &c. (c) In N e t h e r 1 a n d s.—Erasmus (1467—1536)

;

Dotiza (1545—1604); J. Lipsiiis (1547—1606); H. Junius, H. Grotius, J. Meursius, D. Heinsius,
N Heinsius, C. Schrevel, A. Popma, G. J. Vossius. I. Vossius, P. Scriver, J. F. Groiiovins
(1613—1672) ; J. Gronoviiis (1645—1715) ; J. Perizonius (1651—1715) ; J. P. D'Orville (1696—1751);
Feith.P. Burmann, Grrevius, Drakeiiborch, Ondemlorp, Bronkliu.siiis, Schulting, Havercainp,
I,f> Clerc, VVesseling, Ileiiisterhuis, Valckeniir, Lennep, Iloogeveen, J. Alberti, Ruluiken,
Wyttenbach, &c. (</) In G e r ni a n y.—Melancthon ; Canierarius (1500—1571); Acidaliiis
(1567—1595) ; Griiler (1560—1627) ; F. Sylburg, H. Wolf, J. Christoph. Wolf, J. Christian. Wolf,
Bdrthius (Caspar von Barlh, d. 1658) ; M Neander, E. Schmid, Kiister, Carpzof; J. A. Fabririiis
(1668—1736) ; J. M. Heusinger (1690—1751) ; J. F. Heusinger (171&—1778) ; J. A. Ernesti (1707—
1781); C. F. Bcirner (d. 1753); Gessner; Wernsdorf (1723-1793); Heyne, Reiske, Brunck,
Schweighduser, Morus ; Schneider (b. 1751) ; C. S. Beck (1757—1832) ; Sehiitz (b. 1747) ; Heeren.
Manso, Jacobs; I. C. Harles (1738—1815) ; J. A. Wolf (1769—1824) ; Diiriiig (b. 17.59) ; Gorentz
(b. 1765); EichstudKb. 1771) ; G. L. Spalding (1762—1811) ; Hermann (b. 1772) ; Oberlin, Kapp,
A. Bockh, F. II. Bothe, Ph. Biittmann, G. F. Creiizer, Gierig, A. Matlhiae (h. 1769j ; F. Passow
(1786—1S33); J. H. Voss (1751— 1^-.^6) ; G. A. F. Ast (1776—1840) ; G. H. Schiifer (1764—1840) ;

Wagner, Wieland, Weiske, Wetzel, &c. (e) Among the English.—1. Vossius, Grabe,
Hudson, Bentley, (Clarke, T. Hearne, Cuningham, Gibson, Baxter, Hare, Wasse, Pearce, Davis,
Creech, Johnson. Middleion, Markland, Potter, Gataker, Baines, Taylor, Sianley, Gale, Wells,
Winterton, Robinson, Wallis, Rlusgrave, Hutchinson, Elinsley, T. Morell, Dawes, Mattaire,
Warton, Toup, Tyrvvhitt, Burgess, Dalzell, Parr, Blomfield, Valpy, &c.

For tlie lives of these men, we may refer to the Bio^aphie Universelle, cited ^ 7. 7 (it), and like works.—Also, cf. Bcmhardy,

as above cited, § bib.—Harles, Brev. Not. (as cited § 299. 8.), p. 45, ss. and Klilgling, Suppl. 11 1. p. 13, ss. and also Harlem, lutrod.

(as cited § 7. 9), vol. i. p. 71, ss.—But we add, in the next section, a notice of particular Biograptiies, from the Christian Sevieio,

June, 1840.

$ .577. " Only a part of this honored class of men have had their lives and labors portrayed
in a manner worthy of their fame, and not a few of their memoirs are inaccessible to the mass
of readers, in consequence of being in costly critical journals, transactions of learned societies,
or in lar^e biographical collections. Still there are many valuable biographies of such men that
may be found without much trouble. There are some cheap collections, of which the best are
Lindnnann's Vitre Duumvirorum, or the Lives of H e m s t e r h u y s and R u h n k e n, vvriiteii
by Ruhnken and Wyttenbach' : Frotscher'n Eloqiientia Virorum, &c., or Eloquent Biographies
of Learned Men, containing R e i s k e's Life by Eck; Life of the same by Morus; Life of
J. A. Ernesti by A. G. Krnesti ; Funeral Oration on the death of G r a; v i u s by P. Bnr-
viann ; Ruhnken'' s Eulogy of H e ni s t e r h u y s ; R e i s k e's Auiobiiigraphy and G e s n e r's Life
bv Erntati: and Frvdemami's Vitee Hominuin Eruditissimorum, &c., embracing the Life of
Wyttenbach by JIaline ; the Life of R e i s k e by Morus ; and the Lives of C h r i s t, G e 1-

1 e r t and J o c h e r by Emeati. These tliree collections, making only five volumes in the whole
and costing about as many dollars, are generally recommended to German students, not only on
"ccnnnt of their internal value, but on account of their pure Latinity. A fourth collection in
German by Hoffmann, of which one volume has appeared, containing the lives of Jacobs,
B o c k h, Z e 1 1, and Politian, promises to add much to our scanty stock of this species of
hi.igraphyi.

We subjoin a list of the most valuable separate biographies of distinguished classical scholars.
Monk's Life of B e n 1 1 e y is well known. The Biographical Sketch of B o 1 1 i g e r by his son
has considerable interest to the lovers of ancient art. The Life of E r a s m u s has been writ-
ten in French by Burigny, in English by Jurtin, Kniffht, and Butler, and in German by Hess;
and best of all by A. Milller. The Life ofFabricius by Reimar, and of F o r c e I I'i n i by
Ferrari, are both in Latin. There is a Life of G e d i k e, in German, by Schmidt. Besides
Ernesti's Life of G e s n e r, there are two others by Michdlis and Baumeister. There is a Latin
Eulogy of D o u s a by Sie/renbeck, and another of D u k e r by Saxius. Of the several biogra-
phies of G r o t i u s, we will mention only that by Butler in English, and that by Luden in Ger-
man. The Life of H e y n e by Heeren needs no commendation. Cora y's Life by de Sinver,
in French, is the best. There is a Life of I. J. H o 1 1 i n g e r in German by the celebrated Bremi,
and one of K o p p e n by Silstcrmann. Of Manso there is a brief biography in Latin by Pas-
soir, reprinted in his Opuscula, and another in German hy Kluge. Meirotto's Life by Hrunn,
and that of R e i z by B«uer, are both in German. There are three Lives of M o r u s, two in
Latin by Beck and Hopfner, and one in German by Voight. An account of the new and admi-
rable biography of B. G. N i e b u h r was given in our last numbers. The Life of P a s s o w, by
U'achlcr,']\x»t published, is highly commended. There is an e.xcellent Biography of R e u c h 1 i n
in German, hy Mayerhaff; that of Gehres has less value. Rhodomann's Biography was
written in Latin by Lang, and in German by Volborth. That there is a Life of R u d d i m a n,
by C/ta/mer*', hardly needs to be mentioned. Passoz^-'s Life ofJ. G. S ch n e i d e r is reprinted in
his Opuscula. The memory of S c h w e i g h a u s e r is preserved by Dahler in a Latin Memoria.
Krebs has recently written a brief, but admirable Life of S i g o n i u s in Latin. Beside the old
Latin Eulogy on Perizonius by Schulting, there is one of recent date by Kramer. The Life
of S pa I d i n g by fValch is a good specimen of biography. For the Lives oi" the Stephenses,
we refer the reader to what is said in No. XIV., p. 535, of this Review. There is a Sketch of the
Life of Voss by Paulus. and a recent Bingrapnv by Dorivg. Wakefield's Memoirs were
written by himself. Of J. A. Wolf there is a fuU biography by his son-in-law, Korte, wbicb
is censured by the critics.
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Beside these separate works, there are many excellent biographical sketches contained in
larger publications. In the Zeitgenossen, a magazine for contemporary biography, there are
good autobiographies ofCreuzer ami B u 1 1 m a n n, and biographies of G a r v e, C. B u r n e y,
For son, and Bouterwek. In TVulf's Analecta are short slietches of J. Taylor, L archer,
B e n 1 1 e y, P o r s o n, and others. In Justi's History of Hessian Scholars, Authors, and ArtisH
there are autobiographies of the two Grimms. A sketch of the Life of P. B u r m a n n is found
in n'yUe7ibacli's Opuscu\a.; a Life of C a s a u b o n hy ^bnelovecn in his collection of Casaubon's
Letters; sketches of D i s s e n's Life and Character by Thiersch, IVelcker and K. O. MUller in
Dissen's Smaller Miscellaneous writings; E i c h s t a d t's Autobiography in his Annals of the
University of Jena; G. F. Grotofen d's Autobiography in his History of the Hanover Lyceum,
or gymnasium; G. C. Harles's Life in Seebode hnd Friedemann's MisceWanies ; C. He u sin-
ger's Life in SeeAode's Archives ; Parr's Life in the Annual Biography, Vol. X., 1826; Porson's
Life in the Kunigsherg Archives, by Erfurt ; S c h e 1 1 e r's Life in SMichtegrolV s Necrologue for
the nineteenth century ; S c h 1 o s s e r's admirable autobiography in the Zeilgenossen, new series ;
the Life of 8 c !i ii t z by Jacobs in the same; S y 1 bu r g's Life by Creuzer in the New Acts of the
Latin Society, Jena ; and a sketch of V i 1 1 o i s o n's Life in IVyitenbach's Opuscula."

1 An excellent abridgment of Ihese lives, with a sketch of Wyttenbach, and an account of the school of philology in Holland, is

given by £. B. Eiwards, in the Classical Studies, p. 2:3, as cited § 6. 4.—In the same volume is an account of the schools

of German philology by B. Sears, and a valuable selection from the correspondence of Ruhnken, Wyttenbach, Schutz, and Passow
;

with notes containing sketches of many other distinguished scholars. 2 s. p, Hoffmann, Lebensbilder berUhmter Humanisten,

Lpz. 1837. 8 3 See Christian Revitw, March, 1840.

§ 578. We cannot forbear to congratulate the student in view of the progress which
classical learning is making in our country. After having been almost banished (cf.

Miller, as cited P. IV. ^ 29. 3), it has been greatly revived during the last thirty years.

The names of Buckminster, Pickering, Stuart, Popkin, Kingsley, Everett, Robinson,
Anthon, Packard, Woolsey, Felton, Beck, Crosby, and others, are nov/ too familiarly

known to need our remarking upon what their example, writings, or instructions have
accomplished in effecting the change. The very just conviction, that classical learning
will always be a handmaid to evangelical religion, has awakened greater ardor in the
pursuit. And while such eminent classical scholars as Stuart, Sears. Stowe, Alexander,
B. B. Edwards, Thompson, Howe, Hackett, Smith, &-c. are connected with our Theo-
logical Seminaries, w-e may apprehend no relapse of the interest. Theological Semi-
naries are named especially, because (aside from the fact that a majority of the teachers
in the principal Colleges are drawn from them) the influence of clergymen in our coun-
try bears so directly upon the subject of education. Let these seminaries send forth

to the churches a succession of ministers who feel that classical learning is of little

value, and no efforts of individual genius can, in the present state of things among tis,

create a high or general interest in hs pursuit.
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rpa'/.<K;>, 409
rpa'/iij, 332, 413
rpr(/.o£, 207
rptJi!/, 132
ri;7f, 212
ri59£(o:/, 38
rvXioi/, 154
TvjxvcLGia, 335, 422
ri'jWi'ao-uip^;»jf, 335
Ti-jxvaaiapxia, 182
Ti'uvaarfipiov, 423
Fi'/i^'aCTDK, 175
ri'/ivaoTOf)"?, 335
TtpLviKol dytoi/Ef, 336
Fui'aiAffroi', 159
Tu^ai/fcoj/, 159,- 210

Aa^u^of, 170
Aai>;'£,-, 129
Aa;^oi'(5X^TrO(, 167
Aai-pdf, 207
Aa/cruX(oyXi'i^ia, 398
^aKTv\ioyXv<l)OL, 405
Aavri'Xioflijicai, 405
AaKrnXoi/ a7pr, 173
Aa)crr)Xof, 214
Aa!/(i*fr;, 221
Ad'^i'Tj, 163
Aajji'ri:p6pia, 168
Awp.'rjipopiKa, 451
AriXr,, 59
AfiXtj'd:', 204
A^rTt'ov, 201
A£!:7i'070(^[OTat, 338
AsKiiSapxai, 196
Afjcaootixot, 177
A£v<if. 191
AeKaaixng, 186
A£(car£i'r))poi/, 182
A«arn. 182
A£»ca/)0(i'Ot, 60
AtX-ot, 333
AfXr/iIj/, 203
A£r,'of, 167
Awa,-, 207
Arp//a, 199
AepiiiTivai (TroXat, 332
A£(T/^6f, 187
Asa/jLOrfiptov, 187
Af(TTO(T(Oi'avra(, 189
Aexvitspa. 61
Ai'jXta, 168
Afifxapxoi, 181
Aiixfirrip, 110, 112
Aripfjrpia, 168
Arifirirptag, 61
ArtjiiOTrpaTa, 182
A/j^ioupyoi, 193

Arf/^of, 177, 178, 460
Arinoaioi, 180, 181
A)7W, 112
AidPaOpa, 208
AtdyXv0a, 381
Aidyi/wtrtj, 537
AiaypapsTs, 182
Atd^ry/xa, 150
A(acd(7£(j, 183
Aia^wjuara, 422
A(a9*7V'7, 221
AiatT-jyrai, 186
A(airr7ri/c)7, 537
AlUKTCjp, 109
AidX£|(j, 490
AtaXXaKTripiot , 186
Aio/zooTtywo-if, 339
Aiai'o/iai, 183
Atapx>l, 190
Aiacrx-ci'aorat, 459,463
Aidtr-fXoj, 421
Aia"X^p6iioi, 172
A('a;'Xof, 172
AtlaoKCiv ^pSjia, 463
Att^ao-^faXiai, 463
AicpaxiM'.', 213
Ai%a;x,/3of, 109, 451
AuTToXeia, 168
AtVa;, 186
Aix-a.a, 221
AtxaviKol Xoyoi, 204
Ai^flwrai, 185
AtKOUTTliptO'.', 185
AiVr?, 117, 127, 180,

186
AiKpora, 154
AiicTva, 158
Atjiaxai, 194
Aior-wia, 168,169,336
Aiovwof, 109
AfOTSri), 160
AtopOioaei;, 496
A.'OTr/juria, 167
Aiowoi'pia, 136
AtouKOvpot, 135
Ai7rXa(T(a(r/,(df, 197
AiTTrspo;, 421
AiTTTuxa, 333
ArTrnXoj/, 28
AiuKO;, 173
A(r;,9ipai, 209, 331,364
Ai'v'.po,-, 153, 157
Ai({ipo'p6poi, 172
AiojPoXia, 183
Acjx'Mv, 185
Acw/iOffia, 184, 185
Arwfif, 185
Atwrr/, 213
AoK'iicuTia. 181
AdXfOf, 109
AdXi^of, 172
AdXo)!', 202
Ao/idf, 170

A6,al, 332
Adpara, 203
Aoparorp'jfoi, 194
AdpTTOf.' 204
Adp", 153 ; €771, 197
AypvdXojrot. 199
AovXcta, 187
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Aov\oi, 159, 180, 207
Ao-poSoKr), 153
Apd/^a, 457
Apaxfifl, 184, 213
Apcnavrjpupoi, 194
Apara^'Ov, 203
Apo/ioj, 172
Apvzi ftavriKai, 164
Avfjiavarai, 188
A-;a)(5i-K'aJpo/xoi, 172
Axiw/^^oi, 172
A'iSsKa S-£ot, 87
Awduj/aray Xo^^ksTuv,

165
Awjuj/arof, 95
Awpa, 148, 207
AcopoSoKia, 186

'Ey*fayoTt>:i7, 412
'ByKavfTTov, 332
*Ey/oA;7^a, 185
'EyKoiXia, 200
'Ey/fou,(?3f/a, 209
'Ey/fw^iaoTivot, 204
'Ey/f''i^(o;/, 451
'EyYS'P'(5'0i'. 196
*EyW, 153
'Byx'>pia, 356
'E^wXiu, 200, 422
T.estpa, 203
'r.9,r,, 177
Ei5i).XX(0", 454
E(Vaj, 61
Ei<o:'iKh, 383
F,<Vo!/, 187, 389, 413
ElXajrivr], 204
EiXa'^'-ta, 102
FAXnuara, 332
Ei'Xojref. 189
E'lua, 209
Btpsi'eg, 189
E(p£(7(aj;'a{, 451
Fuprj:.,,, 117,127, 197
FAaayyeXia, 186
EiVox^, 405
Ei'j^rpoi/TSf. 182
E(.Tr/)o,oai. 132
'EKU-dfiilaia, 168
'Ecarou/?a! ji/, 60
'EKarojip-i, 147
'E<arouif)(a, 96
'Eva-o/zTC^o:/, 29
'Fjvarov-apxia, 196
"Evyoi'oi, 220
'F.K.^mta, 117
'E<^,5oXof, 101
'EwXiTi'ai, 183, 190
'FK>c\T)7ia(mKri l(7Topta,

545
'F.KKOmifl, 221
•EvXoy£rf, 182, 185
EKorrauKoi, 167
"Evra/crof, 196
"ExTiTra, 384
'F.ippa, 221
'FiXa()7f (rrirpavoi;, 191
'EXa(o9lT(0!/, 423
"EXaiof, 212
BXaioamvia, 147

'EXarr/, 412
'EXai/>?;/?dXia, 61
'EXaprilSoXuhv, 61
'EXtyeia, 453
"EXcyoj, 453
'EAeroXif, 198
'EXfiwKa, 168, 169
'FXeipavTivov, 412
"EXi/c£5, 208
'EXXayoSiKai, 173, 175
'EXAryi^otJi/caroy, 174
'EXXfii'Mf ai'veSptov, 183
'EXXo/?ia, 208
"Fh'fia, 212
"EXu/wf, 217
'E///?aj, 176
'E/^/iara£, 208
'E/^,i?ar£i-a, 220
'EfxiSaTfipioi', 198, 468
'E^/?oX.% 198
"EfiPoXov, 196, 200
'E/^,u^A£(a, 458
'Eix7r€ipia, 537
'E^TcXoipof, 190
EuTrvevora, 216
Ej/dyicr^a, 149
'Ei'ayio-juara, 222
'T.va,,a, 199
"Ei'fo^if, 186
'Ei'^fva, 181, 185
Ei'0O"(T(affrat, 167
Ei'vasrripig, 174
"Ei'J'ara, 222
'E^i/a'^Stj/ot, 60
Ei'ustmvXoi' , 29
'El/ nporai-erw, 185
'EVVTTVIOV, 167
'E'vo, 105, 119
'El/ <&pjarror, 185
'Ei'cj/^ori'a, 197
'Eywria, 203
"Efs.^pai, 422
'EleXiypLOs, 197
'EfEraorat, 180
"Ef?,/?0£, 189
'E^rjyfiaetS, 496
'Ef^y>7ri»c;), 338
'E|ox3, 405
'EJ oXai/zot, 167
'EJ(j;/tj, 209
'E~diKXov, 190
'ETaivof, 451
'ETaXfnj, 198
|ETraOA!a. 220
'E-Eio-oJwi/, 457
'E-c;vi'aicroi, 189
'E-i/?d9pa', 193, 202
'Em/Jdrai, 202
'ETriyoi/oi, 136
'E-iypaufiara, 199,

343, 455
'ETTiypafal, 222
'ETjypa.^Ets, 182
'Etr(^££<T«Of, 324
'ETTiSsi^tg. 336
lETidsiTTi/a. 206
'E-t AsX'pivuo, 185
'ETiVpo/iOf, 202
'ETj9aXd/i!a, 451
E-idaXinioi', 220

_'ETr97f*a, 222
'E-UXripoi, 220
'ETiVwTTot, 200, 202
'E-iXapxia, 197
ETtXoi'/^ta, 451
'Eri AVKOU, 186
'ET«/^axta, 197
'E7r(//£X7/rai, 170, 174,

221
'EttI MrjTlXOV, 185
E^nviKiov, 451
'ETiop.vi'a, 163
'Eti naXXar^iM, 185
'ET(ppr7//a, 460
'Ejicreiiov, 200
'ETTidr/uct, 329
'ETtV/ciipOf, 216
'EmoTdrni, 183, 184
'ETtoToXai ipcj-riKoX,501
'EmaroXcvs, 203
ETTio-roXo'/p.jf^of, 381
'ETi'ray/na, 197
JET(rdv«of, 4S9
'ETriroi'oi, 202
'ETirpo;r*7, 200
'E-irpoTzog. 220
'E-o0£Xia OT'ErraPeXia,

185
'E7rd7n-a(, 170
"E-og, 453
'E7ro"pdz'(0(, 87
Etto cropcov (Tifuvoaiov,

338
'E-rdxop(5of, 216
'EircJiUg, 209
'Et'iJVU^OI, 188
'ETTMriJsf, 202
"EpoLvog, 157, 206
'Eparcj, 126
'Epydvr,, 105, 119
'EpyrtiTTfvat, 171
'Epydrff, 105
'Epzrai, 202
'Ensr^oi, 202
'EpErpia, 32
'EoEY^f'?, 29
'F.pixQeiov, 29
'EpiVi/uEf, 128
"Eoff, 115
'Eptan/c/?, 339
"Epw;, 160, 222
"Ep^a, 200, 384
'EpnaO/ivr,, 384
"Epftaia, 168
'Ep/^aiOf Xido;, 384
"Ep//ara, 208
'Epf(r?pa*fXi)i?, 384
'Epim, 108, 384
'Ep"K-n7p£s-, 189
•'Epfo,-, 106
'EpcjTiKa fisXrj, 455
'E-79r,^ia, 209
'Ecrrrfpi(T/ia, 204
'ETn'a, 113, 212
'E7Tia<Tig, 182
Einardptoj', 210
'EoTfdr'jp, 206
'E<rv<pa, 212
'Es-xapEVf, 203
'E(rxar6KoXXov, 332

'Eraipa, 106
'Eraipai, 220
'ErspoiO'ifiha, 454
'Er£po;ida\aXo(, 180
Eru/zoXoyiK-a;/, 499
Euayy£X(/c»j dTrdd'fi^if,

272
EvOiivr,, 181
Eti'Sum, ISO
EVKTIKOI, 451
Ey^£;/i^£f, 128, 168
EufioXTTiSat, 162
Eu;/^, 200
Euro^ia, 117, 127
Evopxog, 164
EJpof, 128
Eifr€l3h;, 164
EuVruXof, 421
EvripTTTi, 126
EOxai, 147
Evippoavi'n, 127
''E(/)£OpOj, 171
'E^Eo-ia, 168
'EpeaiaKa, 501
'Ephrpig, 209
'E'/ifraf, 185
'EpniSsTov, 422
'E/)»7^iTOj/, 422
"EM^o', 189, 190
'Fj-pnyrtTig, 186
'Epnfitplg, 536
'E^idXr;??, 167
'E/)i7r7r(Oi/, 266
'E/)o^£ia, 197
'Epopnov, 190
'E./)opo(, 170, 190
'E(/)M0-,',, 218
'ExhXr,, 212
"E^ry/za, 204
'EJf, 59, 114

Z
ZE'jyrroi, 177
Zfu ndrtp. 95
Zsuf, 94, 95
Titvg aruyiog, 100
ZrAupof, 128
Zr/i/ta, 186, 191
Zn-rfifiaTa, 496
Z'^yd, 200, 202
Z'^yi'a, 96
Z':iyirai, 202
Zyyot, 197
Zoydj, 196
Zatypafia, 409, 410
Zwypa^w"), 409
Zwudf ji^Xag, 191
Zi'i'T;, 153, 208
Zco/jrfjpsg, 200
Z'lxjTpov, 209

H
'H-Toj/im, 506
"H^p;, 344
'HXavdr^, 202
'HXiata, 185
'HXiacrrat, 101, 185
lUXfOf, 100, 114
'HXiorpd-iOj/, 60
'H/^ap, 59
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'n^tpa, 114
'Hfxepag apTrayri, 115
''H.fiEpo&poiioi, 199
Ylji'lEKTOV, 214
HfXlddipaKlOV, 194
'UliiTpiraTo;, 403
'Hi'ioxo;, 153
'HTardtrvOTria, 167
"Hpa, 96
•Hpaia, 96, 168
'Hpfot TTuXai, 222
'Hptou, 222
'Hpcoa, 222
'H/iaicTfia, 168
"Jifatarog, 107
'Hxjra. 176
'Hos, 59, 114

eaXa/iirat, 202
eaXapog, 220
eaXaa, 126, 127
OaWol, 147
eaWocpopoi, 171
eavarof, 130, 187
©apyTyXicbi/, 61
6ayXw;/r(5a(, 162
Osai crsuvat, 184
esarpoi/, 33, 422
eeixeXios, 202
e.-//if, 117, 188
esoSoTiov, 412
eEOI AAEA^OI, 124
Oeol ol pEydXot, 87
OzoXoyeiov, 176
QzopavTcia, 166
Gfu/zaJTEif , 166
esofji'ia, 31
eroirpoTTOi, 164
GfOiipyoi, 162
GspaTTCvriKrj , 537
Ospiarpiov, 209
esapoOhai, 181, 185
Gw/zoi, 188
6t(Tpo(pupsTov, 171
eecixOipSpia, 112, 168,

170
es(Tpio^6pog, 112, 170
esroi, 220
eiwpiva, 176, 183
e^wpol, 164, 174
6/)</;, 222
QjjpiaKCL, 454
e'7o-£ia, 135
e^r£5, 160, 177
epai/troi, 202
Opai/Of, 202
epi7i'0j, 221
e/'^i/i'f, 157
3,'nvciv I'japxoi, 221
epiywf, 222
epida^, 206
e^i^, 208

;

dviparroScj'jSrji , 180
Gpdj/of, 157, 212, 337
e-veXXai, 128
Gu/zeXp 45F
B"ixLapa, 163
eCo,-, 147
Bvpa, .210

ewpmV, 196
&vpso(p6poi, 194
0t)pr(5£f, 210
ewiat, 147
evades, 162
eSrai, 162
Gwpa/cioj/, 198
Bcipa^, 153, 194

I

'laKXo;, 170
'laXe/xoi, 221
'Ia/i/?of, 451, 462
laoTTif, 400
'larpoV, 335
'laoj, 403
'I(5arof, 95
•hpa, 28, 160
,Ijpa 0aXayJ, 220
tlipEtat, 162
.Ifpsioj', 163
'hpsTs, 162
'IspfOj, 449
'l£po(5(J(i(7/caXoj, 162
'lepooovXoi, 163
'lepopavTcTa, 167
'Ispo/ii'rj/^wy, 163

'M^ 117
'IfpoToiot, 162, 170
'lepoffKonia, 167
'Ijpoo-uXia, 186
'hpovpyol, 162
'Ispo(pavTai, 162, 170
|l£:po./.u»'rr7f, 170
'lopo^aiTt'Jff, 162
'Iffr&TiOf , 95
l/cpia, 200
*IXa7/xoV, 163
'IXaariKa, 163
"IX;?, 197
'I//aj, 173, 199, 202,

208, 212
'Iliiinov, 208
'L'(5t/cdi', 412
'Idf, 153, 412
'lotiXot, 451
'loxiatpa, 102
'I:nrayp£rai, 190
'iTTTraycjyot, 194
'IrnrdpYz/f, 194
'iTnrapxi'a, 197
^;^^apxo(, 196
l7nr£(0;, 98
'iTnras, 153, 177, 190,

194
'Irrria; pzi^MV, 383
'l-mo'popog, 38
'iTTTToXurEia, 29
'I;nroroJ(Sra(, 194
"iTTTrajj', TO f0', 193
IpEl'Ef, 189
Ipif, 115
"ladpia, 175
'laophprjTa, 383
"lo-oriipai'i/oj, 190
'ItTTia, 202
'I(Tro/?o£iJj, 212
'IrrohoKT], 202
'I(7r07r6(^£j, 218
'lardf , 202, 218

IraXof, 359
'\xBvopavTEia, 167
'1x9^J, 403
'Iw/?a«-,X<") 451
Icj^^Ef, 326
"Iwna, 499

K
Kai'uTKOg, 184
KaV^af, 329
Ka(5o(, 184, 214
Ka(5of, 214
KaQappol, 147
Ka9£^pa, 169
Ka9£r(;p, 263
Kaiada;, 191
Ka^ct'af, 128
KaXaOmv, 170
KaXttjUOj, 332
KaXX(yp.i:/ioi, 333
KaXXioiry), 126
KaXo/?ar^f, 244
KdXo(, 202
KaX^at, 221
KaXi;/?af, 413
KaXmrpa, 208, 218
KaXwJioi/, 173, 202
KapnXoi, 202
KapTTrfip, 172
KaurifopoL, 172
K.i^Sapos, 207
Kaj/td!', 172
Kawo^w;?, 210
KaTi^OjuaiTfia, 167
Kdpa/Joj, 403
Kapiiarivai, 208
KapY^o-iO!', 207
Kdpi^£(a, 168
Kara;3a9//df, 54
KaTa;iXj)TiKh, 173
Kara.JjX^, 206
Karaypapfi, 193
KardXoyo;, 193
KaraTTfXrai, 198
KaraTTOi/Ticrpog, 187
Kardorao-ij, 193
Karaippdypara, 202
Kard0paxTO(, 194
Kar7?yopia(, 186, 488
Karonrpa, 209, 212
KaTCxyfaKn, 209
Kawi'a, 208
Ka>irr;pia, 413
Ka^jrijpioi' , 263
Kedf^aj, or KaiaSag,

187, 191
Kf/cporrif, 178
K£Kpvf>aXog, 208
KEXsuffr;??, 203, 282
Ki:XrjT£g, 154, 172
Kfi'i'jpia, 223
Kevoraipia, 191, 223
Kfjrrjo-ij, 191
Kcvrpov, 266
KEpaia, 202
K£pa/x£i/fdf, 32, 339
Kepapevg, 263
Ktpd^ioj/, 214, 263
Kcpapog, 187
Kipaj, 208, 217, 297

176

Ktpara, 196, 202, 332
Kepanvr], 217
KepuiTiov, 214
KspauKoj, 95
Kfpauj'oox'O-froi;

KspScoog, 109
Kipx-itJEf, 422
Ksp^cif, 218
Kippa, 213
Kspoiixoi, 202
Kcarpcjo-ig , Keorpoi', 413
KctpaXri kiTTVov, 206
K??ffot 'AJdi/t^oj, 169
K/jp^f, 130
Kripoypa'pia, 412
KripopavTsia, 167
KHPOx\OS, 330
Kr]pVK£tOV, 197
K>';/3y|, Ki7py/f£f, 148,

150, 162, 170,

181, 197, 207
KiyKXtSeg, 185
KiOipa, 216
Ki'varof, 208
Ki/i-jj/wj/ TeTxo;, 29
K(0)'/?(5di', 330
Kivva/Sapi, 412
KiJ/iipa, 217
Kt'oT>7, 212
Kt(TTO'p6pOl, 170
KXdt'ot l/cri;p(0<, 147
KX£(io(, 220
KXsig, 210
KXfitJ, 126
KXi^k^pa, 185, 240
KX/j^d/^Cf, 168
KXrjpiKol, 488
KXripopai^rtia, 167
KXrjpovopog

, 220
KX-jpoj, 220
KXrjpcoToi, 180
KXr;T77p!:f, 185
KX>'/r.'p, 185
KXt>a-c£?, 198, 210,

422
KXu'ai, 206
KXm7, 212, 221, 302
KXiatg, 197
KXicpdg, 157
KXoidf, 187, 191
KXco9w, 128
Kiz/j/iF^ff, 153
Kviaari, 148
Kdyf, 170
Kd9opi/oi, 208
KoOopvog, 176
KoiXf/^/?oXoi/, 197"

Ko'iXrj, 200
KorXot, 60
KotXoi^, 422
KoiprjTfipioit, 223
Koir^, 212
KoitCjv, 210
KoXo(7(roi, 383
Ko>;7, 208
Koviarfipiov, 423
KojTot, 202
Kovro(p6poi, 194
Komj, 191, 196
KdTnra, 214, 329, 362
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K6pai, 208 -

Kdp6a^, 458
K6pr,, 213
Kopar], 208
K6pvix0os, 208
Kopvvri, 196
Kopuf, 153
Kopv(paioi, 458
"Kopciividfiara, 451
K6(7/xO(, 191
Kdrii^of, 173
Kdrra/3yf, 207
Koru.X;,, 214
Kdrurro), 119
Ko»po£, 207
KoxXiapio)', 214
KoxXiOi/, 214
Kd.xXoi, 198, 214
Kpdi'Of, 153
Kparhp, 204, 207, 344
Kparfjpe;, 207
KpfiSefivoif, 208
Kprj/^i/df, 187
Kpijrrr^ff, 208
KpTyTTiV, 222
Kpidf, 198
KpoKri, 218
KpOTOTTCTrAof , 115
KpdraXoi/, 213
Kpdrof, 337
Kpovjiara, 217
KpiTTTfia, 189
KpiJo-raXXoj, 401
Kpo^/?yXof, 208
KriVrT/f, 347
KiJaft)!, 207
Kvufioi, ISO, 183, 206
Kva<.'ifii3o\ot, 200
Kwai/dj, 400, 412
Ki.^a'a, 206
Kw/?frpi/ffrr;f, 203
Ko/Jt'oT^crif, 175
KvPiarrjrrjpe;, 216
Ki5«Xof, 32, 62, 194,

450, 456
KijXJ^, 207, 297
KvXiaig, 173
K'jXXoTTdJ/jf, 107
K5/i/?aXa. 217
Kui/e;?, 153
Kwriyoi, 102
Kuvdao-'pa, 188
KufO!70up£:rf, 188
Kvpfisig. 331
Kiiros, 200
KUojv, 187, 191
Ko(5wj., 217
KwXurwai, 167
K'o/i'7, 460
Kw//Of, 119
K'^veiov, 187
KcjTrat, 202
Kw7r/;Xdrai, 202
Ktj- fipri, 200
Kwpi'CEtO!', 422
Kc5f, 187

A
Adwoj, 149
Aa/ccjj'i/cai, 208

83

Aa/iTdfJwi/ fijiipa, 170
AdpravEs, 221
Arto-»;ioi', 196
Ad^i'pa, 199
Adxsaig, 128
AsiTTOvavTai, 204
AciTTOi^avnov, 186
AfiTTOtrrpdnoj/, 186
AsnrOTaKrai , 199
AEiTOrdfioi/, 186
AeiTOvpyiai, 181
Awrpoj/, 149, 220
Arf£i?,_496

ACTraXsai, 217
Awroj/, 213
Aiaxri, 189
AfUK-ai^e;?,-, 91
Arf«o/^a, 181, 412
Acvnoypafijjia-tKfi , 481
Arxof, 212, 220
Arjcog, 209
A>7<cu0o(, 221
AnKvOr^, 413
Afji'aia, 169
Ar/fi'apYoi, 181

A/jfif, 185
Ar?nb, 116
Aiyvpioi', 401
AtUt'a, 383
ALeopoYia, 187
Ai9o/3dXo(, 198
Ai9oyX».d)(a, 398
AiOoi, 196, 398, 402
AiOoKoWa, 383
Ai0Oi- -rrparrp, 180
A(/i!/dra(, 188
All/a, 158
Ail//, 128
Aixavos, 216
Aoyd(5£f, 191
Aoyaoj/, 176, 247
Adyia, 164
Aoyiaral, 180
AoyicrT(5i^, 203
Aoyoypa!>iai, 526
Aoyoyp:i(/.oi, 526
Adyot '0X!.«-(w:, 336

£^(jr£p(V0(, fo-W-

repiKoi, 338
(fX/jptm, 488

Ao,/?ai, 147
Ao^i'aj, 101, 166
AovKiOf )) "Oi'Of, 501
AounjpfOi/, 212
Aoiirpdi/, 210, 423
Aoipc'iov, 212
Ad,/,of, 153
Aoxayol, 196
AoXEi'a, 102
Ad.YOf, 196. 197
AvKaia, 116, 168
AvKUOv, 339
Aw£(f, 496
AwijCJi'Oi-, 31
Avaiu)6ol, 462

M
Mayd^if, 217
Mayam, 198
Mayc^nj Xi9of, 386

Mdyot, 167
Mayio6ai, 462
Md:d, 206
Md^at, 190
Ma%a7a, 335, 517
MaipLaKTripMv, 60
Moij'diJrs, 162
MaKpa aKE\rj, 29
Ma/fpal viisq, 154
Ma/cpat TTsrpai, 31
MaXdxr/, 206
MaXXdj, 208
iMaiTfia, 164
'Mai'TCVfiara, 164
Mai/rw), 164, 166
MavTtg, 449
Mapyapif, Mapyapir/jf,

401
Maprvpsg, 185
iNIaprypcov yEuiSXia, 222
jMaoT(yoi/)dpo(, 174
Mao-rtywo-i;, 191
JMdoTif , 260
MaoTt\-/7, 412
Mdxa;pa, 196
Mikpivog, 214
Mi(Jo(5i»f(7, 338
MtCkiXd^, 173
JMrXai/, 412 ;

ypai^iKov,

332
INlEXfr/;, 490, 556
MfXir/, 153
MsXioTroi'Ja, 147
iNlEXio-o-at, 162
MeXiTTOVTa, 221
MeXoj (jiParripiov, 468
'SleXTTOntvY], 126
M£/i/?pdj/a, 333
I\l£pap\ra, 196
Ms(7d^/iT, 202
MwdwiXoj, 200
Mso-o/i'^dXioi', 194
^Mso-Oi'awrai, 202
M£(70"pt'ai, 202
Mwdvopof, 458
MifftTodrat, 188
MeralioM, 197
;\r£ray£iri'(d)i', 60
:\r£ra^dpT(a, 206
'SleT£n\pvx(jJ7ig, 505
Mfroi/cot, 171, 178,

182, 486
ViETOiKlOV, 178
MerpiiT)!;, 214
Mfrwn-of, 196, 200
MrjX,;, 263^
MrivogiaraiJisvov, &;c.61
Mripoi, 148
Mnxa^al, 198
]M?;\ai/»7, 176
IvriAAI, 344
MiXrOTrdoTjoi, 200
MiXroj, 332, 412
M<>0(, 462, 558
Mtff^df jSotjXj'jTticdj,

&C. 183
Mi'rpa, 208
Mirpn, 194
Mi'd, 213
IM^/^Jfta, 222

MvriiieTov, 222
Mci^crrpo)/, 220
Mvoia, 192
JMd9a)i/£f, 189
Motpai, 128
MoXTrr?, 207
]MoXi;/?^n»'ai, 153
M6i'av\o;, 217
ISIoi/ijprif, 154
^loj/oypd/Ujuara, 330
Movoypa^liou, 410
Mo^dx-poro, 154
Movofiuxoi, 244
JMoi/dTrrspof, 421
]\Ioi/orf(r(Tapoi/, 544
Movoxp'ipara, 410
!Mdpai, 188, 197
Mopi'af, 171
^lop<pevg, 130
Mopr^^, 130
Mou;/„X'a, 33, 61
Mowvx'oi', 31
Mo"i/ij:\;£ w, 61
MouCTO, 384
Mouo-ai, 126
JMouatroj/, 31,339,384
MowiAf;?, 216, 335
MovfTiKh ipi\>i, 216
'SIovaiKol uycDwj, 336
:>li!0o(, 83
'SlvBoXoy'ia, 83
JNIuXoj d/^iKOf, 264
MuXcji'Ef, 180
]M'.pid/?(/?Xoj/, 499
IMi;p/^»j(C£:f, 173
'Mvarfipia, 169
JMuoTi/cdj o-;;/cdf, 170
Mw/toj, 119

N
Nd,5Xa, 217
NatSia, 222
Naoi, 160
Ndo;, 421
Nao0i5Xa«?. 162
Nauapxof, 203
Navrai, 202
IVoi'^uXowf, 203
Neapai (5(ard?£(f, 393
X£x-pdj£(7ri'0!/, 149
l^EKpoOaTTrai, 221
l^EKpojiavrda, 167
NswiTia, 222
N£//£ra or Nf/zara, 174
'Skpeuig, 117
N£oJa//-o(5£(f, 189
^EOprivia, 61
N£('pd(5£ra, 216
N£!>j', 153
l^SfpEXriyEpsrm, 95
NecjKopoi, 162
N^£f dptpiirp^'fivoi, 200
'Nr^dTEia. 171
Nivrrj, 216
NiVr/, 29
IVd0o(, 220
iVo//£rf, 200
Nd;/(^a, 221
Nd^i<7//a, 213
^iojiodhai, 181
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No/«o(, 216, 449
N<5/i<H-, 1S8
'!^Ofio~pv\aKti, 172,

181. 190
N^ros, 128
JSivfi<P'i:, 126
N";ivVjra. 126

NiV'^/), 212

He»'(a, 207
HfiiOi-, 95, 158
c-ivot, 178
Enrrrji, 214
Ei>s, 153, 187
SiSavd, 3t^9

'Z'.'Xoxifrriov, 331
Ewrd, 423
HwnV'X'/s, 175
E>'<7rof, 173, 423
E"<rr3^opoi, 194
Ewrpa, 210

'0,?oXd,-,213.214,221

'Oycoaov, 135
'Oywj, 176
'Ofr/y.)j, 109
'O^vTSi, 202
'OAPYIIIS NY.M-

«I>A15:. 110
'OOovai. 202
Orat, 200
OiKirm, ISO
oHifTifKi. 187
Oimi/o^o^, 180
0?w?. 210
Oi/co<T<rtm«fd»', 168
OiKO-'^ei'tKol, 496
Oitotipoi oicts, 28
Oi"0^ian^('a, 167
OtV(5^ifXi, 206
Oaoi jjL^-fpn-irrti, 204
Ou'0\oo(, 207
OioTti, 153
OiWKOTiArJ^, 167
'OKpiiSai, 413
'OKraerripli , 60
'OXiyopdpoi, 204
'OXKcirVf. 200
OXw.', 202
[OXo.^"P,/oi, 221
'O\"fi-eiov, 31
'Oi^oioi, 188
'OfiOTa-rpiov^, 218
*0|«-ar. 170
'Oix-fa\ds, 194, 332
'0/«^aXdj y^j, 165
'OveipOKpi-rai, 167
'0»£<f«fpir(«:a, 538
Oi'fipowXot. 167
"Oystpoi, 130, 167
'0»'fipo<r<c6Troi, 167
'O:0fi(t(rTtKdv, 497
'O.vJ. 400
'Oit'xtoi . 401
'Or.-,J'Xnj, 198

'OJr,- pvyxoi, 54
'OraXXioj. 400
'OT7io9c^ypa<4-i 333

'OiTiM.'ofioi, 29, IbO
'OrXa, 202
'OrXrrai, 153, 193
'OrrXiroi'/xi^ot, 172
XyjrXoi', 194
'Opa/ia, 167
'Opyaj, 162
'Opyiu, 169
'Opyi'ia, 214
'OpeixaXKOi, 383
'OpiffiicoiTOf, 102
'Opdioi, 216
'OptWaXv, 173
''Op«f(a ri^vEiv, 164
"Op-ctos, 95
'Opvoj iio'AcvTiKdi, 184
'Op«oj fjtyaj, 163
'Opitoi, 33
"Op/ioj, 208
'Opj'OT'fifeoi, 167
'OpviBofi'ivTtti, 167
'Opoi, 644
'Opawe<ph:, 95
"Opi-yyja, 187
"OpXtjai^-, 335
'OpxncTpa, 422, 458
Opx'/oTis-. 207
'0<7<a, 221
"Ocm, 166
'Ooaorhp, 166
'Oc-A-o.'iopia, 168
'OfTToroxfra, 221
'OcToQhKai, 221
OcTToXiVioi', 221

'OarpiiKivov , 263
'0<rTpa<fJ<rf«df. 187
"Orrpawr, 187

'OfTX»i'6pKi, 168

'0<rXo>/»P"fa. 451
"Orrai, 168
OiXai, 147
OiXd\:i-ra. 148
OvoKkoi, 387
OtV«yyo«, 451
Oi'pa, 196, 200
Oj'poyoi, 277
Oipaydf, 196
Oviparia, 31. 126
Oipaioj, 114
Ovpioj, 345
'(>/>(?aX,«o\-. 200
'Oi/iCaXiioiv ffuy»fX£t£tj',

149
'Oxaiof, 194
\0\€iH, 153
'OXfTuarfor, rd eip* , 193
"O-J-oc, 206

n
nay«rpariarrai, 173
riay/cparioi', 173
naSoXoywc;), 537
n.iai.', 198. 451
Ilaiyvta, 451
n«(&ia. 335 ; /; rti

iprxn. 338
nat^^^paoTia. 220
Ilatript'H-, 400
IlaiitKa, 451
Ilai^iA-^ [lOVGa, 456

nau'o.(5^oj, 1S9, 190
lLl»'«rp,Vir;j. 335
naXaiarpa, 422, 423
llciX,), 37, 173
YlaXifiyiicnVi, 342
naXXuAT'iVf. 220
naXXas, UH
naX;<oc, 168
nuXrof, 153
II'i/t,JiKTiX£ta, 189
na^fioj(6r«a. 192
Ilii^fiaxot, 173
IIa;u/idXio»', 173
ndftfUrpov, 456
n(v«(/.t'Xoj, 188
Hay, 116
UaiaOntata, 168. 171
n<ua(J/7iai<fdj', 171
nrti^iiiffiai, 206
narcci/i(«)t, 172
ndrc'r/z/o,-, 36, 106
nai-^ixdof, 208
nni'^poco^. 29
ncut^fov, 31

nai7r/i'p(;, 174
Ilariwi' ciifia, 116
riarrtx^ari) laropia, 252
ritisTTOj Trpwroj, 176,557
riapa/Juffij, 460
napil/Jivrov, 186
Il(ipa}'pa^J), 185
napa'pOfiihi , 423
riaprti/iidTT^j, 153
napai»fr(*,-oi, 487
napatrinov, 412
napavara/?oX»), 185
nupaXi'a, 178
ndptiXof. 42, 187
n(iprt/(;;piV(a, 194
Ilap'uvft'lOi, 220
Uapaii^iStov, 196
riaparXf-piVfa. 194
nap.i07;/iOv, 200
Ilapiifffroi, 162
nafafftrwr. 162
llapacTimti , 185
napa<n'»'0/;para, 198
ndpf.'po,, 181
navnaJ. 200
Hapt^h'ta, 451, 455
UapShvi, 29
nap^f^oj, 104, 105
napOeyCoy, 178, 218
n.ifx»\o?. 220
Ilaardi, 220
nf<^<Xa, 208
rit.'i/cd.'. 193
rifipain'j, 33
n£ierin;<i'rr((>s. 31
rTfiV/iarn, 202
rifXao-yivdi'. 29
UeXaioi, 163
ricXd-rti. 160
mXndc'ff. 165
UcXctai. 165
nAfVis-, 196
rifXo-Oi nVof, 34
nrXr-acT-at, 194
WXrr,, 194, 196
IlsX- pta, 91, 168

Ilf/i/iara, 163
n£^(7rii<'ap\0(, 196
nr//Tdj, 196
Iljj'rdc'ia, 333
IlfJTaerjypcj, 174
naTadXov, 172
n£»'ravo<T(0/ifc'(p»'Oi, 1 r7
nei'TTiKOarvs, 197
Tlfirf'/pfij, 202
n^Xo(, 157
nhrXoi, 171
riorXov (ifiot, 171
n.€piKt<paXaia, 153
llfpj'pa/ijjii), 331
ITfpi dpxiov, 545
Ikpt fp<uri»ftj»' vadt]fid»

TiOV, 501
nfpi/:?aprA-f. 208
mptVoXoj, 160. 421
Ilfpu'fiCT'Or, 149
TlepUpya, 167
nfpi/i}7j(7(j, 455
nfpi;7y;7ra(', 166
nsptKe^aXaia, 153
IIfp(0!»rO(V)^f), 222
UepioiKOi, 189
nrpiraro,-, 339
rirpirrrrdcr/iara, 148
nrpiroXaoi', 197
Jlfpi'TroXoi, 197
UspiTTTepOi, 421
nfp(f'/'arr>?pioj', 160,

163
IlfpKTvtXiV, 209
ntpt(rn<Xtov , 422
JlfpirfiXiCT/jdj, 198
Uepirdveta, 200
nfp«?a:-ij, 381
Tlipiipiptta, 194
nfpi(^p(iy|(ara, 202
nfp<5^;7, 218
nspoififtara, 148,218
Uspcttpdvr). 99
nrraXa. 187
UeraXia^td^, 187
IlfTafTOf, 208
rifrpai pavpai, «Scc. 31
mrpo.JoXoi, 198
rifrpfo/ia, 170
rifTTfra, 206
Tlnyo^iai'TCia. 167
n^/.'iiXmj', 200
ni7((TiV, 217
ri<7x"f, 214
OiXiV.a. 208
nrXos, 208
ni'ravf,-, 412, 413
UnaKta, ISO, 413
IIi'i aici TrrvKTio, 333
rinaj dyrpri(cdj, 167
Ili'oTfj Arrtirr?. 164
nirai'drat, 188
ni—dx-io.', 332
nXayi'aiXo;, 216
nXa('<r(0»'. 197
nXaKl;, 171 .

nXa-rriif;;, 381
nXa-avtffra, 38, 190
nXarsta(7/i0j, 436
nXeOpov, 214
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JXKsvpat, 200
nXriOovcra dyopa, 32
nMKTfiOV, 217
UXivOiov, 197
nXoKafiog, 208
TWovTog, 118, 460
IWoVTUiV, 91
Uvtyta, 423
n^fyta, 423
n.-yf, 32, 183
mki, 202
noi;j-<jf, 449
noiKi\r,, 31,339
IIo(x-(Xra, 218
UoKdi, 208 [192, 196
noXE//apxof, 181, 190,
noAmj, 29, 105
TlohopKriTiKa, 519
rioXrrai, 173
IloADaj'Jpioj', 223
noXvKsara, 218
noAi5//v(a, 126
no\v<p6poi, 204
noAyTQ3.'Y'ara, 410
nOjUTrat, 183
TlojxTrsiOf, 31
noTrai/a, 148, 163
HopO^nOif, 221
Hophoypafia, 414
nopraATfj, 194
noo-jjo£>jj/, 61
nO!T£iJt3)', 98
noOf, 214
n.oa^cTflpsf, 182, 185
npea.Seis, 181, 197
npm/3^s, 190
npoavXioi/, 210
Upo.SXrijjia-a, 153
n/30,ioAai, 210
npo,:?oi.A£i;^a, 183, 188
Tlpoypanixa, 188
Tlpoyvni^daiiara, 174
XIpo-JiK-oi, 190
np(5(5o/(Of, 210
ripotWra, 186
Ilpos^pia, or ~poi^pa,

187, 191, 199
npd£jpo(, 183, 184
nporipd:ria, 112
ITpoiwoa, 220
npoif,' 220
ripo/cw-ot, 202
JlponeTonicia, 194
Ilpoi'aof, 421
Upo^cvia, 207
npd(£j/o(, 190, 207
Ilpooifiia, 450
npo7rXd(7//ara, 382
[IpdMAot fe'O!/, 163
npo-om, 206
rrpo7ruXa(a,29,]60.178

npooKsfiXaia; 206
np.9(7d^(a, 162, 451
Ilpoo-rarr/f, 178
TlpoiTT£p:^'i6ta, 194
IlpdoT'jAof, 421
Up6<rrv7ra, 381. 384
nOO(TfiJT£rO>', 176
npoTiBsadai, 221
nporo/i/ai, 384
ILwTBfot, 202

[185

182,

ripdrwra, 382
npOipinai, 166
npoipuXaKal, 197
XIpdYoof, 212
np6x'<ixa, 204
n/WCJjU0£7£a, 185
npiV^a, 200
np'ui/>7o-(a, 202
npiraj/Eia, 1]3,
npvravda, 184
Ilpura^troj', 33, 184
npvrdvsis, 183, 184,
npurawf, 192 [188
npOpa, 200
Updjparrjs , 203
npcjpevs, 203
rrpwrwoXXoi', 332
Urapijiol, 168
Ilrfpa, 200
nr£pi;y(Oi', 200
HrvXis, 200
Ifuavsipithv, 60
nyy/^rj, 173
nii9a((7rat, 174
n'.ei'a, 165
mOia, 174
IlySwof J'd^Of, 174
Uvdiot, 190
Ilii^ioi/, 165
nvQ,o,', 101, 165
lluSwwf, 167
ri'iK-^'doTl'Xoj, 421
Umrni, 173
ITyXaydpai, 183
UvXaia, 183
ni5X/7, 210
n»p. 187
n.'pa, 149
ni'pyof, 197, 198
llvpKaia, 186
n"pd/?oXo(, 196
U<pouaPT€ia, 167
n'>p,l>6poi, 198
II'>p.;iT;pa, 412
ri'pwOTf, 400
Iliia-iof, 166
irwX-7rai, 182
nwjua, 153

P
'PaPSiov, 413
'Pa,3i^oiiai'Tsta, 167
'P«,5i5oj, 260
'Pa/?:'(}yX:o(, 173
'P,i(/,ai'0(, 206
.'Pa-^'f, 218
Pai/w(5oi, 328, 449
''Pnropes, 181
'P'irpaf, 191
'PlWoho;, 538
'Pii//a(nrr<5£f, 199
'Pri/ff, 173
'PoMuT,, 218
'PoAjJcl/crt'Xof, 115
'PoSov VTTO, 206
'Pi'juara, 202
'Pvjxog, 212
T.-roV, 207, 297
'Poinapoypatpia, 414

S
Sayfji/r;, 158
Suy//a, 194

SuX«yy£f, 198, 217
1.aXT:iyKTfi?, 196
StiXTTiyf, 217
^a/iiSmri, 217
Sa^urrr, 214, 329
Sii/JaXa, 208
"ZavSapixKr), 412
Savdif, 412
2ai/(f, 187
^drnpsipos, 400
Sap^ioj, SupJij/Of, 400
Sap(5o;/i,f, 401
Sdpt7o-a, 196
HapKOKoXXa, 412
Y.apKO(pdyoq

^ 221
Sarupoj, 565
^t0a<jTa, 246
S£«n'\:ecjj/, 98
'S.eiarpov, 217
SfXrV??, 101, 114
SEXtj/o:/, 175
StXXot, 164
S^fO!/, 212
S^-cdj, 160, 170, 222
^niia, 222
5:*?/yara, 333
^ilxtXa, 198, 330
yirjiicioypdipoi, 333
'ZrifiaoTiKh, 537
Y.r]neio(p6pog , 196
Yi0v\Xa, 449
StyXai, 330
SiJ^yj/ai, 189
SiVfmj, 458, 461
E'iKXog, 375
Si'XXoi, 462
StUITTlf, 412
Sirapwi/, 214 [187
St'rrjaij £v vpvTaveio],

^irok'ia, 212
2£ro(5oKai, 212
SiroTcDAat, 212

^iroip-AaKEs, 212
i:tTrvpat, 332
Sir.o, 112
Sirojj/at, 212
iKaXiiol, 202
YKdnixa, 172
Y.Ka<j)q^6poi, 171
S/c£X?7 fiaKpa, 29
S/ffrr,/, 222
S«u^, 200
S»>-^)^'7, 176, 422
"ZKTivoypa^pia, 413
SvJjTT-poj', 150
'Zviaypadta, 410, 413
'ZKia^T) l<opia, 180
"S-Kia^rjipopoi, 172
2/caV, 190
2<<-i'XXa, 163
S<c(0//ai'T£['o, 167
S-ci'poi., 128
'Zviipoipopuov^ 61
SwXio;/, 207, 452
Sw-dj, 172
S/c»Xa, 199
SvuXaf, 163
S/fur.iAr;, 199
S/furaXta, 196
Svoros, 331

659

S/iupay&f, 400
YoXos, 173
Sopoi, 221
^opoi, 123, 302
I.O(piaTal, 334
Yoippoi/iarai, 335
UnapTiov, 214
STT'jXafoi/, 222
^mdapir), 214
STrXay^j/oo-zcoTrfa, 163
STrXay^^i/dwOTTOi, 163
SffdJioj, 162
STTOi/^ai, 147
STTOfJ;?, 163, 197
SffupiJo!/, 330
SraJ(0(5pd^o(, 172
SraJwi/, 32, 172, 423
SrdX«0£f, 158
Srar;7p, 213, 352
Yratipos, 187
SrEipr,, 200
-Zrtixiiara, 147, 163
Tr£(pai'T]'pdpo;

, 171
Y.Tvpavoi, 187
Sr£0ai.Of, 148, 191,456
Sri^Of, 148
Srr;Aa(, 222, 423
SrriA)?, 149, 187
'Zriifjiuv, 218
Sri>a, 160, 187
^rtyijin, 331
Sr<-tr?p(3f, 331
^Tixoi, 197
UTixofjiavTeia, 167
SrAsyyif, 210
Sroa fiaicpa, 33

notKtXfi, 339
2roai, 31, 422, 423
SrdAap\o,-, 203
SroX;?, 209
SrdXoj, 200
YTparriyia, 196
S-par/jyof, 190,

196, 203
YrpaTiu, 196
I.TpaTOKiip\'^, 196
SrpoyyiJAT;, 116
Yrpotptov, 209
YTp'.fjLUTa, 206
SruAoj, 332, 423
Snyy£j/£ia, 220
SoyyEi/tr?, 220
Swof, 212
Ti'KO(pdvTai, 186
Y^'KO'.pai'Tia, 186
StiAXa.^yf. 332
2VM«,168,197,i98,
Tv/x.SoXfi, 206
'Z«IJi,30'<XsVTtK0l, 487
YVjlfiMlXOl, 160
^vfijia\ia, 197
S"/j//(>ora, 496
'S.vnjxopiai. 182
S"/.-rX£y;«ara. 384
Sn/iTd(na, 207, 337
"ZvjXTOmapXo; , 206
SiJi/Jf/coi, 181

S"i'»7yopo(, 181, 185
Sni/O/l^f^, 197
Snr'^wara, 198
Swj/j/aoi, 160

193,

[207
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^VVOlKCTaL, 160 [183

JlvvraYiia, 196

-Zvpiyl, 217, 477
llvoctria, 190, 206

maraai;, 490
Ymrv'ko;, 421
^/payetov, 148

Z(payii, 148
"E'paipa, 216
'Z'PaipKJTfjpiov, 422
Ttpsvcovr], 153, 423

2v£(^rai, 200
SVOiaa/iO, 490
Sxoii'O/Jarai, 202, 244

SX^Xia, 496
SXOfia, 202
"ZtoTCipa, Yoirfip, 29

T
Ta i'-£p OoiXrji', 500
Taa-ia, 209
TaKTlKOl, 197
TaXar-oi/. 213
ruXrpi, 221 [182

Tapiat nov upcov, 162,

Tapia;, 203
To/ii'as, ;7-po(T6(5ov, 182

Toiv OeoipiKWi', 176

Tai'DTrrEpuyff, 167
Tallapxot, 196

Tii^iS, 196
T^og, 222
Taxi'ypu'/'O', 333
T£y£0(, 210
TeSpLTTTTOl, 172
T£(\Oj I'dnov, &.C. 31

TsXap'^v, 194

TfXfo-criyOftos, 106
TfXfrr), 163, 169
TfX^j, 181

TiXoi, 196, 197
TtXw-'ai, 182

Tepevog, 160, 162
Tf/j/ia, 172
Tepilixopri, 126
Tfdcaptkoi^ra, 186

Terpaoia, 333
Ts-pdywws, 384
Tfrpa£r?jp(f, 60
TErpa\nyia, 171, 337
Tsrprtwpoi, 172
TerpfipEti, 202
T£rpoj/?oXo" /?i'oj, 193

Tirnyff, 208
Ti//^/xara, 181, 186

To Ka(i'd»',186

Toixapxog, 203

ToTxci, 200
Topoi'poi, 165

Tdi'o;, 437
Tdjoi/, 153
To^orai, 181

To\oip6pog, 101, 102

To-ayoj/. 401
To.rna, 202
To,i£..ri<cr;, 381
Tpiiwra kvTcpa, 206

TpiTsCat, 222
Tpa-EvOTTOC)?. 207

Tpa4>ril, 200
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Tpfipara, 200
Tpia<cd&j, 177, 188,

Tplalas, 173 [222

Tpipioviov, 209
Tpiyw-^oi-, 186, 217
Tpl£T£piKOL, 174
Tpi»7pap:^ra, 182
Tp(»7papxot, 182, 203

TpiTipavXr];, 203
Tpalpaj, 154,200,202
Tpi/cf^aXos, 109
Tpi/cXiViov, 206, 210
TpiXoyia, 337
Tp'ipopipos, 102
TpiVoJts, 149
TpnTodrifopiKa, 451
IpLTTOViXpriaTfioiOi, 165
Tpira, 222
TpiToymia, 104
TpiVrMf, 189
Tpi'xopcof, 216
Tpia)(5mf, 102
Tpoiraiov, 149, 199

TpOTTlJ, 200
Tp6Troi, 202
Tpoxdf, 187, 263
Tpvyivov, 412
TpiJTrai'a, 198
Tilf./?os, 222
Tvpvava, 187
TiJ/xTrai/oi', 217
TviTOi, 263
Tvxr), 118

Yd<cti/0o<r, 400
"YaXof, 263, 412
"Y/Jptwj ci<o;7, 180
'YyiEivdi/, 537
'Y^paXETTjs, 264
"Yt^pauXis, 217
'lCcpta(popia, 180
'Y6pia<p6poi, 172
'XSpopavrcia, 167
'Xipoar.ovia, 147
Yfpo'popoi, 207
•YXXns, 188
'Yphaioi, 220, 451
'Y/jfi/Ef, 220
"Y/^i'Of, 449. 450
•Yi'i'i), or "Yi'i'ij, 212
"Y7roi0poj, 421
'YTTEpai, 202
'YTTfptSa, 210
•Yr;')/coot, 192
'YTrnphng, ISO, 196
"YTTl/Of, 130
'YTTOyaia, 222
'Y~oypappaTtXg, 182
'YTToypa(pfj, 413
'Y-oypafij, 332, 413
'Yrocj^ara, 208
•Y-o;(.V«"a. '-^00, 201
'Y;T(5«:ai'(7rov, 210
'YTTOKparfipiov, 344
'Yrovpirai, 176
'YTTOpdoveg, 188
'YTTopvfipaTa, 496
'Y~opvooia, 185
'Y7ri5p\»7//a, 451
'Y-ocrriy//)'), 331

'YrwTia, 173
"Yayivof, 412

^aivivla, 216
^afi/fiXr/j, 209
^aK-ai, 206
^aXayyapx'ia, 196

<I>dXay|, 196, 197
^aXapa, 194
4'aXr;pdJ', 33
^d\Kig, 200
<i>aX\iKa, 460
$dXoj, 153
fj^diraa/ia, 167
^apirpa, 153

<l>dp/ia>fa, 168
^appaxsia, 168
<J>apf(a(C£ur(>cr), 538
^appaKOv, 186, 187,

*opOf, 157, 208 [413

^ufftj, 186
^arvopara, 426
*£yyi")s, 290
<i>a(5ma, 190
<i>tp£Tpov, 149, 221
fj'fpi'r), 220
^cvyujv, 185

<l>^^a(, 168
^rjpr], 118
•J'torj, 170
4>idX;j, 207
•f-iaXiVff, 221
4'iX77X(uca(, 451
^t\fjropsg, 220
*(Xir<a, 190
^iXopcicng, 106
*(X6^£.'ot, 207 [338

<J>(Xo(Td^a)i' ffvpnSaiov,

'f>Xoidj, 331

*<5/?^, 208
<i>oi3iira)p, 130
'f'or/Joj, 100
<i>oii'(/c»)(a, 344
^OVtKUJV, 'EtTI TWJ/, 185

'i>6i>og, 186
^Jop/^iy?, 216
*dpoi, 181
4>opr?jyoi, 200
<i>paTpiai, 177, 189

^parpiKU, 206
't>p€aTa, 32
^pfarrot, 'Ej', 185
tJ>piiyroi'a)i' ipyov, 218

<f>.>y^, 187, 191
*i'Xai, 177, 178
4>i'Xa»fai, 197
<|)tiXdpX'7f, 194
^Upxot, 181, 196
4>uXo/?ao-iX£rf, 185
^vaioXoyiKh, 537
<i'w<)7, 206
^oyviKOL, 198

XapiTrfiptn, 163
XdpiT£s, 127
XdpTTjf, 331
Xuprioi/ 0op0vKias, 331

Xfip aiSripa, 203
XEtporOf/jrot, 180, 183

Xfiporoi/ia, 182, 183
X£ipoi'pyra, 538
XfXtiSa/iara, 200
X£Xi(56j/(a, 451
XeXatvr,, 198
XEpi/t!//, 148
XriviaKOg, 200
XiXiapXia, 196
X(Xrapxoi, 196
XiT^p, 157, 208
Xirw^Tj, 102
X\aTi^a, 157, 208
XXai'ij, 209
XXidcLv, 209
Xoai, 147, 149, 222
XoTutl, 187, 214
XopcvToi, 458
Xopjjyia, 182
Xop7?yoI, 182,337,458
Xopdg, 176
Xo%, 214
Xp;)A<a, 213
Xpfipara BeuipiKa, 176
XpvpaTicpog, 167
Xprja/ioi, 164, 449
XpT\(Tpo\6yoi, 164
Xpricpoipopoi, 164
Xpr/ariipia, 164
Xpi/^ara, 210
Xpio-rdj, 272, 403
XptTTOg nacxav, 559
XpoviKOi, 455
Xpdi'Oj, 91
Xpvaoypaipot, 333
Xpl'C'6^-oXXa, 412
Xp"o-dXi0oj, 401
Xpiffdrrpaaej, 400, 401
Xpio-dj iTriartfjog, 352
Xp.c7o%, 213, 352
Xp-'para, 413
Xu\iapPog, 462
Xw/ia, 149,198, 222

iaXTfiptov, 217
*fXX(oi', 209
i'£!>(!o(5rrrT£/30s, 421
ifi'picpa, 183, 188
*r,^oi, 183
tiaBia. 186
?(%a, 217
*(Xoi, 153, 194
tipvOioi', 412
^iiXo^aiTfi'a, 167
'i'uXoo-Tao-ia, 100

X
XaiTTj, 208
XaXwTa, 107, 171

Xa\Kv6ihv, 401
XaXKi'oofOj, 36
XaX/cdi/, 'Idf, 412
XaX^-ds, 383, 412

I
XaXKOvg, 213

'n/3ai, 188
'ilt^sroi/, 32, 422
'a^iKoi. 167
'Jirdj, 453
"il,a, 210
'il/tofeMti', 148
'SioaKO-ia, 167

"ilpa,, 117, 127
'ilpaia, 168

'iiXpa, '£ixpd)/, 41
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A.
Abaci, 412
Abacus, 424
Ablecli, 277, 278
Abraxas, 403
AbriJ[itiones, 370
Accensi, 252. 276
Accipe libens, 238
Accubita, 291

Accusator, 259
Acerra, 232, 239
Acetabulum, 263
Acidalia, 106

Acies, 275, 2S2
Acinaces, 100

Aclides, 281

Acta senatus, 026,

publica, &c. 626
Actia, 26

Actiones in personam,
in rem, 259

Actius, 101

Actor, 259
Actuariae, 233
Actuarii, 252
Actus quadratus, 268
Adamas, 400
Ad besiias, ad ludos,

&c., 260
Addicius, 267
Aiijudicatio, 208
Admovere, 237
Adonia, 106
Adoptio, 288
Adoratio, 237
Anrastia, 117
Adscriptitii, 87, 276
Adulteril crimen, 260
Adversaria, 364
Advocatns. 259
Adytum, 230
^castor, 136

^depol, 136, 239
^iies sacrte. 117, 230
^diles. 19,246,249
.^ditui, 236, 391
JEseon, 125
JEsis, 104
Aello, 128

^lurus, 124
^nea fistula, 263
^neatores, 274
yEolus, 116

jilrarium, 256, 261
^ruca, 412
^ruso, 412
Africus, 128

Asaso, 278
A3elae, 169

Agger, 15, 230, 2S1

Agnien quadratuin,
pilatum, &c. 278

Agmine, uno conti-
nente, 276

Asnnsnen, 2.S6

Asonalia, 241

Ag.Mie, 237
AiinrsRus, 109
A2riiiiensort-s, 264, 617
Asrotera, 102
Aire, 276
Alba linea, 243
Alba Loiiga, 11

Album, 364
Albumen, 410
Alecto, 128

Ales, 109
Aliptae, 293
Allies, 233
Altaria, 230
Alveus, 2r2, 295
Amanuensis, 289
Amaracinum, 299
Amaracus, 107
Ambarvalia, 112, 236,

241
Ambitus crimen, 260
Ambrosia, 109
Ambulacrum, 429
Amentum, 173
Amiculum, 298
Amor, 106

Amphigyeis, 107
Amphitheatra, 19

Amphitrite. 98, 125

Amphora, 268, 296
Amtruare, 235
Amussis, 418
Anadyomene, 106
Anagnostae, 289
Anchora, 282
Ancile, 94, 235
Ancilia, 105
Anclabris, 230
Anculae, 120

Anculi, 120

Ancyranum Monu-
nientum, 372

Andabatffi, 244
Angusticlavia, 256,298
Anima mundi, 116
Annales, 233, 624
Annularius, 405
Annuli, 299, 405
Annuhis aureus, 256
Annus Magnus, 624
APtffi, 421

Antefixa, 263, 427
Antennse, 2S2
Anteros, 107

Antesignani, 276
Antestatio, 259
Aniistites, 235
Anubis, 124
Aonides, 126

Apaturia, 109
Apes, 264
Apex, 233, 235, 349
Apis, 123

Apluslria, 282
Apodyterium, 293, 423
Apoiheca, 296
Apotheosis, 137, 304
Apparitores, 252
Appianuu), 412
Aprilis, 61

Aquaeductus, 19
Aquilo. 128
ArEe, 230
Aratores, 2S9
Aratrum, 264
Arbiter bibendi, 295
Arbitri causarum, 259
Arbori suspendere, 260
Area, 302
Arcarius, 259

Archigallus, 94, 236
Archimagiri, 295
Archimimus, 300
Arcula, 364
Arcula thuraria, 232
Arcus triumphales, 19
Area, 264
Arena, 247
Areopagus, 32
Areentarii, 263
Argiva, 96
Aries, 261
Armamenta, 282
Armamentum Chirur-

gicum, 294
Armaria, 290 368
Armiger, 289
Arinillffi. 275, 300
Armilustrium, 242
Arrha hospitalis, 295
Arrogatio, 288
Ars figlina, 263

'

pistoria, 263
tinctoria, 264

Artes liberales, 366
Arundo, 363
Arx, 17, 233
As, 266
Ascia, 418
Ascolia, 109

Aspergillum, 232
Aspersorium, 232
Asphaltum, 412
Asseres falcati, 281
Assertor libertatis, 289
Assessores, 259
Assipondium, 267
Astrfea, 117
Astrologi, 240
Astrononiicon, 577, 623
Asyla, 162
Asylum, 17
Atellans, 554, 557
Atergatis, 106
Atiiena, 105

Atlantes, 426
Atlantiades, 109
Atlantides, 114, 134
Atramentarium, 364
Atraiiientum, 363, 410,

412
Atria, 254
Atriensis, 289
Atrium, 290, 291
Atropos, 128
Atticum, 410, 412
Auctio, 268
Auctores classici, 253
Auditorium, 339
Augurale, 278
Auguratorium, 233
Augures, 232, 233
Auijurium, 233,240
Augusiales, 236
Augustalia, 242, 246
AuEUstus, 61

Aula, 290
Aulffium, 246
Aures, 264
Aureus. 267
Auri-pigmentum, 412
Aurora, 114

Aurum f;oronarium,284

3K

Auspices, 233
Auspicium, 233
Auster, 128

Autographus, 364
Auxilia, 285
Avena, 264
Aversi, 302
Aviarium, 292
Avigerium, 233
Axamenta, 554

Bacchae, 110
Bacchanalia, 168
Bacchus, 109
Bacilli, 363
Balista, 281
Balistarii, 276
Balnea, 18,293
Balneator, 293
Balneatores, 289
Baphium, 264
Barritus, 274
BasilicEB, 17, 18, 259
Bassareus, 109
Batillus, 264
Batiolae. 297
Baxa, 299
Bellaria, 294
Bellica, 105
Bellona, 105, 120
Berecynthia, 93
Beryllus, 400
Bes, 266
Bestiarii, 244, 260
Bibendi arbiter, 295
Bibliopola, 364
Bibliotheca, 368
Biblus, 363
Biceps, 93
Bidens, 264
Bifrons. 93, 267
Bigae, 266
Bigati, 373
Bimater, 109

Bipennis, 232
Bisellium, 254
Bis millies, 267
Bissextus, 62
Boia", 260
Bombycina. 293
Bombvx, 293
Bona Dea, 93, 242
Boreas, 116, 128

BracccB, 209
Brachia, 29. 282
Brontes, 107
Bubo, 233
Bubona, 120
Buccinae, 272
Bulla, 299
Buris, 264

C.
Caballi, 266
Cahiri, 136

Caduceus, 108, 124, 349

Caducifer, 109

Cadus, 296
Cielum, 418
Caerites, 10

Cffiruleum, 412

Cffisaruni acta. 626

661
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Caesia, 105

Caesias, 128

Calamus, 332, 363

Calathus. 123

Calrar, 266
Calceus. 29S, 405

Cdlceiiii2ricoloris,256

Calculi, 295
Cald.irium, 293,423, 428

Calendse, 61

Calendariurn, Prae-

nestinum, 372
Calices, 297

Calieffi, 298

Calliope, 127

Calories. 278

Caliininia. 259
Caiiiarse, 283
Camilla. 238
Cami)li& Camillffl,236

Camilhis, 239, 395
Cauiinus, 291

CamoRnae. 126

Cam pi, 16

Carnpidoctores, 280
Camtius Martins, 16,

103, 239, 259
Campus sceieratus. 236

Candelabra, 232, 291

Candidati, 248
Canens. 130

Canis, 295
Canistra, 232
Canopus, 124

Canlharus, 123

Canticurn, 555
Canus, 91

Cripedo, 232, 238
Capeduncula, 232
Capillanientum, 299
Capilliiia vola, 23S
Ca pis, 232
Capita, jueata, adver-

sa, aversa, 402
Cnplte censi, 271

Capite velato, 237
Capiiiii!n,298
Capilolimis, 95
Capitol ill in, 17, 366
Capsa, 364, 368
Cap>arii, 293, 364
Capsiim, 26(5

Capuliim, 302
Caput, 267
Caput coen<E, 294
(yarliuiiculns, 400
Carceres, 243
Cardines, 291

Careiiimi, 296
Carmen secularej 244

Saliare, 362
Carmentalia, 241

Carmine certo evo-
care, 239

Carna Dea, 242
Carnifex, 252
Carpentiim. 266
Carptor, 2-9, 295
Carriica, 266
Caryatides, 426
Casffi. 290
Casa Romuli, 17

Cassis, 274
Cassila, 563
Castalia, 127

Caslalides, 126

Castra stativa, hiber-

na, &c. 278, 280

Caialecta Virgilii, 573

Catapiilta, 281

Catasiae, 289
CatelUc, 27o'

Catenae. 260

Caienulae, 275

Caterva, 557
Cathedra, 254
Catomidiare, 235
Caupona, 203
Causa, 259
Causae fidei bonae, 259
Cauteria, 413
Cavaediiim, 290
Cavea, 246, 422
Celaeno, 128
Ceieres, 270, 276
Cella, 421

Ceils, 291
Cellaria, 291

Cellarius, 289
Ceila sanctior, 230
Cella viiiaria, &c. 291,

296
Cenotaphia, 302
Censores, 250
Census, equester, 254
Centauri,.]31
Cent-^sima rerum ve-

naliiim, 262
Centesima usura, 267
Centies, 267
Centimani, 113

Centum sestertium,267
Centiinivirale judi-
cium, 259

Centuriae, 272
Centiiriata Comitia,

257, 259
Cenlurio, 272
Cerae, 363

Cera Punica, 412
Ceraunia, 310
Cerberus, 100. 132

Cercopitiipcus, 124

Cereales, 246, 249

Cerealia, 112,242
Ceres, 110

Ceriti, 240
Cerussa,412;usta,412;

creta, 299
Cessio, in jure; extra

jus, 268
Cestiis, l(i6

Clialdaei. 240
(;barla, 364
Cliartabombycina,331;

ffossvpina, 331

linlea, 331

Cliarybdis, 132

Chimera, 131, 132

Chirographum, 364
Chironr.mi, 558
Cbirurgi, 277
Cbitone, 102

Chlaniydaiae, 383
Chiamys, 298
Chloris, 120, 212
Chorasium, 390
Chorodida.scalus, 396

Chorus, 456, 460, 557
Chrv'socolUi, 412
Clbuni, 294
Cilliba, 291

Cinerarii, 289
Cinerarium, 302
Cingiila, 96
Cinguhiin, 266
Ciiigulum laiieum, 287
Cinnab;iris, 412
Cippi, 302
Cippus, 344, 302 *
Circi, 18

Circinus, 418
Circuilio vi£;ilum, 280
Circulus auri, 299

Circus Flaniiniiis, Sal-
lustius, &c. 243

Circus Maximus, 18,242

Cisium, 266

Cista, 270
Gives, 258
Civitates fcederat8e,258
Clarigatio, 234
Classiarii, 282
Classic!, 253
Classicum, 274, 282
Classis, 282
Clathri, 290
Claustra, 291
Claves, 291
Ciaviger, 93
Clavus, 282, 29S
Clavus figendus. 242
Clepsydra, 60, 240, 615
Clientela, 254
Clima, 268
Clio, 127

Clitellae, 266
Clitellarii. 266
Cloacae, 19, 428
Clolho, 128

Clusius, 93
Clypeatae, 384
Coccus, 363
Codex Alexandrinus,

Vaticanusj &.c. 355
Codex Justinianus, 6^6
Codex Palimpsestus,

342
Codices, 353, 363
Codicilli, 364
Coelus, 113, 116
Coemplio, 286
Ccena, 293
Ca'nacula,293
C«na nuptialis, 287
Crena recta, 295
Cojnationes, 293
Coeus, 124

Cognomen, 285
Cohors, 271

Cohortes vigitiim, 284
Coliseum, 19, 247
Collegia fabrorum, tig-

nariorum. &c., 263
Colleffium. 232
Collina, 120

CoUis hortulorum, 16
Collocatio, 300
Coloni, 290
Coloiiiae, 258
Colossus, 42
Col urn, 296
Columbar, 260
Columbaria, 303
Columella, 291

Columnae, 19

Columna lactaria, 287

Columnarium, 262
Columna rostraia, 371

Coins, 287
Comes dioeccseos, 285

Comites, 285
Comiiia, 234, 257, 259

Commentarii, 364;
Censorum. 624
Ponlificum, 624

Commis.siones. 366
Compitales, 129

Compitalia, 129,212
Conipluvium, 290
Compositor, 405
Comus, 119

Concilia, 257
Conciones, 257
Conclamalio. 300
Concordia, 122, 242
Condere lustrum, 239

j

Condictio, 259
• Conditorium, 302
Confarreatio, 286, 287
Congius, 268

i Conisterium, 423, 429

Conjectores, 240
Connubllln),2^6, 290
Conquisiiio, 271
Conqiiisitore.s, 252
Conscriptio, 271
Consecratio, 238, 304
Consentes, bl
Consivius, 93
Constilutiones,2ri
Coiisiratum navis, 282
Consuales, 246
Coiisualia, 9iS, 242
Consulares, 2s5
Consul designatus,248
Consules, 248
Consus, 98
Conticinium, 60
Contubernales, 278
Contubernium, 280,286
Conventio in manum,

286
Coqui,295
Corbes, 295
Corium, 364
Cornell mspefulare,290
Cornicines, 274
Cornicul;i,275
Comix, 233
Cornu,217
Cornua,272,282,363
Cornucopia, 349
Corona, 280, 303
Corona castrensis,mu-

raiis, civica, &;c.

274, 275
Corona, emptio sub,

268
Corpus, 262
Correctotes, 285
Corrigia, 298
Cortina, 247
Corn-, 128
Corvus, 233, 281,252
Corybantes, 94
Coryceiim, 422
Coryphaeus, 463
Cosiiieta,2!?9

Cosmi, 191; H^S
Coiliiirni,299

Cotvtto, 119
Covinus, 194
Crater, 297
Crates. 2-0

Crepidae, 209
Crepuii(lia,287
Creta, 299, 364, 412
Cribrum, 113
Crimen majestatis,

peculaius,252,2j9
260

Crisli!,274

Crius. 124
Crotala,218
Cruci affii;ere, 260
Crvstallus, 401

Cirbicula,201
Cubicularii, 289
Cnbiculum, 217
Cucullus, 298
Cudo,274
Culcita, 291

Culeus, 260,268
Culina, 291
Culler, 264
Cultrarins, 232, 236,237
Cultri, 232
Cultrum, 104
Culullus,232_^
Cumeruiii,2*7
Cunaria,2;9
Cunei, 2i7, 422
Cuneus, 196, 275
Curatores aquarum, 19

Curiae, 17, 18, 236, 2c.2
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Curia Salinnini,23.5

Curiones. •2:3-2, 2:36

Ciirrus, 2t)6

Cursus. 21:3

Curules, -219

Ciispis stellifer, 41S
Ciistns 93

Cutis, :36t

Cvantis, 400
Cyatlpis, 2H8, 297
Cybr-le, 93, 112
Cyclas, 29S
Cvlimiri, 363
Cvlleiiiiis, 109
CVlioiioiies, 107

Cyml)iM, 297
Cvneiretica, 577
Cvnoc,-[.li;ili, 121

Cvnthii, 102

C'vnthiiis. 101

Cvpria, lOo

Cytherea, 106

D.
Dactyliothecoe, 405
Damnum, 260
DHCHiiiber, 61

DeciMiiviri, 251

Docennalia, 233
Di;rreta. 261

DecuMiae, 262
Dpchmx, 266
Decnrise, 259,272, 277,

•388

Decuriones, 253, 263,

276, 238, 391

D^dicaiio teiiioli, 23S
Definituines, 643
DrifrutHrluiii. 296
DetVuiU'i), 296
Delectus, 271
Djiia, 102

D^iliberrttiones, 583
Driiiis, 101

Deiji iciis. 101

Del|)hiniu8, 101

Deliibriiin, 230
Diinarchl, 181

DLMiiensuin. 274
Denarius, 267, 375
Dens, 264
Dentale, 264
Deiitata charta, 364
Deportalio, 260
DesiiTnatores, 247
Detersor, 2S9
Detpstatio sacrorum,

2i56

Dflunx, 266
Deus, 93
D^voiio, 239
D-^vovere, 239
Dexter, 233
Diana, 101, HI
Diana Buhastis, 121

Dianus,93
Diaria, 361
Dicatio. 23S
Dicere diem, 259, 271
Dictator, 251

Dictynna, 102

Dies coniitiales, 257

festi, fisti, &C.241
Diespiter, 95

Diffirr.'aii.., 287

DiL'rtsta, 6 13

DiL'itus, 268
Dii ficiil.'s. 3S2

Dii 111 ijiirum et mino-
rum gentium, 87

Diis Manilnis, 30-2

Diony^ia, 109

Dioscuri, 135

Dioscuria, 136

Diosemeia, 578
Diota, 213, 296
Diptuhera, 364
Diploma, 333, 361
Diptvcha, 364
Dirce, 233
Diribitor, 2S9
Dirihitores, 257
Disci, 2:{2

Disci jactus, 243
Dispeiisatnr, 289
Diurna, 626

Diverhia, 555
Divortia, 287
Divus, 304
Dodrans, 266
Dolabra, 232, 264
Dolia,296
Dominiutn. 258
Dominus, 288
Domus, 20, 290
Dina, 302
Dona niilitaria, 274
Donaria,230
Donatio, 268

Donativa, 274
Doris, 93'

Druidse, 237
Dryades, 126

Duces, 285
Dulciarius, 289
Duodena scripta, 295

Duplex acies, 275
Duplicarii, 274
Duumviri. 2:38,239,252,

258, 259, 261, 282

Dux, 278
Dyndymena, 93

Echidna, 132
Echinus, 424
Edicta, 261

Edictum, 219, 256, 615
Edictutn perpetuum,

249, 645
Editiones Principes,

394
Editor, 244
Eseria, 96, 230
Elseotliesium, 293, 423,

428
Elatio, 300
Elephantinum, 412
Eleusinia, 112
Elicius, 95

Elysium, 99

Emeriti, 275
Emeritum, 275
Emissaria, 428
Einporetica cliarta, 364

Emptio sub corona, 268
Encaustum, 332
Enceladus, 125

Enchiridia. 643
Enclahris, 230
Ensisfalcatus, 195

Eiivalius, 105

Epiiebium, 422, 429
Ephenierides, 364
Ephialtes, 125

E|)hippia, 266
Epibatae, 252
Ejidelius, 101

Eiiilaenia, 109

Epistola. 364
Epistolffl, 251

Epistoliis solvere, 364
Epistvlium, 424
Epitsenia. 109

Epitanhium, 302
Epithalatnia, 287
Epulse, 234

Epulares, 234

Epulones, 232, 231
Epuluni Jovis, 242
Equestris, 118
Equites, 244, 253, 273,

298
Equo publico merere,

256
Erato, 127

Eriffone, 117

Erycina, 106

Erynnis. 112
Essed£E, 194

Essedarii, 244
Etymolngicuui, mag-
num, 499

Euripus. 247
Eurus, 116, 123

Euryale, 130

Euryphaessa, 114

Euterpe, 127

Evocati, 278
ExcubioB. 280
Exequite, 300
Evercitus. 2^0

Exilium, 260
Exodia, 558
Exostra, 246
Expediti, 278
Exponere infantem,

287
Exsculptae £iemmse,402
Exsequiae, 300

Exta niuta, 214
ExtJspices, 233

Extispicium, 240
Extraordinarii, 251,277
Extremum, 257

Fabiani, 235
Fabri,2T7
Fabricae, 280
Fabrum, 253
Fabuls Atellanae, 554,

557
Factiones, 213
Fagina. 297

Falarica, 281

Falces murales, 281

Falcifer, 91

Falcula, 261
Falsi crimen, 260
Falsum, 239
Falx, 264
Fama, 118

Familia, 285, 288
Familire jus, 253

Familiares. 129

Fanatici, 240

Fanum, 230, 240

Far, Farina, 264

Fasces, 232, 248
Fascife, 299
Fascinatio, 24

Fascinuui, 119, 240

Fascinus, 119, 554

Fasti Annales, 241

Capitolini, 372
Consulares, 241
dies, 241

Kalendares, 241,

372
Masiistratuum,

624
Fastigium 291, 424
Fauna, 130
Faunalia, 241,242
Fauni, 130
Faunus, 130

Fpbris, 120
Februa, 61, 100

Februarius, 61

Februatio, 211

Februus, 100

Feciales, 232, 231
Fenioralia, 299
Fenestree, 290
Feralia, 241

Ferentarii,276
Foretrius, 95

Fereiru-n, 302
Feria3, 241

Ferite Latinoe, 11, 241

Feronia, 120

Ferrese manus, 2-'2

Ferruin vivuui, 641

Ferula, 260
Fescennium, 554

Festi dies, 241

Festum mercalon-.m,
109, 242; asino-
rum, 559

Fibulje, 275

Fictile, 263, 297, 382

Fides, 122

Fides Graeca, 164

Fidicines, 236
Fiijiina, 263. 381

Figulus, 263

Fiscinae corbes, 295

Fiscus, 261

Flabellifer, 289
Flasellis, 260

Flagellum, 104,260,266,

402
Flamines, 232, 235, 298

Flaniitiiae, 236
Flaminica, 235
Flaminii, 236
Flarnmeum luteum,287
Flora, 120,212
Floralia. 120, 242,216
Flumina inferorum, 25
Foculi, 291

Focus, 291

FcEdera Regum, 624

Foederatoe civitates,

258
Fcenisectores, 289
Foenum, 264
Fnenus, 267
Folium, 364
Foiitinalia, 242
Fora, 17

Foramina, 282, 290
Forda. 242
Fordicidia, 242
Forte X 275

Fori, 242
Formae,263
Fortuna, 113,303
Fort'ina Fortis, 242

virilis, 242
Foruli, 363

Forum, 17, 259, 302
Forus,295
Fossa, 280
Fraenum, 266

Fratres Arvales, 232,

236, 361

Fraus, 122

Frigidariura, 293, 423,

428
Fritillus, 295
Frontes, 363

Frumentarii, 277

Fucus, 299
Fulcra, 291, 294
Fulsuratores, 234

Fullo. 264
Fullonica, 264
Fallonium, 264
Funiariuni, 296

Funambuli, 244
Funditores, 276

Funes, 260, 282

Funus indictivum,
publicum, 300
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Ftirise, 128

Purina, 128

Fiirinalia, 123, 242
Fuscina, 244
Fustuarium, 275

G.
Gaia, 93. 112

Galea, 2T4
Galericuliim, 299

Galeru«, 233. 274

Galli, 94,232, 236

Gallicininm, 60

Gallinarii. 289
Galliiiariiini,292

Gallus, 233
Gaiiymedes,96
Gaiisape, 293
Gem in re, 393

Genimfe dia£l3'phicse,

insc'.ilptje, 403
Gemma Veneris, 400
Gemoriise, 260
Genethliaci, 210
Genii, 129

Genio inriulgere, 129

Gens, 2S5
Gens tnsata, 297
Gentililia, 2S8
Gladiaiores, 244
fJladitis, 274
Gladius et liasta, 219
Glancus. 93

Globus, 275

Glossae Sacrse, 498

Glutinatores. 363

Giutinum, 410
Grainniaticns, 596

Gradivus Mars, 105

Gradus,2!7
Graphium. 363

Gratiae, 127

Gre?es, 213
Grex, 557
Gromatice, 617
Grus,281
Guhernaculum. 2S2
Gubernntor, 282

Gummi, 410
Gustus, Gustatio, 294

Guttse, 424
GiUtus. 232
Gymnasia, 335, 422

H.
ITabeniR, 266
Hades. 99

Hsereditas, 268
Halcyoneus. 125

Hamadrvades, 126

Harioli. 210
Harpagones, 282

Harpocrates, 124

Harusnices, 232,233,
2:37

Harnspicina, 234

Hasla pura, 274
sansninea. 234

veiitaris, 274
venire sub, 268

Hastffi, 2:4
Hastati, 271, 274, 276,

273
Hebdoinades, 61

Febe, 96

Kecale. 101, 102

Ileliffia, 186

Heliasts, 181

Ileliconiades, 126

Heliotrnnia, 400

Melius. 100,114
Heniina, 2ti3

Heraclidse, 183

Ferr'Ues, 134

Hermae, 109
Hermanuhis, 124
Herinerades, 402
Hermes, 103, 334, 402
Hesperides, 134
Hexapla. 514
Hilaria, 94, 236, 241

Hippocrene', 127, 131

Hippocrenides, 126

Hippodromi, 18
Hippolytiis. 98
Hippnna, 120
Histriones, 300, 554
Hocage., 237
Holocaustum, 238
Homerdmaslix, 496
Honor, 122
Honorati, 249
Horee, 117, 127,210
Hora hiberna, brevis-

sima, 240
Hordeum, 264
Horologium, 60
Hortator. 232
Hon us, 292
Horus, 122, 124

Hospes, 295
Hostise, 237
Humaiiitaiis studia,

319, 366

Hydra, 131

Hydraulis,217
Hygeia, 117, 118

Hyperion, 114, 124

Mypocaustuni, 42S
Hypogaea, 303

Hysgiiium, 412

lapetus, 124

lasminum, 299
laspis, 100

Idaea, 93

Idalia, 106

Ignis, 113
Ignoininia,251,260
lliihvia, 96, 102
Illustres, 2.=i6

Imagines, 302, 384
Imagines clypeatse, 384
Immolare, 2:37

Impedimenta, 277
Imperator, 257
Imperium, 2S3
Impluvium,290, 291

Inanes tumuli, 302
Inauguratio. 238
lnaures.299
Incerameuta navium,

412
Incubatio, 166
Indicum, 412
Indigetes, 87
Inducula, 244
Indusium, 297
Infamia, 260
Infpri8e,30l

Infundihulum, 264
Ingenui, 285
Inn, 125

Inscriptio, 343
Insigne, 1^2

Insiita, 293
Instiiuiiones, 643, 646
Insulse, 291
Intercedere, 250
Intercisi dies, 241
Intercolumnia, 423
Interdictus, 260
litterrex, 251

Interula,293
Inuus, 116

Inventor, 95

Invidia, 122

Iris, 96, 115
Irpex, 264
Isia, 123

Isis, 122
Itineraria picta, &c.,

620
Itio in paries, 256

J.

Jactus Veneris, 295
Jaculatores, 276
Janua, 93, 290, 291
Januarius, 61

Janus, 13, 93, 267
Janus bifrons, 267
Judices assessores,259
Judicia. 259, 588
Juga, 96
Jugarii, 239
Jugerum, 268
Jugum, 264, 266
Julii,235
Junius. 61

Juno, 96 ;

Caprotina, 242;
Moneta, 242;
Sospita, 21]

Junotialia, or Junonia,
96

Junones, 96
Jupiter, 94 ; Termina-

lis, 119; Laiiaris,

2'54;Infernus, 100;
Maimactes, 212

Jura prn%'inciarum,
praefecturarum,
&r. 258

Jnramentum, 239
Jurare conceptis ver-

bis, 239
Juris interpretes, 250
Jus .Elianum,261,643

civiiatis, &c. 253
Flavianum,261,643
honorarium, 249,

261

hospitii 295
imagiiium, 254
Laiii or Laiinita-

tis, 258
niilitiae. 258, 271
Panirianum, 261,
613

Poniificium. 241
Quiritiuin, 25s, 286

Jusjurandum, 239
Juturna, 1'20

Juvenales, 246

K.
Kalendae, 61, 240
Kalendariurn, 241
Kiiiura, 217

Labarum, 272
Labrum, 429
Labyrinthus, 43
Lacerna, 298
Lachesis, 123
Lachrymae, 302
Laconicum, 429
Lacrymales, 303
Lacunae, 494
Lacunaria, 426
Lacus, 19,296
Laena, 233, 235, 298
Lanceae. 274
Lances, 232, 294
I.aniticium, 264
Lanista, 244
Lapis Albanus, 303

Lazuli, 412
specularis, 290

Lapithse, 131

Laquearia, 290
Lararium, 129
Lares, 129, 291
Lares Prsstites, 242
Larix, 412
Larvae, 129
Laterculus, 278
Lateres coctiles, 263
Latialis, 95
Laticlavia, 256, 298
Latomiae, 40
Latona, 116

Latus clavus, 256
Laudatio, 302, 588, 589
Laudationes funebres,

624
Lavacrum, 429
Lavatio Matris Deo-

rum, 211

Laverna, 120

Lecti,291
Lectica, 300
Lecticarii, 289
Lectislernia, 234, 239

Lectisterniator, 289

Lectus feral is, 300

Lectus summus, me-
dius. imns, 293

Legati,252,278
Legem accipere, jube-

re, abrogare, &c.,
261

Leges agrariae, &c.,261
Curiatse. &c., 261
regiae, 624, 643

Legifera, 170

Legis actiones, 643
Legitimus,2S3
Lemnius, 107

Lemures, 129

Lemuria, 212
Lethum, 130

Leucanthes, 91

Lex annalis, 243
Atinia, 261

Furia,26I
Julia, 236
Poppaea, 986
Porcia, 260, 283

Liba, 238
Libelli, accusatorii,

gladiatorii,&c.,364

Libellus, 244, 364;
amarius, 372

Liber, 109
Liberalia, 241

Liber, Libellus, 364
Libertatis jus, 258
Liberti, Lihertini, 255
Libertina, 106

Libiiinarius, 300
Libra, 266, 270
Librae, 266
Libraria, 364
Librarii, 277, 289, 364
Librarium, 364
Libri Elephantini, 18

fatales, 419
Lintei, 624

Libs, 128
Liburnicae, 283
Lictores, 24!?, 252
Lign, 264
Ligula, 232, 268, 298
Limbus, 298
Lingua Osca, 361

Linguis favete, 237
Lino obligare, 364
Linum, 264
Litare, 234
Literae, 364
Lilerae majusculae, 330

minutae, 362
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Literae quadratse, 330
uiiciales, 354

Literati & Lileralores,
3b6, 596

Litui, 272. 2^4

Lituiis, 2:32, 233, -274,

349, 405
Li \ 86,277
Loci communes, 594
Loculamenta, 368
Lociilus, 364
Locus consularis, 293
JiOrH,2t'iO; subjugia,266
I^orica, 274
Loricatse, 363
Loutron, 423
T.ucaria, 241

Lucernse, 291

Luci, 18, 230
Lucina. or Lucinia, 96,

102
Lucta, 243
Luctus publicus, 304
Ludi, 19

Ludi Apollinares, 101,

212, 2ib
capiioliiii, 246

circeiises, 98, 101,

242, 243
florales, 246
funebres, 304
gladiamrii, 244
magni, 242, 243
me^alenses, 246
osci, 554
plebeii, 242,216
scenici, 246, 360
seculares, 102,243
votivi, 216

Ludii, 300
Liidus, 244
Ludus Magnus, &c., 19

Trnjpe, 2!3
Luna, 101, 114
Luna pairicia, 299
Lunata acirs, 2;2

pellis, 299
Lunatici, 240
Lupercalii, 116,235,241
Luperc), 232, 235
Lupercus, 116, 235
Liisirationes. 239
Lustrica,232
Lustrum, 62. 239
Lusus naturae, 110
Lyseus, 109

Lytseus, 116

Lyclinis, 4U0
I-ychnuctms, 291

Lycius, 101

Lydius lapis. 266
Lyiuphati, 240

M.
Maccus, 557
Mactare, 237
MsBnalius, 116

Waeniana, 247
Masi, 605
Magister auctionum,

268
collegii, 2.33

convivii, 295
equitum, 251, 284
libelloruni, 645
militiae, 284
navis, 282
officioruni,250,284
pedilum, 284
publicanorum, 262
publicus, 234

Masistratus, 251
Maimactes, 242
Maius, 61

84

Majestatis crimen, 252,

259
Mala, 294
Malleoli, 281

Malleus. 232, 291, 418
Malus, 282
Mamurius, 235
Manceps porluum, 262
Mancipatio, 26(

Mancipia, 285
Mandata, 201

Manes, 129, 304

Mangones, 259
Mania, 129
Manicse, 260
Manicula, 264

Manipulus, 272
Mansio, 278
Mantilla, 294
Manumissio, 2^8, 2S9
Manus ferrese, 2s2
Mappa, 294
Marculi, 291

Margaritse, 268, 401

Margines, 15

Marina, 106
Marra, 204
Mars, 105

Mariiales, 246
Martins, 61

Mastiche, 412
Materfamilias, 287
Maihematici, 240
Matralia, 242
Matrimoniiim, 286
Mausoleum, 20,48, 114,

223
Media Nox, 60
Medlcamina, 299
Medici, 289
Medicina. 639
Meditrinalia,242
Medusa, 104. 130
Megaera, 128

Mega lenses, 246

Mesalesii, 94, 241
Mehercle, 239
Melinum,410, 412
Mellona, 120 .

Melpomene, 127

Membrana. 364

bicolor, 331

Mensse, 291, 294
Mensarii, 263
Meiisa sacra, 230
iNIensis intercalaris, 61

Mephitis, 12, 120

Mercalores, 263
Mercatoruni festum,

109
Mercurius, 108

Metse, 243
Metatores, 277
Metopium,299
Milites leves, 271

Militisjus. 258,271
Milliare, 268
Milliarium aureum, 15
Millies, &c., 267
Mimiambi, 577

Mimographi, 558
Minerva, 104
Minimi. 374
Ministri, 236
Minium, 299, 332, 363,

412
Mirniillones, 244
Miscellanei dei, 87
Missilia, 373
Missio, 244
Mnemosyne, 124, 126

Modi us, 268, 282
Mola, manuaria, asi-

naria, &c., 264

Mola salsa, 237
Moles Hadriani, 20
Molybdis, 282
Momus, 119
Moneta, 96, 242, 267
Monilia,299
Monopodium, 291,294
Mons Palatinus, &c.,16
Monumenta, 302
Morbus articularis, 567
Morpheus, 130

Mors, 130, 260
Mortarium, 264
Motorise, 557
Mulciber, 107
Mulcta,260
Muliones, 289
Mullei, 299
Munera, 244, 302
Muniapacis el belli, 253
Municipia. 258

Mure.x, 297
Murrha, or Murrhi-

num, 263, 297, 401

Musculi, 281
Musica, 105

Miisivum opus, 384

Mustuni, 296
Mutilatio, 295
Mvstagogi, 236, 605
Mythi, 83

N.
Naenia, 138

Naeniffi, 300. 562
Naiades, 126

JS'apsese, 126
Nardinum, 299
Natalitia vota, 238
Naturalis, 288
iXaumachiae, 19, 243
Nauniachiarii, 243
Nautea, 282
Navarchus,2S2
Naves onerariae, lon-

gje, roslratae, &c.,
282

Navis praetoria, 282
Necessitatis iuventa,

308
Nefasti,241
Negoiiatores,263
Nemesis, 117

Neptunalia. 93,242
Nereides. 98, 126
Nereus, 98
Nervus, 260
Neryx, 15

Nexus, 267
Nidi, 368
Niobp, 102

Nobiles, 2.54

Nobilitas Romana, 254
Nomen,285
Nomius, 101

Nonae, 61

Norma, 418
Nota censoria. 251

interior, 296
Notae, 370, 643
Notte Tironianae, 363
Notae interior, 296
Noiarii, 252, 333, 364
Notus, 116. 128
Novellae, 353
November, 61

Novi homines, 254
Nox, 115

Nuhentis utensilia, 287
Numerus legitimus,256
Numismata niaximi

moduli, 373
Nuinnii cnntorniati.373

Nuiiiinularii, 267

3k2

Nummus, 267
Nunimus moduli m

ximi, 266
Nundinae, 61, 241
Nupti.-E justae, 2*6
Nuptialis, 96

Nupiialis ccena,287
Nutritii, 289
Nycielius, 109

Nymphoea, 19
Nymphaeum, 126

Obices, 291
Obolus, 100
Obsecrationes, 237
Oht-idianum, 406
Obsignare, 364
Occa, 264
Occator, 120

Occatores, 259
Occidens, 128

Oceanus, 98, 124

Ochra usta, 412
Ocreffi, 244, 256, 274
Octavae, 262
October, 61

Ocvpeta, 128

Odea, 19, 32, 33, 422
Odrvsius, 105

Oesipum,299
Olilorium, 17

Oilae extares, 232
Onager, 281

Onvx, 400
Opalia, 242
Opalus,400
Opeconsiva, 242

Opera coniniittere, 366

Opigena, 96
Opiiiones, 289

Opisthographus, 364

Ops, 93
Oppidum. 225
Optimus Maximus, 95

Optio, 272
Optiones, 276

Opus incerium. 248
musivum, 3S4;

signinum, 423

Orati >nes principum,
261

Orbis, 278
Orchestra, 246, 422

Orcus, 100

Ordines, 271, 422
Ordiiiibus compressis,

276
Ordo equester. 254

plebeitis, 253
Oreades, 126

Orichalcum, 383
Orion, 125

Osci ludi, 554
Oscines, 233
Oscophoria, 109

Osiris, 122
Ossilegium, 302
Ostiariuni, 202
Ostiarius, 259
Ostium, 290
Oslrum, 412
Otus, 125

Ova, 294
Ovalio. 284
Ovi albumen, 410
Ovile, 257

P.

Pabulum, 120
Psdagogi, 288, 280
Pcenula, 298

Paginae, 363, 364
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Palaestra, 422, 423
Palassius, 400
Palatiniis, 16

PalatiiiiT), 16,20
Pales, 120

Palilia, 120, 242
Palimpspsti, 333, 364
Palla, 298
Palladium, 94, 104, 113
Pallami.is, 114
Pallas, 105

Palliatae, 383, 555
Palliati, 297
Palmus,263
Paliidaiiieiitiim, 298
Paludatse, 3S3
Pan, 116

Paiiffitolium, 193

FaiiailieiiEea, 104, 171
Pancratium, 173

Paiidectag. 616
Pandora, 107

Panes, 130

Panificium,263
Pantheon, 17

Pantdiuimi, 558
Paphia, 106

Pappus, 557
Papyri, 356
PRrsetoninin, 412
Paralus, 42

Parcse, 128

Pares, impares, tibiae,

247
Parilia, 120

Parma, 244, 274
Parnassides, 126

Parricidii, ".OO

Passns, 268
Paiareus. 101

Patella, 2:'.2

Patellarii. 129

Pal era. 96. 300
Paterae, 232. 3s7

Pater tidiiciarius, 288
palratiis, 234

Patres conscriiiti, 256
iiiinoruin gentium.
253

Patricii, 253
Pairiiiae, 294
Patronii:;, 259
Patulciiis, 93
Pavinienta tessalata,

290
Pax, 122,241
Pecudes, 266
Pecnlatiis, 252,260
Peculi im c.astrense,

274
Pecunia, 266
Peciis tiirpe, 310
Pedes, 282
Pediiae, 2^0
Pediles, 278
Peeasns, 26, 131
Peiasgi,323
Pelopidse, 136

Pelops, 136

Peloria, 91

Penates, 129

Penicillus, 332, 413
Peiina, 332
Perdnellionis, 260
Perc!rrini,25S
Pereerini dii. 87
Per2aiiiena,364
PerguliE, 366
PeriiEci, 189

Peripetasinata, 291

Perislroniata, 291

Peri.tvlium, 422
PeroneF,29S
Perpendiculiim, 418

Perpptnae quaestiones,
259

Perpol, 239
Perseus, 133
Perticae, 264
Perviffilationes, 560
Pes, 268
Pessinuntia, 93
Petasus, 108, 298
Petauristae, 244
Petitio, 259
Petitor, 259
Petraeus, 98
Phalarae, 275

~

Pliantasus, 130
Phaseli, 283
Phengifes. 290
Phialffi. 297
Philvrae, 363
Phobetor, 130
Phoebe, 102, 117, 124
Phorcns, 98
Phylarchi, 181
Phyx, 32
Piaculum, 239
Pictura, de niusivo, 413
Pierides, 126

Pieriis, 126

Pietas. 122
Pila. 274
Pilentum, 266
Pileus,29n,298
Pilumnus, 120
Pilus primus, 272
Pinacothera, 291
Pinarii, 232,235
Pirajus, 31

Piscarium, 17

Piscatores. 269
Piscatorii Ludi. 246
Piscina niirabilis, 292
Pistores, 263
Pistrilla, 264
Pistrinuin, 264
Pistum,264
Plagii, 260
Plagulae, 363
Plaustra.266
Plebeii^diles, 249
Plebiscita, 250,257,261
Plebs, 253
Pleiades, 108
Plutei,281
Pinto, 99
Phitus, 118

Pluvius or Pluvialis, 95
Pnvx, 32
Pocillator, 289
Pocula fasina, vitrea,

&c., 297
Podium, 247, 248
Pcecile,31. 36,423
Paenae, 260
Pcetariuin, 623
Pol, 239
Polias Minerva, 29, 104
Policem premebant,

vertebant. 244
Pollinctores, 300
Polus, 116

Polyhymnia, 127
Pomona, 119, 120
Pompa circensis, 243
Pons Milvius, ^lius,

&c , 16

Pontes, 257
Ponticuli,257
Pontifex Maximus, 232
Pontifices, 2S2
Pops. 232. 236
Popina. see Caupona.
Popiilaria, 247
Popnionia, 96

Populum calare, 234

!
Populus, 253
Porta praetoria, decu-

inana, &c., 280
Porta Carmentalis,

&c., 15
salutarls, 118

Portenta, 233
Porticus, 423; millia-

ria, 19, 423
Portisculus, 282
Portorium, 261
Portuninalia, 242
Porturnnus, 125
Postcenium, 246
Postridiani, 241
Potamides, 126
Potitii, 232, 235
Praecinctiones, 247, 422
Praecones, 252
Praedes, 259,262
Praedia, rustica, urba-

na, 268
Praeexercitationes, 495
Prsfecti, 277
Pra?fecturae. 258
Praefectus ^pypti, 285

annonae. 251,261
classis, 281

morurn, 251
praetorio, 264, 235
urbis, 251. 285

Praefericula. 232,239
Praeticae, 300
Praei,'ustator, 289
Praemia minora, 275
Prsenonien. 285
Presides, 285
Praestigiatores, 244
Praesuf. 235
Praetextatse, 555, 557
Praetor, 249, 259
Praetoriuni, 278
Prandium, 293
Prata. 264
Precationes, 236
Precum arbitri, 250
Prelum, 2!;6

Priapua, 119, 395,564
Priniiiiae,«238

Principes,271,275,276,
278

Principia, 278
Proconsul, 252, 285
Procurator, 244
Procurator Caesaris,

252
Prodi<;ia, 233
ProdigiaTore.*. 234
Profpssores, 366
Profesli, 241
Projicere in profluen-

tum, 260
Proniagister, 262
Propiiiseum, 423
Propraetor, 252
Propylaea, 29
Proqueestor, 252
Prora, 262
Proreta. 282
Proscenium, 246
Prosrriptio, 268
Proserpina, 106
Proteus, 98
Provinciae, 258
Prvtaneum, 184
Psvlli, 56
Puhlicani, 262
Publicum, 262
Pugilatus, 243
Pnsillares, 364
PugncR simulacra, 304
Pullarius, 233
Pu'.li, 233
Pulmentarius, 289

Pulpitum, 247
Pulvinar, 294
Pulvinaria,237, 2C6
Pulvinus, 293, 429
Punctum (omne tulil),

270
Puppis, 282
Purpura, 363
Purpunssum, 412
Puteal, 17

Puticulae, 303
Pylae Caspiae, 46
Pylotis, 105
Pyra^ 302
Pyraniis Cestii, 20
Pvraknion, 107
Pythius, 101

Pyxis or Pyxidula, 300

Quadrans, 266, 293,
375, 429

Quadrarital, 296
Quadratae literie, 330
Quadrigffi,266
Quadrigali, 373
Quadrigenaria, 272
Quadriremes, 282
Qua?sitores, 259
Quaestiones, 259
Quaestor saeri palatii,

250, 285
Quaestores, 250
Quaestorium, 278
Quartarius, 268
Quaternio, 295, 333
Quinarius,267, 375
Quincunx, 265, 275
Quindeceniviri, 236,

240
Quirgenaria, 272
Quinquairia, 104, 171,

241, 242
Quinquennia, 238
Quinqueviri, 252
Quintana via, 280
Quintiliani, 235
Quintilis, 61

Quirinalia, 241

Quirinales,235
Quirinus Mars, 105

Quirites, 11, 16

Quiritium jus, 258

Rallnm, 264
Ramentum, 364
R as I rum. 264
Rectae viae, 275
Rector, 282
Recuperatores, 259
Regia, 233, 234
Regina Sacrorum, 234

Viarum, 16

Regula, 418
Relesatus, 260
Reliffio, 229
Religione solvere, 238
Reiigiosi dies, 241

Remancipatio, 287
Remi, Reniigis, 262
Repetundarum cri-

men, 252. 260
Repositoria,294
Repotia, 287

Repudiuni, 287
Rescripia, 261, 645
Rescriptus Codex^ 355
Responsa, 643

Res Manci()i, Nee
Mancipi, 263

privatae, 268
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Kespuhlica, ne quid
detriinenti capiat,

251, 257

Retiarii, 214
Reus, 259
Rex convivii, 295

sacrificulus, 234
sacroruni, 232, 234

Rhamnensis, 252
Rhaniniisia, 117
Rhea, SI

Rht^da.266
Rica, Ricininm,298
Rr>bigalia, 212
Rogaiii), 259
R-.jriis. 302
Roma, 119
RoinHic:i.216
Rnrarii, 276
Rosa, Sub, 206
Rosaceum, 299
Rostra, 17, 262, 302
Rotula serrata, 418
Riibacellus, 400
Kubescens, 386
Riibiae radix, 412
Rui.rica. 332, 363, 412
RiKientes, 262
Rudera, 15

Runcatores, 2S9
Rnncina, 120

Rusticanus (sermo),
362

S.
Saburra, 2-52

Sacella,2S0
Sacerdote>-, 236
Sacra genlilitia, 288
Sacranieiitiim, 270, 271
Sacrificis, 237
Sacroriim j'ls, 258
Sagittarii. 276
Sagum. 293
Sal'ariiiiTi, 262
Sali^enita, 106

Salii. 105, 232.235,241,
395

SaliiiES, 262
SHitns. 243
Saliis, lis

SanilHic^A, 217
!*anda|iiia, 300
Sand iraclia, 412
Sandipilarii, 300
Sandyx, 112
Sapa, 296
Sapphirns, 400
Sarcinas, 277
Sarcocolla, 412
Sarcoph;i?iis, 302
SarcuIunK264
Sarda. 400
Sarr '.cum, 266
Satira, 565
Satisdare,259
Sator, 91

Satura, 565
Saiiinialia, 91,242,599
Saturnia, 91

Satiirniis, 91

Satyriis, 565
Baxo Tarpeio dejicere,

J60
Scabpjla, 299
Seals, 247, 2^,0, 2S0
Pcalnms, 262
Scalper, 413

Scalpiutn, 418
Scapus, 363
Scarabsei. 403
Scena, 246
Scenici, 360, 554

Schedse, 363

Schola Romana, 366

Scholae. 284, 366, 429
Scias, 36
Scissor, 289
Scolecia, 412
Scorpio, 261

Scribae, 252, 277
Scriiiiutn, 364
Scriptores historiae

Augiistse, 633
Scriptorium, 333
Scriptura, 262
Scrupulum, 375
Sculpiura, 381
Scutica, 260

Scutum, 244, 274
Scvlla, 132
Scyphi, 297
Secespitse, 232
Sectio, 268
Secnri percutere, 260
Securis, 232, 2i8, 264
Secutores, 244

Sedilia, 262
Segeiia, Seia, 120
Seiecti, 87
Sella, 248,291
Sella cnrulis, 235, 250,

254
portatoria, 254

Sembella, 267
Sememina, 241
Semis, 266
Semones, 87
Senacula, 18

Senatus auctoritas,256
consnltum,256, 261

de Bacchanalibus,
375

Ser.io, 295
Semenli£eReceptaB,643
Seritina, 262
Sepia, 363
Septa, 257
Septemviri, 234
Septicollis, 15,225
Seplunx, 266
Sepiilchrum, 302
Serse, 291

Serapea, 123

Serapi.i. 123

Seres, 2G8
Sermo urbanus, rusti-

canus. &c, 362
Serra, 276, 418
Serrati, 373
Servi terrse. 290
Servitus, 260, 268
Servitutes prsediorum,

268
Servus admissionalis,

cubicularius, &c.,
2S9

Sestertium, 267
Sestertius, 267, 375
Seva, 232
Sexcenaria, 272
Sextans, 266, 375
Sextarius, 268
Sextilis, 61

Sicee, 196
SicarJi, 196
Sicarios, crimen inter,

260
Siclus, 375
Sigilla, 383,405
Sigia, 370
Sigma, 291, 294
Signa, 233,272
Signatorii, 405
Signiferi, 272
Sil, 412
Sileni, 130

Sileniis. 110
Silicernium, 304

Simpnlum, 232
Sinister, 233
Sinopis pniitica,410,412

Sirennusse, 126

Sisirum, 119,218
Sitella,257
Sinaragdus, 400
Smegmata, 299
Sminthse, 42
Smintheus, 42, 101
Socci, 299, 553
Societas, 262
Socii, 277
Sodales, Titii. 232, 236

Auffustales, 236
Sodalitates, 235
Sol, 114
Solaria, 240
Solarium, 60,291
Solese, 299
Solennia, 237
Solidus, 267
Solium, 376
Solvere epistolas, 364
Somnus, 130
Soracte, 120
Soranns, 100
Sors, 267
Sortes, 240
Sortilegi, 240
Sortilio, 257
Sospita, 96

Spathse, 274
Specillnm, 263
Spectabiles, 597
Spectacula, 243
Specula, 290.299
Specularia, 2'JO

Spos. 122
Sphseristerium, 293,

422, 429
Spina circi, 242, 243
Spi)iellus, 400
Spoliarium, 248
Spondse, 294
Sponsalia. 286
Spoiisio, 266
Sponsor, 95
Sportula, 295
Spurius, 268
Stadium, IS, 32.

Stapise. 266
Stata, 237
Statarire, 557
Stater Daricus, 213
Statio, 260, 372
Stator, 95

Statuse ionic3, 383
Statuaria, 361

Staiumen, 15

Statumina, 282
Stega, 2;2
Sterculiiius, Stercu-

tius, 91, 120
Steropes, 107

Siheno, 130

Stibadinm, 294
Stipendio privari, 275
Stipendium. 236, 274
Stipulatio, 286
Stiva, 264
Stola, 298
Stragula,291, 294
Strangulare, 260
Sirategemalica, 618
Stratesi, 196

Strense, 241

Sirenua, 120

Srrigiles. 293, 303
Stroppi, 2S2
Structor, 269, 295
Strymonius. 105

Studia humanitatis,
319, 366

i,423

Stylus, 363
Suarium, 17
Subcenturio, 272
Subdivale, 290
Siibilarii, 271

SubligacuUim, 244
Subscriplio, 3fi4

Subsignani, 272
Subsolanus, 123
Subiicula, 297
Succina, 297
Sudatorium, 423, 428
Sudes, 280, 261

Suffragii jus, 258
Sugeestus, 17, 247
Sui'le, 292
Summanus, 100, 129,

242
Suovetaurilia, 105. 239
Supplicaiiones, 237,263
Supplicia, 237
Siirculi, 363
Sylvae, 561
Symbola,2S0, 299
Sym(ilegiiiata, 384
Syngrapha, 364

Tabellffi, 237, 364

legitinioe, 286
Tabellarius, 364, 372
Tabernarice, 557
Tablinuni,291
Tabula auctionaria,

268
lusoria, 295
proscriptiimis, 268

Tabulae, 3(i5, 412
Tabulae ceratae, 363

duodecim, 261

Eugiihinae, 372
votivae. 238

Tabularia. 17
TabulariuRi, 17,256
Tffidii^er. 2S9
Tcenia, 262, 364
Talaria, 108
Talentum. 267
Tali, 240, 295
Talio, 260
Tantalides, 136
Tartarus, 99
Tatiensis, 252
Tecta laqiieata, 426
Tegulae, 291

Teiorum Dirae, 344
Telesphorus, 118
Tellus,93, 112
Temo, 264, 266
Tempestas, 242
Templa, 230, 233
Tepidarium, 293, 423,

428
Terebintha, 412
Terebra, 281, 418
Tergemina, 102
Terminalia. 119,241
Terminus, 119,364
Ternio, 295
Terpsichore, 127
Teruncius, 267

Tesselatiim, 290, 384
Tessera, 280, 295
Tesserae. 295
Tesserarii, 280
Testa, 296
Testamenti jus, 258
Testamento, 268
Testudo, 273, 2e0, 281

Tethys, 124

Textrina. 264
Thalia, 127
Theatra, 18

Tlieca talamaria, 364
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Themis, 117, 124
Thensa, 266
Theriotrophium, 292
Thernise, 19, 290, 428
Theseus, 60, 134

Thesiiiophora, 27
Thesmothetae, 181

Thetis, 98
Thoraces, 384
Thorax, 274
Thraces, 244
Tliriaiiibus, 109
Thurariuiii,232
Thuribulmii, 232
Thurius, 105
Thus masculnm, 412
Thyiiibrseus, 101

Thyoneus, 109
Thyrsiger, 109

Tiiyrsus, 110

Tibise,dextr8e,sinistrae,

119,239,241
Tibialia, 299
Tibicines, 236, 300
Tincloria, 264
Tinciura, 264

Tintiniiabula, 266, 291

Tisiphoiie, 128

Titaea, 91, 112

Titanides, 91, 117

Tiiuli, 2b9
Titulus,302, 313
Toga, 248, 297

Candida, 248
fusa, 297

praetexla, 233, 234,

'235, 249, 250, 284,

297
pulla,297
virilis,297, 299

Togatffi. 3b3, 555, 557
Togali, 297
Tdllere iiifantem, 287
Tome tit urn, 294
TDiisores, 289
Topiarii, 292
Torcular, 296
Torctilariutn, 296
Toreutiiata, 297

Torques nureje, 275,

299, 300
Torus, 291

Trabea,233, 284
Trabeatae, 557

TragulKrii, 276
Traha, 264, 266
Tralalilia, 249

Transtra, 262
Transvectio, 256
Triarii, 271, 272, 275,

276, 278
Tribula, 264, 266
Tribunal, 17,249,257,278
Tribuni milituin, 251

plebis,250
Tribus, urbanae, rusti-

cs, 252
Tributa, 261

Tiibuta coniitia, 257,

261

Tricennaria, 272
Triclinium, 291,293,304
Tridens, 244
Triens, 266, 375
Trieterica, 109
Triformis, 102
Triga, 266
Trigonon, 217
Trinundinum, 261
Tripes, 294
Triplex acies, 275
Tripodes, 232
Triptycha, 365
Tripudium, 233, 405
Triremes, 282
Triticum, 264
Triton, 98, 125

Tritonia, 104

Triumphalis lex, 283
Triumphus, 283, 284
Triumviri, 252, 267
Trivia, 102

Tropsea, 19, 199

Trutiiiae,266
Tryginutn, 412
Tubs, 232.239,272, 395
Tubicinesi 236,274
Tubilustrium, 241, 242
Tudes, 418
Tullianum, 260
Tunica, 297

angusticlavia, 256,
298

laticlavia, 256, 298
recta, 287

Tumultuarii, 271
Tumultus, 7, 271
Tumulus, 302
Tunicatae, 557
Turniae, 272, 277
Turricula,295
Turris, 276, 281
Tutela, 282
Tutelarii, 391
Tympana, 266
Tympanum, 11 9,21 8,424
Typhosus, or Typhon,

122, 125, 132

U.

TTdones, 299
Ultimum, 257
Ultor, 105
Umbilici, 363
Unciae, 266
Unctuarium, 293, 429
Unguenta, 299
Utiio, 295
Unxia,96
Uragus, 272, 277
Urania, 106, 127

Uranus, 91, 113
Urbs, 225
Urceus, 232
Urius Jupiter, 345
Urna, 268

feralis, 302
Urnse lachrymales, 303
Usiuum, 299

Ustrina, Ustrinum, 303
Usucapio, 268, 286
Usura, 267
Usurpatio, 287
Usus, 268, 266
Utensilia,287
Utres, 296
Uxor, 267
Uxorium, 262

Vacatio honorata, 271,
275

Vacuna, 120
Vades, 259
Vagina, 232
Valetudinarium, 280
Vallonia, 120

Vallum, 280
Vasa murrhina, 263,

297, 401

sacra, 232
sculpta, 297
ungtientaria, 303

Vates, 16

Vaticanus, 16
Vaticinatores, 240
Vectigalia, 261
Vedius, 95
Vehae, 266
Vejovis, 95
Vela, 2S2
Velatae, 383
Veliles, 271, 274, 276
Vellum, 364
Venalitiarii, 289
Venatio, 243
Veneficii crimen, 260
Veneralia, 241
Vetiti, 128

Ventorum Ara, 116
Venius textilis, 298
Venus. 105. 295

Genetris, 242
Marina, 125

Verbera, 260
Vermiculaium, 384
Veriiae, 285
Versus Fescennini, 554
Verticordia, 106
Vertutiiiitts, 119
Veruculum, 413
Vespera, 60
Vespillones, 300
Vesta, 18, 93, 2;^0, 242
Vestales, 113,232,236
Vestalia, 241, 242
Vestes Coae, Sericae,

298
Vestiarii, 289
Vestis stragula, 266

291
Vestibulum, 290, 300
Veto, 250
Vexillarii, 272
Vexillationps, 285
Vexillum, 272, 275
Vexilium purpureuna,

Via Quintana, 280
Sacra, Appia, &c.»

Viae, 15, 16

Viales, 129
Viatores, 250
Vicarii, 285
Vicennalia, 238
Vicesinia, 262
Vici, 17

Viclimae, 237
Victimarii, 236, 395
Victor, 95

Victoria, 120
Victrix, 106
Vicus albus, &c., 17

Vigiies, 280
Vigiliae, 59,240, 280
Viila urbana, rustica,

&c., 292
Villicus, 292, 289
Villicus amphiiheatri,

247
Vinalia, 242
Vinaria cella, 296
Vincula, 200, 299
Vindemiatores5 289
Vindicatio, 239
Vindicta, 269
Vineae, 198, 280
Vinum Falernum, Cae«

cubum, &c., 296
Violariiini, 499
Virgo, 117, 118

maxima, 236
Virgis.260
Viri epulares, 234
Virtus. 122
Vis publicae, 260
Visceratio, 304
Vitisator, 91

Viirea, 263
Vitrea specularia, 290
Vitriim, 263
Vitrum Obsidianum,

406
Vitta, 232, 299
Viva voce, 268
Vivarium, 292
Volones, 271

Volumina, 363
Volusia, 120
Vomer, 264
Vota, 238
Voti reus, 238
Votiviludi,246
Vulcanalia, 107, 242
Vulcanus, 107, 108

Vulpium combustio,
112

Vulsella, 263
Vulturius, 101

X.
Xystum, 423

Xystus, 423

Z.
Zephyrus, 11

Zona, 266
128
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Abana, 50
Abdera, 21

Absvnthi, or Apsynthi,
21

Abydos, 21, 47
Abyla, 9, 57
Abyssinia, 55
Acarnania, 24,26
Ace, nr Aco, 50
Achaia. 34
Acharnae, 28
Achelous, 21,26, 41
Acheron, 25
Acidalia (fount), 27
Acirls, 13

Acradina, 40
Acritas Prom. 33
Acro-Ceraunia, 24
Acro-Ceraunii, Mon-

ies, 21,22, 24
Acro-Coriiithus, 34
Acie, 28

Actium, 26
Actium Prom. 25, 26
Adramyitium, 47
Adriannpolis, 21
Adrumetiim, 57
Aduli?, 55
JE^, 46, 135
.^dui, 6

.5:;2rades or Agates, 41

.ffigseum Mare, 21

.Ege, 34
^sina, 34, 42
.(Egissa or ^gissus, 8
^gium, 34
^Egos Potamos, 21

^gusa, 41

jligypti torrens, 53
^gyptiis, 53
iElanites Sinus, 53
.a^none, 42
.^nos, 21

J5nus, 7

^oli3 Insulae, 41

.Sloiis or ^olia, 47
jEstuarium Itunae, 40
iElhiopia, 55
^Ethria, 42
^tna,4I
.S:toUa, 26

Africa, 53
Interior, 57
Propria, 56

Aganippe, 27
Agatiiyrsi, 5

Agrigentum, 41
Agylla, 10

Alabanda, 48
Alani, 4(3

Alba Longa, 11,225
Albania, 48

Albaniae PyliR, 46
Albanus Lacus, 11

Albis, 6

Albulus Lacus, 11

Alburnus, 13

Aleria, 40

Alesia, 6

Alexandria, 48, 54
AlfeniPE, 12

Algidum, 11

Allemanni, 5
Allia, 11

Aliobrnges, 6

Alos, 24
Alpes, Graiae, &c., 7
Alpheus, 34
Allis, 34
Amanus, 48
Amardus, 44
Amasia, 47

Ambracia, 25

Ambracius Sinus, 21

Amida, 46
Amisus, 47
Aniiternum, 11

Amphipolis, 22
Amphissa, 26
Amphryssus, 24
Ampsagus, 57
Amsanctus, 12
Amyclae, 36
Anactoriuin, 26
Anamurium, 49
Anaplie, 42
Anapus, 40
Anas, 9

Anchesmus, 25, 28
Ancona, 10

Ancyra, 48
Andros, 42
Angli, 5

Anio, 10, 11

Anthela, 27
Anticyra, 27
Anti-Libanus, 50
Antiochia, 4S, 50

in Pisidia, 48
in Syria, 50

Antirrhiuin, 25
Antium, 11

Anxur, 11

Aous, 24

Apainea, 48

on Rhyndacus, 47
on Marsyas, 48
on Oronles, 50

Aphetse, 24
Apia. 34
Apollonia, 20, 22, 56
Apulia, 12
Aquae Sextiae, 6

Aquileia, 9

Aquinum, 11

Aquitani, 6

Aquilania, 6

Arabia, 53
Arabicus Sinus, 53
Arachosia, 44
Aracthus, 25
Aracynthus, 26
Aragus, 46
Arar, 7

Ararat, 44, 46
Araxes, or Phasis, 46
Ara.xes, 44
Arbela, 53
Arbiti Montes, 44
Arcadia, 34
Arcati Regio, 43
Ardea, 11

Arduenna Sylva, 7
Arethon, 25
Arevaci, 8

ArgsBus Mons, 48
Argia, 34
Argos, in Argolis, 34

Amphilochius, 26
Aria, 44, 46
Aria Pal us, 44
Arimatliea, 51
Ariminum, 10
Armenia, 46
Armorica, 6
Arnus, 10
Arpi, 12

Arpinum, 11

Arsacidae, 44
Arsinoe, 53, 51,56
Arsissa Palus, 46
Arlabrum Prom. 9
Artacoana, 46
Artaxata, 46
Artemisium, 42
Arza, 46
Ascra, 27
Asculum, 10, 12
Asia, 43
Asia Minor, 46
Asinarius, 41

Aspendus, 48
Asphaltites Lacus, 51,

52
Assyria, 53
Astaboras, 55
Atalanta, 27
Aternum, 13

Aihensenm Prom. 12
Athesis, 10
Athos, 22
Atinum, 13

Atianticus Oceanus, 57
Atlantis, 57
Atlas, 57
Atropatene, 44
Atropatia, 44
Attica, 28

Aufidus, 12, 13

Augusta Emerita, 9
Taurinorum, 9
Vindelicorum, 7

Augustodunum, 6
Aulis, 27, 42
Aurea Chersonesus, 3,

43
Ausonia, 9
Auxume, 55
Aventinus, &c., 16
Avernus Lacus, 12
Axius, 22

Babylonia, 52
Bactra, 46
Bactriana, 46
Bffitica, 8, 9
Baetis, 9
Bagdat, 52
Bagradas, 57
Baiae, 12

Baleares Insulae, 40
Barce, 56
Barium, 13

Basanites Mons, 54
Basilicata, 13

Bastarnicae Alpes, 8
Bastuli, 9

Bata-7i, 6

Bebrycia, 47
Belgae, 6

Belgica, 7
Benacus, 10

Beneventum, 12

Bercea, 50
Berenice, 53, 54,56
Berylus, 50
Bethel, 51

Bethesda (pool), 52

Bethlehem, 51

Bethsaida, 50
Belhsan, 51

Bibracte, 6

Bilbilis. 8

Bithvnia, 47

Bceotia, 27
Boii, 10

Boium, 26
Bononia, 10

Borvslhenes, 5, 6

Bos|)horus, 6, 20, 21

B.izra, 52
Bradanus, 13

Brauron, 28
Brigantes, 38

Briganiiiius Lacus, 6

Britannia, 38

Brivates Portus, 6

Brixia, 9

Bruiidusium, 13, 16

Bruttia-tellus, 13

Bruttii, 13

Bruttiuni, 13

Bura, 34
Buthrotum, 25
Biixentum, 13

Byrsa, 56

Byzantium, 20

Cabira,48
Cadmea, 27
Caere. 10
Caesarea, 7, 51, 57
Caesarea Augusta, 8

ad Argaeum, 48
Philippi, 50

Caieta, 11

Calabria, 13, 14
Calabria-citra, 13
Calagurris, 8
Calaris, 40
Calauria, 42
Calle, 8
Callipolis, 13,21
Calor (fl.), 12
Calpas, 47

Calpe, 9, 57
Calycadnus, 48
Calydon, 26
Cambunii Montes, 21,

22,24
Camerinum, 10

Camicus, 41

Campania, 11

Camyrus, 42
Cana, 47
(Janae, 60
Canaria, 57

Cannae, 13

669
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Canopicum Ostium,
&c., 54

Cantabri. 9
Caniii, 38
Canusium, 13
Capf^rnauiii, 50
Caphareus, 42
Capitolimis, &c. 16

Cappadocia, 48

Caprete, 40

Capsa, 57

Capua, 11

Caranibis, 47

Caraiiib'icis, 3

Oardia, -21

Carduclii, 53

rardu*".!)! Monies, 46

(aria, 48

( arniaiiia, 44
Carmel, 5U

Carni, 9
Carpatf's, 8

Carpathus, 42
Carphia, 26

Carrhee, 52

rari.-ia, 9

Caribago, 56

Carthago Nova, 8

Carvstus, 42

Casia Regio, 3, 43

Casilinuin, 11

CaspisE Pyl-de, 46

Caspium Mare, 6, 44

Cassandria, 22
Cassiterides, 33, 40

Castalia,27
Castrum Minervse, 13

Catabathinus, 54

(^atti, 5

Caucasus, 46

C.tudinae FurculgE, 12

Caudiuni, 12

Cauion, 15

Cayster, 47

Cebeiiiia, 7

Cecropia, 28

Cella;,6
Celtiheri, 8
Celtica, 6

Celticuiii, 9

Cenchreae, 34

Cenomanni, 9

Ceniuin Cellse, 10

Ceos, 42
Cpplialenia, 41

Cephissus, 26, 27, 28

C rainicus,2:!!, 32
Cerasus, 47

Ceri)alus, 13

Certa, 57

Chalteris, 43

Cliaeronea, 27

Cliak-edon, 47

Chalcidice, 22

Chakis,22, 26, 42

Chaidaea, 52
Chalvbes, 47

Chalyb.in, 50
Chaoiiia, 24, 25

"iniarran. 52
Charybdis, 13

Chelonites, 33

C'liersonesus Cimbri
ca, 5

Aurea, 3, 43

Taiiiica, 5

Thracise, 20

Cherusci, 5

(^hiinaera, 48
Chios, 42
Choaspes, 44
Chrysoceras, 20

Chrysopolis, 47

Clnysor/lioas, 50

Cichyrus, 25
Cicones, 21

Cilicia, 43
Cimbri, 5

Ciiiimericus Bospho-
rus, 6, 46

Cimmerii, 46

Cinimerium, 12

Circeii, 11

Cirrha, 27

Cisaipina Gallia, 6, 9
(Mspadana, 9

Cissa, 21

Ciiliaeron, 26,28
Ciiium, 53
Clanius, 12

CiazonieriEe, 47
Cliisium, 10

ClvDea, 57

Ciieinis?, 27
Cnidus, 48
Cocytus, 25

Codanus Sinus, 6
Ccele-Syria, or

Coelo-Syria, 50
Coelius, 16

Colchis, 46

Collls hortulorum, 16

Colonia Patricia, 9
Colophon, 47
Cohissae, 48
Coinagene, 50
Coniana, 48
Coiiiaria, 43
Coniata, T
Coniplutum, 8

Coniimi, 10

Consentia, 13

Conslantinopolis, 20
Copais Lacus, 27

Coptos, 54
Coracesium, 48
Coras, 26
Corcyra, 41

Corduba, 9

Corfinium, 10

Corinlhia, 34

Corinlhiacus Slnus,21
25

Corinihus, 34
Corioli, 11

Coronea, 27
Corsica, 40
Gorycus, 47
Cos, 42
Cosetani, 8
Cotiaris, 3, 43

Cottiae, 7

Cragus, 48

Craihes, 15

Cremaste, 24

Creniera, 11

Crenina, 48
Cretnona, 9

Creta, 43
Creusa, 27
Criniisus, 41

Crissa,27
CrissEeus Sinus, 25

Criu-Metopon,5, 47
Croniura, 34
Crotona, 13

Crustumerium, 11

Ctesiphon, 46
Cumje, 12

Cunaxa, 52
Cures, 11

Cureles, 43

Curia,?
Custulo, 9

Cyclades, 42
Cvrinus, 48
Cvdonia, 43

Cyllene Mons, 34

Cynocephali, 124
Cynos, 27

Cynos Cephale, 24
Cynthus Mons, 42
Cyprus, 53
Cyrenaica, 56
C'yrene, 56
Cyrnos, 40
Cvropolis, 46
Cyrus, 44, 46
Cythera, 41
Cythus, 42
Cyliniuni, 26
Cyzicus, 47

D.
Daci, 8
Dacia, 8
Dactvli, 43
Dalniatia, 8

Damascus, 50
Danapris, 5

Danubius, 7
Daphne, 50

Dardania, 8

Daunia, 12

Decapolis, 51
Decelia,28
Delium, 27
Delos, 42
Delphi, 27
Delphinum,28
Delta, 54

Demetrias, 24
Derbe, 48
DesertaLibyae, 57
Dindymns, 48
Diocfea, 8
Diospolis, 51, 54
Dirce Mons, 28
Dodona,25
Dolonei, 21

Dorion, 24
Doris, 26
Doriscus, 21

Drangiana, 44
Drepanum, 41

Drilo, 22
Dronius Achillei, 6

Dryopes, 26

Dulichiuin, 41

Diiranius, 7

Dnrius, 8, 9

Dvnie, 34

Dyrrachium, 22

E.
Ebal, 51

Eboracum, 38
Ebnsus, 40
Eebatana, 44
Echinades, 41

Edessa, 22, 52
Edetani, 8

Edonis, 22
Egnatia, 13

Eion, 21

Elat3ea,27
Elaver, 7

Elea, 13, 47
Elephantine, 54
Eleusis, 28

Eleutheropolis, 51

Elis, 34
Elyniais, 44
Elvmander, 44
EtTiathia, 22
Emesa, 50
Enuiiaus, 51

Ephesus, 47
Ephyra, 25, 34
Epidamnus, 22
Epidaurus, 8,34
Epipolse, 40

Epirus,21,24
Equotuticuni, 12
Eretria, 42
Eridanus, 9, 10
Erigon, 22
Erineum, 26
Erynianthus Mons, 34
Erythrse, 47

Erythraeum Mare, 44
Erytopolis, 36

Etruria, 10
Euboea, 42
Evenus, 26

Euganei, 9

Eupaloria, 47
Euphrates, 48

Euripus, 25,27,42
Eumpa, 4

Euroias, 36
Eurymedon, 48

Euxinus, 5, 21

Exploratio ad Mer-
rium,57

Ezion-Geber, 53

Falerii, 10

Falisci, 10

Fescennium, 554

Fidenae, 11

Flanaiicus Sinus, 7

Flavia Caesariensis, 40

Florentia, 10

ForniiiE, 11

FortunataeInsul£E,3,57
Forum Julii, 6

Fossa Trajani, 54

Fretum Fosste, 40

Gaditanum, or

Herculeum, 9

Siculum, 40

Frisii, 5

Fucinus Lacus, 10

G.
Gabara, 50
Gabii, 11

Gadara, 50, 52
Gades, 9
Gaetulia, 57

Galatia,6, 7,48
Galestis, 13
Galilaea, 50
Gallia, 6

Galloruin Portus, 8

Gamala, 52

Ganges, 43
Gangeticus Sinus, 43

Gangra, 48

Garamantes, 57

Garganus, 12

Gargarus, 47

Garumna, 6, 7
Gaugamela, 53
Gaulon, 52
Gaulos. 41

Gaza, 44, 52
Gedrosia, 44
Geloni, 5

Genua, 10

Gera, 52
Geraestus, 42

Geranii Monies, 26

Gerizim, 51

Gerniania, 5, 6

Inferior, 7

Superior, 7

Germanicus Oceani-
cus, 6

Getffi. 8

Glaucus, river, 48

Sinus, 48

Glycys Linien, 25

Gnossus, 43
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Gnhaeum Prom. 6
Gomphi, 24
Giiiinus, 24
Gordiuiii, 48
Gortyiiia, 43
Goshi-n, 54
GriEcia, 20, 21

Graecia Propria, 25
Granicus, 47

Gruiiieiituiii, 13

Gyarus. 42
Gyrtona. 24

Gytheum, 30, 38

H.
Ilridriaticiiin Mare, 21

liuilriiiiieiitiiiii or
Adi uinetum, 57

Haenuis, 8, 20, 21, 22
Halcyoneuin Mare, 25
Halr-sus (river), 47
Haliaciiioii,22

Halicarnassus, 48
Halonnesus, 42
Ilalys, 47
Hamaxohii, 5
Ilebriis, 21

Hebrides, or Ebudae,40
Hecatompylos, 44, 54
Helena, 42
Helice, 34
Helicon, 26,27
Helissus, 34
Hellas, 21, 25
Hellesp.uitus, 21

Heliopolis, 50, 55
Helnriis, 41
lielos, 3(5

HelvHtii, 6

Hephaeslia, 42
Hepliiiioiiiis, 54
Ileptapylos, 27
Heraclea, 13, 21, 47
HHrciilariHum, 12
Herculis Coluninae, 9,

57
Leburni Portus, 10
MoiioBci Portus, 10
Promontorium, 15

Hercynia Sylva, 5, 8
Herdoiiia, 12
Herniiones, 5
Herinoti, 50
Herruiindurii, 5
Hermut', 47

Heroopolis, 54
Heroopolites Sin. 53
Heruli, 5

Hesperia, 8, 9

Hesperides, 56
Hesperidum, Iiisuiae, 4,

57
Hesppris, 56
Hexapol)3, 26
Hibernia, 40

Hieraf)olis, 50
Hier'isolyina,51
Hiiiiera (town), 41
Hiinera (river), 41
Hippo, 13
Hi()pi) Regius, 57
Hippocrene, 26, 27
Hirpini, 12

Hispalis, 9
Hispania, 8
Histria, 10

Horeb, 53
Hydrnntum, 13
Hymellus, 26, 28
Hypanis, 6
Hypata, 24
Hyperborei, 3
Hyrcania, 44
Hyrcanium Mare, 46

I.

Iberia, 8, 46
Iberiis, 9

Icaria, 42
Iceni, 38
Ichnusa, 40
Icnniuin, 48
Ida, 43, 4fi

Idumea, 52, 53
lerne or Hibernia, 40
Ilerda, 8

Ilergetes, 8
Ili3siis,23

Ilium, 46
Illvricum,7, 8, 21

llva, 40
Iniaus Mons, 3, 43
Itnbarus Mons, 44
Inibrus, 42

Inachus, 34
India, 43
Indus, 43
Insubres, 9
Insulae ante Tapro-

banam, 4
Hesperidum, 4

lolchos, 24
Ionia, 47
Ionium Mare, 24, 25
los, 42
Iris, 47
Isaura;, 48
Isauria. 48
Ismenus, 27
Issus, 48
Ister (Danube), 7, 8
Istria, 8, 10

Isurium, 38

Itabyrius, 51
Italia, 9
Italica, 9
Ithaca, 41

Illiome, 36

J.

Jabadii Insula, 3, 53
Janiculuni, 16

Japygia, 12

Japygium Prom. 13

Jaxartes, 46

Jezreel, 50
Jiippa, 51

Jordan, 52
Jotapata, 50

Judsea, 50
.lulls Alpes, 7

Junonis Proniont. 9

Kibora, 8

L.
Lacinium, 15

Laconia, 36

Laconicus Sin. 36
Ladou, 34
Lagaria, 13

Lamia, 24
Lanipsacus, 47
Laodicea, 48
Lapithse, 24
Larissa, 24
Larius, 10

Latium, 11

Latoiinae, 40
Laurentuin, 11

Laurius ;Mons, 26
Laus, 13

Laus Sinus, 13

Laviniuni, 11

Lebedaea, 27

Lecbaeum, 34
LeIegeSj 47

Leiegia, 168

Letnanus Lacus, 6

Lemanis Portus, 38
Leinnos, 42
Leiriovices, 6

Leontes, 50
Leontiuin, 41

Leptis Magna, 56
Lesbos, 42
Lessus, 21

Lethe, 25
Leucadia, 41

Leucas, 25, 26, 41
Leucate,2fi, 41

Leucopetra, 13, 41
l.euctra, 27
Libanus, 50
Liburnia, 7, 8
Libya, 55, 57
Libyssa, 47
Li-er, 6, 7
Ligures, 10

Ligusticus Sinus, 10
Ligustides, 7
Liiseum, 26
Lilybaeuni, 40, 41
Lindus, 42
Lingones, 10

Lipara, 41

Liris, 10, 11

Liternum, 12

Locri Epicnemidii,
Opuntii, Ozolse,

26, 27
Locris, 26
Londinum, 38
Longobardi, 5
Lolophagi, 56
Lucania, 13

Luceria, 12
Lucrinus Lacus, 12
Lugdunensis, 6
Lugduiium, 6

Luna, 10

Lunae Monies, 4, 54
Lusitania, 8, 9
Lutetia, 6

Lycaonia, 48
Lycseus Mons, 36
Lychnidus, 22
Lycia, 48
Lvcus, 47, 48
Lydda,51
Lydia, 47
Lydias, 22
Lyrnessus, 47
Lysimachia, 21

Lystra, 48

M.
Macedonia, 21
Macoraba, or Mecca, 53
Macra, 10

Madytos, 21

Maeander, 47
Meenalus Mons, 36
Msonia, 47
MaBotis Palus, 3, 6
Magna Graecia, 11

Magnesia, 24, 48
Magnum Promonto-

rium, 43
Magnus Sinus, 43
Makrinoros, 26
Malea, 33, 36
Maleventum, 12
Maiia, 24
Maliacus Sinus, 21,24,

25
Mandubii, 6
Mantinea, 34
Mantua. 9
Maracanda, 46
Marathon, 28
Marcianopolis, 8

Marcomanni, 5
Mardii, 44
Mardus, 44
Mareotis, 54
Mariana, 40
Maritiniae Alpes, 7
Marn)arica, 56
Marrubiuni, 10
Marsi, 10

Marsyas, 48
Masius Mons, 46
Massaesyli, 57
Massilia, ae, 6, 7
ftjassyli, 57
Matinorum oppidum,

40
Mauritania, 57
Maxima Caesariensig,

40
Mazaca, 48
Meatae, 38
Media, 44
Mediolanum, 6, 9
Megalopolis, 34, 47
Mesara, 2S
Megaris, 23
Melanis Sinus, 11
Melas, 20, 21

Melibcjea, 24
Melite, 41

Melos, 42
Melpus, 13
Memphis, 54
Menapii, 7
Menuthias, 4
Mercurii Promonto-

rium, 57

Meroe, 55

Mesembria, 20
Mesopotamia, 52
Messana, 41

Messapia, 13

Messene, 36
Messenia, .36

Messeniacus Sinus, 36
MestMs, i. q. Nestus,

20,21
Metapontum,13
Metaurus. 10
Methone, 22, 36
Methymna, 42
Miletus, 47
Mimas, 47
Mincius, 10
Minturnse, 11

Misenum, 12
Mitylene. 42
Moeris, 54
McEsia, 8

Molossis, 24,25
Mona CfEsaris, 40

Taciti, 40
Munda, 9

Munychia, 33
Muri Veteres, 8
Murina, 42
Musaeus, 28
Mutiiia, 10

Mycale, 47
Mycenae, 34
Myconus, 42
Mvoshormus, 54
Myrtoutii Mare, 25, 28

Mysia, 47

N.
Naissus, 8
Napata, 55
Nar, 10

Narbo Martins, b, 7
Narbonensis, 6, 7
Narisci, 5

Naryx, 27

Naulochus, 41
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Naupactns, 26
Nauplia, 34
Naxos, 42
Nazareth, 50
Npsethes, 15

ISeapolis, 12, 40, 51

Nemausns, 6

Neniea, 34
Neritus, 41

Nervii,"
Neryx, 15

Nestns, i. q.Nessus,20,
21

Nicsea, 10, 47
Niconiedia, 47

Nicopolis, 8, 26, 48

Niger, 57
Nigritae, 57
Niliis, 54

Ninus, 52
Niphates, 46

Nissea, 27, 44

Nisi bis, 52

Nisyrus, 98

Nola, 12

Nonacris Mons, 36

Noricfe Alpes, 7

Noricum, 7

Noti Cornu, 4
Novus, 48

Nubia, 55

Numantia, 8

Numidia, 57

Nymphaeum, 22

O.
Oasis, 55, 56

Ocha, 42
Ochus, 44

Odessus, 8

CEa, 56
G-:balia, 188

CEclialia, 36
CEnolria, 9

G'Aa, 21, 24
Oleiius, 34
Olisippo, 9

Olvmpia, 34

orvinpns,24, 40, 47

Olyntiuis, 22

Oinbi, 54

Oncius Mons, 26

Onion, 51

Opuntii, 27

Opuntiiis Sinus, 25, 2',

Opus, 27

Orbelus Mons, 22

Orcades, 40
Orchomenus, 27, 34

Orestis, 24

Oreus, 42

Oricum, 24

Orontes, 44, 50

Oropus, 23

Orospeda,

8

Orouros, 50

Orlvgia, 40

Ossa, 24

Ostia, 11

Othrys Mons, 24

Oxus, 44, 46

Oxyrynchus, 54

Pachynum, or

Pachvnus, 40
Pactolus,47
Padus, 9 10

Psedum, 11

Paeonia, 22
Prestanus Sinus, 13

Peestuiii, 13

Pacrasae. 24

?agasaeus Sinus, 24

Palaestina, 50
Pallene, 22

Palmyra, 50
Paiuphylia, 48

Pancisus. 36
Pandosia, 13

Pangaeus Mons, 21
Pannonia, 7

Panormus, 41

Panticapaeum, 5

Paphlagonia, 47
Paphos, 53
Parisii, 6

Parma, 10
Parnassus, 26, 27

Parnes, 26, 28

Paropamisus, 44
Paros, 42
Parrhasii, 34
Parrhasius,36
Parlhenias (river), 47

Parthenius, 36

Parthenope, 12
Parthia, 44
Parueti Monies, 43, 44
Pasargada, 44
Passaro, 25
Patara, 48
Patavium, 9
Patmos, 42
Patrae, 34
Pausilvpus, 12

Pelasgi, 24
Pelasgia,34
Pelasgicus Sinus, 24
Pelasgiotis, 24
Peligni, 10

Pelion, 24
Pella, 22
Peilene, 34
Peloponnesus, 21

Pelorum, or Pelorus,40
Peneus, 24, 34
Penninae, 7

Pentapoiis, 56

P%nielicus,26, 28

Peraea, 52

Perga, 48
Perganius, 46, 47

Perinlhus, 21

Persepolis, 44
Persia, 43

Persicus Sinus, 44, 53

Persis, 44
Periisia, 10

Pesaurum, 10

Pessinus. 48, 94

Pelilia, \3

Petra, 53

Phaeacia, 41

Plialacrum Prom. 41

Phalerum, 33

Phars, 34

Pharos, 54

Pharsalia, 24

Pharsalus, 24
Phasis, 46

Pherffi, 24
Phigalia, 34
Phifaennrum ArEe,56
Philippi,22
Philisiaea, 52
Phleeethon, 25
Phlejira, 22
Phlei^raei-campi, 12
Phocaea, 6

Phocis, 26, 27
Phoenicia, 50
Phrygia Major, 48

Minor, 46
Phylace, 24
Phyle, or Phule, 28
Picenum, 10, 12
Pictones, 6

Pieria, 22
Pimpla, 27
Pincius, 16

Pindus, 21, 24, 25, 26
Pindiis(fl.) 26
Pindus (town), 26
Piraeus, 33
Pisa, 10,34
Pisidia, 48
Pisioria, 10

Placentia, 10
Plataea, 27
Platanistas, 38

Platanius, 27
Plemmyrium, 40
Plistus, 27
PiotJe, 41

Poeni, 9

Polyiinietus, 46
Pompeii, 12
Pons JEVii, 40
Ponlus, 8, 47
Porphyry, 41

Posidonia, 13

Potidaea, 22
Prsenesie, 11

Prasuni Prom. 4
Priene, 47
Prochyta, 40
Proconnesus, 53

Propontis, 21, 47
Trusa, 47

Psylli. 56
Ptolemais, or Aco, 50

Ptolemais, 56

Puteolanus Sinus, 12

Puteoli, 12

Pvdna, 22
Pvlos, 36

Pyxus, 13

Q.
Quadi, 5

Qnirinalis Mons, 16

Q,uiriuni, 16

R.
Ragae. 44
Ragusa, 8
Ravenna, 10

Reate, 11

Regiilus Lacus, 11

Rlia, 5

Rhaeteum, 47
Rhaeiia, 7

Rhaninus, 28
Rhedones, 6
Rhegium, 13

Rhenus, 6,7
Rhiuni, 25
Rhiiiin Prom. 33
Rhodanus, 7

Rhodope, 21,22
Rhodus, 42
Rhyndacus, 47
Rhype, 34
Riduna. 7

Roma, 15, 119
Rubeas, 3

Rubicon, 10

Rubricatus, 57
Rudejp, 13

Rululi, 11

Rutupiae, 38

S.
Sabaei, 53
Sabatus, 12
Sabini, 10
Sabrata, 56
Sacae, 46
Sacer Mons, 11

Sacrum Prom. 9, 48
Saguntum, 8

Sais, 54
Salamis, 42, 53
Salapia, 12

Salernum, 12
Salice, 3

Salmydessus, 20
Salona, 8

Salves, 6

Saiiiaria, 51
Same, 41

Samnis, 12

Samnites, 12
Samnium, 12

Samos, 42
Samosata, 50
Samothracia, 42
Sangarius, 48
Santones, 6

Santonum Portus, 6
Saphrae, 5

Sardinia, 40
Sardis, 47

Sarmatia, 5, 46
Sarnia, 7

Sarnus, 12

Saronicus Sinus, 21,

25,23
Saturnia, 9, 91

Satyrorum Insulae, 3
Promontorium, 3

Sauromaiae, 5

Savus, 8
Saxones, 5

Scamander, 46
Scanda, 41

Scandinavia, 5
Scheria, 41

Sciathos, 42
Scopelos, 42
Scordisci, 8

Scotussa, 24

Scylacium, 15

Scylla, 13

Scyliaeum, 13, 33

Scyros, 42
Scvthia, 43
Sebasle, 48, 51

Sebethus, 12

Segedunnm, 40

Segovia,,8
Sesusiani, 6

Seir, 52
Seleucia, 48, 52
Selencis, 50

Selinus, 41, 48

Sellasia, 36

Selymbria, 21

Senna Gallica, 10

Senones, 10

Senus, 3, 43
Sepias, 24

Sephoris, 50

Sequana, 6, 7

Sequani, 6

Sera, 3, 43

Serica, 43
Seriphus, 42
Serus, 43
Sestos, 21

Sicambri, 5

Sicilia,40
Sicyon, 34
Sicyonia, 34
Sidon, 50

Sigaeum, 47
Silarus, 11,13
Siloarti, 52
Silures, 38

Simaethus, 41

Simois, 46

Sinae,3, 43

Sinai, 53
Singeticus Sinus, 22

Singidununi, 8
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Sinope, 47
Sinuessa, 11

Sion,or Zion, 51

Siphnus, 42
Sipontum, 12

Sipylus, Mt. 47
Sirbonis Palus, 53
Siiniiuni, 7
Siznpolis, 20
Smyrna, 47
Socanda, 44
Sogdiana, 46
Soli, 48, 53
Solyini,48
Soracte Mons, 10
Spalatro, 8
Sparta, 36
Sparti, 3(3

Spaula Lacu9, 44
Sphacteria, 41

Spliagiae, 41

Spoleiium, 10
Sporades, 42
Staliia;, 12

Stagira, 22
Stcectiades, 7
Stratus, 26
Stratonicea, 48
Strongyle, 41

Strophades, 41

Stryinon, 20, 21

Sirymonicus Sinus,
21 , 22

Stymphaei, 21, 22
Styinphalus, 34
Stymphe, 25
Styx, 25, 36
Suessa Pomelia, 11
Suevi, 5

Siilmo, 10
Sunium, 25, 28
Surreiitinum Prom. 12
Surreiitum, 12, 126
Susa, 44
Siisianna, 44
Sybaris, 13, 15
Sybaris (fl.), 13
Syene, 54
Syracusae, 40
Syrennusffi, 126
Syria, 48
Syriae Pylae, 48
Syrtica Regio, 56
Syrtis, 55, 56

Tabor, 51

T.

Tabraca, 57
Taenarum, 33, 36
Tagus, 9

Tanagra, 27
Tanagrus orTenagrus,

13

Tanais, 5, 6

Tanais Emporium, 6
Tainassus, 53
Taphiassus, 26
Taprobane, 3, 53
Tarbelli, 6

Tarentinus Sinus, 13
Tarentum, 13

Tarraco, 8
Tarracoiiensis, 8
Tarsus, 48
Tartessus, 9

Tauri, 5

Taurini, 9

Taurus Mons, 46, 48
Tavium, 48
Taygetus, 36
Teanuni, 11, 12

Tegea. 34
Telmessus, 48
Tempe, 24
Tenedos, 42
Tenos, 42
Tentyra, 54
Teos, 47

Tergeste, 10
Tefiuessus, 48
Terina, 13

Terinaeus Sinus, 13
Tetrapolis, 26, 41

Teutones, 5

Thapsacus, 50
Thapsus, 57

Thasus,21, 42
Thebae, 24, 27, 54
Thebais, 54
Thebarma, 44
Themiscyra, 47
Theodosia, 5

Thera, 42
Therapne, 36

Thermae, 22
Thermaicus Sinus, 22
Tiiermodon, 47
Thermopylae, 21, 25, 27
Thernius, 26
Thespiae, 27
Thesprntia, 24, 25
Thessalia, 21, 22
Thessalonica, 22
Thracia, 20

Thraciae Chersonesus,
20

Thracius Bosphorus,
47

Thrasymene Lacus, 10
Thronium, 27
Thule, 3, 40
Thurium, 13

Thvamis, 25
Thyalira, 47
Thym bra, 47
Thyuae, 3, 43
Thyni, 20
Thynia, 20
Tiberias, 50,52
Tiberis, 10,11,119
Tibur, 11

Ticinum, 9
Ticinus, 9, 10
Tigranocf rta, 46
Tigris, 44, 46
Timolus, 47
Tingis, 57
Tiiigitana, 57
Tirynthus, 34
Togata Gallia, 9
Toletum, 8

Tomarus, 25

T"mi, 8

Toronaicus Sinus, 22
Torrens Egypti, 53
Trachis, 24
Trajaiiopoiis, 21

Transalpina Gallia, 6

Transpadana, 9

Trapezus, 47
Treveri, 7
Trichoiiis Lacus, 26
Tricola, 41

Tridentum, 7, 9
Trinacria, 40

'

Trinobantes. 38
Tripolitana, 56
Triquelra, 40
Tritffia, 34
Tritonis Lacus, 56
Trixicum, 12
Troas, 46
Trocmi, 48
Trcezene, 34
Troglodyte, 55
Troja or Ilium, 46
Tuneta or Tunes, 57
Turris Stratonices, 151
Tusculum, 11
Tyana, 48
Tycha, 40

Tyras, 6
Tyrrheni, 10
Tyrrhenum Mare, 13
Tyrus, 50
Tysdrus, 56

U.
Ubii, 7
Uliarius, 7
Uiiibria, 10
Uria, 12

Uriconium, 429
Urius Sinus, 12
Utica, 57
Uxantis Insula, 7
Uxellodunum, 6

V.
Vaga, 57
Valentia, 13, 40
Vascones,

8

V'ectis, 40
Veil, 10
Vejentes, 11

Velia, 13
Venafrum, 11

Veneris Portus, 54
Veneii, 9

Venusia, 13

Verbanus Lacus, 10
Vergellus, 13
Verona,

9

Vesuvius, 12
Viadrus, 6
Vibo, 13

Vindelicia, 7
Vindobona,

7

Vistula, 6

Vogesus, 7
Volcse, 6
Volsci, 11

Volsini), 10
Vulcatia, 42
Vuliur, 13

Vulturnus, 12

Xanthus, 25, 46, 48

Zacynthus, 41
Zagros, 44
Zania, 57
Zariaspa, 46
Zephyrium, 15
Zion,51
Zoar, 52
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Abacus, 424
Abbrpvirilions, Grepk, 3S0, 344,

354; Rotnan,363, 370, 374

Abracadabra, 403
Abraham, 69

Abraxas, 121, 403

Absalom's Pillar, 223

Absynlhiaiis, 21

Absyrtiis, 135

Abydeiiiis, 527
Academic sect, 507, 605

Academv, at Athens, 339; of

Fine Arts, 397 ; of Inscrip-

tions, 17

Acarnanian inscription, 347

Accents, 330, 437 ; discriminat-

ed from stress, 437

Acciiis, or Aitins Lucius, 569

Achffius, 459, 461

Actiaia. constitution and league
of, 75. 193

Achilles Tatius, 503

Acron, 597
Acrostics, 449
Actions or suits at law, 186

Actium, battle of, 71, 77

Actors, theatrical, 176

Acusilaus, 526

Adam, state in which created,

307
Adnielus. 101

Adonai, 106, 403

Adonis, sKiry of, 106; festival

of, 169

Adoption amoiiz Romans, 288

Adoration, origin of the word,
237

Adrastia, 117

Adrian or Hadrian, 490

Adnlis, monument of, 348

Adultery, punished by Greeks,
220; by Romans, 260

iEacus, 100

.^.amides, 459

.Ecastor, 136

JKdepol, 136

iEdiles, Roman, 219

yEetes, 135

J3"ina, school of, 3S9 ; marbles
discovered at, 389, 397

JSsis of Minerva, 104

jEgos Potomos, battle of, 74

^lian Claudius, 519, 527, 533,

540
^lius, Aristidcs, 490, 492 ; He-

rodianus, 497; Moeris, 496,

498; Lampridius,638: Do-
natus. 569,597, 599 ; Sparti-

anus.63S; Marcianus, 645

.Eiurus, 124

^Emilius Macer,562,578; Scau-
rus, 556, 625

^neas, in Italy, 359

^olus, 116

iEschines, orator, 484, 489, 502

;

philosopher, 512

.Eschylus, 45S, 472, 474

^Escuiapius, oracles of, 166, 117,

536
^Esop, fabulist, 454, 510; Ro-

man actor, 557

iEsthetics. 381
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JEtiiis, 537
iEtolia, confederacy of, 193

Afranius. 556, 557

Agamemnon, 137

Agate, vessels made of, 401

;

of Tiberius, 408
Agatharcides, 519
Acaihemerus, 519

Asathius, 456,528,5.35

A sat ho, 459
Age, respect paid to, 159

Ages, four ofRoman literature,

549
Aglaia, 107

Agriculture, antiquity of, 309;
Roman writers on, 616;
among the Greeks, 158.

212; among the Romans,
264, 616

Aiirippa, M. Vipsanius, 615, 626

Aerippina, her memoirs, 628

Ajax, 137

Alabaster, 221, 401

Alanus, author of the ^nti-

Claudianus, 5"*5

Alaric, master of Rome, 79, 225

breviary of, 6 16

Alban mount, 283
Albricus, 623
Alcaeus, 452, 455
Alceste, 131

Alchimy, Greek works on, 538

Alcibiades. 484
Alciphron, 502
Alcmaion, 136

Alcinan, 452,455
Aldine Classics. 649
Aldobrandine festival, a paint-

ine, 415
Alexander, Aphrodisaus, 606;

poet, 453, 459; physician,

537
Alexander, on a cameo, 407;

hisc"tfln,221; histories of,

527, 620
Alexandria, library of, 339;

seat of letters, 341

Alexis, 460
Alfius Flavus, 564

Alfred, translator of Boethius,
614

Algebra, whence so named, 521

Alhambra, 431

Allegorv, in the arts of design,
380,' 384

Almasest. origin of the title, 523

Aloides. 100
"

Alphabet. Cherokee, 316; Per-
sepnlitan, 316; Siamese.
315; Greek, 328; Roman,
359, 362

Alphabetical writing, origin of,

313.317
Altars, Grecian, 148, 160; Ro-

man, 230 ; Roman, in Eng-
land, 230

Amateur, distinguished from
connoisseur, 360

Amazons, 131

Ambrose, 561,608
America, whether known to

the ancients, .57; languages
of, 326

Amethyst, 400, 403
Ammianus Marcellinus, 637
Ammon, 95, 165

Amumnius, grammarian, 498;
philosopher, 509

Amor and Psyche, fable of, 612

Amor, or Cupid, 106

Ampelius, 597,635
''

Amphiaraus, temple of, 28

Amphictyon, 133

Amphictyonic Council, 183,

Amphion, 102, 1.36

Amphitheatres, Roman, 246

Amulets, 403
Amusements, of Greeks, 159,

207, 214; of Romans, 242,

247. 295
Amyntas, his coins, 351

Atiacharsis. 501

Anacreon, 4.^2, 455. 470

Analysis logical, 440

Analytical and synthetical stu-

dy of languages, 438
Anaxagoras, 505
Anaximander, 505

Anaximenes, 505
Ancients and moderns, com-

parative merits of, 319

Ancvra. monument of, 372

Andocides, 484, 486
Andromachus.639
Andromeda, 133

Anrironicus Livius, 566

Androtion, 526

Angels, ministrv of, a source
ofancienl fable, 84; fallen,

129
Anglo-Saxon Literature, 614

Annalists of Rome, 625

Annual Register, or Calendar
at Rome, 241

Anointing, 158, 209, 210

Antaeus, 134
Anteros, 106

Anthemius, architect and ma-
thematician, 518

Anthologies, 456, 564

Antias, Valerius, 625

Antigonus. ofCarystus,538,540
Antini ichus, Greek poet, 130

450, 453
Antinous, statue of. 393

Antioch, Greek letiers at, 341

Antiochus the Great, 70

Antipater, 177

Antiphanes, 46(

Aniiphon, 484, 4bb, 490

Antiquaries, Society of, 17

Antiques, 380; temple of, 391

;

in mosaic, 396

Antiquities, classical, utility of.

143, 227
Antisthenes, 506
Antonine, column of. 395

Antoninus, Marcus, 507, 515
Liberalis, 525

Antonius Musa, 639
Orator, 587

Antony and Cleopatra, 77
Anuhis, Egyptian god, 124

Anyta, 452
Apelles, 414; his Venus, 414
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AV'fithonins, Greek sophist, 493
Apicius, 617, 622
Apion, 496
Apis, 123; supposed a symbol

of Joseph, 124
Apocrypha, Old Testament,

541 ; New Testament, 543
Apolliiiaiis. 560, 604
Apollo, 100 ; Belvidere, 101,

3P2; tPR-ples of, 18, 101,
421 ; oracle of. 165

Apollodonis, 414, 455,461,491,
519.524

Anolloiiiii, school at, 341
Apolloriiis, RhoHius, 150, 479;

Pyscoliis, 496, 497, 541 ;

Perpaeiis,51S, 521 ; Sophis-
tes, 496, 496; Tyanensis,
509, 534

Apologies of the early Fathers,
544, 545

Apologue. 454
Apostle Gems, 404
Apostles' Greed, 543
Apostolic Fathers, 542
Apotheosis, of heroes, 133; Ro-

man emperors, 122, 137, 304
Apparel, common, 157

milirary, 154
Appian, 533
Appins, Gains, lives by, 628
Apnleius, 589,605,612
Aquamarine, 400, 402
Aqueducts, Roman, 19, 618; at

Spoletrnm, 10
Aquila Romanus, 593
Aquitanus, 628
Arabesque, 431
Arachne, 104
Ararat, Mt., ascended by Par-

rot, 46
Aratus, 455, 479, 527
Arbela, battle of, 70
Arbitrators, at Athens, 186; at

Rome, 259
Arhorius, 561
Arcadius, 496
ArchEeoloiry, 320
Archaestratus, 454
Archaj;athus, 537,639
Archelaus, 505
Arches. remains ofancient, 395,

431; triumphal, 10, 19

Arehias. 456
Archiaier, 639, 640
Archigenes, 537
Archilochus, 452, 454, 468
Archimedes, 518, 520; tomb of,

223, 520
Architects, Greek, 427 ; Ro-

man, 427.

Architecture, ancient. 416; re-
mains of, 429, 430'; on his-

tory and theory of, 430

;

Effyptian,419 ; in Asia Mi-
nor, 420; of Hebrews, 420;
use of colors in, 413; his-

tory of Greek, 421 ; Ro-
nian,427; Hindoo,426; Ro-
manesque, 431 ; Chinese,
&c., 431 ; Asiatic, 418 ;

three branches of, 419

;

five orders of, 423 ; differ-

ent styles, 431 ; of Greek
houses, 158, 210; Tulte-
can and Cyclopean, 420

Architrave, 424
Archons, 151, 176, 177, 180
Arcbytas, 505, 518
Arctiirns, rising of mentioned

bv Hesiod, 65
AreopaL'us, 32. 177, 184
Aretseus, 537, 539
Argonauts, 135; sphere made

for them, by Chiron, 64;
pictures cf, &:c., 98

Argos, oracular shrine at, dis-
covered by Clarke, 164;
constitution of, 193

Argus, 108
Ariadne, 109, 135
Aristsenetus, 502
Aristarchus, critic, 496; mathe-

matician, 518
Aristias, 461
Aristides, statue of, 394
Aristipptis, 506
Aristophanes, poet, 460, 476;

erammarian, 330, 496
Aristotle, 490, 491, 508, 513, 538,

540; library of, 604
Arithmetic, very ancient, 318
Armies, Grecian, 153; Roman,

271 ; attendants of Roman,
277

Armor, ancient, 153, 194, 274
Arnobius. 60S
Arrian,515, 519, 532
Arrow-headed letters, 316
Arruntius, 626
Arsacps, 71

Arsaclda?, 71

Art,distinguished from science,
379

Artemidorus, 496,538
Artisans, Roman, 263
Artists, the three employed by

Alexander, 404, 405"; emi-
nent Greek, 389, 390 ; Phoe-
nician, models for Greeks,
327

Arts, their origin, 309, 310 ; imi-
tative, 310; magical, 240;
mechanical and fine, 379;
time of their highest excel-
lence in Greecp, 390; the
mechanic, at Rome, 263,

264 ; fine, at Rome, 391

;

decline of, 391, 405; schools
of, 389

Arundelian marbles, 346
Asclepiad.s, 452, 536, 639
Asconius Pedianns. 596, 598
Ashes of the dead, 221

Ashtaroth or Astarte, 106
Asia, early residence of man,

311, 319 .

Asinius, Gallus, 564
Pollio, 556, 626

Assemblies, of the Romans or
Coniitia, 257 ; Greeks, 183,
190

Assyrian empire, 69
Astfsea, 117

Astrologers, 240
Astronomy, origin of, 318

;

Greek, 518, 519, .'^23

Asylum, privileges of, 162
Atel,5
Athanasius, character of, by

Viilemain, 545
Athenjeus, 490, 493, 518
Athenagoras, 544
Athenenm, or schola Romana,

366; Boston, 375, 397,408
Athens, suppression of her

schools, 341 ; origin of
name, 104; system of edu-
cation, 335 ; citizens of,

178 ; government of, 151,

177 ; political history, 72,

142, 151, 177; topography
of. 28, 178 ; magistrates of,

180; revenues and expen-
ditures, 181, 182 ; senate
and assemblies, 183, 184

Athletics, Greek system of, 175
^lists and £lists, 437

Atlantides, 114, 134
Atlas, 133, 134
Atmosphere personified, 94
Atoms, of the Eleatics, 508
Alridse, 136
Attalus,his library, 339
Attica, ancient treatises on, 526
Attila, leader of the Huns, 79
Attius, 555
Atys, 93
Auction, 268
Augurs, Roman, 233
Augustine, 598, 605, 608
Auguslulus, 79
Augustus, patron of letters,

368, 369 ; head of on a
gem, 407; author, 556,626;
master of Egypt, 71

Aulus Gellius, 597, 598
Hirtius, 629
Sabinus, 576

Aurelian,49*
Aurelius, Marcus, triumphal

sacrifice of, 395 ; statue of,

394
Aurelius Prndentius, 5S5

Victor, 636
Aurora, 114
Ausonian or Oscan dialect, 361
Ausonius Magnus, 560, 561, 564,

584
Auspices, 233
Auto-biography, Roman, 625,

628
Autolycus, 518
Auxiliary troops of Romans

277
Avatars or incarnations of

Vishnu, 95
Avianus, Flavins, 563, 583
Avienus, Rufus Festus, 479

563, 583
Axuiu, monument of, 348

Babel, confusion of tongues at,

324; builders of, 125
Babrius, 454, 455, 563
Babylon, founding of, 69; walls

of, 52, 69, 114; commerce
of, 212

Bacchanalian decree, 372
Bacchus, 109; festivals of, 169,

336; theatre of, 422; cave
of, 33

Bacchylides, 452
Bachelors, tax on. 262, 266
Balbec, ruins of, 50
Balbi, statues of the, 394
Balhillus, 627
Ball, ornament worn by Roman

youth, 299; playing with,
216

Ballads of the Romans, 555
Ballets, 558
Banishment, 187, 191,260
Bankers at Rome, 17, 2C3
Banquets, literary, 337, 366;

evening, 295 ; of Greeks,
157

Barberini or Portland Va^5e, 35?

Bards, Grecian, 327
Bark, material for writing, 331

Barnabas, 542
Bartlow Hills, remains at, 387
Basil the Great, 341, 547
Basilides, 403
Basilius, 490
Bas-reliefs, distinguished from

statues, 381 ; materials and
subjects of. 382, 384; re-

mains of, 394, 395

Bassus, Aufidius, 626 ; Cassia-
nus, 538 ; Cacsius, 660, 56-3
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Bathins, among Greeks, 158,

208; among Romans, 293
Baths, construction of, 209, 428
Bathyllus, 558
Bittering-rani, 2S1

Battle, Greek order of, 154,

197; manner of commenc-
ine, 197, 193; Roman order
of, 275, 278; at sea, 282;
Hesiod's of the Titans,
Homer's of the Gods, 125

Beaks of ships, 202
Beatification of saints, origin

of, 137
Beer, Greek treatise on, 533
Beetle, gems in form of, 403
Eelisarius, 647
Bf-llerophon, 131, 133 [283
Belloria, 105, 120; temple of, 48,

Belvidere, 392
Belzoni, his entrance of a pyra-

mid, 123

Benevenlum, battle of, 76
Bentley's vases and gems, 387,

407
Berosiis, 527
Borytus, school of, 341, 369, 645
Besiesi ng,a rt of,amnng Greeks,

198 ; Romans, 280'

Betrothing before nuptials, 220
Biblical studies and writings of

early Christians, 544
Bibliographical works, 446
Bibulus, 629
Biography among the Greeks,

528 ; Romans, 628
Bion, 451, 478, 459
Bipontine editions, 649
Birds, divination by, 167

Birth-day celebrations, 337
Births, goddess over, 96
Bi-!se.\tile year, 62
Biton, 518
JJ idy of Roman law, 647
Boethius, 605. 614
Boeotia, constitution of, &c. 192

Boeotian intellect, 2S ; school of
pot-try, 4GS

Bmaparie, his column, 395;
medals, 407

Books, ancient, form of, 332,

363; earliest known, 317

Borghese Gladiator, 393
Boston, Latin School, 550

;

Atheneum, 397

Botany, fither of ancient, 538
Boundiirii's of land, Roman,

119, 381, 617
Boxing, 17.^. 213
Brachma, Hindoo deity, 93, 95

Brass, material for ancient
arms and tools, 154

Bread, inventor and god of
kneading, 120; baking of,

263
Breast-pin found at Pompeii,

300
Breastplate of Aaron, 403
Breathings, 330

Brennus, sack of Rome by, 76
Breviary of Alaric, 646
Briareus, 125
Bricks, Roman, 263 ; Babylo-

nian, 316
Bride, Greek, 220; Roman, 287

Bridges over the Tiber, 16 ; of
Xerxes and Darius, 200

British Museum, 397
Brizn, goddess over the inter-

pretation of dreams, 167

Brokers, Roman, 263
Bronze of the ancients, 383;

bronze vessel with ena-
mels, 387

Broth, Spartan black, 191
Bruchion, 339
Brutidius Niger, 629
Brutus and Cassius, 77
Bubastis, 124

Bucolic poetry, Greek, 453;
Roman, 561

Bularchus, his painting, 410
Bull, Farnt-se, stauie of, 390, 392
Burial-places, 149, 222, 302, 303
Burial-rites, importance of

among the ancients, 223
Burning of corpses, 149, 221,

300,302; of widows, 149

Burning-glasses of Archime-
des, 520

Busts, 3*^3; of distinguished
ancients, 394

Butterfly, ancient emblem ot
the soul, 402

Byzantine historians, 528

Cabiri, mysteries of, 136
Cabirian temple, 22
Cacus, 107. 134
Cadmus, 133, 323, 328, 329 ; his-

torian, 526
Caduceus of Mercury, 108
Cfficilius Slatius, 556
Ccficulus, 107

Ceesar, Julius, 556, 601, 629;
Germanicus, 5n2, 577

Caius Melissus, 557
Calaber, Quiiitus, 4S1
Calendar, Roman, 61, 241, 630;

Gregori.m. 62
Calends, 61, 240
Caliphs, Arabian, patrons of

learning, 341

Callimachus, sculptor, 427;
poet, 452, 453, 456, 478

Callinus, 453
Calliope, 127

Callistheries, 527
Calpurnius, Titus Julius, 561,

5-<4; Flaccus, 589
Calvus, Licinius, 563
Cambridce University, studies

in, 410
Camhyses, conqueror of Egypt,

Cameo, 402, 408
Camillus, captor of Veil, 76
Camp, Grecian, 154, 197; Ho-

man,278; discipline of, 280
Campagna di Roma. 20
Campanian vases, 387
Capella, 566, 597,613
Canal of Claudius, 10, 11

CannsE, battle of, 77
Canopus, 124
Capaneus, 1,36

Caper, Flavins, 59T
Capital, 424, 426
Capital trials, Roman, 259
Capitol, Ron)an, 17, 391
Capiiolinus, Julius, 638; the

hill, 16

Captives, treatment of, 154,
155, 199

Carmen Saliare, 362
Carneades, 365, 508, 586, 604
Carriages, Roman, 266
Carthaginians, History, 71, 72

language of, 568
Caryatides, 426
Caspian gate or pass, 46
Cassander, 177
Castagnas, 21
Castalia, 127
Castanets, 218
Casting, how differing from

sculpture, 381

Castor and Pollux, 135
Castor of Rhodes, 527
Catacombs, 55, 221
Catiline, conspiracy of, 77
Cato, M. Porcius, 620 ; opposed

to Greek philosophy, 300,
639; Dionysius, 563, 5S3;
Valerius, 565

Catullus, 560, 561, 571
Cavaceppi as restorer of an-

tiques, 392
Cavalry, Greek, 24, 194, 197

j

Roman, 270, 276
Cebes, 512
Cecrops, 133, 324
Celestials, or celestial gods, 87
Celsus, Aulus Cornelius, 639,

641 ; rejecter of Christi-
anity, 544

Celtae, 359
Cement, used in Grecian sculp-

ture, 383
Cemetery, origin of term, 223
Cenotaphs, 222, 302
Censorirms, 597,598
Census, Roman, 239
Censors, Roman, 250
Centaurs, 24, 131

Centimani, 113
Cento, 571, 584
Central America, ruins of, 420
Centumvirate, 259
Cenlurial or Secular games, 243
Centuries, division of Romans

into, 252; voting by, 257
Cephalas, 456
Cephalus, 115
Ceraunia or thunder-stones,

310
Cerberus, 37, 100, 132, 221

Ceremonies of ancient wor-
ship, 147,148; nuptial, 159,

220, 287
Ceres, 110; temple and statue

of, fiiiind hv Dr. Clarke,
112; festival's of, 169

Cester or Chester, towns
whose names end in, 2S0

Cestius, pyramid of, 223, 415,
416

Cestus, girdle of Venus. 106
Cethegus Cornelius, 5b6
Chseremon, 6()6

Chaeroiiea. battle of, 74
Chairs, 212; of state, 254
Chamseleon, 458
Cliatnpollion, interpreter of

hieroglyphics, 347
Chance, person itid, 119
Chants, funeral, 221
Chares, 390
Chariots, race in, 172 ; Grecian,

153; Roman. 266
Charisius, 597, 599
Chariton, romancer, 503
Charming or fascinating, the

power of, 240
Charon, 100,221; historian, 526
Charts, chronological, 66
Charybdis, 132
Chase, 156; goddess of, 101

Cherry-trees, whence brought,
47

Children, treatment of among
Greeks, 159 ; at Sparta,
189; lesitinirtte. Sec, 220;
among Romans, 286, 287

Chil Minar, or palace of fort,

colunms, 44
Chimaera, 131

Chimneys, 210,291
Chinese, system of writing

315; architecture, 431
Chion, 502
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Chloris, 120
Choerilus, 450, 458
Choragic tripods, 33, 337
Chorairiun), in mosaic, 396
Chorus, of Greek tragedy, 176,

456; of comedy, 460; part
of the ^partanForum, 36

Chrestomatiiies, or reading-
booi<s in study of lan-
guages, 439, 442, 551

Chrestus, 636
CJiiist,year of his birth, 64,65 ;

his head on a gem, 408 ; life

of, in Greek hexameters,
431 ; pretended letter of,

543; letter describing, 637
Christian poets, early, 544, 560
Christian writings, in Greek,

542; in Latin, 647
Christianity, influence of on

literature and society, 287,

341, 369; attacks of early
pagans upon, and answers
to them, 544; allusions to

in classics, 636
Christians, how put to death

by Romans, 261 ; their
tombs 303; philosophy of,

510, 543
Chronicum Parium, 346
Chronology, classical, &c., 59,

445; systems of, 66 ; brief
outline of, 67

Chrysippus, 507
Chrysoloras, 500
Chrysosforn, John, 341, 547;

Din, 490
Churches called BasilicEB, 18
Cicero, 588, 590, 593, 594, 601,

605, 603; his table, 267
Ciceronianus, 591
f'ircensian games, 242
Cities, principal Greek, 141
Citizenship, Roman, 258
Civil affairs of Greeks, 150,

176; of Romans, 248
Civil law, body of Roman, 647
Civilization, the natural state

of man, 311 ; original seats
of, 311, 319

Classes of citizens at Athens,
177; Sparta, 188; Rome,
253, 286

Classic authors, origin of the
phrase, 253

Classics, excellence of, 320;
utility of studying, 319, 320,
435; methods of studying,
439 ; uniform editions or
sets of, 649

Classical Journal, 321
Classical study, history of, 650
Claudian, Roman poet, 560, 561,

564, 566, 584
Claudius Mamertinus, 592
Claudius, the emperor, 627
Cleanthes, 479, 507
Clemens, Romanus, 543; Alex-

andrlnus, 544
Cleon, as orator, 434
Clermont, Bishop of, 604
Client and patron, 254
Climate and materials as af-

fecting architecture, 418
Climates, ancient division of

•^arth into, 4
Clio, 127

Cllsthenes, 177
Clitagorus, 453
Clitodemus, 526
Clitomachus, 606
Clocks, 60, 240
Cnephim,or wings, 420
Cuan vestments, 298

Cocceianus, 533
Codex Alexandrinus, Vatica-

nus, &c., 355 : Gregoria-
nus, &c.,646

Code of Theodoric, 646
Ccelius, M. 601; Apicius, 617,

622
CcBlus, 113; Aurelianus, 639
Coffins, 302, 303
Cohorts, 27'i, 277, 284
Coins, Greek, 213, 349, 352;

Roman, 266, 373; their use
in chronology, 65; nuin-
ber of different ancient
coins preserved, 352, 374;
collections of, 375

Cointus or Quintus, 481
Colbert, Marble of, 347
Coliseum, 19, 429
Collatinus, 227
Collections, of manuscripts,

356,376; medals and coins,
375 ; statuary, 396 ; en-
graved gems, 405, 408; of
Greek poets, 463

Colleges or orders of Roman
priests, 232 ; of artisans,
263

Colonies, planted in Greece,
323 ; planted in Italy, 359.

360 ; from Greece, 72, 73,
142 ; of Rome, 258

Colors used by Greek painters,

410, 411; applications made
of, 413

Colossal statues, 42, 383, 385,390
Columella, 562, 617, 621
Column, of Duillius, 284, 371

;

of the twisted serpent, 165;
of Trajan, &c., 395,426

Coluthus, 481

Combats, single, in ancient
war, 156

Comedy, Greek, 459; Roman,
556

Commentaries, or auto-biogra-
phies, 625 ; on the N. Tes-
tament, early, 544

Commerce, orPlicenicians, 327;
Greeks, 152, 212; of Ro-
mans. 263 ; of Babylon, 212

Commodian, 563
Composite order, 426
Comus, 119
Concord, 18

Concubinage among Greeks,
220

Conic sections, 521

Conon, mythographer, 524
Consecration, of Roman empe-

rors, 137, 304; of temples,
&c.,238

Constantine, Greek physician,
537; arch of, 395; Manas-
ses,455; of Carthage, 482

;

the Great, his reisn, 78;
his imp. standard, 272; his

military system, 284; Ce-
phalas, 456; Porphyroge-
nitus, 528

Constantinople, university of,

341, 497; library of, 340;
situation and topography,
20; capture by the Turks,
343; tripod in its Hippo-
drome, 165

Consular army, 271, 277
Consuls, Roman, 248
Controversial works of early

Christians, 544
Conversation, means of learn-

ing language, 550
Conveyance, modes of, 266
Convivial sonss, 451, 452

3l2

Copper, used before iron, 154,
310

Copyists, or Calligraphi, 333
Corax, 490
Onrbulo, 627
Cordus, Cremutius, 627
Corinna, 452
Corinth, constitution of, 192;

isthmus of, 34; capture of,

74, 75, 77
Corinthian order, 424, 426
Cornelius Gallus, 561, 571

Lentulus, 564
Severus, 559,562, 576

Corn, distribution of at Rome,
261

Cornice, 424
Cornutus, 525, 596
Coronis, 117
Corpses, burning of, 221, 300
Corvinus, 626
Cosm.-is, geographer, 348, 519,

523
Cosmetics, 210, 299
Cosmotrony of the Greeks, 146
Cossatius, 418, 427
Costume, Grecian, 157, 208;

Roman, 297
Cotta, Caius, 587
Cottage of Komulus, 17

Cotton, material for writing,
331; other use of, 209

Couches, for reclining at table,

206, 291, 293, 297 ; for sleep-
ing, 290

Country-seats of Romans, 291
Courts, at Athens, 150, 1S5; at

Sparta, 191 ; at Rome, 259
Cousin, on the first seats of

civilization, 311

Covenants, manner of confirm-
ing, 164

Covenants or leagues, 164
Cow, symbol of Isis, 122
Crassus, wealth of, 267
Crates, 460, 496, 593, 596
Cratinus,460
Creation of man, 312
Creed, Athenasian, 546; Apos-

tles, 543
Crete, early constitution, &c.,

151, 192; Labyrinth of, 43
Creusa, 135
Crimes at Rome, 259
Crishna, Hindoo deity, 95, 101
Critias, 459, 484
Critolaus, 004
Criton, 537
Croesus, king of Lvdia, 70
Crowns, 150, 175, 275
Crusaders, at Constantinople,

79
Ctesias,526, 530
Ctesiphon or Chersiphron, 427
Culture of the Greeks, sources

of, 327 ; causes aiding its

advancement, 334; of the
Romans, 359

Cuma, decree of, 347
Cunaxa, battle of, 70, 74, 511
Cupid, 106,402
Curatius Maternus, 556
Curius Fortunatianus, 593
Cursive letters, 3''0

Curtain, of the ancient theatre,

, 246; embroidered, 148, 218

Curtian Lake, 17

Ciirtius, Rufus, 635

Curule, officers, 254; chairs, 254
Cusnites, 125

Cuttle-fish, 363
Cybe'e or Rhea, 93, 347 382;

priests of, 236
Cycles of th« ancients, 62
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Cyclic poets, 450
Cyclopean architecture, 41, 107,

420
Cyclops, 107, 124, 461

Cymbals, 217

Cynic pliilosophers, 506, 606

Cynocephalus, 124

Cynosarges, 339
Cyrenaic sect, 506

Cyrene, remains of, 56

Cvretiae, inscription of, 346

Cyrill,495
Cyrus, i<ing of Persia, 70

Cyrus the younger, 70, 511;
expedition of, 70, 74; pa-
lace of, 114; tomb of, 223

Cytheris, 558, 561

D.
Dacian mines, 8, 262

tablets, 272
Daedalus, sculptor, 398, 402 ; la-

byrinth built by, 43
Daemons, 129

Dagon, house of, 418
Damasus, 561

Danaides, 100

Danaus. 133, 324
Dancing, at feasts, 159, 207,

216, 418

'Daphne, 101

Daphni?, 454

Dares Phrygius, 536

Darius, 70
Dates of ancient events, how

ascertained, 63 ; helps in

rememberiiie, 67

David, reiirn of, 69

Days, reckoning and division

of, &c., 59, 210; origin of

the names of, 62; Roman
manner of spending day,
292

Death, as a god, 130; punish-
ment (^f, how inflicted by

Greeks, 187, 191; by Ro-
mans, 260

Decemvirs, 76, 251

Declamation by Roman ora-
tors, 367, 587, 588

Dedication of Roman temples,
238

Deification of heroes, 137; of
emperors, 137, 304

Deities, classes of ancient, 87,

138: peculiar to Romans,
119

Dej mira, 134

Deliberative Oratory, 483, 487,

453, 5S8
Delphi, Apollo's temple at, 101

;

oracle of, 165

Delphin Classics, 649

Deluge, of DeucHlion, 24; tra-

ditions of universal. 84, 106

Demetrius Phalereus, 485, 490,

491. 508 ; Poliorcetes, 177

Demi-gods, 67, 132, 149

Demo, 523
Democritus, 503
Demonstrative Oratory, 485,

487, 489, 588
Demosthenes, 484, 488, 502, 590

Dentels, 424
Departments, Greek authors

classified under, 447; R«-
man, 554

Design, arts of, 379

Deucalion, 21, 133

Dexter. F. Lucius, 6-23

Dial, 60, 210, 615
Dialectic Sect, 506

Didiecis, Greek, 436, 444; in

Italy, 361

Dialogistic method of instruc-

tion. 339
Diana, 101 ; temple of, at Ephe-

sus, 114, 421 ; Bubastis, 124

Diastole, 331

Uicaearchus, 451, 508

Dice, playing with, 293

Dictator, Roman, 75, 251

Dictionaries, Latin, 551; Greek,
443. 497 ; Classical,445 ; My-
thological, 89

Dictvs Cretetisis, 536

Dicu'il, 566, 616
Didactic poetry, Greek, 454;

Roman, 562
Dido, 72
Diiiymus, 496

Digamma, 362
Dighton rock, figure, &c., found

near it, 153

Dinarchus, 484, 489
Dinocrates. 427
Diodes, 536
Diocletian, his persecution and

massacer of Christians, 78,

428
Diodf.rus Siculus, 527,531
Diodotus, 527

Diogenes, Laertius, sold as a

slave, 180 ; his writings,

456, 534, 601 ; the Cynic,

506; his tomb, 223
Diogenianus. 456
Diomedes, 137, 597, 601 ; villa

of, 2i)6

Dion. Chrvsostomus, 490, 492;

Cassius. 533

Dionysia, 169, 336
Dionvsius, H;tlicarnasseus,492,

527. 531 ; Periegetfs, 455,

519, 522; Thrax, 496. 497;
Cato, 583

Dionvsius the tyrant, prison

oY. 40
Diophantus, 51'^, 521

Dioscorides, 5."?S, 539; curious
manu-!cripl of, 355

Dioscuri, 135

Diphilus, 461,567
Diploma, 364
Dirges, at funerals, 221

Disa, goddess of Germans, 122

Discipline. Lacedaemonian,339;
militarv, 199; of Roman
catrips,"2S0

Diseases deified, 120

Dishes at a Roman supper, 294

Dispersion o' men hv confu-
sion of tongues, 309, 324

Distemper, painting in, 412

Divination, art of, among
Greeks, 149, 164, 166; Ro-
mans, 210

Divinity, Greek and Roman
idea of, 87

Divisions of time, 59

Divorces, Roman, 287
Doctrinal treatises of early

Christians, 545
Dodona. oracle of, 25, 165, 327

Dogmatic school in medicine,
536

Dogs of Molossis, 25
Domestic aflfiirs of Greeks,

157.204; of Romans, 2S5
Dominical letter, 63

Domitius Marsus. 563

Donatus, iElius, 569, 599; Tib.
Claudius. 573

Door-way, Egyptian, 420
Doric order, 424, 426
Dorotheus, 455
Doves of the Capitol, 413

Dowry in marriage, 220

Draco, his laws, earliest writ-
ten in Greece, 177,333

Draining of lakes, &.C.. 428
Dramatic contests, 336

;
poe-

try. 457, 555
Dramatic exhibitions, among

Greeks, 1*5, 3.36, 457, 462;
Romans, 246, 535 ; modern
origin of, 558, 559

Dreams, on interpretation of,

167.240, 53S; god of, 130

Dress of Greeks, 157, 208; Ro-
mans, 297

Drinking cups, 204, 207, 297
Druidical temple, 148

Druids. 2.37

Drum, 217
Dryads, 126

Dryope, 116

Duillius, inscription on column
of. 371

Dwellings. Roman, 290; Gre-
cian, 210

Dveing, art of, 264
Dying Gladiator, 393
Dyonisiaca, 480

Ear-rings, Roman, 299
Earth personified, 93, 112
Earthenware, 263
Eating, Roman customs in, 293
Echinus, 424
Eclectic, sect in philosophy,

509, 514, 607; school in
medicine, 5.37

Eclipses in ancient times, 64,

197

Economists, Roman, 616
Edessa, school at, 341

Edessan epistles, 543
Edict, of Praetor, 249

Edifices, remains ofancient,429
Editions of classics, works on,

446 ; sets of, 649
Education among the Greeks,

159, 335, 338, 435 ; Romans,
2S8, 366. 604

Egeria and Nuina, 229

Egypt, cradle of the sciences,

319 ; productiveness of,

261 ; deities of, 122; Ge-
ography of, 53 ; Chronolo-

gy of. 66, 71 ; works on, 71
Egyptian inscriptions in Greek,

.348; sculpture, 385; Gem-
engraving, 403, 404 ; paint-
ing, 409; architecture, 419,

426
;
gods, 122 ; customs of

burial, inO

El Wah.site of temple of Jupi-
ter, 56

Eleatic sect, 508
Elections at Rome, 257
Elegiac poetry, 45.3, 5til

Elephaiita, cave of, 426
Elephants used in war, 194

Eleusinian mysteries, 112, 1^9

Eleven, the Athenian magis-
trates, 181

Elgin Marbles, 397
Eliac sect, 506
Elian inscription, 344

Eloquence, of Themistocles,
Pericles, and Demosthe-
nes, 483, 484 ; school of. at

Rhodes, 485 ; Roman, 566
Elysium, 99
Elzevir editions, 649
Emancipation of sons, 287, 283;

of slaves, 289
Embalming the dead, 221

Emerald, given by Ptolemy to

Lucullus, 401
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Empedncles, 475
Emperors deified, 122, 137, 304

Roman, their reign, 7S
Empire, Roman power of, 249;

military sjsteni of, 270
j

chanees in, 284 ; extent
of, 226; division of, 285;
Eastern, 79

Empiric school in medicine, 536
Empiricus Sextus. 516
Euifiloyments, under guardian

deities, 120; of Greeks,
158; of Rnmans, 262

Empresses, on Roman coins, 96
Encaustic, a method of paint-

i?ig, 412, 413
Enchorial letters, Egyptian, 347
Encomiastic orations, 487
Engines, n)ilitary, 198, 280
Engraved gems, "devices on, 402
Ennins Quintus, 555, 559,562,

565, 567
Enoch, book of, 308, 541
Entablature, 424
Entrails of victims, as prognos-

tics, 234
Epaniinondas, 74, 483
Epaphroditns, 496
Eohesus, Diana's temple at

114, 421
Ephori, 151, 190, 191
Ephorus, 526
Epic poetrv, 449, 559
Epicharmus, 459. 567
Epicielus, 507, 514
Epicurean sect, 508, 606
Epicurus, 508
Epidanrus, medical springs at,

117
Epitrenes, 457
Epigrams, Greek. 455 ; Roman,

563
Epimachns, 427
Epiphanius, 538, 544
Efiirotes, 25
Epistles and Romances, 500,

600
Epislles or letters, form of Ro-

man, 364
Equitesor knishts of Rome,254
Eras and Epochs, 65
Erasmus, and Scaliger, 591
Erato, 1-27

Eratosthenes, 518, 519, 522
Erebus, lOn

Erelriac sect, 506
Erieone, 117

Erinna, 452
Eristic sen, 506
Eroiian, 496, 498
Erotic poetrv, 455; tales, 500
Erysicthon, 112
Esciirial, ancient paintings in,

415
Esoteric and exoteric doc-

trines, 338, 508
Essarhaddon, 69
Etpocles and Polynices, 136
Etistse, 437
Etruscans, 359; plavs of, at

Rome, 360, 554 ; their
sculpture and vases, 386;
engraved gems, 404; their
architecture, 427 ; religions
usages, 229

Etymologicum Magnum, 499
Etymology, attention to, 550
Eucharis, 408
Euclid, 506, 518, 520
Eudemus, 639
Eudocia, author of the Home-

rocentra, 481 ; of the Viola-
riuui, 499

Eugrapbius, 569

Engubian tables. 372
Euhemerus, 524, 567
Euloeies over the dead, 222,

302, 4S4, -187, C28
Enmathius, 5(13

Eiimeniiis, 5^2
Euniolpiis, 448
Eunapius, 534
Euphorion, 450, 459, 571
Eupolis, 460
Eupraxidas, 527
Euripides, 455, 458,474
Euryale, 130
Eusebius, .528. 545
Eustathius, 499, 503
Eutecnius, 480
Euterpe, 127
Eutropius, 585,637
Evander, 359
Evil eve, superstition respect-

ing, 240
Evolutions, military, 197
Exercises of Roman camp, 280
Exergue, 352
Exhalations of Pontine marsh-

es, 11

Expenses, public, at Athen?.
1^2, 224; at Rome, 236, 262

Expiation among the Romans,
239

Exposing of children, by the
Greeks, 475 ($ 63. 7) ; by
Romans, 287

Exsuperaniius, 628

F.
Fabi), race of, 11

Fabius Pictor, 625
Fables, Mythological, sources

of, 84; in Greek and Ro-
man literature, 454, 510,

563; Atellane, 554, 557
Fnbulists, Roman, 563
Facade, 424
Fairs, in middle ages, 558
Falconer, shipwreck described

by, 2S
Falconius, 589
Faliscus, 564 ; Gratius, 577
Fallen spirits, 129
Fame, goddess of, 118
Families. Roman, 2S6
Family habitations, from Ves-

ta, 113
memoirs, 628
of the Poniponii, 619

Fanatic, origin of the term, 240
Farces, Greek, 462; Roman,

558
Farnese bull, 390, 392
Farnesian columns, 348
Fascination, 240
Fasti. Capitolini, 372
Fasting among ancients, 171
Fate, Stoic doctrine of, 507;

controlling the gods, 88
Fates, 127

Father of mankind, according
to Greeks. 124

power of the Roman, over
his children, 287

Fathers, early Christian, 542
Fauns, 130
Faunus, grove and oracle of, 11

Feast of the gods. 234
Feasts, social, of Greeks, 158,

206 ; literary, 337 ; of Ro-
mans, 294

Feet, coveriuff for, 208, 298
Females, state of in Greece,

159, 218 ; oblisations of, to
Christianity, 287

Fenes>elh,623, 626
Feronia, 120

679

Fescennine verses, 554
Festivals, Greek, 168; Roman,

241
Festus, S. Pomponius, 597, 599 •

S. Rufus, 637
Fiction, among ancients, 500
Field of Truth. 99
Figulus, Nigidius, 615
Financial ii^scripiicins, 345
Fire, use of unknown, 309; the

OreekFire, 538; the vestal,
113; principle of all things,
608

Firtnianus Lactantius, 624
Firmicus, 615, 619
Fishing, among Greeks, 158
Fish-pond of Hortensius, 292
Flaccus, Valerius, 450, 580; Si-

culus, 615
Flavins Vopiscus, 633
Fleece, Golden, of Colchis, 135
Fleet, Grecian, 200, 203; Ro-

man, aS2
Flesh-brushes, or strigiles, 2So
Flight of birds, ominous, 149,

233
Flood, in time of Deucalion, 24;

state ofknowledge and arts
before, 308

Flora, 120; statue of, 393
Florens Tertullianus, 645
Florus L. AnnEEUs, 564, 635
Flowers, goddess of, 120
Folio, origin of the term, 364
Food, in early ages, 309; oi

Greeks, 157, 204; Romans,
293, 294

Foot, means of determining the
Roman, 268

Forlunatianus, 593
Fortune, goddess of, 118
Forums, at Rome, 17; Athens,

32
Fountain of the sun, 56
Fourmont inscriptions, 344, 345,

488
Fowling, among Greeks, 158
Foxes, burning of, in worship

of Ceres, 112
Franciade, 66
Fratres Arvales, hymn of, 361
Free men and freedmen, at

Rome, 285
French Republic, era of, 65
Fresco-painting, 412
Fret-work, 290
Frieze, 424
Froniinus Sextus Julius, 6£

618
Fronto, 589, 603
Fulgentius, 623
Fulling of cloth, 264
Funeral ceremonies, Greek,

149,221. 222; Roman, 300;
sfinffs, 221, 562 ; eulogies,
222, 302, 467, 628 j pile, 149.

302
Funeral orations, of Pericles

and Demosthenes, 222
Furies, 99, 128
Furius Bibaculus, 565
Furnaces in Roman houses, 291
Furniture of houses, 212, 290

Gabinianus, 593
Gabriel, stone of, 53
Gsetulius, or Gaetulicus, 564
Gains, 645
Galatian shows, 348
Galba, 586
Galen, 537, 539
Gallev, the Athenian, sarred, 49
Galleys, or war ships, 200, 252
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Gallienns, 516
Gallio, 594
Galliis, Cornelius, 561, 571; L.

Plotius, 593

Gamblers of Por7ipeii, 294

Gaines of ihe Greeks, 172, 173,

328.335; Olvinpic, &c., 173;

social, 207; Romans, 242;

in honor of the dead, 222,

304
Ganyniedes, 96

Garden of Epicurus, 339

Gardenine, how ranked by the

Greeks, 379, 3S1 ; cod and
goddess of, 119; of the Ro-
mans, 292

G.irdensof Sullust, 374

Garsiilius, 617, 622
Garlands, 175. 275
Gate of Lions, 420
Gates of Rome, 16

Gauls, Rome burnt by, 225;
history of, 7

Gaza, 500
Gazette, Roman, 627

GeboT, from whom Algebra
took its name, 521

Gelon, of Syracuse, 72
Gem-engraving, 398

Gemini, 135

Gems, names of principal, 400,

401 ; nature of, 400; in

Aaron's breastplate, 401,

403 ; genuine and ficti-

tious, 406 ; largest of an-
cient sculptured, 407,403;
illustrative of Mythology,
86, 402 ; appropriate to cer-

tain gods, 402; supposed
virtues of, 403

Genius and Genii, 12S

G(niseric, leader of Vandals, 79
Geographers, Greek, 519; Ro-

man, 615
Geosraphus Ravennse, 616

Geography, conimenci-meiit of,

318 ; works on ancient, 445,

520, 552, 617 ; knowledge
ofGreeks in, 3,519; know-
ledge of Romans in, 615;
epitome of classical, 3

Geometry, oriain of, 3l8
Geoponics, 538, (i 16

Germanicus, 345, 577
Geryon, 131

Giants, 121, 125, 133; temple
of, 421

Gladiator, Borghese, 390, 393;
dying, 393

Gladiators, Roman, 244, 304

Glass, imitations of gems, 406;
painting of, 413; how far

used bv Rotnans. 263.290

Glossaries; Greek, 497, 498

Glvcon, 385, 452

Gtiipho, 594, 596
Gnomic poets, 454, 563

Gnomon, 60, 615

Gods, Greek and Roman, num-
ber of, 85; classes of, 87 ;

their residence, &c., 87

;

food, &c. 83 : genealogy, 90;

Egyptian admitted among
the Romans, 122

Gold. attem|ils to make, 538

Golden age, 91, 93; number, 63

Gordian knot, 314
Gorrtian, poem by, 560

Gorgias, of Athens, 490, 491

Gorgons. 130.

Gothic Architecture, 431

Goths, Rome taken by, 79, 225

Government, changes in form

of Grecian, 72, 141, 151,176,

178, 191 ; of Roman, 75,

248 : by Romans over con-
quered nations, 258

Gracchi, the two, 77, 587

Graces, 127

Graici, and other names of an-
cient Greeks, 141

Grain, kin. Is of, 264; distribu-

tion of at Rome, 261

Grammar, as taught among the

Greeks, 338

Grammar schools, 366

Grammarians, Greek, 496; Ro-
man, 595

Grammars, Greek, 443; Latin,

551

Grapes, varieties of, 295

Graiius Faliscus, 562, 577

Gravers on gems, ancient, 405

Grecian cities, 141

sculpture, four periods of,

383
Greco-Gothic architecture, 431

Greece, first inhabitants, bar-

barous, 141,150, 323; colo-

nies in, U2, 323 ; origin and
perfection of language, 324,

326; causes of culture and
improvement, 141, 143, 327,

435, 448 ; periods in the

progress of refinement, 145;

extent of, 20, 21, 141 ; out-

line of the chronology of,

72; formof government in,

141, 142, 151, 177; climate

of, 435; modern travelers

in, 430, 445 ; remains of an-
cient architecture in, 430

Greek antiquities, utility of,

143; writers on, 144

Greek emperors, 79
Greek language, study of in

Europe, 343 ; importance
of studying, 435; pronunci-
ation of, 436 ; logical ana-
lysis applied to, 440

Greeks in Italy, 360

in southern Italy, 13

Greeks, modern, 343; educa-
tion among the ancient,

335, 435
Gregorian calendar, 62

Gregorianus, 64^
Gregorius Pardus or Corinthi-

us, 500
Gregory Thaumaturgus, 544;

Nazianzen, 341, 456, 547,

559
Griffon, 132

Grinding, method of, 158,159,
264

Gromatic writings, 617
Groups, in statuary, 384

Groves, sacred, 18, 162, 230
Guest-chambers, 293
Gyges, ring of, 99

Gymnasia, Greek, 335, 339;
Roman, 366; structure of
the buildings, 422

Gymnastic art, 175, 448

H.
Habits, domestic, of Romans,

292
Hades, 99, 221 ; gates of, 99, 223
Hadrian, patron of letters, 369
Hair, modes of dressing, 208,

299
Hallirrhotius, 105
Hamadryads, 126

Hamiltnn's vases, 387
Hannibal, his passage of the

Alps, 632
Hanuo, 519, 521

Harmodius and Aristogiton, 177
Harmonia, 107

Harmonies of the Gospels, ear-
ly, 544

Harp'ies, 41, 128
Harpocrates, 124, 402
Harpocration, 493
Harps, 217
Harrowing, god of, 120

Head, coverings for, 208, 298

;

of Antinous, 393

Health, drinking of, 207, 295;
goddess of, 117, 118

Heathenism, moral influence

of among Greeks and Ro-
mans, 86

Hebe, 96

Hebrew alphabet, 329; manu-
scripts, 356; art, 386

Hebrew-Grecian writings, 541

Hecataeus, geographer, 519;
historian', 525, 526; of Ab-
dera, 527

Hecate, 101

Hecatomb, 147

Hecatompylos, 71
Hector, 137

Hegemon, 461

Hegesius, 485
Heirs, at Athens, 220
Helen, 137

Helicon, 126, 448
Heliodorus, 455, 503
Heliogabalus, 29S
Heliotrope, 60, 400, 408

Helius, 114

Hell, rivers of. 99

Hellanicus, 526
Hellenes, 324
Hellenic tribes, character of

ditlereni, 334
Helmet, 15.3, 274; of Pluto, 99
Helots, 189

Helps, in studying Latin, 550;
Greek, 442, ss.

Hephwstion, 496, 497, 525;
friend of Alexander, 222

Heraclitean sect, 508

Heraclitus, 503, 524

Heralds, 150, 197, 234

Herculanean tablets, 346; rolls,

355; paintings, 415, 416

Hercules, 131; statue of, Far-
nese, 393; title of a piece

written by Prodicus, 490,

514; story of explained, 134

Herennius, 645
Hermachus, 509
HernifB, busts or statues so

called, 109, 119,384
Hermagoras, 593
Ilermaiiubis, 124
Hermas, 543
Hermes, 108; Trismegistus, 108,

449
Hermesianax, 453
Hermogenes. 493
Hermogenianus, 646
Hermolaus, 523

Hero and Leander, 464

Herodes Atticus, inscriptions

of, 348 ; fragments of, 492

Herodianus, historian, 533

;

grammarian, 496, 497
Herodotus, 526, 528 ; at the

Olympic games, 336

Heroes, worship of, &c.,132, 149

Heroic age, 72, 132; manners
of, 159

Heron, 513
Heruli, Rome taken by, 78
Hesiod, 454, 467

Hesperides, 134

Hesycbius, 498
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Hexapla of Origen, 544
Hierarchy ofRom ishchurch,233
Hiero, ship built for him. 3S5
Hierocles, opposer of Chris-

tianity, 534, 544
Hieroglyphics, 314,329, 347
Hieromaiicy, 167

Hieronyii'us, 527, 628
Hilarion, 482
Hilarius, 560, 561

Hills of Rome, 16

Himerius. 490, 495
Hindoo pillar, 426
Hipparchus, 518
Hipiiias and Hipparchns, 177
Hippocrates, 50M, 536, 539
Hippocrene, 127, 131

Hippodamia, 131, 136

Hippolytiis, 544
Kippomedon, 136

Hipponux, 452,462
Hirtius, 629
Historians, Greek, 525; Ro-

man, 624, 629 ;
plan for

reading ancient, 523
Historical paintinss among the

Greeks, 414, 415
Historical records of nations,

comparative antiquity of,

317
History, of principal ancient

states, 69 ; illustrated by
coins, 65, 349; sacred, as
related to pagan mytholo-
gy, 84

Homer, his allusions to state

of society, 327; his works,
&c., 450, 455, 462, 464

Homer, the ynunger, 459
Homeridffi, 450
Homerocentra, 451

Homeromastix, 496
Homilies, of earlv Greek fa-

thers, 546
Honnrius, 620
Horace, 560, 565, 574; com-

pared with Persius and
Juvenal, 5S2

Horapnllon, 449
Horseniaiiship, 156, 194, 276
Horsemen or knights, 270, 276
Horse, Neptune patron of, 98
Horse-race, 172
Horses, for chariots and for

carryine burdens, 266
Hortensius," 587, 625; his vil-

las, 2t'2

Horns, 100, 122, 124, 449
Hosidius Geta, 556
Hospitality, Grecian, 158, 179,

207; Roman, 295
Hostius, 559
Hours, goddesses of, 127; of the

day, 60, 240
Houseliold gods, 129
Household, Roman, 288, 289
Houses, Grecian, 158, 210

Roman, 290
Humanists, 319
f lunting, tishing, &c., 158
Hurdles, 2S0
Husbandry, Roman writers on,

616
Hyacinthus, 101

l^ybrias, 453
Kvdra, 131

Hydraulic organ, 217, 247
Hydrophobia, 639
Hvgeia, 117
Hyginus, Julius, 596, 623; Gro-

niaticus, 615, 617
Hymenaeus, 107
Hymn of the Frafres Arvales.

361

86

Hymns, ancient, 449; early
Christian, 560, £61

Hypatia, female mathemati-
cian, 518

Hvperides, 484, 489
Hyperion, 114, 124
Hypodiastole, 331

I.

lacchus, 170
Iberi, 359
Ibis, 122
Ibycus, 452
Icimoclasts, 415
Ictiinuli, mines of, 262
Idas, 135
Ideas of Plato, 507
Ides, 61, 240
Idolatry, origin of, 83, 84
Idomereus, 137
Idyl, 454, 561
Ignatius, 543
Ignis, 113
Iliac table, 451
Iliad, the Northern, 466
Iliona, 568
Ililhyia, 96, 102

Ilium or Troy, 46
Illuminated manuscripts, 354,

376
Illyrians. 8
Illyrii, 359
Images in temples, 146, 160, 230
Image-work, 381

Imbrex, P. Licinius, 556
Imperial history, writers of, 638

government, Roman, 249
Imposture, literary, of Heer-

kens, 556; Higuera, 628
Implements of agriculture, Ro-

man, 264
Imprisonment, at Rome, 260
Inachus, 133

Indian mythology, its resem-
blance to Greek, 86

Indiction, cycle of, 63
Indo-Germanic languages, 325
Industry, art of, 212,263
Inferior gods, 113

Infernal regions, entrance to,

12, 36; rivers, 25
Inheritances at Athens, 220, 488
Ink, used by Greeks, 332; Ro-

mans, 363
Inns, 158,208
Inscriptions, Greek, 343-349;

Roman, 370 ; on statues,
385 ; on altars, 230 ; on
tombs, &c., 222; on coins,

352, 374; on gems, 402; on
the pillar called Pompey's,
348; in ancient ^Ethiopia,
348 ; use of in chronolo-
gy, 65

Institute, Royal, of France, 17
Instruction, oral among the

Greeks, 334; of Greek phi-
losophers, 338 ; in London
university, 439; Cambridge
university, 440; Halle Or-
phan-house, 440

Instruments, agricultural, 264;
mechanical, 41S ; sacrifi-

cial, 232; musical, 216, 217,
272

Intaglio, 402; the oldest known,
404

Intelligence and wisdom per-
sonified, 104

Intelligence, means of convey-
ing among Greeks, 199 ;

Romans, 15
Interest, rate of at Rome, 267
liilermarriages at Rome, 254

Interlinear translations, 438
Inuus, 116
lo, 105, 122
Ion of Chios, 459
Ionian?, whence their name,

326
Ionic order, 424,426

school of philosophy, 505
lophoii, 459
lotistae, 437
Ipsus, battle of, 70,74
Ireiiaeus, 544
Iris, eoridess of the rainbow,

96, 115
Irnerius, his law-school at Bo-

logna, 647
Iron, not used as early as cop-

per, 310
Isa, Hindoo deity, 122
Isaeiis, 484, 487
Iscanius, Joseph, 536
Isiac Table, 123

Isidorus, of Charax, 519; His-
palensis, 597,600

Isis, Egyptian goddess, 102, 122;
her head on Egyptian pil-

lars, 426; table of, 123;
temple of, discovered at
Pompeii, 123

Isocrates, 484, 487, 490; tomb
of, 223 ; letters of, 502

Issus, battle of, in Mosaic, 396
Ister, 526; ^ihicus, 616, 620
Isthmian games, 98, 175
Italic school, 505
Italica, mosaic of, S96
Italo-Grecian states, 15

Italy, original population of,

359; geography of, 9; re-
mains of ancient architec-
ture in, 429, 430 ; travelers
in, 386

Itineraries, Roman, 616, 620
Ivory, use of by the ancients,383
Ixion. 96, 100

Jamblichus, romancer, 501
;

philosopher, 509, 517
Jannelli, on hieroglyphics, 314,

347
Janus, a Roman god, 16, 93
Japhet, similar to Japetus. 124;

ancestor of Greeks, 326
Jason and Medea, 135

Jasper, engraved, of Royal Ca-
binet, 408

Javelin, hurling of, 172
Jeroboam, 69
Jerome, of Cardia, 527
Jerome, t?t., 62S, 629
Jerusalem, topography of, 51,

52; destruction of, 70
Jesus, letter describing his per-

son, 637

Jewish history and chronolo-

gy, outline of, 69, 70 ; writ-
ings, 541

Job, book of, its antiquity, 317
Jobates, 131

John of Stobi, 517
Joseph Iscanius, 536

Joseph, son of Jacob, 124

Josephus, 527, 531

Joshua, 69
Journals at Rome, 626

Journals and Periodicals illus-

trating classical literature,

17, 447
Juba, the younger, 527, 616

Judas, s'.im for which he be-
trayed the Savior, 375

Judea, symbol of her captivity

375
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Jiidsea in Hades, 100
Judicial proceedings, Greek,

185; Roman, 259
Judicial oratory, Roman, 5SS;

Greek, 4S5, 487, 488
Jii?2ernant, festival of, &c. 110

Juiislers and rope-dancers, 244

Julian the Apostate, 73, 34l, 495
Julian period, 63
Julianus Titianns, 563
Julius Pollux, 497; Capitoli-

nus, 638 ; Csesar, 629; Fir-
niicus, 019; Paulus, 6t5

Junia, sister of Brutus, 302
Junius Ruslicus, 627
Juno, 96
Jupiter, 94; Ammon, 95, 165;

temnles of, 17, 421 ; statue
of in Olympia, 114, 390;
Pliivius or Pluvialis, 95;
Urius, statues of, 345

Jurisprudence, Roman, 642
Justice, courts of. 150, 184, 259

;

£oddess of, 117

Justin Martvr, 544
Justinian's code, 340, 646,647
Justiiius, Roman historian, 636
Juvenal, 565, 582
Juvencus, 560

Kaaha at Mecca, 53
Kalends, see Calends.
Kepler, fancy of respecting

numbers, 607
Keys, ancient, 212
Kin?, Archon, 181

Roman priest so called. 234
Kings, power of the early Gre-

cian, 150, 189; the Spar-
tan, 189; the Roman, 226,

2131, 248; ensigns of, 248;
kissing the feet, 210

Knapp, theory of origin of
words, 312

Knights, Roman,254
Knowledge, origin of, 307

L.
Laherins, 558, 577
Lahienus, 626
Labyrinth, Esyptian. 54, 55,

419: Cretan, 43, 135
Lactam ius, 608, 624
Lacedsemon, see Sparta.
LacedEEmonian discipline, 339
Lachrymatories, 303
Ladrone isles, 309
Laelius, 586
Lampridius, 638
Lamps, ancient, 291
Language, origin of, 310, 312;

of Adam and Noah, 325;

Greek, 321, 340; pronuncia-
tion of Greek, 436 : aborigi-

nal of America. 326; origin

of Latin, 360, 549: Latin,
how vitiated, 369; utility

of studying, 549; how pro-

nounced, 549; Latin and
Roman discriminated, 361

;

sp»>cimens of early Latin,

361 ; similar to Latin now
used in Wallachia, 8

Lancuanes, families of Asiatic,

325 ; modes of teaching,

438, 550
Lantern of Demosthenes, 33
Lanti vase, 395
I.aocoon, statue of, 390, 392
Laiinicus Chalcondylas, 528
Lapithse, 24, 131

Lares arid Penates, 129
Las us, 452 I

Laliclave, 293
Latinus Pacatus, 592
Latona, 116

Latro, M. Porcius, 593, 630
Laughing philosopher, 508
Laurentius, 494
Lava-glass, 406
Lawgivers, of Athens, 189
Law-schools, 369, 645, 647
Laws of Greece, early, 151 ; of

Athens, 188; Sparta and
Crete, 191 ; Rome. 261, 643

Lawsuits, .\theniiin, 186; Spar-
tan, 191; Roman, 259

Lawyers, Roman, 262, 643
Leaden tablets, for writing,

333, 345
Leaping, game of Greeks, 172;

of Romans. 243
Legal or judicial oratory of

Greeks, 485, 488
Legpnd, of a coin, 352, 374

Legion, the Roman, 2T0. 271,

272: Thundering, 238, 516;
number of legions, 284

Lesitiination, Roman, 288
Lenses, whether used by an-

cients, 406
Lentulus Publius, letter of, 637;

Cneius Cornelius, 564, 627

Leocrates, 488
Leon, mathematician, 513

Leonidas, his tomb, 38; of Ta-
rentum,456

Leontius, 624
Lesbonax, 490
Lpsche, paintinffs in the, 414
Letters, earliest use of, 317

;

form of Greek. 329 ; unciil

and cursive, 330, 354, 356;
on Greek coins, 352; re-

semblance of Greek and
Roman, 359 ; on Roman
coins, 374; Roman in ma-
nuscripts, 376; used to re-

present numbers, 213, 267
Letters or epistles, Roman,

364; amatory, 501; Socra-
tic, 502

Leucippus, 508
Levying, Roman system of, 271
Lpxicons, Greek, 443, 497
Lil>aniu3, 490, 495
Libations, 147, 163,238
Libraries, Greek, 339; modern

containins classical MSS.,
356 ; Roman, 368

Licentiousness of the Greeks,
220

Licinius, Porcius, 563; Calvus,
563; Crassus, 587

Lictors, 218, 250
Life, private, of Greeks, 204;

Rftmans, 285
Light troops, 194,276
Linus, 448
Lipogrammatic Odessey, 481

Lipperl's impressions of gems,
407

Literature, Greek, circum-
stances favorable to, 334,

435; its most brilliant pe-
riod, .334; its decline, 340;
places where cultivated,
341; value of, 435; intro-
ductions to, 446; periods
of, 447 ; Roman, when it

began to fliurish, 365; its

decline, 368, 549; periods
of, 549, 553; where culti-

vated, 369; introductions
to, 553 ; of modern Greeks,
343

Lithoglyphy, 398 ; earliest no-

I

tice of the art, 403; among
I the Greeks, 404
Livius Andronicus, 555, 566;

Titus, 632
Logographies, 526
London University, study of

Greek and Latin in, 439, 440
Longinus. 494
Longus, .503

Loretlo, chapel of, 10
Lots, used for learning the fu-

ture, 167,210; in choosing
magistrates, ISO

Lucan, 560, 580
Lucceius. 626
Lucian, 490, 493
Lucifer, 114

Lucilius, 456; Junior, 562;
Caius, 570

Lucina, 102

Lucius Afranius, 556, 557
An) pel ius, 635

Lucreiia, outrage upon, 75, 227

Lucretius, 562, 570
Lucullus, patron of philosophy,

605; his villa, 12
Luna, 114
Lunar Cycle, 62
Lupercus, 116

Lustrations, 147, 239
Lutatius, 624
Luxury of Romans, 227, 267

Lyceum, 336, 339
Lycia, Greek tombs in, 223

Lycophron, 452, 459, 476

Lycursus, Attic orator, 484,

488 ; Spartan lawgiver, 73,

151,501
Lydian coins, 351

history, 70
Lydns, 528
Lygdamus, 572
Lynceus, 135
Lyncus. 112
Lyre, 216, 217; invention of, 108

Lyric poetry, 451, 500
Lysander, 177

Lysias, 48^1, 486
Lysippus, 390

M.
Maccabees, 69
Maccus, 557
Macedonian coins, 351

Macedonius, consul, 456
.Macer, 578
Machaon, 117

Machines, used in war, 281
Macrobius. 597, 599
MfRcenas, 556
Maeonidt-s, 464
Magi, 338
.Magical arts, 167, 240
Magistrates at Athens, ISO;

"Sparta, 190; Rome, 251

Magna Graecia, colonies in, 360
Magnesia, battle of, 70
Magnete, battle of, painted, 410
Maia, 108
Makrinoros, pass of, 26
Mallius Theodorus, 597
Mamertine prison, 260

Mamertinus, 592

Man, his original state, 307
;

varieties of the species, 311

Manes, 129

iNIanetho, 527
Maniples in Roman army, 272
Manilius, Mauius, 614; Marcus,

562, 577
Manners, general, of Romans,

292
Mantlets, 280
Mantuan vase, 407, 408
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Aranuel Philes, 455
Manumission of slaves, 289
Manuscripts, classical, how

lost, 342; forms of ancient,
332: Greek, 353, 355, 356;
number of in European li-

braries, 357; Roman, 376;
of sacred scriptures, 355 ;

discovery of on revival of
letters. 376; of Colnlhus,
fac-siniilenf, 4S1; ofQuin-
tus, -ISl ; the most ancient
existing, 356, 376

Marble, material for sculpture,
3S3; celebrated kinds. 383

Marbles, Arundelian, 346; of
Cvzicus, 347; of Colbert,
347

Marbodus, 404
Marcella, wife of Porphyry, 516
MRrcellinus, 637

Marcellus, Nonius, 598 ; Em-
piricus. 642; Sidetes, 455

IMarching, Roman order of, 278
Marcianus, Capella, 613 ; of

Heraclea, 519, 521

IMarcus Aurelius, writings of,

515, 605 ; statue of, 394
Marines. 202, 2S2
Mariiis, 77
Alarket davs at Rome, 241
Markets, 17, 32

Marriages. Greek, 159, 218
Roman, 286

Mars, 105; priests of, 235
Marseilles, schools at, 341
Marsvas and Apollo, 101

Martial, 5fi4, 565. 5^2
Martialis Cargilius, 622

Martial rewards and punish-
ments, 199, 275

>Tasks, ancient, 176, 247
Materials in Architecture, 418
jMaternus Julius Firmicus. C19

Mathematicians, Greek, 517
Roman. 614

Maitius or Matius, 558, 559, 577

Mauritius, 519
Mausoleum, sepulchre of Mau-

solus, 114,223
Meals, Spartan, public, 190,

101 ; Grf'cian generally,

157, 204, 206 : Roman, 2<j3

Measures and VVeights, Gre-
cian, 214 ; Roman, 269

Mechanical trades at Roiue, 263
Medallions, .352, 373

Medals, utility of studying, 349,

373
Medea, 1.35

Medicine, origin and history of,

317: Greek writers on, 536;
R(Mnan,638

Mediterranean, navigation of,

152

Medusa, 104, 130

Mcgaric sei t, 506
Mela Pomponius. 616, 619
Melampiis, 44S, 538
Melanippides. 452
Meleairer, 456, 503

Me'.ecigenes, 454
Mclicertes. 125

Melpomene, 127

Meninon, sounding statue of,

115; historian, fragments
of, 527; artist, 385

Mensnoniutn, 385
Memoirs, 628
Memory, systems of artificial,

37, '68"

Menander. 460, 476, 569

Mendes, 116

Menecrales, 639

]\Ienedemus, 506
Menelaus, 137

Menenius Agrippa, 563
Menes. Egyptian king, 71
Menippus, 565
Merchants, festival of, 242

;

Roman, 263
Mercury, 108; peculiar busts

called by his name, 354
ISIermaid, 126

Mesmerism, a supposition con-
cernins, 166

Messala Corvinus, 626
Metals, early use of, 310; as

materials for writing, 331,
333, 345; used by Vulcan,
107

Metamorphoses, fables respect-
ing, 85

Aletenipsvchosis, 84, 505
Meters, 445, 452
Methodic school in medicine,

137
Methiidius, 544
Metics, or resident aliens at

Athens, 17S, 4f-6

Metis, wife of .lupiter. 94
Meton, his Cycle, 62, 518
Metopes, 424
Metrical inscriptions, 345, 348
Metrodorus, 604
Michael Aneelo, seal of, 407
Midas, tonri) and inscription

of, 344; gift of Bacchus
to, 1U9

Milesian inscription. 346
tales, 500, 601, 612

Milestones, Roman. 16
Military Affairs, of Greeks, 152,

193"; of Romans. 270
Milk in libations. 147

>IiHs, for grain, 264
Milo, catacombs of, 221

Miltiades, 21,73
Mimes, Greek, 462 ; Roman

556, 558
Mimnermus, 453
Minaret, 431

Mineralogy, Theophrastus the
faiher'of, 538

Minerva, 104; festival of, 171;
statueof, 390. 394; temples
of. 29, 37, 421

Mines, 22. 26. 38. 262
Minos, 100, 131.133
Minotaur, 131, 134

Minstrels, in Greece, 327, 450
Mint, at Athens, 213; at Rome,

267
Minuscule writing. 362, 376
Mirrors, ancient, 209, 406; of

Archimedes. 520
Mithras, 100, 134

Mizraim, grandson of Noah, 71
Mnemosvne, 124, 126

Mnevis. 123

Mceris^lius, 498
Moderatus. 607, 621

Moderns and Ancients, 319
Modestus. 615
Modillions, 424
Moeris, lake of, 54
.Mcero, 452
Molding, art of, 3S1

Moldings, in architecture. 424
.Molds, for casting coins, 374
Moloch, 91

Momus, 119
Monboddo, his theory of lan-

guage, 312
Monev, by whom first coined,

349; of the Greeks. 212,

213; the Romans, 266, 267,

275

Monograms, abbreviatioi)s,330,
403

Monoliihal temples, 419
Mon! lis of Greeks and Romans,

60, 61 ; personified, 127
Monument of Adulis and Ax-

um, 348
Monumental architecture, 419
Monuments to the dead, 221,

302
Monumentum Ancyrarium,372,

626
Moon, prognostics from, 538
Morals and mainers in Greece

and Rome, 227
Morea, 34

Morpheus, 130
Mosaic, 384; floors, 290; re-

mains of, 396, 413
Moschion, 537
Moschopulus, 500
Moschus, 454, 473
Moses, his account of creation,

307, 312; comparative an-
tiquity of his writings, 317

Mosque at Cordova, 9
Mother of gods, 93
Mourning for the dead, 300,

3U2, 304
Mucianus, memoirs of, 627
Miicius t'caevola, 644
Mules, use of by Romans, 266
Munmiies, 55, 221

M\inicipal towns, Roman, 258
Muratius Rufus, 629
Murra or Murrhinum, vases of,

263, 401
Murray, on origin of language,

312
Musseus. 150, 464
Museo Borbonico, 392, 408
Museum at Alexandria, 339

at Berlin, 397

Musfs, 126; on the ring of
Pyrrhus, 127

Music, in Greek education, 159,

335: connected with poet-

ry, 448, 451 ; accompani-
ment of banquets, 216. and
of sacrifices, 238; science
of, 216

Musical contests, 336, 366 ; in-

struments, 216 ; in Roman
army. 272

Musoniiis Rufus, 606
Mussa, 639
Mutules, 424
Mycenae, gateway of, 420
Mvriologues, 221
Mvrtis. 452
Mysteries, 327: of Cabiri, 136,

Eleusinian. 112, 169

Mysteries and Moralities, 559
Mythic cycle, 451

poetry, 88
Mythical 'personages connect-

ed with the sods. 124

Mythographers, Greek, 88, 524

;

Roman, SS, 622
Mythology, 83; utility of a

knowledge of, 86; resem-
blance between classical

and oriental, 86, 94, 95;
difl!'erences between Greek
and Roman, 87

N.
Noevius Cneius, 555, 559, 566

Nail, ceremony of fixing in the

temple of Jupiter, 242

Names of Romans, 2?5, 616;

of towns in England end
ing in cesser, 2S0

NasosT tomb of the, 415
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NatiirRi history atnonsf the

(Jreeks, 53S; Romans, 640

Nautiiachiiis, 455
Naval aff;iirs of Greeks, 152,

200,212; nf Romans, 2S2

Naval battle, 203, 282
Navis;aiion nf Greeks, 152

Nazarius, 592

Nearchus,527, 532

Nemean games, 174

Nemesia 11,562,583
Nemesis, 117

Nepop, Cornelius, 631
Nepotianiis, 633
Neptune, PS
Nereids, 98

Nero, his tyranny, 78 ; his per-

secution of Christians, 634;

burnin? of Rome. 225

Nerva. his journal, 627

Nessiis, the centaur, 134

Nestor, 137

Netha. Eevptian deity, 104

Nets, for fishing, 158

New Testament, hooks of,clas-

sified, 512 ; literary import-
ance of, 212; Apocryphal,
243

JVeiP-Platonists and Pythago-
reans, 509

Newton's Chronology, 64, 66

New-year's presents at Rome,
241

Nibelungen Lied, 466

Nicander, 454, 479, 480
Nicephonis, 52S
Nicetas, 455, 482, 528
Nicias, 64, 474
Nicricles, 4S7
Nicolaus, 527
Niirht, goddess of, 101, 115, 117

NigidinsFigulus, 607, 615
Nimrod, 69

Ninias. 69

Niobe, 102, 117, 136; and chil-

dren, statues of. 390,392
Noah, lansuage of, 325
Nobility, Romnn, 254
Nomoc'anon of Photius, 499
Nones, 61, 240
Nonian'is, 627
Nonius iMarcellus, 597, 593
Nojinus, 450,480
Nossis, 452
Notation, Greek, 213; Roman,

267
Novels or imperial edicts, 646
Noviiis, 567
Novum Orsanum, 513
Nox, 100, lis

Nubian inscrintions, 348

Numa, his influence at Rome,
75,226,229,604; fragments
of tiis laws, 362

Numbers, designated by let-

tprs, Grecian, 213; Roman,
267 ; Pythagorean doctrine

of, 607
Numismatics, 352

Nuptial celebrations, 159, 220,

2S7
Nymphis, 527

Nymphs, 126

Oases, Esvptian, 55

Oaths, of Greeks, 163; of Ro-
mans, 239 ; Roman sol-

diers, 270
Obelisks, 19, 55,419
Obituary inscriptions, 345

Obliteration of MSS. 342

Obspquens Julius, 641

Obsidian, 406

Ocean, 98

Ocellus Lucanus, 505, 511

Occupations of men iu early
ages, 309

Octavius or Augustus, 77
Odea, 19, 32,422
Odin, 105

Odoacer, leader of the Heruli,

79
Oilconomists, 616
OCiiomaus and Pelops, 136

Offences penal at Rome, 259
Offerings to the gods, 148, 149,

238
Official robe of magistrates, 297

Ogyges, 133
Ointments of the ancients, 158,

210,299
O'bian decree, 345, 347
Old and new style, 62

Olen, Greek poet, 449
Olympic games, 173

Olympiodorus, 517

Olympus, 448 ; residence of the

gods, 88
Omens, 149, 16S, 233
Omphale, 134

Onesander, 519, 523

Onyx, a gem representing the

apotheosis of Augustus,
407, 408

Opal, of Nonius, 401

Opilius, 596
Opiitodrome, 172,393
Oppia" 455, 480
Oppiiis, Caius, 629
Ops or Rhea, 93
Optatianus Por(>hvrius,564, 592

Oracles, 149, 164, 166, 327 ; Sib-

yline, 240, 449; of Apollo,

101

Oratory and Orators, Greek,
4S2; Roman, 586; amon?
earlier Christians, 546. 547

Orders, in architecture, 421
Organ, musical instrument,

217, 247
Oribasius, Greek physician, 537

Oriental tales, 511

Oricen, 544,515,546
Orion, 114, 125

Orphan-House at Halle, stu-

dies in, 440
Orpheus, 448, 463
Ornaments, architectural, 2P0,

426, 427; personal of Ro-
mans, 299

Orthography. Roman in early
times, 302, 374

Orthos, 131

Oscan langiiase, 361

Osiris, 110, 122
Ostia, salt-works at, 262
Ostracism, 187

Otacilius, L. Pilitus, 593
Otus and Ephialtes, 105

Ovation, 284
Ovid, 556,561,562,575
Ox, symbol of Osiris, 122;

bones found in the Egyp-
tian pyramid, 123

P.
Pacatus Drepanius, 592
Pacuvius, 415, 555, 568
Prtduan coins, 374
Paederasty, 220
Psestum, ruins of, 420
Pagan fables, coincidence of

with scripture, 84
Paganism and Christianity, 341
Paganism and Popery, 137

Paidotribes, 335

Painted vases, 387, 415

Painters, ancient Greek, 414,
Roman, 415

Painting, ancient, 409; mate-
rials and instruments used
in, 410, 412, 413; periods
of in Greece, 414; remains
of, 56, 416, 534

Palace, origin of the word, 16
Palseosraphv, 354
Palsemon, 125, 562, 596
Palffiphatus, 524
Palaetrse, 423
Palimpsest MSS. 342
Palladium, 101, 113
Palladius, 563, 617, G22
Pallas, statue of, 394
Pallet, painter's, 413
Palm, token of victory, 243
Pan, 116; priests of, 235
Panselius, 604
Panathenaic vases, 172
Panathenaea, 171, 336
Pandects, 646
Pandora, 107
Panegyrical oratory, 485, 588
Panegyrists, Roman, 592
Panic, origin of the word, 116

Pantheon, 17

Pantomime, 558
Paper, ancient, 331, 363
Papinianus, 645
Papirius, his collection oflaws,

360, 643
Pappus, 51S, 521, 5.57

Papyri, Egyptian, or manu-
scripts, 356

Papyrus, material for writing
on, 331 ; manner of pre-
paring it, 363

Paraenetic orations, 487
Paraphrase of John's gospel,

48i)

Parchment, 331

Parents, respect to, 159
Parga, fate of. 25
Parian chronicle, 346
Parks of the Romans, 292
Parmenides, 4S3, 508
Parnassus, 127, 448
Parodies, 460, 462
Paros, Chronicle of, 65, 346
Parrhasius, 414, 456
Parthenius, 501, 525
Parthenon, 104; sculpture on,

390
Parthenopieus, 136
Parthian history, 70
Pastes, or casts of gems, 406,

407
Pastoral poetry, 454
Paterculus C. Velleius, 6a3
Patricians and plebeians, 243 .

Patroclus, funeral of, 222
Patronage, of letters by Roman

emperors, 341,-369

Patrons and clients, 254, 295

Paul, Silentarius, 456; of^Igi-
na, 537; the Apostle, 603

Paulus ^milius, and the Epi-
rotes, 25

Paulus Diaconus, 599, 637
Pausanias, 519,523
Peace, temple of, 18; temple

of Janus in time of, 18, 93
Pearls, ancient, 401
Pedestal, 424
Pediment, 424
Pedo Albinovanus, 559,561,576
Pegasus, 131, 133
Pelagius, 481

Pelasgi, 323; in Italy, 359, 361

Pelias, 135
Pelopidse, 136

Pelopidas of Thebes, 74
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Peloponresian war, 74
Pelops, 133, 136, 3'24

Pen, when first used, 332
Pencil, invention of, 332
Penny of the New Test., 375
Pentateuch in MS. 356
Peperino, stone so called, 303
Per^aniiis, lihrary at, 339;

Greek literature at, 341
Pericles, statesman, &c. 73;

oratdry of 484
Peripatetics. 508, 606
Periplu?, of Hanno, 521 ; of Ne-

archus, 532
Perjnrv, at Rome, 239
Perotto, MS. of, 578
Persecution of Christians, 78,

251. 634
Persephone, or Proserpine, 99
Persepolis. ruins of, 44, 426,429
Perseus, 133
Persian sculpture, 386; Chro-

nology, outline of, 70;
kings, their residences, 44

Persius, 565, 578
Personification of various ob-

jects. 119
Perspective, of ancients, 413
Pessinus, origin of the name, 94
Petalism. 187

Peter, writings falsely ascribed
to, 543

Petrarch, his researches for

MSS. 376; his Africa, 581
Petrified city. 56
Petronius Arbiter, 564, 565, 601,

613
Peutingerian table, 620
Phsedo, 506
Phse.lrus, 563, 578
Phaeton. 101

Phaiaecus, 452
Phalanx, Grecian, 196
Phalaris, 501
Phanodeinus, 526
Phenix. 624
Pherecrates, 460
Pherecvdes, 525. .526

Phial of tears, 303
Phidias, his works. 390
Phidon, coins of, 351
Phigalian marbles. 390
Philffi, obelisk of. 347
Philanthropists, .S19

Philemon, 461, 476
Philetas, 452, 453, 479, 496
Philip, of Macedon, 73
Philippi,siteof,22; battle of, 77
Philippides. 461
Philippus, 456
Philiscus, 459
Phiiistion, 462
Philistus. 526
Philo. of Biblus, 527; Judaeus,

528
Philochorus. 526
Philolaus, 505
Philology, works relating to,

447; study of at Constan-
tinople, 497; comparative,
324, 325

Philon, 518
PhilopoBuien. 75
Philosophy, favorite study of

Greeks, 338; general view
of the Greik, 504; Chris-
tian, 210. 544, 607, 608;
Roman, 604; authorities
respecting ancient, 510,608

Philnsirains, uncle and ne-
phew, 534

Philoxenes, 452, 461
Plilegon, eclipse named by, 64,

527

Phlegyas, 100
Phocian, or sacred war, 74
Phocians, 27
Phocylides, 454, 470
Phoebus, 100
Phoenician history, 70 ; lan-

guage and writings, 329;
art, 327, 386

Phoenix, see Phenix.
Phnrniis, 459
Phoroneus, 133
Pholius, 498
Phronto, 589, 603
Phrynicus, 458. 498
Phurnutus, or Cornutus, 525
Phylarchus, 527
Physical science among the

Greeks, 538; Romans, 640
Physicians, Greek, 536, 539;

Roman, 262, 638
Pictor Q. Fabius, 625
Picture-writing, 313
Pictures, earliest Greek, 410;

ancient described by Phi-
lostratus, 534

Picus, king »f Latins, 130
Pierus, 126

Pigments, of the ancients, 410,
412

Pilasters, 426
Pile, or Pyre, funeral, 149. 302
Pillars, or columns, 19, 420, 423,

424, 426
Pilpay, 511
Pindar, 452, 471
Pipe, of Pan, &c., 216, 217
Pirithnus, 135
Pisa, leaning tower at, 431
Pisistratns, 73, 177, 483
Piso Calpurnianus, 605
Placidus, 624
Placitns,640
Planudes, 456, 510,614
Plastic arts, 379
Plato, his philosophy, 507, 512;

his works, 512; "the comic,
460

Platonists, New, 509, 607
Platonius, 460
Platonopolis, 516
Plautus, 556, 567
Plays, of the Greeks, 172; Ro-

mans, 243, 295
Plebeians and Patricians at

Rome, 7.5, 253
Pleiades, tragic, 459; the con-

stellation, 108
Pleione, 105

Plinth, 424
Plinv (the elder), his Natural

history, 611, 616, 641; ac-
count of gems, 401

Pliny C. Caecilius, (the young-
er), 588, 591, 601, 602

Plotinus, 516
Plow, Grecian, 212 ; Roman,264
Plutarch, 515, 527, 532
Pluto, 98
Plutus, 118
Podalirius, 117
PcBcile, paintings in, 423
Poetry, origin and varieties of

Greek, 448; of Latin, 554;
mythic, 88

Poets, first philosophers of
Greece, 504; influence on
religion ofGreeks. 146; the
Greek, 463; the Laiin,554;
eatly Christian, 544, 561,
562

Polemarch at Athen?, 181

Polemo Perigetes, 456, 527
Polignac, his poem Anli-Lu-

eretius 570

3 M

Pollio, Virgil's 4th eel. 573 ; C.
Asinius, 556 ; Trebellius.
638

Pollux, Julius, 497; and Cas-
tor, 18, 135

Polysnus, 519,523,527
Polvbius, 526,530
Polycarp, 543
Polycletus, 615
Polycrates, signet of, 404
Polydectes, 133
Polydorus, 136
Polygamy, not allowed by the

Greeks, 220
Polyglott of Origen, 544
Polygnotus, 414
Polyhistor, work of Solinus,

619
Polyhymnia, 127
Polynices, 136
Pomona, 119
Pompeii, implements, &c., dis-

interred at, 201, 292, 294,
300, 415; baths of, 428;
beautiful mosaics from, S96

Pompeius, granjuiarian, 597;
historian. 627

Ponipey, 70. '^7

Pompey's Pillar, .55, 426
Poniponius, Atticus, 605, 625;

Mela, 619; Festus, 599; P.
Secundus, 556; L. Benoni-
ensis, 558,563

Pomptine marshes, 11

Pontiffs, Roman, 232
Poor, at Athens, how support-

ed, 183
Populace, Roman, 253
Population of Rome, 225
Populousness of ancient na-

tions, 178, 225
Porch, of Zeno, the Stoic, 339
Porcius Licinius, 563; Latro,

630
Porphyrio, 597
Porphyry, 516. 544
Porticos, 19, 31, 36, 38, 423
Portland vase, 387
Portraits and busts among

Greeks, 394,414, 415; Var-
ro's collection of, 415

Portumnus, 125

Posidonius, 527
Posthumius, 11

Posts, on Roman roads, 15
Potamo, 509
Pottery, Roman, 263
Pound, Roman, or libra, 270
Pracriti, Hindoo goddess, 94
Prffdial servitudes, 268
Prefects, 251, 285
Prseneste, mosaic of, 396
Praetorian soldiers, 284
Praetors, Roman, 249

,

Pra^tus, 131

Pratiiias, 4.52, 461

Prayers, of Greeks, 147; of
Romans, 237

Praxagoras, 536
Praxilla. 452
Praxis, 527, 536, 628
Praxiteles, 390
Preaching of first centuries,

works on, 546
Precession of the equinoxes, a

means of settling dates, 64

Priam, palace of, 420; kingdom
of, 70

Priapus, 119

Priests and priestesses, Grrek,
147, 162; imposture of, 164;

Roman, 232, 2j5 : classes

of them made Iv later

writers, 235
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Priscian, 337, 597, 600, 642

Prison of slate, at Rome, 260;

Sputa, 187, 191 ; Athens
and other places, 187

Prizes, in the musical contests,

(fee, 336; funeral games,
2-2-2. 304

Proba Falconia, 584
Probiis, scholiast on Virgil, 573

Procession at the Cirrensian
games, 213 ; triumphal, 283

;

funeral, 302
Procliis, 509. 517

Proconsuls, 252
Procopius, 464, 490, 528, 535
Prorris, 115

Proculus Sempronius, 644
Proilicus, 490
Prodromus, 482
Professions, not separated an-

ciently, 334, 338; at Rome,
262

Profiles on ancient medals,
319, 373

Prologue in comedy, 557
Proiiuuriation of Greek, 436;

f.f L-.ui.i, 5t9
Properiiiis, 561, 572
Property, among Romans, 268

;

basis of division into class-

es, 253
Propraetors, 252
Pro(lll3e^<tors, 252
Prose coinposii ion, applied first

to history, 525,526
Proserpine. 99, 112
Prosper, 628
Protasoras, 508
Protocol, 332
Protf><:enes, 414
Provinces, Roman, 226, 258
Provinrial magistrates of Ro-

mans, 252, 258
Prndentius, 561, 585
Pryiaiies, at Athens, 184

P-sammeticus, 71
Psellus, 538
Psyche, and Cupid, story of,

1(17, 402, 612
Ptolemies, dynasty of, 71

Piolemy riamtius, 518, 519, 522

Ptolemy VII., 496
Publicans of the New Testa-

ment, 262
Publius Sulpitins, 587

gyrus, 558, 563, 577
Pulpit, eloquence of, 546; ori-

gin of the word, 247

Punctuaiioii, ancient. 331, 354
Piiiiic laiiffunee, 40, 563

Wars, 72'

Punishments, Athenian, 186,

199 ; Spartan, 191 ; Ro-
man, 260; of Roman sol-

diers, 275
Purifications, Greek, 147, 163;

Roman, 239
Purple dye, its costliness, 297

Pvijinies", 125

Pylfdes. r^5S

Pyramidal tablets for writing,

331

Pyramids, 5.5, 12.3,419

Pvriroieles, gem-engraver, 404

P) rrhH, 133
^

Pvrrho, 509
Pyrrhonists, 509, 607

P'vrrhus, in Italy, 76

Pythagoras, founder of Italic

schoi.l, 360, 505 ; fragments
of, 470

Pythaeoreans. 607; New, 509,

607
Pyiheas 519.521

Pythian games, 101, 174, 336

Pytho, 101

Q.
QufEstors, Roman, 250
Queen of gods, 96

Quinctius Atta, 556, 557
Quinquatria, 104

Quintilian, 59.3, 595

Quintus, or Cointus, 450, 480

Qumtus Curtius, 627,635; No-
vus, 558; .Septimius, 628;
Se\tius,607; Trabeas, 556

;

Tubero, 605
Quirites, rights of, 258

Quoit, or Discus, 173, 243

R.
Rabirius, C. 559
Race, Grecian, 172; Roman,

243
Races or families at Rome, 286

Rainbow personified, 96, 115

Raising a child, 287

Rama. Hindoo deity, 110

Ras Sem, the petrified city, 56

Readers, professed, 337, 366

Reading-books, or Selections,

in study of language, 439,

442
Reed, instrument for writing,

332
Reformation by Luther, 342

Refunees from Constantinople,
313, 443, 497

Rehearsals by ancient writers,
3H7, 367, 369

Religion of the Greeks, 145,

160; expenses of, 182; the
Romans, 229

Renatus, 618

Repasts, of Greeks, 157, 204;
Romans, 293

Residents, at Athens, 178

Revenue of Athens, 181; of
Rome, 261

Reviewing, in the study of
languages, 439

Review- muster, or Armilus-
irium, 242

Rewards at Athens. 187 ; Spar-
ta, 191; of Roman soldiers,

274; Roman generals, 283

Rhadamarithus, 100

Rhapsodists, 328, 337, 449, 465
Rhea, 93
Rhetoricians, discriminated

from Sophists, 490; Ro-
man, 5P2

Rhianus, 450
Rhodes, Greek letters at, 34
Riches, eod of, 118

Riding on horseback, 156, 266

Rights, of citizetis and subjects

of Rome, 258
Ring, badse of knighthood, 256;

of Gyges, 99; Polycraies,
404

Rings, 299; gems in, 405
Rites, of marriage, 220, 287;

religious, 147, 118, 237
Rivers called inffmal, 99
Roads, Roman, 15

Rolls, ancient form of books,

332, 363 ; Herculanean, 355

Roman sculpture, 391; archi-
tecture, 427 ; antiquities,

227 ; literature, 359, 365, 549
Romances, 500, 601 ; first mo-

dern, 5.36

Romanesque, 435

Romans, origin of, 3.59; their

empire, 75, 226; must bril-

liant era, 227

Rome, goddess of, 119; foun-
dation of, 225; government
of, 248, 249 ; extent of em-
pire, 226; progress of let-

ters in, 365, 549; luxury
and decline, 227; classes
or division of the people,
252 ; authenticity of its

early history, 359, 625;
population, 225 : topogra-
phy, 16; chronology of, 75

Romulus and Remus, 225
Rope-dancers, 214
Roscius, actor at Rome, 557
Rosptta stone or inscription,

316
Rotunda or Pantheon, 17

Rousseau, on invention of lan-
guage, 312

Rowers, their benches in the
ancient galley, 202

Royal Society of Literatiire,321

Ru'brick, from rubrica, 332
Rufinianus, 593
Rufinus, 585
Rufus, poet, 559; physician,

537 ; historian or geogra-
pher, 616, 627, 637

Runic wands, 331

Runners among the Greeks,
199

Running, one of the games, 172
Rural deities, 120
Rusticus, 627
Rutilius Lupus, 593,594; Nu-

matianus, 562, 6S6; Rufus,
625; Taurus, 622

S.
Sabinus, Aulas, 576 ; Masuri-

us, 644
Saccas, 509
Sacer, Mt 76
Sackbut, 217
Sacred or Phocian War, 74, 165

Sacred poetry of Greeks, 448
Sacrifices, human, 91 ; of the

Greeks, 147, 14S, 103; Ro-
mans, 232, 237; origin of,

148

Saddles and stirrups. 266
Saguntum, siege of, 76
Salamat or Memnoti, statue of,

115

Salaries, at Rome. 262
Sale by auction. 268
Salic Hymns, 554 ; Priests, 235
SalUist, Roman historian, 630
Salt, token of friendship, 207
Salt-works, Roman. 262
Silus, goddess of health, 118

Salustius, Greek mvthogra»
pher, 525

Salvius Liberalis, 589; Julia
nus, 644

Sami.ionicus, 562,610, 612
Samuel, 69
Sanconiathon, 527
Sanscrit language, 325
Sappho, 452, 455, 469
Saracenic arciiitecture, 431
Sardanapalus, 69

Sardis, burning of, 73
Sardonic laugh, 40

Satire, Roman, £65
Saturn, 91

Salurnian verse, 554
Satyre dramatic d liferent from

satire, 461, 462
Satyrs, 130
Saxon Language, &c., 614
Scoevola, 587, 605, 644

Scaliger, against Erasmus, 591

Scaling ladders, 280
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Pwrtirahaei ?enis, 403
Scaiiriis, Tereniius, 596
Scepters. 248
Schiva, Hindoo deity, 110
Scholiasls, Greek, 443, 497
Schools, of painting and sculp-

ture in Greece, 3S9 414;
of philosophy, 3.S9, S4i, £05

;

of niHdicine, 536, 639. See
Seniiuaries.

Scipio, lornl) and inscription
of, 371,567; Africaniis. his
love of philosophy, 605;
conqueror of Carthage, 77

;

Nasica, 5S7
Scironian rocks, 29
Scolion orskolion, 452
Scopas, works of, 390
Scribonius Largus, 639, 642
Scriptures, Sacred, in Greek

language, 541, 542; attest-
ed in Pagnn fictions, 84

Sculptors, eminent Greek, 3S8,

Sculpture, ancient, 381 ss ; ma-
terials used in, 382

; inven-
tion of, 382, 385 ; Asiatic,
3^6 ; Egyptian, 385 ; among
the Greeks, 387; history
of in Greece, 388; remains
of. 392

Scylax, 519, 521
Scylla and Charybdis, 132
Scyiimus, 455
Scythian gunrds at Athens, .32

Sea-fight, 203, 282; mock, 243
Seals, sculptured gems used

for, 405; seal of Angelo,
407; of Polycrates, 404

Seasons person ilied, 61. 127
Seatur,Gernian deity,9i;62 ("537
Sects or schools ininedicine;536
Secis of Greek philosophy, 505
Sedulius, 586
Seleucid£e, 70
Self-devotion, 239
Selinuntine marbles, 389
Semele, 109
Seminaries of early Christians,

342: of ancient Greeks,339;
Romans, 366, 369

Semiramis, 69
Semitic languages, 325
Sempronius Proculns, 644
Senate, Atherian, 1S4 ; Spar-

tan, 190; Roman, 256
Seneca, L. Aimaeus, 556, 579

602, 605, 610, 640; M. An-
naeus, 593. 594

Senecio, 627, 629
Sentius Augurinns, 564
Septimius, arch of, 395
Septuagint, origin of, 541; chro-

nology of, 66
Sepulchers, Greek, 222; of

early Christians, 223; Ro-
nian in England, 303

Sequester, 620
Serapion. 537, 544
Serapis, 123
Serenus Septimius, 560, 564
Serfs, in Italy. 290
Serpent, in fables respecting

Apollo, and Crishna, 101

;

emblem of health, 117
Sertorian war, 8
Servilius. Marcus, 627
Servitudes. 268
Servius Sulpiciiis, lawyer, 644
Servius, comii>j;iitaior on Vir

gil, 573, 5t-
Sesnstris, 71
Sesterce, value of, 267
Seth, pillars of, 308, 309

Sethus Simeon, 511
Setinus Balbus, 580
Seven, sages of Greece, 504

wonders of the world, 114

Severus, arch of, 395
Severus Cornelius, 576; Sane-

tus, 561
Sev\ ers of Rome, 19, 428
Sextius, 509
Sextus Empiricus, 509, 516;

Placitus, 640; Pomponius,
645 ; Rufus, 616, 637 ; Tur-
pilius, 556

Shaft, of column, 424
Shield, a poem ascribed to He-

siod, 467 ; the sacred, 235
Shields, ancient, 153, 194, 274;

manufacture of, 487; of
Hercules and Achilles, 153

Ships, Grecian, 154, 200; Ro-
man, 282

Shipwreck, practice of those
surviving, 238

Shoes, 208, 298; of horses 2f6
Short hand, Greek, 333, 363;

Roman, 363
Shows or spectacles at Rome,

243
'

Siamese alphabet, 315
Sibyls, 449; books of, 240
Sidonian artists, 327
Sidonius Apoljinaris, 604
Sieges, manner of, 198, 280;

celebrated, 282
Sigaean inscription, 344
Signals of battle, 198
Signets, 404, 40.% 407; that of

Polycrates, 404
Signs, in the heavens, &c. 167
Silence, god of, 124
Sileni, 130
Silenus, curious image of, at

Paros, 110
Silio, Memorial of, 348
Stilus Italiciis, 560, 581
Silk, known to the ancients,

209, '^98

Sillic poetry, 462
Silver coins of Romans, 37?, .375
Simonides, 452, 453, 455, 462
Singing at feasts, 207
Sirens, 125, 126
Sisenna, 625
•^istrum, 218
Sisyphus, 100
Siva, Hindoo deity, 95
Skeleton, of priest found at

Pompeii, 374
Skeptic philosophers, 509, 607
Skiagraphy, 410
Skins, material for writing. 331
Slaves in Greece. 159, 178, ISO

;

at Sparta, 189; Rome, 285,'

289; patron goddess of the
freed, 120, 290; trade in,
263; republic ofin Sicily, 41

Sleep, god of. 130
Sneezing, ominous, 149
Sobriquet or burlesque name,

2ft6

social entertainments, 214, 295
War, in Italy, 77

Society, primitive state of, 310,
311

Socrates, letters of, 502; his
philosophy, 505 ; method
of teaching, 338; ridicule
of, 476 ; his trial, &c., 74

;

disciples of, 506
Socratic gems, 404; sects, 506
Sofa-hed, 212
Sol, 114; s*.atue of, at Rhodes,

114

Solar Cycle, 63
Soldiers, classes of Grecla„

193; of Roman, 271 27-">

'

274? 28o'"''** ^^ ^'*"^"'

Solinus, C. Julius, 616, 619
Solomon, Song of, 477; reien

of, 69 ' ^"
Solon, his poetry, 469; his in-

fluence on Athens, 177,483
504; fragments, 469; tab-
lets of his laws, 331

Somnambulism, in ancient
limes, 166

Songs of the Greeks, 451, 452
Sophi.-^ts, Greek, 490; lives of,

Sophocles, 458, 473, 474
Sophron, 462
Sophronists, 335
Soranus, 537
Sosihius, 496
Sosiphanes, 459
Sosiiheus, 459
Sostratus, 427
Sotion, 509, 607
Soul, state of, after death 95'

weighing of, by Egyptians'

Spain, mines of, 262
Sparta, under Lycurgus, 142*

rival of Athens, 142;
changes in government,
151; system of education,
189, 335, 339; magistrates
of, 189; public meals, 190;
constitution, 188, 190; to-
pography, 36

Spartianiis, 638
Spectacles or shows, Roman.

243
'

Sphereof Chiron, 64
Sphinx, 132
Spintrian medals, 373
Spirits, departed, 99; fallen, 129
Spoils of war, how divided.

154, 199
'

Spoletto, aqueduct at, 10
Spurinna, 560
Spurs, 266
Stadia, 423
Stage, actors on Greek, 176;

parts of Roman, 247
Staircases, 291
Standards, military, Grecian.

198 ; Roman, 272
'

Statins, 560, 581
Statues, 381 ; ancient rude,

382 ; two most famous,
38.3, 390; Equestrian, 394;
classified, 383; use fre-
quent, 389; more numerous
than paintings, 414; where
placed, 389, 391 ; found at
Pompeii, 298, 394; at Her-
culaneum, 394

Stheno, 130
Stephens, family of printers.

394
J I ,

Stephanus, of Athens. 538; of
Byzantium, 519. 523

Slesicliorus, 452, 454
Stiletto, 365
Stilicho, 5b5
Stirrups, 266
Stoa, the Poecile, 339
Stohaeus, 517
Stoic philosophy, 507, 606
Stone, used for tools, 310
Stonehenge, 148
Stones, precious, 400
Storms, goddesses of, 128
Strabo, 519, 522; Roman poet,

556
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Strangers, treatment of by the
Greeks, 207

Strato, 456, 508
Strophes, 452, 45S
Structures of the Romans, 423
Stucco-paintins, 290

Studying languages, methods
of, 433, 550 ; in London
University, 439, 440 ; Bos-
ton Latin school, 550

Stvle, instrument for writing,
332

Stvlobate, 424
Slvx. 99
Sudatory, 429
Suetonius, Tranquillus, 627,

635; Paulinus, 627
Suidas, 499
Suliotes, bravery of, 25
Sulpicia, 565
Sulpicius Rufus, 644

Sun, the Fountain of, 56; sta-

tue of at Rhodes, 42
Sun-dial, 60

Sun-god, 93; worship, 114
Superior gods, 91

Suppers of the Romans, 294
Supplicants, 147

Surgical instruments, of Ro-
mans. 263

Survey of Roman empire, 615
Susarion, 460
Swearing, among the Romans,

239
S\vin)ming among the ancients,

293
Swords, 196, 274 ; of Noricum, 7

Sybarites, 13, 15
Syenite, 54
Sylla, fabulist, 558
6ylla,and Marius, 77; conque-

ror of Athens, 177

Syllable-writing, 315
Syllogistic art, 508
Symbolical, language of the

Bible, 542 ;
pictures, 313,

314
Symbols, the orisin of the Gre-

cian sods, 327; on medals,
349, 375

Symmachus, 592, 603
Symposia, 337
Synagosues, Jewish, in Gre-

cian cities, 541

Synchrelistic philosophy, 509
Syracuse, constitution of, 192;

topoL'raphy of, 40
Svria, kingdom of, 70
Syriic N. T., MS. copy of, 333,

356
Syrinx, 116
Sylhes, chariots armed with,

194

Table, Iliac, 451; of Isis, 123;
genealogical, of mytholo-
gv, 90 ; ancient for eating,

206, 294
Tables :.nd charts, 66
Tables, twelve, 261

Tablets for writing, 331, 333,

363, 365
Tabula Peutingeria, 620

Tachvgr.iphv, 333, 363

Tacitus, C. Cornelius, 589, 6S3
Taciics, Greek writers on, 519;

Roman, 615, 617
Talent, value of, 213
Talismans, 403
Tamniuz, Syrian deity, 106

Tantalus, 100, 136

Tapestry, ancient, 218
Tarentiiies, 13

Tarpeian rock, 16, 260
Tarquin, expulsion of, 75, 227
Tartarus, 99

Tassie's casts of ancient gems,
407

Tatian, 544
Tauchnitz, classics printed by,

650
Taxes at Rome, 261 ; Athens,

181

Teachers in Greek schools,

339; at Rome, 262, 366
Tears, preservation of, 303
Telesille, 452
Telesphorns, 118
Telestes, 452
Temples, ancient, 148, 421 ; se-

ven kinds of, 421 ; most
celebrated, 421 ; Grecian,
146, 148, 160; in lime of
Homer, 14S ; Roman, 18,

230 ; dedication of, &c.,
238; at Athens, 178; of
Jupiter Amnion, 95 ; of
Isis. 123; Janus, 18; Juno
Lacinia, 15; Nike Apteros,
390; Solomon's, 52, 69

Tents, of Greek soldiers, 154
Terence, 556, 569
Terentianus, IMaurus, 562
Terminus, 119
Terpander, 453, 455
Terpsichore, 127
Terra cotta, 263, 427
Teriullian, 608
Thales, founder of Italic school,

505
Thaletas. 452
Thalia, 127

Tharnyris, 448
Theatre, form of ancient,

422 ; remains, 422 ; per-
formances in, 176, 462; of
Romans, 246; of Greeks,
175; views of early Chris-
tians respecting, 559

Theban war, heroes of, 136
Thebes, constitution of, 192;

supremacy of, 74
Themis. 94, 117
Themison, 537
Themistius, 490, 494
Themistocles, eloquence of,

483; letters of, 502; emi-
nence in state, 73

Theocritus, 454, 477
Theodorus. Prodromus, 455,

4S2, 490: Gaza, 500; Pris-
cianns,642; of Rhodes, 491

Theodosian Code, 646; table,
620

Theodotus, 615
Theodulus, 500
Theognis, 454, 459, 469
Theogony. Greek, 87, 146
Theomancy, 167

Theon, Greek sophist, 493;
mathematician, 518

Theophanes, 527
Theophilus, 544
Theophrastus, philosopher,508,

514; naturalist, 538, 540
Theophylactus, 490, 599
Theopompus, 526
Theraiiienes, 4S4
Thersander, 136
Theseus, 134; his temple at

Athens, 390
Thespis, 458
Thessaly, 24
Thomas Magister, 500
Thrace, 20, 21, 145
Thracian, school of poetry, 448
Thracians, widows, 149

Thraseus Psetus, 629
Thrasybulus, 177
Thrasyllus, monument of, 33
Threshing-floor, 264
Thucydides, 526, 529
Thundering legion, 516
Thunder-stones, 310
Thyestes, 136
Thynibra, battle of, 70
Thyone, 109
Thyrsus, of Bacchus, 110
Tiberius. 6-27

Tibullus, 561, 571
Timaeus, of Locri, 513 ; the

grammarian, 49S; histo-
rian, 527

Timagenes, 527
Time, personified, 91
Timocreon, 453
Timon, 459, 462
Timotheus, 452
Tiresias, 4-19

Tiryns, walls at, 420
Tisias, 490
Titanides, 91, 124
Titans, 124

Tithonus, 114
Titianus, 616
Titinius,557
Titles of ancient books, how

written, 332
Titus, arch of, 395; conqueror,

70
Tityus, 100
Toilet, Grecian, 209; Roman,

299, 300
Tomb, of Cyrus, &c., 223 ; Ro-

man at Pompeii, 303; at
Cyrene, 66; of Virgil, 12

Tombs of early Christians, 303
Tongues, confiision of, 309, 325
Tone, or accent, in Greek, 437
Tools, in architecture, 418
Topography, of Rome, 16; of

Athens', 28; Sparta, 36
Torso, the statue, 393
Totila, Rome laid waste by,

225
Towers, ancient, 281 ; Leaning

tower ..f Pisa, 431
Towns, with tiames ending in

Chester, 280
Trade, at Rome,263; in slaves,

289
Traditions of mythology, 83
Tragedy, Greek, 457; Roman,

555
Trajan, colunm of, 395; bis

epigrams, 456
Transcribers, 333
Translation, practiced ny Ro-

man oratnrs, 367 ; of Latin
authors into Greek, 497;
utility of the exercise of,

439
Translations of the classics,

650
Translucent stone, 290
Travels, of ancient scholars,

310, 368
Treasury, Athenian, 182; Ro-

man, 261

Treaties, 157, 234
Trebellins Pollio, 633
Trees, cultivated by Romans,

264
Trial, of persons accused, 135,

259
Triban, 331
Tribes, of Athens, 177, 178;

Sparta, 188; Rome, 252
Tribonian, Roman lawyer, 646
Tribunes. Roman, 76, 250.231
Trident, 98
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Trblyplis. 424
Tripods, choragic, 337; conse-

crated to Apollo, 149, 165;
•itreel of, 33

TrJ>rtoleiiuiS!, 110
TfKomes, 202
T|..-)negistus, 108, 449
rri!..ns, 125
Triumph of Roman generals,

i83
friiimvirate, 77, 252, 267
Tr-imis Pompeiiis, 625, 627, 632
Tro.an histnrv, 70; cycle, 451;

•var, 70, 72
T hies, 19, 149, 199

' -
• hoiiius, oracle of, 166

'..t:,ipRts, 217
'rtyfhiodorus, 450. 481
T-.

; ho Jnfla"us, 544
' '^

, hon.496, 498
'

! .l-(;ain, 107
'. '..can hieroglyphics, 314;

• rchitecture, 420
!:;r el of Pausilypus, 12

IS, Roman satirist, 565
in order, 424, 427
> of the Calydonian boar,

<
• 've Tables, laws of, 261,
:: a, 643

_;.
'i.-'is, 136

" vii
: anum, 424

T\!'ti in, 125, 132
Ty-ar.nio, his library, 368
Tyrmmy, Roman, over pro-

vmces, 258
Tyri? is, the thirty, 74, 177
Ty. capture of, by Alexan-

r, 70
T-' us, 453, 468

is, 482, 499

U.
s 645
s, 137, 466
characters, 330,354

;i- ntary vases, 401
Lirania, 127
Uranus,- 113
Tfrin?, Jupiter, 345

i.> for voting, 184; for de-
iitjnff the ashes of the
Id, 221, 303
s, ancient, found at
mpeii, 291, 300, 374; re-
sented on Egyptian mo-
ments, 232

"^

iiii^ of classical studies, 320

Velius Longus, 596
Velleius, Paierciilus, 627, 633
^ellum, for writing, 365
Venus, 105; places sacred to

her, 106; de Medici, 392;
temple of, at Hierapolis,
106; at Paphfis, 53; Ana-
dyomene, 106, 414

Verginius Ronianus,557, 558
Verres, his spoliations, 345,

391
Verrius Flaccus, 556, 626
Verses in fantastic forms, 477
Versions of DiMe, early, 544
Vertumnns, 119
Vessels, for holding wine, 296,

297; of war, 200, 282; sa-
crificial, 232

Vesta, 93, 113
Vestal virgins, 113, 236
Vestritius Spurinna, 560
Vettius Valens, 639
yfo'nis Sequester, 616, 620
Vices, deified, 122
Victiujs, in sacrifice, 237
Victor, Sextus Aureliui

636
us, 627

V.
v.. lor. 18

Valer;j:nus, 640
ValtTi- s, Flaccus, 480, 560, 580

;

.'! .'ituus, 563; Maximus,
• --.633; Probus, 596; An-
twih, 625; Julius, his ac-
0' ' nt of Alexander, 527,
e-2i»; Caio, 596

V.Tllyy jfMoffeta, 12
Vaiii.ir. Hindoo poet, 110
ValpyN classics, 650
Variorum classics, 6^9
Variiis Luciu«, 556, 559
Varrisi', on ancient statues,

3r3
l^arro. 621, 625 ; Atacinus, 559,

Mi2; Tereniius, 368, 565,
5%, 597, 616

leases, Tuscan, 387, 394, 415;
ini'rrhine, 401 ; Panathe-
; ,172; sacrificial, 232;
•• N ptian, 124

• .5,618, 640
Vt s, 2li8, 209

87

Victorinus, 560, 593, 597, 637
Victory, goddess of, 120, 585;

image on coins, 373; re-
wards of, 199, 204

Vigils, or watches of Romans,
59

Villas, or country seats of Ro-
mans, 12, 291

Vindicianus, 640
Violet, robe of office, 297
Vi(>lin, ancient, 217
Vipsanius Agrippa, 615, 626
Virginitis Rnfus. 593
Virgil, 559, 561, 562, 572
Virgo, 117
Vishnu, Hindoo deity, 95
Virtues, deified, 122
Vitrum obsidianum, 406
Vitruvius, 615,618
Voconius, 589
Volaterrae, hypogea of, 387
Volumes in itncieut libraries.

368
Volumiiius, 626
Volutes, 424
Vopiscus Flavius, 638
Voyages, 519; imaginary, 500
Voting, Athenian mode of, 183,

184; Roman, 256, 257
Vows, 238
Vulcan, 107
Vulcanalia, 107
Vulcatius Sedigitus, 564; Gal-

licanus, 638

Wages of Roman soldiers, 274
Walls, Roman in England, 40.

430
B

» .

Wand ofApollo or Mercury, lOJ
War, heroes of the Theban,

136; of the Trojan, 136
affairs of, among Greeks,
153, 193; Romans, 270
declaration of, 197, 234;
the Social, 77; the Sacred,
165; the Sertorian, 8; of
Troy, Bryant's view of it,

137
War-chariots, 193
War-engines, 280
War-galleys, 200, 282
Wards or boroughs of Attica,

Warwick vase, 394
Watches,divisions of the night,

60, 240, 2S0

Watch-word, 280
Water-clock, 60
Waterloo medals, 407
Wax, tablets of, 332; palntin"

in, 412 '
•- o

Wealth, instances of Roman.
267; god of, 118

Weapons or arms, of the an-
cients, 153, 194, 274

Wedgewood's imitations of
antiques, 387, 406

Weeding, goddess of, 120
W'eek, known to Egyptians, 61
Weights and measures, Greek,

214 ; Roman, 266
Well of Syene, 54
Widows, burning of at fune-

rals, 149
Wife of the Rex Sacrorum, and

of the Flamen Dialis, 234.
235

'

WMlls, 221

Wind-instruments of music.
217

'

Wind, woven, 209
Windows, of Roman houses.

290
Winds, as gods, 12^; temple

of, 31, 60
^ y

Wine-cellars, 291, 296
Wines, of Greeks, 204; of Ro-

mans, 295; history of, 204,
297

J
. ^

Winfrid, 599, 637
Winter-quarters, of Roman

soldiers, 280
Wise men, the seven, 504
Witnesses in courts, 239
Women, condition and em-

ployments of among tne
Greeks, 158,218; Romans.
287

Wonders of the world, seven,
114,518

World, as known to the an-
cients, 3

Worship, Greek religious, 148;
Roman, 237

Wrestling, 173, 243
Writers, on value of the clas-

sics, 319, 320; on different
topics of the Arcliseology
of Literature or Art, 320,
321; on inscriptions, 343,
370; on coins and medals,
353, 374; on manuscripts,
355, 357, 376,377; on Es-
thetics, 381 ; on Tuscan
remains, 387; on ancient
sculpture, 394, 396, 398; on
engraved gems, 408, 409;
on paintings among the
ancients, 415, 416; on an-
cient architecture, 419, 420,
422, 430; on branches con-
nected with Greek litera-
ture, 442, ss.; Roman litera-
ture, 554,ss.; modern Greek
literature, 343; on mytho-
logy, 88, 89; on Greek
antiquities, 144, 146; Ro-
man antiquities, 227, 228;
Roman military affairs,

270; ancient weights and
measures, 270; classical
geography, 445, 552 ; chro-
nology, 66, 445, 552; on
horology, 60; topography
of Rome, 16; topography
of Athens, 33; of Sparta,
38; Byzantium, 20; Ba-
bylon and Nineveh, 53;
Jerusalem, 52.—See r

references under spe
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subjects; e.g. for writers
on Jewish history, see
Jewish history, in this In-
dex.

Writing, successive steps in

the invention of, 313 ; Mex-
ican, 313; Egyptian, 314;
Tultecan, 312; Persepnji-
tan and Babylonian, 316;
Chinese method of, 315;
Cherokee, 316 ; Grecian,
328, 329; materials used in,

331; whether practiced in

time of Homer, 333, 461;
Latin terms respecting,
364, 365

Writing Greek and Latin, use-
ful exercise, 439, 550; helps
for, 445, 552

X.
Xanthus, historian, 526
Xenocles, 461
Xenocrates. 537
Xenophanes, 454, 508
Xenoplion, of Ephesus, 503 ; of

Athens, historian, 511, 519,
526, 529

Xerxes, l?ing of Persia, 70
Xiphiiinus, 533

Year, division of by the an-
cients, 62,240; the Annus
Magnus, 624

Yero or Jero, 117
Young, time of burying among

the Greeks, 221

Youth, goddess of, 96

Z.
Zaleucus, 505
Zama, battle of, 72, 77
Zendavesta, 449
Zeno, the stoic, 507: of Elea,

50S
Zenobia, 494
Zenodotus, 496
Zenodoxus, 615
Zeuxis, 414
Zodiac, of Denderah,54
Zoilus, 496
Zonares, 528, 535
Zones, 4
Zoology, father of, 538
Zoroaster, 449
Zosimus, historian, 528, 535;

of Egypt, 538

THE END.
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